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You Love, Honor
and Obey These Men?

See Page 3C

BlLLIE

SEWARD,

vivacious ingenue, intends to stay

as charming and beautiful as she is in the Columbia picture, "Among the Missing", in which she is now playing opposite Richard Cromwell. You, too, can keep
your figure slim and youthful — the Hollywood way !
Eat Ry-Krisp with every meal. The loveliest movie stars
have learned that Ry-Krisp is a real beauty aid — because
it's filling but not fattening. At meals and between meals
you'll find these crisp, delicious wafers are the perfect
thing to serve — because they taste so good.

tine

Mme. SYLVIA
of Hollywood

World famous authority on the feminine figure — and
Hollywood masseuse. Intimate stories about Hollywood— valuable beauty advice. Hear how_yo» can win
duplicates of gowns

worn by famous stars — FREE.

Every Wednesday night — NBC Blue Network —
10:15 EST
9:15 CST
8:15 MT
7:15 PCT
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Starving. . .yet they dw«/
the coming of the FOOD SHIP
FREQUENTLY emaciated and ravenously hungry, the people
of St. Kilda's, the lonely island off the Scottish coast, dreaded
the arrival of the supply ship from the mainland. They realized
that though it brought food to the wilderness it brought also
civilization's curse— the common cold. Illness and death invariably
followed the rattle of the anchor chain. In the Arctic, the Eskimos
had the same experience.
Reviewing such cold epidemics, scientific men came eventually
to the belief that colds were caused by germs, not by exposure, wet
feet, or drafts although these may be contributing causes.
Colds are caused by germs, they say— but by germs unlike any
others previously known. Germs, if you please, that cannot be
seen. Germs so small they cannot be measured except as they
exert their evil effect upon the human body. Bacteriologists call
them the filtrable virus because they readily pass through the most
delicate bacterial filters. Using a liquid containing this mysterious
virus, they have been able to produce repeatedly by inoculation,
one man's cold in other men.
Under ordinary conditions, this virus enters the mouth, nose, or
throat to cause the dangerous infection we call a cold. Accompanying itare certain visible germs familiar to all; the pneumococcus, for example, and the streptococcus— both dangerous.
They do not cause a cold— they complicate and aggravate it.

To Fight Colds— Fight Germs
Obviously, the important part of the fight against invisible virus

and visible bacteria should take
place in the mouth and throat.
The cleaner and more sanitary
it, the less chance germs
you keep
have
of developing.
"The daily use of a mouthwash," says one eminent authority, "will prevent much of
the sickness which is so common
in the mouth, nose, and throat.
Children should be taught the
disinfection of the mouth and

nose from their earliest years."
For oral hygiene, Listerine is ideal— so considered for more thans
fifty years both by the medical profession and the laity. It possesse
that rare combination absent in so many mouth washes-adequate germ killing power plus complete safety. And of all mouth
washes, it has the pleasantest taste.
Numerous tests under medical supervision have shown that
fewer colds and less
regular twice-a-day users of Listerine caught
severe colds than those who did not use it.

the germiWe will send free and postpaid a scientific treatise on uses.
Write
cidal action of Listerine; also, a Booklet on Listerine
Lambert Pharmacol Company, Dept. PU-1, St. Louis, Missouri.

For Colds and Sore Throat . . . LISTERINE

...The Safe Antiseptic
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OF THE GREAT!

You have heard so much about it. The
world's eagerness to see this beloved
Charles Dickens novel on the screen will be
amply repaid. The two years of waiting are
at an end. Never before has any motion picture company undertaken the gigantic task
of bringing an adored book to life with such
thrilling realism. 65 great screen personalities are in this pageant of humanity, adapted
to the screen by the famed Hugh Walpole.
The original scenes, the vivid characters,
the imperishable story . . . they live again!

METRO-

Goldwyn -MAYER

Directed by GEORGE
CUKOR
Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK
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Me and My Pal

That cute little trick, Shirley Temple, tells her Mexican pooch
Poncho to "sparkle." But Poncho looks as though she's about
to do a running leap away from the staring glass eye of the
camera. It may be true that English bulldogs are gentle
creatures, but would you want to be the first to try and get
by George Brent's prize winning pug, Whiskey? And he's
George's constant companion. Jean Muir is asking her favorite canine chum to come take a walk. He is tagged Shandygaff, which is a drink consisting of beer and ginger ale !
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THE PICTURE
OF THE
MONTH
For the Christmas Stockings of a Hundred
Million Film Fans, We Give You Warner
Bros.' Magnificent Picturization of the Stage
Triumph That
Made America Young Again

Never has a story brought back so gloriously the good old days
when flaming youth went to town on a bicycle-built-for-two — or
more. That's Papa in the rumble-seat...but where's his shot-gun?

I
"SWEET ADELINE"
Brought to the Screen After 63 "Weeks — Count 'em,
63 — on Broadway, With Its Immortal Melodies and
Romance That Take Us Happily Down Memory Lane,
Dashingly Guided by Director MERVYN
LEROY

We'd like to take up the merrie olde custom of slipper-drinking
ourselves — just to toast that grand trio of fun-makers — Hugh
Herbert, Ned Sparks, Joe Cawthorn — and all the delicious dancing
girls who are too numerous to name— but too sweet nor to mention.
Ever whistle" Why Was I Born? "."Here Ami ",and" Don't Ever
Leave Me"? Well, this is the show that made them famous! Now
you'll hear these and other great Jerome Kern hits sung and danced
as never before — all because Warner Bros, finally lured dancedirector Bobby Connolly of "Ziegfeld Follies" fame to Hollywood.

And while the orchids last, let's toss a load of
them to irresistible Irene Dunne, and Donald
Woods and Louis Calhern for their brilliant telling of a great love story; to Mervyn LeRoy for his
superb direction; to Phil Regan for his delightful
tenor ; and to Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein
II

for

authoring

December's

grandest

show !

A Quartet Of
Pay Babes

Cherubic
June
Preston is about
to make
her screen bow under
the optimistic eyes of
RKO-Radioin"Anne
This manly little lad,
David Holt, went into
his eighth year a few
months ago. Now he's
into high gear in his
screen work, for which
he gets a neat one hundred and fifty dollars
per week. Because he
knows just what to do
when he goes before
the camera

Virginia Weidler, the
petite miss above in
her after-school play
dress, has also passed
her seventh birthday.
Like David Holt, she is
under a Paramount
contract. And since
her outstanding work
in "Mrs. Wiggs," she
is viewed as a big bet
at the box-office

June
was snapped
up
of Green
Gables."
when she paid a visit
to the studio. A keeneyed and
executive
saw
her
forthwith
called for a screen
test. Result,
tract a con-

He's known as Baby
(The Scene Stealer)
LeRoy. Old and
young
stars
watch
him as he
comes
on
the set. It is said he
rates seventy-five
dollars a week. And
when the actual time
he works is figured
out, it puts him just
about at the top of
thethat
pay-roll,
he's
big a drav/
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BIGGEST

SHOW

ON EARTH

is the amazing story of Barnum! His audacious humbuggery . . . his hilarious family uprisings
. . . the beautiful women who came in — and out — of his life! Not even Barnum himself
could have conceived a more fascinating drama than this — the story he actually lived !
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Consult this picture shopping
guide and save
your time, money
and disposition

Brief Reviews o f
Y ictur es

Current

it Indicates photoplay was named as one of the best upon its month of review
ADVENTURE GIRL— RKO-Radio.— Unreeling
Joan packed
Lowell's with
exciting
hour
action.adventures
(Nov.) in the tropics. An
AFFAIRS OF A GENTLEMAN— Universal —
Cleverly handled murder mystery film, with Paul
Lukas as the author who makes women in his life
characters in his stories. Good cast includes Dorothy
Burgess, Sara Haden.
(July)
•

AFFAIRS OF CELLINI, THE— 20th Century-United Artists.
Frank Morgan's
formance as the Duke
of — Florence
highlights perthis
sophisticated yarn about the loves of Benvenulo
Cellini (Fredric March). Constance Bennett, as the
Duchess, and Fay VVray are grand. (July)
*AGE
OF INNOCENCE, THE— RKO-Radio.
— For those who appreciate an intelligent interpretation ofa great theme — love's sacrifice for convention's sake. (Nov.)
John Boles and Irene Dunne are a
splendid team.

BLUE LIGHT, THE— Mayfair Prod.— This
artistic Leni Riefenstahl production will be enjoyed
by all intelligent audiences though dialogue is in
German and Italian. Magnificent camera effects
in the Tyrol.
(Aug.)
BLUE STEEL— Monogram.— John Wayne again
outgallops, outshoots and outwits the outlaws,
and rescues heroine Eleanor Hunt.
(Aug.)
BRIDE OF THE LAKE, THE— Amer-Anglo
Prod. — Pleasant romance against a background of
Irish country life. Nobleman John Garrick in love
with peasant girl Gina Malo. Stanley Holloway
sings Irish ballads.
(Dec.)
BRIDES OF SULU— Exploration Pictures Corp.
— Regard this as a scenic travelogue and try to overlook the poor dialogue. Interesting customs and
characters, with Philippine Archipelago background.
(Oct.)

ALONG CAME SALLY— Gainsborough.— So-so
British musical comedy with Cicely Courtneidge, in
a dual role, and Sam Hardy.
(Sept.)

Fill-in
Contest
Winners!

ARE WE CIVILIZED— Raspin Prod.— A dramatization of various conflicts from the beginning of
civilization, with a powerful sermon on world peace
by William Farnum.
(Sept.)
BABY TAKE A BOW— Fox.— Shirley Temple
scores again as the daughter of an ex-convict (James
Dunn)
accused
of stealing
the "pearls."
hart, Claire
Trevor,
Ray Walker.
(Sept.)Alan DineBACHELOR BAIT— RKO-Radio.— As the promoter of a matrimonial agency scheme, Romance,
Inc., Stuart Erwin is perfect. Pert Kelton, Skeets
Gallagher and Rochelle Hudson.
(Sept.)

A complete list
of the lucky ones
will be found

BADGE OF HONOR— Mayfair — Phony and
amateurish, with some pretty awful dialogue. Buster
Crabbe and Ruth Hall.
(Nov.)
•

BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE
— M-G-M. — Well nigh perfect is this adaptation of the stage play, with Norma Shearer as the
invalid poetess and Fredric March as her lover.
Charles Laughton and excellent support.
(Oct.)

e 116of—
onthispagissue

•

BELLE OF THE NINETIES— ParamountLa West comes through again with a knockout
performance. Roger Pryor, John Mack Brown,
Katherine De Mille do well. But the film is a major
triumph of Mae over matter.
(Nov.)

BEYOND BENGAL— Showmen's Pictures.— Still
another jungle story with thrilling wild animal shots
and a touching native romance.
(Aug.)
BEYOND THE LAW— Columbia.— Railroad deCol. Timsuspense
McCoy'sandinvestigation
of a killing
packed tective
with
action. Shirley
Grey.is
{Oct.)

Photoplay

CHANNEL CROSSING — Gaumont-British.—
Melodrama aboard the Dover-Calais liner, in which
Constance Cummings, Anthony Bushell, Nigel
Bruce, Matheson Lang all take important parts.
(Aug.)
CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON— Fox.— Warner
Oland (Charlie Chan) ha< three days to prevent exof Drue
Leyton's Alan
brother,
accused
of a
murder heecutiondid
not commit.
Mowbray
involved.
(Dec.)
CHARLIE CHAN'S COURAGE — Fox. — This
yarn, centering
around
Warner isOland's
in
delivering
a string
of pearls,
the leastdifficulties
amusing of
the Charlie Chan series. (Sept.)
CHEATERS— Liberty.— Racketeer Bill Boyd s
reform of his entire gang, when he falls for June
Clyde, makes an amusing little tale. Dorothy
Mackaill,
do
nicely. Alan
(July) Mowbray and William Collier, Sr.
CHU CHIN CHOW— Fox-Gaumont- British —
Colorful British version of Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves. Fritz Kortner, German star, and Anna
May Wong excellent in leads. (Dec.)
CIRCUS CLOWN, THE— First National.— Joe
E. Brown splendid in the sympathetic role of circus
roustabout who later becomes a trapeze artist.
Patricia Ellis and good support.
(Aug.)
CITY PARK— Chesterfield.— As one of three
cronies who become involved in the destiny of a girl
(Sallie Blane) gone broke in the big city, Henry B
Walthall is superb.
(Nov.)

—
A hilarious hourCAVALIER
in Merrie S—
Olde RKO-Radio
England with
COCKEYED
•
Wheeler and Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, Thelma Todd
and Noah Beery.
Two sure-fire song hits.
(-4 hi;.)

BY YOUR LEAVE— RKO-Radio.— You'll chuckle
plenty. Frank Morgan is the picture, as the husband
in his forties who wants to be naughty and lias forgotten how. Includes Genevieve Tobin.
(Dec.)

10

CHANGE
OF HEART— Fox.— Admirers of the
Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell team will like this
light tale about their experiences with two college
chums in the big town.
(Aug.)

•

BLACK CAT, THE— Universal.— No great suspense in Boris Karloff's latest "chiller." Anddangers
that threaten Bela Lugosi, David Manners, Jacqueline Wells while in his weird abode seem all too unconvincing. (July)

BLIND DATE— Columbia.— Moderately satisfactory film fare about Ann Sothern going out with
Neil Hamilton when "steady" Paul Kelly lets
business interfere with her birthday party.
(Oct.)

CHAINED— M-G-M.— Splendidly written, acted,
directed, with Joan Crawford married to Otto
Kruger and in love with Clark Gable.
(Nov.)

•
CLEOPATRA
Paramount.
— A splendid
passionatein
love
story, with —Claudette
Colbert
the title role, Warren William as Caesar, and Henry
Wilcoxon as Antony. A typical DeMille spectacle
(Sept.)

BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK
— 20th Century-United Artists. — You must
see Ronald Colman as the amateur detective who
leaps headlong into the most baffling case in many a
day. Loretta Young, Charles Butterworth fine.
(Aug.)

BLACK MOON— Columbia.— If you're in the
mood to see a white woman (Dorothy Burgess) enslaved byand
Voodooism,
Jack Holt
Fay Wrayyou'll
fine. probably
(Sept.) enjoy this.

•
CAT'S
PAW, THE—
familiar
characterization
— the Fox.—
naive Doing
younghis man
for
whom even the most difficult situations come out
well — Harold Lloyd scores again ! This time he's a
missionary's
son, visiting America. Una Merkel.
(Oct.)

•
BRITISH AGENT— First National.— Locale
— Russia during the war; characters — Leslie
Howard, a British agent, and Kay Francis who loves
him, but is also passionately devoted to her country.
Deft direction; capable cast. See this! (Oct.)

BIG HEARTED HERBERT— Warners.—
Just one heartfelt laugh. Guy Kibbee is
grouchy father, continually reminding Aline MacMahon and their children of his struggle to success.
(Nov.)

•

CASE
OF
THE
HOWLING
DOG,
THE—
Warners. — Smooth and clever, different and diverting murder varn. Lawyer Warren William solves
mystery
Mary Astor, Gordon Westcott.
(Nov.)

CONSTANT NYMPH, THE— Fox-GaumontBritish.dren— of Margaret
aboutartistically
the chilthe mad Kennedy's
composer, novel
Sanger,
adapted to the screen. Brian Aherne and Virginia
Hopper, trayals.
his (July)constant nymph, give beautiful por-

CALL IT LUCK— Fox.— An old plot, but Herbert Mundin's cockney cabby characterization and
Pat Paterson's
ment. (Aug.) fresh charm make it fair entertain-

*
COUNT
MONTE film
CRISTO,
THE— steadily
United
Artists. — OF
A thrilling
which builds
to the dramatic courtroom climax. Robert Donat is
Danles- Elissa Landi fine, too. (Nov.)

•
CARAVAN — Fox. — For a riotous carnival of
song, dance, costume and operetta plot, we
recommend this film laid in Hungary. A-l cast includes Jean Parker, Charles Boyer, Loretta Young
and Phillips Holmes.
(Nov.)

•
—CRIME
A trulyWITHOUT
remarkable PASSION—
picture, that Paramount.
has for its
theme the workings of an unscrupulous mind. Claude
Rains, Margo, Whitney Bourne all first-rate. Suspense maintained throughout.
(Nov.)
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 14 ]
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Another glorious
Hepburn romance to
share your treasured
memories of "Little
Women". Another beautiful
RKO picture from one of the
great love stories of the ages. Another

fire and wistful tender-

radiant acting triumph by the year's
outstanding star, as she brings you

ness of Barrie's immortal Gypsy "Babbie".
Really something more than a motion

a

picture — a Christmas gift for your heart!

role

endearingly

different — the
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TALKS

BACK

• • • •

through the frosty night, and fell into our beds
to get warm, re-living the picture until sleep
brought us forgetfulness.
If I had my way, I'd give every poor person
in the world a free ticket to a movie for a
Christmas gift.
Anita Pinkiiam, Minneapolis, Minn.
GARBO

"V7"OU*D almost think this was a lovelorn column or cupid's
J- headquarters these days! Letters on Charles Boyer's sexappeal, and advice to dissatisfied wives, and one on harems — my,
my! We got so steamed up we even gave a prize to a letter that
mentioned sex twenty-two times. It must he that love's in
bloom. And it's nice to have a good crop of bouquets floating in
for a change
THE

$25 LETTER

It was not until I married that I ever attended the movies.
When a child I longed with a passion that
became an obsession to go to the movies. But
when I saved penny by penny till I had the
fare my father wouldn't hear of my going. He
was surprised that a child of his even thought
of contaminating herself by going to "the
devil's playhouse."
Since my marriage I'm thankful to say I've
been a frequent attendant and I get more
. pleasure and relaxation from a good movie
than from any form of recreation.
But somehow I can't forget that forlorn kid
who was denied the supreme pleasure. So each
week I pick two children from the poverty
st ri( ken district and take them with me to the
movies. Their shining eyes and happy faces
are all the thanks I need And when I find a
man or woman who is blue and burdened with
troubles I press a quarter in his or her hand and
tell them to go see a picture.
Mrs. H. E. Adam, Cedartown, Ga.
THE

$5 LETTER

Last Winter, I was very poor. I had a temporary job that paid me five dollars a week —
barely enough for food and shelter. Christmas
was coming. The Christmas trees, the tinseled
shop windows, the " Silent Night, Holy Night"
of the Salvation Army band, mocked me. I'd
always loved Christmas so. This year, when I
could neither go home nor send gifts, I hated it.
On Christmas Eve I couldn't go to church —

12

Having just come from a showing of "Outcast Lady" I am impelled to compare it with
"A Woman of Affairs" as played some years
ago by Garbo. Both pictures, as you know,
are made from the book "The Green Hat."
In "Outcast Lady" Miss Bennett gives a
smooth, excellent performance. But never
once does she make me feel like that Iris is an
individual, a warm, living personality. It
seems to me hers is a carefully studied technique. Polished, to be sure, but it leaves me
cold.
In "A Woman of Affairs" Garbo created an
Iris so vital, so alive that my heart ached with
the poignancy of her suffering. While Miss
Bennett's a clever young actress. Garbo is the
rare genius who interprets with an almost
divine understanding the souls of her characters.
Nora Delpree, Kiowa, Colo.

When the audience speaks the stars and
producers listen. We offer three prizes for
the best letters of the month— $25, $10
and $5. Literary ability doesn't count.
But candid opinions and constructive suggestions do. We reserve the right to cut
letters to fit space limitations. Address
The Editor, PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 221
West 57th Street, New York City.

$10 LETTER

Let's abolish sex! Make a law against it!
Sexcommunicate everybody who breaks the
law, no sexcuses, no sexceptions, no sexempti"iiN no sextenuating circumstances! Every
sintelligent sindividual should sindorse it.
Let's have no more of Eddie Cantor's sinuendo, no more of Wheeler and Woolsey's sintemperance, no more of Ann Harding's sintimacies, nothing as sexotic as Kay Francis, no
more of Jean Harlow's sexpositions, no more of
the sexquisite Garbo and the sinternational
Sten: we must sexpurgate the sexhuberant Mae
West, and alas, we must sexterminate the sexpressive Harpo Marx.
Let's take the sin out of sinema! No more
sextravaganzas like "42nd Street" and "Gold
Diggers." We will show only sexalted sexamples like Mickey Mouse and Shirley Temple,
who are surely sexempt from sexecration.
We'll give the sinsors a break!
But what of the sexchequer? Will we pay
sexpenses? For sex is still spelled Sex! Can
w e get a guarantee against sinsolvency?
Yours with much sinterest,
Fraxces M. Stephenson, Columbia, Tenn.
THE

there would be old songs I loved, remembrances, couldn't
I
stand it.
I had twenty cents in my purse — and that
was all. I knew a girl who was penniless.
"Come on, I'll take you to a show," I said.
We forgot there had been happier Christmases. We sat there and saw the picture
through
three times.
Afterward,
we ran

VS. BENNETT

When Constance Bennett played
Iris in the recent version of "The
Green Hat," titled "Outcast
Lady,"
comparisons
were inevitable.
Malewith
leadGarbo
was
Herbert Marshall

The lady reader who writes that
George Bancroft is a member of
her screen star harem should hear
him play chopsticks with Roscoe
Karns. Georgie's
irresistible!rendition is

IIAKEM

OF STARS

It's time we women admitted that we really
are all polygamous at heart! When we see
George Bancroft portray real he-man parts in
which the heroine leads a tempestuous, heretoday-gone-tomorrow existence, we thrill to it
and vow that is the only life for us.
Until, we see Leslie Howard and Herbert
Marshall with their quiet sophisticated gentility. Then, just as suddenly, the old heart
does a right-about-face, for handsome Gable is
in the next movie we see!
Ah me! The Sultan of Turkey used to have
his harem of women but we women secretly
have our harem of stars.
Emma Emmett, Portland, Ore.
CROONERS'

KITTY

Salvos of praise to a new sensation — Kitty
Carlisle. She actually looks intelligent all the
time that Bing is singing to her. This is refreshing after seeing other girls with an inane
emptiness of expression while listening to the
crooning of the male.
Marguerite Varnes, Denver, Colo.
TILE COLONEL'S GREAT IN COURT!
Cheers! Cheers! Cheers!
For Henry B. Walthall, for his splendid performance inthe picture "Judge Priest."
No other actor has ever come so near stealing
a picture from Will Rogers as did Mr. Walthall
in the courtroom scene.
I remember Mr. Walthall years ago as the
Little Colonel in the picture "The Birth of a
Nation." He was a great actor, then. I He is
great now.
T. Matthews, Houston, Tex.

TEAM

'EM, STUDIOS

Here are some screen teams we fans would
like to see together:
Ann Harding and Fredric March
Norma Shearer and Clive Brook
Claudette Colbert and Ronald Colman
Carole Lombard and George Brent
Margaret
Sulla van
and
Robert
Montgomery
Madge Evans and Richard Arlen
Loretta Young and Joel McCrea
Frances Dee and Robert Young
Joan Bennett and Lew Ayres
B. Holt, Fort Smith, Ark.

MORE—
And while you're on the subject of screen
teams, how about Tom Brown and Anita
Louise? On the screen, off the screen, they're
my idea of a swell pair!
June Ellis, St. Louis, Mo.
NO

GYP

Anna Sten cost Sam Goldwyn a million
dollars. (So you said in a past issue of Photoplay.) Well, believe me! She's worth it! I've
just seen Miss Sten in "We Live Again," and
while it only cost me fifty-five cents to see the
show, I think Goldwyn and I both got our
monev's worth.
J. M. P, New York City

For consistently fine performances over a
longperiod of time I vote a gold medal to Lewis
Stone. I do feel, however, that Mr. Stone's
mlcs recently haven't been quite as good as
they have in the past. Please, Mr. Movie
Executive, keep Stone in leading or strong
supporting roles.

R. L., Stamford, Conn.

You can just quote me as saying, "I have
just seen 'The Gay Divorcee' with Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers, and wish to say it
is the most delightful picture I've seen for
years"
and let it go at that. P. S. — I've seen
it three— times.
Lilith Kitchell, Kansas City, Kans.
CHARLES

HAS

WHAT

IT TVKKS

Talk about sex-appeal! I didn't know the
meaning of the word until a few days ago when
I saw Charles Boyer in "Caravan." One day
Boyer was only another obscure actor to me
and the next I had him heading my list i f
favorites.
Bertha Smith, Mullins. S. C.
LONG

A WINNER

She's been my favorite star for fifteen years.
On the screen and in the public print, I've
followed her through flops, tremendous successes, changing roles, motherhood, four marriages. I'm glad now to see her back on the

screen again, more beautiful than ever, in a
smashing good picture.
I'm talking about
Gloria Swanson, star of "Music in the Air."
Evelyn Andrews, Des Moines, Iowa
SEALS
Nearly nineteen years ago Henry B. Walthall
(above) won movie fame for his fine portrayal
of the Little Colonel in "The Birth of a Nation."
Today he's gathering laurels for a performance
just as outstanding in the Fox production,
"Judge Priest" fright)

FOR

BABES?

I thoroughly enjoyed your article, "Robbing
the Cradle for Stars," in the November Phi i i <>PLAY.

However, I think the sudden outcrop of child
PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE
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FOG OVER FRISCO— First National.— Fairly
exciting mystery is provided when Bette Davis
becomes
in.stolenLindsay
security and
racket.
And Woods,
there's
romance "fence"
by Margaret
Donald
Lyle Talbot, Arthur Byron. (July)

•
HAPPINESS
AHEADAbout
— aFirst
National.
—
Tuneful and peppy.
wealthy
miss and
(honest!) a window washer. Josephine Hutchinson
(fresh from the stage), and Dick Powell are the two.
You'll like it and hum the tunes.
(Dec.)

DAMES — Warners. — A barrel of good humor, and
excellent tunes bv Dick Powell, teamed again with
Ruby Keeler. ZaSu Pitts, Guy Kibbee, Hugh
Herbert supply comedy, and Joan Blondell lends a
snappy touch.
(Oct.)

FOR LOVE OR MONEY— British & Dominion.
—Wendy
Catalogue
this and
one under
and play
Slow-Moving."
Barrie
Robert"Mild
Donat
the leads.
(Oct.)

HAPPY LANDING— Monogram.— Plenty of
thrills when Border Patroller Ray Walker goes after
crooks who use the radio to get him in a jam, and
threaten bombing an ocean liner. A-l support.
(Oct.)

DANCING MAN — Pyramid. — Mediocre murder
mystery, featuring Reginald Denny as a gigolo in love
with Judith Allen and affairing with her stepmother, Natalie Moorhead.
(Oct.)

FOUNTAIN, THE— RKO-Radio.— Rather slowmoving, yet exquisitely produced with a capable cast
including Ann Harding, Paul Lukas and Brian
Aherne.
(Nov.)

DANGEROUS CORNER— RKO-Radio.— A
•
story with two endings — what happened and
" Involves a "suicide".— actually a
"cover-up.
the
revelations Ian Keith,
murder. Full of startling
Erin O'Brien Moore, Conrad Nagel, Melvyn Douglas,
(Dec.)
Excellent.
Virginia Bruce, others.

FRIDAY THE 13th— Gaumont-British.— An interesting and revealing check-back on the activities
of several persons who are in a bus crash at midnight of this fateful day.
(Aug.)

CRIMSON ROMANCE— Mascot.— War story,
good flying, plenty combat scenes. Two pals, Ben
Lyon and James Bush, both fliers, of course, fall in
love with ambulance driver Sari Maritza.
(Dec.)

DEATH ON THE DIAMOND— M-G-M — Improbable inspots, yet meat for baseball and mystery
devotees. Paul Kelly convincing as a reporter.
Robert Young and Madge Evans love interest. (Nov.)
DEFENSE RESTS, THE— Columbia.— Entertaining story of a none-too-ethical but unbeatable
criminal lawyer (Jack Holt) forced to defend a kidnaper. Jean Arthur.
(Nov.)
DESI RABLE— Warners— A neat gem that will
please the entire family. New laurels for Jean Muir
and George Brent.
(Nov.)
•
DOUBLE DOOR— Paramount.— A sinister,
melodramatic plot that works up to a terrific
climax. Mary Morris is aptly cast as the spinster who
cruelly rules over brother Kent Taylor, sister Anne
Revere, and Kent's bride, Evelyn Venable.
(July)

FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY— Warners.— Fair
slapstick, with Charles Ruggles a scream as the rowdy college lad who becomes a brow-beaten editorial
writer.
Eugene Pallette, Ann Dvorak.
(Aug.)
•
GAY DIVORCF-E, THE — RKO-Radio. —
amusing.
Fred Astaire's
dancingGrandly
feet paired
with those
of Ginger educated
Rogers.
He's mistaken for a professional corespondent by
Ginger, seeking a divorce. Edward Everett Horton,
Alice Brady pointed foils. (Dec.)
•
GIFT OF GAB— Universal.— Edmund Lowe,
fast talking news announcer, flops, but is
boosted up by Gloria Stuart. Story frame for gags,
songs, sketches. Alexander Woollcott] Phil Baker,
Ethel Waters, Alice White, Victor Moore.
(Dec.)
•

FROM
MISSOURI,
M-G-M.
—GIRL
Fast and
furious
adult fare, THE—
presenting
Jean
Harlow as a "good girl" chorine, and Franchot
Tone
her millionaire
Lionel asBarrymore.
(Oct.)"catch." Fine cast includes

DOWN
TO
THEIR
LAST
YACHT— RKORadio. — Fine cast wasted in this tale of "Blue
Bookers"
of 1929
"Brad Moran,
Streeters"
1934. Sidney
Fox,giving
Ned away
Sparks,to Polly
Maryof
Boland, Sidney Blackmer.
(Nov.)

GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST, A— Monogram.
—willFolks
Gene Stratton
Porter'sDresser,
novel
want who
to seeenjoyed
this. Marian
Marsh, Louise
Ralph Morgan well cast. (Nov.)

DRAGON
MURDER
CASE,
THE — First
National. — Not up to the S. S. Van Dine standard —
nevertheless satisfactory film fare. Warren William
is a convincing Philo Vance. Helen Lowell, Margaret Lindsay, Lyle Talbot.
(Nov.)

GRAND CANARY— Fox.— Weak tale of a doctor
(Warner
Baxter)
who, having
been "gossiped"
his
profession,
recaptures
past standing
by wipingoutoutof
a plague of yellow fever. Madge Evans is his
romance.
(Sept.)

DR. MONICA — Warners. — Kay Francis handles
the title role with finesse. And Jean Muir, as the
friend
in love(Sept.)
with Kay's husband (Warren William),
is
superb.

GREAT FLIRTATION, THE— ParamountJumbled and sentimental but colorful story of an
actor's
losing
popularity
witha
marriage,(Adolphe
and his Menjou)
wife (Elissa
Landi)
becoming
star.
(.4 ug.)

DUDE RANGER, THE— Fox.— If you like Westyou may Leroy
like this
one. Henry
GeorgeHallO'Brien
rides.
Irene erns,
Hervey,
Mason,
in it. (Dec.)
ELMER AND ELSIE— Paramount.— Light family
fare, with Frances Fuller and George Bancroft who
reveals hitherto concealed comedy talents.
(Oct.)
EMBARRASSING MOMENTS— Universal— In
the role of a practical joker, Chester Morris does an
excellent
acting job,
and there's
a dull moment.
Marian
Nixon,
Walter
Woolf. never
(Aug.)

HALF A SINNER— Universal.— Film version of
"Alias the Deacon," with Berton Churchill again
rating loud handclaps. Joel McCrea and Sallie Blane
are the love interest. And Mickey Rooney is a good
little comedian.
(July)
•

HANDY ANDY— Fox.— As the apothecary.
Will Rogers does another of his priceless characterizations. Besides an A-l cast — Peggy Wood,
Mary Carlisle and Frank Melton — there is good dialogue and believable burlesque. (July)

Photoplays Reviewed
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HAT, COAT AND GLOVE— RKO-Radio.— Fair
adaptation of the stage play, in which lawyer Ricardo
Cortez
his wife's
lover, cast
accused
of murder.
Superb defends
performances
by every
member.
(Oct.)
HAVE A HEART— M-G-M.— A wistful tale about
the love of a cripple (Jean Parker) for an ice-cream
vendor (Jimmy Dunn). Una Merkel - Stuart Erwin
are a good comedy team.
(Nov.)
HEART SONG— Fox-Gaumont-British— A pleasant little English film with Lilian Harvey and Charles
Boyer.
(Sept.)
HERE
COMES
THE
GROOM— Paramount —
So-so comedy featuring Jack Haley whom Patricia
Ellis introduces to family as her crooner husband.
But the real crooner turns up — and then!
(Aug.)
•

HERE
COMES
THEpictures
NAVY—
Warners.—
One
of
the best
Cagney
to date,
and probably the most exciting navy picture you've seen.
Jimmy,
O'Brien,
Stuart and
McHugli Pat
all turn
in ace Gloria
performances.
(Sept.)Frank
HE WAS HER MAN— Warners.— Jimmy Cagney
in a gangster film with a brand-new angle. Joan
Blondell, Victor Jory.
Fair.
(Aug.)
•
HIDE-OUT— M-G-M.— As a racketeer playboy, escapedO'Sullivan.
from police,
and Montgomery
being "done
over" by Maureen
Robert
does a fine job. In fact, every one in the cast rates
praise.
(Oct.)
HIGH SCHOOL GIRL— Bryan Foy Prod.— Plot
and dialogue are directed toward early sex knowledge.
Well
(Aug.) presented. Crane Wilbur, Cecilia Parker.
•

HIS GREATEST GAMBLE— RKO- RadioRichard Dix's struggle with his conventionloving
wife makes
for the interesting
molding of daughter
Edith Dorothy
Fellows'
character
screen fare.
Wilson and Bruce Cabot.
(Sept.)
HOUSEWIFE— Warners.— Encouraged by his
wife (Ann Dvorak), George Brent starts his own
business, acquiring wealth and a mistress (Bette
Davis).
Just so-so entertainment.
(Oct.)
•

HUMAN
Accurately titled —SIDE,
a familyTHE—
story Universal.—
that is entertaining from start to finish. Adolphe Menjou, Doris
Kenyon, Reginald Owen.
(Nov.)

I CAN'T ESCAPE— Beacon Prod.— Onslow
Stevens does a grand characterization of the exconvict who goes straight when he meets the right
girl (Lila Lee).
(Aug.)
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Anne of Green Gables — RKO-Radio ... 75
Autumn Crocus — Associated Talking
Pictures
120
Broadway Bill — Columbia
73
Captain Hates the Sea, The — Columbia 74
Cheating Cheaters — Universal
120
College Rhythm — Paramount
74
Elinor Norton — Fox
120
Enter Madame — Paramount
120
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74
Firebird, The — Warners
74
Flirtation Walk— First National
74
Fugitive Lady — Columbia
120
Gay Bride, The— M-G-M
120
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Gentlemen Are Born — First National. . 75
Great Expectations — Universal
73
Girl O' My Dreams— Monogram
120
Green Eyes — Chesterfield
120
Hell in the Heavens — Fox
75
I Sell Anything— First National
120
Kentucky Kernels — RKO-Radio
74
Kid Millions — Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists
72

Loyalties — Harold Auten Prod
120
Man of Aran — Gaumont-British
75
Music in the Air — Fox
73
Norah O'Neale— Clifton-Hurst Prod.. .120
Painted Veil, The— M-G-M
72
Return of Chandu, The — Principal. . . .120
St. Louis Kid, The — Warners
75
Secrets of Hollywood — Scott-Merrick
Prod
120

Lightning Strikes Twice— RKO-Radio. 120
Limehouse Blues — Paramount
120
Little Friend — Gaumont-British
75
Lost in the Stratosphere — Monogram.. 120

Transatlantic
Merry - Go - Round —
United Artists
120
White Parade, The— Fox
72
Without Children— Liberty
120

Photoplay
I GIVE MY LOVE— Universal.— Paul Lukas,
Wvnne Gibson, Eric Linden, John Darrow all deserve better than this familiar story of the mother
who makes a great sacrifice for her son. (Aug.)

Magazine

TWO

I HATE WOMEN— Goldsmith Prod.— Intrusting newspaper story about Wallace Ford, confirmed
woman-hater, falling for June Clyde. Good comedy
by Fuzzy Knight. Bradley Page, Barbara Rogers and
Alexander Carr also in cast. (July)
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BRILLIANT STARS BROUGHT TOGETHER
IN A HEAVENLY PICTURE
The producers of "It Happened One Night","Lady For A Day"
and
One Night Of Love
Now
Bring You The Greatest
Romantic Comedy Of All Time I

IT'S A BOY— Gainsborough.— In this British
farce, Edward Everett Horton is top-notch, but that
isn't quite enough to carry the whole picture. (Sept.)
JANE EYRE — Monogram. — The old classic, handled with taste, but slow in the telling. Virginia
Hi uee is very beautiful, and Colin Clive does a good
acting job.
(Sept.)
•
JUDGE PRIEST— Fox.— Will Rogers makes
Irvinso S.enjoyable,
Cobb's humorously
philosophical
charactei live
you wish you
were a part
of
the drowsj Kentucky setting. The music heightens
your desire. Tom Brown, Anita Louise the love interest. Perfect cast. (Dec.)
JUST SMIT H — Gaumont- British. — Amusing
comedy, from Frederick Lonsdale's play "Never
Come
Back," Monte
boastingCarlo
an all-English
cast headed by
Tom Walls.
locale. (July)
KANSAS CITY PRINCESS, THE— Warners.—
Comedy, "so-called," about two manicurists (Joan
Blondell, Glenda Karrell) out to do some golddigging.
Not for children.
(Nov.)
KEY, THE — Warners. — Melodrama about the
Sinn Feiners warfare witli English troops in Dublin
in 1<)20. Colin Clive, William Powell, Edna Best.
Plot weak in spots.
(Aug.)
KISS AND MAKE-UP— Paramount.— Plenty of
laughs while Genevieve Tobin divorces Edward
Everett Horton to marry beauty specialist Cary
Grant who really loves Helen Mack.
(Aug.)
•

LADIES SHOULD LISTEN— Paramount —
Delightfully adult society comedy, with Cary
Grant revealing himself as a farceur of distinction in
the role of a Parisian bachelor. Frances Drake,
Edward Everett Horton and Nydia Westman all
splendid.
(Oct.)
•

LADY BY CHOICE— Columbia.— Fresh and
original, with a new situation for May Robson.
Carole
Lombard,
fan asdancer,
"adopts"
an
irrepressible
alcoholic,
her mother
for a May,
publicity
gag. Roger Pryor, Walter Connolly important. (Dec.)
LADY IS WILLING, THE— Columbia.— Leslie
Howard in a mild little English farce. Binnie Barnes,
Nigel Bruce.
(Nov.)
•
LAST GENTLEMAN, THE— 20th CenturyUnited Artists. — An interesting character
study of an eccentric old man (George Arliss) who
can't decidetaining.on Splendid
his heir.
refreshing and entersupport.Real, (Aug.)

\Jreat Alone . . .
Perfect Together I

WA
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LAST WILDERNESS, THE— Jerry Fairbanks
Prod. — A most effective wild animal life picture.
Hasn't bothered
melodramatic. Howardwith
Hill the
deadlysensational
with bow and
and arrow.
(Dec.)
LAUGHING BOY— M-G-M.— Dull, slow-movfilmfareVelez
aboutwhoIndian
boy evil
Ramon
love
for ing
Lupe
knows
ways Novarro's
of the white
race. Effective photography.
(Aug.)
LEMON DROP KID, THE— Paramount.— A
race-track tout goes straight for marriage and a baby.
Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, William Frawley, Baby
LeRoy, Minna Gombell, Henry B. Walthall.
(Dec.)
•

LET'S TALK IT OVER— UniversalYoung and old will be amused by the transformation ofsailor Mike McGann (Chester Morris).
All for the love of a society damsel (Mae Clarke).
Wag.)

LET'S TRY AGAIN— RKO- Radio.— Slow-moving and much too talkie is this film in which Diana
\\ ynyard and Clive Brook play a ten-years-married
couple falling out of love. Helen Vinson.
(Oct.)
LIFE OF VERGIE
WINTERS,
THE— RKORadio. love
— Louis
Bromfield's
storycareer
of ais well
lingering,
illicit
sacrificed
to a political
acted
by Ann Harding and John Boles. Supporting cast
first-rate.
(Aug.)
•

LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW?— Universal.—
Touching and very real is this story of a young
couple's struggle with life. Margaret Sullavan is
superb,
and Douglass
Montgomery's role fits him
like a glove.
(Aug.)
LITTLE
MISS
MARKER— Paramount.—
Baby Shirley Temple, left as security for an
I. O. V., simply snatches this film from such competent hands as Adolphe Menjou, Charles Bickford,
and Dorothy Dell. Don't miss it. (July)
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MRS.

CUPID

I would like to say a word to all dissatisfied
wives. Annex a movie hero!
The advantages are numerous:
No broken homes.

13

talent on the screen is just a passing fancy.
Today a cunning child tops handsome heroes
and beautiful girls at the box-office any night
in the week. But by tomorrow the pendulum
of public favor may swing from babes to blackfaced comedians or trained seals. Who knows?
George Mack, Omaha, Neb.
WANTED:

IT

were given one wish, it would be that every
mother and father who dominate their sons and
daughters might see this picture.
Mrs. Harold Van Tassell, Newark, Ohio

No half
lawyers'
fees. children.
No
orphaned
No scandal.
No divorce.
When the world goes wrong just take the
afternoon off and see your favorite movie star.
For a blissful hour you will be the most desired
of all women, your every wish granted by a
handsome man who is always romantic (as our
John never was), never forgets to be polite and
never, never makes a scene over the bills.
You will return home from a movie with a
veneer of well being that can withstand being

NETWORK

If I had a million I'd buy a radio station and
give coast-to-coast broadcasts in praise of
Helen Mack. As it is, I'll have to content myself with a twenty-five cent megaphone, which
will serve the same purpose in a smaller way.
I think she's one of the grandest little actresses
on the screen, and certainly the prettiest.
A. R. L., Knoxville, Tenn.

blamed for everything, from junior's tummy
ache to the rain's spoiling an afternoon of golf.
And it costs so little!
Mary Miksch, Clovis, N. M.
MOVIE

AMEN !

MIRACLE

The police department of a hamlet went to
the home of a man upon being informed that
contraband articles — machine guns, pistols,
counterfeit money, etc. — were hidden there.
They surrounded the house, then the captain
stole in quietly and covered the suspect. At
the police station after the suspect was booked,
the captain asked him why he had not tried to
escape, and why he had not continued to keep
the contraband hidden.

"The Barretts of Wimpole Street," this very
night, has taught me the difference between
the Amen of a parent who breeds hate and fear
in the souls of his children and the Amen of
love, capable of destroying illness and the fear
of death. No greater sermon has ever been
preached than by this stirring drama.
If I

The man answered, " I saw a movie last
night, 'The Defense Rests,' with Jack Holt.
I've been thinking it over and decided to end
my career of crime myself, before another ends
it forme. I'm willing to take my punishment."
Charles Enibindek, Minneapolis, Minn.

We don't know whether or
not Anna Sten can win at
ping pong, but she certainly
comes out on top with the
movie audience ! Latest
fame-winner for Miss Sten
is "We Live Again"

Lewis Stone is dashing over
to the M-G-M lot to begin
work on "David Copperfield." That should satisfy
admirers who feel his recent
roles haven't been up to
past standards

Call off the bloodhounds! Little man, you've had a busy
Irvin S. Cobb is all worn out after his jail break. People
been hollering for funnier comedies, so Colonel Cobb is
ing through with a series for Hal Roach, one of which is
Ballad of Paducah Jail."
it isn't biographical,
if it isCobb
about says
Paducah
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HATS

OFF, PLEASE

It ain't no sin to go to the movies, but it is a
sin to lose one's temper and swear.
Along with the Mae West influence and the
"Gay Nineties" styles, large hats have reappeared.
We sit behind them swearing to ourselves,
missing half the picture, craning our necks.
Isn't it about time to display that old sign
on the screen again, "Will the ladies please
remove their hats?"
Mrs. Paul Redeker, Springfield, 111.
HAPPY

CHANGE

THE

TITLE!

My pet movie peeve recently is against producers for their ruthless distortion of stories in
adapting books to the screen.
I salute, however, with a high hand RKORadio for its splendid production from Mrs.
Wharton's charming book, "The Age of Innocence."
Its flawless photography, perfection of cast,
fine fidelity to custom and costume of the
period and the beautiful and accurate con-

PANCAKE

I've discovered when a picture is advertised
as stupendous, colossal, dazzling, gigantic,
thrilling, it usually is very disappointing and
sometimes as flat as the proverbial pancake.
Why all the ado over so-called "big" pictures?
Agnus McTague, Colorado Springs, Colo.
POET'S

life, and if in "Chained" Joan Crawford had
stayed chained and not given up at the last
minute.
These and other productions have failed to
reach top because of melodramatic, artificial
endings which you feel are not real.
Lennox Allen, Winter Park, Fla.
EVEN

STUPENDOUS

ENDINGS?

There seems to be some timidity on the part
of producers in making pictures with tragic
endings.
I have noticed it in two recent productions,
"Chained" and "British Agent."
Here were two fine pictures, yet I know I
would remember them longer if in " British
Agent" Leslie Howard and Kay Francis had
died together as would have happened in real

DIDN'T

tinuity of the text, places this movie in my
gallery of exquisite picture memories.
A. Watson, Oak Park, 111.

PRAISE

After seeing "The Barretts of Wimpole
St reel " one can rightly agree with Robert
Browning:
"God's in his heaven,
All's right with the world."
Well, the cinema world, anyway.
M. McKey, Dallas, Texas
NIOHTHOOD

IS IN FLOWER

Surely a splendid production like "One
Night of Love," featuring Grace Moore, could
have had a more appropriate title. Not often
are we given a superb picture like this one.
But why the title?
I have seen seven pictures in recent months
with the word "night" in the titles! Dawn
(once a favorite word with title thinkeruppers) has apparently faded into night. Why
not give dusk or evening a chance? Nice
words, too.
And also made for love.
Mrs. Mary R. Brooke, Hollywood, Calif.
A news article never appears concerning a
marriage, divorce, extravagance or scandal
about an actor or actress that someone doesn't
exclaim, "Those movie people! Isn't it terrible?" And a barrage of unkind criticism follows.
We put them in glass houses so we can watch
their personal lives. Is it fair, then, to stand
off and throw stones?
Mrs

CHILDISH

AMERICANS?

Traveling about Australia I have often
heard the cry, "We're tired of American movie
nonsense. It's so childish. Why doesn't
America grow up?" And any intelligent person can see this plea is justified!
America, look to your laurels! There are
Other countries making pictures now.
J. A. Glennon, South Australia.
DODGE

JEM, HOLLYWOOD!

I'd like to know if the following "entertainment" doesn't rate a wagonload of brickbats:
Two lugubrious comedies.
One pathetic imitation of a Walt Disney
cartoon.
A news reel with only one bright spot — a
passing shot of Will Rogers in Japan.
And "Chained," ill-starring Joan Crawford
and Clark Gable, who, of course, couldn't help
it if their vehicle had flat tires, a lungless motor
and no particular design.
Please tell Hecht and MacArthur to hurry
to the rescue!
Marie Brennan, St. Louis, Mo.
I am a farmer boy — the old-fashioned, garden variety. I rise at 4:30 in the morning,
bring the cows from the pasture, milk them,
feed the horses, the pigs, the chickens, then
begin on the real day's work. If it's July, I
cut hay; if it's March, I make maple syrup.
Summer, winter, spring and fall — there's always something to be done.
But in the evening I drive dull care away.
Get my sweetheart and go into town to watch
a love story on the screen. Whoopie! I even
forget about the alarm clock!
Archie R. Albro, Marathon, N. Y.
NO

SALE

ON

SHORTS

Why the sudden hue and cry against double
feature programs? I prefer two long features,
even if one is inferior, to a lot of unfunny
comedies,
isn't
news. silly shorts, and news that often

A i ice ('. WOOD, Phoenix, Ariz.

Helen Mack comes in for a big
bouquet this month. Here she
is attending the preview of "The
Lemon Drop Kid." Her escort
is Charles Irwin, and he usually
goes where Helen goes, making
it a romance

Ruth King, Cranford, New Jersey.

Are children screen players just
a fad? One reader says so.
Baby Juanita Quigley and
Marilyn Knowlden, on the set
of "Imitation of Life," hope it
isn't true. They're having too
good a time
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Be Moviedom's guest in your own easy chair!
77une in on

"45 MINUTES IN HOLLYWOOD"
EACH

THURSDAY NIGHT AT 10:00, E. S. T.
OVER COLUMBIA NETWORK

Join Hollywood over its teacups — as you hear
Cal York's newsy Hollywood talk. Attend a
Hollywood "First Night" as we pre-view a thrilling new movie, enroute to your nearby theatres.
Meet your best-liked screen stars — interviewed
during each broadcast. Hear the latest successes
from the studio music shops, brilliantly interpreted byMark Warnow's

Orchestra.

Here's Hollywood — the town, the people, the
industry, transported to your loudspeaker. Swiftpaced. Enthralling. Grand entertainment in "45
Minutes in Hollywood." Tune in this Thursday
night.

Hollywood- . . b Keeler,
k„
Powell and Huoy
in "Flirtation ^

Bros, miliary

Hollywood! . . . Scene from Universale Lowell Sherman
Hollywood ! . . . Warner Baxter and Myrna Loy,
in

Presented by

Columbia's

new

BORDEN'S

picture

"Broadway

distributors of

production "Night Life Of The Gods," with Alan Mowbray and Florine McKinney

Bill."

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT

Clarence Sinclair Bull

IS this outfit smart, girls? And is Gloria Swanson very smart looking in it!
Certainly, it's something brand new in a woolen blouse and skirt effect, with
the niftiest sort of touches. Incidentally, Gloria and John Boles are giving us all
a vocal treat in the Fox film version of the stage hit, "Music in the Air"

STEFFI DUN A listens to Regis Toomey cooing sweet nothings in a scene from
RKO's tale of the South Seas, "Kara." It's quite a change for Steffi from her
many-flounced Spanish costumes of "La Cucaracha," sensational Technicolor
short. The previous assignment for Regis was in Majestic's "She Had to Choose"

OYLVIA SIDNEY looks to be a very pensive little Indian girl. But actually,
'-'she is enjoying herself immensely. Because Sylvia, in between her own scenes,
likes nothing better than to sit on the sidelines and watch the work of the other
players.

She wears this lavish tribal garb in Paramount^ "Behold My Wife"

Clarence Sinclair Bull

PATRICIAN ANN HARDING, cool and poised, as she appears in the M-G-M
picture, "Biography of a Bachelor Girl," in which she is co-starred with Bob
Montgomery. Ann, a tennis addict, was compelled by the doctor to give up her
racket during the filming of this production. It was sapping all of her vitality
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several years ago, I saw Helen Hayes on the New York
WHEN,
stage in "What Every Woman Knows," I had a fleeting wish —
which soon vanished as hopeless — that I might some day see this distinguished little lady on the screen in the same role.
Therefore, I was more than delighted when, a few months ago, M-G-M announced that Miss Hayes was on her way to Hollywood to bring to life once more
the unmatchable Maggie of Barrie's creation.
Miss Hayes, who never once in her whole career failed to portray splendidly any
role she essayed, has, I believe, never surpassed, either on stage or screen, this latest
production.
You have probably seen "What Every Woman Knows." If you haven't, it is
likely there will be a later billing in your town. Everyone who has once seen it is
eager to see it again.

You'll be sorry if you miss it.

IT pays to screen a good story.

Walter Wanger, who produced the sensational

picture "The President Vanishes," estimates, it is said, that the studios' expenditure for indifferent material runs far ahead of that for really good stories.
Mr. Wanger's estimate is that of $'-2, 500, 000 expended in five years for stories,
only one quarter of that sum has purchased real quality. The rest may be classified
as poor.

IN last month's Photoplay you read an article entitled "Let's Go To Tomorrow's
Movies," in which the prediction was made that, by 1940, the screening of
pictures by television in your home would be practicable. Now, M. H. Aylesworth,
President of the National Broadcasting Company, announces he believes this dream
will come true, and that we can enjoy in our easy chairs current news features,
instead of going to the theater to see them.
From this, it looks as though our news is going to be truly pictorial, and that
the newspapers of the future may have strong competition.
Incidentally, Mr. Aylesworth allows five years for the consummation of this idea.

THOSE stinging little gnats, the "quickies," are annoying the major studios. A
"quickie" manufacturer, you know, is usually an enterprisingfellow who manages
to get together enough cash to turn out a picture fast. He releases it through the
lower priced theaters and often makes a neat profit on each production.
The big, well-established studios see no reason why they should not have some
of this profit, too. Plans are being considered by them for this type of production.
The major studios certainly will turn out as good, probably better films than these

little competitors.
And, as an added advantage, these "quickies" could serve as ;i
training school for many actors.

THE life of the late Lou Tellegen was really an epitome of a considerable period
of motion picture history. It was romantic, dramatic, tragic.
About 1915 he entered into a contract with Famous Players, and for the next
decade his star was in the ascendent. Tellegen was unique in the fact that he
was representative of every phase of the motion picture colony.
Fame suddenly flamed before him when Sarah Bernhardt gave him a leading role
in "Madame X" for her American tour. The stage was his by inheritance. His
mother was a Dutch dancer. At the age of eighteen, he appeared as Romeo, and in
Ibsen's "Ghosts."
After his appearance with Bernhardt, his career secure, he became a tremendous
matinee idol.
Jesse Lasky gathered about him celebrated names, and Tellegen was one of them.
His Broadway fame, through the medium of the screen, was reflected in every city
and village.
Tellegen became a symbol for Hollywood. His charming personality, his good
looks, his grace of manner, his appeal to women everywhere, his sensational marriages and divorces established in the public's mind a conception of a Hollywood
that was really mythical.
No man could live at such a dazzling pace forever. When fortune turned, he
fought bravely to keep up a front. Only an incurable illness finally conquered him.
Though he could no longer stave off defeat, nevertheless, we must take off our hats
to him.

THERE'S going to be more real music in the air than we ever dreamed of.
Maybe the intelligence norm of the average person is low, as the abstruse
psychologists say, but there is one thing certain, good music fills the theaters.
"One Night of Love" has proved that.
Among other studios, Universal has caught the idea and Director Howard Hawks
will work into the next Margaret Sullavan production, "The Good Fairy," a complete symphony.
Paramount 's "Enter Madame" has several operatic selections in it. Of course,
the initial big hit with classic music woven in was "Be Mine Tonight."
Welcome the movie all-year round opera season!
It'll be grand — but — will the men have to buy top hats and tails?

WHAT
effect will the developed Technicolor process have on women's clot lies?
Off hand, I would say a lot, for it no longer takes an argument to prove that
the screen fashions our garments, manners and ways of living.
"La Cucaracha" gave us the first of the new colorful splendor. In "Becky
Sharp" and in "Peacock Feather" we shall see dazzling raiment surpassing even
King Solomon's famed lilies of the field. I wish to go on record as making this
forecast : Spring will witness the gayest adornment on ladies we have seen in many a
season.

EVEN Mickey Mouse is to have a new paint job. Walt Disney has decided that
the lovable little rodent is too anemic and is suffering in comparison with the
gorgeous "Silly Symphonies." You will soon be seeing Mickey Mouse with a pink
nose and a school girl complexion.
ttf as Tp itf as «b as «p as as as as as as its its as its its its its its its its its its as its its its cts its its its its its its to as co its as

Clarence Sinclair Bull

HERE'S proof that all opera stars aren't fat and all movie songsters aren't
crooners. For Nelson Eddy is tall and handsome, and a baritone. M-G-M
has lured him from the operatic and concert stage. His small but successful role in
"Student Tour" probably will be followed by the male lead in "Naughty Marietta"
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Will Your Favorite
Star Survive Color?
T3

EACHED heads must
go. No more platinums.
JL_/No more artificial
blondes. No more heavy
make-up.
How many stars can survive
these edicts?
Yet, according to Robert
Edmond Jones, these rules must
govern the choosing of stars in
the future.

You can
camera !
new

fool the color
eauty
£01112*

By Mildred Mastin
Illustrated by Frank Dobias

"Because," Jones says,
"color has come to the screen to stay. And you can't fool the
color camera!
It catches the slightest artificiality, magnifying
it, making it ridiculous. Bleached hair which may be beautiful
on the shadow screen, in Technicolor looks like a straw wig."
Robert Edmond Jones, famous stage designer, designed the
sets and worked out the color composition for "La Cucaracha,"
the first motion picture to be made entirely by the new Technicolor process. He is in Hollywood now working on "Becky
Sharp," an all-color full length feature which RKO-Radio is
producing.
The title role in " Becky Sharp" was, of course, a coveted one.
It would be the first full-length feature picture filmed by the new
process which photographs all the colors of the spectrum. It
would attract tremendous attention and comment.
However, when Robert Edmond Jones looked over a list of
all the eager applicants for the role, his answer to each name
was "no." Becky Sharp must be blonde. But she had to be
a natural blonde. The plum finally went to Miriam Hopkins,
whose golden hair has never been touched by a bleach. It
photographs beautifully, soft and silky, shining yellow.

Work begins on "Becky
Sharp,"
first picture.
all-color
full
length
Miriam hair
Hopkins'
natural
blonde
won her
the
coveted title role. On
the left, a scene from
"La Cucaracha," Technicolor short designed
by Robert Edmond Jones
so successfully that
RKO-Radio is willing to
stake a fortune on Mr.
26

Jones and "Becky"

" We all live in a world of color," says Jones. " It
is ridiculous to think that people do not want color
in their movies. People are now prejudiced against
color pictures because they have seen bad ones, made
by the old, imperfect process. When they are shown
movies in which the color has been brought to the
screen truly and naturally, they won't be satisfied
with black and white pictures any more."
And whether you agree with Jones or not, you are
compelled to remember back, seven years ago, when
sound came to the screen, and movie-goers resented
the imperfect recordings, the cracked voices. They
said it was just a fad, that silent pictures would remain, that the talkies would never be accepted.
However, sound advanced
swiftly, and the public's
early prejudices
against it were
soon swept
away by the

■^
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Robert Edmond Jones,
famous stage designer,

A

is in Hollywood
cause he believes beall
movies soon will be
made in color

rapid improvements in
talkies.
Technicolor, on the other
hand, has been building up a
wall of disfavor for twenty
years. The first Technicolor
picture was made in 1914,
and it was not till recently
that any major improvement
in the process was made.
\X

Except for Disney's colored
symphonies,
"LaCucaracha"
is
the only picture
released so
far that has been entirely
made by the new process.
Pictures made by the oldprocess you did not like. They
looked highly artificial, and
the colors were not true.
There were several reasons
for this. In the first place,
the old color camera could
not photograph blue. Of the

I \

primary colors it "saw" only
yellow and red. Since blue is
one of the three primary colors, itwas impossible to get a
true color picture of any shot
with the old Technicolor
cameras. Even white did not
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 104 ]
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Margaret Sullavan
Perhaps marriage may be the
happy exchange she seeks for
fame, fortune and Hollywood

es
after she finish
twto days
N
HI
er presen picWIT h
ture, "The Good
t
Fatiernyd,s" Margare rriSeudl.lavane
Th
to be ma
in
picture should be finished before you read this aranetd, consequently, Maorgn. should
be on her honeymo
When she told me of this impending matrimony, across a
luncheon table at Universal studios, I searched her gray Irish
eyes for a betraying twinkle. Because Margaret Sullavan is
quite likely to say anything that comes into her mind — anything at all— just to test your credulity. She had just told me
that she intended some day to have fifteen children — which she
did not mean, of course. When she said that, her eyes had
smiled.
But this time they were steady.
She meant it.
That's all she said — all she would say. To the natural questions of who her intended is, what he does, where he lives, or
what he looks like, she presented a very effective silence. No
one may ever know until the wedding bells.
And when she does marry, very possibly, Margaret Sullavan
— Hollywood's unhappiest actress, movie star against her will,
and the girl whom Hollywood has never understood — will be
able to slip out of the screen picture, and one of the most amazing chapters in Hollywood's ever-astounding history will come
to a close. And as I first said— all this may already be over and
Margaret Sullavan may be married— now! Who
done with.

can accurately predict for
Hollywood?
Marriage may aid Margaret in what it is very evident
she is seeking. An escape
from a screen career.

By Kirtley Basket te

Incredible as it sounds, it's,
true. The twenty-three year
old girl, blessed with striking
talent, gifted by the dramatic
gods as few are gifted, who was the major motion picture sensation of last year, who, in the short space of two pictures, has
been soundly entrenched in popular adoration along with
Katharine Hepburn, Joan Crawford, Norma Shearer — yes —
and Greta Garbo; the girl who stepped from seven straight
stage "flops" to a world wide cinema sensation, who is making
more money now than she ever made in her life, who can look
forward to rapidly pyramiding fame and mounting wealth, who
stands on the threshold of a future so rose-hued as to be beyond
the wildest dreams of an ordinary mortal, wants none of it.
None of it!
Neither the fame, the money nor that kind of a future it
offers— not at the price she is paying for it. Which is unhappiness, deathly unhappiness, mental depression and nervous
torture.
This sounds strange. It sounds fantastic. It would be just
that with anyone else but Margaret Sullavan. It would be so
fantastic as to reek of a publicity act. And Margaret has been
accused of that, many times, ever since she first revealed by
her singular, individual reactions — which seemed mad caprices
— that the business of making pictures tore her to pieces.

lingering look. For nobody knows at
When you see Margaret Sullavan in "The Good Fairy," take a long, of
movies, never to return
what moment this girl who hates Hollywood will walk out
28

Wants None Of It!
But it's no act — it's an actuality, which time has
made more and more insistent, more and more evident. Irather imagine she herself wondered about it
for a while, whether or not she was sincere in her dislike of making pictures. I know, however, that time
has convinced her that being a motion picture star
presents a hopeless ordeal — that somehow Fate ironically picked the wrong person to thrust into a spotlighted spot in which somehow she cannot bear to
remain.
I remember talking to her when she first came out
from " Dinner At Eight " on Broadway to make "Only
Yesterday." She was firmly convinced then that she
was completely unequipped for the screen. John M.
Stahl, the director who from his seat in a theater audience had picked her for the part he had searched all
over the world to fill, had to plead and coax her to
come to Hollywood, to fame, fortune and future.
SHE didn't want to. She had never heard of John
Stahl, she wasn't interested in any part of a Hollywood career. She finally weakened, not from the desire of becoming a screen star, not with the faintest
idea of ever possibly becoming a screen star. She
weakened because she had played a series of unsuccessful Broadway shows — and here was a successful,
guaranteed engagement.
"I'm a mess for movies," she believed then, after a
few days on the set of "Only Yesterday." "I'm not
even half-way beautiful. I don't know anything
about making pictures. As soon as this is through,
I'm going back to New York." Which she did; in
fact, she started to leave a time or two before the
picture was finished.
Her interrupted flights, her sincere protests, her
storied rebellions, her eccentric actions were not temperament. They were inspired by a sudden and overpowering realization that [ please turn to page 108 ]

Margaret Sullavan sincerely believes that she is not beautiful and that she cannot act. However, one can't agree with
her after a glance at the portrait on the left and seeing her
fine portrayal of the orphan girl in her latest picture, "The
Good Fairy"
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screen lover, with its overwhelming need for tactfulness
at all times and under all circumstances (no matter about
your personal feelings) and its demands on your time?

and sweethearts,

Demanding
that you go places and do things when y-ou
don't want to?

please
give heed!
I have
something
very
exciting and also very
personal to ask. you.
Would you exchange
your husband or your
sweetheart for one of the
famousloversofthescreen?
Would you, if you had the
chance, exchange your John
for John Boles?
Or your Bill
for Bill Powell? Or your Bob for
Bob Montgomery?
Could you and would you love,
honor
and obey — obey, mind
you — ■
Clark Gable, Gary Cooper, Herbert Marshall, Ronald Colman, George Brent, Leslie
Howard,
Robert
Montgomery,
William
Powell, Franchot Tone, Warner Baxter,
John Boles, or Fredric March if you had
the chance?

But
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the

sound

of an

awe-stricken

voice

whispering, "There goes Clark Gable's wife," make
up for all the lost comfort?
What do you say, girls?
Could
you really
fascinating
men? love, honor and obey one of these"
But wait. Before you decide. Let's contemplate a
bit more on the Mrs. Colman idea. On the screen,
Colman is pretty much considered the remote and
unattainable lover.
Generally, he has a
reputation for being the same off. But
certain
delightful
English
women
in
Hollywood
(sorry, but he does prefer
them a wee bit English) will tell you, in
strict secrecy, that he is the most gay
and charming companion imaginable.
That he rather likes the English idea
of superiority of the male.
The
Americans like it too, poor sweet
lambs, but they don't know how
to get it. But Ronnie does,
make no mistake.
In fact, he

Isn't that something to think about?
Can't you see yourself bustling briskly
about the home of some noted screen star,
supervising the meals, sewing on buttons,
placing away, in neat little stacks, piles of
socks and handkerchiefs, or telephoning
the shops that Mrs. Colman or Mrs.
Gable was speaking and how about a nice
tender chicken for Mr. Colman's or Mr.
Gable's dinner?
Stop, my quivering heart!
Would you gladly and willingly' lay
aside your comfortable existence and the
comfortable understanding that exists
between you and your best beau for the
hectic existence as the wife of a famous

wouldn't

prefers very feminine women
— but they must play tennis.
So for marital bliss with
Ronnie you'd have to brush
up on your backhand stroke,
be sure to speak the King's
English and serve scones at
tea — and by all means, wear
blue — any shade of blue, but
give the preference to navy.
It's his favorite color.
And
Herbert
Marshall

cheerio, here's the best news
yet, unless you're a giddy
fly-by-night.
He likes comfort and a glowing fireside.

cb
■garnet

Geot&e

arid Obey These Men?
Baxter

The Big Twelve, who rouse more
thrills, perhaps, than all the
other male stars in Hollywood

in Mrs.

and-Proper's
eye just as
Bob had i n tendeditshould?
What, oh what,
would you do
then, Mrs.
"Wanted-to-be"
Montgomery?

By Arline Merlon

For Bob will do
those things.
He
will have people sitting down on cream

Close your eyes for a moment, girls, and dream dreams.
Rain dropping gently on the roof. Dripping from long, weary
tree branches outside the window.
Inside, a warm glowing
fire. Across, in a deep, comfortable chair, Ronald
Colman.
The man you had promised to love,
honor and obev.
Could you take it, .
girls?
J°.
Boles
Or maybe you'd attached that fireside dream to
Gary Cooper with his long legs stretched out from
the easiest chair. Well, forget that dream, for

puffs or grab up someone, more than likely
and off
theyou,beach
for you'd
a daygo to
of
rounding.
kewpie-dolling and merry-go-

you couldn't keep Gary in a chair very long
He'd have to tear outdoors for some plain
and fancy riding or a bit of camping out
or even rounding up. And how would
you be on a round-up?
On the screen and off the screen,
Gary is about the same, I'm told.
The strong, silent type who loves one
woman to the exclusion of all others.
Could you love, honor and obey
Gary Cooper for as long as you live?
Then there's the irrepressible Bob
Montgomery. Just how would you
like to be Mrs. Montgomery while
you're at it? Sharing always and
forever in that little bad boy grin
and those bad boy pranks? For example, supposing you were giving a
party and some Mrs. Prim-andProper wanted to use the telephone,
and the telephone, heaven help us all,
suddenly shot forth a stream of water

Prim-

And then he'd look at you with
that mischievous but guilty little
smile and — well, here's where you make
your choice.
Would you say, "No, I
couldn't take a lifetime of loving or
obeying him. I couldn't." Or would
you say, with your heart bursting
with love and joy, "Bob, you imp,
I — I just love you so much; I'm glad
you're mine to honor and to keep."
dear, we Marshall
haven't even
on OhHerbert
or touched
Fredric

Gary

Cooper

March or John Boles, and here we
are all dewy-eyed and everything
with our dreams brought so completely into the open.
' Smooth
and gentle Englishman
that Herbert Marshall is, if he loved
you, he would go through the badplace and high water for you.
But
he would expect the same in return,

remember. Xo half way measures. No hesitating. No glancing back. You'd love, honor and obey him completely and
wholly or you wouldn't qualify, that's all. A bit frightening,
isn't it, and would you take the step? Search deep down in
your heart and discover for yourself whether your feelings for
this handsome Englishman are only the dreams of an emotional
woman or — if the chance ever came your way — would you
plunge? Deeply and forever into the life of this man? Honoring and obeying, world without end?
Then there's George Brent. Any number of willing girls
would enjoy George around the house, especially since he no
longer belongs to Ruth Chatterton. George is footloose and
fancy free — one of the few eligibles among all the lads we
dream about. Let's imagine — and wish
— Well, there's no law against
wishing, is there?
Of course, right now you'd
run into some pretty stiff competition in one Miss Garbo,
for Greta has been George's
one enduring romance since
his divorce. But just supposing, in some magical
manner, you managed to
outshine Garbo as far as
Mr. Brent was concerned
and George became
the
man you had given your
promise to love and honor.
The first thing you'd have to
do would be to make up your
mind to give him lots of freedom. If there was to be a dictator in the house — better let
George be it! He objects to
having his life managed and possessed and he would be one man
from whom you could not demand
explanations.
Plenty of casual indifference would win George over all
the concentrated attention you could

Leslie
Howard

shower on him. So if you're not the indifferent type, think it over carefully.
Being Mrs. Fredric March, however, would
mean being a dozen wives all in one. For there's
Freddie March, the actor; Freddie, the little boy;
and just plain Freddie, the eternal male, who
knows that the girls are looking at him out of the
corners of their eyes. But just imagine having that
March profile to look at mornings and nights. Imagine listening to that fascinating half-break in the
famous March voice.
Imagine the exciting Freddie
March saying, "Darling, 1 love you," and meaning YOU!
Then
there's the serious-minded
Warner
Baxter.
Cautious, constantly looking ahead with anxious eyes into
the future.

You'd have to be ready with plenty of understanding and encouragement if Warner were your choice.
In return you could expect sympathy and tenderness, especial y ifyou were ill, for Warner has an unlimited capacity
for helping those who need help. Perhaps not as alluringly
spectacular as some of the other screen lovers, yet the very
handsome Warner Baxter is certainly one to consider if you're
in that "1 do" mood.
A XD while we're still able to go on, let's consider the problem
■» **of loving, honoring and even obeying John Boies. And
fancy anyone not wanting to love, honor and obey the handsome John. For not only is John every girl's idea of a Prince
Charming, but girls, it would be all right to bring on mother
for a visit so far as John is concerned. No, honest, I mean it,
John will even charm his mother-in-law, for the same grand
charm he shows on the screen, he showers off screen, on young
and old alike. A little kiss on the brow, a little press of the
hand to thrill an older woman into a stateof complete happiness.
32

"You do look handsome in that outfit," I once heard John's
mother-in-law say to him. "Why, thank you, darling," he
answered, as pleased and delighted as if some glamorous creature of the screen had passed the compliment.
Mrs. John Boles!!!!
How does it sound?
WE
now pause for long, drawn-out sighs.
Or is the suave Bill Powell your preference? If it's
poise and wit and social sense you value in a man, Bill is
elected. But study up on your answers, because Bill likes the girl
who knows them. He is always gay and amusing — he likes
gay companions. You would have to like dogs or Bill wouldn't
do for you at all — he's crazy about 'em. And his favorite
costume (honest) is a pair of bathing trunks. He has a
crazy kind of fantastic humor, and it requires a rather
worldly sophisticated woman to really appreciate
him. You naive little girls should fall for somebody else — you wouldn't be happy with Bill.
And, too, Bill goes in for new fangled electric
things. Buttons that open gates or fling down
beds in the most awful places. Like the one in the
projection room, for instance. And remember,
Bill likes his women plenty colorful, gay and
smartly turned out. Look at Lombard. Look
at Harlow. And look at Bill. Could you take
him forever and ever?
But Leslie Howard — well, in spite of his extremely cultured air of rather tired sophistication,
Leslie has a very tender and understanding side.
An eye for the beautiful ladies, Leslie has. So
unless you have the understanding of
ten women, you'd curl up and die of
jealousy in no time. But if Leslie
is your ideal, make no final decision until you have seen him
in a polo outfit. Then you can
judge the triumph of mind
over matter.
Now for you girls who like
to feel the latent caveman in
your
ideal
— Clark
Gable is
made lover
to order.
He
is the perfect Male Triumphant, whose word would be
law, and who would give the
impression of plenty of force
available — if necessary. Some
of us enjoy thinking that he
could even be cold — that he
could leave without a word or
a backward look, if he were
displeased. He is the dominating type, whose word would be
law. But the Right Woman always
knows she could appeal to the littleboy side of his nature.
Franchot
For instance, if Clark grew too domiTone
nant for any good, you could run right
out and buy him a new gun. Not to shoot
you with, my dear, but to distract his attention. Clark, you know, is the big outdoor type and even if
you were left alone by the telephone for weeks on end while
Clark went gunning for wild animals, could you or would you
give all your love and life to honor and obey him?
You could be sure of one thing in Franchot Tone. And that's
faithfulness. But just supposing you could pry Franchot
away from Joan Crawford — and I'd like to see the team of
elephants that could do it — would Franchot be that dream
Prince in your life? Have you ever wondered just what romance, love and marriage with Franchot would be like?
For one thing, you dreamers, you'd have to know a lot about
books, art and culture. And you'd have to be careful about
putting forth that old positive personality of yours. Franchot
is a gentle man, who wants to
[ please turn to page 121 ]

At Last The Films
Round Up Joe
FOR eight years, Joe Morrison did some planning, and it
must have been good, because it landed him right where
he wanted to be — in the movies. And, Joe says, he's
doing right well, thank you.
In the course of that eight years, Joe decided he might as
well do something about his voice. It's been described by rapt
admirers as "golden honey." So, he tried it out with "The
Last Round-Up." You could cut the silence — but it wasn't the
silence of close attention, it was that cold silence of disapproval.
Well, Joe put that song right back on the shelf — until three
months later. Stuck for a song, he dragged it out and dusted
it off. He was soloist with George Olsen's orchestra at the time.
Anyhow, Joe sang the plaintive plains song. The dancers
stopped in their gliding and listened. Joe finished and they
mobbed him — demanding more. They made him sing it until
he was hoarse. Overnight, he became a sensation. Not so long
after, he was in New York and Adolph Zukor heard him.
P. S. Joe got a Paramount contract.
But, that sounds easy. Far from that. Previously, Joe got
a job as tenor in a vaudeville quartet, and headed toward
Hollywood. There he spent a desperate year trying to crash
the golden gates. But no go. The studio scouts and executives
didn't even give him a tumble for his work in "Nine O'Clock
Revue," and he was in that in Hollywood for eight months!
But, that's all water under the bridge. Joe is now right where
he wants to be, and he's coming along — fast. You last saw him
in "The Old-Fashioned Way," and now, "Me Without You."
And he has at least two more pictures ahead of him.
He's only twenty-seven, and not married — not even "in
danger," he says. But, there is one thing certain, should he
marry, the little girl will just have to live in Hollywood. Joe is
not only sold on the movies, but on the town, too.

Tha-a-ank You-hoo,
Maxine Doyle
went back
who funny,
one little
MAXIXE
home and DOYLE
made outisbetter.
Thatgirlsounds
but
Maxine was doing right nicely with a job as Master
of Ceremonies in a Washington, D. C, theater. She
decided she'd rattle out to Hollywood and give it a look-over.
She bought herself an old car and went. Now California is
Maxine's home grounds, so she knew just where she was going.
Also, Hollywood itself was no novelty to her, in that many of
the stars had been under her eye in their Washington personal
nces.
appeara
So, you have Miss Doyle in Hollywood, and Hollywood took
one look at the five-foot-two, eyes-of-blue Maxine, and then
and there the Master of Ceremonies business was history for
Maxine. She was a novelty, and Warner Brothers was not
passing up such a delightful one.
The net result was a contract and a part in a stage production of "Take a Chance," with Olsen and Johnson, two delightful people to take a chance with. Maxine was a hit from the
opening curtain. So much so, that M-G-M promptly borrowed
her for " Student Tour." Then she hopped on her little bicycle
and pedalled around with Joe E. Brown in "6 Day Bike
Rider." Soon you'll see her in " Babbitt."
"How'd you do it? " she was asked.
"Why, I didn't do a thing!" she said. "I just smiled and
took any old thing they gave me. I never asked nor demanded,
and I think my meekness just broke them down."
And now, here's a deep, dark secret on how Maxine started
the road up. It was when she was Master of Ceremonies. The
first night, when she said " Thank you" to the audience, she was
so scared, her voice broke and the "you" went way up to the
roof. It was a howl! And she had to do it all the time thereafter. The good people just ate it up.

Making A Mans
" ~]k
JTAYBE," said Director Henry Hathaway, with just
|\ /I a tinge of irony in his voice, "we had better call this
J[_ y 1 picture 'Wives of a Bengal Lancer'!"
And tearing into shreds a sign reading, "No
Women Allowed," which he had just jerked down from a tree
trunk, he resigned himself to the gloom of his thoughts.
You see, the reason for Director Hathaway's inward struggle
was the fact that the dust from Gary Cooper's retreating car
was still sifting up his nostrils. And the reason that Gary
Cooper's car was bedusting the serene
shores of Malibu Lake was that Gary was
deserting camp in a hurry to meet his
wife, Sandra Shaw Cooper —
And all this was very much against the
rules.
The setting for this bit of dramatics is
the greatest excursion of modern movie

pickers from the Napa Valley, a troop of a hundred mustangbitten cowboys (made up as lancers), and such two-fisted fellows as Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, Sir Guy Standing, C.
Aubrey Smith, Monte Blue, Richard Cromwell, Douglas Dumbrille and Colin Tapley. There also were to be a host of daredevil war veterans from all over the world, including Russian
generals, Cossack cavalry commanders, Australian light-horse
officers, and even a former member of Pershing's staff. So, with
these stiff-whiskered gentlemen filling the woods, Director

times — Paramount's rugged (and partly
ragged) expedition of some four hundred
masculine souls into the wilds to make
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer." You probably read the book by Francis YeatsBrown, and if you did you'll know that
it's pretty exclusively a male affair. No
women. Well — there is to be one in the
movie
Kathleen
Burke
but she'llfeetstep
in
and — out
inside of
two — hundred
of
film.
Incidentally, this is not the only picture
planned or in the making, in which the
males are an overwhelming majority. On
the M-G-M list, there's " Mutiny on the
Bounty," also with a lone woman. Fox is
going in strong for masculinity. "Hell in
the Heavens" is a one-woman film, she
being Conchita Montenegro ;" East River"
has just two, Marjorie Rambeau and Grace
Bradley, and in the same studio's " Lottery
Lover," three-fourths of the cast are men.
It's something for the ladies of Hollywood
to worry about!
Hathaway was to have with him four
hundred hairy-chested gentlemen, including some hundred and fifty Hindu olive

■*****WNifc;

Hathaway decided that members of the
weaker sex would seem a bit out of place
on this particular expedition. Oh, there'd
be a production staff member or two, but
those business-like girls wouldn't interfere
with plans. So he determined to make the
whole affair a he-man's holiday. Hence the
Sir Guy Standing, Gary Cooper, and Franchot Tone were all lured away
from location by undaunted ladies. Director Hathaway posted a sign,
3k "No Women Allowed," but Gary's wife crashed into the camp

"No Women Allowed."
It was the very next day after the monastic edict that up to the forbidden spot

Picture
The tor''Bengal
Lancers" direchid his masculine
cast
in the mountain wilderness,
but women still pursued them
By Kirtley Baskette

Watch out for your head ! Monte Blue,
made up as Hamzulla Khan, means
business! Director Hathaway should
have assigned Monte to the job of
scaring the girls away with his sword

in camp. So Gary discovered a rattlesnake in his tent, and found it entirely
necessary to move at once to the lodge,
where his health would be beyond danger.
Hence Mr. Hathaway's full measure of
chagrin.
Of course, it had been in the course of
evolution for several days — this chagrin.
And not all because of Gary. Why, the
very day before, a beguiling honk had
penetrated the sanctity of the camp, and
that perennial charmer, Sir Guy Standing,
laden with flies, and rods and reels, had
bundled hurriedly but withal furtively
out of his tent. Down to the road he went ,
and was seen to greet a mysterious brunette. She was in a roadster, and away
they whirled, to the boat-landing. While
the perturbed Mr. Hathaway spied upon
them, Sir Guy fished and the mysterious
lady of the lake rowed the boat or netted
the trout he caught.
Too, a series of long distance messages
from Joan Crawford, calling Franchot
Tone away from his womanless surroundings at odd times during the day, had
further proved the resolve of the feminine
invasion which threatened the "Lancers."
Women, women, women! How could
you ever get away from them and make
a man's picture?
"Never mind," Hathaway now muttered into his beard, as Gary's big motor
rumbled off Sandra-wards in the distance,
Four hundred hardy men invaded the wilderness around Mount Whitney, to
make the exciting Khyber Pass sequences of "Lives of a Bengal Lancer" for Paramount. Among them were many cowboys, war veterans, and Hindus
boiled Sandra Shaw Cooper in her roadster and registered at
the nearby Malibu lodge. Immediately she dispatched a messenger to the forbidden precincts with a note. And whatever
she wrote, her words had more authority for Gary than military
orders.
Gary said he thought he should go over to the lodge, but
Director Hathaway said he wanted the entire company to stay

"wait'll I get 'em at Lone Pine."
Because the whole "Lancer" company,

after completing the two weeks' term at
Malibu Lake, only forty-five miles from
Hollywood, and therefore within convenient feminine seige
distance, was due to pack into the bare and rocky slopes of
Mount Whitney — three hundred miles from anywhere, to film
the Khyber Pass excitement of the picture.
Getting into the location at Lone Pine, Mr. Hathaway
reflected with satisfaction, would be something of a feat for a
lady who had no business with
[ PLEASE TURN TO pale 88 ]
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Romance With
Many times she seemed
way out of reach, but
persistent Rafe Forbes
at last touched heaven

By Jerry Lane
oncourtteainspirati
A tennisered
for romance:
PE
RECI
house and
between a rose-cov
located
ally
a dahlia garden.
A balmy afternoon.
One very handsome, very blond young man.
One slip of a girl with hair like buffed ebony, an adorably piquant face — and the meanest serve in Hollywood.
"I didn't know an Angel could play a game like you
do!" Ralph Forbes lunged for a well placed low one,
returned it, missed her answering shot.
"Forty, love," sang out someone from the sidelines.
"Love?" echoed Mr. Forbes, reaching for a high ball.
"Love!" chanted Cupid, swinging on the net.

They'd met a bare
writer extraordinary
done the trick. And
secret little smile, as

half hour before. H. M. Howard,
and "Tottie" to his friends, had
Heather Angel had smiled, a very
Rafe lingered over her hand. She

couldn't very well explain what she was thinking. But
in her mind's eye she was back in India, escaping from the
broiling sun into a small, rattan-roofed theater, seeing a
picture years old — "Beau Geste."
"That young one, that Forbes, he seems so familiar,"
she remarked to her friend, a member of the same
repertory company in which Heather was touring the
Orient. " Do you suppose I could have met him anywhere in London?
He's obviously from England, too."
And then in Colombo, another cinema with Forbes a
Scotch nobleman this time. In Sarat, he was a dashing
army officer up there on the screen. In Calcutta they
saw him as a spy. In Hong-Kong he was Betty Compson's lover.
"Is there any other actor in America?" Heather demanded. "Every time we go to a motion picture, there
he is! . . . And I still can't place where I met him."

Actually, when Heather Angel was married in Yuma, she
had on a borrowed frock. But she wears this gorgeous
creation in "Romance in the Rain"
36

BUT they'd never met. Not until that afternoon on
Howard's tennis court. A haunting memory of something never lived, half remembered scenes from an unknown past. Where do they come from?
This, however, was real enough! Rafe Forbes was
asking for her telephone number in the customary
fashion of young men the world over. There was but one
slight hitch. He wrote it down wrong! The very next
morning he dialed the number. A cool, impersonal voice
slid over the wires to him, " Sloot and Sloot, plumbers.
No sir, there's no angel here. This is a plumbing shop."

It all happened so
suddenly, when they
were married, that
Rafe didn't have
time to make
an official proposal!

"Hang!" said
Mr. Forbes. ' No use
trying to wheedle it out
The
of the operator.
private numbers of picture people are guarded more zealHe tried
ously than the crown jewels.
1 toward. Mr. Howard, his secretary informed
Rafe, had been called out of town unexpectedly.
Xot fifteen minutes later, Howard's secretary was informing a
Miss Angel that yes, she thought she could get Mr. Forbes'
Just a minute please. It's . . . here it is,
numb
telephon3216
Oxfo
rd e . er.

But — here it
wasn't! Heather
had no way of knowing
that the secretary had inadvertently read "6" instead
" of " 7." She was sure of just one
thing.
Never would she ring Ralph
Forbes again. Not as long as she lived. That
furious woman who had answered the call. Brrr!
It left her petrified.
He wouldn't be invited to this cocktail
party — nor to any other she gave!
And that's the way matters stood for four months.
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Mr. Broadway Gambles
Against Hollywood
S

URE I'm worried
about this movie.
I've been worried for
sixty-three
years.
You say I don't look sixtythree? What?
Forty-five?
Lady, if I were forty-five, I'd
jump up and swing from
that chandelier.
And then
I wouldn't have to earn a
living by playing in a movie.

George M. Cohan has his chips
on the table — and one on his
shoulder. He'll make movies noin
New York, but out West

And then, maybe, I wouldn't be worried!"
It was George M. Cohan speaking. The
movie he was worried about was "Gambling." He had written the play himself
some years ago. He had played in it on
Broadway, and it is numbered among his
successes.
And now, out at the Astoria,
Long Island studio, he was making it into
a motion picture.
Most people thought that Cohan would
never try to make another movie. His
Hollywood talkie experience, just two years
ago, was brief and unhappy.
It started

By

Anne

Castle

when he was lured to the
Coast to appear in "The
Phantom President." And
it ended the minute the picture was finished.
" I wouldn't have gone
back into pictures — in
Hollywood,"
Cohan
says
bitterly. "I didn't like the
folks me.
out there;
they didn't
like
But making
this

movie here in the East, that's different. For one thing, it's my own play;
I wrote it. 'The Phantom President'
was written by twelve hundred other
people. Oh, it must have been at least
twelve hundred, for there was a new
author brought in every minute!
"Another thing. I'm making this
picture for a boy I've known all my
life — Harold Franklin. That makes a
But if you know Cohan, you realize
difference."
that his dislike for Hollywood is based
on something far more human and
fundamental than the fact that on the
Coast he didn't know the producer, and that the script
had too many authors.
And even Hollywood
must admit that
George M. Cohan
was
treated
strangely.
In the first place,
Cohan

went to

Hollywood
with
the
understanding
that he was to help
write the script.
But among the
alleged twelve
hundred authors,
Cohan was not
numbered. It was
almost as if Hollywood forgot , or
didn't .know, that
George M. Cohan
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Cohan didn't
like
Hollywood
and says
Hollywood
like him. did
But notif
"Gambling" proves
a success, he may
make more pictures
in the East
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Longworth

MEET the general ! Ruby Keeler looks so fetching in that uniform, we'd even
smile if she ordered a court martial ! Wearing gold braid and epaulets, Ruby
is commanding attention now in Warner Brothers' musical, "Flirtation Walk."
Yes, Dick Powell wears a uniform, too. But it's Ruby Keeler who gives the orders
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BELLAMY

in a striking studio pose. Ralph is soon to be seen in

Fox's "Helldorado." He recently returned, you know, from a trip to Eng'
land. And, lo and behold, he brought back seven lamp-posts. But, 'sail right.
They were relics from the historic Waterloo Bridge, which has been torn down

Otto Dyac

T)EGGY FEARS, who acted and produced plays on Broadway, shows one of the
A gowns and a gorgeous hat she wears in Fox's "Lottery Lover." This is her
debut as a screen player, and, under the terms of her contract, we may hear from
Miss Fears as a writer and director. And a striking looking woman she is, too

BEHIND this innocent exterior is dynamite! "Spanky" McFarland doesn't
keep all his devilment for his picture scenes. In the filming of his latest, RKO'
Radio's "Kentucky Kernels," he had Wheeler and Woolsey in a constant state of
dithers — chairs whisked from under them, trip lines everywhere. Nice "Spanky" !

tune which perhaps you have heard once or
twice, called "Love in Bloom" (and if you
haven't heard it, you'd better drag out
your ear trumpet because you're going
stone deaf as sure as the world — it fills the
air these days).
Which is to say, that
Kitty Carlisle first made the general public
sit erect and focus attention when she did the hitherto unheard
of; namely, splitting singing honors with Bing Crosby in "She
Loves Me Not."
Naturally that wasn't the first time she had ever
tried out her voice, nor the first time she had put
on greasepaint. In fact, the strange business
noted above of an unknown girl's refusing to
autograph a movie contract which she
really did want very badly, took place in
the artistic setting of Westport, Connecticut, where Kitty, having successfully completed her first professional
engagement, a tour with a condensed
company of "Rio Rita," was busily engaged in trying out the musical " Champagne Sec," an American adaptation of
Johann Strauss' operetta "Die Fledermaus" (the flying mouse; i.e., bat). Although just what champagne has to do
with bats and flying mice is a little
vague. Maybe you see them after you
drink it. Kitty wasn't sure. Anyway,
she played the part of "Prince Orlofsky" and they say she was really
something in tights.
talent
Possibly the Paramount
scout was attracted clear down
to Westport by the tights or
the tasty, tangy title of the
show, but finding Kitty twice
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 118]

Kitty Crashes
Fa me
Mr. Opportunity
had to rap hard
and loud before
Miss Carlisle
listened to his
Hollywood offer
By Julius Irwin
e contract, until
the
gnst."
n'tmy site
wo
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"But why?"
protested the perplexed Paramount executive engaged
in signing up practically unknown Kitty Carlisle
for a movie career. "It's our gamble — not yours. "
"I might be terrible, and I'd feel like such a
fool!" was the explanation that didn't explain a
thing.

It's just such unorthodox, upside down things
about this amazing and amusing Carlisle person
of New Orleans, Paris, Rome, London, New York
and points cosmopolitan which have just about
convinced Hollywood that Kitty is one of the most
interesting, completely captivating and unusually
destined things that has happened to it for a long,
long time.
For one thing, it's hardly cricket for a girl to
be in Hollywood only six months and, with no
particular stage prestige, to leap right up to
co-stardom with that secret passion of the
nation's femininity, Bing Crosby.
shares the headlines in the picture sheKitty
has
just finished, "Here Is My Heart."
Then again, for a girl who has to make
something of herself to click professionally isadmirable, but understandable;
powever, for a girl like Kitty, who
was cradled on a velvet cushion,
tutored by royalty, polished
and finished abroad, introduced
nto Continental society, and
tossed about in the soft lap of
uxury to suddenly say, "Oh,
•ats, I'm tired of being worthess. I'll just have myself
i career—" and get itveil, it's like the Hollyvood climate — unusual.
Of course, to most of
is the career of Kitty,
vhose name rhymes
luite nicely with
'ditty," starts with a

Kitty soared to the top
and is comfortably settled there for a nice
long stay. In her
co-starred
with
third
movie she's
Bing Crosby
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and several wildly expensive luncheons — have left me feeling
anything but old-maidish. In fact, I'm utterly limp from so
much festivity.
Deah, deah, such popularity!
I know that nothing but minute details will satisfy your avid
curiosity, Joanie, so I shall relate everything that I've saw and
did all this past month.
I won't leave out a single word.
Let's start on a nice, dignified note. Shall we? The DeMille
wedding. The great C. B.
was his son's best man,
and I might mention that
Noah Beery, Jr., Gwynne
Pickford (Mary's niece)
and Katherine DeMille
were among the entourage.
It was a beautiful ceremony,with exquisite music
that just thrilled me to the
marrow. Weddings always make me sentimental, anyway, and here I
was longing for a nice,
handsome fellow to lead
me to the altar. However!
Well, the bridesmaids
looked heavenly in light
bluegownswithtrains,long
sleeves and large swashbuckling hats to match,
and leis of flowers around
their necks. They carried
small blue velvet Bibles.
Then came the bride. Ah,
the bride ! She was Louise
Denker, a society bud, and
the niece of that big banking mogul, A. P. Giannini.
Everyone in that beautifully dressed congregation craned necks and
then gasped. Louise, like
her bridesmaids, was completely in blue. Her fifteen-foot tulle train was a
mass of blue foam. There
was a rosary of amethysts
twined in her fingers, and
she carried a prayer book,
and a long, silver-twined
sheath of powder-blue
water-lilies. I've never
seen so exquisite a bride.
In fact, her beauty, and
the inspiring ceremony,

took all my attention. I couldn't even
tell you who was there.
thing.
NOW from the sublime to the other
We took two hours for lunch at the
Vendome — the lovely Mrs. Robert
Florey, Josephine Hutchinson, that delightful and capable young actress who
is going to appear in the screen version
of "Midsummer Night's Dream," and
Doris Warner LeRoy, and me. And we
had a giggle when Doris suddenly pointed to our hats. All four
Style slaves,
of us had gone Tyrolean with mad feathers.
that's all we are.
Doris was awfully excited because for the first time she was

JX/TORE news from Mitzi Cum*■ fJ- mings, who circulates more widely
in Hollywood than an issue of United
States currency. From her letters to
Joan, published every month in Photoplay, you may learn what the exciting
people of the movie colony are saying and
doing. Mitzi loves the life and lives it
with grand, glowing spirit.

going out to visit husband Mervyn LeRoy's set of "Sweet
Adeline." Poor gal! For weeks now she's been staying home
every night and going to bed early. When that director-spouse
of hers is making a picture
that'sthelaw.she'slearned.
But she's quite content to
stay in her mansion and
read out of her firstedition library, or look at
a movie in her private
projection room. With all
that luxury, though, she's
simple and sweet and fine.

I'myou're
always
ravin'to
KNOW
I think
about
Woody
Vangoing
Dyke,
the director. But I can't
help it, he's such a peach.
Last letter, if you remember, I told you how he
called and invited me to a
party androcketedsimpl
me out yofskythe
doldrums. Elegant party.
Always elegant parties.
Billie Burke was there,
and Madge Evans, Minna
Gombell, Ted Healy, Bob
Wong.
Woolsey and Anna May
The Chinese lady was
late because she was giv- ]
ing an Oriental dinner and
had to wait until she was
free. She is so charming
and cultured that I'm always on pins and needles
waiting for her. Someone
said regretfully that she
had just missed the
Chinese consul — he
couldn't wait any longer
for her. To which our
Miss Wong murmured,
"Ah, these Chinese, they
We'll bet Jean Harlow and Mitzi Cummings were swapping secrets when the cameraman's flash interrupted
them. And judging by those smiles, they both must have
heard cheerful little earfuls

always
retire Woolsey
early." and
My friend
I had quite a seance, we
did.
And I learned alJ

about his life. 1 1 e was a jockey at
the age of fourteen. But he
thought he oughta use his face to
make people — not horses— laugh,
'so he became a comedian! Did
you ever hear of such a man!
That Healy kills me, honest.
•He's such a scream. We were sitting outside by Van's swimming
pool, where there is a barbecue
place and a big log fire (which was
burning, believe me!). It was just
delightful, sitting there in the starlight, listening to Ted's amusing
stories. Just a little group of us —
Muriel Evans, Irene Hervey, Nick
Stuart and a couple of others.
"Once," Healy tells us, "I was
a master of ceremonies at a benefit where one of the guys to appear
bn the program is named Tito
Schipa. I never heard of him, so
•1 stick him on first, which is the
worst spot. But when I go out
;ind announce him, the house
tomes down. I can't imagine what
for. Well, the little fellow goes
put and starts to sing, and gosh,
le's plenty good. I send him back
■:hree times before I learn that he's
pne of the world's finest opera
fingers. I guess he must have
'iked me, because that evening he
comes to my dressing-room to get
better acquainted. A coupla thugs
•vere there. They wanted to go
put to a night club, and the little
yellow asks to go along. We took
>im with us, and he told me
afterward that he never had

Max Reinhardt's presentation of "A
Midsummer
Night's now.
Dream"
come to the screen
Here will
is
Reinhardt signing a contract to produce spectacleswatching
for Warner Brothers.
Jack Warner (left) and Hal Wallis are

iuch a swell time in his life."
■lealy shook his head.
['Gosh, that boy's gotta
i'oice. Wish I owned ten
er cent of him!"
particular day recently was what you
night term momentous.
ONE

?he beautiful, culured Anna May
Vong was so
sisurely over dinner
he missed the Chinese consul

Louise Fazenda's party was that
night and, of course, I wanted to
look very special.
So to the
beauty shoppe, where they let
loose on little Cummings.
And, I must first tell you a
story about Miriam Hopkins
that came from my operator, who, like Miriam, is a
Southern girl.
It was
that, I'd judge, which
started the bond of
friendship
between
them.
Anyway,
the little beautician gets herself a
vacation, spends it
on a ma,trip
to Panaand promptly
falls wildly in love
with an army flier.
She comes
back,
and a one
day dur- ,
ing
shampoo
CONFESSES ALL
to Miss Hopkins, plus
the information that her
beau is coming
up to Los
Angeles to see her . . . and maybe to marry her.
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No rma Sh earer Rel axes

Norma Shearer surely is
just about as chic as anything we ever saw on
horseback — or off, for that
matter, when she dons her
fine tan whipcord breeches and her English knit
shirt of darker tan. She's
taking things easy, after
her success in "The Barretts of Wimpole Street"

When you need
rest, stand on your
head ! Norma does
it on the springboard of the swimSantaming Monica
pool at her
nautical
home.
And lounging
isn't her
suit, shown above,
a nifty beach outfit?

Here's One Fat Man
Somebody Loves

E!

DWARD ARNOLD should know. He says that being
a fat man has its advantages, particularly in the movies.
Because, he explains, he can play all sorts of character
roles and last indefinitely. He'll tell you that a movie
fat man, in that respect, has it all over a romantic leading man.
Of course, that's Eddie's opinion.
He declares he's the happiest man in Hollywood — for two
reasons. First, because he's the proud father of three fine
^children, nine, fourteen, and sixteen. Second, because he's gone
•beyond being just established in pictures and has reached the
jStage where he's in constant demand. And his record backs up
ithat last statement. You know of "Wednesday's Child."
(Going the rounds now are his " Biography of a Bachelor Girl,"
and "The President Vanishes." There are three pictures in
ibout three months. And two more are already lined up for
him. Yes, it might be said safely that Eddie is in constant
demand.
And here's something about his private life. His favorite
indoor sport is cooking! Honest. He likes nothing better than
to don a huge — and huge is the word — apron and prepare the
evening meal for his family. "And if you don't think I'm a
?ood cook," he'll challenge you, "take a look at my youngsters.
They're the healthiest in town!"
Born on New York City's East Side, Eddie had to hustle for
limself very early in life. Why, at ten he was an office boy in a
aw firm! Through a settlement house club, he became interested
n theatricals. Then came years of vaudeville and stock. And
hose years were well inter-larded with many lean and hungry
lays! But, they taught him the lesson of saving for that im>robable (for him) rainy day.
Which brings this up:
He never carries an umbrella and nobody can get him into a
>air of galoshes, overshoes, if you like it that way.

She's The Belle Of
The Film Colony
a peppermint
and golden
a pink Well,
WING,
TOBY
stick of
loveliness.
to sum doll-baby,
it all up, Hollywood is
completely Toby-struck. Toby-struck has a real meaning down South, Suh, where Toby hails from. It means
a homely colt. Can you imagine Toby, at any time in her
young life, being homely?
And speaking of her young life, this nineteen-year-old blonde
of enjoyable pertness is just what the doctor ordered, Hollywood's males contend.
But why? Well, gather closer. Here it is, as Toby gives it:
What's sauce for the goose, is applesauce for the gander. And
this is how it works:
Toby's first great romance was Jack Oakie. Jack asked for
a movie date. But, said Toby, you must ask mama. And Jack
had to ask not only mama but papa. And Jack had to have
references! So he brought over his sister and her two children!
Then H. B. Franklin, Jr. "I simply adore beautiful cars,"
she
said of his. (Remember that statement for when you read
further.)
Ah! And then came Maurice! None other than Maurice
Chevalier. A demure little red dress with a more demure little
Toby in it got Maurice, Toby says. But Maurice also got
Toby.
"I shall never, never forget Maurice," she vows.
Anyhow, enter Mr. Jackie Coogan. This one still stands,
with a few intermissions, such as Alfred Gwynn Vanderbilt, Jr.,
and Howard Hughes, producer of "Hell's Angels," is also
prominently in the running. And another young producer
was no proof against Toby's spell, for a time.
Now remember that line about H. B. Franklin's cars. "I
simply
adore old cars," Toby told Alfred when he drove up for
her in one.
Toby's great fun, and really most naive.

Christmas time is drawing near.
Santa Clans will soon be here
With his presents and his toys
For all the little girls and boys.
YEA, ye good old YuleHde draweth nigh. Too nigh for
any good, if
you want
cold, hard
facts. And poor old
Hollywood, its muffler knotted about
its quivering Adam's
apple, plodded on its
weary way unrejoicing. Weary from its
long
skipping
o'er
the ice
cakes with
the bloodhounds of
censorship yapping
at its heels. As well
as its nice people.
In fact, Hollywood
wouldn't have cared
a jingle if Santa
Claus had fallen off

"Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way." " Our version," he

Hollywood
Holiday
Follies

someone's simple
old chimney and
broken his silly old
neck.
To be honest, a
lot of people had no
idea what all the rushing around was about. Some had
a vague idea St. Patrick's day was about to descend on
them and others decided it must be Groundhog day
that was approaching. But nobody cared much, one
way or the other.
And then, as if by magic, one lovely morn, battered
old Hollywood lifted its blackened eyes and took one
look at the holly berries, took one sniff at the plum
puddings and one glimpse at Sam Hardy's new red and
green overcoat and cried, "It's Christmas. Let's rejcice.
Let's throw off this mantle of gloom and make this a
Christmas none shall forget."
Loud rang the huzzahs. In fact out at Warners
they had to gag Joe E. Brown to keep him from
splitting asunder the nearby mountains and Al
Jolson's head. Overnight committees were formed
and Hollywood's Holiday Follies was on.
Meetings were held nightly at the Brown
Derby. "We'll unite in one grand colossal holiday jubilee," Winnie
Sheehan
announced.
"Let's have all the old Christmas
printed and handed out so all may read. jingles
What
about the reindeer one that goes 'On Dasher!
On Dancer! On Prancer and Vixen!"?
"Just a minute," another producer spoke
up. "Just who are these 'Dasher' and
' Dancer' people? Why should we give publicity to those guys? I
move we make this a
Hollywood thing and
exclude all outsiders."
So a writer from one of
the studios was hurriedly
summoned who made the
necessary changes. The
poem was then rewritten
and passed out around to
great applause while
everyone read in unison,
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"On Schulberg! On Thalberg! On Zanuck and Selznick!
On Briskin! On Ruskin! On Rivkin and Riskin!"
The cheering practically tore down the Derby. Then a director from Paramount stepped forth and said he wanted to contribute another gem of Yuletide cheer in the little poem,

said, glancing nervously about, "goes
like this:
"Jingle Belle of
the Nineties,
the Nineties,
Jingle
Belle of
the way up to
Jingle all
the nearest

Paramount theater and see Mae West in her new super colossal
picture."
Screams of protest arose just as he had expected. "Let there
jbe no advertising, gentlemen. Let this be strictly uncommercial."
The director retired in silence.
A timid little assistant director from Warner Brothers then
arose and said, " Gentlemen, we
offer this old rhyme,
"Little
Jack Warner, sat in a
corner,

one rudely interrupted while the little assistant director broke
into sobs and had to be led from the place.
Walt Disney then arose and said he would like to submit his
version of a famous Christmas poem. So saying, he began,
" Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the house
Not a creature was stirring, not even Mickey Mouse."
"I don't know about that," a supervisor said. "Sounds like
to me it ain't got no class or somethin'. That way it could be a
house just anywhere. Why not give it a touch of Beverly Hills,
like this:

"Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the
twenty-two room Spanish stucco house including the
tennis court, swimming pool, patio and Gilbert Roland,
Not a creature was stirring, not even Mary Boland."
"Yea, but where was
Charlie Ruggles about that
time?" someone wanted to
Bing could sing under the Paramount
know, which just spoiled
windows and Rudy and Dick before
everything.
"There's more to that
^ arncrs, while other studios could
Eating his Christmas pie.
He put in his thumb'And Joe Brown bit it," some-

stand by with buckets of scalding water
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poem,"
said.
" There's Adolph
one partZukor
that says,
"When out on the lawn
there arose such a
clatter
I sprang from my bed
to see what was the

"Well, there's nothing new in that," Gary Cooper protested.
"Everyone in Hollywood has been springing from their beds
for years at terrible clatters, and it's alwaysmatter."
Jack Oakie getting
home from a party. I move we skip that part."
It was skipped. While someone else asked what about the
one that went,
"Here are the stockings of little Nell,
Oh, Mr. Santa Claus, fill them well."
Immediately
Howard
Strickling of M-G-M
sprang to his feet and said, " I submit this one
in the name of my boss, Louis B. Mayer." At
this, flags were unfurled all over everything
while, amidst loud cheers, Howard read,
"Here are the stockings of little Greta
Oh,
Mr. Santa Paramount
Claus, don'tleaped
forget-a."
Immediately
up with,
" Herearethestockingsof little Marlene,
See if you can fill them as well as she
All of which was terribly confusing
to a little gentleman in the corner
who, in some way, had gathered
the idea it was Yom
can-a."
Kippur that was on its
way and just why
Garbo's stockings and
Santa Claus should be
messing around with
Yom Kippur was be"How about this,
yond him. fun it is to
'Oh what
ride in a one horse open
sleigh"? Harry Cohn,
of Columbia asked
next.
" No one rides behind
a horse in anything
these
days,' replied,
' Bob
Montgomery
"except Will Rogers,
and certainly you can't
go
whataround
fun itsinging,
is to ride'Oh
in
Will Rogers' one horse
open buckboard'."

" Skip the buckboard," someone else suggested, "and give the
whole thing class like this,
" Oh what fun it is to ride in a 16-cylinder limousine with red
leather seats, convertible bars, flower vases, cigarette
— "
"No, boxes
I got it," a director snapped. "We'll sing,
"Oh what fun it is to ride in Bill Fields' trailer, including
And everything."
so it was decided.
Sam Goldwyn now arose and said, " Gentlemen, I propose
that during the Holiday Jubilee, the studios show their good
will to each other."
" We can show you our good Will Rogers," a gentleman from
Fox interrupted. And in view of the fact that Will's high boxoffice rating was a heartbreak to everyone, a stunned silence
followed while the gentleman (or maybe he wasn't in every
sense of the word) from Fox crept out the back door. And that
ended the good will business for once and all.
Right here, a little trouble arose. W. C. Fields said that unless
he could climb up on Paramount 's roof and sing his favorite
Christmas song entitled, " Up on the housetop, hie, hie, hie,"
he wouldn't play. And Jimmy Durante came back and said
that if Fields was allowed to " hie" on the roof, then he wanted
to wear the mistletoe on his hat. It was finally settled that
Fields could sit on the roof and sing, "Up on the housetop,
hie, hie" to his heart's content and Jimmy could wear
mistletoe and if anyone succeeded in kissing him in spite of
nose, he should be awarded the role of The Art Jul Dodger in
next Dickens drama.

hie,
the
the
the

WHEN
it came to the selection of the Carol singers, the
confusion was terrible. Warners insisted the serenaders
consist wholly of Rudy Vallee and Dick Powell. This simply
crushed the spirit of Lyle Talbot forever as Lyle was dying to
sing under all the girls' windows.

Paramount immediately turned pink with rage and insisted
that Bing Crosby be the Carol singer. M-G-M rather timidly
said they had thought of Chevalier, and in no uncertain terms
everyone howled they would tolerate no one going around in a
straw hat singing "The Merry Widow Waltz" under their windows with a French accent. That life was hard enough as it was.
T\ TELL, the argument waxed long and fierce. Finally ParaVV mount screamed, "We simply will not have Rudy Vallee
going around under windows singing, 'Hi ho, everybody, I'm
just a vagabond lover,' and Dick Powell coming in with ' Pop

"Weyourcould
fix that," Warners argued. "We could give it a
heart'."
goes
little Christmas twist like ' Pop goes your little new popgun' or
'Pop go your nice little popcorn balls'."
"Aw, pop goes your weasel," Paramount sneered.
" Well," they came back, "it's better than Bing Crosby going
around warbling, ' Is it the trees, is it the spring? No, it's love
in bloom, boo boo boob boo'."
"That's easily fixed," a song writer from Paramount said.
"We'll just have Bing sing, 'Is it the trees all covered with
tinsel? Is it the Spring in my little Jack-in-the-box? No, it's
my little potted poinsettia in bloom, boo boo boob boo'."
Anyway, it was finally decided that Bing could sing undei
the Paramount windows and Rudy and Dick under the Warner
Brothers windows, while all the other studios could stand by
with buckets of scalding water for anyone who dared warble a
note near their premises.
Then came the most important problem of all: How to enter
tain Santa Claus. This brought on a terrible clamor of disagree
ment but finally it was decided a committee composed of s
prominent supervisor from each studio stand on guard at Mat
West's chimney, for, knowing Santa Claus from a way back
they had a hunch that that would be the first place he'd breal
for. All things being considered [ please turn to page 105

Alice Brady at home.
And Miss Brady's Beverly Hills house is one of the most colorful in Moviedom.
The walls are done in tones of red, the predominating color. That fascinating couch, with space for flower
pots on the ends, was designed especially for the star by Adrian
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It's Never Been
Done Before

Ketti Gallian did
not speak English
when Winfield
Sheehan discovered her. She
learned to in a hundred days!

Sten, Dietrich, and
all the rest really
were stars abroad,
but ''Marie
Galante"as isa Ketti's
debut
movie
lead

e.
IT has never happened befor
True, there have been the
Garbos, the Dietrichs, the Stens,
the Lilian Harveys, the Madeleine Carrolls — a whole parade of
glamorous ladies from Europe to
the American screen — but they were
all stars in their own countries before boarding fast liners for our
shores.
Never before has a virtual unkno wn — a girl with only one
major stage appearance to her credit and whose screen "experi-

An extra girl from overseas becomes the star of

her first Hollywood film

ence consisted of appearing as an
extra and bit player — been brought
to Hollywood from overseas and
pitchforked into a starring role for
her picture debut.
The girl is Ketti Gallian, of
France. The story of her discovery

By Robert Burkhardt

and the odd provisions of her contract -is one of the most unusual in
the history of a place where the
unusual occurs so often that it has become commonplace.
It happened one night —

[ please turn to page 106 ]
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This photograph was
taken on the set at the
M-G-M Studio, and
shows you actual working conditions. "A
Wicked Woman" is now
ready for your inspection, so you may see this
sequence as the movie
camera caught it.
' I 'HE screen story is
•*• based on a' novel by
Ann Austin. It involves a
woman's determined
fight to give her children
a decent upbringing,
after she has killed their
rum-running father and
fled with them from a
miserable existence in
the malarial swamplands
of Texas. Bickford plays
the part of a man who
comes into Mady's life
after she has established
herself in a position of
respectability. But then
the veil is torn from the
ugly past, and the complications are stirring in
their drama. It all —
but, see for yourself.
T-TERE are a few facts
about Mady Christians that may have
slipped your mind. Although this is her first
Hollywood picture, she
has acted before the cameras across the sea. She
wasintheFox-GaumontBritish "Heart Song."
She is no stranger to the
New York stage. Earlier,
she attended Max Reinhardt's school in Berlin.
Someof the other players
in "A Wicked Woman"
are Jean Parker, Betty
Furness and Sterling
Holloway.
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The late Lou Tellegen was at
the height of his romantic
career at the time this picture
was taken, shortly after his
marriage to Geraldine Farrar
in 1916. Then there was not
a hint of the divorce and
other clouds that were to
darken his horizon

THE month's laurels for tact go to the head
waiter at the Trocadero, Hollywood's
super supper spot. Douglas Fairbanks
sat with an after-theater party including Clark
Gable, Richard Barthelmess, Kay Francis and
other friends. In came Mary Pickford with
another party, including the Johnny Mack
Browns and the Charlie Farrells.
The head waiter never batted an eye. With
perfect calm and poise, he escorted Mary and
her entourage to a booth at the other end of the
room.
And there sat the Royal House — divided, as
far as the house would allow — until Doug broke
the ice and went over for a friendly chat with
Queen Alary.
•"THEY are now running excursions, in Hollywood at least, to view that magnificent new
fence of Garbo's. It is made entirely of willow
branches, ten feet high, with sharp points suitable for catching the trouser seats of any prying
cameraman.
Willow,
5 weep for us!

4

•
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Broadcast of

Frank Fay and his charming
wife, Barbara Stanwyck, as
Frank was about to officiate
as Master of Ceremonies at
the dedication of a Sunday
Night Frolics series, in Hollywood. Frank and Barbara
are still one of the most devoted film colony couples

A LIST of grand old-timers, glorious stars of
not so long ago. Chesterfield has this lineup: Mary Carr, Barbara Bedford, Bryant
Washburn, Robert Frazer. At Columbia: Lou
Tellegen (whose death came before he could
make a picture), Hobart Bosworth, Claude
Gillingwater.
HPHEY were taking pictures of
A Margaret Sullavan in gorgeous
evening gowns. Maggie was all
done up, fine feathers, fancy hairdress and everything. Then the
cameraman happened to glance down
at the floor — and almost fainted.
La Sullavan was barefooted !
"Why not?" she advanced. "My
feet don't show, and it's a lot more

BUTTERWORTH

/GLORIA SWANSON and Herbert Marshall
^"*seem to favor the old established Cocoanut
Grove, rather than the newer and fancier night
spots. They were observed there again recently
— Gloria looking like an eighteen-year-old college girl.
A T the Hollywood premiere of
•"•"The Affairs of Cellini," Louis
Calhern, one of the cast speaking
from the stage, said, "I consider it
an honor to have worked in this picture with such artists as Fredric
March, Frank Morgan, Vince Bar-

comfortable."

r^HARLIE

at their table was none other than Director
Eddie Sutherland — former husband of Mrs.
Butterworth, who was the third Mrs. Sutherland.

and the

^^Missis (Ethel Kenyon Sutherland Butterworth) were observed at the El Rey Club, evidently having a grand time. The third person

nett, Fay Wray — and that's all."
Was Connie Bennett's name deliberately or accidentally left out?
Louis said "And that's all." But
he won't talk.

Now that Marlene Dietrich and Josef Von Sternberg have
decided to go their respective cinema ways, can it be that
Rouben Mamoulian, here with Marlene, is to be her next
director? Ernst Lubitsch has a bid in, too

XJOW that Marlene and Von Sternberg have
decided to go their separate ways, professional y, itwill be interesting to see the paths
that each choose.
Among the celebrities at the "Welcome Home" for Marion Davies
were the Countess di Frasso and the
noted producer, Samuel Goldwyn

Maestro Von Sternberg believes that "We
have progressed as far as possible together. My
being with Miss Dietrich any further will not
help either her or me. If we continued we
would get into a pattern which would be harmful to both of us."
So, when " Caprice Espagnole" is completed,
Marlene will have another director and Von
Sternberg will have another star. Rumors also
persist that Josef will be leaving Paramount.

"VEARS ago, Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle gave
James Cruze a gold watch. He engraved it
'Roscoe to Jimmy." Shortly after, someone
stole the watch. Recently at a party at Cruze's
house, a guest drew out his watch and Cruze
saw it.

"V\ 7TLL Virginia Bruce and John Gilbert
remarry? Virginia still insists on being
the
baby. as Mrs. John Gilbert. And there's
addressed

"Where did you get it?" he asked.
"In a pawnshop, bought it for the gold,"
said the man, " then I decided to use it."
They opened the case. There were the words
— "Roscoe to Jimmy."
TT was Lee Tracy who sprung this.
"Yeah, when you don't work on
Broadway, it's a lay-off. But when
you don't work for two years in
Hollywood, you're a supervisor."

Al Jolson, just up to his old tricks
at one of the wrestling matches
that entertain Hollywood. The
whole town turns out on these
nights

"TVDUG FAIRBANKS, Jr. comes home next
February, for a stage play, "Moonlight Is
Silver," starring him and Gertrude Lawrence.
If I'm correct, it was in this play, on the London boards, that Doug, in one scene, clasps a
jeweled bracelet on Gertie's wrist, prop jewels,
of course. Now listen closely — one night Doug
popped on the bracelet — and it was the real
thing. Just a love token.
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/"^IRLS, you needn't pass up that date with
^^the boy friend now, because you're just
back from the hairdresser's with your locks all
done up tight in pins. Because, Joan Crawford
appeared at a premiere of a picture with
Franchot Tone — and Joan's hair was all done
up in paper curlers.
CAMUEL

GOLDWYN,

noted Hollywood

' producer, has chosen the following as the ten
most outstanding stars of film history, and
rates them in the order named: Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., Norma Shearer,
Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Janet Gaynor, Greta Garbo, Clara Bow, Wallace Reid,
and Marie Dressier.

Paramount employees are
all for Emanuel Cohen,
studio head. So much so,
that they gave him a testimonial dinner, at Hollywood's Ambassador. Mr.
Cohen is smiling happily.
And why not, with such a
bevy of beauty about him?
From the left, you can
readily recognize Mary
Boland, Katherine DeMille,
and (standing) Arline Judge

Of the ten listed, only five are making pictures today, two have died, and three, including Mary Pickford, have retired from the
screen.
A FTER this, anything's likely to happen.
You don't have to imagine Mae West
with a lorgnette — you can see her with one.
Hollywood got its first glimpse of the haughty
article at Emanuel Cohen's recent testimonial dinner — when Mae impressively eyed the
assembled guests through it.
She says she always has carried one — but
maybe she was bashful before.
Hollywood, slowly recovering, expects a
monocle any day now.

Sidney Kingsley is
referred to as the
"Dark Horse" in the
life of Sylvia Sidney.
This is the first time
they have been
caught together by
the camera, although
they've been around
town quite a lot, off
and on

T\7HILE making "Repeal" at the M-G-M
studio, Carole Lombard had a birthday.
Among the lovely gifts were six or seven huge
bouquets from William Powell. But the climax
to the celebration came when the delivery boy,
through error, tried to deliver the flowers to
Jean Harlow's dressing-room.
PT'HE ill-fated "Trader Horn" catastrophes
are clearing up a little. Dozens of doctors
have attended Edwina Booth, trying to effect
a cure for the mysterious jungle fever she is
said to have contracted during the African
expedition.
Now there is a doctor who is certain of a
cure.
And friends of Duncan Renaldo are making
an appeal for his release. He was convicted
on an immigration quota infringement.
The Marquis de la Falaise was stricken with a
similar jungle fever, and John Barrymore has
recurrent attacks of the same disease.
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Step up and meet
royalty mund
! Lowe
King
and Edhis
Queen, Mrs. Wilson
sided as
at they
the gay
Jones,
precharity
entertainment given
by the
Twenty Little Working Girls at the
Cocoanut Grove in
Hollywood

When royalty was divided. Here you see Mary Pickford
and her guests at the Trocadero, in Hollywood. From the
left, are Charles Farrell and his wife, Virginia Valli Mrs
Johnny Mack Brown, Queen Mary, and Johnny Mack
Brown. And, although you cannot see him, Douglas Fairbanks and his pa.rty are at another table, with the width of
the big room between them. However, shortly after this
picture was taken, Doug joined Mary

•"THE
mysteri
ous islady
has beenafter
calling
on
George
Brent
GretawhoGarbo—
all the
speculation going around for weeks and weeks.
The Toluca Lakers have been practically
dithered ever since they discovered Greta in
George's back yard playing handball and
. punching the bag with a right good will.
npWO comedians went to the
wrestling matches together.
"That wrestler certainly has a lot
of stamnia," one remarked.
"Yes, but not nearly as much as
Rosco Ates," the other drawled.
pHE proudest possession of a Hollywood
child star is his bridge-work, of all things!
As fast as the children lose their front baby
teeth, they are rushed to a dentist who fits
Lhem up with false ones which they wear all
trough the picture.
You should see little David Holt and Cora
"It
iue Collins proudly displaying theirs.
jlicks, too," they say.

^IFE begins at forty. But to Arthur Byron,
a good actor all his life, stardom, with its
lamorous reward, eluded him until he was
xty-five. It was then Walter Wanger signed
im to the starring role in "The President Vanhes." And from all reports, the delay was well
orth waiting for.

When you can get
Mr. and Mrs. Will
Rogers together
for a picture, it is
a rare event, indeed. Mrs. Will
is very modest,
and shuns the
limelight. However, Will is fond
of boasting he is
about the only
man in all moviedom with his
original wife

HrHE lowdown on the Gary Grant-Virginia
Cherrill bust-up, which was followed by
Cary's dramatic bender, mistaken for a "suicide attempt," is that the two couldn't get
along on money matters.
and
"\Jty• comedian
C. FIELDSof Toby
is theWing
favorite
her sister Pat. Almost daily, Toby
goes from the Paramount studio and
relates the latest Fieldsiana. So
Toby's five-year-old brother Paul has
C.
developed
quite a curiosity about W.

"Tell me," he said to Toby,

"is

W. C. Fields a real actor, or is he
like Mickey Mouse?"

•"THE last tone world's champion Max Baer
came to Hollywood, he was all tied up in an
Indian
Dunbar.summer romance with his wife, Dorothy
But this time, with his marriage all washed
up, Max is running a temperature over Judith
Allen.

They've been doing the night spots together,
in fact, ever since he first came to town for
"Kids on the Cuff," at Paramount, where
Judith also checks her working togs.
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 86 ]
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Rediscovery" of
Bill
Frawley
"pione
of theood,
OneHollyw
of
heers"
has
made a film comeback
after a long absence
By Scoop Con I on

o

The Frawley in this scene from
"The Lemon Drop Kid," with
Minna Gombell, is the same
Bill you see seated at the desk
in the old production still at
the right

NE of Hollywood's newest
screen " discoveries " turns
out to be one of Hollywood's "pioneers"!
Because of several sparkling performances during the past year,
William Frawley, of the Broadway
stage Frawleys, has been presented
with a long-term contract by Paramount.
During the filming of the "The
Lemon
Drop Kid," one of those
Damon Runyon stories of big city life
in which Bill Frawley is right at home
as a wise-cracking, sentimental tough
mug, it was accidentally discovered that
the new "discovery"
knew more about
Hollywood than most of the boys and girls
who earn their bread and butter, swanky cars
and Beverly Hills estates out here. How do you
like that?
Bill Frawley knew all the picture stars
of one, two decades ago — when. More
than that, he knew most of them very,
very well.
Bill is still quite a young fellow, but he
has a well-stocked memory. He remembers
when all colossal movie deals were made
on the Million Dollar Rug of the old Alexandria Hotel; when Charlie Chaplin, Mabel
58
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"The one
Thoroughbred"
was
of the early
films in which Bill
and his wife played.
She is the typist.
The late William
Russell is shown,
talking to Bill

Normand and Mack Sennett dined nightly at Al
Levy's cafe; when Richard Barthelmess, Bobby
Harron and D. W. Griffith squired the Talmadge
and Gish girls to the Alexandria Tea Room to
dance to Paul Whiteman's music; when Richard
Dix and Douglas
[ please turn to page 116 ]

JEWELRY makes a perfect feminine gift, especially when it comes in sets
as this above. Hollywood loves the bracelet with matching dress and ear
clips.
A triangular motif in rhinestones is a novel detail employed here

SPARKLING
IN

IDEAS
GIFTS

VIRGINIA PINE, appearing in "Lady
by Choice,'' wears her gift suggestion!
Earrings and a large pin of multicolored stones follow an old-fashioned design. This duet is as charming
for formal costumes as for informal ones

CERTAIN

to make a hit is

the gift of matching accessories. Here, at left, is a
set of hat, gloves, scarf and
hand-bag — all in a soft,
hairy knit fabric. The metal
initials are part of the set

TRICKY

watches are the pets of the smartest stars. They

like to give and to receive them. Two of the newest designs are sketched. One is encased in a lipstick holder.
The other is a money clip with tiny watch for the motif.
The latter is a good gift for men as well as for women

HOLIDAY PARTY
PREVIEWS
HOLLYWOOD

CINEMA FASHIONS

here sponsored by PHOTOPLAY Magazine and
worn by famous stars in latest motion pictures, now
may be secured for your own wardrobe from leading department and ready-to-wear stores in many
localities . . . Faithful copies of these smartly
styled and moderately-priced garments, of which
those shown in this issue of PHOTOPLAY are typical, are on display this month in the stores of
representative merchants

MOIRE

shot with gold is one of the loveliest materials ofthe formal season. Helen Vinson wears

this Kalloch model in "The Captain Hates the Sea.''
Wide, suspender-like pieces that tie on the shoulders make a daring top to an otherwise demure gown

CHIFFON

returns for the late Winter and resort

wear. In "Imitation of Life," Claudette Colbert
presents this charming vision in white. The soft
movement of skirt and wide sash are interesting
details.
Front and back decolletage are the same

BEADS

embroidered

in a herring-bone
tweed pattern form
the unusual tunic of
Fay
dinner
gownWray's
designed
by
Kalloch. The tunic,
longer at back and
slashed on the sides,

LACE of cobweb sheerness is Banton's
thought for a forward looking mid-Winter
evening gown.^ Gertrude Michael wears
it in Menace.'' Both a cape and peplum
treatment with a back flare
to the skirt are
stressed,
giving
a crisp,
graceful
line

is girdled with flame
chiffon. The same chiffon edged with beads
makes a large handkerchief which Fay
wears also as a scarf

STAR ROLES FOR TUNICS

this simple gray dress of Kitty Carlisle's added dash
with an unusual collar framed by a brilliant splash of

A LIGHT colored tunic with dark skirt is Shirley
Grey s favorite afternoon costume. The tunic is
straight and plain except for the softly draped collar
held by a gold tongue clip. This is from her personal

plaid silk.

wardrobe. She appears next in "Wednesday's

BANTON'S keen fashion eye spots the screen possibilities inthe pencil slimness of the tunic. He gives

Kitty wears it in "Here

Is My

Heart"

Child"'

I

w
to

>
Kenneth Alexander

NO, Wallace Beery isn't taking a couple of youngsters out for a walk. The
two little people are Olive and George Brasno, midgets, fully grown. They
play the roles of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Thumb in the 20th Century picture, "The
Mighty Barnum."
Wally
is Barnum
himself, the world-famous
showman

GARBO'S FIRST FASHION
SITTING IN FIVE YEARS!

OF all the great stars, Greta
Garbo is the most elusive
when it comes to posing in
new fashions. Thus, it is
a distinct thrill to give you a
preview of three costumes
designed by Adrian for her
new picture. A gray silk
tea gown, above, has a
pleated organza jabot and
deep
dolman
type sleeves

THE sports type of thing
Garbo loves — nonchalance
in the swagger lines of a
white flannel coat. A mannish note in the polka-dotted
navy blue taffeta scarf. And
the favorite felt hat, also in
navy with a new height to
the crown and a downward
lare to
hint
for the
a brim.
resort

Adrian's
costume

Three exciting costumes
from The Painted Veil
posed exclusively for
PHOTOPLAY
J
These costumes are not obtainable in
Hollywood

Cinema Fashions' stores

/

/

V

A NEW version of the famous Garbo pillbox
hat is this distinctly Oriental creation in corded
felt with jade ornament. Jade is repeated in
the exotic Chinese ornaments used to trim the
simple white crepe dress. The scarf neckline
is held by the large clips and the wide belt
is composed entirely of antique squares held
by the carved jade buckle. Adrian uses the
dolman sleeve again but continues the fullness
to the hand, where it flares outward. This,
too, is a grand
Winter
resort
suggestion

William Fraker
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at lusc.ous Ann Sothern through the camera eye, we see her up-
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Kid Millions,
her next picture
will be Columbia's "Geor

Oalute lVloy
IXobson!
A great-grandmother,
she's a fine example
for every woman who's
afraid of growing old
By Ruth Rankin
ROB SON will be seventy years old on the nineteenth of April, 1935.
For most of us, the late sixties are regarded as a ripe
old age at which to retire and contemplate our blessings. If,indeed, we are lucky enough to be around contemplating anything.
But when this amazing woman could count three score years
plus, she started out upon a new career. After twenty years as a
stage star, and some years on the stage before she was starred,
and then a successful silent-screen career, she launched out into
the audible pictures to hang up additional laurels for herself.
May's vitality, her grand spirit, are marks to shoot at. If you
have half as much steam at fifty, consider yourself a success.
There is certainly no woman in public life who offers a better
example to those who fear approaching age.
Sometimes she has as long as two days to rest between pictures.
So she spends them sitting for portraits, shopping, or making
tests at the studio. She goes to see a picture four or five nights
out of the week. Sometimes she drives her car, sometimes
Lillian Harmer, her friend, companion and secretary for more
than twenty years, does the driving.
May Robson was born near Melbourne, Australia, on April 19,
1865. Her father was Captain Henry Robson of the British
Royal Navy. He died when May was six, and she was sent to
the Convent of the Sacred Heart in London. As no young girl's
education was considered complete unless she spoke Parisian
French, May was later sent to the Pension Passy in Paris, and to
a branch of the same school in Brussels. Her life was extremely
sheltered but very happy, because Sister Teresa encouraged in
her the ambition to be a great actress.
MAY

A A AY ROBSON

never knew poverty or privation in her

■*■" -*-youth. She had perhaps as fine a classical education as any
actress you can name, and she fully appreciates it. But it did
not make the way any easier when she decided to go on the stage.
Many people did not consider acting a suitable career for a young
girl in those days. She had mountains of prejudice to conquer.
From school she returned to London — fell in love, and married
E. H. Gore, a handsome young inventor. They crossed to New
York, established a home there, and a son was born. E. H.
I Gore, Jr. still lives in the same home. So did his son, Robson
Gore, until his marriage a few years ago. A baby girl, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robson Gore, has been christened May Robson
II, which gives May Robson the honor of being the only greatgrandmother in pictures.
It was very daring of May to express a wish to divide her early

Approaching seventy, May Robson is today one
of Hollywood's busiest stars. With her picture
making she finds time to trade recipes with
neighboring housewives and tell stories to all the
youngsters on the block

married life with acting. But she had some friends in the
theater, and they gave her the first boost. One day, backstage with one of them, she heard a frantic producer grappling with some lines in French which an actress was to
speak. Impulsively, May rushed to their assistance. May
wound up with two parts to play, [please turn to page 113]
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They were mistaken.
For, when it came to casting the picture, they could
find no boy to play David
in his tender years, and
the part would be an
important one. The rest
of the cast, including
Lionel Barry mo re, Elizabeth Allan, Lewis Stone
and Maureen O'Sullivan,
were carefully chosen.
Frank Law ton was selected
to play David as a man.
The story was completed,
and the production date
was set, but, as yet, no
suitable boy David had
been located.
In February, 1934, when
still no David had been
glimpsed
on the
ate horizon,
theimmedisearch
began in earnest. Mothers in Hollywood were
invited to bring in to the
studio any child whom
they thought might qualify. And the qualifications
were set forth plainly and
at length. But what qualifications!
The boy must be from
eight to ten years old,
refined in appearance,
handsome, unaffected,
must have a true English
accent, and no professional
experience at all. Furthermore, this paragon must
have enough personal
magnetism to steal each
of his one hundred and
ninety-five scenes from
the rest of the cast and
carry the title role of the
Characters from Dickens: Murdslone
(Basil Rathbone), the child David,
(Freddie Bartholomew), his mother,
Mrs: Copper field (Elizabeth Allan)
and Peggoty (Jessie Ralph)

IF you have ever wonderedinghow Hollywood goes about select
the exact
and perfect character for a certain
screen role, let me tell you of the long
and relentless search for just the right
little fellow to play David Coppcrfield as
a boy. One of the longest and most frantic searches in the history of Hollywood.
A hunt that consumed almost a year of
time, caused considerable grief, heartaches and disappointments and added
innumerable throbs to the already aching head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
For, when that studio decided to produce Dickens' immortal "David Copperfield," they had no notion of the tremendous task ahead. They thought all
in the world they had to do was to proceed as usual. Select a proper cast, a
director, and begin.
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Copper field
In Quest Of

His Youth

It took almost a year of frantic, intensive searching to find the right youngster
By Sara Hamilton

picture on his slim little shoulders.
There, in a nutshell, was David.
Practically every child in town was
either seen or tested. None was found
who answered all the requirements specified. Several were found who had one
or two or even three of the qualifications,
but were either too large, too small or
had a slight East-side accent.
When, in the course of a month or two,
it became apparent that in all Hollywood
there lived no David, the search turned
to England.
Director George Cukor and Producer
David Selznick, with their cameramen,
sailed the sea with the ultimate goal of
bringing back a David to the restless,
waiting studio.

was sent throughout England that a David Copperficld was
needed in Hollywood, and to gather the
youngsters together in merry old London,
the home of one Charles Dickens.
They gathered. From the north, south,
east and west of England, they came.
The boys were interviewed, tests were
made, and the cameramen worked overtime as the dozens of potential Davids
poured in. And poured right out again.
For, of all the groups of lads with their
chopped-off syllables and broad English
"A's," not a one was found who could
completely fill the bill.
"Let's try Boston," someone suggested. "Let's try the whole New England States," someone else spoke up. So
once again, a crew of men, all at the
expense of good old M-G-M, remember,
set out on the search , while back in Hollywood producers took to grabbing their
thumbs and mumbling aloud to themselves.
In fact, one anxious and worried supervisor dreamed that Wally Beery had been
cast for the part and awoke howling with
WORD

A scene with Peggoty and little David. So exacting were
qualifications for the boy's role, thousands were tested
before young Bartholomew was discovered

such unearthly screams it took his wife, three neighbors and
two radio cops to quiet him down.
"I can't stand by and see Wally Beery play David Copperfield," he kept wailing over and over.
It was now July. Exactly five months had passed since
the serious search for a little boy David had started.
While through the New England States, the weary little
group of searchers went on, day after day, testing this
child and that one. Sending back the tests for a nerve-torn
studio to view. And the view wasn't too lovely.
By this time, the last member of the tremendous and imposing cast had been signed. Expenses at the studio mounted and
mounted.
The tour of the New England
Freddie Bartholomew
States ended, with the seekers no
(left) shares title role
nearer a David than they had been
before.
honors with the grownup Copper field , Frank
The studio then established, at
Lawton. What a resemblance !
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 121 ]
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Here's More

Perfection
For You

Madame Sylvia is "assembling"
the perfect model to guide you in
reshaping your figure. Last
month she selected Grace Moore's
throat, Norma Shearer's shoulders, and
Jeanthe Harlow's
Now she
adds
waistline, bust.
hips
'woman.
and abdominal sculpture for the
hypothetical ideally -formed

Says Sylvia
started something
last month when I
began to set a
standard of beauty by picking
out the perfect bodily features
ownly
of the stars and telling I yoceu rthai
,
L
L
WE
es.
toacti
pecarflleyct snyoowuerdselunvder wiI'thm
pr
letters from all my girl friends
.
outside the profession You're
all askingarmsm?e, "oWho has peecr-t
fect
Wh
has perf

The perfect waistline is the enviable
possession of Jean
Parker. And Sylvia
tells you how you
may achieve a symmetry equal to hers.
So get busy, girls—
and you ladies further along in years
can do it, too
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Margaret Sullavan
is your example for
perfect hips. She
has no bulges and
no bumps, yet none
of her bones shows.
Follow Sylvia's
exercises and diets,
and you, also, may
have the same exquisite contours

, ,feba
, eshi
?"
gsen
etbi
c.,paet
c.t.
, psju,stetbe
le
tien
List
Give me time to catch my
breath — a good deep breath.
I'll get around to it. And in
the meantime remember to imes
prove yourselv from day to
day, littley by little, until you're
completel satisfied.
One letter gave me a real
thrill. It said, "Ever since
I've been reading your articles,
Sylvia (and I've read every
word you've ever written) , I've
wanted to know what your

ideals But
are. tell
Nowme you've
me.
more. told
It
gives
inspiration."
let
me metellanyou,
letters like And
that
give me an inspiration.
So this month I'm going to

pick the stars who have the most beautiful waistline, hips and
abdominal sculpture. Take them as your basis of perfection
and then do what I tell you so you can be perfect, too. Are you
ready? Then here they are:

THE perfect waistline? You guessed it — little Jean Parker's.
Yes, I know she's young, but that doesn't make any difference. I've seen girls in their teens whose waistlines looked swell
when they had on their clothes — but put them in bathing suits
— and good heavens! what sights they look! Some with their
rolls of fat and others with their scrawny waistlines. Yes, I said
scrawny. The waistline is one of the parts of the body that
needs a little covering of flesh. No, I don't mean a spare tire
and I don't mean flabby muscles. I mean a covering of nice
firm flesh. And that goes for you older girls. I know you'll
squawk and say, "I had a nice waistline at seventeen, too."
Well take it from me, waistlines can begin at forty. So get busy.
Look at Jean Parker. She has a perfectly proportioned body.
I'll admit, and her waistline inclines on the long side, which is
right. Another thing that adds to the beauty of it is that
lovely flatness at the back and that grand length between her
bust and waist. And when Jean Parker puts on a girdle she
hasn't got a jelly-roll of fat pushing up over it.
I remember how thrilled my mother was because she had a
seventeen-inch waist. But how did she get it? By hooking her
corset strings around the bed-post and walking away from it.
So what happened to the flesh that was rightly at the waistline?
You've guessed it. The flesh rolled out of the top and below the
bottom of her corset. Isn't it grand that we're so much more
sensible now? Yet even today we do things to ourselves —
wrong things — that spoil the natural symmetry of the body.
So if your waistline is too long or too short, conceal it by
wearing clothes with correct lines. Your mirror can tell you
what you need to know about that. Also remember to make
your bust firm with exercise and wear a good brassiere so that
your bust and your waistline won't roll into each other. That's

Sylvia

If you have any
questions about
health or bodily
beauty, write to
Sylvia. See her
answers, page 98
Connie Bennett used to be
Sylvia's
perfect Bones
hip model.
But
no more!
should
not protrude sharply

_

Joan Crawford'sbeauty
abdominal sculpture
is something for you to strive for. She
is flat in front. And that's essential to

very important. And then you've got to make the muscles
in your back firm and flat. Here's how.
Place your feet about six inches apart, with the toes
straight out in front. Don't move your feet. Don't bend
your knees. Arms above your head. Twist and bend your
body until your finger-tips touch the floor as far out as
you can reach and slightly to the right. Do you feel the
waistline muscles pulling, particularly that one at the back?
Repeat on the left side. Start by doing this ten times a
day and work up to twenty. [ please turn to page 98 ]
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THE PAINTED

VEIL—M-G-M

GARBO is Garbo — forever. And lighted by her magic
presence this Somerset Maugham story is distinguished
and powerful on the screen. She has seldom been more real
or compelling than in the tragic role of the girl who goes with
her doctor husband (Herbert Marshall) to China, there
realizes a consuming passion for another (George Brent),
suffers the heartbreak of his disappointment, and then discovers alove greater than passion for her husband amid a
cholera epidemic. Director Richard Boleslawski has captured a tremendous movement and tense realism in his
climactic scenes, but in others a vagueness hampers the
film's meaning. Marshall is as polished as usual. Brent plays
his scenes convincingly and with warmth. Jean Hersholt, Forrester Harvev and Cecilia Parker distinctive in small roles.

A Review of the New Pictures

ik

*

THE WHITE

PARADE— Fox

BLESSED with fine acting and superb direction, here is a
picture you'll long remember. Against a hospital background which is at all times genuine and human are portrayed the good times, the bad times, the dreams and ideals
of a group of girls in nurses training. Loretta Young, giving
the best performance in her career, stands out in the group.
A Cinderella love story threads through the picture, with
John Boles, wealthy play-boy, as the Prince Charming and
Miss Young his desired. Jane Darwell, as the soft-hearted
head nurse who must be stern, is outstanding. The entire
supporting cast, particularly Sara Haden, Muriel Kirkland
and Dorothy Wilson, is excellent.
It's a beautiful, a heart-stirring picture which keeps you
trembling between tears and laughter.
72

KID MILLIONS— Samuel Goldwyn- United Artists

HERE is a hit and a long run picture — a Cantor extravaganza complete with hilarious situations, gorgeous
settings, catchy tunes and a grand cast.
Eddie, a poor and homeless lad, learns he has inherited
from his father a treasure worth millions which he must go
to Egypt to collect. Sailing on the same boat are torch
singer Ethel Merman, posing as his long-lost mother; her
thug boy-friend, Warren Hymer, pretending to be his Uncle
Louie; and Berton Churchill, unscrupulous Southern gentleman, all planning to cheat Eddie out of the fortune. The
attempts to bump him off on shipboard are hilariously unsuccessful.
Once in Egypt things happen fast and funny. Eddie's
scenes with Sheikess Eve Sully are side-splitting.
Eventually Eddie (now Eddie Bey) escapes with the
treasure, and returns home keeping his promise to all the
poor children in the neighborhood to build them an ice cream
factory. The final sequence, with the youngsters making
merry in the ice cream plant, is in Technicolor, and you've
never seen anything lovelier on the screen. It's truly an
inspired wind-up.
The love songs in the picture are sung by Ann Sothern
and George Murphy, as sweet-singing a twosome as you've
ever heard. " Kid Millions" is an earful and an eyeful, and
you'll be humming the tunes and repeating the gags for days.
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The Best Pictures of the Month
KID MILLIONS
THE PAINTED VEIL
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
EVELYN PRENTICE
THE CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA

BROADWAY
BILL
THE WHITE PARADE
MUSIC IN THE AIR
COLLEGE
RHYTHM
FLIRTATION WALK

The Best Performances of the Month
Greta Garbo in "The Painted Veil"
Eddie Cantor in "Kid Millions"
Myrna Loy in "Broadway Bill"
Loretta Young in "The White 'Parade"
Jane Darwell in "The White Parade"
Myrna Loy in "Evelyn Prentice"
William Powell in "Evelyn Prentice"
Florence Reed in "Great Expectations"
Jack Gilbert in "The Captain Hates the Sea"
Victor McLaglen in "The Captain Hates the Sea"
Warner Baxter in "Hell in the Heavens"
Joe Penner in "College Rhythm"
Casts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 122

*

BROADWAY

dr
GREAT

EXPECTATIONS— Universal

WHERE
has Dickens been all this time? Or possibly,
where have the studios been? Here is superb movie
material.
This is the story of the orphan boy, Pip, (admirably
played as a child by George Breakston, later by Phillips
Holmes), and his love for Eslella (Jane Wyatt), adopted
daughter of the eccentric Miss Havisham (Florence Reed)
who took the orphan boy into her weird home.
The story unfolds with interest and mystery, and is
clearly delineated on the screen. Florence Reed gives an
outstanding performance, as does Henry Hull.
Alan Hale, Rafaela Ottiano, Francis L. Sullivan and the
rest of the large cast are more than equal to their roles, and
the result is a fine and worthwhile production.

BILL— Columbia

DOTTED with unforgettable moments, this is a grand
picture. The story is of Warner Baxter, who breaks
away from the dull task of making paper boxes under the domineering fingers of his wife, Helen Vinson, and her father,
Walter Connolly, and stakes his future on a gallant race
horse, Broadway Bill.
Everything, except Myrna Loy, seems to plot against his
winning — living in a ramshackle stable, unable to raise money
for the entrance fee, Broadway BUI catching cold during an
endless rain storm, a crooked jockey.
When the race is finally run, for sheer, unbearable excitement itshould end all horse races on the screen. Nothing
so tremendous could ever be repeated. The story leads up
beautifully to such a dizzy height of emotional relief that
you will rise and cheer furiously at that wonderful horse,
Broadway Bill.
Director Frank Capra executes a miracle of timing and
direction, and the entire cast has lifted the picture to
dramatic excellence.
Myrna Loy's performance is distinctly memorable. And
Clarence Muse, Raymond Walburn and Harry Todd are
stand-outs.
Baxter's work is extraordinarily effective.
Those who love horses will be particularly enthralled with
this movie. It is a Capra picture, and a racing picture, and
a good picture.

*

MUSIC

IN THE

AIR— Fox

IN THIS charming musical, gay with laughter and rich
with song, Gloria Swanson returns to the screen. With a
fine sense of comedy she portrays Frieda, tempestuous opera
star in love with her leading man, Bruno (John Boles).
Miss Swanson's voice may not be adequate as a foil for
that of Boles. But their scenes together — their violent
quarrels and ecstatic reconciliations — are so amusing and
spontaneous that this possible fault is offset.
Charming, too, are the bewildered Bavarian villagers,
Karl (Douglass Montgomery) and his sweetheart, Sieglindc
(June Lang) and her father, Dr. Lessing (Al Shean), who
have come to Munich to hear Frieda sing.
Altogether it's a delightful adaptation of the operetta,
with Jerome Kerr's fine score given its full value.

The

National

Guide

'REG. II. S. PAT

ft
EVELYN
PRENTICEM-G-M

THAT ace of teams, William Powell and Myrna Loy, score
another hit! In deeply human roles they bring a rare sense
of reality to the characters: Myrna as the wife who thinks she
has murdered a man, Powell as Myrna's lawyer husband hired
to defend Isabel Jewell who is accused of the murder. Miss
Jewell makes cinema history in a short courtroom scene. Una
Merkel and Harvey Stephens give grand support.

*
THE
CAPTAIN
HATES THE

Pictures

to Motion
OFF.)

*
COLLEGE
Paramount
RHYTHM—

GET ready with a sis boom rah for another bright and tuneful collegiate musical with football star Jack Oakie stealing girl friend Mary Brian from Lanny Ross, and Joe Penner
adding gales of laughter. A wow is Joe, and no mistake!
The music is catchy, the comedy hilarious, and the climax
hysterical with the nuttiest football game ever played. Helen
Mack, Lyda Roberti, George Barbier, help greatly.

&
FLIRTATION
First National

SEA—
Columbia
WALK—

FOR the grandest trip of your life board the ship commanded
by Walter Connolly, a Captain who really hates the sea.
On board you'll meet John Gilbert, tippling reporter, Victor
McLaglen, detective, Tala Birell at her most gorgeous, and
a whole boat load of favorites. The story sails smoothly, with
bright dialogue, good comedy, and strong direction by Lewis
A man's picture no woman will want to miss.
Milestone.
THE
FIREBIRD—
Warners

THIS exquisitely wrought picture is proof that the movies
have grown up. The story is of Ricardo Cortez, an actor
who tries to ensnare Verree Teasdale, wife of Lionel Atwill,
into a love trap. Verree spurns him, but her young daughter,
Anita Louise, is caught in the web, when Cortez is killed.
Here is splendid adult screen entertainment, magnificently
acted. 74Anita Louise gives an outstanding performance.

THE colorful background of West Point, the double barrellec
charm of Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler, and the sensitive
human directorial touch of Frank Borzage make this a granc
parade of entertainment. Pat O'Brien plays the tough
knuckled, sentimental sergeant to perfection. Ross Alexande;
scores as Dick's pal. Bring the whole family — and perhaps;
handkerchief for the final scenes.

KENTUCKY
RKO- Radio
KERNELS—

complex at home and indulge ij
LEAVE your superiority
unrestrained mirth at the most absurd antics of Wheele
and Woolsey. As custodians of a young heir, Spanky McFa
land— who is alone worth the price of admission— they go dow
to Kentucky and get mixed up in a feud, with moonshine an
roses and phony Southern accents. Mary Carlisle and Noa
You'll have a good time.
Beery add to the merriment.

Saves

Yo ur

Picture

Time

and

Money
hell in the

THE ST.
KID—
LOUIS
Warners

A

STORY as fast, breezy and active as James Cagney himself puts this one well out in front. Jimmy, a peppery
truck driver, talks up a milk strike in a country town and then,
with his buddy, Allen Jenkins, has to run the gauntlet of enraged farmers with a milk-laden truck. You should see Jimmy
sock 'em with his head. Romantic prize is Patricia Ellis.
Definitely prescribed for Cagney admirers.

Fox
heavens-

GOOD acting, and a plot that is different make this a picture
of merit. It's the story of a French air unit, quartered
near the German lines. Warner Baxter, as an American
aviator, tops an excellent cast which includes Russell Hardie,
Ralph Morgan, Andy Devine and Herbert Mundin. Conchita
Montenegro is the only feminine influence in this very masculine picture which can't fail to grip your interest.

GENTLEMEN
ARE BORN—
First National

LITTLE
FRIEND—
British
Gaumont-

FRANCHOT TONE gives his most able performance to date
in this modern story of four pals just out of college, struggling to place themselves in their professions. Nick Foran, as
Smudge is good, and the other major parts, played by Jean
Muir, Ross Alexander, Margaret Lindsay, Ann Dvorak and
Robert Light, are convincing. In spite of its trend of hopelessness, you'll enjoy this picture, for it is real.

ADD this one to the list of British productions that are
making American producers look to their laurels. Simply
and convincingly told, it's the tragic story of a child whose
happiness and security at home is suddenly shattered by her
parents' divorce and subsequent court actions for her custody.
Nova Pilbeam, English child star of the picture, gives a beautiful performance.

ANNE OF
GREEN
GABLES—
RKO- Radio

MAN

OF

British
GaumontARAN—

A

FAITHFUL and sympathetic screen adaptation of the
novel makes this an enjoyable picture, suitable for the
whole family. The cast is good, with Anne Shirley in the
title role of the orphan adopted by kindly Matthew Cuthbert
{0. P. Heggie) and his sister Manila (Helen Westley). Tom
Brown, Sara Haden, Hilda Vaughn, are all excellently cast.
Well directed.
Romance, humor, and pathos well balanced.

MAGNIFICENT in its beauty, here is a saga of the fisherfolk who live on the rocky Aran Islands, off the coast of
Ireland. The film has no plot. Its purpose is to tell the story
of people who must battle with the sea for a bare existence.
One can easily understand why this picture received the Mussolini cup as the most beautiful film of the year.
[ ADDITIONAL
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'ELLO,

Jimmy,
howAskare him
you? that
"
question, and Mr.
Savo will answer, "Oh, I can't
kick, I have a sore foot."
Or, "Just like a stove —

All the World's

grate!"
Or, "Like a bundle of wood. I'm all broken up."
Then he'll smile ingratiatingly and say, "I'll bet
you won't like me any more — after that last one!"
But you will. All Broadway has, for the past
twenty years. And Jimmy Savo has been making
terrible puns and groan-provoking jokes since he
first learned to talk.
He takes off his hat, looks at it a moment, and
comments, "I like to wear a derby. They seem
musical to me. On account of the band, I guess.
And I wear a fur coat and a palm beach suit most
of the time, too. Then, no matter what the
weather is, I'm always comfortable. By the way,
do you know who wears the biggest hat in the
world? Give up? The
man with the biggest
head!"
At this point
Charlie MacArthur
groans and says,
"That's the sort of
thing Hecht and I
were afraid of when
we asked Jimmy to
play the lead in our
picture, 'Once in a
Blue Moon.' And we
have the guy under contract, too!"
"Aw, that's all right,
Charlie." Jimmy pats his
director on the shoulder.

His Stooge
Introducing Jimmy Savo, the
King of Clowns! But don't say
a word. If you do, he's sure
to make a stooge of you, too
By Mildred

Mastin
Her Class.' No? Very unmusical
man, Mr. MacArthur.
Come on
out, Charlie, I'll buy you a drink."
At the bar Jimmy orders cheerfully, "Give me a bird cocktail.
You don't know what it is?
Why,
couplelike
of swallows."
Or, a "I'd
a Scotch
drink — a glass of water with
a nickel
it." Mr. MacDuringin this,
Arthur is standing at the

"Cheer up! I'll sing you a little
song entitled, 'Don't Throw
Spinach At Me; There's Iron
In It!' Oh, you've heard that
one? You don't like it? Well,
then, Charlie, how about the
little ditty, ' She Used To Be A
School-teacher, But She Lost

Here's Savo, telling
his horse a joke about
nightmares. A patient
beast, horsie usually
starts kicking after
the third or fourth
pun by Jimmy
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"Hello, there, how
are you?" Don't ask
Savo the same quesunless to
you're
quite tion
willing
be a
stoogecomedian
for the little

On the set of "Once
in
Blue has
Moon,"
Mr.a Savo
just
asked Edwina Armstronghis
a question.
She'll besoon
stooge

,:jCi

i *a*^*~

other end of the bar,
pretending he isn't with
Mr. Savo, trying not to listen.

*SS8r

Charlie doesn't laugh he is distinctly inthe minority. Everybody else
laughs at a Savo joke. Maybe you
heard it before. Maybe it is a terrible
pun. But with a comical Savoesque
gesture, it's screamingly funny. And
Jimmy, known as the king of pantomiming comedians on Broadway for many
years, can throw a theaterful of people
into paroxysms of laughter simply by
counting to ten!

"Have anything you want,
Charlie," Jimmy yells at him.
"Anything but champagne.
I can't bear to
hear a champagne bottle opened. Makes
me homesick.
I think of pop."
There's still no response, no recognition, from Mr. MacArthur. So Jimmy
explains smilingly, " Charlie doesn't like
jokes like that. He's an ex-reporter, you
know. Appreciates old riddles like
what's black and white and red all
over? Don't guess. The answer is, a
■newspaper.
" MacArthur threw a bottle at me —
\'es, an empty one — the day I asked him
•vhat gives more milk than a cow. The
mswer, of course, is two cows. Made
lim sore, too, when I told him I saw
ifteen men all under one umbrella and
ione of them got wet. Charlie said, 'It
nust have been a big umbrella.' 'No,'
explained, 'it wasn't raining.' Made
lim mad. I guess he's jealous. Waiter,
;ive Mr. MacArthur another drink."

But MacArthur's
worrysilent
Mr. disapproval
Savo. For,doesn't
when

Jimmy tells the dove what a
bird cocktail is. And his
feathered friend's answer is
"Cheap, cheap"

Strangely enough, Savo didn't know
he was funny until he had been entertaining audiences for a long time. Like
W. C. Fields, he began his theatrical
career as a juggler, not a comedian. The
juggling started when, at the age of
eight, he and his brother watched a man
on a New York street corner juggling
lighted torches. Using small stones,
Jimmy tried to copy the trick arjd soon
perfected it. For the amusement of the
youngsters in the block he performed,
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 108 ]
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A Starred Christmas
Gift Premiere
From Hollywood
CAROLYN VAN WYCK has turned detective and for the last
few weeks has snooped around Hollywood and New York like
nobody's business, in an effort to forecast what the stars will be
giving for Christmas this year, for the benefit of you, my readers.
My explorations were full of adventure. Around a corner might
come Norma Shearer, glowing like an Autumn leaf, trim and chic in
the smartly tailored street clothes she affects, her eyes twinkling
merrily about a mysterious armful of packages. Or Marlene
Dietrich, her blue eyes and golden hair like sunbeams, lifting those
strange brows slightly when questioned. Or any of those hundreds
of lovely players that make Hollywood the center of the world's
beauty and charm, some of whom we corraled straight to the studio
to pose for you. But to one of my young pets, Rochelle Hudson,
should go the biggest of Christmas trees, the fullest of stockings and
the nicest of gifts, because Rochelle took time and patience to have
a tree decorated as she thinks one should be, to have packages
wrapped and tied to make them look appealing and enchanting as
all gifts should look, whether they happen to contain the rarest of

Joan Bennett has chosen a very new perfume for a
gift. It is a luxurious fragrance, of South Sea island
inspiration, in a flacon of clouded glass with black
and gold lacquer-like cover

A choice in compacts by
Glenda Farrell. In left
hand is a modern, colorful affair holding I ipstick, powder and rouge.
In right is an enameled
squarish design, richly
colored, double, with
loose powder and rouge.
Grand gift ideas

Rochelle Hudson is wideeyed in anticipation of
that Christmas package.
If the contents are as
grand as the wrappings,
Rochelle, all will be very,
very merry. Make your
remembrances look gay
and gifty with holiday paamusing
tags
pers
and ribbons
and
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BEAUTY SHOP

All the beauty tricks of all the stars brought to you each month

Conducted

Dolores Del Rio exhibits one of the newest Hollywood and Paris fashions, mirror accessories for
your evening bag.
Here is a lustrous compact of
inlaid mirrors with down puff

A gift gadget that many a
girl will welcome for her
bag is a purse perfume
case in platinum tone with
red and black accents.
Protects and prevents
spillage, and comes filled
in any of ten favorite fragrances. Judith Allen
suggests this gift

Complete treatment and
make-up kits fill your
stockings with delight.
Evelyn Venable, appearing in "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage thusiastic
Patch,"
enabout thisiscompact arrangement containing everything that makes
you well groomed and
beautiful

By Carolyn Van Wyck

perfumes or a practical little thought like hair pins designed for your
special needs and the color of your hair.
So take a lesson from Rochelle, and invest in gay papers, ribbons
and cards to make your thought look like a gift, not a mere package.
The sentiment on your cards is important, because, with a little care
on your part, you can hand the recipient a laugh as well as a gift.
And a happy laugh is always a true gift.
The stars like to give beauty — gifts that are beautiful in themselves and that will make you more beautiful. Perhaps this tendency is largely due to the fact that these girls have learned the
value of beauty or what passes for beauty. The compact, for
example, which adds thrill and color to your street or evening bag.
Perfumes, whose inspirational value can never be over-estimated.
Irene Dunne will frankly tell you that the scent of perfume once
saved her from a bad attack of stage fright. Powders, treatment
and make-up kits, bath accessories, the list goes on. So for every
girl confronted with a gift problem, I think I may safely advise, give
beauty. It is lasting, inspiring, beautiful.

HOLIDAY SHOPPING
WITH BENITA HUME
AROUND
NEW YORK

Fur toques are a new target for your favorite
perfume.
It lingers appealingly on fur. Benita
is spraying hers with a fragrance reminiscent
of Paris, from a smart atomizer

finished "The
Hume
WHEN
Private Benita
Life of Don
Juan," she began a
vacation, stopping in New York to look over
the shops. From a shopping expedition she
came straight to the studio to show you some
of the things she had bought. You can see
After Benita Hume

com-

pleted "The Private Life
of
we joined
herDon
on Juan,"
a shopping
tour.
One of her purchases
was a flacon of pine
bath essence, in a pineneedle green bottle
dressed up with gold
banding and seal. Divinely bath
exhilarating in
• your

that Benita has a penchant for perfume. I'll
tell you all about her gifts, names, prices,
details, if you'll write to me, or any of the
other ideas shown in these pages.
Benita, in my opinion, is one of the most
beautiful players. Her gray ribbed wool frock
and gray astrakhan toque, with ruby-like clip,
were perfect backgrounds for her rich brown
hair and velvety brown eyes.
All of my pictures seem to fill the bill for the
ladies of our families and acquaintance, young
and not so young, but we've neglected the
men and the very young generation.

Spraying your fabric gloves
with perfume is another of
lenita's ideas. A fragrance
to titivate the imagination
is enclosed in that inspired
flacon studded with crystal
sparks. Very elegant

A quartette of Parisian perfumes also snared Benita. A
foursome, all of which you
will adore. That ultra-smart
box in sky-scraper pattern
looks very sophisticated and
charmingly amusing
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One of this season's offerings is a very new
perfume for men. Don't be too surprised. It
is not the alluring, charming essence which we
like to waft as we walk, dance or sit. Instead,
it is essentially masculine and refreshing,
denoting just that note of immaculacy and
thought that we like in our sweethearts, husbands and friends. I think most men will be
pleased to find that world-famous chemists
have at last concocted for them an essence
that is appropriate, masculine and in perfect
taste.
If you have little sisters or nieces running
about, my best suggestion for them is a small
manicure kit. You can buy good ones from
fifty cents up, and I suggest this for an important reason. The very sophistication and
grown-upness will please immensely, but the
point is that it is the best means in the world

A STOCKINGFUL
OF IDEAS FROM
YOUNG
PLAYERS

Florence Rice approves of this combination
that gives you both perfume and atomizing
device
in the same
package.
A romantic
concoction that lingers in memory

J)f overcoming grimy and nail-biting habits,
fhe manicure kit is a perfect idea for the
!;rown-up, too. Even if you go in for profes■ional manicures, the kit is necessary and will
k> worlds of good between manicures.
>■ The basic treatment boxes are always welbme. Creams and lotions should work toether, and it is wiser to use especially face
reams and lotions by the same maker.
Sesides, the kit idea often introduces you to
ame grand preparation that ordinarily you
•light not know about or think that you
eeded.
The same is true of make-up combinations.
:ouge and lipstick should be in the same tone.
I number of manufacturers have worked out
erfect tone combinations in these beauty
>uches.
Who ever has enough bath accessories,
owders, eaux de Cologne, bath scenting and
oftening preparations? Any or all are grand
'ft ideas. Most of them come in charming,
y packages especially for the Christmas
ason, that add a note of luxury to your puriase, no matter how simple. June Clayorth's choice is worth a second look. A
inning cabinet in white, washable composipn, accented with red, containing just what
ery woman would adore, bath essence, eau de
jlogne, powder and soap. The cabinet sets
hangs, as you wish.
I never pass up the permanent wave idea at
iristmas if you want to go in for a bit more
a gift. Mothers, even grandmothers, espeilly adore this gift. It is one of those lasting,
mforting and beautifying suggestions. Or
generous blow to a facial or two or several
and manicures has a very uplifting effect.

An attractive and prac
tical make-up ensemble
is shown by Ruby Keel
The idea of make-up
combination is advisable
because it gives you ha
monious
and
relatec
tones. A thought for the
girls whose color pref
erence you know or car
choose,
wisely.
The
will like twins

For the evening, Kitty Carlisle, now appearing in
"Here Is My Heart," suggests a good-looking compact and
casewhite.
combined cigarette
in black and
Sophisticated

Something to get excited
about, thinks June Clayworth. A bath-room cabinet holding eau de Cologne, bath essence, bath
powder and soap. White
and gay red
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A NOTHER starring combination, Paul Muni and Bette Davis. These two
-^V Warner luminaries will be seen together for the first time in "Bordertown,"
which will be released very soon. You'll easily recall the hilarious performance
of Muni in his previous picture, "Hi, Nellie!" Bette 's latest was "Housewife"

Tom Meighan
Is Restless
The man with the million
dollar personality smile
has an idea. When he has,
then step lively, World!
By Walter D. Shackleton
one palau l ha
homde in the exIF yotia
clusive Great Neck
section of Long
Island, whose broad expanse of lush lawn
fronted on the Atlantic.
And if you had another
in sunny Florida. And
if you enjoyed outdoor
games by day and
bridge by night. And
if you had a host of gay,
intelligent, congenial
friends to enjoy all these
things with. And, more
to the point, if you had
a plump purse to maintain such an existence,
would you be apt to get
restless with a desire to
do a gruelling piece of
work? No need to answer. Ican readily visualize the scoffing
snickers the question
caused.

Tom Meighan
again
Hollyw o o isd —in
ith
another
bigw yarn
in his mind. He
he'llaction
get it!and
craves

lessness is always
directed. It is
thoughtful, not
hit or miss. No,
indeed. You
don't know your
Tom Meighan if
you as much as
suspect such a
thing. Meighan
cause
he has
gets restless
be-

mand action ,
plans that deBut, believe it or not,
"The Miracle Man" was probably Thomas Meighan's greatest film. It
plans
thata have
still ranks as one of the best pieces of cinematic art ever turned out.
come to
keen
there is such a person.
But Tom had to organize his own company to produce it. He was the
Thomas Meighan.
edge only
after
studied
shaping
only one who could see its value. In this scene from it are Betty CompTom is restless again.
son, Joseph J. Dowling and Tom
Fresh from the success
and sharpening.
All right, Mr.
of his " Peck' s Bad
Meighan is going
Boy," he wants to leap
right into another screen story with all that stimulating vitality
to get action. He'll see to that. As a matter of fact, as you sit
and vigor of his.
reading this, he will be in Hollywood getting that action.
As for his plan, the only thing that may be divulged about it
And what is more, he's going to do it. You can't stop him.
at this time is that it involves the screen characterization of an
When he gets an idea, you can't stop Thomas any more
than Thomas can stop that Atlantic tide from ebbing and
internationally known figure. And it is a figure that American
flowing at the foot of his Great Neck dooryard, or prevent
writers, at least, have right under their respective noses — and
have not been able to see.
Florida from getting a devastating gale ever so often. Or, let
us say, no more than Tom can help his great smile from warmYet, Thomas Meighan has seen the possibilities for some
ing the deepest cockle in the heart of anyone it is turned on.
time. And he's got his ideas about the screen development set.
Meighan's smile is one of the most potent and captivating ever
He's even got a writer picked out, his close friend Gene Fowler.
flashed in this vale. It is a million dollars worth of personality.
To Tom's mind, Fowler is the only writer who can do justice to
And the best of it is its sincerity — good honest value in it.
this character. That, unquestionably, is a great compliment to
the ability of Fowler, noted as a [ please turn to page 118 ]
However — about the restlessness of Mr. Meighan.
His rest-
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Use all the Cosmetics you wish, but remove
Hollywood's way-guard

1

1

them thoroughly

against unattractive Cosmetic Skin

s
a girl
Y cleans
MANshe
before
face think
herwho
she goes to bed does not thoroughly free the pores, but actually leaves bits of stale daytime
make-up to choke them all
night long.

"Heavens! What's wrong
with my skin ?" Soon, to her dismay, she discovers the warning
signals of unattractive Cosmetic
Skin— enlarged pores, dullness,
tiny blemishes— blackheads,
perhaps.
Cosmetics Harmless if
removed this way
To avoid this modern complexion trouble, thousands of women

are adopting the Hollywood
screen stars' beauty method.
Cosmetics need not harm even
delicate skin unless they are
allowed to choke the pores.
Lux Toilet Soap is made to
remove cosmetics thoroughly.
Its rich, ACTIVE lather sinks j
deeply into the pores, carries
away every vestige of dust,
dirt, stale cosmetics.
During the day before you
put on fresh make-up, and
ALWAYS before you go to bed
at night, give your skin this
gentle Lux Toilet Soap care. In
this simple way you protect
your skin — keep it so clear
and beautiful!

Photoplay Magazine for January, 1935
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Hollywood's Beauty Care
Fragrant, white Lux Toilet Soap protects the
loveliest complexions in the world — and has
for years! 9 out of 10 Hollywood stars use it
to keep their skin exquisitely soft and
smooth. Begin your Lux Toilet Soap
beauty care today!
■

Joan Blonde II
STAR OF WARNER BROTHERS'
"KANSAS CITY PRINCESS"
**.

/>

Iuse cosmetics, of course!
But thanks to LuxToi let
/O

Soap,
I'm not a bitSkin
afraid
of Cosmetic

•"THE ear-to-the-grounders tell me, that Hal
Mohr and Evelyn Venable may have called
it off, but they are still lunching together . . .
And for your information, Walter Donaldson,
brand new hubby of Walda Mansfield, comand
posed such tunes as "Blue Heaven"
"Sleepy Head" . . . John Drew Colt is an ace
squire to Tallulah Bankhead . . . Merle Oberon,
British star, confirms it was just a "trial
between her and Joseph M.
engagement"
Schenck . . . Loretta Young will tell you she
and Fred Perry, tennis star, are to wed in
London. But he still has an Australian tourney
ahead of him . . . The sole memento between
Guinn (Big Boy) Williams and Barbara Weeks
is an unused marriage license . . . The Herbert
Mundins have separated . . . The Chaplin boys
call Miss Goddard Aunt Paulette . . . They say
that gorgeous ring Kay Francis is wearing is
the gift of that European noble admirer . . .
Mrs. LeRoy Prinz, wife of the dance director,
told her lawyers that she couldn't stand it any
longer, LeRoy coming home with saber cuts all
over him from duelling ... It lasted just two
Stevens and Phyllis
with Onslow
months
Cooper . . . Ona Munson has been giving parties for Ernst Lubitsch ... So, Helen Kane,
after all those denials, is going to divorce Max
Hoffman . . . That was an elopement of elopements, that of Barbara Fritchie and wealthy
J. Ross Clark, 2nd — all the way across the continent .. . Will Morgan is silent when Esther
Ralston says no wedding bells for her . . . Kathleen Burke, "The Panther Woman," and her
Glen RarChicago photographer husband,
din, have gone their ways . . . Are the Conrad
Nagels to get together again? . . . The Ginger
Rogers-Lew Ayres wedding has probably taken
place as you read this . . . Eddie Buzzell,
another groom of two months, and Sara Clarke
already have a divorce . . . 'Tis said the Jimmy
Durantes have separated, too . . . Joan Marsh
has switched to Monroe Owsley . . . And the
Roscoe Ateses have split . . . Glenda Farrell and

Cal York Announcing the Monthly
Robert Riskin are now "friends" . . . The testimony in that suit was that Ed Wynn had
hired a woman bodyguard to protect him from
his wife . . . Mervyn LeRoy and Doris Warner
are nearing that event wherein they will choose
pink or blue.
AyfAY ROBSON says the tinted toe-nails,
dyed hair business is old stuff — not at all
the extremes of the present generation. Forty
years ago, May says, she startled Broadway by
wearing a green wig to match a gown of that
color.

"V'OU can look for a new experience when
"The Little Minister" is released. Katharine Hepburn is going to sing.
TWTAE WEST made a good speech
at the Emanuel Cohen party.
Among other things, she remarked
that the jokes in her pictures didn't
need censoring half so much as some
of the jokes that are in circulation
about Mae herself.
T—TERE'S a new one, discovered by Neil
Hamilton. If you are a canary fancier, try
sprinkling paprika on your bird's diet. His
plumage will turn to a lovely red-gold, about
the color of Marlene Dietrich's hair. That is, if
you want your canary to look like Marlene.
"[\TEWEST
romance
Mary James
Carlisle Blakeley,
is listening seriously
to —young
from the Broadway stage. Blakeley is the son
of Mrs. Grace Hyde, of Park Avenue, New
York, and once was engaged to Barbara Hutton, five-and-ten heiress, now Princess Mdivani.

bruiser
sits Warner
on a sound
and ties pound
peach
(~)UT
on the
lot astage
two-hundred
blossoms on a tree limb for Dick Powell and
Gloria Stuart to sing beneath.
Don't make the mistake, however, of saying,
"Whoops, my deah," in his direction.
One electrician still has a black eye to
show for it.

jUTAUREEN
who never
will marry
John FarrowO'SULLIVAN,
next Winter, will
forget
her recent trip to her home in Ireland. So overcome were the natives with Maureen's visit,
they refused to let her drive anywhere. Instead,
they insisted on pushing her car from street to
street.
But the height of their enthusiasm was
reached when Maureen was awakened every
morning by a bagpipe serenade under her
window !

•

•"PHE clothes closets and dressing-room cupboards inAdolphe Menjou's new house have
the town abuzz.
His seventy-five suits are in cellophane
wrappers so that Adolphe may select one without removing the covers.
And, for the same reason, the drawers are
of glass.
But what has Hollywood completely stumped
is one large glass drawer which contains, in solitary repose, an Alpine hat.
QREDIT
Gloria
with wethisdoubt
one
— but some
howStuart
or other
whether her argument had as much
effect on the officer as her pulchritude. Gloria was parked in a taboo
zone on Wilshire Boulevard, Hollywood. Amotorcycle policeman came
up and demanded her driver's
license.
"Why?" said Gloria. "I'm not driving. I'm sitting."
Whereupon
the cop was much confused and said he guessed she was
right.
'"THE Chamber of Commerce of Southern
California is seriously considering making
Sir Guy Standing chief good news spreader
about the land of sunshine and flowers.
When the doughty knight — on location with
"Lives of A Bengal Lancer" — was bitten by
the dangerous "black widow" spider and was
out of the cast for two weeks, he made a special
plea to the Paramount publicity department.
" Don't put anything about this in the papers,"
requested Sir Guy, "it might keep some people
from coming to California."
"HTHE LITTLE MINISTER" riot that was
staged between the soldiery and the townspeople in that picture ended in several unanticipated casualties. In the melee, Reginald
Denny's white horse reared, causing an extra
armed with a pike to leap, his pike butting
John Beal in the eye.
Katharine Hepburn was so excited she fell
off the make-believe cliff on which she was
perched and sprained her ankle.
So the company is temporarily laid up for
repairs.

Youthful producer and director, Howard Hughes, is taking an important
part in Patricia Ellis' entertainment these days. Here they are dining at
the Trocadero.
Toby Wing is another young player who has been seen
with Mr. Hughes
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"CO, you won't talk, huh?" Charlie Chaplin
says he'll still remain silent in his next
picture.

Broadcast of Hollywood Goings-On!
XX7 C. FIELDS was being
" • bored by an actor who insisted
on pouring his life story into the ears
of the Paramount comic.
" — And then I ran for forty weeks
on Broadway," went on the actor.
"It's a pity they didn't catch up
with you," Fields replied.

ANNA STEN wandered around the World's
Fair in Chicago for two weeks — without
once being recognized. This is not so remarkable as when she returned to Hollywood. She

ical was used. And it went right through Bob's
gown and burned him!
"An antidote, get an antidote!" yelled Bob,
leaping about the set like a mad hen.
A hurried phone call brought no results, the
formula was a secret one, and they refused to
divulge the contents. Bob had to suppress his
howls and finish his scene before he could be
rushed off to the first aid station.

A RCHIE MAYO, the^rotund director who
"'Mias megaphoned many of your favorite pictures, went down to San Pedro to a wrestling
match. On the way to the stadium, he was
stopped by a stranger who accused, "Just
because you've shaved off your beard, you
needn't think I don't know you! You're 'Man
Mountain' Dean" (pet wrestler in the movie
colony).
T5 ILL GARGAN arrives home to tell us that
he had a hard time remembering he was in
London. Going into the Savoy for dinner was
just like entering the Brown Derby, there were
so many
Hollywood
actors and directors
I around. For instance, in one evening there
: were the Charlie Farrells, the Clarence Browns,
Laura LaPlante and Irving Ascher (her new
husband), Ralph Ince, the Leslie Howards — to
mention only a few.
PATIENTLY sitting about in absolute silence
waiting for a baby to doze off in a certain
1 scene for the picture, "Wicked Woman," the
1 entire cast grew drowsy. And when, an hour
; later, the baby finally dozed off, Mady Christ: ians, Betty Furness and Charles Bickford had
I to be wakened in order to shoot the scene.
"DING CROSBY'S records, long a favorite
with Joan Crawford, have been replaced on
the Crawford phonograph. A new singer has
taken his place — Joan herself.
Joan has gone into the record making
business with a vim.
And those who have heard the Crawford
records declare them very good, indeed.
T> EMEMBER all the old mollycoddle jokes
about ping pong?
Well, Hollywood has been playing it for
years, its devotees numbering many of the
most he-man stars. But the final masculine
touch came when Max Baer bounded into the
Paramount gymnasium, spied a ping pong
table and reached for a paddle. "This is the
,;ame," said Max. "It helps my timing."
■\X7HENEVER Jackie Coogan
comes on the set where Jack
Oakie is working, Oakie hails him
thusly: "Hello, Bobby— oh, I'm
sorry, you're Jackie Searl, the great
child actor, aren't you?"
Which burns Mr. Coogan very
severely.
"THEY'VE had fan dancers of every variety
— but it remained for Rudy Vallee to feaure a number with twelve two-hundred pound
iotball players as fan dancers!
/\ THEN that battery of twenty one-thousand-watt lights exploded, Marlene Dietch, Josef Von Sternberg, and Marlene's
usband, Rudolf Sieber, came through the
lower of hot glass unscathed. But two
ctras weren't so fortunate.

Two young English players who have made splendid progress in Hollywood
are Frank Lawton and Elizabeth Allan. Both are working in M-G-M's
important screen version of Dickens' "David Copperfield"
was met at the train by her husband, Dr.
Frenke, who brought along the entire StenFrenke menage — and still nobody recognized
her!
"KJO one
can He
say has
Leo installed
Carrillo isn't
ful man.
a rowa thoughtof large
hooks along the edge of his bar. You are given
an aviator's life belt to put on, and hook yourself up to the bar. Clever, these Spaniards.
•"THE M-G-M wardrobe went into a dither
when an order arrived for a negligee — for
Bob Montgomery! He wears one in a comedy
sequence with Joan Crawford in "Forsaking
All Others." And they couldn't find one around
the place that Bob could get into. Not many
ladies are built like Bob.
"pOR
comedy to
scene
in a aWarner
was anecessary
splinter
violin onmusical,
the headit
of Allen Jenkins. Nine times the scene was
taken, but a tenth was found necessary. A prop
boy handed over another violin. As it was
raised over Jenkins' head, the anguished cry of
"Stop! Stop! It's my violin!" came. The boy,
by mistake, had picked up an orchestra player's fiddle, valued at three thousand dollars!
DOBERT MONTGOMERY wore a lady's
^•dressing gown for a scene in " Forsaking All
Others." It was supposed to catch fire. To
create smoke without flames, a certain chem-

'T'HE story is around about the little extra
who enjoys her gold digging. She calls her
latest "The new buy friend."
VWALLACE
BEERY'S new plane is his
fifth in seven years. It only goes two
hundred and forty miles an hour!
r^ARY COOPER'S method to aid charity is
^^novel to say the least. Gary has installed a
coin box on his front door. And it takes a dime
before you can make his front doorbell ring.
T^\0 you get confused in the spelling of movie
"^names? Well, here are some rules then.
It's Alan Mowbray and Alan Dinehart, but
Allen Jenkins.
Rosco Ates, but Roscoe Karns.
Katharine Hepburn, but Katherine DeMille,
and Kathryn Carver.
Adolph Zukor, but Adolphe Menjou.
Merian Cooper, but Marion Dix.
Mae West and Mae Clarke, but May Robson.
Bette Davis, but Betty Compson.
Aileen Pringle, but Eileen Percy, Aline
MacMahon, and Arline Judge.
Hugh Herbert is a comedian, but F. Hugh
Herbert is a writer.
Cary Grant, but Gary Cooper.
Gilda Gray, but Zane Grey.
Francis Lederer, but Frances Dee.
Harry Joe Brown is a director, but Joe E.
Brown is a comedian.

Making a Man's Picture
[ C0N1INUED

the company. There, at last, lay the promise of
a man's world for ten days. A chance for his
cast to lead real "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
Riding and roughing, and hot sun and harsh
winds and (this would appeal to the primitive
instincts of Messrs. Cooper, Tone, Standing,
et al.) hunting! Women, wives, sweethearts?
Tush — in the thrill of the chase, they'd forget
all about 'em!
So they left Malibu Lake for Lone Pine —
all these rough and hardy, keen-eyed Nimrods.
Gary, with his two big African game riiles,
well oiled. Franchot, proudly bearing a complete hunting outfit and a very super-special
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timidated by miles of mountain roads, find
lodging?
Gallantly Sir Guy moved out of his room with
Gary — and there were bunk replacements and
crowding of quarters all down the line — clear
to the cook's quarters.
"I thought Gary might be lonesome," said
Mrs. Cooper. Mr. Hathaway waved a white
flag and admitted defeat.
And that's how Sandra, by force of circumstance, was made an unofficial member of the
Bengal Lancers — "But don't you mind me,"
she admonished Gary, "you go right on with
your hunting plans with Franchot."

from the rolling kitchen, and deposited about
the nearby crags and peaks by "Cracker"
Henderson, Gary's faithful retainer.
Of course, Gary almost had a real buffalo to
add to his collection as a souvenir of the "Bengal Lancers" safari. He and Hathaway, seeking good location sites, came upon a herd of
fourteen American bison roaming a valley.
What's more, they're still there, because neither
Gary nor anyone else had the heart to shoot!
Nor was Gary the only one with a soft heart
in camp. There was Serevan Singh, who had
been a fortune teller on the Strand in Long
Beach, near Hollywood. He heard that Paramount wanted Hindus, and being a high-caste
Hindu himself, journeyed to Hollywood.
Serevan was asked to leave his telephone
number at the casting office, so the story goes.
"No phone number," said the Hindu. "Just
think of me, and I'll report for work."
Later, Hathaway and his assistant director
decided they would need several Hindus in the
next day's shooting. Jokingly, Hathaway said,
"Come on, you Serevan! Come elerevan —
tomorrow morning."
And the next morning at eleven o'clock
sharp, Serevan Singh was on hand !
simply.
"I heard you call me last night," he said
Gary and Franhcot and Sir Guy and Monte
and all the gang heard of this wondrous seer,
and wanted their fortunes told. And Serevan,
in the
he
camefastnesses
to Gary. of Lone Pine, obliged — until
"I am too soft-hearted," he said. "What I
have to tell you, you would not like to hear."
/""'ARY doesn't know what terrible fate lies
^^ahead for him — although Franchot Tone
thought surely Serevan had got his signals
mixed and meant him, after he had been in the
altitudinous location a few days. Every few
steps he took, Franchot had to sit down and
rest.
A newspaperman along with the outfit wrote
a squib about Franchot's height-susceptible
heart, and a Los Angeles paper printed it.
The next day a messenger dashed frantically
into the scene.

After waiting two years for a honeymoon, Harry Edington and his wife,
Barbara Kent, are at last in Europe.
Harry is Greta Garbo's agent,
and is planning a real screen future for the talented Barbara
30-30 rifle, on which he had recklessly blown
the weekly pay check. Sir Guy laden with
a new set of flies.
Now, Lone Pine is not one of the elaborate

" We'll go tonight," said Gary, "at two A.M."
"Right," said Franchot. "Stout fellow!"
Now the details of that hunting expedition
remain a little vague. But this much is known:

hotel centers, and stars' quarters, on trips like
this, are not always done up in modern finery.
Gary bunked with Sir Guy; Franchot with
Dick Cromwell, and so on down the list.
Every available bed, cot and hammock in
the little town was accounted for — not a spot
to spare.
And then, just as everyone was shoe-horned
into his quarters, an automobile horn tootled
without and a prop boy came running into

That Gary and Franchot set out at two o'clock
in the still of the morning, and returned to
Lone Pine at about five-thirty A.M., with
scuffed boots and weary legs, but with nary a
buck — nor even jack-rabbit for that matter.
They
all of the
one hotel
hour'shalls
sleepto before
blastedgotdown
shattera bugle
their

Gary's room —
"Mrs. Cooper's outside," he announced.
Director Hathaway fainted.
And, well — you can imagine the havoc.
Where could the undefeatable Sandra, unin-

Hathaway signaled "cut."
"From now on," wisely decreed Nimrods
Cooper and Tone, "our hunting will take place
within easy walking distance of our bunks."
So they shot at tin cans and bottles discarded
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dreams, and they were very, very tired lancers
when that first day's fight with the Khyber
Pass Afridi tribesmen was over and Director

"There's an important long distance call
from Miss Crawford at Lone Pine for Mr.
Tone," he panted.
Shooting was abandoned and the company
twiddled thumbs while Franchot made the
three-mile hike back to the telephone.
When he returned, the face of Mister Tone
wore an expression of perturbation — a sort of
sheepish look mingled with wounded pride. An
eyebrow was arched dangerously.
"She was worried about my health! " confessed Franchot. "She wanted me to watch out
andNot
not overdo
overdo!"
— those words seared a lancer's
soul. " Come on," said Lancer Tone, with grim :
lips, "let's get to work!"
And Director Hathaway, raising heavenwards a prayer of thanks for the final defeat of
woman, grabbed his opportunity like a shortstop grabs an infield drive.
"Let's go on that cavalry charge scene," he
cried. " Come on, Cooper, Standing, Cromwell,
Blue — let's make this a man's picture!"
And that's just what they've done with
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" — made it a real
man's picture — in spite of the women.

Fun Like Mad!
[ CONTINUED

Miss Hopkins, a romanticist at heart, tells
the little shampooist that she wants to help the
thing along. She'll invite the two of them to
lunch with her at the studio, take them on the
set, introduce them around to everybody.
Then have them to dinner at her home that
night — and on to the Cocoanut Grove. Surely
a build-up like that would snare a proposal.
But what happens? The flier arrives, he and
his girl have a great big fight, and he goes right
back to Panama. Such an ending! I really
couldn't blame the poor thing when she turned
on the cold instead of the hot water and nearly
froze me to death.
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was with her director-hubby, Wesley Ruggles,
little pinkie, you ought, for if that didn't give
and then they visited another good man, Frank
out on me, I'd probably fill sixteen pages more.
However, this, I promise, is the end. Well
Capra. The megaphone wielders were out in
numbers that evening. I noticed the attractive
almost, for I just must tell you about Nelson
Eddy's cocktail party.
Charles Vidor, too. Then I spotted George
Instead of being a conventional little affair
O'Brien and his wife, Marguerite Churchill,
that does itself up from five to seven, it goes
and Thelma Todd in a black velvet chapeau
that was high, wide and handsome. And in on till two the next A.M. That gives you a
came her ex-husband, Pat de Cicco, with Sally vague idea.
Blane. But nothing happened.
Of course everyone yelled madly for Nelson
I run into Sally at the oddest places. Yesterto sing, and he obliged — by phonograph record.
day Iwent to a baby christening and there she Smart ole Nelson. The point I mustn't forget to
w.as— godmother! Maybe he knew the beaute- stress, though, is that he's got a truly
magnifi-

(~\VER at M-G-M someone got the smart
^ldea of giving Mr. Louis B. Mayer a fine
new office to surprise him when he returned
from Europe with Mrs. Mayer. They worked
night and day. The building sprang up — all
white and many-windowed and modern — like
magic. I took a peek just after he'd arrived
. . . and such flowers! With my all-seeing
eyes, I took in a big basket of lovely white
blossoms from Jean Harlow, and a solid silver
desk clock also from the thoughtful Jean and
her mama to the big boss.
His office is my idea of something pretty
neat. There's a real fireplace of black marble,
not fakey, like most of our Californy fireplaces,
and a big circular desk. Concealed in a small
ante-room is an ice-box and a double electric
■ plate where the man can whip up some tasty
. scrambled eggs. Just think of the fun!
TN case, my lamb, you'd like my opinion on
\ Max Reinhardt's opening of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" at the Hollywood Bowl, I shall
give it to you in but few words, and they'll all
spell Glamorous. (By the way, I suppose
you've heard that Reinhardt has signed with
the Warner Brothers to produce "A Midsummer Night's Dream" and other spectacles
for the screen. Great, eh?)
! I snuggled down into my seat and just let
myself go. The night was serene and warm, the
stars were flung in mad abandon across the
leavens. Around the rim of the Bowl the trees
:'vere outlined like black, marching sentinels,
ind the crowd, including the complete roster of
VIovieland, was expectant and excited.
Then it started. Such a pageant of color.
iuch breath-takingly lovely fairy dances, like
^ou imagined when you were a child. There
A'ere tinkling little bells, and fairy lights, thousands ofthem, winking off and on in the hills
•henever the fairies appeared. I could go on
,'nd on like this, but maybe I'd better just skip
o the spectacular end — the wedding scene.
)own from the distant, furthermost peaks, to
ine music of "The Bridal Chorus", marched a
low procession of several hundred people bearig flaming torches aloft in the night. The most
>vesome sight I've seen in a long time. My
:art wanted to turn handsprings!
My gentleman friend must have felt that I
;eded a snack after that, for he led me, unprosting and dreamy-eyed, to the newest night
>ot, the Trocadero. Wheeeeee! What a place!
II red and white and Continental and so gay.
inches of celebs were all over the place.
Pola Negri, with the dead white face and
ick gown she usually affects (and so success;Uy) was at a table with my hero, Ramon
>varro. Arline Judge, who is so cute and pert,

Sleep-'n' Eat, RKO-Radio's
rival for Fox's Stepin Fetchit, about to
fHtte£U,P£1SpaY in Wheeler and Woolsey's "Kentucky Kernels "The
dusky lad's real name is Willie Best, but he's been tagged "Bucksho
t"

ous Sally was holding him. The lucky kid! Anyway, he didn't
the whole time. let a single squeak out of him
YOU'VE been pleading for June Knight and
I've always disappointed you. I'm a bad
girl; I forgot to tell you how I went down to
visit her, one lovely, warm day, at the Santa
Monica house of her sweetheart, Paul Ames.
(He's Raquel Torres' brother-in-law.)
her in a scanty bathing suit, which sheI found
filled
very nicely, my deah. Regarding her toes,
which she had just lacquered a dead white and
which were swell with her mahogany-color tan,
she changes them to any old hue, any old time.
Such antics!

Such a chatterbox. Don't you ever get tired
of listening? You ought to be grateful to my

cent voice. And when we hear him on the
screen, we're going to hear something.
Everyone in town was there. I can't begin to
tell you the list, but I found me a lovely young
man, and got the exciting idea of inviting him
off to a secluded corner of the garden to see if
love would bloom. But alas for the plans of
mice and men . . . and Mitzi. While trying to
compose enticing words, I happened to remember the famous mistake of Ellen Terry on an
important first night. What, you don't know
the story? Well, at the play's biggest moment,
Miss Terry was supposed to hold her sweetheart's hand and seductively croon: "Come,
let us seek a cosy nook." But what she actually
said, was: "Come, let us seek a nosey cook!"
Fun like mad we have in Hollywood !
MITZI.
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Pert's Reducing Vacation

TITIAN-HAIRED Pert Kelton went
to an idyllic spot for a vacation —
Catalina Island. But there was no rest
for Pert. She was out to take off pound'
age. One of the methods was hauling a
boat into the water. Try it sometime.
You'll vow it is tied to a buried anchor.
Her riding, however, was more fun. But
the best time was when she was allowed
a few minutes to sit and knit. And,
believe it or not, that was the sole relaxa'
tion Pert got!
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Lazarnick

^NGLISH Pat Paterson came to Hollywood with a
-'rich background of cabaret-radio-film-and-stage
me in London. In less than a year, she has made four
ctures. "Lottery Lover," for Fox, is her latest.
|it is golden blonde, a talented singer and dancer
93

For Your Christmas Dinner
Some new, some old
suggestions, but all
delicious additions
to tbe festive meal
beating well the following — }/% cup of
salad oil, IJ2 tablespoons of lemon
juice, a pinch of salt, a few grains of
paprika, jelly.
and 1 tablespoon of melted
currant
Onions will, of course, be served.
But why not try glazing them as a
change from the creamed ones.
Peel small boiling size onions.
Melt 2 tablespoons of butter in a
large iron skillet, and place onions in
it, right side up, crowding them
closely but having only one layer.
Sprinkle 1 cupful sugar over them,
and salt and pepper. Cover closely
and cook over a slow burner until the
onions are transparent.
Old-fashioned Pumpkin Pic should
be on every Christmas menu. So,
here we go on the ingredients:
1 ) 2 cups of cooked pumpkin
1 cup of rich milk
Y2 cup °f sugar
1 teaspoon of cinnamon
Y2 teaspoon of allspice

As capable a cook as she is an actress, Margaret Sullavan bastes her huge
turkey with pure olive oil, thereby enriching the flavor of bird and gravy and
giving the white meat a fine texture

BASTING with olive oil wrorks wonders on the turkey
itself, but without a properly blended, taste-tempting
filling no holiday meal can be quite complete.
Chestnut Stuffing is perhaps our wisest choice. Besides
being a perfect accompaniment, it imparts a delicate tang to
the meat while roasting. Here, as in every cooking venture,
measuring accurately and carefully following" directions will
pay big dividends.
Now for the method:
Loosen the shells and inner skin from 1 quart of large chestnuts by cutting a gash on the flat side of each nut, shaking them
in a little melted butter, and setting them in the oven for 10
minutes. Remove shells, and boil in salted water until tender.
Drain and press through a potato ricer. Add 1 pint of dry
breadcrumbs or an equal amount of hot mashed sweet potato,
1 egg, }<i cup butter, 1 teaspoon salt, some chopped parsley, and
the turkey liver, chopped finely. A little onion and lemon juice
and pepper may be added. Mix all ingredients well, and if you
prefer dressing moist, add soup stock or cream.
Fruit Salad made with 3 oranges, 3 bananas, J 2 pound
Malaga or seedless grapes, J>2 cup chopped pineapple and the
juice of 1 lemon helps balance a hearty dinner.
An excellent fruit salad dressing is made by combining and
9A

34 teaspoon of mace
2 eggs, well beaten
1 tablespoon of butter
Pinch of salt

Place the pumpkin, milk, sugar,
salt and spices in a double boiler.
After the mixture is well blended and
heated through, add the beaten eggs and stir until it thickens.
Then add butter and pour into a crisply baked crust while hot.
Place in a moderate oven and bake the pie slowly until the
tilling is firmly set.
If you would like to depart from custom and vary your
dessert from the usual pies and plum pudding, why not serve

the typically English dessert — a Trifle?
This requires 1 pound each of lady fingers and macaroons,
Y2 pound each of shelled almonds and crystallized cherries,
halved, 1 pint each of fruit juice and hot milk, 1 quart of
whipped cream, 2 tablespoons of flour, 1 well beaten egg, and
Yi cup of sugar.
Soak macaroons in fruit juice, blanch and chop the almonds.
Make a custard of the sugar, flour and well beaten egg. Add
gradually to the hot milk in double boiler and cook until thick,
stirring constantly. Cool, add the almonds and half of the
whipped cream.
Line a large glass bowl with the lady fingers, add the cream
custard mixture and the macaroons, placing the cherries all
through the bowl.
Cover with the rest of the whipped cream and decorate with
cherries.
Serves twelve.
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Car keys lost!

POCKETBOOK

Locked out of her own car twenty miles from home . . .
Car keys slipped out of careless handbag.

PANIC*

cures this star!

N ow

Katherine

deMille
insists on handbags with
TALON
REG.

U.

S. PAT.

Fastener

OFF.

convenience and security!
In the film world, where every detail of the costume
must be carefully considered, the stars insist on
handbags with Talon Fastener convenience and
security. They find that Talon-fastened bags set
the pace for style and beauty, can be depended
upon for quality, and assure safety for handbag
contents.
The Talon Fastener used on handbags is a lightning-like streak of usefulness that operates smoothly
and easily, and closes snugly and securely. And
this trim-lined device contributes to the smart
tailoring of the handbags it is used upon.
Talon-fastened handbags for morning, noon and
night, in a wide variety of styles and at all prices,
await you in your favorite store.
When
you get when your pocketbook opens and the
contents spill out or are lost.

you buy, look for the name TALON

on

the slider. It's your guarantee of quality, as well as
security and convenience.
HOOKLESS
CHICAGO.

FASTENER

CO.. MEADVILLE,

PHILADELPHIA

• LOS ANGELES

PA. • NEW

YOKE

• BOSTON

• SAN FRANCISCO. SEATTLE
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Books That Every Book Lover
Will Treasure
HpHE Economy Educational League is performing
a service of great value to the booklovers of
America. Situated in New York, the center of book
publishing activities, it continually combs the market
for remnants of specially fine editions of educational
and cultural books that we purchase at prices which
permit us to supply our customers with truly excellent
editions of great and authoritative works at amazingly
low prices.

GREAT
POEMS
or IK!
INGUSH UHCUACf
Compile d by

Wallace Alvin Briggj

Already more than twenty-five thousand booklovers
have taken advantage of this service of whom many
hundreds have become permanent customers, sending
in new orders time after time as new bargains are
offered.
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Of the books listed on this page all of those offered
at $2.98 could well be priced at from $5.00 to $7.50, and
those offered at $1.98 from $3.00 to $5.00 and you
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would still feel you were getting your money's worth
full and plenty. Every book sent out by the Economy
Educational League is returnable for refund if not
satisfactory. Do not hesitate to send for any books
that interest you.
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of the finest anthologies of its kind ever compiled. Indispensable to homes with growing children or where poetry
is loved and appreciated. Beautiful great volume weighing
four pounds. Cross indexed three ways, by titles, by first
lines, by authors. 1502 pages
$2,911
2. A HISTORY OF AMERICAN ART— By Sadakichi Hartmann. New revised edition, two volumes in one with 66
illustrations. 691 pages
$2.9ft
3. THE ROMANCES OF HERMAN MELVILLE— One-volume edition. Moby Dick, Typee, White Jacket, Redburn,
Mardi, Omoo and Israel Potter. The seven immortal classics
of the most powerful writer in American literature complete
in a single volume.
1660 pages
$2.9ft

MS W »«»!««*£*••

HING COMPANY
TUDOR PUBLIS
NEW YORK

11. BEST AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOUR— Edited by J.
B. Mussey. An anthology of modern humour representing
the finest work of a score of the great humourists of America.
301 pages
$1.98
13. GREAT SEA STORIES— Edited by Joseph Lewis
French. Thirty-two salty tales by Captain Marryat, Stevenson, Pierre Loti, Masefield and others. 680 pages. . . .$1.90

4. THE STORY OF MEDICINE— By Victor Robinson. A
survey of the development of medical knowledge from the
Stone Age to our own times. 527 pages
$2,911

14. FAMOUS ANIMAL STORIES— Animal Myths, Fables,
Fairy Tales, Stories of Real Animals. Edited by Ernest
Thompson Seton.
686 pages
$1.90

5. AMERICA— By Hendrik Willem Van Loon. With 12 illustrations in color and more than 100 black and white
drawings by the author. 463 pages
$2.9tt

15. GREAT PIRATE STORIES— Edited by Joseph Lewis
French. Two volumes in one. 634 pages
$1.98

6. PRIVATE LIFE OF MARIE ANTOINETTE— By Madam
Campa. The most famous intimate biography by her ladyin-waiting.
775 pages
$2,911

Use the coupon — circle numbers of books desired — any book
that proves unsatisfactory may be returned for immediate
refund of your money.

8. THE BOOK OF MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE— By Arthur
Elson. An indispensable reference book. 609 pages. .$2,911
10. THE OMNIBUS OF ADVENTURE— Forty-four complete stories of stirring adventure by the world's greatest
romantic writers. Edited by John Grove. 882 pages. $1.98
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A HOLIDAY
HAVE reserved for this page a very special
Christmas gift, one for yourself. You didn't
expect that, did you? But I feel that we
jiould all do something for ourselves at this
:ason that makes us look, and therefore feel,
appier and lovelier.
i One thing that you can do that will immeditely transport you is to change your hair.
hange of coiffure is a ritual with Hollywood,
id it might well be a ritual with many of us.
othing is so tiresome to ourselves — and
hers — as the same hair arrangement day in
id day out. Yet it's a very popular and conant habit with many of us.
With holiday parties in mind, I show you a
•autiful arrangement
for evening.
From
,tne Lang's photographs, you can even admire
r hair as well as its dress. Now this coiffure
ould be done for you by a hairdresser, and
>u must have at least a long bob to begin
th. Any competent hairdresser should be
le to follow the design if you will take these
:tures with you. Or if you have a good perinent or natural curls, a little homework
ght be a great success.
Hair style trends are up, up, up. To my

debutante

COIFFURE

By Carolyn Van Wyck
mind, evening is the time for the climbing
coiffure, because it is neither appropriate nor
practical for most of our daytime affairs. But
every girl who can should take advantage of

"DEAUTY at Bedtime," leaflet
'-'form, tells a few, simple steps
that every girl should follow each
night in the interest of good looks.
It budgets your time, tells you what
to use and how. You may have it as
well as advice on any beauty problem by writing to Carolyn Van
Wyck, PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 221
West 57th Street, New York City,
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope for reply. Other leaflets
at hand, too, covering skin, hair,
nails and make-up.

these charming upward styles for evening.
They poetize you. They add the frail beauty
of a Gainsborough portrait, invest you with
qualities that are often fatal to your escort.
The modern evening coiffure is decidedly
romantic. Through our highly piled curls walk
the ghosts of Marie Antoinette, Catherine the
Great, and other grand, romantic ladies who
have made history.
High curls do something else for you. If you
are even fairly young, with reasonably good
facial contours and nice ears, this coiffure, with
the right touches of make-up, seems to sculpture, dramatize and accent all good points.
Let's we
takemay.
advantage of this charming style,
while
Recently I met Hedda Hopper, her usual
vivacious, charming self. She was enthusiastic
about a new coiffure just created for her. Her
comment was, " It makes me feel years younger
because it all goes up."
For decoration of the evening coiffure I suggest a ribbon, a tiny clip or a real flower. With
a high coiffure, especially, you have no idea of
the allure of one lovely flower, such as a gardenia or carnation among your mounting curls.
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Here's More Perfection for You
[ CONTINUED

You must remember that the waistline is the
center of your body and that if you are to have
any grace of movement at all you must keep it
supple. The best way to do that is to turn on
the radio to a snappy tune, put your arms
lightly above your head and hop, skip and
jump around the room in a little two-step.
Don't imagine that you look silly. Do it! It's
good for you ! And all the time keep swaying
and bending at the waist. This, too, will
flatten that back muscle.
TTHERE'S just one word that describes the
perfect abdomen. That word is "flat."
Joan Crawford comes nearer to having the perfect stomach than any girl in pictures. She
knows how to stand. Her muscles are strong
in her stomach, so her hip-bones don't stick out
like razor blades.
I give Joan three claims to distinction. She
is a grand actress. I saw her not long ago in
" Chained," and thought she was swell. She is
a good scout. Everybody who knows her says
that. And — she has a flat stomach.
You mustn't have any rolls or bumps or
lumps. Here's how to tell whether or not your
stomach is right or wrong.
Stand in front of the mirror without any
clothes. Put a ruler down the front of your
stomach. Is it flat? No? Then get right to
work.
First of all, walk straight and sit straight.
Don't slump down on your back-bone. Sit the
way you're supposed to sit. You've got to
make your stomach muscles strong. The way
to do that is to lie on the floor on your side,
with your arms above your head. Stretch your
arms so you can feel your stomach muscles
pulling. Without changing the position of
your arms or legs, roll over on your face, making sure your stomach touches the floor. Roll
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back and forth like that, but at the same time
progress along the floor, hitching yourself along
on your stomach. It will take away inches and
make you nice and flat.
And every day use the ruler to see how
you're progressing. Use the ruler after meals,
too, because if your stomach muscles are strong
enough, you won't bulge after a heavy meal.
But, listen, I don't want you to eat heavy
meals. Remember, exercise alone won't give
you the perfect figure. I hope you have
sense enough to stay on my diets all the time.
And you can never be perfect until your
stomach is flat and firm.
Even you mothers who have had several children don't need to give me any alibis. You can
make your muscles tight, too. You expectant
mothers should insist that you are bound
tightly after your baby is born, and the third
day after, you should begin taking exercises in
bed. Yes, I mean it. Lift your heels off the
bed, keeping the knees straight. Lift the heels
about four inches. Then lift your head off the
pillow. Do this seven or eight times at first.
Increase day by day. Feel how your muscles
tighten.
"NJOW
I want
youtoo,
thesince
perfect
hips.
It makes
me to
sortshow
of sad,
for years
I pointed to Connie Bennett as the girl with
the most perfect hips. But she's let little
Margaret Sullavan swipe the title from her.
Connie, I'm ashamed of you! The thing that
makes me sad is that you know better, because
I taught you how to have beautiful hips.
You'd better get back to the old exercises and
diets that I gave you, baby.
So, while Connie is getting her hips back
where they were, I want you girls to take a look
at Margaret Sullavan. Gosh! what beautiful
lines! There are no bulges and no bumps, yet

every bone is nicely covered. She is lean, yet
softly rounding and appealing. Oh, Connie,
Connie! Don't you remember that night at
Joe Kennedy's when Gloria Swanson and
Laura Hope Crews and I were there, and I told
you that your hips were your greatest advantage? Please, Connie, get back that beautiful
line.
Very few people are fortunate enough to
have hips equally high. One is very apt to be
a little higher than the other. This usually
comes from a slumping walk in childhood. If
you're afflicted that way, the thing for you to
do is to squeeze off excess flesh from the higher
hip. Then both will have the correct proAnd listen to the exercise that will give you
portion.
hip
perfection. Stand straight, feet slightly
apart. Raise your arms above your head.
Stretch your fingers. Turn your body so that
without moving your feet you are facing sideways instead of straight ahead. Now, with
your body in this twisted position, bend over
and touch a spot on the floor about two feet
from your feet, with your finger-tips.
Isn't that great? You can tell when you're
getting results — you feel your hip muscles becoming tense. Also don't forget that eating
too much meat puts fat on the hips.
And, please, please — well, I won't beg you,
if you haven't got sense enough to do this I
don't want to bother with you — remember to
walk correctly. Don't slump, or stand with
one hip higher than the other. Take your
exercises. Eat right. Sit and walk right, and
before you know it you'll be giving all these
Hollywood girls a run for their money.
But I'm not through yet. Next month I'm
going to describe perfect arms, legs, hands and
feet. And come on, you girls, jump right up on
the beauty band-wagon!

Answers by Sylvia
Dear Sylvia:
I was having an argument the other day with
a friend of mine who said that if you took exercises you didn't have to diet, and if you dieted
you didn't have to exercise. It didn't sound
right to me, so I said I'd ask you how about it?
Mrs. R. McL., Providence, R. I.
Tell your friend to read my articles and
book. That will settle the argument. Of
course, she might use a little common sense,
but I suppose that never occurred to her. Exercise and diet go hand-in-hand. One is useless without the other. What could be more
stupid than exercising systematically and then
eating your head off? If you want a beautiful

MAYBE fect, some
can'tmake
be pergirls, but ofweus can
our
selves something better than we are —
healthier, more attractive. I've
helped many, many women to overcome their faults, and I can help you
banish yours, be they large or small.
No obligation. Just address your
letter to Sylvia, in care of PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 221 West 57th
Street, New York City.
SYLVIA

stamped envelope for my exercises and diets
that will improve your circulation. In the
meantime, here's a little tip for you. Never sit
with your legs crossed. Always sit upright.
Dear Sylvia:
I am a mere man and, I suppose, shouldn't
be writing to you, but I'm quite fat and I'd
like to know if your diets and exercises are
good for men as well as women.
B. N., Brooklyn, N. Y.

figure you've got to work for it, and you've got
to do everything I say.

hand with the thumb and forefinger of the
other, tapering them toward the end. You can
do this a hundred times a day, if you will, and
you will be amazed at how quickly your fingertips take on a nice, tapering shape.

My dear Sylvia:
My fingers are very blunt and stubby from
using the typewriter all day for years. Is there
any way I can overcome this defect?
L. L. D., Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Sylvia :
I seem always to have cold hands and feet.
I feel sure that this is because my circulation is
bad. I appeal to you to help me.
B. R., Lander, Wyo.

Well, hoorah! Another man has gotten
some sense. You bet my diets and exercises
are for men as well as women, and if you fat
boys could hear some of the remarks that
women pass about you, you'd be more eager to
reduce. Come on, boys and men, why don't
you string along on the reducing wagon? Study
my diets carefully, practice my exercises. I
guarantee that anybody — man, woman or;
child — who follows my system can lose fifteen'
pounds a month. So go to it, and let me know
how you get along.

It's simple. Every day, as often as you
think of it, squeeze the tips of the fingers of one

Your circulation won't be bad if you'll go on
a big health campaign.
Send a self-addressed,

For others of my male audience who are
underweight or nervous, my diets and exercises build you up or relax you, as you need.
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My dear Sylvia!
Will you kindly tell me some healthful fooc
which will put weight on my body?
K. W., Los Gatos, Calif.
Hominy with ripe, sliced bananas, thick
soups, chocolate, rice or bread pudding, cup
i ustard, avocados, butter, spaghetti — these are
I a few of the fattening foods which are very
healthful.
Hut I suggest that if you want to
] add pounds you send for my building-up diet.
Dear Sylvia:
kindly tell me what to do for fallen arches.
Is there some exercise one can take that will
help?
D. R. W., New York City
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You bet there is! Don't T always have a corrective exercise for handicaps? Stand straight,
\\ itli your feet tight together. Lean as far back
on your heels as you possibly can, and then
1 1 pon you r toes. Be sure to do this for ten or
fifteen minuteseverysingleday. Alsobecareful
i f your shoes. Don't wear flat heels except
for such sports as tennis. Use high heels for
evening, but be sure you have a medium heel
inr street wear. And don't be vain about your
'feet. Be sure that your shoes are plenty long
rnough.

TICKLES THE SMOKER

Tuck a carton of KGDLS

(200 cigarettes)

into any smoker's stocking and listen to the
grateful "O-ohs!" and "A-ahs!" you get.
The mild menthol cools the smoke and
soothes the holiday-harried throat, but the
fine blend of Turkish-Domestic tobaccos is

fully preserved. Cork tips save lips. Coupon
in each package (like a touch of Xmas all
year long!) good for nationally advertised
merchandise. Send for latest illustrated
premium booklet. (Offer good in U.S. A. only).
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.

SAVE COUPONS

FOR HANDSOME

PREMIUMS

Write jor jree illustrated booklet

Edward G. Robinson is in his element, hunting.
Eddie enjoys his
leisure all the more, because he gets
so little of it

Ask The A nswer

George Meeker, June Clyde, Doris Lloyd and
William Bakewell.

JANE WYATT is the outstanding player in
the Answer Man's mail bag this month.
Movie-goers who saw her as Dinny in "One
More River" went scurrying home to write letters asking about her. And here's the low-down
on the cute little miss who made such a hit in
her very first picture.
Jane was born in Campgaw, N. J., August
12, 1912. At nineteen she left Barnard College,
where she had studied for two years, and
started out on a theatrical career. In addition
to a great deal of work in stock, she appeared
in such plays as "Tradewinds," "The Vinegar
Tree," "Give Me Yesterday," and succeeded
Margaret Sullavan in the cast of " Dinner At
Eight " when Margaret was called to the Coast,
to appear in pictures. Last year Jane was

Margaret J. Anderson, Minneapolis,
Minn. — Joan Crawford is 5 feet, 4 inches tall
and weighs 115 pounds. She was born March
23, 1908. Her next picture will be "Forsaking
All Others" with Clark Gable and Bob Montgomery.
Margaret Burke, Baltimore, Md. — Frank
Lawton, whom you liked so well in "One
More River" was born in London, Eng.,
September 30, 1904. He made his stage debut
in 1923. Entered British films in 1929. "Cavalcade" was Frank's first American picture.
His next is " David Copperfield."

appearing with Lillian Gish in "Joyous Season"
when Carl Laemmle, Jr., saw her and gave her
a contract with Universal. This contract permits Jane to spend part of the year in pictures
and the balance on the stage.
Jane is 5 feet, 4 inches tall; weighs 118 and
has hazel eyes and dark brown hair. She is an
excellent tennis player, swimmer and horsewoman. She will soon be seen in the leading
feminine role in Charles Dickens' "Great
Expectations." At this writing she is appearing in a Broadway play "Lost Horizons."

Mildred Corcoran, New London, Conn.
— Millie, it was Sir Guy Standing who played
the role of the Admiral in "Hell and High
Emilie Cooke, Santa Monica, Calif. —
Colin Give was born in St. Malo, France,
January 9, 1900. He is 6 feet tall and has dark
Water."
hair and gray eyes. Made his stage debut at
the age of 19.
Althea Ashby, New Orleans, La. — You
can't fool this old Answer Man Althea, by saying that Photoplay has never printed any
pictures of Franchot Tone. In April, 1933,
we ran a lovely color portrait of Franchot and
in August, 1933, a rotogravure of him. In
November, same year, we published a story
"I'd Rather Know Joan Than Anybody Else"
says Franchot Tone. Franchot was born in
Niagara Falls, N. Y., on February 27, 1905.
He is 6 feet tall, weighs 165 and has brown hair
and hazel eyes. He graduated from Cornell
University. Appeared on the stage prior to
going into pictures in 1932. Among the plays

Peggy Ann, Buffalo, N. Y. — -Yes, Josephine
Hutchinson is a newcomer in pictures. "Happiness Ahead" was her first picture. Her next
is "The Right to Live." Josephine was born in
Seattle, Wash., October 12, 1909. She is 5 feet,
43^ inches tall; weighs 1 10 and has red hair and
golden brown eyes.
Lorraine Porter, St. Louis, Mo. — Sorry,
I couldn't make the December issue with your
answers. Fay Wray was born in Alberta, Canada on September 15, 1907. She is 5 feet, 3
inches tall; weighs 114 and has light brown
hair and blue eyes. She has three brothers and
one sister. Fay entered pictures in 1924 and
was made a Wampas Baby Star in 1925. She
has been married to John Monk Saunders
since June 1928. Fay recently became a citizen
of the United States. Frankie Darro was born
in Chicago, 111., December 22, 1917. His real
name is Frank Johnson. He has brown hair
and brown eyes. Still growing so I can't give
you his exact height and weight. His next picture will be "Racing Luck."
Anna Critie, New York, N. Y. — You can
write to both Alice Faye and Lew Ayres at the
Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Doris Hutchixgs, Detroit, Mich. — Margaret Sullavan's next picture will be "The
Good Fairy." John Beal is her leading man in
this. Margaret is twenty-three years old and
celebrates her birthday on May 16. George

he appeared in were "Age of Innocence,"
"Pagan Lady," "The House of Connelly,"
and "Green Grow the Lilacs." His latest
picture is "Straight Is the Way" which John
Gilbert made as a silent under its original title
" Four Walls." Next Franchot will be seen
in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

Jane Wyatt, who left school to go
on the stage, is now gathering
laurels on the screen. Universal's star bet, her recent
screen hit is Dickens' "Great
Expectations"

Redd This Before Asking Questions

Raft did the dancing in "Bolero."

Avoid questions that call for unduly long answers, such as synopses of plays. Do not inquire
concerning religion, scenario writing, or studio employment. Write on only one side of the paper.
Sign your full name and address. For a personal
reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope-

Amela Erikoriax, Kingsburg, Cal. —
Shortage of space hinders me from listing the
complete cast of "Back Street." However, if
ymi send a stamped return envelope, I will be
pleased to send you a cast. The principals in
the picture were Irene Dunne, John Boles,

As these take up much space, we treat such subjects in a different way from other questions. For
this kind of information, a stamped, self-addressed
envelope must always be sent. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers, Photoplay Magazine,
mi W. 57th St., New York City.
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Mary Helen Eads, Monticello, Ky —
The lad you refer to in "Sky Bride" was Tom
Douglas. Nick Foran was the one you liked
so well in "Stand Up and Cheer."
J. Y., Birmingham, Ala. — The two ladies
who appeared in the picture in the upper lefthand corner of page eight in the April, 1931,
issue of Photoplay were Greta Garbo and
Dorothy Sebastian. It was an off-stage shot
from "A Woman of Affairs."
Marian Orth, Milwaukee, Wis. — Unless
he has been holding out on me all these years, :
Tom Tyler is still fancy free. Joel McCrea and
Frances Dee were married October 20, 1933.

Casts and Addresses
Edmond Bochard,
Tom Mix has deserted
circus. Mary Boland
28, 1892 and Randolph
1903.

Nauroy, France —
pictures and is with a
was born on January
Scott on January 23,
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Dorothy Mackay, Highland Park, Mich.
— Elissa Landi was born December 6, 1906.
She is 5 feet, 5 inches taJ; weighs 119 and has
light auburn hair and green-gray eyes. Her
latest picture is "Enter Madame."
Paddy, Dayton, Ohio.— The little lady
who did the solo dance in "Too Much Harmony" was Grace Bradley. Gracic is a
Brooklyn girl, born and educated there. And
was she a smart youngster! At the age of six
she was a child prodigy and gave many piano
concerts in New York and other cities. At
sixteen she decided to take dancing and
dramatic lessons. Her first dancing engagement was in "Ballyhoo." Then came the
"Third Little Show" and "Strike Me Pink."
Paramount executives saw her, a screen test
followed and Gracie reached Hollywood a
year ago. She is the lirst actress in her family,
although one of her grandmothers was a
dancer. She is 5 feet, 2 inches tall, weighs 108
and has red hair and hazel eyes. She is of
French, German and Irish descent. Her
hobbies are music, fencing and horseback
riding. Harold Lloyd chose her for one of the
• feminine roles in his new picture, "The Catsj paw." Her latest picture is " Redhead."

IOI

CHOOSE YOUR
0??L

DEVILBISS' wide selection

R. R. O., Racine, Wise. — How could you
: let anyone spoof you like that?
Of course
your pal Bing doesn't wear a wig.
Eleanor Werntz, Savannah, Ga. — David
Manners hasn't forsaken the screen. Since
appearing in "Torch Singer" he has been in
"Roman Scandals," "The Black Cat" and
"The Great Flirtation." His latest is "Moonstone."
Mrs. Edith Walker, St. Louis, Mo. — I
am always delighted to supply information
for scrap books. Gene Raymond, was born in
! New York City, August 13, 1908.
He is 5
| feet, 10 inches tall; weighs 157 pounds and has
blonde hair and deep blue eyes.
His real
I name is Raymond Guion and he is of French
' descent. Gene was educated in private schools
! and appeared on the stage prior to entering
pictures in 1931.
His favorite recreation is
horseback riding.
If you will send me a
return envelope, I will give you a list of his
pictures.
W. J. McMahon and Gang, St. Petersburg, Fla. — Shirley Temple's latest picture
is "Now and Forever" with Gary Cooper and
Carole Lombard. Next she will be in "Bright
Eyes." Shirley was born in Santa Monica,
Calif., April 24, 1929. She has golden hair and
hazel eyes.

FASHIONS
No man can escape them
and no woman wants to.
You il find this issue of
'

Photoplay
full of news about
forthcoming
styles
and fashions.

The new array of DeVilbiss Atomizers,
in both imported and domestic glass,
includes distinctive perfume atomizers,
smart encased styles for traveling, and
attractive 6-ounce atomizers for spraying
eau de cologne — an atomizer for every
occasion and purpose, and to harmonize
with every type of boudoir or traveling
accessory . . . And any one of them is an
ideal gift for Christmas. Now that leading perfumers are recommending that
perfume be sprayed, women will be more
than ever happy to receive these beautifully designed atomizers as gifts. The
DeVilbiss Atomizer transforms one drop
into 2000 atoms, bringing out the fullest
fragrance of the perfume. Prices start
at $1; with Closure, at $3.50 . . . The
DeVilbiss Company, Toledo, Ohio.

DeVilbiss

S750-7. Crystal or colored glass; fittings
of chrome. Equipped with non-evaporating closure.

S500-60. Crystal with chrome fitting, or
green with gold fitting. 11ji button type
non-evaporatiug closure.

S500-S4. Crystal or colored glass. New
style
ratingchrome
closure.or gold fittings. Nou-evapo-

Romance With an Angel
CONTINUED

Mary Forbes, coming to dine with her
son one night, had big news. "I saw a
charming girl today at the Gleasons. Really
charming. I think you two should meet. Her
name is Heather Angel . . ."
"I have met her, mother! Oh lord," groaned
Rate, "why didn't I break that date at the
dentist's and go to the Gleasons?" Mrs.
Forbes, fishing thoughtfully for a cherry in her
fruit compote, smiled slowly.
It was a certain violently black, star-emptied
midnight when he did run into her. They
were coming in opposite directions through the
entrance of a popular night club. She paused.
He turned. Neither liked the other's companion. The air vibrated, changed to a chilly
blue.

FROM

PAGE

37

house tomorrow night.
Can you come?" His
arm tightened about her.
" Yes, I'd love to," murmured
Heather
against his coat lapel.
"You're so blessedly sweet.
You're — "
"I believe," said the Admiral pleasantly,
"this is my dance!"
"D AFE'S house is an English Norman affair
swooping up a hillside in the gentlest
fashion possible. A rather glorified bachelor's
quarters, surrounded by sweeping lawns and
trees that were young when the Spanish conquistadors arrived. A gray parrot, the gift of
a sea-wandering friend, holds forth at the

"Why on earth did she pick him to go out
with?" thought Rafe.
"He's here with that woman," thought
Heather.
This was the end between them. The
definite finale. They'd forget —
But it was queer how, for people no longer
interested in each other, sleep eluded both of
them that night. How Forbes stormed and
raged and ranted to his genial man Friday the
next morning.

like something you read in a book!"
And, in truth, the next six weeks would have
written a highly romantic chapter in any novel.

She—"
TT took the British navy to bring them together. At least a part of it.

Luck was with him tonight. He'd brought
his sister, Brenda.
You don't have to worry about a sister,
not when she's already surrounded by a half
dozen young blades.
By a little expert maneuvering, Rafe managed to get Heather alone for a moment.
" Have you seen the shore lights from that nice
sj nit up forward?"
"Yes," acknowledged the littlest Angel,
"about eight officers have shown it to me already!" And suddenly they were laughing,
looking deep into each other's eyes, drifting . . .
He finessed a dance with her, although by
that time Heather was having serious Admiral
trouble. She'd forgotten which dances she
had promised him. It was a waltz, dreamy,
lilting. . . . She was so exquisite and dainty
and young. Breath- takingly young. "I'm
having a buffet supper for the officers at my
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come to think of it, Mr. Forbes was!
saltWhy,
breeze."
Now Hollywood was still ruminating over
the sudden Pat Paterson-Charles Boyer nuptials. And Pat was in that state of enthusiasm
peculiar to brides, where she wanted to see the
whole world happily married. Here was a
chance to help the good cause along! Not
that it needed helping.
In ecstatic mood, Heather reached for a
flower on a nearby bush as they slowed up for
a stop sign. It was a nice little flower — only it
happened to have a hornet on it. He thoroughly resented being a captive in a slim white
hand. It didn't take him long to make the
fact known in drastic fashion. Heather
screamed. She backed against Rafe's shoulder
like a bruised child.
And Rafe — what does any young man do in
a case like that? Anyone knows that the
general first aid treatment includes considerable hand-holding.
"Oh," breathed Pat looking on, "it's just

"Imagine letting that blankety-blank tag
around after her! There ought to be a law
against such men! She ought to know better.

When His Majesty's ship, Norfolk, steamed
into San Pedro harbor, flags flying, a slim,
shining greyhound of the deep, you could
hardly suspect it of doubling for Cupid.
"Boom!" went the great guns in salute.
"Boom!" went that mischievous little fellow's bow and arrow.
Rafe saw her as she stepped on deck. Lanterns were strung along the gleaming length of
the decks. There was the exciting medley of
gold-braided uniforms, beautifully gowned
women, the gaiety a warship takes on when it's
turned into a flower-trimmed ballroom. "I'll
Close My Eyes To Everything Else If You'll
Open Your Heart To Me," played the band.
The Admiral, Sir Reginald Plunkett-ErneleErle-Drax, was bowing over Heather's hand.
Who was that wdth her? Ah — relief — her
mother!

sitting out on the lawn." Forbes made a
Nurmi-like leap for the window. There, calm
and quite unconcernedly chatting, were Heather and her chum, Pat Paterson. "We're driving down to the beach," they told him when he
put in a hurried appearance. "We thought
Mr. Forbes might be lonesome for a breath of

' I 'HE blessed part of it was — there were no
rumors. For once, Hollywood failed to do
its usual blaring about a budding love affair.
Because Hollywood didn't know. No one suspected. Not even the columnists. It wasn't
that Rafe and Heather were trying particularly to keep it a secret. It was just that
columnists don't "cover" the Riviera polo
field on off days.
"Great shot!" Rafe pulled up to watch.
Heather was such an ethereal little thing to
be racing so madly down the field, swinging a
mallet. A celestial cherub in white whipcord
breeches and a silk shirt, riding her mount like
Leo Carrillo, the likeable" bad man"
of many pictures, proudly displays
his honorary sheriff's badge, so we
suppose the country's safe now
entrance.
"Hello,
Heather entered.

darling!"

he chirped

as

"He's speaking for me!" said Rafe, coming
to greet her.
It was good fun, that party. Sea stories
were spun until you could fairly feel the spindrift off the bow and the roll of the deck. Rafe
made an exceptionally fine host — considering
the fact that he kept his weather-eye constantly
fixed on an Angel. And like all good angels,
she led the singing. In the garden, that was,
along about the pre-daybreak hours. No one
thought of departing.
There were rollicking navy songs to be
sung, three verses to a song, and the purple
hills echoed with them. Laughter, clever toasts,
a lusty chorus.
It was two o'clock the following afternoon
that Rafe awakened. His man was peering
around the door in a slightly perturbed state
"What shall I do, sir? There are two ladies

a gaucho. He didn't know then that she'd
ridden a pony in Oxford almost before she
could walk. That in India she'd been in the
habit of getting up at five in the morning to
exercise a friend's racing horses. But she was
a wonder on the polo field.
She was a wonder anywhere. In the evening
across candle-lit tables ... on long rides through
orange groves on up to the mountains. They
appeared together only twice in public. And
then the name-linkers of Filmtown were not
around !
It was at her farewell supper for Boyer that
Rafe told her:
"Heather, sweet, I'm leaving tomorrow for
a fishing trip up in the Sierras. I— I think it's
He wanted to figure out this thing that had
happened to him, to get a perspective. It's one
thing to drift into a romance — and another
to be caught in the glorious whirlpool of it
that makes your senses reel, your heart pound.
best."
•"TEN days later he was back.
He knew
exactly what he wanted of life. He wanted
an angel with unfathomable dark eyes and an
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adorable shyness and an eager wistful little
face. Hut the Angel was difficult. You can't
know an overwhelming love for the first time
and be sure what you're about. She was cold
and formal one minute, and appealingly warm
and dear the next. It put a man on edge.
"I think," he said mournfully one morning,
"it's going to take me two more months of
Steady concentration before I win her over."
That was the morning of August twentyeighth. There was nothing about it to hint
of what was to come.
Pat was giving a cocktail party for Chevalier
that afternoon and Mile. Angel was as remotely
impersonal as a marble statue. -Most people
thought they hadn't met. He was to take her
to dinner afterwards and Rafe scowled in bewilderment ashe dressed for it. What made
her act like that? The telephone jingled. It
1 leather.
"I'm so tired tonight, Rafe. Would you
mind dining here at Pat's with the two of us?"
Was there a tremble in her voice? If he could
have known!
Hecause the Angel had made up her mind!
While she was dressing. A shaft of late sunlight had fallen across his picture. She stood
there looking at it, wondering, and suddenly
something went "click" in her heart.
"Heather has just told me something to
ask you, Rafe, and I think she'd better ask
you herself," Pat leaned across the table in a
blaze of excitement. What was up? The
girls had been acting queerly ever since he
entered the room.
Heather pressed her hands together until
the little knuckles showed white.
"How long," she asked, "does it take to get
to Yuma?"

Simple words — and then the full meaning
of them struck Rale spellbound. He pushed
back his soup . . . went, in a trance, to the
other side of the table . . . Carolina, Pat's
French cook, dropped a whole tray of plates
and no one heard.
These Forbeses are a swift acting lot. Rafe
called five airports in so many minutes.
Not one plane available. He routed his secretary, Jane Grey, out of bed. She in turn
routed Henry, the chauffeur.
"I thought so," said Henry sleepily. "I
knew we'd be traveling to Yuma one of these
It occurred to the pair that there were people
who might rate being notified. His mother —
days!"
her
mother. "Will you come right up to
Pat's apartment in the Sunset Towers," was
their cryptic message. "We have something
important to tell you!"
There was the little matter, too, of an engagement ring. Rafe searched through his
pockets in a frenzy. He had to use something!
He did — the slender chain of his watch! He
wrapped it around Heather's finger and no
ten-carat diamond ever was put on with more
tenderness and feeling. There was a catch in
her throat as his arms went around her. A
love summed up, a question asked, an answer
given in that one little phrase — "How long
does it take to get to Yuma?"
Usually it takes something like six hours
driving from Hollywood. It took them ten.
There were delays at the start, of course.
Heather had to find a frock of Pat's she could
wear. People came. Rafe caught sight of the
diamond and sapphire ring on his mother's
finger. It had been his grandmother's. His
mother was taking it off, giving it to him.

"This is better than the chain!" she smiled.
"Funny, I haven't worn it for years. J don't
know what possessed me to slip it on tonight."
Jane Grey contributed the wedding ring —
one she had worn on her little finger. Everybody emptied their purses, for there's no pla< e
youlove.
can cash a check at midnight.
■in
Finally they were off, at two-thirty in the
morning. Dinnerless, sleepless and blissfully
It was just past Indio that they threw a
mainbearing. Fortunately, in front of a garage.
Hitch-hiking to your wedding . . . hailing
busses at daybreak.
But all the busses were going in the wrong
direction.
"I've got a 1922 car here," confided the
garageman, "but it goes." It did. Just.
It was held together by the grace of heaven
and little else. There was no back seat.
Only a choice collection of antique farm
implements. And in it Heather and Rafe
rode to their marriage.
Only four minutes it took, with Judge Freeman reading the simple service. A hot, white
sun streamed in.
A bluebottle fly swung in lazy circles.
Funny, how Paradise can shift down into a
dry little courtroom.
On the way home by train Rafe murmured,
"Darling, do you know we have to begin
all over again? I'll begin with a star sapphire
engagement ring and then we'll get a link of
Janey's ring put into a wedding ring of your
" It would be nice, dear," said the Angel,
"if you'd begin with a proposal! Y'ou know
you never have — officially — asked me to
own."
marry you."

Will Your Favorite Star Survive Color?
f CONTINUED

reproduce truly, but photographed with an
orangish-yellowish tinge.
Rich purples, lavenders, all shades of blue,
and many lovely in between colors could not
be recorded.
Now, however, the camera, by the new proccess, is able to "see" all three primary colors,
and their combinations, of course, make up
every color visible to the human eye.
You can understand the impossibility of getting true color pictures by the old process if you
try to imagine yourself painting a water color
picture, using only red, yellow, and green.
Under the old process, too, outlines were
blurred, making the pictures not only displeasing but hard on the eyes.
rPHE failure of former Technicolor pictures,
however, should not be blamed entirely on
the camera's lack. Those who made the pictures
were partly to blame. They were used to working in black and white. They did not realize
that a production done in color had to be
handled differently; that careful planning of
color combinations and design were of paramount importance.
When Robert Edmond Jones worked out the
color for "La Cucaracha," he made thousands
of crayon sketches, designing the movie, scene
by scene, from the script. Every scene, each
tiny sequence, was then created from his crayon
sketches, copying the color exactly. Thus each
shot was a perfect picture so far as color and
design were concerned, making a beautiful and
artistic whole.
is doing
"Becky Sharp" with the same
careHe and
exactness.
Those working in color realize now that such
careful design is necessary. They have learned,
too, that in many other respects their picturemaking must be treated differently. For
example, the heavy make-up so effective in
black and white photography is ugly and artificial in Technicolor. A light, natural make-up
must be used. This, of course, makes it more
difficult to cast a role. Skin defects cannot be
hidden beneath a coat of grease-paint and
powder
Freckles can't be powdered over.
Eyes that are too small can't be made to look
large by tricky use of mascara and eye shadow.
Colorless hair won't do, while artificial coloring
or bleaching photographs badly.
IT'S putting an added demand on stars!
Those that passed their voice tests several
years ago, and have been breathing easy, ask
nervously now, "How will I photograph in
color?"
"It will change the standard of screen
beauty," says Robert Edmond Jones. "It will
bring naturalness into favor and toss artificiality into the discard. Beauty like Irene Dunne's,
for example, will then become full}' appreciated
— rich reddish-brown hair, skin of lovely texture and color."
And, those stars who do survive the test are
going to find themselves confronted with a
more difficult job in movie-making.
The tedious business of wardrobe planning,
for example, will be even more difficult than
it is now.
Furthermore, according to stars who have
appeared in color pictures, the intense lighting
necessary for its photography makes working
conditions trying and unpleasant.
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Jeanette MacDonald, who appeared in the
Technicolor sequence of "The Cat and the
Fiddle," says, "It was terrible, trying to work
under the lights. The heat was terrific; make-up
was ruined after five minutes, and the intense
light was so hard on our eyes, it was almost
unbearable."
Miss MacDonald, incidentally, with her
gold-red hair and gray-blue eyes, is one star
who should certainly rate high before the color
camera.
But if the players find themselves confronted
with difficulties, what of the studios?
The studios have millions of dollars worth of
equipment for making black and white pictures.
It cannot be used for color movies. Are they
going to be faced with junking all of this? Of
course, when the tornado of sound hit Hollywood, almost overnight equipment that cost
fortunes was thrown on the junk heap. And
there is no doubt that, if the public demands
color pictures, Hollywood must, and will, provide them.
But, aside from the high price of equipment,
the actual cost of producing a color picture is
enormous!
For example, it cost sixty-four thousand
dollars for RKO-Radio to produce "La
The average black and white picture of the
Cucaracha."
same length costs around fifteen thousand.
/^\NE reason for the steep cost of color pic^^tures is that the Technicolor camera uses
three times as much film as the black and white
camera. It carries one strip of negative film to
record each of the three primary colors. Thus
when the cameras grind, three photographs of
the scene are actually being taken at once. It
follows then that at each step in the handling
of the film the work and cost is tripled.
The process itself is not as difficult or complicated as one might expect. Let us imagine
that the color camera is photographing a holly
wreath, hung on a blue door. Your eye sees the
red berries, the green leaves, the blue door. A
beam of light carries these three colors into the
camera.
As the light enters the camera, it strikes a
prism which splits it into three parts. In the
camera are three filters made of gelatin — a
green gelatin filter, a red one, a blue one. Each
of the three parts of the light beam strikes one
of these filters.
The green filter permits only the green in
the
film. light to pass through and hit the negative
The red filter lets only the red in the light
through.
The blue filter carries through the blue in
the light to the negative.
Now the actual color is not recorded on these
negatives.
Looking at them, you see only shadow, as
on an ordinary negative. The thing that is
recorded here is the intensity of the light
that has struck each negative.
These negatives must be printed now on a
positive which will preserve these values of
intensity and which can take dyes and print
them.
The positive used is a gelatin-coated film.
After the negative is printed on the positive,
the positive is put through a chemical process
which hardens the gelatin of the positive in

proportion to the light that strikes it. For
example, the red berries were dark on the one
negative behind the red filter, and those spots
let little light through, so the gelatin there
remains soft. On the same negative, the green
leaves and blue door are not dark, and light
hardens the gelatin in those spots. Each positive is now taken out and washed. Naturally
the soft gelatin washes away, leaving little
"valleys" where the red berries should be, and
reliefs of hard gelatin for the door and leaves.
These gelatin positives are known as matrices.
"NJOVV
must orbe complementary
dyed. Each is
dyed these
with matrices
its opposite
color. The red matrix is dipped in a green dye;
thegreen matrix is dipped with red dye; the blue
matrix is dipped in yellow dye. You now have
three strips of film, one yellow, one green, one
red. The dye, of course, is absorbed according
to the thickness of the gelatin coating. Where
there is no gelatin, no dye will "take." Consequently, the berries on the originally red matrix, having no gelatin covering, take none of
the green dye. By the same token, on the
originally green matrix these berries retained
the gelatin, and so absorb the red dye.
The three matrices are now printed on the
final positive film. First the red matrix (now
dyed green, remember) is placed against the
film. Since, on this matrix, the red berries
retained no gelatin and consequently picked up
no green dye, the spot where the berries should
be simply remains blank on the film. Next,
however, the green matrix (now dyed red) is
placed against the film. Here the berries
retained the gelatin, absorbed the red dye, and
now print it on the film. However, on the third
matrix (the one originally blue, now dyed yellow) the berries also retained the gelatin and
took the yellow dye. When this is pressed
against the film, then, yellow dye is placed over
the red dye of the berries. The same is true of
each impression: each is dyed twice.
But the light in the projection machine,
striking the film as the picture is being shown,
clears this up. The light contains red, green and
blue elements — the three primary colors. As it
shines through the film, the red element holds
up the green, the green stops the red, the blue
detains the yellow. Thus the holly berries,
stained with red and stained with yellow, come
onto the screen as red only, because the blue
element in the light detains the yellow, and
only the red is allowed to go through. On the
screen, you see the colors now as accurately and
truly as if you were looking at the original
objects.
TF black and white movies are realistic to you,
it is only because your imagination supplies the
color. Technicolor, however, leaves nothing to
the imagination. There is even a process which
makes it possible to record such realistic
touches as a blush, or a players turning white
with fright or crimson with anger. In "La
Cucaracha" you may remember when Paul
Porcas became angry at Steffi Duna in the
restaurant, his face turned purplish red.
This is done with a machine which contains
a variety of colored lights set on a pivot. The
pivot is turned, shedding the desired light in
front of the projector, and directing it to the
spot in the scene where the effect is wanted.
The man who invented the machine says it
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will increase the possibility of interesting effects
immeasurably, permitting even such realistictouches as pale greenish tinges for seasick
and pasty white effects for "hangovers,"
actors
desired.
if
Hollywood today is pretty much divided .mi
the subject of color. Sam Goldwyn and Eddie
Cantor recently leagued with the pro-colorists
final sequence of "Kid
when they made theor.
Millions" in Technicol
RKO-Radio signifies
its belief in the future of color by tossing tall
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of money into "Becky Sharp."
sums
But the fate of its future lies in the hands
of the public.
If the public demands it, the expense to
the industry, the discomfort to players will be
considered of small consequence.
If the public wants it, Robert Edmond
loncs' prophecy will be fulfilled — color will
come to the screen, to stay.

Hollywood Holiday
Follies
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 50 ]

Mae agreed he might come down to see her
sometime, so it was settled.
Dietrich and Von Sternberg were to walk
'into the Paramount dining-room, each with a
!shoe-box lunch under an arm and, selecting a
table, were to calmly lay out their weiner' schnitzels to their hearts' content and the
iwaiters' astonishment.
This, too, would please and surprise Santa,
:they felt sure.
Joan Crawford begged to be allowed to
Itwine gardenias in Santa's beard so he would
smell in harmony when he came down her
chimney.
Provided Franchot would stand for any
!such monkey business.
The only snag they ran up against, however,
was that all the girls wanted to tickle the jolly
>ld rascal; he being such a plump old lamb. In
ithe end, they finally had to lay down "no ticking" rules which simply put Miriam Hopkins
.o bed with disappointment.
After lunch (at the Brown Derby) Santa was
;o view the Bus Berkeley girls in action. If
■ianta still lived, a simple little twenty-seven
;ourse supper was to be spread at the new
frocadero. "And let's finish up with nuts,"
omeone suggested.
rT'HAT settles it," everyone screamed, "if
the Marx Brothers come, we won't. They'll
;inish it up all right."
| Just to show that every little thing had been
hought out, it was agreed, if a Turkish bath
ailed to bring Santa around after the evening's
an, Adrian was to stitch a bale of cotton
round Guy Kibbee and with Santa's pack on
is back, he was to finish up the job.
"But what if I get stuck in a chimney?"
iuy whimpered,
[i "You've been stuck in worse things than
:iimneys, haven't you?" they argued. So it
as agreed.
And with this last detail complete, joy broke
■ose all over everything and Gracie Allen had
i clean it up. Cheers, huzzahs and three
iieers
"Hollywood's
Holiday Follies" rang
it overforthe
land.
And as Tiny Tim never in the world said,
Merry Christmas to you all. And God help
li, every one."

• never
Only fails!
5 minutes'
cooking
15! Goes
And
it
Never too
thick instead
nor too ofthin.
on in lovely rich swirls! • But remember . . . Evaporated Milk won't — can't — succeed.'in this recipe.
You must use Sweetened Condensed Milk. Just
remember the name Ea^le Brand.
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recipes, including:
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cooking ! Caramel
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makes itself! 2-ingredient Macaroons! Shake-up
Mayonnaise! Ice Creams (freezer and automatic ) !
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You have read this issue of Photoplay, so there is no necessity for telling you that it is one of the most superbly illustrated, the best written
and most attractively printed magazines published today — and alone
in its field of motion pictures.
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($3.50 to Canada and foreign countries), for the next twelve issues, addressed to
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It's Never Been Done Before
CONTINUED

A producer, in London on business, sought
relaxation at the theater with friends. The
play was "The Ace," which had been a sensation in the English metropolis for several
months.
Even so, tired from a day of conferences and
checking reports, the producer leaned back in
his chair, prepared to be bored.
But in the first five minutes, he not only was
interested, he was sitting on the edge of his
seat. A new personality — vibrant, intriguing,
compelling — had flashed across his consciousness.
A N olive-skinned beauty with flax-blonde
hair and big blue-green eyes, she wore the
simple costume of a French gamin stranded in
Germany during the war. A scarlet hairribbon and sheer black silk stockings added a
saucy pertness which was devastating.
It was easy to identify her from the program,
as she was the only feminine member of the
cast. Ketti Gallian! An intriguing name —
one that would look well on theater marquees.
The producer, Winfield Sheehan, sighed
deeply. For more than a year he had been
searching the world over for the ideal girl to
play the title role in " Marie Galante," the Prix
de Rome novel by Jacques Deval which had
caused a sensation in Europe and an equal one
in America when it was published in English.
Here, if the gods were good, was the very
girl he had been seeking. If she filmed well, his
long search was at an end.
Through his London associates, he arranged
for an interview at Miss.Gallian's hotel. When
he arrived to keep the appointment, her secretary was called in to interpret. Miss Gallian's
English vocabulary embraced no more than
"How do you do," "Thank you," and "Goodbye," despite her months in London.
She had no intention
of remaining in England when she accepted
the role of the French
girl in " The Ace," and,
as her lines were all in
her native language,
there was no necessity
for her to learn English.
She did the same as
most Americans do
who go to France for a
visit — hired a bilingual
secretary, and transacted all business
through her, even to
her shopping.
Mr. Sheehan found
Miss Gallian delightful
on acquaintance and
speedily arranged for
her to make a screen
test. Language offered
no complications, as
she merely did a scene
fr< >m "The Ace" before
the camera.
She screened gorgeously, the searching
eye of the camera recording many facets of
her piquant personality that were lost
over the footlights.

FROM PAGE 51 ]

The producer found the little French actress
more than eager to visit Hollywood. But there
were several items to be settled first. That
matter of language — end, she ^,'ould learn
English within one hundred days. Screen
training — she would submit herself to any instruction deemed necessary. Remodeling her
figure — Oo, la la!
Famous artists had pronounced her figure
tres chic.
Why must she change?
It was patiently pointed out that the camera
magnifies, and that a person who may look
perfect on the street or the stage, often will
look too large on the screen.
Oui — Gallian would reduce, too, if it were
necessary. And so the very unusual contract
was signed.
On Christmas Eve, her birthday, incidentally, Ketti Gallian arrived at the Hollywood
airport. A stranger in a strange land, her
first impulse was to hop another plane for
home.
She had been seasick on the rough ocean
crossing aboard the Italian Rex. She was airsick following her speedy dash across the continent by plane, and heartsick and lonesome
for her relatives and friends more than six
thousand miles away in Europe.
A N additional provision of her contract required that, in order to insure her concentration on learning English, she must not associate with French or French-speaking people
during the period of her training.
The only answer she knew to homesickness
and discouragement was work, so the volatile,
flaxen-haired starlet settled down to a period
of intensive study and the bitter drudgery of
lonely labor.
Margaret Knapp, who last year coached

Anna Sten, the Russian actress, in English so
successfully, was retained to tu tor the French girl.
•> The young ladies shared an apartment, to
obtain better results on the concentrated
course of lessons.
Miss Gallian's only relaxation contributed
to her education, too.
She listened to the radio and attended
American movies to become accustomed to the
proper enunciation of words.
""TECHNICAL

resources of Fox Movietone

City were placed at Miss Gallian's disposal.
She was coached in histrionics, she was drilled
in poise and carriage.
In a hundred days she had learned English. She became sufficiently acquainted with
the language to read her lines clearly and
distinctly, with just the trace of accent
which movie-goers find so delightful in foreign
stars.
Through exercise — horseback riding, bicycling, tennis and swimming — and a balanced
menu of wholesome foods, she reached her
proper weight and the slender, sinuous silhouette her height and characteristics call for.
Miss Gallian was born in the south of
France, but her coloring, features and figure are
not typical of that region. She is a marked
contrast to the small-statured brunette women of southern Europe.
Straight as an arrow, she is wide-shouldered,
thin-hipped, with light tresses and blue-green
Perhaps this is due to the influence of her
eyes.
mother, w-hose family was of Nordic origin,
though French for generations. Ketti's
mother was born in Boulogne-sur-Mer on the
English Channel. Ketti's father, Victor
Galliano, is Italian born, from the Piedmont.
A grape-grower, his vineyards extend up the
hillsides of the Maritime Alps, drinking in
the sun from the warm
southern exposure.
Victor
Galiiano
became a French
citizen
before the war and was
mobilized with the
French army when
hostilities broke out in
1914. He went to the
trenches early in 1915,
was slightly wounded,
went back to the lines,
then came down with
After a long siege in
pneumonia.
a hospital, he was
finally
invalided out of
the
service.
Ketti was a war
baby. She was born
during the dark days
of the great struggle,
far from the front, but
a stone's throw from
the Mediterranean Sea
where enemy sea

Roger Pryor is proving a most attentive listener to Ann Sothern's reading,
The romance between
this couple, seen dining at the Brown Derby
restaurant, is said to be growing

raiders frequently attempted to shell the
ports — where enemy
aircraft soared down
the Rhone Valley to
bomb distant cities.
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Addresses
Hollywood, CalifParamount Studios

Iris Adrian
Max Baer
George Barbier
Ben Bernie
Douglas Blackley
Mary Boland
Grace Bradley
Lorraine- Bridges
Carl Brisson
Kathleen Burke
Bums and Allen
Allan Campbell
Kitty Carlisle
Claudette Colbert
Elisha Cook, Jr.
Gary Cooper
Jack Cox
Crabbe
Larry
Eddie "Buster
Craven
■ Bins Crosby
Ml rod Delcambre
[Catherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Jessica Dragonette
Frances Drake
\V. C. Fields
William Frawley
Paul Gerrits
i Gwenllian Gill
Cary Grant
I David Holt
j Dean Jagger
Roscoe Kama
Elissa Landi
Charles Laughton
, Hilly Lee
' Baby LeRoy
Diana Lewis

Carole Lombard
Pauline Lord
Ida Lupino
Helen Mack
Fred MacMurray
Julian Madison
Marian Mansfield
Herbert Marshall
Lois Maybell
Gertrude Michael
Raymond Milland
Joe Morrison
Lloyd Nolan
Jack Oakie
Lynne Overman
Gail Patrick
Joe Penner
George Raft
Lyda Roberti
Lanny Ross
Jean
CharlieRouverol
Ruggles
Randolph Scott
Ann Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth
Queenie Smith
Sir Guy Standing
Colin Tapley
Kent Taylor
Eldred Tidbury
Lee Tracy
Evelyn Venable
Mae West
Henry Wilcoxon
Howard Wilson
Virginia Weidlcr
Toby Wing

Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.

June Lang
Edmund Lowe
Victor McLaglen
Frank Melton
Frank Mitchell
Conchita Montenegro
Rosita Moreno
Herbert Mundin
Warner Oland
Valentin Parera
Pat Paterson
Ruth Peterson
John Qualen
Will Rogers
Gilbert Roland
Raul Roulien
Siegfried Rumann
Albert Shean
Berta Singerman
Shirley Temple
Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Helen Twelvetrees
Blanca Vischer
Henry B. Walthall
Hugh Williams

'■ Frank Albertson
Astrid Allwyn
I Rosemary Ames
, Lew Ayres
; Catalina Barcena
. Mona Barrie
Warner Baxter
John Boles
John Bradford
Frances Carlon
Madeleine Carroll
Dave Chasen
' Tito Coral
James Dunn
IJack Durant
Alice Faye
Peggy Fears
Stepin Fetchit
Nick Foran
Norman Foster
,Ketti Gallian
Janet Gaynor
Harry Green
jRochelle Hudson
.Roger Imhof
Walter Johnson

RKO-Radio

Pictures, 780 Gower St.

Glenn Anders
Fred Astaire
John Beal
.Willie Best
Eric Blore
Alice Brady
Helen Broderick
Bruce Cabot
Chic Chandler
Richard Dix
Steffi Duna
Irene Dunne
Hazel Forbes
Skeets Gallagher
Wynne Gibson
Alan Hale
Margaret Hamilton
Ann Harding

Katharine Hepburn
Pert Kelton
Francis Lederer
Gene Lockhart
Joel McCrea
Raymond Middleton
Polly Moran
June Preston
Gregory Ratoff
Virginia Reid
Erik Rhodes
Barbara Robbins
Ginger Rogers
Ann Shirley
Frank Thomas, Jr.
Thelma Todd
Bert Wheeler
Robert Woolsey

United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
kve.
'iddie Cantor
-"harles Chaplin
Oouglas
Fairbanks

Miriam Hopkins
Mary Sten
Pickford
Anna

20th Century Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
\ve.
.ieorge Arliss
"onstance
Bennett
<onald
Colman

Fredric March
Loretta Young

iobert Allen
ean Arthur
-ucille Ball
lines Blakeley
ohn Mack Brown
ack Buckler
Jancy Carroll
v'alter ConnollyDonald
Cook
nez Courtney
ichard Cromwell
llyn Drake
'ouglas Dumbrille
shn Gilbert
rthur Hohl
ick Holt
. ictor Jory

Fred Keating
Peter Lofre
Sheila Mannors
Marian Marsh
Tim McCoy
Geneva Mitchell
Grace Moore
George Murphy
Virginia Pine
Arthur Rankin
Gene Raymond
Florence Rice
Charles Sabin
Billie Seward
Ann Sothern
Raymond Walburn
Fay Wray

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower St.
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Culver City, Calif.
Don Barclay
Billy Bletcher
Charley Chase
Billy Gilbert
Oliver Hardy

Hal Roach Studios

Patsy Kelly
Stan Laurel
Billy Gang
Nelson
Our
Douglas Wakefield

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Studios

Brian Aherne
Katharine Alexander
Elizabeth Allan
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Virginia Bruce
Ralph Bushman
Charles Butterworth
Mary Carlisle
Leo Carrillo
Ruth Channing
Maurice Chevalier
Mady Christians
Jackie Cooper
Joan Crawford
Marion Davies
Jimmy
Nelson Durante
Eddy
Stuart Erwin
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans
Louis? Fazenda
Preston Foster
Betty Furncss
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Gladys George
C. Henry Gordon
Ruth Gordon
Russell Hardie
Jean
Helen Harlow
Hayes
Louise Henry
William Henry
Jean
Irene Hersholt
Hervey

Isabel Jewell
Otto Kruger
Elsa Lanchester
Evelyn Laye
Myrna Loy
Jeanette MacDonald
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen Parker
O'Sullivan
Cecilia
Jean
Parker
Nat Pendleton
Rosamond Pinchot
William Powell
Esther Ralston
May Robson
Shirley
Ross
Rosilind Russell
Maurice Schwartz
Norma Shearer
Sid Silvers
Martha Sleeper
Lewis Stone
< rloria Swanson
William Tannen
Robert Taylor
Franchot Tone
Henry Wadsworth
Lucille Watson
Johnny
Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

Universal City, Calif.
Universal Studios
Heather Angel
Henry Armetta
Nils Asther
Binnie Barnes
Dean Benton
Mary Brooks
Willy Castello
June Clayworth
Carol Coombe
PhilipDarling
Dakin
Ann
Andy Devine
Sally Eilers
Valerie Hobson
Sterling Holloway
Henry Hull
G. P. Huntley. Jr.
Lois January
Buck Jones
Boris Karloff

Burbank,

Frank Lawton
Bela Lugosi
Paul Lukas
Florine McKinney
Douglass Montgomery
Victor Moore
Chester Morris
Hugh
Roger O'Connell
Pryor
Juanita Quigley
Claude
Onslow Rains
Stevens

Hugh Herbert
Russell Hicks
Leslie Howard
Ian Hunter
Josephine Hutchinson
Allen Jenkins

it's time to take steps. You might take to
Kurlash too. Slip your lashes into this fascinating little implement — -press for an instant— and presto! They're curled back like
a movie star's, looking twice as long, dark
and glamorous. Notice how they frame
your eyes, deepening and accentuating the
color! No heat — no practice — no cosmetics
. . . and Kurlash costs just $1 too!
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Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullavan
Francis L. Sullivan
Polly Walters
Alice White
Clark Williams
Jane Wyatt

Calif.

Warners-First National Studios
Ross Alexander
Mary Astor
Arthur Aylesworth
Robert Barrat
Joan Blondell
Glen Boles
George Brent
Joe E. Brown
James Cagney
Enrico Caruso, Jr.
Hobart Cavanaugh
Joseph Cawthorn
Colin Clive
Ricardo Cortez
Dorothy Dare
Bette Davis
Dolores Del Rio
Claire Dodd
Ruth Donnelly
Maxine Doyle
Ann Dvorak.
John Eldredge
Patricia Ellis
Florence Fair
Glenda Farrell
Grace Ford
Kay Francis
William
Gargan

Can every man you know name the color
ot your eyes, this minute? If not, you are
not making good in the beauty game and

Al
Jolson
Olive
Jones
Ruby Keeler
Guy Kibbee
Terry
La Franconi
Hal LeRoy
Robert Light
Margaret Lindsay
Anita Louise
Helen Lowell
Aline MacMahon
Frank McHugh
Helen Morgan
Jean
Paul Muir
Muni
Pat O'Brien
Dick Powell
Henry
O'Neill
Phillip Reed
Philip Regan
Edward G. Robinson
Winifred Shaw
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot
Verree
Teasdale
Genevieve Tobin
Dorothy Tree
Mary Treen
Helen Trenholme
Harry Tyler
Gordon Westcott
Warren William
Donald Woods

Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood, Calif.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
Calif.
Neil Hamilton, 351 N. Crescent Dr., Beverly Hills.
Calif.
Ned Sparks, 1765 No. Sycamore Ave.. Hollywood,
Calif.
Alan Dinehart, 2528 Glendower Ave., Hollywood.
Calif.

Jane L.
right when
it's
worth
the istrouble
to plucksheherwrites
brows that
slightly
along the upper line because it makes h^r
eyes seem larger. But the reddened skin
and discomfort she complains about are
caused by using an old-fashioned tweezer.
Do you know Tweezette? It works automatically, plucking out the straggly offending
hair, accurately and instantly, without even
a twinge. It costs $1 in any good store.
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/
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Ruth W. brushes her eyelashes when she
does her hair. Not 100 strokes a d;i-> — simply
an instant's brushing with a compound of
beneficial oils called Kurlene ($1). You'll be
surprised how much silkier, softer and
darker
looking
it will make
yours
too!

Jane Heath will gladly give you personal advice on eye
Seauty if you write tier a note care oj Department A-!.
The Kurlash
Company,
Rochester,
N. 1'. The
Company
oj Canada,
at Toronto,
3. Kurlash
Copyright 1931 T. K. Co.

All the World's His Stooge
CONTINUED
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eventually substituting rubber balls for the
stones. Rapidly he became more adept, and

"The Dishonest Conductor," by Rob Nickels.
He makes everybody stooge for him. And

finally was urged to present his "act" on
amateur night at the neighborhood theater in
the Bronx. Jimmy won first prize, and the
manager offered the youngster a two-a-day
contract.
As the years went on, Savo developed the
most complicated of juggling routines. One
intricate trick took him two years to perfect.
( )nce, while presenting it in a vaudeville house,
he missed and the audience laughed. Savo
decided that he would never be laughed at
again while trying to perform a difficult and
serious act. So he went back to simple tricks,
doing them with comedy pantomime. His
comedy was so successful that gradually he
dropped the juggling and emphasized the
pantomime. Almost at once he became a headliner in vaudeville, featured comedian in
Broadway shows, and a popular entertainer in

they like it! He'll say to you merrily, "Come
and go to the fair with me this afternoon."
You answer, "But, Jimmy, I didn't know
there was a fair in town."
"Must be. I read it in the paper last night,
' Fair today and tomorrow.' "
He's the only comedian I've ever known who
even makes stooges out of the writers who are
interviewing him.

New York's most famous night clubs.
It is surprising that until now movies paid
little attention to him. For his forte is pantomime— always more effective on the screen
than on the stage. He made some Sunshine
comedy shorts for Fox back in the silent days,
and they attracted no particular attention.
Last Spring he made a movie, "The Girl in the
Case," for Dr. Eugene Frenke. husband of
Anna Sten. A private production, the picture
was never released. However, picture men and
critics who saw the movie by invitation, sang
Savo's praises. And a few months later Hecht
and MacArthur asked him to play the lead in
their picture.
Maybe Hollywood shunned him because he
once told a movie director that he would like to
see his favorite book brought to the screen. It's

Ask him about his education and he'll say,
" Sure I went to school. What did I take up?
Space. No, seriously, I studied geography. I
learned that the most important animal in
Russia is a Mouse-cow."
A SK him about his film plans for the future —
if he may go to Hollywood — and he
answers, "Well, I bought an elephant so I'll
have a trunk handy, just in case. And that
reminds me, do you know whose baby is being
fed on elephant's milk? The elephant's baby,
of You
course."
groan and try to bring him back to the
subject of movies, his career, and ask him if he,
like most comedians, wants some day to do
dramatic roles.
" No," he answers. "Once I wanted to write
plays. But now I know I'd rather be Jimmy
Savo than William Shakespeare. Because
Shakespeare, you know, is dead."
You groan again and ask him what he would
like to do if he should go to Hollywood, and he
says, " I'd like to become a rhinoceros, so I can
horn in everywhere. You know, I hear Hollywood is a tricky place. They even have a trap
set for Mickey Mouse."
If Jimmy Savo does go to Hollywood it won't

be soon. That is, unless Ben Hecht and
Charlie MacArthur, now producing pictures
for Paramount in New York, change their
minds and agree to return to the Coast. For
Jimmy is under contract to Hecht and MacArthur for six pictures to follow "Once in a
Blue Moon." They are convinced that the
Broadway comedian is going to be a screen
sensation, a second Chaplin. They believe
that his ill-fitting, patched-up clothes and his
always handy bean-shooter will become as
famous as Charlie's big shoes and cane.
And if his two directors are silent when
Jimmy tells a joke, it's probably because
they're afraid to open their mouths for fear
Savo will make stooges out of them.
And he does, too. For example, they were
ready to start work on the set when Savo
rushed up to Hecht, saying, "Hey, do you
know
who cast
is inantheanxious
hospital?"
Hecht
eye about the set.
"No, who?"
"Sick people," Jimmy answered.
" Well, you oughta be there! " Hecht snarled.
"Oh, no. Not me, Ben. I just swallowed a
mint and I feel like a million dollars! By the
way, Ben. You're a great director, and I'm an
actor, trying to learn how to speak lines. A
guy last night told me it was possible to say
'What am I doing?' in five different ways,
making five shades of meaning, just by
accenting different words. But I don't believe
"Certainly,
that,
do you?" it is," the director answered.
" I'll show you. What am I doing? What am
/ doing? What am I doing? What I am doing?
What am I doing?"
"Making a sap of yourself, Ben! Well, call
me when the camera's ready."

Margaret Sullavan Wants None of It!
[ CONTINUED

she was not and never would be happy making
pictures. It wasn't just Hollywood. Margaret
had preconceived ideas about Hollywood —
playtime Hollywood — and stunningly ignored
it. All during her debut picture she was "regular" enough about doing the extra-set tasks
demanded of a star. The publicity gags, pictures, smiles, introductions. No one called her
a "prima donna."
But she was terribly unhappy every minute
of the time she spent within studio gates. And
she still is. I happen to know that ever since
"Only Yesterday," and its undreamed of result of lifting her to the small pinnacle of great
screen stars, Margaret Sullavan has never been
the same.
"RVEN during the filming of "Little Man,
What Now?" under the kindness and
understanding of Frank Borzage, whom she
liked, on a set where harmony and pleasantness ruled, Margaret suffered the same soultwisting tortures.
Every picture has been a Hell for her to
get through. Her attitude, which is genuine
and uncontrollable, has not changed one iota
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from the first discouraging week of her screen
career to the day we talked at luncheon.
To completely understand it would be to
completely understand Margaret Sullavan —
and only the gods can dare boast such perception. For she is no ordinary person; on the
contrary, she is one of the most intensely interesting and individual characters ever to
visit Hollywood.
However, here is an attempt at least to penetrate the shell of a psychology which has provided Hollywood with an enigma rapidly becoming as classic as Garbo.
In the first place, all the rich rewards of
movie stardom leave her as cold as a casting
director's eye.
Money, movie money, big money simply has
no lure for her. She doesn't want mink coats
and town cars. Making good in a show world
doesn't lend her the slightest desire to make a
show.
Last year she drove a small, second-hand
medium priced roadster; this year she doesn't
even own a car, but rents a 1932 rattly, twoseater of one of the lowest priced makes.
Living in style, wearing sensational, expen-

sive clothes, putting it on in the grand manner
is actually distasteful to her. Last year, again,
she took a house in Coldwater Canyon, not a
big house, but a nice house. This year she lives
right in the heart of Hollywood, in a small
apartment. The address is good, but not ultraultra. Fame, publicity, glamour, ballyhoo, they
make her shudder. I doubt if she has read one
one-hundredth of the stories written about her.
She keeps none of her countless still portraits.
She wasn't enjoying having luncheon with me,
although we are friends, because she knew
I was going to write about her. Anything attempted in the nature of an interview is actually painful to her. Talking about herself
makes her weak inside. She made me promise
not to quote her.
HTHE fact that millions of people all over the
world are being entertained and made happy
by her pictures, the fact that she is succeeding
in what most people consider an immeasurably
great career does not begin to compensate her
for what
she sincerely feels she is missing because of it.
To her any career — even the stage, which
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I ivacious little Toby Wing, Paramount
feature player, and S. J. I'erelman, famous humorist now writing for Paramount, both vote for the Hawaiian
"Here's How"' made with one-third of a
glass of DOLE Pineapple Juice, a dash
of cider and seltzer and ice.

she loves almost reverently — isn't worth a snap
of the ringers if it in any way bounds her freedom. If it keeps her from drinking to the
fullest of life.
In some ways, Margaret Sullavan is a wise
old woman; in others, I suspect that she is
a naive child.
Because she eagerly wants, she insists on
every worth while fruit in the world's Eden —
not sometime, but now.
She wants a stage career (she wants to " learn
how to act"!!) she wants to travel, she wants
marriage, a home, children, she wants leisure
— and all pretty much at once. The fact that
all of these can come in a few years, after she
has made herself independent for life, by a
short prison "stretch" in Hollywood, cuts no
figure whatever with her.
She thinks that now is the time to be free —
not later.
(~\F course, most of us wouldn't consider the
^making of two pictures a year (even though
each picture, being the most important on
Universal's schedule, takes from two to three
months to film) exactly the four walls of a
prison — but to one so geared as Margaret
Sullavan, it is more than a prison — it's a torture chamber.
Every day she spends on the set saps her
energy to the last dregs and tires her to nervous
exhaustion. She goes home in a state of mind
which carries the conviction that her day's
work has been futile — that she has given a miserable performance — that she has wasted a
i precious, irretrievable day of her life — for
naught.
She can't bear to view the rushes of her day's
1 work in the evening after the final "Cut" has
'.sounded.
Director William Wyler asked her as a
' special favor to see them on her present pic: ture, "The Good Fairy."
He thought it would help her.
She went for two evenings.
She couldn't
stand to see herself and begged off; she
hasn't seen them since.
From all of it she wants to escape. Weary
of the bargain which unsought, unexpected
success has forced on her, Margaret Sullavan
wants a way out.
Will the marriage that she contemplates help
her find the freedom and the rich experience of
life she demands, and which, being made as she
is made, Hollywood denies her? Will it be the
first step towards her eventually forsaking the

(~\R- will it change her whole psychology, re'^^vamp her unusual attitude towards screen
stardom, give her enough of the extra-studio
ife she now lacks, and make what now seems
iull torture an attractive career?
, There is only one answer —
She will still be essentially Margaret Sulla/an, no matter whom she marries — and so sincere is her unhappy dislike of a screen star's
ife, that no mere wedding ring can transform
ts aura from gray to golden.
I Of course, marriage or no marriage, she can't
ust quit. She's a very valuable piece of screen
roperty, whether she likes it or not — and Uniersal has a contract with her for two more
ears.
But she is just enough of a life loving, freeom seeking person to go in for this marriage
ith her whole soul, found a home and raise a
imily!
So take a good look, a long lingering look at
largaret Sullavan in "The Good Fairy," for
iat picture and the one after it might be your
st chance to see her for some time.

re

Here's How!"

says Wing to Perelman

All over the country they are taking up the new Hawaiian "Here's How"
based on one-third DOLE Pineapple Juice to each long tall glass, seltzer
water, ice, plus the infinite variety of other fruits and fruit juices added to
your own taste. Pure, unsweetened DOLE Pineapple Juice, vacuum-packed,
makes the perfect " Here's How." Order a dozen cans from your grocer today.
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
CONTINUED
LOST JUNGLE, THE— Mascot.— Clyde Beatty
gives an exciting performance with both lions and
tigers in the big cage. And his South Sea Isle experiences add to thrills.
(Sepl.)
LOSTconsiderably
LADY, A— revamped.
First National.—
VVillaStanwyck
Cather's
novel,
Barbara
fine in title role; Frank Morgan and Ricardo Cortez
satisfactory.
(Nov.)
LOUD SPEAKER, THE— Monogram.— Familiar
story of small-town boy (Ray Walker) who makes
good on
the girl
air, inbutthiscan't
stand picture.
success. (July)
Jacqueline
Wells
is the
pleasing
LOUISIANA— Robert Mintz Prod.— Some of the
scenes in this odd film about a group of Negroes torn
between their pastor's teaching and Voodooism are
really fascinating. Beautiful voices are heard in
spirituals.
(Sept.)
LOVE CAPTIVE, THE— Universal.— A confused
issue over use of hypnotism in certain illnesses. Nils
Asther, Gloria Stuart and supporting cast fine, but
story is weak.
(Aug.)
LOVE TIME— Fox.— The struggles of Franz
Schubert (Nils Asther); his love for a princess (Pat
Paterson); her father's (Hen,ry B. Walthall) efforts to
separate them.
Lovely scenes, lovely music.
(Dec.)
MADAME DU BARRY— Warners— An elaborate and diverting presentation of Madame DuBarry's
(Dolores
pranks inportrayed
the French
Court. King
LouisDelXV Rio)
is brilliantly
by
Reginald Owen.
(Aug.)
•
MANHATTAN
MELODRAMA— M-G-M.
— Powerful drama about the friendship of two
men — district attorney William Powell and gambler
Clark Gable — and the tragic climax of that friendship. Myrna Loy does fine work. (July)
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MOST PRECIOUS THING IN LIFE— Columbia.— Jean
Arthur's
performance
is wasted
in this
familiar
tale ofsuperb
the mother
who turns
up in
the
son's
(Richard
Cromwell)
later
life
as
the
"biddy"
in his college dormitory.
(Aug.)

MRS. WIGGS

OF THE CABBAGE

PATCH—

Paramount. — Interesting adaptation, with Pauline
Lord, ZaSu Pitts, W. C Fields and a host of other
fine players.
(Nov.)
•
MURDER AT THE VANITIES— Para
mount. — Two backstage murders make the
opening
of Earl
memorable
one. Carlnight
Brisson,
KittyCarroll's
Carlisle show
and a a host
of wellknown
players in support.
(Alt?.)
MURDER IN THE PRIVATE CAR— M-G-M.—
A riot of thrills and nonsense cover up weak spots in
plot. Mary Carlisle, Una Merkel, Charles Ruggles,
Russell Hardie all well cast. (Sept.)
MURDER IN TRINIDAD— Fox.— While Nigel
Bruce investigates smuggling of diamonds out of
Trinidad, two men are killed. Exciting melodrama
Victor Jory, Heather Angel.
(Aug.)
MURDER
ON
THE
BLACKBOARD— RKORadio. — Plenty of action, suspense and chills, with
Edna May Oliver superb in a humorous Philo
Vance role. Jimmy Gleason and Regis Toomey
(Aug.)
MYSTIC HOUR, THE— Progressive— Crookedest crooks, fightingcst fights, tag with fast trains,
middle-aged hero, dastardly villain, his bee-ootiful
ward. But no custard pies. Montagu Love. Charles
Hutchison, Lucille Powers.
(Dec.)
NELL GWYN— British & Dominion-United
Artists. — Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Anna Neagle
in a weak screen story on the life of the lowly actress
who became a favorite of King Charles II. (Oct.)

MAN FROM UTAH, THE— Monogram— Thrilling rodeo shots speed up this Western in which
John Wayne exposes the racketeers. Polly Ann
Young is the feminine interest.
(Aug.)

NOTORIOUS SOPHIE LANG, THE — Paramount.— Comedy-melodrama with Gertrude Michael
and Paul Cavanagh as crooks vying for first place
in their profession.
Alison Skipworth.
(Sept.)

MAN WITH TWO FACES, THE— First National.— Clear cut character drawing, intelligent direction
and Edward G. Robinson make this a decidedly good
show. Mary Astor, Ricardo Cortez, Louis Calhern.
(Aug.)

•
NOW
FOREVER—
Paramount—
Baby
ShirleyAND
Temple
scores again
as vagabond
adventurer Gary Cooper's motherless tot. Carole
Lombard is Gary's beautiful love. Principals and
support A-l.
(Oct.)

MANY HAPPY RETURNS— Paramount.— Just
a bucket of nonsense, with George Burns, Gracie
Allen, Joan Marsh and supporting players causing a
riot of fun. (July)

NOW I'LL TELL — Fox. — An interesting account
of the life of the famous gambler, Arnold Rothstein,
by his widow. Spencer Tracy is excellent in the lead.
Helen Twelvetrees plays his wife. Alice Faye and
fine support. (July)

MENACE — Paramount. — Mystery. Starts weak,
but picks up, and you'll be well mystified. A mad,
man threatens Gertrude Michael, Paul Cavanaghand Berton Churchill whom he blames for his
brother's suicide.
(Dec.)
MERRY FRINKS, THE— First National— Aline
MacMahon, Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Frankie
Darro, Joan Wheeler and Guy Kibbee are all valuable
in making up a comedy well worth your time. (Aug)
•
MERRY WIDOW, THE— M-G-M— Operetta striking a new high in lavish magnificence.
Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier rate
honors for their performances.
(Nov.)
MERRY WIVES OF RENO— Warners.— This
feeble and unamusing tale is too much even for the
capable cast, including Margaret Lindsay, Donald
Woods, Ruth Donnelly, Guy Kibbee.
(Aug.)
MIDNIGHT ALIBI— First National.— As the
gang leader who loves the sister (Ann Dvorak) of a
rival gangster, Richard Barthelmess, comes through
in fine style. New plot twist.
(Aug.)
MILLION DOLLAR RANSOM— Universal— In
the role of a former liquor baron trying to go straight,
Edward Arnold is superb. Phillips Holmes and
Mary Carlisle do nice work, too. (Oct.)
MONTE CARLO NIGHTS—
screen
adaptation
doesn't
the
heim story
justice.
But do
Mary
Darrow do their best to entertain

Monogram.— This
E. Phillips
OppenBrian
and Johnny
you. (July)

MONEY MEANS NOTHING— Monogram.— A
few dull spots, but on the whole this yarn about the
shipping clerk (Wally Ford), who marries the
wealthy girl (Gloria Shea) is amusing.
(Aug.)
MOONSTONE, THE — Monogram. — David
Manners and Phyllis Barry do a good acting job in
spite of poor direction and a loose screen play. (Oct.)

no

•
OF HUMAN BONDAGE — RKO-Radio. —
adaptation
Somerset hopelessly
Maugham's in novel
about Deft
a cripple
(Leslieof Howard)
love
with a vicious woman (Bette Davis). Expert characterizations by principals, Frances Dee, Reginald
Owen and Alan Hale.
(Sept.)
•
lines
Baby
cast

OLD-FASHIONED WAY, THE — Paramount. — Paralyzing gags, situations and
in this Gay Nineties story featuring W. C. Fields,
LeRoy, Judith Allen, Joe Morrison and revival
of stage play "The Drunkard."
(Sept.)

ONCE TO EVERY
BACHELOR— Liberty.— A
veteran comedy-drama plot, but the cast gives it life
and sparkle. Marian Nixon, Neil Hamilton and
Aileen Pringle.
(Aug.)
ONE EXCITING ADVENTURE— UniversalStriving for suavity robs story of much charm. Neil
Hamilton reforms Binnie Barnes, who picks up
diamonds hither and thither. Has laughs, and Paul
Cavanagh, Eugene Pallette, Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)

OUR DAILY BREAD— United Artists.— Frankly
communistic, this film portrays community ranch
life, climaxing with a victory over drought. Karen
Morley, Tom Keene and Barbara Pepper fine. (Sept.)
OUTCAST LADY— M-G-M.— Every cast member— including Constance Bennett, Herbert Marshall, Ralph Forbes, Hugh Williams— does his utmost.
But thisHat"
rambling
presentation
"Green
hampers
their efforts.of Michael
(Nov.) Arlen's
OVER NIGHT— Mundis Distributing Corp.—
Crook melodrama, but no suspense. Story is telegraphed ahead. But, it has engaging Robert Donat
and beautiful Pearl Argyle.
(Dec.)
PARIS INTERLUDE— M-G-M.— Good story idea
and setting, but disjointed telling. Hero worship is
theme — Robert Young's somewhat shoddy idol being
Otto Kruger, an adventurous newspaper man. Fine
cast includes Madge Evans.
(Oct.)
PARTY'S OVER, THE— Columbia.— In this
one, it's factoryanything
a laugh. byStuart
Erwin,family.
satisas the youthfor burdened
a shiftless
Ann Sothern, William Bakewell. Arline Judge adequate. (July)
•

PECK'S
BAD
Fox.—
The gone
story by,
so
many
of us
have BOY—
enjoyed
in days

effectively screened. Jackie Cooper is the "bad
boy," and Thomas Meighan is Mr. Peck.
(Nov.)
PERSONALITY KID, THE— Warners.— Not a
new
plot, butprize-fighter
it's well handled.
O'Brien, Farrell
as an
egotistical
is okay.Pat Glenda
plays his wife.
(Aug.)
PURSUED — Fox. — Too hilariously melodramatic
to be true. Everyone, including cast — Rosemary
Ames, Pert Kelton, Victor Jory, Russell Hardie—
must have been kidding when they made this picture.
(Nov.)
PRIVATE SCANDAL— Paramount.— Comedymystery which doesn't succeed in being either. Lew
Cody
Mary ZaSu
Brian's
fiance,
Phillipsis murdered
Holmes, isand
the daughter
chief suspect.
Pitts
and
Ned Sparks. (July)
•
PURSUIT
OF onHAPPINESS,
mount.— Hinges
the long-gone THE
custom Paraused
to ekea outColonial
the firewood,
a Hessian
and
lass in"bundling";
Revolutionary
War soldier
days.
Francis Lederer, Joan Bennett, Charles Ruggles,
Mary Boland, Barbara Barondess. Very amusing.
(Dec.)
RANDY RIDES ALONE— Monogram.— Western
devotees will enjoy seeing John Wayne track down a
band of outlaws led by George Hayes, Alberta
Vaughn.
(Sept.)
READY FOR LOVE — Paramount. — Amusing,
should please entire family. Richard Aden, newspaper owner, mistakes Ida Lupino for the inamorata
of the town's leading citizen. Marjorie Rambeau,
Trent Durkin, Beulah Bondi.
(Dec.)
REDHEAD — Monogram. — Grace Bradley doesn't
subscribehim.
to theShetheory
reform
does, you
and shouldn't
it works.marry
Brucea man
Cabotto
the man.
(Dec.)

First
THE TERROR
OF mystery
locale a
its Nationthat has— for
al.— A chilling
RETURN
•
sanitarium for the insane. John Halliday, Mary
Astor and Lyle Talbot are right up to par. Suspense
(Aug.)
well sustained.

THE—
WORLD,
job
does grand
Hopkins
— Miriam
RKO-Radi
IN THE
RICHESTo. GIRL
•
McCrea to love her
as girl who
role,alone.
in
(Nov.)
Wray. Joel
Fay wants'
herself
for title

ONE MORE RIVER — Universal. — Americans
will
this account
of Diana
Wynyard's
with
FrankfindLawton,
resulting
in a divorce
from affair
her cruel
husband, a trifle ponderous.
(Oct.)

ROCKY RHODES— Universal.— Good fare for
Western devotees, with fist fights and lots of fast
riding by Buck Jones.
(Nov.)

•

An
RAIN—
IN THEsemi-mus
icalUniversa
ROMANCEfantastic
amusing
with l—
Roger
•
Pryor, Victor Moore and Heather Angel, handsomely
mounted and uproariously funny.
(Oct.)

ONE
LOVE—With
Columbia.—
An
unusualNIGHT
musical OF
romance.
your eyes
open or closed, it's an evening for the gods. Grace
Moore's voice (Aug.)
is glorious. Lyle Talbot and Tullio
Carminatti.
•
OPERATOR 13— M-G-M— Marion Davies
does fine work as a spy in this Southern
extravaganza with Civil War background. Gary
Cooper is a spy for the opposite side.
(Aug.)
ORDERS
IS ORDERS— Gaumont-British. — An
amusing skit with all-English cast excepting Jimmy
Gleason and Charlotte Greenwood, who are a
comedy riot,
(.-lug.)

Crawford
M-G-M.—
McKEE—
SADIE
•
film is
but the
metier, Joan
dramatic
in her real
is
superb drunk scenes.
Arnold's
Edward
ed
by
highlight
work.
fine
do
Tone
Franchot
and
Raymond
Gene
Thoroughly entertaining. (July)
SCARLET EMPRESS— Paramount.— An uninspired presentation of the life of Catherine the Great,
with Marlene Dietrich as the princess, and Sam Jaffee
as
Grand settings.
Duke Peter.
John Lodge, Louise Dresser.
Exquisite
(July)
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STRICTLY DYNAMITE— RKO-Radio.— Despite the popular cast — Lupe Velez, Jimmy Durante,
William Gargan, Norman Foster, Marian Nixon,
Sterling
Holloway — this is a pretty weak attempt at
humor. (July)

GIRLS LIBERTY— Life in a
in the raw. Sidney Fox. Lois
hard, but it's a wearisome
try
(Nov.)

STUDENT TOUR— M-G-M.— A floating college
used for a musical background. Charles Butterworth, Jimmy Durante, Phil Regan, Maxine Doyle,
Nelson Eddy, Monte Blue, Florine McKinney. (Dec.)

SCHOOL
iris reform
Vilson.
the
arn just Paul

FOR
school,
Kelly
same.

Fox.
k
SERVANTS' ENTRANCE
W Gaynor devotees will enjoy seeing her inJanet
this
Connolly's
Walter
wealthy Lew
ury-tale
•r
in lovestory
with aschauffeur
Ayres.
(Oct.) daughSHE HAD TO CHOOSE— Majestic— After
her old Ford as far as Buster Crabbe's
basing
ariiecue stand, there's lots of excitement for Isabel
ewell. Good comedy.
(Oct.)

SAILORS— Fox —
ABOUT
LEARNED
SHE
fast, clean comedy in which sailor Lew Ayres finds
lenty of opposition when he tries to get gay with
.lice Faye. Mitchell and Durant mix tilings up
lenty. Harry Green fine. (Sept.)
k SHE LOVES ME NOT— Paramount.— Smart
AT treatment of the stage success puts this way out
ont as clever entertainment. Bing Crosby gives an
-1 performance, and you will meet a brand-new
liriam Hopkins.
(Sept.)
SHE WAS A LADY — Fox. — Just so-so entertainlent. with Ralph Morgan married to his mothers
laid, Doris Lloyd, and Helen Twelvetrees as their
aughter.
Excellent performances.
(Oct.)
SHOCK — Monogram. — A sentimental and imrobable story of the World War, in which officer
lalph Forbes leaves bride-of-a-day Gwenllian Gill to
;turn to the front, only to be shell-shocked.
(Oct.)
k SHOOT THE WORKS— Paramount. —
*T Heartaches and rib-tickles of "show business"
ut to music and woven into a top-notch story. Jack
'akie and Ben Bernie excellent. Tragic note is
resence of the late Dorothy Dell and Lew Cody.
Sept.)

SUCCESSFUL FAILURE, A — Monogram. —
William Collier becomes a philosopher of the air,
bringing fame and welcome cash to his surprised
family. Lucille Gleason. Russell Hopton, Gloria
Shea, William Janney.
(Dec.)
•
SUCH WOMEN
ARE DANGEROUS—
Fox. — Splendid casting, genuine situations,
suspense, and deft direction put this up with the best
of them. Warner Baxter is a novelist, and Rochelle
Hudson
the young poetess infatuated by him. Mona
Barrie. (July)

HIS MATE— M-G-M— A
TARZAN gAND
•
breath-takin
production that skilfully blends
realism and fantasy. Tprzati Johnny Weissmullcr,
Maureen O'Sullivan and Neil Hamilton are aptly
directed by Cedric Gibbons. Perhaps too gory for
young children. (July)
TELL-TALE HEART,
Prod. — This gruesome Edgar
tively screened, but it is
children.
All-English cast.

THE — Clifton-Hurst
Allan Poe tale is effecnot recommended for
(Sept.)

THAT'S GRATITUDE— Columbia.— An amusing story, written, directed and acted by Frank
Craven. Helen Ware, Arthur Byron, Mary Carlisle,
Charles Sabin in good support.
(Nov.)
THEIR BIG MOMENT— RKO-Radio.— ZaSu
Pitts and Slim Summerville are the only recommendations for this vague and sometimes confusing film.
Dialogue mediocre and gags aren't too funny.
(Oct.)
THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW— Universal.
■— Frank Morgan turns in top-notch job as taken-forgranted father.
Binnie Barnes, Lois Wilson.
(Nov.)

SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN— Columbia.—
lever dialogue and well-shaded portrayals by Frank
loigan, Elissa Landi, Doris Lloyd and Joseph
childkraut makes this worthwhile film fare. (July)

THIN MAN, THE— M-G-M.— See retired
detective William Powell fall right "into"
the baffling murder case he wouldn't go "on," and
have the time of your life. Myrna Loy top-notch.
(Aug.)

' 6 DAY BIKE RIDER— First National.— Typical
oe E. Brown, plus thrilling racing and good gags,
ity slicker Gordon Westcott steals Joe E.'s girl,
laxine Doyle. But Joe E. outpedals Gordon and —
;rank McHugh good.
(Dec.)

THIRTY DAY PRI NCESS— Paramount —
Sparkling humor, with a touch of satire in this yarn
about
Sylvia
Sidney's
eventfulmythical-kingdom
visit to America. princess
Cary Grant
handles
his
role with finesse. (July)

SMARTY— Warners.— This marital game in
■liich Joan Blondell switches from Warren William
i Edward Everett Horton, then back to William
gain, manages to be quite amusing. Claire Dodd
nd Frank McHugh help. (July)
SMOKING GUNS— Universal.— Perhaps chilren will like this Ken Maynard horse opera, but it's
retty Shea.
certain (July)
the oldsters won't think much of it.
lloria
SORRELL AND SON— British & Dominionfnited
Warwick
famous storytold.
of
he
loveArtists.
of a —father
and Deeping's
son is beautifully
I. B. Warner
splendid.
(Aug.)
SPRINGTIME FOR HENRY— Fox.— Ace high
erformances by Otto Henry Kruger and Nigel
"ohnny
both under
Spring's Carroll,
influence. Heather
A gay,
laughty Bruce,
whimsey,
with Nancy
.ngel and Herbert Mundin.
(July)
STAMBOUL QUEST — M-G-M.
/ell cast as the compatriot of Mata
ilrent is an American doctor, Lionel
ervice man, and C. Henry Gordon
illain. Good suspense.
(Sept.)

— Myrna Loy
Hari. George
Atwill a Secret
once again the

STAR PACKER, THE— Monogram.— Discoverlg the identity of The Shadcnu (George Hayes) is no
asy task, but John Wayne comes through in fine
tyle. Verna Hillie. (Sept.)
STINGAREE— RKO-Radio.— An unusual prouction,
having Australia
for locale.
oice
is exquisite,
and Richard
Dix, Irene
as theDunne's
bandit
lingaree, ably portrays his character. Conway
'carle, and good support. (July)
STOLEN SWEETS— Chesterfield.— Pretty poor
creen fare, with Sallie Blane as the heiress who
an't make up her mind between the nice boy she's
ngaged to and the second-rater she's ir love with,
Charles Starrett.
(A ug.)
L, STRAIGHT IS THE WAY— M-G-M.— DeW termined to go straight after a "stretch,"
'"ranchot
Tone Powerfully
fights influence
of the old
mob ledMay
by
ack LaRue.
constructed
drama.
lobson and Karen Morley. (Oct.)
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SCARLET LETTER, THE— Majestic— A revival
f the classic with Colleen Moore. Hardie Albright
nd little Cora Sue Collins turning in convincing
(Oct.)
erformances.

•

365 NIGHTS
IN HOLLYWOOD— Fox— No
justice to its locale. Jimmy Dunn, a has-been
director, makes a comeback and wins leading lady
Alice Faye. Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant bright
spots. Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)

I I I

COLD

the First
Day!
Drive It Out of Your System
— Roots and All!
A COLD once rooted is a cold of danger!
Trust to no makeshift methods.
A cold, being an internal infection, calls
for internal treatment.
A cold also calls for a COLD remedy and
not a preparation good for a number of other
things as well.
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is what a
cold requires. It is expressly a cold remedy. It
is internal and direct — and it does the four
things necessary.

Four Effects
It opens the bowels. It combats the cold
germs and fever in the system. It relieves the
headache and grippy feeling and tones the
entire system.
Only Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine supplies these four effects and anything less than
that is inviting trouble.
Get Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine at
any druggist, 35c and 50c. The 50c size is the
more economical "buy." AskativeforBromoGrove's
QuinineLaxby

TOMORROW'S CHILDREN— Bryan Foy Prod.
— An argument against the delicate subject of
sterilization for the habitual drunkard, the weakminded and the congenitally crippled. Sterling
Holloway.
Diane Sinclair.
(Aug.)

the full name and accept no substitute
on any pretext.

TOMORROW'S YOUTH — Monogram.— Dull.
Philandering husband John Miljan. Wife Martha
Sleeper. Other woman Gloria Shea. Near tragedy
to son, Dickie Moore.
He's touching.
(Dec.)
TRAIL BEYOND, THE— Monogram.— Supposedly aWestern, but — Anyhow, gorgeous scenery,
beautifully photographed. John Wayne, Verna
Hillie, Noah Beery, Robert Frazer, others.
(Dec.)
•
TREASURE
ISLAND
M-G-M. film
— for
A
beautiful, moving,
inspiring— adventure
children and grownups alike. Lionel Barrymore,
Jackie Cooper, Wallace Beery, Chic Sale, Otto
Kruger and Nigel Bruce have the leading roles.
(Sept.)
*20th
CENTURY—
Columbia.—
Fast-moving,
hilarious
comedy, satirically
veneered.
As the
eccentric producer, molding shop-girl Carole Lombard into a star, John Barrymore is superb. Walter
Connolly and excellent supporting cast. (July)
TWIN HUSBANDS— Invincible.— Lots of suspense, action and romance, but the story is a bit too
melodramatic. John Miljan, as a polished crook,
does a good acting job. Shirley Grey.
(Aug.)
TWO HEADS ON A PILLOW — Liberty. —
Smooth, well-rounded, amusing semi-farce, with
Miriam Jordan and Neil Hamilton, both lawyers,
opposing each other in court over the subject that has
caused their separation.
(Sept.)
UNCERTAIN LADY— Universal.— A comedy of
errors, with Edward Everett Horton making most of
the errors, and Genevieve Tobin willing to divorce
him if he'll find her another husband. (July)

GROVES

LAXATIVE

BROMO

QUININE

Listen to Pat Kennedy, the Unmasked Tenor
and Art Kassel and his Kassels-in-the-Air
Orchestra every Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Thursday, 1:45 p. m. Eastern Standard
Time, Columbia Coast -to -Coast Network.
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revealed her secret!
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UNKNOWN
BLONDE— Majestic— The fine
work of Edward Arnold. Dorothy Revier, and John
Miljan is the only tiling that makes this yarn about
unethical
divorce practice worthy of some little mention. (July)
WAGON WHEELS— Paramount.— Familiar Zane
Grey Western plot. But there is a good song — and
Gail Patrick. Randolph Scott is hero; Monte Blur,
the villain. (Nov.)
WAKE UP AND DREAM— Universal— A field
day for June Knight, Roger Pryor and Henry
Armetta,
the late Russ Columbo's unsurpasseddespite
vocalizing. (Nov.)
WEDNESDAY'S CHILD — RKO-Radio. — A
moving preachment against divorce. Edward Arnold
and Karen Morley. Frankie Thomas the child
victim. Should see him; he was in the stage plav.
(Dec.)

" I Purchased a Perfolastic Girdle . . . wore It for
10 days on trial, and in a very short time I reduced
my hips 9 inches, and

my

the

PERFOLASTIC

GIRDLE

... or it will cost you nothing!
<J

REDUCED

from

43 inchesto341/2 inches". ..saysMissBrian.. .
"Massages like magic".. .writesMiss Carroll
..."The fat seems to have melted away"...
says Mrs. McSorley.
■ Such enthusiastic comments as these
from so many Perfolastic wearers assure
us that YOU, too, would be delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
a Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere. Therefore, we want you to try them for 10 days
at our expense!
Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
9 Worn next to the body with perfect
safety, the tiny perforations permit the
skin to breathe as the gentle massage-like
action removes flabby, disfiguring fat with
every movement . . . stimulating the body
once more into energetic health!
Don't Wait Any Longer. . . Act Today!
B You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not this very
efficient girdle and brassiere will reduce
your waist and hips THREE INCHES!
You do not need to risk one penny... try
them for 10 days... at no cost!
SEND

FOR

TEN

DAY

FREE

PERFOLASTIC,

TRIAL

OFFER!

Inc.

Dept. 911 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name
A d dress
City.

.State.

Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Postcard

THERE are several reasons why a
subscription to Photoplay Magazine is such an ideal Christmas gift.
Not
only does
continue
its presence month
afterit month
— long
after "
the holly and mistletoe are forgotten
— but its welcome is absolute. You
know it will please.
{[ In these days when everyone is
interested in motion pictures, the gift
of a magazine that reveals the inside
of the art and industry — every month
— is assured the keenest welcome.

WE'RE NOT DRESSING— Paramount.— Sailor
Bing Crosby romancing with wealthy Carole Lombard, George Burns and Gracie Allen do a knock-out
show. Lots of grand songs, too, with Ethel Merman
doing her bit. (July)

Photoplay has the brightest personality stories, the most appealing illustrations and the most reliable information about the stars and their

WE'RE RICH AGAIN — RKO-Radio. — This
merry marital
family's
attempt
to marrymadhouse
off Joan revolves
Marsh to around
wealthy a Reginald
Denny. But country cousin Marian Nixon gets him
in the end.
(Sept.)

BEAUTIFUL GIFT
pictures.
ANNOUNCEMENT
CARD

•
WHAT
WOMANof theKNOWS
—
M-G-M. — EVERY
Expert adaptation
James M.
Barrie play, brilliantly acted by Helen Hayes, Brian
Aherne and capable supporting cast. A sly, human
fantasy, delightfully real. (Nov.)

with

GIFT

•
WE LIVE AGAIN— Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists.story
— Tolstoi's
But
that simple
is given "Resurrection''
such a sincere again.
humbleness
it plumbs your heart. Anna Sten, Fredric March,
and an excellent supporting cast give it to you. (Dec.)

weight SO Pounds I"

YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
3i INCHES IN 10 DAYS

An Ideal

WHEN STRANGERS MEET— Liberty— The
Grand Hotel idea, applied to a bungalow court,
where two murders occur. Richard Cromwell and
Arline Judge supply the love interest.
(Aug.)
•
WHERE SINNERS MEET— RKO-Radio.—
A bachelor's hobby of waylaying couples
eloping over the Dover Road, provides interesting
screen material. Clive Brook, Diana Wynyard,
Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray, and especially Reginald
Owen give brilliant performances.
(July)
WHIRLPOOL— Columbia.—
in which Jack Holt, railroaded
fakes death notice to free wife
makes even greater sacrifice
Arthur. Donald Cook. (July)

Powerful melodrama
on murder charge,
Lila Lee. Later, he
for daughter Jean

With each subscription you will receive abeautiful card to sign and mail,
or if you prefer hand to your friend
Christmas Morning.
2.50
4.00
2.00
Send

for 1 year.
4.00 for 2 years.
for 2 1-year subscriptions.
—for each extra Gift Subscription.

For Foreign and Canada send $1.00 in addition to above for each yearly subscription.

MAIL

SPECIAL

BLANK

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, Dept. I CS,
1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
I enclose $
for

(□ Check □ Money order)

(length of subscription)

subscription to Photoplay:

Send to
Address

WHITE HEAT— Seven Seas Prod.— A fistic combat between David Newell and Hardie Albright, and
a sugar cane fire help to liven this film with Hawaiian
locale. Mona Maris and Virginia Cherrill adequate.
(Sept.)

City

WHOM THE GODS DESTROY— ColumbiaHeavy melodrama, impressive because of fine acting
of Walter Connolly. Dori? Kenvon, Robert Young.
(Oct.)

My Name
Address

State.

□ New

□ Renewal

State .

City
WILD GOLD — Fox. — Good cast, but this misses
being the saga of the old ghost mining towns by a
long shot. John Boles plays drunken engineer in love
with Claire Trevor, and Roger Imhof is a desert
prospector. (July)
WITCHING HOUR, THE— Paramount.— If
hypnotism has any appeal, you'll enjoy this screen
version of Augustus Thomas' famous play. John
Halliday, possessor of uncanny hunches, Tom Brown,
Judith Allen, Sir Guy Standing all do well. (July)
WOMAN COMMANDS, THE— Gaumont-British. — An all-English cast, with exception of Edward
Everett Horton who has appeared to better advantage. Just so-so comedy.
(Aug.)
WORLD MOVES ON, THE— Fox.— Madeleine
Carroll, English beauty, begins her American film
career in this somewhat uneven picture. Franchot
Tone and Dudley Digges turn in suave performances.
(Sept.)

ME— ParamountYOU
•
Master BELONG
David Jack TO
Holt manages
to outshine
troupers Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, Helen Morgan,
though they are all in top form.
(Nov.)
YOUNG AND
the array of 1°34
it
is Bill ofHaines'
weakness
plot.

BEAUTIFUL— Mascot— Perhaps
Baby Wampas Stars and fact that
"comeback"
will compensate for
(Nov.)

BELOW

□ New
□ Renewal
Use regular stationery tions.
to list additional

subscrip-

Bean ARTIST
MAKE

$50 TO

$100

A

WEEK!

Our simple, proven methods make it easy
to learn Commercial Art, Cartooningand
Designing quickly, AT HOME, in spare
time. New low rate. Big new book, "Artfor
Pleasure and Profit," sent free. State age.
Studio 151, Washington School of
art. ims ibth st.. washington, d. c.

BE A BLONDE

FREE

NEW, illustrated 36-page booklet
entitled "The Art of Lightening
Hair Without ofPeroxide,"
gives
det ailed explanation
the sale, eHecti«»

method used bv stage and screen stars for mort
than 20 years. — the method bv- which internationally famous beauties
''too such gorgeous, MADAME
true-to-natunsMADELINE
results.
Write for Booklet "P"
P. O. Box 63

Washington

Bridge Station

New Vorlc. N. »•_

EXPERIENCED & INEXPERIENCED
MALE AND FEMALE desiring information regarding
'
ERS
„. hospit
sanitariums,
institutions
part
of U.positions
S. or Canada,
write,1s,NOW
enclosing and
stamp
to OTHany
AND
Schart
Bureau.
Dept. I-S3. 145 W. 4Sth St.. New tors

Salute May Robson!
[ CONTINUED

One — a beautiful ingenue, herself. One as
Tilly, a slovenly servant girl.
The play, "The Hoop of Gold," opened on
September 17, 1883, and in her very first performance May learned the most valuable lesson
of her whole career.
HpHE audience took the beautiful ingenue for
■*■ granted. But they shouted with laughter
at Tilly. So May decided then and there to play
characters, and only characters. The satisfaction of looking beautiful couldn't compare with
the laughs and the applause one rated for being
funny.
It was a smart decision.
Her husband died, and several years later
she married Dr. A. H. Brown, who was then a
young Harvard medical student. This was an
ideally happy association. Always devoted
and considerate, Dr. Brown never wished to
interfere with his wife's career on the stage;
rather, he encouraged it. He became a surgeon
with an extensive practice, and May became a
Frohman star. Dr. Brown died in 1923, after
more than thirty years
of an ideally happy marriage.
Long before this,
May's
friendship
with
Marie Dressier
had been

FROM PAGE 67 ]

Then she thinks it will be time to go to New
York and take a long rest.

good system on this. Some one comes up to
talk with them, and May can't remember his
name.

May's favorite characters are the inebriated
old bats, as in the two "Lady" pictures.
"When I go out, I am not ashamed to ask
for a glass of tomato or orange juice, when the
others are drinking stronger things," she says.
"I am an old lady, you see, so I have to be
humored.

She squeezes Miss Harmer's arm, and Miss
Harmer says, "We were so delighted, Mr.
Splivvits, to read of your daughter's success,"
or some such statement in which she can incorporate the name.

" But I have observed many inebriates in my
day, and my characterizations are taken from

/"\NE recent evening when Miss Harmer
^wasn't near, May was certainly in a predicament.

them. The business with the hat, in 'Lady By
Choice,' was a direct study of a woman I used
to know who sometimes took a drink too many.
She was never concerned about anything but
her hat.
" 'Where's m' hat, oh dear, oh dear, what
did I do with my hat?' she would moan.
Nothing else ever concerned her.
"You have to love your work or you can't
do it well. You have to be looking for ways to
improve it, and my way is by watching people."
May has a poor memory for names, and she
and Miss Harmer have developed a pretty

She had been to a man's house where
there is a perfectly remarkable parrot.
(May is very fond of birds and has hundreds
of them.)
The parrot had a trick of standing on one's
forefinger and saying "tickle, tickle."
One night at a theater, May thought she saw
the owner of the parrot. In a panic, she tried
to think of his name.
That failing, she advanced and squeaked, "Tickle, tickle," thinking at least that would let the man know she
remembered him.
He looked at her with a

formed, and once they
made a memorable trip
to England on a stormtossed old steamer, quite
positive they would
never reach the shore

blank expression. She tried again.
"Tickle, tickle," said
May, coyly. A look of
fear, amazement — acute
discomfort spread over
the man's face as he
backed away and quickly
disappeared.
Miss Harmer returned just in time to
see his face, and May
told her the episode.
"Buthewasn' t the man,"
explained Miss Harmer.

jalive.
May played " The
Rejuvenation of Aunt
Mary" over there and
then for a four-year run
without a break in New
York. It is one of the
theatrical successes that
will go down in history.
She never had a failure
on the stage and never
closed a play with less
than a season's run.
In 1924, she starred
in several silent pictures
'for Cecil B. DeMille.
Her first starring

expect
to Well,
keep you
all can't
the people
straight, May laughs.
She hopes the man, whoever he was, will see this
and find out that she
was not loony at the
time.
■lv-Lonly
"X A AY is,five
surprisingly,
feet, two
inches tall.
She weighs a hundred
and fifty pounds, and is
always beautifully and

jsound picture was" You
Can't Buy Everything,"
but her greatest personal

appropriately dressed
and groomed.
She lives in a small,

[success was "Lady for a
Day" made at Columbia
by Frank Capra. She has
just made another one
'there, ''Lady By
Choice," which almost
jtops the first.
I She recently finished
['Woman Aroused" at
RKO, and she loved
■his story of an oldnaid school-teacher
vhose life is wrapped up
in her boys and girls.
I She will do "The Mills
')f the Gods," for Columbia. This time a
. trong-willed and deternined old lady.

totally

comfortable, unostentatious house, in a section
of Hollywood where you
seldom find picture
people.
youngstersTherunneighbors'
in to see
the birds, and to hear a
story as only May can
tell it.
She swaps recipes with
wives.
the neighboring houseDignity, activity,

Florine McKinney, feminine lead of "Night Life of the Gods," the story
of a museum full of statues on the loose, has a little fun with her plaster
double in the Universal production

ability — the dominant
life.
factors in May Robson's
"Salute," then, to a
grand old girl!
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Mr. Broadway Gambles Against Hollywood
CONTINUED

had written forty plays himself — among them
successes such as "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," " Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway,"
"The Miracle Man," "Seven Keys to Baldpate," "The Song and Dance Man," "The
Tavern," and many others. Whether Hollywood remembered or not, the script of "The
Phantom President" was never given benefit of
the Cohan touch!
TN the second place, when Cohan went to
Hollywood he took his transposing piano
along. But he never had a chance to use it.
The whole world had marched to his "Over
There," and his " Sidewalks of New York " had
become a political anthem. "The Phantom
President" would have been helped immeasurably by a stirring song.
And Cohan was hanging around the studio
idle, anxious for something to do. But nobody
seemed to want George M. Cohan to write
music.
Added to these situations, Cohan was homesick for Broadway.
It's been home sweet
home to him most of
his life.
So, if the nation's
movie public is going
to get well acquainted
with the famous Song
and Dance man, it
looks like it will have
to be in Eastern-made
pictures.
Not that moviemaking, even in the
East, is looked upon
gladly by Cohan. He
isn't very enthusiastic
about facing motion
picture cameras anywhere. Ifhe were, he'd
be a big Hollywood
star now instead of
Mr. Broadway.
Even back in 19161917, when Cohan
made his first excursion into picture-making, eventually filming
six of his Broadway
plays for Artcraft, he
wasn't very enthusiastic. Well launched
then in the first boom
days of pictures, he
dropped the work and
scurried back to Broad-

FROM

PAGE

38

But watch him on the "Gambling" set and
you suspect the six o'clock rising is a minor and
superficial reason for his lack of enthusiasm.
Picture making is obviously a tedious business for Cohan. The stage is his element. He
was born in it. He came to the Astoria studio
with the applause of many audiences still ringing in his ears. His acting for the Theater
Guild, in Eugene O'Neill's "Ah, Wilderness,"
probably was last season's most admired performance. He played his first big role fortyfour years ago, as the juvenile lead in "Peck's
Bad Boy." For nearly half a century since he
has been working in the theater, and much of
that time he has been his own boss. Before he
went to Hollywood he was quoted as having
said, "I haven't worked for anybody since I
was twenty."
But in pictures — even if you're a pal of the
producer's — you're working for several people.
Pictures are closely directed. Working in a
movie, Cohan must act on a chalk-mark. If he
steps off the mark — "Cut! Cohan's out of
camera range!"
And the scene must be re-

taken. Yes, pictures are closely directed. Mr.
Cohan must raise his hand just so high, he
mustn't take a step on that line, he mustn't
turn or the shot will be out of focus. Of course,
he wrote the play, but Mr. Cohan must not ad
lib. Lines must be followed precisely or the
others miss their cues. But Mr. Cohan, accustomed to the freedom of the stage, ad libbed.
The scene must be shot again. Over and over
and over. On a narrow set, without an audience, directions to be exactly followed, lines to
be memorized and repeated precisely.
/^^OHAN usually has been his own author,
^^director, often his own producer. Why,
much of the time he even owned the theater he
way.
was playing in, for at one time he was landlord
of a number of the legitimate houses on BroadHowever, throughout the tedium ot filming
"Gambling," George M. Cohan retained his
Irish good nature, his quiet sense of humor.
''I don't know whether I'll make
another picture here or till
not,"I see
he this
said.one,"Wait
then
maybe I can tell. Just
now I'm so worried
about 'Gambling,' I
can't be bothered with
It's undoubtedly
imfuture
picture plans."
portant to Cohan that
'Gambling' be a success. For many years
he has been one of the
most successful men in
the show business.
And the standards he
sets for himself are
high.
But more than that,
Cohan undoubtedly
wants wood
to whatshow
Hollyhe can
do,
making a movie in a
friendly, sympathetic
atmosphere. Probably
it's more correct to say
he wants to show
Hollywood what he
can do, making a movie
in New York. For
Cohan is a man of terrific loyalties and great
He is Cohan, the
patriotism.
flag waver, Mr. Yankee
Doodle. And his patriotism is pretty strong
where Broadway is

way. He didn't look a
camera in the eye until
he was talked into the
unhappy "Phantom
President" experience
in 1932.
Ask him now if he
likes working in pictures and he'll answer
slowly, "Well, I guess
it's that I don't like
getting up so early in
the morning. Work
over here at the studio,
you know, starts at
eight A.M. That means
rising at six for me."

m

concerned.
"Gam
bling" is a Broadway
play;
Franklin
is a
Broadway
producer.
The picture is being
made twenty minutes
from Broadway, on
Long Island, New
York.
Good? It's got to be
A bicycle that was not built for two. And neither Jack Oakie nor Helen
Mack appears to know quite what to do with it. The pair were cavorting
around the Paramount lot when surprised by the cameraman

good! way's
It's gamble
Mr. against
BroadHollywood. And, on
never lost a bet yet!
home ground, he's
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15 Years Ago
HTHIS issue printed a daring
■*• photograph of a bathing girl,
right in the roto section. She
wore high-laced bathing shoes,
silk hose, a satin-skirted bathing
suit, and a tam-o-shanter. The
lady, ready for her swim, was
Phyllis Haver. She married William Seeman, wealthy New
Yorker, in 1929 and retired.
Phyllis
There was a story about the
happy married life of Wanda
Hawley and Burton Hawley. (She divorced
him in 1921, shortly before his death. The last
we heard of her she was demonstrating cosmetics.) Harrison Ford, a favorite leading
man of the day, confessed that he could not
dance, but insisted he could cook like a French
chef. There were lots of photographs of the
:hild wonder star of the time, little Frankie
Lee, who made a name for himself in "The

Miracle Man." Proof that motion pictures were beginning to
be taken seriously was evidenced
by an announcement that
Columbia University had established a Department of Photoplay Composition for college students who wished to become
scenario writers. It was revealed
Haver

that Harold Lloyd's specs didn't
contain any lenses. Another illusion smashed! The slow motion
camera, a new invention, was being used in
treating crippled soldiers. The slow movement
enabled physicians to detect the cause of faulty
limb movements. Best movies included the

Douglas MacLean comedy, "Twenty-three and
a Half Hours' Leave"; "In Old Kentucky,"
with Anita Stewart; "Strictly Confidential,"
with Madge Kennedy; Dorothy Dalton in
"L' Apache."
Cover — Norma Talmadge.

10 Years Ago
TOSEF

VON
STERNBERG
Lyon didn't keep his resolution
to shoot every reporter who
had just finished directing " The
rumored him engaged. The
Salvation Hunters," featuring
jeorge Arthur and Georgia Hale.
rumors continued until his marriage to Bebe Daniels, five years
The movie, considered a knock later. Incidentally a story titled
>ut by critics, cost only forty-five
"Hollywood's New Heartmndred dollars. ("Scarlet EmBreaker" meant Ben. Richard
press," Josef's latest film, cost
wo hundred times that amount.)
Dix, just starred by Paramount,
wrote an article for this issue
'^o studio was interested in "The
Josef Von Sternberg
called "How It Feels to Become
Salvation Hunters," and it had
o be financed by selling shares.
A Star." Gist was, it felt okay.
Doug Fairbanks was a major shareholder.
A current thriller was "The Lost World," with
»Iary Pickford was so impressed by the film Bull Montana in a King-Kongish role. Favorhe wanted Von Sternberg to direct her next
ite films of the month included Pola Negri and
licker. He has never directed a Pickford
Adolphe Menjou in "Forbidden Paradise";
novie, however. The stars were all busy Lon Chaney's "He Who Gets Slapped";
aaking New Year's resolutions. Among those Richard Barthelmess in "Classmates"; Richard
Dix in "Manhattan"; "The Siren of Seville,"
hat were kept was Norma Shearer's resolution
lot to marry during 1925. (Her marriage to starring Priscilla Dean; and Harold Lloyd's
"Hot Water." Cover — Betty Bronson.
"halberg was in 1927.)
Fortunately,
Ben

5 Years Ago

NOW— Relief From Ugly
Skin Blemishes, "Nerves"
and Constipation
with Yeast in This Pleasant,
Modern Form
DO

UGLY pimples and other skin blemishes embarrass you? Does constipation drag you down, rob you of strength and
vivacity? Do you often feel nervous, fidgety
and irritable?
For all these troubles doctors recommend
yeast. Science has found that yeast contains
precious nutritive elements which strengthen
your digestive and eliminative organs and
give tone to your nervous system. Thousands
of men and women have found this simple
food a remarkable aid in combating constipation, "nerves," and unsightly skin eruptions.
And now — thanks to Yeast Foam Tablets
— it's so easy to eat yeast regularly. For
here's a yeast that is actually delicious — a
yeast that is scientifically pasteurized to
prevent fermentation. You will enjoy munching Yeast Foam Tablets with their appetizing, nut-like flavor. And because they are
pasteurized they cannot cause gas or discomfort. This yeast is used by various
Louise, in half-socks and a school
dress. Anita is now featured in laboratories of the United States government and by leading American universities
grown-up roles, and rumored en- in their vitamin research.
gaged to Tom Brown. My, my!
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
How time does fly! The issue
carried a lovely picture of Ann Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only
Harding, husband Harry Ban- 50c. Get one today. See, now, how this corrective food helps you to look better and
nister and their year-old

hILMDOM was breathing
r more easily — Garbo passed
ter voice test, and work could
fegin on her first talkie, "Anna
"hristie."
An article, "Garbolaniacs," discussed the public's
raze for the Swedish star. Those
'ho said her strange fascination
ould be short-lived were cerdaughter. The Bannisters were
divorced in 1932. A chap named feel better.
xinly mistaken!
Polly Moran
Polly Moran
Don Jose Mojica was being
n a story, " Fifty Years of 'IT',"
Dnfessed the facts of her love
hailed as the new Valentino.
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
fe. At that time she said her current flame
Wonder if they'll ever find one? Films of the
You may paste this on a penny post card
as Bill Haines. Bill refused to make a state- month included Ronald Colman, Ann Harding
lent, denying everything in pantomime.
(In and Dudley Digges in "Condemned " ; " Dulcy,"
NORTHWESTERN
YEASTChicago,
CO.
1750 North Ashland Ave.,
111. P-l-35
133 Polly married Lawyer Martin Malone.)
with Marion Davies and Donald Ogden StewPlease
send
free
introductory
package
of Yeast
Foam Tablets.
ill, incidentally, was just launching on his
art; Warner Baxter and Mona Maris in
iterior decorating career, changing his Spanish
Name
"Romance of the Rio Grande"; John BarryAddress
ungalow into a Colonial house. It's hard to more and Marian Nixon in "General Crack";
Constance Bennett and Eddie Lowe in "This
slieve, but on a fashion page titled "Fashions
City
.State.
>r Tots," one of the tot mannequins was Anita Thing Called Love."
Cover — Billie Dove.

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
FREE

Movie Fill-in Contest Winners
THIRTY-NINE movie followers will soon
be receiving checks to help them with
their Christmas shopping — cash awards
totalling $500.00 for their prize-winning solutions inthe Photoplay Movie Fill-in Contest,
which appeared in the July, August and September issues of Photoplay Magazine.
Many thousands of solutions poured into the
FIRST PRIZE— $125.00
Mrs. John W. Umsted
Brownsville Rd., Jackson, Tenn.
SECOND

PRIZE— $75.00

Josephine Werner
1017 North 25th St., Kansas City, Kan.
THIRD

offices of the Puzzle Contest Editors, at
Chicago, from all over this country and foreign
lands.

Weeks of work were necessary to carefully
check each and every one for accuracy in listing
the missing words in the three sets of Fill-ins in
their proper solution ballots.
Neatness and simplicity in the contestants'
Mary Pence
2381 Neil Ave., Columbus, O.

Agnes Hannay
2013 New Hampshire Ave., Washington, D. C.

Mrs. W. H. Goldsmith
1319 West 8th St., Anderson, Ind.

Beada Batterton
1830 Grant St., Denver, Colo.

Ethel Gates Tasker
5006 Dorchester Ave., Chicago, 111.

Ethel S. Sherwin
Bismarck, N. D.

Mary Winifred Keefe
Middlesex County Sanatorium, Waltham,
Mass.

Mrs. Ethel Paul
842 Madison Ave., Evansville, Ind.
James W. Blanton
Box 115, Glenshaw, Penna.

PRIZE— $50.00

Mrs. F. E. Nimmicke
11 Elliott Place, West Orange, N. J.

TWENTY-FIVE

$5.00 PRIZES

Lois Smith
147 Keil St., North Tonawanda, N. Y.

FOURTH

PRIZE— $25.00

Maurice Nemoy
104 West Queen St., Inglewood, Calif.
TEN

$10.00 PRIZES

Ida E. Jackson
202 St. Philip St., Baton Rouge, La.
Miss Lyndell Schwartz
19 Howe St., New Haven, Conn.
__ Mr. & Mrs. R. Tyler Prize
1765 Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, Ga.
Mrs. R. F. Johnst< >.\
2461 North 40th St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Dorothy D. Healey
177 Prospect St., Cambridge, Mass.
Elsie Sperry
1266 Fernwood Ave., Toledo

O.

method of submitting the solution also was considered— one of the contest rules.
From this tremendous array of solutions,
first, were selected what, in the belief of the
judges, were the outstanding ones, under the
rules of the contest. Then these were judged
on their individual merits, and the prizes
awarded as follows:

Ruth Scaison
45 East Lincoln Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Mrs. Celia Power
1083 Fourth Ave., Woodcliff, N. J.
Anna Van Deusen
C. 23, Box 38, Orlando, Fla.
Edna Sadler
1731 East Commerce, San Antonio, Tex.
Mrs. Rovalia Moonie
33 Noe St., San Francisco, Calif.
Laura A. Weikel
105 Ryers Ave., Cheltenham, Penna.
Helen Fairbairn

George C. Glidden
6 Percival St., Dorchester, Mass.
Iris Marshall
2804 East 132nd St., Cleveland, O
Mrs. S. B. Bailey
39 Hillside Rd., Northampton, Mass.
Mrs. E. F. Bambrick
383}/> Chapel St., Ottawa, Canada

Dorothy Dorey Sullivan
Scarboro-on-Hudson, New York

Lucretia McAllister
616 Bell Building, Montgomery, Ala.
Inez Schackel
Luling, Texas
Yvonne Fraser

5400 Queen Mary Rd., Montreal, Canada

East Burnham Grove, Farnham Royal, Bucks,
England

Mildred G. Miller
Bennett Hall, Philadelphia, Penna.

Mrs. Peter Schume
118 Superior Ave., Youngstown, O.

Marjorie C. Lawson
126 Florence Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. George Carson
1309 North 180th St., Seattle, Wash.

The "Rediscovery" of Bill Frawley
[ continued from page 58 J

MacLean were leading men with the old Morosco stock company; when Bill Hart founded
the Round Table at the old Bohemian cafe,
the Hoffman, run by Dorothy Arzner's dad;
when Gloria Swanson, Marie Prevost, Phyllis'
Haver,
Mary Thurman, Viola Dana and Shirley Mason, Bebe Daniels and Barbara La Marr
might be seen at Vernon, the Ship, Sunset Inn,
or the Tavern, with Mickey Neilan, Lew Cody'
Harold Lloyd, Ford Sterling, Roscoe Arbuckle
Norman Kerry, Jack Mulhall or Rudolph'
Valentino.

Bill can even remember back to the days

116

when Santa Barbara, now the swankiest millionaire's playground in the West, threatened
Hollywood as the film capital.
Bill Frawley can remember all these things
because Bill was once a movie actor in the old
American Film Company in Santa Barbara,
and because he was once a song and dance man
entertaining in Al Levy's Spring street cafe.
Hollywood pioneers can never forget Bill
Frawley and Louise. His partner was a beautiful red-headed girl, his wife. They rank
cherished Hollywood memories with Paulin
\\ hiteman, the Lyman boys, the Sennett bath-

ing beauties, the Keystone Kops, the wild West
cowboy stars, and the above-mentioned hot
Yes, indeedy, folks, Bill Frawley knew Holspots.
infancy.)lywood when motion pictures were just in their
infancy. (Some say they are still in their

During the last ten years that he has been
building up a reputation on Broadway as a
graduate from the song and dance men ranks,
the Bill Frawley of the Hollywood pioneers
has been forgotten. He is well known for his
press-agent
in the stage presentation
of

Photoplay
'■Twentieth Century," and for his performance
with the late Jack Donahue, another song and
dance star, in "Sons O' Guns."
I will admit that Bill has changed somewhat
— but only in looks. He still has those Irish
blue eyes, but he has widened out a bit, fore
and aft.
He still talks out of the corner of his mouth
and greets old pals with a warm grin and that
rich baritone voice.
CPEAKIXG of that baritone voice, the new
^Hollywood picture producing moguls, who
knew nothing of Bill's pioneer days, have just
'"discovered" that the character actor can
warble like a baritone canary. If there is such
a bird. Henceforth, William will be called
upon to lend his distinguished vocal talents to
pictures, even as Bing and the rest of the
warblers.
"Bill," I asked, "how did you happen to
come to California?"
"I was born in Iowa!"
Well, we certainly don't have to go any
further into that.
A brief biographical revelation shows that
;he was born in Davenport, of a highly respected, substantial family.
The males of the family ran mostly to railroads. Work, I mean.
When Bill had managed to get through high
school, he became a traffic inspector on the
Burlington at the age of nineteen. And he
used to entertain the boys on Saturday nights
with those good old barroom ballads. The
sobs in that baritone voice won Bill a pass on
every railroad in the country.
! One night in a Chicago cabaret, a vaudeville
booker heard Bill playing on the customers'
heart-strings. After he had enjoyed his cry,
too, he crooned a siren song in the railroad
Irian's ear.
What was he doing working on a railroad?
iVhy, boy, across those footlights you'll panic
hem and lay them out in the aisles. You knowhose ten per centers!
Anyway, Bill left the luxury of the Pullmans
lat.
How could he know- that a few- months later
ie would be riding the rods under the same cars
jhere he once rolled in ease and comfort?
His boss predicted jail or worse. There was
■ eeping and wailing in the Frawley homestead
1 Burlington.
His mother took on so that even after Bill
ad miraculously landed a singing role in a
'hicago musical comedy, "The Flirting Priness,"
quit the stage as abruptly as he had
uit thehe railroad.
^OR nearly a year the broken-hearted bari,' tone pored over musty books in his uncle's
tilroad office in East St. Louis. He saw only
otes in the dry traffic words. Finally he grew
) indifferent that his uncle fired him. Within
few hours the escaped prisoner had fashioned
[vaudeville act, persuaded his brother Paul to
- 'in him (Paul sang tenor), and jumped headng into a precarious stage career. Eventually
I iey played Burlington — for three days — and
hen Mother Frawley was persuaded to see
<\d hear them in person on the third and last
ght — she broke down and cried right out
(.jdd in the theater.
The boys were delighted with their mother's
iction to their renditions — until she got back
the dressing-room.
"Boys, I knew you were bad," she said be1 een sobs, "but I never dreamed you were
is bad. For the love of the saints, will you
me back home and get a job on the railid?"

■i
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Except to say that they didn't take mother's
advice, we will pass very quietly over the next

HOW
MANY
MEN

two years of hit and miss. Bill "pioneered"
night club singing in such towns as Denver,
Salt Lake City, and San Francisco, where he
became a favorite. He would send for Paul,
and Paul would follow him right in. It was a
swell brother act.
In Denver, Bill met a beautiful red-headed
girl named Edna Louise Bloedt, and persuaded
her to take a chance in marrying an itinerant
troubadour.
Out of this marriage a famous vaudeville
team was born — Frawley and Louise.
One time when Bill and his Louise were
trouping through Texas, he found himself
booked into Juarez, Mexico. Rather a quaint
idea, too, even for a booker, as the Mexicans
didn't understand English, and Bill couldn't
speak Spanish.
TN' less time than it takes to say "Adios,
amigos," the Frawleys found themselves temmoney. porary residents of El Paso, without benefit of
Bill ran into an old pal, Jack Curley, who
was then trying to promote the Jess WillardJack Johnson fight in Juarez, with the favor of
Pancho Villa.
If you want to know why Bill Frawley
scored a hit on the New- York stage as the
rough, tough, cynical press-agent in "Twentieth Century," I refer you to the days when
he became press-agent for the fight and secretary to Jack Curley.
Only, the fight never came off — that is, in
The promoters folded their tents, as it were,
Juarez.
and faded away into the night, Havana-bound.
They forgot to take Bill with them, so the budding p.a. was left holding the sack with the
El Paso Chamber of Commerce.
So, Bill and the Chamber of Commerce head
man got together and put on a whale of an
Elks' benefit, which pleased the Elks so much
that they presented Frawley and Louise with
enough money to get to Santa Barbara. Why
Santa Barbara, you say?
Oh, just another one of those optimistic
vaudeville bookers.
At this point Bill got smart. He put his
beautiful wife in the act, as the piano player
had departed eastward.
Louise didn't know the wings from the flies,
but she was game.
They opened in Santa Barbara and knocked
them hotter than a Harlem dancing contest.
Next day the movie gang from the American
Film Company called in a body at their hotel.
They had heard Bill sing and they had seen
Louise.
"DILL claims that all they really saw was
Louise, but he rented a dress suit and
became a movie actor, too. For a year the
Frawleys acted with Frank Borzage, then a
juvenile; the late William Russell, Harold
Lockwood, May Allison, Roy Stewart, Neva
Gerber, and other favorites.
But their fame as a song and dance team
brought them so many more lucrative offers
from Hollywood that they soon found themselves hobnobbing with the great and neargreat in the favorite night spots of that pioneer
day.
Many years later, in 1927 to be exact, the
team of Frawley and Louise split for keeps.
She went her way and he went his way.
Now that the new Hollywood has found Bill
Frawley out, they can take it from another
pioneer that he wears the same hat.
I knew him when!

remember
your face?

Men are impressed more by a beautiful skin than
by any other feature of a woman's face. A satiny,
radiant skin lingers in their memory!

SATINMESH
if used faithfully, gives a woman that satiny, radiant
skin because it combines — in one preparation — the
four steps necessary to create the youth and glamour
of an exquisite complexion.
With magic touch Satinmesh
— opens the pores, cleanses deeply
— closes them in a few seconds
— stimulates the skin tissues
— softens and protects
— gives glorious radiance under makeup
Satinmesh is one liquid that is absolutely non-drying. Delightful to use
—tions.
quick — and thrifty because it does
the work oifour expensive prepara-

$1 and $2.25
at Dep't. and
Drug Stores

Send for the "OVER-NIGHTIE"
Don't fail to get the purse packet of
Satinmesh. It is yours if you send 10c to
cover postage and packing. Address
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Bldg., New York.
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_ Tireless energy, sparkling eyes, laughing
lips, rosy cheeks bring success and popularity. Free your system from poisons of constipation, the cause of dull eyes, sallow cheeks,
dragging feet. For 20 years men and women
have taken Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets — a
substitute for calomel. Non-habit-forming.
They help to eliminate the poisons without
bad after-effect. A compound of vegetable
ingredients, known by their olive color.
They have given thousands glorious health.
Take at night. All druggists, 15c, 30c, 60c.
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Kitty Crashes Fame
CONTINUED

as bubblingly refreshing as Dry Monopole, he
set about the baffling business of trying to convince a career-minded rich girl that she should
hearken to the tap of opportunity, when she
wanted to but was still afraid to.
Well, Kitty finally gave in, and when the
show closed its run on Broadway, she made her
first trip to California for a part in "Murder At
The Vanities." But Hollywood dates her from
the time she went to town with Bing in "Love
in Bloom."
"•"PHAT song seems like a child of mine or
something," Kitty confessed in the privacy
of her brand new and very fancy blue dressingroom, which still reeked of turpentine and
white lead. "I mean, it keeps following me
around." She nodded across the studio to the
music department where Bing Crosby's
recorded split-larynx was crooning: "Can it
be the spring — "
A passing bicycle messenger joined in
whistling the chorus, and the carpenters on a
nearby set kept time tapping home nails.
But the strangest thing about Kitty's success and her songs, is that she has clicked
rendering popular numbers, after devoting
years to a study of classical music abroad.
After childhood schooling in Switzerland and
her society debut in Rome, she deserted the
gaiety of the Continental social whirl to devote
herself seriously to becoming an opera singer.
Cunnelli of Paris and Mme. Kaszowska of
London groomed her for an European operatic
career, and practically disowned her when she
decided to come to America and get a job in a
show.
Though Kitty was born in New Orleans,
Catharine Carlisle ("there were fifteen 'Catharines' in the first school I ever attended, so
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they had to call somebody 'Kitty',") grew up
abroad, learned to speak French, Italian and
German like a native, and probably would today be singing arias from " Rigoletto" in
London if England hadn't gone off the gold
standard.
" I don't know that that had anything to do
with it," giggled Kitty, "but in order to sing in
London, I had to get a labor permit. I asked
for it the day England went off the gold
standard, and they turned me down — said I'd
be taking the money away from English
singers — so I've always blamed it on the gold
standard." That amazing, paralyzing, hypnotizing laugh again.
America, even for an expatriate, was still the
land of opportunity — especially Hollywood,
although at first Kitty was a bit wary of how
she and the movies would hit it off.
" You know, I'm not beautiful," she insisted,
"and I wasn't so sure I could act very well. At
first my face twitched — every time I came anywhere near a camera it twitched. It's a little
disconcerting trying to act with a twitching
face. And when I finally got over that I
started worrying about singing with Bing."
Doesn't she like Bing?
"I'm mad about him — I mean about working with him. But you know he simply won't
rehearse songs. Not even once. Says he gets
stale — and I'm just no good at all, at impromptu singing. So when we sing together, I
start worrying. About everything. I worry
about the harmony. I worry about the tempo.
I worry about the key. I ask Bing if such and
such a key is all right and he says, 'Oh, sure,'
just like he isn't giving it a thought — so I know
we'll
be singing in entirely different keys when
we start.
"Of course, everything comes out all right,

but at first it made me nervous just to walk
right up to the camera and start singing without any rehearsals at all. The first few times
I'm afraid we went goggling off in entirely
different directions. But I've got used to it—
I've had to, because Bing just won't rehearse."
Just at this point Bayard Veiller, the playwright, looked in on the elegant blue dressing
room and after recovering from its splendor,
the turpentine and white lead, and Kitty's
electric charm, he wanted to know when "the
beau" was coming out. "Soon," said Kitty,
"any
now."
The day
beau?
" Don't tell a soul," said Kitty, sotto voice,
after he had left, "but there isn't any beau!
You know, everyone here at the studio believes
I have a mysterious sweetheart in New York.
He's always 'coming out.' Really it's a grand
idea; it makes me very intriguing, and exciting.
But really, I haven't any sweetheart."
What, no sweetheart?
" f^H, I have had," admitted Kitty, dimpling
^^^ her pretty brown eyes with a tremendous
grin. "In Rome I fell in love with the son
of the Brazilian ambassador, but 'Mummy'
stopped that. He wasn't the right man.
"But right now I think I'm in love with my
work Honestly, I'm crazy about it. I get up
at six in the morning and just can't wait to get
started. I love every minute of it."
"Here Is Your Heart?" I asked.
"Here Is My Heart," smiled Pretty Kitty.
" Perfect — but honestly, nobody's in love with
is Of
wrong.
course, that's where Miss Kitty Carlisle
Because everyone in Hollywood, including
me, is simply crazy about her.

Tom Meighan Is Restless
me."
CONTINUED

delineator of character. But it is also more. It
is an indication of the thoroughness of Thomas
Meighan.
Nothing but the best will do.
You see, first, Meighan has picked himself
an original character. (This writer, when the
name was whispered to him, breathed his
amazement that it had been overlooked. It's
what is called a natural.) Then, secondly,
Thomas wants that character at his best advantage.
Thus the importance of the writer.
•"TOMMY MEIGHAN, above all, insists on his
characters being themselves, natural.
And he has his reasons for all this.
"I can't," he said, "play anything unless it
is believable. It causes me actual agony. I
know. I've tried to do it. In addition, let me
add, a part must not be merely believable, it's
got to be interesting."
So much for the story Tom has in mind. For
the success of the screen version, he rates a
director as top man there. "I would rather,"
he said, "work on a second rate story with a
first rate director, than on a first rate story
with a second rate director. And yet," he quali-
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fied, "no individual is wholly responsible for
anyNow,
particular
during picture."
all this discussion, there was
nothing said by Thomas Meighan about
Thomas Meighan's ability. Getting self-praise
out of this man is like trying to turn a well
inside out. It may be possible, but I have my
doubts. Whoever coined the word "modesty"
must have used Thomas Meighan for his
model.
And Tommy will like that, should he read
it, because he insists he's the most boring
gabber on the subject of Meighan that ever
came along the pike.
But it isn't necessary for Tommy to talk
about himself. Others have done that very
nicely, and with enjoyment.
For instance, here's one writer on Tommy's
acting ability: ". . . as true in his depiction of
emotion as Tellegen used to be when he played
on the stage with Bernhardt." For good measure, here are a couple of other remarks culled
at random from volumes of comment about
him: ". . . second to no man in popularity," and
". . . career unparalleled in his profession."
Just to heap up that good measure on this

"boring" person, here are some of the names of
producers, writers, actors and actresses, with
whom he's been closely associated on and offstage. This is not a full list, mind you, merely a
few plucked here and there from the records:
David Warfield, George M. Cohan, Henry W.
Savage, William H. Crane, William Collier, Sr.,
Booth Tarkington, George Ade, Grace George,
Pauline Frederick, Blanche Sweet, Billie Burke,
Valeska Suratt, Laura Hope Crews, Lois Wilson, Lila Lee, Norma Talmadge, Elsie Ferguson, Betty Compson, Gloria Swanson, Mary
Pickford — Enough? One more. Frances Ring.
rTTO Miss Ring goes top billing, because she is
still the leading lady. In fact, she has been
since she and Mr. Meighan met in George Ade's
first play, the first of a number the noted humorist has written for Tommy. The play was the
well-known, three-seasons success, ' ' The College
Widow." It was during the run of that play
Miss Ring became Mrs. Meighan, and theirs is
still one of the few stage and screen romances
with any permanence.
But, some more about the interview with
Mr. Meighan.

Naturally, I spoke of "Peck's

Photoplay
Bad Boy." And, after again trying unsuccessfully to get something out of him about himself, other than that he enjoyed the part and
the company, I asked about Jackie Cooper and
Jackie Searl.
Then he flashed the Meighan
talked.
Suffice it to say that Tom sees
as grand fellows, both real boys.
He also praised them right up
it tors of definite ability — and
ability, he emphasized.

'smile and
them both
to here as
their own

"CROM there, I went somewhat reminiscent.
■*- I mentioned "The Miracle Man." Who
wouldn't talk about that great picture with
Thomas Meighan? In fact, that was probably
Tom's greatest picture. Julian Johnson, writing
in Photoplay Magazineat the time.saidof " The*
Miracle Man" and of Lillian Gish's "Broken
Blossoms" ". . . the screen has not only failed
to furnish their equals, but nothing which in
with them."
way I compares
!anyAlso
mentioned another great picture of
his, based on "The Admirable Crichton,"
which came out under the title of "Male and
Female." Gloria Swanson was the feminine
ead.
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I asked Tommy if he'd like to do again either
of these two.
The answer was another insight into the
character of the man Meighan.
" I never," he said, " try to play anything
younger than I feel. Those two pictures were

i
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clubs of the Photoplay Association of Movie Fan Clubs, attention! All fan club correspondence, and
natters pertaining to the Association, should
3e addressed to the New York offices of Photoplay Magazine, 221 West 57th Street, New
York City. Club secretaries should, hereafter,
i;end all reports, inquiries and news bulletins
to the above address.
CANS everywhere will be happy to learn that
the international Francis Lederer Fan Club
s now a member of the Photoplay Associaion of Movie Fan Clubs. The purpose of the
:lub, as stated by the president, is "To put
:hinking people all over the world in touch
vith one another so that they may exchange
deas, broaden their views, and improve their
cnowledge of how the rest of the world thinks,
icts and lives." The club paper is called
'Czechago" and appears monthly. Headquarters of this fine organization are at 4341
North Albany Ave., Chicago, 111. Miss
Beatrice Kramer is acting secretary. She will
ae glad to answer all inquiries from fans regardng the club. Foreign inquiries may be sent to
:heir British representative at 67 Hodford
Road, Golders Green, N. W. 11, London, Engand.
1 Bonnie Bergstrom, 6805 S. Artesian Ave.,
Chicago, 111., reports that the Barbara Stanwyck Buddies have received some beautiful
lew photographs of Miss Stanwyck. Many
)ut of town " Buddies" have visited president
Bonnie lately, she writes.
""THE Billie Dove club celebrated its sixth
birthday at a party in the home of president
!>enore Heidom, 5737 S. Artesian Ave.,
rhicago, on Nov. 4th. Many plans for future
ictivities of the club were discussed at the
neeting.
Lillian Conrad, busy president of the Ruth
Roland club, won the contest for naming the
:lub news bulletin of the Ginger Rogers club.
5he was rewarded with a gorgeous personally

to

Gain

eaiitifuLZffaL
*n 10 minutes

done some years ago. Also, I don't like to go
back to anything."
Yet, in how "The Miracle Man" came to
life as a movie at all serves as an illustration of
Mr. Meighan's ever-present determination to
carry out a particular idea as he sees it.
It is typical of his present directed restlessness.
T_TE read "The Miracle Man" as a magazine
story. He saw in it a perfect movie. But he
was alone in this thought. But that was no
drawback to Tommy Meighan. He was convinced he was right.
So, he organized an independent company
and produced the picture.
What happened is glorious history. And,
the possibilities are strong that history is
just about due to repeat itself.
Because Tommy Meighan is restless with an
idea hewoodknows
with it. is good. And, he's gone to Holly-

The Fan Club Corner
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autographed portrait of Miss Rogers. Those
interested in joining the Ginger Rogers fan
club should write to Marion L. Hesse, president, 154 Elm Street, Elizabeth, N. J.
A report of the activities of the Ramon
Novarro Service League for the past year shows
the wonderful progress this group is making.
All inquiries regarding this progressive organization should be addressed to Ethel Musgrave,
general secretary, 6384 Elgin St., Vancouver,
B. C, Canada. Foreign inquiries may go to L.
Margiocchi, 3, Allington Road, Hendon
Central, London, England.

New Soapless Oil Shampoo gives
hair life and lustre immediately
0 Will you do one, easy thing to give your hair beauty
you did not dream it possessed? A single shampoo with
Mar-O-Oil will instantly restore alluring lustre, color and
softness. Mar-O-Oil is not only easier to use and easier to
rinse out — not only rids the hair of dirt and dandruff more
thoroughly than old-fashioned methods — but it is actU'
ally a scalp treatment and tonic as ivell. That is why the
hair is so radiantly beautiful and soft after a Mar-O-Oil
shampoo. Why, also, waves last 3 times longer. Obtain
Mar-O-Oil at all drug or department stores. It must delight you, or your money back. Or, mail the coupon below
with 10c for a generous sized bottle.

MAR-O-OIL
Soapless Oil Shampoo
MAIL C0UP0N_WITH_10c_F0R GENE_ROUS_SIZEp_BOTTLE
J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co.. Dept. P-l
3037 N. Clark St., Chicago, Illinois
Name
Street

_

City.

1 I 'HE Lanny Ross League, Catharine Mac■*■ adam, P. O. Box 164, Wilmington, Del.,
president, announces that the club will begin
a big membership drive around Christmas.
There will be special prizes to the winners.
Fans interested in Lanny Ross should write
Miss Macadam.
The news bulletin of the Gloria Stuart club is
filled with interesting items and member gossip
again this month. "The Gloria-ous News" is
its name, and it goes to all members of Miss
Stuart's club. Estelle Nowak, 3223 N. Central
Park Ave., Chicago, is president.
"CANS interested in the newly formed Pat
Paterson club are invited to write the club's
headquarters at 955 N. Central Ave., Chicago,
for information.
Neil Hamilton's host of fans will be glad to
read of his fan club organization, The Hamiltonians, 4254 Normal Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. Those wanting more information are
invited to write John G. Whidding, president,
at the above address.
Phyllis Carlyle, president of the Franchot
Tone club, invites all interested fans to write to
her at Portland, Maine.
Irene G. Rourke, 7908 S. Ridgeland Ave., is
president of the Douglass Montgomery club.
The Movie Club Guild, of Chicago, held
another penny social sale, a big success, late in
November.
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SHERRY-

NETHERLAND

A residence of quiet, private-home
charm ... individually decorated rooms
and theadvantagesofSherry-Netherland
service. Tower apartments, and suites
of one to four rooms. Boudoir dressingrooms, serving pantries. Fifth Ave. at
59th St. on Central Park, New York.

The Shadow Stage
[ CONTINUED

ENTER

this is spotty entertainment. It's well worth
seeing, however, for Landi, as a capricious
prima donna, is at her best. Cary Grant, as
her bewildered spouse who escapes briefly to
the arms of a quieter lady love, is fascinating in
both his comedy and romantic moments.
Frank Albertson, Lynne Overman and Sharon
Lynne top the support.
FUGITIVE
CTAGE

TRANSATLANTIC MERRY-GOROUND— United Artists

MADAME— Paramount

TN spite of a brilliantly vital performance by
Elissa Landi, and some rollicking comedy,

LADY— Columbia

FROM PAGE 75
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galaxy of stars is this picture's chief drawing power. The story, beginning with a murder
on ship board, is none too intriguing. But
radio entertainers Jack Benny, Sid Silvers,
and the Boswell Sisters are good. Dramatic
load is carried by Nancy Carroll, Gene Raymond and Sidney Blackmer, with Gene way
out in front. Mitzi Green helps the entertainment. Picture has its moments, but not many.
THE

RETURN
OF CHANDU—
Principal

star Florence Rice makes a successful

^film debut in this picture. It's the story of a
woman who is sentenced to the penitentiary
after being double-crossed by a jewel thief
(Donald Cook). A melodramatic train wreck
results in a case of mistaken identity that puts
her in the role of the estranged wife of another
man (Neil Hamilton). Plenty of action, a fair
story, good direction. Florence Rice will go
far on the screen.
CHEATING
A CTION

and suspense, aided and abetted

crook, and Henry Armetta and Hugh O'Connell provide the comedy, while the snapper
twist that made this a stage success adds zest
to the entertainment.
GAY

BRIDE— M-G-M

/^OLD digger de luxe goes on a rampage!
^-'Carole Lombard, chorus girl out to get a
husband, becomes involved with a crowd of
racketeers who obligingly kill off each other in
order to please her. Nat Pendleton, Sam
Hardy and Leo Carrillo pay; while Chester
Morris, who behaved himself, wins the prize.
A good story loaded with plot complications
and blurry character drawings. Even ZaSu
Pitts seems more bewildered than usual.
WITHOUT

LOST

IN THE STRATOSPHERE—
Monogram

A STORY with a good idea that went rather
weak. Eddie Nugent and William Cagney,
air service pals, differ for the first time over
June Collyer, Eddie's girl who William swipes.
Enemies now, the two boys are sent up together on a stratosphere flight. Fourteen miles
up the balloon goes haywire. Pauline Garon
and Lona Andre appear briefly. Edmund
Breese is a good commanding officer. This is
one for the kids.
LOYALTIES— Harold Auten Prod.
A N adaptation of John Galsworthy's play of
the same name, this is a story of a wealthy
Jew robbed by a British Army captain at a
house party. Class and racial prejudice enter
into subsequent justice for the Jew, over-played
by Basil Rathbone. An all British cast, the
accent is practically unintelligible for American
audiences. With clearer dialogue it might have
been more entertaining.

CHILDREN— Liberty

'"THERE'S lots of heart appeal and some
grand family scenes in this picture, but the
plot is antiquated and the acting too often unconvincing. Bruce Cabot and Marguerite
Churchill let a fascinating siren break up their
happy home. Then their kids grow up, go
flaming youth, and eventually bring about a
reunion. Dorothy Lee and William Janney as
the scorching youngsters, and Dickie Moore
and Cora Sue Collins as the tots, steal the show.
SECRETS OF HOLLYWOOD—
Scott-Merrick Prod.
A N HOUR

go to hiss the turbanned villain, they'll have
fun, too.

CHEATERS— Universal

^by comedy and gags, guarantee this to
please if you like the mystery and crook type of
picture. Complications arise when two gangs
of crooks bent on the same mission, cross one
another. Fay Wray is convincing as a girl

THE

OPOOKY music, ghost drums, and thrills!
,\ Hindu secret society must have an
Egyptian princess (Maria Alba) as a sacrifice
to their god. And it's all Chandu (Bela Lugosi)
can do to foil them — even with genii, magic
charms and self-steering automobiles to help
him. It's good entertainment for the kids.
And if adults leave their credulity at home and

of howls with the old movie

*■ plush-bound album. It's a weak story,
but priceless when Mae Busch, as the star,
shows a collection of old pictures with Eddie
Lowe, Wally Beery, Enid Bennett, Florence
Vidor, and other veterans, emoting in scenes
from the nickelodeon days. The modern part
is unimportant. But you won't want to miss
those museum flashbacks. The "secrets" is
just a come-on.
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GIRL

O' MY

DREAMS— Monogram

T OTS of rah-rah and collegiate confusion
centering about a campus election and fraternity pin engagements. In spite of the devastating humor of Sterling Holloway and
breezy, refreshing student characterizations by
Mary Carlisle, Eddie Nugent, Arthur Lake and
Creighton Chaney, you'll find this an old
story. Better decide how much collegiate atmosphere you can stand before seeing this one.
LIGHTNING STRIKES
RKO-Radio
TF YOU

TWICE—

can be entertained by a mystery

built on a murder that didn't happen, intermixed with mistaken identities, you'll be
amused. Ben Lyon and Skeets Gallagher are
funny as the befuddled young men-abouttown, and Pert Kelton is good as the fan
dancer. Laura Hope Crews, John Hale and
Thelma Todd also turn in able performances.
But the cast can't surmount the weak and
incoherent story.

I SELL
First ANYTHING—
National

"V'OU'LL be talked to death in this gabby
monologue delivered by Pat O'Brien, an
auctioneer out to gyp the public. Spurred on
by a Park Avenue gold digger, Claire Dodd,
Pat moves into society and the shady business
of selling faked antiques. But when Miss Park
Avenue walks off with the money, Pat goes
back to Second Avenue and Ann Dvorak, sadder and gabbier. Fair comedy in spots, it's
mostly dull and heavy.
LIMEHOUSE
CIXISTER

BLUES— Paramount

business in this one, with lurking

^Chinese, thugs, dopes, and Scotland Yard
inspectors. George Raft tilts his eyebrows as a
half caste Oriental, and desires Jean Parker
who loves Kent Taylor. Somehow the chills
and thrills fall flat. It's a bit gruesome for the
kiddies, and old stuff for the grown ups. Anna
May Wong is fascinating in her Hollywood
return role.
ELINOR

NORTON— Fox

'""PHIS attempt to photograph the strange
quirks of a diseased mind is hopeless from
the start. It is an unbelievably dull picture.
Taken from Mary Roberts Rinehart's story,
"The State Versus Elinor Norton," there is
nothing left of "The State" and very little
of the audience after the first reel. Claire
Trevor, Hugh Williams, Gilbert Roland, Norman Foster and Henrietta Crosman can't lift
it from complete boredom.
AUTUMN CROCUS— Associated
Talking Pictures
"LJERE is a picture as quiet and leisurely as a .
walk in the country. To the soft accom- j
paniment of Tyrolian folk music unfolds the
story of the schoolmistress (Fay Compton)
who, touring the Alps, falls in love with the
young inn-keeper (Ivor Novello) before she
learns he is married. Adapted from the stage
success, this is beautifully photographed, but
rather slowly paced for the average movie-goer, i
NORAH

O'NE ALE—
Prod. Clifton-Hurst

TRELAND'S Abbey Players, justly famous on
the stage, fail dismally in their first movie.
Handicapped by a seeming lack of direction
and with a trite, unconvincing story, they do
not bring to the screen any of the spontaneity
and charm which has endeared them to playgoers. Shots of the Irish country-side and
village scenes featuring folk dances and Irish
music are the only bright spots in the film.
GREEN

EYES— Chesterfield

another murder mystery — the usual
JUST
stereotyped story, with killings, false clues
and suicides.
An old man is murdered at a
masquerade party and suspicion is instantly
thrown upon his granddaughter and her young
sweetheart; it's the writer of detective stories,
Charles Starrett, who outwits the cops and
solves the mystery.
Claude Gillingwater,
Shirley Grey, William Bakewell, John Wray
and Dorothy Revier are all adequate.

,
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Copperfield in Quest of His Youth
CONTINUED

its own expense, a camera crew in every prin• cipal point throughout the whole of the United
States. Men who waited for a word to dash
' into a neighboring state, a nearby city or an
obscure hamlet and test a David.
A writer from the studio, who was planning a
trip to Europe, was detoured through Canada
by M-G-M to see what he could find in the way
of a Copperfield. He found nothing.
All this time, remember, would-be Davids
were pouring through the gates of the studio in
, Hollywood. Testing went merrily on. Well, no,
! not merrily, for by this time everyone was
pretty well convinced that no David existed, or
ever had existed, and they might as well give
up and jump in the ocean. And one or two
actually did, so it's hinted. August loomed.
jLetters by the ton poured into the studio.
jFrom every country in the world they came.
And letters, everyone of them, had to be
(answered or helpful mothers might accept
(silence for consent and bring on their offspring.
■And goodness knows, things were bad enough.
When enclosed photographs looked at all
promising, scouts were immediately sent to
investigate. Not one bet was overlooked. But
ialas, all these Davids proved to be false alarms
and August, sad as I am to say, was drawing to
a close.

I "Let's try California again and not leave a
single stone unturned," was suggested. Advertisements appeared in every newspaper throughout the state of California. Announcements
were made in every theater. Arrangements were
nade with a local broadcasting station which,
e very hour of the day beginning at twelve o'clock
midnight, sent out calls for a David.
" Do you have a David Copperfield in your
lome? " " Do you know of a David Copperfield? "
The plea rang out over the air again and again.
Startled groups of young folk paused in their
lancing to listen. Lonely visitors in hotel rooms
ooked up in amazement at the plea. The ill, in
lospital rooms, pondered over the quest.
"David." "David." "David." Up and down
he land, the cry rang out. A writer at the
tudio tells of going home that evening and
ieing met at the door by her father who was
lore than a little deaf. " Well, them kidnapers have been at it again," he said excitedly.
They've been yelling for the boy on the radio
11 day. 'David,' they said his name was." And
').tieAswriter
swooned boys
to the
many practically
as three thousand
werefloor.
seen in
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the north and south of the state in one day.
Talent scouts all over the state sent back to the
studio a total of sixty or seventy prospects. But
none qualified.
It looked absolutely hopeless and the studio
knew it. And they were ready to admit defeat.
David Selznick, the producer, was ready to give
up as he sat at his desk. Nervously, he whirled
about in his chair to speak. And then sat
motionless. Frozen. Unable to say a word.
For, in the doorway stood David.' The little
boy. The lad for whom they had searched so
long and faithfully for almost a year.
v You've come," the producer said.
" Yes," the lad said simply and that was all.
Without a test of any kind, Mr. Selznick knew
that here, indeed, was his David.
Little Freddie Bartholomew had traveled
seven thousand miles in answer to the plea of a
great studio in far off Hollywood. At the time
the director and producer had been in England
conducting their search, he had been unable to
get to them. But so sure was his aunt that
Freddie was the one and only David, she packed
up and, with Freddie in tow, boarded the ship
for America for the first time.

art no one. And if you tried to dominate him,
:)U might be disappointed in him and in your■lf. So if you're one of those women who are
itermined to have their own way, there's
.at problem to ponder. Tenderness and
' oughtfulness about little things, birthday
jesents, anniversary gifts, flowers, perfumes,
[ the things that make married life a continuion of two lovers' dreams, would come from
anchot.
You could depend on that.

*
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So here we have them. The most fascinating
men on the screen.
The men who have lived at some time in
every girl's heart. Here they are — sweethearts
by proxy.
Look them over, girls, make your choice,
and then answer to yourself this question:
"Could I love him, honor him and obey
him through sickness or health, through
poverty or wealth, through success or failure
until death do us part? "

and Bath

J—
Each
person
$1.00
e
DAy singl
PER additional
$C00
$125.00 per month (single)
($25 per mo. each add. person)

Hollywood.
And to "David Copperfield."
A bit of a lad is Freddie, with the same
ethereal sweetness in his face that belonged to
the youthful Philippe DeLacy. The "David
Copperfield" crew, happy and working at last,
look after the lad as if he were the long lost
brother. As, indeed, he is. Freddie must have
his milk at a certain time. Freddie must have
his rest. Freddie must be watched every minute, every second, lest he disappear before their
eyes and they're right back where they were all
those long, hectic months. And above all,
Freddie must be protected from American children and their American twang. That precious
English accent must be guarded carefully.
The day Freddie announced to his director,
"Gee, ain't it a hot-diggedy day," practically
threw the studio into a breaking out all over.
After all, the search was too long and fraught
with too much bitterness to be spoiled now.
So, until after " David," little English Freddie,
is being just one person. And that is Master
Copperfield.

d

HEN you visit New York
enjoy the comforts of an ideal
home and still be in the heart of
the Motion
Picture Art Centre.

rPHE New York offices of the studio weren't
so sure about Freddie as David, so at the
aunt's expense, the two traveled over the vast
and strange land of these United States to

Could You Love, Honor and
Obey These Men?
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete for every picture reviewed in this issue
"ANNE OF GREEN GABLES"— RICO- Radio.
— Based on the book by L. M. Montgomery. Screen
play by Sara Mintz. Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.
The cast: Anne, Anne Shirley; Gilbert, Tom Brown;
Matthew, O. P. Heggie; Marilla, Helen Westley; Mrs.
Barry, Sara Haden; Mr. Phillips, Murray Kinnell;
Diana, Gertrude Messinger; Mrs. Bluett's daughter,
June Preston; Dr. Talum, Charley Grapewin; Mrs.
Bluett, Hilda Vaughn.
"AUTUMN CROCUS" — Associated Talking
Pictures. — From the story by C. L. Anthony. Directed by Basil Dean. The cast: Andreas Sleiner, Ivor
Novello; Jonny Gray, Fay Compton; Miss Mayne,
Muriel Aked; Edith, Esme Church; Herr Feldmann,
Frederick Ranalow; Alaric, Jack Hawking; Audrey,
Diana
Beaumont;
Frau George
Feldmann,
O'Doherty; Reverend
Mayne,
Zucco;Mignon
Frau Sleiner,
Gertrude Gould; Minna, Alice Fandor; Lenchen,
Pamela Blake.
"BROADWAY BILL"— Columbia. — From the
story by Mark Hellinger. Screen play by Robert
Riskin. Directed by Frank Capra. The cast: Dan
Brooks, Warner Baxter; Alice, Myrna Loy; J. L.
Higgins, Walter Connolly; Margaret, Helen Vinson;
Eddie Morgan, Douglas Dumbrille; Colonel Petligrew,
Raymond Walburn; Happy McGuire, Lynne Overman; Whiley, Clarence Muse; Edna, Margaret Hamilton; Ted Williams, Frankie Darro; Collins, Charles
C. Wilson;
Jones,Charles
Harry Todd;
Morgan's
henchmen. WardPopBond,
Levison;
Joe, George
Cooper; Henry Early, George Meeker; Arthur Winslow, Jason Robards; Mrs. Early, Helen Flint; Mrs.
Winslow, Helene Millard; Jimmy Baker, Ed Tucker;
Presiding
Judge,
Whitehall'sMae,
Jockey,
Bob Tansill;
Mrs. Edmund
Peterson, Breese;
Clara Blandick;
Inez
Courtney; Chase, Claude Gillingwater; James Whitehall, Paul Harvey; Interne, James Blakely; Orchestra
Leader, Alan Hale.
"CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA, THE"— Columbia.— From the story by Wallace Smith. Screen
play by Wallace Smith. Directed by Lewis Milestone.
The cast: Schulle, Victor McLaglen; Mrs. Jeddock,
Wynne Gibson; Mrs. Magruder, Alison Skipworth;
Steve Bramley, John Gilbert; Janet Grayson, Helen
Vinson; Danny Checkett, Fred Keating; Captain Helquist, Walter Connolly; Gerta Kldrgi, Tala Birell;
Orchestra, Jerry Howard, Moe Howard and Larry
Fine; Layton, Leon Errol; Joe Silvers, Walter Catlett;
Judge Griswold, Claude Gillingwater; Mrs. Griswold,
Emily Fitzroy; Miss Hackson, Geneva Mitchell; Mr.
Jeddock, John Wray; Josephus Bushmills, Donald
Meek; Juan Gilboa, Luis Alberni; Salazaro, Akim
Tamiroff; Major Waringforlh, Arthur Treacher; Flo,
Inez Courtney.

Emmett Rogers and Lenore Coffee. Directed by
William K. Howard. The cast: John Prentice, William
Powell; Evelyn Prentice, Myrna Loy; Amy Drexel,
Una Merkel; Mrs. Harrison, Rosalind Russell; Lawrence Kennard, Harvey Stephens; Judith Wilson, Isabel Jewell; Delaney, Edward Brophy; Chester Wylie,
Henry Wadsworth; Dorothy Prentice, Cora Sue Collins; Mrs. Blake, Jessie Ralph.

Screen play by Eugent Solow and Robert Lee Johnson. Directed by Alfred E. Green. The cast: Bob
Bailey, Franchot Tone; Tom Martin, Ross Alexander;
Joan Harper, Margaret Lindsay; Susan Merrill, Ann
Dvorak; Trudy, Jean Muir; Fred Harper, Jr., Robert
Light; Fred
Harper,Hornblow,
Sr., HenryCharles
O'Neill; Starrett;
Smudge, Nick
Foran;
Stephen
Mrs.
Harper, Marjorie Gateson; Al, Bradley Paige.

"FIREBIRD, THE"— Warners.— From the play
by Lajos Zilahy. Screen play by Charles Kenyon.
Directed by William Dieterle. The cast: Carola
Pointer, Verree Teasdale; Herman Brandt, Ricardo
Cortez; John Pointer, Lionel Atwill; Marietta, Anita
Louise; Police Inspector, C. Aubrey Smith; Jolan,
Dorothy Tree; Mile. Mousquet, Helen Trenholme;
Emile, Hobart Cavanaugh; Halasz, Robert Barrat;
Asst. State Manager, Hal K. Dawson; Stage Manager,
Russell Hicks; Max, Spencer Charters; Professor
Peterson, Etienne Girardot; Thelma, Florence Fair;
Alice Yon Attern, Nan Gray.

"GREAT EXPECTATIONS" — Universal. —
Based on the novel by Charles Dickens. Screen play
by Gladys Unger. Directed by Stuart Walker. The
cast: Magwilch, Henry Hull; Pip, Phillips Holmes;
Estella, Jane Wyatt; Miss Havisham, Florence Reed;
Joe Gargery, Alan Hale; Mrs. Joe, Rafaela Ottiano;
Herbert Pocket, Walter Armitage; Young Herbert,
Jackie Searl; Sarah Pocket, Eily Malyon; Molly, Virginia Hammond; Young Estella, Ann Howard; Young
Pip, George
Breakston;
UncleCording;
Pumblechook,
Forrester Harvey;
Orlick, Harry
Compeyson,

"FLIRTATION WALK" — First National. —
From the story by Delmar Daves and Lou Edelman.
Directed Dick
by Frank
Borzage.
The cast:
"Canary"
Dorcy,
Powell;
Kit Fills,
RubyDickKeeler;
Sgt.

"GIRLO' MY DREAMS"— Monogram.— From
the story by George Waggner. Directed by Ray McCary. The cast: Gwen, Mary Carlisle; Larry, Eddie
Nugent; Don, Creighton Chaney; Bobby, Arthur
Lake; Spec, Sterling Holloway; Mary, Gigi Parrish;
Kittens, Jeanie Roberts; Smiley, Tommy Dugan;
Coach, Lee Shumway; Nip, Beverly Crane; Tuck,
Bettymae Crane.

Scrapper, Pat O'Brien; Oskie Berry, Ross Alexander;
General Fitls, Henry O'Neill; 2nd Lieut. Biddle, John
Eldridge; Sleepy, Guinn Williams; Eight Ball, Glen
Boles; Spike, John Arledge.
"FUGITIVE LADY"— Columbia.— From the
story by Herbert Asbury and Fred Niblo, Jr. Directed
by Albert Rogell. The cast: Donald Brooks, Neil
Hamilton; Ann Duncan, Florence Rice; Jack Howard,
Donald Cook; Aunt Margaret, Clara Blandick; Mrs.
Brooks, Nella Walker; Steve Rogers, William Demarest; Rudy Davis, Wade Boteler; Joe Nelson, Ernest
Wood; Sylvia Brooks, Rita LeRoy; Mrs. Clifford, Rita
Gould.
"GAY BRIDE, THE"— M-G-M.— From the story
by Charles Francis Coe. Screen play by Bell and Sam
Spewack. Directed by Jack Conway. The cast:
Carole Lombard, Una Merkel, Chester Morris, Nat
Pendleton, Leo Carrillo, Arthur Jarrett, ZaSu Pitts,
Louis Natheau, Walter Walker, Ray Mayer, Garry
Owen and Norman Ainsley.
"GENTLEMEN ARE BORN" — First National.— From the story by Robert Lee Johnson.

"KID MILLIONS" — Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists. — Story and dialogue by Arthur Sheekman,
Nat Perrin and Nunnally Johnson. Directed by Roy
Del Ruth. The cast: Eddie, Eddie Cantor; Jane Larrabee, Ann Sothern; Dot, Ethel Merman; Jerry Lane,
George Murphy; Ben AH, Jesse Block; Fanya, Eve
Sully; Colonel Larrabee, Berton Churchill; Louie the
Lug, Warren Hymer; Sheik Mulhulla, Paul Harvey;
Khoot, Otto Hoffman; Toots, Doris Davenport; Herman, Ed Kennedy; Oscar, Stanley Fields; Adolph,
John Kelly; Pop, Jack Kennedy; Stymie, Stymie
Beard; Tommy, Tommy Bond; Leonard, Leonard
Kibrick; Slade, Guy Usher.

"ELINOR NORTON "—Fox.— From the novel
"The State Versus Elinor Norton" by Mary Roberts
Rinehart. Screen play by Rose Franken and Philip
Klein. Directed by Hamilton MacFadden. The cast:
Elinor Norton, Claire Trevor; Rene Alba, Gilbert Roland; Christine Somers, Henrietta Crosman; Tony
Norton, Hugh Williams; Bill Carroll, Norman Foster.
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"HELL IN THE HEAVENS"— Fox.— Based on
the play "The Ace" by Hermann Rossmann. Screen
play by Bryon Morgan and Ted Parsons. Directed
by John Blystone. The cast: Lieut. Sieve Warner,
Warner Baxter; Aimee, Conchita Montenegro; 2nd
Lieut. Hartley, Russell Hardie; "Granny" Biggs,
HerbertCorporal
Mundin;Teddy
Sergeant
AndyLieut.
Devine;
May, "Ham"
WilliamDavis,
Stelling;
"Pop" Roget, Ralph Morgan; Ace McGurk, Vince
Barnett; Captain Andre DeLaage, William Stack;
Sergeant Chevalier, J. Carrol Naish; Clarence Perkins,
Johnny Arthur; Baron Kurt Yon Hagen, Arno Frey;
Lieut. Schroeder, Rudolf Amendt; Sergeant Cortez,
Vincent Carato.

" KENTUCKY KERNELS " — RKO- Radio. —
From the story by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby.
Directed by George Stevens. The cast: Willie, Bert
Wheeler; Elmer, Robert Woolsey; Gloria, Mary Carlisle; Spanky, Spanky McFarland; Colonel Wakefield,
Noah Beery; Hannah Milford, Lucille La Verne; Buckshot, Sleep 'n' Eat; John Wakefield, William Pawley;
Colonel Ezra Milford, Louis Mason; Jess Wakefield,
Frank McGlynn, Jr.; Hank Wakefield, Richard Alexander; Jerry Bronson, Paul Page.

"COLLEGE RHYTHM "—Paramount.— From
the story by George Marion, Jr. Screen play by
Walter DeLeon, John McDermott and Francis Martin. Directed by Norman Taurog. The cast: Joe,
Joe Penner; Larry Stacey, Lanny Ross; Finnegan,
Jack Oakie; June Cort, Helen Mack; Mimi, Lyda
Roberti; Gloria Van Dayham, Mary Brian; J. P.
Stacey, George Barbier; Peabody, Franklin Pangborn;
Peggy Small, Mary Wallace; Coach, Dean Jagger;
Spud Miller, Joseph Sauers; Jimmy Pool, Julian Madison; Whimple, Robert McWade; Whimple's Secretary, Harold Minjir; Sonny Whimple, Bradley Metcalfe; Timekeeper, Lee Phelps; Stacey Quarterback,
Eric Alden; 1st Substitute, Alfred Delcambre; Colton
End, Howard Wilson.

"EVELYN PRENTICE"— M-G-M — From the
novel by W. E. Woodward.
Screen play by Howard

"GREEN EYES" — Chesterfield. — From the
novel
Murder
of Stephen
Kester"
H. Jean
Ashbrook. "The
Directed
by Richard
Thorpe.
The bycast:
Kester, Shirley Grey; Bill Tracy, Charles Starrett;
Stephen Kester, Claude Gillingwater; Inspector Crofton, John Wray; Cliff, William Bakewell; Mrs. Pritchard, Dorothy Revier; Mr. Pritchard, Alden Chase.

"I SELL ANYTHING" — First National.—
From the story by Albert Cohen and Robert T.
Shannon. Screen play by Brown Holmes and Sidney
Sutherland. Directed by Robert Florey. The cast:
"Spot Cash," Pat O'Brien; Barbara, Ann Dvorak;
Millicenl, Claire Dodd; Monk, Roscoe Karns; Three
Stooges, Hobart Cavanaugh, Harry Tyler, Gus Shy;
Pertwee, Leonard Carey; Smiley, Russell Hopton;
Barouche, Ferdinand Gottschalk; McPherson, Robert
Barrat; Peter Vangruen, Clay Clement.

"CHEATING CHEATERS" — Universal. —
From the play by Max Marcin. Screen play by
Gladys Unger and Allen Rivkin. Directed by
Richard Thorpe. The cast: Nan Brock/on, Fay
Wray; Tom Palmer, Cesar Romero; Mrs. Brockton,
Minna Gombell
; Steve, HughFrancis
O'Connell;
Tony, Henry
Armetta;
Dr. Brockton,
L. Sullivan;
Mr.
Palmer, Wallis Clark; Ira Lazarre, John T. Murray;
Holmes, Morgan Wallace; Phil, George Barraud;
Finelli, Harold Huber; Police Capl., Reginald Barlow.

"ENTER MADAME" — Paramount. — From the
story by Gilda Varesi Archibald and Dorothea DonnByrne. Screen play by Charles Brackett and Gladys
Lehman. Directed by Elliott Nugent. The cast: Lisa
Delia Robbia, Elissa Landi; Gerald Fitzgerald, Cary
Grant; Mr. Farnum, Lynne Overman; Flora Preston,
Sharon Lynne; Bice, Michelette Burani; Archimede,
Paul Porcasi; The Doctor, Adrian Rosley; Aline
Chalmers, Cecilia Parker; John Fitzgerald, Frank
Albertson; Tamamoto, Wilfred Hari; Carlson, Torben
Meyer; Bjorgenson, Harold Bertmist; Operator, Diana
Lewis; Scarpia, (on stage), Richard Bonnelli.

Douglas Wood; Drummle, Philip Dakin.

"LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE"— RKO-Radio. — From the story by Ben Holmes and Marion
Dix. Directed by Ben Holmes. The cast: Stephen
Brewster, Ben Lyon ; Wally Richards, Skeets Gallagher;
Marty Hicks, Chick Chandler; Fay, Pert Kelton;
Delia, Margaret Armstrong; Judy Nelson, Thelma
Todd; Gus, Walter Catlett; Captain Nelson, U. S. N.,
John Hale; Aunt Jane, Laura Hope Crews; Phillips,
John Davidson; Dugan, Fred Kelsey; Police Lieut.
Foster, Ed
Deering; Casey, Roger Grey; A Policeman,
Walter
Long.

With plans for a Christmas wedding,
Maureen O'Sullivan should be Mrs.
John Farrow when you read this. But
we're not betting

"LIMEHOUSE BLUES"— Paramount.— Fmm
the story by Arthur Phillips. Screen play by Arthur
Phillips and Cyril Hume. Directed by Alexander
Hall. The cast: Harry Young, George Raft; Toni,
Jean Parker; Tu Tuan, Anna May Wong; Eric Benton, Kent Taylor; Pug Talbot, Montagu Love; Herb,

Photoplay
Billy Bevan; Rhama, Louis Vincenot; Ching Lee.
E. Alyn Warren; Inspector Sheridan, Robert Lorraine;
McDonald, Forrester Harvey; Smokey, John Rogers;
Ass't Commissioner Kenyan, Wyndliam Standing;
Mfred, Robert Adair; Policeman, Keith Kenneth;
Davis, Colin Kenny; Slummer, Eric Blore; Constable,
Desmond Roberts; Maggie, Tempe Pigott; Man.
L'olin Tapley; Wife, Rita Carlyle; Woman, Eily
Malyon.
"LITTLE
FRIEND"— Gaumont-British. —
prom the story by Margaret Kennedy and Christoiher Isherwood. Adapted by Berthold Viertel. Diocted by Berthold Viertel. The cast: John Hughes,
Matlieson Lang; Helen Hughes, Lydia Sherwood;
,v Hughes, Nova
Pilbeam; Hilliard, Arthur
Margetson; Miss Drew, Jean Cadell; Leonard Parry,
jimmy Hanley; Thomson, Gibb McLaughlin; Maud,
liana Cotton; Mason, Cecil Parker; French Gov. Marcell Rogez; Mrs. Parry, Clare Greet;
Jeffries, Jack Raine; Grove, Finlay Currie; Colonel
[ntbcrley, Allan Aynesworth;
Hal, Robert
Kay;
. Joan Davis; Judge, Lewis Casson; Dot, Veonica
V'anderlyn;
Airs.
Amberley,
Margare
Halstan;
title Ned, Robert Nainby; Shepherd, Atholl Fleming;
doctor, Basil Goth; Solicitor, Charles Childerstone;
iutler, Gerald Kent; Boy at party, Hughie Green; Cab
iriver, Malcolm Rignold; Policeman, Horace Hunter.
"LOST IN THE STRATOSPHERE"— Moxo;RAM. — From the story by Tristram Tupper. Screen
Jay by Albert DeMond. Directed by Melville Brown,
'lie cast: Lieut. Cooper, William Cagney; Lieut. Wood,
"dward
Nugent;
Evelyn,
June Collyer;
Lona
indre; Col.
Brooks,
Edmund
Breese; Sophie,
Worthing/on,
rank McHugh;
McGlynn, Enfield,
Sr.; Hilda,
O' Toole,
latt
Russ Pauline
Clark; Garon;
Sgl. Byer,
Jack
lack; Grelchen, June Gittleson; Ida Johnson, Hattie
/lcDaniels.
"LOYALTIES"— Harold Autem Prod.— From
le play by John Galsworthy. Directed by Basil
>>ean. The cast: Ferdinand de Levis, Basil Rathbone;
targaret Orme, Heather Thatcher; Captain Dancy,
liles Mander; Mabel Dancy, Joan Wyndliam; Major
olford, Philip Strange; General Canynge, Alan Naier; Charles Winsor, Algernon West; Lady Adela,
ecily Byrne; Lord St. Erlh, Athole Stewart; Sir
rederic Blair, Patric Curwen; Lord Chief Justice,
larcus Barron; Gilman, Ben Field.
"MAN OF ARAN"— Gaumontt-British.— Editor
id scenarist, John Goldman. Directed by Robert
laherty. The cast: A Man of Aran, "Tiger" King;
its Wife, Maggie Dirrane; Their Son, Michael Dilne; Shark Hunting Crew, Pau Mullin. Patch Ruadh,
atcheen Faherty, Tommy O'Rourke; Canoe Men,
Big Patcheen" Conneely; Stephen Dirrane and Pat
(cDonough.
"MUSIC
IN Hammerstein,
THE AIR"— II,
Fox.—
opetta
by Oscar
and From
JerometheKern.
reen play by Robert Leibmann, Howard I. Young
;id Billie Wilder. Directed by Jerome Kern. The
.st: Frieda, Gloria Swanson; Bruno, John Boles;
arl, Douglass Montgomery; Sieglinde, June Lang;
r. Lessing, AI Shean; Weber, Reginald Owen; Uppann, Joseph Cawthorn; Cornelius. Hobart Bosworth;
'artha. Sara Haden; Anna, Marjorie Main; Burgoasler, Roger Imhof; Kirschner, Jed Prouty; Zipfeltber, Christian Rub, Nick, Fuzzy Knight.
"NORAH O'NEALE"
iapted
from theDirected
novel
i bn
Abraham.
I he cast: Fitz, Lester

— Clifton-Hurst Prod. —
"Night
by J. Hurst.
Johnby BrianNurse"
Desmond
Matthews;
Norah, Nancy
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Burne; Otway, Molly Lamont; Pip, Patrick Knowles;
Hackey, Torren Thatclier.
"PAINTED VEIL, THE"— M-G-M.— From the
story by W. Somerset Maugham. Screen play by
John Meehan, Salka Viertel and Edith Fitzgerald.
Directed by Richard Boleslawski. The cast: Kalrin,
Greta Garbo; Walter Fane, Herbert Marshall; Jack
Townsend, George Brent; General Yu, Warner Oland;
Herr Koerber, Jean Hersholt; Frau Koerber, Bodil
Rosing; Mrs. Toivnsend, Katherine Alexander; Olga,
Cecilia rester
Parker;
Harvey. Amah, Soo Yong; Waddington, For-

CHAPPED

SKIN

"RETURN OF CHANDU, THE"— Principal.
— From the story by Harry Earnshaw, Vera Oldham
and R. R. Morgan. Adapted by Barry Barringer.
Directed by Ray Taylor. The cast: Chandu, Bela
Lugosi; Princess Nadja, Maria Alba; Mrs. Dorothy
Regent, Clara Kimball Young; Bob Regent, Dean Benton; Hetty Regent, Phyllis Ludwig; Vindkyan, Lucien
Prival; Bara, Cyril Armbrister; Voice, Murdock McQuarrie; Captain Wilson, Wilfred Lucas; Tyba, Joseph Swickard.
KID.Hazlitt
THE"—
Warners.—
the"ST.
story LOUIS
by Frederick
Brennan.
Screen From
play
by Warren Duff and Seton I. Miller. Directed by
Ray Enright. The cast: Eddie Kennedy, James Cagney; A nn Reid, Patricia Ellis; Buck, Allen Jenkins;
Farmer Benson, Robert Barrat; Judge Jones, Arthur
Aylesworth; Muzzledopp, Spencer Charters; Farmer
Brmen, Addison Richards; Louie, Harry Woods; Joe
Hunter, Wm. Davidson; Grade, Dorothy Dare; Other
Girl, Gertrude Short; Richardson, Hobart Cavanaugh;
Harris, Charles Wilson; Pete, Eddie Schubert.
"SECRETS OF HOLLYWOOD"— Scott-Merpick Prod. — From the story by Betty Burbridge.
Directed by George M. Merrick. The cast: Mae
Busch, June Walters, Wally Wales, George Cowl,
Norbert Myles, David Callis, Ernie Adams and Tom
Francis.
"TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY-GO-ROUND"—
United Artists. — From the story by Leon Gordon.
Directed by Benjamin Stoloff. The cast: Jimmy
Brett, Gene Raymond; Sally Marsh, Nancy Carroll;
Chad Denby, Jack Benny; Dan Campbell, Sydney
Howard; Mitzi, Mitzi Green; Shortie, Sid Silvers; Lee
Lother, Sidney Blackmer; Herbert Rosson, Ralph Morgan; Anya Rosson, Shirley Grey; Jack Summers, Sam
Hardy; Joe Saunders, William Boyd; Inspector McKinney, Robert Elliott; Frank, Frank Parker; Ned
Marsh, Carlyle Moore; Jean, Jean Sargent.
"WHITE PARADE, THE"— Fox.— From the
novel by Rian James. Adapted by Sonya Levien and
Ernest Pascal. Directed by Irving Cummings. The
cast: June Arden, Loretta Young; Ronald Hall, III,
John Boles; Zila Scofield, Dorothy Wilson; Glenda
Farley, Muriel Kirkland; Gertrude Mack, Astrid Allwyn; Doctor Thome, Frank Conroy; Sailor, Jane Darwell; Doctor Barnes, Frank Melton; Doctor Moore,
Walter Johnson; Miss Harrington, Sara Haden; Una
Mellon, Joyce Compton; Pudgy Slebbins, June
Gittelson.
"WITHOUT CHILDREN"— Liberty.— Sug:
gested by
"Eyes by
of Youth."
Screen
playMrs.
by Wilson
GertrudeWoodrow's
Orr. Directed
William
Nigh. The cast: David, Bruce Cabot; Sue, Marguerite Churchill; Shirley, Evelyn Brent; Phil, Reginald Denny; Baby Carol, Cora Sue Collins; Sonny, as
child, Dickie Moore; Carol, Dorothy Lee; Sonny,
William Janney; Mr. Carr, George Cleveland; Frieda,
Lillian Harmer.

To quickly relieve
chapping and roughness,

apply soothing,
cooling Mentholatum.
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Daily

Brand NewSZ?m
■YPfcWRl
10* a Day- Easy
" <lferTerms
REMINGTON-UNDERWOOD,

ETC..

and easy terms onlimi ted
snpplyonly.
All brandnew,
up-to-date
—4 row keyboard
. Fully Guaranteed.
Send
for
SI>
SEND NO MONEY— lO Day Trial
10 day trial
office models

literature and money-aavinff. easy pay plan with
. Also amazing bargains in standard size, rebuilt
, _
_
.
231 W. Monroe St.

International

Typewriter

Excn., Dept. ie?

Chicago

Lighten Your Hair
Without Peroxide
. . . to ANY
. . . SAFELY

shade you Desire
In 5 to 15 minutes

Careful, fastidious women avoid the use of
pernxide
peroxide makes
hair
brittle.
Hairit pame.
Lighto
Lechler's because
it (
'Instantaneou
look. Seneft d »ri
■al to pen

tCDCV
KC.C.

i

36-pnqe
"TheFreeArt uith
of Liqhtcning
Hair
Without booktet
Peroxide"
your first order.

LECHLER
LABORATORIES, Inc.
334 Audubon
Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Be a Morgan

Model

Study Professional Modeling under America's
expert — how to select the proper clothes ensemble and wear them with distinction — how
to dress your type — color harmony — individuality in expression — poise — perfect posture
and carriage — how to acquire beautiful, expressive hands, etc.

Popularity
Power
Attract
Even
though It is not —necessary
for herto
to earn
her living,
every woman owes it to herself to cultivate, through art
and understanding, those feminine assets that so vastly
increase pleasure in life and multiply its social and business opportunities. Send name and address and only $1
for first lesson of Patricia Morgan Mail Course in Modelalso Patricia
Morgan's
Ten Rules
for
Social ing;Success.
Money
refundedinteresting
if nut pleased.
Patricia
Morgan School of Modeling, Suite 507, 435 Powell
St., San Francisco, Calif.

High School Course
in 2 Vears

You can complete yoar High
School education athome — in
2 years or less. Course meets
all requirements for entrance to college and leading professions.
Standard texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Pull credit for H.S.
subjects already completed. Send for Free Bulletin TODAY.

American School, Dept. H • 143.

Drexel at 58th, Chicago
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In 1915 Henry B. Walthall and Mae Marsh played together in "The Birth
of a Nation."
They did not meet again until recently when assigned man
and wife roles in "Bachelor of Arts" at Fox
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Here it is.
boys. You can
have an immense
of fun withIt
thisamount
shoots
12 new
to 15pistol.
ordinary
peas without reloading.
Ail you need do is to load
the gun with peas, pull
the trigger and keep on
firing until the barrel
empty,
Then reload and
fire aSain.
iutely harmless and safe.
Nothingso get
to sell
explode,
These
like boy
hot
cakes,
yours
AT
ONCE. pistols
Be the
first

in your town to own one
of these automatic repeating pistols and be the envy
of all the other kids in the neighborhood.
PRICE
25c.
Big catalog of noveltie*. joke*, trick*, -puzzltt, books, etc., 10c.

JOHNSON

SMITH

CO,. Dept. 116f RACINE,

WIS.

ollywood Cinema
Fashions
Feldman's, Bloomsberg
Fashionland, Chambersburg

ALABAMA
Van Ritch Co., Inc., Dothan

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE'S
RETAIL STORE DIRECTORY

ARIZONA
Co-Ed Shop, Tucson
CALIFORNIA
The May Co., Los Angeles
The Emporium, San Francisco
CONNECTICUT
Howland Dry Goods Co., Bridgeport
Scott Furriers, Inc., Hartford
Style Millinery Shop, New Haven
Sugenheimer Bros., Waterbury
DIST. OF COLUMBIA
The Hecht Co., Washington

Whenever you go shopping consult this list of reliable stores,
offering faithful copies of HOLLYWOOD CINEMA FASHIONS and NATIONALLY KNOWN MERCHANDISE, such
as advertised in this issue of Photoplay. If this list does
not include a store in your home city, write the nearest store
for complete HOLLYWOOD CINEMA FASHION information.
And when you shop, please mention Photoplay Magazine.
Parisian, Inc., Ithaca
The Abrahamson-Bigelow
Jamestown

La Parisienne, Inc., Lafayette
Lord's, New Orleans

Turner's, Marianna
Yowell-Drew Co., Orlando
Sam's Style Shop, Pensacola
Rutland Bros., Inc., St. Petersburg

Lazarus, Cumberland
Fashionland, Hagerstown

MARYLAND

Steyerman's Style Shop, Tallahassee

NORTH

MASSACHUSETTS

IDAHO

ILLINOIS
Hollywood Shops, Benton
A. Livingston & Sons, Bloomington
W. A. Carpenter Co., Champaign
Mandel Brothers, Chicago
Banks & Co., Moline
The D. W. Klein Co., Peoria
Newman's, Waukegan

MICHIGAN

Village Women's Shop, Grosse Pointe
Fred Mahoney's, Kalamazoo
The Winkelman Co., Port Huron
MINNESOTA
M. C. Albenberg Co., Duluth
The Dayton Co., Minneapolis

MISSOURI
W. E. Blattner & Son, Fulton
Kline's, Kansas City
The Paris, St. Joseph
Stix, Baer & Fuller Co., St. Louis

IOWA
Abraham Brothers, Inc., Davenport
The Pelletier Co., Sioux City

Heller's, Grand Forks

Field's Women's Wear, Jackson

Wolf & Dessauer Co., Fort Wayne
Blackstone Shop, Gary
Fashion Shop, Lafayette
The Schmitt-Kloepfer Co., Logansport

OHIO
Spring-Holzworth Co., Alliance
The W. M. Norvell Co., Chillieothe
Irwin's & Kline's, Cincinnati
The Higbee Co., Cleveland
F. & R. Lazarus Company, Columbus
Elder & Johnston Co., Dayton
Simon's, Findlay
The Leader Store, Lima
The King Dry Goods Co., Newark
The Atlas Fashion Co., Portsmouth
La Salle & Koch Co., Toledo

MONTANA
Stiles Style Shop, Great Falls
The
N. Y.
Dry Goods
Epstein
& Katz,
Miles Co.,
City Helena'

KANSAS
Bon Marche, Emporia
Lewins Fashion Shop, Wichita
KENTUCKY
The John R. Coppin Co., Covington
Kaufman Straus Company, Louisville
LOUISIANA
The Dalton Co., Baton Rouge
The Parisian, Crowley
Belle Scherck Davidson, Monroe

12k

CAROLINA

NORTH DAKOTA
G. M. Black, Fargo

MISSISSIPPI

INDIANA

Company,

Bon Marche, Inc., Asheville
Lucielle Shops, Inc., Charlotte
The Fashion, Durham
Hurdle's, Elizabeth City, N. C.
Ladies' Sport Shoppe, Gastonia
Neil Joseph, Goldsboro
E. L. Brownhill, Inc., Greensboro
Purcells, Kannapolis
The Ladies Shop, Kinston
The Corner Shop, Mount Airy
Purcelle Modes, Salisbury
Dressmaker Shop, Wilmington
Lucielle's Dress Shop, Wilson
W. Robin Co., Winston-Salem

Alexander's Fashion Shop, Brockton
Forbes & Wallace, Inc., Springfield
Gross Strauss Co., Wellesley
Gross Strauss Co., Worcester

The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit
Kobacker Furniture Company, Flint

Helene Shop, Idaho Falls

Hollywood
Bells, York Apparel Shop, Wilkes-Barre

Idamae Shoppe, Johnstown
John Schoonmaker & Son, Inc., Newburg
R. H. Macy & Co., Inc., New York City
M. J. McDonald & Co., Oswego
McCurdy and Company, Inc., Rochester
The Carl Co., Schenectady
Flah & Co., Inc., Syracuse
Doyle-Knower Company, Utica
Mabel Bentley Shoppe, Watertown

MAINE

FLORIDA

Michael Bros., Inc., Athens
Davison-Paxon Co., Atlanta
Kiralfy & Company, Columbus
R. L. Stephens, Dublin
Leopold Adler, Savannah

Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia
Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh
A. G. Rosenthal & Co., Punxsutawney
Croll & Keck, Reading
Goldberg's, Shenendoah
Hal Lewis, Washington

Chernowsky's, Augusta
Unobskey's New York Store, Calais
B. Peck Co., Lewistor

GEORGIA

G. C. Davidson, Connellsville
Bush & Bull, Easton
Keefe & Johnson, Erie
La Rose Shop, Greensburg
The Leader Store, Hanover
Bowman & Co., Harrisburg
Kline's, Johnstown

NEW JERSEY

OKLAHOMA

M. E. Blatt Co., Atlantic City
L. Bamberger & Co., Newark
Claire Shop, Plainfield
Lillian Charm, Trenton

Froug Co., Inc., Tulsa
OREGON
Akey's Inc., Pendleton
Meier & Frank Co., Portland

NEW YORK
Kalet's, Auburn
Hollywood Fashions, Binghampton
E. Jacobson, Cooperstown
W. Scott Argersinger & Sons, Gloversville
F. MALL

PENNSYLVANIA
Hess Bros., Inc., Allentown
H. B. Siegal & Sons, Bethlehem
PRINTING

CO.

RHODE ISLAND
Scott Furriers, Providence
SOUTH CAROLINA
J. W. Haltiwanger, Columbia
The Aug. W. Smith Co., Spartansburg
SOUTH DAKOTA
Olwin-Angell Co., Aberdeen
New York Store, Deadwood
The Style Shop, Mitchell
Schaller's, Watertown
The Style Shop, Winner
TENNESSEE
Anderson Dulin Varnell, Inc., Knoxville
J. Goldsmith & Sons, Memphis
Loveman, Berger & Teitlebaum, Inc.,
Nashville
TEXAS
Goodfriend Specialty Shop, Austin
Knobler's Style Shop, Brownwood
Herzstein's, Dalhart
Robt. L. Cohen, Galveston
Sakowitz Brothers, Houston
VERMONT
W. G. Reynolds Co., Inc., Burlington
Economy Store, Inc., Rutland
VIRGINIA
Claire's Fashion Shop, Galax
Jonas Shoppes, Inc., Richmond
WASHINGTON
The Palace Store, Spokane
WEST VIRGINIA
The Women's Shop, Beckley
The Vogue, Bluefield
Jolliffe's, Grafton
F. S. Emmert & Son, Martinsburg
The Hub, Inc., Wheeling
WISCONSIN
E. L. Chester Co., Belolt
C. & S. Newman's, Green Bay
Wm. Doerflinger Co., La Crosse
Ed. Schuster & Company, Milwaukee
BRITISH WEST INDIES
Bronia & Co. Kingston
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from the mine pits, dripping with perspiration after a day of the hardest kind
of labor, the men of Spitzbergen travel miles
over icy glaciers, arriving home with their
shirts frozen to their backs. Yet they seldom
catch cold. Only when the supply ship
arrives in the spring does this malady attack
them. Then hundreds are stricken.
A review of such cold epidemics led scientific men eventually to the belief that colds
were caused by germs, not by exposure, wet
feet, or drafts on the neck, although these
may be contributing causes. But only recently have they come close to the truth as
to the source of this common affliction. They
now declare it to be a virus.
Of all the germs known to Science, none
is more mysterious, more baffling, and elusive.
No one has ever seen the nltrable virus. No
filter yet devised has been able to trap it. It
can neither be weighed nor measured. Yet
it exists and causes damage estimated at
$450,000,000 annually. Only by such destructive results can its presence be established.
Our leading scientists, using this virus
withdrawn from the nose of a cold sufferer
and made into a serum, have been able to

produce the sufferer's cold in many other
men. Apes, too, have responded in precisely
the same way.
Under every-day conditions, the virus
enters the mouth, nose, and throat. Unless
overcome by natural or medicinal forces,
it is likely to cause a cold. The "secondary
invaders" such as the pneumococcus, streptococcus, and influenza germs which so
often accompany the virus, frequently complicate and aggravate the original cold.

common in the mouth, nose, and throat,
and urge the instruction of children from
their earliest years in the disinfection of
these cavities.

For this purpose, Listerine has been considered ideal for more than 50 years, by the
medical profession and the laity. Nonpoisonous and possessing adequate power to
kill germs, Listerine is so safe that it will not
harm the most delicate tissue. At the same
time its taste is delightful.
Numerous tests conducted by our staff of
Fight germs with Listerine
bacteriologists, chemists, and doctors, and
Clearly, the places to fight both invisible
checked by independent laboratory technivirus and visible germs are the mouth and
cians, reveal Listerine's power against the
throat, warm fertile breeding grounds that common cold. Twice-a-day users of Listerwelcome all bacteria. The cleaner and more
ine, it was shown, caught fewer colds and
sanitary you keep them,
less severe colds than those
the less chance germs and
METROPOLITAN
who did not use it. Enthusiastic users have testified to
GRAND
OPERA
infection have of developsimilar results in unsolicited
direct from its N. Y stage
ing,
leading
authorities
declare.
Broadcast by
letters to this company.
Many go so far as to say
LISTERINE
Why not make a habit of
announced by
that the daily use of an angargling
with Listerine
Geraldine
Farrar
tiseptic mouth wash, proevery morning and every
vided itis safe, will prevent
Every Saturday, all NBC stations
much of the sickness so
night?
col Co.,Lambert
St. Louis, PharmaMo.

For Colds and SoreThroat. .LISTERINE.

.The Safe Antiseptic
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LOIS JANUARY, beautiful Universal
Pictures player, takes no chances with
her slender figure. She well knows
how important loveliness is to her
career. In Hollywood, where beauty
is their business, most famous stars
eat RY-KRISP with every meal.They've
learned that these crisp, whole rye
wafers are filling but not jattening.T ry
Ry-Krisp! See how delicious it is
with any food . . . how popular it is

_

with your guests when you entertain.

7

unc

ft*

of Hollywood

World famous
authority
on the
e. SYLVIA
Q j Mm
feminine figure — and Hollywood
masseuse. Intimate stories about
Hollywood — valuable beauty advice.
Every Wednesday night,NBCNetwork,
10:15 Eastern Time — 9:15 Central,
8:15 Mountain, 7:15 Pacific Coast.
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and now the motion picture
that wins
SCREEN FAME!
m
Two years ago it was the dream of its producers. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer! The theme
\\a> m> daring, so exciting that nothing since
"Trader Horn" could equal its brilliant novelty. Now it is a stirring reality on the screen.
Out of the High Sierras, out of the wilderness
that is America's last frontier . . . roars this
amazing drama of the animal revolt against
man. A Girl Goddess of Nature! A ferocious
mountain lion and a deer with human instincts! Leaders of the wild forest hordes! A
production of startling dramatic thrills that
defies description on the printed page . . . that
becomes on the screen YOUR GREATEST EXPERIENCE IN A MOTION PICTURE THEATRE!

Pronounced

YAH"

EOUOIA
A GIRL
GODDESS
OF
THE ANIMAL
REVOLT
with

JEAN PARKER
Produced by JOHN W. CONSIDINE, JR.
Directed by CHESTER M. FRANKLIN
Based on the novel f'MaIibu** by Vance Joseph Hoyt

NATURE
AGAINST

LEADS
MAN

The

World's

Leading

KATHRYN

Motion
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RAY
tVilliam T. Walsh, Managing
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Ivan St. Johns, Western Editor
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Close-Ups and Long-Shots
Hollywood, My Hollywood
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Ruth Rankin

.
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And So the Great Master Arrives
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1921

"TOL'ABLE

Here's the Standard for Beautiful Legs and Feet

DAVID'

Winifred Aydelotte
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.
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M. B. Paul

EVEN you two hundred per cent Americans have to admit that the studios
overseas certainly send Hollywood exotically beautiful women. One of the
newest and loveliest importations is Mady Christians. The Continental star
made her American screen debut in "A Wicked Woman."

She's with M-G-M

Photoplay
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the fighting fury of the screen
meets
his
match
at last
in

BETH [HIS

— a hellcat with murder on her
conscience and Muni on her mind
And then things happenl . . , Things
that will burn themselves into your
memory of a drama which combines the
best features of "l Am A fugitive" and
"Of Human Bondage" — Warner Bros.

filEHIffl

with Margaret Lindsay and Eugene
Pallette delivering the other standout
performances in a tremendous cast,
superbly directed by Archie Mayo.

J

J

Consult this picture shopping
guide and save
your time, money
and disposition

Brief Reviews o r
Current

1 ictiires

tAj- Indicates photoplay was named as one of the best upon Us month of review
A DVENTURE GI RL— RKO-Radio.— Unreeling
Joan
Lowell's with
exciting
liour packed
action.adventures
(Nov.) in the tropics. An
•

AGE OF INNOCENCE, THE— RKO-Radio.
— For those who appreciate an intelligent interpretation ofa great theme — love's sacrifice for convention's sake. (Nov.)
John Boles and Irene Dunne are a
splendid team.
ALONG CAME SALLY— Gainsborough.— So-so
British musical comedy with Cicely Courtneidge. in
a dual role, and Sam Hardy.
(Sept.)
ANNE
OF GREEN
GABLES— RKO-Radio.—
Romance, humor, pathos suitable for the wholefamily in this story of the orphan (Anne Shirley)
adopted by O. P. Heggie and his sister, Helen
Westley. (Jan.)
ARE WE CIVILIZED— Raspin Prod.— A dramatization of various conflicts from the beginning of
civilization, with a powerful sermon on world peace
by William Farnum.
(Sept.)

BRIDE
OF THE
LAKE,
THE— Amer-Anglo
Prod. — Pleasant romance against a background of
Irish country life. Nobleman John Garrick in love
with peasant girl Gina Malo. Stanley Holloway
sings Irish ballads.
(Dec.)
BRIDES OF SULU— Exploration Pictures Corp
— Regard this as a scenic travelogue and try to overlook the poor dialogue. Interesting customs and
characters, with Philippine Archipelago background
(Oct.)
•
BRITISH AGENT— First National.— Locale
— Russia during the war; characters — Leslie
Howard, a British agent, and Kay Francis who loves
him, but is also passionately devoted to her country
Deft direction; capable cast. See this! (Oct.)
•
BROADWAYforgettableBILL—
Columbia.—
Many
unscenes in this.
Warner
Baxter
breaks with paper-box making, his domineering wife
(Helen Vinson) and her father (Walter Connolly).
He stakes everything on a gallant race horse — and
Myrna Loy.
(Jan.)

AUTUMN CROCUS— Associated Talking Pictures.— A schoolmistress (Fay Compton), touring
the Alps, falls in love with a young inn-keeper (Ivor
Novello)
before done.
she learns
but beautifully
(Ja n.)he's married. A little slow,

Photoplay
for
MARCH!

BABY TAKE A BOW— Fox.— Shirley Temple
scores again as the daughter of an ex-convict (James
Dunn) Claire
accused
of stealing
the "pearls."
hart,
Trevor,
Ray Walker.
(Sept.)Alan DineBACHELOR BAIT— RKO-Radio.— As the promoter of a matrimonial agency scheme, Romance,
Inc., Stuart Erwin is perfect. Pert Kelton, Skeets
Gallagher and Rochelle Hudson.
(Sept.)

The best work of
famous authors,

BADGE OF HONOR— Mayfair.— Phony and
amateurish, with some pretty awful dialogue. Buster
Crabbe and Ruth Hall. (Nov.)
•

BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE
— M-G-M. — Well nigh perfect is this adaptation of the stage play, with Norma Shearer as the
invalid poetess and Fredric March as her lover.
Charles Laughton and excellent support.
(Oct.)

famous artists —
a corking
issue.

•

BELLE OF THE NINETIES— ParamountLa West comes through again with a knockout
performance. Roger Pryor, John Mack Brown,
Katherine De Mille do well. But the film is a major
'riumph of Mae over matter.
(Nov.)

On your newsstand
Feb. 5

BEYOND BENGAL— Showmen's Pictures.— Still
another jungle story with thrilling wild animal shots
and a touching native romance.
(Aug.)

Photoplay

BEYOND THE LAW— Columbia.— Railroad deCol. Timsuspense
McCoy'sandinvestigation
of a killing
packed tective
with
action. Shirley
Greyis
(Oct.)
•

BIG HEARTED HERBERT— Warners —
Just one heartfelt laugh. Guy Kibbee is
grouchy father, continually reminding Aline MacMahon and their children of his struggle to success.
(Nov.)
BLACK MOON— Columbia.— It you're in the
mood to see a white woman (Dorothy Burgess) enslaved byand
Voodooism,
lack Holt
Fay Wrayyou'll
fine. probably
(Sept.) enjoy this,
BLIND DATE— Columbia.— Moderately satisfactory film fare about Ann Sothern going out with
Neil
Hamilton
"steady"
business
interfere when
with her
birthday Paul
party Kelly
(Oct.)lets
BLUE LIGHT THE— Mayfair Prod.— This
artistic Leni Riefenstahl production will be enjoyed
by all intelligent audiences though dialogue is in
German and Italian. Magnificent camera effects
in the Tyrol.
(Aug.)
BLUE STEEL — Monogram. — John Wayne again
outgallops, outshoots and outwits the outlaws,
and rescues heroine Eleanor Hunt.
(Aug.)

8

•
BULLDOG DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK
— 20th Century-l'nited Artists. — You must
see Ronald Colman as the amateur detective who
leaps headlong into the most baffling case in many a
day.
(Aug.) Loretta Young, Charles Butterworth fine.
BY YOUR
RKO-Radio.—
chuckle
plenty.
Frank LEAVE—
Morgan is
the picture, asYou'll
the husband
in his forties who wants to be naughty and has forgotten how. Includes Genevieve Tobin.
(Dec.)
CALL IT LUCK— Fox.— An old plot, but Herbert Mundin's cockney cabby characterization and
Pat
ment Paterson's
(Aug.) fresh charm make it fair entertain
•
CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA, THE— Columbia.— Board ship and meet Captain Walter
Connolly, tippling reporter John Gilbert, detective
Victor McLaglen, Tala Birell and other favorites.
It's sprightly and comic. (Jan.)
•

CARAVAN — Fox. — For a riotous carnival of
song, dance, costume and operetta plot, we
recommend this film laid in Hungary. A-l cast includes Jean Parker, Charles Boyer, Loretta Young
and Phillips Holmes.
(Nov.)

CASE
OF
THE
HOWLING
DOG,
THE—
Warners. — Smooth and clever, different and diverting murder varn. Lawyer Warren William solve?
mystery
Mary Astor. Gordon Westcott.
(Nov.)
•
CAT'S PAW, THE—
familiar
characterization
— the Fox.—
naive Doing
younghis man
for
whom even the most difficult situations come out
(Ocl.)
well — Harold Lloyd scores again ! This time he's a
missionarv's son. visiting America Una Merkel.
CHAINED— M-G-M.— Splend.dly written, acted,
directed, with Joan Crawford married to Otto
Kruger and in love with Clark Gable.
(Nov )
CHANGE OF HEART— Fox.— Admirers ot the
Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell team will like this
ight tale about their experiences with two college
chums in the big town
(.4 fig.)
CHANNEL CROSSING — Gaumont- British.—
Melodrama
aboard the Dover-Calais liner, in which
(Aug.)
Constance Cummings, Anthony Bushell, Nigel
Bruce, Matheson Lang all take important parts.
CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON— Fox— Warner
Oland (Charlie Chan) has three days to prevent exof Drue
Leyton's Alan
brother,
accused
of a
murder heecutiondid
not commit.
Mowbray
involved.
(Dec.)

CHARLIE CHAN'S COURAGE — Fox. — This
yarn, centering
around
Warner is.Oland's
in
delivering
a string
of pearls,
the leastdifficulties
amusing of
the Charlie Chan series. (Sept.)
CHEATING CHEATERS— Universal.— A mys»
tery and crook picture, with comedy and gags. Fay
Wray is the girl crook, and Henry Armetta, Hugh
O'Connell are the comics. Has a snapper twist. (Jan.)
CHU CHIN CHOW— Fox-Gaumont- BritishColorful British version of Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves. Fritz Kortner, German star, and Anna
May Wong excellent in leads.
(Dec.)
CIRCUS CLOWN, THE— First National.— Joe
E. Brown splendid in the sympathetic role of circus
roustabout who later becomes a trapeze artist.
Patricia Ellis and good support.
(Aug.)
CITY PARK— Chesterfield.— As one ot three
cronies who become involved in the destiny of a girl
(Sallie Blane) gone broke in the big city, Henry B.
Walthall is superb.
(Nov.)
•
CLEOPATRA
Paramount.
— A splendid
passionatein
love story, with —Claudette
Colbert
the title role, VVarren William as Caesar, and Henry
(Sept.)
Wilcoxon
as Antony. A typical DeMille spectacle.
•
COCKEYED
—
A hilarious hourCAVALIERS—
in Merrie Olde RKO-Radio
England with
Wheeler and Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, Thelma Todd
and Noah Beery.
Two sure-fire song hits. (Aug.)
•
COLLEGEcollegiate
RHYTHM—
Paramount.—
A bright,
tuneful
musical.
Footballer
Jack
Oakie steals gill friend Mary Brian from Lanny Ross.
Joe Penner puts in plenty of laughs. (Jan).
•
COUNT — OF
MONTE film
CRISTO.THE—
United !{
Artists.
A thrilling
which builds steadily
to
the dramatic
courtroom
climax.(Nov.)Robert Donat is '
Dantes;
Elissa Landi
fine, too.
•
—CRIME
A trulyWITHOUT
remarkable PASSION—
picture, that Paramount.
has for its
theme the workings of an unscrupulous mind. Claude
Rains, pense
Margo,
Whitney
Bourne
all
first-rate
Susmaintained throughout.
(Nov.)
CRIMSON ROMANCE— Mascot.— War story,
good flying, plenty combat scenes. Two pals, Ben
Lyon and James Bush, both fliers, of course, fall in
love with ambulance driver Sari Maritza.
(Dec.)
DAMES — Warners. — A barrel ot good humor, and
excellent tunes by Dick Powell, teamed again with
Ruby Keeler. ZaSu Pitts, Guy Kibbee, Hugh
Herbert supply comedy, and Joan Blondell lends a
snappy touch.
(Oct.)
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 10 |
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DANCING MAN — Pyramid. — Mediocre murder
mystery, featuring Reginald Denny as a gigolo in love
with Judith Allen and affairing with her stepmother. Natalie Moorhead
(Oct.)

FOR LOVE OR MONEY— British & Dominion.
—Wendy
Catalogue
this and
one under
and play
Slow-Moving.'
Barrie
Robert" Mild
Donat
the leads
(Oct.)

GREEN
EYES — Chesterfield. — A stereotyped ;
murder mystery.
Charles Starrett, Claude Gillingwater, Shirley Grey, William Bakewell, John Wray,
Dorothy Revier are adequate.
(Jan.)

•

FOUNTAIN, THE— RKO-Radio.— Rather slowmoving, yet exquisitely produced with a capable cast
ncluding Ann Harding Paul Lukas and Brian
Aherne.
(Nov.)

•
HAPPINESS
AHEADAbout
— aFirst
National.
—
Tuneful and peppy.
wealthy
miss and
(honest!) a window washer. Josephine Hutchinson
(fresh from the stage), and Dick Powell are the two.
You'll like it and hum the tunes
(Dec.)

DANGEROUS CORNER— RKO-Radio.— A
story with two endings — what happened and
the
"cover-up."
Involves revelations.
a "suicide" — Ian
actually
murder. Full of startling
Keith.a
Erin
O'Brien
Moore,
Conrad
Nagel,
Melvyn
Douglas.
Virginia Bruce, others.
Excellent.
{Dec.)
DEATH ON THE DIAMOND— M-G-M— Improbable in spots, yet meat for baseball and mystery
devotees. Paul Kelly convincing as a reporter.
Robert Young and Madge Evans love interest (Nov.)
DEFENSE RESTS, THE— Columbia.— Enter
taining story of a none-too-ethical but unbeatable
criminal lawyer (Jack Holt) forced to defend a kid
naper.
Jean Arthur.
(Nov.)
DESIRABLE— Warners.— A neat gem that will
please the entire family. New laurels for Jean Muh
and George Brent.
(Nov.)
DOWN TO THEIR LAST YACHT— RKORadio. — Fine cast wasted in this tale of "Blue
Bookers"
of 1929
"Brad Moran,
Streeters"
1934. Sidney
Fox,giving
Ned away
Sparks,to Polly
Marvof
Boland, Sidney Blackmer.
(Nov.)
DRAGON MURDER CASE, THE — Firs
National. — Not up to the S. S. Van Dine standard —
nevertheless satisfactory film fare. Warren William
is a convincing Philo Vance. Helen Lowell, Margaret Lindsay. Lyle Talbot.
(Nov.)
DR. MONICA — Warners. — Kay Francis handles
the title role with finesse. And Jean Muir, as tinfriend
in love(Sept.)
with Kay's husband (Warren William I
is
superb.
DUDE RANGER, THE— Fox— If you like Westyou may Leroy
like this
one. Henry
GeorgeHallO'Brien
rides.
Irene erns,
Hervey,
Mason,
in it. (Dec.)
ELINOR NORTON— Fox.— A completely boring
attempt to depict the quirks of a diseased mind.
Claire Trevor, Hugh Williams, Gilbert Roland
bogged down by it. (Jan.)

FRIDAY THE 13th— Gaumont-British.— An interesting and revealing check-back on the activities
of several persons who are in a bus crash at midnight of this fateful day.
(Aug.)
FRIENDS OF MR. SWEENEY— Warners— Fair
slapstick, with Charles Ruggles a scream as the rowdy college lad who becomes a brow-beaten editorial
writer.
Eugene Pallette, Ann Dvorak
(Aug.)
FUGITIVE LADY— Columbia.— Florence Rice
makes a successful film debut as a woman on her way
to jail, double-crossed by a jewel thief (Donald
Cook), when a train wreck puts her into the role of
the estranged wife of Neil Hamilton. Plenty of action.
[Jan. I

GAY BRIDE, THE— M-G-M.— Chorine Carole
Lombard, out for a husband, becomes involved with
gangsters who bump each other off for her pleasure.
Nat Pendleton, Sam Hardy, Leo Carrillo pay while
Chester Morris wins.
(Jan.)
•
GAY DIVORCEE, THE — RKO-Radio. —
amusing.
Fred Astaire's
dancingGrandly
feet paired
with those
of Ginger educated
Rogers.
He's mistaken
a professional
by
Ginger,
seeking afordivorce.
Edward corespondent
Everett Horton,
Alice Brady pointed foils. (Dec.)
GENTLEMEN ARE BORN— First National —
Franchot Tone is one of four college pals trying to
find a job today. Jean Muir, Nick Foran, others
good.
It has reality.
(Jan.)
•
GIFT talking
OF GAB—
Lowe,is
fast
news Universal.—
announcer, Edmund
flops, but
boosted up by Gloria Stuart. Story frame for gags,
songs, sketches. Alexander Woollcott, Phil Baker,
Ethel Waters, Alice White, Victor Moore.
(Dec.)

HAPPY LANDING — Monogram.— Plenty oi
thrills when Border Patroller Ray Walker goes after
crooks who use the radio to get him in a jam, and
threaten bombing an ocean liner. A-l support.
(Oct.)
HAT, COAT AND GLOVE— RKO-Radio.— Fair
adaptation of the stage play, in which lawyer Ricardo
Cortez
his wife's
lover, cast
accused
Superb defends
performances
by every
member.of murder
(Oct.) ,
HAVE A HEART— M-G-M.— A wistful tale about
the love of a cripple (Jean Parker) for an ice-cream
vendor (Jimmy Dunn). Una Merkel - Stuart Erwin
are a good comedy team
(Nov. )
HEART SONG— Fox-Gaumont-British— A pleasant little English film with Lilian Harvev and Charles
Boyer.
(Sept.)
HELL
IN THE
HEAVENS— Fox— A gripping
depiction of a French air unit in the late war. Warner
Baxter is an American with the outfit. Conchit.i
Montenegro is the only feminine influence.
(Jan.)
HERE
COMES
THE
GROOM— Paramount —
So-so comedy featuring Jack Haley whom Patricia
Ellis introduces to family as her crooner husband.
But the real crooner turns up — and then!
(Aug.)
•

HERE
COMES
THEpictures
NAVY—
Warners—
One
of
the best
Cagney
to date,
and probably the most exciting navy picture you've seen.
Jimmy,
O'Brien,
Stuart and
McHugh Pat
all turn
in ace Gloria
performances.
(Sept.)Frank
HE WAS HER MAN— Warners.— Jimmy Cagney
in a gangster film with a brand-new angle. Joan
Blondell, Victor Jory.
Fair
(Aug.)

•

FROM
MISSOURI,
M-G-M
—GIRL
Fast and
furious
adult fare, THE—
presenting
Jean
Harlow as a "good girl" chorine, and Franchot
Tone as her millionaire "catch." Fine cast includes
Lionel Barrymore.
(Oct.)

•
HIDE-OUT— M-G-M.— As a racketeer play
escaped O'Sullivan.
from police,
and Montgomery
being "done
over" boy,
by Maureen
Robert
does a fine job. In fact, every one in the cast rates
praise
(Oct.)

GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST, A— Monogram.
—willFolks
Gene Stratton
Porter'sDresser
novel
want who
to seeenjoyed
this. Marian
Marsh. Louise
Ralph Morgan well cast. (Nov.)

HIGH SCHOOL GIRL— Bryan Foy Prod.— Plot
and dialogue are directed toward early sex knowledge.
(Aug.) presented. Crane Wilbur, Cecilia Parker
Well

GIRL O' MY DREAMS— Monogram.— Much
rah-rah and collegiate confusion, with Sterling Holloway's
comicalities
unabledoto well.
pull it(Jan.)
through. Mary
Carlisle,
Eddie Nugent

•
HIS GREATEST GAMBLE— RKO- RadioRichard Dix's struggle with his conventionloving wife makes
for the interesting
molding of daughter
Edith Dorothy
Fellows'
character
screen fare
Wilson and Bruce Cabot.
(Sept.)

•
EVELYN PRENTICE— M-G-M.— Myrna Loy
thinks she has murdered a man, but Isabel
Jewell is accused. Then Myrna's lawyer-husband is
engaged to defend Isabel. Another Lov-Powell hit.
(Jan.)

GRAND CANARY— Fox.— Weak tale of a doctor
(Warner
Baxter)
who, having
been "gossiped"
his
profession,
recaptures
past standing
by wipingoutoutof
a plague of yellow fever. Madge Evans is his
romance.
(Sept.)

HOUSEWIFE— Warners.— Encouraged by his
wife (Ann Dvorak), George Brent starts his own
business, acquiring wealth and a mistress (Bette
Davis).
Just so-so entertainment
(Oct.)

FIREBIRD, THE— Warners.— Ricardo Cortez.
actor, is killed when he tries to ensnare Verree Teasdale, Lionel Atwill's wife, in a love trap, catching
instead Verree's daughter,
Anita Louise. Good adult
entertainment.
(Jan.)

•
GREAT EXPECTATIONS — UniversalDickens' charm preserved by George Breakston
as orphaned Pip. later by Phillips Holmes. Florence
Reed, Henry Hull and others.
(Jan.)

•

GREAT FLIRTATION, THE— ParamountJumbled and sentimental but colorful story of an
actor's
(Adolphe
losing
popularity
witha
marriage,
and his Menjou)
wife (Elissa
l^andi)
becoming
star.
(Aug.)

1 CAN'T ESCAPE— Beacon Prod.— Onslow
Stevens does a grand characterization of the exconvict
goes straight
girl (Lilawho Lee).
(Aug.) when he meets the right
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 13 ]

ELMER AND ELSIE— Paramount.— Light familj
fare, with Frances Fuller and George Bancroft who
reveals hitherto concealed comedy talents.
(Oct.)
EMBARRASSING MOMENTS— Universal— In
the role of a practical joker, Chester Morris does an
excellent
acting job,
and there's
a dull moment
Marian
Nixon,
Walter
Woolf. never
(Aug.)
ENTER

MADAME— Paramount.— Spotty entertainment despite Elissa
performance as a capricious
prima Landi's
donna. brilliant
Gary Grant,
her
bewildered spouse, has a brief relief in a quieter love.
(Jan.)

•

FLIRTATION WALK— First NationalColorful West Point is the background of the
Dick
Powell-Ruby
Keelertire charm.
O'Brien's a
tough sergeant.
Take
family Pat
(Jan.)

Photoplays
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in the Shadow

HUMAN
Accurately titled —SIDE,
a familyTHE—
story Universa..—
that is entertaining from start to finish. Adolphe Meniou, Doris
Kenyon, Reginald Owen.
(Nov.)
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TALKS

BACK ••••

Through the long evenings we go over and over
it. Why, after seeing "State Fair," I actually
had to be Blue Boy — grunting around on all
fours and even eating bran!
^ es, we certainly appreciate the movies!
B. J. Anderson, Fairview, Montana
THE

When the audience speaks the stars and producers listen. We offer three prizes tor the best
letters
of the suggestions
month — $25,do.$10Weandreserve
$5. Literary
But limitations.
candid opinions
and
constructive
the rightability
to cut doesn't
letters count.
to fit space
Address
The Editor, PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 1926 Broadway, New York City.
THE

$5 LETTER

One rainy night recently while waiting for a
bus, I heard a crowd of small hoodlums, planning to rob a fruit store.
A middle aged man standing beside me also
heard the conversation. Stepping up to the
eldest boy, he said: "Son, it's been impossible
to get a cab tonight! If you'll find me one I'll
treat the crowd of you to a movie! How's

$25 LETTER

I am quite sure this is the first letter you have
ever received from one who listens to your magazine. am
I a blind boy of eighteen, but every
month I buy Photoplay and my sister reads
it to me.
I go to the movies very often, more often
than the average person, even though I cannot
see the pictures. At the top of my list of favorites is Ann Sothern, then Fay Wray, Myrna
l.ov. Kitty Carlisle, Grace Moore, Maureen
O'Sullivan. Of the men, Fredric March, Joe E.
Brown and William Powell

For a moment, they stared at him suspiciously. Then one of them darted off to hunt for
the cab while the others told the man that the
picture they wanted to see was being shown
that?"
just
down the street.
Thus a certain fruit store wasn't robbed that
night and perhaps the juvenile court was
spared a case.
Those little Jesse James were too busy seeing, "Treasure Ruth
Island!"
King, Cranford, N. J.

Once in a movie house I saw — or thought I
saw — a flash of light and a movement of
objects for a second. The doctor says perhaps
I did see it. And that second of "sight" provides me with my only ray of hope — hope
found in one of your movie palaces — that some
day I too may see.
E. N. V., New York City
THE

$10 LETTER

I am a widower with six youngsters, and the
movies are helping me with the many real problems Ihave to solve.
Although we live twenty miles from town,
the children and myself go in to a movie about
once every two weeks. If it's a Janet Gaynor
(picture, the girls insist on our going. If it's
Will Rogers, my eldest boy says we must see it!
For the littlest ones, Mickey Mouse and Krazy
Kat are the whole show. And when I get in my
word, it's for Walter Huston and Leslie
Howard.
! But whatever the picture, it is good entertainment for us.
It doesn't end when the show is over either.

This picture is printed as
proof that comedian Snub
Pollard is still very much
alive. He says so himself
in one of the first letters
this department has ever
received from an actor!
Apologies, Snub

After seeing her in "The White
Parade," many readers believe Jane
Darwell is the person who will now
do the type of roles the beloved Marie
Dressier once filled. Miss Darwell
is shown
signing a Fox contract

Well, all of you went very serious on us this month! True,
there were stacks of raves
written to Robert Donat, and
bouquets to Ginger and Fred
Astaire. Rut otherwise —
solemn sermons on movies,
long lectures on what producers should do, and hundreds of other serious theses.
Has Garbo changed? Some of our readers think so. It is certainly a
smiling and human Garbo you see above, with Herbert Marshall and
Jean Hersholt in a scene from her new movie, "The Painted Veil"

Somebody

please tell usa joke !
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I mean, of course Jane Darwell the slim girl
who twenty years back entertained us in films,
has returned with her comfortable avoirdupois
in a characterization that will make her the
most woman beloved on the screen.
Frances Silvertson, San Francisco, Calif.
ROYALTY

CONTINUED

A NEW

GRETA?

Is Garbo's iciness and seclusion going to
melt? In most any picture nowadays she no
longer has a sad, tragic face. I think she looks
better smiling. Here's luck to the changed
Garbo.
K. C, Scarsdale, N. Y.
GLAD

YOU

ARE

ALIVE, "SNUB"

It was with much sorrow that, in your issue
of November, 1934, I read of the sad demise of
Snub Pollard, the distinguished veteran. How
much of a shock I received you may judge for
yourself when I tell you that I knew him very
well — in fact, all my life.
You've heard of the "quick and the dead?"
Well, this poor old corpse is awful quick to
assure you that he is alive and very much kicking in this land of forgotten men — Hollywood.
Since the oft-repeated news of his decease, he
has graced with his presence such pictures as
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"Stingaree," "The Cockeyed Cavaliers," and
"One More River."
The Harry Pollard who died was the director. Yours truly, Harry SNUB Pollard, the
comedian, is still doin' nicely, thank you! So
here's to reading about him in the next edition
of your very popular Photoplay
"Snub" Magazine.
Pollard
THE

MOST

BELOVED

Never, have I approved of naming successors
to departed stars but since the passing of
Marie Dressier, there has been an empty spot
in my heart that has forced me to seek some
one to fill it— if possible.
Last night I saw The White Parade. As this
tremendous drama unfolded. I suddenly realized that an actress was tugging at my heart
strings as only Marie had done before. Yes sir.
there she was, a big hearted soul shouting
orders like a general. Hearty laughter in one
breath was drowned with tears in the next.

My hat is off to Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers for their splendid performance in "The
Gay Divorcee." All the nation must hail them
as the King and Queen of the Musical World!
And the picture is the most amusing musical
comedy that has ever been produced. It not
only introduces new song hits but starts the
nation in a new and brilliant dance. The Continental.
Ronald C. Baron, Bakersfield, Calif.
DRY

YOUR

EYES

I'm asking the world why the general trend
of movie productions are going tragic? For
weeks after a sudden bereavement in our family Itried to find a picture that would make me
forget myself and smile a little.
There's enough grim reality in the world
without rubbing it in by giving a teary screen
diet. The only happy note I've seen and heard
lately
is Grace picture.
Moore's "One Night of Love"
— a beautiful
I hope it blasts tragic films from the picture
industry and blazes the way for a new version
! PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE
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The plea for some good
Westerns is being
heeded by several of the
major studios. Here is
a scene from the RKORadio cowboy thriller,
"West of the Pecos."
Many believe that censorship and the desire
for simpler pictures will
bring the Western back
into favor

Hold on a minute, you
impatient ones who are
howling for another picture teaming Loretta
and Ronald! It's on the
fire! Miss Young and
Mr. Colman will greet
you next in the 20th
Century picture, "Give
of India." And it looks
like they're
seriouslytaking it

12

Some movie-goers have been
brick-batty because their favorites are typed in roles not
like their personalities. For example, Miss Farrell, always a
gold-digger on the screen, is
really a nice,at hard-working
girl
home

Photoplay

Brief Reviews of
Current Pictures
CONTINUED
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I GIVE MY LOVE— Universal.— Paul Lukas.
Vynne Gibson, Eric Linden, John Darrow all do
erve better than this familiar story of the mother
•vho makes a great sacrifice for her son. (.-la J
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I SELL
ANYTHING — First National.— Pat
J'Brien talks you to death as a gyp aucti
:er who is
a ken by a society golddigger (Claire Dodd). Sadder
nd gabbier he returns to Ann Dvorak.
Uan.)
IT'S A BOY — Gainsborough. — In this British
arce, Edward Everett Horton is top-notch, but that
sn't quite enough to carry the whole picture. (Sept.)
JANE EYRE — Monogram. — The old classic, hanlled with taste, but slow in the telling. Virginia
irery beautiful, and Colin dive does a good
cting job.
(Sepl.)
A. JUDGE PRIEST— Fox.— Will Rogers makes
^ terIrvin
Cobb's humorously
philosophical
charlive so S.enjoyable,
you wish you
were a part
of
lie drowsy Kentucky setting.
The music heightens
our desire. Tom Brown, Anita Louise the love inerest. Perfect cast. (Dec.)
KANSAS CITY PRINCESS, THE— Warners —
omedy, "so-called," about two manicurists (Joan
plondeil, Glenda Farrell) out to do some gold'ligging. Not for children
(Nov.)
KENTUCKY KERNELS— RKO-Radio.— Wheeler
nd Woolsey as custodians of a young heir, Spanky
vIcFarland, mixed up with a Kentucky feud, moonihine and roses. It's hilarious.
(Jan.)
KEY, THE— Warners.— Melodrama about the
finn Feiners warfare with English troops in Dublin
k 1920. Colin Clive, William Powell, Edna Best.
'lot weak in spots.
(Aug.)
k
^
.it.li
unes

KID MILLIONS— Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists. — A Cantor extravaganza complete
hilarious situations, gorgeous settings, catchy
and a grand cast. (Jan.)

KISS AND MAKE-UP— Paramount.— Plenty of
iughs while Genevieve Tobin divorces Edward
verett Horton to marry beauty specialist Cary
rant who really loves Helen Mack.
(Aug.)
^
LADIES
SHOULD
LISTEN—
Paramount.—
W
Delightfully
adult society
comedy,
with Cary
rant revealing himself as a farceur of distinction in
he role of a Parisian bachelor.
Frances Drake,
dward Everett Horton and Nydia Westman all
plendid.
(Oct.)
, LADY BY CHOICE— Columbia.— Fresh and
W original, with a new situation for May Robson.
arole Lombard,
fan asdancer,
"adopts"
an
repressible
alcoholic,
her mother
for a May,
publicity
ag. Roger Pryor, Walter Connolly important. (Dec.)
LADY IS WILLING, THE— Columbia.— Leslie
ioward in a mild little English farce. Binnie Barnes,
\Tigel Bruce.
(Nov.)
>X, LAST GENTLEMAN, THE— 20th CenturyW
United Artists. — An interesting character
ftudy of an eccentric old man (George Arliss) who
ian't
decide
on his heir.
refreshing and enteraining.
Splendid
support.Real, (Aug.)
\ LAST WILDERNESS, THE— Jerry Fairbanks
['rod. — A most effective wild animal life picture,
lasn't
bothered
the sensational
meloramatic.
Howard with
Hill deadlv
with bow and
and arrow.
Dec.)

LAUGHING
BOY— M-G-M.— Dull, slow-mov'ig filmfare about Indian boy Ramon Novarro's love
frLupe Yelez who knows evil ways of the white
ce. Effective photography. (Aug.)

LEMON DROP KID, THE— Paramount— A
.ace-track tout goes straight for marriage and a baby.
lee Tracy. Helen Mack. William Frawlev, Babv
(Dec.)
LeRoy, Minna Gombell. Henry B. Walthall.
X- LET'S TALK IT OVER— Universal —
^ Young and old will be amused by the transjrmation of sailor Mike McGann (Chester Morris).
;dl for the love of a society damsel (Mae Clarke).
\Aug.)
\igLET'S
TRY tooAGAIN—
Slow-movand much
talkie is RKO-Radio.—
this film in which
Diana
\ jrnyard and Clive Brouk play a ten-years-married
ouple falling out of love. Helen Vinson.
(Oct.)
LIFE OF VERGIE
WINTERS,
THE— RKO:tadio.
— Louis
Bromfield's
storycareer
of ais well
lingering,
licit love
sacrificed
to a political
acted
iy Ann Harding and John Boles. Supporting cast
frst-rate. (Aug.)
LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE— RKO-Radio.
-A mystery built on a murder that didn't happen,
•on Lyon and Skeets Gallagher are amusing.
Pert
^elton is a fan dancer.
Story at fault. (Jan.)
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 15 I

MONTHS

COULD
ONLY
ROMANCE

Foam Tablets
WHAT
did forYeast
Sue, they should do
for you. A muddy, blotchy or
pimply skin results from a disordered condition of your system— usually constipation or
nervous fatigue. Both of these
common ailments are often
caused by the recently recognized
shortage of vitamins B and G in
the average diet. To correct this
shortage, you need a food superrich in these health-building elements.
Yeast Foam Tablets supply
these precious substances in
great abundance. They are pure,
pasteurized yeast — and pure
yeast is the richest known food
source of vitamins B and G.
These tablets strengthen the digestive and intestinal organs,
give tone and vigor to your ner-

vous system. With the true
causes of your trouble corrected,
you enjoy new health and new
beauty. Eruptions and blemishes
vanish. Your complexion becomes clear and glowing. Your
skin is the envy of men and
women everywhere.
You can get Yeast Foam Tablets at any druggist's. The tenday bottle costs 50c — only a few
cents a day. Get a bottle now.
Then watch the improvement in
the way you look and feel!
Northwestern Yeast Co., 1750
N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Robert Raynold's prize-winning novel
"Brothers in the West," for example, is a per
feet vehicle for a nation-wide box office attrac
tion if well produced with a star of the firs
magnitude in the lead role.
Raymond Goldsmith, Staten Island, N. Y.
SENTENCED

CONTINUED
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FOR

THE

gold-digging parts. She's a fine woman, and ir
her real life she is an intelligent person of gen
erous impulses, warmth and understanding.
I would like to see her cast as a young
mother, for example. Anyhow in some role thai
would
through.permit her own personality to shin*

TEAM

Gentle readers, you may name all the new
screen teams you want. But in my opinion,

J. B. Dean, Kansas City. Mo.
SMALL

you can't top one that is already in existence —
Loretta Young and Ronald Colman. I shall

THANKS

I thoroughly enjoyed eavesdropping on the
most intimate secrets of the most fantastic
lover of the ages — " Madame Du Barry."
Thank you, Dolores, for giving us such a
human, lovable "Du Barry," rather than a
scheming politician.
Mrs. Charles Toles, Colorado Springs, Colo.
GIVE

MR. COWBOY

Elissa Landi, who has been coming in for a large share of bouquets recently, is a fine organist
as well as a novelist and screen
star. In her new home this pipe
organ has been installed

Oh, no!
All the baby medals aren't going to little
Shirley Temple and Baby LeRoy!
Dickie Moore has
been pedalling interest
right along
for
his
share
in children stars of moviedom's

n

SLICKER

pictures for my friends back East. It's the only,
way they will ever be able to break even with
me.
Wayne Milton Weber, Galion, Ohio

A CHANCE

Why is it that the best talent, the big names,
and unlimited funds are showered on gangster,
historical, and love pictures, but, somehow, the
line is drawn on Westerns? This outright discrimination against Westerns is a puzzle to me,
and it is to blame for their decrease in popularity.

TOWN

A few weeks ago I had the opportunity ol
visiting friends in New York City. Coming
from this small town in Ohio I was considerec
from the sticks. But when we started on my
sight seeing tour — Every time they pointed oul
a place I could truthfully say " Oh, yes! I haw
seen that before." When they would ask vat
just when I had seen it, I would reply, "Or,
the screen," recently.
Yes, you have brought Broadway to the
small cities! But please have your camera
come out in these here parts and take a few.

never forget their work in "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back." How about another picture teaming them, studios?
A. W. Worth, Denver, Colo.
EAVESDROPPER'S

GOLD-DIGGING

I'm demanding a pardon for one of my fav
orites. She's been sentenced too long to on<
type of role. I mean Glenda Farrell and hei

nf the old fashioned picture — the one Sunday
Afternoon romance, the lazy elm shaded main
street picture, or good Westerns.
Helen C. Wixlsey, Boise, Idaho
RAHS

FOR

HERE

COMES

A MARINE

This is a voice from the Service. We Marines
see more country than most civilians will ever
see, and w:e have experiences that civilians can
only read about.
[ please turn to page 16 1

And Spanky McFarland is riding right up into film
fame, too.
Known since "didey days" for his work
in "Our
Gang"
comedies,
Spanky
recently came
through featured in "Kentucky Kernels"
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
[ CONTINUED
LIMEHOl'SE BLUES— Paramount.— Gruesome
lor the kids, old stuff for the adults. Lurking Chinese,
thugs, dope, Scotland Yard. George Raft, Jean
Parker, Kent Taylor, Anna May Wong.
(Jan.)
LITTLE FRIEND— Gaumont- British. —The
tragic story of a child victim of divorce. Outstanding
is the performance of Nova Pilbeam, British child
actress. Worthwhile.
{Jan.i
•

LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW?— UniversalTouching .mil very real is this story of a young
couple's struggle with life. Margaret Sullavan is
superb, ove.
and Douglass
Montgomery's role tits him
(Aug.)
LOST IN THE STRATOSPHERE— Monogram.
— Eddie Nugent, William Cagney, differ over June
Collyer. Enemies, they are up in the air fourteen
miles and the balloon goes haywire. For the youngsters. {Jan.)
LOST JUNGLE, THE— Mascot.— Clyde Beatty
gives an exciting performance with both lions and
tigers in the big cage. And his South Sea Isle experiences add to thrills.
(Sept.)
LOSTconsiderably
LADY, A— revamped.
First National.—
Willa Stanwyck
Cather's
novel,
Barbara
nne in title role; Frank Morgan and Ricardo Cortez
satisfactory.
(Nov.)
| LOUISIANA— Robert Mintz Prod.— Some of the
scenes in this odd film about a group of Negroes torn
betweenfascinating.
their pastor'sBeautiful
teaching voices
and Voodooism
really
are heard arein
.spirituals.
(Sept.)
LOVE CAPTIVE, THE— Universal.— A confused
over use of hypnotism in certain illnesses. Nils
Asther, Gloria Stuart and supporting cast fine, but
toryisweak.
(Aug.)
LOVE
TIME— Fox.— The
struggles of Franz
hubert (Nils Asther); his love for a princess (Pat
Paterson);
her father's
Walthall)
separate them.
Lovely (Henry
scenes, B.lovely
music. efforts
(Dec.)to
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MOONSTONE, THE — Monogram. — David
Manners and Phyllis Barry do a good acting job in
spite of poor direction and a loose screen play. (Oct.)
MOST PRECIOUS THING IN LIFE— Columbia.— Jean Arthur's superb performance is wasted
in this familiar tale of the mother who turns up in
thehisson's
(Richard
Cromwell)
later life as the "biddy'
in
college
dormitory
(Aug.)

MRS. WIGGS

OF THE CABBAGE

PATCH-

Paramount. — Interesting adaptation, with Pauline
Lord, ZaSu Pitts, W. C Fields and a host of othe;
fine players.
(Nov.)
•
MURDER AT THE VANITIES— Para
mount. — Two backstage murders make the
opening night of Earl Carroll's show a memorable
one. Carl Brisson, Kitty Carlisle and a host of well
known players in support.
(Aug.)
MURDER IN THE PRIVATE CAR— M-G-M.—
A riot of thrills and nonsense cover up weak spots in
plot. Mary Carlisle, Una Merkel, Charles Ruggles
Russell Hardie all well cast
(Sept.)
MURDER IN TRINIDAD— Fox— While Nige
Bruce investigates smuggling of diamonds out of
Trinidad, two men are killed. Exciting melodrama
Victor Jory. Heather Angel
(Aug.)
MURDER
ON
THE
BLACKBOARD— RKO
Radio. — Plenty of action, suspense and chills, with
Edna May Oliver superb in a humorous Philo
Vance
(Aug.) role. Jimmy Gleason and Regis Toomey
•

MUSIC IN THE AIR— Fox— Gloria Swanson
returns in this charming musical as a tempestuous opera star in love with her leading man, John
Boles. Gay and tuneful.
(Jan.)

MYSTIC HOUR, THE— Progressive.— Crookedest crooks, fightingest fights, tag with fast trains,
middle-aged hero, dastardly villain, his bee-ootiful
ward. But no custard pies. Montagu Love, Charles
Hutchison, Lucille Powers.
(Dec.)

LOYALTIES— Harold Auten Prod.— An overplayed adaptation
of John aGalsworthy's
bn an attempt
to degrade
wealthy Jew,play
withbased
the
|Iew victorious.
Basil Rathbone the Jew.
(Jan.)

NELL GWYN— British & Dominion-United
Artists. — Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Anna Neagle
in a weak screen story on the life of the lowly actress
who became a favorite of King Charles II (Oct.)

MADAME DU BARRY— Warners— An elabo
ate and diverting presentation of Madame Du"..irry's
(DoloresLouisDel XV Rio)is brilliantly
pranks in portrayed
the French
nurt. King
by
Reginald Owen.
(Aug.)

NORAH O'NEALE— Clifton-Hurst Prod.— DubAbbey Players,
famousspontaneity
on the stage,
in their
first lin's
movie.
Lacks their
and fail
charm
on
the stage.
(J.i n.)

MAN FROM UTAH, THE— Monogram.— Thrillng rodeo shots speed up this Western in which
fohn Wayne exposes the racketeers. Polly Ann
iv'oung is the feminine interest.
(Aug.)
MAN OF ARAN — Gaumont-British. — A pictorial
aga of the lives of the fisher folk on the barren isles of
Aran off the Irish coast. (Jan.)
MAN WITH TWO FACES, THE— First Nation
il. — Clear cut character drawing, intelligent direction
md Edward G. Robinson make tliis a decidedly good
how. Mary Astor. Ricardo Cortez, Louis Calhern
Aug.)
MENACE — Paramount. — Mystery. Starts weak,
>ut picks
up, andGertrude
you'll beMichael,
well mystified.
A mad,
nan
threatens
Paul Cavanaghnd Berton Churchill whom lie blames for his
Irother's suicide.
(Dec.)
MERRY FRINKS, THE— First National.— Aline
MacMahon, Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Frankie
Jarro, Joan Wheeler and Guy Kibbee are all valuable
1 making up a comedy well worth your time. (Aug )
JL, MERRY WIDOW, THE— M-G-M.— Oper^ etta striking a new high in lavish magnificence,
eanette MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier rate
onors for their performances.
(Nov.)
MERRY WIVES OF RENO— Warners.— This
■eble and unamusing tale is too much even for the
apable cast, including Margaret Lindsay, Donald
Aoods, Ruth Donnelly, Guy Kibbee.
(Aug.)
MIDNIGHT ALIBI— First National.— As the
mg leader who loves the sister (Ann Dvorak) of a
val gangster, Richard Barthelmess, comes through
p fine style. New plot twist.
(Aug.)
MILLION DOLLAR RANSOM— Universal— In
,ie role of a former liquor baron trying to go straight,
dward Arnold is superb. Phillips Holmes and
Iary Carlisle do nice work, too. (Oct.)
MONEY MEANS NOTHING— Monogram.— A
w dull spots, but on the whole this yarn about the
npping clerk (Wally Ford), who marries the
ealthy girl (Gloria Shea) is amusing
(Aug.)

__
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I WAS SLUGGISH
AND A MARTYR
TO BILIOUSNESS

NOTORIOUS
SOPHIE
LANG, THE — Par
amount. — Comedy-melodrama with Gertrude Michael
and Paul Cavanagh as crooks vying for first place
in their profession.
Alison Skipworth.
(Sept.)
•
NOW AND
FOREVER—
Paramount
—Baby
Shirley
Temple
scores again
as vagabond
adventurer Gary Cooper's motherless tot. Carole
Lombard is Gary's beautiful love. Principals and
support A-l.
(Oct.)
•
OF HUMAN BONDAGE — RKO-Radio. —
Deft adaptation of Somerset Maugham's novel
about a cripple (Leslie Howard) hopelessly in love
with a vicious woman (Bette Davis). Expert characterizations byprincipals, Frances Dee, Reginald
Owen and Alan Hale.
(Sept.)
•
lines
Baby
cast

• My skin was pasty and even after 8
hours sleep I'd get up tired. I looked every
day of my 35 years and then some. For
6 years I'd been a continuous sufferer
from biliousness, sour stomach caused by
constipation. I think I spent hundreds of
dollars on medicines. Then the wife of our
druggist told me about FEEN-A-MINT.
It is the only laxative I have used for
2 years and it has worked marvels. My
husband says I'm like a different person. FEEN-A-MINT has done wonders
for my little girl, too — now she eats like
a child should because it keeps her regular as a clock.
Pleasing taste makes FEEN-A-MINT
easy to take
Another experience typical of the hundreds of
people who write us gratefully about the relief
FEEN-A-MINT has given them. FEEN-AMINT is not only positive in its purpose but a
pleasing and delicious chewing gum. That is why
it's so easy to take— children love it. And because
you chew it the laxative works more evenly
through the system and gives more thorough
relief without griping or binding. Next time you
need a laxative get FEEN-A-MINT. 15 and 25f»
at your druggist's. Used by over 15. 000,000 people.

OLD-FASHIONED WAY, THE — Par
amount. — Paralyzing gags, situations and
in this Gay Nineties story featuring W. C. Fields,
LeRoy, Judith Allen, Joe Morrison and revival
of stage play "The Drunkard."
(Sept.)

ONCE TO EVERY
BACHELOR— Liberty.— A
veteran comedy-drama plot, but the cast gives it life
and sparkle. Marian Nixon, Neil Hamilton and
Aileen Pringle
(.1«;; I
ONE EXCITING ADVENTURE— Universal.—
Striving for suavity robs story of much charm. Neil
Hamilton reforms Binnie Barnes, who picks up
diamonds hither and thither. Has laughs, and Paul
Cavanagh, Eugene Pallette, Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)

iAX/ir/„/

ONE MORE RIVER— Universal.— Americans
will find this account of Diana Wynyard's affair witli
Frank Lawton, resulting in a divorce from her cruel
husband, a trifle ponderous.
(Oct.)
•
ONE NIGHT OF LOVE— Columbia.— An
unusual musical romance. With your eyes
open or closed, it's an evening for the gods. Grace
Moore's
is glorious. Lyle Talbot and Tullio
Carminatti.voice (Aug.)
•
OPERATOR
1.?— M-G-M— Marion
Davie*
does fine work as a spy in this Southern
extravaganza with Civil War background.
Gary
Cooper is a spy for the opposite side.
(Aug.)
( PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 122 )
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WE

HEARD

YOU!

There's been so much shouting about Raby
LeRoy and Shirley Temple, I'm afraid my
lusty yells for Spanky McFarland and little
Dickie Moore can't be heard! But I'm hollering louder and longer — Spanky's been a screen
veteran since didey days and Dickie is as
clever a youngster as ever faced a camera.
Praise for both of them — by loud speaker.
J. Arnold, Springfield, 111.
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Vet, when the bugle call sounds, meaning
movies are ready to start on the quarter deck,
there's a mad scramble of men, carrying
benches, stools, and chairs, to sit on.
And it would be hard to find a brickbat

SWEET

thrower in the whole crowd — for we've been
"at sea" for many weeks, perhaps, with never
a glimpse of a member of the opposite sex or

I would like to
sweetest couple on
that are not sad.
Helen Mack and
D.

anything
home life. It's a real
treat to seeresembling
it on the screen.
George M. Jones, U. S. S. Arizona
San Pedro, Cal.
BABY

that this youngster is at much at home in a
strange hotel suite or in a pullman car as she is
in her own little nursery.
.Mrs. Thomas B. Conley, Memphis, Tenn.

REFORM

STAR-GAZER

At the age of eighteen days our little daughter
saw her first movie. The spectators who chanced
to see her being dragged that late in the evening
to a movie, probably critized her parents.
She is now twenty-two months old. And the
movie habit has not made her a nervous child.
It probably is partially responsible for the fact

TWOSOME
see whom I consider the
the screen in a few pictures
Lee Tracy.
Stanton, Oneida, X. Y.
OF THE

WEST

In days of old
When knights were bold,
And damsels were so shy,
The knights were prone
To roam from home
And leave the maids to cry.
But since Mae West
Has done her best
To teach them how to win,
With use of wiles
And shrewd beguiles,
They always get their men.
Marvin Moor, Fort Worth, Texas
FIVE

YEARS

LATER

Recently a number of my friends were discussing photoplays we had seen during the past
five or six years.
Realism came and went, so did musicals.
Sorry, you two hundred
per cent Americans, but
few native stars have received as many bouquets
as the English Robert
Donat. His fine work in
"The Count of Monte
Cristo" lured ladies to
write

So you think men stars
always look the same?
Franchot Tone and Mr.
Gary Cooper decided to
change your minds. And
you'd hardly know 'em!
They are all wrapped up
for their roles in "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer," for
Paramount.
handsome Aren't
sheiks? they

Happy family. And,
happy birthday. It was
Mrs. Brown's birthday so
Joe E. and Joe E. Junior
gave her a big party at the
Cocoanut Grove. Cake
and all! No wonder Joe
knows how to make
movies that are fit for the
whole family. The grownups like him, too

10

Then " Nothing but the Truth" with Richard
Dix came into the conversation and lingered on.
Everyone remembered it. And I consider it a
high compliment to Dix that all of us recollected, indetail, his superb performance — after
five years! A splendid actor, Richard Dix. We
don't get half enough of him!
James C. Grieve, Jr.
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LIKE 'EM THAT
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It seems to me women of the screen change
cir looks and their personalities with their
But the men, always look the same.
Cooper is always Gary, Franchot always
me, Herbert is Marshall in every role he
.iys_etc. Is it because the women stars are
I'm not a woman.
perior as artists? J. P.S.
P. Hertz, Chicago, 111.
BRITISH
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ON MY SKIN

ff

writes Mrs. C. M. A. of N. H.

GENIUS

Does Hollywood appreciate the genius of
iberl Donat? He has an individuality, a
arm and culture not found in most of our
tors. I shall never forget his acting in "The
hunt of Monte Cristo." The courtroom scene
is especially superb.
NrNA White, Louisville, Ky.
MOTHERS'

1935

YOU LOOK
BEAUTIFUL.
CATHERINE

HELPERS

A mother of four children has so many, many
ings to take up her time, it is really almost
possible to check up on the movies day by
Jy. And yet I know that mother should be the
ihsor. I'm always grateful when Bobby or
rlen, dashing in to see if they can go to a

" 'Catherine, 'one of the young men said to me, 'what keeps your skin so young and beautiful?' "

{)vie, say, "It's Joe E. Brown." Or "It's Will
Jigers." Then I can send them packing off
4h no time-taking investigation, no worries,
cause I know it's a clean picture and one
i v will enjoy.
Mrs. E. T. Wright, Brooklyn, N. V.
MOVIE

HUNGER

Someone said that in order to appreciate a
tng, you must do without it for a while.
Since joining the CCC, I have discovered
is is true. Our particular Camp happens to
1;situated twenty-five miles from the nearest
r>vie house, and it is not often that we see a
pture. When we do, however, we appreciate

"I had used one special cream for over 14 years. A nd yet when / first started with Junis Cream
the tissues I used looked terribly soiled. My skin certainly needed the cleansing effect of Junis. "

WHAT
LOVELY

i'thoroughly.
Now I know what a void there would be in
ci- lives without them.
Lee De Blanc, Creston, La.
PAPA

KNOWS

BEST

\s an economy, when times got bad, my
(rents limited us children to four movies a
yir. Can you imagine a set of movie fans
1 ng permitted just one picture in every three
rnths?
ifhat, however, was all B. C. (Before CatsI a.) I chose the Lloyd film for my once-intee-months picture. I was so enthusiastic
ajut it that my parents decided to throw disction to the winds, and take the whole
) lily.
Vhen the picture was over my father said,
"hat movie took ten years off my life! From
I? on our budget must include plenty of
imes. For there can be no depression when
aaod show is in town."
R. R., Cottage Grove, Oregon
MUSICAL

SKIN/

ALBUM

'.ach musical picture I see leaves me with
wish to see and hear again certain of the
g and dance numbers. Why don't each of
studios make a picture composed of the
ice song numbers in their past musical
ures? What movie fan wouldn't enjoy
ring, again, John Boles sing " Waitin' at the
e for Katy" in "Bottoms Up." Or who
ldn't like to see again the Carioca scene
n "Flying Down to Rio?"
Mrs. Clyde Shaffer, Santa Rosa, Cal.

"I am forty-one years of age, and after using Junis for only a few weeks, I got compliments on my
young-looking face from women around twenty. I know that Junis is going to keep my skin that way. ' '

who have used this new face
WOMEN
cream are reporting remarkable results. Some say their complexions are
smoother, fresher than ever before. Women
over 30, especially, report a new glowing,
healthy skin they had never hoped to see
again.
This enthusiasm is not surprising, for the
new Junis Cream is entirely unlike all other
creams . . . because it is based on a principle
that is natural and at the same time scientific.

A cleansing cream with Nature's
own softening element
For years, you see, scientists have been trying to solve the problem of why skin becomes older-looking. They have uncovered
many surprising facts. One important revelation isthat all young skin is rich in a
certain natural substance . . . that helps to
give smoothnessand freshness. As skin grows
JUNIS

CREAM

IS

A

older, this precious substance decreases.
But now, for the first time, a way has been
found to put this rare substance into a
cleansing cream . . . into Junis Cream . . .
thus enabling women to apply to skin the
freshening, softening element so vitally
needed. This substance, as contained in
Junis Cream, we call Sebisol. When applied
externally, this natural substance again
softens and lubricates the skin.
We invite you to use Junis Cream regularly, as an all-purpose cosmetic. Then
watch results. You need no other. For Junis
Cream cleans perfectly, gently. In addition,
it contains Sebisol ... to
soften, lubricate, beautify.
See what this new kind of
cream can do for your
skin. Junis Cream is on
sale at all toilet goods
counters.

PEPSODENT

PRODUCT
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The Arabian Nights
BEAITIFUL

D E

LUXE

EDITION

For Lovers of the
Rare and Exotie
Original
Lane Translation
1260 Pages

$2.98
PHICED

w»

AT

OXLY

Sb.ibr.izad. the beautiful si. ire and her master, King Shahriyar.

HAT lover of rare, beautiful and exotic books has not longed to own
The Arabian Nights as translated from the Arabic by Edward William Lane?
Who, having read them, can ever forget
these astonishing
stories of lion-hearted
heroes and their madly loved ladies? Of
silken-clad beauties who turn from the
murmuring of amorous verses to the devising of diabolical tortures for erring lovers!
Where but in the Orient could love blossom so tenderly or distil so maddening a
perfume? Only the passion and imagina
non of the Oriental could conjure up these
stories of love and hate, poison and steel,
intrigue, treachery and black magic.
For many years after Edward William
Lane completed his famous translation
from the original Arabic that placed the
Arabian Nights among the great literary
achievements of all time, it was published
as an elaborate set of volumes, priced at
S60.00 and upward. Thousands of institutions, collectors and individuals of affluence purchased it, but at that price it was
out of the reach of uncounted thousands

who had heard of its magnificence and
u ho wished ardently to read it. It was not,
however, until comparatively recently that
an enterprising publisher succeeded in securing the necessary rights to enable him
to publish the entire contents of the original set in one great, magnificent volume —
and what a volume it is! How widely.
wonderfully, gloriously different from the
simple children's volume which so long
passed current as The Arabian Nights.
It is printed on fine quality paper in
beautifully clear type, luxuriously cloth
bound in black and red and gold — 124
Oriental tales, 1260 pages, rich in the lure
and thrill, fire and passion of the mysterious East. Complete, with a wealth of

mits us to offer it to our customers at the amaz
ingly low price of $2.98, postpaid — a credit to an)
collection of beautiful and exotic books. Ordei
today before the supply is exhausted. You risl
nothing for if this great volume, which weigh:
over three pounds, fails to come fully up to youi
expectations, you can return it for immediate re
fund of your money.
Send coupon today with $2.98. Money back i
not satisfactory. When ordering request catalog
of other exceptional book bargains.

translator's notes on Oriental life, customs,
magic and other alluring subjects, the
Economy

Educational League has been extremely fortunate in securing a limited

number of copies upon a basis which per-

E C O A O H Y
EDUCATIONAL

LEAGUE

ECONOMY

Broadway.

»w

York.

>T. Y.

LEAGUE

Name
Address
City

1020

EDUCATIONAL

1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Dept. P2
I enclose &2.98 for which please send me the
original Lane translation of THE ARABIAN
NIGHTS beautifully cloth bound. I understand that my money will be refunded, provided
the book does not prove satisfactory.

State

IN each of her movie roles Katharine Hepburn has portrayed
a different type of person — from sophisticated lady to the
lovable Jo. Now as Babbie in "The Little Minister," she

reveals a quiet dignity and grace which lends her latest role a
new kind of Hepburn charm. John Beal plays opposite her in
the screen version of Sir James Barrie's famous love story

Eugene Robert Richee

ALWAYS fascinating, Carole Lombard has never looked
more intriguing in a portrait than in this one. But you
can practice for months before a mirror, ladies, and never

achieve that comchither look of Lombard's! For it's the
contrast of languid eyes and radiant blonde beauty that does
it.

Carole's

latest picture is "Rhumba"

for Paramount

Clarence Sinclair Bull

ARBARA KENT'S ambition to become a movie star was
B-'-'suddenly
interrupted three years ago when she married
her press agent, Harry Edington, and decided her home was

more important than a career. Now, after three years of
smooth sailing on the matrimonial seas, Barbara believes she
can manage both. She recently signed an M'G-M contract

TX 7HAT the well-dressed lady will wear — model by Miss
» » Temple, borrowed
from her mother's wardrobe.
Shirley was eager to show folks the newest addition to the

family, too. The child, she says, will in no way interfere with
her career. And her career is doing nicely, thank you. She
crashed to stardom in her latest film success, "Bright Eyes"

By

Kat

hry

n

Dou

ghe

rty

I OFTEN wonder at the patience of the motion picture industry.
Here
are hundreds of millions of dollars invested, thousands of persons employed,
half the population of the
is at the mercy of anyone who
There are many professional
are just. But there are also

nation entertained — and yet any player, any film,
can get his words into print.
critics whose judgment is sound and whose verdicts
a number of others who write best when they are

panning someone or something, and who, thereby, wise-crack their way to a
certain kind of fame. Such critics are dangerous. They may amuse but they
don't help the public in choosing pictures, and they damage the industry. And
when they do that they strike at the public's greatest recreation. It is bad all
around.

LET'S see how this kind of criticism would operate with a merchandise type
of business — a style show, for instance. The morning after the opening, the
promoters might read in their (erstwhile) favorite newspaper:
"La Petite Paree style show opened last night with the customary music, the
customary lights and the customary mannequins wearing not unusual gowns —
one of those things the public is a little fed up on.
"The models were none too graceful and the tripping down the stairs was startlingly
realistic.
But the two girls who fell quickly regained their feet.
"Strangely enough, the audience of fashionably gowned women seemed to like
the show.
But my recommendation is: stay home with the radio."
WOW!

How

would the gentleman putting on the style show like that?

And wouldn't there be an uproar?
criticisms of films needs no elaboration.

The parallel of this to some of the

If Bates, the popular grocer, found himself living in a movie player's goldfish bowl — with the top off, at that — he'd be walking out of court some day a free
man, acquitted by a jury with the verdict "Justifiable homicide."
HOLLYWOOD
New Deal note:
Posted about on the walls of the Central
Casting Bureau is a recent bulletin advising the telephone operators
no
longer to say "No work" to job-seeking extras.
Instead, commands the decree, the hello-girls should reply,

"Try later."

IN a town of strange happenings, one of the strangest took place recently when
hundreds of men in evening clothes walked across a bare stage, removed their
coats, gloves and hats, bowed and smiled and then passed on.
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There was a reason for the strange parade. Members of the Central Casting
office sat hack in the darkened theater and judged the men who passed. Those
who were nattily attired, sure and easy in their manner, were classified as ten and
fifteen dollar extras.
The others were demoted to the five dollar ranks.

AND
what a parade of heartbreaks it proved to be! Men, whose dress suits
were green with age, faltered on, their white faces twitching with nervousness,
their hands trembling, telling over and over the tragic story that lies forever seething beneath the pomp and glitter of Hollywood.
One elderly gentleman in his frayed evening clothes, entered nervously, dropped
his gloves and stooping to retrieve them, stumbled to his knees. Carefully averting his face to hide the tears of shame, he slowly walked from the stage.
"That man will never make the grade," one woman judge remarked. "He
evidently knows nothing about etiquette and has probably never been anywhere."
"My dear," said her neighbor, "that is only a former Russian nobleman. And
he has dined with kings."
The parade continued.

THOSE newly weds Margaret Sullavan and William Wyler were house hunting,
and hearing of a place that sounded suitable, they sent their chauffeur out to
investigate, they being unable to leave the studio.
In a little while the chauffeur was back.
"Well, what was it like?" Margaret asked him.
"Oh, just like a house," was the reply.
"What was in it?" she asked next.
"Oh, just rooms."
"What were the walls like?"
"Well, they were neither dark nor light," he replied, "they were just blase, I
The Wylers didn't take the house.
guess."
IF we could see enough newsreels, we would scarcely need a newspaper. The
development in this field is as amazing as that in journalism. The reporting of
the burning of "Morro Castle" and the assassination of King Alexander of Yugoslavia are arresting examples of news enterprise.
It would be almost impossible to imagine anything more gripping than this raw
drama captured by the eye of the camera. The mimicry of the screen loses significance, for the moment at least, compared with such stark realism.

IT happened at a motion picture theater in Albuquerque, New

Mexico.

Two

women were talking about the stars of Hollywood. "I think they're terribly
over-rated," one woman remarked to another. "There are just as many distinguished looking girls right here in this town. Glance at that girl next to you,
for instance.
Isn't she just as striking as Hepburn?"
But — it was Hepburn!
On her way East she had stopped

off the plane at

Albuquerque to catch "The Chief," and had taken in a movie while she waited.
There's only one Hepburn after all, be it Hollywood or be it New Mexico.

YOU who love Old Hollywood will get a kick out of Scoop Conlon's reminiscences
of the days when the cinema was young, and its first players trooped down Wilshire Boulevard in the grand parade that marched straight to fame. Turn to
"Hollywood, My Hollywood," in this issue.

It's a treat.
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Gary Cooper, righting Man
of all Nations!
by James A. Daniels
He has worn the uniforms of a half-dozen nations and twice that many
branches of the various services. He has carried every known form of war
weapon from a six-gun to a cavalry lance. He has soldiered in the Sahara,
the trenches of France, the mountains of Italy and on the battlefields of our
own Civil War.
He has fought hand-to-hand, in the air and astride a horse.
That's the unique record of filmdom's best-beloved portrayer of warlike roles
— Gary Cooper. Too young to see actual service in the World War, the tall
Montana lad nevertheless has earned the screen title of "The Fighting Man of
All Naiions."
He"enlisted"first as an aviator in that never-to-be-forgo ten .picture, "Wings."
Then came brief periods of service in the French Foreign Legion in "Beau
Sabreur "and again in"Morocco." Who can forget him as the American
ambulance driver on the Italian front in "A Farewell to Arms' '? Then
there were the roles of the British Tommy in "Seven Days Leave,"
the U. S. Marine in"If I Had a Million"and the American doughboy in "The
Shopworn
recently he turned
time War.
back
to don
the uniform
of anAngel.
officer' 'ofMore
the Confederacy
in the Civil
Nor is Gary through with uniforms. He has just finished the stellar
role in Paramount's "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer " and both
Gary and the studio believe it is the most colorful characierization of them all. As the heroic young captain in this picked
British regiment stationed on the northern boundary of India,
Gary alternates between he English Armyservice uniforms and
the picturesque Indian dress uniforms worn in honor of the
native allies of the British.
But more important than the uniforms he wears is the part he
plays. It's the tensely dramatic role of a British officer who
goes gayly into danger in order that the honor of the regiment, the Bengal Lancers, may remain unsullied and that a
soldier-father may never know that his son betrayed the regiment. Critics who have seen the picture agree that it marks a new high
for Cooper and that the picture promises to be to talking pictures
what "Beau Geste" was to the silent screen.
Surrounding Cooper in this colorful setting are such excellent actors
as Sir Guy Standing, himself an officer in the British Navy in the
World War, Richard Cromwell, Franchot Tone, C. Aubrey Smith,
Monte Blue and Kathleen Burke. Henry Hathaway directed "The
Lives of a make,
Bengal and
Lancer,"
picture
which filmed
has taken
three
in India.
which a was
partially

i
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Scoop Conlon anil
William Frawley

My Hollywood
Three squares a day and a soft bed was the main idea.
IP"
onlyago!
we could have rubbed Aladdin's lamp twenty-odd
years
Bill Frawley dreamed of Broadway musical comedy, while I
There we were luxuriously sprawled beneath the shade of
toyed with mirages of the South Seas. How could we know?
a palm tree on the soft grass of a Hollywood boardingWe didn't have Aladdin's lamp.
Besides, motion pictures
house lawn. . We had parked our tired dogs after our daily hike
were "still" in their infancy!
over the tortuous Cahuenga Pass to and from a quaint little
Hollywood siesta-ed in the sun. The air was laden with the
joint they called a movie
sweet scent of orange blossoms.
studio, a trail worn through
Ranches dotted the boulevard
the mountains by two centuof yesterday. Majestic eucaries of weary journeys made by
lyptus, palms and peppers
gentle old Spanish padres and
shaded the streets. Flowers
their Indian neophytes.
ran riot everywhere. Roses,
We were neophytes in this new
If Scoop Conlon wasn't the tirsl, while baby born in Southern
California, he must have crossed I he plains in a covered wagon. He is
poppies and hibiscus graced the
more native than a native son.
game they called the movies.
lawns, wistaria, bougainvillaea
Running around with him in Hollywood is like attending an Old
An Irish song and dance man
Settlers'
picnic.
He
knew
everybody
when.
andt
from Iowa and an Irish writer
balmy.honeysuckle colored the
Scoop is a half-pint in size only.
bungalows. The climate was
He is Irish in everything, including his pan. Rollicking sense of
from Missouri trying to crash
humor.
little guy. Cocky but good natured. Gay but sentimental. Sociable
the studios. Carefree birds of
He has been married to a swell little girl for seventeen years, which
Here and there an occasional
is a record in Hollywood, and Hollywood marvels that she has put up
passage, we had no serious
two-story village business
with him that long. They have one daughter, fifteen.
thought of movie careers.
The Conlons live at Toluca Lake, as close to the first lee as possible.
building defaced the pastoral

SCOOP
By

26

William

CONLON
Frawley

In the good old days, when Hollywood siesta-ed in the sun, and everybody stood on the corner of Hollywood Boulevard and Vine
Street to watch the movie parade go by. Those were the days when you saw Charlie Chaplin with his cane and baggy trousers,
when Mary Pickford dressed in gingham and had her curls, and Bill Hart wore a ten gallon hat
landscape.
But, even these village necessities
:ertain quaint charm and tradition.

possessed

a

wood's main stem.
My old pal is back from the Broadway
wars, a successful actor giving Hollywood his first double-take
in many, many moons
How well we recall Hall's grocery store where the genial,
The sun still shines, the climate is still balmy. But the trees,
trustful proprietor cashed our movie checks Here we loafed
the flowers and the orange
swapped lies and did a little
ranches are gone these many
whittling with the boys. Or,
years. With them went the
"Frenchy" Blondeau's barber
;hop where we hung out to get
beauty, the charm and the spellin occasional haircut and read
of the Southern California village street. The song is done.
R free Police Gazette. Or, the
Bill Frawley has a pasl which he lias been trying Lo live down lor
..harming old Hollywood hotel
Today, if you stand on the
years. lie was Hollywood's first crooner
vhere we dined and danced
Like all good Ioway-ans. when he left the old homestead, he headed
corners of Hollywood Boulestraight, for Californi-ay, driving a buggy
vard and Vine Street long
vith our best girl of a Saturday
Bill haddecided
a vaguehe idea
was anandactor,
the movies, "still" in their
infancy,
was hea song
dancehutman.
enough you will meet every body
light, if we had the price.
Being
Irishto ashis
the crooning
shamrock,of Bill's
naturecabaret
lenl a devastatyou ever knew. Sure, just like
ing charm
sad sentimental
ballads to the
devotees.
If only we could have rubbed
Broadway heard about it. adopted him. lie knows everybody in show
Forty-Second and Broadway
business and the sporting world.
Talks with Broadway accent.
Uaddin's lamp.
Came the talkies, or the dawn or something. Lo and behold,
of New York.
! Once again Bill Frawley and
Hollywood "re-discovered" Bill Frawley.
He came back as an actor
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 106 I
stroll together down HollyHe's unmarried, girls.
Husky, hot-tempered,
but sweet-natured.
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Who Is Your Husband'.

Favorite Actress?

And What Are You Going To Do About It?
By Ruth Rankin
husband go out of the theater doing a rave
DOES
about your
Mae West or Greta Garbo or Janet Gaynor?
Does he keep it up all the way home? And does it
quietly burn you to a handsome brown crisp or
show up the electrical sparks like a blown-out fuse?
Come on now, girls. Don't deny it. I know better. If you
don't get mad, either inwardly or visibly, you simply are not
human. And if you weren't human, you wouldn't have a man,
or go to a movie.
Case dismissed.
The less you resemble the actress who rates the rave, the
madder the whole business makes you. If you are a little bit
like her, it's apt to be quite nattering. I know a man who can
snap his wife out of her worst peeve by saying, "Take off
those
know you!''
The whiskers,
sages tellJoan
us it Crawford,
is fatal to Ianalyze
too closely those who
have our devotion. So don't put your husband on the pan.
Analyze yourself and the woman on the screen who has his
admiration. Remember, you can change practically everything else in this life, but you can't change a man.
Why not regard your man's enchantment at the hands of
his favorite picture-girl as a break for you?
It is certainly a perfect indication of his choice, a barometer
of his likes and dislikes. Instead of being incensed about it,
why not be guided by it?
For instance, there is a certain brawny gentleman (you all

Many a quiet, stay-at-home man goes
crazy over Harlow. If your husband
comes out of the theater raving about
Jean's radiant loveliness and bare
shoulders, you should do something
about it. And you had better not
waste much time

Does the man you love walk a mile
to see Gaynor on the screen? If he
does, look into your own past and
present, and govern your future accordingly. There's a reason for his
preference, and it's very important
to you
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when he had the situation in hand and
was permitted to be protective. Then
she will know that his enchantment is
in reality an indirect compliment to her.
This one happens to be a case-history
with an obvious solution. There are
many which offer more of a problem —
in fact, there are several which seem
beyond hope at the first diagnosis.
A perfectly charming merchant, who
seems quite well-balanced in every other
respect — has gone ga-ga, non compos
mentis, in plain American — mils — about
Greta Garbo. He admits it without a
blush, the rogue. He will drive to
Pasadena in a pouring rain to see a
Garbo picture for the third time.
To make the situation practically
hopeless, his wife is a bouncing athletic
girl with all the glamour of a bowl of
wholesome baked beans.
She pretends to be amused about it,
but it annoys her. If she had eyelashes
as long as Garbo's, she would trip over
them, and her eyes snap and sparkle in
place of her rival's troubled languor.
But all is not lost. She has two natural
assets which would safely eliminate the
accusation of imitating Garbo, and she
could use them to advantage . . .
One is a long free stride and the other
is a gorgeous [ please turn to page 111]

Maybe
you are one of those wholesome-as-bread-and-butter
women, and your husband does emotional cartwheels at the mention of the glamorous, languorous-eyed Garbo.
However, don't
be incensed by his raves over Greta. Be guided by them

;now one just like him) who has a yen for Janet Gaynor, which
eaves his wife fit to be tied.
It has not yet dawned on Mrs. S
ive years ago, when she married Bill S
>he was a cuddly little thing who made
aim feel big and strong and wonderul. Bill had some kind of an idea
hat he was going to be head of
lis own house — but five years
lave changed all that.
Mrs.
5
has developed a regrettable air of positiveness,
ind is about as helpless as an
irmored tank.
Some day she will get around
o the realization that papa is
:razy about Janet because
Janet reminds him of the days
Ai surprising number of men
suffer with Colbert trouble. If
Vour husband has been smitten
by Claudette, don't take it as a
Joke. The poor man may crave
bangs

that
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School
That

Never
The tiny but completely furnished playhouse is a favorite spot
for the kindergarten youngsters. The little girl with the doll, in
the doorway, is Mary MacArthur, child of Helen Hayes and
Charles MacArthur. Next to her, seated in the chair, is Mary
Elizabeth, daughter of Joe E. Brown

Has A

Truant

A class of younger pupils, playing while they learn. They
may choose to do whatever they wish — modeling in clay,
building with the blocks, working out puzzles. The
sturdy young chap standing with the ball in his hand is
Dick Thomson, son of Frances Marion, writer

between the film factories of Culver City
MIDWAY
and Hollywood is the Carl Curtis School for Boys
and Girls. Here children of the stars receive their
educations.
You've probably supposed that the favored sons and daughters of the movie great attend no ordinary school. And you're
right! For Curtis is the kind of school little boys and girls
dream of — where swimming and boxing are part of the curriculum, and outdoor games are as important a subject as
arithmetic.
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The kindergarteners go home. Each child is taken
by the principal, Mr. Broadbent, to the school bus,
where Miss Alice Calhoun, instructor, sees them to
their doors. The kidnapping menace has made
such precaution doubly important

Fortunate children,
these youngsters of
the stars! For Hollywood has that kind of
school that every
little girl and boy
has dreamed about

By Julie Lang Hunt
It all began ten years ago when
Cecil B-.
eMille, Jack Holt, Will Rogers, Noah Beery
id other film celebrities learned that the late
arl Curtis, well-known physical culture special
|t, and J. Howard Broadbent, an all-around
^ademic man, had devised a system whereby
pysical and mental development were given
]ual importance in child education.
|A more narrow, conventionalized community
ight have been afraid to start a school on such
radical idea. But it sounded like sense to Hollywood. So stars, directors, producers, brought
jeir children to the two educators, and school

The classrooms are planned for health and maximum comfort.
Notice the adjustable desks and seats, movable so the child can
move closer to the board or light if he needs. The blonde,
bobbed haired youngster in the corner is Ruth, the daughter of
Conrad Nagel

i-3gan.

Before the end of the first year, every parent
I Hollywood was excited about what was happing to the youngsters at Curtis.
; Even the kindergarten babies had learned to
'vim. And all the grade children could speak
jrench. Serious physical defects had been corseted by gymnastics.
Timid
children
had
come
social ring-leaders.
Sullen ones had

l'lV
The
weather
and the toschool's
policies
of
healthsunny
and California
freedom make
it feasible
hold most
of the
classes out of doors. Here is the eighth grade, having
history lesson in a sunny patio, beneath a big sunshade.
And how hard they're studying!

acquired happy, normal dispositions. And the increase in each

mk
Each youngster is given a carefully planned and
well-balanced dinner at noon. Parents are requested to serve them only light suppers at night.
The young man being served by the school dietitian
is Richard Hoffman, son of Janet Beecher

child's weight, general health and mental alertness brought the
star-mothers and fathers in swarms to the doors of the Curtis
School.
Almost immediately applications from private families as
well as Hollywood's inner circles swamped the institution. It
was necessary to place a limit on the student body, so it was
set, and still is set, at eighty.
But the sturdy approval with which Hollywood looks up to
the Curtis School is no mere fetish. I think the attitude of the
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mendously.
He can prove this with records which
show
that eighty per cent of the students
transferred
from
Curtis
to the public
grammar or high schools are advanced
from one to three grades in all branches
f academic work.
Let
us follow
a hypothetical
student, first, through the amazing pyramid of details attend
ant upon his entrance into
the Curtis School, and then
on through his courses. His
mother,
let us say, is
( lloria Glorious, a famous
Mar, and her five-yearold Jimmy is the sugared apple of her eye,
even
more
sugared
than
tract.
Miss

her studio conGlorious calls

upon Mr. Broadbent
with Jimmy in tow,
and is slightly piqued
by the absence of flurry
and scurry when she announces her desire to
place her child in the
kindergarten class.
If the school is not over
the eighty mark, she is supplied with a medical blank,
told to have it filled out completely by the family physician
and return with Jimmy for his mental and psychology test within two

Acrobatics are an important part of the curriculum at the Curtis
School.
Two of the girls demonstrate their skill in this sport.
The girl on the right is Marcelite Boles, daughter of John Boles
and an accomplished athlete

film parents is summed up
ment Clive Brook made to
ago when both his daughter
his son Clive were attending

days.
If Gloria can recover from such casual
treatment, and she usually does, she returns
promptly with Jimmy who is turned over to Dr. J.
Harold Williams of the University of California at Los
Angeles, for a thorough mental analysis.
Then the star and her Jimmy go home and wait until
a notice from the school informs her whether the child
is eligible.
If his medical account shows up too badly.

in a stateme a year
Faith and
Curtis.

"The youngsters are getting the best
in scholastic training there," he said,
"but that is available at many other
schools, too. The feature of this school
that appeals to me is the physical skill
it produces even in a child as small as
Faith. She will never have a chance to
be bored much with life when she's
older. Not only her mind will be
trained, but her body as well. And
when a boy or a girl can swim, ride,
skate, play tennis and golf expertly,
there isn't going to be much loneliness
or restlessness ahead for them."
And Clive Brook is right.
When the body is trained as skilfully
as the brain, life is bound to be a nicely
balanced, absorbing affair.
And it is the convincing theory of J.
Howard Broadbent and his staff of a
dozen instructors, a theory based on the
findings of a decade, that physical prowess speeds up mental development tre-

Naturally these Hollywood youngsters are interested in dramatics!
The
girl on the extreme right is Sheila McLaglen, the daughter of Victor.
Curtis pupils learn to appreciate and understand the works of great
dramatists by acting out scenes from their plays

(he mental tests reveal too great an emotiona

stability, Jimmy hasn't a chance.
But if Dr. Williams' findings reveal that
Immy is only a spoiled, over-indulged
impered little boy, who can be reiaped into a tine citizen, he be
jmes a Curtis charge.
His first day at school is spent
1 the examination room of the
ad of the physical culture
McWilliam
Apartment.
jlasters. Jimmy is photoaphed in silhouette to
;io\v defects in posture,
jiotprints are taken, his
md grip tested, his
toulder strength tried
it, his legs measured,
ie tilt of his head
;>ted, his heart, his
ngs, his muscle tone,
s nutrition, his skin,
j. fact there isn't a
10k or cranny of Jimy that isn't charted
,id indexed by his exniners.
! By the end of the day,
IcMasters and his three
.illed assistants have mapfed out Jimmy's
physical
;ork for the forthcoming year.
is stooped shoulders are to relive certain stretching exercises
s flabby muscles will require slow
jvelopment, his fear of physical pain
underscored for careful consideration
1 swimming classes and acrobatic work.
; The next day, Jimmy joins the kindergarten,
hich, because of California's almost flawless
imate, is conducted outdoors almost every day in the
par. Among his classmates he discovers chubby, blind
eter Bennett, Constance Bennett's son, and his young
>usin, Diana, daughter of Joan Bennett. The little
Iris at the end of the play table are Mary MacArthur,

Physical training is given equal importance with mental gymnastics. And soccer, for both boys and girls, begins in the
fourth grade.
This game starts with Richard Hoffman kicking
the ball

ptfp*

daughter of Helen Hayes and Charles
MacArthur, and Mary Elizabeth Brown,
the wide-grinning Joe E.'s youngster.
Later he makes the acquaintance of
John Brooks Morris (Chester Morris)
and William David Powell (William
Powell), a pair of robust youngsters.
Jimmy's teacher has a detailed account of his psychological and physical
tests in the top drawer of her desk and
she knows already that he is over-sensitive, unsocial, inclined to be destructive
anddomineeringand abundantly curious.
But a series of scientifically arranged
self-conbuild up
soon
gamestrol and
stimulate
theJimmy's
sprouting of his
first pinfeathers of good sportsmanship.
His demolishing little hands are kept so
busy with crayons, clay, tools and
scissors, he forgets his original plans to
scratch the colored pages out of the

These youngsters learn ballroom dancing before they are "grown up"
enough to feel self-conscious about trying a tango with the best beau or the
girl friend ! The tall young lady with the boyish bob, on the extreme left,
is Jane Rich, daughter of Irene Rich

picture books.
He learns, painlessly, to take a nap
from eleven to eleven-thirty every morning, although his mother and all his
nurses never had any luck along this line
at home.
[ please turn to page 118 |
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Mary Pickford's

Search for Happiness
I

iderful

FIRST saw Mary
Pickford in " The Warrens of Virginia." She
played the part of an
angelic golden-haired little
girl and to me — just a child,
myself — she seemed as
radiant as the princess in
the fairy tale! If anyone
had told me that she wasn't
completely happy I would
have burst into tears — tears
of disillusionment.
That was the only behind-footlights-role in which I ever saw
Mary Pickford, but through the years I have watched her upon
many a motion picture screen. I have followed her film career
with breathless interest; I have seen her achieve recognition
and near greatness and — at last — actual greatness. I have
applauded silently as she became a world figure — and this is
not my first written tribute to her, not by any means! And
yet — although I have applauded her both silently and with
my pen — the conviction that she was the always gay,. invariably
light-hearted princess of romance left me long since.

This noted star tells you that
striving toward an elusive goal
has been something far removed
from the veneer ealled success

By Margaret E. Sangster

"\ y4"ARY PICKFORD,
in common with every other normal,
■'■^-'-wholesome
woman, has
had her plethora of problems and
tragedies — her moments of pain and heartbreak. When I finally
met her I knew that my diagnosis had been correct, for underlying her charm was a sense of wistf ulness, and her eyes — at times
— were shadowed with longing.
As I have come to know her
better and better I have
often felt that she was
searching through the highways and byways of life for
some intangible thing. Her
search has carried her across
desert places and beyond
the seven seas.
She has

mother
in the
you'
should see
her world
face —when
she speaks about her
mother! Mrs. Pickford;
could by the magic of her
personality make even cold
and hunger seem part of ari'
amusing game. It was she
— I am sure — who started

Mary on her search for
happiness; it was she who
gave her daughter the
courage to seek — beyond the minor discomforts of the moment
— for truth. Mrs. Pickford's code was to square the shoulders
and to keep the chin up to pack one's troubles into the
proverbial kit bag and "smile, smile, smile . . ."
Mary Pickford learned from her mother that gallantry is a
gracious garment which the soul wears — that if one dresses
one's soul in a brave garment a ragged frock doesn't count
against one.
During the long years that have led her from obscurity toj
fame, Mary Pickford has had to tell herself, often, that gallantry of the soul was more important than the surface sparkle
that is known as glamour. She's been surrounded with glamour
— saturated with it — for a couple of decades, but it hasn't;
meant very much when measured against the real thing. Heri
striving toward an elusive goal has been something far removed from that veneer which the world calls success. There
are times when I have thought that the applause of the crowd:
must have had an empty

gone

exploring — really exploring— in the hope of finding for herself the loveliness
of existence that she has
given to so many people.
Finding the loveliness of
existence! It hasn't been
as easy for Man' Pickford
as the casual observer would
suppose. Life hasn't always
been a bed of roses for her
— no, indeed! She has told
me that, as a youngster, she
knew actual poverty, and
poverty is an experience
that lingers in the mind no
matter how much — and
how often — success comes
your way.
Of course, she
34

had the most won

sound to her ears. For — in
her personal life — Mary
Pickford has known her
times of defeat.
She has
struggled
againsttriumphed.
fate — and!
has not always
Take her first marriage,
with Owen Moore.
Man
entered into that marriage,
with high hopes and brave'
ideals, but it didn't jell |
Her second
marriage —
which was thought by the

general public to be the perfect thing — has come to a
saddened
cross-road. The j
people
she mostandadored
—two her
mother
her ;

brother, Jack — were taken
from her prematurely. Even
now her eyes fill with swift j
Before the microphone, Mary must feel her search for
happiness has nearly ended. By closing her eyes, she
can visualize thousands who care for her

tears when Jack's name is
mentioned,
as I've
said
before — and
you —should
see
her face when she speaks of
her mother!
Although she

"An angelic,

golden-haired little girl," Miss Sangster
then — described
completely Mary
happy when first she saw her, and believed her

,'ves every youngster in the world, she has no children of her
,\vn — her maternal affection is lavished upon her niece, Gwynne
,-her sister Lottie's daughter.
And then, too, the prestige which she has gained and the
ealth that she has accumulated have not brought ease
|Iary Pickford works harder than anybody I know. Some
mes I think she is goaded into the terrific amount of work by
lis search of hers — this search for happiness. Sometimes I
link, that she expects to find, in artistic and spiritual eneavor, the fulfillment that she has not found in her personal
Nations.

Trouble, to Mary Pickford, is something that must be worked
with and transformed. The following incident — which I trust
[ will quote correctly — illustrates my point in this. Her company', itseems, was making a picture and the picture needed —
to lend tragi-comedy to a certain sequence — a decrepit, forlorn horse. There was a long and involved search before a nag
pitiful enough to fill the bill was located. When the right
animal was finally found the entire studio must have declared
a holiday!
I don't suppose that ever — before or since — there was seen
such a lean and hungry horse.
I [ please turn to page 119 ]
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And So the Great
To Hollywood, Reinhardt is the man of promise.
To Reinhardt, Hollywood is the Land of Promise.
"Hollywood," he said, "is a natural garden for genius.
Here is beauty all around — color and movement — nature at
its richest. Nowhere else in the world is there such an artist's
paradise. Nowhere is there such an easy, delightful place in
which to live and work. And Hollywood is a community entirely populated by artists striving to express themselves.
Here is a town where art and expression are the most important thing. And it is attracting — with many here now—
the artists of the world."
Coming from anyone else, it might well sound over-enthusiastic, but not from Max Reinhardt. He can rightly say
what's what. He is the man who is making Shakespeare
tasty and appealing to the masses. He is bringing the Bardof-Avon onto the screen. That is something no man has ever
dared think possible before. But he knows his stuff. And
Hollywood knows he does and takes his opinion.
A few years ago Reinhardt brought "The Miracle" to
America and this nation hailed him as the master of spectacles. But he's much more than that. Thirty years ago he
modernized and humanized the theater. For three decades
he has been the master producer and teacher of Europe.
For fifteen of those thirty years he has resisted Hollywood's
lure, being discernible on the screen only through his pupils — all
of whom have done him proud. He has considered the screen
not ready for him and himself not ready for the screen.
But now in Max Reinhardt lies Hollywood's newest hope
and greatest inspiration

Max Reinhardt fully believes Shakespeare
should be on the screen, and he's going to
put him there, for Warners. His first will be
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," and here
he is signing his contract for the merry Bardof-Avon Comedy

A

( ROSS
the desk
in his office
at Warner
Brothers, he looks, in his plain brown business
suit, modest tie and equally modest linen, more
like a successful merchant or a banker than what he
is — the
world's preeminent
theatrical
maestro — Max
Reinhardt.
Also, this smallish man with the quiet eyes and hair looks
like a man of forty instead of the sixty that he is And there
is an enthusiasm that rings through his voice which sounds
like twenty rather than forty.
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Reinhardt's dramatic school in Berlin was the alma mater
of practically every important actor on the Continent.
In fact, it was the proudest boast an actor could make,
"I've studied with Reinhardt."
Lil Dagover was one

Master Arrives

By Kirtley
Baskette

Max Reinhardt, stage
genius, is the man of
promise to Hollywood.
To him, Hollywood is
the Land of Promise
Now because of "not just talking pictures,
.it talking pictures with Shakespeare" Max
einhardt has come to Hollywood. He has
jirned his talents definitely, hopefully to the
reen. He has signed to produce his famous,
imitable plays and spectacles for Warner
:rothers, the first of which, Shakespeare's '"A
lidsummer Night's Dream," is already in pronction. Reinhardt is making his picture dent with this his favorite play, because it was
is first Shakespearean stage production — away
jack in 1905. Recently he staged it in the
imous Hollywood Bowl to the applause of the
iitire picture colony.
. Reinhardt has no ties to draw him back to
|ie Berlin he made famous as a center of
lassie drama.
A hostile government has
rowned on him, confiscated his seven
leaters, every bit of his property, every

,J*Q$

Conrad Veidt's record under
the heading of "stage experience," has but three words,
"Max Reinhardt, Berlin."
Nothing else is necessary. Although he has appeared in
films here, he is better known
for his work abroad

penny of his wealth.
Outside of his
annual festivals in Salzburg and
Florence, he has nothing to draw him
back to Europe.
Of course, New York
will claim him part of the time — but to
him Hollywood is Mecca.
So this man might well bring about a
Shakespearean revival and increase our
appreciation.
He might also be just the
one to give the movie going public a few
healthy doses of Shaw, Ibsen,
Emil Jannings is another of
the "greats" developed by
Reinhardt. His performance
as the hunchback in "The
Miracle" resulted in his American screen debut and many
hits

Elisabeth Bergner is another
pupil of Reinhardt's, one of
his greatest. Now being acclaimed on the London stage,
she is soon to be presented
on the New York stage

Moliere or Goethe — and
make us like it!
About Shakespeare, Reinhardt says, "He was not —
what you call it — a highbrow.
He did not write for the
academician. No! He was a
poet of the people, for the
masses. Actually everybody
understands Shakespeare.
"And the screen should
not look to the stage or the
poets of the stage for its
themes and material. It
should
reach into the rich
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mountains and meadows to be caught by the camera— I
a poem should be twice as full and complete. You cannot I
ng the beauties of nature to a stage — so you are always :
limited. The screen should be ideal." Reinhardt paused!
in his enthusiasm for a note of caution, "However, it I
is an experiment."
I wondered if his greatest experiment wouldn't be
with Hollywood actors. Reinhardt, you know, while
securing the greatest European actors for his Continental productions, has always had about him a
group of personally trained artists.
His Reinhardtschulc in Berlin was the alma mater of practically every important actor on the Continent.
In his seven theaters in Berlin and one in Vienna,
almost every European dramatic artist has apIn fact, while for years the proudest boast an
peared.
actor could voice was "Eve studied with Reinhardt," italso became a standing joke abroad—
because every actor claimed the distinction, even
though he had merely walked backstage in a
Reinhardt theater!
Here in Hollywood, Max Reinhardt will have
to do what any other director has to do — cast
from the large group of Hollywood actors — and
shoot with them. He will not have the time to
train them to his methods.
I asked him if he intended to found another
Reinhardtschule in Hollywood.
"No," he replied, "at least not at the present
time. There is much talent here," he smiled,
"you will be much surprised. There will be some
discoveries.
The future will show."
Max Reinhardt is a pioneer by instinct and
an adventurer at heart. He is sure of himself,
daring and he is never afraid to do the new
or unexpected. f please turn to page 92 ]

"The Lubitsch touch" has
become a hallmark of merit,
that of the noted director,
Ernst Lubitsch. Yes, another
Reinhardt graduate

American scene for the life that is
all around us. There is ample
material in that life. Dreiser's
'An American Tragedy' is an
example — something that actually
happens. When this life is translated by the genius of a great
American poet — then Hollywood
will have its ideal screen mate-

William Dieterle, after nine
years under Reinhardt as an
actor, then turned to directing.
He is here as Lysander in
"The
Dream"

rial."
"And I hope to bring 'A Midsummer Night's Dream'
to the
screen even more effectively than
it can be produced on a stage —
indoors or outdoors. The beauty of
the screen is that everyone
can be in the second row.
Much of what your audience
misses on the stage, they
will be sure to see on the
screen.
Of course, what I
am afraid to lose is the contact between player and audience, the reaction and counter-reaction— that is what I, as
as the director, must supply.
"But there is no reason why
the screen cannot present a play
such as 'A Midsummer
Night's
Dream' better than the stage. First
of all, it is a poem of nature.
Love,
poetry
and nature are very closely
woven.
And here where nature is at its
most beautiful, where there are forests
38

Mady Christians says
she couldn't replace
what she learned in her
seven years with Reinhardt. "Even now," she
adds — star that she is —
"I find myself, when in
doubt, asking how he
would do it"

Across the desk in his
office at Warners, Reinhardt looks more like
the successful merchant
or banker than what he
is — the world's preeminent theatrical maestro. He is seen here
with Jack Warner

#y
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Kenneth Alexander

"D ONALD COLMAN is soon to be seen as that fighting romantic, the twoA ^fisted conqueror of a land unconquerable, "Clive of India." With him in the
20th Century production will be the classic Loretta Young. Colman's role is the
**

RUDY certainly can make the girls step! One lift of
the baton, and they go around in circles. Looks like
an easy job, too, and Mr. Vallee seems to enjoy it. He is
putting them through the paces in his latest film, "Sweet
Music," for Warner Brothers. Vallee has a new leading
lady in this picture — the petite brunette, Ann Dvorak.
After nearly four years in dramatic roles Ann donned
a pair of dancing shoes for her first lead in a musical

—

THEY made no mistake when they cast Ann in a song
and dance role! Watch her step! Rudy looks
pleased, too. Ann was a dancer long before she was a
movie actress. For a year she danced in a chorus, then
instead of giving her a lead role, the studio promoted her to
position of assistant dance director ! But it didn't take Ann
long to get back in front of cameras. Many insist she
and Rudy will be the musical team sensation of the year

-JL
Max Munn Autrey

OAULETTE GODDARD, Charles Chaplin's leading lady, posed for the very
■*■ first photograph to be taken on the set of the forthcoming Chaplin picture,
mysteriously known as "Production No. 5." But, it is not a scene from the movie.
Nothing is known about that, not even whether Chaplin himself is going vocal

Mrs. Pat O'Brien was the
lovely Eloise Taylor whom
the late Valentino named a
prize-winning beauty

Though it took Pat five
years of luck and pleading
to get her, they're happily
married now

He Failed For A Million
S
TAR vanishes in Hollywood for three years — and makes
a million in the movies!

Sounds crazy, doesn't it? But wait.
The star is an
Irishman. One of those six foot, divil-go-take-'em sort
of fellows who are born with Luck for a middle name and
Laughter for a charm piece. Maybe that accounts for it. If,
faith, there's any accounting for Patrick O'Brien!
He has lived a life as full of drama and strange conundrums
as one of his grandfather's stories. After that smash hit of his
in the screen version of "The Front
Page" people asked, "Where is
O'Brien? Have you seen O'Brien? "
No one had. They couldn't know
that by a queer Hollywood twist,
that "hit" had nearly killed him
professionally! But it led him into
making a fortune. That's the way
things happen to him.
From the time he was born in
Milwaukee on Armistice Day —
several years before the Armistice

was signed, of course — Pat has magnetized Fate, in one form
or another, into doing tricks for him.
To start at the beginning — from a choir boy to chorus boy
is a long step. But in between Pat was a sailor. That helped.
He'd stretched the truth about his age to the recruiting officer,
done a two year turn on the deck of a battleship and, the war
over, he had stridden down Broadway prepared to give Hamlet
a break.
"Hamlet!" snorted a theater manager.

With laughter

for his

luck piece O'Brien has
a philosophy that can
beat the Hollywood jinx
By Jerry Lane

"Go take the straw-

out"That,"
of your said
hair!"Pat with dignity,
"is not straw. It's what is left of
the hey-hey from my sailor's hornpipe!" So they put him in the
chorus. At the same time, down
the street in another show, was a
redheaded hoofer by the name of
Jimmy Cagney.
It was the ostrich feathers that
did it really. They provided cos[ PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE 90 ]

c aro l,Wally
This story is a most
unusual human documenta; foster mother
telling of her affection for an adopted
child, and of the
foundation of past memories
upon which that affection is built.
Mrs. Beery is a retiring person,
seldom seen in the limelight which
so surrounds her famous husband,
the motion picture star. This
fact lends even more interest to
this recital. — Editor's Note.

an

dM e

By Mrs. Wallace Beery
In a city of triangles, there is
no erthreesome happier than the
Be
ys
united in affection

CAROL ANN has filled the only gap that was in our
lives, Wally's and mine.
Her coming into our household has meant far more to me than I am able
to
express. From the moment I had her intrusted into my
care I loved her, and was hardly able to believe my good fortune.
Watching her fuss around as she was getting ready to go to
lunch with Wally at the Vendome one day, it struck me how
much her excitement compared with similar
scenes in my childhood.
She tried on
several dresses before she decided
which one was just right. She is
very particular, tiny tot that
she is. All her colors must
match — especially if she's
going with her Daddy.

u

What

Wally is more
than a hero to
Carol Ann.
He is
a demi-god whom
she worships.
a pair they make as

they walk along — he huge
and bulky — she tiny, tagging
along. And he is so proud of
her!
Actually, he's a bigger
kid than she is. I call the
pair of them my two children.
Her most vivid recollection

doubtlessly will be of Wally at the controls of his aeroplane
flying her to Palm Springs over the week-end.
For the aeroplane today holds all the glamour and romance for children
which the train held for youngsters a generation or so back. I
can remember how my father was just as much a hero to me as
Wally is to Carol Ann.
He was a crack engineer on the Baltimore and Ohio railroad.
There were three children, and how
we would prepare to meet him at lunch!
The house was the
scene of no end of excitement
as our blessed
mother would stand before the stove and fry

The Beerys at home: Wally, the hero,
Rita, the mother, and baby Carol Ann.
Carol Ann isn't really as bashful as she
looks here. But she isn't used to having
strange cameramen invade the privacy
of her quiet home

chicken. When it was done she
would pack it in a big pail along
with other delicacies, and we'd go
down to the station proudly carrying the pail between us.
We would be scrubbed and
dressed in our very best, and be
waiting there as the train pulled in.
Then when Dad got his orders from
the station-master, he'd swing off
the train, and we'd open up the
lunch and help him eat it. If the
station-master didn't happen to be
around, Dad would take us for a
ride on his engine. We were wonderful friends, my father and I —
and still are to this day. He never
comes to see me without bringing
some little token of love, if it's only
a sack of fruit.
This same bond exists between
Wally and Carol Ann. And when
Wally wanted to fly her down to
Palm Springs I was delighted. I
recalled how thrilled I was when
my Dad took me for rides in his
i train engine. And I wanted to see
Carol Ann have that same wonderful understanding with her Daddy
as I had with mine. There is no
greater thing in the world.
Carol is drawn to me by the tenderest of bonds. She is a priceless
legacy left from my mother's halfsister, and lifelong playmate,
Juanita. As she, a young woman
in her early thirties, lay on her
death-bed, she whispered that she

Heap big chief, and papoose. After seeing "Viva Villa," Carol Ann wanted to
play Indian. The setting
Beerys have a Mexican
sunroom, so with a couple of Indian
blankets, Wally and Carol had a perfect

wanted to leave something to me —
it was her dearest possession, her
baby Carol Ann, then nine months
old. Carol Ann had two brothers
—George now twelve years old
and Billy six, who live with their
grandmother, but who often come
to play with their little sister.
The aday
funeral,I
I had
talkafter
withJuanita's
her husband.
pointed out that raising a little
girl alone was a great responsibility. Without even saying a
word to Wally, I told him that I
would raise Carol Ann, and showed
him a letter wherein her mother
requested I do so. He agreed
that perhaps it was best that I
should raise, educate and give her
Carol Ann's a great
talker. Here is her
Daddy making an
electrical recording
of one of her very
first speeches. It was
a good speech, too,
says Wally

a real mother's
care.
Wally and I
were in the
midst

of remodeling our

[TO
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PAGE TURN
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sat side by side on a straight little sofa in a
THEY
producer's waiting room — Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland, that popular comedy team of the
screen. Charlie twirled his round little hat, his
dimples nervously popping in and out like a pair of Jackin-the-box as he stole little side-wise peeks at Mary,
silting so straight, so determined, with a decided nomonkey-business air.
Across the room, a blonde secretary sat behind a desk
filing a long, gory-looking nail. Occasionally a Hash of
crimson shot through the air as her manicured hand flew
to a stray curl over an ear.
The silence grew thick and clingy like fungus on a bat
tered oak tree.
"Hum-umm." Charlie suddenly cleared his throat
and Mary jumped.
"Don't do that," she protested. "It's enough to
shatter my nervous system."
"I — I can't help it if 1 have a frog in my throat, can 1?
I've got to get it out, haven't I?"
"Charlie, you could be full of frogs for all I care. In
fact, the way you keep jumping around it wouldn't Mir

Domestic rifts like Mary's
and Charlie's
in the
best
of screenhappen
families
By Sara

Hamilton

It's incompatibility.
Charlie has a ranch where he raises
nuts and grapefruits. His pet is a Great Dane.
He craves
quiet, peaceful evenings at home

prise me in the least if you were."
Mary glared at him.
Charlie squirmed about uneasily.
"Quit fiddling," Mary snapped.
"Can I help it if I have to fiddle?" Charlie demanded.
"Well, you don't have to fiddle here. There's a time
and a place for fiddling. This isn't it."
The blonde secretary glanced witheringly at the sounding buzzer on her desk. With a sigh she threw down the
nail file, yanked at her stocking, patted the curl again
and disappeared through a door marked PRIVATE. In
a few seconds she was back.
"The producer will see you now.
Gwan in," she said.
Mary and Charlie rose. Charlie, at the door, tripped
over Mary's feet and fell headlong into the astonished
producer's lap.
"It's the hop toad in him," Mary explained. "He
leaps before he looks."
" Well, this is indeed a pleasant surprise," the producer
smiled when Charlie had regained his balance and his hat.
"What can I do for you this morning?" He fairly
beamed on the screen's greatest corned}' team. A team
that brought many golden shekels into an undernourished
box-office.
It was Man- who spoke first. In firm, clear tones she
Proof that mama loves papa — even if she did want him to
wear a horse-shoe charm around his neck and curl up his
hair like Francis Lederer.
The producer couldn't believe
ma and pa had tired of each other

said, "We want a divorce."
The pencil leaped six feet out of the startled producer's
hand and landed at his feet. The producer stooped and
Charlie stooped, their heads meeting with a thud.

Divorce

11

Charlie hung his head but then suddenly he brightened.
"Well, I wore a charm for her, didn't I?"
"But you wouldn't keep it on," Mary complained.
"You see, that lovely Mr. Ledercr (Charlie moaned)
always wears a good luck charm around his neck and
Charlie never had anything glamorous around his neck
except his Adam's apple and there's nothing glamorous
about that. So I persuaded him to wear a darling little
charm, too."
"Well, 1 tried to wear it, didn't I? Only the darn
thing gave me lumbago and gangrene of the epiglottis."
"Charlie, don't be vulgar," Mary snapped.
asked.
"What was the charm she gave you?" the producer
"A horse shoe," Charlie groaned, "with all the nails
left in. When I stooped over, it took two electricians to
help me up. If that's what it takes to make a Francis
Lederer out of me, I don't want it. I want a divorce,
"Besides," said Mary, "we're incompatible. He has a
Oreat Dane and I have a Pekingese." A slight hiss
excaped Charlie's lips. "Then, loo, he lives on a ranch
and I live in Beverly Hills. He raises grapefruit while I
raisetoo."
Sweet Williams."
"And what else do you raise?" the producer asked
Charlie.
"Nuts," answered Charlie.
"And nuts to you," Mary cried. "Besides, people
think when they see us on the screen together all the
time, we're romantic off the screen. I never see Charlie
off the screen.
Life is hard enough."
" \onsense, I don't believe
I PLEASE TURN to PAGE 97 1

dry can't see it. She has a garden and raises Sweet
VHams.
Her pet is a Pekingese.
She wants music,
song, gaiety. Besides, Charlie's unromantic!

IDo you have to knock him unconscious before we get
Hi matter settled?" Mary stage-whispered at Charlie
ween clenched teeth. "Can't you wait till it's all
rJ Business before pleasure, remember."
Charlie merely rubbed his head in a daze. The proIjjer gulped and swallowed with surprise, his mouth
ifning and shutting like that of a fish. Unable to say a

¥■

I\
ou— you want a divorce? " he finally gasped.
" You
t want to be ma and pa on the screen?
But — but

■?"

Well,said.
she says I'm
trlie

funny looking for one thing!"

; I only said if he had 'it' he got 'it' too late. Much too
*. Besides," said Mary taking out her handkerchief,
harlie isn't fascinating like Francis Ledercr."
he producer looked at Charlie accusingly.
Couldn't you be a little more fascinating?" he asked.
Well, doggone it, I can't be fascinating like that
I'uncing Czech.' I tried it and I got water on the knee,
i omething," Charlie explained.
" I— I"
i ^ou see, he doesn't even try," Mary wept into her
'
' dkerchief. "The day I brought my hair curler to theI'm
i ho and offered to curl his hair in darling little ringlel s
over his head like Mr. Lederer's, he made a terribb
Why, Mr. Ruggles!" exclaimed the producer.
1 Jn'sed at vou!"

The rift only widened when Charlie donned earrings and
wore a mustache.
He still didn't look like a hero to Mary.
And Charlie, the old meany, just scowled at Mary when
she got Little Bopeepish, crook and all

Margaret Sullavan
is all dressed up
here, just before
she became the
bride of William
Wyler, with her.
But for the ceremonies at Yuma,
Margaret went
right back to slacks.
And William thinks
they are one of his
wife's best points

p()R years and years Alan Hale played o
meany heavies until it was discovered th.
he has a nice kind face and can also sing. 1
acts, too, as you may have noticed. He r
marked the other day, "I did get so tired
being in wolf's clothing. Why, it got so that
was hiding my own wallet from myself!"
Ayf California
AY ROBSON
was on She
location in a sma
oil town.
was wearing
Salvation Army bonnet.
At noon, May walked into a lunchroom, s;,
on one counter stool and put her S. A. chapca
on the other. She was hungry, and attende
to the business of eating.

Edward G. Robinson
is a camera bug. He
can't take a shot or
leave it ; he has to
take it. And nobody
is safe from him. He
bobs up everywhere,
taking candid pictures. From the expression on the face
of Jean Arthur, this
one's a honey

When finished,
stool and reached
pared to don it— a
May is saving it

she hopped down off th'
for her hat. As she prt
quarter fell out.
as a souvenir.

^OOD digestion — at any price.
Which is. the current motto of Jimm
Cagney and Pat O'Brien. Jimmy, who ha
had recurrent trouble with indigestion, firs
took onit up.
hit
the idea — and then Pat, his side-kick

This is the handsome
young buckaroo who
has claimed all the
attention of Sally
Eilers lately. He's
Harry Joe Brown, Jr.
But now, Junior has
given his mother permission to return to
the screen, and you'll
see her again soon in
"Carnival"

So now you see both tripping to work carry
ing an old-fashioned tin lunch pail, compld
with sandwiches, salads and cold cuts, a!
home prepared, in one hand — and a thermc
bottle in the other.
Each noon, they find a clear spot behind ;
set
prop — and brand.
swap sandwiches that arcn'
the restaurant
Incidentally, they don't get tired out writ
ing autographs in the studio commissary.
Y\7T< imagine a deep-sea vacation with Lf

A

COUPLE of Hollywood actors
were having a feud.
"Why don't you tell that other fellow what you think of him and get it
over?" Bob Montgomery asked.
"I can't," was the answer, "the
cad has no telephone."

LR

A/f AURICE CHEVALIER came back from
Europe with a lot of suits you can hear
coming through the front gate at M-G-M.
Bob Montgomery is positively green with
jealousy and has gone into retirement until
he can find some checks, plaids and scarfs
louder than Chevalier's.

Jimmyto Durante
Lee'
boat, Tracy
will be and
something
write homeon about'
They are after big fish in the Mexican watersbut the tuna will probably die laughing
There are three boats — the big mama boat, ;
small sailboat to go out and capsize in— and i
dory to rescue the capsizers. Full equipment
you might say.

/ LENDA FARRELL made her last pay''ment on her San Fernando Valley home —
ajl celebrated. A rather unique celebration.
Evas a trunk-burning party. A big old batted wardrobe trunk went up in smoke, and
tinda remarked, " It isn't everybody who can
5(nd and watch her home for many years
brning to the ground, and smile about it!"
LICE BRADY instructed her maid to tell
a certain gentleman if he phoned that she
re in the bath, as she didn't wish to speak
tpim. The gentleman phoned and the maid
Mowed instructions. After half an hour he
F>ned again and got the same answer. A
t rd time he phoned with the same result.
Finally, in exasperation, he yelled over the
ve:
A

The son and heir of
Joan Blondell and
her husband, cameraman George
Barnes, is not going
tempera mental,
he's merely hungry.
Joan is certainly
proud. George
wonders where that
volume from such a
tiny bit of humanity
can come
They may be fan
dancers, but they are
not to be whoopsed
at. Decidedly not!
They represent four
hundred pounds of
football, boxing and
stevedoring, all set
for some burlesquing

Well maybe she's drowned by this time.
Vy don't you go see?"
IS Beverly Hills telephone calls poured into
he police station from frantic mothers saying
U their children hadn't returned from school
fl auto patrol set out to trace the missing
:ldren. Suddenly the officers heard loud
}|ling and laughter coming from the backed of a newly occupied house.
: Who lives here?" demanded the officer
';:n the maid answered the door.

in Rudy Vallee's picture,Warners
"Sweet Music,"
for

Bronislava Nijinski,
widow of the noted
dancer, discusses
details of the forthcoming ballet in Max
Reinhardt's
produc''A Midsummer
tion of Shakespeare's

Jackie Cooper," was the answer, "He's got
ri rly a hundred kids in the back yard helping
In build a new shack. He says if they work
! d enough, he'll let them be in his club."
J EMEMBER the grand old ostrich plumes
,of mother's time? They must be coming
1 k- At least Jeanette .MacDonald is setting
I llywood on its ear by appearing at all the
i.irt spots in a chapeau dripping with plumes.
, Well," sniffed one little meanie when she
|apsed the MacDonald ostriches, "if I had
\ wn it was a costume party I'd have dressed
myself."

:'o which several bystanders echoed, ' Meow,
\ w." Jeanette only smiled.

1 'LColonel.

V/TAYBE M-G-M will have to go in the
house-boat business. Up on the beach in
Ventura is Pcggoty's house, built in a boat
turned bottom up. It was constructed for
scenes in "David Copperfield," but the studio
has received a dozen offers for it from persons
who want to use it for a beach cottage.

|_JE\TRY HULL

Screen history
is in
Night's
Dream."
the making with this
movie. Watch it!

has been made a Kentucky

But here is what makes it unusual:
Henry Hull actually came from Kentucky!
Louisville.
Most of Governor Ruby
Laffoon's staff
officers never sniffed bluegrass in their lives.
/,Q

THE aura of mystery which surrounds the
romances of Greta Garbo conjures up all
sorts of wild guesses as to what a suitor
does to woo the lady nobody knows.
Well — I was riding down the Coast highway
a Sunday or so ago and almost bumped into a
small flivver coupe turning around in the
middle of the road. George Brent was at the
wheel and beside him was a lady with a hat
pulled very far down over her face, but not far
enough to disguise that famous face.
For five miles or more my rear-view mirror
revealed the pair of lovers coasting along, even
as you and I, and sniffing the salt air. Finally.
Mr. Brent and his lady pulled off to the side
and parked to watch the wild waves — hand in
hand.
Love is grand — but its manifestations are
not very different in the case of Garbo and the
rest of the world.
A Sunday afternoon drive in a flivver. A
silent parking to watch the sea together.
What's mysterious about that?
■^"AT
PENDLETON
Charles
Butterworth was
abouttelling
unexpectedly meeting his old schooldays' sweetheart in Hollywood.
"Boy, I hadn't seen her in twelve
years," Nat said.
"Has she kept her girlish figure?"
Charlie asked.

Mr. and Mrs. Wairen William were among the many celebrities present at
the Screen Actors' Guild annual ball. This is a rare picture in that neither
Mr. nor Mrs. William goes in for a great deal of social activity, both being
strong for a quiet home life

"Kept it?" Nat exploded. "Why,
man, she's doubled it."
TTHE most exciting lot in town, at the
moment, is Warners, what with Reinhardt
and Marion Davies moving in. The German
contingent, consisting in the main of Reinhardt, Korngould, Heinrich Blanke and
William Dieterle, plus any number of fellow
associates, have practically taken over the lot.
Some of them bring their wives, they sputter
German by the yard, and there is a general air
of bustle and activity.
One of the sights of the place is the enormously tall and shaggy Dieterle, in his white
cotton gloves (once he contracted an infection
in his hand while directing a picture, and ever
since he has worn the gloves), striding down the
causeway with little Blanke, about five feet
high, both gesticulating wildly and hurling
German at each other.
To make things more involved, the official
interpreter doesn't speak English!

Mrs. Robert Montgomery (left) and
Mrs. Chester Morris find a good
laugh in what Chester Morris is
saying. But Robert seems to be far,
far away for the moment. They
formed one of the foursomes at the
Screen Actors' sonal
Guild
ball, a seahighlight

A LAN HALE actually proposed to his \
Gretchen
Hartmann,
twenty years
while they were making a love scene in si ;
pictures.
"D ETTY FURNESS carries a small com
in her compact.
Well, a girl likes to k
where she is, doesn't she?
Which is Bill and which is Jimmy Cagney? They are alike enough to be
-,(
twins !) Anyhow, we'll do the traditional left to right and you can see whether
your guess was right: Mrs. Bill Cagney (Boots Mallory), Phil Regan (rear),
Bill, then Mrs. and Mr. Jimmy Cagney

/"WROL ANN was so lonesome to sec
^^papa that she hopped on a commei
plane and went to San Antonio, where 1>
now on location for "West Point of the J
Of course, Mrs. Beery was with her.

'""PHEY

were

making

a scene

in

"Mississippi" where W. C. Fields
enters, takes a drink from a mint
julep glass and does a bit of dialogue.
After several false starts, what
seemed^to be a perfect scene was
run off. However, Director Eddie
Sutherland waved his hand in negation. "No good," he proclaimed,
"Bill,
you recoiled
forgot toas take
a drink."
Fields
if indicted
with
a horrible crime. "Impossible!" he
exclaimed.
"Yes you did — " said the director.
"Well," said Bill in a dazed, weak
voice, "it's the first time I ever forgot

Joan Crawford and her almost inseparable companion and leading escort,
Franchot Tone, were table companions with Helen Hayes at the Screen
Actors' Guild ball. It's a safe guess Joan is telling about further plans for
her pride and joy, her little theater

to do that."
Y\ TELL, you will have to admit that little
*^ Shirley Temple is doing all right when sh<
rates Lionel Barrymore as her co-star. The
picture is "The Little Colonel," which you
adored when you were ten, and Shirley makes
her first appearance in pantalettes. Bill Robinson, who must have invented tap-dancing
(he taught all the famous dancers their
routines), will appear in the picture.
f^RACE FORD, pretty dancing teacher.
^Jtook two of her child pupils to the Warner
casting director. Max Arno. He looked them
over and announced, " I can't use the children
— but how would you like a contract?"
Grace is playing her first part in "Midsummer Night's Dream." But here is tin
part of it that no one except a certain passer
by knows. In sheer exhuberance, Grade
wanted to dance for joy. The only place sh<
could find which was not public, was a table

top in the prop department, where she executed a Spanish fandango' (Ah. ah. Gracie!
You're in pictures and nothing is secret now!
TD ICHARD DIX turned down
-^-forty-six thousand dollars offered him to appear in a shirt advertisement, so you can imagine the
consternation when his picture
and endorsement appeared in the
publicity of a new tea.
His manager, suspicious, asked
him,"Didyou really endorse this tea?"
"Endorse it?" shouted Richard.

"I own it!"
[ PLEASE TURN TO PACE 86 ]

Could two girls show greater admiration of husband or boy friend?
Petite Alice White smiles up at husband Cy Bartlett (left) and Isabel
Jewell puts that certain something
into her smile for Lee Tracy. They
made up one of the jolliest Guild
parties

PVELYN LAYE worked until seven A. M.
when "The Night Is Young" was finished.
She stayed awake just long enough to get to
Santa Barbara where she slept for two days
without a quiver.
"DERT WHEELER gave his little
girl a dime for charity, but she
invested it in a soda instead. When
papa questioned the investment, the
young lady informed him, "It goes
twice as far this way — I give it to the
soda-jerker, and he can give it to
charity!"

Dick Powell was just about tops as squire at the Screen Actors' Guild ball
in that he escorted not one but two charming ladies. On his sturdy right
arm was Mary Brian, as was to be expected, while on his left was Mrs. Joe
E. Brown. Joe E. was home with laryngitis

tt£fr

^il

EVERY woman," said Miss Davies, concentrating on a
silky ear of her almost inseparable companion, Gandhi
the dachshund, "Every woman should decide what is her one
most sincere ambition — most sincere, not necessarily her
highest. Then she should attempt to fulfill it, before she
tries anything else." At the right, is the music room of the
Warner star's gorgeous home
Santa Monica, which faces
on the inspirational surge ofatthe
Pacific, within hearing
bJi
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Secrets of Success
M

— jirow into the best sort of
human being we can. Live11
— and help others to live

N many ways Marion
Davies is one of the most
remarkable women of
I this age, and she was
liking about success. Once
le knew poverty; now she
; said to be the wealthiest
|oman in Hollywood. Once
ss
was considered hopele
te
an actress. But she
tablished herself as a brilliant comedienne and then proved
lat she could handle dramatic roles. Once she was a nobody —
) far as the world-at-large was concerned. Now she is known
i every corner of the world, and she is called the most popular
'•oman in the place where most of the world's movies are made.
i " Girls are always asking me, ' Miss Davies (for it was Marion
Lvies doing the talking), can't you tell me how to get along?'

As told to William P. Gaines

"Some have asked me if I
could give them six, ten,
twenty, or any number of
rules to live by.
"And I've had to reply,
tritely but truthfully,
'There isn't any certain
number of rules for living
that apply to all individuals
alike — that will steer any-

one through all the circumstances that arise in a lifetime.'
"But I'll tell you what I've told a lot of those girls. There
are some policies that won't do any woman any harm at any
time. So, if you want to hear them, here goes:
"Every woman should decide what is her one most sincere
ambition in life, and then she should attempt to fulfill it, before
she tries anything else.
"Please notice, I said most sincere; not
necessarily her highest ambition. Every
young girl's head is full of a lot of conflicting
ambitions, day-dreams, and what we used to
call the 'natural ' feminine urge. The natural
urge, in days gone by, was to marry the boy,
settle down, and make a home. But the
world has changed. Today it's just as
natural for a girl to want a career. Nineof the girls probably think they'd love
tenths
to be movie stars — not knowing what it
takes to get to be one. Of course, the huge
majority of them would be more comfortable
in business, or as housewives. And I believe
most of them know, deep down inside, which
of their ambitions are inspired by hopeless
yearnings, and which one is substantial.
"Well, if a girl sincerely believes she can
become an actress some day, or a cabinet
member, I say it is foolish — almost criminal
— for her to marry some young chap and try
to keep up his suburban bungalow. That
way her discontent can ruin two lives. The
other way, if she fails, she has wasted only
one life, and there is some inner glow from
a try that was genuine.
"All right. Once a girl has decided what
she wants to do, I think she should then and
there reconcile herself to any sacrifices she
may have to make to achieve her goal. If
she has married the boy, her goal is domestic
happiness. And if she thought that was
coming without a thousand readjustments,
she was just sappy, that's all. It's give anda
take, give and take— always trying to take
little bit more than you give. Which, if you
are sincere, is for the man's good; you'll take
the right things, and build on them.
"Security is the domesticated woman's
goal. And, if she's honest, she knows that
means security [ please turn to page 91 |
53

They Didnt

Mean To Be

FUNNY
ZaSu Pitts started out to become a
tragedienne, but the audience
laughed at her vague hands. "They
have always waved around — sort
of without me," she explains. That
"Oh, dear" of hers was an accident,
in her first talkie

became the target for a million laughs. Eddie Cantor
discovered that he could roll his eyes and so became a
singing comedian. Mary Boland was so ravishingly beautiful that she was always cast as the conventional leading
lady opposite such actors as John Drew, but she achieved
higher rating as a comedienne when she got a light role in
"The Torch Bearers."
It is difficult to pick out many comedians who were born
in the interest of pure comedy.
Most of them acquired il
or had it thrust upon them. A thousand potential Hamlets
are sending America into stitches, and a thousand
comedians are reducing us to tears.
Consider, for example, the sudden popularity
of Una Merkel since the talkies.
Sitting in
her blue and white dressing-room at M-GM, we discussed the reasons for the giggle?
when she appears on the screen.

rs arc born comedians;
SOME actoire
comed\% and others
some acqu
have comedy thrust upon them.
Heartaches, chance, desperation,
accident, luck, coincidence . . . upon
each one of these hangs the career of
some comedian who didn't mean to be
funny at all.
Harold Lloyd, after he evolved Lonesome Luke, a comic type that mam'
considered an imitation of Chaplin,
worked out his smooth-face, funny fellow with the horn-rim specs — worked it
out deliberately, after long consideration. But Harold had been a stock com-

pany character man.
Louise Fazenda's
aim was to make people laugh — only she
didn't mean to make them laugh quite so
hard. The Marx Brothers had a definitely
comic
act when
they first started out
minus Harpo, but Harpo never meant to be
the comedy riot he is now.
His comedy
was thrust upon him when he was dragged
unwillingly on the stage one evening, and
was screamingly and silently funny because
of his intense fright.
W. C. Fields was born a comedian. Charlie
Chaplin began as a boy entertainer in London, but it was not until he more or less ac54 cidentally developed his sad little tramp that he

Bob Woolsey's funny, mincing swagger is natural. He actually walks
that way ! But the cigar was an accident, from a gag. Wheeler's little
boy manner is studied

Joe E. Brown's yell came from trying
to get a friend up mornings. The
friend was a heavy sleeper, until Joe
E. thought of the yell. The mouth,
of course, helped

hi few actors
Hfe born comedin s. Most of
lem acquire the
le or have it
rust on them

By Winifred
Aydelotte
EICATURES

BY

FRANK

DOBIAS

[ know I'm funny on the screen, but
"The
ill don't know why," she said.
li't time 1 went to a preview of a talkie I
wi in, I was mystified by the audience reBut I'm getting used to it. Just let
aion.
n| face come in view and everybody laughs."
lit isn't vour face," I told her. "It's your
vice."
•Perhaps you are right," she said. "It must
I my voice. Because in the silents . . . But
imy voice that bad?"
It 's just - funny. What about the silents?"

sideDurant
Jimmyleer
wase'sprotecwise
tive. You see, he began
his career in a section
where audiences were
plenty tough. And
Jimmy developed the
habit of watching the
crowd out of the corner
of his eyes —s! to duck
missile

•Well, when I played in silent piclures, I wasn't funny. They thought 1
was the Gish-y type, fluttering through
the night, sort of a waif in the storm.
Nobody laughed at me then. Even at
home, nobody laughed at me— because
they were used to my voice, I suppose.
1 never meant to be funny. I was going
to be a great dramatic star. But then
talkies came, and I opened my mouth,
and everybody began to laugh. Well,
well, so

that's why

I'm

a

co-

An invenyou are!
And there
tion shatters the celluloid
medienne!"
silence, and a star of the
Lillian Gish type has comedy thrust upon her overnight.
of ZaSurksPitts'is
The origintrade-ma
comedy
waving.
as vague
as her hand
I went out to see her early
one morning recently, and
found her all done up in a

Edna May Oliver
was flabbergasted
when an audience
howled at her first
sniff. She added
the nose wrinkling
after that. But she
hates slapstick

Laurel and Hardy
fought bitterly
against being
teamed as comics.
Their gestures are
naturals, Hardy's
tie twitching, Laurel's wild hair

blue jumper effect, apron,
and towel wrapped around
her head.
She was cleaning
house and baking Brownies,
the best cookies ever made.
ZaSu etched a vague arch in
the air and said, "I really
don't know when I first began
waving my hands.
1 mean, I
never noticed that it was funny
until an audience laughed at it.
waved
hands have always
My
I'M
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Here's the Standard

^*
yf^D
stars Sylvia's
for her standards
high—with
models! are
If vou've
been
spending your spare time beautifying
your
skin and remodeling the face,
take a
critical look now at your feel and
legs
Then gel busy with Sylvia's advice to
guide
you, and work your own beauty miracles

By Sylvia
voting an entire article to feet and
legs-pointing ou
the picture girls who have the right
kind and givin,
and
you legs.
the inside story on how to have beaut
iful feei

Let's start with the feet. Whose?
You guessed itGloria Swanson's.
Now Gloria's feet are small but
it isn t for that reason alone that I've
pointed to her
as your standard of foot perfection.
The small foot
is not always the most beautiful foot.
The perfect
foot is nicely arched.
The toes are straight and not
pinched together by too narrow shoes.
There are no
bunions.
And an attractive foot-like every other
part of the body-must be slender!
I loathe those
fat, pudgy feet where gobs of flesh stick
out from an
evening sandal. A foot can hardly be too
slim. And it
doesn t matter whether it's broad
or narrow, just
so it is in good proportion, the toes aren't pinch
ed
and it's thin.
Gloria has the perfect foot.
It is also very tiny
and, as a result, she has difficulty in
getting
shoes. She used to have them imported
from
Pans.
Also she loved to appear tall and
stately in pictures so she wore those high
!
spike heels.
Gloria and I used to fight
To Joan Blondell goes the
medal for a beautiful lower gold
leg.
It is perfectly proportioned and
developed, without looking muscular. The do
right
thisexercises will

Sylvia says Gloria Swanson has perfec
t feet and
f00t is not neceSarny
PCrfeCt exerci
W6Ve^e
aIsmail
small foot.
With proper
se and Sylvia's
beauty treatments, a attractive
foot of any size may be made

IN the last couple of months I've pointed out the
stars who had the most perfect figure
features
And I ve told you how you, too, can
have
hips
shoulders, neck, waistline, etc., as
beautiful as
those I said were okay.
I've set the standard for you
J Sa'V SOmethin8 is g°od> *'*> got to
be good

You've all been begging for more
and more and
more.
I told you to have patience.
And see? I'm
telling you everything I know.
This month I'm de56

for Beautiful
s and Feet
a!mt that and I'm telling all you
gSs, "Don't wear heels that are too
hi;h!"
Spike heels impair your
hiilth and your grace. They give you
al ugly, wobbly walk. And they're
tSi for your circulation.
Some years ago, as a reward for the
\ rk I'd done, I came to New York as
(loria Swanson's guest to see the openA
it of her picture "The Trespasser."
fjl friend of hers from Chicago met us in
I.'w York but she had to go back home in a
fv days. Gloria hates to be alone so she
; ced me if I would stay all night with her.
'I have a hard time getting to sleep in a
;!ange room, but at last I fell off into that
ikt heavy sleep only to be awakened by one
J Gloria's practical jokes. Unknown to me,
se reached across from her twin bed to mine
Id put her ice-cold feet on my stomach. Mind
Ju, I was dead asleep but I awoke with a start
id yelled, "Oh Gloria, didn't I tell you not
1 wear those high heels?
They're bad
jr your circulation."
Gloria thought
at was the funniest thing she had
er heard.
;How to have foot loveliness?
ere's how.
Every week
ve your feet a massage
^
ith a good feeding cream.
.ub the cream in well and
nber up the toes with a
•ntle rotating movement
the hands. Then with
a orangewood stick,

|

tipped with cotton and dipped
in peroxide, treat the toenails exactly as you treat
your fingernails. Press back
the cuticle.
Let little pads
of cotton saturated with peroxide soak on each toe-nail
while you're massaging the
other foot. And be sure that
you cut the toe-nails straight
Never round them.
You'll
have ingrown nails if you do
Now wipe off all the peroxide
and cold cream and paint
your nails with liquid polish.
It looks
swell, especially
when you wear evening
sandals, for that big night.
You great big girls who teeter and toddle
around on fat feet squeezed into shoes a
couple of sizes too small for you should
be ashamed of yourselves. Better still,
you should give yourselves the onceover in the mirror and see how ridiculous you look. If you're fat all over,
reduce! In a minute I'm going to give
you an exercise for the legs that will
also reduce the feet and don't forget
that with my good old squeezing
method you can take off stubborn
lumps of flesh.
If you stand a lot and your feet
swell take alternate hot and cold
foot baths and afterwards lie on
your bed with your feet propped
up so that they are much higher
than your head.
And don't have bunions. The only
way to avoid them is to have
properly fitted shoes. If you have
a bunion get scientifically fitted
shoes. Yes, yes, I know. You say
they're not very attractive. Maybe
they're not, but it's far better to
wear these shoes for a couple of
months than to spend the rest of
your life with unsightly bunions.
Take a good look at Gloria Swanson's feet.
There are no bunions.
Remember this also — no foot can be
beautifulankle
unless
onto
anreally
attractive
and it's
no hooked
ankle looks
well unless the rest of the leg is good.
Maybe you can guess one of my requirements for a beautiful ankle. It's the same
as for every other part of the body.
I
can say it in one word — my favorite.
Slim!
Joan Blondell's ankles and the lower
part of her leg from and including the
knee down are wonderful.
Take a

regret it.
YouTO won't
look. TURN
good [long
PLEASE
PAGE 85 1

Additional

Few women are fortunate enough to have an upper leg as perfect
as Gertrude Michael's. However, with careful and regular exercise,
Sylvia says it can be achieved

advice

by Sylvia about
other personal
beauty problems
found on page 85
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IMonchalant lMoel C owarc
rd is ever perCowa
IF Noel suaded
to make a picture in
Hollywood — and there is
still a possibility that he
may do it some day — he will
follow the lead of his friends,
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, and make it a sort of
"hop, skip and jump." A hop
into Hollywood, a skip out
again and a jump back onto
the stage. For the author of
"Cavalcade" and "Private
Lives" has no desire to be a
movie actor.

The author of "Cavalcade" and
"Private Lives" may go out to
Hollywood — but he won't stay

By John Rhodes Sturdy

"I haven't." Then his eye1
twinkled.
A little smile cref

This doesn't mean that the
brilliant young dramatist hates
the movies. Speak of Hollywood's production of "Caval
cade," and he will tell you enthusiastically that it was mag
nificently done. But he is so
completely wrapped up in the
theater — everything he has is
in it — that being a picture starhas no appeal for him.
I met Noel Coward in the
lounge of the Empress of
Britain, the liner that brought
him to America for the opening
of his new play, "Point Val
aine," in Boston on Christmas
Eve. He was with Lady Louis
Mountbatten and Viscount
Duncannon, son of Canada's
Governor-General, when I introduced myself, some time before the ship reached Quebec.
Without a moment's hesitation
he had excused himself from
his companions and had taken
me over to the other side of the
lounge. There I chatted with
this good-looking and thoroughly charming Englishman
for almost an hour.
Noel Coward's personality
takes hold of you in a second.
He has made a brilliant name
for himself in the theater — he
has been lauded and praised
and called a genius, and nobody could blame him if he
went "up-stage." But there is
nothing stand-offish about this
remarkable young man, unless
it is with the people he feels are
playing up to him in their own
interests. I found him easy to
approach, enthusiastically
ready to talk and charming in
manner. His smile is infectious. He has a decided English accent, but it is the wellmodulated, pleasing accent of
the cosmopolitan Englishman.
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What exactly I wanted
know at the start, were his r
actions when he sits in a mo;
house and sees his plays on t!
screen?
He crossed his legs, settli
back comfortably in his chajJ
and smiled.
"But I seldom do," he r I
plied simply.
"Oh!"
"No,
I very seldom si
movies of the things I write.
" Have you seen ' Design f<

toLiving'?"
the corner of his lips. "
was
paid an enormous sum fq
the play in Hollywood.
It wa
a perfectly stunning offer,
am told that there are three t
my original lines left in th
picture. Most important line;
like 'Pass the mustard, please'.
His conversation is con
stantly punctuated with wit
the wit that made "Privat
Lives" and "Hay Fever" hit
on the stage. Sometimes it i
sharp and pointed, and if yoJ
attempt to sting Noel Cowan

he will give you back that am'
more.
They tell the story— i
wouldn't vouch for the truth o
it— of the young dramatis
meeting Lady Diana Manners)
star of " The Miracle." She i
said to have greeted Cowan
with the words, "So you an
the young man
who wroti
'Private Lives.'
Not ver\ ,
funny."
He is reported t< j
have replied. "And you are thi
lady
who
played
in Tht

Miracle.'
Very, very funny.'
I asked him about "Privatf
Lives," and what he thought! j
of it as a picture. He wasn't
pleased with its production, ill
tried him on " Cavalcade," and '
he was seriously enthusiastic.
"It was beautifully doneon|
the screen," he told me. "1
don't believe it could possibly
have been made into a better
film than it was. Really fine
and those who handled it and
played in it deserve a great
deal of credit. I was immensely

Aboard ship, on his way to America, the famous
young playwright who has written so many successes^some of them loved, some of them
hated, all of them brilliant. With Coward
is
Lady Louis Mountbatten, a fellow traveler

Noel Coward
theater, naturally,
is a part of it. If
pleased." dig at
occasional
[ PLEASE

TURN

loves the
because he
he takes an
the movie
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ROYER, Fox Film stylist, added a
touch of luxury to this black and
Sold travel ensemble designed for
Mona Barrie
"Mystery
Blonde."
Collared
in in
silver
fox with
cuffs
and long fitted waistcoat of
gold-checked sheer black wool

THE traveler will appreciate a
costume of this type, for when the
topcoat is removed, she is ready
for the diner or hurried tea engagement direct from the train.
The dolman sleeves and ascot are
in gold metal cloth. Hat is black

FOR resort wear, Royer
created a white shantung
suit for Mona to be worn
with white accessories.
Semi-fitted and with buttoned pockets as the only
accent. Fringed coin dotted scarf is worn on the
outside of collar, and a
white hat is draped with
a military cord. Pull-on
gloves and flat white bag

, • s

MID-SEASON
ENSEMBLES
AND SUITS
THAT GO
PLACES

'V

• • •
• •
ADRIAN'S unmistakable
genius always creates simply
smart clothes for Ann Harding. Inher newest picture,

'

-

i

"Biography of a Bachelor
Girl," we find this threepiece outfit and hat band in
beige woolen, navy blue
dots and a blue organza collar

BLACK

and white for a picturesque effect by Adrian. A
Japanese print silk forms the
frock and hat crown, and the
black wool redingote is
trimmed with silver fox. An
Oriental and South Sea Island style influence grows.
You will see more for Spring

FOR late Winter wear under

"

i.V

aensemble
topcoat, inweoxford
suggest
grayAnn's
novelty weave woolen with red
blouse and beret. A special
fashion interest centers on
elbow length cuffs and wide
revers. Adrian's inspiration
is perfect for mid-season use

£

NORMA SHEARER DRESSES
FOR DINNER--AND LATER

»

.

%

M

ON the warmth and
richness of red cut velvet alone depends the
dramatic value of

//

Norma's musketeer
evening cape. A broad
bias shoulder roll and
an upstanding collar
suggest a cape. Note
the jeweled twin
clips. The gown is
soft white suede crepe

NORMA'S preference
for beauti fu I fabric,
good line and simplicity
is emphasized in a dinner dress of white frost
crepe, embroidered in
gold thread. An accordion pleated underskirt peeping from a slit
in the back skirt is the
only frivolous touch.
Peaked turban in velvet

J*l

THE

loveliest of stars in a

gracious dinner gown of gold
lame. Again, only the metal
cloth and cut are depended
on for a strong note of chic
and
high sophistication.
neckline is a Norma's
fashion
favorite for dinner gowns,
and the almost school-girlish
collars are accompanied by
small trains. Designsby Adrian

slORMA SHEARER
lings to her favorite
ailleurs for daytime, and
vears black velveteen to
n advantage with a
vhite pique gilet, garlenias, doeskin gloves.
\n Adrian design. Her
)i 11 box
hat is new

V
■ kg

A
WHITE
Myrna*s
Titian
beauty,frame
in a for
flare
collar
which Dolly Tree has so cleverly
devised in a matching white
blister crepe. The coat is lined
with black velvet and corded
heavilytoaccentthegracile lines.
A suspicion of the velvet shows
at hands and beneath the tunic
lines of this flattering wrap

GAY

STRIPES AND

PLAIDSI

FROM BELOW THE R|H
GRANDE FOR RESORT AND
-

"*

CRUISE

CLOTHES

*v
JUST the outfit for a Tropics-bound
steamer. By Orry-Kelly for Margaret

~x_-

Lindsay in "Bordertown." A Mexican
atmosphere is introduced in those
stripes as gay as Margaret's smile. The
wide revers are slashed, scarf' drawn
through.
Close hat is breeze-proof

|fc*

-I
V -

^

^

ORRY-KELLY chose a chenille
striped velvet jacket for Margaret
to wear over a formal dance frock.
Double collar, wide gold kid belt
and fullness below the waist. This
costume worn

in "Bordertown"

A WHITE gabardine suit with
mess jacket and striped halter
vestee is suggested for Southern
resorts, because you can change
accessories for costume variety, an
idea
that Margaret
also likes

MARGARET dines in a gown of white chenille-striped crepe,
charmingly brightened with a kerchief, belt and skirt inset of
brilliant plaid velvet.
Style notes: high neck, wide belt, train
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Irving Lippman

NEZ COURTNEY and Arthur Hohl are wondering what
about.
But George Murphy won't even give them a look-in.
caught them between scenes of "Jealousy."
Murphy won
opposite Nancy Carroll in the Columbia film after he clicked in

that
The
the
"Kid

book's all
cameraman
male lead
Millions"

IT S a howling success when Charles Butterworth and his pet terrier present a
I number. That s a smart pup, too. He knows all about resting at bars and
following the scores. He doesn't like puns though. Bit the M-G-M actor
once when Charlie innocently told him to never B flat in "The Barkerole"

Russell Ball

How Carole Lombard
Plans A
Party
Foremost hostess in the
Hollywood social whirl
Carole confesses here
her secrets of success
By Julie Lang Hunt
a long, hard winter for HollyIT lookswoodlike
hostesses.
You see, Carole Lombard is back in the
social scramble, and that's very bad news
for all the party experts in the movie territory.
Last Autumn, when she opened her new gemf-a-little-house for a series of smart parties,
Carole was a dark horse in the hostess line-up,
but she finished the fabulously gay season of
'33 and '34 two laps ahead of all the established
favorites. Now, even the social die-hards out
here concede first place to her, on the strength
of her perfect little dinners and brilliantly
managed buffet suppers.
Last Winter, in the midst of one of her large
cocktail parties, I overheard a veteran hostess
exclaiming over the apparent success of the
gathering. She said:
"Just look at her (indicating Carole), not a
furrow of worry on her. Why, she actually
manages to be casual with a hundred guests
under her roof!"
And right there, in the wailing lady's lament,
lies the secret of Carole's social sorcery. She
is casual, or seems to be, which serves up just
as well. Her guests are never conscious that
hard work and thoughtful planning have gone
into the party they are enjoying. An evening
in the Lombard home seems to unfold itself on
a magic carpet, where even the food manages to
appear as the inspiration of the moment.

On the set, between scenes of "Rhumba," Carole
to go over a party menu with her housekeeper.
says a successful dinner must be planned a week
even if only a few close friends are being

And by this time, if you're not frantic to
know how Carole does it, you'd better skip the
! rest of this story, for it is dedicated to only those women who
I are interested in the fine art of modern hospitality.
According to Carole, her casual manner in the drawing-room
is a luxury she earns with a right smart bit of work before each
party. She says:
I wouldn't think of giving a dinner, even a small one for

takes time out
Miss Lombard
ahead of time,
invited

six people, without at least a week of planning. This gives
everyone in my household time to organize details. It gives
me time to plan a menu, my cook time to carry it out, and the
stores time to order any special or out-of-season foods. And
then it gives me time to arrange my own engagements 67so that
I won't be all tired out for it."

[ please turn to page 94 ]

What I Like and
rassed

MAN in
RES
Fgh
hool was talkscH
hi
A
ing, and she was regarding her nose in
the mirror with gloomy distaste. "It must be wonderful
to be a movie star and know
that everything about you is
absolutely right," she said.

stranger."
that
you're not one bit different from a lot of actors and
actresses." I grinned at her.
" I think I'll go out and prove
that many of the famous
people of the screen have likes
and dislikes about themselves

do you mean 'absolutely right?' " I asked.
"Well, my goodness!" she
snapped. "If millions of
people go to see you, I guess
you have to be pretty good,

just
lively
as yours."
Andas so
I sallied
forth to ask
two difficult questions of the
famous, because a little high
school
girl dislikes herself so
thoroughly.

don't you? And I guess if you
know that millions of people
like you just the way you are
it gives you a lot of self-confidence, doesn't it? I mean,
on account of all those people
liking you, you have no kick
coming, have you? I mean,
you like yourself just the way

"What do you like best
about yourself, and what do
you like least about yourself—
on the screen and off?" were
to be my questions.
The first person I called on
was Virginia Bruce. After a
good deal of hard thought, she
decided that she likes her even

you are, don't you?"
She turned back to the mirror.

disposition and that she does
not like her inferiority complex in the presence of people
of high intelligence. On the
screen she likes her chin the
least and her eyes the most.
Lee Tracy, dashing back and
forth on the set between me
and the camera, took two

"The thing I don't like
about myself," she continued,
"is my nose. How do you
think I'd look if it was straight
instead of turned up? And I
like my hair. Would you
it bleached, if you were
Or what would you do?
another thing, I hate the
I get all red and embar-

hours to answer these questions, due partly to the fact
that he had to answer them

Imagine that! Neil Hamilton
doesn't like his smile! The
ladies, however, go for it in a
big way!
Andto we'll
bet Neil
has
no fault
find with
the
way his daughter
laughs

Patricia

The lovely Virginia Bruce has
been called Hollywood's most
beautiful woman. Yet, she is
dissatisfied because she
doesn't like her chin. She
considers her eyes her best
facial feature

Douglass Montgomery won't
tell his dislikes. Says if he
doesn't mention his bad points,
maybe others won't notice
them. But for a man that's
not conceited, he has a long
list of likes!
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I talk to a

"I think I'll prove to you

"What

don't
have
me?
And
way

when

Hate About Myself
Jo indeed, the stars are
ot satisfied with themelves. They may be handome and beautiful, but
very time they look in
mirror, they wish — ■

?v Winifred Aydelotte

Look her over carefully, and
we'll bet you can't detect a
single bad feature. Elissa says,
however, that she is most dissatisfied with her mouth. Miss
Landi confesses, too, that she
has a quick temper

between shots, but mostly because he was anxious to answer
them honestly.
"On the screen," he said, "I
like best the fact that I have an
instinct for the right movement

at
I'll take
the the
ego right
out oftime.
that Now
statement
by
changing it a little. I like the fact that after years
of studying to get my particular technique —
movement of hands, body, and timing — I don't
have to think consciously about my tricks. I have
made them mine, and I can recognize the instinct
when I see myself on the screen.
Get it?
"They are beautiful!"
Karen Morley is talking
about her new eyelashes. "Just the kind
I've always longed for.
And they look as if they
grew on me!" But did
you know Karen is absent-minded? Even forgot the eyelashes one
morning

"The face? It's terrible!" says Tracy. No,
Lee doesn't like his face.
In addition to that pet
hate, he is very much
dissatisfied with himself because he is so
lazy! Well, we always
considered that one of
his chief charms

"Now, the other side of it: I hate my looks!"
"Don't you like your face — really?" I asked.
"No!
The face is terrible!"
Off the screen, Lee likes least about himself his
laziness — his not being able to drive himself to do
what is necessary. He says he spends most of his
time just putting things off.
He likes best his ability to enjoy solitude.
"It isn't exactly self-sufficiency, but — well, look,
here it is: Everybody gives too much. Keep yourself to yourself. I don't mean to be rude or hurt
anybody, but learn how to be happy by yourself.
That is not selfishness. It's just a courtesy a
human being owes to himself. I drove out here all
alone from New York. And I drove alone to
Florida. I was kind to myself and not rude to
anybody else, because if I had taken someone with
me we couldn't have agreed every single time
about where and how long to stay at a certain
place, or what to do. Either he or I would have
been hurt, or uncom- [ please turn to page 102 ]
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The

Shadow
ft SEQUOIA

M-G-M

HERE is a tine and beautiful picture which will amaze
you because its story of animal life in the magnificent
Sierra Mountains will stir you more deeply than any human
drama. Jean Parker (perfectly cast) rescues a young fawn
and a baby puma from pursuing hunters. The two animals,
natural enemies, grow up together in a miraculous friendship, until Jean is forced to release them. The love story
that follows when the deer takes a beautiful doe for his
wife and they set up housekeeping in the woods, is one of
the loveliest things you've ever seen on the screen.
The human romance, with Jean Parker and Russell
Hardie, is effectively woven through the picture. Take
grandpa and the children, and you'll all probably stay to
see it twice.
For it's a triumph in motion picture making

A Review of the Neiv Pictures

ft

ft IMITATION OF LIFE

Universal

YOU will weep gallons, but you will love this warm, human
story of the fine friendship between two mothers of
different races allied in the common cause of their children.
Bea Pullman (Claudette Colbert) a widow with a baby
girl, is selling maple syrup for a living, when along comes
shining black Aunt Delilah (Louise Beavers — and what a
performance!) with her little girl, Peola. Delilah makes
delicious pancakes. Result: Aunt Delilah's Pancake Flour,
and eventually a fortune for the two women. As the children grow up, however, difficulties present themselves.
Pcola (Fredi Washington) looks white, and denies her black
mother. Boa's daughter (Rochelle Hudson) falls in love
with Warren William, whom Bea was to marry. The
story, skilfully handled, makes a fine film
70

THE MIGHTY

BARNUM
20th CenturyUnited Artists

STEP right up, folks, and see just about the grandest show
you ever paid your money for. You get the show and all
the behind-the-scenes business as well, plus fascinating
biography, and a laugh a minute. And the pathos is there,
too when it is needed.
Wallace Beery as Phineas T. Barnum gives his best performance since "The Champ," and the rest of the cast is
right up with him. Virginia Bruce, as Jenny Lind is the big
surprise, looking more beautiful than anyone we can think
of, and singing like an angel. Adolphe Menjou as Mr.
Walsh, an alcoholic scientist, is a wow, Janet Beecher is a
perfect shrewish Mrs. Barnum, and Rochelle Hudson lovely
as the girl Ellen.
The opulent production, the movement, color, fantastic
characters, the smoothness and direction, all combine into a
brilliant background for some grand acting. The story is of
Barnum's career from the New York small shop-keeper with
a passion for freaks, on through his museum days, up
through his mad infatuation for Jenny Lind which ruins
him. Then he stages a grand return, uniting again with
Mr. Walsh — whose first name turns out to be Bailey. This
picture of the greatest show-man on earth, who was the
originator of present-day exploitation, is salty and vigorous
and
enjoy.one of the best evening's entertainment you will ever

to
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the
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Complain

Bad
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The Best Pictures of the Month
II MIGHTY
)MANCE

BARNUM

SEQUOIA

IN MANHATTAN
IMITATION
THE PRESIDENT VANISHES

BABBITT

LIGHT EYES
hHl.S IN TOYLAND

OF LIFE

IT'S A GIFT

The Best Performances of the Month
Wallace Beery in "The Mighty Barnum"
Virginia Bruce in "The Mighty Barnum"
Francis Lederer in Romance in Manhattan"
Claudette Colbert in "Imitation of Life"
Louise Beavers in "Imitation of Life"
Edward Arnold in "The President Vanishes"
Arthur Byron in "The President Vanishes"

ft

Guy Kibbee in "Babbitt"
W. C. Fields in "It's a Gift"
Gene Raymond in "Behold My Wife"
Casts of all photoplays revieived will be found on page 110

ft

ROMANCE

THE

PRESIDENT

VANISHES

Walter W anger -Par amount

"sensational."
a picture
oncestartling,
FOR
Timely,
evendeserves
shocking,thethisterm
screen
speculation
of what would happen if the chief executive vanished in a
crisis, is guaranteed to do more than capture your intense
interest.
It will make you think.
In no recent film have there been so many cameo-cut,
vigorous characterizations. x\rthur Byron plays the conscientious President Stanley with earnest, human dignity.
Edward Arnold achieves another triumph as Secretary
Wardell. Osgood Perkins, Paul Kelly, Edward Ellis, Janet
Beecher, Andy Devine, and the entire cast keep up the
high standard.
To some it may seem illogical in spots, colored slightly
with propaganda.
But all will find it intriguing.

IN MANHATTANRKO- Radio

ONCE in a while a well-nigh perfect screen play is written;
a practically flawless cast is assembled to make the aleady lifelike characters breathe, and a clever director lifts
he whole thing to a rare height.
1 Such a picture is "Romance in Manhattan," directed by
Mephen Roberts and enlivened dramatically by Francis
,-ederer, Ginger Rogers, Jimmy Butler, J. Farrell Mac)onald, Sidney Toler and Donald Meek, all of whom make
he film an offering of rare excellence.
Lederer plays the part of a Czechoslovakian immigrant
\ho enters the country illegally and gets a job from Ginger
Rogers' small brother, Jimmy Butler, selling papers. Am)itious, he rises to the triumphant heights of being a taxicab
1river — and in love with Miss Rogers at the same time. Ah!
America is a wonderful place! But he cannot marry her
'ecause he is not a citizen, and the small brother is placed
n an orphan asylum because Miss Rogers is judged an unfit
guardian, and things look pretty black until an Irish cop,
r. Farrell MacDonald, comes to the rescue in one of thenost hilarious scenes ever designed to bring about a happv
nding.
Lederer is charmingly at home in his role, and M:ss
Rogers excellent. But the bulk of the bravos must go to
itephen Roberts whose direction is just this side of miraculous, and to the authors whose pens were inspired.

ft BRIGHT EYES— Fox
A

BRIGHT

bit of entertainment, not too sad, not too

gay, not too incredible.
Shirley Temple, orphan, is sheltered by the boys at a
flying field, and quite firmly but without benefit of legality,
adopted by Jimmy Dunn. A battle ensues when one, Uncle
Ned (Charles Sellon), a grouchy old fellow in a wheel chair,
sets his soft, old heart on having the child.
The end is pretty exciting, what with Jimmy and Shirley
bailing out of a doomed plane, Jimmy being accused of kidnapping her, and a courtroom scene where a judge brings
Jimmy and his estranged sweetheart, Judith Allen, together
again, and makes a happy ending all around.
A fine characterization is offered by Jane Withers, a
little girl not much older than Shirley.
Sellon is superb.
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BABBITT—
First National

GEORGE BABBITT, Sinclair Lewis' famous character
comes to the screen via Guy Kibbee, as a naively exasperating old gent, who is very susceptible to flattery. As a result of
Kibbee's characterization — and he's at his best — the picture
escapes the caustic preachment class and is humor-laden entertainment. Aline MacMahon is excellent as the wife. Minna
Gombell, Alan Hale, Minor Watson shine in support.

*
IT'S A GIFT
— Paramount

II S. PAT

Picture
OFF.)

*

BABES IN
TOYLANDHal
RoachM-G-M

THIS
version mixture
of Victor
Herbert's
nursery-rhyi
classic screen
is a marvelous
of stirring,
if fantastic
drat
and riotous tomfoolery. With Stan Laurel and Oliver Har
at their best and funniest, with Charlotte Henry as a ve
charming Little Bo-pccp, Felix Knight the handsome Tom, a
Henry Kleinbach the villain, this is gay and pleasant enti
tainment for young and old.

ONE HOUR
Paramount

LATE—

IT is a gift! W. C. Fields makes this one long laugh from start
to finish. In his favorite role — that of the henpecked husband— he starts with his family for sunny California and an
orange grove. And the laughs pyramid with each of his successive absurdly amusing adventures! Good support from
Jean Rouverol, Kathleen Howard, and Baby LeRoy. But
Fields is the show.

MARIE
GALANTE—
Fox

ANEW
screen personality, Joe Morrison, makes a stro
bid for fame in this spritely little yarn depicting the lo
of an office clerk for a stenographer, Helen Twelvetrees, ai
their difficulties when their romance is nearly wrecked by t
boss, Conrad Nagel, and a file clerk, Arline Judge. Laughs a
frequent, pathos well spaced. Entire cast is good, but ii
Morrison and his sweet voice you'll remember.

BEHOLD

M

Paramount

WIFE—

WHAT
should have been a completely strong and gripping
story breaks in spots because of glaring implausibilities.
Ketti Gallian, the new French star plays the part of a little
French girl kidnapped by a sea captain and put ashore at Panama, where she becomes involved with spies and intrigues until
rescued by Spencer Tracy. Ned Sparks, Helen Morgan, Leslie
Fenton, Arthur Byron good.
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THIS is ye old time hokum, done convincingly with distin
audience appeal. Sylvia Sidney is an Indian princess wl
would do justice to any reservation. Gene Raymond mam
her to get revenge on his socially-elegant family, who thwarti
his love affair with his sweetheart. But Sylvia turns tl
tables. Miss Sidney is lovely, but Gene Raymond easily mak
it his picture. A newcomer, Ann Sheridan is good.
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THIS, the English version of a famous French film, is a
Jjpicture of enormous power. If you want light entertainm, it won't do. For it's tragic and tensely moving, this
una of a Japanese naval officer (Charles Boyer) and his love
Shis flower-like wife (Merle Oberon) whom he is willing to
arifice in order to obtain admiralty war secrets from an
lish attache.
Superb direction and photography.
1 VICKED
WIAN—
v\G-M

''LEAR, clean cut characterizations by the cast lift this trite
M'story into the ranks of interesting entertainment. Mady
-Hstians, kills her husband to protect her family and hiding
Hi crime, flees with her children. When she falls in love with
Varies Bickford, her son's boss, it becomes necessary for her
cbonfess the murder. All ends well, however. Jean Parker,
3 ty Furness prominent in strong supporting cast.

M A
T1EF—
trners

\\ ELS, jewels, who has the jewels? Everybody looks
Jifilty: Ricardo Cortez. Mary Astor, Dudley Digges, Irving
Ppel, and the rest of the cast. Slow and confusing in spots,
1 story of a missing diamond necklace keeps you guessing
i the last reel. If your interest in the diamonds wanes, there's
i ysterious murder and a nice love story to keep it sustained.

HI

^gs '

IF you think in-laws are a joke, you'll appreciate Roger
Pryor's predicament when he married a Russian Princess
and in walk in-laws Ralph Forbes, Cesar Romero, Esther Ralston and Valerie Hobson, with servants and swank, for Pryor
to support. Then comes a one man revolution and Roger
marries off the whole tribe to his friends. Walter Walker, as
papa of the clan. June Clayworth, as the wife, are A-l.

EVENSONG—
British
Gaumont-

MUSIC lovers especially will welcome the wealth of grand
opera in this film, and Evelyn Layes' beautiful singing.
The story is the rise and fall of- a great prima donna — her first
success, her triumphs, her final defeat. Miss Laye has an
exacting role, musically and dramatically, and she fills it
admirably. Fritz Kortner, Muriel Aked, Carl Esmond, and
the entire cast, are adequate.

WEST

OF

RKO-Radio
THE PECOS-

HERE is a good Western — moving swiftly, with comedy
situations sprinkled in, and several new story twists. The
cowboy hero is Richard Dix, who goes to San Antonio to round
up a gang of crooks, and meets up with Martha Sleeper, disguised as a hard-boiled boy, her father, Samuel Hinds, and
Sleep 'n' Eat, and Louise Beavers. Dix is splendid.
[additional reviews on page 112 ]
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Mitzi s Hollywooc
thought I, little lamb Shirley wouk
"pipe her eye" because of that, for si,
a very good little girl.
No, she
autographing a photograph,
and ■
photograph was going to a little
whose mother had just died.
Li •
Shirley
pleaded
through
her te;
"Can't we help the poor little ch.
mummy dear?"
The darling!
But suddenly, as a loud and hea
smack smote my ears my sorrow ti
wings. I looked around. Lovebi;
Tom Brown and Anita Louise. T
girl is such a beauty. When I get fil
rich I'm going to take an option on
and just sit around and look at t
cameo profile. Mister Brown was lun
ing in make-up and had been wait
for Anita. She came tripping hapj
in, and smack, they were in each oth
arms before you could flutter your c
lashes!
After lunch they came over to
hullo and goodbye. It was the ni
Anita was leaving as a guest on the i
crack speed train, and it was a fori
Tom who tried to put on the big brav
act.

I said, " Separation's good for h

Well, Mr. William S. Van Dyke knows how to
direct parties as well as pictures. He gave one
recently to initiate the new playroom in his
Hollywood home. With Helen Morgan on his
right, and Mitzi on his left, Mr. Van Dyke is
playing the role of perfect host

s!
I got the weeps!
I got the sniffle
My heart breaks
,
y
:
e
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r she sat not ten feet
eem
o
for our JliOtt Shir
T
f
,
ng
AR
y at the Assistanc
League
lunchi
with her
DE awa
,
d
e
s
a
n
e
mam
and the tear just roll
dow
her swe t little face.
h
e?
What was the troubl
I did notice spinac on her plate, but,

Jean certainly looks beautiful at a typewriter! Imagine
her mother being scared she might not photograph well!
Mitzi asked Miss Harlow about that new novel she
is writing.
But Jean was too modest to talk

-Go-Round
-studded excertainly is a star
istence that girl Milzi leads! One
heround of gaiety, with handsome nd
roes and beautiful heroines arou
every table. There is a tearful

/T

note' in this letter, however, but it
doesn't last long! She tells everything, too— from complexion secrets
to how Nelson Eddy and the lovely
Jeanette Mac Donald sang to each
other in very flat notes! It was allin fun, of course. Which is the way
everything is for Milzi!

are
Mitzi says Alice White's home and husband one
so important to her, just to talk to Alice gives
an urge for domesticity. Here is the happy couple,
Mr. and Mrs. Cy Bartlett, sitting side by side at a
party and getting a huge kick out of it

Mitzi says she thought Bill Gargan's face looked familiar,
but she didn't recognize the body. Reason, Bill is reducing. Lost thirty pounds, by diet. His wife is worried
about him. But even while Mrs. Gargan pours his tea,
Bill says, "No sugar, thank you"

Anita. It will make him appreciate you." But when I looked
nt the poor guy my hard heart melted and I added, "I guess
that isn't necessary, is it?" He shook his head quick. Then
Anita turned a melting look on him and they both dissolved in
' a mist of love! Wheeeeeeeeeee!
About this time I noticed a gentleman nearby eating a salad.
The face, as the saying goes, was familiar, but I couldn't place
- the body! No wonder. Bill Gargan less his thirty-three
pounds! His proud missus told me that she practically has to
force-feed him, she's that afraid he'll be snitching Baby LeRoy's
I parts!
Did I mention how I bumped into Dick Powell at the desk of
his apartment-hotel one night when he was trying to cash a

check? Not important, dear, but cute. He had an in
dorsed check for $6.79, but the cashier had no change,
so she gave him seven bucks and then bade him cross
his heart and take an oath he'd bring back the twentyone cents in the morning ! Dick made a solemn promise !
As he turned to leave, the seven dollars clutched in
his fist, he bumped squat into Georgie Stone, that parexcellent little actor you've always raved about. They
shook hands like they hadn't seen each other in years,
and they hadn't, even though both had been living in
breakthe same place for ages! They made a date for
fast the following morning, and I made a date for dinner
with Georgie right that night.
Last week I got a hankering to see my old friend, Ann
Dvorak, for whom I made wise predictions when she was in the
M-G-M chorus. So, I slipped into my motor and whisked over
to Warners, where she acts. We went for a spot of lunch at
which Alice White, another old friend, joined us. There's no
nonsense about them gals, lambie. Glamorous actresses, sure,
but their homes and husbands loom so important in their lives
that before the meal was over I was feeling the urge of domesticity so strongly I nearly lassoed a strange (and attractive!)
man at the next table!
First off, Annie the cow is the pet of Ann the actress. And
until her
every Sunday morning Annie moos somep'n dreadful 75
it's
How does Annie know 113
out and says hullo.[ please
mistress comes the
|
turn to page
only day Ann
Sunday ...

The New Ambitions
of Joan Crawford
t:

That tense
That shadowed crevice between her brows,
tug at her under lip.
Eager, insistent, seeking— for something more— struggling
against restraining bonds —
Themiddle
time istwenties
so short."
Short? For Joan Crawford, still
in "her
?

'HE time is so short —
and there's so much to

I had just asked Joan
do—"
Crawford about
her plans for the
future.

I hadn't talked with her for
any length of time since
twelve years ago, when
she was an unhappy,
work-weary student at a
Missouri college. From
the future then, she
wanted desperately freedom, recognition, a
chance for expression,
and some security —
ihings she had never
known then.
The woman who now
sat across from me beneath the white pergola
in the garden of her
BrentwoodHeightshome
had all of those things.
She had carved a monumental career out of nothing. She had satisfied a
consuming inner demand to
be somebody.
She was a
star, one of the greatest stars
in the movie heavens — high,
shining brilliantly.
From where we sat we could
see the perfectly appointed, substantial house, which painters
and decorators were then remodeling tomeet her whims. The
expansive swimming pool flanked
by her newly erected little theater
and a bath house spoke eloquently
of the comfort and stability she had
achieved.
The woman who sat across from me
in a white lawn chair, looked, in the
pergola-filtered sunshine, very much
like the college girl I had known.
Joan Crawford turned in my direction
the same clean carved, faintly freckled
face with its wide, intense blue eyes. She
smiled with the same generous mouth;
shook the same auburn tinted locks over
her shoulder.
But all her security, her fame, triumphs,
possessions — somehow
I forgot them.
For beneath the mobile masque of the actress
was also that same restless, harried look, which
had made you look twice at that vital college girl
and wonder what it was she wanted out of life!
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" My contract calls for three pictures a year," she told me,
"with an option for a 'special ' picture. So it may
mean four. I never know how long they'll take.
'Dancing Lady' took five months.
I never know
when the next one will start. I can't plan on any
definite free time between pictures.
"And when I'm working, all of my energy, all of
my time, goes to the picture. I can't do— I can't
even think — of anything else. Everything has to
be
so perfect."
I know
what she means. Joan Crawford doesn't
have one costume fitting— she has five and six
for each gown. One make-up doesn't last her
through the day. Each noon she spends her
lunch hour changing to fresh make-up— eats in
ten minutes.

Sundays are her only days off. She spends
them learning new lines or a new dance
routine. Nights, spare minutes, meals— she
never relaxes during a picture.
Her nervous

U

Above, Joan Crawford and Clark Gable in a scene from
"Chained." Left, Joan on her way to work. For her
now there are no holidays or vacations. Every minute's time is taken : work, study rehearsals, more work.
Yet she says, restlessly, "I can't just sit back and be

Today she is one of the
brightest stars shining
in the cinema heavens,
ls
yet she sets new goa
ain
att
to
f
for hersel
By Kirtley Baskette
her stomach
:iergy is taxed to exhaustion. She worries until
thingevery
ckens— she's made that way. A picture takes
accomto
which
with
g
nothin
verything— from her, leaving
.
|lish the things that she feels must be done.
I asked her if she didn't think maintaining
movie star's career was enough.
"But I can't just sit back and be a
tar," she said. "I've got to justify
my life. I have to develop. I need
Jo many things— so many things.
1 need the experience of the
a age. Not only for my work
put for me.
i "I haven't enough self coni&dence. I haven't enough
me miserable."
poise.
middle of a scene of
In theIt makes
"Forsaking All Others," Joan
Las working with her back to
;the door of the sound stage.
Suddenly she stopped, taut.
She hadn't seen anything. She
But
ihadn't heard anything,
ishe knew that someone had
Crawford seven years ago,
She
of "Rose soMarie."
Joan learned
has
much since
then, and gone so far, it seems
entirely possible that her
present plans and ambitions
for the future will be attained

Crawford of today —beautiful and gloriously successful. Yet she is findHollying no satisfaction in fame, and means
wood, once so important,
nothing to her today

come into the place who was criticizing
her, mentally. Someone had entered, who,
wasn't with her.
unlike the crew and the cast,
star had
Another
She turned around.
Joan had
slipped in to watch her work.
sensed the measuring mind. She couldn't go
go on until the visitor had left.
"That isn't poise, certainly," she declared.
"Even previews are torture for me. I can't
eat for hours before. I'm a wreck when they're
over.
"That's what I've got to conquer. And the
do it is the stage. I don't
only thing that can
want the fame of the stage, I want the ex-

" It isn't the money, either. If I could have
perience.
the time off, the studio could take any extra
But I haven't the time. I'd need six
profits.
months. But when have I ever had six
When will I?"
months?
The crevice between her brows deepened.
Then her tense, earnest face relaxed with a
smile.
"Of course," she admitted, "the very
thought of it scares me to death. I would be

petrified, I know. But I must do it. That's
one reason I built the theater here."and someWe walked over to the famous
what mysterious [ please turn to page
77 101 1

NEW GROWTH-OR
ABOUT BEAUTY

FACTS
AIDS

ANNA STEN at a recent reception in New
York, an engaging picture in gold and white,
from her simple white crepe gown with jacket em
broidered in huge gold medallions to her golden
hair brushed back from her face. A striking face is
Anna's. Her blue eyes are wide apart, giving her
face a deep sense of repose. Her lips are pleasinglv
full, her cheekbones and jawline prominent ami
strong. A mobile face for the camera because the
contours and features are expressive and emotion
can play fleetingly and subtly on this type of face
without obvious effort.
In a low, husky voice Anna tried to explain away
the mystery. of her hibernation in Hollywood for
more than a year. With the aid of four or five
tutors the Russian girl had to learn English. The
designers and make-up experts had to experiment
with the right clothes for Anna, the make-up
touches that would translate the true spirit of her
roles on the screen. It was all a matter of growth.
new growth for the little Russian. Then the publicwas introduced to her as Nana and Katusha. As
Katusha, especially, I believe she will live in our
memory for a long, long time.
Anna's experience in Hollywood, growing, studying, working, has prompted me to a message of
what f hope will be practical help to those of you

The hair vogue that
captured the world's
fancy, and a favorite
fashion with the
Parisian manikins at
the moment. The
traditional Hepburn
bangs reappear, this
time in "The Little
Minister." Another
Hollywood sweeping fashion!

Brushing for beauty
is a legend as old as
Mother Goose, but
Helen Vinson
knows the grand results. Upward
strokes, advises
Helen, with a ripplebristle brush polish
every strand, encourage a rapid circulation
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June Lang, in the first act of a play toward nicer eyebrows. June thinks al
brows improve with a mild tweezing of
the outer ends, and advises first the application ofcream to ease the operation
or compresses orwrung
out of hot water
skin tonic

/\\ the
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beauty
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PHOTOPLAY'S

HOLLYWOOD

BEAUTY SHOP

By Carolyn

Va n Wy ck

(Jo read my department and write to me. Your
tiers are especially significant. A desire to be
kelier, to correct your small physical imperfecI ns and to make an effort to do so. For even that
Iter takes some of your precious time.
There is a keen feeling of skepticism in the world
i lay. We have seen the ideals and standards that
v were taught to believe in crumble. People and
lings have failed us, so that we hardly know what
i believe anv more. I think this sense of skepticm applies to many of us in many ways, so it is
i h an effort to give you a straight story on your
llrsonal appearance and physical growth, as relates
fthis angle, that I sit before my typewriter now.
iW'ithout the many aids that we have developed
t' promote good looks, we should certainly all be
ft less attractive than we are today. Thirty-five
\iirs ago, the girl of twenty-five usually looked
tenty-five or more. Today it is difficult to guess
Aether a trim figure is actually twenty-two or
lirty. The modern woman seems to gain her full
(Jarm around forty.
The reason for this welcome change is perhaps,
tfet, a different attitude toward age. And, second,
tp sensible care that we have been educated to use
\jth ourselves. I feel that the years from sixteen
c should bring new and better growth, both in-

A typical Antoine of
Paris idea. Several
layers of muslin, a
handful of pins, a
rosebudneath or
two and
bethe chin,
Cecilia Parker looks
charmingly ingenue
in a babyish bonnet
for evening. Can be
made by yourself in
no time

N
the interest of lovely hands, June
ng works conscientiously. June
;Ows that a nightly application of
tide cream or oil prevents hangnails
d flaking, broken nails, and encourages
: new growth to be smooth and flawless under lacquer

Antoine's sculpture
curls on the head of
Muriel Evans.
Movement is upward, in the approved teresting
style, anddesignin-is
worked out here and
there with unusual
curls in a true Antoine manner. A
party idea

Two poses of Phyllis that show the details of both sides and top design.
Innumerable tiny invisible hair pins hold waves and curls in place for the
dryer. Important steps in the achievement of a coiffure known as
"American

Beauty," so named because John LeGatta, famous artist, considers Phyllis one of the truest types of American girl

wardly and outwardly. And so I proceed with some actual growtl
facts that should encourage every one of us to some effort and patience
Most of us will make the effort but when it comes to patience we fal
down. We should like to find the cream that will transform us ove
night; the hair tonic that will instantly give us silken hair. Well, then

Phyllis Brooks posed
in this complete
series of coiffure pictures to give you a
pattern for your own
hairdresser to follow. Here is a situation we've all
been through! Not
much to look at now,
but just wait

Mel Berns designed
this arrangement for
Betty Grable, named
it "Petite Coiffure."
Across the page is a
better view of the
hair ribbon vogue,
of which Ho flywood has long been
an ardent sponsor for
the young girl80

just aren't any, and lacking these magic aids, many are inclined t(
give up. However, if you can make that effort and bolster up youi
patience besides, here are some of the transformations that can taks
place over certain periods of time.
The life of an eyelash has been estimated at between three and foui
months. Each lash probably lasts about that time, at the end of whicl
it falls out and another takes its place. If you are not satisfied wit!
your lashes, and few of us are, the modern growers will help you tc
produce a much more satisfactory crop
In fact, I think every girl should use a
grower nightly. Growers cannot, ol
course, produce lashes entirely unnatural
to your type, but they can encourage a
heavier growth, longer, stronger and
silkier hairs. If you would use a grower
steadily for six months, you would see a
pleasing improvement.
The same idea applies to brows. If
your brows are scanty, scraggling, you
can induce heavier ones and you can train
them to grow in a neat line. A little
grower on an eyebrow or dry mascara
brush applied nightly not only makes for
more brows but will definitely train them:
in line. Then, of course, you will need to
use the tweezers sparingly, just as June
Lang is doing, to make that line perfect.
The end is usually the unruly area. K
you will apply a little cream first, then
shape, it will be quick and almost painless. Hollywood has taught us that the
brow that extends a bit beyond the outer

From this back view of Phyllis' head, plastered and persuaded into a
curious pattern, will come a revelation in soft loveliness, witnessed by
the finished front picture. Notice that the hair is kept well off the face,
softened only by loose, big waves, with all the intricacies kept well to
the rear.
An important hair fashion note to keep in mind

:<jier of the eye is a universally becoming one. It extends the upper
vJth of the face to create the impression of more oval lines to the
(ler part of the face, and it adds much expression to the eyes. The
ustant use of grower on the outer brows will grow new, fine hairs in
ike. For immediate need, however, your finely pointed eyebrow
»cU solves the problem. With a very light stroke, because even
»ws here will be lighter, extend the brow line a tiny bit.
ikin growth occurs daily. With every bathing or creaming, we not
Jy take away make-up, oil and dust, but a certain amount of dead
" icle is also removed. And usually it is this dead cuticle, more than
i|imperfect texture or a small blemish, that mars your beauty sooner
In anything else. For this dead cuticle is usually dull in tone, and
c,?ps your face from looking radiantly fresh. A very thorough cleansi{ is about the greatest skin beautifier
■•re is. The Hollywood stars have solved
t cleansing method about as perfectly
it can be solved for normal skin. First,
ij;ood cream cleansing to remove make'. Then a good bathing with soap and
Iter. Finally, much rinsing in very cold
■iter or the use of any favorite skin
ion. You are bound to be spotless after
;it. Certainly a cream which melts and
.solves your rouge and powder is easier
f removing make-up. And certainly
! s extra-thorough use of soap and water,
th which you produce friction through
. of hand, cloth or complexion brush
i only cleans but removes that cuticle
iiich is daily shedding.
If your skin is very dry and you suffer
i>m the frequent use of soap and water,
?n balance your cleansing routine, per;ps soap and water every other day or
,ice a week. When you have cleansed
;th cream alone, give yourself a friction
b. With a [ peease turn to page 100 ]

Only clever fingers
and great patience
can produce a masterpiece of hairdressing like
this.
But the effort is well
worth the result for
con tri butes much
a coiffure like Phyllis'
style and charm to
most faces

Details of the tiny
tailored bows that
curls. These with
hold Betty Grable's
your daytime clothes,
but vetfor
evening
or lame
ribbonvel-is
the thing, contrasting
with or matching

81 frock.
your dance
Very girlish!

Cast and crew of Columbia's "Passport to Fame" stop work for their four o'clock cup of oolong. Eddie Robinson
is pouring tea for Director John Ford. This is only one English habit American stars brought back

<!<!

Awfternoon" Tea

SAY, old thing, have you
I hear
d the news?
Hollywood— chummy old place,
don't you think — has gone
English. My dear, it's too jolly
and all that sort of thing. I say,
what?
American actors have been
flocking to good old Lunnon —
nice old spot, Lunnon, rath-er —
and by Jove, they've brought
back with them all sorts of cozy
little English habits and customs and well, here we are. Stalking about like a retired British officer with a load of asthma and
a yen for suet pudding.
Good old Americans, who never drank anything but strong
coffee and applejack straight, are now hoisting tea-cups, eating
watercress sandwiches and loving it. Nobody hurries anymore.
Nobody hustles. Nobody shoves. And fancy anyone shoving.
Everyone, British-like, just takes his time. No need to go
scampering about good old Hollywood-on-the-Downs. Tisn't
British and all that sort of thing.
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Yes, dear old Hollywoodon-the-Downs has gone so
British, the best of stars
are now hoisting tea cups
By Jane Hampton

Actors who once raced across
movie lots like hound-chased
rabbits (and ofttimes it was the
sheriff instead of a hound) now
saunter, calling a merry old
"Cheerio there," as they go.
The only "pip" America ever
knew before the return of the
Americans from England was a
disease which, unfortunately,

but through no one's fault but
their own, and let that be a lesson
to them, gave a chicken the yaps. A couple of pips were simply
two chickens with the yaps. But not now. My dear, you're far.
far wrong if you think "Pip pip" has anything at all to do with
a couple of ailing chickens. It's now Hollywood's favorite form
of saying, "Farewell, a fond farewell."
Actors no longer say to their lady-loves, "Darling, goodnight. The dawn breaks and so does my heart at this sad parting. Farewell, sweet one, farewell."
Today he merely says, "Well, pip pip old thing," and leaves
the lady yapping like a chicken.
[ please turn to page 98 \

Here's the Standard for Beautiful Legs and Feet
[ CONTINUED

Listen, you babies, watch that lump of fat
i the inside of the knee. It will spoil your
lances of beauty in a bathing suit. Lots of
rls ask me what to do about knock-knees.
[aM the time it isn't the knees that are
nocking; it's those lumps of fat on the knees,
errible! The calf of the leg should be well
junded but not muscular.
You girls with over-developed calves — it's
fie escalators for you. Don't climb steps!
)on't tap dance! Don't ride bicycles! Don't
o any kind of Russian dancing! But you
ids with canary bird legs can do all of these
flings. These things develop. They do not
■educe. But I've got the perfect reducing
xercise for the lower legs, calves, ankles and
:et. I've never given it before. Are you ready?
Sit flat on the floor with your legs straight
ut in front of you, the knees straight and
our toes pointing to the ceiling. Place the
alms of your hands on the floor slightly out
rom your sides. Slowly raise yourself up with
our weight on the palms of your hands.
Is you do this slowly point your toes away
rom your body so that your legs from hips to
oe are in a straight line. Raise up higher
mtil your whole weight is on your hands and
rour heels. Can you feel a pulling in your
egs? Can you feel the fat breaking away
rom that lump on your knees?

FROM PAGE 57 ]

Just as slowly — and keeping as relaxed as
possible — lower yourself to your original
position, move your feet so that the toes are
pointing toward your face and at the same time
make believe that you're trying to push something heavy with your heels — push the heels
in the opposite direction from the way the toes
are pointed. Don't be afraid to pull and pull
hard. Do this until your toes are pointed just
as far as they'll go. When you feel that big
pull in all the fat spots, you're on the way toward having perfect legs.
"DUT that's not all. You've got to have
lovely upper legs, too. Look at Gertrude
Michael — -and that's not a bad idea. You remember her in "Cleopatra." The upper part
of her legs are beautiful and I don't blame her
for posing in photographs to show them.
They're slender with no bulges, no bumps, no
protruding muscles. The upper leg is a place
where fat is most likely to gather. Fight it!
You've got to, because those lumps show when
you're dressed. And in a bathing suit! I can't
stand it! Get rid of that fat on the front and
back of the upper leg. Here's the exercise.
Stand a little away from and at right angles
to the back of a chair. Put your left hand on
the back of the chair. Stand on your left
foot. Lean over at the waist. Put your right

hand back of you. Lift your right leg back.
Grab your right ankle with your right hand
and pull it up toward your back, bending the
knee. Pull hard. Ouch! Yell if you want
to — but do it! Stoop over as you're doing
this. Now let go your ankle and swing the
right leg forward and grab your ankle with
your right hand in front of you this time.
Keep your knee slightly bent.
Pull hard.
That's a new exercise, too, but I want to
warn you, as I do with all my exercises, relax!
Relax your muscles while you're doing the
exercises. For if you don't, you'll develop
muscles instead of reducing them off as you
should. Oh yes, when you've done this
exercise on one leg repeat on the other. But I
hope
to heavenmy you've
that without
tellinggot
you.the brains to do
Okay, babies, there you are — Gloria's feet,
Joan's ankles and lower leg and Gertrude's
upper legs. They're perfect and there's not a
reason in the world why you can't have them
just as beautiful. Don't be lazy. Don't put
off. Do what Sylvia tells you to do. And
while you're exercising stick on the diet wagon.
And now I've gone and used up all my space
and haven't told you how to have lovely arms
and hands. So watch out for my article next
month. I'm setting the standard for arms,
hands and backs!

Answers by Sylvia
Dear Sylvia:
I'm only fifteen but I'm terribly fat. Be:ause of this I don't have dates like other girls.
My mother tells me not to worry, that I'll
outgrow it. But I do worry and outgrowing
t doesn't help me now. I'm writing to you
with the hope that you'll help me.
B. G., Fort Smith, Ark.
I feel so sorry for young girls whose mothers
'tell them they will outgrow fat. Maybe they
will, but fat isn't pretty and every fifteenyear-old girl wants to be pretty. Besides, fat
isn't good for anybody, whether that person
is fifteen or fifty. Now I know that my exercises and diets are just as good for young girls
as they are for older ones. But, you'll ask me,
how am I going to convince my mother of
that? I'll tell you. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to me for my general reducing diet and exercises. Then ask your
mother to take them to her doctor. Then, if he
says they're okay she'll believe him. And
here's a little secret, baby. He won't disappoint you, because doctors all over the world
know that every one of my diets have enough
food properities for anybody.

ARE you too fat? Too lean? Have
you any physical defect that
mars your beauty? How are your
nerves? Do you sleep well? I shall
be glad to offer you advice — free of
charge — of course. All you have to
do is write, enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Address Sylvia,
care of PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 1926
Broadway, New York City.
when traveling it is difficult to stick on the
diet wagon, but here are some things you can — and must — do. Don't eat just what is put
before you. Watch out for rich sauces. Scrape
them off the vegetables. Refuse dessert unless
it is mentioned in one of my diets. Maybe
you can't get as many raw fruits as I give.
But you can always get apples! And tell
yourself that you are going to try your hardest
to overcome your difficulty and live up to my
routine as nearly as you can.
Dear Sylvia:
I have very thin scawny legs. I don't want
to be fatter than I am anywhere but in the legs.
Can you give me some exercise to help me?
Mrs. R. L. T., Raleigh, N. C.

Dear Sylvia:
I've tried very hard to follow your diets and
exercises but in my business I travel a great
deal and it is often difficult in trains and hotels
to get what you recommend. Is there anything
I can do about it?
H. R. T., Chicago, 111.
You bet there is ! There is always something
to do about everything.
And I know that

Tap dancing develops the legs. Climbing
stairs is another wonderful leg developer. But
the best of all is riding a bicycle. If you can't
actually bicycle then lie on the floor on your
back with your legs in the air and make vigorous movements with your legs as if you were
pedaling and pedaling hard and fast. Do this
for three minutes a day at first and then work
up to ten or fifteen minutes a day.

You'll be

surprised how quickly your legs will become
be.
nice and firm and round, as perfect legs should
Dear Sylvia:
Will you tell me how to remove a lump of
flesh that has come on the back of my neck at
the top of my spine?
Mrs. D. C, Jeffersonville, Ind.
I call that the "old woman's bump." Now
don't tell me you're just twenty-five. You
may be. But hot or cold, that's an "old
woman's bump." You got it by slumping.
Well, stop that. Straighten up. Don't
slump any more. Then take this exercise to
remove it. Lie on your back. Arms above
your head, backs of hands lightly touching the
floor. Relax completely. Stretch your arms
so that you feel as if your shoulder blades are
coming together. You can feel that back lump
moving. Now then stiffen your knees and pull
yourself forward with your arms still above
your head until your head is touching your
knees. Keep relaxed from the waist up.
While your head is on your knees make your
shoulder blades squeeze that bump. From this
position roll back, rolling all the way along
your spine and touch your toes over your
head, with almost the entire weight of your
body resting on that bump. You can feel it
smashing off. At first you may be stiff but
keep trying until you can do the exercise.
Start roiling back and forth like that ten
times a day. Work up to twenty. I guarantee
that it will do the trick and exercise your
diaphragm, hips, legs and upper arms to boot.
How's that for you?
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" fETTING home with the milkman" is an
^Jold saying but it actually happened to
Jean Harlow. On her way home from visiting
her friends, Jean's car came to a dead stop on
a lonely highway.
She had run out of gas.
For hours Jean sat there waiting for someone
to come along and yet frightened that they
would. At last, after what seemed years of
waiting, a milk wagon hove in sight. With a
welcome cry, Jean hailed the driver and went
merrily home on the milk wagon.
A FTER Leroy Prinz, the Hollywood dance
•'^'director, fought that famous duel, and his
wife sued for divorce, someone asked, "On
what grounds?"
"Because he led a 'duel' life, of course,"
was the reply.
•""THERE is a writer in Hollywood who is
frankly worried. He has to kill a friend
and certainly loathes the job. You see, when
it was decided that Dashiell Hammett should
write a screen sequel to the popular "Thin
Man," it was found that one of the number
would have to be killed off in order to form a
plot. But, who to kill was the question.
The author has become so fond of all his
characters, he can't bear to commit the necessary crime. As you can imagine, every
member of the original cast is anxiously waiting to see if he will be the victim.
Hollywood, at least, hopes the dashing Bill
Powell, the lovely Myrna Loy and the adorable
little dog, Asta, will be spared.
/^\NE day a carpenter on the set of "The
^uood Fairy" missed his bicycle.
The next day the Universal lot was treated
to the spectacle of their problem child, Margaret Sullavan, reeling furiously about the
studio on a rickety bike.
"Five miles every day," said Margaret,
"that's the schedule."
She wears an amazing pajama ensemble consisting of green, floppy pants and a red coat,
and stops for nothing.
P. S. — The carpenter got paid for the
vehicle.

Cal York Announcing the Monthly
[ CONTINUED

"DOB MONTGOMERY smiled.
"^ They had just told him of his
role in "Vanessa," the Hugh Walpole novel before the cameras at
M-G-M. They had further told him
that in the prologue he would play
his son, in the main body of the picture, himself, and in the epilogue his
sixty-five-year old grandfather.
"The part of my dreams!" said
Bob. "A nice part you can really
grow up with!"
/"''LARA BOW and Rex Bell made some well^^advanced plans for the heir-apparent. Rex
just couldn't resist the temptation to buy a Shetland pony. He had a beautiful little silver
mounted saddle made, and the pony is quartered in the patio, bedded down in straw — all
ready to leap on and away-we-go. Of course,
the pony will probably be an old man with a
long grey beard before the baby can ride — but
anyway, it's a cute idea.
CHIRLEY TEMPLE has decided to stay out
^of department stores and all other public
places, since an over-enthusiastic fan snipped
off one of her curls the other day.
A RE any of you the facetious admirers who
send George Brent's mail to Ruth Chatterton's house? Because George and Ruth and
Warner Brothers are quite burned up about it,
and George has reached the place where he
doesn't even think it's funny.
VITHATEVER secrets Josef Von Sternberg
^^ has about directing Marlene Dietrich are
safe.
Even the small crew which officiates when he
makes a picture are in the dark about half the
time.
Josef gives all his directions to Marlene in
German — and no one else can understand it.

FROM

T DON'T know whether Adolphe Menjou
would approve of them, but Allen Jenkins
thinks
they're a sartorial gift from heaven.
His slippers.
Allen hurt his toe a few months ago, and
gave up shoes for slippers. The slippers were
so easy on his feet that he tossed all his oxfords into the attic.
Now he has black slippers for evening,
brown ones for street wear and even patent
leather ones for dress. Not to mention the
old broken down pair he wears around the yard.
And no worries about a broken shoelace.
V\ 7E might have expected it of a younger
actress but when Alice Brady suddenly
disappears right in the middle of " Gold Diggers
of 1935" and leaves Warner Brothers wildly
searching Heaven and earth for two whole
days, it's a little unusual.
What's more, when she finally did show up,
Alice refused to explain anything. Where she
was and what happened, she inferred, was her
own business.
But it's all very romantic to Hollywood —
not to say surprising.
"pVERY
year, itand
seems
Hollywood
has itself.
been
getting farther
farther
away from
It used to be quite satisfied with just Hollywood— then the stars began moving to Beverly Hills, then Brentwood — then away out
in the San Fernando Valley.
They commute, of course, to the studios.
But now Genevieve Tobin has moved into
her home at Montecito, the very elite section
of Santa Barbara. She is just a little more
then one hundred miles from the studios — and
she intends to commute.
Meaning she'll leave the seaside city at
five bells or earlier in the grey and misty
dawn — to make an eight o'clock call.
XJARGARET SULLAVAN tripped blithely
V off the set of "The Good Fairy" a few days
ago. It was noon time and she was hungry.
So she hopped into her decrepit roadster and
started the engine. She let out the clutch.
Nothing happened. She stepped on the gas.
Maggie and the motor roared, but nothing repeated. She fooled with the brake and really
got all hot and bothered.
Then she looked out and saw her set playmates— the grips and the props and the juicers
— rolling on the ground.
Margaret hopped out to find the rear wheels
spinning in the air. Jacked up. It's an old
gag, but it worked.

JANET GAYNOR and Shirley Tenple were
both being fitted for costumes in the wardrobe department. Janet asked Shirley for that
autographed picture she promised her, and all
the girls in the department chimed in and said
they wanted one, too.
"You can all have one," said Shirley, "but
you'll have to wait awhile. I can only sign two
a day because it takes me so long."

Director David Butler was pretty sure of beating Jimmy Dunn in the
checker game, when along comes Shirley Temple and slips a bit of advice
to her pal Jimmy on how to make a strategic move
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HpHE mama of little Anne Shirley, who made
such a hit in "Anne of Green Gables," carefully censors her daughter's romantic flutterings. Anne is so popular that mother had to
call in an assistant to get the front door-step
cleared by ten o'clock. The lad she called
upon was young Henry Wilson — and Henry
has a crush on Anne! "A pleasure," said he.

broadcast of Hollywood Goings-On!
GE 51 I

all
kND the Gloria Swanson-Herbert Marsh
tete-a-tetes continue.
However, when Gloria and Herbert underlie an evening in public at any of the smart
arcing spots of Hollywood, they invariably
ek a shadowed nook with an obscure table.
Which, of course, makes people all the more
i the look for them— and all the more excited
nout seeing them together.

T YLE TALBOT is still wondering.
"*-"' Recently Lyle asked a friend if
he
thought it bad luck to postpone a
wedding.
"Not if you keep on doing it," the
friend replied.

T OIS WILSON will leave all predictions to
Gene Dennis, who does pretty well by
them, after this —
Many, many months ago when Lew Ayres
looked into Ginger Rogers' eyes and gave her a
funny feeling around her heart, Lois said —
"You'll never marry him."
"You'll receive the first wedding invitation," replied Ginger.
And Lois did. What's more, she swooped
up the bridal bouquet when Ginger tossed it.

i

ipHERE'S something about radio broadcastingIt's just a strain on the nerves, even to
iasoned troupers.
Ever since I've been broadcasting news and
iterviews with the stars of "45 Minutes in
week, I've had numerous
d" each
ollywoo
ng knees.
ises
of vacillati
But now I feel all right.
I have it on good authority that Mary Picked almost cuts her reading sheets to pieces
latching them tensely each week when she
'ives a skit over the air.
If it makes Mary all hot and bothered, why
houldn't I be embarrassed?
3 UMORS that Margaret Sullavan and the
•Studio which made her a sensational screen
tar, Universal, were at the parting of the ways
/ere somewhat dampened down when she up
;nd married Director William Wyler.
Film mentor Wyler, who, by the way, is one
I the very best directors at Universal City, is a
elative of the Laemmle family, who run the
vorks at Universal.
Katharine
A behind-the-scenes view of a shot from "The Little Minister."
A MAZING new romantic combinations
Hepburn attends John Beal after his serious injuries. Director Richard
Henry Gerrard, and Marty Offner, dialogue
<*-have been springing up all over Hollywood
Wallace, kneeling, cameraman
assistant, are watching
.
Lombard'ecently. For instance, the Carole
Job Riskin twosome has given a surprise to the
ustomers at the recent prize-fights and local
ctions—
light clubs.
FAY WRAY left for Europe several days be- f\F course, we do hate to jump at conduEdmund Lowe has been squiring the lovely
Birth.
birthday
'
Saunders
Monk
John
fore
But Jean Harlow certainly played it straight
days are always state occasions in the family,
"irginia Bruce (ex Mrs. John Gilbert) here and
when a stranger, noting the gallant attentions
here. Also Florence Rice.
so Johnny obligingly moved up the date, and
they had a breakfast-birthday party, with all paid her by William Powell at a recent big
Pat de Cico and the lovely Genevieve Tobin
Hollywood party, smiled sweetly and remarked
the presents served with the coffee.
lave been taking in the sights together. And
to Jean, "What a nice husband you have."
surprise of all is Norman Foster's
;he biggest
Jean smiled back twice as sweetly.
escorting about of several of the local HTHE latest Hollywood behind-the-scenesmdden
■*■ drama in three acts: (and it's a true one).
jeauties.
W. C. "Bill" Fields was going through a
1 Which has everyone wondering just what
COULDN'T I please send my car home
Tlaudette Colbert thinks about it.
scene. In the middle of his antics the cameraand get one that wouldn't attract so much
Re-loading."
man yelled— "Cut! they
loaded the camera
Lilian Harvey put this plaintive plea to her
Bill fiddled while
A DOCTOR, visiting Cecil Demanager
with film.
?" other day.
attentionthe
■"■Mille in the hospital just before
Another take, and in the middle the sound
Cecil began work on "The CruThe big white foreign car with silver trimsaders," was shocked to see a
mings (maybe it's platinum) has been one of
man shouted, "No good — sound re-loading."
strange, iron figure in a corner.
the sights of Hollywood for a year. Lilian
They set up for a third take. The director
looked around. No Bill anywhere in sight. yearns for a little black coupe!
"What is it?" he demanded.
Shouts re-echoed up and down the stage.
"It's only me," a little voice called,
"I'm the nurse, Mr. DeMille wanted
Hey— we're ready."
"Bill— Bill Fields.
EVERYONE who knows Lilian Harvey is
There was a brief silence, and then from a
me to try out the different armor for
delighted that she has signed a contract
his new picture."
far, obscure corner of the vast building sput- with Columbia, and has started in "Once a
Gentleman" with Tullio Carminati. Lilian
tered a moist voice —
CVERY day, it seems, Virginia Bruce gets
has had many heart-aches since she came to
" Fields re-loading! "
lovelier and lovelier — and every day she beHollywood, and has been very lonely, rattling
comes more and more positive about the im- "Y"OU'D never suspect an abundance of the around in that huge house she rented. She is
■*■ maternal instinct in Carole Lombard per- still devoted to Willy Fritsch, but will not ask
pos ibility ofa reconciliation with Jack Gilbert.
him to come over here as he cannot speak
Putting the two together, it's no wonder that
haps, or perhaps you would, but I happened
Virginia is the object of several Hollywood
to be in her dressing room the other day when
English, and she is afraid he would have
swains' attentions. No one yet has pried into a Arline Judge came by with that cute youngster
difficulty in American pictures. He is a highlydefinitely romantic arrangement, and, of of hers, Charles Wesley, and proceeded to fill rated European star. They are not married,
course, Virginia just smiles that slow smile.
but Lilian wears a wedding ring just to disthe room with " Oohs" and " Ahhs" contributed
But she's been seen out with Billy Bakewell
courage attention from any one else. Her new
by all present. When the tot and his pretty
and Edmund Lowe both, a few times of late, mother left, Carole sighed wistfully.
87 ce she
contract has given her back the confiden
!Nelson Eddy also is said to be strongly in the
"Darn it," she said, "I'll just have to get
luck.
here's
and
losing,
of
danger
was in [ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 124 ]
running.
married and have one of those."
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o* course, i use

COSMETICS, BUT I N€V€R
WORRY ABOUT COSMETIC
SKIN
THANKS TO

LUX TOILET

I

SOAP.

IT'S EASY TO -HAVE A
GORGEOUS SKIN THIS WAy

G/A/G£a \ROGERS
STAR OF RKO-RADIO'S

"ROMJJ NCE IN MANHATTAN'
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THRILLING words...
BUT NOBODY SAYS THEM
THE GIRL WH
S COSMETIC SKIN
You can use cosmetics all you
wish, yet guard against this clanger
the way the screen stars do . . .
SOFT, LOVELY SKIN is thrilling to a man.
Every girl should have it — and keep it!
So what a shame when a girl lets unattractive
Cosmetic Skin rob her of this charm! It's so easy
to guard against this modern complexion trouble
the way the Hollywood screen stars do.
Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way
Cosmetics need not harm even delicate skin unless they are allowed to choke the pores. Many
a woman who thinks she removes make-up thoroughly isactually leaving bits of stale rouge and
powder in the pores day after day. Gradually the
pores become enlarged — tiny blemishes appear,
blackheads, perhaps. These are the warning signals of Cosmetic Skin.
Gentle Lux Toilet Soap is made to remove cosmetics thoroughly. Its rich, ACTIVE lather
sinks deeply into the pores, gently removes every
hidden trace of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.
Before you apply fresh make-up during the
day — ALWAYS before you go to bed at night,
protect your skin with this safe, sure care 9 out
of 10 screen stars use!

To guard against unattractive Cosmetic
Skin, thousands of girls all over the
country are adopting the screen stars'
complexion care. The ACTIVE lather of Lux
Toilet Soap removes cosmetics thoroughly
— protects the skin, keeps it lovely.

He Failed for a Million
[ CONTINUED

tumes for the chorines and at every performance they made Pat sneeze. Besides, he reasoned, what right had a chap who'd hauled
lumber and nursed a sixteen-inch deathspeaker to be doing fancy steps for a living?
Consequently when Wisconsin announced free
tuition to ex-service men desiring higher education one Patrick O'Brien was the first to
register. He had arrived home on a milk
train, none the worse for a two-day diet of
carrots.
"What course are you taking?" asked the
secretary at Marquette University. Pat
flipped a coin. "Make it law." He had
divided between that and engineering. Pat
mixed in some football with the law and licked
Notre Dame practically single-handed.
Then he made the mistake of going into a
class play. The stage germ worked. It worked
so hard he couldn't sleep nights. Law was
definitely out. He convinced the state's representative that War Veteran O'Brien should
be in the Academy of Dramatic Arts in
New York.
T) ACK in New York Pat starved like a gentleman, studied like blazes, and stalked theatrical agents.
There were two excellent reasons why, early
in 1923, our Mr. O'Brien returned to Milwaukee. One has to eat occasionally — and the
other was a desperate major cardiac disturbance known as "young love." She was a
blonde. She was lovely. And she had been his
sweetheart from childhood. Pat — for the
second time — turned his back on the stage
forever. Substantial Young Bond Salesman
was the role he set himself to play. And it was
probably the worst performance Pat O'Brien
ever gave. . . .
The O'Brien sales fell to zero as he grew
more and more bewildered and unhappy. And
somehow the romance had faded out. There
was no glow left in the world. It was funny
how often Pat's feet carried him to the door of
the stock company Jimmy Gleason had. A
friend cornered him one night and tucked a
script under his arm. "Listen, Pat. This
'Under the El' is a great play. We're going
to try it out here and that part suits you to a
T.

Just read it!"
"Nope," muttered O'Brien. "I'm through
with the stage. It's no go." But he sat up
the whole night reading the play, going over
the lines. . . .
It was his father who settled it. The kindly
old man, with eyes that once had been as

fiercely blue as Pat's said, "Why don't you
quit kidding yourself, boy? The theater's in
your blood. Now there's that old insurance
policy for a thousand that I took out for you
when you were ten. Borrow on it, get back to
New York, and slick it out!"
It sounds like manufactured fiction, this part
of Pat's story. But here is exactly what happened on the blizzard-swept night he landed in
Manhattan with $5.45 in his pocket. He had
borrowed only enough to get him there. After
that — well, he was going into the clinches with
old lady luck and one of them was going to
give in! This time it wasn't Pat. . . . He ran
into an old classmate of his from the Academy
of Dramatics who was throwing a party.
Around midnight a short, stocky fellow he
hadn't suspected of being Good News, drew
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"There's a chap leaving the cast of
Man' tonight. Why don't you go
see about it in the morning?"
morning!" shouted Pat. "I'm on

half through they knew they had somethin;
A sensation. Pat sent for Eloise and at th
same place he and Mary Brian got the'
marriage license in the picture Pat bought hi
real license.

was now!"
bitingly cold in the darkened theater
myIt way
but rehearsals were still going on. "So you
want that part, eh?" said Eddie Goodman,
the director. "All right, go down there and try
it ! But remember tin's is Saturday and we open
Monday and you'll have forty-eight sides to

They hadn't counted on such a honeymooi
Pat had been sent East almost immediately t
start work on another picture with Nanc

him aside.
'A Man's
down and
"In the

"That's all right. I know this play — every
learn."
line" You
of it."
do? "
"Sure. I read it," Pat told him, "when it
was called 'Under the El'. . . ."
Coincidence? Or the special brand of
O'Brien magic? A few months later it worked
again — to furnish Pat with the biggest moment
of his life.
He had been travelling with the road show
of "Broadway" and the producers sent him a
wire to join the Chicago cast. At the same
time, they sent a girl there who was beautiful
and something more. Valentino had selected
her as the most gorgeous girl in Iowa. And
when young Mr. O'Brien saw Eloise Taylor he
went the great screen idol one better. He
selected her as the most gorgeous girl in the
world. . . . His. . . .
But it wasn't to be a whirlwind romance.
It took Pat five years to catch up with her!
They played in stock together, on the road, on
Broadway. More often than not they were
broke together. A couple of kids joy-riding
through poverty.
But you can't get married on nothing. They
were on a vaudeville tour. And because they
were tired of waiting and tense and nervejangled they quarreled. Bitterly. And separated.
"If you ever want to see me again you can
write," said Eloise.
"The same goes for me!" said Pat.
T_TE stuck it out as long as he could. Then,
while he was playing Baltimore, he poured
his heart out to her in a letter and airmailed it
to her address in Worcester. No answer. Weeks
passed. Months. He went to New York. It
didn't matter that he was credited with one of
the ten best performances of the year as the
Russian communist, Maxim, in "Overture."
Nothing mattered.
But Fate was up to her special tricks reserved for O'Briens. One morning Pat received
the charred fragment of an envelope with a
note from the government saying this was
what was left of his airmail letter. The plane
had crashed, burned . . . the pilot was killed
. . . They were returning the remains of the
letter for his records. . . .
Pat made a record of a very particular nature
in getting to Eloise with that burned bit of
paper. Together, very close together, they
went out to have it framed.
At first Pat couldn't believe his ears. The
operator said Hollywood was calling. The
United Artists Studio. And he heard Howard
Hughes' soft Texan drawl over the wire.
"O'Brien, how about doing the role of the
reporter
in 'Thein Front
Page'?
Pat arrived
California
at "8 A.M. and at
ten he was working.
Before the picture was

Carroll. And there was a six weeks' dela>
And the studio that had refused him bit part
so often was now paying for his royal suite a
the St. Moritz! Pat and Eloise walked abou
in a dream — down streets where a bare si
months before they had been so broke ye
eager and hopeful. Now a corsage of orchid
waited for Eloise daily. And Pat had the satis
faction of smoking the studio's finest cigars.
For the first six months they couldn't handl
their money. They returned to California am
decided to bring both families out for Christ
mas. "We'll long distance them instead o
writing," grinned Pat. "We're big shots now!'
They bought drawing rooms for their folks
arranged for them to meet in Kansas City—
and when Poppa O'Brien stepped off the trail
he was wearing spats! "Got to do you proud
son," he whispered as Pat grabbed him. It wa:
an almost hysterically happy three weeks
They journeyed to Agua Caliente — in tw<
cars! The old gentlemen played the horses ant
Pat paid the bills. They had a bungalow t(
themselves at the Biltmore in Santa Barbara
The O'Briens were in the money!
"D UT by a strange anomaly that could occui
only in Hollywood, Pat O'Brien then droppec
out of sight from the rank of top notchers
After that first big production there had beer
a delay— then a poor production. The lead
ing producers could see Pat only as a reportei
—and the newspaper story cycle was over
To most people it would have meant fade-out
To Pat it meant — extraordinary financial sue
cess. He went cheerfully from one fifth rati
picture into another. Pictures that were "shot
on the cuff," yet they spelled good money
Pat was saving now. He kept at it for nearh
four years. And during all that time wher
nobody heard of Pat O'Brien, he made enougt
money to retire for life!
He bought a fifteen-room Beverly Hilk;
mansion with a swimming pool, badminton
court, handball court and an outside barbecus
that is a replica of Bill Hart's. He had more
cars and servants than the better known
"names" around him. What's more, he had a
good-sized trust fund. And out in San Bernardino, Pat purchased a ranch for his wife's
people. His own parents he brings west in
royal fashion for seven months every year.
Sometimes it pays to be a "failure!"
When he felt he could afford it he went after
the real parts. And got them. But he took a
salary cut of five hundred dollars a week just
to get a chance at them — and a contract with
Warner Brothers. Even now, with the brilliance of "Here Comes the Navy" and "Flirtation Walk" and other successes behind him.
Pat's income will not come up to his free lance
standard until next option time.
"Sure I've got a grand philosophy for this
business," he'll tell you. "I explain to myself
that every picture is my last one!" Maybe
he'll be teaching it to the littlest O'BrienMargaret Mavourneen, aged eight months."
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It's possible
man, as well as herself.
U find their security can be increased
i ting out and taking a job. But now
> should have a different meaning than it
It] have had before marriage.
'in — I know you're going to ask me, 'Can
i an successfully manage both a career and
i tge?' Yes, she can, if she doesn't let her
I ipse her marriage. But the examples
• mparatively few, if you refer to women
i tl xtravagant ambitions. You want a short
lon't you? Not a volume. All right.
career girl takes it on the chin more
<- and a lot harder, than the girl at the
11 low cook-stove.
She's confronted by
li:s so infinitely much bigger and more
ii ated. Even in this day and time, she is
ainst a man's world. The other way, one
3 her world. And the women the career
rl bmbats are more determined adversaries.
IS hink of all of the thousands of girls who
of into Hollywood, all trying to rush into
mall opening that points toward success.
. y business, it's the same — in proportion to
i| tunities. What chance has the girl who
■conciled herself to a bruising and
itfring of spirit? What hope is there for the
il '.ho has underestimated
her abilities?
. ie it's cruel, but it's woman's lot to make
0 of the sacrifices on this earth. One who
u i survive them is just out of luck.
, ND when a girl has decided what she
.wants to do, she should study, study,
ITJY, to prepare herself. She must be comeifit to take full advantage of opportunities.
life is so freakish that opportunities somen's present themselves to women who are
n epared. But how long can anybody ride
n ie crest of luck alone? If a poorly equipped
i an inherits money, it isn't long before her
ers, and some other smart people, get most
f away from her. Well, a woman who can't
e house — whether her job is to make a
u!;alow charming, or to manage an estate —
, 't in a very good position to hold a husband,
lincapable woman who gets promoted in
i ness is just accepting her walking papers.
. 'rl who tries to be a secretary and makes a
ll of taking dictation is such a derided
rture that she can have no self-respect. And
('can't name me one actress in the movies
' ever got a break, and held on, who wasn't
i ified to keep her position. Well, can you?
Ed. note: No, not for long. There's always
lJbox-office, you know.)
\nd I don't think any woman should stop
I'tudying just her job. Do you know any! g more boring on earth than the housewife
■ can talk nothing but ways to feed her
1 dren? Or the social worker who speaks of
ling but playground improvements?
Or —
; greater horror still — the actress who can
i you of nothing but what happened on the
■[today?
' It seems to me that we are here on this
|:h to grow into the best sort of human
>!igs we can, with all due respect for the comj and properties of other human beings. I
I 't know any other one rule that covers the
jie better than that.
Nobody but a psychopathic case is antiial. Nobody but an anemic person, physi-
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cally or mentally, is unsocial. Normal human
beings are gregarious — and I think the best
way to enjoy life is to make our company
pleasing to others.
"I think the stenographer should read the
professor's book, and I think the housewife
should know enough about modern art, to be
sure whether the reproduction deserves a place
on the wall or in the ash-can. And I think any
actress ought to know who H. L. Mencken is,
as well as how many games the Dean brothers
won in the World Series.
"I never heard of anyone who suffered any
ill-effects from knowing the right people. Talk
about creating opportunities for oneself — I
think an essential part of that program is
making it a point to meet individuals who can
help you. Most girls don't have any trouble
bringing themselves to someone's attention,
but they'd better be subtle about it. And they
should be prepared to meet the requirements of

a new acquaintance. It's silly and selfish and
bad-mannered for a girl to thrust herself in
someone's way if she has no qualities that person could possibly admire. She deserves a
rebuff, and a stinging one.
"I've heard a lot of people say they think
it's unfair for a woman to take advantage of
her charm in making a career for herself. Well,
now don't think I'm defending any woman who
is brazenly unfair in any respect, but if a
woman has charm, I can't see any harm in her
using it adroitly. Nature intended that she
should; worked it all out so she could get along
in this life. A secretary who can't be charming
is a very terrible creature to have around an
office. But being charming doesn't necessarily
mean being a 'vamp.'
"A girl must be efficient in her business, of
course; but the fact must not be obnoxiously
apparent. And that's no discrimination
against our sex, either. It goes just as well for

men. I don't know anything more annoyin
than a man who can't be efficient without a
unnecessary display of bustle and zippiness an
abruptness.
"Politeness is one of the supreme qualities
The human race isn't moving too fast in an
direction for us to think we haven't got time t
be agreeable to the people who deserve it
Politeness requires that the well-informe<
woman should not be windy and boring; tha
the society woman should not go through
lot of ridiculous posing, and that the celebrit
should never lose her graciousness.
"In the end, if the girl becomes a success, sh
can well afford to look back and extend th
helping hand. Nobody ever gets to the to]
without some boosts along the road, and turn
live. is fair play. Live — and help others ti
about
"And that's a good motto to hang on th
mountain."

And So the Great Master Arrives
CONTINUED
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What's more, he has shown that he can pick
'em. When he was bringing "The Miracle" to
the United States, Reinhardt found himself
somewhat on the spot. He was nearing the
shores of a land eagerly awaiting evidence of
his heralded dramatic genius minus one of the
most important cast characters in the religious
spectacle, the nun.
On the boat was Rosamond Pinchot, a

I mentioned to him such greats as Ernst
Lubitsch and William Dieterle, two of Hollywood's most artistic directors, of Mady Christians, Emil Jannings, Pola Negri, Francis
Lederer, and, indirectly, Marlene Dietrich,
Lil Dagover, Tala Birell, Joseph Schildkraut,
Conrad Veidt and Elisabeth Bergner — the
latter known here, but yet to come to Hollywood.

governor's daughter. Reinhardt saw her, and
in her the woman he could make into the nun
of his drama. From the passenger list of an
ocean liner, he proceeded magically to pluck
a star.
Just recently when he was casting for his
Hollywood Bowl production of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" he chose for the important
part of Puck young Mickey Rooney, a child
actor who had never been taken too seriously
in Hollywood. Mickey was known chiefly for
his "Mickey McGuire" Comedies.

Many of these artists lived, studied and
worked with Reinhardt in Europe before they
ever came to the screen. Others had only the
remote rays of his genius to warm them. But
all reaped from the experience something they
never could have obtained in any other way — all
caught the divine spark from Reinhardt and
blew it into brilliance with their own breaths.
Max Reinhardt shook his head and amended —
" We are all merely limbs from one tree," he
insisted. "Of course, I am proud of the actors
and former pupils of mine who have come to
success in Hollywood. But what they have
done is not traceable to me. Rather, whatever
any of us has done is traceable to our common

VX THEN Reinhardt announced that Mickey
would play Puck, Hollywood gasped, and
relaxed into a few knowing chuckles. Reinhardt must be slipping to cast a kid for the part
which the greatest actors had played since
time immemorial, was the opinion.
Well — Mickey Rooney stole the gorgeous
show. He stole it with the thundering applause of one of the most dramatically distinguished audiences ever assembled, and from
a cast of seasoned and distinguished players.
"Puck was never played before as Shakepeare intended it until Mickey Rooney played
it," Max Reinhardt told me. "The greatest
actors in the world have played it— but never
like Mickey Rooney."
Rosamond Pinchot is now under contract to
M-G-M, and Mickey Roon;y, of course, has
plenty of prestige in Hollywood. He was the
first actor cast for Reinhardt's screen production of"the Dream."
From what Reinhardt told me I think he
undoubtedly intends to give us some new
stars. With his marvelous ability to recognize
potential talent and to mold it— and with as
fertile a field as Hollywood to pick from — he
should be just the man to create new screen
idols.
In fact, before he came to Hollywood, he
fathered much of Hollywood's greatest genius.
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schooling.

We all worked together."

JUST the same it was Max Reinhardt who
saw and inspired their greatness, and all
would, I am sure, without a moment's hesitation, lay their laurels at his feet.
Years ago, Ernst Lubitsch, then an ambitious little comedian, enrolled in the Reinhardtschule in Berlin. Reinhardt sensed the
promise of the then unknown actor. He put
him quickly into his major productions — and
for five years Lubitsch stayed with the master,
worked and grew with him. He played everything from the fool in "King Lear" to the
grave-digger in "Hamlet." When he finally
departed from under Reinhardt's wing, he
startled the screen world by directing, in
Germany, "Carmen" and "DuBarry."
Hollywood quickly sent for him — and made
him one of its highest paid directors.
But when Ernst Lubitsch made those sensational pictures abroad which revealed an
entirely new and delightful technique, he was
still in his twenties. And it is taking nothing
away from his own individual genius, along
whose lines he has developed since (the
Lubitsch touch) to speculate whether he would
have been able to find himself and reveal that

genius without those years of inspiration am
guidance under Reinhardt.
Certainly it would never have occurred s<
early in life without the benefit of the master1:
serenity and his sure guiding hand.
When Lubitsch, well along in his Reinhardl
schooling, was playing in "The Miser," t
green, gawky seventeen-year-old blonde gir
joined the cast in a small role.
I_TER name was Mady Christians. Toda>
Hollywood knows her as a star from whom
M-G-M expects greater things than any othei
new member of its stellar family. She has just
completed her first Hollywood role, starred in
"A Wicked Woman."
When she went to Reinhardt, however, no one
knew her, except as the awkward daughter ol
Rudolph Christians, a great character actoi
and a close friend of Reinhardt's.
wanted,
her excellent
father's cook!),
wishes
(heMady
said she
would against
make an
to become an actress. Reinhardt promised hei
an audition.
Mady's audition was quite terrible.
"So this is all we get from the offspring of
Rudolph Christians," Reinhardt muttered
sadly. But he took her into his school.
I smiled when I remembered what she had
told me about her tragicomic first days in the
Reinhardtschule.
Mady was proud then, though awkward,
she
couldn't
to think
her bear
green.the repertory theater director
"So I said I was a great American actress,"
she laughed as she told me. "I said I had
played every part worth mentioning — in Amer
ica. They asked me to list my plays and I put
down everything I could think of, including a
play called 'Minna von Barnhelm,' which was,
then being presented in a Reinhardt theater.
" Of course, the whole sum of my actual stage
experience was the time when as a tot I'd
played a princess in one of father's plays.
"So when the director came to me a few
days later and said, 'Get ready to jump into
the lead of "Minna von Barnhelm," I almost
fainted. I sat up for forty-eight hours, drank
gallons of coffee and learned the part.
"After the first act, an old actor looked at
me and smiled, 'You've never faced an audience before, have you?"
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From then on I couldn't lie any more. I
ixed to death that Professor Reinhardt
Id hear of my disgrace and take me out of
school."
he didn't
and Mady
Christians
uh[tutMax
Reinhardt
seven years
in all.worked
Now
si is in Hollywood — a star.
1 can attribute my entire development as
a .actress to him. I couldn't think of any way
Mould possibly replace what I learned from
h;i. Even now, if I'm in doubt about a part
Lithe stage or on the screen, I find myself

HI

a ing, 'How would he have me do it?' 1 still
h,ir him," Mady said.
I-For me he is and always will be the master
i fgician of the theater — "
n Reinhardt's productions of "The Merest of Venice" and "Damekobolt," Mady
Dristians had the same stage lover — a young
Ovarian actor named William Dieterle.
pieterle, nine years with Reinhardt, .is an
aor, like Lubitsch, turned his talents to
i ecting when he left to try his own wings,
ke Lubitsch, too, he came to Hollywood and
tbortant success. "The Firebrand" was his
1 1 picture. Dieterle has always been very
else to Max Reinhardt — loves him as a son
lies a father. In fact, it was Dieterle who
lUght Reinhardt to Warner Brothers, even
tough Reinhardt's own son, Gottfried, works
, M-G-M.
Dieterle actually will co-direct "A Mid-mmer Night's Dream" with Max Reinhardt.
ibdestly he told me, "We will do it together,
ty job will be to catch Reinhardt flying."
Now as Dieterle sat between Reinhardt and
i', straightening out the occasional misunderAndings of two people groping in strange
pgues, I recalled the reverence which had
bade him to put himself on a plane of
juality with the master; his refusal to share
;;y glory, and his words,
^''Helping out with my knowledge of picture
fchnique will give me a way to pay back a
[tie for what he gave me. For without a
feat master, a great idol such as Max Rein,.rdt, one could not be inspired. I could
Iver have been a director without those years
spent with him."
,'UT in spite of these tributes I could tell, by
'his modest dismissal of the subject, that
'ax Reinhardt does not care to look back on
[e artists he has inspired in the past —
To Pola Negri, who danced and acted a
antomime part in his "Sumurun," to Francis
■derer who five years ago went to him to
;ay "Romeo and Juliet." To Marlene Dietth who got her first break in a Reinhardt
vue. "It Lies In The Air," and her under'udy in the same revue, a Viennese girl named
ala Birell, who achieved a brief Hollywood
tardom and recently came back in "The
'aptain Hates The Sea." To Salka Viertel,
[ie writer and intimate of Garbo, who started
fcr career as an actress in his Deutches Theater.
I Rudolph Amendt, Tannings, Bergner, Veidt,
id the large host of other pupils who have
|>read his fame over the world.
Nor does he care to look back to the
leatrical triumphs of the past.
Like any great genius he realizes that it is
mgerous to look back — that the future and
hat is yet to be done are what counts.
i I shook his hand and prepared to leave,
•tting a few last-minute notes of description- —
"Strong nose . . . sensitive mouth . . .
"ay hair . . ."
1 William Dieterle touched my arm. He had
hen my jottings —
"Yes, the hair is gray," he said, "but the
,es are still young."

If everyone in this bus
uses Pepsodent
Antiseptic
(as used in recent tests)

there should be 50%
fewer colds!
Comparative value of leading mouth antiseptics
in "cold prevention" revealed in experiments with 500 people. What
happened when Pepsodent Antiseptic was used.
IF what happened in a recent scientific
"cold" study happens in this bus, there
should be 50% fewer people catching this
man's cold if they use Pepsodent Antiseptic
regularly.
We use this means of illustrating in a
dramatic way how Pepsodent can help you
prevent colds this winter.
The test we refer to included 500 people,
over a period of five months. These 500 people were divided into several groups. Some
gargled with plain salt and water— others with
leading mouth antiseptics — one group used
Pepsodent Antiseptic exclusively. Here is
what
happened as shown by official scientific
records.
The group who used Pepsodent Antiseptic
had 50% fewer colds than those who used
other leading mouth antiseptics or those
who used plain salt and water.
The group who used Pepsodent Antiseptic, and did catch cold, were able to rid them-

PEPSODENT

selves of their colds in half the time of those
who used other methods.
And so, while we cannot scientifically predict
how many people would catch cold in this
crowded bus, nor just how many would have
a cold if they didn't use Pepsodent Antiseptic,
we do say that what happened in this scientific test on 500 people can be applied to
some extent to any other group.

Pepsodent can he diluted

Remember, Pepsodent Antiseptic is three
times as powerful in killing germs as other
leading mouth antiseptics. You can mix
Pepsodent Antiseptic with 2 parts of water
and it still kills germs in less than 10 seconds. Therefore, Pepsodent gives you three
times as much for your money. It goes three
times as far and it still gives you the protection of a safe, efficient antiseptic.
Get Pepsodent Antiseptic and see for yourself just how effective it is in helping you
prevent colds this winter.

ANTISEPTIC

How Carole Lombard Plans a Party
CONTINUED

With her companion-secretary, Madalynne
Fields, Carole works out the plans for each
social gathering like a set of blue-prints. Her
system runs something like this:
On Thursday, Carole decides that a week
from Friday she will have Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Barthelmess, .Mr. and Mrs. Clive Brook,
Ronald Colriian, and Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Taurog for an informal dinner.
On the same day or the next, Carole and
Madalynne will telephone the guests, and if
any of them are busy on that date, other individuals from her large circle of friends are
substituted immediately.
Not later than Friday evening, seven days
preceding the dinner, Carole works out a
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table is carefully checked, and then a swift
look about the living-room at the flower
arrangement.
And then, at last, she is free to shed her
work-a-day fatigue and go about the business
of emerging from her dressing-room cool and
casual, as becomes the successful hostess. But
by this time she is probably thinking, "Why
did I ask anyone here tonight — I can't make
it— I'm dead."
But she'll make it, and like it. The reviving

evening
for most
one hostess
soon
ratefrock
it the
valuable gown.
asset inShe'!
he
clothes collection."
Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres are servewith the arrival of the first guests. An<
another sage warning from Carole —
" Don't serve hors d'oeuvres unless they ar
superb," she says. "There is nothing mor
dismal to the palate than a mediocre bit o
fish and egg heaped on a piece of too soggy o
too brittle toast. Until you can attain hor
d'oeuvres that cause oh's and all's, serve you
cocktails unaccompanied."
I really believe that Carole's long list o
unusual canapes and hors d'oeuvres are re
sponsible for a good measure of her successfu
parties. When her maid brings out a platte
of piping hot chicken livers that have beei
broiled and then skewered on toast, the arom;
never fails to draw bravos from the initiatet
guests. And then there is the master stroke o
fresh shrimps stuck with toothpicks ready ti
be dipped into a chilled bowl of sauce that i:
a sublime blending of chives, chili sauce
mayonnaise and tabasco.
"The zero hour for any dinner," Carolt
told me, "arrives along with the coffee aw
brandy. At that moment even a party tha
has started off at a rollicking pace can am
will curl up and die, unless the hostess is 01

XJl )\\ let's see. where were we? Oh. yes, the
menu is completed, and you can depend
upon Carole to avoid all food that is merely
fussy anil decorative.

Next

comes

'■>',

dining room

duty

where

the

ing that you look your best."
And here is another gem of advice froi
Carole for every woman with hostess yearryng
"An at-home costume or hostess gown
absolutely essential for the woman who entei
tains, and for two reasons. First, this type r
costume is extremely flattering, and that doe
wonders for any woman's poise, and secondl)
it eliminates the possibility of appearing ovei
dressed in case a guest shows up in a simpl
daytime outfit.
"If a woman has a limited wardrobe, i
would be wise to sacrifice a second dinner o

complete menu, including hors d'oeuvres, and
gives it to Edgar, her cook.
And for those of you who are servantless,
let me explain that Carole Lombard's party
formula can be handled without the aid of
caterer or cook. Carole works eight and ninehours daily at the studios and she must have
trained servants to carry out her orders, but
her system of planning a dinner can be followed to the letter by the clever housewife
who must do her own cooking and shopping

" The success of a party doesn't rest entirely
upon the food," Carole told me. "But you
can bet your last dollar it will be a flop from
the start if the food is one shade less than
excellent."
The Friday night dinner might possibly include cream of mushroom soup, salmon in
lime aspic, Cuban chicken with wild rice and
puree of peas, and ice-cream with matrons
glaces.
And right here let's take time out for the
ambitious hostess to make a mental note that
the salad course in this dinner is out because
the tish course is in. If Carole should decide
upon a salad, she would eliminate the salmon
and probably order French endive with beets,
marinated in French dressing.
But Carole says she refuses to follow any
rigid set of rules for her menus. She is very
likely to serve corned beef and cabbage with
all the trimmings to her group of English
friends who fancy a boiled dinner, or Italian
and Spanish dishes for the clique that leans to
Latin flavorings.
Edgar, it seems, can cook in any language,
and if necessary, can even accomplish a few
tasty morsels in Russian.
Not later than Wednesday the flowers are
ordered. On Thursday Madalynne, or Carole,
if she is not working, checks over playing cards,
score cards, pencils, backgammon boards and
anagram sets.
Dawns the day of the dinner, and Carole is
almost sure to be hard at work at the studio
until six o'clock or later. She is certain to
arrive home tired, and it's a nine to one bet
she'll be late as well, but she takes time out
for a visit to the kitchen. Every dish is inspected, the canapes looked over, and if there's
a last minute change, Carole is informed, so
there dinner
won't isbeserved.
any sudden surprises for her
when

"I try to get downstairs in time to gr«
the first arrivals. It's really the ideal way t
start things, but I won't rush myself to
pitch of nerves to accomplish it.
"I am careful about my make-up and m
hair, even if that last guest is waiting, b(
cause a good half of this hostess ease is know

What would "The Night Life of the
Gods" be without a Venus de Milo?
Marda Deering was chosen to play
the role of Venus
in the film
process calls for a good soak in a warm tub
stinging with pine salts, and if that doesn't
work, a small glass of sherry sipped while she
relaxes in the soothing water is bound to turn
the trick. Carole says she never fails to step
out of her cold shower humming and actually
relishing the prospect of guests.

/"""'AROLF carefully avoids tragedy by per
her toes."
^^mitting her guests to plan their own amuse
ments. The harrowang business of herdin;
everyone for games is eluded by the simpl<
plan of having bridge tables, backgammoi
boards and anagram sets or any other likeh
entertainment spread out in the playroon
while the guests are still at dinner. Then thos*
who wish to play games will migrate of thei
own accord to the tables, while those win
find the conversation diverting will gather
without prompting, in sociable corners.
"Fortunately, I have a number of friend:
who are excellent musicians," Carole con
tinued. "Music, if it is good and also im
promptu, is a hostess' most benign ally
When an evening at my home finishes up witl
all the guests crowded around the piano singim
at the top of their voices, I know the part)
can be checked off as a success."
Another item in the Lombard dinner ritua
that should be well heeded by the inexperience
hostess is the absence of all food followin;

Photoplay
I liquors Ilig': balls are made for
, e who desire them, but sticky candies are
r pressed upon unwilling guests and midlijt sandwiches are absolutely out.
ie buffet supper is a less delicate instrul to handle than the dinner, according to
)i »le, and it is a great boon to the hostess who
nl entertain now and then for large numbers
i bests.
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irole's suppers,
which she works
out
letttifully in a really small house for as many
Sjorty guests, are famous because of the
< nctive dishes and because there is always
!iu room in which to enjoy the grand food.
nail tables for four are distributed through
brooms and in the garden when the weather
I nits. If the garden isn't available, the
I list is pared down, because Carole knows
h the only party that can be crowded with
ajty is the cocktail gathering.
rnong the delicious things I've tasted at
!, Lombard buffets are casseroles of creamed
r,.h rooms and sweetbreads, chafing dishes of
d viand chicken, casseroles of frog legs
i'i ask how this one is made; it's too com.1 ited for me!) and deviled crab meat
ejed hot and steaming in shells of white china.
C T there is another important ingredient
Mesides exquisite food and splendid managers in Carole Lombard's recipe for clever
'I'stessing," and that is originality.
lie has displayed a fine flare for creating
la ies based on an idea, usually an absurd
>!. at that, and carrying them to a sublime

-

Jollywood still talks about her famous
loital party, inspired by a series of small
linents among her friends. Carole decided
i urn a regulation informal dinner into some
lirious fun at the last moment, and with the
ii;«f a surgical supply house she changed her
lf.\ing-room into a hospital ward.
Carole met her guests at the door in a nurse's
Itched white uniform and issued long hos)!;1 robes which were donned over dinner
ts.
hen she had them escorted to the white
r'i beds complete with names and charts
i ging over the footboard.
he butler, disguised as an interne, served
i licinal-looking drinks that were sipped
I >ugh glass tubes, but proved to be pleasant
nigh cocktails. Dinner was rolled in on an
ifrating table, and the eating utensils were
! less terrifying of surgical instruments.
l\ OULD not advise the unskilled hostess to
t tempt anything as complicated as Carole's
ical dinner, unless she is very certain
i ut the humor and spirit of her guests,
another fillip added to the social season was
role's Roman banquet, prompted by a
Aid's regrets to a dinner invitation because,
'!>ut it in her own words, "She was too tired
it up straight at the table."
Carole assured the fatigued friend she
jildn't have to sit up for her dinner, and
Jjvided mounds of pillows that served as
yian lounges in her drawing-room. Dinner
' served to ten reclining guests on low inIjidual tables
>nd while I'm taking the Lombard hostess
jnula apart to see what makes it tick so
ly, I must not forget to underscore the
i st impoitant rite in her list of "do's." And
t is to forget the hostess role with the aril of the first guest.

'Ian, work, scheme and manage
to the
jit beforehand, says Carole, but the moment
party starts, forget you're running it, and
tend you're one of the guests.

Ho! . . for the season of galoshes, sneezes,
sniffles — and overheated rooms. Hurray
for KGDL, the cigarette that refreshes
and soothes your sorely tried winter
throat! Mildly mentholated: your throat

KQDLS don't stick to your lips. B & W
coupon in each pack good for nationally
advertised merchandise: playing cards,
cocktail sets, cigarette cases and others.
(Offer good in U. S. A. only.)
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Pineapple

in Piquant
Roles—
roaster in hot oven. Add bouquet-garni an
water to cover roaster bottom. Brown for ha
an hour. Then add ginger ale and pineappl
juice. Turn ham every fifteen minutes thre
times. Reduce oven heat to 325°, place cove
on roaster and bake slowly four hours. Whe
done, remove skin, sprinkle with brown sugs
and press on cloves in design. Finish with slice
of pineapple and place directly under broiler t
brown. Let the gravy stand so fat may be r<
moved. Add raisins, boil for ten minutes an;
thicken with a little flour and water. Dar
raisins make the richest colored gravy. If ha
a ham is used, divide the recipe in half.
Duck, Goose or Pork Stuffing — A delicious vari;
tion. Pare, core and chop four large apple
Mix with two cups stale bread crumbs, one te<
spoon powdered sage, one teaspoon salt, bm
fourth teaspoon paprika and grated rind of ha
a lemon. Moisten with one cup of unsweetene
pineapple juice.
Delight Cocktail — Something different in appeti:
ers. Mix together two cups unsweetened pin
apple juice, one cup tomato juice and juice <
two lemons. Chill and shake well before servir
in small glasses.

Gail Patrick goes in for a bit of kitchen testing on the pineapple
and pineapple juice and comes out with some different and
delicious results

Mulled Pineapple Juice — An idea in hot drinl
for a cold night. Tie together in a small squa
of cheesecloth, one-inch stick of cinnamon, thn
whole cloves, one-fourth teaspoon ground a
spice, one-fourth teaspoon grated nutmeg ai
pinch of salt. Add these to a quart of pineapp
juice
and and
bring
to the boiling point. Serve wi'
crackers
cheese.

THE kitchen holds an undeniable lure for most of us.
Measuring, mixing, tasting, and finally our own creation that tempts the appetite at a mere glance. Hollywood stars form no exception to this kitchen urge. It's
amazing how many of them can cook, and cook well. As
women, we might agree that they like it because they don't
have to do it, but they do do it, just the same. Gail Patrick,
for example, recently delved into the possibilities of canned
pineapple and canned pineapple juice. And Gail's discoveries
might well grace our own serving trays.
Baked Hawaiian Ham — Suggested for a fairly large family or
when you entertain. You will need a smoked ham of about
twelve pounds, a large bottle of ginger ale, two quarts (eight
cups) of Hawaiian pineapple juice, one cup of raisins, two boxes
of cloves and a bouquet-garni. (This last is made by tying
together sprigs of parsley, several green onions, a bay leaf,
sprig of thyme, rosemary, marjoram, basil and sage, if you
like the latter). Soak ham in cold water to cover and a cup of
vinegar overnight.
Put ham, boned and tied if possible, in
96

Pineapple
Mint Ice — A double-duty
either for dessert or meat course accompaniment.

delig
Soak

tablespoon of gelatin in two tablespoons of cold water for fi'j
minutes.
Make a syrup by bringing to the boiling point o:
and a half cups of pineapple juice and one-half cup sugar. Nc
add the gelatin and stir until dissolved. Stir in one tablespo<
of fresh chopped mint (or mint flavoring), one cup crush'
pineapple, two tablespoons lemon juice, a little grated lem<
peel and pinch of salt. Freeze to a mush in your electric icj
box freezing pan.
Remove, add the unbeaten whites of tv
eggs and with egg-beater whip in a deep bowl until the ice
light and frothy.
Return to the freezing pan and free;
stirring several times during the process.
Iced Pineapple Coffee — For bridge or a dancing party, t!
drink cools you off between rounds. Boil one-third cup sug:
scant teaspoon of grated orange rind and three-fourths c
water together for ten minutes.
Cool, strain and add thi
cups of cold but freshly made coffee. Just before serving
tall glasses with cracked ice, add one cup of pineapple ju
and one-third cup cream.
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n pie believe you and Charlie arc romantic ofi
tl screen," the producer argued.
Oh, you don't?" said Mary. "Well, after
t Happiness' was shown, two hundred
of
irsui
fifty people wrote in telling me what to do
ul Charlie's cold stomach As if I haven't
e ugh trouble without other people's cold
hs to worry about."
'Well, what about me?" Charlie cried.
"ridn't a hundred people write in to me after
fclt picture, telling me what they thought of a
u nan who would make a man wear asafetida

t >ed? Haven't they written in over and over,
Ming me what to do with a hen-pecking
nma?"
dary's wail grew louder.
The producer
tijked wildly about for some solution.
'Well," he finally said, "I don't know.
Vu're already cast as ma and pa in 'Ruggles

MIRROR FRESH
WITH

M ARVELOU

S

FACE

WHEN your big moment comes,
will you grab for your powder
puff, long for a mirror — be fussed and
nose-conscious— -and spoil it?
Or, will your complexion be mirror
fresh — as soft and lovely as it was when

powder before. It makes the powder
cling longer than any you ever tried.
Don't take our word for it — take
our samples! They cost you nothing
(a mere 6^ for postage and packing).
In four shades — clip the coupon.

you left your mirror? It will — if you're
wearing Marvelous!
Marvelous Face Powder is a Richard

Or don"t wait for the postman. The
name is MARVELOUS. The maker is
Richard Hudnut. The price — for the
full-size box — is only 55^. Drop in at
the nearest drug or department store!

Hudnut product — made with a brandnew ingredient never discovered for
Leontine Sagan, famous as the
director and creator of "Maedchen in
Uniform," is in Hollywood now, under contract to M-G-M

Red Gap.' you know. The public is going to
terribly disappointed."
"Well, I don't want Mary out of the picre," Charlie said. "Couldn't she be my — "
"Your what:-'" Mary snapped.
"Well, my aunt or-r-r — "
■Once again Mary's wails reached to heaven,
po you see how he insults me? His aunt, my
t!"

" Well, my cousin," Charlie suggested. " My
'tie cousin Mary."
"Wait," the producer interrupted, "I have
'. idea! That's it, you and Mary can be
■usins and I'll get you new spouses!"
"Wh-wh-wh-what?" they gasped.
"Yes, that's the very thing. Now Mary, I
i ve in mind a handsome Romeo for your new
sband in 'Ruggles of Red Gap.' A clashing,
cinaling chap."

POWDER!

&U7
NOW

MAKES

lyzdQJVi
FACE POWDER

BY RICHARD

STAY ON

(BY ACTUAL

HUDNUT

FROM 4^6

HOURS

TEST)

mfliivaous

^(P™u 55*
FREE — Marvelous Make-up Guide —
and FOUR generous trial boxes of four
popular shades of Marvelous Face Powder. Mail coupon now !
L-4

RICHARD HUDNUT, Fifth Avenue, New York City.
I want to try Marvelous. Send me the four trial boxes and
Make-Up Guide. Here's 6^ for packing and postage.
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NOW

USING

-
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"Oo-oo-oh-that — oh, that's fine," Mary
said, but her voice faltered. "Isn't that nice,
Charlie?"
"And Charlie, I have the very wife for you,"
went on the producer. "A beautiful, luscious
brunette. Slender and glamorous. You'll be
crazy about her. Now I'll just give you two
that divorce right now. You are no longer ma
and pa of the screen. And good luck to you
with your new spouses." He shook the limp
hands of the bewildered pair and quickly eased
them out the door.
For two whole minutes there was complete
silence in the room. The producer sat behind
his desk, never moving.
And then very softly the door was opened.
Two people crept slowly back into the room.

"Oh-a-hello," Charlie grinned.

could get along with

"Hello," the producer smiled. "You're
back soon. What's the matter? Didn't you
get what you wanted?"
"Yes — oh, yes!" Charlie said, twirling his
hat. "Oh, sure!"
" Why, you see we were just thinking it
over," said Mary. "You see — a — I don't
think this other woman, the one you spoke of,
would
think
chest
see, I

be good for Charlie. I— a— really don't
she'd be safe with Charlie." (Charlie's
expanded six surprised inches.) " You
understand him so well. Here, Charlie

let me fix your tie."
"And this — this Romeo you know, the one
you've got for Mary, well — a — we were just
thinking," said Charlie, "Mary says she never

a Romeo.

She — th

"Oh, please!" Mary suddenly broke 01
"We think, after all, we'll just stay married
the screen. We don't want that divorce. J
— no! dear?"
We don't want it."
we,"No
Charlie,
"Well, quit fiddling," Mary snapped as th
walked out of the office.
"I can't help it if I have to fiddle, can I.
Charlie answered.
is— "
The
voices
drifted
"Well,
there's
a — off
" into the distance. T
producer wiped his nervous brow with a trei
bling hand.
The world was saved.
Mary and Charlie remained the ma ai
pa of moviedom.

^Awfternoon" Tea
CONTINUED

Love scenes are being rewritten for the screen
by the dozen. No longer does the hero say,
"Darling, I love you, your wonderful smile,
your lovely eyes, your fair hair." Nowadays he
barges in with a nonchalance and a pearlheaded cane and says, "I say, old thing, you're
a bit all right and all that sort of rot. What?
What?"
We no longer, alas, go to the Brown Derby.
May heaven have mercy on us, we now go to
the "Darby." The good old Brown Darby for
plum-duff and boiled cabbage. And, come to
think of it, maybe that's what gave Al Smith
that uncomfortable expression in a recent
newsreel. He was beginning to suspect that on
his head he wore a "darby." It's enough to
wreck any man's nerves, isn't it?
Every day brings another load of the British
influence. And remember, this doesn't come
from the English actors themselves. They're as
amazed as anyone. It comes from the Americans who have sprinted off to England normal
and sane — or what passes for sane in Hollywood—and back they've come with a kidney
pie complex and a Bond Street stoop. Like
wildfire, the little mannerisms and customs of
the motherland have spread throughout the
length and breadth of Hollywood.
Louise Fazenda came home and the crumpet
idea took hold. Ralph Bellamy came home and
in two days coat-of-arm door-knobs opened
practically every front door. Charlie Farrell
came home and cricket took over polo like the
Deans took Detroit. Bill Gargan came home
and you should see the prize-fights.
Dinner jackets are now the last word in
prize-fight attire. At least the first ten rows
gleam with white bosomed spectators. Two
prize-fighters, new to Hollywood and unaware
of the English trend, made their first appearance at a recent Hollywood fight.
No sooner had the burly boxers stepped into
the ring than the referee handed them a dainty
cup of steaming liquid.
" Wot's dis?" they asked suspiciously.
The referee raised a reproving eyebrow. "It's
your tea," he said, "don't be silly." Like a flash
the two fighters were at him, tearing the
screaming referee into bits before someone
interfered.
The fight progressed amid subdued enthusiasm. Finally one fighter landed a terrific blow
on the other's head. There was a ripple of handclapping from the audience
"Jolly well struck, that blow," some ruffian
from the fifth row said, and that ended it.
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Naturally, the errors in swanky drawingrooms gone British are just too ghastly. For
instance, one hostess asked a certain screen
villain if he would like a crumpet. "No, lady,"
he answered, "I could never learn to blow the
darn thing. I'm good on the bass drum
"Tell me," a hostess gurgled to Nat Pendlethough."
ton, "how would you like to play cricket?"
"Yea," Nat snapped with scorn, "I see
myself rubbing my two legs together to make
a funny noise. Why not let me play I'm a bee
and sting somebody? "
"Do you know anything about Piccadilly?"
another gone-British dowager asked a screen
comic.
"Oh, sure," he replied, "my mother made it
out of green tomatoes."
"He means piccalilli as I stand here and
breathe," an actress gulped before she fell in a
swoon.
And then there was Bill Gargan who landed
home one day and the next went crazy for a bit
of good old English bacon. "I've got to have
some
bacon from
or Ione
can't
live," Bill
howledWilshire
as he raced
restaurant
to
another in his search.
"You're sure you aren't mixed up with Wilshire Boulevard?" one
inn-keeper
asked,

which only sent Bill off all over again. At la
at the Vendome he thought he had found i
But Bill took one look at what passed forWi
shire bacon and, putting his head down on tl
table, sobbed out his heart.
After six actors and two waiters had finall
calmed him down, Bill decided to try the mu
fins and marmalade. But again the marmalac
.proved another wash-out so Bill rushed horr
to the English cook he had brought with hin
and the two are now busily pouring kettles <
jolly old English marmalade into jolly litti
jars and are selling the stuff as fast as it can b
made — and no kidding. So get in your oidt
early. But can you see the red-headed Iris
Gargan lad diddle-daddling around with h;
little pots of marmalade?
People who sell merchandise in Hollywoo
shops are no longer clerks. They are now dark:
No relation to the Gables, of course. Why, th
English craze has even spread to the telephon
operators.
A comedian, a little dizzy from too muc
English tonic water, strolled into a telephon
booth and asked for a number. Presently th
operator's voice answered, "Are you there?
"Well, not altogether," the actor apologizes
"You see, I inherited a little mental troubi
from my Aunt Hattie."

A famous Hungarian star and his wife come to Hollywood.
They are
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lorre.
Mr. Lorre has been signed by Columbia.
His first picture will be "Crime and Punishment"

Photoplay
'Go on," interrupted the operator, "you're
sir."
ough,Bellamys
t rhe
also suffered a terrible fate
>n their return home. British-like, they
peed their best shoes outside the bedroom
ibr, their first night home, for a bit of polishup. Next morning they opened the door,
al no shoes. Ringing for a servant, in walked
i young Filipino house boy in Ralph's best
Sies and behind him strutted the cook in
J s. Bellamy's best pumps.
'Tankee," the house boy grinned. "You
tow away shoes. We keep."
I'hey didn't have the heart to say him nay.
\a, going British costs money, me lads. For
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I'M LARGER THAN EVER
YET DEALERS ARE SELLING ME

FOR LESS !

i tance, there's the gay young actor about
ni who wanted to be a bit daring and, wav■ to a strapping big Irish cop, called, "I say,
re's a bobby for you."
'HE cop instantly motioned for him to stop.
' So, "he said," I'm a bobby type, am I? Well,
ttt crack will cost you five bucks, and Gawd

>"Hj

««*.«**,*.

1 p ye if ye ever call me a Percy. Drive on "
Jf course, English passion for abbreviated
i!mes could never be passed up in Hollywood.
think the English could call Cholomondeley
ijiin old Chumley and Worcestershire just
nin Wooster, was just too much for the homit pigeons. No sooner had the last little group
laded in Hollywood than Toluca Lake, innomt, well meaning little Toluca Lake, mind

peps,H<5 To
on
CO. i

> B I ;,

\u, that wouldn't lift a hand against a fly,
Itcome overnight just plain "Tooley." Warner
Bothers First National in Burbank is now
'A'ootsey in Bootsey." So if you say Tootsey
"irks at "Wootsey in Bootsey," isn't everying just "cutesy"?
JBut for some reason, everyone felt that after
; Beverly Hills being what it is and all, it
iinuld never be gobbled off in one gulp, what
jth all those big houses and swimming pools
; (1 Dietrich and things. So by simply reversh the English habit of shortening names, they
mid make it work two ways. So, strangely
«ough, Beverly Hills is now Bevhellary Hill)^ington-on-the-Sound. Pretty, isn't it?
Well, I tell you, visitors who have been out
'i town return to "Hooey" (that's English for
;jllywood, you know) and see sights and hear
unds they never have heard before. We're
ore English than the island itself.

* N actor just back from New York tells of
'rushing into a major studio set one afternoon
!iout four o'clock. He opened the sound door
id stopped dead in his tracks. At a cozy little
a table sat the he-mannish director. Instead of
s usual snorting and ranting he was calmly
ibibing a snack of tea. With scones! Fasciiting little things, scones, don't you think? A
irtrayer of hard-boiled gangster roles was
ibbling on a watercress sandwich and sipping
s oolong. What's more, the electricians sip;d, the carpenters sipped, and the prop boy
pped. Tea over, the director asked calmly,
A ell, shall we proceed with another scene?"
!hereupon the visitor crawled from the set
id tore to his manager's office.
"Say," he began, and then stopped. About a
a table sat his manager, several rough
and
ady newspaper reporters, a plumber who had
'en fixing the pipes and two hard-fisted actors.
, The chauffeur suddenly appeared with a tray
pastries. "Boss, have I gotta wash the tea
ings again tonight?" he asked. Mumbling,
e visitor crept away, only to run headlong
to Max Baer, Georgie Raft and his body■ard, "the Killer."
"Wait, wait fellows," he cried, "I—"
"Can't stop now," Maxie cried. "Boy, we'll
• late for tea. See you again."

The famous Pepsodent Tooth Paste
Now in New 10% Larger Tube
Actually more

tooth paste but same high quality

THE new, larger Pepsodent tube
holds more tooth paste than the
old. And dealers are featuring the larger
tube at new low prices! Thus you save
in two ways at a time when true economy means so much. Thousands who
never used Pepsodent will welcome this
chance to try it at a saving. Millions who
know this special film-removing tooth
paste are enthusiastic over its new
economy. The formula is unchanged.

Watch your drug store window
Practically everybody has wanted to use
a real film-removing tooth paste. Now
that druggists are selling Pepsodent at
new low prices, you don't need to risk
the usefrices.of
"bargain" asdentiGet a so-called
tube of Pepsodent
soon
as your drug store displays the new
larger package identified by the red
banner. Look for it TODAY.

Made to remove film
Years ago, The Pepsodent Co. discovered a scientific fact known to comparatively few . . . that film must be
removed from teeth if they are to be
really clean. Film was found to harbor
unsightly stains — to glue germs to teeth,
germs that could be the forerunner of
decay. Scientists set to work to make a
true film-removing tooth paste. A tooth
paste without grit or pumice or soap, so
it could not harm precious tooth enamel. A tooth paste that would polish
teeth to a gleaming lustre with perfect
safety. Pepsodent, as you know it today,
is the result. Famous in 67 countries!

WHY
this greater saving
is possible
Over a hundred million tubes of
Pepsodent have been sold. Year after
year, people have gladly bought
Pepsodent . . . rather than endanger
teeth by buying harsh, gritty "bargain" tooth pastes. Now new processes have cut costs . . .and we're passing
this saving on to you. Today dealers
are selling Pepsodent in a new larger
tube ... at a new low price.

A beautiful skin is a responsibility — to keep it that
way, believes Gloria Stuart. Here she illustrates
an effective, thorough cleansing method. Herb
sachets are soaked in very warm water for beautifying vapors

PLAN
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fresh turkish towel rub your skin thoroughly
but gently in light, rotating movements. This
trick will help the removal of dead skin, arouse
your circulation and help tone your face
generally.
For skins that suffer from the usual blemishes of blackheads, whiteheads and acne conditions, most of which are caused by faulty
care, there are special cleansing methods for
you, and I tell you about some of them in one
of my leaflets which you may have if you will
write to me.
Even if your skin care irks you at times,
please don't neglect it. Remember that the
condition of your skin today and tomorrow
and the day after that depends largely upon
systematic, thorough care. There is little use
in taking pains for a week or two then neglect
ing yourself for even a few days.
There are many splendid creams, lotions,
unguents and other aids, but they are not
magic. They cannot undo in a week what has
perhaps been done over a period of years.
Hair grows, ordinarily, at the rate of half an
inch a month, according to the best authorities
I know on the subject. That means that in the
course of a year you might have six inches of
brand new hair. A consoling fact for those of
you who are not satisfied with the present
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Gloria then gives her face full benefit of a thorough
steam bath from the herb-laden moisture, which is
cleansing, clarifying, softening. A herb balm is
applied, allowed to well
remainaway
for a while, then rinsed

BEAUTY

By Carolyn Van Wyck

"DEAUTY at Bedtime" is a help'—' f u I leaflet, telling you the
names of beauty aids as well as
how to use them. "The Perfect
Home Manicure," making it possible for you to do a good job on
your
andyou
"Skin
whichown,
helps
to Worries,"
overcome
blackheads, whiteheads and eruptions, are also on hand and yours
for a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Carolyn Van Wyck,
PHOTOPLAy Magazine, 1926
Broadway,
New
York City.

texture or tone. Hair responds quickly to
proper treatment, thorough, mild shampoos,
reliable tonics for correcting the troubles of
dryness, oiliness, thinness and dandruff. There
are scientific preparations for correcting your
individual troubles, and I can vouch for the
fact that they work. Again, no magic. If dry-

ness is the trouble, we choose a tonic that encourages the glands to secrete more oil; if too
much oil is our woe, we use something to discourage the overflow on the scalp and hair.
And so on goes the work of these understandable, practical aids.
Since nails, too, are always replacing themselves and the growth extends about an eighth
of an inch under the cuticle, you can see how
the daily use of a lubricating cuticle oil or
cream might soon reward you with a firm,
smooth nail even if your own are now brittle
and flaking. While this condition is often due
to some chemical lack in our bodies, the oils
and creams really do wonders toward supplying alubricant.
A workable beauty plan for many might be
the following, preferably at night: thorough
face cleansing, application of cream about
eyes, on any lines and over neck and hands.
Use of a grower on lashes, and brows, if desired. A thorough hair brushing and use of a
tonic if the hair is not satisfactory. When in
good condition, a weekly use of tonic is
enough. Use of a cuticle cream or oil. All this
takes little time and as you become adept at
following this little schedule, you will soon
be amazed how little time it takes to insure
that new growth, which in turn spells new
beauty for you.
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lhe New Ambitions of
Joan Crawford
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li;e theater. Mysterious because few have
sn it. "You're one of the first," Joan said.
t's white, with natural wood paneling.
Si pie, but tastefully attractive, Joan and Bill
H nes designed it.
Between pictures we're going to put on oneai plays," she said. "The more literary plays.
Vi see it's a hobby, an experiment, and an
cation all at once. You know how pitifully
li e education I really have — "
didn't. I knew she had gone to three girls'
3( doIs.
Where I learned mostly how to work, and

come true

w ;re I thought mostly of getting away," said
J n. "The things I've studied since I came to
I lvwood have been the things I had to learn
fc the screen — diction, screen technique. But
n t I want something more, something of the

Ask the women of the world how
many dreams come true . . . ask them also how many creams
come true to the dreams of beauty they build up in a woman's
mind . . . and out of the answers shall come a whole litera-

tiigs I've missed. Every minute that I'm
a le I read aloud. And I have a dictionary
hidy. I used to have a professor from the
uversity come up and tutor me every week.
It I had to stop that.

Io I
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ture of disillusionment . . . yet, not all dreams are false and

I was so busy "

not all creams are failures ... do not give up the quest for
beauty just because you have not found it in the formulas
you are using . . . keep up the search, but try some other

1\SKED her who would act the plays —
>hc and her intimate group of friends?
oan nodded. She read my thoughts. " I've
h.rd about my going high-hat," she volunt red, "and restricting myself to an 'intimate
g|up.' I'm not high-hat. But I have so little
He that I can't waste it on people to whom I
ci't give something. I used to think I had
l4 of friends. Then, when Douglas and I
skirated, I found I had two — just two real
f ;nds. Now I have five. I know they're my
f'mds, because they have come back I can
P|e them something, and they have much to
ge me. But Hollywood —
'Hollywood doesn't mean anything to me.
lis just a name to me now. I'm completely
akrt from it. My studio is in Culver City,
an my home is here. Hollywood used to mean
s much to me. It was my life.
' When I first came out I sat around for
iinths with nothing to do. They wouldn't
en let me touch greasepaint. I had to let my
dprgy out somehow, so I went dancing. I
fed to dance, then, so I became," Joan
j;nned wryly, ''the 'hey-hey' girl.
''But I'm not sorry. I think it helped me
«y early in pictures although I've never yet
Ipn able to get away from the 'modern
■tierican girl ' classification.
j'But Hollywood was capable of hurting me
a much. The things about Hollywood that
(uld hurt me then, can't touch me now. I
a Idenly decided that they shouldn't hurt me —
it was all.

clue ... it is in that spirit that we suggest Luxuria and related Harriet Hubbard Ayer preparations . . . the world's
most famous family of fine beauty formulas ... so pure in
quality and so sure in the benefits they bring to skin and complexion that two million women have realized their dreams
of loveliness in the daily beauty
regimen that begins with Luxuria.

s|'I
iled.have a memory like an elephant," she
As we left the little theater, Joan assured me
'jit her ambitions for the future were still
cinitely with the screen, in spite of all this
j i<t talk.
; ' I wish I could do one stage play a year, be'jise I need the training. But I'm just as
• xious to do a costume play on the screen.
I like to do," she hesitated, "Joan of Arc!"
f said she had the right name,
i 'It would thrill me a great deal," she sighed,
h do one costume play a year. I've never
ine one. When I was doing all of those flam• youth parts I wanted
badly to be a
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dramatic actress. Now I've done several
dramatic parts, but you can't just go on forever being sad and making people cry.
"The picture I just finished is a comedy.
They wanted comedy and I tried to give it to
them. I did everything, fell on my face even.
And I liked it. In the future. I'd love to do one
very heavy picture, one costume play and one
comedy a year — and a stage play if I could
squeeze it in."
" And that would be enough?"
"Oh, no," Joan's face tightened. Her eyes
glistened. "I want to sing."
"On the screen, Joan?"
"Yes," said Joan, "until I'm ready."
"Ready?
For what?
Grand Opera?"
She nodded eagerly, almost mischievously.
"Oh, it's a wild dream," she admitted, "but
you never can tell. It would thrill me to
It all came out. She has been taking voice
pieces."
lessons an hour every day when she isn't working. She has discovered that she possesses a
voice with a range of three octaves — which is

quite low and at the same time quite high
She even started Franchot Tone singing,
thereby uncovering a very impressive bassoprofundo voice.
And it seems, he likes it so well that he practices at six o'clock in the morning and during
lunch hours!
"I'm going to sing in my next picture," she
told me, "for the first time. Popular songs,"
she added. "So, I'm going to give them
strictly
a crooning
I wondered
if I voice."
could hear the voice, and
Joan said she had some records in the house.
We played them. Some were the "crooning
voice" and some were what "my teacher said I
had courage to even try," smiled Joan.
T 'M no vocal critic, but I thought her voice
was lovely — a low, rich mezzo-soprano, not
fully trained, but clear and promising. I
wouldn't be a bit surprised if, some day, she
made that wild dream of opera come true.
In fact, I wasn't surprised when she told me
that besides wanting from the future a screen

star's continued glory, a stage star's self-con
fident poise, and an opera singer's career, shi
also wanted to dance, really dance. Classi
cally. Ballet.
You can tell by her eager, restless face tha
she still wants many things.
I wondered if she wanted marriage again.
"What about marriage?" I asked her.
" What a shame," Joan said, pointing to thi
back of my coat. "All white. It's off the lawi
chairs
so sorry." because the suit wa
It was I'm
disconcerting,
new and also dark. I dusted furiously, bu
rallied.
"" What
said Joan, "that you have t<
What aa —pity,"
"
leave. I'll get your hat."
I waited grimly at the door.
She returned, smiling sweetly.
"What about marriage?" I repeated, "I'vi
got"Why
to say don't
something
you about
say,"it."suggested Joan
handing me my hat, "that you asked me abou
marriage and I changed the subject."

What I Like and Hate About Myself
CONTINUED

fortable, or bored part of the time. See what
1 mean?"
From the eager, vital, impetuous Lee Tracy
I went to see the beautiful Anna May Wong
on the "Limehouse Blues" set. Rehearsing
for the part of the dancer in the noisy, smoky
den, she stood with an immense dignity on the
dingy platform ... a thousand, slanting,
Chinese years back of her unshakeable poise.
"I never like people who like themselves,"
she told me. "There are traits and emotions,
however, which certainly create likes and dislikes within a person. I probably have generations of self-disciplined ancestors to thank for
what I like most about myself: the ability to
face situations calmly. That is a Chinese trait
which has not been difficult for me to develop.
In fact, I think little of it until I see others go
to pieces, so to speak. I am so hard to rile
that sometimes I get provoked with myself for
not flaring up once in a while. Some people
seem to go through life looking for fights. I
shrink from them. It certainly is not cowardliness, for nothing I have encountered so far
has frightened me. I am simply thoroughly
convinced that temper and anger are against
all standards of right living, and I do not count
them among my emotions. Certainly, Hollywood is a difficult place in which to keep calm.
But, I have and like that ability. Yet I take
little credit for it. I was born with it."
Alice White likes the impression she gives
on the screen of being the fresh little kid next
door. She told me that old ladies would come
back stage during her recent personal appearance tour and call her "Alice," explaining that
they couldn't help it. They felt they really
knew her!
She dislikes the parts she plays, however.
" Nothing annoys me more than the little wisecracking, gaga snips I play, but I look so
young when I get a good cameraman that nobody will cast me as a girl with any brains."
As a person, she likes the fact that she's
learned not to take herself too seriously. "I've
travelled around the country a bit and I've
seen that other people have lives, too.
"But what I can't stand about myself is my
eternal procrastination.
A friend of mine re-
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cently had a baby, and I kept telling myself
to send her a telegram. I've told myself for a
long time now, but when I do send it the baby
will be grown up."
Francis Lederer disposed of the whole matter
in a few positive, well-chosen words:
"I do not like anything about myself either
personally or on the screen. My performance
on the screen is like the picture a painter
would paint — and he is never satisfied. That
is why I am not satisfied. I am striving for a
fine performance, and I always feel that I have
fallen short of what I had hoped to achieve.
Although you will not believe me, there is
nothing about myself off the screen that I like,
either. In fact, of all the people I know, I like
myself the least."
T7"AREN MORLEY, I'm afraid, waxed
a little facetious when she chose her new
false eye-lashes as the thing she likes best
about herself on the screen. "They are beautiful," she said earnestly, "just the kind of
lashes I've always longed to have, and they
look as if they grew on me.
"The thing I like least about myself on the
screen is my walk. I really can walk nicely if
I think of it, but when I'm playing a part, I'm
too mentally occupied with it to watch my
walk. And then when I see myself — whew!"
As an individual, she voted for her ability
to give an imitation of the great Garbo. That
is her pet like. The quality she most dislikes
in herself is her absentmindedness. One morning, she even forgot to bring her treasured eyelashes to the studio!
No mother ever told her little girl that she
couldn't play with Madge Evans. Practically
any mother would be happy to leave her
children with Madge when she went shopping.
"And that," says Miss Evans, "is what I dislike about myself on the screen. I dislike my
extreme reliability. I'm always cheering someone on to win a football game or to make a
man of himself. I'm always safe. I always do
the right thing. I'd like to be just a little less
reliable. But I do like the way I wear my
sports clothes on the screen.
"I have a major fault as a person that I

would like to correct. I'm always imaginin:
that I have hurt someone. I'm not demon
strative. I'm lacking in even the most com
mon social graces. It's impossible for me ti
go up to a close friend and say, 'Hi — youlike you!' I'd love to be utterly and devastat
ingly charming, but it's impossible. And si
I'm always wondering whether so and so i:
hurt. There is one thing, and one thing only
that I like about myself. I'm not afraid o
Neil Hamilton flatly refused to give me a like
anything."
So he made up for it by giving me four dis
likes. He dislikes his smile on the screen. "I
looks," he says, "just like a scared rabbit look
ing up at a mad elephant." He also thinks hi
uses too many gestures. He dislikes, off thi!
screen, his total inability to follow anythin;
to its logical conclusion, and his lack of matun
judgment of people.
And now I'll fool him. What I like abou
him is his vitality, his tremendous enthusiasms
He goes whole-heartedly at everything, am
nothing lasts very long. When he was buildin;
his home, he couldn't think of anything else
Then it was finished and you couldn't get hin
off his boat. Then he built a swimming poo
and practically lived in it, until it was sup
planted by a tennis court. Then he took u]
bicycling, then hiking. Then he discovered :
hermit living in the hills and went up ther
and stayed a week, eating nothing but rav
vegetables. Then he decided to study French
Next came a period devoted solely to health
with trainers and everything. Then he tool
up, in rapid succession, music, art and hor
ticulture. His latest enthusiasm is a cav
which he discovered near his house. He prac
tically lives in it, cooking his own meals, an<the family has to send messages out to him.
Neil wouldn't tell his likes. Douglas
Montgomery wouldn't tell his dislikes.
"My mother told me when I was a chih
'For goodness' sake, don't tell your faults t
S
of them.'
some faults,
might
Ipeople.
refuse They
to tell
any miss
of my
becaus
people would immediately flock around thet
like bees around a pot of honey if I drew a:
tention to them.
But Lordy! how I can tal
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il ut my likes! This is a chance of a lifetime!
To begin with, I like my high cheekbones,
ai I like one side of my face, and the area
it tnd the eyes and the cheek bones. I'm
gi eful that my ears don't stick out, although
I have no lobes and fall, therefore, into the
cninal class. I like my voice because it is
U beautiful and therefore does not detract
rn what I am saying.
My legs are good,
a 1 the exception of my knees, which knock,
a my back is all right. Outside of that, I'm
tciible. I'm a great disappointment to mysci as an individual and as an actor."
rlissa Landi dislikes her mouth on the
sc en. She likes her walk — the way she
rryes. Off, she likes her ability to tell the
ti[h under all circumstances, and she dislikes
hi quick temper. Both, she said, get her
in the same amount of trouble. And I like
tl way she answered those questions —
qfckly, and honestly, and straight from the
slulder.
une Knight likes her voice and the fact
tlit on the screen she has more personality
tin beauty. She dislikes the way she walks.
S likes about herself her inability to say
"n't." "I have overcome so much (she was
opled for years and by sheer determination
n de herself into a very fine dancer) that I
h»e a feeling there is nothing I cannot do."
Bt she dislikes her wholesale trust in people.
Evelyn Venable said, "I can't stand various
life idiosyncrasies I have that I never knew
0 until I saw myself on the screen. For
hjtance, I never knew that I raise my eyebjws every time I smile. Ever since I first
s,' myself do that in a picture, I have tried to
cltrol it and now I am quite self-conscious
ajmt it.
FI didn't like the way
s I myself. So I set
eirely new carriage.
i)1 examination papers,
g duation.

I walked when I first
about to develop an
I use my pictures as
and I'm still far from

''What do I like about myself? I'll tell you
vat I would like. I would like, some day, to
g a chance to do Shakespeare on the screen.
\ien I do, I'll tell you if I like myself."
kittle Raquel Torres could think of only
c: like — her loyalty to her friends. She dis1 ;s her ability to be fooled in her judgment
c people, and she dislikes (of all things!) her
a::ent on the screen.
\nd so I went back to report to my little
1 ;h school friend.
I*I've found out something," I told her.
' 'he bigger you are on the screen, the more
sf-critical you become. Because a million
pple write letters of admiration to you does
rt mean that you become serene with a feeli|; of perfection. The more seriously you
t:e your screen career, the more attention
Ji pay to your faults."
\nd I told her the results of my investigate.
'Then you think it is all right for me to go
1i plastic surgeon and have my nose changed? "
x said eagerly. "But Mother has forbid me
I go," she added.
'Your mother," I said firmly and with great
iginality, "knows best. All I wanted to
l>ve to you is that famous people of the
seen are human beings and not conceited
licocks. Fame has not dulled their capacis for self-analysis.
So admire them for
tat they are, and don't envy them for a self::isfaction they haven't got. A lot of them
ve mothers who won't let them cut off their
ses, either."
And with that I went home to my mirror to
|: what I wanted the plastic surgeon to
irt on.
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83 % of my mail says
Wondersoft Kotex
ends chafing entirely!"
A MILLINER, who sits at her work all day,
writes to tell me that Wondersoft
Kotex has relieved her entirely of the chafing that used to make her "perfectly miserable." That's because Wondersoft Kotex is
filmed in tender cotton at the sides, where
the pad touches, but the surface is free to
take up moisture.
A housewife, on her feet from morning
till night, says pads always used to rope and
pull and twist but "Wondersoft seems to
adjust itself perfectly to the body."
Mary K. writes me: "The best thing about

Wondersoft is that the sides are always dry
and next best I like those smooth, flat ends.
One can wear any sort of dress and not feel
a trace of self-consciousness." Yes, Mary K.,
this new Kotex gives greater security against
soiled lingerie, too.
Notice what some of the usets say about
Wondersoft Kotex. Then, try it yourself and
I am sure you will agree with them.

Author of "Marjorie May's Twelfth Birthday"

Free Booklets!
Write for either or both of two
authoritative booklets on Feminine Hygiene— "Health Facts on
Menstruation"; and "Marjorie
May's
Twelfth Kotex
Birthday",
for a
child. Address
Company.
Room 1406, 919 N. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
and its
the patenteo clasp
so easy to
is so secure -you
fasten!
donI" need pins

One Woman Tells
Another Abouf
This New Comfort

M Tk e / vnswer

Casts and Addresses

Redd This Before Asking Questions

As these take up much space, we treat such sub
jects in a different way from other questions. For
this kind of information, a stamped, self-addressed
envelope must always be sent. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers, Photoplay Magazine,
1926 Broadway, New York City.

Avoid questions that call for unduly long answers, such as synopses of plays Do not inquire
concerning religion, scenario writing, or studio employment. Write on only one side of the paper.
Sign your full name and address. For a personal
reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope

Shearer, O. P. Heggie, Ralph Forbes, Beryl
Mercer, David Torrence, Margaret Seddon and
Forrester Harvey.

Ross Alexander made his screen
WHEN
debut in "Gentlemen Are Born,"
everyone started asking about him.
With the release of "Flirtation Walk" his following increased by leaps and bounds, so the
old Answer Man now endeavors to tell a "waiting public" all about him.
He has been in the theatrical business since
he was four years old, when he appeared in a
play called, "A Nest of Birds." As the years
rolled around he appeared in such plays as
"The Ladder," "Under Glass," "No Questions Asked," "After Tomorrow," "Let Us Be
Gay" and "The Wooden Slipper."
Back in 1932 Ross appeared briefly in a picture made in Paramount's Eastern Studio. It
was "The Wiser Sex" featuring Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas, Lilyan Tashman and
Franchot Tone. Ross went back to the stage
after that and forgot about making pictures
until Hollywood beckoned last year.
Ross was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., July 27,
1907. He is 6 feet, \Y2 inches tall; weighs 160
pounds and has brown hair and blue eyes. His
family name is Smith. Last February he was
married to Aleta Freile, a stage actress. All you
admirers of this lad can address him in care of
the Warner-First National Studios, Burbank,
Calif. His latest picture is "Maybe It's Love."

I. Newton

Hazel Sayen, Toledo, Ohio — In 1927
Dolores Del Rio and Rod LaRocque appeared
in "Resurrection" for United Artists. Universal made a talkie version of it in 1931 with
Lupe Velez and John Boles. Anna Sten and
Fredric March recently appeared in still
another version which was released under the
title, "We Live Again."
Ruth Mooney,
altitude records,
smallest of those
5 feet, 2 inches.

B. M. Seymour, Dallas, Tex. — The prin-'
ciple characters in "The Hell Cat" were Rob
ert Armstrong, Ann Sothern, Benny Baker,
Minna Gombell, Charles Wilson and J. Carrol
Naish. Send me a stamped return envelope il
you want a complete cast.

D. & M., Chicago, III. — No need for further
scrapping, boys, you're both wrong. Frank Fay
was the leading man in " Under a Texas Moon."
Raquel Torres and Myrna Loy were his leading
ladies.
Music Lovers Everywhere — So many
have sent in requests for the names of the songs
that Grace Moore sang in "One Night of Love,"
that I have to answer them en masse. Here

104

Chicago, III. — Going in for
eh, Ruthie? Alice Faye is the
you mentioned, reaching just
Next comes Jean Parker, 5

feet 3; then Maureen O'Sullivan and Claudette
Colbert, each 5 feet, 4 inches. Elissa Landi and
June Knight follow with 5 feet, 5 and Margaret
Lindsay tops them by one inch.

"Let's Knock Knees" number in "The Gay
Divorcee" is Betty Grable. You can write to
her in care of the RKO-Radio Studios, 780
Gower Street, Hollywood, Calif.

B. R. Smith, Buffalo, N. Y. — Betty, you're
just one of hundreds who has fallen for Tullio
Carminati. Well here's the low-down on him.
Tullio hails from Zara Dalmatia, Italy, where
he was born September 21, 1896. He is 5 feet,
11 inches tall; weighs 155 and has brown hair
and blue eyes. His real name is Count Tullio
Carminati di Brambilla. He has been in the
theatrical profession since he was nineteen

Leigh, Portland, Ore.— The

movie based on Susan Glaspell's novel "Brook
Evans," was released under the title "The
Right to Love." It was made in 1930 by Paramount and featured Ruth Chatterton, Paul
Lukas, David Manners, Irving Pichel and a
notable supporting cast. Richard Wallace
directed the picture. If you want a complete
cast send me a stamped addressed envelope.

Sid, Newark, N. J.— The cute trick who
danced with Edward Everett Horton in the

they are: "Sentre le libre" from "La Traviata;"
"Last Rose of Summer" from "Martha;" "La
Habanera" from "Carmen;" "Un del di" (One
Fine Day) from "Madame Butterfly;" "Ciribiri Bin" sung in the Italian Restaurant scene.
Grace also sang in the sextette from "Lucia di
Lammermoor." The theme song of the picture
was "One Night of Love."

ivian

Tall, slender Ross Alexander
was one of the most talented
Broadway juveniles before his
entrance into talkies. He has
been making pictures for three
years. His latest is Warners'
"Flirtation Walk"

years old. Upon the completion of "One Night
of Love" Tullio went to Italy to make a picture. He is back in Hollywood again ready to
make more American pictures.
Miss Rae Perino, Allendale, N. J. — Rae,
both Leslie Howard and Fredric March appeared in "Smilin' Through." Leslie played
the role of Jolm Caleret and Fredric was Kenneth Wayne. Others in the cast were Norma

Harold Brennan, Portland, Ore.— 1
don't blame you one bit for falling for Anita
Louise. Ah, me, if I were only a young ladj
again. Anita is a born New Yorker, the event
fill day being January 9, 1917. She is 5 feet, 2
inches tall; weighs 96 pounds and has blonde
hair and blue eyes. Her real name is Anits
Louise Fremault. She received her education
in New York, Hollywood and abroad. Enteret
pictures in 1921 at the ripe old age of 4 years
Her most recent pictures are "Judge Priest,'
"Most Precious Thing in Life," " Bachelor o;
Arts" and "Firebird." Anita is "keeping com
pany" with Tom Brown.
E. A. F., La Jolla. Calif.— So glad to hear
from you. Ronald Colman was born in Rich
mond, Surrey, England, February 9, 1891. Hi
is 5 feet, 11 inches tall; weighs 165 and ha'
black hair and brown eyes. Made his debu
into pictures in England in 1919 and in tin
U. S. A. in 1921. Prior to that he was on tin
stage. You're right, he appeared in botl
"Raffles" and "Arrowsmith." His next pictur
is
India" in which Loretta Young i
his"Give
leadingof lady.
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Nonchalant Noel
Coward
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dducers now and again for the way they
Sidle his plays, he is always ready to applaud
Men they produce one of his shows in a way
tit pleases him. He will not condemn Hollydod because the movie capital changes a play
iund. He will make a joke or two and let it
d at that. And when they do a thing like
■Cavalcade" he is the first to be on hand with
itulations.
I have some jolly good friends in Holly\ od," he told me, his hands in his pockets and
H head back. "I enjoyed myself out there. I
And things interesting. They wanted me to
ikke a film, but I couldn't see it at the time."
Greta Garbo, in Noel Coward's eyes, is one
(. the most sensible screen players in HollyAod. So is Ronald Colman.
j"It seems quite obvious," he said. "They
ike comparatively few films. They stay
lay from too much publicity and all this
ilshing around and so on. They do things
Jietly and steadily, and that's what really
i|unts in the long run. The very obvious
&ult is that they are welcome by film audioes when they appear in a picture."
jit sounded like good logic. Noel Coward
puld not have made a fortune in the theater
'thout a keen sense of logic. It is not difficult
| realize that, looking at him.
vTOBODY knows if he will ever make a
. picture. He might, and he might not.
|ou never can tell about Noel Coward. He
tight write a play one week and be off to
ina or Alaska the week after.
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I like traveling," he told me, as we sat
ere. "I'm always too late or too early. I
[rive in Japan when the cherry blossoms have
lien. I get to China too early for the next
volution. I reach Canada when the maple
javes have gone and the snow hasn't arrived.
L-ople are always telling me about something
haven't seen. I find it very pleasant."
\ Seeing that we were on the subject of travel,
decided to get to the bottom of his Mediter.nean episode last summer. The newspapers
adc a great deal out of that. They had him
lipwrecked in his yacht off Corsica — sunk in a
(orm, as a matter of fact. Later they had him
.arooned without any clothes in some lonely
Sherman's shack.
: He smiled and settled back more comfort"The publicity given that little indent," he declared, "was a lot of blah."
"Blah?"
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Rotogravure picture-book (60 photographs) showing astonishing new shortcuts. 130 recipes, including: Foolproof 5-minute Chocolate F'rosting! Caramel
Pudding that makes itself! 2-ingredient Macaroons! Shake-up Mayonnaise! Ice
Creams (freezer and automatic)! Candies! Refrigerator Cakes! Sauces! Custards! Cookies! Address: The Borden Co., Dept. PU-25, 3S0 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
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"Blah. Simply blah! I had just got over
ppendicitis and decided to take a sea trip in
jiy yacht for a little blissful convalescence.
j'ff Corsica we ran into a storm. It was a
eautiful affair, and the boat did everything
ut capsize. I decided, then and there, that
hat was enough for me, so I went ashore from
jie yacht. The next thing I heard was that the
oat had been shipwrecked. Practically all my
Rothes were lost. Luckily my valuables
! eren't on board. But, Good Lord, what a
joliday the papers had! They made me shiprecked in my yacht, simply floundering
round in the seas, you know, when all the time
| wasn't near the thing! And then they had
r.e completely marooned in a fisherman's hut
-some musty hovel with barely a stitch of
lothes left clinging to me. As a matter of fact

What
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I was resting comfortably in a first-class hotel;
very ritz, if you want to know the truth."
I looked at him. Evidently the London
tailors had been busy since that yacht went
down in the Mediterranean.

the chance. Characteristically he said: "It's
quite a job. I mean, when you write a play
you know what the ending will be. But you
can't know the end to an autobiography, can

"I got back to London for rehearsals on
'Theater Royal.' Immediately I developed
colitis, and had to stop work every few hours
and rest up. It was really a lovely rest cure —
completely restful!"
That twinkle in his eye again. The play

Noel Coward is an amazing personality. He
is the most versatile man in the theater, and
his energy is little less than astounding. In his
"thirties" he has already a long list of successes ^behind him — some of them loved and
someyou?"
of them hated, but nearly all of them
admittedly brilliant.
Today he will finish off a play which, like or
not, will be a hit in New York and London.
Tomorrow he will sit down and write one or two
songs, both words and music. They may go
into a musical show he has in mind, or they
may not. But in a short time the public will
hear him sing them on gramophone records.
He has made broadcasts from London stations.
He produces his own productions and directs
them, and nine times out of ten he will play a
part in them. He is a capable actor, a composer of better-than-average tunes, finished
showman and a brilliant dramatist.

'Theater Royal' was the London version of the
American production, "The Royal Family,"
which appeared on the screen as "The Royal
Family of Broadway."
Noel Coward began to chat with me about
the theater and plays. He may never produce
his war drama, "Post Mortem," because he
thinks the time has passed for it to be a success.
He is producing his own plays today, and he
admits that he is glad to be doing it. With
John C. Wilson as his business manager, and
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, the American
stage stars, as acting partners, he is running his
own show, writing, producing, directing and
acting.
He is reticent about his private life. It will
all come out, he says, in his autobiography.
He started work on that some time ago, and is
still putting a few words to it whenever he gets

Noel Coward will never be "typed" in his
plays. He can be the last word in modernism,
as he was writing " Private Lives", and " Design
for Living." He can switch back and write a
lovely musical romance like "Bitter Sweet."

He can handle drama like he did in "Th
Vortex" and be passionately sincere as he wa
in "Post Mortem," and he can turn around am
write a spectacle that had England and th
world drying tear-filled eyes, like his never-to
be-forgotten
"Cavalcade."
He has stated
that he had no time for patri
otic fervor when he wrote that drama c
England and her people. Yet looking at him
as I did there in the lounge of the Empress c
Britain, one has the feeling that Noel Coward
for all his modernism and sharp wit, wa
moved by something very deep when he wrot
"Cavalcade," and that, probably, there wa
something there of the spirit, although in
different vein, that prompted him to write th
unproduced,
Mortem." after the openim
"I'm going "Post
off somewhere
of my new play," he told me. " I think it wil
be probably China, or Java. I may come bad
with
I don't
know."
We something
had talked new.
a long time;
longer
than I ha<
realized. The ship was nosing up to the docl
at Quebec before we knew it. He reached out
gave
me aoffhearty
said, his
"Cheerio!1
and was
to see handshake,
his valet about
luggage
He moves quickly and decisively. He talk
that way, too. Very modern, very English am
very Noel Cowardish. He wouldn't disappoin

Hollywood, My Hollywood
you.

CONTINUED
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The world is here. Parading along this busydizzy alley of wonders in mid-afternoon you'll
find a main stem as full of freaks as any circus
Barnum ever owned. Visiting firemen gape in
astonishment.
Dames young and old prowling around in
bathing suits and beach pajamas, and the
nearest beach is eleven miles away.
Two mugs on the corner opening an argument, and six more mugs on a truck moving in
with twelve "arcs" to advertise the opening.
Maybe the dignified guy in the hi-silk topper,
the cutaway and the gold-headed cane is not
the banker Maybe he is a five-buck extra
gent on his way to the Colossal studio. Maybe
if he is on his way to Colossal he is not a fivebuck extra gent. And finally, maybe he is
not even working.
Blondes of the weirdest flavors. Platinum,
lemon, cocoanut, ash, strawberry, pistaschio,
mixed, minced and rinsed.
That ol' covered wagon with the sixteen
Borax burros is not toting Death Valley
Scotty in from the desert mines. It's advertising the opening of a new movie palace, a
drive-in food market, a political rally, a night
club, or, maybe Aimee Semple McPherson's
Temple.
Here comes a bare-footed old dude with a
white beard and mane. This stand-in for Kris
Kringle is Peter the Hermit. He's a pretty
wise old guy at that. He lives in the hills and
he is smart enough to pick for his neighbors
the birds and the bees, the bugs and the trees.
Peter is sartorially perfect. He carries a
eucalyptus staff. (Maybe it's hickory or oak.
but somehow it seems like it ought to be
eucalyptus.) He wears white duck slacks a
bit soiled, and an open-neck shirt a bit more
soiled, a garb which has been carefully copied
by hundreds of Hollywood's best undressed
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Autograph-seekers, mostly professionals,
swarming around movie stars as they duck in
and out of such favorite eat-and-be-seen-eries
as the Brown Derby. Sardi's or Al Levy's
Tavern. Suspicious mugs like Jack Oakie
peeking into the books to make sure they
aren't signing phony checks or what have you?
Most of the autograph hounds don't know, nor
care, who the movie star is, and most of them
can't read anyway.
It's Dollar Day. You see people on the
boulevard whom you haven't seen since last
Dollar Day. They swarm in from the hills
and dales clutching their dollars in trembling
fists. They buy articles that go back to the
regular price of six-bits the next morning. But,
they're satisfied. So are we. We love suckers.
Curfew doesn't ring at nine o'clock any more.
Too many, one, two, three, four and five
o'clock chumps and cuties call Hollywood
home now. At night, the main stem is a
dazzling riot of colored Neon lights, loud
noises and louder merry-makers clad in anything from sweat shirts to tuxedos, pajamas to
evening gowns.
What a main stem!
FRIDAY'S

FIGHTS

Every fight fan in the country has heard of
the Hollywood American Legion stadium
where the picture stars go every Friday night.
The galleries are packed to the rafters with
gore-loving Mexicans, Filipinos, Hawaiians,
Chinese and Japanese. The reserved seats are
jammed to the ringside with gore-loving
movie actors and actresses, producers, directors, writers, cameramen, agents and occasional y alegalized voter.
Lupe Velez and Johnny Weissmuller lead
one cheering section and Mae West another.
On a bum night, Lupe and Johnny can stage a
better scrap than the pork-and-beaners.

The joint has a swell matchmaker, om
Charlie McDonald, but the boxing commissioi
successfully gums up the night's fun by ap
pointing mind-readers and soothsayers a:,
referees. Invariably these "wizards" forget t<
bring their crystals. The only way they cat
make a decision is to think of a numbc
between "3" and raise the loser's hand. T»ht
assemblage in the melting pot roar like hell
and then fill it up again the following Frida)
night.
But, the night of nights was a recent affair
when 01' Doc Kearns, assisted by none othei
than Dick Barthelmess (we still don't know
why), led the Italian Adonis, Enzo Fiermonte
to an unexpected slaughter.
day of
"fight of on
the the
century"
theThe
barbers
andthemanicurists
boulevanal
were laying eight and ten to one that Errz'
would stop his opponent, an old shock-absorbed
named Les Kennedy. It appears that thu
smart-alecks thought the old "fix" was oi
and that the wop warrior was a sure thing d
knock your old Les bow-legged. Unfortunate
ly, someone forgot to take Les into thei:,
confidence He rapped Mrs. Astor's pel
Adonis
right
the button and took all the
"fear" out
of on
Fiermonte.
The Hollywood boys and girls are stil
trying to comb this one out of their wigs.
THE

BOWL

To go from the ridiculous to the sublime, ait were, Hollywood offers one of the sever .
wonders of the world in the Bowl. If 01
Dame Nature had her way, Hollywood wouk
still be the same beautiful little model 01,
simplicity it was twenty years ago when w<
first watched it emerging from its cocoon oi
orange groves.
Here and there quaint little rlatroofed, om
and two story frame and stucco building

Photoplay
cited the main stem. Mostly, however, the
I ilevards and narrow residential side streets
vre lovely vistas of doll-like California bungales set amid vari-colored flowers and shrubs
spacious lawns.
Towering eucalyptus and
awling peppers vied with majestic palms
1 cool evergreens in shading the streets and
lies. With sudden wealth from the fastawing movie studios, unprecedented prosI ity and Chamber of Commerce ballyhoo,
1' romantic village we once knew has become
cross between
Mecca
and
Broadway.
Burists chase movie actors and escrow
Lilians chase tourists.
I you really care to see the Hollywood the
<>l Dame Nature planned, go to the Bowl
lilden away from the Hullabaloo, this mar\iously beautiful and natural amphitheatre
ii.lic mountains is a sylvan retreat which will
Cirm even the most blase and sophisticated
!ool California nights under the stars,
liening to Jose Iturbi conduct a symphony,
tGrace Moore and Lawrence Tibbett singing
aas; or, to hundreds of voices chanting the
iilpiring hymns of the Easter services at
sjirise; or, watching the gorgeous spectacle
oMax Reinhardt's interpretation of Shakespire's "Midsummer Night's Dream" are
r 1 and rare experiences
NIGHT
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TICKETS

. . .TO "REEL"

ENJOYMINT

LIFE

wenty years ago the lads and lassies who
cived night life could find it only in the faring suburbs of Los Angeles. Hollywood was
S 1 a nine o'clock town. It is true they could
dice to Paul Whiteman's swell music at the
Vxandria hotel, now quite extinct. They
c Id dine well in that grand old hofbrau,
t Hoffman, run by the genial Louis Arzner,
1. icr of the girl picture director, Dorothy.

Every show's a HIT

They're your ticket to reel en]oymint. Crisp, flavory
rings of purest candy ... in delicious mint or fruit flavors!
IF

IT

HASN'T

HOLE

Lig's Vernon, birthplace of many celebrated
eertainers. Among them Paul Whiteman.
Ake and Abe Lyman, Blondy Clark, Chris
S oenberg, Pee-wee Byers and the late
J'kie Taylor. Or, we went to the Baron's
''■era in the unromantic town of Watts to
li 1 Harry Richman. On warm nights we
dve to the beaches. What fond recollections
o, he unique Ship at Venice, the Jewel City
jfeeal Beach, The Sunset Inn at Santa Moni( and Nat Goodwin's at Ocean Park.
Airing spots in those good old days — but few.
'oday, Hollywood night life is smart,
^ippy and expensive. In the good old days
0 he "kittys" it was an intimate, one-happyH ily idea. The entertainers were pals of
tl customers and vice- versa. Wally Reid
wild play Pee-wee Byers' saxophone, Fatty
A uckle loved to work out on the snare drums
a Norman Kerry coveted Whiteman's baton.
martest of the Hollywood spots today is
tl Trocadero, a restaurant with the Continual flavor. Old Boy! It is operated by an
ajite showman one Billy Wilkerson, who also
n 3 the very, very exclusive Vendome where
tl "better class" movie stars lunch and dine.

LIFE
IT

Ipse who liked fish went to the Goodfellow's
Cbtto, still one of the best in this country, or,
J[i's Chowder House. The sports patronized
Id Harlow's or McKee's. For all-around
gfid food and cabaret entertainment the gang
inhered at Al Levy's, where Bill Frawley and
1. beautiful titian-haired wife Louise kept the
vvi frcm the door by yodeling and hoofing
nfhtly for the cash customers. Kindly little
<> Al Levy has catered to southern California
atetites for more than thirty years, moving
wjh the town. Today he is still one of Hollynbd's favorite hosts.
kit, for the jolly old night life the boys and
g s had to take their fun and frolic at Baron

if you take along Life Savers.

SAVER

ISN'T

You Can Work for Us In Your
Spare Time ....
Local agents are now being appointed to solicit new and renewal subscriptions for a large group of popular magazines.
An exceptional opportunity for advancement will be given to those who enroll as spare time agents with the intention of making this work a means of
full-time employment.
These positions are open only to men and women over 20 years of age and
who
tions. are willing to call on selected prospects in the interests of our publicaNO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY. However, these positions will appeal
especially to men and women who have had experience in collecting installment accounts or canvassing.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HAVING MORE MONEY,
for particulars of our offer ... no investment required.
APPLICATION

FORM

BELOW

SUBSCRIPTION AGENT'S DIV., DESK PP 234
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.
1926 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
GENTLEMEN:
I AM INTERESTED IN HAVING MORE MONEY.
ONCE FULL PARTICULARS OF YOUR OFFER.
NAME..

.

ADDRESS.
CITY . . . .

write today

PLEASE

SEND

ME

AT

W'ilkerson is really an editor, having won his
chief fame in Hollywood as the publisher of
the Reporter, which shares .with Variety the
distinction of being the alpha, beta and omega
of the picture game.
Next in favor may be found the Colony and
Clover clubs, the El Rey, the Mont Aire and
Sebastian's Cotton Club for the Harlemminded. Baron Long has given up Agua Caliente in Mexico and his racing stables to show
the hotel folks how to make the Biltmore hotel
pay dividends. And, the Ambassador's famed
Cocoanut Grove, featuring orchestra leaders,
continues to draw the dancing mobs.
Yes, sir, Hollywood's night life is hot. A
thousand-and-one night clubs spring up over
night. For all kinds of people. They have
even turned the old blacksmith shop under the
spreading live oak tree, where we used to pitch
horseshoes, into a hit-and-miss joint.
Actors love to go for a piece of these quickfolding nighties. But, we won't go into that.
One of the few Eldorados is backed by our
old curly-haired pal, Leon Errol. It rejoices in
the quaint but alluring name, the Black Pussy.
BROWN

DERBY

How the tourists love to watch the stars
eat! Here is a typical scene at noon in the
Brown Derby. Two visiting firemen and a
lassie from Omaha are sitting with a Hollywood guide in a booth.
First Fireman — Who is that blonde in the
booth across from us?
Guide — That's Carole Lombard.
Second Fireman — Carole Lombard.
Holy
Moses!
Is that what she looks like off the
screen? Why, you're better looking than
she is, Elsie.
The Lassie — Oh! now Roy, I don't think so.
But, who is the man with her.
Guide — That's George Raft.
The Lassie— The FIGHTER?
Guide — No, the picture star.
First Fireman — I thought Raft had curly
hair like Leon Errol.
Second Fireman — So that's Raft, eh?
I
know a kid in the Owl drug store fountain
back home who looks like him.
The Lassie — Well, neither one of them look
so awful fancy to me.
(In the next booth Bill Frawley and I are
taking a burn.)
Scoop — Get a load of those silly nit-wits
from the sticks in the next booth. They
probably came out here on a hay-ride.

Bill — Yeah— and they'll probably end up in
"The Life of Ziegfeld."
YESTERDAYS
Like two Rip Van Winkles, minus the long
white beards, Bill Frawley and I sit in a skyscraper office looking out of the windows
down on the steady flow of busy humanity
beneath us on the boulevard. They swarm
like bees from, a hive, in all directions. When
we close our eyes, sitting there, it is even a bit
bewildering to a couple of sophisticated guys
of the world. Twenty years ago where this
skyscraper now stands, we two wanderers lay
under a palm tree, indolently wiggling our tired
toes in the soft grass of a Hollywood boardinghouse lawn. We watched the parade go by in
those yesterdays too, but it was all so different.
It was easy come, easy go. Old California!
We can hear the faint tinkle of a guitar as
we lay drowsing in the sun. That would be
Wally Reid strumming a melody to some pals,
in his bungalow just around the corner.
Four pretty little girls go tripping by on
their way to luncheon at the rose-covered
bungalow tea room across the boulevard. The
one with the golden curls is that little Biograph
girl. They say her name is Mary Pickford,
and the blonde with her is Blanche Sweet.
Those two quaint ones with them are sisters,
Lillian and Dorothy Gish. They just arrived
from Massillon, Ohio. Ah, see that tall man
with the hawk nose and the big straw hat
greeting them. That's the great D. W.
Griffith, you know.
What's that? Listen to the yells. Look,
back of us. Here they come around the
corner. Boy, look at those babies go. That
handsome guy in front on the white horse is
J. Warren Kerrigan. Who's the girl in his
arms? Oh, that's the new beauty discovered
from ol' Alabam'. That's Lois Wilson. Look
at those Injuns ride. Whoops and yells!
Here come the cowboys to the rescue. Boy,
this is the life!
Mi gawd! Look at the firewagon coming
down the boulevard. No, it isn't a firewagon.
It's Tom Mix in his new racing car. Get a
double O of that ten-gallon sombrero. And
those colors!
The parade passes by in leisurely fashion,
mostly.
See those guys who have stopped to talk.
They're going places. In that one group are
Cecil DeMille, (Yeah, that's the one in the
puttees and riding britches). Jesse Lasky and

Dustin Farnum.

Swell actor, Dusty. Did

you see him in "The Squaw Man" ? They
just made it in that big barn they call a studio,
down the street. That's Bill Farnum in the
other group, with Tom Santschi. What a
great battle they put up in "The Spoilers."
Swell actors, too. The guy with them is a
regular. That's Frank Lloyd. He is going to
direct a big picture, "A Tale of Two Cities,"
with Bill playing Sidney Carton. Six reels,
they say. What a chance they're taking!
There come the real beauties of Hollywood.
The brunette is Alice Joyce and the blonde
looker is Anna Q. Nilsson. They both used to
be art models in New York, you know. They
stop to chat with Jack Mulhall. He's a great
lad. And, there come Tom Ince and Charlie
Ray. Yeah, that's Charlie, the tall gawky kid
in the rube makeup.
Take a tumble to what is driving up to the
tea room. That's Mack Sennett, and the cute
little trick with him is Mabel Normand. The
big roly-poly guy is Fatty Arbuckle. But, who
is that funny little mutt with them. See, the
guy in the baggy pants, with the cane and the
derby hat. And, the trick mustache. His
name is Chaplin, Charlie. He's an English
comic. Yeah, Sennett seems to think he is
funnier than Ford Sterling. But, we don't
know.
What do you say we go lie down in the hammocks and get a snooze? Wait a minute, here
comes a regular guy. That tall, dignified
looking gent. He's the new sensation. That's
Bill Hart. They're calling him the "two-gun
man." You want to see him in "Hell's
Hinges" and "The Passing of Two-Gun
Hicks." He's swell!
Twenty years! We open our eyes. Nuts,
we're still up in this silly skyscraper looking
down at a flock of ants. Let's get rolling.
Where are we going? We're going to drive out
thirty miles from Hollywood, boy, and we'll
sit ourselves down in peace and comfort under
a big oak tree on top of a high mountain
We'll dream away the hours as we look down
on the roses, the palms, the peppers, the sycamores and the oaks guarding the domain
beneath us. Our host will be a tall quiet man
As we lift our highballs together in toasts to
God's country, Bill Hart will look at us with
a knowing grin, and say: "Drink hearty, boys.
Ain't it grand!"
| Next Month: Another Installment
of "Hollywood,
My
Hollywood."!

They Didn't Mean to Be Funny
continued from page 55

around — sort of without me, if you know what
I mean. And that 'Oh dear . . .' The first
time I said that was in my first talkie, 'The
Dummy,' and I've been saying it ever since.
Sometimes I swear I'll never say it again. I'm
so tired of me on the screen. I started out to
be a tragedienne. But my hands and voice
and my face were too much to work against."
Charles Butterworth, he of the dead pan
and serious mien was a very grave steady
young man, laboring continually under the
delusion that life is real and life is earnest, and
with no thought of a stage career. He aimed
at politics.
With his features frozen into a doleful comewhat-may expression, he related the following
ridiculous (but true) story:
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"It was all a sad mistake, my becoming a
comedian. To my dying day I will never forget the pain and shame of it. It happened
about nine o'clock one evening at Rockford,
Illinois — a political rally. No one will ever
know the sleepless hours I had spent in preparing my speech, with the burden of America's
political future upon my shoulders. When I
stepped upon the stage, I was dazzled for a
moment when I saw so many strange faces
down front.
"No more than a hundred words had passed
my lips before I began to detect a faint sound
of snickering in the audience," he sighed.
"Then I saw that it was my oration.
"Well, that speech, in the end, got the place
in an uproar — and I walked out. leaving most

of the vegetables right there on the stage."
Acting on the advice of friends, who had
almost died laughing at his grave attempts to ;
tell people how to vote, Butterworth went on the
stage and became
one of the greatest of
monologists.
Louise Fazenda, always planning to be a
comedienne, never dreamed, however, that her
comedy trade-mark would be that devastatingly contagious giggle.
" I knew when the talkies came in that I
would have to do something to hold my own, I
or else open a restaurant somewhere," she told
me. "Anybody can talk. And so I experimented with several sound effects Thusly
the giggle came. Not everybody can giggle as
sillily as I can."

Photoplay
story back of Stuart Erwin's
he
urate dumb comedy is interesting.
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slow.

The Hawaiian
"Here's I loir " is

iter graduating from Kgan's dramatical in Los Angeles, he stage-managed about
and then took the same job with George
wood, who was producing "Women Go
)ii''orever," at the Music Box in Hollywood.
I >le to cast a small two-side part, that of an
narrassed young man, Erwin took it him-

right at home in
this "Girl of the
Islands" set on I
the RKO-Radio
Pictures lot.
Regis Tootney
has just mixed
a long toll one
for Steffi Duna.

II realized my part was so small that noivdd ever remember me," he recounted.
11 Idenly it struck me that if I read the two
ii - very slowly, taking a lot of time out for
e ation and general dumbness, I would stay
mine stage longer and the audience would
. notice me. And it did."
hich is a good example of how desperation
'oiled an actor into acquiring a comic tradeIna May Oliver's famous sniff and nose
Jkle are her trade-marks.
She gave that
r historic sniff in "Half Shot at Sunrise."
le picture she had to do something to show
e disdain at the clowning of Wheeler and
\ ]sey. So, she did the most natural thing
n he world.
She sniffed.
And how!
All
mlspicious, she went to the preview of the
lire, and was flabbergasted at the howls of
uhter her sniff caused.
So, she continued
. nd later developed the nose wrinkle that
nfened "Cimarron." These accidental tradeis are her only concessions to slapstick,
rjh she hates.
leaking of Wheeler and Woolsey — imagine
ymbarrassment when I asked Woolsey how
appened to think of that funny, mincing
\ jger of his.
;)h, I naturally walk that way," he said,
n aligned at my discomfiture. And he does.
tier watched him walk down to the com-

likry,
US everlasting and active cigar accidentally
lecame another of his comedy trade-marks
use Wheeler had a line of dialogue he
a ed to use in a play. The gag was for
Alsey to blow smoke in Wheeler's face,
m!then have Wheeler inhale it, blow it out,
in say, "Thanks.
That's the first thing you
e me." It went over big, and since
. Woolsey has kept his cigar.
heeler is distinguished from other cot ans by his little boy manner and hesitant.
■ o hful manner of speaking.
Woolsey sug-e^'d it to him, so they could have one person
i e team who could carry the romantic inrt and thereby eliminate the necessity of
i ng the conventional
romantic
leads.
'\ leler was, at one time, what he calls "a
a y-pants" comedian.
- for Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy — they
ait bitterly against being teamed as co•t ans. They lost. Hardy's comic trade-mark
■ >ping his tie with that self-conscious, em■ ■ issed smirk — was accidentally discovered
• screen laugh, although he does it quite
EtJ and entirely naturally in real life. In
■' if their first pictures, Hardy spread his
k over a mud puddle for the leading lady
| alk over, and then stood watching her
. twiddling his tie quite unconsciously as i
i 1 so. The tremendous laugh at the prewis totally unexpected, and the tie
He was adopted permanently.
urel's elegant gesture of throwing his el1 up and scratching the top of his head is
- | natural thing for him to do. He did it
»i before it was found to be funny for screen
i D >ses. and the condition of his hair is
It sticks up in all directions all the
R and nothing can be done about it.

The "Here's How" for a "Girl of the Islands"
When you begin to wilt, a Hawaiian "Here's How" will revive you.
First and most important step: one-third DOLE Hawaiian Pineapple
Juice. After that, choose from the infinite variety of other refreshing
fruits and fruit juices, according to your taste. Then add cracked ice
and as much seltzer as you like . . .The perfect "Here's How" is made with
pure, unsweetened DOLE Pineapple Juice. Order a dozen cans today.

Now EIGHT
BEAUTIFUL
COLOR
PORTRAITS
of Popular
Film Stars

for only 15c
Not ordinary pictures, but attractive reproductions made from
the original color pastelles by Earl Christy.
We have selected eight poses like those illustrated and have
reproduced them in color on good quality stock. Sheet size
of each picture 5%"x4%". They will be supplied unmounted
suitable for framing or mounting in your collection book.
This choice selection includes the following stars
GRETA GARBO
NANCY CARROLL
JANET GAYNOR
NORMA SHEARER
RUBY KEELER
CLAUDETTE
MAIL ^~~—~
THIS ^~
COUPON
NOW— TO
^—^—
~~~""^— ~ ^^^^^~
WALT PRODUCTS.
1 55 E. Walton Place. Chicago, III.
Gentlemen :
Enclosed please find 15 cents for which
send me the eight portraits of movie stars
printed in color, as per your advertisement.

JOAN BENNETT
HELEN HAYES
COLBERT

Name
Address
City
state
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Casts of Current Photoplays
"BABBITT" — First National. — From the novel
by Sinclair Lewis. Adapted by Tom Reed and Niven
Busch. Directed by William Keighley. The cast:
Geo. F. Babbitt, Guy Kibbee; Myra Babbitt, Aline
MacMahon; Tanis Judique, Claire Dodd; Berona
fiabbitl, Maxine Doyle; Ted Babbitt, Glen Boles; Paul
Reisling, Minor Watson; Zilla Reisling, Minna Gombell; Charlie McKelvey, Alan Hale; Judge Thompson,
Berton Churchill; Martin Clinch, Harry Tyler;
Commr. Gurnee, Russell Hicks; Zeke, Arthur Aylesworth; Eunice Littlefield, Nan Gray; Miss McGoun,
Mary Treen.
"BABES IN TOYLAND"— Hal Roach-M-GM. — Based on the operetta, music by Victor Herbert,
book by Glen MacDonough. Screen play by Frank
Butler and Nick Grinde. Directed by Gus Meins and
Charles Rogers. The cast: Stanley Dum, Stan Laurel;
Oliver Dee, Oliver Hardy; Bo-Peep, Charlotte Henry;
Tom-Tom, Felix Knight; Barnaby, Henry Kleinbach;
Widow Peep, Florence Roberts; Santa Claus, Ferdinand Munier; Toymaker, William Burress; Mother
Goose, Virginia Karns.
"BATTLE,
Leon Farrere.
Garganoff
Prod by
—
From
the novelTHE"—
by Claude
Directed
Nicholas Farkas. The cast: Marquis Yorisaka,
Charles Boyer; Fergan, John Loder, Marquise Yorisaka, Merle Oberon; Betty Hockley, Betty Stockfield;
Hirala, V. Inkijinoff; Felze, Miles Mander; The
Admiral, Henri Fabert.
"BEHOLD MY WIFE"— Paramount.— From
the story by Sir Gilbert Parker. Adapted by William
R. Lipman and Oliver LaFarge. Directed by Mitchell
Leisen. The cast: Tonita Stormcloud, Sylvia Sidney;
Michael Carter, Gene Raymond; Diana Carler-Curson,
Juliette Compton; Mrs. Carter, Laura Hope Crews;
Mr. Carter, H. B. Warner; Bob Prentice, Monroe
Owsley; Jim Curson, Kenneth Thomson; Mary
White, Ann Sheridan; Mrs. Sykes, Charlotte Granville; Pete, Dean Jagger; Juan Stormcloud, Charles
B. Middleton; Benson, Eric Blore; News Photographer, Fuzzy Knight; 1st Reporter, Jack Mulhall; 2nd
Reporter,
Neal Burns;Gwenllian
3rd Reporter,
O'Malley;
Miss Copperwailhe,
Gill;PatIndian
Boy,
Billy Lee.
"BRIGHT EYES "^Fox.— From the story by
David Butler and Edwin Burke. Screen play by
William Conselman. Directed by David Butler. The
cast: Shirley Blake, Shirley Temple; Loop Merrill,
James Dunn; Mrs. Higgins, Jane Darwell; Adele
Martin, Judith Allen; Mary Blake, Lois Wilson;
Uncle Ned Smith, Charles Sellon; Thomas, Walter
Johnson; Joy Smylke, Jane Withers; J. Wellington
Smythe, Theodore Von Eltz; Anita Smythe, Dorothy
Christy; Higgins, Brandon Hurst; Judge Thompson,
George Irving.
"CURTAIN FALLS, THE"— Chesterfield.—
From the story by Karl Brown. Directed by Charles
Lamond. The cast: Sara Crablree, Henrietta Crosman; Dot Scoresby, Dorothy Lee; John Scoresby,
Holmes Herbert; Katherine Scoresby, Natalie Moorhead; Allan Scoresby, John Darrow; Barry Graham,
William Bakewell; Martin Devrridge, Jameson
Thomas; Helen Deveridge, Dorothy Revier; Taggarl,
Eddie Kane; Mrs. McGillicuady, Aggie Herring;
Hotel Manager, Tom Ricketts.
" EVENSONG" — Gaumont-British. — Based on
the play by Edward Knoblock and Beverly Nichols.
Adapted by Dorothy Farnum. Directed by Victor
Saville. The cast: Irela, Evelyn Laye; Kober, Fritz
Kortner; Madame Valmonl, Alice Delysia; Archduke
Theodore, Carl Esmond; George Murray, Emlyn
Williams; Tremlowe, Muriel Aked; Sovino, Dennis Val
Norton; Pa O'Neill, Arthur Sinclair; Bob O'Neill.
PatrickConchita
O'Moore;Supervia.
Solo Tenor, Browning Mummery;
Baba,
"FATHER BROWN, DETECTIVE" — Paramount.— From the story by Gilbert K. Chesterton
Screen play by Henry Myers and C. Gardner Sullivan
Directed by Edward Sedgwick. The cast: Father
Brown, Walter Connolly; Flambeau, Paul Lukas;
Evelyn Fischer, Gertrude Michael; Inspector Valentine, Robert Loraine; Sir Leopold Fischer, Halliwell
Hobbes;
Mrs. Boggs,
O'Connor;
Peter,Robert
Peter
1 bibbs; Jinny,
Bunny Una
Beatty;
Policeman,
Adair; Sergeant Dawes, E. E. Clive; Clerk in Flower
Shop, Gwenllian Gill; Don, Eldred Tidbury.
"FLIRTING WITH DANGER"— Monogram —
From the story by George Bertholon. Screenplay by
Albert E. DeMond. Directed by Van Moore. The
cast: Bob, Robert Armstrong; Lucky, William Cag
ney; Jimmie, Edgar Kennedy; Mary, Marion Burns;
Rosita, Maria Alba; Von Kruger, William Von
Brincken; Capl. Garcia, Gino Carrado; Dawson,
Ernest Hilliard; Fentou, Guy Usher.
"FUGITIVE ROAD"— Invincible.— From the
story by Charles S. Belden. Continuity by Charles
S. Belden and Robert Ellis. Directed by Frank
Strayer. The cast: Haupmann Oswald von Graunsee,
Eric Von Stroheim; Sonia Vollanoff, Wera Engels;
Riker, Leslie Fenton; Papa Yinocchio, George Humbert; Mama Vinocchio, Anna de Metrio; Lieut. Berne
William von Brincken; 2nd Lieutenant, Hans Ferberg;
A civilian, Michael Visaroff; Doctor, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink; Johann, Hank Mann; Burgermaster,
Harry Holman; Herbert Smith, Harry Allen.
"HOME ON THE RANGE"— Paramount —
From the story by Zane Grey. Screen play by Ethel
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Doherty and Grant Garrett. Directed by Arthur
Jacobson. The cast: Jack, Jackie Coogan; Tom Hatfield, Randolph Scott; Georgie, Evelyn Brent; Thurman, Dean Jagger; Beady, Addison Richards;
"Cracker," Fuzzy Knight; Girl Entertainer, Ann
Sheridan; Bill Morris, Howard Wilson; Benson,
Phillip Wood;
Morris;Butts,
Undertaker,
Allen
Richard Albert
Carle; Hart;
Brown,"Flash,"
Ralph
Remley; Shorty, C. L. Sherwood; Hotel Clerk, Francis
Sayles; Lem, Alfred Delcambre.
"I AM A THIEF"— Warners.— From the story
by Ralph Block and Doris Malloy. Directed by
Robert Florey. The cast: Odette Mauclair, Mary
Astor; Pierre Londais, Ricardo Cortez; Colonel Jackson, Dudley Digges; Daudet, Hobart Cavanaugh;
Count Trenlini, Irving Pichel; Baron Yon Kampf,
Robert Barrat; Francois, Arthur Aylesworth; M.
Cassiel, Ferdinand Gottschalk; Max Bolen, Frank
Reicher.
"IMITATION OF LIFE"— Universal.— From
the novel by Fannie Hurst. Screen play by William
Hurlbut. Directed by John M. Stahl. The cast:
Beatrice " Bea" Pullman, Claudette Colbert; Stephen
Archer, Warren William; Elmer, Ned Sparks; Aunt
Delilah, Louise Beavers; Jessie Pullman (age 3),
luanita Quigley; Jessie Pullman (age 8), Marilyn
Knowlden; Jessie Pullman (age IS), Rochelle Hudson; Peola Johnson (age -f), Sebie Hendricks; Peola
Johnson (age 9), Dorothy Black; Peola Johnson (age
19), Fredi Washington; Martin, Alan Hale; Landlord, Clarence Hummel Wilson; Painter, Henry
Armetta.
"IT'S A GIFT" — Paramount. — From the story
by Charles Bogle and J. P. McEvoy. Screen play by
Jack Cunningham. Directed by Norman McLeod.
The cast: Harold Bissonetle, W. C. Fields; Mildred
Bissonette, Jean Rouverol; John Durston, Julian Madison; Amelia Bissonetle, Kathleen Howard; Norman
Bissonetli, Tom Bupp; Everett Ricks, Tammany
Young; Baby Dunk, Baby LeRoy; Jas. Filchmueller,
Morgan Wallace; Mr. Muckle, Charles Sellon; Airs.
Dunk, Josephine Whittel; Miss Dunk, Diana Lewis;
Insurance Salesman, T. Roy Barnes; Gale Guard,
Spencer Charters; Harry Payne Bosterly, Guy Usher;
Mr. Abernathy, Del Henderson; Vegetable Man, Jerry
Mandy; Ice Man, James Burke; Old Man in Limousine, Wm. Tooker; Old Woman in Limousine, Edith
Kingdon; Mrs. Frobisher, Patsy O'Bryne.
"MARIE GALANTE"— Fox.— Based on the
novel by Jacques Deval. Screen play by Reginald
Berkeley. Directed by Henry King. The cast: Crawbelt, Spencer Tracy; Marie Galante, Ketti Gallian;
Plosser, Ned Sparks; Tapia, Helen Morgan; Brogard,
Siegfried Rumann; Tenoki, Leslie Fenton; General
I'hillips, Arthur Byron; Ratcliff, Robert Loraine;
Sailor, Jay C. Flippen; Ellsworth, Frank Darien; Tito,
Tito Coral; Bartender, Stephin Fetchit.
"MAYBE IT'S LOVE— First National.— From
the play by Maxwell Anderson. Screen play by Jerry
Wald and Harry Sauber. Directed by William
McGann. The cast: Bobby Halevy, Gloria Stuart;
Rims O'Neil, Ross Alexander; Willie Sands, Frank
McHugh; Mrs. Halevy, Helen Lowell; Adolph Xlengle,
Jr., Phillip Reed; Adolph Xlengle, Sr., Joseph Cawthorn; Florrie Sands, Ruth Donnelly; Lila, Dorothy
Dare; Mr. Halevy, Henry Travers; Mrs. Gorlick,
Maude Eburne; The cop, J Farrell MacDonald.
"MIGHTY BARNUM, THE"— 20th CenturyUnited Artists. — From the screen play by Gene
Fowler and Bess Meredyth. Directed by Walter
Lang. The cast: Phineas T. Barnum, Wallace Beery;
Mr. Walsh, Adolphe Menjou; Jenny Lind, Virginia
Bruce; Ellen, Rochelle Hudson; Nancy Barnum, Janet
Beecher; Todd, Tammany Young; Man with Threeheaded frog, Herman Bing; Joice Heth, Lucille La
Verne; General Tom Thumb, George Brasno; Lavinia
Thumb, Olive Brasno; Gilbert, Richard Brasno;
Bearded Lady, May Boley; Skiff, John Hyams; Cardiff Giant, Tex Madsen; Swedish Consul, Ian Wolfe;
Horace Greeley, Davison Clark; Daniel Webster,
George MacQuarrie; Maitre d'Hotel, Charles Judels;
(»/,■, Christian Rub; Sam, Franklyn Ardell; Mrs.
Wendell-Wendell, Ethel Wales; Mrs. (i'aldo Astor,
Theresa M. Conover; Mrs. Rhinelander-Fish, Brenda
Fowler.
"NIGHT ALARM"— Majestic— From the story
by Jack Stanley. Screen play by Earl Snell. Directed
by Spencer Bennet. The cast: Hal Ashby, Bruce
Cabot; Helen Smith, Judith Allen; Henry B. Smith.
H. B. Warner; Caldwell, Sam Hardy; The Mayor,
Harry Holman; Mosley, Harold Minjir; Mrs. Van
Dusen, Betty Blythe; Entertainer, Fuzzy Knight;
Vincent Van Dusen, Tom Hamlin; Dexter, John
Bleifer.
"ONE HOUR LATE"— Paramount.— From the
story by Libbie Block. Screen play by Kathryn Scola
and Paul Gerard Smith. Directed by Ralph Murphy.
The cast: Eddie Blake, Joe Morrison; Bessie Dunn,
Helen Twelvetrees; Stephen Barclay, Conrad Nagel;
Hazel, Arline Judge; Cliff Miller, Ray Walker; Maxie,
Edward Craven; Maizic, Toby Wing; Mrs. Eileen
Barclay, Gail Patrick; Simpson, Charles Sellon; Mr.
Zeller, Edward Clark; Tony St. John, Ray Milland;
Benny, George E. Stone; Jim, Bradley Page; Orrville,
Sidney Miller; Gertrude, Gladys Hulette; Mr. Finch,
Jed Prouty; Sick Woman, Hallene Hill- Her daughter,
Diana Lewis; 1st friend, Frank Losee, Jr.; 2nd friend,
Alfred Delcambre; Soda Clerk, Douglas Blackley.

"PERFECT CLUE, THE' —Majestic— From
the story by Lolita Ann Westman. Adapted by
Albert DeMond. Directed by Robert Vignola. The
cast: David Mannering, David Manners; Ronnie Van
Zandl, Skeets Gallagher; Mona Stewart, Dorothy
Libaire; Jerome Stewart, Wm. P. Carlton; Barkley.
Ralf Harolde; Carter, Ernie Adams; Delaney, Robert
Gleckler; Station Master, Frank Darien; District Attorney, Charles C. Wilson; Ursula Cheeseborough.
Betty Blythe; Simms, Jack Richardson; Police
Officer, Pat O'Malley.
"PRESIDENT VANISHES, THE"— Walter
Wanger-Paramount. — From an anonymous storyScreen play by Carey Wilson and Cedric Worth.
Adapted by Lynn Starling. Directed by William A.
Wellman. The cast: Wardell, Edward Arnold; President, Arthur Byron; Chick Moffat, Paul Kelly; Alma
Cronin, Peggy Conklin; Val Orcott, Andy Devine;
Mrs. Stanley, Janet Beecher; Harris Brownell, Osgood
Perkins; D. L. Voorman, Sidney Blackmer; Lincoln
Lee, Edward Ellis; Mrs. Orcott, Irene Franklin;
Richard Norton, Charley Grapewin; Sally Voorman,
Rosalind Russell; Roger Grant, Douglas Wood; Drew,
Walter Kingsford; Cullen, DeWitt Jennings; Judge
Corcoran, Charles Richman; Kilbourne, Jason Robards; Skinner, Paul Harvey; Molleson, Robert McWade; Kramer, Harry Woods; Nolan, Tommy Dugan; Mrs. D tiling, Martha Mayo.
"RED MORNING"— RKO-Radio.— From the
story by Wallace Fox and John Twist. Directed by
Wallace Fox. The cast: Kara, Steffi Duna; John
Hastings, Regis Toomey; Captain Paraza, Mitchell
Lewis; Stanchon, Charles Middleton; Glibb, Arthur
"Pat" West; Hawker, Raymond Hatton; Wong,
Willie Fung; The Native Chief, George Regas; Mac,
George Lewis; A Trader, Olaf Hytten; Sakki, Francis
McDonald; Store Keeper, Lionel Belmore; The Magistrate, Brandon Hurst; Hotel Keeper, James Marcus.
"ROMANCE IN MANHATTAN"— RKO-R\dio. — From the story by Norman Krasna and Don
Hartman. Screen play by Jane Murfin and Edward
Kaufman. Directed by Stephen Roberts. The cast:
Karel Novak, Francis Lederer; Sylvia Dennis, Ginger
Rogers; Frank Dennis, Jimmy Butler; Attorney
Pander, Arthur Hohl; Officer Murphy, J. Farrell
MacDonald; Miss Anthrop, Helen Ware; Minister,
Donald Meek; Police Sergeant, Sidney Toler; Miss
Evans, Eily Malyon; Landlady, Lillian Harmer.
"SEQUOIA" — M-G-M. — Based on the novel
"Malibu" by Vance Joseph Hoyt. Adapted by Ann
Cunningham, Sam Armstrong and Carey Wilson.
Directed by Chester M. Franklin. The cast: Toni
Martin, Jean Parker; Bob Alden, Russell Hardie;
Matthew Martin, Samuel S. Hinds; Bergman, Paul
Hurst;Harry
Joe, Lowe,
Ben Hall;
Soo,
Jr. Sang Soo, Willie Fung; Fen>
"SILVER
— RKO-Radio.
—
From
the storySTREAK,
by Roger THE"
Whately.
Screen play by
Roger Whately and H. W. Hanemann. Directed by
Thomas Atkins. The cast: Ruth Dexter, Sally Blane;
Tom Caldwell, Charles Starrett; Allan Dexter, Hardie
Albright; B. J. Dexter, William Farnum; Von Brechl,
Irving Pichel; Crawford, Arthur Lake; Mr. Tyler,
Theodore Von Eltz; Higgins, Guinn Williams;
O'Brien, Edgar Kennedy; Dr. Flynn, Murray Kinnell:
Molly, Doris Dawson; McGregor, Harry Allen.
"STRANGE WIVES"— Universal.— From the
story "Bread Upon the Waters" by Edith Wharton.
Adapted by Gladys Unger. Directed by Richard
Thorpe. The cast: Jimmy King, Roger Pryor; Nadja,
June Clayworth; Olga, Esther Ralston; Warren, Hugh
O'Connell; Paul, Ralph Forbes; Boris, Cesar Romero; Bellamy, Francis Sullivan; Mauna, Valerie
Hobson; Svengaarl, Leslie Fenton; Dimilry, Ivan
Lebedeff; Mrs. Leeper, Doris Lloyd; Guggins, Claude
Gillingwater; Princess, Carry Daumery; Hilda, Greta
Meyers; Tribesman, Harry Cording; The Butler, Olaf
Hytten; General Kouraljine, Walter Walker.
"WEST OF THE PECOS "—RKO-Radio.— From
the story by Zane Grey. Directed by Phil Rosen. The
cast: Pecos Smith, Richard Dix; Terrill Lambeth,
Martha Sleeper; Colonel Lambeth, Louis Mason;
Jonah, Sleep'n'Eat; Mauree, Louise Beavers; Wes,
Adrian Morris; Cort, George Cooper; Breen Sawtell,
Fred Kohler; Sam Sawtell, Pat Collins; Charlie,
Charles Stevens; Manuel, Pedro Regis; Bill Hald,
Oscar Apfel; Brazee, John Wray; Neal, Russell Simpson; Evans, Maurice Black.
"WHEN A MAN SEES RED"— Universal —
From the story by Basil Dickey. Screen play by Alan
James. Directed by Alan James. The cast: Buck
Benson, Buck Jones; Mary Lawrence, Peggy Campbell; Dick Brady, Leroy Mason; Barbara, Dorothy
Revier; Ben, Sid Saylor; Radcliffe, Frank LaRue;
Mandy, Libby Taylor; Sheriff, Jack Rockwell; Padre,
Charles K. French; Spook, Bob Kortman; Spike,
William Steele; Silver, Silver.
"WICKED WOMAN, A' '—M-G-M.— From the
novel by Anne Austin. Screen play by Florence Ryerson and Zelda Sears. Directed by Charles Brabin.
The cast: Naomi Trice, Mady Christians; Rosanne,
Jean Parker; Naylor, Charles Bickford; Yancey,
Betty Furness; Curtis, William Henry; Curtis, as a
child, Jackie Searl; Yancey, as a child, Betty Jane
Graham; Rosanne, as a child. Marilyn Harris; Ed
Trice, Paul Harvey; Gram Tcague, Zelda Searsj Bill
Renton,
Robert Taylor; Peter, Sterling Holloway;
nings.
Neddie, George Billings; The Sheriff, DeWitt Jen-
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Who Is Your Husband's Favorite Actress?
[ CONTINUED

throaty voice. The stride, slowed down to the
Garbo tempo, would be stunning. But this
girl always tears through a room like a squirt
of seltzer. She wouldn't have to sink her
voice way down to the plumbing — it's there
already — but the way she uses it will never
make papa close his eyes and imagine Greta
has him enfolded in her sensuous embrace.
The girl I mention sounds off like a fog-horn
and is about as mysterious as a black eye.
She's really a very swell girl, and popular.
She has a lot of pride. Naturally, every
woman wants to be loved for herself and not
because she reminds a man of somebody else.
This one has apparently decided she would
rather let her husband go off now and then on
a harmless emotional binge with Garbo and
his imagination, than make any effort to be a
little Garbo in the home. She is confident he
will always come back, good as new. (One
nice thing about these picture affairs — they're
harmless, and quite inexpensive.)
A

CERTAIN

local automobile dealer has

■^^ been married only a year to a dear, little
plump blonde, and he is obviously crazy about
her. So how can you account for the fact that
he torments the poor dear with his tremendous
enthusiasm for tall, dark Kay Francis?
Perhaps he does it for the fun of seeing her
sputter. Perhaps he likes a change in type
when he goes to the theater. But it proves a
man can be sincerely in love with his wife and
still enjoy looking at another woman who isn't
the least bit like her. (It's the double nature
of the brutes.)
It is extraordinary the number of quiet
mousy little males who seem to get a bang out
of Mae West. Look around you, next time
you see one of her pictures. All the henpecked
husbands in town will be there. "Here is a
woman who really understands men," their rapt
concentrations seem to say. " She would never
be a nag or a chatter-box or take away our
rights. We could tell her anything and she
would comprehend it." Mae is an out for a
flock of frustrations.
•
Many girls resent their suitor's interest in
his favorite actress because they feel the picture
queen has more money to look beautiful, the
facilities for it are available, and she is always
presented to the best advantage.
It is good keen competition, all right. But
regard it as a standard to live up to, and above
all things, don't do your resenting out loud.
This gives any man the edge
It is always a mistake to carry your desire
to please to the extent of too-obvious imitation. You can never be another person — and
you don't want to be another person. Men
hate copy-cats. You can adapt your voice,
your clothes, your coiffure, your attitude. But
it is silly to strive to please to the extent of
bleaching your hair or gluing on eyelashes that
wave languidly down to your chin, if the rest
of you doesn't belong.
The other night I listened in brazenly on a
little scene between husband and wife leaving
the theater. "Boy, how that Lombard girl
: can wear clothes!" exclaimed the man.
I looked to see if the missis reacted. She
did. She looked as if she yearned to push him
: off a cliff. "Oh, clothes! clothes!" she disdained. "Anybody can put on a lot of clothes
and look pretty."
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My unspoken answer to that was "well, why
don't
you?"
An attractive
woman, but the fact was almost
concealed. An old beret was jammed down
over her hair, a pair of loose slacks whipped
around her legs. She wore sandals meant for
the beach, from which raw toes stuck out to
the cruel world. Her face was entirely innocent
of make-up. There is about one man out of
ten who approves this sort of sloppy-comfortable get-up. This husband Was one of the
other nine. He didn't go for it. "You don't
have to be clothes-crazy" was his Parthian
shot, "neither do you have to look as if you
dressed to paint a house!"
Often it is a bother to get dressed just to go
up the street to a picture show — but it is also
a bother to lose your man.
In the smaller communities and the suburbs,
you frequently see some quaint costumes going
into the theater. The idea is to be comfortable
— a perfectly laudable idea — what with the
lights out most of the time anyway, you figure.
But man is a strange creature. Even in this
emancipated age, he would rather wait half an
hour for a girl to get ready who shows results,
than wait five minutes for one who slips on
the top stair and comes down. (The joke has
a beard — but you get the idea.)
If your husband is an inarticulate sort of a
guy who would be embarrassed to admit his
favorite actress — or even hint that he has one
— you will have to do a little probing. There
is always one whose picture he goes to see without fail. If she happens to be Jean Harlow, and
you are an anxious housewife, maybe a little
frivolity on your part would be a good idea.
Or maybe you should take off a few pounds.
Have you ever noticed how these lads who
claim to be crazy about you plump take a new
lease on life when you get the bulges off your
hips?
A

SURPRISING number of men suffer with
Claudette Colbert trouble, and an equally
surprising number of wives either dismiss it as
a joke or wonder what they can do about it.
I suspect one wife of taking the hint. She
has had her black hair cut in a most becoming
bang, and trimmed her figure down to perfection. Then suddenly, she began to dress for
dinner every night. Now don't snicker and
accuse her of being affected. She has to get
the dinner herself, just as many wives do, but
you can get a much better dinner with your
arms bare. Maybe it was her own idea, maybe
she decided that was what the soignee Claudette would do. Anyway, she slips into a snug
little black dress, does something miraculous
to her hair — and you would be surprised how
frequently papa shows up with flowers these
winter evenings.

" — at my bridge party, even
my little daughter noticed
how embarrassed I was over
my red, rough hands.
"Later she said, 'Mother,
don't you think maybe your
hands would look as nice as
Mrs. Nugent's if you used Lux
when you do dishes? She says
anybody can have nice hands
by using Lux instead of harsh
soaps that make people's
hands
and red.'
"Andrough
it's true!
Since I've
changed to Lux for dishes, I'm
actually proud of my hands!
It takes so little to make rich
suds that a big box lasts more
than a month for
all -the dishes."
SAYLES)
^vAx^WS^
(Mrs. R. W.
\\

Of course, girls, if you're going to continue
being hot and bothered over Clark Gable and
John Boles, you may as well expect the other
side of the house to retaliate in the only possible way.
After all, remember you are the girl he
selected. His movie crush is an indirect way
of informing you about a few details — how he
likes to see clothes worn, and hair and figures,
whether he likes his answers snappy or meek
and mild . . .
Find out his favorite actress — and take the
hint.

LUX
for dishes
YOUNG
keeps
handsr^r
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The Shadow Stage

The most complete book ever written on how to ponder properly.
Mail coupon. Note generous offer.

The National Guide to Motion Pictures
(REG.
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THE

FUGITIVE

as she turiKMl ...
Again ivould he be disillusioned by a marble-face?
WOULD

she, too, be another disappointment —her graceful form marred by an
over-powdered face — flaky, white, cold.''
Or would a close-up show a concealed,
natural powder . . . alive, alluring?
Such is the experience of many a man . . .
and many girls wonder why men shy away.
If men dared tell the truth, they hate '"that
powdered look," too often patchy.
Wise girls, taking the tip from the smart
leaders of international society, now use the
one powder that gives them an K7i-pow.dered
natural look— SOFT-TONE Mello-glo.
This new creation is vastly superior because
it's stratified — a costly extra process that
wafers it, ending all grit. This brings an
utterly new Parisian effect — this wafered powder smoothes on invisibly, is longer lasting
and covers pores without clogging.
Just try SOFT-TONE Mello-glo and you'll
never fear a "close-up". It won't flake off. It
can't men
shine.
It ends that pasty, '"flour-face"
look
dislike.
Don't delay -get a box of new SOFT-TONE
Mello-glo today. Compare it with your fa\ <>rite — see how much better you look. Five flattering shades — caressingly perfumed — 50c
and $1.
Mello-

glo, you must u*k for'Hhe gold box with the lilue
edge, which distinguishes it ftom out Facial-tone
Mello-glo {Heavy) in a gold box with white edge.

the close-up powder that
gives an UN -powdered look
Tj1
fi

Merely
send
Coupon
for
"The
booklet:
fascinating
New
Vogue
in Powdering'*.

• The Mello-glo Co., Boston, Mass.

|

I Cit)

State

I For a generous package (not a sample) of new SoftI lone Mello-glo, enclose 10c, checking shade you wish:
□ Ivory

□ pj^h

□ Natural □ Rachel □ Brunette.

IT'S LOVE— First National

A

YOUNG couple, during the first six
months of a hasty marriage — the girl
desperate over lack of money and the boy
burdened by the interferences of her family —
is the theme of ".Maybe It's Love." Ross
Alexander makes the young husband an
extremely interesting person, but the picture
on the whole is frankly dull. Phillip Reed and
Gloria Stuart are hampered by their parts.
Frank McHugh, Ruth Donnelly, Helen Lowell
and Henry Travers.
THE

SILVER

STREAK

RKO- Radio

'"THE new streamline train, hero of "The
Silver Streak," lends this picture a swift
dramatic sense. The human actors are forced
into the background by this mechanical miracle
which gallantly speeds across the continent,
delivering respirators to the stricken men at
Boulder Dam, and winning Sally Blane for
Charles Starrett. William Farnum is the old
railroad owner and Hardie Albright, his son.
Edgar Kennedy turns in a grand performance.
ALARM— Majestic

your while.

p.h.2-36 j

I Name
i
i Street..

MAYBE

T_JT.RE is a new picture idea — the firebug
who starts mysterious blazes and the
drama of tracking him down. It gives a grand
opportunity for a flock of spectacular fires and
you get all the thrill of going to them. There
is also a newspaper story with Bruce Cabot a
the young reporter who turns smoke-eater
and saves Judith Allen. H. B. Warner and
Sam Hardy help to make this quite worth

MELLO-GLO
"C1
!■

eyeglass, and all. And he's just as good as he
e\ er was as the commandant of a frontier post
in Austria, falling in love with an American
girl, Wera Engels, and frustrated in his romantic plans by gangster Leslie Fenton.
While the story is slender, and sometimes
slow, it is well acted and well directed. Not a
children's film.

NIGHT

p» SOFT-TONE
Tj* TD
11
JL

ROAD— Invincible

T_XERE is Eric Von Stroheim in the kind of
role that made him famous — uniform,

STILL

?\OTE: To obtain the new SOFTTO\E

FALLS— Chesterfield

TLTENRIETTA CROSMAN carries this
picture as an old vaudeville actress (Sara
Crabtree). Obscure now, she takes a last
chance and impersonates the titled Lady Scoresby, a former friend. She moves in on her
Ladyship's relatives, solves their involved
problems, then confesses her hoax and the
curtain falls on her last performance. Dorothy
Lee, Holmes Herbert, Natalie Moorhead,
William Bakewell and others, form a capable
cast.

HIS HEART
STOOD

CURTAIN

THE

PERFECT

CLUE— Majestic

XTOT too expertly made, but this murder
drama-society play has its moments.
You'll find the plot wandering a little as a
wealthy girl falls for a handsome stick-up man
and clears him of a "framed" murder charge by
blasting the state's "perfect clue."
Brighl
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moments are contributed by Skeets
and a smooth performance by David
Director Robert Vignola has done
the slim cast and story handicaps.
Libaire, Betty Blythe.
FLIRTING

Gallagher
Manners.
well with
Dorothy

WITH DANGER—
Monogram

"DOH Armstrong, Bill Cagney and Edgar
Kennedy are tough guys in a Central
American high explosives plant. Their tinkering with highly dangerous explosives and their
exploits with the "fair sex" form the basis
for much confusion and many laughs. Maria
Alba, as Rosila, the Spanish charmer, and the
rest of the cast, carry this comedy to a good
gag finish. Youngsters will find it fun.
HOME

ON

THE

RANGE— Paramount

""PUIS is an up-to-date Western. And while
the old mortgage is still present, the crooks
who want it, use modern methods. Jackie
Coogan is Randy Scott's brother. Their
ranch is near Tia Juana so they are raising
race-horses as well as cattle — and Jackie rides
"Midnight" to win in spite of the opposition.
Evelyn Brent is the girl card-sharp who goes
straight with Randy to guide her. A few more
like this should make Westerns more popular.
FATHER —Paramount
BROWN, DETECTIVE
r^ERTRUDE MICHAEL is the one thrill
^^in this rather punchless crook drama. She
is gorgeous. Unfortunately, Walter Connolly,
as the priest with a flair for detective work,
lets his role become monotonous. And Paul
Lukas, as the crook who plans a robbery so he
can marry Gertrude, is woefully miscast. The
story material is good, taken from one of G K. |
Chesterton's famous "Father Brown" tales. '
WHEN

A MAN

SEES

RED— Universal

TNCLE JED, on his death bed, forms a
^^^plan for pounding some sense into the
pretty blonde head of his niece, Peggy Campbell, who won't leave her wild friends in the
East. He wills his cattle ranch to her and then
appoints his foreman, Buck Jones, as her
guardian.
There is, of course, the inevitable clash of
wills — until the final clinch. There are chases,
lots of shooting, some good trick riding, and
rescues.
IN OLD

SANTA

FE— Mascot

A SWIFT-MOVING, hard-riding Western,
^*- with plenty of action and lots of thrills.
It wraps up a dozen plots, for the price of one,
and untangles each of them neatly, never slowing up the pace. Ken Mayimrd, his horse,
Tarzan, Evalyn Knapp, H. B. Warner, Kenneth Thomson, and the entire cast do a good
job. Youngsters and adults who enjoy fastshooting horse operas, shouldn't miss it.
RED

MORNING— RKO-Radio

TF you're not tired of seeing savages sneaking
through
the forest
with poison
spears,

Photoplay
unching canoes for tribal wars, scenes of
vage dances and sacrificial fires, you'll eny this. The lovely presence of Steffi Duna
the only new thing in the picture. And
rancis McDonald gives a good performance.
therwise it's old stuff, effectively done but
milar.
i THE FIGHTING

ROOKIE— May fair

\ N out-and-out quickie which moves very
*-slowly. Cop Jack LaRue is "framed" by
gang who pulls a job on his beat, and his
ispension from the force threatens his roance with Ada Ince. Hut Jack j^ets in with

Magazine

the crooks and sends 'em up the river. Packed
with trite situations and not so much lighting
as you've a right to expect.
DEALERS

IN DEATH— Topical Films

T__TFRE is a film all those interested in world
peace will welcome. With news-reel shots
and many specially-made sequences the picture
aims to expose the munitions racket and to tell
the truth about war. Whether you are a
pacifist or not, you leave the theater horrified
at the high price of war and the tremendous
cost of armanents. It's interestingly put together, and a brave piece of work.

Mitzi's Hollywood Merry-Go-Round
CONTINUED

>esn't have to work? Ann doesn't know the
lswer. As additional playmates, I might inrm you, our movie queen has also two cocker
laniels, several hens and a bunch of ducks,
le and Leslie Fenton, her talented husband
.e such an idyllic life. Paul Muni, by the
iy, is a neighbor.
Alice White goes for Oscar the cat. Oscar
is two dog companions, all living under the
me roof. Although said canines fight all
her cats in the neighborhood, they treat
icar with something resembling when Knightlod Was in Flower. If they didn't, Alice
llded, she'd wallop the dog biscuit out of
era! Before the meal was over, I knew by
art what food was best suited for domestic
.imals . . . what chickens deposit the best
tgs . . . and the grade of milk that Annie
igerly dispenses. You know, Joanie, I've
ways loved this rural-domestic sort of existice. Guess I'd better become a movie star,
ih?
Claire Dodd, the beauteous vamp with the
(in of a child, has given me such a swell
utine for facial care that I pass it on to you,
,ney. Nothing personal, of course.
First, at night you cream your face. (Twice
always better.) If you're a dry-skinner, I'd
ive some on. Next morning (you can do this
irt under the shower) scrub your pan with a
mplexion brush and any baby soap. Clean
d shining, you still go on scrubbing, this time
th either table salt or complexion sand. You
w splash this off with ten good, cold dashes
■HjO (water, lovey!). Dry hard now; rub in
me cream for softening; let it stay a bit; rebve; tonic, if you want it; make-up. Result?
tvishing!
AID I to Claire, "I can see it's marvelous
• . . your skin looks beautiful." To which
r fond husband made quick retort: "She's
sn more lovely when she wakes up in the
irning!" Zounds, what a man!
Not so long ago Jack LaRue's lady-friend,
o is Miss Simpson of Society, gave him a
]rty, and to all guests she said, "Be sure to
'tie early as I have an announcement to
We were all nearly killed in the rush!
!ke."
t the announcement isn't an engagement at
We were, instead, informed that Mr.

Rue's nose had just been done over!
3ne of the new gaieties in these parts, Joan,
he Sunday Night Frolics, a vaudeville show
' ere anything can happen. Right after the
i ermission come the introductions, and last
'';k when Bert Wheeler was introduced, up
jped Groucho Marx, before Bert could get to
1 feet even, and bowed and threw kisses!
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Then Will Rogers stood up and gave such a
touching speech on how wonderful it was to see
vaudeville again that everyone was gulping.
But for tears, there was no equaling when
Charley Ray was asked to take a bow. The
applause boomed for a full five minutes, and
Charley just stood there with his head bowed
at such a demonstration. Finally, he managed,
"I can only say I love you."
T'M sentimental now, pet, so don't stop me.
Fred Keating, who can throw me into a complete state of ga-ga with his disappearing
canary act, next did the gallant thing by introducing the widow of Harry Houdini, whose life
Fred is going to portray on the screen. Fred
said that Houdini was a great master, and it
was a privilege to have known him. Mrs.
Houdini, standing in the audience with tears in
her eyes, threw Fred a big kiss.
Nothing leaves my tummy in such a devastated state as emotion, so right after the show
we went to the Derby for hash. Across the
aisle was Bill Demarest and Ruth Mix (Tom's
daughter), who had just done a swell-elegant
act. We cajoled Ruthie to leave her party and
visit for a while. I had the most interesting
time listening to her tell stories of her daddy's
romance with her mother; how he taught Ruth
to ride and rope when she was a little girl; how
he got into pictures; and things like that. She
told me, too, that the type of pony that most
of our best polo players use was first bred by
her mother on their Western ranch, and is a
result of breeding an Oklahoma cow pony and
a Kentucky thoroughbred.
Let me tell you of the nip-ups May Robson
used to pull when she was a young girl like you
and me and belonged to a stock company under
the care of Charles Frohman. This particular
company was composed of a frisky bunch of
actors who were always pulling tricks on each
other. F'rinstance, once when the leading lady
started to carve delicately a cake in her big
scene, she had to saw and saw and then it
didn't do any good, because the cake was made
of wood! Well, she got even! Next day,
when one of the actors had to rip up a letter in
an emotional moment, he yanked and yanked,
but the dern thing wouldn't even rip. It was
a substitute made of linen!
Well, with one trick and another, the troupe
finally hit New York and Mr. Frohman gave
them a bawling out and told them to get back
on their dignity. Later, May came to him
alone and begged for just an opportunity to
avenge herself. Frohman gave in, but he
cautioned her, "After tonight, you start stop-
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That night, May, who played the sister, had
a scene with the leading-man where she had to
squeeze his hand goodbye before she exit-ed.
During that squeeze she slipped an oyster into
his palm! Frantically our hero looked around
for a place to get rid of it, but this was impossible ashe was standing in the middle of the
stage. The next moment, out tripped the
heroine and threw her arms around him. Between torrid embraces the oyster changed
hands, but the lady, being fastidious by nature,
slipped it right back to the leading man again!
If the audience thought the loving pair acted a
bit hysterically, it was nothing to how May
was acting in the wings!
T'M a woman sadly in need of sympathy.
This past month has brought me a shattering
experience. For ages I've been angling for a
luncheon date with the charming Lew Ayres,
and finally it gets arranged. I sleep late so's
I'll look like a daisy and feel like a lark, then I
take two hours to dress till, Lawsie me, I'm as
devastating as Crawford. At this point dear
mama comes into my room and informs me,
with murderous nonchalance, that Mr. Ayres
and Miss Ginger Rogers have just announced
their engagement!
Sweet?
Well, when I became resigned to the fact
that there was nothing I could do about it I
went on out to the Fox Studio ... a fair (?)
ady with a faint heart. ' I can tell you now,
dearest Joan, just how wonderful "Ginje" (as
Lew adoringly calls her) really is. I can tell
you of all her virtues ... her sound common
sense . . . her ability to draw . . . her passion for doing right ... her cute habits . . .
her exquisite taste ... her house-hunting,
this very day . . . and many, many other
things. In fact, there is nothing else of that
luncheon
that I can relate, except All About
Ginje!

as do ten million
other women
they know

because
it is

. . . absolutely harmless
. . . really tear-proof
. . . positively non-smarting
. . . the quickest and easiest way to have
the natural appearance of long, dark,
luxuriant lashes, making the eyes appear
larger, brighter, and more expressive.
From sweet sixteen to queenly fifty,
women the world over have learned that
Maybelline is the perfect mascara for
instantly transforming their lashes into
flattering dark fringe. Beauty-wise women of all ages appreciate, too, the fact
that the famous name of Maybelline is
backed by the approval of Good Housekeeping Bureauand other leadingauthorities for its purity and effectiveness.
Encased in a beautiful red and gold
vanity, it is priced at 75c at all leading
toilet goods counters. Black, Brown and
the new Blue. Accept only genuine Maybelline to be assured of highest quality
and absolute harmlessness. Try it today.

And, my fine friend, how did you like that
picture I sent you, last letter — the one with
Jean Harlow? Not a comment! And if I
hadn't been in such a rush to get it to you I'd
have been able to show it to Jean's mother!
Jean looked like a dream, of course; but the
unexpected was that I turned out to be a kinda
toothsome morsel myself ... or did you
notice? Anyway, while I was modestly telling
Jean's mama about it she broke in anxiously
with: "But how does my baby look?" I
tossed my hands to heaven. "Madam," says
I, "just how do you think Jean would look?"
She smiled. "Well, of course, she could take a
bad picture." "But she didn't!" I assured her
emphatically; and do you know, the dear
woman actually breathed a sigh of relief.
T WISH you could have seen her dotter a few
^nights ago at Van Dyke's party. (Ma-ma . . .
that man's here again!) A dream princess,
that's what she looked like in her black
Grecian robe tied with a long cord, sandals
from which silver toenails peeked (fingernails
to match) and gracing the famous platinum
cloud, a tiny black net tricorne. Pretty
special!
No less than five gents in as many minutes
came up to ask if they could bring her some
dinner. To all of them she gave the same
answer: "Thanks so much, but Bill's bringing
me some." Privately I was hoping that Mr.
Powell would shake a leg, for little Jeannie in
the meanwhile was fast demolishing my turkey
and black olives, both of which I craves
mightily. However, her boy friend appeared
about this time, not only with her dinner, but
having in tow Cotton Warburton, the U. S. C.
footballer. Jean reached with one hand for her
dinner (how does she keep that figger!) and

with the other she dragged Cotton down between us and complimented him on his magnificent playing. We ha'int been too proud of
our team this season, pet, but Cotton makes a
spectacular showing all by himself, and Jean
was mincing no words telling him so. The lad
was so happy he practically floated away on a
soft pink cloud!
Then we got literary for a bit while we discussed sister Ruth's book, " Song of the Flesh,"
that Jean wants to do if M-G-M buys it. The
star has been writing a novel, too, you know,
and I told her that I was not only a-dither to
read it, but also practically palsied about her
being so ambitious. Jean smiled. "I don't
know if I'm so ambitious," she said. "I just
likeI might
to work."
seize this occasion to remark that I
came to said party (the christening of Van's
new playroom) with Nelson Eddy. Just a few
nights previous I'd heard him in the operetta
"Secret of Suzanne," and as I listened to his
glorious voice I noted also what splendid ease
he had on the stage. Nelson confessed the
secret. Remember the swell cocktail party he
threw in his house? It was given in a big room
lined with mirrors. The house once belonged
to Lois Moran, and she built on the addition
and put in the looking-glasses because every
morning she practiced dancing. Nelson uses
them now while practicing his singing, so he
can see in what position he looks least awkward
and feels most comfortable!
•"THERE were droves of photographers at the
party, and I managed to dash into a picture,
as you can witness for yourself. I also hadmuch joy, accompanied by Otto Kruger and
Jean Hersholt, in examining Van's famous
trophy room. One huge lion, who had given
himself up to floor decoration, looked so
pathetically like Metro's Leo that for no sane
reason Mr. Kruger draped the pelt over hi;
head and emitted a couple of extremely fierce
Let's see, now, if I can remember all wht
moo's!
were there. Frances Drake, Billie Burke
Montenegro'
Conchita
MacDonald,
Raul Roulian,
Jack Oakie,
Ted Healy,
Irem
Jeanette
Hervey (who's in my brother Jack's pictur
"The Winning Ticket" at M-G-M), Louis B
Mayer and scads of others. There were alsj
Van's prop men and their wives, his electrician
and their wives, and everyone had one gloriou
time. Some frolics, hey kid?
A LONG about two in the A. M., Jeanett
'**-MacDonald started to leave, upon whic
Nelson, in the foulest off-key notes I've evi
heard, sang out to her with operatic gesture
"Go-o-dbye, my fair one!" To which tl
lady, also in heart-rending discords, warblet
"Farewell, Nelson, I must leave, must lea\
you now!" But two hours later Jeanette st
was leaving. And my boy friend shrieki
sourly, "What— still here?" The Man
Widow let go a High C and twittered coy
back: "At last I go! At last I go! Farewel-1
A coupla sillies!
Now that I'm in a goofy mood I must reg£
you with one of Jack Oakie's tidbits
prisoner on the scaffold, about to be hange
was asked by the executioner if he wished
make a last request. "Yes," snapped t
condemned man. "Keep your darn tr;
Heh-heh!

Didn't think I'd spring that

you,
Lotsdidofyou?
love, babe!
Mitzi
shut!"
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Carol, Wally and Me
[ CONTINUED
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Once, dull and lifeless
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|iome at the time — but I knew I could depend
ipon him. That night I went home to him and

said, "Rita, I'm taking my first flight alone
today and I want you to be my passenger."
We went to Clover Field and flew for quite a
imply said, "Honey, how would you like to
while.
lave a little girl?"
Wally showed me how to do a dead
"How would I like to have a kid?" he burst stick landing at 5,000 feet and a lot of tricks.
My greatest thrill was crossing the Mojave
ut. " Why, I'd give anything in the world to
Desert with Wally.
We ran into a terrific
'ave her!" And from that time on, he talked
f nothing else.
storm which swept between the Sierras and
The first night she arrived, we bought her a Death Valley. I was scared to death, but
deAmazing Soapless
.ed. The little angel just sat in it and quietly
termined not to say a word.
Our little dog,
Oil Shampoo
latched us. She seemed to be fascinated by Gypsy, was with us and the jolting made
her
Beautifies Hair
he sight of Wally. Gradually Carol Ann
awfully sick. When I saw Wally reach out and
strap on his safety belt, I could stand it no
jegan to do things to attract his attention,
with 1 Treatment
fhen one day she stuck her foot out and tried longer and suggested we land.
He brought the
# No matter how dull, lifeless
) trip him. Wally turned around and started ship down by a farm house
about forty miles
and unattractive your hair is
b chase her. From that day on they've been from Bishop, Arizona. Then he sent word to a
now, you can make it wonder•al friends.
nearby town and got a taxi to drive me to a
fully alluring overnight. A single shampoo with Mar-O-Oil
With the passing of time, Wally and Carol
hotel in Bishop. All this time the storm was will instantly restore alluring lustre, color and softness.
Mar-O-Oil is not only easier to use and easier to
rinse
nn have become inseparable. They go everyraging worse than ever. Wally said he didn't out — not only rids the hair of dirt and
dandruff more
•here together, and he even likes to buy her want to leave the plane alone and that he'd thoroughly than old-fashioned methods— but it it actually a scalp treatment and tonic as well. That is why the
iothes. Not long ago she outgrew her little wait until another car came, and then he'd
hair is so radiantly beautiful and soft after a Mar-O-Oil
aderthings, Wally took her shopping
follow
me.
It
took
several hours for me to get shampoo. Why, also, waves last 3 times longer. Obtain
in
ollywood.
to Bishop, and as I stepped out of the car in Mar-O-Oil at all drug or department stores.
When they came back, I found
It must deyou, or
at they had bought some of those unfinished
money back. Or, mail the coupon below
front of the hotel, there was Wally standing on light
with 10c ior ayour
generous sized bottle.
the corner with a sheepish look on his face.
.iby things that have to be sewn together.
Othing daunted, the pair of them, big Wally He waited until my car got out of sight, climbed
id that little baby, sat down with needles and
right back into the plane and flew to Bishop.
Soapless Oil Shampoo
That's Wally Beery.
read and tried to sew seams in a pair of them.
,vish I could describe the picture they made.
Since Carol Ann has come into our family, MA£MUPONJ»ITH_10c_FOR_GENER0US SIZED BOTTLE
J.
NamW.e. Marrow Mfg. Co., Dept P-2
|In raising Carol Ann, I want to instill in her
3037 N. Clark St., Chicago. Illinois
Wally
and I have found complete happiness.'
f principles of love, sincerity and fair play. She has
supplied a missing something in
our lives which we hardly suspected was
'so I want her to have a knowledge of God
there,
but realized the moment she came to us.
Id a definite goal in life. She can choose anyS,reet
City.
ing which appeals to her— being a doctor,
My career is now raising her— making her and
Iyer, artist, writer, or actress— whatever in- Wally happy is the only glory
I want. Without any ego on my part, I will mention that
vests her most. But it should be something.
before
I married Wally I had a screen career
yill never stand in her way as long as there is
irihing actually harmful to her. That is why which appeared very promising, and before
SUBTLE, fascinating, alluring
Be no objections to her flying with Wally. I giving it up I gave the matter a lot of thought
regularly at $12.00 an ounce,
.
Send only
But
once
I
made
* nt her to be brave and unhampered by the
up my mind I have never
the essence of flowers: —
from
THREE
ODORS:
regretted it— I have something far more
' aredy cat" influence of an anxious mother.
(1) Fascination
t have always felt this way toward Wally, precious — a career more lasting.
(2) Aristocrat
Lilac
tj. To me he is the rock of Gibraltar. And I
We have a new plane. I am now fully recov(3)
a week!
A single
drop lasts
ering from a recent illness, and when Wally has
r'lize having a woman's apron strings around
| neck would be unbearable.
Therefore, I've finished "West Point of the Air" and several
To
postage and handling send
onlypay20cfor(silver
or stamps) for 3 trial
r er objected to his flying, or anything he other pictures scheduled for him at Metrobottles. Only one set to each
new
customer.
20c I
h wanted to do. To tell the truth, I enjoy Goldwyn-Mayer, we are going to take a vacaH ng as much as he does. I went with him on
tion in Europe. We plan to fly over all the
.....>d Bouquet.
(2) Pe.
Black Velvet. (4) Samarkand
I first solo flight. After taking lessons for countries we missed on our last trip— Carol,
'Redwood
nest 11x3 InTreasure
made fro Chest: SE?inV.o'S2F b<>t"«s of perfun
I nolly.
me.
and
Wally
i rly a year, Wally came home one day and
PAULRIEGERriizFirrtisti^tTsarFran^
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NATURAL LIPS
WIN

WITH

Dick Powell
IN

LIPSTICK

TEST

Popularyoung
star tells why
he chose the
Tangee

Lips

• "I like a fresh
face,"
youthful
said
Dick Powell.

• Dick Powell actually making the lipstick test between
scenes
of "Flirtation
Walk",
a Warner
Brothers picture.

"And painted lips
always make girls
look old and hard."
They do, indeed, as millions of men will
testify. But Tangee can't make you look
paint. Tangee is
because
painted,
in the world with the
lipstick isn't
only Tangee
the one and

magic Tangee color-change principle that prevents that painted look.
In the stick, Tangee is orange. But on your
lips it changes to the one shade of blush rose
that is just risht for your type. It costs just
39 cents and $1.10, but if you'd like to try it
first, send 10 cents for the 4-piece Miracle
Make-Up Set offered with the coupon below.
Lipstick
World's Most Famous

T|
EHDS

THAT

PAIHTED

LOOK
i contains the magic
gee cofor principle
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Addresses
Hollywood, Calif.
Paramount Studios

Iris Adrian
Max Baer
George Barbier
Ben Bernie
Douglas Blackley
Mary Boland
Grace
Bradley
Lorraine Bridges
Carl Brisson
Mary Ellen Brown
Kathleen Burke
Burns and Allen
Alan Campbell
Kitty Carlisle
Dolores
Casey
Claudette Colbert
Elisha Cook, Jr.
Gary Cooper
Jack Cox
Larry
Buster" Crabbe
Eddie "Craven
Bing Crosby
Katherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Frances Drake
Mary Ellis
W. C. Fields
William Frawley
Paul Gerrits
Cary Grant
David
Holt
Dean Jagger
Roscoe Karns
Lois Kent
Elissa Landi
Charles Laughton
Billy Lee
Baby LeRoy

Diana Lewis
Carole Lombard
Pauline Lord
Ida Lupino
Helen
Mack
Fred MacMurray
Julian Madison
Marian Mansfield
Herbert Marshall
Gertrude Michael
Raymond Milland
Joe
LloydMorrison
Nolan
Jack
LynneOakie
Overman
Gail Patrick
Joe Penner
George Raft
Lyda Roberti
Lanny Ross
Jean
CharlieRouverol
Ruggles
Randolph
Scott
Ann Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth
Queenie
Smith
Sir
Standing
ColinGuyTapley
Kent
Taylor
Lee Tracy
Evelyn Venable
Mae West
Henry Wilcoxon
Virginia
Howard Weidler
Wilson
Toby Wing

Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave
FrankFoxAlbertson
June Lang
Astrid Allwyn
Edmund Lowe
Victor McLaglen
Rosemary Ames
Lew Ayres
Frank Melton
Frank Mitchell
Catalina Barcena
Conchita Montenegro
Mona Barrie
Rosita Moreno
Warner Baxter
Herbert Mundin
Warner Oland
John
Boles
John
Valentin Parera
FrancesBradford
Carlon
Pat Paterson
Madeleine Carroll
Ruth Peterson
Dave Chasen
Tito Coral
John
Qualen
Will Rogers
Jane Darwell
Gilbert Roland
James Dunn
Raul Roulien
Alice Durant
Faye
Jack
Siegfried Rumann
Albert Shean
Peggy Fears
Berta Singerman
Stepin Fetchit
Shirley Temple
Nick Foran
Spencer Tracy
Norman Foster
Claire Trevor
Ketti Gallian
Helen Twelvetrees
Janet Gaynor
Blanca Vischer
Harry Green
Rochelle Hudson
Henry B. Walthall
Hugh Williams
Roger Imhof
Walter Johnson
Walter Woolf
RKO-Radio

Pictures, 780 Gower St.

Glenn Anders
Fred Astaire
John
Willie Beal
Best
Eric Blore
Alice Brady
Helen Broderick
Bruce Cabot
Chic Chandler
Richard Dix
Steffi Duna
Irene Dunne
Hazel Forbes
Skeets Gallagher
Wynne Gibson
Alan Hale
Margaret
Hamilton
Ann
Harding

Katharine Hepburn
Pert Kelton
Francis Lederer
Gene Lockhart
Joel
McCreaMiddleton
Raymond
Polly Moran
June Preston
Gregory Ratoff
Virginia Reid
Erik Rhodes
Barbara Robbins
Ginger
Rogers
Ann Shirley
Frank Thomas,
Thelma Todd
Bert Wheeler
Robert
Woolsey

United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
Ave. Cantor
Eddie
Miriam Hopkins
Charles Chaplin
Douglas Fairbanks

Mary Pickford
Anna Sten

George Arliss
Constance Bennett
Ronald Colman

Frednc March
Loretta Young

Robert Allen
Jean
LucilleArthur
Ball
Tala Birell
James Blakeley
John Mack Brown
Jack Buckler
Nancy
Walter Carroll
Connolly
Donald Cook
Inez Courtney
Richard Cromwell
Allyn Drake
Douglas Dumbrille
John
ArthurGilbert
Hohl

Victor Jory
Jack
Fred Holt
Keating
Peter Lorre
Marian
Marsh
Tim
McCoy

20th Century Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
Jr.
Ave.

• 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
P25
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. 1 enclose 10V (stamps or coin).

Shade □
Name .
Address City

Flesh

□

Rachel

□

Light Rachel

.Stale.

of the Stars

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower St.

Geneva Mitchell
Grace Moore
George Murphy
Gene Raymond
Florence Rice
Charles Sabin
Billie Seward
Ann Sothern
Raymond
Fay Wray Walburn

Culver

City, Calif.
Studios

Don Barclay Hal Roach
Billy Bletcher
Charley Chase
Billy Gilbert
Oliver
Hardy

Patsy Kelly
Stan Laurel
Our
Billy Gang
Nelson
Douglas Wakefield

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Brian Aherne
Katharine Alexander
Elizabeth Allan
Lionel
Wallace Barrymore
Beery
Virginia Bruce
Ralph Bushman
Charles Butterworth
Mary Carlisle
Leo Carrillo
Ruth Channing
Maurice Chevalier
Mady Christians
Jackie Cooper
Joan
NelsonCrawford
Eddy
Jimmy Durante
Stuart Erwin
Madge
Muriel Evans
Evans
Louise Fazenda
Preston Foster
Betty Furness
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Gladys George
C. Henry Gordon
Ruth Gordon
Russell Hardie
Helen Harlow
Hayes
Jean
Louise Henry
William Henry
Irene Hersholt
Hervey
Jean
Isabel Jewell

Studios

Otto
June Kruger
Knight
Elsa Lanchester
Evelyn Laye
Myrna Loy
Jeanette MacDonald
RobertMerkel
Montgomery
Una
Frank
Karen Morgan
Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Cecilia Parker
Nat Pendleton
Jean
Parker
Rosamond Pinchot
William Powell
May Robson
Shirley
Ross
Rosilind Russell
Maurice Schwartz
Norma Shearer
Frank Shields
Sid
Silvers
Martha
Sleeper
Harvey Stephens
Lewis
Gloria Stone
Swanson
William Tannen
Robert Taylor
Franchot Tone
Henry Wadsworth
Lucille
Watson
Diana
Wynyard
Johnny
Weissmuller
Robert Young

Universal
Universal Studios City, Calif.

Heather Angel
Henry Armetta
Nils Asther
Binnie Beery,
Barnes Jr.
Noah
Dean Benton
Mary Brooks
Willy Castello
June
Carol Clayworth
Coombe
PhilipDarling
Dakin
Ann

Andy Devine
Valerie
Hobson
Sally Eilers
Sterling Holloway
Henry
Hull
G.
P. Huntley,
Jr.
Lois January
Buck Jones

Boris
Frank Karloff
Lawton
Bela Lugosi
Paul Lukas
Florine
McKinney
Douglass Montgomery
Victor Moore
Chester Morris
Hugh O'Connell
Roger Pryor
Juanita Quigley
Claude Rains
Onslow
Stevens
Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullavan
Francis L. Sullivan
Polly Walters
Alice
Clark White
Williams
Jane Wyatt

Burba nk, Calif.
Warners-First National Studios
Ross Alexander
Johnnie Allen
Mary Astor
Arthur
Aylesworth
Robert Barrat
Joan Blondell
Glen
GeorgeBoles
Brent
Joe
E. Brown
James
Enrico Cagney
Caruso, Jr.
Hobart Cavanaugh
Joseph Clive
Cawthorn
Colin
Ricardo Cortez
Dorothy Dare
Marion Davies
Bette Davis
Dolores
Del Rio
Claire
Dodd
Ruth Donnelly
Maxine Doyle
Ann Dvorak
John
Eldredge
Patricia
Ellis
Florence Fair
Glenda Farrell
Errol Flynn
Grace Ford
Kay Francis
William
Gargan
Hugh
Herbert
Ian Hunt
Russell
Hickser
Leslie Howard

Josephine
Hutchinson
Allen Jenkins
Al Jolson
Olive
Jones
Ruby Keeler
Guy
RobertKibbee
Light
Margaret
Lindsay
Anita Louise
Helen Lowell
Aline MacMahon
Everett Marshall
Frank McHugh
James Melton
Paul Muir
Muni
Jean
Pat O'Brien
Dick
Henry Powell
O'Neill
Philip Regan
Phillip Reed •
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15 Years Ago
day with a house to manage.
EVIiR since there have been
movies, it seems, there have
Salaries of the stars were just beginning tobecome a topic of conbeen girls wanting to know how
versation. When Photoplay dito become screen successes. In
the
,
vulged the secret that Nazimova
||iis issue, Jesse L. Lasky
was earning thirteen thousand
producer, told them the secret
dollars a week, lots of tongues
«;h hard work, lots of it, then
more hard work. In the same
wagged. .Mary Pickford was
making close to half a million a
issue a number of stars told what
lines of work they would have
year. Just a few pages farther on
Olive Thomas
was an article entitled, "The
chosen if Fate hadn't landed
them a screen test. Marjorie
Gentle Grafters," telling how
Rambeau said if she had to leave the screen she many of the stars used their glory as a basis
would choose to become a physician. Billie for petty grafting — demanding the studios
to give them the gowns they wore in pictures,
Burke thought she might have been a successexacting large rake-offs from the shops for
ful painter. (Both are still in the movies, however.) Little Marguerite Clark said when her their patronage, etc. Among the best pictures
movie career ended she would keep the wolf were "Anne of Green Gables," with Mary
from the door designing dolls. Marguerite,
Miles Minter and D. W. Griffith's "Scarlet
Days" with Richard Barthelmess and Carol
however, happily married to a gentleman
On the cover Olive Thomas.
with a substantial income, is quite content to- Dempster.

10 Years Ago
npillS was an issue for the men!
■*■ Started out by asking twelve
famous actors the question,
"What is Love?" Doug Fairbanks answered, " I've been trying to find out for years! Whatever it is. it's wonderful!" A
little more explicit was Douglas
MacLean, "Love is the chemistry of the soul." John Gilbert's
Monte
definition was "Love is sharing."
Ben Lyon, screendom's newest
hero, gave his impression of the three leading
vamps of the day. Briefly, his descriptions
were: Gloria Swanson, a polished jewel. Pola
Negri, a gorgeous and honest pagan. Barbara
LaMarr, a Lorelei and a Circe. In this issue
Constance Talmadge told "Why Men Fall in
Love with Actresses." According to Connie,
there were two reasons: Because an actress is,
and must be, heartless; and because men think

actresses are naughty. Mary
Pickford wrote an article entitled "When I Am Old" — in
which she said she wanted children, and expected to leave the
screen in three or four years to
lead a domestic, normal life.
"The Man Who Found HimJk
self," was Monte Blue. And he
did it by marrying Tova Jansen.
Blue
Tova and Monte have two children now; Barbara Ann, now
eight years old and Richard, who is five. In
its Shadow-stage Department this month,
Photoplay commented unfavorably on the
two most important pictures of the day. Von
Stroheim's "Greed," and Von Sternberg's
"The Salvation Hunters." Good films included Gloria Swanson in "The Wages of
Virtue," "A Sainted Devil," with Rudolph
Valentino.
Cover, Florence Vidor.

5 Years Ago
•"THE big controversy of the
day was the length of ladies'
skirts. They had been short and
now Paris threatened to make
them long. Thirty stars were
asked what they thought of long
skirts and all were in favor except Nancy Carroll who said she
wouldn't wear long skirts — ■
thought they were uncomfortBessie
able. (However, the last time we
saw Nancy, her skirts were regulation length.) Clara Bow was just beginning
to wage her long campaign to stay thin. Many
critics were saying that little Jean Arthur
in "The Saturday Night Kid" had stolen the
picture from Clara.
Another important question of the day was
whether or not sound was ending the screen
career of Jack Gilbert. (It did for a while.
liut Jack recently came back with a bang in

"The Captain Hates the Sea.")
Jack's and Ina Claire's marriage
was just steering into troubled
waters. Bessie Love and William
Hawks were married (and still
are). This issue carried a grand
description of the tortures suffered by those who went to Africa
to make "Trader Horn." It is
reported that Edwina Booth, the
Love
film's blonde heroine, had suffered a"touch of fever." Edwina
is today an invalid because of the effects of
that trip and the fever. Warner Baxter was
marked for stardom because his voice recorded
well. Sound was still so young they called
the town Howlywood! Best pictures included
"Devil May Care" with Ramon Novarro and
Dorothy Jordan, "Hit the Deck," "Seven
Days' Leave" with Gary Cooper and Beryl
Mercer.
Ruth Chatterton was on the cover.
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But that one hour of daily physical exercises
and athletic training with Mr. McMasters
from ten to eleven works up a healthy fatigue
that even Jimmy can't ignore.
But Jimmy's agonizing fear of water requires several months to dispel. He won't go
into the pool. Nevertheless, he is put into a
bathing suit every other day, and he sits on the
sidelines watching the braver youngsters
splash and shriek with fun. His pride is badly
bruised when he sees even the smallest girls
learning to float face downward in the water,
in the first position of the crawl. But one day
he walks into the water of his own volition,
and before the end of the year he can go the
length of the pool, face downward, his feet
thrashing in correct American crawl style.
Some of his lessons are supervised by one of
the school's best young swimmers, Mary Hay
Barthelmess, who, during her enrollment, was
one of the honor leaders in field and water
events.
Quite a list of accomplishments all this, for a
.child just this side of babyhood. But according to the Curtis records, Jimmy is only a good
average kindergarten student.

OFFER!

Inc.

9M. «1 East 42nd Street

The School That Never Has a Truant

Now!

r\TO item for the child's safety and welfare is
ignored. Jimmy's school even protects him
and all his classmates from the kidnap menace.
When it is time for the students to go home,
they must first go to the foyer of the main building. There are no other exits for them. There
they find Mr. Broadbent, the principal, awaiting them, and each one, from the tiniest to
Junior High school pupils, is taken personally
by the principal to the school bus, or to a
private car if one has been sent.
No child is permitted to leave the school
alone, or in the company of anyone not
previously and personally introduced to Mr.
Broadbent by the parents.
The next year Jimmy goes into the first
grade. Now he is in school from nine until
three every day. A long, tedious session for a
six-year-old, you may think. But this year,
he is rugged, his vitality is greatly increased,
and he can stand the long hours. In fact, he
thrives on them.
Now he is under the skilled guidance of
Lucille Greer. Some days she gives him short
poems and little speeches, which he has written
himself, to memorize. And sometimes on
Friday afternoon when the entire school is
assembled, he is allowed to stand before the
school and give his bit of poetry or oration.
And if any of the readers doubt the wisdom
of attempting to train a six-year-old child in
the rudiments of public speaking and the mental feats of memorizing poetry, Miss Greer
has some astonishing records to present. She
can prove that all her first graders memorize
perfectly more than four hundred lines of
poetry each year; are able to make a weekly
speech of their own composition, and deliver it
before a large audience without fear or embarrassment. Furthermore, the children learn
to love the public appearances.
This memory work and public speaking is
carried right on through to the final ninth
grade. Self-consciousness, lack of poise or
social ease is unknown to any graduate of the
Curtis School. Just think what such training
means to these children when they enter business and social life.
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In the primary grade, Jimmy starts having
his lunches at school, and he learns quite a
few new eating habits before the year is out. The
school dietitian, Marion Neilson, and her
assistant prepare the daily menus after they
have been approved by Dr. Henry Dietrich.
The lunch trays, with the exception of special
diets, are the same for instructors, older and
younger children. It is always a substantial,
tempting layout, and serves as dinner for all
the primary students. The parents are advised to give the youngsters only a light supper.
The first day at lunch Jimmy spies milk on
his tray. He loathes milk! And vegetables,
which he detests. So he sulks. But there also
is a big serving of roast lamb, a dish of fruit
and a piece of cake, so he eats these. He keeps
a weather eye on Miss Greer, who has lunch
with her charges every day, because he is sure
she will scold him for ignoring the milk and
vegetables. But not one flicker of attention
is paid to Jimmy's omissions. Jimmy is surprised. Things were never like this at home.
But gradually he notices that most of the
other children return to the diet kitchen for a
second glass of milk, and that often they are
excused from class in the middle of the morning for milk. Is he missing something? So
one day he takes just a tiny sip, and the battle
is over. Jimmy drinks milk from then on
Until he is willing to start eating the vegetables set before him, the canny Mrs. Neilson
sees to it that he gets his quota in succulent
soups or just raw. Children, she says, love to
munch on raw carrots and celery, even uncooked spinach. But, no matter the manner,
the dietitian sees that every one of her young
charges get their vitamins A, B and C, and
like them.
"D Y the end of his first year, Jimmy is chattering French, swimming two lengths of the
tank with both the arm and foot movements of
the crawl in perfect form. His stooped shoulders are practically straight, his arches are up
where they belong, his weight is normal, and
his posture greatly improved.
Every other month he is given a physical
going over, and three times a year he must
open his mouth wide for the skilled investigation of a dentist. Every day the physical and
mental up.charts on Jimmy receive some new
check
In the fourth grade Jimmy learns boxing,
and how to take it on the chin like a sport. If
he lets loose a single tear, he is taken out of
the ring. It's one of the rules of the game.
One of his student instructors in glove practice
is "Pidge" Beery, Noah Beery's only son.
Another expert boxer who assists the instructors with the younger boys is Andrew McLaglen, Victor's son.
Jimmy also learns to run the twenty-fiveyard dash in good time; the correct form for
tennis; he has lost his youthful fears of horses
and rides the swiftest ponies with or without
a saddle; he dives backward, jacknife or swan
form; he has passed a life-saving course; he
is an excellent ballroom dancer; and can turn
cartwheels, walk on his hands or stand on his
head with professional aplomb.
He never fails to tryout for all the school
plays, because the dramatic coach makes the
whole business into an absorbing game. One
play included the little Chaplin boys, Charles

Photoplay
and Sydney, both of whom excelled as mimics
(and why shouldn't they!). And then there
were the remarkable Tibbett twins, Lawrence
and Richard, whose dramatic work proved to
be nothing short of pure genius.
Now if Jimmy has a sister, she is just as
skilled as he is in all athletic departments,
with the exception of boxing. In place of
this sport, she gets added acrobatic work, tap
dancing, archery and indoor baseball. Jimmy
also receives workouts in baseball, as well as
soccer and some very carefully supervised
football.
When Jimmy reaches the seventh and eighth
grades, he is beginning to appreciate classic
literature and poetry. He becomes actually
enthusiastic over Shakespeare, to the complete
amazement of his mother.
But Jimmy is fortunate enough to study
with an instructor who refuses to tear every
Shakespearean sentence apart and plunge her
1 class into an analytical diatribe over the
pieces. Instead, every child becomes a character in each play studied. So, through
dramatic action and reading, Jimmy and his
; classmates learn to love all the works of the
Bard of Avon.
And he is increasing his vocabulary. He
keeps a notebook in which he writes down
! every new word he uses. Each week he goes
; over this with his teacher, and at the end of
; the year there is a prize for the fullest note: book. Jimmy has some stiff competition in
; this department from Sheila McLaglen, Ruth
■ Nagel and Tim Holt. He takes the famous
Inglis Vocabulary Tests and if he is an average
Curtis eighth-grader, his vocabulary equals
that of a university graduate.
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Although Jimmy started out as an indifferent
student, he stands at the top of his Junior
high school class in science and history. His
primary teacher had the time and the knowledge to discover just what sort of a mind
Jimmy had and what studies stimulated his
interest. During his Curtis years he was
given enough in the way of mathematics,
Latin and French to meet the entrance requirements ofthe highest standing universities.
But, primarily, he was encouraged in the things
he liked, botany, biology and geology, and
given full opportunity to devote himself to
these subjects.

EVAUN
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ASA
result of this individual guidance,
Jimmy decides in ninth grade to major in
geology when he goes to college, and when he
graduates, to become a field geologist for some
oil company.
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But more important than all these achievements are the priceless lessons Jimmy has absorbed in courtesy, self-control, dependability
and citizenship. He has learned to respect the

nightly beauty treatment, use
No. 200, a snap-on model which
holds up the chin.
Medium and large sizes in pastel

rights of others, to be tolerant, to "get along"
with people. And he has mastered that
modern prerequisite called "selling himself"
easily and convincingly through nine years of
training in public speaking. And so, whether
Jimmy and his classmates grow up to the
handicap of too much money, or, as the years
pass, too little, they are armed for the rough
places ahead. The lavish pleasure seeking of
Hollywood isn't likely to corrode their ideals,
nor the stark realities of poverty wither their
souls.
These are fortunate children. They are
ideally prepared for life.
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Mary Pickford's Search for Happiness
CONTINUED

am told that his sides seemed to cling together;
that there was an actual air of transparency
about him. Naturally he appealed to the
sympathies of the entire cast and during the
days before the filming of the episode in which
he was to be featured he was fed lavishly.
I'm afraid, in the matter of feeding, that Mary
Pickford was the worst offender of all — I know
the kindness of her heart! The horse probably
thought that he had died and gone to heaven
— a heaven of oats and hay and apples — and
that Mary was a halo-ed guardian angel.
Came — in movie parlance — the day of the
animal's film debut. He was led before the
camera. It wasn't until he was actually in
front of it that anyone realized what had happened. The emaciated steed was no more — in
,his place stood a sleek and corpulent beast
without a worry in the world. He looked into
the face of the director and whinnied with delight. And the director clapped his hand to
his brow in acute dismay.
There wasn't time, then, to go out and find
another horse. The studio was in the throes
of production and every minute counted. The
horse — luckily for him and the reverse for the
director — had ceased to be a tragically comical
figure; he had become a normal, well-fed
inimal. The cast were struck silent with bewilderment and brains were racked for a
solution to the new problem. Finally somebody suggested making up the horse to look
like the famine victim that he had once been.
Believe it or not, ribs were painted upon the
plump sides of that beast, and false hollows
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were put into spots where there were rolls of
fat. It was only through the real genius of an
art department that the picture was able to
go Ion.
fancy that — when she is in some quandary
— Mary Pickford finds herself remembering
that horse. How thin he was and how — under
her very eyes — he gained weight and poise and
contentment. Perhaps in her mind that horse
actually symbolizes trouble. Because she
firmly believes that trouble, when given the
proper nourishment, can be transferred into
happiness!
This autumn Mary Pickford has published
her first book — a slim little volume, entitled
"Why Not Try God?" I could see in every
word of that book, I could sense between each
line of it, the direction in which Mary Pickford's search for happiness has carried her.
Adversity has been translated, by her, into
faith — pressure has resulted in a spiritual
grace. She has come to believe that disappointment isbut a stepping stone to achievement— that the hand of God is apparent in all
things. Her sense of being guided is an integral part of her day by day existence — but
then she has always felt a sense of personal
guidance! I remember a story that she told
me, years ago, which illustrates this fact. The
story was about her brother Jack.
It seems that Jack Pickford wanted to go
flying with a certain aviator who was then
working in pictures. He had an appointment
with the aviator at a flying field and was about
to start out to keep the appointment when his
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" V\ THERE are you going?" she asked, and
at Jack's explanation her face fell. "Oh,
dear," she exclaimed, " I've been making potato
cakes for your luncheon and now you won't
have time to eat them!"
Mary paused — in the middle of telling this
story — to say a word about her mother's
potato cakes. She assured me that they
weren't just potato cakes — they were miracles
of culinary genius, and they were also Jack
Pickford's favorite food. Knowing that his
mother had prepared them for an especial
treat, he hesitated. He wanted to go flying,
but he also wanted to have his potato cakes.
And most of all, he wanted to please his mother.
"I guess I'll have time to get away with a
few dozen of the cakes," he said after a moment, and Mrs.
dish them
up. Pickford — beaming — began to
Well, Jack ate his potato cakes and as a
result got to the flying field just in time to see
the plane rising against the horizon. He was
bitterly disappointed at first, but it wasn't
long before he was thanking God — and his
mother. For the aviator with whom he had
the appointment was Locklear, the famous
stunt flyer, and that day he crashed to his
death.
But for the potato cakes Jack would have
crashed with him.
The potato cakes, you see, were the deciding factor in the situation — they represented
fate. Or, in Mary Pickford's philosophy, the
guiding hand of the Most High!
BROADCASTING is Mary Pickford's newest experience and perhaps — who knows —
it will be her most satisfying one. She has never
been in the least air minded — in fact, she has,
until this winter, been actually unsold on radio.
"I've had fulfillment with the stage and pictures and now my writing," she said. "I didn't
feel a call to go on the air!" Breath-taking
offers came her way, but she shrugged and
said, "I'm not interested." When she changed
her mind at last it was merely because of the
pressure of her fan mail. So many people
wanted her on the air that she bowed to the
inevitable.
Well — once having become receptive to the
new idea — she started out with an amazing
impetus. She has risen fast in radio popularity
■ — risen until her weekly broadcasts lead an
entire field. She says that her pleasure in the
world has grown with equal rapidity. As she
stands before the microphone she must feel
that her search for happiness has pretty nearly
ended. I know that, by closing her eyes, she
can vision thousands of listeners who care for
her. That vision must give her an absolute and
divine feeling of contentment.

wheels — just as do her business affairs. And no
more need be said.
And yet it is not through the list of her
accomplishments — and neither is it through
the honors and the luxuries that have been
heaped upon her — that Mary Pickford will
come to the end of her search for happiness and
find fulfillment It is through something more
desirable than material possessions that she
will win, at last, to her heart's desire. It is
through her theory — a theory that is growing
day by day — of holding fast to faith, of being
useful. Usefulness, in fact, is her theme song.
CO many folk nowadays are dissatisfied. So
^many young folk especially. They say when
you point out the incredible rise of a person
like Mary Pickford, "Why shouldn't she be at
the top? She's had all the breaks."
What I've tried to emphasize in this article
is the fact that Mary Pickford hasn't had all
the breaks. That she's made her own good fortune by rising above sorrow, by ignoring
obstacles and by working harder than a day
laborer! That she has been her own inspiration
and her own most severe critic.
That she has clung fast to fundamental
rules. And that, above all, she has been always
seeking . . .
Once Mary Pickford told me of a short conversation that she'd had with her niece — the
young Gwynne whom I mentioned earlier.
Mary came upon the girl when she was sulking
over some minor disappointment, and said —
"Don't scowl, darling."
The niece retorted:
"Why

shouldn't I scowl? Everything is

wrong, and my feelings have been hurt."
Mary Pickford told me that she answered:
"In the first place, distorting your face
won't help the situation. Not in the least. In
the second place, it's unbecoming. You're
much prettier when you're thinking beauty,
all,it!"
her advice to this youngster, who
andAfter
living
is in her teens, is as good a recipe as any for
finding happiness. Living beauty and thinking
it makes for facial beauty and beauty of spirit.
And beautiful people — when the beauty is
more than skin deep — are apt to be happy
people.

OTAGE, screen, personal appearances, writing
and radio! It's a long list for one small person
— a person who wears a size twelve dress and
Cinderella slippers — to have accomplished.
Added to her career has been her social responsibility as the first lady of motion pictures.
Her home, Pickfair, the show place of Hollywood, isas hard to manage as a hotel — and has
nearly as many guests. An invitation to visit
there is an honor as well as a seal of sublime
approval. And I don't have to tell you that
running such a mansion is a life work in itself.
You women who mourn over the ordering for a
family of three — who bewail the problem of a
four-room apartment — do not need to be
informed that Mary Pickford is an incredible
executive.
Her housekeeping runs on oiled

The crowd followed Mary Brian and
Dick Powell right down the stairs,
begging
more entertainment
of Dick's singing
at afor
recent
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The Fan Club Corner
fan club activities are getting
WINTER
under way in every section, and interest in these gay events is growing by
leaps and bounds. The many clubs of the
Photoplay Association of Movie Fan Clubs
report a great increase in membership. All are
looking forward to an exciting and constructive
season.
What fun it will be to hold the coming winter
meetings! Friends will gather to discuss club
affairs, comment on their favorite star's screen
work, and plan social gatherings to be enjoyed
by all. Pen pals will be busy at their desks and
typewriters, sending out greetings to their
movie-minded friends and club members.
Here is another important change of address
for all club secretaries, members, and those
who are interested in organizing new fan clubs.
The officers of the Photoplay Association of
Movie Fan Clubs have been moved to the
home of the Macfadden Publications in the
Macfadden Building, 1926 Broadway, New
York City. All correspondence pertaining to
clubs should be sent to the association at this
new address.
•"THE Norma Shearer Fan Club is certainly
expanding. Club representatives are now
reported in Canada, Brazil, Australia and
France. The latest issue of their bulletin,
"Rambles," was a splendid example of the fine
work this club is performing. Miss Shearer's
nice letter to the members made them very
happy, indeed. Hans Faxdahl, 1947 Broadway, New York City, is active president.
Nearly two hundred gifts were offered as
prizes at the successful Social recently given by
the Movie Club Guild, in Chicago. Among the
interesting contributions were a toy terrier,
offered by Lina Basquette; a leather writing
portfolio from Johnny Downs; a fountain pen
from Ben Bard; bracelets, picture cutouts and
a Hawaiian lei from Ruth Roland; a cigarette
case from Mae Murray; a double folding
pocket umbrella from Douglass Montgomery,
whose mother gave ten lovely individual gifts;
an engraved desk pen and stand from Bing
Crosby; a decanter set from Tom, Dick and
Harry; South American knicknack from Grant
Withers; carved leather billfold from Carlos
Molina; evening handkerchiefs from Ethel
Shutta; enamel powder puff case from Billie
Dove; Onslow Stevens sent a pair of his movie
spectacles; and Verna Burke a rhinestone clip.
Lillian Conrad, 4822 N. Meade Ave., Chicago,
is president of the Guild.
TTHE Bing Crosby Fan Club is starting its
fourth year. Congratulations! Dorothy
Hunt, 21 Sandy Lane, South Wallington,
Surrey, England, has just been appointed
foreign secretary. Bing sent a congratulatory
program for the club's birthday celebration, attended by most of the Metropolitan members.
Miss Fay E. Zinn, 95 N. Walnut St., E. Orange,
N. J., is president of this organization. She
will be glad to furnish information about becoming a member of this club.
The Ginger Rogers Club president is Marion
L. Hesse, 154 Elm St., Elizabeth, N. J. She
will send details for joining the club to all fans
writing her. The " Chronicle" is the club
bulletin.
Miss Ethel Groves of Winchester, Va., won
first prize in the recent contest held by the
Chevalier-MacDonald Fan Club. The Christmas number of the club news was artistically

decorated and filled with good things. Mrs
Glenna Riley, 149 S. 7th, New Castle, [nd., is
president. Write her about joining.
Jean Harlow fans can get information about
this organization by writing Dorothy Suter,
secretary, 2404 Ohio Ave.. Youngstown, Ohio
President Minnctte Shermak writes that she
and her mother enjoyed a lovely luncheon and
afternoon with Miss Harlow's mother, on hei
recent visit to New York.
Donato R. Cedrone, 288 Nevada St., Newtonville. Mass.. invites all Tom Brown fans to
write him about Tom's club.
Minna Gombell fans may write Chaw Mank,
226 F. Mill St., Staunton, III., about joining.
Chaw also heads the Movie Fans Friendship
Club and the Dick Powell Club.
All shut-ins are requested to write Chaw
for information on this organization.
TpHE headquarters of the Mike and Movie
Club, sponsoring Vera Van, have been
moved to 1201 S. Court St., Montgomery, Ala.
Barbara Alice Tickell is president. This club
is starting an interesting membership contest
which will interest fans everywhere.
Lucile Carlson, 206 E. Main St., Detroit
Lakes,
is president
the will
girls'send
fan club
club
in
honorMinn.,
of Alice
White. ofShe
data to interested girls.
Write to James J. Earie, 104 W. River St.,
Elyria, Ohio, for news of the Screen Guild Club.
The special issue of the bulletin sent out by
the Rudy Vallee Boosters Club, in honor of
Rudy's birthday, contained fifteen pages of interesting club news and was accompanied by
many clever pictures of their honorary
president. Beatrice Gordon, Lefferts Station,
Brooklyn, N. Y., would like to hear from
Vallee admirers.
Phyllis Carlyle, president of the Franchot
Tone Club, 45 Smith St., Portland, Maine,
writes that all new members joining this club
are receiving autographed photos of Mr. Tone.
Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow and Lyle Talbot
Their club bulletin is called "The Silver
Marilyn Bonnell, 3852 N. 5th St., Mil
waukee,
Sheet." Wis., is the new president of the
Buddy Rogers Club. Fans are invited to
write her for additional news.
ANNA

GLANCE, 7953MerrillAve, Chicago,

is president of Jackie Cooper's fan club.
The western representative of the club is Budd
Bankson, 3414 Milton St., Spokane, Wash.
The Ivan Lebedeff Fan Club is growing
rapidly. Miss Betty Godzinski, 6141 S.
Honore St., Chicago, is president.
Those interested in becoming members of
the Francis Lederer Club are asked to write
Beatrice Kramer, acting secretary, 4341 N.
Albany Ave., Chicago. Foreign inquiries may
be sent to the British representative at 67
Hodford Road, Golders Green, N. W. 11,
London.
Marian L. Dommer, 9719 81st St., Ozone
Park, N. Y., is president of the Joan Crawford
Fan Club. She will send details about joining.
Ftheline Thornburg, 809 East 15th St.,
Minneapolis, Minn., is president of the Foto
Fans. Drop her a letter on this club.
The Fan Club Federation held a recent
meeting in New York City. Fifty members
attended this first get-together. The address
of the federation is 116 East 79th St., New
York City.

Can Such youth —
(Be V™™ 9

Practice this simple preventive measure if
you want to look and feel younger— much
younger than your years. Take Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets, a substitute for calomel. By
cleansing the system they help relieve constipation, renew energy, give cheeks color.
Made of vegetable ingredients. Know them
by their olive color. Safe, non-habit-forming, effective. Used for 20 years. Take one or
two at night and watch results. At all
druggists— 15c, 30c, 60c.

Be a Professional Clothes Model
Prepare yoursi If, under America's expert, for
i his money-making Profession — Demonstration Clothes Model. Thousands in demand
by Department Stores, Specialty Shops,
.Manufacturers. Style Shows, etc. Work is fascinating, pays well, and leads to bif ppoi
t unities such as Department Manage]
Buyers. Partnerships in small shops. Fashion
;uers. and Costume
Directors
for Stag
I

Learn by Mail How to Dress Smartly
— How to select proper clothes ensemble and wear them with
distinction — how to dress your type — color harmony — poise —
perfect posture and carriage — how to acquire beautiful, expressive hands, etc. Even if not interested in a job as a
Clothes Model, every woman who aspires to social leadership
or business or professional success should acquire a perfect
understanding of the art of dress. Send SI foi Graf lesson and
"10 Rules lor Social Success." Money refunded if not pleased
Patricia Morgan School of Modeling, Suite 17 135 Powell
St., San Francisco, Calif.

"A Woman may Harry
.— said Thackeray. This great
author knew the power of women— better than most women
do. Men are helpless in thehands j
of women who really know how }1%

Whom She Likes!"

to handle You
them.can You
have and
such''use
'*' them
'
powers.
develop
to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets
of "Fascinating 'Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
laws of man's psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood" — an interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press, Dept. 4-B ,585 Kingsland Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

CHAPPED

LIPS

To quickly relieve
chapping, roughness,
cracking, apply soothing,
cooling Mentholatum.

rmnPiE
Gives

COMFORT

Daily
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures

HEW

[ CONTINUED

HEN you visit New York
enjoy the comforts of an ideal
home and still be in the heart of
the Motion Picture Art Centre.

Parlor with Bedroom

and Bath

DAV. single

PER additional person
Each

$C00
«| —

$1.00

$125.00 per month (single)
($25 per mo. each add. person)

ORDERS IS ORDERS— Gaumont-British — An
amusing skit with all-English cast excepting Jimmy
Gleason and Charlotte Greenwood, who are a
comedy riot. (Aug.)

SECRETS
OF HOLLYWOOD— Scott-Merrick
Prod. — An hour of howls watching Eddie Lowe.
Wally Beery, Enid Bennett, Florence Vidor and other
veterans in their nickelodeon days.
(Jan.)

OUR DAILY BREAD— United Artists— Frankly
communistic, this film portrays community ranch
life, climaxing with a victory over drought. Karen
Morley, Tom Keene and Barbara Pepper fine. (.Sept.)

•
SERVANTS'
ENTRANCE
— Fox.her— inJanet
Gaynor devotees
will enjoy seeing
this
fairy-tale
wealthy Lew
Walter
Connolly's
ter, in lovestory
with aschauffeur
Ayres.
(Oct.) daugh-

OUTCAST LADY— M-G-M.— Every cast member— including Constance Bennett, Herbert Marshall, Ralph Forbes, Hugh Williams— does his utmost.
But thisHat"
rambling
presentation
"Green
hampers
their efforts.of Michael
(.Nov.) Aden's

SHE
coaxing
barbecue
Jewell.

SHE
LEARNED
ABOUT
SAILORS— Fox.—
Fast, clean comedy in which sailor Lew Ayres finds
plenty of opposition when he tries to get gay with
Alice Faye. Mitchell and Durant mix things up
plenty.
Harry Green fine. (Sept.)

•
PAINTED
THE—
M-G-M.—
Garbo as
the wife of VEIL,
a doctor
(Herbert
Marshall)
in
cholera-ridden China. A betrayed passion for George
Brent teaches her her real love is her husband. Powerful drama. (Jan.)

• treatment
SHE LOVES
of the ME
stageNOT—
successParamount.—
puts this waySmart
out
front as clever entertainment. Bing Crosby gives an
A-l performance, and you will meet a brand-new
Miriam Hopkins.
(Sept.)

PARIS INTERLUDE— M-G-M.— Good story idea
and setting, but disjointed telling. Hero worship is
theme — Robert Young's somewhat shoddy idol being
Otto Kruger, an adventurous newspaper man. Fine
cast includes Madge Evans.
(Oct.)

SHE WAS A LADY— Fox.— Just so-so entertainment with Ralph
married
to his mother's
maid, Doris
Lloyd, Morgan
and Helen
Twelvetrees
as their
daughter.
Excellent performances.
(Oct.)

•

SHOCK — Monogram. — A sentimental and improbable story of the World War, in which officer
Ralph Forbes leaves bride-of-a-day Gwenllian Gill to
return to the front, only to be shell-shocked.
(Oct.)

PECK'S
BAD
Fox.—
The
many
of us
have BOY—
enjoyed
in days
effectively screened. Jackie Cooper is
boy," and Thomas Meighan is Mr. Peck.

story by,
so
gone
the "bad
(Nov.)

PERSONALITY KID, THE— Warners.— Not a
new plot, but it's well handled. Pat O'Brien, as an
egotistical prize-fighter is okay. Glenda Farrell
plays his wife.
(Aug.)
PURSUED — Fox. — Too hilariously melodramatic
to be true. Everyone, including cast — Rosemary
Ames, Pert Kelton, Victor Jory, Russell Hardie —
must have been kidding when they made this picture.

RANDY RIDES ALONE— Monogram.— Western
devotees will enjoy seeing John Wayne track down a
band of outlaws led by George Hayes, Alberta
Vaughn.
(Sept.)

per day single
New York

"*•'

for this Beautiful
2-Room
Suite.
3-Room Suites in proportion.

All rooms equipped with radio,
combination tub and shower bath
and running ice water. Ideal
location — adjacent to shopping,
business and theatre districts.
Swimming Pool and Gymnasium
FREE to Guests.
Write

for

ENJOY

details.
Telegraph
(Collect)
NEW

YORK'S

COCOANUT

reservations

FAMOUS

GROVE

raAve.l
<$£*56thj@St.nt
at 7th
New York City

HAD TO CHOOSE— Majestic— After
her old Ford as far as Buster Crabbe's
stand,comedy.
there's lots
of excitement for Isabel
Good
(Oct.)

OVER NIGHT— Mundis Distributing Corp.—
Crook melodrama, but no suspense. Story is telegraphed ahead. But, it has engaging Robert Donat
and beautiful Pearl Argyle.
(Dec.)

(Nov.)
•
PURSUIT
OF onHAPPINESS,
mount.— Hinges
the long-gone THE—
custom Paraused
to ekea outColonial
the firewood,
a Hessian
and
lass in"bundling";
Revolutionary
War soldier
days.
Francis Lederer, Joan Bennett, Charles Ruggles,
Marv Boland, Barbara Barondess. Very amusing.
(Dec.)

Largest
8lnel«
Boom In $3 CA

FROM PAGE 15

READY FOR LOVE— Paramount.— Amusing,
should please entire family. Richard Arlen, newspaper owner, mistakes Ida Lupino for the inamorata
of
the Durkin.
town's leading
citizen. (Dec.)
Marjorie Rambeau,
Trent
Beulah Bondi.
REDHEAD — Monogram. — Grace Bradley doesn't
subscribehim.
to theShetheory
reform
does, you
and shouldn't
it works.marry
Brucea man
Cabotto
the man.
(Dec.)
'

•
SHOOT THE WORKS — Paramount. —
and rib-tickles
of "showstory.
business"
put to Heartaches
music and woven
into a top-notch
Jack
Oakie and Ben Bernie excellent. Tragic note is
presence
of
the
late
Dorothy
Dell
and
Lew
Cody.
(Sept.)
6 DAY BIKE RIDER— First National.— Typicai
Joe E. Brown, plus thrilling racing and good gags.
City slicker Gordon Westcott steals Joe E.'s girl,
Maxine McHugh
Doyle. good.
But Joe (Dec.)
E. outpedals Gordon and —
Frank
SORRELL AND SON— British & DominionUnited
Warwick
famous storytold.
of
the
loveArtists.
of a —father
and Deeping's
son is beautifully
H. B. Warner splendid.
(Aug.)
STAMBOUL QUEST — M-G-M.
well cast as the compatriot of Mata
Brent is an American doctor, Lionel
Service man, and C. Henry Gordon
villain. Good suspense.
(Sept.)

— Myrna Loy
Hari. George
Atwill a Secret
once again the

STAR PACKER, THE— Monogram.— Discovering the identity of The Shadow (George Hayes) is no
easv task, but John Wayne comes through in fine
styie. Verna Hillie. (Sept.)
STOLEN SWEETS— Chesterfield.— Pretty poor
screen fare, with Sallie Blane as the heiress who
can't make up her mind between the nice boy she's
engaged
to and the(Aug.)
second-rater she's in love with.
Charles Starrett.

RETURN OF CHANDU, THE— Principal.— A
Hindu secret society must have an Egyptian princess
(Maria Alba) for a sacrifice. Spookily thrilling. Bela
Lugosi is Chandu.
Good for the kids. (Jan.)

STRAIGHT IS THE WAY— M-G-M— De•
"stretch,"
straightof after
termined to goinfluence
led by
the olda mob
Franchot Tone fights
Jack LaRue. Powerfully constructed drama. May
(Oct.)
Robson and Karen Morley.

•
RETURN OF THE TERROR— First National.— A chilling mystery that has for its locale a
sanitarium for the insane. John Halliday, Mary
Astor and Lyle Talbot are right up to par. Suspense
well sustained.
(Aug.)

STUDENT TOUR— M-G-M.— A floating
used for a musical background. Charles
worth, Jimmy Durante, Phil Regan, Maxine
Nelson Eddy, Monte Blue, Florine McKinney.

college
ButterDoyle,
(Dec.)

•
RICHEST
IN THE
WORLD,
THE—
RKORadio. GIRL
— Miriam
Hopkins
does grand
job
in title role, as girl who wants Joel McCrea to love her
for herself alone.
Fay Wray.
(Nov.)

SUCCESSFUL
FAILURE,
A — Monogram.
—
William
Collier becomes
a philosopher
of the air,
bringing fame and welcome cash to his surprised
family. Lucille Gleason, Russell Hopton. Gloria
Shea, William Janney.
(Dec.)

ROCKY RHODES— Universal.— Good fare for
Western devotees, with fist fights and lots of fast
riding by Buck Jones.
(Nov.)

TELL-TALE HEART,
Prod. — This gruesome Edgar
tively screened, but it is
children.
All-English cast.

•
ROMANCE IN THE RAIN— Universal.— An
amusing fantastic semi-musical with Roger
Pryor, Victor Moore and Heather Angel, handsomely
mounted and uproariously funny.
(Oct.)

THAT'S GRATITUDE— Columbia.— An amusing story, written, directed and acted by Frank
Craven. Helen Ware, Arthur Byron, Mary Carlisle.
Charles Sabin in good support. (Nov.)

ST. LOUIS KID, THE— Warners.— Jimmy Cagney, fast and breezy as the story, is a peppery truck
driver in a milk strike. Patricia Ellis is the love
motif.
(Jan.)
SCARLET LETTER, THE— Majestic— A revival
of the classic with Colleen Moore, Hardie Albright
and little Cora Sue Collins turning in convincing
performances.
(Oct.)

THEIR BIG MOMENT— RKO-Radio— ZaSu
Pitts and Slim Summerville are the only recommendations for this vague and sometimes confusing film.
Dialogue mediocre and gags aren't too funny.
(Oct.)
THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW— Universal.
—Frank Morgan turns in top-notch job as taken-forgranted father.
Binnie Barnes. Lois Wilson.
(Nov.)

SCHOOL
girl's reform
Wilson,
yarn just Paul
the

THE— M-G-M.— See retired
MAN,
THIN
detective William
Powell fall right "into
(Aug.)
.
the baffling
caselife.he wouldn't
go top-notch.
"on," and
have
the timemurder
of your
Myrna Loy

FOR
school,
Kelly
same.

GIRLS LIBERTY— Life in a
in the raw. Sidney Fox, Lois
try
hard, but it's a wearisome
(Nov.)

•

THE — Clifton-Hurst
Allan Poe tale is effecnot recommended for
(Sept.)
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TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY-GO-ROUND —
United Artists. — Its galaxy of stars the chief drawing
power. There's a murder on shipboard, not so intriguing. Nancy Carroll and Gene Raymond the romantic interest. Radio stars abound.
(Jan.)

•
WE LIVE AGAIN— Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists. — Tolstoi's "Resurrection" again. But
that simple story is given such a sincere humbleness
it plumbs your heart. Anna Sten, Fredric March,
and an excellent supporting cast give it to you. (Dec.)

365 NIGHTS
IN
HOLLYWOOD— Fox.— No
justice to its locale. Jimmy Dunn, a has-been
director, makes a comeback and wins leading lady
: Alice Faye.
Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant bright
' spots. Grant Mitchell.
{Dec.)

WE'RE RICH AGAIN — RKO-Radio. — This
merry marital
family's
attempt
to marrymadhouse
off Joan revolves
Marsh to around
wealthy a Reginald
Denny. But country cousin Marian Nixon gets him
in the end.
(Sepl.)

TOMORROW'S CHILDREN— Bryan Foy Prod.
— An argument against the delicate subject of
sterilization for the habitual drunkard, the weakminded and the congenitally crippled. Sterling
JHolloway. Diane Sinclair.
(Aug.)

•
WHAT EVERY WOMAN
KNOWS —
M-G-M. — Expert adaptation of the James M.
Barrie play, brilliantly acted by Helen Hayes, Brian
Aherne and capable supporting cast. A sly, human
fantasy, delightfully real. (Nov.)

TOMORROW'S YOUTH— Monogram.— Dull.
Philandering husband John Miljan. Wife Martha
Sleeper. Other woman Gloria Shea. Near tragedy
to son, Dickie Moore.
He's touching.
(Dec.)
TRAIL BEYOND, THE— Monogram.— Supposedly aWestern, but — Anyhow, gorgeous scenery,
'beautifully photogra plied. John Wayne, Verna
Hillie, Noah Beery, Robert Frazer. others.
(Dec.)
•

TREASURE ISLAND — M-G-M. — A
beautiful, moving, inspiring adventure film for
children and grownups alike. Lionel Barrymore,
Jackie Cooper, Wallace Beery, Chic Sale, Otto
Kruger and Nigel Bruce have the leading roles.
(Sept.)
1 TWIN HUSBANDS— Invincible.— Lots of suspense, action and romance, but the story is a bit too
'melodramatic. John Miljan, as a polished crook,
:does a good acting job. Shirley Grey.
(Aug.)
[ TWO HEADS ON A PILLOW — Liberty. —
Smooth, well-rounded, amusing semi-farce, with
iMiriam Jordan and Neil Hamilton, both lawyers,
opposing each other in court over the subject that has
caused their separation.
(Sept.)
WAGON WHEELS— Paramount.— Familiar Zane
Grey Western plot. But there is a good song — and
Gail Patrick. Randolph Scott is hero; Monte Blue,
[the villain. (Nov.)
WAKE UP AND DREAM— Universal.— A field
day for June Knight, Roger Pryor and Henry
Armetta, despite the late Russ Columbo's unsuripassed vocalizing. (Nov.)
WEDNESDAY'S
CHILD — RKO-Radio. — A
moving preachment against divorce. Edward Arnold
iml Karen Morley.
Frankie Thomas
the child
victim.
Should see him; he was in the stage play.
Wee.)

WHEN STRANGERS MEET— Liberty.— The
Grand Hotel idea, applied to a bungalow court,
where two murders occur. Richard Cromwell and
Arline Judge supply the love interest.
(Aug.)
WHITE HEAT— Seven Seas Prod.— A fistic combat between David Newell and Hardie Albright, and
a sugar cane fire help to liven this film with Hawaiian
locale. Mona Maris and Virginia Cherrill adequate.
(Sept.)
•
WHITE with
PARADE,
THE—
training,
a Cinderella
loveFox.—
story Nurses
involvingin
Loretta Young and John Boles. A heart-stirring picture. (aJ n.)
WHOM THE GODS DESTROY— ColumbiaHeavy melodrama, impressive because of fine acting
of Walter Connolly. Doris Kenyon, Robert Young.
(Oct.)
WITHOUT CHILDREN— Liberty.— Bruce Cabot and Marguerite Churchill let a siren break up
their home, but the youngsters, when they grow up,
reunite them.
The kids steal the show.
(Jan.)
WOMAN COMMANDS, THE— Gaumont-British. — An all-English cast, with exception of Edward
Everett Horton who has appeared to better advantage. Just so-so comedy.
(Aug.)
WORLD MOVES ON, THE— Fox.— Madeleine
Carroll, English beauty, begins her American film
career in this somewhat uneven picture. Franchot
Tone
(Sept.)and Dudley Digges turn in suave performances.
•
YOU
ME— ParamountMaster BELONG
David Jack TO
Holt manages
to outshine
troupers Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, Helen Morgan,
though they are all in top form.
(Nov.)
YOUNG AND
the array of 1934
it
is Bill ofHaines'
weakness
plot.

BEAUTIFUL— Mascot.— Perhaps
Baby Wampas Stars and fact that
"comeback"
will compensate foi
(Nov.)

MercoJizedWax
Wax

M«rcVliz«4.J-'l

K^eps Skin Young

Absorb blemishes and discolorations using
Mercolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft — face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

i—
Powdered Saxolite- — i
I Reduces wrinkles and other age-signs. Sim- I

I ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint I
| witch hazel and use daily as face lotion. I

Gray Hair

Best Remedy

is Made At Home

You can now make at home a better gray
hair
remedy recipe:
than you
can pint
buy of
by water
following'
this simple
To halt
add
one ounce bay rum, a small box of Barbo
Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you can mix
It yourself at very little cost. Apply to the hair
twlce aweek until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded or
gray hair, making it soft and glossy. It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy
and does notTO rub off.
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Can you speak, sing, act, write, direct or dell?

Tlien look into BrondcfistinE t°r your opporfuint v
New Fl.-yil Gihimuo Courae trainfl you at home, nparc-

Read PHOTOPLAY
if you want the real news of
the world of motion pictures
pHOTOPLAY
is made magazine
the mostin interesting and readable
its
field by features which appeal to motion
picture
patrons, than
but itany
goesother
much magazine
farther.'
It
goes farther
of its type. It publishes the NEWS of
the great world of motion pictures — ■
live, reliable NEWS. Read Photoplay,
compare it with any other magazine in
the field and be convinced.
Clip and Mail this offer NOW with your
check or money order for $2.50 (Canada
and Foreign $3.50) for which we will enter
your subscription for PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE, for one year, effective
with the next issue.
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FREE!
TO INEXPERIENCED
WRITERS!
Oho, you can just imagine that loud yell of "Mammy!" when Al Jolson
hits the water!
Incidentally, Al and wife Ruby Keeler are hard at work
on their first picture together, "Go Into Your Dance"

OPPORTUNITY to test and scientifically measure your
writing ability without cost. If you Jiave ordinary
command of the English language and can express yourself in writing, you may discover that your natural style,
properly directed, might make money for you. Write for
this Aptitude Test today and tind out whether you are
eligible for enrollment In a new, practical Writing Clinic
and simplified Training Course which offers personal,
sympathetic Instruction and criticism In every phase of
modern writing. Including short story, news reporting,
play, radio, advertising, publicity, news articles, columns
and other forms of profitable writing. A new course
directed by experienced writers which offers a short cut to
sound writing technique. Costs less than one month at
college. Special Deferred Payment Plan. Helpful marketing advice while training. Write today for full details
and FREE Aptitude Test.
V. S. SCHOOL OF WRITING
Dept. B-20. 20 W. 60th St. New York, N. Y.
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""THE Golden State Limited is a very snooty
train, but recently it stopped at one of the
smallest stations along the line to let a woman
in make-up get off at Palm Springs. It was
Louise Fazenda, whose nineteen-months-old
son was taken suddenly ill at the Springs
while she was busy working at M-G-M.
The rain was coming down in torrents and
Louise felt she could not make good time in
a car, therefore, the Limited was pressed ion
service.
TT happened in a barber shop.
Jack Oakie, wide grin and all,
was relaxed under the shears. An
extra, unknown, rushed into the
shop, excited. He glanced wildly
around — the chairs were all filled.
"Gosh," he said, "I've got to get a
shave, right away. If I don't, I'll lose
a job
and raised
that's up
ten and
bucks."
Oakie
then popped
out of his seat.
"Take my place, Buddy," he offered, "ten bucks is ten bucks."
So Jack was late on the set — but
he could kid his way out of it. The
extra couldn't have.

Winifred Shaw, of "Sweet Adeline" introduces Paul de Ricou to a movie
studio.
He is a French tennis star who Warner Brothers consider a
good picture bet. The ladies, especially, should agree

TF Jeanette MacDonald ever makes a personal appearance in your town, go and see the
most beautiful complexion in pictures. It's
sacrilege to have to put make-up over that skin.
But, to get on with the story, Jeanette sang
(gloriously) at a reception for Otto Klemperer,
the orchestra conductor, and as she was bowing
off the stage. Bob Ritchie stepped on her long
velvet train and forgot to get off. The revelation that followed added a touch of high
comedy seldom enjoyed at such affairs.

Jimmy Durante, not working that day, but
over on location just the same. Jimmy loves
company, he does. Plays a plain pickpocket
"with good grammar." Ee-magine!

'"THE big bad wolf is just a character in i
funny song in the lives of Rod LaRocqiK
and his wife, Vilma Banky, although we seldom see them on the screen any more.
These two passed up the stock market anc
invested in annuities while their incomes were
large. They never lived extravagantly, anc
are now living exactly the same way.
Rod will be seen again in "Mystery Blonde'
for Fox, opposite Mona Barrie, who is slatet
for stardom.

TF you want to know when your favorite
actor is a bit nervous just observe these little
traits.
Miriam Hopkins lets one slipper slip half
way off her foot. Then she jiggles it on her
toes.
Clark Gable bats his eyes. And the faster
he blinks, the more nervous he is.
Bob Montgomery draws absurd little pictures all over everything.
Douglass Montgomery tears off the corners
of papers and chews them frantically.
Neil Hamilton twirls a key ring like mad.
Una Merkel giggles.
/^\N the "Carnival" location — Lee Tracy
^striding up and down the sawdust midway with a script girl racing after him reading
lines of dialogue which Lee repeated fifteen to
the dozen. Sally Eilers, looking lovely, in
this her first picture since the baby, making
still pictures with little Dickie Walters, another
cLild wonder. The colored boy who was
assigned to assist the snake-charmer practically
turned white when he had to handle the tenfoot pythons. "All you have to do," consoled
Director Walter Lang, "is to lift up the far
end of 124
the snake and put him in the box."

A few tricks between scenes of "Mystery Blonde."
The gentlemen,
all in grand slamming mood, studying the cards, left to right are George
Barraud, Gilbert Roland, John Halliday, Mischa Auer
ALL
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THE Economy Educational League is performing
a service of great value to the booklovers of
America. Situated in New York, the center of book
publishing activities, it continually combs the market
for remnants of specially fine editions of educational
and cultural books that we purchase at prices which
permit us to supply our customers with truly excellent
editions of great and authoritative works at amazingly
low prices.

GREAT
POEMS
0TTKE

ENCLKH LANGUAGE
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Already more than twenty-five thousand booklovers
have taken advantage of this service of whom many
hundreds have become permanent customers, sending
in new orders time after time as new bargains are
offered.
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Of the books listed on this page all of those offered
at $2.98 could well be priced at from $5.00 to $7.50, and
those offered at $1.98 from $3.00 to $5.00 and you
would still feel you were getting your money's worth
full and plenty. Every book sent out by the Economy
Educational League is returnable for refund if not
satisfactory. Do not hesitate to send for any books
that interest you.

1. GREAT POEMS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE— One
of the finest anthologies of its kind ever
pensable to homes with growing children
is loved and appreciated. Beautiful great
four pounds. Cross indexed three ways,
lines, by authors. 1502 pages
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2. A HISTORY OF AMERICAN ART— By Sadakichi Hartmann. New revised edition, two volumes in one with 66
#2.98
illustrations. 691 pages
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3. THE ROMANCES OF HERMAN MELVILLE— One-volume edition. Moby Dick, Typee, White Jacket, Redburn,
Mardi, Omoo and Israel Potter. The seven immortal classics
of the most powerful writer in American literature complete
#2.98
1660 pages
in a single volume.

11. BEST AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOUR— Edited by J.
B. Mussey. An anthology of modern humour representing
the finest work of a score of the great humourists of America.
#1.98
301 pages
13. GREAT SEA STORIES— Edited by Joseph Lewis
French. Thirty-two salty tales by Captain Marryat, Stevenson, Pierre Loti, Masefield and others. 680 pages. . . .#1.98

4. THE STORY OF MEDICINE — By Victor Robinson. A
survey of the development of medical knowledge from the
Stone Age to our own times. 527 pages
#2.98

14. FAMOUS ANIMAL STORIES— Animal Myths, Fables,
Fairy Tales, Stories of Real Animals. Edited by Ernest
#1.98
686 pages
Thompson Seton.

5. AMERICA— By Hendrik Willem Van Loon. With 12 illustrations in color and more than 100 black and white
#2.98
drawings by the author. 463 pages
6. PRIVATE LIFE OF MARIE ANTOINETTE— By Madam
Campa. The most famous intimate biography by her ladyin-waiting.
775 pages
#2.98
8. THE BOOK OF MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE— By Arthur
Elson. An indispensable reference book. 609 pages. .#2.98
10. THE

OMNIBUS

OF ADVENTURE— Forty-four complete stories of stirring adventure by the world's greatest
romantic writers. Edited by John Grove. 882 pages. #1.98

15. GREAT PIRATE STORIES— Edited by Joseph Lewis
French. Two volumes in one. 634 pages
#1.98
Use the coupon — circle numbers of books desired — any book
that proves unsatisfactory may be returned for immediate
refund of your money.

(i
Economy Educational League
192« Broadway, New York.
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LISTERINE

RELIEVES

IT

Don't put up with the pain of ordinary sore throat. It is so unnecessary.

Listerine gets results because it is

as a gargle, Listerine reaches far

first of all a powerful, though safe,

beyond the soft palate into the

At the first symptom of trouble,

antiseptic which attacks millions of

gargle with Listerine just as it comes

germs on mouth and throat surfaces.
Tests have shown that when used

posterior pharynx where sore throat
frequently starts.

from the bottle. You'll be delighted
by the result.
Often one gargle is enough to

the first symptom of a cold or sore
throat. Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

relieve that tight, raw, burning feel-

St. Louis, Missouri.

ing. Ifrelief is not immediate, repeat
the gargle at 2 hour intervals. Usually

METROPOLITAN

two or three applications of Listerine
are sufficient.

PLEASANT

Keep Listerine handy in home
and office and use it full strength at

Every Saturday
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KISS YOU
NOW....
COULD NEVER LET YOU

GO!

Helen Hayes and Robert Montgomery

gave to

the screen an unforgettable love thrill when
they appeared together in "Another Language".
Now they are co-starred in one of the greatest
love stories of our time, Hugh Walpole's famed
"Vanessa". When

Helen Hayes says: "He has

the devil in him... but I love him" she echoes
the thought of many a girl who adores
a beloved

rogue. M-G-M

first

gripping

truly

promises you the

romantic

hit

of

19351
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Howdy! Step right up and
call me Harry Joe — but
Junior! You may know my
m o t h e r — certainly, Sally
Eilers, the very charming
lady I'm hanging onto — a
lot better, at this greeting,
than you know me. But
watch my speed. I give you
just a hint of what I'm up to
in two special poses, in
costume, just below. Harry
Joe — but Senior — Mister
Brown, the director, to you,
Dad to me — says I'm a
ready right in there, with
plenty of stuff on the ball.
I'll says he's right! Anyhow,
've had a chance to look
things over in my five
months here, and I've got a
few things up my sleeve.
Sally's

next?

"Carnival"
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OF THE MONTH

— and his impression of a lyrical latin
adds further proof of his versatility.

Rudy's 1935 personality emerges inon
uproarious bah-jove impersonation—

Heigh-Ho, Everybody! . . . Make Your Prettiest
Bow to Warner Bros, for a Screen Accomplishment That Captures This Month's Ace Honors
— Rudy's First Great All-Star Film Show!

R U DY

fessir, Ann Dvorak is the girl picked
from a million as Rudy's new
leart-throb! Watch her dance— watch
ler make love— and you'll know why I

ist to sit and gaze at these beaues should be treat enough for anyie— but Worner Bros, add the maril of dance spectacles created by
ihnny Boyle and Bobby Connolly.

VALLEE
SWEET
MUSIC
in

America's Top Troubador, Surrounded by a
Studio-Full of Talent (Including His One and
Only Connecticut Yankees), Steals the Show
From the Idols of Hollywood, with the
Aid of Alfred E. Green's Smart Direction.

Helen Morgan is just one of "Sweet
Music's" many star thrills. Others
are Alice White, Allen Jenkins, Ned
Sparks,

Joe

Cawthorn,

Al

Shean.

Frank and Milt Britton's musical
maniacs tear the house down putting
over Rudy's new hits — "Ev'ry Day",
"Fare Thee Well, Annabelle", 4 others
by 6 famous
Warner
composers.

BRIEF
REVIEWS
O

W

• INDICATES

R

PICTURE

NAMED

ADVENTURE GIRL— RKO-Radio.— Unreeling
Joan
Lowell's with
exciting
hour packed
action.adventures
(Nov.) in the tropics. \i
•

AGE OF INNOCENCE, THE— RKO-Radio
— For those who appreciate an intelligent interpretation ofa great theme — love's sacrifice for convention's sake. (Nov.)
John Boles and Irene Dunne are a
splendid team.

ANNE
Romance,
family in
adopted
Westley.

OF GREEN
GABLES— RKO-Radio.
humor,
pathos suitable
for the whole
this story of the orphan (Anne Shirley i
by O. P. Heggie and his sister. Hell n
(Jan.)

AUTUMN
CROCUS
Associated
Talking Pictures.— A schoolmistress
(Fay Compton).
touring
the Alps, falls in love with a young inn-keeper (Ivor
Novello)
before done.
she learns
\ little si.™
but
beautifully
(Jan.)he's married.
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BEST

CURTAIN FALLS, THE— Chesterfield.— Henrietta Crosman carries this picture as an cjf) vaudeville
actress who gambles with chance and impersonates a
Lady Scoresby, moving in on her family until
her final and best performance.
(Feb.)

CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON— Fox.— Warner
Oland (Charlie Chan) has three days to prevent exof Drue
Leyton's Alan
brother,
accused
of a
murder lieecutiondid
not commit.
Mowbray
involved.
(Dec.)

DEATH
ON THE DIAMOND— M-G-M.— Im
probable in spots, yet meat for baseball and mystery
devotees. Paul Kelly convincing as a reporter
Robert Young and Madge Evans love interest (Nov.1
DEFENSE RESTS, THE— Columbia.— Entertaining story of a none-too-ethical but unbeatable
criminal lawyer (Jack Holt) forced to defend a kidnaper. Jean Arthur.
(Nov.)
DESIRABLE— Warners.— A neat gem that will
please the entire family. New laurels for Jean Muir
and George Brent.
(A'oiO
DOWN TO THEIR LAST YACHT— RKORadio. — Fine cast wasted in this tale of "Blue
Bookers"Sidney
of 1929
to Polly
"Brad Moran.
Streeters"
1934.
Fox,giving
Ned away
Sparks,
Marvot
Boland. Sidney Blackmer.
(Nov.)

•

BELLE OF THE NINETIES
Paramount.
La West comes through again with a knockout
performance.
Roger Pryor, John Mack
Brown.
{Catherine De Mille do well. But the film i- 3 majoi
triumph of Mae over matter.
(Nov.)

DRAGON MURDER CASE, THE — Firs
National. — Not up to the S. S. Van Dine standard —
nevertheless satisfactory film fare. Warren William
is a convincing /'/ii7o Vance Helen Lowell. Mar
garet Lindsay, Lyle Talbot.
(Nov.)

•

BIG
HEARTED
HERBERT— Warners.
Just one heartfelt laugh.
Guy
Kibbee is
grouchy father, continually reminding Aline MacMahon and their children of his struggle to sin a (Nov.)

8

•
DANGEROUS
CORNER—
story
with two endings
— whatRKO-Radio—
happened andA
the "cover-up." Involves a "suicide" — actually a
murder. Full of startling revelations. Ian Keith
Erin O'Brien Moore, Conrad Nagel. Melvyn Douglas
Virginia Bruce, others
Excellent.
(Dec.)
DEALERS IN DEATH— Topical Films —
Whether you are a pacifist or not after seeing this
film you leave the theater horrified at the high price
of war and cost of armaments. Not a story, but an
impressive editorial which will make you think. (Feb.)

BEHOLD
MY
WIFE
Paramount
Old time
hokum,
it, for and
Sylvia
Sidney
is bi au is
tiful
as but
the you'll
Indian like
Princess
Gene
Raymond
top-notch as the man who marries her to spiti his
family.
(Feb.)

•
CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA, THE— Colum
bia. — Board ship and meet Captain Walter
Connolly, tippling reporter John Gilbert, detective
Victor McLaglen, Tala Birell and other favorites.
It's sprightly and comic. (Jan.)

REVIEW

CHAINED — M-G-M.— Splendidly written, acted,
directed, with Joan Crawford married to Otto
Kruger and in love with Clark Gable.
(Nov.)

BATTLE,
THE- -Leon Garganofl Prod
\ pi<
ture of enormous power, with Charles Boyer as a
Japanese naval officer who is willing to sacrifice his
beautiful wife. Merle Oberon, to obtain war secrets
from an English attache. Superb direction ami
photography.
(Feb.)

BY YOUR
RKO-Radio.—
chuckle
plenty.
Frank LEAVE—
Morgan is
the picture, asYou'll
the husband
in his forties who wants to be naughty and has forgotten how. Includes Genevieve Tobin.
(Dec.)

OF

S

CRIMSON ROMANCE— Mascot.— War story
good flying, plenty combat scenes. Two pats, Ben
Lyon and James Bush, both fliers, of course, fall in
love with ambulance driver Sari Maritza.
(Dec.)

BADGE OF HONOR— Mayfair.— Phony and
amateurish, with some pretty awful dialogue. Buster
Crabbe and Ruth Hall. (Nov )

BROADWAY BILL Columbia.— Many unforgettable scenes in this. Warner Baxter
breaks with paper-box making, his domineering wife
(Helen Vinson) and her father (Walter Connolly).
He stakes everything on a gallant race horse — and
Myrna Loy.
(Jan.)

Mi

CASE
OF THE
HOWLING
DOG,
THE
Warners. — Smooth and clever, different and divert
ing murder yarn. Lawyer Warren William solve
mystery.
Mary Astor, Gordon Westcott.
(Nov.)

•
BABES IN TOYLAND Hal Roach-M-GM. — A delight for the kiddies, fun for tin
grown-ups. this screen version of Victor Herberts
Nursery Rhyme classic, with Stan Laurel and Olivi I
Hardy.
(Feb

•

MONTH

R

•
—CRIME
A trulyWITHOUT
remarkable PASSION—
picture, that Paramount
has for its
theme the workings of an unscrupulous mind. Claude
Rains, Margo, Whitney Bourne all first-rate Suspense maintained throughout
(Nov.)

BABBITT- -Firsl National. Sinclaii Lewis
famous novel brought to the screen with Guy
Kibbee excellent in th' title role. Mine MacMahon
good as his wife. (Frb. I

•
BRIGHT EYES - Fox.— A bright bit ol
entertainment with sad moments and glad
moments and little Shirley Temple in the stellar role.
Jimmy Dunn is her starring partner. Good support
ing cast. (Feb.)

DISPOSITION

M
ITS

SAVE

•
CARAVAN — Fox. — For a riotous carnival ol
song, dance, costume and operetta plot, we
recommend this film laid in Hungary. A-l cast includes Jean Parker, Charles Boyer. Loretta Young
and Phillips Holmes.
(Nov.)

•

BRIDE
OF THE
LAKE,
THE— Amer-Angl.
Prod. — Pleasant romance against a background ol
Irish country life. Nobleman John Garrick in lo\<
with peasant girl Gina Malo. Stanlej Hollowa?
sings Irish ballads.
(Dec.)

AND

AND

C
UPON

PICTURE

DUDE RANGER, THE— Fox.— If you like West
erns,
may Leroy
like this
one. Henry
GeorgeHallO'Brien
rides 1
Irene you
Hervey.
Mason,
in it. (Dec.
Somebody yelled hello. And fortunately
for the cameraman, Marian Nixon and
Bill (Mr. and Mrs. Sei+er) turned around

ELINOR NORTON— Fox.— A completely borinn
attempt to depict the quirks of a diseased mind.
Claire Trevor, Hugh Williams. Gilbert Roland
bogged down by it. (Jan.)

CHEATING CHEATERS— Universal.— A mystery and crook picture, with comedy and gags. Fay
VVray is the girl crook, and Henry Armetta, Hugh
O'Connell are the comics. Has a snapper twist. (Jan.)

ENTER MADAME— Paramount.— Spotty enter
tainment despite Elissa Landi's brilliant perform
ance as a capricious prima donna. Gary Grant, hei
bewildered spouse, has a brief relief in a quieter love

CHU CHIN CHOW— Fox-Gaumont- BritishColorful British version of Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves. Fritz Kortner, German star, and Anna
May Wong excellent in leads. (Dec.)

(Jan.)
•
EVELYN PRENTICE— M-G-M.— Myrna Lo>
thinks she has murdered a man, but Isabel
(Jan.)
Jewell is accused. Then Myrna's lawyer-husband is
engaged to defend Isabel. Another Loy-Powell hit

CITY PARK— Chesterfield.— As one of three
cronies who become involved in the destiny of a girl
(Sallie Blane) gone broke in the big city. Henry B.
Walthall is superb.
(Nov.)
•
COLLEGE RHYTHM— Paramount.— A bright,
tuneful collegiate musical. Footballer Jack
Oakie steals gill friend Mary Brian from Lanny Ross
Joe Penner puts in plenty of laughs. (Jan).
•
COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE— United
Artists. — A thrilling film which builds steadily
to the dramatic courtroom climax. Robert Donat is
Danles; Elissa Landi fine. too. (Nov.)

EVENSONG — Gaumont
British.— The stor> 01
the rise and fall of a great prima donna. Evelyn
a wealth of opera make 11
aLaye's
feast beautiful
for music voice
lovers. and (Feb.)
FATHER
BROWN, DETECTIVE— Paramount.
— Gertrude Michael is the one thrill in this rathei
punchless crook drama. Walter ConnolK s r61e, that
of
a priest with
flair isformiscast
detective
work, gets
monotonous.
Paul aLukas
. (Feb.)
I PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 10 |
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Janet GAYNOR
Warner BAXTER
One More Spring
in

with this splendid cast
WALTER

KING • JANE DARWELL

Grant Mitchell

• Rosemary

Ames

• ROGER

• John Qualen

IMHOF

* Nick Foran

and STEPIN FETCHIT

fi>*.

Produced

by

WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

From the Novel by Robert Nathan

• Directed

by

HENRY

KING

• Screen play and dialogue by Edwin Burke

Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
CONTINUED
FIGHTING ROOKIE, THE— Mayfair — A
quickie which moves slowly. Cop Jack La Rue is
"framed"
by a his
gangromance
and hiswith
suspension
fromTrite
the
force
threatens
Ida Ince.
situations.
(Feb.)
FIREBIRD, THE— Warners.— Ricardo Cortez.
actor, is killed when he tries to ensnare Verree Teas
dale, Lionel Atwill's wife, in a love trap, catching
instead
Verree's daughter,
Anita Louise. Good adult
entertainment.
(Jan.)
•

FLIRTATION WALK— First National —
Colorful West Point is the background of the
Dick
Keelerthe charm.
O'Brien's a
tough Powell-Ruby
sergeant.
Take
family Pat
(Jan.)
FLIRTING WITH DANGER— MonogramBob Armstrong, Bill Cagney and Edgar Kennedy
amid such confusion and laughter in a South American high explosives plant. Maria Alba is the Spanish
charmer that provides chief romantic interest. (Feb.)
FOUNTAIN, THE— RKO-Radio.— Rather slowmoving, yet exquisitely produced with a capable cast
including Ann Harding Paul Lukas and Brian
Aherne.
(Nov.)
FUGITIVE LADY— Columbia.— Florence Rice
makes a successful film debut as a woman on her way
to jail, double-crossed by a jewel thief (Donald
Cook), when a train wreck puts her into the role of
the estranged wife of Neil Hamilton. Plenty of action.
(Jan.)
FUGITIVE ROAD— Invincible.— Eric Von Stroheim is good as the commandant of a frontier post in
Austria, falling in love with an American girl, Wera
Engels, and frustrated in his romantic plans by gangster Leslie Fenton. Slender story well acted. (Feb.)
GAY BRIDE, THE— M-G-M — Chorine Carole
Lombard, out for a husband, becomes involved with
gangsters who bump each other off for her pleasure
Nat Pendleton, Sam Hardy, Leo Carrillo pay while
Chester Morris wins.
(Jan.)
•
GAY DIVORCEE, THE — RKO-Radio. amusing.
Fred Astaire's
dancingGrandly
feet paired
with those
of Ginger educated
Rogers.
He's
mistaken
for
a
professional
by
Ginger, seeking a divorce. Edward corespondent
Everett Horton.
Alice Brady pointed foils. (Dec.)
GENTLEMEN ARE BORN— First National —
Franchot Tone is one of four college pals trying to
find a job today. Jean Muir, Nick Foran, others
good.
It has reality.
(Jan.)
•
GIFT OF GAB— Universal.— Edmund Lowe,
fast talking news announcer, flops, but is
boosted up by Gloria Stuart. Story frame for gags,
songs, sketches. Alexander Woollcott, Phil Baker.
Ethel Waters, Alice White, Victor Moore.
(Dec.)
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST, A— Monogram.
■— Folks
Gene Stratton
Porter'sDresser,
novel
will
want who
to seeenjoyed
this. Marian
Marsh, Louise
Ralph Morgan well cast. (Nov.)
GIRL O' MY DREAMS— Monogram— Much
rah-rah and collegiate confusion, with Sterling Holloway's
unabledoto well.
pull it(Jan.)
through. Mary
Carlisle.comicalities
Eddie Nugent
•

GREAT EXPECTATIONS — UniversalDickens'Pip,
charm
by George
as orphaned
laterpreserved
by Phillips
Holmes, Breakston
Florence
Reed. Henry Hull and others.
(Jan.)

Photoplays
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GREEN EYES — Chesterfield. — A stereotyped
murder mystery. Charles Starrett, Claude Gilling
water, Shirley Grey. William Bakewell, John Wray.
Dorothy Revier are adequate.
(Jan.)
•
HAPPINESS
AHEADAbout
— aFirst
National.
—
Tuneful and peppy.
wealthy
miss and
(honest!) a window washer. Josephine Hutchinson
(fresh from the stage), and Dick Powell are the two
You'll like it and hum the tunes.
(Dec.)
HAVE A HEART— M-G-M.— A wistful tale about
the love of a cripple (Jean Parker) for an ice-cream
vendor (Jimmy Dunn). Una Merkel - Stuart Erwin
are a good comedy team
(Nov.)
HEART SONG— Fox-Gaumont- British— A pleasant little English film with Lilian Harvey and Charles
Boyer.
(Sepl.)
HELL IN THE HEAVENS— Fox.— A gripping
depiction of a French air unit in the late war. Warner
Baxter is an American with the outfit. Conchita
Montenegro is the only feminine influence.
(Jan.)
HERE
COMES
THE
GROOM— Paramount —
So-so comedy featuring Jack Haley whom Patricia
Ellis introduces to family as her crooner husband.
But the real crooner turns up — and then!
(Aug.)
•

HERE COMES THE NAVY— Warners.— One
of the best Cagney pictures to date, and probably the most exciting navy picture you've seen.
Jimmy,
O'Brien,
Stuart and
McHugh Pat
all turn
in ace Gloria
performances.
(Sept.)Frank
HE WAS HER MAN— Warners.— Jimmy Cagney
in a gangster film with a brand-new angle. Joan
Blondell, Victor Jory.
Fair
(Aug.)
•
HIDE-OUT— M-G-M.— As a racketeer playboy, escaped from police, and being "done
over" by Maureen O'Sullivan, Robert Montgomery
does a fine job. In fact, every one in the cast rates
praise.
(Oct.)
HIGH SCHOOL GIRL— Bryan Foy Prod— Plot
and dialogue are directed toward early sex knowledge.
Well
(Aug.) presented. Crane Wilbur, Cecilia Parker
•

HIS GREATEST GAMBLE— RKO-Radio.—
Richard Dix's struggle with his conventionloving
wife makes
for the interesting
molding of daughter
Edith Dorothy
Fellows'
character
screen fare
Wilson and Bruce Cabot.
(Sepl.)

•
IMITATION
Universal.—
A
warm
and human OF
drama LIFE
about— two
mothers of
different races, allied in the common cause of their
children. Excellent performances by Claudette Colbert and Louise Beavers. Warren William, Fredi
Washington, Rochelle Hudson, Ned Sparks.
(Feb.)
IN OLD SANTA FE— Mascot.— A dozen plots
wrapped up for the price of one — and a nice package
for those who enjoy Westerns. Ken Maynard, his
horse, Tarzan, Evalyn Knapp, H. B. Warner, Kenneth Thomson, and the entire cast are good.
(Feb.)
I SELL ANYTHING— First National.— Pat
O'Brien talks you to death as a gyp auctioneer who is
taken by a society golddigger (Claire Dodd). Sadder
and gabbier he returns to Ann Dvorak
(Jan.)
•
IT'S W.
A GIFT—
long laugh,
with
C. FieldsParamount.—
in the role ofOnea hen-pecked
husband. Baby LeRoy, Jean Rouverol, Kathleen
Howard.
But it's Fields' show. (Feb.)
•
JUDGE PRIEST— Fox.— Will Rogers makes
Irvin
Cobb's humorously
philosophical
char-of
acter
live so S.enjoyably,
you wish you
were a part
the drowsy Kentucky setting. The music heighten?
your desire. Tom Brown, Anita Louise the love interest. Perfect cast. (Dec.)
KANSAS CITY PRINCESS, THE— WarnersComedy, "so-called," about two manicurists (Joan
Blondell, Glenda Farrell) out to do some golddigging.
Not for children.
(Nov.)
KENTUCKY KERNELS— RKO-Radio.— Wheeler
and Woolsey as custodians of a young heir, Spanky
McFarland, mixed up with a Kentucky feud, moonshine and roses. It's hilarious.
(Jan.)
•
with
tunes

KID MILLIONS—
Goldwyn-United
Artists.
— A Cantor Samuel
extravaganza
complete
hilarious situations, gorgeous settings, catchy
and a grand cast. (Jan.)

•

LADY
Columbia.—
and
original, BYwithCHOICE—
a new situation
for MayFresh
Robson.
Carole Lombard,
fan asdancer,
"adopts"
an
irrepressible
alcoholic,
her mother
for a May,
publicity
gag. Roger Pryor, Walter Connolly important. (Dec.)
LADY IS WILLING, THE— Columbia.— Leslie
Howard in a mild little English farce. Binnie Barnes.
Nigel Bruce.
(Nov.)

HOME ON THE RANGE— Paramount— An
up-to-date Western, with the old mortgage still
present but the crooks using modern methods for
getting it. Evelvn Brent, Jackie Coogan, Randv
Scott.
(Feb.)

LAST WILDERNESS, THE— Jerry Fairbanks
Prod. — A most effective wild animal life picture.
Hasn't bothered with the .sensational and melodramatic. Howard Hill deadly with bow and arrow.
(Dec.)

HOUSEWIFE— Warners.— Encouraged by his
wife (Ann Dvorak), George Brent starts his own
business, acquiring wealth and a mistress (Bette
Davis).
Just so-so entertainment.
(Oct.)

LEMON DROP KID, THE— Paramount.— A
race-track tout goes straight for marriage and a baby.
Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, William Frawley, Baby
LeRoy, Minna Gombell. Henry B Walthall.
(Dec.)

•

HUMAN SIDE, THE— Uni versa..— Accurately titled — a family story that is entertaining from start to finish. Adolphc Menjou, Doris
Kenyon, Reginald Owen.
(New.)

I AM A THIEF— Warners.— A diamond necklace disappears and everybody looks guilty — Ricardo
Cortez, Mary Astor, Dudley Digges, Irving Pichel
and the
of the cast.
There'sinterest.
murder, (Feb.)
thievery,
and
somerest
romance.
Maintains
1 CAN'T ESCAPE— Beacon Prod.— Onslow
Stevens does a grand characterization of the exconvict who goes straight when he meets the right
girl (Lila Lee).
(Aug.)

Reviewed

in

the

Shadow
Page

LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE— RKO-Radio.
—BenA mystery
on aGallagher
murder that
didn't happen.
Lyon andbuilt
Skeets
are amusing.
Pert
Kelton is a fan dancer.
Story at fault. (Ja n.)
LIMEHOUSE BLUES— Paramount. — Gruesome
for the kids, old stuff for the adults. Lurking Chinese,
thugs, dope, Scotland Yard, George Raft, Jean
Parker, Kent Taylor, Anna May Wong.
(Ja n.)
LITTLE FRIEND— Gaumont- British. —The
tragic story of a child victim of divorce. Outstanding
is the performance of Nova Pilbeam, British child
actress.
Worthwhile.
(Jan.)
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 15 I
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Letters
B»re
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r«ader§

opportunity

LIFE FULL OF SEX
\V/HY a'l th's nue and cry about sex pic" tures? One does not need to go to a movie
to get it, our everyday life is full of it, newspapers, schools, trolleys, busses, parks, autos —
it's everywhere. It's life. Far worse is the
cocktail drinking and smoking of our female
players in the picture. Disgusting.
J. M. Bibbins, Bridgeport. Conn

Here's one quiet scene, at least, between the Weissmullers. Maybe Johnny
and Lupe are talking it over. Just maybe
THANK

YOU!

W/OULD it help a bit to know that your
W magazine is doing more real good now
than ever before? Well, it is. Sez me, and I
know. I see weary eyes light up at the sight
of it, as I take it about with me. You see, I
am a visiting nurse.
Mrs. Lee Zachary, R.N., Omaha, Neb.

THE FIRST LADY
I DO not think Norma Shearer is "The First
Lady of the Screen." She comes very close
to holding this title, but I think it should go
to Joan Crawford for her fine work.
Dorothy Truluck, Winston-Salem, N. C.

GET WHAT

YOU

WANT?

IF a so-called indecent picture has box-office
appeal, of course there will be more indecent
pictures. People get exactly what they want
in this world.
Olive Dursley, Toronto, Canada

FOREIGN

STARS THE THING

DOREIGN ability? What can Hollywood do
without it? The American screen may*have
great entertainment, but a lot of great actors
and personalities would be lost — without foreign stars.
Chan Yee Kwan, Hong Kong, China

GARBO

A COMIC?

IT seems to me a shame that the usually astute
'M-G-M fails to try the one thing that would
replace Greta Garbo on her pedestal in publicfavor — a good high-comedy. Something from
Molnar or Noel Coward, with Ronald Column,
Tullio Carminati or George Brent.
H. Pratt, Detroit, Michigan

TWO

BODY

BLOWS

■ \ Y/F think that Dolores Del Rio is terrible as
** Madame DuBarry. She is too much of an
Indian-Mexican type to be a European vampiress. Her bony cheeks, her big mouth, her
yellow-green color, etc., is not for the splendorous type of the mistresses of the French king
Louis. Besides, why show her feet so much?
They are not pretty. They are too big. All
the other DuBarrys, with the exception of
Pola Negri, are much better.
And, we don't want films in Spanish. They
are awful.
The stories are all right, but the

to

of Plioloplci

sar

their

say

> have
frankly

cheap.
actors and actresses, in general, are vulgarly
Adoradora de la Pantalla,
Buenos Aires, S. A.

FAILED TO CLICK
THOSE Broadway folk have failed to click in
1 pictures. One by one they have left Holly
wood with remarks of mistreatment and the
unfairness of the fans. But the grand old
favorites, Dix, Crawford and others, with
courage and hope, fought their way and once
more are topnotchers.
Wru i am Albert Tait, Mitlakatla, Alaska

RIGHT TO PRIVACY
f*\ VERHKARING someone criticising Gloria
^-^Swanson, deploring her "shocking" succession of off-screen romances set me to thinking— What audacity to criticize a star's private life— the circumstances of which we
know nothing, when in their professional capacity they give us so much.
Daisy Chapman. Los Angeles, Cal.

NO

MORE

PEEKING

HLEASE! Less revelations of the stars' pri' vate lives. Why not a series of sincerely
written portraits of the stars as they really are
by some well-known writer instead of the endless articles on such subjects of "Why Virginia
Bruce Left John Gilbert" and the like. The
private lives of the stars are their own business.
Anne McCormick, Marietta, Ohio
not the public's.

With lovely Toluca Lake at her back
door step, Mary Brian can merrily row
along whenever she wishes.
Hi, pup!

Little Dickie Walters doesn't object in
the least to Sally Eilers' back seat driving. They're together in "Carnival"

GOOD

MEDICINE

A FRIEND

of mine who is a ticket seller in a

' ^neighborhood theater told me of a pathetic
incident about a man with a black band on his
sleeve who came every evening leading two
small children.
[ please turn to page 12 !
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As the father bought the tickets the
two little forlorn faces would light up.
My friend at first thought it was sacrilegious to go to a place of amusement so soon
after a mother's death, but changed his mind
after talking with the father. Rather than
walk the streets or stay in the dreary home,
constant reminder of their loss, the father took
the children to the movies that they might, for
a few hours, forget themselves under the
pleasant anaesthesia of the theater.
Marion Werner, Oakland, Cal.

COLOR

RUINS

EYES?

IN a lew years the black and white pictures u e
'now see will be ghosts of the past. But instead of taking color straight from the paintbox, it would be better to experiment still
further until softer tones have been found.
Why ruin or injure people's eyesight for the
i ;iuse of a noble experiment!-'
R wmond Carnj y. I. os Vngeles, Cal.

NEW

OR

OLD?

HKRHAPS tin ambition of the motion picture
'producers to seek continually for something
new should be lauded, but I am of the opinion
that the public does not demand new stuff all
the time. Scenario writers should not try for
new ideas, rather they should handle an old
idea better than it was ever handled before.
Shakespeare took old ideas and doctored them
up, but he was a right smart doctor.
K \ I'HRVN HrXGERS, Racine. Wis.

GOOD

IN EVERY FILM

I'VE gotten something good out of every pic
' ture I've ever seen, and it gives me the jitters to hear some dumb animal say " I think
the movies are the ruination of the younger
generation." Let me say that if more young
folks attended the movies they would profit in
many ways.
Sri Barber, Milan. Georgia.

GARBO

MURDERED?

I AM making a plea in behalf of a great artist,
'(ireta Garbo. You know as well as I do that
she is being maliciously, gleefully murdered.
With the sharp criticism of her work artistically and the unbelievable ridicule of her personally, Garbo is the only actress who could
have survived so long. She is truly beautiful,
and a really great actress.
Eunice Gideon. Vnderson, S. C.

LESS ARTIFICIALITY
I OVERHEARD

a woman

ask her husband

' how he liked the actress they had just seen,
and he replied, "Well, she's just another of
those blondes." J feel just about as he did.
Why not less artificiality, less made-from the12

same-mold type and more naturalness and
individuality?
Harvey Peake, Louisville, Ky.

A PLEA FOR GARBO
IT is time that Garbo's legions of worshippers
rose up and demanded that the great actress
be given a great story. Her own studio, in an
endeavor to revert to former successes, is presenting her in a series of humdrum films. Let
us see her as Portia in ''The Merchant of
Venice," as Isolde in "Tristan and Isolde." It
is her pictures that are killing her. Her acting
grows steadily finer.
John Boyan, New York City

GENUINE

Verree Teasdale and her handsome
Great Dane walk down to the edge of
the lawn to greet Adolphe
Menjou

IDEALIST

AT

last a genuine idealist has raised his
clarion voice above the bacchanalian
boob-bait and fatuous ballyhoo —
Walter
Wanger's "The President Vanishes" is an in
spired masterpiece. Its message and warning
to humanity concerning the cause of brotherhood and world peace, and its light turned on
the vicious forces of war and hatred, must be
regarded as a crowning triumph for both
Wanger and Paramount. Of course, the plot
of this cinema of the new era has been cribbed
from the front page news of tomorrow's paper,
but who cares? Its sincerity is so intense I
can't conceive of anyone unwilling to admit it
;is .1 strikingly superior movie.
Louise Kennedy, Byron, 111.

SHIRLEY WRONGLY

CAST?

\V/HY is Shirley Temple cast in so many
^* gangster pictures? Most small children
simply adore her, and it just breaks their
hearts to see her involved in such heart rending
situations. It is over-stimulating and their
little minds cannot digest the fact that what
they see is merely acting.
Mrs. Grace Wintngs, Reading, Penn.

CENSORS

Cecil B. DeMille, the spectacle master,
shows Henry Wilcoxon one of the falcons he will use in "The Crusades"

CUFFED

I AM free, white, and able to vote, and I see
'no reason why my right to life, liberty and
the pursuit of a good picture should be denied
me. 1, of course, will not allow my children
to attend a picture that would leave a morally
bad impression on them, and for both them and
me there is the guide in Photoplay. So, why
should some sour-faced censor tell me what to
see?
R. E. Farmer, San Pedro. Cal.

NO

SHAME?

I JUST wonder why all actresses wear so little.
'Don't they have shame? They go so near
naked there is nothing left to the imagination.
I don't object to love scenes, but let the ladies
keep their bodies covered.
Mrs. B. I. H., Cheyenne. Wyo.
1 please turn to pace 14 ]

Margo, sensational new Paramount ac
tress and dancer, started her career ;r
Mexico, after long study in Europe
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THE FANS!

\ V/HEX

it is for ordinary mortals like myself to at
tempt to overcome our obstacles.
Ellyn Alcorn, Hatboro, Penn.

Carole Lombard was doing her fan

v* dance in "Lady by Choice," she put both
of the fans in front of herself. And in back of
her was the orchestra. Please watch these
things, and correct me if I am wrong.
Vincent Yardum, Jr., New York City

SUBTLER

MUSIC

THE subtler use of music is certainly adding
' to the films' theatric vitality.
Samela Kay Parkhurst, Seattle, Wash.

DUCK,

PRODUCERS!

IT is evident the Hollywood producers operate
'on a "slow but sure" policy: slow to recognize
ability and sure to regret the procrastination.
William A. Shelby, Arlington, Mass.

VARIETY

DEMANDED

TOO much of anything becomes trite and
' wearisome. Too much Dick Powell and
Ruby Keeler, John Boles and his inevitable
"shady life" backstreets. Too much Jimmy
Cagney and his socking feminine cheeks.
Patrons crave something new and different,
something unexpected, not typed. We want
variety. Right?
Annette Victorine, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

MORE

no not only
enlightening

BRUNETTES!

IT isn't any wonder that the public tires of
'going to the movies. All we ever see is a
bunch of washed up, faded out blondes for
leading ladies. They all look alike, and it
gets monotonous and tiresome. Let's have
some shiny dark hair and sparkling brown
eyes.
Mrs. W. Dieckmann, Cincinnati. Ohio

GRUESOME

AND

HUMAN

NATURE

\V/HY all the publicity about cleaning up
v pictures? The way to go about it is to
clean them up and not say a word. After all
this publicity, we, the public, will yell for the
low-down pictures. And if the producers then
say "Public, all you're going to get is lowdown pictures," why then we'll whoop and
howl for some clean ones.
It is human nature to want something we
can't have.
J. R. Alexander, Hughes, Arkansas

BOX-OFFICE

IDEA

I F the producers will give us public more clean
'pictures, I think you will find that the box
office receipts won't be so bad.
Katherine Rogers, Atlanta, Georgia

ADJECTIVES

SLAPPED

IT'S the greatest picture ever produced, most
'gorgeous, wonderful, spectacular, super super
smash hit! It's "The picture coming next
week to this theater."
We're used to it by now, and do not expect
moderation in adjectives. But wouldn't it be
a welcome surprise to see just this flashed on
the screen: "The next picture to be seen at
this theater is a darned good one?" Less
frantic advertising would be greatly appreciated.
Helen Stappenbeck, San Francisco, Cal.

HAPPY

and her mother,
Mrs. Goddard, leave El Mirador for a
turn about town.
Ah, there, driver!

14

BEST IN WORLD
I AM

sure we would never have been on the

' road to progress for "Bigger and Better
Pictures" if it had not been for Greta Garbo.
Ann Harding, Binnie Barnes and Katharine
Hepburn also must be included among the
"brilliants." It is such actresses who will
mark America as the best producer of pictures
in the world.
Mrs. Charles Rau, Jr., Columbus, Tex.

PICTURES
like"Judge
"Little Priest"
Women"willwillkeep
draw.us
coming.
' but ones like
M. K. Caldwell, Middletown, Ohio

GROUCH

REMEDY

THE
best remedy
for a grouch is— the
movies.
Pearl Meades, Baltimore, Maryland

VIOLETS FOR OLD

BOOKS

\ /IOLETS to the producers of many of the
most familiar books of my girlhood.
1 ;
anticipated the arrival of the films, and my .
expectations
were most certainly fulfilled
Can't we have more of these old books brought
to the screen?
Laura M. Lardner, Xorth Syracuse, N. V-

ENDINGS

story. It's time somebody came to the support
of "They lived happily ever after," and I'm
willing to start the ball rolling. I may be a
low-brow, but I don't like "artistic" pictures
because they usually try to prove how futile

I AM an Australian, and, of course, a British
' subject. But all this talk of British films for
British people, etc., makes me sick. To my
mind, all films should be produced not to enhance the position of the producing country
and company, but to enhance the film industry
as a whole.
My advice to the movie moguls is to con
centrate on one thing — entertainment.
John O'Brien, Woollahra. Australia

W^ Goddard
Paulette

CENSORS

/CRITICS have made no end of fun of the
^ "happy ending" Hollywood invariably
tacks on a movie whether it was in the original

super-spectacles.
It's "The Crusades"
ENTERTAINMENT

KEEPS 'EM COMING

"•W

CHORTLY after the death and capture of
"•^ Dillinger, I saw a newsreel showing his
bullet-punctured body in a morgue, with flies
crawling over it. It left an impression on me
that the perfectly good feature picture did not
remove. Isn't it a bit foolish to permit a
gruesome sight of that sort and then censor
our other movies?
Thelma Miller, Burlingame, Cal.

MORE

Once again C. B. DeMille has chosen
Henry Wilcoxon for another of his

it^J^^^j

CODE

ASKED

A, AY husband and I go to a movie.
Upon ;
" 'arriving, we find two features, and a preview besides. It sounds all right going in, but
I please turn to page 16 I

Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 10 I
STUDENT TOUR— M-G-M.— A floating
used for a musical background. Charles
worth, Jimmy Durante, Phil Regan, Maxine
Nelson Eddy, Monte Blue. Florine McKinney.

college
ButterDoyle,
(Dec.)

LOST IN THE STRATOSPHERE— Monogram
— Eddie Nugent, William Cagney, differ over June
Collyer. Enemies, they are up in the air fourteen
miles and the balloon goes haywire. For the youngsters. (Jan.)

PECK'S
BAD
Fox.—
The
many
of us
have BOY—
enjoyed
in days
effectively screened. Jackie Cooper is
boy," and Thomas Meighan is Mr. Peck.

LOSTconsiderably
LADY, A— revamped.
First National.—
Willa Stanwyck
Cather's
novel,
Barbara
fine in title role; Frank Morgan and Ricardo Cortez
satisfactory.
(Nov.)

PERFECT CLUE. THE— Majestic— Not to.,
expertly made, but this murder-drama-society play
has its bright moments, most of them being contributed by Skeets Gallagher, the smooth performance of
David Manners and Betty Blythe.
(Feb.)

SUCCESSFUL FAILURE, A — Monogram. —
William Collier becomes a philosopher of the air,
bringing fame and welcome cash to his surprised
family. Lucille Gleason, Russell Hopton, Gloria
Shea, William Janney.
(Dec.)

•
PRESIDENT VANISHES, THE— Waltei
Wanger-Paramount. — A sensational screen
speculation of what would happen if the chief executive vanished in a crisis. Top-notch cast includes
Arthur Byron, Edward Arnold, Janet Beecher.
Osgood Perkins. Intriguing and vital film fare. (Feb.}

THAT'S GRATITUDE— Columbia.— An amusng story, written, directed and acted by FrankCraven. Helen Ware. Arthur Byron, Mary Carlisle
Charles Sabin in good support.
(Nov.)

LOVE
TIME— Fox.— The struggles of Franz
Schubert (Nils Asther); his love for a princess (Pat
Paterson);
her father's
Walthall)
separate them.
Lovely (Henry
scenes, B.lovely
music. efforts
(Dec.)to
LOYALTIES— Harold Auten Prod.— An overplayed adaptation
of John aGalsworthy's
on an attempt
to degrade
wealthy Jew,play
withbased
the
Jew victorious.
Basil Rathbone the Jew.
(Jan.)
MAN OF ARAN — Gaumont- British. — A pictorial
saga of the lives of the fisher folk on the barren isles of
Aran off the Irish coast. (Jan.)
MARIE GALANTE — Fox.— Glaring implausibilities keep this from being a strong and gripping picture. But Ketti Gallian, a new French star, is lovely;
Helen Morgan sings sobbily, Ned Sparks and Stepin
Fetchit are funny, Spencer Tracy a nice hero. (Feb.)
MAYBE IT'S LOVE— First National.— A rather
dull picture of the hardships of a young couple during the first six months of marriage. Ross Alexander
makes the young husband interesting. But Philip
Reed, Gloria Stuart and the rest of the cast are
hampered by their roles.
(Feb.)

•

story by,
so
gone
the "bad
(Nov.)

PURSUED — Fox. — Too hilariously melodramatic
to be true. Everyone, including cast — Rosemary
Ames, Pert Kelton, Victor Jory, Russell Hardie —
must have been kidding when thev made this picture.
(Nov.)
•
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS, THE— Paramount.— Hinges on the long-gone custom used
to ekea outColonial
the firewood,
a Hessian
and
lass in"bundling";
Revolutionary
War soldier
days.
Francis Lederer, Joan Bennett, Charles Ruggles.
Mary Boland, Barbara Barondess. Very amusing
(Dec.)
READY FOR LOVE— Paramount.— Amusing,
should please entire family. Richard Arlen, newspaper owner, mistakes Ida Lupino for the inamorata
of
the Durkin.
town's leading
citizen. (Dec.)
Marjorie Rambeau.
Trent
Beulah Bondi.

MENACE — Paramount. — Mystery. Starts weak,
but picks up, and you'll be well mystified. A mad,
man threatens Gertrude Michael, Paul Cavanaghand Berton Churchill whom he blames for his
brother's suicide.
(Dec.)

REDHEAD — Monogram. — Grace Bradley doesn't
subscribehim.
to theShetheory
reform
does, you
and shouldn't
it works.marry
Brucea man
Cabotto
the man.
(Dec.)

• MERRY WIDOW, THE— M-G-M.— Operetta striking a new high in lavish magnificence.
Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier rate
•Jionors for their performances.
(Nov.)

RED
MORNING — RKO-Radio.— The lovelypresence of Steffi Duna is the only new thing in this
picture. Francis McDonald gives a good performOtherwisewith
it's the
old stuff
of savages
sneaking
throughance.forests
poisoned
spears,
etc. (Feb.)

i THE MIGHTY BARNUM— 20th Centuryi^ United Artists. — A great show, with Wallace
Beery, as circusman P. T. Barnum, in one of the best
oles of his career. Adolphe Menjou, Virginia Bruce,
[op support.
(Feb.)

RETURN OF CHANDU, THE— Principal— A
Hindu secret society must have an Egyptian princess
(Maria Alba) for a sacrifice. Spookily thrilling. Bela
Lugosi is Chandu. Good for the kids. (Jan.)

MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE

PATCH—

Paramount. — Interesting adaptation, with Pauline
x>rd, ZaSu Pitts, W. C. Fields and a host of other
me players.
(Nov.)
A MUSIC I N THE AI R— Fox.— Gloria Swanson
W returns in this charming musical as a tempestuus opera star in love with her leading man, John
loles. Gay and tuneful.
(Ja n.)
, MYSTIC HOUR, THE— Progressive.— Crookedit crooks, fightiugest fights, tag with fast trains,
liddle-aged hero, dastardly villain, his bee-ootiful
ard. But no custard pies. Montagu Love, Charles
utchison, Lucille Powers.
(Dec.)

•
RICHEST GIRL IN THE WORLD, THE—
RKO-Radio. — Miriam Hopkins does grand job
in title role, as girl who wants Joel McCrea to love her
for herself alone.
Fay Wray.
(Nov.)
ROCKY RHODES— Universal.— Good tare for
Western devotees, with fist fights and lots of fast
riding by Buck Jones.
(Nov.)
•
ROMANCE
IN MANHATTAN— RKORadio. — A well-nigh perfect screen play with
Francis Lederer as the immigrant lad who falls in love
with Ginger Rogers and wins her with the help of an
Irish cop, J. Farrell MacDonald. Excellent cast,
flawless direction.
(Feb.)

NIGHT ALARM— Majestic— If you like to go to
'es
you'llandget the
a three-alarm
this story
firebug
mysterious thrill
blazes from
he starts.
Bruceof
abot and Judith Allen head the cast.
(Feb.)

ST. LOUIS KID, THE— Warners.— Jimmy Cag
ney, fast and breezy as the story, is a peppery truck
driver in a milk strike. Patricia Ellis is the love
motif.
(Jan.)

NORAH O'NEALE— Clifton-Hurst Prod.— Dubl's
famousspontaneity
on the stage,
in their
st Abbey
movie. Players,
Lacks their
and fail
charm
on
e stage. (Ja n.)

SCHOOL
girl's reform
Wilson,
yarn just Paul
the

ONE EXCITING
ADVENTURE— Universal.—
' riving for suavity robs story of much charm. Neil
imilton reforms Binnie Barnes, who picks up
|imonds hither and thither. Has laughs, and Paul
vanagh, Eugene Pallette, Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)
ONE HOUR LATE— Paramount.— New-comer
e Morrison steals the show. Helen Twelvetrees,
nrad Nagel, Arline Judge, all good in this spritely
nance.
it's Joe and his sweet voice you'll
nember. But
(Feb.)
OUTCAST LADY— M-G-M.— Every cast mem— including Constance
Bennett, Herbert Mar' .11, Ralph Forbes, Hugh Williams — does his utmost.
; t this rambling presentation of Michael Aden's
reen Hat" hampers their efforts. (Nov.)
)VER NIGHT— Mundis Distributing Corp.—
- 'ok melodrama, but no suspense.
Story is telephed ahead. But. it has engaging Robert Donat
• beautiful Pearl Argyle.
(Dec.)
I.

PAINTED VEIL, THE— M-G-M.— Garbo as
the wife of a doctor (Herbert Marshall) in
I lera-ridden China. A betrayed passion for George
I nt teaches her her real love is her husband.
Pow" 1 drama.
(Jan.)

FOR
school,
Kelly
same.

GIRLS— Liberty. -Life in a
in the raw. Sidney Fox, Lois
try
hard, but it's a wearisome
(Nov.)

SECRETS
OF HOLLYWOOD— Scott-Merrich
Prod. — An hour of howls watching Eddie Lowe,
Wally Beery, Enid Bennett, Florence Vidor and other
veterans in their nickelodeon days.
(Jan.)
•
SEQUOIA— M-G-M.— A beautiful and amazing picture in which the life stories of animals
living in the high Sierras will stir you more than any
human drama. Jean Parker, Russell Hardie.
(Feb.)
SILVER STREAK, THE— RKO-Radio.— The
new streamline train is hero of this picture, gallantly
racing to Boulder Dam to save the lives of men and
to win Sally Blane for Charles Starrett. William
Farnum, Hardie Albright, Edgar Kennedy.
(Feb.)
6 DAY BIKE RIDER— First National.— Typical
Joe E. Brown, plus thrilling racing and good gags.
City slicker Gordon Westcott steals Joe E.'s girl
Maxine Doyle. But Joe E. outpedals Gordon and —
Frank McHugh good.
(Dec.)
STRANGE WIVES— Universal.— If you think
in-laws are a joke, see Roger Pryor's predicament
when he marries a Russian Princess (June Clayworth I and in walk in-laws Ralph Forbes, Cesar
Romero, Esther Ralston, Walter Walker, Valerie
Hobson.
(Feb.)

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW— Universal
— Frank Morgan turns in top-notch job as taken-for
ranted father.
Binnie Barnes. Lois Wilson.
(Nov.
365 NIGHTS
IN
HOLLYWOOD— Fox.— No
lustice to its locale. Jimmy Dunn, a has-been
director, makes a comeback and wins leading ladv
Alice Faye. Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant bright
spots. Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)
TOMORROW'S YOUTH — Monogram.— Dull
Philandering husband John Miljan. Wife Martha
Sleeper. Other woman Gloria Shea. Near tragedv
to son, Dickie Moore.
He's touching
(Dec.)
TRAIL BEYOND, THE— Monogram— Supposedly aWestern, but — Anyhow, gorgeous scenery,
beautifully photographed. John Wayne, Verria
Hillie, Noah Beery, Robert Frazer, others.
(Dec.)
TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY-GO-ROUND —
United Artists. — Its galaxy of stars the chief drawing
power. There's a murder on shipboard, not so intriguing. Nancy Carroll and Gene Raymond the romantic interest. Radio stars abound.
(Jan.)
WAGON WHEELS— Paramount.— Familiar Zane
Grey Western plot. But there is a good song — and
Gail Patrick. Randolph Scott is hero; Monte Blue,
the villain. (Nov)
WAKE UP AND DREAM— Universal.— A field
day for June Knight, Roger Pryor and Henry
Armetta,
despite (Nov.)
the late Russ Columbo's unsur
passed vocalizing.
WEDNESDAY'S CHILD — RKO-Radio. — A
moving preachment against divorce. Edward Arnold
and Karen Morley. Frankie Thomas the child
victim. Should see him; he was in the stage plav
(Dec.)
•
WE LIVE AGAIN— Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists. — Tolstoi's "Resurrection" again. But
that simple story is given such a sincere humbleness
it plumbs your heart. Anna Sten, Fredric March,
and an excellent supporting cast give it to you. (Dec.)
WEST OF THE PECOS— RKO-Radio.— A good
Western, with lots of action of some clever comedy
situations. Richard Dix as the cowboy hero, Martha
Sleeper,
Louise
Eat
are all
A-l. Beavers,
(Feb.) Samuel Hinds and Sleep'n'
•
WHAT
WOMANof theKNOWS
—
M-G-M. — EVERY
Expert adaptation
James M.
Barrie play, brilliantly acted by Helen Hayes, Brian
Aherne and capable supporting cast. A sly, human
fantasy, delightfully real. (Nov.)
WHEN A MAN SEES RED— Universal.— Here
Buck Jones, as hard-riding and square shooting as
ever, finds himself appointed guardian of prettyPeggy Campbell who inherits the ranch of which
Buck is foreman. Lots of chases, trick riding and
rescues.
(Feb.)
•
WHITE with
PARADE,
THE—
training,
a Cinderella
loveFox.—
story Nurses
involvingin
Loretta Young and John Boles. A heart-stirring picture. (Ja n.)
m WICKED WOMAN, A— M-G-M.— Good work
by the cast lifts this into interesting entertainment.
Mady Christians excellent as the woman who kills
her husband to save her family. Charles Bickford.
Jean Parker, Betty Furness top support.
(Feb.)
WITHOUT CHILDREN— Liberty.— Bruce Cabot and Marguerite Churchill let a siren break up
their home, but the youngsters, when they grow up.
reunite them.
The kids steal the show.
(Jan.)

—
ME— Paramount.
YOU
•
Master BELONG
David Jack TO
Holt manages
to outshine
troupers Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, Helen Morgan,
though they are all in top form.
(Nov.)
YOUNG AND
the array of 1934
it is Bill Haines'
weakness of plot.

BEAUTIFUL— Mascot. — Perhaps
Baby Wampas Stars and fact that
"comeback" will compensate for
(Nov.)

[ CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE
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coming out, you are so sick of comedies, news
reels, novelties and mediocre features that
you vow you'll not go again for months. Why
don't they make some kind of a code, and
select only pictures made by the major
studios?
Mary Angela Kelly, Los Angeles, Cal.

FREE SHOWS

FOR POOR

IF I had a lot of money, I would put up a free
'picture show for all the poor people.
Mrs. R. L. Boyd, York, S. C.

SOUL

OR FACE?

THERE are many actresses today who are
gifted and beautiful, but the fans who
scorn talent portraying soul beauty for facial
beauty, take notice — those grand troupers
who have created great names and standings,
and have given us hours of happiness will live
forever.
Fanny Kelly, Chicago. Illinois

WRITE

OLD

STARS

SELDOM, if ever, have I found a word in
glorification of the forgotten ones of the
screen. They are the once great stars who
have slipped, retired, and are trying to come
back. Why not try to help them? You fans
of such stars, why not write them, tell them
how much you enjoyed them?
Alice Walker, Sunfield, Mich.

TO THE OLD TIMERS
V/'EA verily, when it comes to stalking
' around in togas and delivering bombastic
lines in the grand manner, the old-timers had
it over the younger crop of actors like I he
proverbial tent. They would appear less
absurd in a modern wisecracking farce than
our modern players in costume plays of ;i remote period.
Mrs. Jane Shaw, Cleveland, Ohio

FOR THE UNSUNG
INSTEAD of raving about the various stars.
•why not a vote of appreciation for the ones
who make them look as they do?
B. Easley, Greensburg. Indiana

Letters
The two halves of the world of Photoplay
readers ma> learn what each other thinks
ATTENTION,

STUDENTS

I USED to feel tired and blue whenever 1
' had a test facing me the next day at college, until 1 finally went to a movie the night
before one. The next day, I made the highest
mark I have ever made. No more do I dread
test days.
Naomi Holland, Rome, Georgia

PLEASURE

TAKEN

AWAY

I QUITE agree with Mr. George Abbate of
' Utica in pleading for the return of intelligent
short subjects instead of the slapstick comedies now being shown. It is difficult to sit
through these comedies. They take away the
pleasure of the whole show.
Kathleen Laurie, Ogdenj Utah

RUT NECESSARY?
TO me, Norma Shearer with her many
' characterizations has disproved the theory
that one must eventually lie "typed." Is it
necessary to fall into the old rut of being ;i
"typed" character?
Catherine Jones, Tucson, Arizona

FILMS TREMENDOUS

POWER

IE the film industry but realized its tremen
'clous power in moulding fashions, manners and
even morals, I believe it would give more
thought to the great responsibility and influence within its hands, and take more seriously the effects it creates- giving its vasl
public films which are even better and more
worthy of imitation. For we human beings
are imitative especially the young.
M \k\ Mean, Evanston, 111.

Marian Marsh, an expert fisherwoman, goes to San Gabriel Canyon to
land her trout. And here she is,
caught in the act! Cute, too, eh?
SEE PAGES

54-55

fashion
replete forwith
yOUR
men. Whj
ladies, ebutis nothing
hints formagazin
doesn't Photoplay start such a department,
with tips for the men on what to wear?
think almost as many men as women reai
Photoplay.
Cecil W. Norman, Enid, Oklahoma

WHO

IS RIGHT?

point which everyone seems to disagrt
ONE
on is the relationship between Mr. Barre
I believe it was a stror
and his daughter.
fatherly love, but people who have read U
book insist that it was not. Who is right?
Ethel Stein, Paterson, New Jersey

SUPPORT

Cameraman's Lck! But Hal Mohr wasn't thinking of camera angles
when this picture of himself and bride, Evelyn Venable, was taken

16

COUNTS

may come and stars may go, but oft
STARS
the line between success or failure (of
picture) depends on the support given t
stars by the old guard of trained troupers
such as Lewis Stone.
June De Shane, Minneapolis, Minn..
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Revealing

the

Greta

Garbo-George

Brent

Romance!

-If

Greta Garbo and George
Brent in the Painted Veil.
M. G. M.

What about Greta Garbo and George Brent? For
months, the whole movie colony has been wondering
whether the unapproachable Garbo has at last succumbed to a man's adoration the first man since Jack
Gilbert. They came to know each other during the filming of their latest picture, "The Painted Veil." No one
knows better than George Brent himself what the real
relationship between him and Garbo is. If you want to
know the real facts, read this story in the March MOVIE
MIRROR.
Hidden

Chapter in Bing Crosby's Life

Delving into the unknown background of the popular radio singer
and movie actor. Walter Ramsey, one of MOVIE MIRROR'S star
writers, found an amazing and entertaining history the history of a
Peck's Bad Boy who later became a model citizen and much beloved
husband and father. You may have read the story of Bing's life, but
you've never known before the inside facts about his boyish escapades,
from the age of eight to the age of twenty-four. "Bing Crosby's Record"
—revealing this hidden chapter injhis life appears in fascinating detail
in the March issue of MOVIE MIRROR.

Is There a Difference Between

Friendship and Love?

Joan Crawford, who has experienced both in plenty, tells her vivid,
vital opinion on this subject which concerns each and every one of us
There is no more outspoken movie star than Miss Crawford and her
statements not only show us a new Joan Crawford, but also give us
valuable advice that we can apply to our own lives.

Why

Was Hollywood

Jealous of Mae

West?

No star in Hollywood has been more miserably treated by the Cinema
City than this famous blonde. Usually, Hollywood admires success,
but in this case Hollywood resented it. Here is the inside story, never
before told in a movie magazine.
All of the absorbingly interesting feature articles described above and
many, many more appear in the big March issue of MOVIE MIRROR,
the great movie magazine edited direct from Hollywood. If you have
not already done so, by all means get your copy today and see for yourself why MOVIE MIRROR is fast becoming America's most popular
movie magazine regardless of price.

MARCH

ISSUE

OUT

NOW
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CLARENCE

a§) Jeanette MacDonald put on her Adrian creation of white organza, with turquoise taffeta trimmings, that you may see how
she will look in her forthcoming screen version of Victor Herbert's
operetta, "Naughty Marietta." The immortal musical is to have
an extravagant setting, by the way. But, back to Jeanette —
that bodice is quilted taffeta; and the hat, turquoise ostrich plume

BULL

Q

The result of an international search — Freddie Bartholomew, as

the boy David Copperfie/d in Dickens' masterpiece ot that
name brought to the screen. It was only after months of arduous
seeking and elimination that Freddie, like sight to a blindman, came
to M-G-M's attention. He's a manly lad, isn't he? Frank Lawton
will be Copperfie/d as a man.
You'd better watch for this one

OTTO

A

The gay, petite Alice Faye goes soulful, stunningly so — and no
wonder, with that very, very ultra dinner gown of black cellophane. Incidentally, the belt is studded with Silver Nail Heads!

Maybe Alice will wear it for the premiere of the picture she's now
hard at work in, "George White's Scandals." The blonde tidbit
is in great demand, with a year's work already scheduled for her

DYAR

RAY JONES

Everybody and his brother and sister are clamoring for information on Tullio Carminati's next picture, "Once a Gentleman."
Here's a peek. Lilian Harvey, the gorgeous British actress, is the
object of the Italian star's fervid love in it. Incidentally, raves over
Tullio's great performance in "One Night of Love," with Grace
Moore, are still echoing about.
Maybe
they'll do another one

«; ■ *
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WE'RE all going to be agog soon over a certain little German actress who is
coming to our shores. She's arriving by way of England, where she played a
superb role as Catherine the Great in the picture of that name. In New York she will
pause for a run in the stage play "Escape Me Never," then on to Hollywood.
Elisabeth Bergner is as shy as a doe and as elusive as a mountain goat. From
Maine to California the cry will arise, "She's only doing a Garbo," when she grows
reticent — as she is more than likely to do — in the face of strong-arm American
publicity methods. English journalists have so far failed to gain an interview with
her. Maybe our more aggressive members of the press will have better luck.

TO guard Miss Bergner is the ever-protecting arm of her husband.
Always he is
on the set, guiding her, encouraging her.
Without him she is said to appear
helpless.
Whatever her success may be, we may be certain she will never succumb to
Hollywood's heady wine.
It won't be a case of a sadder and disillusioned husband
returning to the homeland alone.

TIME was when any actor, producer, director, cameraman, office boy — no, not
office boys: any one of those bright youngsters waited until he got to be supervisor— felt that to maintain his dignity and convince one and all that he was a big
shot he must travel about Hollywood in an imported car. You could toss a stone
in any direction and hit a Rolls, a Hispano, a Fiat, even, occasionally, a Daimler.
Not so today.

A BOUT

the only really spectacular cars in Hollywood belong to Carl Brisson

*and Lilian Harvey, both of foreign origin — cars and actors.
Brisson uses a
sensational importation, which boasts a swinging bar, a built in make-up kit, and
jother fixtures.
Lilian Harvey rides in a car of French manufacture, which caused a sensation
when she first came over. It is cream-colored, nickel-bedecked. But she's getting
tired of it. Recently, she and Helen Ferguson set out from Helen's office for Hollywood. "Is there any place around here where I can leave the car? " inquired Miss
Harvey; "it attracts too much attention."
All of which is a healthful sign. Gone are the days of phony ostentation. Those
who make motion pictures for you these days realize that it's a serious business
with much real money involved.
Real money; not poker chips.
23

Y

/^"^OMING back to Lilian Harvey — you will remember she was brought to Holly^-^wood after her success in the foreign-made film "Congress Dances." Falling
short of expectations in another studio, she is now Columbia's protege. And on the
Columbia lot they seem to possess the secret of knowing what it takes to make a
player click again.
Under the direction of Victor Schertzinger, who guided Grace Moore and Tullio
Carminati so triumphantly through "One Night of Love," she again has her big
chance.
Miss Harvey has drawn Carminati to play opposite her, too! Looks like good
fortune all around.

"THE
Far East — China,
Siam, Indo-China — takes to action, comedy,
beauty
' (feminine) in a big way in its motion pictures.
Wild "Tarzan" box receipts
proved to be an all-time top.
Charlie Chaplin and Laurel and Hardy are prime
comic favorites and Jeanette MacDonald's
pulchritude, the Sultan of Johore.

films delight that discerning judge of

All this on the word of Edward F. O'Connor, manager of M-G-M's
film exchanges for the past six years.

Far Eastern

\ Y/HAT picture will win Photoplay Magazine's Gold Medal award for 1934,
W when the balloting starts next month? You will recall that it has always been
Photoplay's custom to postpone voting for the best picture, of the year previous
until films released as late as December have had several months' circulation in
picture houses.

FHIS time there will be a lively list to pick from.
Critics' lists of the "Best Ten"
' have been printed, but I'll not influence your choice next month when Photoplay's first ballots begin to appear.
All I ask is that you then cast your vote.
Photoplay's Gold Medal award has become a national classic because it represents
the choice of all of you — the picture-goers of America.

IT was a quick curtain for Lowell Sherman

and as one who had made the stage

'and screen his life, he would have appreciated that. Only twenty-four hours on
a sick bed, he passed on.
On both stage and screen there was a devil-may-care nonchalance in his acting
that befitted the roles he essayed. Theater-goers will remember him best in "The
Tavern" and "High Stakes."
He repeated this last success on the screen.
When he laid aside paint for the megaphone, he directed as he acted — dramatically. In all his relations in life he never quite seemed to forget — and this fact gave
color and liveliness to his winning personality — his theatrical instinct.
Lowell Sherman will be remembered

as one of Hollywood's immortals.

]~HE bubble, reputation, never seems to burst anywhere in the world with more
' ominous finality than in Hollywood. Three consecutive successes and you may
be a star; one failure may deflate your splendor.
I am inclined to believe, however, that producers are more impatient than the
public. The dethroned of one studio have been picked up, on occasion, by some
rising film company and made a hit.
And stars who had begun to worry about their future on their home lot have
been loaned to a rival company for a picture which has doubled their box-office
prestige.
A player who seems "down"
may show he is a winner.
24

may be only so in his employers' minds. A recount
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Lhe vjbject of MTler J\.ffections
By JAMES

A. DANIELS

She had dreamed about him all her life.
the
him!

world

and

she travelled

all the

• She wanted him more than
way

Red

Gap, U.S.A. to

• And furthermore, she got her man, even if she had to win him in

And what woman wouldn't
to get
how Ruggles, the perfect British

of Red Gap. • All of which also

Laughton, winner

of the 1933

| ■ into the rough*
flB
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Charles

from

anything
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how

I screen charac-

Laughton has always wanted to play comedy on

the title role of Paramount's "Ruggles of Red Gap'\
the screen. He had scored effectively in this type of

role on the stage. But screen producers continued

to cast him in such parts as the mad doctor in "The Island

of Lost Souls", Emperor Nero in "The Sign of

The Cross" and as that doughty ruler of Britain, "Henry

VIII". • Then came "Ruggles of Red Gap" — and Laughton's comedy chance. And how he plays it! • As
Ruggles, the perfect servant in the Harry Leon Wilson story, Laughton comes to America in the employment of
the socially-minded Mary Boland of Red Gap His particular mission is to "civilize" Cousin Egbert, as played
by the inimitable Charlie Ruggles. Every woman has a Cousin Egbert lurking in the background. But what happens
to the prim English valet in the

land of the free furnishes one of the most hilarious comedy

plots ever concocted. • Just to

add to the general hilarity, the cast also includes Rolanc

Young, Zasu Pitts and Lucien

Littlefield. • But watch Laughton as a comedian.

Watch

the manner in which

he gets howls of laughter with a lift of the eyebrows,

a gesture of the

lands, a swift change of facial expression.

his walk is funny!
who makes his bow

Even

That's the new and surprising Charles Laughton
■"as a funny man

in "Ruggles of Red Gap".
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There's no desk in Hayward's penthouse office. He lounges while he
works, and telephones instead of
writing. He likes tables — for his feet!

PHOTOPLAY

PHOTOS

as and if Miss Katharine Hepburn makes
WHEN,
that long, long trek to the altar — which a great
many folks "in the know" insist she has already
clone — it's almost a cinch that her trekking partner
will be a tall, slender and slightly loose-jointed young man
named Leland Hayward.
It may be of help in attempting to present a brief picture of
the fascinating Katharine's future — or present — husband to
explain that his cable code address is the single word
HAYWIRE. His staff selected it for him, and while it doesn't
tell the whole story, it conveys the general idea. Lest unpleasant conclusions be drawn, I hasten to define HAYWIRE
as meaning colorful, entertaining, not like every other guy you
meet, and never a dull moment when Leland's around.
Mr. Hayward is a motion picture agent, in which occupation
he is just about tops. He represents a truly glittering galaxy
of brilliant writers and scintillating stars. As for instance —
Miss Hepburn herself, Helen Hayes, Margaret Sullavan, Miriam
Hopkins, Charles Laughton, Ben Hecht, Gene Fowler, Ina
Claire, Herbert Marshall, Donald Ogden Stewart, Edna Best,
Vincent Lawrence, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers — to name but
a few. And does he represent 'em; does he get em dough!
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Mr. Hepburn
yourself — and for a time thereafter, Leland was quite the lad
in the social swirl — Pall Mall Supper Club and such like. He
had a fling at Europe with his step-brother, Phil Plant, who
subsequently became Constance Bennett's second husband, but
not her last. While Leland never mentions it, his social
heritage and connections are strictly top flight. He is probably
the only bona fide Park Avenue agent in a business where Park
Avenooers of any description are hard to catch. Right now
he can walk into social strongholds where many of his most
illustrious clients couldn't get past the man who stands out in
front and greets the taxicabs.
For three or four years after leaving college our hero was
merely a young man trying, and not very hard, to discover his
forte. He did this and that and his fortunes rose and fell —
chiefly the latter. As an example of his ventures — in 1926 or
thereabouts Malibu Beach was just becoming the popular retreat of the film elect. Young Mr. Hayward, in Hollywood
and doing badly, conceived the bright idea of organizing the
Malibu Messengers, who would deliver messages from the only
then existing telephone to any house on the beach, or vice
versa, for fifteen cents. On paper the potential profits were
enormous, but there was a catch to it. He quickly discovered,
to his chagrin, that folks came to Malibu to escape telephones
and messages and simply didn't want any, not even at the
bargain price of fifteen cents. All of which shows that he
achieved success only after a struggle.
One thing led to another and finally back to New York,
where he went to work for the
[please turn to page 114 1

To simplify matters, let us assume Katharine and Leland
are married and then say that Leland probably makes more
money than his wife, a rare and unusual characteristic of the
gents who marry film queens. In fact, it's practically unheard
of. I haven't examined his books, but it takes no certified
public accountant to realize that ten per cent of the earnings —
the usual agent's commission — of his imposing list of clients
adds up to a staggering number of cocoanuts.
He is not, however, so his Boswells declare, without personal
financial woes. A sensible fellow who frowns on flagrant extravagance, hehas placed himself on a strict weekly allowance
for personal expenses. An admirable plan — except that he
frequently overspends his pittance — almost every week. When
this occurs he artfully averts financial disaster by borrowing
money from himself which, of course, he intends to pay back
to himself out of his next week's allowance — and never does.
One of his friends has advised him to sue himself and see if
he can collect.
To thumbnail his career chronologically for a moment:
His father is the popular and influential Colonel Bill Hayward, erstwhile district attorney of New York. In his Princeton days — class of '23 so you can approximate his age for

ONLY IN HOLLYWOOD
COULD YOU FIND A
COMPLEX MODERN MACHINE AND A SPINNING
WHEEL WORKING SIDE
BY SIDE! "VANESSA,"
SCREEN VERSION OF
HUGH WALPOLE'S
NOVEL, IS BEING FILMED.
AT THE CAMERA IS CINEMATOGRAPHER RAY
JUNE. ON THE LOW
STOOL IS WILLIAM K.
HOWARD,
DIRECTOR
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HELEN HAYES IS SEATED
AT THE SPINNING
WHEEL BEHIND HER
STANDS ROBERT MONTGOMERY IN A LONG
INVERNESS CAPE. THIS IS
ONE OF THE MOST ROMANTIC SCENES IN M-GM'S ADAPTION OF THE
FAMOUS STORY, AND
ABOVE THE LOVERS IS
THE MICROPHONE, SENSITIVE TO EVERY SIGH
OR WHISPERED PROMISE
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" IET me see your hand, please."
I hesitated.
L_

"Yes, I know I am not supposed to be a palm reader.
You didn't come to me for that. But what I see in the
crystal is so strange that I would like to know if it is confirmed
your heart line."
by What
difference did it make? I laid my hand, palm up, on
his desk.
This was no ordinary fortune teller. He did have a desk in
his severely efficient office, a desk and all the appurtenances of
a business executive. None of the clap-trap of the conventional
Oriental mystic surrounded Dr. Khanandi. There were no
black velvet curtains embroidered in hieroglyphs on the walls,
no highly polished skull mounted on an Ionic column, no trick
picture of a Hindu saint to follow you with luminous eyes.
There was nothing of the east about Dr. Khanandi himself
either except a spotless turban which enhanced a little the
olive shade of his smooth, clear complexion. Otherwise he
was dressed in beautifully tailored dinner clothes. In the
afternoon, I understand, he wears unobtrusive sports garments— although no one has ever seen him on a golf course, a
polo field or a tennis court. He merely conforms to the costume
of the country — every man in Hollywood and Beverly Hills
dresses as if he were a guest at an informal house-party.
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He was looking at my palm but stopped long enough to
flash me a disarming smile.
"Of course, Miss Adair, it would be silly of me to pretend
not to know who you are. There is no magic in naming a
woman whose face may be seen on a billboard at the next
corner. In that filing cabinet over there is a complete clipping record of your public life which I could consult if I cared
to astound you with my knowledge of your motion picture
activities. I could even tell you many things which have not
been printed because the press agent at your studio who is
paid to suppress information not suitable for public consumption, has — let us say — a working arrangement with me.
"But there are some things which are not in that file, nor
in anyone's file. One of them is that your real name is not
Rochelle Adair but Rachel O'Hare and that you changed it
not entirely for business reasons."
I wanted to withdraw my palm from his too searching gaze
but, for the moment, I couldn't. He held my hand, not
tightly but firmly, while he bent over it with a magnifying glass.
As he studied it he continued speaking. "Your hair, we
both know, is its present unusual shade merely for photographic purposes. You would be more beautiful, I think, if
it were much darker, as nature originally planned. However,
you have set a style which is of great profit to the hair-dressing

L

parlors throughout the world, so who am I to spoil the graft
of my fellow racketeers? You are thinking, I know, that I
am intolerably impudent but I would prefer that you would
regard my candor as a tribute to your intelligence. We are
both in the show business. I have laid aside the mask for
you — is it too much that I point out that your own whiskers
are also false?"
People had told me that he put on a different act for each
customer. I couldn't resent him. But I was impatient of his
preliminaries. Something of my restlessness communicated itself to him for now he began to talk more seriously — the banter
disappeared from his voice.
"You wish to know about a man, Miss Adair. I say this
not only because women almost invariably seek me for advice
in matters of the heart, just as men are chiefly interested in
the outcome of a business deal, but also because, according to
your hand, you have no other disquieting factor in your life.
Everything else is made smooth for you, but- your relations
with persons of the other sex are highly complicated and,
may I say, disastrous."
I laughed.
He could have read that in the papers.
He answered my thought.
"Certainly I could — all but this:
"Three, or perhaps four, years ago you were in a hospital —
as a nurse. There were two men in a room. It was
your duty to take care of them. One of them died. You were
suspected of having killed him. I can't find here whether
that suspicion was true or not. Did you?"

I jerked my hand away. "No — or I don't know. I didn't
come here to answer questions."
He looked at me a little dazed. Apparently he had been
talking almost subconsciously.
"Have I said something to offend, Miss Adair?"
I had risen. I wanted to get out of there.
"It doesn't matter. I've remembered an engagement." The
feeling oppressed me that it was no use to lie to him, but how
could I tell him that I couldn't stand any more just then?
I had lived another life so continuously that, except in nightmares, that earlier one was almost forgotten.
He wasafraid
standing,
"I'm
not." too.
I started to go.

"As you'wish.

You will return?"

"You will wait, Miss Adair." It wasn't exactly a command, yet I felt myself turning once more to face him.
He spoke slowly. "Since you will not return I must tell
you something important — warn you so that you may guide
your steps carefully. For you walk with death. It is written
in the stars, in your hand, everywhere, that men who gain
your favor surely perish. That you may judge that this is not
idle talk let me say that I am glad I shall never see you again.
I, like the others, could go mad about you and, even knowing
that the only prize is death, I should doubtless try to win."
He stood at the door, holding it wide for me.
" We are, I think," he murmured, " saying good-bye forever."
Outside I ferventlv echoed his melodramatic wish, never

put the back of my other
>and against my face to
rifle a scream and broke
is clammy

grip,

and

ran
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II.
It was the Saturday night before Christmas. I had let my
chauffeur go for the evening. There was some kind of a celebration on at his church over in Central Avenue. Anyway, I
had expected that Scott Deering, my fiance, would take me
home, never dreaming that we would quarrel. So I had taken
a taxi when I left his place, up in the hills back of Hollywood.
Dr. Khanandi's house was on LaBrea Avenue, only two or
three blocks from Hollywood Boulevard, and I decided to walk
in that direction and pick up a cab. It was not very late
and I wanted to do some thinking.
Of course, I don't believe the pan-jan-drum of fortunetellers— well, not any more than you do anyway — but the discourse of the assertedly Hindu crystal gazer had upset me
terribly. He was probably nothing but a well-educated negro
who had discovered that he looked mysterious with a towel
wrapped around his head and who cashed in on the easy
credulity of the picture colony. But in some uncanny way he
had hit on the one thing which has worried me all my life —
all my life, that is, since I first entered high school back in
Muskegon, Michigan.
What happened to me then, and has been happening to me
ever since, was that I never had any friends of either sex.
That sounds a little as if I was an unpopular hunchback with a
club-foot and pink toothbrush. So I'll modify and explain.
I never had any friends among the boys because they all insisted on making an amorous occasion out of every social
contact. And girls found they could not trust me with their
sweethearts. It wasn't my fault. I used to pray every night
that just once I would meet somebody who would want to play
tennis with me or teach me to skate or call some evening with
the innocuous idea of beating up a batch of fudge in the kitchen
and eating as much of it as the human stomach would hold. But
I never received an answer to my prayer. I'd meet a boy at a
dance, he'd take me out on the floor for a couple of turns and
then propose a ride out to Lake Michigan Park or up the Scenic
Highway to Sylvan Beach. If I didn't go, he'd be angry; if I
did every girl who knew him would be sorry for him and angry
with me. That was how all the tales of my wildness got
into circulation.
I HATE alibis so I won't go into this except just that much
because it is the only way I can explain, even to myself, the
star-spangled loneliness of my girlhood and, for that matter,
the isolation in which I have spent most of my life. I early
found out that the only way I could avoid trouble was to keep
away from all but casual friendships.
I also hate people who talk about their own magnetism —
somehow misnamed "sex-appeal" by a recent generation. But
there is no way to get around it if I am to tell what happened
to me. Because all my life has been spent trying to get away
from the consequences of some ill-advised infatuation on the
part of somebody who had no business to be attracted by me
at all or who, by paying attention to me, stepped on the toes
of somebody else who thought he had prior rights. I don't
think love entered into these affairs. To my notion, love should
be something that makes you feel light and clean and free,
and I've never had an experience that hasn't left me leaden
and laden with dirty chains.
From my own encounters with life I do not know that love,
according to my idea of it, really exists. Neither do I know of
it from what any one has ever told me. That isn't what men
talk about when they're with me and women don't talk to me
at all — not in confidence anyway.
But I've read things — don't laugh, some of them poetry —
which make me know that men and women do meet sometimes with an understanding which includes laughter and tears
as well as kisses.
In one of my pictures I played the mistress of a king who
loved him that way and who, in return, was privileged to be
the one against whose breast he rested while he told his inmost
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wearinesses and exaltations. I was sorry when that picture
was finished. No man had ever talked to me, even on a set,
as if I were capable of more than one emotion.
And it's a funny thing but that one emotion, usually called
passion, is something I know nothing about from personal
experience.
That, my father once told me, is what made me so uncomfortably popular.
' 'If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,' "
he quoted, and then finished with his own words, "then, bedad,
ye're top dog in any kennel. Ye'll have power whether ye
want it or not. I'm a little that way meself and it accounts
fer the way I have with the women."
HE was an old philanderer, Terence O'Hare, never true to
anybody but my mother, and maybe he deserves no credit
for that because she died while they were yet so young that the
madness was still on them.
"The Arabs, now," he went on, "have invented themselves
strange concoctions of nasty drugs to drink that they think
will keep them cool when they're with their women. It makes
them the masters, they believe. I dunno if it works, but it's
an idea at that and if ye're naturally that way, like you and
me, it gives you a commether on the other fella that's darn
useful if ye're makin' a bargain."
He was probably right about the power of the weapon, but
it never brought down the game that I wanted — a really good
time. Sure, I laughed — no girl born of an Irish father could
wear a sour face all the time — but mostly I had to laugh at
myself. When you'd like to go down to the corner of an evening
for a hot dog or a chocolate soda, there's not so much fun
finding yourself in the arms of a lad you only met day before
yesterday, and him breathing questions in your ear between
kisses that might even startle a bride during the first year or
so of her married life.
I don't really blame anybody. Perhaps I looked that way
even when I was a kid. I know I do now, but that might be
because of the kind of parts that I play. Actors and actresses
all know that their private lives take on the hue of characters
they depict on the stage or screen. Lionel Barrymore, after
he had been playing the country physician in "One Man's
Journey" for several weeks, once attended a performance at
the El Capitan Theater in Hollywood. There was a minor
accident back stage and the manager of the company came
before the curtain and asked, "Is there a doctor in the house?"
Barrymore was the first man to get to his feet. He only reman's leg. membered just in time before he amputated the injured
I have said somewhere above that my mother died when I
was just a baby. She probably wore herself out laughing at the
amusing antics of my father. I don't know but that he was
one of the funniest men in the world. He could have been
a clown with Barnum and Bailey but, instead, he was just a
foreman at the billiard table factory of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Company across the tracks of the G. R. & I. in
Muskegon. He'd probably sobered down a lot before I was old
enough to remember him, but even then he was as funny as
W. C. Fields on one of his best days, with just a touch of
wistful sadness in his fooling that reminded you of Charlie
Chaplin.
IF mother had lived on during the formative period of my
girlhood I suppose I might have been spared the terrors of.
learning about life by the laboratory method. Father didn't
know how to talk to a little girl. Instead, he talked to me as if
I were another man. That's a priceless memory, but at the
time it failed to give me the elementary facts about things I
needed to know.
So I muddled through the Muskegon High School, apparently popular but having, if you must know, a very thin time.
I wanted to have just one girl friend, but I couldn't find one
unattractive enough so that she didn't have hopes that I
might blast.

He held my hand, not tightly but firmly, while he bent over it with a magnifying glass.

My father died that summer. That did not matter much
inancially because I was expecting to work anyway, but it did
eave a fearful hole in my existence. He was the only person
could talk to without being constantly on the defensive.
I was entered as a student nurse at the Mercy Hospital and
vent into training that fall. I guess I hoped that by devoting
nyself to the service of suffering humanity I might escape the

As he studied it, he talked

curse which had dogged my youthful footsteps and no longer
lead the life of the hunted. There was something in the Florence Nightingale oath that looked like sanctuary. My mistake. The nurse's uniform turned out to be the most becoming
costume I had ever worn, and internes are only high school
boys grown up.
The Sisters were marvelous, [ please turn to page 105]
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tells

you

the Will Rogers
ERt Etheis hab
THtha
itable globe
— or a good part of it
knows. This is the Will
Rogers of the screen, at this
writing rated as the most popular
actor, judged by box-office drawing powers, in the whole cinema
ine
it's Will Rogers
bus ss. And she
the distingui d syndicate
writer, and Will Rogers, the
gifted after-dinner speaker, and
Will Rogers the radio star and
Will Rogers who at intervals
goes skyhooting about the world
in a plane, acting as a sort of
unofficial but highly useful goodwill ambassador for the United
es
Stat to foreign parts. It is the
Will Rogers who through his own
individual efforts, mental and
physical, is said to earn more
money than anybody in this
country earns purely by the exercise ofpersonal endeavor. That
is the Will Rogers who bulks so
big in the popular imagination —
the showman, the advertiser, the
ballyhoo artist supreme.
The other Will Rogers — the
one I mean to write these fewlines about — is the Will Rogers
who reveals himself to a limited
audience. It is a shrewd, kindly,

Will Rogers is aptly cast in his
latest picture, "The County
Chairman." As Irvin Cobb tells
you, he is tops on the shifting tides of the times and men
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witty, natural, fairly modest,
simple man of simple habits and
simple tastes who loves his family and his friends, his polo ponies and his ranch, his privacy
and his hours of seclusion. It is
the Will Rogers who never went
Broadway when he was a hit in
Ziegfeld's Follies, who never
went Hollywood, after he began
to mop up out here in the movies. It is the Will Rogers who
fights like a tiger for as much
money in wages as the traffic
will stand, but drops everything
else to give of his time, which is
immensely valuable, his cash,
which is precious to him, and his
talents, which are plentiful, on
behalf of some worthy cause or
some out-of-luck man or woman
that he knew in the old days before glory
him other.
and misfortunecame
came to tothat
It is the Will Rogers who
dashes
awayits from
Land, with
tinsel Yes-Man's
grandeurs :
and its make-believe pageantry,
its barb-wire entanglements of
studio intrigue and its front line
trenches full of conniving executives, to climb into a pair of twodollar overalls and hunker on a
corral fence and contemplate the
beauties of beef critters for hours
on a stretch. It is the Will Rogers who still at heart is an Oklahoma cowhand, a man generous
in his appraisals of human beings, tolerant in his judgments
and not too bitterly satirical
about the things and movements
which he dislikes.
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On the lot, he is all for the
vork to which he is assigned.
)ff the lot, he is an earnest
tudent of men and measures
hroughout the cosmic scope.
I doubt whether there are a
lalf dozen men active in national
nd international affairs — diplonats, publicists, politicians or
vhat-have-you — who keep a
eener eye upon the currents of
■pinion and the shifting tides of
he times than he does. Moreiver, he brings to his study of
ssues what the average so-called
tatesman most woefully lacks —
. certain rational philosophy
>lus a certain salty homely hunor which makes him one of the
nost quotable and widely-quoted
reatures at present inhabiting
his distracted planet.
His wit has punctured many a
ialloon, has deflated quite a few
>ver-extended shirt fronts, but
arely has it hurt any individual's feelings. Here's a coaedian who can make fun of a
himerical dream and yet not
oo severely damage the selfsteem of the false prophet reponsible for launching it.
With him, I'm sure, a laugh
p not worth a bruise to some
ensitive spirits. And if ever he
nought up a dirty wheeze or a
uggestive wise-crack or a
mutty simile, it clabbored some•here down in his system beause he never uttered it into
he sound-recorder, never spoke
before an audience, great or
mall, never wrote it for print.
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But, look here, I'm getting
away from my topic — mixing up
the Rogers who looms so large
before the camera and behind
the microphone, with the Rogers
that likes breeding heifers and
blooded calves and rope-throwing and broncho busters — and
plain vittles and plain folks.
I remember once, and that
was years and years ago, before
I came to know the real, the
very real Will Rogers very well,
that there was a dinner in New
York. He was to be the guest of
honor and I was to be, next to
him, the principal speaker. So
I said to myself:
" This gabby young Lochinvar
out of the West is probably getting the big-head. The other
speakers will deluge him with
praise until he drowns happily
in the surging sea of flattery.
How about taking the opposite
tack and putting this Rogers
person
in his
Having
thatproper
wickedplace?"
intent in
mind, I took counsel with a smart
woman who knew the beginnings
of practically every vaudeville
celebrity in America. Moreover,
she kept scrap books of press
[ PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE 84 1

Will Rogers' wit has punctured
many a balloon, has deflated a
lot of over-extended shirt
fronts, but very rarely has it
hurt

any

individual's

feelings

TWO

Personalities

QUESTION: When is an actress not an actress?
Answer: When you say, "Boo."
That really doesn't make sense, does it? But if it's a
riddle then so is Evelyn (and you'd better pronounce
it Eevlyn) Laye. Because when Evelyn Laye is Evelyn Laye,
she's an actress, in every sense and nonsense of the word —
and when she's "Boo" — she's herself, which is something
different.
One of those dual personalities — you know. They seem always to come from England, as indeed did Evelyn — just a few
months ago — to Hollywood where Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
already made her a star.
You've never heard of Evelyn?
That's not too strange.
In fact you haven't a thing on a certain immigration inspector at New York. Evelyn tangled with him on a purely
pleasure trip to America a while before she came over for the
screen. He looked at her passport —
"An actress — eh?" he pondered. " Going to work in this
country?"
"No," said Evelyn, "just visit."
" Going to talk business? " he pressed.
Evelvn said she didn't know and anyway was it a crime:*
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"N-n-o," said the law, "I guess not — but you'll promise
not to work, won't you? You won't go into a chorus or any"I promise," said Evelyn, with a sigh, wondering wistfully
if she really looked like a chorus girl.
thing?"
Because, you see, over on the Continent and in London,
Evelyn Laye is, has been for years, something of a star. Musical operettas, stage revues, plays and more recently pictures.
She has been on Broadway, too, in " Bitter Sweet. " As a matter
of fact, a few years ago she came to Hollywood, with much
pomp and circumstance, made one picture — and not a very
good picture — and ran right home with none too fond memories
of a short but hardly sweet screen career.
In fact, so disillusioned was Evelyn about Hollywood and
her chances in pictures that when Irving Thalberg sent for her
almost three years ago in Europe and offered her a contract at
M-G-M, Evelyn politely said in her very best English,
"Thank you so much — but I don't think I can— really."
"All right," said Thalberg, "but if you ever change your
mind — let me know."
Well — two and a half years passed, during which Evelyn
Laye again waded gingerly into
[ please turn to page 115 ]
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for Mary Brian, and she will marry.
ngNN woman
GENfed
from
David Jack Holt will take Jackie
she carries
but
Kansas,
as
told
to
in
weight
tremendous
Cooper's place as the next boy-star,
Producers and actors
Hollywood.
Lupe and Johnny will finally diJOAlMit
IS O I. I K %
believe she is psychic. Whether she
vorce and Lupe will be married two
more times in the course of her life.
is or not she has called the turn so
many times that princes, producers
•
Gary Cooper and his wife will
and picture stars pause and consider when she speaks. She
separate.
This will be more than a surprise.
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon will be divorced.
has told them which horse would win, where that lost money
was, and whom to marry. And she has predicted contracts for
Edward G. Robinson will stage a terrific come-back and be a
great star again, in spectacular character parts.
actors
ready
to
give
up,
who
didn't
even
know
they
were
being
considered.
Watch George Brent. This will be his best year.
In England she told the Prince of Wales and other titled
Loretta Young had a great opportunity to marry one of the
richest men in Europe, but she threw it away for a hopeless
gentlemen that the Derby winner would be "a horse with a
love. Now she will be a great actress and not marry anyone.
white spot on his face, belonging to a man with a very long
Her career will be first.
name." The favorite didn't come within a mile of this description, so some quick investigation took place. The white
Joan Crawford will continue in success, but must watch herj
spot was located on Windsor Lad owned by the Maharajah
health. She gives too much to others, who have used her for|
of Rajpipla, a name long enough to cause many thousands of
their own advancement. She tries everything. When she|
sovereigns, pounds and shillings to be laid on the nose of starts receiving she will be happy, but her career will gol
downhill.
Windsor Lad. He won the Derby — and many a good Britisher
can thank Gene for his ample supply of fish and chips.
Mae West will flop if she doesn't change her type. If she
After this demonstration, Gene was hired by the snooty
would step out of her role and be a Marie Dressier, she could
go on for years. She is playing an artificial character, and ii[
Savoy Hotel to predict for their guests. She "called" twentyher next picture does not have an Alaskan setting, it will ba
one horses out of twenty-one for them. The Prince of Wales
unsuccessful.
invited her over to dinner.
Constance Collier will be the nearest successor to Marie
This is merely the build-up in case you are the forgotten
Dressier. When Gene first saw Constance Collier in a Londor
man who never heard of Gene Dennis. When she makes predictions about Hollywood, a lot of celebrations or headaches
hotel, she did not even know who she was, but predicted tha
result. Gene calls her shots, big or little, just as she sees
before the day was over, she would sign an important con
tract. Five hours later, Miss Collier was signed by M-G-M
them. Things have "come to her" since she was two years
old, but to be certain she must have immediate identification
Miss Collier had no idea she was being considered for a contract
with things.
Something belonging to the person, preferably.
Marion Davies will be greater than ever. Everything i
These things will happen in 1935, according to the seeress:
before her. Whatever she has wanted she has gotten by con I
Garbo faces the perils of pernicious anemia and will be
centrating on it. It is like, says Gene, holding a mirror in on
dangerously ill. Her contract matters will suffer.
spot, instead of flashing it all over the room. Too man
Joseph Schenck will be married, but not to Merle Oberon.
women do not actually picture what they want, and so do no
He doesn't know the woman he will marry, but he is destined
President Roosevelt will be re-elected.
to be a family-man with several children.
Janet Gaynor will marry soon. The greatest mistake of her
getWeit. will not have a war in 1935 in this country.
life was in not marrying her first love, so she will have to marry
Kidnapping is over. All the wealthy persons who have gor
a man who looks like him, to be happy. She will make three
to Europe will run right into the kidnapping den, because
more good pictures.
will move over there.
I please turn to page 109:
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A flood of praise for Myrna Loy as "the ideal wife" and "the reviver of marriages gone
stale" is sweeping the country. It's the result of Myrna's and William Powell's screen
"marriage."
But, in her next picture, "Wings in the Dark," Cary Grant is her man

HURRE

Charles Farrell is still settling down and absorbing the good sunlight of Califorit
after his trip to foggy London where he starred in a British picture. But soon, n
driving

urge that is part of Charlie will assert itself, and

you will be seeing hi'

■

■
afflfc,

Judith Allen, in a most striking study, depicting some of the feel for the dramatic this
young actress possesses. You undoubtedly remember her work in the very recent "Bright
Eyes." Judith has been in the movies less than two years, but, 'tis said, she's a comer!

CLARENCE

HEWITT

It's a bet that your first guess is "A new Monte Cristo." Mais non, as the personality itis would say. It is the incomparable Maurice Chevalier in the widely-noted
theatrical institution, "Folies Bergere de Paris," on the screen for the very first time

DON

ENGLISH

Marlene Dietrich, sultry, yet mysterious. She's striving for a new screen personality.
Notice those tantalizing curls — in her latest, "Caprice Espagnol." It's the last picture in her stormy
association
of five years with Director Josef Von
Sternberg
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FLUS
After his performance in
"The Barretts of Wimpole
Street," he was admitted to their
exclusive professional ranks.
Flush is a red and white Cocker
Spaniel, born October seventh,
1931. At the age of six weeks,
Charles Gilbert bought him to be
trained as a shooting-dog, and
hunting was Flush's career until
recently. He is pedigreed, but Mr.
Gilbert who judges at dog shows,
says his skull is too wide between

the ears for a show dog . . . "Too
Flushbrain."
is extraordinarily sensitive
much
to his master's deficient hearing.
He will sit in a blind and indicate
where to shoot by looking in the
direction of the ducks. He will
never leave the blind to retrieve,
not wishing his master to be alone.
He was not a trained dog in the
moving picture sense, but was
tractable"sit,"
and etc.knew "drop,"
"come,"
Flush was selected by the studio
from seventy-five red and white
Cockers, for his long silky ears and
expressive eyes. He was placed
with Fritz Bache, an experienced
dog-trainer, for a month before his
picture work. Bache says Flush is
the only dog in his wide experience
who realized right away what he
wanted done. This contradicts the
theory that you can't teach an old
dog new tricks, since Flush was
threeis years
old. toA be
yearthein same
a dog's
life
estimated
as
seven years in the life of a man.
Flush slept with his trainer and
was fed by him until complete
confidence was established. He
liked to do things, and responded
best to a mouth organ, siren, ball,
mouse, and food. Everything else
had to be quiet, as he was timid
when things moved. He does not
like excitement. He was taught
to work by signs. When he had to
trot down the street, he was first
placed on a 60-foot cord. The
trainer beckoned and gave the cord
[ PLEASE

PHILLIPS

Flush is a contradiction of the worn theory that you can't teach an old dog new
tricks.
He was a bird dog, and three years old, when he went into the movies
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$1
A WEEK!!
two actors with
THERE are
whom every star hates to
play a scene — a baby and a
dog. They are the most
dangerous scene-stealers in the
business. Until recently, many a
picture has been sent to the shears
er the preview to "cut back" to
aft
the actor and forget the dog. He
was too good.
Skippy has fared better, since
the picture-going world has become dog-conscious. You know
Skippy. In "The Thin Man" he
was Asta, in "Lottery Lover" PomPom was the name. (Imagine calling a respectable wire haired terrier PomPom!)
Skippy was born in Hollywood
three years ago and was selected
from the litter for personality
rather than type. He is a trifle on
the big side and leggier than is customary. He is pedigreed but
would never place in a show, now
that Wires are being bred down to

toy-size. Skippy is a real man's
dog.
The man is Henry East, who
has been training dogs for twenty
years. He resembles a Saint Bernard himself, and never raises his
slow, soft voice to man or beast.
He and his wife, Gail Henry, have
probably trained more dogs than
anyone except the "Seeing Eye"
organization. Gail was a star
comedienne with her own company in the old days and was the
second person in pictures to use a
dog actor. Fatty Arbuckle was
the first. The Easts have four
master-trainers in their service,
I any number of dogs working all the
time, and have published a book,
"How to Train Dogs."
There were a lot of mutterings
among the dog-gentry that Wires
were impossible to train, but Gail
and Henry blew up the theory.
The most difficult characteristic to
train out of Skippy — or any Wire
—is this: his attention is easily
attracted and cannot be diverted
without heroic patience. A butterfly, a scrap of paper, a noise —
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 112 ]
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Skippy (you remember him as Asta in "The Thin Man" or as PomPom
e to tram
Lover") is just another theory dissolver— that Wires were impossibl
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Ronald Colman

flopped

once in films without a
moustache. Today in
"Clive of India," he appears sans moustache.
How do you like him? A
studio is gambling a million dollars that your answer is going to be "Yes"

Clive (Colman) an
empire builder at
twenty-six, leads the
British Men to victory in the decisive
battle of P I a s s e y

« ■ ■% ■
Loretta Young, as
Margaret, the bride
whom Clive left in
England. When he
returned he brought
her India as a gift

No work or expense
was spared in making the lavish sets.
It is Twentieth Century's most pretentious screen offering

"The Black Hole of
Calcutta," where
many Englishmen
smothered to death,
is exactly reproduced
in this
great film
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of INDIA
20th CENTURY— UNITED ARTISTS

TWELVE years ago a young British actor named Ronald
Colman packed his bags, checked out of his Hollywood
hotel and boarded a train for New York.
Gallantly, perhaps a bit ironically he waved a formal
adieu to the town which had bitterly disappointed him—
without telling him why.
Hollywood hadn't been interested in his face, his personality, or his ability. It had used him in a few scenes
as a well dressed extra. He had sold only his neat wardrobe to the screen. His farewell salute said, in effect,
"Goodbye. You don't need me, Ronald Colman — only my
suits. And I need those more than you."
He went to Broadway, found a dashing romantic role in
"La Tendresse" and went to work. One night Henry
King, who was preparing to take Lillian Gish and a company to Rome to film "The White Sister," sat in the
audience of Empire Theatre. Mr. King was looking for an
actress for a minor role. He was also hunting a leading
man. When he saw Ronald Colman make love in his persuasive manner, he wondered if he could be the man for
"The White Sister."
Backstage Mr. Colman thanked Mr. King very much for
his offer of a screen test. He was extremely polite, but he
was also definitely opinionated.

Margaret

Sullavan in her

new film, ''The

Good

Fairy," as an usherette,
and Reginald Owen as her
guardian angel. To others
he is a waiter in a cafe.
In this film, Margaret
bought the director, Bill
Wyler — then married him

THE BEST

PICTURES

CLIVE OF INDIA
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
DAVID COPPERFIELD
THE BEST

OF THE MONTH
RUGGLES OF RED GAP
THE GOOD FAIRY
THE LITTLE MINISTER

PERFORMANCES

OF THE

MONTH

Ronald Colman in "Clive of India"
Margaret Sullavan in "The Good Fairy"
Charles Laughton in "Ruggles of Red Gap"
W. C. Fields in "David Copperfield"
Will Rogers in "The County Chairman"
Katharine Hepburn in "The Little Minister"
Casts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 120

As L u i sa , in "The
Good
SullavanFairy,"
plays Miss
a role
in comedy for the
first time in her film
career.

When

She's

work

good

on

the

picture started, Margaret displayed pigtails on the screen,

"It's very nice and all that," he said, "but you're wasting your time. I've been all through that in Hollywood
I don't screen well."
But King was equally opinionated. "I'd like to take a
camera test," he persisted
Colman shrugged.
"It's no use."
"Just for my own satisfaction."
Colman smiled enigmatically.
"Righto."
They ran off the test, taken by a news-reel camera
There was something about Colman that the lense didn't
: ike. King was puzzled.
"I told you," said Ronald Colman with a short laugh,
'I'm afraid you simplv can't make a screen actor out of
'■at."
King didn't hear him. He was still groping for what it
vas this personality lacked. "Wait," he said, and snatching
ip an eyebrow pencil he sketched a thin black moustache
>n the surprised actor's upper lip. "A real one will be
ven better," he said, "but let's take another test now."
It made all the difference in the world. The next test got
Donald Colman the lead opposite Lillian Gish in "The
Vhite Sister"; "The White Sister" got Ronald Colman a

and

bursts of temperament on the set

Before the picture
was finished, she
found sophistication
in Budapest, and off
the screen a sudden
docility for her work

Everybody learns the
truth about everyone
else — in the picture.
This did not apply to
47
the
leading
lady's
private
life, however

RICHEE

A valet in England, a Colonel in
Red Gap — Charles Laughton as
the hero of "Ruggles of Red Gap"

triumphant return ticket to Hollywood — and very secure
stardom.
For ten years that line of black whiskers above Ronald
Colman's sensitive mouth has been the symbol of his success.
Colman without his moustache would be Chaplin minus
walk, Crawford with her great eyes closed.
Or would he?
You will have a chance to find out. So has Ronald Colman, and so will Twentieth Century Pictures, headed by
Darryl Zanuck, who is gambling a cool million dollars on the
outcome of "Clive of India" — wherein for the first time in a
dozen years, the first time since his first film contract, Ronald
Colman is braving the camera lense bereft of his moustache.
What does the public think? Does it accept Ronald Colfore. man with a naked lip? They didn't before. Twelve years beAnd all because Robert Clive, England's empire builder who
conquered India at the age of twenty-six, affected no hirsute
adornment. Colman plays Clive. With the moustache he is
Colman — but he can't be Clive. Without them he can be
Clive — but will he be Colman?
A million dollars or more is saying he can be both.
No one has counted the hairs on Mr. Colman's lip, but that's
a pretty high risk per whisker.
"Clive Of India" is Twentieth Century's most ambitious
and expensive effort to date. Among the items which ran up
the production budget were seventy speaking part salaries to
pay; the cost of building fifty -one pretentious sets, including
exact reproductions of "The Black Hole Of Calcutta" and the
British House of Commons; and the assembling of the greatest elephant herd ever known to Hollywood to use in the
screen reproduction of the battle of Plassey where Clive annihilated the hosts of Suraj Ud Dowlah.
And in spite of Ronald Colman's satrificial effort for realism
even to soap and a razor blade, another actor in the cast is
one up on him. Colin Clive, who plays a heavy role, claims
direct descent on his mother's side, from the hero. His real
name is Colin Clive Grieg.
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GOOD

IllltY
UNIVERSAL

DRESTON STURGES, one of the finest playwrights in
■ Hollywood, turned in to his boss, Carl Laemmle, Jr., a
somewhat spicy scenario of Ferenc Molnar's play, "The
Good Fairy," while Hollywood was quaking before threats of
bans and boycotts.
"This," said "Junior," "will have to be re-written and
toned
But down."
"The Good Fairy" as a Universal picture had been sold
in advance to exhibitors and given a definite release date.
There was no time to prepare a new script.
"Start shooting, any way," ordered Mr. Laemmle, "The
script will be along after while."
Director William Wyler assembled his cast, headed by Margaret Sullavan and Herbert Marshall. Preston Sturges retired to his literary sanctum only to be interrupted daily by a
worried liaison man from Mr. Wyler asking just what lines his
actors should study for the morrow.
For thirteen weeks Sturges sweated over the next day's
"sides." A short jump ahead of the microphone's hungry
jaws. Three times it caught up with him. Calls were cancelled and the whole company had an enforced holiday.
Suddenly one day, Director Wyler signalled the final "cut" —
and the picture was finished. The script was still lacking. All
of it had been shot "on the cuff."
The only other major producer who dares to make pictures
thus in these modern times is Charlie Chaplin.
"The Good Fairy" is Margaret Sullavan's third motion
picture, but it is the first that comes under the heading of
comedy. In "Only Yesterday" she was seduced, left with a
child, forgotten by her lover, and finally killed by heart
disease. In "Little Man, What Now?" she was burdened
with hopeless poverty, a weakling husband, and pregnancy.
While Molnar starts her out in the drab surroundings of an

Laughton, as you will see from these
silhouettes, did Ruggles just as if
he were
playing
in pantomime

)rphan asylum in Budapest, he quickly takes her out into a
.vorld of amusing people. Ignorant of the facts of life, she
las in a very brief time varied, exciting and complicated experiences with several types of men, including cheap, romantic
adventurer Cesar Romero, officious, protective waiter Reginald
3wen, kindly and wealthy but amorous Frank Morgan, and
:he right man, poor but ambitious attorney Herbert Marshall.
Scenes are played for high comedy throughout.
"The Good Fairy" cost $500,000, so it will be called "a
nillion-dollar picture." Naturally, also since it has a Hungarian setting, it was natural that Universal's famous " German
Street," built for "All Quiet On The Western Front" and subsequently used in "Frankenstein," "The Doomed Battalion,"
'Little Man, What Now?" should figure prominently.
Throughtout the entire early weeks of production on "The
jood Fairy," during which Margaret Sullavan wore pigtails
ind Herbert Marshall sported a short spade beard, the unruly
Vliss Sullavan more than lived up to her reputation for temperament. She fought with Director William Wyler continually.
One evening at six o'clock he told her she would work that
light.
"I have a date for the wrestling matches," she informed him,
ind after a furious argument stamped off the set. He followed
o her dressing room.
"I'm sorry," he said. "I should have told you earlier. We
>von't work."

"Now you've made it worse," she flared, "I've just called
nd broken the date!"
A week later William Wyler took Margaret Sullavan home
rom work, but they didn't go home. Instead they drove down
o Venice, Hollywood's Coney Island, to throw rings at prizes
nd crunch cracker-jack. Wyler bought all the tickets on a
oiler-coaster ride and used two. In the purchased privacy of
he giddy, careening car he kissed her.
During the next two weeks, Margaret Sullavan abandoned
er pigtails and also her belligerent attitude.
Her strangely

docile mien left the rest of the company amazed but unsuspecting.
Then she flew to Yuma, Arizona, and married her director.
Leaving "The Good Fairy" still without benefit of script
but not without benefit of clergy.

RUGGLEi

of Kill

G/*P

PARAMOUNT

SILENT pictures "made" pantomime in the U. S. — and pantomime "made" silent pictures. With the coming of talking
pictures, pantomime almost became a lost art. And that is one
thing that was the matter with many talking pictures.
Gradually, picture makers have realized pantomime's importance and ceased to depend on dialogue alone; the best of
the recent pictures are a happy combination of pantomime and
dialogue.
In Ruggles of Red Gap, the Harry Leon Wilson story,
Charles Laughton plays Ruggles, the valet, who comes to
Red Gap and has many adventures.
It is Laughton's first straight comedy role. He has amusing
dialogue, but he depends more on pantomime, as you will see
from the silhouettes. Isn't he the perfect valet? For the first
time, ZaSu Pitts wears beautiful clothes in this picture. With
Laughton, she is the romantic interest.
Mary Boland and Charlie Ruggles are typical Westerners
visiting Paris in 1908. Charlie (Egbert Froud) engages in a
poker game with Roland Young, a Britisher, who loses his
valet, Ruggles, to the American. Egbert thinks it a good joke
on his society-conscious wife to introduce the valet to the local
editor as a celebrated British Colonel.
Ma Pettingill, Mary Boland's mother, played by Maude
Eburne, and the others accept Ruggles in his new status, but
Belknap Jackson (Lucien Littlefield) who has been the social
arbiter, is antagonized by the newcomer and tries to get rid
of him. But Ruggles has new ideas about the equality of man —
he has read Lincoln's Address, and he has fallen in love with
ZaSu Pitts.
So he remains and [ please turn to page 86 ]
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talks in Hollywood, and each week it pipes to
MONEY
the tune of $5,410 for the pay checks of its favorite
dozen child stars.
And while the $1,350 wage of Jackie Cooper, the
most richly rewarded short-pants hero of today, is pin money
beside the fabulous earnings of the Jackie Coogan of a decade
ago, the figures still proclaim a golden age of youthful endeavor
on the screen.
When Charlie Chaplin sat in the audience of a Los Angeles
theater and laughed at the antics of a black-haired, blackeyed tot as he mimicked Chaplin's teetering walk, there had
been only one strictly juvenile star to scramble up to the
big money bags.
His name was Wesley (Freckles) Barry, a lean-necked son
of a Hollywood storekeeper with a smile that wrinkled everything from his long speckled nose to his cowlicked sandy hair.
Marshall Neilan had enough faith in his potential box-office
value to offer him a three-year contract starting at seventyfive dollars a week and doubling each year. Warners grabbed
him from Neilan at $750 a week, and paid him $1,250 a
week at the peak of his child-starring career.
But Wesley Barry's star was setting to the accompaniment
of growing pains when Chaplin called Sid Grauman and
offered his three-year-old impersonator, Jackie Coogan, one
hundred and fifty dollars a week to play in "The Kid."
AND from then on the golden reign of Jackie the First was
absolute. After "The Kid," the canny Coogans, professional
vaudevillians, shrewdly steered Jackie clear of piker contracts
to the heavy percentage profits of Principal Pictures and then
to the safe iron-clad M-G-M guarantee of $125,000 a picture,
taking an advance payment of $500,000 cash against four
pictures, and making ten films at that eighth-of-a-million rate.
There wasn't much money left in Hollywood then for any
other "kid" star. Outside of Roach's perennial "Our Gang"
rascals, whose stars — Mickey Daniels, Mary Kornman and fat
Joe Cobb— drew from $300 to $500 a week, the aggregate of
weekly pay checks didn't reach a thousand dollars.
How different is the present child-conscious era, ushered in
by pout-lipped Jackie Cooper with "Skippy," long after
Jackie Coogan's million-dollar wealth had been established
and his bobbed bangs shorn for military school.
Today, the sum of the weekly salaries of the two top-money
makers — Jackie Cooper and the sensational Shirley Temple —
is more than equalled by the sum of those claimed every
Saturday by the ten other leading young hopefuls of Hollywood. There is no longer any monopoly.
Today Jackie Cooper leads the precocious parade with his
50

$1,350 a week — topping Shirley by a bare hundred, although
if Shirley's mother's $250 weekly wage — for "looking after
Shirley at the studio" — is counted, Jackie is shaded by $150.
Jackie Cooper might be much farther down in the current
money list, certainly well below Shirley Temple, but for the
singular short-sightedness of a Paramount executive. On the
other hand, Shirley Temple might now be amassing wealth
to rival Jackie Coogan's record but for the equally singular
far-sightedness of Fox studios' head.
When Jackie Cooper's uncle, Director Norman Taurog,
picked him out of Hal Roach's "Our Gang" for the title role
in Paramount's "Skippy," Jackie was drawing down $100
a week. Roach loaned him at that figure, and that was his
salary for the picture, which did more to make the public
child-star conscious than any since "The Kid."
SKIPPY" was Jackie Cooper, and Jackie Cooper was Percy
Crosby's beloved tad, right out of the newspaper comic
strip. Taurog sensed that he would be a sensation. But he
waited until he could run the picture in the studio projection
room for the head man of Paramount to see it for himself.
"If you want this boy on a term contract at $750 a week, I
can get him for you," he told him, "I'm his uncle, and I
believe I can swing it for Paramount."
The myopic executive shook his head. "We don't want
Jackie Cooper," he said, "Bobby Coogan runs away with
this picture; he'll be the sensation." The magic name of
Coogan had made him blind to the greatest child performance
ever delivered.
M-G-M lost no time buying up Jackie Cooper's Roach
contract. They paid the new star $1,250 a week.
The case of Shirley Temple presents a bewildering welter of
missed opportunities and clumsy moves on the part of almost!
everyone concerned in cashing in on this prize of the century

Paramount was the first major studio to have a chance at
Shirley. She had been working for Educational pictures for
ten dollars a day, making two-reel shorts, when Paramount
decided that the combined salaries of established Cora Sue
Collins and Buster Phelps would be too much for the production budget of Zane Grey's "To The Last Man." A call was
sent out for children, ordinary, inexpensive children.
Shirley tripped in at the head of a long line. She was chosen
immediately and signed for the picture at $100 a week.
When the picture was finished (she was very good in it,
everyone agreed), Shirley returned to the shorts, with no
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opposition from anyone at Paramount. It wasn't long before
Fox engaged her for "Stand Up And Cheer" at $150 a week,
and in the middle of the picture signed her up on a seven-year
contract at the same salary.
BUT Fox can take no bows for rocketing of Shirley Temple
to stardom. Paramount, the studio that was so busy with
Baby LeRoy's mewlings that it couldn't see her possibilities
during "To The Last Man," did it with "Little Miss Marker."
Fox loaned Shirley to Paramount for the Damon Runyon
picture which "made" her — and made Paramount millions.
She cost Paramount 81,050 — seven weeks at S150 a week.
During the filming of "Little Miss Marker," Adolphe
Menjou — a member of the cast and one of Hollywood's shrewdest business men — astutely offered to give up his 840,000 salary
and take a small percentage of the picture's net profits. He
was that sold on the sure-fire hit Shirley would make.
Of course, he was not wrong. "Little Miss Marker" cleaned
up. "Stand Up And Cheer," as soon as exhibitors pulled down
Warner Baxter and John Boles and put up Shirley's name in
lights, stood them in line. Shirley went back to Fox to make
"Baby Take A Bow."
It broke records.

Shirley still drew $150 a week. — But, you haven't heard half!
And then for some unconceivable reason — when any picture
produced would have meant certain huge profits in the bank —
Winfield Sheehan, executive producer at Fox, loaned the greatest box-office bonanza he had ever stumbled across back to
Paramount for "Now And Forever," taking for her services
$3,500!
Shirley got her usual $150 a week
BUT Mr. and Mrs. Temple were slowly realizing that they
were chumps indeed if they did not howl to high heaven for
what was coming to them. Shirley was earning many, many
times what she was receiving. They asked for a new contract
at $2,500 a week.
Shirley had had two agents. Neither had had his contract
approved by the Superior Court of Los Angeles County. Judge
Marshall McComb, who approves or rejects all contracts with
minors, thought the ten per cent commission which the second
agent asked was too much He lowered it to five. The agent
argued.
In the brief interim every agent-manager in Hollywood
deluged Mr. Temple with offers to handle Shirley for nothing.
One of the most prominent offered to pay a $20,000 bonus for
the privilege of handling her affairs, without commission.
Why? Shirley was the most effective weapon any seller of
talent could have — that's why. With her as bait, an agency
practically could force a studio to use its other, less popular
clients. This particular agency was engaged in a feud with
Winfield Sheehan at the time. He would buy none of their
clients for Fox pictures. With Shirley Temple under their
control they could make him come to terms.
BUT Mr. Sheehan moved swiftly. He called in the Temples,
told them it was entirely unnecessary to bother with agents.
He realized Shirley's worth and wanted to do the right thing.
Would $1,250 a week for Shirley, with option raises, and $250
for Mrs. Temple be satisfactory? It would. Mr. Sheehan
tore up the old $150 contract and dictated the new one.
But Shirley could have held out for much more — conditions
being as they were — and very probably could have got it.
Paramount must confess to two severe headaches when the
names Jackie Cooper and Shirley Temple are mentioned, but
in the case of Baby LeRoy W'einbrenner, they may glow with
pardonable pride. They muffed no opportunities there.
Baby LeRoy, who rose to screen glory as M'sieu Babee with
Chevalier in "A Bedtime Stow," was plucked from a Salvation
Army home by Miss Rachel Smith, state superintendent of
minor actors at Paramount studios. For six months they had
cared for him and his young, indigent mother.
LeRoy happily gagged at
It took little Jane
Withers two years to
get her break in pictures, but now she has
a seven year contract
at Fox, with a bright
future
ahead
for her

the right time before the testcamera and won a part. He
was engaged for $50 a week
and transportation.
During the picture, a newly
hired studio press agent was
assigned to glorify the picture.
He was not only enterprising,
[please turn to page 113]
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One of Dickens' most famous
serio-comic characters is Mr.
Micawber, always poor, always
pompous, and expectant. W. C.
Fields (upper left) plays the role

David's short romance with his
"child wife," Dora, is one of the
sweetest love stories ever written.
Frank Lawton is Copperfield,
and

Maureen

O'Sullivan,

Dora

aHBr
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vlore "David Copperfield" —
Jarkis (Herbert Mundin) tells
'eggotty (Jessie Ralph) that
'Barkis is willin'." And David
ind Agnes (Madge Evans) discover their enduring
love

fhe child, David (Freddie Barholomew) finds a true friend in
vlr. Micawber. David doesn't
juite know whether to believe
vlicawber's tall stories of fuure prosperity, but maybe —
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FRAKER
• A tux is a tux and tails are tails — but
there are all kinds of both. The smartest
of the current ones is of midnight
with

that

coarse-grained

lapel

The
%•!«!

by

that

well-dressed,
freaki«ilily

is

meant
and

not

dressed!

Mo!

STERN, a pioneer comedy
ABE
producer, once made a remark
which has lived in Hollywood.
"A tree is a tree," said Mr.
Stern, "and a rock is a rock — shoot it in
Griffith Park."
Most of us regard evening clothes as
Mr. Stern regarded scenic settings. A tux
is a tux and tails are tails — and any one
is as smart as another.
But when you get right down to cases,
54

blue,
facing

* Homburg hats come and go, but the
snap brim goes on forever. The latest
model is the Tyrolean peak snap brim, in
rough wool
felt with a sizeable feather

Wei l-Dressed
You ng Ma n
I

there are all kinds of both. In my
opinion the smartest of the current
strait-jackets are made from material of
midnight blue — almost a black, with
coarse-grained facing on the lapels.
Double breasted models are still preferred, ifit's a dinner jacket. That goes
for the waistcoat too, but be sure it's
black — not white — and that two very
noticeable peaks reach down from the
bottom button.
Right now a dress shirt, waistcoat and
tie, all fashioned from the same honeycomb design fabric will put you out in
front of the rest — especially if you slip a
set of star-sapphire studs in the shirt
front and remember to tread the straight
and narrow in the matter of ties. No
ribbon over an inch and a quarter wide,
and no butterfly wings. They're obsolete.
Wrap a white silk scarf with scattered
black dots over the bow creation. Ascot

fashion with a loop and the scarf hanging
straight down the middle will look best.
Slip on a plain midnight blue topcoat.
Double breasted and form fitting. Pick
a pair of perforated gray suede or mocha
gloves, and if you must twirl a stick make
it a light finished, straight wood with a
silver knob.
For a topper I don't think you can gc
wrong on an opera hat. Tux or tails
That is, if you can resist the temptation
I wear
one anyway.
of
popping
it in and out. I can't, but
With this ensemble you can then pro:
ceed to go out for no good — in the prope:
style. [please turn to page 101
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• How's about a new tan plaid coat, for
instance, right fresh from London. They
are in a soft Shetland tweed, loose and

• For a topper, you can't go wrong on
an opera hat — tux or tails. That is, if you
can resist the temptation of popping it
in and out. Note the scarf, Ascot fashion

easy, inverted back pleat, patch pockets

• Eddie admits this was a risk, but he got by
with it on an unsuspecting host — a new tan,
blue, white
plaid, with
a neck-draft
stopper

• If you're planning a new suit, don't be
afraid to have it snug about the middle — that
is, unless

it's for sports, that outdoor

appeal

• Something veddy smart in suits. Sharkskin's
the thing — wears like iron, and makes up best
in double breasters.
And, get the tab collars
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otea) at Moorea

diary kept by FREDRIC MARCH
from the trip
pages vacation
6EING
on his recent
to the South Seas. Mr. March
was accompanied by Mrs. March, the Florence of the
record, and by Mr. and Mrs. John Ainsworth Morgan
Jack and Phil {for Phyllis).
Wednesday, August 29 —
We sailed from San Francisco, today at 4:00 P. M.
Ten more days, then Tahiti.
When Jack and I were on the dock checking our luggage the
The

author

tries

to

climb

a

coconut

tree,

but

no

fun

baggage master assured us that we'd like the islands.
"The cream of the riff-raffs there, gempmum," he beamed.
There was the usual gayety at sailing time and we'd had
telegrams, flowers, and books sent us, but the fact that we'd be
two months away from Tonv and Pennv sort of took the edge

The Marches take a ride in the jog cart. But not much "jog!"

March

gets an

eight pound
barracuda. It looks
like a minnow after
that ten ton of seamonster, a rhinodon

LLUSTRATED

WITH

PHOTOS

B

Y

Phil and Florence and
day. Jack is about half
worked on it until about
deck tennis. After tennis
now, bed.

THE

AUTHOR

I read and wrote letters most of the
way through his next novel, and he
four. Then we all hurled a game of
came cocktails, dinner, bridge, and,

) things. They're swell kids and it'll be the first time we've
:r left them for so long. Florence insists that they won't
In remember us when we get home. Of course Tony won't,
K Penny's two, now, and she should. When I saw the loot
e,d collected for going away, I wanted to take up leaving-for1 hiiti as a profession. How gratifying it is to have friends.
Clgust 30—
fhe Maunganui — a New Zealand ship — is small and the
p senger list is light, so everything points towards an intimate

Today 31 was
August
— my birthday and at dinner I was presented with a
hideous pink and blue cake. After I'd taken a couple of polite
whacks at it and found it too stale to cut, Phil and Jack

i'age. There's one person aboard whom I'm particularly
ii:ious to meet, James Norman Hall. Mr. Hall co-authored,
ph Charles Nordhoff, on "Mutiny on the Bounty." He and
^dhoff flew together in the Lafayette Escadrille and have

couldn't keep from laughing any longer and confessed that it
was a cardboard phony. It opened up to disgorge some simply
elegant presents: from Phil and Jack, a pipe, pouch, and
braided belt; from Florence, a picnic kit; and from Tony and

bn living in Tahiti since the end of the War. They're both
nxried to Polynesian women.

Penny, a raincoat to protect their old man agin' tropical
showers.
[please turn to page 98 ]

ddie

and

Florence,

sea-going

Wading

on the reef is a great deal riskier than it looks

A $35,000

Investment in

Chi c

WHEN Merle Oberon stepped from the train
which had borne her on the last stage of her
journey from England to Hollywood for the featured lead in " Folies Bergere de Paris," she was
maintaining to perfection the doubtful dress distinction ofBritish women. Her clothes were not
too becoming, nor — from an American viewpoint
— in the best of taste; her coiffure was straight
and simple; her make-up was bad.
From the station she rode to the gates of
Twentieth Century studios, walked within to
where a sign said "Wardrobe" and close by
another announced, "Make-up."
The Merle Oberon who emerged from those
two mysterious workshops one day four weeks
later was not the same actress who had walked
in. Instead, as you can see, she was a striking
photographic personality.
No wand waving, however, accompanied the
transformation. Instead, Producer Darryl Zanuck waved some thirty-five thousand dollars
before the necessary merchants and artisans, and
the make-up and wardrobe departments of
Twentieth Century studios concentrated on the
creation of a new star's distinctive beauty.
Mr. Omar Kiam, who makes not tents but
extremely original and chic gown creations for the
stars, was ready with a stack of bright new
sketches and bolts and bolts of materials which not
even the great couturiers of Paris had yet
glimpsed. To get them he had flown to New
York to meet envovs from the mills of Lyons.
New transparent lace organdies, satins of ribbon texture, cloth of silver and cloth of gold
under Mr. Kiam's artistic eye grew into twenty
gowns and negligees, with the aid of an imported
French fitter and a corps of thirty expert sewers.
Mr. Ernest Westmore, premier wig and locksmith of Hollywood, stood by with an assortment
of coiffure models. One circled the crown of her
head in a tiara of vertical curls. It's the "Oberon
poppiette" (notice how the diamond curls, especially made to match, set it off) and it may be the
next rage. Copy it if you like, but not commercially. It's copyrighted.
Mr. studied
Guy Pierce,
Twentieth
man,
her face
carefully.Century's make-up
Only one feature of her foreign make-up was
retained. It was Miss Oberon's personal idea to
mix finely powdered gold dust with greasepaint.
Lights
it up and allow the camera to model
the
facepick
expertly.
Everything else Hollywood has radically
changed. Above is the result, which you can
inspect in "Folies Bergere de Paris."
The bill is thirty-five thousand dollars—
twenty-five thousand for wardrobe, ten thousand
for make-up and tests — a lot of money for a
transformation even in Hollywood.

P H O T O P L AY
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It is. But it won't be a drop in the bucket
to what Merle Oberon will be worth if she proves
to be a sensation.
And that is what Zanuck is gambling on.

When

Merle Oberon

arrived in Hollywood

from England, she was maintaining to perfection the doubtful dress distinction of British
women. And she went directly to the wardrobe and make-up departments, and emerged
not the same actress, but, as you can see, a
very, very striking photographic personality

\
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The 1935 silhouette also emphasizes
side view shows to good effect the
ment of the bodice and the lines
the added fulness. The effect is

drapery. This
surplice treatresulting from
startling in its

originality. Also can be seen the balanced and
intriguing ensemble created when the crepe
shoulder wrap, with wide cuffs of silver fox, is
worn.
No end stunning, it may well be added

CAROLE

Carole

Lombard

wears this

new silhouette in black crepe.
The surplice treatment of the
bodice,
the added
fulness supplied bya floating bias godet attached to the waistline in back are
new.

The hat is black crepe with paradise feathers, a perfect
complement

LOMBARD'S

ENSEMBll

Miss Lombard now shows you a uniting of satin
and sable in an eloquent expression of the new
evening mode. This blush-colored gown, like the
silhouette, has a new touch of fulness, achieved
through rows of shirring just under the brief tunic.
The crossed treatment of the bodice is repeated
at the base of the decolletage. The wrap blouses
into the waistline.
And the band is of sable

RICHEE

Utterly new is the line of this shimmering evening
gown, a contrast to the one on the left. Miss
Lombard again illustrates its effectiveness. The
bodice stresses the surplice treatment, which is
important in Travis Banton's current style
ophy. Treatment is repeated or reflected
base of the decolletage. The color is that
other gown, blush — the ultra latest in new

philosat the
of the
colors

foTOHl
A FLOWER

POT

HAT

for CRUISE
SMART

PAJAMAS

)

Miss Lombard

here shows

you something new and different in pajamas. Flesh
colored satin trousers, long
and wide, are contrasted by
a blue satin blouse with inserted bands of the flesh
color. Miss Lombard wears
a separate handkerchief of
blue, enhancing the neckline

The chic suit consists of a
black skirt with a pin line of
white, deep red blouse of
crepe de chine and a jacket
of black wool. The hat is a
John Frederics "flower pot
model," in black felt with a
cluster of carnations in the
crushed crown, very smart

kLL

that

glitters

is

smart

Marlene

ACCESSORIES

Dietrich's fan from

"Ca-

price Espagnole," black net with
brilliant red, green and gold fighting
cocks in sequins as the Spanish motif
'n accents like these may depend
e success of a costume. Silver

Below, gold arid pearl charm bracelet that will attract much attention

Inner ring and matching bracelet
ith huge, clouded crystal globes

and comment. Notice bouquet,
telephone,
hearts,
ring and
pram

Black velvet hat, unusual
fabrics and jewel studded
leather bracelet, from
Paris by Rene Hubert,
Fox stylist. These to be
used in new productions

T^ ^^^<^

Starry, jeweled combs and clip
worn by Claudette Colbert with
cabaret costume in "The Gilded
Lily." Smart ideas for evening
coiffure and gown, and favored
by many

of the Hollywood

stars

Queenie
Smith's black glace kid dinner gloves boast tiers of
frivolous net ruffles. A modish costume aperitif, for after-hours

Janet Gaynor accessories.
painted lead necklace; red
lead nameplate on a white
designates owner, and no

A white
painted
kid belt
mistake!

Evening trio, belt, bracelet, bag, in
mirror applique chosen in Paris by
Rene Hubert, and which will be
worn by a Fox star in a future film

LEMAN-MARSHAU

FOUR
HAT

DISTINCTIVE
MOODS

S1IYI/I
SPRING

FROM

SIDNEYWA R D RO B E

• Sylvia Sidney prefers brimmed hats. Upper

felt, with new high-low squared crown. Lo'

left, "Pied Piper," in black pebble crepe straw,
topped with yellow fan feather, tips far forward over one eye. Upper right, "Gingham
Girl," for afternoon and restaurant dining, in
cloudy blue. New squared crown and coquettish brim that permits wearer to see without

right, provocative
"Devil's and
Peak,"
correctpri.
vi
spectator
sports clothes
daytime
In white Toya straw. Four smart hats will etp
plete this phase of your outfits, one for ew
definite occasion. If you must double up)
sports, choose a many-purpose straw, )
Sylvia's, instead of a felt, and choose a rrvfied afternoon
creation of individual de:i

being seen. Lower left, "Puritan Girl," for
suits and tailored street costumes.
Royal blue

HOMESPUN
For Tailored Wear

VELVET
For Leisure

w
mm

For hours of leisure, Madge Evans likes
this hostess gown of turquoise chiffon
velvet with popular cape trend developed in swirly, curled ostrich. The belt
buckle is jewel studded. A hostess
gown adds luxury to your wardrobe.
You'll find

many

occasions

for its use

Left, Madge's hardy homespun is a
Spring suit favorite. Buff with red
stripe, buff sweater, brown accessories

-T-

f-

Right, buff antelope felt hat, which
Madge also wears with her homespun.
Fashion point, modified envelope crown

McNULTY
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The elaborate era is eloquently
expressed in this evening gown
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worn by Paramount's star Claudette Colbert, in "The Gilded
Lily." Of cream net, lavishly
trimmed in bouffant rows of vulture feathers, this gown is accented bya priceless set of diamond and ruby jewels. The
gown was designed by Travis
Banton, and the jewelry is a William Howard Hoeffer creation.
Claudette's dark beauty and
slimness sets off and enhances
the gorgeous, rich effect of the
jewelry, which brings out the
cameo
delicacy
of her face

a
)n=;

SABLES

and

JEWELS
RICHEE

Beige kasha and sable form this charming daytime ensemble, another smartly attractive costume worn by
Miss Colbert in "The Gilded Lily." The unpressed
pleats in the tunic are important, and the jabot of sable
tails amusing. Miss Colbert wears brown antelope
gloves cuffed in sable. Her hat, purse and shoes are
dark brown, and her wrap is a long coat, also sable.
The Alpine effect hat lends a dash of pertness which
points up the cameo quality of Miss Colbert's face.
Her picture title may be "The Gilded Lily," but here is
one flower that just doesn't need the slightest brush
stroke of gilt. Pure gold needs no tinting, you'll agree

TO Anton Grot, head of Warner Brothers
' Art Department, was delegated the task of
designing the sets for "Midsummer Night's
Dream" in accordance with Max Reinhardt's
ideas.

COSS1P

DERSONALLY, I attach as much value to
the rumors that Garbo and Brent, her
current inamorata, love each other even
unto marriage, as I do to the theory that
he moon is made of green Roquefort.
However, there is no doubt that Greta and
ieorge have gone about wooing one another
n their romantic interlude in a much more
)icturesque fashion than that which heretofore
t tended the Garbo love lapses.
My operatives report that the swans of
Toluca Lake, about the only accessible bit of
lacid water near Hollywood, have been starled more than once of late by a canoe's gliding
tealthily among the water lilies, Garbo, reclinng and George, very masterful, paddling.
I myself almost ran into the outdoor lovers
ne Sunday afternoon on the beach highway as
Ir. Brent very daringly turned around in the
liddle of extensive traffic. I shudder to think
?hat might have happened if that big truck
fhich swerved out of the way had tagged
Jeorge's frail Ford roadster. But he made it,
nd followed my car slowly for miles while
ireta, beneath a huge turned down hat, comluned with the waves and sniffed the salt air.

There is only one side of the affair which
parallels the other discovered Garbo romances
■ — the desert rendezvous. La Quinta, the
fashionable but safely private desert resort
beyond Palm Springs, has been the destination
of most of their trips together.
Garbo always seemed to like the desert.
When she and Rouben Mamoulian hit it off for
a while, most of their slip-aways headed
towards the greasewood belt. In fact, it was
around the sandy California-Arizona state line
that an alert customs man tossed an official
monkey wrench into their famous Grand
Canyon trip.
Despite some few evidences of a change in
her personality and technique which the charm
of Mr. Brent seemingly has worked, those who
are in a position even distantly to observe her
agree that a marriage license is the last thing
in either's mind.
In fact, there are scattered signs that both
are looking about. Garbo's new mystery man
is said to be a big tall blond, which spies swear
cannot possibly be George Brent with a wig.

"inally, they drew up at the side of the road
nd parked.
Most of Garbo's former swains have called
t her house to pay court, but Garbo has rejersed the process in this instance. She visits
ieorge at his home in Toluca Lake.

CVIDENTLY Norma Talmadge has a house
*— complex. She has two houses in southern
California, a home in Palm Beach, and a
luxurious apartment in New York. However, she is very seldom at either one, as she
is traveling with her husband, George Jessel,
most of the time

Villiam Dieterle, Max Reinhardt, and
^nton Grot, Warner art director, deigner of sets, examine a working model

Imagine Lee Tracy playing with dolls?
It isn't as bad as it sounds. Lee takes
the role of a puppeteer in the Columbia

if a "Midsummer

picture,

Night's Dream"

set

"Carnival,"

with

Sally

Lighting these huge sets presents problems.
In order to avoid needless delay in lighting
and shooting, and in order to avoid having to
re-build expensive sets, a working model was
made by Anton Grot of the large set which will
represent the throne room of Theseus, Duke of
Athens.
The finished set will be 135 feet wide, but the
model is scaled to % of an inch to the foot.
The general style of its architecture is
Italian Baroc, which lends itself to grandeur.
The columns that rim the room are spiral,
carved with angels bearing laurels, that wind
about the columns.
At one end of the room a series of semicircular stairs surround a platform on which
the mummers perform.
In the center of the room are the tables for
the guests, with the little stools of the period
in lieu of chairs.
At the far end, the throne and canopy of
silver.

Eilers

All of this is as perfect in detail as will be the
finished setting — even to the small carvings.
Figurines, representing the characters, are
costumed authentically.
Hand painted drapes mask the hallways
behind the throne.
To build this miniature, nine artists worked
steadily for four weeks.
All of the work was done by hand. Each
column was sculptured and carved separately.
The silver above the throne was engraved in
detail.
The decorations of the throne were first
rough-milled and then handcarved.
This miniature set is lighted with baby spot
lights in order to get the same effects that will
be sought when the cameras start grinding.
Reinhardt's first use of his model is to
establish the best angles for the camera.
This he does in two ways.
Small black boxes with holes of a size to
match the range of a camera lens are held to
the eye. These boxes, being portable, can be
used to test the view from any position.

Just about the latest
pal ofDietrich
the nattyis Marlene
Felix
Rolo. That active old
dame, Rumor, has it
he is a very wealthy
Egyptian.veryMarlene
looking
smart!is
Ella Wickersham,

the

belle of all Hollywood. No party starts
until Ella Bill
arrives.
It's
brother
with her.
Ella was injured in
a roller skating act,
when she was fifteen

When the angles are established, a circular
wall is built around the miniature model.
Into this wall, peep-holes are cut to match the
spots established by the little black boxes.
With the placement of his cameras established, Reinhardt then places the figurines
or dolls, tests their entrances and exits and
ascertains the best position for furniture and
props.
William Dieterle, Warner Bros, director,
who will be associated with Reinhardt in the
dramatic direction, and who worked with him
for many years in Europe, and Anton Grot
lends the benefit of their broad knowledge of
screen technique.

pMJUGLASS MONTGOMERY has gone into the peacock business, which proves he is
not superstitious. The old-school actors always believed peacock feathers to be unlucky.
Doug has them around for the aesthetic
pleasure of watching the gorgeous plumage
strut around the lawn. But that isn't all.
Being a practical guy, they are used for commercial display, also, by advertising companies.

THE

belle of Hollywood is a girl in a wheelchair named Ella Wickersham. Hollywood
eligibles crowd around her at every party,
because Iilla is grand company and has the
sweetest smile known to men. She has been
in the wheel-chair for eighteen years. At
fifteen she did a dancing act with her brother,
Hill, which finished on roller skates. Ella
-lipped and hit her spine, resulting in paralysis She has had nineteen operations, most of
them at the Mayo Clinic. Yet Ella is one of
tlii gayest persons alive. Her brother found
another partner for the dancing act and Ella
made their costumes from her bed. She
N, il is all her own clothes now, by hand, and
they are beautiful. No party in Hollywood
really starts until Klla arrives, wheeled in by
hei always devoted brother. Ella is Reine
1 lavies' valued assistant. Reine. as you know,
clot - a society column for the Hearst papers.

Richard Dix has two Scotch jokes, and
they're pretty cute ones, too. Dix is
trying to teach one of them a trick. But
the Scotty thinks it's a waste of good
energy.
He'll get the meat
anyhow
68
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A LARGE chiffon handkerchief to match
' ^ your evening gown is all the go. Of
course, it must have your monogram, the
shade with which your gown is accented, in
the corners opposite each other.
pi-ACK is always stunning, so Paris designers say to wear printed gloves and shots
with your black dinner gown this Spring.

"Beginner's luck!''
says Doug. But all the
same, Fairbanks is
astonished at Chevalier's success. It was
Maurice's first crap
game, and Doug was
supposed to teach
him how.
Doug lost!

lOLLYWOOD has given the world soin<
'thing worth while besides Mickey Mouse.
} Dark glasses.
Sonic time ago some ingenious star hit upon
iir happy idea that a pair of shady glims proided a simple and efficient disguise. Garbo
rare them and everybody read about it. Now
tars, extras, shop girls and bootblacks walk
ip and down Hollywood boulevard completely

concealed behind enormous circles of smoked
glass.
In a way it's a boon to everyone. For gaping tourists it provides a fortunate solution
to the star-gazing problem. They can tingle
with excitement merely by watching a housemaid on her day off and speculating as to
whether she is Kay Francis or Norma Shearer.
\nd for the natives it does away with a lot

of (heap conversation about the weather.
Peering perennially through cloudy lenses they
never know whether the California sun is
shining or whether a high fog has rolled in
from Santa Monica, thereby dispensing with
that disturbing word "unusual."
/'"^NE of the real characters of Hollywood —
^->when one says Hollywood one means any
one or any place connected with pictures — is a
postman. His name is Wurtzel, he's a brother
of Sol Wurtzel, Fox producer.
Postman Wurtzel knows everybody in
Beverly Hills, knows what they're doing — and
why. If a new family moves in across the
street, he can tell you who they are, where
they came from, the car they drive, the
children they have, or haven't or expect.
He's a genial soul, and all of us like him.
But because he's so genial, imagine my surprise when he burst in on me the other day, his
face purple with rage and indignation.
"Mr. York," he demanded, "don't you
think it's a damn outrage for them to call that
dirty book 'The Postman Always Rings
Twice,' when there isn't a postman in it from
cover to cover? "
That's real literary criticism,

my friends.

No other word but exotic describes
the beauty of that remarkable girl
(left). She is Margo, and now featured
with George
Raft and Carole
Lombard
Postman

in

Paramount's

Wurtzel

"Rumba "

is the man

who

knows everybody in Beverly Hills,
where many of the stars have their
palatial homes. Postman Wurtzel
is the town's
walking
encyclopedia

W/ILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST almost
** always has a crowd of leading motion picture people for the weekend at his ranch at San
Simeon. Recently the guests learned of a side
of Mr. Hearst about which few people know.
About ten o'clock Saturday evening Mr.
Hearst disappeared; he was not seen again until
six in the morning. Then, rather haggard, tired
and worn, he made his way to his apartment in
the main building at the ranch. It was so unusual for him to be up until such an hour that
some of the guests made enquiries.
They found that he and a veterinary surgeon
had spent the night trying to save the life of a
Dachshund puppy, and that when the little
fellow died it was in Mr. Hearst's lap. He was
as broken up as if he had lost a friend.
That's W. R.
MRS. GENE TOWNE, wife of the more
exuberant member of the writing team
of Towne and Baker, is one of the keenest wits
in Hollywood. As Betty Brown she was one of
the most popular young women in New York.
(Many's the party at the old Delmonico that
she saved when it was dying on its feet, and I,
for one, can testify.)
Recently she volunteered to act as model at
a charity affair. She was showing a coat of
some very peculiar fur — very peculiar indeed.
A friend admired it.
"Yes," said Betty, "it's made of unborn
bath-mat."
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., producer at
' ^Paramount, was worrying over the script
of "Wings in the Dark," which is one of the
pictures you will see soon. The climax in the
picture comes when two aviators begin an attempt to fly the Atlantic.
In the story, as it was written, all was excitement. One aviator appeared with hair tousled,
clothes disheveled; the other on the verge of
nervous collapse. Mr. Hornblow kept saying
to himself, "There's something wrong with this
story. I don't know what it is, but I know
there's something wrong."
Just about that time the newspapers became
filled with the exploit of Sir Charles KingsfordSmith and Captain 1'. G. Taylor, in flying the
Pacific from Australia to California. Hornblow read of the nonchalance with which they
said as they landed, "Sorry we got here a
couple of hours early." Mr. Hornblow knew
then what was wrong with his story.
WILDING

A N annual event of George Hearst's is hir' nng a bus and taking oodles of stars and
other well-known people of Hollywood to the
final football game of the season. This year's
final game he had sixty guests and did their
thumbs get plenty of exercise. The bus
broke
home. down and everyone had to hitch-hike
Some of the hitch-hikers were: Mr. and Mrs.
Skeets Gallagher, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Netcher
(Rosie Dolly), Dr. and Mrs. Harry Martin
(Louella Parsons), Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joe
Brown (Sally Eilers), Mr. and Mrs. Al Hall
(Lola Lane), Mr. and Mrs. Richard Barthelmess, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lloyd, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson (Carmelita Geraghty), Mr. and
Mrs. Wes Ruggles (Arline Judge), Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Arlen, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gargan,
Mr. and Mrs. Considine, Rosy Rosenberg,
Mervyn LeRoy, John Monk Saunders, Lloyd
Pantages, Jack Warner, Ralph Bellamy, Howard Hughes, and many others.
IF names attached to domiciles amuse you,
'here are a few. Douglass Montgomery calls
his new little house Cottage Cheese. Ramon
Novarro's house, which Montgomery rented
for some time, he called The Vicarage. June
Knight's place is Juno Rancho. Joel McCrea's
ranch is the Circle M — and registered in Sacramento. But the best one I have heard yet
goes to Dorothy Parker. She called her house
simply Rising Gorge.
C""ORA
COLLINS
hovered over
the rem^-*nant SUE
counter
of a downtown
department
store, her face serious with grave concern. After
searching diligently among the materials, her
deep despair was conveyed to the saleswomen
hovering about. . . . "She has blue eyes and
yellow hair and I want just a little piece of red
flannel to make her a jacket," Cora Sue said.
"But don't you think pink is just as nice for a
girl doll?" she was asked. "She's not a doll,"
sighed the tired shopper. " She's a cat, and she
doesn't like pink this time of year."

If you've been wondering what Doug
Jr. is doing in London, take a look
at
this. with
But no
gossip, Lawrence
please. It's
a scene
Gertrude
in
"Moonlight is Silver," which closed,
due
to Miss
Lawrence's
illness

/^"^F course, there was much to-do about the
^-s moving of Marion Davies' old-Spanish
bungalow from the M-G-M lot to the Warners' at Burbank when Mr. Hearst split with
the former and joined the latter. The bungalow was sliced up into nine sections, like those
houses you see advertised in the Sears-Roebuck
catalogues. All the moving had to be done at
night, because traffic had to be diverted, electric wires cut, and all that sort of thing.
Which, of course, in a place like Hollywood,
provided the basis for many a quip and many a
story. But the best of them all was published
by Helen Gwynn in her column in The Hollywood Reporter. As follows:
"So it was finally moved on the Warner loc
Wherefore, Jack Warner, in a sudden burst of
generous gestures, called up Miss Davies' unit
and said that he would paint the bungalow to
match the studio at his own expense.
"The next day, Mr. Warner got a telephone
call thanking him for his kind offer, but it
wouldn't be necessary for him to do that. They
had decided to repaint the Warner studio to
match the Davies bungalow — at their expense."

lary Pickford is "The Sweetheart of the Air" now. One of her most popular over-the-mike roles was that of the spitfiery
ountain girl in "Trigger." Mary's maid, Edell Olsen, watches while she arranges her hair to fit under Trigger's plaid cap.
ehearsing you see Sara Haden, Louis Mason, Director Calvin Kuhl, Miss Pickford, Kenneth Thompson, Carlton Cadell
[HE other day Marian Nixon called on her
lex-husband, Eddie Hillman, with her new
isband, Bill Seiter. That's 1935. Why let a
Itle thing like a divorce spoil a friendship?
\ L SANTELL went to England to direct a
!^picture.
He walked out when he found
lat sort of picture Toeplitz wanted him to
l-ect.
[But while he was there he thought he'd buy
nself some new shirts. He had heard that
1 canard, that English shirt-makers were the
1st. (I could have told him that the only
nth-while English shirts are made in Paris.)
At any rate, Al went in for a fitting. Being
true Californian, Al never wears an underirt.
He disrobed.
'The
austere
looked at his
jkedness
and English
observed "dark"
in horror:
i"Ah, too bad, Mr. Santell; trouble with the
'indryman, no doubt. Thanku."
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A DD fashion notes: Tennis costume of
'^Nat Pendleton (Believe it or Not!)
One pair gray flannel shorts —
One sleeveless shirt —
One pair long woolen stockings secured by
rubber bands above knees leaving an intriguing
vista of hairy legs between stockings and shorts!

Here is proof, by Jack Holt, that
even a movie actor can read. His
dog, however, is concentrating on
the cameraman who has invaded the
privacy

of

the

Holt

living

room

When a gentleman presents a lady
with a train and a carnation, it seems
as if he should make headway. But
Miss Buckwheat Thomas is dubious
of

Mr.

Stymie

Beard's

intentions

JUNE KNIGHT gets lots of fun out of mixing
^odd shades of nail polish. In summer, when
she acquires a luscious, rich mahogany hue
she paints toe and finger nails a dead, opaque
white. The contrast is stunning.
A FEW crisp California mornings ago, the
' * good troopers of a Citizens' Conservation
Camp located in Griffith Park, Los Angeles'
expansive recreation reserve, were startled
out of their barracks by a foreign clatter of
hooves. A few of the more agile and inquisitive
members emerged in time to behold Clark
Gable describe a neat arc starting from the
flat saddle of a large sorrel horse and terminating with a disturbing thud on the ground.
The whole thing was very shocking. It was
physically shocking to Clark, certainly, to
come cropper in the midst of a matutinal canter. It was a blow to his pride, as Mr. Gable
is rather proud of his skill with and knowledge of our four-footed friends.
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My Hollywood
ACTORS go athletic the minute they get their first sniff
You may have heard this one
of the Hollywood ozone.
It must
It's the climate.
before, but try to stop me.
be the climate.
Broadway actors who never got out of the hay until cocktail
hour, and who thought the sun was the moon lit up, go athletic
in a big way the day they arrive in Hollywood. Yes, indeedy!
In my time, I've seen many a celebrated lad awaken in his
hotel room at three P.M. and with low moans reach for an
eye-opener, a cigarette and an aspirin simultaneously. Usually
it took a couple of hours for the weak and jittery figure to
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emerge from the ether in fairly good walking condition.
In Hollywood, this getting up at sunrise instead of hitting
the hay at that unearthly hour, works miracles. Yes, indeedy!
With unbelieving eyes I stood at the bedside of an old pal who
has recently achieved considerable fame in the movies. Time,
eight A.M. and it was his day off. He was not only awake, he
had both eyes open. They were flashing, and his voice rang
with enthusiasm.
"Come on. boy," he shouted, "Let's go." And, he reached
not for an eye-opener, a cigarette nor an aspirin, please believe
me. but for a golf club which peeped out of a bag beside his bed.

"Some of the boys are a
little lame and halt, but
you gotta admire their
new-born spirit. . . . The
girls
And

From

golf
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yachts

genial

sun

warms

• . actors

their

spirits

tie waved it feelingly.
"Let's go right out there," he cried,
and take those guys." You got me!
Now folks, I've lived in sunny California for twenty-odd
-ears. Pride myself on being fairly athletic, too. But I'm
getting fed up on being awakened shortly after dawn (I live
! 'ii the Lakeside golf course hard by Toluca Lake) by the
itrange, piercing cries of joy or pain peculiar to the golf bird,
•^o help me, upon looking out of my bedroom windows I usually
see Bing CrQsby, Dick Arlen, W. C. Fields and even my old
•al. Hill Frawley, striding fanatically along the fairways.
Hut, Hill Frawley of all fellas. That kills me. As we took

turn
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are they honeys — !"
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our daily strolls along Hollywood's main stem, as set forth in a
previous article, Bill kept roaring with his twits and twirps
regarding the vast changes that had happened to our dear old
village. Well, the Paramount company scarcely had time to
take up his first option when he took me to one side.
"Listen, buddy," he says, "you belong to that Lakeside golf
club, don't you? You're a director, aren't you? Well, Frawley
wants to join up. Put me through."
I was nonplussed.
"What's the big idea, Bill?"
"These one-minute-eggs think that because they can knock
one of those silly little white balls [please turn to page 117]
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Mitzi was right in there at the opening of the hi-hat Mayfair

Rudy Vallee put on the English for Mitzi when she was his

Club. She's top left, then Joe E. Brown, Mrs. Chico Marx,
George Burns, doing a Joe E., Gracie Allen, Georgie Stone

guest at a broadcast. You see, Rudy has gone the landed
squire, ya know, old bean.
That little place down Maine
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Mitzi took her kid nephew, a strapping two-year-old, on his
first visit to a studio. He had the time of his life, largely

Lyle Talbot and Mitzi, the big kids, went in for some ban
nister sliding at the Mayfair Club opening. But, it was al

from Ted Healy's ice-cream cones, lollypops, hand springs

part of the fun.
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In fact, Joe E. Brown sailor's hornpiped

mbie:
d'yawhdo
oo,psLa of joy I announce to you that I went
HOWWith
id
nd
benefit for Mary Blackford at the
to that sple
Cocoanut Grove; that my clothes nearly got torn off
in the crush of getting inside; and that I signed my Mitzi
Hancock with a great flourish in the huge autograph album
that Sue Carol was filling for Mary to look at while recovering
in the hospital.
What?
Details?
Okey!
Our party consisted of Pat de Cicco, Margot Grahame, a
recently arrived and delightful English actress, the scintillating
Barbara (Snooney) Blair, (And I'm going to copy her stunning
long tuxedo suit) and several others. The party kept enlarging so I really couldn't tell who was and who wasn't with me!
Anyway, it was an evening I cared for, particularly as Benny
Rubin, my old pal, was M.C. He came to dinner the next
night, by the way, and told us a big bunch of peachy backstage stories that I'm going to dish out to you one of these
days. Benny also told me that young Miss Blackford will
probably completely recover from her spine injury.

damp and grateful, left with the kindly stranger . . . who,
alas, was a news-cameraman . . . and Will is only a little more
nervous of that clan than he is of hot-headed lady fans! However, gratitude is gratitude, so the good little boy, stuttering
and perspiring, he went meekly into a room where at least
twenty newspaper cameras were lined up in a blaze of light.
He gave them front-face, full profile, right profile, etc., until
they finally released him. Then the suave Mr. R., rattling out
there like a lost comet, bumped right into me coming up the
stairs. He clutched my hand frantically, muttered, "Who
. . . ? Where . . . ? You . . . ! Oh . . !" and with a whoop
of despair he fled!
. Now I am going to tell you, my friend, about the Stu
Erwin-June Collyer offspring.
The proud poppa was telling me that June took the same
hospital room that Dolores Barrymore had when each of her
babies was born. He engaged the one across the hall where
John used to wear the nap off the carpet. June's father came
down for the event, and he developed more jitters than the
prospective papa, which made everything just dandy.

Mitzi went to the benefit held for Mary Blackford, young
actress slowly recovering from a spine injury. Here she
is with Tom
Brown,
Anita
Louise
and Jimmy
Cagney

How you like the enclosed picture? Listen, minx, I gave up
lots of my evening posing with those movie stars just so's you
could enlarge that treasured gallery of yours ... so you'd
better say this Rembrandt is ut-cha-cha! (You can't deny,
fmyway, that Anita Louise, Tom Brown and Mr. Cagney
look chawming.)
There is another thing I must tell you. About Will Rogers.
Right after he finished thanking the crowd for their turn-out,
he was head-man of the whole affair) he started for home.
Suddenly an enthusiastic lady fan leaped at him. Will, who
s really a dreadfully shy person, tried to escape. Impossible.
Finally he dashed into the hotel kitchen with the rabid fan hot
>n his trail. Through the pots and pans they dodged, until
inally some man who looked like a friend, and acted the part,
lashed in from somewhere, stretched out his arms like a shield,
md Will jumped behind him.
This gave the head cook a chance to air the lady.
Rogers,

However, grandpa Collyer discovered that in the hospital
chapel there was an organ and being a first-class organist, he
went down and eased his nerves through the ordeal by render
ing all the classics. Then — you'll die! — in tip-toes the assistant
head nurse of obstetrics with a violin under her arm. She's
just dying to play a duet, she confides, and may she join him?
She may, said grandpa-to-be, and thus they whiled away the
anxious hours with some first-rate, high-class harmony!
While on the subject of little ones, Little One, let me do a
small rave over my nephew Stephen. Last week, for the first
time in his young life, I took him to the studio where his uncle,
Jack Cummings, was supervising a picture, "The Winning
Ticket," with Chuck Riesner directing.
We no sooner got inside the door than Louise Fazenda
leaped up, "Brent! How did you get here?" she cried, and
75 gave
him a bear hug. Subsequent findings revealed that Louise
had
mistaken our young one for her own baby who, at the moment,

Bride and groom:

Frank Lawton

a party for two at the Trocadero

and Evelyn Laye, favorite stars of Britain, had
after their marriage.

Lawton

came

to Holly-

< )nce upon a time a down-and-outer
came to our pal Vallee and asked him to
buy his motor boat. Rudy needed that
boat like you need a third leg, but being
good-hearted, he bought the thing. Now
. . where to put it? Rudy bought
himself a patch of land in the Maine
woods, beside a lake, built a little mooring, carted over the motor boat and stuck
it in the water. But now appears another problem: where to put the boat
when it rains? So, the musician had to
build a boat house. Problem number
three: What if Rudy gets hungry when
he goes out motor-boating? What if he
gets thirsty? What if he wants to play
the piano? There was only one answer.
Rudy had to build a house!
But, hold on! There is more to come!
Guests now appear on the scene. Rudy
has to build a garage for their cars. More
guests. A guest house! So now he has an
estate, a private road, a lodge for guests,
another for servants, to say nothing of
installing lights, gas, and plumbing!
In other words. Mr. Vallee bought a
motor boat!

wood to play the title role in "David Copperfield." And Evelyn, "The Night is
Young," for M-G-M.
They will be seen
again
soon,
after their honeymoon.

was at Palm Springs acquiring a nice coat of tan!
The handsome two-year-old was next beset by Leo Carrillo
and Ted Healy, also in the picture, who offered him ice-cream
cones, lolly-pops, hot dogs, hand springs, and as a grand finale,
sang for the kid! Ted warbled Eilli Eilli; Leo, simultaneously
sang the St. Louis Blues. What a splurge of expensive talent
for a wee audience of one! Ted, incidentally, was so pleased
with this Hebrew melody that he developed a smile that
wouldn't come off.
I want to tell you something that Leo
Carrillo and Chuck Riesner did that day.
A certain bit actor had a tongue-twister
line to speak which he couldn't seem to
manage. He got so nervous, after numerous attempts, that it was agonizing to
watch him. Finally, the assistant director
whispered to Chuck that he would get
another player. "No," said Chuck, "if
the casting office finds out why, they
might can him for good." So, they shot
the scene as best they could.
Leo later revealed that when he was just
starting his career in vaudeville, years
ago, this man was a headliner and Leo's
idol. And, knowing how ashamed he
must have been of his failure to read just
two lines, Leo wrote him a letter to say
that he had just seen the day's work in
the projection room and his scene registered perfectly, and that the finest of
troupers sometimes blew up in their lines.
Nice men, eh, kitten?
Whoo . . . 00! I almost forgot a
crack from Louise Fazenda that you must
hear. I was telling her that I hoped she
kept plenty of oil on her youngster so the
sun wouldn't desiccate him. To which
the comedienne flipped . . . "Don't
worry, he's all greased up like a twelvecylinder car!"
Remember, Joan, when we used to read
"This we
Is The*
That and
Jackretitle
Built"?
Well,
now House
go modern
it,
"This Is The House That Rudv Built."
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He's terribly proud of being a landed
squire, and when he showed me pictures
of the place he pointed proudly to all the
modern conveniences in the sylvan setting. The cutest picture, Joan! I wish you could have seen one of Rudy, very
tan and broad-shouldered, waving from the motor boat! And
swimming in the lake! Another beside the huge outdoor barbecue fireplace, dog 'n' everything. Still another beside the
fireplace in his den where he's leaning against the mantel on
which is carved those magic words . . . "Your time is my
Last week I lunched with my | please

itrn to page 110 1

time."

She floats through the air with the greatest of ease, Tut Mace

does, with the

help of her partner Gary DeLeon. They are whirling for a scene in Columbia's
"Let's
Live Tonight,"
which
is featuring Tullio Carminati
and
Lilian Harvey

JUD(iJ\(i by the number of letters I've been getting from
you girls and women all over the country, you've all caught
onto the fact that I'm setting the beauty standard for
you— giving you an ideal toward which to work.
And if,
>hen I get through, you don't know what you want to look
ike — then it's your own fault. I'm telling you what's good
nd when I say something is good it's got to be good!
This month I'll tell you about perfect backs, hands and
rms. I want you to pay attention to me, listen closely to
very word I say. And then get bus}- with your exercises
nd your diets until you're so beautiful that strong men will
wood when you walk into a room.
How's that for you!
First of all, the back. You should have a strong, straight
lack to be healthv.
You can't
f please tukn to page 102 I
iLARtNCE

(Above) Karen Morley's arms are perfect, slim but firm
and
in proportion
Proper exercises
help develop a back
as lovely as Ann
Dvorak's.
Perfect?
Hands

express personality. Are yours
as beautiful as
Karen's?

Soulful?

ftUtl
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Ginger Rogers, queen of the Carioca and the Continental, tops her red-Jc
long bob with a coronet for a formal note. Ginger wore this coiffure, IK
braid and curled tighter, under a sea green lace hat at her Winter wed1:

REVIiED

EDITIOIi

The
silken hair
texture
of Joan
taffycolored
finds
relief Bennett's
in clusters
of
soft side curls and a miniature coronet of
her own hair, caught with brilliant clips

JUST about this time, three years ago at the Hollywood
premiere of "Mata Hari," two bright Hollywood chapters
were written, one by Greta Garbo, the other by Norma
Shearer. This was expected of Greta, but not of Norma.
Greta played a fine role in a fine picture.
But Norma made
fashion history by appearing with a wide coronet braid wound
about her sleek brown hair.
Now that may not seem worthy of a special rave, but it's
the way fashion history is made. That coronet braid, aside
from making Norma appear more queenly, was immediately
photographed by all the news picture companies, comment
telegraphed to headquarters by fashion and beauty editors,
and appeared next day in picture and print.

PHOTOPLAY'S
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Thus, the coronet fashion began, sweeping from Hollywood
all over the world. The same thing happened last year,
Katharine Hepburn's bangs sending us all scissors-bound for
a forehead fringe. Even Paris caught on and acknowledged
with a big bow of thanks Hollywood's contribution of the
revival of a great girl stunt — the bang.
Frankly, after three years I should expect the coronet to be
in the limbo of many forgotten fashion ideas. But not so.
The vogue grows bigger and better — better because Hollywood
is still showing us smart things to do with a braid or two.
Ginger Rogers in "The Gay Divorcee" found the coronet
the trick to off-set her red-gold curls. Kitty Carlisle took her
coronet braids and wound them over her ears in squaw fashion

HOLLYWOOD

BEAUTY

SHOP

:< Bradley's auburn locks are softly curled, loosely combed and braided
3 rive a very naive and school-girlish effect. Consider the bang in reno your forehead.

l»

Grace wears this arrangement

HI

in "The Gilded Lily"

COROM1
A front view provocatively innocent of
adornment, the back a masterpieceof hair
architecture, is Marian Marsh's idea of
evening smartness. Suggested for blondes

jn "Here Is My Heart." Now Margo in 'Rumba" comes
put with an idea that should floor you. Her coiffure is called
('The Sensational," and really deserves the soubriquet. It
>>egins with a glorified version of her long brown bob, off ears,
jnds curled. Just above each ear nestles a rosette of small
;>raids in three colors, blonde, black, platinum. You might
jvant to use your friends' hair for this. Something like the
i'l idea of wearing a loved one's curl in a locket.
At this point, let me urge those who despair of doing anyhing new with their hair to buy a braid. I think it will inspire
jour imagination and fingers either to copy something that
ou can see is good or to originate something of your own.
This originating business is lots of fun, and you don't have

ZONDUCTED

BY

to be a Hollywood star to be a style-setter. It is this instinct
that makes leaders in your social, business or even school life.
It will set you apart from most of us, who, after all, are merely
followers.
So when you grow weary of looking at that same face in the
mirror every day, or feel that you are letting down and growing
dull, do what the stars must do for almost every picture,
change yourself. It is the best tonic I know and will, I promise
you, draw high dividends in renewed interest in life. Every
month, I publish pages of pictures — to awaken you to your
unrealized possibilities so far as your personal appearance is
concerned, knowing well that the pleasure and poise that come
from smart grooming can make you a far lovelier person.

CAROLYN

VAN

WYCK
79
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Sail Patrick, appearing in "Rumba,"
introduces "The Inconsistent Coiffure," affording a varied picture
every time the head is turned. Gail
knows that the exposed forehead,
when brow and hairline are good,
lends a touch of clarity and charm
to the face, and is extremely smart
at the moment. The banked side
curls and tiers of rolls give just that
note of sophistication that many of
us prefer for evening. Permanent
curls on the ends only are necessary

At right, Gail's sculptured
curls, showing the popular upward trend, featuring a middle
part, straight severity of hairline and cascade of ringlets.
A queenly arrangement that is
a perfect excuse for jeweled
clip earrings in customary style
on the lobe or clipped over the
upper ear for newness and novelty. Avoid earrings unless ears
are well shaped
and dainty
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Since Katharine Hepburn's bangs in
"Little Women" created an international style trend, let's sit back and
see if her cylindrical curls in "The
Little Minister" also play a part in this
Spring's hair modes. Here is Katharine, very appealing as Babbie, and
challenging the imaginative to make
their curls go in this manner. Below
inspired by her recent Indian role in
"Behold My Wife," Sylvia Sidney illustrates the matchless poetic qualities
of the sleek coiffure with low chignon
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INVITATION
TO A
DANCE

LIPPMAN

Marian

Not an eyebrow pencil, as you may
think, but a lip pencil to outline
Elissa

Landi's

lips

before

rouging

PERHAPS the jazzing ring of your
telephone may tell you there's
going to be a gay gathering, or a
friend may say casually, " We're
having a party at our place. Come
over." In case it's a big, formal
affair, the postman will undoubtedly
bring your invitation. However it
comes, this invitation puts a responsibility upon you — to look and be
your loveliest self.
Hollywood is mistress of the art of
looking well and being charming under trying circumstances. So a few
tricks from the stars might help us
all to walk off with the scalps of the
evening.
It seems the vogue to rush madly
about life today, whether or not we
really do anything, so on the assumption that you're all tired out before
you begin this evening toilette, first
aid comes in the form of an enlivening bath and a radiance treatment
for your face.
Carole Lombard's method is to fill
her tub with pleasantly warm, not hot,
water, add bath salts or one of those
scented bath lotions that make your
water as soft as milk and leave a
clinging fragrance on the skin. While
Carole is relaxing in this tub, she also
cleanses, stimulates and refreshes her
face. She has one of those convenient little shelves that slide across the
tub, and on this rest her creams and
lotions. Thus, two jobs are done at
one time, and when Carole emerges
she is ready for the more fascinating
business of hair, make-up, and so on.
If you prefer a shower, and many
people react better, here's the way to
get benefit of skin fragrance which the
shower naturally eliminates. After
bathing, use a scented eau de Cologne or infusion in the French man82

Marsh

shows

a

modern

idea

for a hostess gift or for your own
powder room. Guest powder sextette

MAC

LEAN

A bath helmet of water-proof silk
which permits hair arrangement before bath.

June

Clayworth's

find

WELBOURNE

White peacock feathers, a charming sophistication, encase Dorothy
Tree's

dainty

evening

accessories

SPRING brings the desire for nicer
hair, lovelier skin and smarter
make-up. Leaflets cover most of these
subjects, and are yours on request.
Or if your problems are more personal, they will have our care and attention. For leaflets or information,
write to Carolyn Van Wyck, PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 1926 Broadway,
New York City, and enclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope for reply. Separate envelope, please, for
each leaflet.

ner. Pour
vigorously
seems to
effects of

some into your palms and
rub your whole body. This
give you the refreshing
an alcohol rub plus fragrance. Some dusting powder, and
you feel like breaking into a dance.
For make-up, use every aid that
art and science have put on your
dressing-table, but use them subtly.
First, a sparing use of foundation,
cream or lotion, as you prefer. A
light dab of cream rouge, high on
cheeks, up toward temples. Only
enough for a glow. Hollywood does
not rouge cheeks heavily. Nor should
you. If your coiffure exposes your
ears, rough the lobes lightly.
Now powder plentifully, just gobs
of it, and use a tone one shade lighter
than you use for day, unless yoi
want to experiment with a trulj
evening shade, jade green or mauve
for example. When you are wel
coated, take a powder brush or fresf
cotton and dust off all surplus.
Lips need real art. Outline worrie:
most of us. One solution is the lip
pencil, such as Elissa Landi is using
which gives you a perfect outline t<,
be filled in with the same tone fron
your lipstick.
All eyes can stand a touch c
shadow for evening and if you wil
give patience to application, you ca
work out some lovely effects. Mascara, of course, and blue or green i,
you are a blonde. A finely pointe
eyebrow pencil for more telling brow.1
A touch of perfume to your cur!
(special perfume comes for this pu:
pose), to back of ears, neck, wrist
and hem of skirt, a favorite plac
among the stars because sweetne:
emanates with every step, and yc
are ready to answer that invitatic;
to a dance.
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THANK YOU — Ruby Keeler— for
your wholehearted approval of
Lux. Your fans will appreciate this bit of
personal advice. It makes them feel very
close to you to know that you use Lux
just the same way they do.
Things last longer, look lovelier with
Lux because it has no harmful alkali as
many ordinary soaps have, and with Lux
there's no rubbing.

It's these things that
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fade colors, weaken

fibres. Lux saves

colors, keeps materials looking like new.
Anything

safe in water is safe in Lux.

IISPECIFIED IN ALL THE BIG
I HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS . . .
"We use Lux in our wardrobe department to
keep stockings and costumes new-looking twice as
long," says N'Was McKenzie, Warner Brothers'
wardrobe supervisor. "We're washing almost
every fabric that comes in here in Lux — dresses,
negligees, flannels, even draperies! They look
swell I It's a real dollars-and-cents
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rvin Cobb

Presents Another Will Rogers
[ CONTINUED

clippings which dated back to the old Red
Sandstone Period of American burlesque. With
her help I dug up what we both figured was
probably the first authentic review of Will
Rogers that was published after he broke out
of the Wild West show and broke into the
two-a-day show shops. It had appeared in a
Chicago theatrical paper, long since deceased.
At the banquet when my time came to spout,
I stood up in my large white cravat and starchy
vest, and I read that particular criticism. It
ran, as I recall, somewhat like this:
" Spot Seven on the bill is taken by a skinny
youth calling himself Cherokee Bill Rogers,
who has an educated horse. The horse goes
through a routine of tricks and the alleged cowboy performs rope-throwing stunts and chews
gum and talks steadily. This act might go better if the cowboy would shut up and give the
horse a chance."
THERE
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driving a bargain Will Rogers is one screen
actor who needs no agent. He knows to the
ultimate penny how much his stuff is worth,
and while his vogue lasts, he insists on getting
his share, and getting it now. And he is a
pretty tolerably accurate judge of acting vehicles, too, if anybody should ask you. He'll
read a script and make instant decision:
"That's fine," he'll say. " I think maybe I can
get away with that story. When do we start
shooting, big boy?" Or else it may be: "Nothing doing, boss, I don't believe I'm the type to
play that role." Or perhaps: "Please excuse
me. I've got a notion that the people who
come to see us on the fillums might not like
me in that kind of a part.

It's out of my line

paid me about twice what I'd just paid for it—
in cash. So I said, 'Say, how long has this
thing been going on?' So the real estater,
who'd swung both deals, told me I'd better
gobble up a great big strip of beach before it
was too late and then hang on for the next rise.
He said there wasn't much of it left and if 1
overlooked the bets I'd regret it. Well, if I'd
only stopped to think I'd have realized that
there's still quite a good deal of land along the
Pacific Ocean that's not entirely built up yet.
But I had the taste of blood on my lips and
I hopped right in. As far up the beach as you
can see from here I bought these sandpiles in.
And then I sat down to wait for the suckers to
come along and hand me a hundred per cent

was a howl at this so I tried to make

■ the joke keep on spouting. By prior arrangement, a veteran actor rose in his place and
said:
"Mr. Cobb, may I interrupt? I just want
to say that I myself saw that act when it
opened out in Chicago and I thought then that
fellow Cherokee Bill had some merit — not
much, but some. And I'll never forget that
magnificent white horse he owned."
"Then you must have seen the act the day
after it opened," I said. "It was a bay horse
at the first show. But I understand that its
hair turned white in a single night."
This was the cue for the toastmaster, also
to play stooge:
"Mr. Cobb," he put in, "can you tell us
how long the team lasted?"
"Not long," I told him. "Professional jealousy was responsible for its break-up. You see,
the horse kept getting all the good notices.
So Bill here shipped the plug back to Oklahoma

profit.

sincerely, at himself. You can't be a synthetic
product if you have that gift. It stamps the
genuine humorist every time.
There is another side to this many-faceted
character, of which a great many people do
not know. He is a corking good business man.
Producers will tell you that when it comes to
84

I'm still waiting."

mournf
tone grew
HIS "Somet
imes,"
added, "I think it's a
he ul.
mistake for an Oklahoma cowhand, born a
thousand miles from salt water, to try to hog a
Something
ocean." subtly seems to tell me that
whole
aquatic sports and pastimes no longer appeal
to the Rogers intelligence.
If you want to see the real Will Rogers you
should see him on his Santa Monica estate,
wrapped up in his family, which by the way, is
a powerfully sweet family; dispensing a gracious, unostentatious hospitality to his guests;
treating a stable boss with the same unaffected

and branched out as a single. He didn't do so
well for quite a spell, but it saved him a lot of
heart-burning."
And so>on and so forth, until, among us, my
fellow-plotters and I had milked the slanderous
gag dry.
The main point was though that Rogers
whooped louder than anybody there. And
afterwards he got up and admitted the truth
of all these libelous gives and then topped the
show with a crafty line of slashing saberstrokes aimed at first one and then another of
the conspirators.
So by that I knew that here was one professional kidder who could stand being kidded,
which is what most of the breed positively,
absolutely cannot do. He could dish it out
and he could take it, too. Nothing has occurred inour long and pleasant subsequent acquaintance to make me doubt his ability to
stand up under such punishment. Indeed, I
think therein lies one of the secrets of his popularity, which in this case means his success. He
doesn't laugh at people, he laughs with them,
and, once in a while, he stops to laugh, very

beach for a bait of chili beans, Mexican style,
which means beans cooked with enough pepper
to furnish all the hell fire that would be needed
to equip an old fashioned American plan
Presbyterian inferno. I violate no confidence
when I state that Will Rogers is the champion
all-age chili-bean-eater of the world. Major
Raymond Dickson of Texas runs second and
on occasion I finish inside the money, but
Rogers has never known defeat.
Between bites, he glanced through the window toward the gentle swells rolling in on the
strand and pensively murmured:
"You know, a fellow ought to stick to his
own departments and not try to branch out
too far. Take me. I bought a small chunk of
this here ocean front stuff and right afterwards
a billionaire came along and craved it and he

Marian can't tell a big fish story about
the trout she caught. Here's camera
proof of its size! Certainly not enough
for two, but Marian is smiling at somebody. And judging by that frying pan,
she expected
a much
bigger
catch!

Let's see if we can't dig up something that's
down my own street and not down the street
of some fellow that's more versatile than I am."
By all reports, a good many of these lightning-fast snapshots of his ring the bell. At
least seeming proof is offered by the fact that,
almost invariably, Rogers scores tremendously
in the vehicles which he does use.
His investments of his private fortune have
mainly been sound — mainly, but not always.
During the height of the Los Angeles boom he
rather over extended himself in real estate.
One day last summer, the two of us had been
out on location for the shooting of a woodland
scene in "Judge Priest" and coming back we
stopped at a smart little snack-stand on the

and natural courtesy which is bestowed'upon a
nabob or a visiting potentate; betraying an
honest pride in his achievements, but with no
cheap vanity about it; crowding into twentyfour hours three times as much work as an
ordinary man could encompass and yet somehow finding abundant leisure for enjoying his
friends, enjoying domesticity and, in general,
enjoying life as it comes. A pretty fair way of
appraising a man's real character is by observing the relations in which he stands to those
nearest to him — his kin people, his chosen
associates, his employees, his servants. Well
up at the Rogers ranch, I defy you to find anybody from that sane and wholesome and utterly
unspoiled wife of his, and Bill Junior and
Jimmy, the boys, and dear little Mary, the
daughter, on down to the humblest member of
that staff who doesn't think the head of the
outfit is a mighty swell guy.
There is a chain upon the gate down by the
highroad to keep out the crowds that otherwise
would make life a burden to the dwellers here,
but there is no latch on Bill Rogers' soul and no
lock on the cockles of his heart.
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Embarrassing situations, even costly retakes,
can be caused by careless handbags which do
not guard contents securely. In the film world,
stars are learning to avoid these accidents by
insisting on handbags with Talon fastener security and convenience.
They find that handbags with this slide fastener are smarter, more attractive, than usual
type handbags. In addition, this smooth-running, snug-closing slide fastener assures security
for precious contents.
Your favorite handbag shop has a wide selection of Talon -fastened Handbags. Do as the
screen world does — look for the TALON name
on the slider when you buy your handbags.
* "Pocketbook

Panic " is that terrible feeling

you get when your pockelbook opens and the contents
spill out or are lost.
Carole Lombard, co-etarred with George Raft in 'Rumba,' a Paramount
IOOKLESS

FASTENER

CO.,

MEADVILLE,

PENNA.

t NEW

YORK

Production.

• BOSTON

. PHILADELPHIA

• CHICAGO

• LOS

ANGELES

• SAN
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• SEATTLE

The Shadow
[ CONTINUED

opens a restaurant in Red Gap inviting the
social elect. Belknap Jackson tries to ruin
the party with exposure of Ruggles' true
status,
the town flies to Ruggles' defense.
So does but
ZaSu.
A simple little story, you will say, but
there's more in it than meets the eye. Laughton
considers it the second-best picture he ever has
made.
Henry VIII was the other. Ruggles was
given an ambitious production by Paramount.
Leo McCarey, director, is a big-hearted
Irishman who juggles scenes to give the extras
more work. The picture was a boon for them,
since McCarey is a believer in realism. The
barbecue on Ma PcttingiU's ranch was shot
with roasted meat for everyone. For three
days they were in a saloon scene, with free
lunch and beer. In the cafe sequence, there
was roast duck for everyone.
Mary Boland worked in the picture with six
fresh stitches on her side from a major operation.
The personnel looks like an old Who's Who
in pictures, twenty years ago. Beside Vic
Potel, Heine Conklin, and Neil Burns — famous
old-time comics, the extra list is nearly all
once-famous. Charlie West (D. W. Griffith
leading man), Horace Carpenter, Dick LaReno, Howard Davies, William H. Clifford,
J. W. Johnson, Carol Holloway, Ed Peil.
If you remember your movies of 1914, you will
recognize the famous names of that day.
■•avid

Copperfield

— M-G-M

A PICTURE honestly rating superlatives.
'^ The most faithfully executed and beautifully acted production in our experience, with
enough fine individual performances to star in
six pictures. A first deep bow to Charles
Dickens for the magnificent story, in which
each character appeared to be an old friend,
so long and vividly have they lived with us. A
bow to Hugh Walpole, Howard Estabrook and
George Cukor who adapted and directed with
such brilliant clarity that not once do we confuse any of the numerous characters. The
young David Copperfield is played by Freddie
Bartholomew with such sensitive feeling and
exquisite diction as we never hoped to see or
hear. Elizabeth Allan is his helpless and
lovely young mother whose death leaves him
an orphan at the mercy of a tyrannical stepfather and aunt, admirably executed by Basil
Rathbone and Violet Kemble Cooper. W. C.
Fields is Mr. Micawber, in the flesh, "waiting
for something to turn up" — and something did.
Edna May Oliver turns in her prize performance, Roland Young is distinguished as Uriah
Heep, the humble hand-wringer to the letter.
Maureen O'Sullivan is a lovely Dora, the childbride. And Peggotty, dear Peggotty, done with
sympathetic artistry by Jessie Ralph, and her
old-salt brother is played to perfection by
Lionel Barrymore. Frank Lawton is David
grown and David realized. The long cast has
been superbly chosen, with every smallest part
perfectly delineated. The story is like fresh
air, for none of the people in it are at all complex. They are all-good, all-bad, or crazy.
Lennox Pawle leaves an unforgettable portrait of Mr. Dick, Madge Evans as Agnes,
whom David finally marries.
This is an in86
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comparable evening in the theater, and one
that will live with you for years.

Lives

of a Bengal

—PARAMOUNT

Lancer

A NY comment on "Lives of a Bengal
' * Lancer" necessarily is inadequate. For
no phrase, no matter how majestic, could
quite describe the dramatic majesty of the
picture. And no word, however strong, could
define the essential strength of the Francis
Yeats-Brown story as Paramount has brought
it to life.
Because this picture is tremendously romantic, and yet hasn't a love scene in it; because it is excitingly different from the usual
film; because it is a beautifully told, unsentimental story of heroism, and because the perfection ofacting and direction is never dwarfed
by the immensity of production, it is one of
the best ever to come out of the Paramount
studios.
Gary Cooper is Captain McGregor, whose
awkward soft-heartedness so often proves his
undoing to the great delight of Lieutenant
Forsyllic (Franchot Tone) who always stops
laughing, however, just in time to snap into
action and prove himself fully as sentimental
as Cooper. Richard Cromwell is the Colonel's
son, whose youth and inexperience almost
bring about the annihilation of the regiment.
Sir Guy Standing is the Colonel — "Old Ramrod," Cooper calls him, because his military
stiffness leaves no apparent room for parental
feeling. C. Aubrey Smith is his major, a man
of dignity and understanding.
Upon the shoulders of these men rests the
story's tremendous burden, and they carry
it with the gallant humor and quiet heroism
of Yeats-Brown's characters.
Brittle, pointed dialogue; swift direction;
pictorial grandeur, and intelligent production
make this picture definitely important to see.

The

—FOX

ConnlT

Chairman

YY /ILL ROGERS leads all Hollywood's stars
W at the box-office — far and away. Very
possibly the reason he does so is that he gets
closer to the American scene than any other
star. People love him because they know him;
they've seen him before.
In this, of course, he has George Ade to help
him paint the portrait of a lovable but astute
rural politician. Naturally, Will has plenty of
fun with the subject, running off his pleasantly
satirical observations on the great American
pastime, which only confirms a sneaking opinion
that Rogers writes ninety per cent of his lines.
The drama revolves around an election race
for prosecuting attorney, with Will lining up
his young law partner, Kent Taylor, against
Berton Churchill in a good old-fashioned mudslinging campaign. Mr. Churchill also plays
the father of Evelyn Venable, with whom Taylor is in love. Thus the conflict.
The usual Rogers stock company, complete
with Evelyn Venable, Kent Taylor, Louise
Dresser, Berton Churchill, Frank Melton and
Stepin Fetchit, fit admirably into the cast.
As Will Rogers repeats throughout the entire
film, it will be "good politics" to take the whole
family.

The

Tittle
Minister
— RKO-RADIO

K /tOVING in measured tempo, this beautiful
v 'production rejoices in visual beauty and
some fine restrained performances. The
photography is unsurpassed, resulting in a
softened and gentle Katharine Hepburn —
really almost a stranger. As Babbie, the girl
who loves to play gypsy, she is vivacious in an
1840 way — not quite the Jo of "Little Women."
You are of course familiar with the story of
religious intolerance in the Scottish village of
Thrums, with its new minister who falls in love
with the gypsy masquerader. John Beal gives
a splendid account of himself as the little
minister, and the supporting cast is exceptionally fine.
Every character is played with fine assurance, and the authentic Scotch burrs of
Donald Crisp and Andy Clyde are things of joy.

Torsaking—M-G-M
%ll Others
THAT Van Dyke man is a wizard. He has
' directed a salubrious entertainment and
made Joan Crawford into a human being,
with Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery and
Charles Butterworth at their best. The story
is so simple you wonder how they had the
nerve to make a picture of it— again — but it
leaves you dizzy with laughter and braced like
a champagne cocktail.

Here

Ms My

Heart

—PARAMOUNT

IF you're a Bing Crosby fan — and who isn't
'— here's something to clap hands about.
For between the laughs, Bing sings those
haunting kinds of tunes you'll hear for ages.
The story? Well, it's just the old "Grand
Duchess and the Waiter" yarn all dressed up
in new raiment but it's still a good story.

Biography of a
Bachelor
—M-G-M Oirl
THE old Ann Harding of "Holiday" returns
' in this bright, sophisticated photoplay. Once
again her alternately whimsical and intensely
sincere personality registers as the portrait
painter whose romantically intriguing life story
causes all the conflict between sensational magazine editor Robert Montgomery, former sweetheart Edward Everett Horton, who aspires to
election to the Senate, and health book publisher-politician Charles Richman, whose
daughter, Una Merkel, is to marry Horton.
Miss Harding, however, is the best part ot
the picture which fails to wind up much of a
dramatic punch, mainly through the mis-casting of Robert Montgomery. The breaking
down of his hatred for privileged classes through
love is the theme, and the strong, opinionated
role cries for a more forceful personality. He
struggles a bit obviously to down his natural
light comedy bent.
Nevertheless, the smooth direction of a good
story and capable supporting characterizations
by Horton, Richman, Una Merkel and Edward
Arnold puts the picture well up on the mo ith's
preferred [list.
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 94 ]
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VIRGINIA PINE, glamorous
newcomer, now under contract to
Columbia Pictures, soon learned
Hollywood's stay-slim secret!
She is photographed on location
— enjoying Ry-Krisp because she
knows these crisp, delicious wafers appease between -meal hunger sajely. Take a tip from famous
movie stars. Eat Ry-Krisp at meals
and when you're hungry between
times. They actually help you to
stay slim because they've filling but
not fattening. You'll love them because they taste so good — your
guests will love them, too! Serve
them whenever you entertain!

Sb

"—)
j) ,Mme. SYLVIA
J-Unec=> III
of Hollywood
Hear intimate stories about Hollywood,
valuable beauty advice from the
Hollywood masseusewho be%
came afamous authority on
ie
the feminine figure. Every
s£
Wednesday
night, 10:15
NBC
r«r*»
Blue Network,
at

M

%vc=

\\

>

E.T.,9:15 C.T., 8:15
M.T., 7:15 P.C.T.
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You can use cosmetics all you wish
yet guard aqainst this danger . . •
IT'S so thrilling to win romance — so important to keep it ! And yet some women
let Cosmetic Skin steal away their greatest
treasure— do not guard as they should the
soft, natural beauty of their complexions.
Cosmetics Harmless if removed

this way

It is when cosmetics are allowed to choke
the pores that they cause unattractive
Cosmetic Skin. Enlarged pores — tiny blemishes— a dull, lifeless look, blackheads, perhaps— these are warning signals that you are

not removing stale cosmetics properly
Lux Toilet Soap is made to remove cos
metics thoroughly. The ACTIVE lather c
this gentle soap sinks deep into the pores
swiftly carries away every vestige of dust
dirt, stale cosmetics. In this way it protect
the skin against dangerous pore choking.
So before you put on fresh make -up -i
ALWAYS before you go to bed — prote(
your skin with the soap 9 out of 10 scree
stars use! You want to have the appeal th;,
only soft, clear skin can give you !
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<nce,
a
m
g
comes to

the girl
who guards against

Cosmetic
Skin

LIKE MOST GIRLS, l USE
ROUGE AND POWDER
-BUT NEVER DO I RISK

Cosmetic Skin I i use
Lux Toilet Soap regularly, itdoes leave
your skin like velvet*

ORfTTA
STAR OF 20it CENTURY'S

/

BEAUTY
in

the

BEGINNING
IFyou could watch the making of many fine
beauty preparations today, you would see many
food ingredients incorporated before dainty jars
and bottles reach the shop shelf. Honey, eggs,
olive oil, almonds, milk and lettuce are but a few of
the elements that nourish and beautify the body
from without, as well as from within.
While it is certainly more pleasant and often more
convenient to choose the scientific preparation, it is
well to know some of the stars' ideas, in case your
cleansing cream suddenly gives out or you find yourself marooned while traveling or on vacation.
Jeanette MacDonald and Alice Brady both find
oil of sweet almonds excellent for cleansing.
One of Marion Davies' favorite skin treatments is

an egg mask. First cleanse, then spread the white
of a large egg over the face with fingertips, letting it
remain for twenty minutes. Remove with cold
water.
Joan Blondell has a very French dressing-ish idea
that leaves the face fresh and glowing. Mix table
salt and olive oil to thin paste consistency and lightly
smooth over the face and neck. The oil is softening
cleansing; the salt helps remove dead cuticle that is
constantly shedding and which if allowed to remain
deadens the tone of the skin. A grand, grainy wash
comes for just this purpose.
For skin cleansing and gentle astringent effect.
Dolores Del Rio pats on pure strained honey and
lets it remain about ten minutes. The honey is then
washed off with lukewarm water.
Gently stimulat
ing, astringent and softening.
For a good hand bleach, Irene Dunne suggests
corn meal, which she mixes to a paste with water,
applies to hands and leaves on as long as possible
Olive and almond oil are good cleansers.

BY

CAROLYN

VAN

WYCK
•

Tea — for two bright eyes. Rosemary Ames
brews tea for five minutes, cools, uses as
eye wash. She finds milk patted on her
skin a good
astringent and powder base
90
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in Metro-GoMuyn-Mayer s
DAVID
COPPERFIELD'
Max Factor's Make-Up
Used Exclusively

tiful"
Beau
e y say
Shthe
of
MADGE

EVANS

.Jo they say that ah out you?
Learn How Hollywood Stars Emphasize the
Charm of Beauty With This New Make-Up.
""THERE'S a thrill when admiring eyes confirm the appeal
of your beauty . . . Life instantly
becomes more interesting.
I \« i: POWDER

So you should learn the makeup secret which all Hollywood
screen stars know. Then you,
yourself, can create beauty just
as fascinating as the vision of
loveliness you see in your day
dreams.

. . . You 11 marvel how
the color harmony tone
of Max Factor 's Face
Powder actually enlivens the beauty of your
skin. Matchless in texture, itcreates a satinsmooth make-up that
clings for hours. You
will note the difference
instantly... One dollar.

The secret is color harmony
make-up, consisting of face powder, rouge and lipstick in harmonized color tones,
originated by Max
of make-up.

Factor,

allure of the lips ... and all blend perfectly to
create glorious, entrancing beauty.

Hollywood's genius

Remember . . . famous stars have found magic
in this secret. So you may expect a remarkable
transformation. Even your personality will reflect
a new confidence, because of your assurance in
the fascinating attraction of your beauty.

Working with stars like Madge Evans and other
famous beauties. ..searching to capture the mystery
of ravishing beauty. ..Max Factor discovered a new

ROUGE
. . . Created to screen
star types, the color
harmony shades of
Max Factor's Rouge
impart a fascinating,
natural and lifelike
glow to your cheeks.
Creamy -smooth . . . it
blends and clings just
as you would want
it to . . . Fifty cents.

principle of color harmony to be beauty's secret
of attraction. Based on this principle, he created
new color harmony shades in face powder, rouge
and lipstick . . . harmonized color tones to bring
out the color appeal of each type of blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead.

CO SHARE the luxury of Color Harmony Make^ Up created originally for the stars of the screen
by Hollywood's make-up genius, and now made
available to you. Max Factor's Face Powder, one
dollar; Max Factor's Rouge, fifty cents; Max
Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar. Featured by leading stores. For personal make-up
advice and illustrated book on "The New Art of
Society
Make-up
", mail coupon below, direct to
Max Factor,
Hollywood.

You will be amazed at the new beauty your
own color harmony in this new make-up will bring
you. The face powder imparts a satin-smooth loveliness to the skin... the rouge enlivens the color
appeal of your type . . . the lipstick accents the

LIPSTICK
. . . Super-Indelible, for
in Hollywood lip makeup must remain perfect
for hours . . . Moistureproof, too, you apply
it to the inner surface
also, giving a uniform
color to the full lips..
In color harmony tones
to accent the appeal of
lovely lips. One dollar.

SOCIETY MAKE-UP
*#*7J /or your

: Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick In Color Harmony

< <H Oil

BAH.MOXY

IX

. HOLLYWOOD
MAIL THIS COUPON
TO MAX
FACTOR
your color harmony
JUST fill in the coupon for Purse-Size Box of Powder
hade and Lipstick "Color Sampler, four shades. Enclose 10 cents for postage
and handling. You will also receive your Color Harmony Make-Up Chart
and a 48-pagc illustrated book, "The New Art of Society ALikc-Lp". . .1-3-88
FREE.
NAME
STBFFT
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Reclaimed His Head" with Claude Rains
This was followed by a part with Chester
Morris in "I've Been Around," and finally a
singing role in "The Great Ziegfeld." Her
latest is "Straight From the Heart" which was
written expressly for her by Doris Anderson
Theresa Andreson, Dallas, Tex.— Kent
Taylor hails from Nashua, Iowa. He was born
there on May 11, 1907. Is 6 feet tall, weighs
165 and has dark brown hair and brown eyes
His romancing with Evelyn Venable is only on
the screen. Kent has been married for some
time, and Evelyn recently married Hal Mohr,
cameramen.
Elaini Friedmann, Philadelphia, Penn.
— Jean Parker's latest picture is "Sequoia."
It is a very beautiful picture and you must not
miss it Russell Hardie plays opposite her
Arlene Lee. Taber. Alb., Can.— Mj
humble apologies, Arlene, for keeping you
waiting for an answer. Here's hoping you'll
forgive the old man. Your favorite. Rosemary
Ames, was born in Evanston, 111. on Decern
ber tlth (she doesn't tell
feet, 6 inches tall; weighs
reddish gold hair and blue
on both the New York
before going into pictures.

the year). She is 5
128 pounds and ha*
eyes. She appeared
and London stages

Mrs. Katherine Kirk. Owasso, Mich.-*
The picture you described was "The Singing
Fool." Josephine Dunn was the blonde wife
and Betty Bronson, the understanding little
girl friend. Al Jolson sang " Sonny Boy" in
the picture to little Davey Lee. Later Davey
appeared in another picture titled "Sonny
Boy" in which Edward Everett Horton and
Betty Bronson also appeared. I guess that
straightens the matter out, eh?
Dora. Albany, N. Y. — You can write to
Tullio Carminati at the Columbia Studios.
1438 Gower Street, Hollywood, Calif. Tullio's
next
be leading
"Once lady.
A Gentleman."
Lilian picture
Harvey will
is the

Baby Jane takes her correspondence as seriously as she does her screen acting.
ever, she never

lets

her

"career"

keep

MAE WEST, Katharine Hepburn, Garbo
and the other leading stars have to step
aside this month because little Baby
Jane has taken the spotlight away from them
and. furthermore, is holding on to it. Jane has a
marvelous way of learning her lines and putting
them over. Other stars who appear with her
in pictures don't dare "blow up" in their lines
because this tiny doll will tell them about it.
Baby Jane is a native daughter of Hollywood. Calif., born thereon June 24. 1931. On
her third birthday she began a long term con
tract with Universal, in "Imitation of Life"
with Claudette Colbert, in a role in which she
spoke more than three hundred words. She
In ilds the record for being the youngest player
to speak so many words before a movie camera
Sometimes directors let her ad lib her lines and
she says much cuter things than any writer
92

her from

caring

for her dolly — hardly

However

could prepare for her. From babyhood she
showed marked ability to master and remember words and before her third birthday she
could sing several songs in both French and
English.
Baby Jane has dark hazel eyes and medium
brown hair. She is very tiny for her age and
in private life answers to the very grown-up
name of Juanita Quigley. She has an eight
year old sister and a fourteen year old brother.
She brings her toys to the studio every morning. Her favorite is an Aunt Jemima doll
which the studio costume department made
for her. Like the stars and directors Jane has a
canvas chair with her name stencilled on the
back of it. When she has to appear before the
camera, her dolly holds it down.
After the hit she made in "Imitation of
Life" Baby Jane was cast in "The Man Who

Mrs. Doris Ingham, Winthrop, Maine.—
Many other ladies have written to me asking
the same question about Gene Raymond.
The space here is too small to list all the pictures Gene has made since he made his movie
debut. However, here's the recent ones:
"Ann Carver's Profession," "Brief Moment,
"The House on 56th Street," "Flying Down
to Rio," "I Am Suzanne," "Coming Out
Party," "Sadie McKee," and "Transatlantic
Merry-Go-Round." Watch for him next in
"Behold My Wife" with Sylvia Sidney and
"North Shore" with Barbara Stanwyck.
Virginia Allan, San Francisco, Calif.—
I'm inclined to believe that Roger Pryor did
his own fighting in the picture "Belle of the
Nineties." You can write to Roger at the
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Betty Jane, New Orleans, La. — The song
which was rendered so beautifully by a charmWheels" was
in "Wagon
ing young lady
"Estrellita"
a Mexican
song which means
"Little Star."
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else in tomhoney'

AUNT JEMIMA

PANCAKES

play an important part in

Fannie Hurst's most appealing
story since "BACK STREET"

with

CLAUDETTE

COLBERT

in

IMITATION
A

UNIVERSAL

OF LIFE
PICTURE

# we'se in town, honey! Yes ma'm! Even in Hollywood they came to
uld Aunt Jemima when they wanted real tender, light pancakes, for the
great new feature picture, "Imitation of Life."
Now you can make the same delicious, soul-satisfying pancakes that
spread Aunt Jemima's fame to every corner of the land. Just buy Aunt
Jemima Pancake Flour. We simply put into boxes her famous recipe in
ready mixed form. Four kinds of flour, blended as only she could do. Other
ingredients, jealously garnered in a life of service in the Old South.
Just add a cup of milk (or water) to
Jready mixed flour. Stir it up. Drop
md only then will you know what
Plantation flavor" in pancakes.
All grocers supply Aunt Jemima.
•ed package. Buckwheat Flour in the
oday for breakfast tomorrow.

a cup of Aunt Jemima's
on the griddle. Then,
we mean by "that old
Pancake Flour in the
yellow package. Order

*9,000

CASH

FREE!

2,562 separate awards— just
for coloring up a picture of
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
First Prize .... $1,000
Second Prize . . . $250
1,279 other prizes,
totaling . . .
$3,250
Duplicate prizes for grocers <

Get your entry blank at any
grocery store, or movie theatre
showing "Imitation of Life"

AUNT JEMIMA PANCAKE FLOUR

The Shadow
[ CONTINUED

BRITISH

JESSIE MATTHEWS, darling of the London
^stage, will entrench herself in the hearts of
American movie-goers with this film. For she
has a sweet voice, and does some of the best
individual dancing you've ever seen. The picture tells the story of the daughter (Miss Matthews) of a once-famous comedienne, Harriet
Green, who resembles her mother so closely that
a publicity man hits upon the idea of billing her
as Harriet Green making a sensational stage
come-back after years in retirement. The hoax
works — for a while. And it makes a merry and
interesting story.
A good cast includes Sonnie Hale (Jessie
Matthew's young husband), Betty Balfour,
Barry Mackay and Ivor MacLaren.

The Man %!!•«»
Reclaimed His Head
—UNIVERSAL
A S fine and important a picture as has ever
' 'beenthat
made,
a performance
by Claude
Rains
has with
seldom
been touched
on the
screen. As a profound, intelligent pacifist and
brilliant writer, Paul Vcrin (Rains) sells his
mind to the unscrupulous publisher of a newspaper (Lionel Atwill) who betrays Verin's
trust for munitions money. It is a straightforward revelation of what really makes war,
with no temporizing. The man whose wife
(Joan Bennett) as well as his brains have been
used unscrupulously, has his revenge. Every
performance in the large cast is unusually
fine, and Claude Rains sets a new high mark
for superbly sympathetic acting. The picture
is unrelieved by comedy, and is apt to make
you do a lot of thinking.

■The

Private Life
■Bon luan

—UNITED

of

ARTISTS

\ V/HAT happens when the world's champion
^* lover loses his title and the ladies no
longer smile upon him?
He turns to the security of his wife's waiting arms — if he is lucky enough to have a wife
who will wait.
That, in substance, is the plot of "Don
Juan." Douglas Fairbanks as the gay Lothario
of Spanish tradition, but latterly a bit weary of
climbing balconies as middle-age overtakes
him, retires to the country to restore his waning
energies.
The death of a pretender to his fame gives
him the opportunity.
Returning to Seville, he finds he cannot stage
a comeback. Even Merle Oberon, playing a
dancer who once had thrilled to his lovemaking, repudiates him. He is denounced as
an impostor by an entire Seville theater audience.
Abashed, he rejoins his long-suffering wife,
Benita Hume.
It's a less audacious and agile Fairbanks
than formerly, but he plays his role with convincing wistfulness. Binnie Barnes does a
delicious bit as a bawdy inn wench. Merle
Oberon's grace and charm are delightful, and
in this made-in-England film. Producer Alexander Korda lias recaptured, in atmosphere and
treatment, the glamour of old Spain.
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The ■ '■■finished
§ymphony
—GAUMONT BRITISH

Evergreen

— GAUMONT

FROM

Stage

\V/ITH Franz Schubert's masterpieces,
** superbly played by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, running throughout, the
musical score alone puts this film on the "must "
list for those who enjoy music. But in addition
to being a rare symphonic treat, the picture
tells well the tender love story of the young
Schubert, and how he was inspired to write
"The Unfinished Symphony." Hans Jaray
plays the role of Schubert convincingly, and
Helen Chandler, as the pawnshop girl who
befriends him, is pleasing. But Marta Eggerth
— lovely to look upon and with the voice of an
angel — is the real delight of the film, in the role
of Lady Caroline, Schubert's great love. Interesting to watch and a joy to listen to, this is a
film well worth anybody's time.

Grand Old Girl
— RKO-RADIO
THAT grand old trouper, May Robson, in
' another superfine performance, this time
as a veteran high school principal, "Old
Dynamite." militant and fearless when the
morals of her pupils are threatened by a blind
tiger sponsored by the town's shady political
ring. Her crusade to wipe it out is the story,
but it's richly laden with human incident and
scenes that will recall your own school-days
and the women who were the "second mothers" of your youth. There's sentiment enough
and a tear or two in the tender tribute at the
ending. Naturally, it's May Robson's picture throughout, but Etienne Girardot, Alan
Hale and Mary Carlisle highlight an exceptionally excellent supporting cast. For everybody who ever went to school.

Wight

Life of the Gods
—UNIVERSAL

IF you are the type who has tried to take a
'cow home in an elevator in one of your more
playful moods, this is your picture. And if you
are one of the many admirers of the late
Director Low ell Sherman, you should not miss
it. The trouble is that while Sherman knew
what Thorne Smith's novel was all about,
some of the players simply do not savvy the
mad whimsey of their lines, or the mad whimsey of the whole business, in which a nut
turns people to statues, brings statues to life.

Lhe Gilded Lily
—PARAMOUNT
CO pleased was Paramount studios with the
^results of the efforts of scenarist Claude Binyon and director Wesley Ruggles when this picture was run off that they have decided to make
them a permanent producing team, after the
fashion of Columbia's ace duo, Frank Capra
and Robert Riskin.
The enthusiasm is a little premature, if this
picture alone prompted the decision. True,
there are very human touches throughout, not
unlike the Capra-Riskin brand as revealed in
"It Happened One Night" and "Broadway
Bill." But two very important elements which
made both those movies masterpieces are totally

lacking here; namely, unexpected but logical
story twists and a punch climax.
Claudette Colbert is engaging and convincing when she is a romance-hungry Manhattan
working girl. But when they make her publicity-glamorous asthe "No girl" (in a big mix-up
she said "No" to an incognito English lord
slumming about in New York) she doesn't
register; nor does the story, which goes to
pieces when it asks you to switch sympathies
from the aristocratic lover (Ray Milland) who
has been a perfect gentleman and lover and
then for some obscure reason turns into a cad,
MacMurray).
to
her old newspaper pal and exploiter (Fred I
However, the lines are often pithy and the
general standard of production and acting is
high. Ray Milland seems destined to be a big
favorite with the women and Fred MacMurray
is unusually attractive and smooth in a hardboiled reporter role.
Seventy-five per cent of this picture is topnotch entertainment, but it misses the CapraRiskin plane by a sloppy last quarter.

Enchanted April
—RKO-RADIO
IF you like out and
'movies, you may like
two women, one, Ann
wife of Frank Morgan,

out whimsey in your
this frail little story of
Harding, the deserted
a famous author, and

the other Katherine Alexander, the "husbandpecked" wife of Reginald Owen. It is during
the making of this picture the much publicized
"dehydration" of Miss Harding occurred. It
seems to also dehydrate her hats, which, along
with Charles Judels, furnished the only comedy
relief.

Princes§ Charming
—GAUMONT BRITISH
A MOTHER version of the old story of the
' * princess in distress — her country threatened
by revolutionists, her advisors forcing her into a
loveless marriage with an elderly king. She is,
of course, rescued by a stern officer who falls in
love with her in spite of himself. The lovely
presence of Evelyn Laye and handsome Henry
Wilcoxon in the leading roles, make it pleasantly
romantic entertainment. But the story is
threadbare, and the comedy touches are mostly
old jokes to the average American.

Lhe

— M-G-M
Might
Ms Young

yOU have met this plot before, but the
' music is different — a little different
Pleasant music by Romberg, sung agreeably by
Ramon Novarro and Evelyn Laye, who is exquisite in some shots, badly photographed in
others. It is a small-scale "Merry Widow"
with the precious Charles Butterworth at his
best. Other characters played by Una Merkel.
Eddie Horton and Herman Bing, run true to
form.

Lhe

Best
Man Wins
—COLUMBIA

FlorLowe andunder
Fdmundc triangle,
Holt.
Rice for
Jack
its romanti
WITH ence
seas adventures for its excitement, and Beta
Lugosi its ever-menacing villain, this film hold?
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KGDL

'our interest. As deep sea divers, Holt and
owe engage in some thrilling scenes, well acted
nd skilfully photographed. It's good enough
ntertainment for those who like stories about
jrave men engaged in thrilling adventures.
Pop support by Forrester Harvey and J. Far;;11 MacDonald.

MILDLY

iweepstake Annie
—LIBERTY PROD.

MENTHOLATED
CIGARETTES

v IOBODY works but sister, so pity the poor
Mittle script girl who wins first prize in the
CORK-TIPPED

J.veepstakes and has a fortune to spend — and a
tarasitical family to spend it on. A good-enough
;ttle comedy-drama which, despite the limps
:i the story, manages to be quite entertaining
II through.

Charlie

Chan
—FOX

in Paris

"HE inscrutable Warner Oland is at his best
in this latest Chan, with the Confuciusfoverb business removed to the picture's admtage. The production is smooth and more
xilent than usual. Mary Brian and Thomas
eck carry the limited love interest.

The

Band Plays
— M-G-M

On

.r took four different authors and three additional screen writers to germinate this — still
'< remains essentially the old rah-rah-rah for
i;arold Pacific with the touchdown just on the
ist gun. Swell performances by Robert
oung and Stu Erwin as two of the Four
Norsemen, Betty Furness fine as the co-ed, but
pu
can't get too excited about love between
larters.

■ *% «» Been

Around

—UNIVERSAL

jlHIL CAHN, who directed this dull, drawn
out picture, was a film cutter before he
aduated to directorial ranks. Mr. Cahn
ould have recalled his past training and left
ost of this one on the cutting room floor. It
istes a perfectly good cast on a trite story and
nazingly staggy dialogue.

FOR

YOUR

THROAT

If you've never tried a KGDL, try one when
your throat feels all smoked out. Ready?

tobacco flavor. Free coupon with each pack
is good for handsome merchandise. (Offer

Light up ! Didn't know any smoke could
be so refreshing and so good — did you? The
mild menthol makes a pleasant coolness,
soothes throats, and brings out the choice

good in U. S. A. only.) Send for FREE illustrated premium booklet . . . and switch to
the cigarette that keeps your throat KGDL
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.

COUPONS

FOR

HANDSOME

PREMIUMS

Write for free illustrated booklet

COMPANION story to "Little Women."
'Tells of the boys in the school of Aunt Jo
Tin O'Brien-Moore) and Professor Bkacr
,.alph Morgan). Frankie Darro, as poor
iiyward Dan, who is expelled from the school
t another boy's crime, turns in a splendid
:rformance. David Durand, Dickie Moore,
ltd Alexander, Buster Phelps, Ronny Cosby
\d others, earn their share of applause. It's
It the unforgettable picture that was "Little
omen," but it's a nice, homey little story
at young and old will enjoy.

Marines
Coming
—MASCOT

SLEDDIN'

SAVE

Little Men
—MASCOT

The

SMOOTH

Are

HIS provides an acceptably breezy mixture
)f comedy and romance, rather full of
lliam Haines in the typically effervescent
|e of a Marine Corps lieutenant.
'The story keeps Haines in and out of hot
1 ter while trying to escape from Armida who,
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 122 ]

COUSTESY

BULLOCK'S,

LOS

ANGELE

Bette Davis, playing Lady Bountiful to her unseen
guests
and
appointed, well provided
buffet supper table.
And if anyone

BUFFET

Fi

about to speak those welcome
words,
doesn't get right in there, it's because

SUPPER

FOR

EIGHT

"OR
informal
social gatherings,
'Bette Davis
likes the idea of
spreading a generous table and
■ ■■«»
I ■■ for
letting her guests do justice according to their own tastes.
And so
Ik «» ■■ ■-»«»■ t
Bette has had arranged for you an
ample repast, types of food to make
Holl> %* oo«
friends feel hearty and happy.
Bette knows that when you give a
party you must include two classes of food, one calculated to
appeal to the masculine appetite, such as zesty cheeses, cold
sliced meats and good coffee; the other of feminine taste like a
hot creamed affair, canapes and salads.

Look at Bette's table and notice how everything is arranged
for charm, ease and convenience. The piled plates hold
napkins, the cups are ready for pouring and the knives and
forks are yours for the taking. Candles lend the light of good
cheer.
Bette thinks that every hostess who goes in for canapes and
appetizers should equip herself with a set of cookie cutters in
fancy shapes and a pastry bag. These gadgets enable you to
put the fine edges on a job that would do credit to a chef
d'oeuvre.
So, now for the food!
Here is a typical buffet supper menu:
96

"Come
and
eat!'
Bette's idea of a well
he or she has a glass arm, or wasn't invited

■■■«• I.
•r%i«

Canapes and appetizers
Not creamed dish or variety of cold
sliced meats
Cheeses and crackers

H«>l|»
o

I ns| iini

is

.1

ion

S;»lad
Coffee
or coffee
Petit-fours
Bon-bons and
salted cake
nuts
Canapes: Use fresh, thinly. sliced

bread, cut in fancy shapes. Toast and butter lightly. Caviar.'
anchovy paste, any fish paste, deviled egg yolks, thinly sliced
cheese or cheese spread and pair dc foi gras are all delicious and
encourage the appetite the purpose, you know. If the patedc
foi gras seems too expensive, try one of the varieties made ol
chicken livers instead of goose. They are excellent and you will
find them in grocery and delicatessen stores. Cream cheese
softened with a little cream and seasoned may be put through
the pastry bag to give fancy borders and do-dads. Slices ot
olive,
ripeyour
or green,
bitsinofthe
pimento,
parsley and tiny gherkin.-'
finish off
canapes
grand manner.
Deviled eggs and stuffed celery or endive always fit well ind'
the buffet supper plan, and here is a stuffed celery idea from
Hollywood that goes over big.
Stuffed celery: Soften half a pound of cream cheese with aj
tablespoon
of cream.
Add
liberal dashes of onion juice.
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The Yjfid must justify
the 1^reams!
■k *

*

•

On that basis only do we counsel

Harriet Hubbard Ayer preparations . . . the application of
Luxuria and its two famous attendant creams is not the
;nd of the story but the beginning of a new chapter of
romance . . . for between the operations of putting on and
aking off they blend new beauty in! . . . first, L/tX/tria
o cleanse and soften and prepare the skin for later loveiness . . . next. Skin &

Tissue Cream

to help tone

RoLnUX®U*RY

first, Luxuria . . . 45c to $2.75
next, Skin & Tissue Cream
85c in $7. 15

'fwuvt Mu\ >

and last. Beautifying Face Cream

ip the muscles and smooth out tell-tale lines . . . and last,

85c to $~. 1 5

beautifying Face Cream to clarify the shadows and
ive a radiant undertone for powder . . . three successive

HARRIET

HUBBARD

323 EAST THIRTY-FOURTH

STREET, NEW

ad successful steps that have brought new enchantment to
lany lovely women

AYER, inc

YORK

o/fc/f/'/ea/

and are waiting to bring it to you.
Urn.

iiaprika, salt, pepper and two teaspoons of
'Vorcestershire sauce. Finish with a smidge
f horseradish. Mix well and stuff the celery
:hich has been cleaned and then crisped in
i our ice-box.
Deviled eggs: This recipe gives twelve porions, so increase according to guests. Remove
oiks from six hard-boiled eggs. Mash well
ith a silver fork and add one teaspoon of salt,
ne-half teaspoon of paprika, one teaspoon
t'orcestershire sauce, one tablespoon of preared mustard. Soften slightly with a little

stitute ham, cut in small cubes, for the chicken.
Add the pimentos, eliminating the lemon juice
Provide two or three varieties of cheese, if
possible. The yen for it grows keen around
midnight. There are many grand imported
and domestic varieties that you may never
know about unless you walk boldly into a shop
and ask. Serve dark bread or crackers with
cheese.

','rench
the
hites. orOnmayonnaise
lettuce or dressing.
watercress,Restuff
this also
lakes a good salad.
Now it's time to get down to business and do
>me real cooking in that charing dish. If you
've a large party, this dish should be prepared
B the kitchen, kept warm there and trans
rred to the chafing dish merely to facilitate
raving. Chicken a la King is a choice on
hich you make no mistake. Everyone likes it
[id it is light enough to go well with the rest of
,mr delights. Here is a recipe from a male star:
Chicken a la King: Serving for four, so you
11 need to increase accordingly. Canned
.icken goes as well in this as fresh. Saute
o-thirds cup of mushrooms in a tablespoon of
itter for five minutes. Add two cups of thin
lite sauce, one and a third cups of chopped
icken, one tablespoon of minced pimentos
d one tablespoon lemon juice. Heat thorghly and serve on toast triangles.
Here is another good chafing dish idea.
Creamed Ham and MushroomsSaute the
Ehrooms as above, add the sauce and sub-

Paulette Goddard looks well pleased
with her success at getting Chaplin
away from the studio long enough for a
party at the Trocadero. With his picture in production, it's been all work
and no play for Charlie lately

lielle has an affection for that gay little
porker on her table who so obligingly dispenses
olives He is just as generous with tiny cocktail sausages, if you prefer to use him for that
instead of olives. By the way, if you serve
these, prepare plenty, for they go like the pro
verbial hot cake, and be sure to drain them well
on brown paper first to remove grease.
While speaking of pigs. Sylvia of Hollywood
has one that is a prize. He is small, brightly
polka-dotted with a slot in his back for coins.
A bank, but a different kind. The trick is to
place him on the table when your family or a
few friends have gathered for late bacon and
eggs, or sandwiches and coffee, and should any
erring person soil your cloth, into the pig must
go a coin — for laundry charges. Only for very
homey
i here. gatherings, of course but lots of fun
A mixed salad is a perfect supper choice be
cause it is easy to serve and does not detract
the appetite from the heartier foods. Here you
may use your own imagination, but include at
least three salad varieties, such as lettuce,
romaine, endive, chicory, watercress, etc.
Chop in about one-inch pieces and serve with
a French dressing. Much easier for serving and
eating than the full leaf size
As a final fillip to her table, Bette adds
malted nuts, bon-bons and petit-fours. You
may like to substitute coffee cake for the latter,
and again if you will look around, you will find
Swedish. Danish and other kinds in tempting
combinations
A great, big pot of
rounds for each -puts
expansive mood, at
wants to tell you that
perfectly gra-a-a-nd.

hot coffee at least two
your guests in a warm,
which point everyoni
your party has been just

Leaves of Absence
[ CONTINUED

Presents ove r. the steward brought in a real
cake.
Afterwards, we went to the ship's movie.
It was a wow. an old silent full of hokum; lots
of gnashed teeth and clenched fists.
So far the weather's been on the muggy
side, but Captain Toten promises that tomorrow we can break out our tropical whites.
September 1 —
The War Department could learn a lot
through a trip on the Maunganui—the bugler
who wakens us has a repertory. Why doesn't
the army scrap reveille and waken itself with
"The Farmer in the Dell," "The Bells of St.
Mary's," and "A Hunting We Will Go?" It
takes the curse off rolling out.
Warm weather and a blue sky today as per
the skipper's promise. A dance on deck in the
afternoon turned out to be fun despite the
few dancers.
/^HIKF Steward Taylor admitted today that
^-'he hadn't been ashore in Papeete since his
first voyage on this run some years ago. From
what I've heard of Papeete, that takes character in a sea-farin' man.
September 2 —
This morning we met and talked with Hall.
His four-year-old daughter is with him and
she and Florence struck up a great friendship.
Hall told us many things about Tahiti and has
us excited with the prospects of bicycling
around it— eighty miles. Another thing he
made us want to do is hike three hours inland
to a place where there's a waterfall down which
one can cascade into a deep pool. Here's my
opportunity to lay forever a childhood desire
to go over Niagara in a barrel.
September 3 —
An unusually calm sea today, and a variety of fish sighted; flying fish, porpoise, a
small sailfish that we heard the sailors call
Spanish galleon (I wonder if they're the same
fish as the Portuguese man-o'-war of the
Mediterranean?).
Tonight they showed another silent picture,
"The Whirl of Life." It was surprisingly
good, well photographed and with astonishing
crowd effects.
Ate my first bubble-and-squeak today.
I
was disappointed in this famed English dish of
fried cabbage and potatoes. But what a name
for any dish to live up to!
September 5 —
Happy birthday to Florence!
We crossed the equator today and I hoped
they'd have the King Neptune celebration I'd
heard was part of the trip on every boat that
crosses the line. Not that I wanted to see a
lot of costumed people ducking other costumed people in the ship's canvas pool, but I
wanted to tell Florence that I'd arranged it
all in her honor. She'd have been greatly
touched and not a little puzzled.
But the ceremony was never held, so I
couldn't take a Hollywood bow.
September 6—
Just before going into dinner we saw the
Southern Cross, the first time for any of us.
Florence and T decided that we prefer the
Big Dipper.
September 7 —
Next to "Man overboard!" the most exciting cry .it sea is "A whale!"
Todax we sighted a whale.
As a matter of
93
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fact we not only sighted it, we skewered it.
We four were deck tennising when the cry
went up, and when we rushed forward to where
most of the pointing was going on we discovered that we were fast in an enormous rhinodon, or whale-shark. I offered to pay for
whatever delay the ship might incur taking it
aboard, but the officers said that our cargo
booms were not strong enough to handle it.
They estimated its weight about ten tons.
Jack was able to get several shots of the
rhinodon with his Leica before we backed off
and it sank. Hope they come out, a ship
doesn't hit a rhinodon every day in the week.
September
Up at five8 —to see the sun rise over Tahiti. It
was beautiful as nothing else shall ever be.
Coming alongside the quay was so thrilling
I almost bawled. It was only about six then,
but the bund was crowded with people afoot,
on bicycles, and in ridiculous carts, as well as
in cars, all waiting for this, the monthly boat.
Florence whispered that it was almost like a
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta with the houses
painted on a superb backdrop. She expected
the people ashore to burst into the opening
chorus at any minute.
Papeete isn't squalid. We'd expected it to
be from several accounts we'd had of it, but
it seems charming and peaceful.
We're staying about twelve miles out at
"The Plantation," a two-hundred-acre coconut grove smack on a lagoon. Phil and Florence could hardly wait to find a secluded spot,
where, they bragged, they went swimming
without suits.
After dinner — they serve coconut water with
the meals — Fario, a native neighbor, her maid,
and several boys came over in front of our
porch and played guitars and sang. The natives are almost childlike in accepting one as a
friend. Already the taxi driver whose car
we've hired for our stay calls me Fredrique and
acts as if we'd known each other for years. But
without any offensive familiarity.
TONIGHT our hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Cook,
' brought us leis of beautiful and fragrant
flowers, hibiscus, tiara tahiti, bougainvillea. If
a Tahitian wears a flower behind the left ear it
means, "I have a lover;" behind the right, "I
want a lover;" flowers behind both ears mean,
"I have a lover of whom I'm tired, and want
I've known all along that ears couldn't be
another."
just for hearing with.
September
— a drive further out into the
A quiet 9day:
country, a swim, a walk along the beach. How
cheery the natives are; everyone you pass has
a bright "Bon Jour." The French must be
good colonizers.
September
— a long day. In the morning,
Up at six10for
we all canoed out on the lagoon and watched
the natives spear fish. They dive down and.
corner their quarry in the coral — a scratch
from which, by the way, is highly infectious.
When we swam, we gave the reef a wide berth.
In the afternoon we went to the Bougainville
Club for rum punches and to enjoy the festivities that attend the sailing of the eastbound
steamer. Met Charles Nordhoff, Hall's collaborator. He has five or six children and told
us of the tragic death of his five-year-old son.

The boy fell and scraped his nose, then developed lock-jaw.
Oh! Nordhoff tells us that there are only
two rhinodon skins extant, that the rhinodon
that the Maunganui ran down would have
been worth (could I have heard correctly?)
§50,000!
Phil, Jack11and
September
— I spent most of the day wan
dering about in Papeete, while Florence stayed
out at the Plantation talking native customs
with Mr. Cook. He says that on his property
is the altar at which Captain Cook witnessed
a human sacrifice when he first visited the
islands. The altar has been so identified by
the Bishop Museum of Honolulu.
September
— Jack and Phil's wedding anniTomorrow 12 is
versary, so after luncheon, Florence and I
sneaked off to engage an orchestra. That done,
we saw the chief of Punauia, the tribal district in which we live, and arranged with him
for a Paoa, a tribal dance relating the story of
Tahiti's gods.
After dinner we all went out on the lagoon
in a canoe with a gasoline lamp, a harpoon, and
a fish net that Jack whipped up out of old
mosquito netting. The native canoes are called
pirogues; they're dugouts about twenty feet
long and would be unmanageable except foi
the outriggers.
THE

water was still and clear and the fish

' rose to the light. Jack netted several small
and colorful varieties, which we intend to preserve and take back for the Morgan and
March kids.
Happy anniversary
to Jack and Phil!
September
13 —
After breakfast we had the presents, mostly
native artifacts. There were parcus (native
kilts), bracelets, hat bands made of strung
Acacia seeds, a palm-frond basketful of shrimps
from the cooks, paper-knives carved from fish
swords, and a lugubrious human head made of
a coconut. The head was weird, but quitt
realistic.
Jack and I took several pictures
of
it.
Scudder Mersman, American Vice-Consul.
and his wife had been invited out for the party
in the evening and three other people wandered
in and were asked to join us. They were introduced as our neighbors, Jim Franke, John
Reison, and Mrs. Frances Purcell. The natives who were to entertain us arrived while
we were still at dinner.
About ten, when the moon had risen over the
lagoon, the Paoa started. In front of the
buildings, the natives had enclosed a large
circle in uprooted banana trees. In this, by the
brilliant glare of a gasoline lamp, they danced.
There was no instrumental music for the Paoa.
The men chanted and slapped their knees and
the ground while the chief danced and recited
the main story. And there was a dance chorus j
whenever the old boy stopped for breath.
September
14 —
This afternoon
we drove eleven miles the
other side of Papeete to the leper colony. Jack
and Phil and I went in, but Florence refused to
budge from the car. We who did go were
badly shaken by what we saw. I was scared
pink when the whole French hospital staff
insisted on shaking hands!
Evidently the disease isn't as contagious as
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we imagine it to be. We saw a baby born of
leprous parents this very morning. The child
won't have leprosy and is being sent out into a
healthy home. But the period of incubation
of the disease can extend up to six years, so for
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that long I'll be inspecting myself for spots at
least three times daily.
Returning through Papeete we stopped for
badly needed rum punches. At the yacht
Club we met Maury and Dickinson, two lads

Pads

why this*

who'd sailed a thirty-five-foot yawl, the Cimba,
all the way from New York. And that, for my
dough, is adventure.
September 15 —
Jim Franke and John Reison called for us at
nine to take us out on the reef to get pictures
of the natives spearing fish. We rode in three
I pirogues, the party including seven happy Ta! hitians, one a naked youngster of four, and

when IfLestk
gives pa this

! Bryan Sheedy, a neighbor of Jim's.
The reef was about thirty feet wide where
we were, and while it looks flat, one has to be
alert for pot holes. The natives use spears and
get the fish as they're washed over the reef.
We stayed taking pictures until the waves
started tearing over knee deep. Not long before, Jim Franke and Frances Purcell had been
i washed off and badly scratched up on the coral
'■'
by justwesuch
Jim nervous
advised and
going.moreI
! think
werewaves,
all a solittle
than ready to leave.
September 16 —
W/E lunched with Charlie Nordhoff at Levin1 ** sohn's and had our first native meal:
: fish pickled in lime juice, breadfruit, baked fei
; (a kind of banana), yams, and papayas. I'm
afraid neither of us went for it in a big way.
Nordhoff tells us that Hall is away, leading an
expedition from Honolulu's Bishop Museum
in an attempt to scale Orohena. Tahiti's central
peak, which is 7.000 feet high and has never
[been conquered.
Dinner at the Mersman's. One Bill Bainbridge told many stories of the lupapns (ghosts )
in which he himself believes.
He told of a
'Chinese who had unknowingly built a house
|lover a spot where there'd once been a moral
(a sacrificial altar). His first night of tenancy,
he was awakened to find a ghost tribe in full
war regalia seated around a ghost fire in his
jfront yard.
; He burned down the house and moved.
! And the house Murnau — the man who produced the picture "Tabu" — lived in is supposed to be cursed. Murnau was killed in an
!automobile accident; the woman who next
lived there committed suicide; the next tenant
became an embezzler. Doug Fairbanks stayed
'there one night, when he was making "Mr.
Robinson Crusoe."
He moved out, they say,
[because Mumau's tnpapu haunted him.
And now, darn it, I'm afraid to put out the
Light.
[(September 18 —
Today, Jack and I went over to swim at
Reison's beach, which is quite free from coral.
Later we put on diving glasses and swam out to
vhere we could submarine down and investi:ate nature. Pauline, one of the natives,
showed us how to dive and bring up the huge
>ysters that are found inside the reef. You
ake a knife and sneak up on the oyster before
:e can snap shut. Then, zasss, and you have
•um in a vital spot and he can be cut loose.
[ Bryan Sheedy's house took five days to
jmild and cost thirty-five dollars — furnished !
September 19 —
Off to the neighboring island of Moorea on
he Unit-lore — the Morgans. Jim Franke, Francs Purcell, John Reison. Bryan Sheedy, Paul!ae, and we Marches.
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from the Menace
• Even if other permanents have
turned out badly — faded hair, split
ends, kinky and dry — don't give up!
Remember this important point — go
to a beauty shop that does not use
pads over and over again. You
certainly can't afford to have your
hair subjected to previously used
supplies, which have absorbed
unhealthy conditions from other
heads that would then be steamed
into your own hair.
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Jim forgot his luggage, but the Maitiore's
skipper held up his scheduled sailing for an
hour while Jim went back out into the country
for it.
At Moorea we were met by the island's only
taxi and taken in shifts to the only hotel, which
is run by Moorea's best dancer, Tetua, and
inhabited, when there is no paying guest, by a
prodigious number of her relatives. Tetua sur
rendered her room to Jack and Phil, and her
grandmother moved out for us. Evidently
Grandma didn't like our looks, because she
took her valuables with her.
About noon the dancers for the great native
feast we'd arranged began to arrive and soon
the orchestra — an empty gas can and two
guitars — was tuned up and rarin' to go
DAU, Tetua's aunt, led the women's Otea.
^"Leadership of the dance is inherited, and
Tetua will become leader on her aunt's death
After the women's Otea. the men did one,
then there were two mixed dances, a Paoa and
a dance pantomiming the voyage of a great
canoe.
The dancing over, we watched them preparing the feast. There'd been a fire burning
in a pit all day, and now they put things on the
coals, a suckling pig, fish wrapped in leaves,
breadfruit, yams. While it was cooking we
pop<is (white people) went off for a swim.
When we returned we discovered that we
had an addition to our party, Tito Wessell, a
Dane, of distinguished family, who lives on
Moorea.
For the feast a "table" was laid the length
of the floor, a carpet of ferns and flowers.
Draped with flowers we sat cross-legged and
ate with our fingers from coconut shells and
grass baskets. The shells are filled with a sauce
of coconut cream and lime juice into which one
dips one's food. Fortunately, they pass a
towel at the end of each course.
A S soon as the eating was over, informal
' \lancing and plain and fancy drinking
started outside. The natives are not too good
company when they get tight, and the evening
ended with a twelve-year-old boy whaling the
tar out of his screeching girl.
September 20 —
The Morgans and the Marches and all the
children on Moorea spent the morning hunting scorpions. We found two and Jack insisted
that if ringed with fire they'd commit suicide.
They were; and they didn't. So we popped
them into a jar of alcohol to take home to
the kids.
After lunch we drove around the island to
call on Lew and Marcella Phillips, the former
Marcella Gump, of San Francisco, to whom we
had letters. As we were leaving, they invited
us to return and spend the week-end and we
accepted.
On the way back to the hotel we stopped at
Tito Wessell's and everyone was invited there
for Sunday dinner.
P'lorence and 1 had a
marvelous ride in Tito's jog cart.
>
September 21 —
To lunch with a native woman, Tatamata,
and her erstwhile jazz band leader, Mike Fogel. Tatamata showed us a famed heirloom,
an ironwood spear that a Tahitian god threw
from Tahiti to Moorea where it made a large
■ rater.
After lunch, Florence and J rode over to the
Phillips and settled for the week-end. Jack and
Phil are staying at Tito's.
September 22 —
Lew. Tito Jack, and 1 spent the better pari
of the day aboard the li.shing launch Moorea,
which belongs to Zane Grey but is under
100

charter to Tito
Jack and I occupied the two
-.u iveled fishing chairs.
Before we'd been out long, I had a strike
And what a strike!
But magnificent!
In fact it was too good. Something hit my
line like a French 75 and snapped off my
leader, lure, and about a hundred and fifty feet
of 39-strand line the heaviest sports fishing
line made!
Later, Jack got a beautiful dolphin that gave
him a fast fight but was brought to gaff in a
comparatively short time.
The \ioorea has twin engines. It's a safety
measure. Lew Phillips once was adrift for
seven days in a single-motored launch that had
broken down.
This evening, we. the Phillips contingent,
went down the lagoon to Tito's where we dined
on Jack's dolphin, then sang and danced to
native music until eleven.
September
23 —
More fishing.
Today, I was the fisherman — if you can call
an eight-pound barracuda a catch. It looked
sort of minnow-y to me.
We returned to discover that Florence, Phil,
Marcella and half the natives of Lew's household had fished a small stream and caught a
number of feiao, a small but delicious fish.
To bed early. We get up at four to fish for
bonita with the natives from pirogues.
September
— the Maitiore. We had a rough
For Tahiti25on
twelve miles and landed at Papeete just before
a heavy blow Ashore, we were told that
there'd been a cable waiting us since Saturday.
With trembling knees — we were sure something had happened to the kids — we called for
it. It was about twenty dollars worth of
congratulation from Sam Goldwyn on the fit
of Off
my touniform
in "We
the Yacht
ClubLive
for Again."
refreshments and
to listen to the "Coconut wireless," the Papeete term for gossip.
Charlie Nordhoff is lending Jack and his
fishing launch tomorrow.
His boatman is to
pick us up at a point about thirty miles beyond
The Plantation at six A. M.
September 26
We drove to where Nordhoff's launch was to
pick us up and arrived at the appointed time.
But after we'd waited two hours and there
was still no boat we started back. About half
way we sighted the 22-foot craft, running close
in, and hailed her, wading in up to our waists
to board her. The boatman had overslept
W/E fished for a while inside the reef, then
put out through a swirling twenty-foot
channel. Outside we were caught by a blow
that made it impossible to navigate the treacherous passage back in and had to run nine
miles for a lee shore. One pitch of the launch
caught me off my sea legs and I came up
against the opposite gunwale on my schnozz.
Things began to look mighty doleful after
Quelle pain'
we'd shipped the best part of one particularly
huge wave and we were plenty glad to reach
Papeete still afloat.
September 11
Fished today from the Sky Blue, another of
the Zane Grey boats and under charter to
\\sel Wichfeld, the present tenant of the
Murnau house.
We hadn't been out long before I got my
hook into something that stripped off about
two hundred feel of my line before the boatman killed the motor. Then for some minutes
I gained and lost line in short lengths while
Jack and Axsel wondered aloud as to what I
was battling.
Finally Axsel broke down and

asked the boatman what lie thought I had.
" \ rock," the fellow answered quite casually
It ended with him diving down and clearing
my tackle
In the afternoon Jack got a tuna
of about fifty-five pounds.
September
28 —Tahiti today. This is the third
Out on the
of the Zane Grey boats down here and is undei
charter to Jasper Moore our host for the day
Florence and Phil came with us this time
and Florence was taken with an active case of
mat de mer. In all fairness to her. I don't think
it was that that kept us from getting a strike.
Even if we didn't make a catch, it's pleasant
just to sit and hope and doze. [ wish I could
hold the line with my toes as some of the na
tives do. In their pirogues they make amazing
catches Lew Phillips once came across an
islander about nine miles out and going hell
bent behind a tuna. The man's hands had
been burned to the bone trying to handle his
line, but he wouldn't cut loose.
Together he and Lew landed Mr. Tuna;
something like 160 pounds.
W/iIFN
we got back we discovered that
^ Axsel on the Sky Blue had taken a 250pound swordfish.
Sorry to have missed the
sport.
September
Yesterday30 —was a twenty-four-hour day
During the better part of ii we fished off
the Tahiti, again without luck. For dinner
we went to the Yacht Club, and there met a
Frenchman, Count de Ganay, his wife and his
sister and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. van den
Broek. They're circling the world on their
yacht, the Korriganc. A party was whipped
up out of almost nothing and it lasted so late
that we voted to drag it out until dawn, as the
Morgans and the Marches wanted to see the
opening of the market.
At three, the count was the only member of
the Korrigane's party with us. And at four
he had more zip than anyone else. He had so
much zip that he suggested borrowing one of
the public busses parked near the marketplace and going for a ride. We piled in and he
started her up; a grating of gears, a leap, and
we'd piled into the bus ahead with nasty results
to numerous fenders. But the bus driver, who'd
been asleep in the back seat, didn't complain a
bit, and we left commenting on the remarkable
placidity of the native temperament.
By now the market was showing signs ot
life and we made our tour. The thing I remember best is the deposed native queen's cook.
He is, believe it or not, what my father calls a
sissy-boy. I almost died watching him mince
from stall to stall, pinching the vegetables and
paying forwhich
his purchases
a woman's
handbag,
he carried out
withof his
arm ex
tended in much the same way I might tote
an over-ripe
piece of cheese. So they have 'em
even
in Tahiti!
™ taking
W/E
spent aspirin.
most of the morning sleeping and
This morning we went aboard the Korrigane
and had an amusing story from Countess de
Ganay. She'd returned aboard last night to
learn that one of their sailors was in the local
brig. Then, this morning, the police had called
"regarding the man on this ship who mislast night." She, thinking they meant
the sailor,behaved said:
"That man is always in trouble. I want you
to teach him a lesson. I want you to keep him
locked up all the time we are here."
Of course, it was the count that the coppers
were after. He'd neglected to mention the bus
episode.
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He fine.
wasn't jugged, l>ut he did pay a 400
franc
October 1—
Today I went out in a pirogue with one of
the natives anil saw a six-foot shark — inside
the reef. Cook says it's the biggest he's ever
heard of inside. The natives hate sharks so
fiercely that when they hook and catch one j
they prop its mouth open with a stick wedged
endwise between the roof of (he mouth and the j
lower jaw and throw it back alive
The shark
drowns, of all things!
October 3—
I've just made an exciting purchase. Henry
Rosin, a sculptor who lives down here, has a
torso of a native woman on exhibition at (hi
cago's Century of Progress. He showed me
some of his other work and a photograph of
Torso of Tehiva. I was so impressed that I
bought the original work. It's to be delivered
to me in California at the close of the fair.
October 5—
We'veouthired
and spent
riding
into bicycles
the country.
The several
coastalhours
belt j
is flat enough to make excellent cycling, and
we're all sorry that we never got around to
cycling the island as Hall suggested.
October 6 —
Mail from the slates today!
We went down to see the boat come in, feeling like old inhabitants. Afterwards each of us \
read everyone else's mail; and there were magazines and papers that assumed a much greater
importance than they'd ever had at home
October 7—
Bill Bainbridge and the Mersmans came out
for lunch, which seemed to be mostly rum
punches.
Afterwards we tried climbing coco- j
nut trees a la native, with the feet joined up
with a short piece of rope. From my indifferent
success, I should say that I haven't any native
blood. Bill Bainbridge has. He was divorced ;
by his first wife when she discovered that his
grandfather had eaten her grandmother at a
cannibal feast in the old days, he claims.
October 8—
We sailed at six. In the early sun the island
was even more beautiful today than mi th<
day of our arrival.
Good-bye, Tahiti!

The Well-Dressed
Young Man
[ CONTINUED
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Now that we've dispensed with formal
clothes, the rest is mostly a matter of dots
and dashes. To avoid confusion with Western
Union, I'll make it pin-points and checks.
Those are the smartest predominating
designs, and it will be wise to keep that in
mind when browsing about at your favorite |
haberdasher's. Suits, socks, shirts, ties — just
about everything smart is covered with pin- j
points or checks. Plain colors and plaids hold
a perennially secure second place, however.
Royal Irish poplin ties in pin-points head
my own private list of neckpieces. They come I
in all shades and top off a sharkskin suit like '
nothing else. Sharkskins are growing more
every day in popularity. They make up in
double breasted models better than any cloth
I can think of, wear like iron, and lower the
pressing bill to a welcome minimum.
AND by the way, if you're planning a new
/*suit, don't be afraid to have it snug about
the middle. Except for sports coals, the tailoring
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THE first time you make up for the
evening, your face is clean and
sweet. Your skin looks its loveliest.
Wouldn't you like it to sta\ thai way—
without repowdering?
It will— if you use Marvelous Face
Powder. For Marvelous keeps your
complexion MIRROR FRESH all evening long— as smooth and soft as when
you left your mirror.
Why? Because Marvelous contains

niflnaous

MIRROR FRESH
an ingredient that makes it cling longer
than any powder you ever tried.
TV) it yourself ! We'll send you four
generous sample boxes in four different
shades. They cost you nothing (a mere
M for postage and packing).
Or don't wait. Stop in at your nearest
drug or department store. The name is
Marvelous. The maker is Richard
Hudnut. And the price will surprise
you— just 55r'- for the full-size box!

^ (Po*u 55*
FREE — Marvelous Make-up Guide —
and FOUR «<.-ni-rous trial boxes ol luiir
popular shades of Marvelous Face Powder. Mail coupon now 1
L*5

RICHARD

HUDNUT,

Fifth Avenue, N

York Ciiv.
I tvanl i" try Marvelous. Send me ihe Four trial box*

Make-Up Guide. Here's 6^ for packing and postage.

is growing more and more trim. For trousers
insist on a twenty-one and a half inch knee,
an eighteen and a half inch bottom and an
inch and three-auarter cuff.
And if your tailor presses the pleats out
instead of toward the middle, it's grounds for
justifiable homicide. Pleats are to remove
any possible peg-top effect. Outgoing pleats
enhance a peg.
Two things seem to be with us for keeps—
the snap brim hat and the tab shirt. Homburgs come and go, but the snap brim goes on
forever. The latest model is the Tyrolean
peak snap brim in rough wool-felt with a sizeable
and brilliant feather in the rear. They're in
all colors, but the smartest dressers will stick
to gray and brown.
Tab shirts, of course, come in colors, stripes
and small figures. The newest ones are in
pastel shades, with ties to match. But be
careful of your color choice, and remember
that a tab can
if it's too tight
No pins are
but the general

look' like the wrath of Jehovah
to the neck.
necessary for tabs, naturally —
edict of the fastidious is strictly

against any other type of soft collar ends flying
in the breeze. A plain gold safety pin will do
nicely to reef them down, although with a sport
outfit, I suggest a novelty which is one of my
present prides and joys. It's a gold collar pin
and cuff link set, shaped like a miniature
bridle bit, with sapphires set in the ends
Somehow it puts me in the right mood for a
sporty afternoon.
Or maybe it's that new tan plaid coat which
just came over from London. In a soft
Shetland tweed, loose and easy, with an inverted pleat in the back and patch pockets
it's just about the most comfortable and yet
stylish jerkin I've enjoyed in years.
You can maintain style with comfort!
Wear it over gray flannel trousers or slacks,
and brown suede shoes, which, by the way,
have graduated from the strictly theatrical
class — so don't be afraid to flash them on that
week-end in the country.
I have overcome all such modest fears. A
few weeks ago I flashed my new tan, blue and
white plaid dressing gown on an unsuspecting
host and got by with it. It was a risk at that,

because this new number has a very serviceable
attached scarf gadget with ties around the
neck to fill that draughty vent in most dressing
gowns. He might easily have grabbed that
and garroled me, if the sight displeased him.
I OOKING just a month or so ahead, I think
Lyou'll find double breasted colored linen coats
being worn more this spring and summer than
ever. I have two just over from London.
One dark blue and one tan. They go over
white serge trousers with tiny blue checks
and tan checks respectively. And, if you can
stand it, the right kind of a shirt for this
ensemble is a new "twilled zephyr." Not as
bad as it sounds, though. They're something
like a French flannel.
Someone once wisely advised me thus, "If
you want to be well dressed, forget about
your clothes after you've put them on."
That's good advice. But I'd like to twist
it a bit to add, "If you want to be well dressed
don't forget about your clothes before you put
That's just as important.
them on."

Sylvia's Ideals for Lovely Back, Hands and Arms
CONTINUED

be beautiful unless you're healthy. The two
go together like ice cream and cake (but don't
let me catch you eating any!)
Look at Ann Dvorak's back. How's that
for an inspiration? Her back is in correct
proportion from the hip to the shoulder. It
is lean, straight and clean cut. It is free from
those two awful lumps of fat just above the
hips (where those cute little dimples should
be) and there isn't any "old woman bump" on
the back of her neck. Besides, Ann has a very
determined back.
Now you girls who bend over a typewriter
all day — don't give me that stuff that you
can't keep your back straight. That's bunk.
As a matter of fact laboratory work is one of
Ann Dvorak's hobbies so she sits humped over
a microscope. But look at that nice straight
back.
VOU want a nice back like that? I thought so.
1 Okay, babies, here's how! Start to work
at once to take off and keep off those two
lumps of flesh just above the back of the hips.
Stand with your feet straight and about a foot
apart. Put your arms above your head.
Turn slowly at the waist and slowly lower
your torso, twisting your back until you can
feel those two lumps of fat moving and pulling
as you bend over. Bend until your fingers
touch the floor at the left side of your body
about a foot and a half from your toes. Now
stand up straight and repeat on the right side.
But all the time as you're bending over twist
and turn slowly until the old spinal column
is doing nip-ups. And pull that excess flesh
right off your back. Relax now. I'll give
you an A for effort!
You've got to have a straight spine. Did
you hear me? I say you've got to have a
straight spine. If you don't have one you'll
be lazy, sluggish. Your brain won't work.
Your blood won't circulate. So straighten
up. And keep straightened up.
No, I don't mean that you have to walk
like the whole parade of the wooden soldiers.
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You must relax without slumping. And it
can be done. When you sit, sit up straight
but in an easy, poised manner.
And now to cure that "old woman's bump"
on the back of your neck. Some people call
it "the student's bump." Whatever you call
it, it's still a bump and there's no need of its
being there. No, not even if you do bend over
a typewriter or a desk all day long. Here's
how to get rid of it.
You know those Christmas tigers you see in
toy store windows. You know how they nod
all day and throw their necks out? That's
the exercise for that bump. Loosen it up,
relieve the tension on those nerves by throwing your neck out and nodding your head
fifteen or twenty times during the day. And
here's a way to rest your back from typing.
You can do it even if the boss is looking. Put
your elbows on your desk Put your head in
your hands. Lean forward. Take a deep
breath and as you do move and wiggle your
spine as a cat does just as he's dropping off to
sleep. Exhale. Repeat this about ten times.
You've no idea how marvelous it will make
you feel and how rested your back will be.
But the greatest back strengthener of all
is this one. Sit on the floor, legs out in front
of you, knees together, hands at your sides.
Relax. Now twist and wriggle your spine as
slowly you bend over in an attempt to touch
your forehead to your knees.
That will put pep in you. I'm telling you.
I know!
Now take a look at Karen Morley's arms.
Then take a look at your own. Uh-huh, I
thought so. You'd like to get right to work and
make your own arms as lovely as hers, wouldn't
you? Well, I'm going to show you how you
can.
I/AREN'S arms are lovely. They are lean
'^but firm — and that's the secret of beautiful
arms. They must be firm. Also the upper
arm must be in proportion to the lower arm.
I could scream when I see women who have

enormous forearms and skinny upper arms.
If they knew how terrible they looked they'd
get to work and do something about it. And
as for that flabbiness that so many women
have under their arms — well, that makes me
actually wild. And again I will tell you what
I've told you so many hundreds of times
that when you diet to reduce you must
exercise, too. If you don't your muscles will
be
and your arms will look like old
wet flabby
wash rags.
But I've got an exercise for you — one that
will keep your arms in perfect condition, will
give them good proportions and make the
muscles firm. Every night and every morning do this: Sit in a chair in front of a bedpost. Around the post put a good strong
belt. Now, with the ends of the belt held in
your hands as if you were driving a horse
and buggy, make exactly those movements.
Pretend that the bedpost is an unruly horse.
Pull on the belt back and fonvard. You can
feel all the muscles in your arms tightening
up and that's right. But remember this —
use your common sense. Don't pull too hard
or you'll make muscles. Pull just hard
enough to lighten the muscles but not hard
enough to make them. Do this exercise
night and morning for three or four minutes
at a time and I guarantee that you'll be
amazed at how lovely your arms will become
D UT just as I said last month about feet and
^legs — no arm is really lovely unless it is set
off by a beautiful hand. And for nice hands
look at Karen Morley's. There's a pair of
hands which show sensitiveness, dependability and artistic inclination. The hands
express your personality. They show as |
much of your soul as your eyes do — and don t
ever let anybody tell you differently.
In the old country all the famous beauties
slept every night with their hands cold
creamed and wearing loose chamois gloves.
And it was considered the mark of very bad
taste to go out on the street without gloves.
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Veil, you u'irls, take that tip from the old
lountry, even in summer wear louse cotton
;loves If you don't your hands will burn
ir have ugly freckles on them
Grand hands are lean but not scrawny.
I'liey have tapering fingers and the nails are
lever exaggerated. That's another thing I
ike about Karen Morley's hands tier

C^^tz&^'tff -<£n%jzd- /ejf Snows now
JNew race lowder ooitens features

ingernails are not exaggerated. She doesn't
ook as if she were about to claw somebody
o death, [nstead, her hands look capable
is if she could do something else with them
besides pose. I like that.
You must do away with big, enlarged linger
'oints.
This is caused by alkali, and alkali
jetties wherever circulation is bad, so the way
o relieve these over-developed joints is to get
ilood circulating in the hands.
First of all.
vith the thumb and middle finger of one hand
Wess and squeeze and roll the finger joints of
he other hand letting the other thumb rest
*n the middle joint.
Then, a dozen or more
limes a day, whenever you think about it.
!tretch your fingers, curving them as you do so.
•tretch them again and again until you feel
[he blood tingling in your hands.
You can
:iake your fingers taper by moulding them
ith the thumb and forefinger.
: And listen, you mothers, when your little
|irls snap their knuckles
ieing smart, don't laugh.
t's better for them to play
rack their knuckles.
You

and think they're
Stop them at once.
in the mud than to
can wash the mud

ft". Hut you
can't — when
they're
grown
'oung ladies — wash off enlarged knuckles.
( And here's something very important to
pnember.
When you're talking, keep your
'inds in repose.
Make very few gestures and
t every gesture
mean
something.
Don't
|-for heaven's sake! — stutter with your hands
kd don't be vague unless, of course, like
ftSu Pitts, you make your living by doing
lofy things with your hands.
' I treated ZaSu for a long time.
She could
'ways make me laugh by the way she used her
inds, yet in reality they are very beautiful,
!:ry well formed hands.
So take a lesson from
at and use your hands only in a graceful,
'poseful manner.

Answers by Sylvia
ait Sylvia :
Will you please tell me if tapioca pudding is
fctening? I'm very fond of it but will not eat
iunless you tell me to do so.
M. K., Chicago, 111.
If you want to weigh a ton, eat tapioca
dding every day. Seriously, lay off tapioca
i'dding until you're exactly the weight you
I nt to be. And then eat of it only sparingly.
«ice you're very fond of it, I don't want to be
ft hard on you so save it for special occasions
ike birthdays.
ar Sylvia:
Vly little girl doesn't like raw cabbage. I'd
E her to eat it because I know it's good for
I'. How can I get her to eat it?
Mrs. R. McC, Detroit, Mich.

"hat's easy. Cut the cabbage
tine.
Isn mix it with grated apple. Allvery
children
1 2 apples. The combination is delicious.
• :h are wonderful foods and body builders.
- first put in more apples than cabbage and
t' ii increase on the cabbage. Before she knows
i he little girl will rcallv like the cabbage.

Sifting 3 times through finest silk — extra
step in making Evening in Paris powder —
achieves new youthifying texture!
The first face powder that goes beyond beautifying your complexion — that actually softens
and youthifies your entire face!

Before
SIFTING
THROUGH
SILK
Powder, when spread over the back of
the
hand,
looks
rough—
coarseness
of
skin is intensified. Vigorous rubbing
reveals that powder does not cling well.

It's really a new kind of face powder with
the tenderly soft effect of a soft-focus photograph! It's sifted 3 times through microscopically fine silk. The texture thus achieved is of
incredibly downy softness — of infinitesimal
fineness! On the back of the hand — this new
powder shows dramatically its ability to soften
contour as well as skin! On the one hand,
powder before silk-sifting intensifies roughness. On the other hand, silk-sifted Evening
in Paris powder makes the skin look satinsmooth — and the ridges and cords beneath
the surface seem literally to melt away!
Try this test yourself! Contrast any powder
that is not silk -sifted with this new Evening
in Paris powder. Hold your two hands before
you, and you'll marvel at the difference ! You'll
hurry to try this wonderful new powder on your

After SIFTING THROUGH SIIK
Powder — after sifting 3 times through
silk— looks soft and smooth. The ridges
on the hand disappear. It clings much
better. Try this test yourself — using
any powder, and the new livening in
Paris silk-sifted powder.

JUST FOR
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A $2.10 VALUE
FOR $1.10

face. And then you'll see a tenderly glowing
new loveliness — not only of complexion — but
of feature — you'll rediscover a younger you!
EVENING
IN PARIS
FACE
POWDER
Full-size box of this new, silksifted face powder. Retail value
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EVENING
IN
PARIS
PERFUME
Known the world over as fra-$1.10
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grance of romance! Value . . .
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15 Years Ago
TNID BENNETT in this issue
"—was looking for a kangaroo. It
seems the little lady hailed from
Australia and there Kangaroo
steak was on her regular diet.
But no zoo in the country would
accommodate her. "The Technique of Lovers" was an article
by Clara Kimball Young. Among
the screen lovers whose technique
she described was a youngster
named Edmund Lowe. Accord-

You'll see her soon in the Fox

Film, sisters
"Bachelor
Arts"a good
The
Gish
were of
having
time — Lillian was directing Dorothy's latest film while D. W.
Griffith took a vacation. And
Dorothy was being bossed all
around the lot! Gloria Swanson's marriage to Herbert K.
Somborn was announced in a
ENID BENNETT
small paragraph tucked away in
the Cal York column. La Swanson's marital excursions weren't front page
ing to Clara, Eddie "typified youthful sincernews in those days! Among the best pictures
ity." Her favorite was Paul Capellani who
played with her in "Camille." One of the of the month were "The Greatest Question,"
cutest photographs this magazine ever pub- a Griffith production with Lillian Gish, Robert
lished was in the roto section of this issue: a
Harron and George Fawcett; "The Copperportrait of Mary Marsh Arms, eight-month-old
head," with Lionel Barrymore; "Red Hot
daughter of Mae Marsh. The child is nearly
Dollars," starring Charles Ray; Gordon
sweet sixteen now, and has a brother ten years
Griffith and Lewis Sargent in "Huckleberry
old, a sister seven. Mae is still in pictures, too.
Finn."
The lady on the cover, Alice Joyce.

10 Years Ago

SAW

agj^l.>»u,.>'i(«<^^

UNTOUCHED
PopularScreen
Star tells why
he prefers the
Tan gee Lips
• "Honest lips !"
That's Gary Coop• Gary Cooper, making the
two
lipstickof test
,■
r scenes
his between
new picture,
er's forthright,
masculine way or «The wedding Night," a
putting it. And lips Samuel Goldwyn Producthat are painted tion for United Artists.
don't look honest to men. Tangee doesn't paint
Instead,
isn't paint.Based
because
It can't,
lips. them
your
on
rosy, itappealing.
soft,
it makes

the magic Tangee color-change principle, it
merely intensifies the natural color of your lips.
In the stick Tangee looks orange. But as you
use it, it changes to the one shade of rose that
is your own best color. Try Tangee. You can buy
it for $1.10 or 39 cents for the smaller size.
You'll probably want the 4-piece Miracle
Make-Up Set, too. To get it, send 10 cents with
the coupon below.
us
World's Most Famo

T|

V

Lipstick

PAINTED

ENDS

THAT

FACE

POWDER

"o'lor principle

4-PIECE MIRACLE

MAKE-UP

SET

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
p35
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick.RougeCompact.Creme Rouge, Face Powder. IencloselOf* (stamps or coin). 150 in Canada.
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actor in his own right, and standing-in since has become' a popular
way for entering films. The best motion pictures of the month were: Betty Bronson in
"Peter Pan;" Colleen Moore, Wally Been- and
Ren Lyon
in "So
Big;" "A
Thief
in Paradise."
with
Ronald
Colman,
Doris
Kenyon,
Aileen

O'BRIEN

Pringle, and Alec B. Francis; Matt Moon and
Dorothy Devore in "The Narrow Street;" Pola
Negri's "East of Suez;" Raymond Hatton in
"The Devil's Cargo."
Bessie Love cover.

5 Years Ago
A N

LOOK

To"gee

of Hollywood's most promising
young actors. He remained uncaught until 1933, when he married Marguerite Churchill, and
they are still living happily ever
GEORGE
after. Kenneth Harlan and
Marie Prevost had recently married. They
were divorced in 1927, and Mr. Harlan has
married twice again since then. Edna Murphy, popular star at the time, in an interview
said she would never marry an actor. Reason:
when she married she wanted her husband to
be all hers. She married a director, Mervyn
LeRoy in 1927, and they were divorced in 1932.
Ironically, Edna's last film was "Forgotten

editorial lamented the

' Vact that the microphone's
demands had forced John Gilbert off the screen, and expressed
the hope that some day engineers
would stumble onto a way to do
justice
to recent
voices appearance
like Gilbert's.in
With his

*

Women," made four years ago.
Pearl White, daredevil actress,
had left Hollywood and, of all
things, had gone on the stage, in
Paris. The crossword puzzle
rage was on, Madge Kennedy the
champion. Valentino had just
hired a stand-in (something new
in movies.) His name was Don
Alvarado. He later became an

TEN years ago the "catch"
' of Hollywood, according to
a story by Ivan St. Johns, was
George O'Brien. George had
just
finished
"Theand Dancers"
with Alma
Rubens,
was one

death of Milton. The disaster of
the planes which crashed during
the filming of the Fox film,
"Such Men Are Dangerous,"
was graphically described in l his
issue. Ten Hollywood men were
killed, among them Director
Kenneth Hawks, husband of

Mary Astor. "Second Thoughts
on Matrimony" was an interview
GILBERT
with Dorothy Mackaill. in w hich
she described the type of man
she wanted to marry. Her marriage later to
Neil Miller lasted but a short while. Best
beautiful star in Hollywood. Results: Hollywood's prize beauty. Corinne Griffith; the films of the month: "Anna Christie," Garbo's
first talkie; Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brook
loveliest for youthful beauty, Loretta Young;
for classic beauty, Greta Garbo. A long article in "The Laughing Lady;" Chester Morris and
described the beautiful home of Doris Kenyon
Betty Compson in "The Case of Sergeant
Grischa"; ZaSu Pitts. Libyan Tashman in
and Milton Sills, one of Hollywood's happiest
couples. Their happiness was brought to a "No. No. Nanette." Girl on the cover,
tragic end the following September by the
Joan Crawford.

"The Captain Hates the Sea" it
loo ks like the engineers have done
JOHN
their stuff. A secret ballot by
Photoplay's editorial staff was
conducted to determine who was the most
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though. One of them, Sister Mary Clemente,
was the nearest to a woman friend I ever had
I don't think she quite understood my pro!)
lems because they were so far removed from
the cloistered safety of her own experiences,
but she had the broad tolerance that comes
from lifelong association with the alleviation
of pain and the sweetness of a perhaps frus
trated mother-love. All of the ^irls were her
children but I, perhaps because I was the most
troubled of the lot, was the object of her special
affection.
And there was Dr. Walter Swartout, a man
as big as all outdoors and just as clean. He
was on the staff of the hospital and he gave
lectures to the student nurses on pathology.
Once he was showing me how to put a splint
on one of the dummy figures we used for
bandaging practice.
"You're a fine nurse around a dummy.
Rachel,'" he said, "but I don't know how
you're going to make out on live patients. The
women aren't going to like you because you'll
be forever distracting the attention of their
doctors. Half the fun of being sick for a woman
is having a man to tell things to that they
hadn't ought to. And the men arc never going
to get well after having you around for a day
or so. I don't know if I would myself. You've
got the kind of a figure that will make even a
sick man think you're wasted in a bedroom
just taking blood-pressure when you might
better be raising it."
I I E was only teasing me — I've known him
' 'since I was five and he vaccinated me on
my thigh where he said it would never show.
He was wrong, but how could he foresee the
costume I wore in "Madame Sultan?" What
he said about my career as a nurse however,
turned out to be only too true.
After I had been through my apprentice
training and had been put on floor duty I had
a great deal of trouble. Nothing that you could
put your finger on and complain about — just
a general uncomfortableness of conditions. I
was a good nurse for anybody who was unconscious orin desperate pain because I knew
my stuff and my hands were more skilful than
most. But my patients, when they began to
get well, found fault with me if they were
women and refused to take me seriously if they
were men.
Student nurses handle all routine work in
the wards and private rooms in the Mercy
Hospital. Some patients, of course, have special graduate nurses on one or two shifts, but
in Muskegon during the last few years, there
haven't been many who could afford the extra
expense, so we girls in training got plenty of experience. worked
I
on the second floor, two
down from the operating theater. The Sister
in charge of the floor has a desk in the hall and
just back of that is the floor kitchen and the
dispensary. Narcotics are kept in a locked
case, accessible only to the floor superintendent. Other drugs and chemicals are on the
open shelves of the dispensary.
COME of the rooms have two beds in them.
^others four. Sometimes we used the fourbed rooms for overflow ward patients. In the
Fall of 193- we had a pretty full house. There
■was a flu epidemic in the county and a lot of
burn cases from bad forest fires up north of us.
In 218, which is a two-bed room we had a
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Why
Wear Glasses?
Thousands Are Throwing Them Away
startling rev< iluth >nary
Upon
facts
has been based a remarkable
new scientific system of eye-training, which quickl} enables \ "ii t"
tram the muscles "i th< eye so you
can make them work properly at
all times, and without effort or
strain. This new system has been
prepared by Bernarr Macfadden, in
collabi iratii m wil h t h ( eminen i
ophl ha Imoh igist w ho disci >\ ered
I he real i ruth about eyes
Although this remarkable system has onl:
recentlj been introduced to the public, it lias
been in usi Eoi moi i than t« . ntj j ears, and
it has been conclusively proven of inesti
mable value. The mosl remarkable results
I'M I. obtained in a series oi tests made in
were
the \. V. Citj Public Si hools from 1903 to
2,000 children who bad defective eyesight
wen instructed in a few of the simple ex
ercises and in a shorl time their vision was
radically improved. In one school, several
children who had been compelled to weai
-l.ii-i -. weri enabled to discard them alto
gether becausi they could see better without
them! So unusual wire the results of these
i epi ['intents that the principal of one school.
who was nearly blind without glasses, tried
the system and in a few months could see
fectl;
[ ithout them.
No claim is made that this course is a
cure all.
In man'
< tses glassi s in
ssential.

But ii you are wearing glasses becatt
faultj refraction -far or near sightedness
astigmatism cross eyes squint eyes weak,
watering eyes eye headaches oi strain, you
at least owi il i" yourself to give thesi
methods a fair test. You can test these principles "i eyi education "tit in your own home
without a cent of cost. Just mail your ordet
and tli< entiri coursi
comes t" yon al onci
The very first reading will show you all
ot « .mi to kin iw tbout tin cj e its construe
tion i elation to the 1 1 si of thi bodj and
tlu- way ii sees "S • ■ 1 1 will learn instantly
how in test your own eyes and just bow to
start t.i gel immi diati benefit.
Cross section drawings show plainly thi
whole mechanism oi the eve muscles and
nerves. Photographs of defective eyes n
cleai thi real reasons for poor sight. Your
own troubli i ch irlj illustrated. VVitl
this knowledge in mind, n becomes easj fot
you to correct your defective muscles and
gain strong
We want even reader of this magazine,
afflicted with eye-trouble, to examini Mr.
Macfadden's wonderful course.
Just send letter to address below and we
will -end book. Pay the postman $3.00 plus
a few cents postage. If you are not ttis
lied with the book, return it within ; days
and your $3.00 will be refunded. The small
•; 00 price of this book also includes a full
one year's subscription for Physical ' i
ture Magazine. It cash accompanies ordet
w . pa) the posta ;i
thi
00 pi ici for this
I k
which
includes
a
subscription
I
Physicai
i ' i ' ' inMa a/ine
applii
to
United
Stati - only.

MACFADDEN BOOK CO.. INC., Dept. PH-3
1926 Broadway. New York. N. Y.
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couple of undertaker's prospects by the name
of Cooper and Werks. Sam Werks I knew.
He was a lawyer, not one of the better ones
but a kind of shyster. He had some sort of
bone trouble with his hip and came to the
hospital once or twice a year for treatments.
I remembered him from before that, though,
because when I was a kid he once made a pass
at me when I was downtown. Werks was
about thirty and none too handsome under any
circumstances. In the hospital, he looked kind
of yellow and he had deep lines in his forehead
and on both sides of his nose. Pain, I guess,
from his hip trouble caused them, but I will
say that he never complained. He was one
of those kind of people who consume their own
smoke. I had to admire him for that.
Gregory Cooper was older, although he
looked younger. He didn't smile much in the
hospital, but you knew the grin was there. He
was a hard patient — never had had anything
the matter with him before and it got him
down. There was plenty the matter with him

The most complete book ever written on how to powder properly.
Mail coupon. Note generous offer.

Subtract
5 to lO years
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YOUR FACE

now just to make up for the easy time he'd had
during the thirty-four or -five years of his
previous life.

I I E was a Detroit man, manager of one of the
' ' film exchanges there. He had been in Muskegon closing a contract with Paul Schlossman
who runs a show business in our town and
got cracked up in an autorrtobile accident just
face more than the
ages one's
NOTHIN
crudely put on. Often it as he was leaving for home. He was hurt
wrongG powder,
adds 5 to 10 years.
worse than Dr. Oden told him. The X-Ray
Reversely, the one right powder for your of his chest looked like a broken xylophone.
face can erase an oldish, harsh look, giving The hospital superintendent tried to telegraph
you youthful charm and Parisian chic.
to his family, but she found that he didn't have
Now comes a triumph in face powders — the any. Dr. Oden was waiting before putting
discovery of a unique process that stratifies him in a cast to find out if there were any inpowder into tiny, clinging wafers. An utterly
ternal complications. I had to give him hypos
new creation, SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, has every four hours to keep him quiet.
this exclusive quality.
"You're an angel, Rachel," he'd say when
Now you can powder perfectly, yet look unpowdered, the vogue among smart women of he'd see me coming with the needle, "although
society and stage in Paris, London, New York. I don't know that I ever heard of an angel
This wonderful improvement smoothes on named Rachel before."
"There's lots of 'em," I said, pinching his arm
just like a light powder, but lasts indefinitely,
like a heavy. It gives youthful glamour, and slipping the point into a vein. "You
charming freshness. It ends that pasty, flaky haven't been around much in heaven."
look men detest. Because it is stratified and
"Ouch!
But I've been in Hollywood."
"It's not the same."
grit-free, it cannot clog pores.
"I was thinking of our Christian heaven.
You'll simply be amazed at the invisible
"close-up" effect of SOFT-TONE Mello-glo— You wouldn't know about that."
so will your friends. Never have you found
"My father was Irish and so am I."
such an exquisite, velvety powder — now a
"My mistake. Rachel fooled me."
greater aid to beauty.
"She'll always fool you," said Sam Werks
Don't delay longer in adopting this super- who was watching me silently in a way that
powder. So soft, shineless, clinging. Get a
gave me the creeps. I wished he'd talk more
box today. The new SOFT-TONE Mello-glo and think less.
is presented in five flattering shades, caressingly perfumed. 50c and $1.
I LEFT the room, but I knew they talked
NOTE: To obtain the new SOFT-TONE Melloglo, you must ask for the gold box with the blue
' about me. I sort of wished that Mr. Cooper
edge, which distinguishes it from our Facial-tone
wouldn't have to get his idea of me from Sam.
Mello-glo (Heavy) in a gold box with white edge.
He was nice and clean looking, gay, probably,
too, when he was well. I liked him. A nurse
has no business being interested in any of her

Neiv discovery being welcomed
by tvomen everywhere

p»> SOFT -TONE

MELLO-GLO

patients. "If you like 'em, they die," is an old
superstition around hospitals all over the world.
It's the disagreeable crabs who always get well.
During the four days Dr. Oden was waiting
to find out if Mr. Cooper's gizzard was misplaced Isaw a lot of him. I had to. He was
one of the most serious cases on the second

the close-up powder that
gives an UN-powdered look

FREE

Merely send Coupon for
fascinating booklet: "The
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Vogue

in

Powilering".

■ The Mello-glo Co., Boston, Mass. ph-3-35

floor. The minute I'd come on duty there'd
be a call from 218. He knew when I was due
■ to arrive. The nurses on the other shift had a

Name.

. State I C'ty
■ For a generous package (not a sample) of new Soft' tune Mello-glo, enclose 10c, checking shade you wish:

■

J □ Ivory □ p!"kh

j

□ Natural □ Rachel

□ Brunette,

lot of trouble with him, but he'd quiet right
down when he knew I was within signaling
distance. They kidded me about it but I
didn't mind. We get so we expect men patients
to think they are in love with us, for awhile,
at least. I'm not going to tell whether or not
this applies to married men.

Sister Clemente was very sweet about it.
"Do anything you can for the poor man. I'm
afraid no one else ever can."
He'd try to keep me in the room even when
there was nothing further for me to do for
either of them.
"Stick around, kid, and I'll tell you about
"I'm not interested."
"Hollywood would be interested in you all
Hollywood."
right if any of the big producers ever got an
eye-full of the way you fill out a uniform in the
right places. I was out there to a district managers' sales convention last spring and I didn't
see anybody who could touch you."
"There ain't anybody can touch me right
here
Samin Muskegon."
Werks stifled a laugh. I could have
killed him.
Cooper didn't pay any attention to him, for
which I should have thanked him. He went
on, "You've got what it takes, Rachel — sexThey were using that word then, three years
ago."Nuts and likewise balogney," I told him.
Don't forget that then I was only a kind of a
appeal."
tough
kid. Since that time I've had lessons in
everything from how to talk up to how a
duchess behaves in her boudoir.
"Don't run up a tree, kid," Cooper continued. "I know what I'm talking about."
Strangely enough I found out afterward that he
did. "Sex-appeal is a funny thing. If a girl
herself thinks she's got it, she'd better stay
away from the Coast — but if men think so,
she can write her own ticket out there."
KAAE WEST later once told me practically
' " 'the same thing. This was during the
period when she was upholding the double
standard on one Hollywood lot and I on another.
I didn't pay much attention to Cooper's line
because I was the only girl in Muskegon
County who wasn't screen-struck. Making
motion pictures seemed to me to be just about
as important as cutting out paper dolls. I
haven't changed my point of view an awful
lot even now.
I looked towards Sam Werks' bed to see how
he was taking his room-mate's lecture. Sam
was gazing at me with an alert, terrier sort ol
expression in his usually dreamy eyes and
for a minute I thought he was going to get intc
the argument. Then I realized that I was
standing between him and the window and I
moved hastily to a spot where the glare wasn't
so penetrating. Sam saw me blushing anc
laughed.
"I was just measurin' you for a Christmas
present, Rachel," he said. "If you knew how
it hurts to lay on my side this way you'c
realize I'm payin' for anything I get. Help me
turn
you?"
Of over,
course will
I had
to do it. He was about thi
only patient I ever had that I didn't like U
touch. He used to make excuses so that I'c
have to. Afterwards I'd go out and wash mj
hands. Just a funny instinct. I had to laugl
at myself when I did it because I knew hov
finnicky clean he was about everything. Hi
was a nuisance to all of us because he wa
always
wanting
a bath or a damp wash-clotl
for his face
and hands.
AFTER

he was comfortable and had let go o

my hand,
hoping that until
I wouldn'
see that
numberI left
on 218,
the switchboard
I ha>
plenty of time to get over hating Sam Werk
for the things he didn't say. Now that I'r
older and just a little wiser I know that he wa
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an introvert with an inferiority complex. Because of his physical infirmity and even actual
repulsiveness, which he probably realized, he
always wanted to make someone suffer enough
to bring him or her down somewhere near his
level. I've known other people since who are
very much like him. Some of them are flaming
geniuses.
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Difficult Days?

III.
As I left 218, I noticed a little confusion in
the hall. In a hospital a little confusion is a
lot because normally there isn't any. Around
, Sister Clemente's desk near the elevator were
gathered the girls who had just gone off the
night shift only three hours before. They
looked sulky and sleepy.
I snagged one of them away from the group.
"What goes on?"
"The celluloid store-room at the Brunswicke
' blew up about thirty minutes ago. The ambuj lances are over there now."
I understood. It had happened before. The
; celluloid they use for making pool balls explodes once in a while — spontaneous combus; tion, usually — and the general effect is the
. same as the Battle of the Marne.
Both the
: hospitals, ours and the Hackley, get ready on
; the double-quick with a complete assembly of
staff when it happens. You never can tell how
; many men will be hurt or how badly. Usually
we lose one or two cases and nobody likes that.
j Sometimes it's a friend of one of the nurses.
The boys who work in the local factories are
about the same age as the girls who are hospital apprentices and come from families in
similar circumstances.
CO when there was an industrial plant acci^ dent, it used to upset us in more ways than one.
The ambulances began coming in. We got
thirteen cases — one of 'em "dead on arrival"
which one of his pals — poor superstitious chap
—thought was because there were thirteen. I
jdon't know how he figured it out when he died
the next day himself — when there were only
(twelve.
Anyway, we had our work cut out for us and,
with both shifts working, only just managed
to get everything under control by night. The
"super" arranged a schedule of hours that let
off a few girls at a time for a four hour rest. I
got mine about ten o'clock.
But I didn't get more than two hours' sleep.
Dr. Swartout came over to the dormitory to
^et me.
; "Why?" I asked crossly.
1 "What have you done to that curly headed
,'uy in 218?"
"Nothing. Has somebody done something?"
I "He's fallen in love with you."
I"Is that anything to wake me out of a sound
ileep to tell me about? I've suspected it for
;ome time. What of it?"
"Nothing only the internal trouble Dr. Oden
uas been expecting has developed.
He called
|ne in to help him with an emergency 'Op.' "
"I'm no 'op' assistant. You know darn well
've only
"
kJOBODY wants you to help. This damn
Mool, Cooper, won't go under the ether
, ntil he sees you."
"Oh." I grabbed my cloak and we went over
3 the main hospital building.
Well, I will say that Mr. Cooper had neatly
tood the second floor on its head. What the
razy, pain-racked man wanted was me to
larry him! Just that and nothing more!
lerely a simple request — like asking for
reakfast!
And he had convinced Dr. Oden and Sister

"When I think of the way I used to suffer regularly, setting aside certain days when any activity was out of the
question — even walking any distance — you may know
how grateful I am for Midol. Now, I have no such pain,
or even discomfort. I ride horseback on the days that once
demanded absolute quiet."
This is not the experience of just one woman. Thousands
could tell how Midol has given back those days once
given over to suffering.
Midol might end all periodic pain for you. And even if
it didn't, you would get a measure of relief well worth
while. Remember, this is a special medicine, recommended
by specialists for this particular purpose. But it is not
aMidol
narcotic,
don't be afraid of the speed with which
takes sohold.
You may obtain these tablets at any drugstore. Get
some today, and be prepared. Taken in time, they may
spare you any pain at all. Or relieve such pain at any
time. They are effective for several hours, so two tablets
should see you through your worst day.
Just ask the druggist for Midol. Or look for it on his
toilet goods counter. Or let the makers send you some
to try. Whatever you do, don't decline this comfort any
longer.

Cln L/nvzfoticrLto try it without expense; mail this to Midol,
170 Varick St., N.Y., and receive trial box free.
Name....
Address
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Mary Clemente that it was a very good idea!
"I don't love Mr. Cooper," I pointed out.
We were discussing this thing at the second
floor desk — time, 1 A.M. — the death watch in
any hospital. The arguments hit me fast, but
in hushed whispers.
"He has no family," the Sister said, "and
he wants to make a will in your favor before he
is operated
on." anybody's money," I objected.
"I don't want
"It's just to set his mind at rest," Dr. Oden
put in. He's a very quiet man — is Dr Oden —
except when sitting at a piano. He loves
Wagner's thundering chords.
"What do you advise?" I turned to Dr.
Swartout.

Tfeath
Men may hate extreme styles, but there's
one beauty point that always gets them,
in business or in ballrooms. Lovely eyes!
Practice looking eager and attentive; twothirdsis of
the trick
of that "starry-eyed"
look
a matter
of concentration.
The other
third is a little patented implement called
Kurlash. Slip your eyelashes into this for
a few moments each morning. They emerge
with the lovely, lasting curl Nature forgot
to give them. Curled lashes look much longer and make eyes sparkle . . . and Kurlash
costs only $1 at any leading store.

Jmh/wvma
on/ldtu/ie
Men do not like an artificial "beaded" look
on eyelashes, which is why so many professional beauties are using new liquid mascara
Lashttnt. $1 buys a charming dressing-table
bottle . . . water-proof and tear-proof (remove it with cold cream) to make thin or
pale lashes appear dark and luxuriant.

peautum
trie mmcLlmg
Shopping or business over — and a sudden
urge for beauty overcomes you! How lucky
you are if out of your handbag comes
Lashpac. From one end a stick of mascara
pushes forward to use both on lashes and
eyebrows. A tiny brush for grooming swings
from the other end. Mrs. D. N. writes that
it makes a most original $1 bridge prize!

Jane Heath will gladly give you personal advice on eye
beauty ij you write her a note care oj Department A-3,
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N Y. The Kurlash
Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.
Copyright, The Kurlash Co.. Inc., 1935.

spar with death, never talk about losing a
patient until the last vestige of hope is gone.
And I was thinking of myself as a widow!
But what if he lived? Then what was my
position? I wasn't in love with Gregory
Cooper. What would I do if he got well?
I went down to the second floor. I suppose I
had it in mind to talk to Sister Mary Clemente
although I don't know what advice a celibate
nun could give to a girl who had just married a
dying man.
She wasn't at the desk. A nurse, subbing for
her, said she had gone down the hall to 218 or
219 she thought.
I went to 218 first. It was the nearest. She
wasn't there.

"I think it's a screwy idea, if you ask me."
Then he had to explain what he meant to Sister

him.
But Sam Werks was. I'd forgotten about

Mary Clemente who doesn't keep up on
modern slang very well.
"Let's not argue any more," interrupted
Oden. "It'll be too late in a few minutes. If
the man has taken a fancy to Rachel and wants

"Come in, Mrs. Cooper," he invited with
elaborate politeness. "It is Mrs. Cooper,

to make her his heir, why not do it? She'll be
a widow in — " He looked at his watch — "in
about three quarters of an hour."
A sort of a flash memory of Cooper's boyish face swept before me. It gave me a
funny feeling. The man was trying to do
something nice for me and there I stood fighting it off. And every minute was narrowing
down his life expectancy!
"Isn't there a chance?" I asked.
"About one in fifty if we operate. None if
"All right," I gave in. " I'm probably dreamwe don't."
ing anyway, and I'm too tired to have it make
any difference to me if I'm not. Let's go."
" Atta girl." Dr. Swartout patted me on the
back.

rv Dr. Oden.
" Hurry, please," pleaded
They must have counted on being able to
convince me.
Everything was all ready when I walked into
the grimmest chapel in which a marriage ceremony was ever performed — the operating
theater of the hospital. Our chaplain was there
and a man from the city clerk's office with a
special license.
Cooper's expression changed from lethargic
despair to one of hope as I walked over to the
rolling table on which he lay.
"Thanks, kid," he said as I took his hand.
"I think I might pull through if you're on my
side. I've been around quite a lot and you're
the first one I ever thought of seriously like
"Hurry," warned the surgeon.
"O. K.," Cooper agreed. "Padre, do your
this."
When it was over Cooper was pretty tired
but he was game.
stuff."
"I'll take the gas now. So long, Rachel, if I
don't see you again. Sam Werks has got my
will. He made it out for me. That's just in case
" was blotted out as the anaescoursethetist at a voice
of Cooper's
nod from Dr. Oden dropped the
ether cone over his face. They couldn't wait
any longer.
I didn't stay in the operating room. I
couldn't. The whole affair had left me in a sort
of a breathless trance. It was too fantastic. I
was a wife. They were operating on my husband behind the door I had just closed behind
me. He would probably die. By sunrise I
would be the widow of a man I scarcely knew.
I pulled myself up short. Where was my professional code?
What was I thinking of? We, who constantly

" Yes," I admitted dully. I didn't care who
I was.
isn't it?"
" Come here and let me offer my congratulations." He sounded politely cordial. There
was a slight sneer under his voice — but I guess
there always was.
I went over to the side of his bed. He held
out his hand. I took it. It was damp. I
started to shake hands and withdraw from the
clasp, but he held me.
"Do you know, Rachel," he asked softly,
" how much money you inherit if that guy dies
"No," I said. The subject was particularly
unpleasant — almost as repulsive as the oozy
feeling
of his palm.
up there?"
"I do," he said, swinging my arm a little
excitedly. "It's ten thousand bucks. Mr.
Cooper has saved up a tidy little sum for himIdrew up
and — "
"I self.know.
He his
toldwill
me."
"It'll all be yours any minute now."
I put the back of my other hand against my
mouth to stifle a scream and broke his clammy
grip. Out in the hall I fainted!
No one seemed to be surprised.
V
I was in bed sixteen hours. When I woke up
I was afraid to ask anybody what had happened. Ididn't know whether I was a wife or
a widow. It was an odd hour between shifts
and there were no girls in the dorm except
sleeping ones. I had to dress — uniform, of
course — and go over to the hospital before I
could find anyone I cared to question.
Naturally I went to Sister Mary Clemente.
Two girls standing before her desk drew away
and hurried down the hall as I came up. They
looked
at me queerly. I couldn't interpret
their emotion.
Sister Mary Clemente glanced up at me.
"Well, my child," she said in her sweet,
grave voice.
"Mr. Cooper," I began stumblingly — "Is
says atyour
I"Dr.
stoodOden
looking
her husband
in a daze.will live."
"He's alive — now?"
" Yes. I just told you. What you did gave
himhe—?"
the will to live."
I spoke half to myself. "Of all the unlucky
I certainly
Clemente
to hear.never meant

Sister Mary

breaks!"
"Unlucky?" she repeated, shocked. "You
don't mean, Rachel, that you wish your husband were dead? "
Of course I didn't mean that. I didn't know
what I did mean. But I couldn't explain it to
that gentle, unworldly soul.
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" Go to the chapel," she commanded. " Pray !
You will find an answer."
For once Sister Mary Clemente was wrong.
Perhaps my prayers were too colored by my
perplexities. It was blowing great guns outside. That, added to my mental turmoil, made
me a distracted suppliant.
Night came down howling. The candles on
the altar gleamed more brightly as they fluttered vaguely in the drafts that sifted through
from the storm outside.
I did not care for supper and reported for
duty with the rest of the girls on my shift.
Almost immediately the signal light on the
call board flickered.
It was number 218.
None of the other girls got up to answer.
They all looked at me.
(Continued Next Month)
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Among
the
Most Sough tAfter Girls
Nature was rather unkind to some of
us, bestowing a careless sort of nose or chin
without apology.
Still — some of the most sought-after
girls we know have overcome such handicaps in a charming and interesting way.
They do it with color. Carmined lips —
a splash
color on one's hat — a bag that's
like
the of
sunset.

PAGE 38 I

Gene Raymond will be the next new leading
nan of consequence, if he minds his advisers.
Carole Lombard has the biggest future of
my girl in pictures.
'■
Douglas Fairbanks
has been
greatly
inderstood
and maligned,
but the
tide miswill
urn this year. He loves Mary Pickford, but
ihe has been badly advised. He took the only
fay out of a difficult situation.
Ruth Chatterton will meet disaster.
Marlene Dietrich will have contract and
'ealth troubles.
Maurice Chevalier will encounter marriage
|i.
no one
e e.:
nowif that's
knows.the Hewaywillit happens)
be marriedwith
in France
r will marry a Frenchwoman.
The Columbia Studio will have the most
utstanding success with pictures of any
.udio in Hollywood.
After their next picture, Bill Powell and
lyma Loy will do better if they separate.
,
Gene says this will be a great year for flat•ry, and it is the most destructive element in
le career of a star. The stars should remember

109

stimulating, is it? Still — it needn't stay that
way. One chooses, now- a- days. Because
those hidden lights, thoseTitian gleams will
re-appear after a Golden Glint Shampoo.
*7V£oTE : Do not confuse Golden Glint with other
shampoos that merely cleanse. Golden Glint
Shampoo in addition to cleansing, gives your
hair a" tiny tint"— a wee little bit— no t much—
hardly perceptible, hut how it does bring out the
beauty of your own individual shade of hair.
It's NOT a dye — it's a glint o' gold for blondes
■— a bronze sheen for darker heads. And one feels
so— 'right! 2^4 a package at drug or toilet goods
counters.

Yet — if one's hair doesn't rise to the
occasion, the effect is apt to fall a little flat.
Drab, mousy hair is not exactly — er —

GLINT

GOLDEN

.the SHAMPO
__ _ _ O
_ ^^mt

[Bureau of Foods. Sanitation/j
t£°fS£

'with the tiny tint RINSE

Gives Every Shade of Hair a Glamorous Sheen

1LGVEILY UDY
of course you live at the Sherry-Netherland

■iey are striving for the thing they started out
r and should never let it overtake them. As
'on as it does they are behind themselves.
ie greatest handicap, in her opinion is to get
iat you want.
The best rule for success is
want something more.

N»» ..ujifl

How many of Gene's predictions will come
je? Keep a copy and check them off.

„J*

Where the advantages of permanent residence are available by
the day, week, month or year.
Correctly designed and finely appointed suites of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 rooms,
each with large serving pantry, available by the day, week or longer. Also
Tower Suites of 5 Master Rooms and 4 Baths, occupying an entire floor.

|£j Jhe Oherrij-JNetherlaiid
Facing the Park
George Murphy says the score is okay.
But Fred Keating has his doubts. We'll
bet it was close! For George and Fred
are

among

Hollywood's

best

bowlers

FIFTH

AVENUE
NEW

YORK

AT

59th

-<*

no
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. . . at our expense !
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clubs of the Photoplay
R
MEMBE
Association of Movie Fan Clubs have
many contest announcements to make
this month. Most of these, of course, deal with
interesting new drives for membership. Some
will test the movie knowledge of fellow club
members. But, here is an odd one from the
Alice White Fan Club: "How Big Are Your
Feet? Come on, now, and don't be afraid to
speak up. We want you all to send in your
shoe size, and to the member having the
largest feet, and who will be frank about it,

Minna Gombell writes the Association, saying she is happy to have her club a member of
the Photoplay group of fan clubs. Chaw
Mank, 226 E. Mill St., Staunton, 111., is in
charge of her club. AH fans are invited to
write him for further information.
The Bing Crosby Fan Club is entering its
fourth year of activity. During those years
they have enjoyed a position of the highest
rank in fan club circles. Mrs. Doris Rivenbark, 1881 Beersford Road, East Cleveland,
Ohio, is secretary.

there will be a prize. We'll have a separate
contest for the foreign members, so they will
get in on it, too." Miss Lucile Carlson, 306
E. Main St., Detroit Lakes, Minn., is president
of this club for girls only. She would like to
hear from Alice White fans.
Thora Stuva, of the Joel McCrea Fan Club,

The new issue of " Star Dust," club paper of
the Moving Picture Club of America, is filled
with interesting news of members and club
activities. Gotty J. Benthall, 28 Lexington
Ave., West Somerville, Mass., will be glad to
furnish club data.

won first prize in the "Titles" contest conducted by that organization. She received a

"I read an 'ad' of ihe
Perfolastic Company
. . . and sent for FREE

"They allowed me to
wear their Perforated
Girdle for 10 days on

folder."
trial."

"The massage • like
action did it... the fat
seemed to have melted

REDUCE
away."

'In a very short time
I had reduced my hips
9 INCHES and my
weight SO pounds."

YOUR
AND

WAIST
HIPS

DAYS
OR
... it costs you

nothing!

\\^E WANT you to try the Perfolastic
Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere.
Test
them for yourself for 10 days absolutely
FREE.
Then, if without diet, drugs or
exercise, you have not reduced at least 3 inches
around waist and hips, they will cost you nothing!

Reduce, Quickly, Easily and Safely!
E3 The massage- like action of these famous Perfolastic Reducing Garments takes the place of months
of tiring exercises and dieting. Worn next to the
body with perfect safety, the Perfolastic gently massages away the surplus fat with every movement,
stimulating the body once more into energetic
health.
HDon'tWaitAnyLonger..ActToday!
You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely
whether or not this very efficient girdle and brassiere will reduce you. You do not need to risk one
penny . . . try them for 10 days ... at our expense.
SEND

FOR

TEN

DAY

FREE

PERFOLASTIC,

TRIAL

OFFER!

Inc.

Dept. 913.
41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere, also
sample of perforated rubber and particulars of your
10 - DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name
A ddress
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Post Card

year's subscription to Shadoplay Magazine.
Veronica Yazbeck and J. Wayne Martin were
other prize winners. Helen Mortz, Route No.
3, Sheboygan, Wis., is president.
Thelma Williston and Janet Mitchell were
the "honor roll" members of the Norma
Shearer Fan Club, announced in the latest issue
of the club news. Their work in securing new
members won them photographs of their
honorary club president, Miss Shearer. Congratulations are due president Hans Faxdahl,
1947 Broadway, New York City, for such a
splendid club paper.
Two of the newest recordings of Lanny
Ross will be given as first prize in the new
membership contest now being held by the
Lanny Ross League. Second prize will be a
glass picture frame. A personally autographed
photograph of Lanny Ross will be given each
contestant securing two or more new members.
Catharine Macadam, P. O. Box 164, Wilmington, Delaware, is president.

Woman

The Lew Ayres Fan Club announces Miss
Dorothea Kerr as a new honorary member.
Miss Kerr, who is secretary to Mr. Ayres,
tells members something about herself in an
interesting letter to the club. It reads, in
part: "My hobbies are stamp-collecting and,
if it can be called a hobby, knitting. I live
with my younger sister who is secretary to
Mr. Warner Baxter. We keep house together
in a flat in the heart of Hollywood, about two
minutes from the Boulevard." Helen Raether,
311 S. Mingo St., Albion, Mich., is president
of the Lew Ayres Club.
Anna Glance, 7741 Bennett Ave., Chicago,
111., writes of her recent trip to New York
City. While there, she visited Minnette Shermak, president of the Jean Harlow Fan Club.
Marion L. Domer, 9717— 81st St., Ozone,
N. Y., will be glad to hear from all Joan Crawford fans. Drop her a letter, if you wish to
join this club.
Millie Wist, 177 S. Citrus Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif., is anxious to correspond with Bodil
Rosing Fan Club prospects. "Bodil and Her
Fans" is the name of the club paper.

About Town

CONTINUED

favor te screen-menace, Dangerous Jack La
Rue. Honestly, he gave me the vapours in
his smart clothes and wine-red carnation. We
talked of cabbages and kings in the midst of
which I confided that lately I pined for
athletics. Jack took care of that neatly.
Tennis, did you say? Nope! Golf! Wrong!
He took me to the local fisticuffs!
Wheeee! I had such a good time! And he
was soooo nice! Very proud I was, when all
the bystanders recognized him and called hullo.
And very patient, while we stopped every other
yard and autographed a dozen books. And
very hoop-de-da when some newspaper photographer had us stop for a flashlight!
But the next day, what do you think?
George E. Stone, the little actor with the big
ability, bundled me into his car, along with
George Burns (Gracie Allen had to do some
shopping and didn't come) and we went to the
U.S.C. -Notre Dame football tussle. I understand itwas a pretty fair game, but my deah,
it is useless to be polite.
I spent my time giggling at Burns' crazy
cracks.
The two Georges, incidentally, are great pals,
but they rib each other like a coupla grizzlies.
When the game was over, tho, and we driving
back home, the scrappy Mr. B. suddenly became wistful and he realized he'd arrive just

from PAGE
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in time to see his infant Sandra take her bath.
The new poppa told me that he gave her the
Scotch name of Sandy Burns so she could reuse his jokes when she grew up!
Well, that gave me the giggles again. Georgie
(Georgie E.) hoped I could calm down sufficiently to get myself ready for the next big eve- '
ning ahead at the Mayfair. The very thought
had a soothing effect!
And now, little pal, we come to the formal
opening of the hi-hat Mayfair Club, composed
of the swankiest of the movie colony, and from
which outsiders are rigidly excluded. The
affair was, as the lingering French in me pronounces, tres elegant!
Our party, which consisted of Georgie Stone,
and Burns and Allen, was augmented by Mr.
and Mrs. Joe E. Brown, Lyle Talbot and a
little Southern flower, Peggy Waiters. We all
met in the Beverly-Wilshire bar, and I was
aghast at the number of scintillating stars in
one little room Jean Harlow with Bill Powell,
the Gary Coopers, the Freddie Marches, the
two beautiful Bennett sisters, Jeanette MacDonald, the dewy Maurine O'Sullivan (we
lunch next week), Marian Marsh looking like
a little princess, Dixie Lee Crosby, Barbara
Stanwyck, Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Sally
Eilers.
I danced and tangoed with Joe E. Brown
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who said he didn't know how . . . but he did!
Of course going into a sailor's hornpipe, and
then a buck and wing is hardly cricket in the
art of fandango, but fun's fun and who cares?
It would have warmed the cockles of your
heart to see Gracie Allen, Mrs. Joe E., husband
Joe, George Burns, Bing Crosby and my
George take hands and do crazy dance routines
all over the floor! Bing threw back his head
and busted out with wild boo-boo-boos for accompaniment. They really were pretty wild,
too, since he'd damaged his million dollar
voice a couple of nights before fire-fighting at
the Warner blaze.
But how he sang when he was called on to
entertain! His voice bothered him a bit,
though, so he clowned through lots of it. He
1 gave us "Love in Bloom" and when he came
to the line "Oh, no, it isn't a dream, it's love
in bloom," he substituted . . . "it's gravel
throat!"
Dietrich was superb in a black tunic gown
with sleeves that left her shoulders bare, and
with gobs of silver fox slung around them. I
nearly swooned when she slipped into an extremely full, swing-ey hip-length ermine cape
lined and bordered with silver fox! Pretty
daisy !
I am manfully (and economically) resisting
'the temptation to copy Carole Lombard's creation. All gray chiffon, with a tremendous,
'voluminous skirt, banded, half-way down, by
two separate rows of platinum fox! That may
sound mad, but looked perfectly lush. Carole
carried a big orange hankie, and powdered her
, lovely nose with a huge swansdown puff.
I NEXT give you Miss Del Rio. She came in
trailing, careless like, a long black cape lined
in scarlet and boasting a fine silver fox standing collar. Her dress, also, was black, with
White and scarlet sashes which ended up on the
Ifloor and was extremely knockout.
Joan Bennett could have stepped right out
oi the Chauve Souris and pretended she was
j)ne of the adorable wooden soldiers. She wore
> vivid blue gown and a roaring red jacket.
ISer lovely golden hair was banded by a thin
;olden circlet.
,' I still have sufficient strength to twitter
hat June Collyer supplied the sweetness-andight note. She wore a white moire period
fown and constantly carried one of those
:|uaint, lace-doilied old-fashioned bouquets.
>o lovely!
, And now, I've got such an inferiority com,'lex I just can't go on. But wait! I caw do a
ttle boasting! I waggled hullo to my sisterji-law who was dancing with Cornelius Vanderilt, the literary millionaire, and she stopped
•ad introduced us by saying, "I think you
|.vo writers should know each other!" Taa-da-a-a!
i But really, kitten, I had a glorious evening,
pd next time you see Georgie Stone in a picare you can think what a nice time he gave
pur pal Mitzi. And now I say goodby . . .
i^hoa! Not yet! The Burns' told me this one,
id you must hear it.
i It seems that they planned to gather toother all the bores that they knew, give a
irty and thus get rid of them all at one time.
ne of the invitees was out of town, however,
'd couldn't come. A week or so later George
n into him and told him how they'd given
e bore party and that it had turned out great,
st at this moment, up breezed our Gracie,
claiming, "Oh, we gave the loveliest party
>t week. We wanted you so badly, such a
ame you were out of town!"
Good-by now! Ain't life grand in Holly'od!
Yourse,
Mitzi.
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This Dog Earns $5o a Week
CONTINUED

a little tug. At the end of the street, Flush
was rewarded with a bit of cheese. He
scratched at a door in a scene because the
trainer was on the other side with the same
reward.
When he looked down the stairs, Bache was
at the foot attracting his attention.
CLUSH rehearsed in every set several days
' before the scene was shot. If the set was in
use, a duplicate was built for him. Care was
taken not to confuse him by teaching too
many things at one time.
He grew to be devoted to Norma Shearer,
and was home with her part of the time when

H9V4

MENTHOLATUN

for Nasal
Irritations
Why let nasal irritation due
to a cold rob you of comfort

44 |

an uncanny manner, one would think he knew
the story. He growled at cross words, was unspeakably sad when Norma cried, happy when
she smiled.
Flush was bathed every day during the picture and his appetite for hamburger ruined
forever. Norma brought little meat pasties
and sandwiches to the studio for company tea
— but Flush never begged. He is a gentleman.
He went solemnly from one person to another
seated himself, and turned on the eyes, the
irresistible eyes.
He timed it perfectly, and always passed up
Laughton without a glance.

sheFlush
was making
followed "Rip-Tide."
her all over the studio and
every time she sat down, automatically he
would jump in her lap.

FLUSH'S original name, now forgotten, was
1 "Topside." He received fifty dollars a week
salary for four months. The trainer received
his own check, probably twice this figure. He

Charles Laughton couldn't make friends
with the dog because the story required Flush
to dislike him. The picture had been in production six weeks when Laughton arrived
from England, and Flush resented him as an
intruder.
Laughton had to speak violently and slam
doors which naturally antagonized the dog.
Flush responded to human emotions in such

says Flush is a "dramatic dog," not a comedian, and that Flush takes his new career
seriously. He leaps in a chair and poses every
time he sees a camera. He is a family-man,
with five young Cockers at home, but he
doesn't have to worry about supporting them.
The youngsters all are spoken for by stars and
executives — and undoubtedly every one of
them will be named Flush.

CONTINUED

— and his mind is off his work. Wires are the
dilettantes of the dog-world.

Gives

[COMFORT]
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in checking this condition ?
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going to bed soothes the irritated
mucous membrane, helps open the
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C KIPPY'S work in "The Thin Man" gave the
^appearance of an untrained dog. Believe it
or not, he covered 150 cues in the picture, responding to a sign. He is rehearsed orally
with sign, then with sign alone. The hardest
thing for him to do was to play coward, as he
is pugnacious by nature.
Skip is fickle in his attentions. He will work
with an actor as if he belonged to him, and be
just as attached to another the next week.
Skippy has a flattering way of making every
actor think he is it— then he goes home and
forgets about him. His real devotion is for
Henry.
He went through the East training school
beginning with the lesson to come when
called. Then to sit down, hold it— lie down —
hold it— until released by the spoken cue "all
right," when he is rewarded with food and
petted. The next step was to get on a box and
hold it. Each lesson must be gone over several
times before teaching a new one. Next he
learns the name of various articles as they are
presented to him. Then to go right, go left,
back up, crawl, and exit. From there, things
become really complicated. Teaching Skippy
to yawn, scratch and stretch took months of

QC07
ot all big pay writing jobs and profitable free lance
*'•' /O writing work require no rare literary ability. Ordinary
command of English and easily developed writing technique plu3
your own natural writing style may yield rich rewards. Many cub
writers earning immediate money in spare time? Write today for
big free book describing a new Simplified Training Course and
Writing Clinic covering every branch of writing, short story, book,
play, radio, news reporting, feature articles, advertising, publicity.
Intelligent, friendly personal instruction and criticism. Costs lesi
than average month at college. Deferred payments if desired.
Also free scientific Aptitude Test which actually measures your
writing ability. Send for both today. No obligation. No salesmen will call
Write now.

When he scratched on the cement in "Thin
Man" it was a definite cue. He had been

U. S. SCHOOL OF WRITING, Dept. C-20
20 W. 60 St.,
New York, N. Y

taught
to a"dig
it up."dogs, the Easts find one
Out of
hundred

patient
practice. He didn't want to unless it
was
necessary.
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like Skippy. They try out the others and if
they have not grasped a definite routine in a
certain time, they are given away to good
homes.
A great asset in a dog actor is to have the
whites of the eyes show when they turn. It
adds expression. Otherwise the eye is beady.
This is the reason Scotties are not used in
pictures, plus their color which merges with
the background.
CKIPPY is particular about his diet, scorning
^all canned foods. He prefers Irish stew and
hamburger with onions.
He is highly sensitized. The forty-five dogs
and Siamese cats in the kennels kept him irritated, so he has been placed in a private
home.
Henry says his nerves are much better, and
now he can do everything but read the script
aloud.
Skippy is an electrical personality, a fine
up-standing man who really loves his work
He doesn't like to stay home, he is gregarious,
craves the excitement of the set.
He has never been spanked, because Henry
believes the tone of voice, words, and eyes are
punishment enough if a dog respects you. He:
says to be very dramatic when your dog must
be reprimanded, be decisive or terribly hurt,
and give the pup a chance to reason it out.
Skippy is a perfect example of this sound
principle
— a spirited young blade and a credit
to his family.
Besides which, he earns a hundred and fift)
dollars a week!
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Just a Bunch of Babies
CONTINUED

FROM

but crusading as well — and fearless in his
crusading to boot. Beneath his bosom he
had cherished for years a great plan to tax
all insurance premiums and apply the money
to a sinking fund for the education of orphans.
Baby LeRoy's father was nowhere about;
technically he was an orphan. The zealous
■glorifier picked on the Baby to glorify and did
ia first rate job of it. One of his first schemes
was to have Maurice Chevalier donate $1,000
to buy an insurance policy to provide the child
with a college education.
Chevalier, exhibiting true Gallic thrift, demurred.
Undaunted, the publicity man invaded the
inner sanctum where Emanuel Cohen, head
pf Paramount, presides.
So fast did he talk that Cohen found himself
luthorizing a check for $1,000 — and before he
.ould reconsider, the insurance company had
"he money.
Now when Baby LeRoy attains college age
ie will get $2,000, or an income of $46.50 a
nonth.
THE press agent got fired.
'' However, his work lived on. Through his
■xpert, if personally rash, glorifying, Baby
^eRoy became something of an infantile star,
'eople said "Isn't he adorable?" all over the
ountry, partly because they had read about
iim. He promised to work up a box-office
alue. Paramount signed him on a term conract for $50 a week when he worked, $20 when
lie didn't. Not long ago he got a raise. Now
ie makes $60 a working week and $30 when
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She got it by walking into Casting Director
Ryan's office and talking herself into a job.
Several studios had a chance at her in tiny
bits. Paramount notably had allowed her to
escape after her best movie parts before
"Bright Eyes"— in "It's A Gift," with W. C.
Fields.
The part in "Bright Eyes" required characterization, soJane showed she could mimic
others by pulling her impersonations out of the
bag for Mr. Ryan. She did ZaSu Pitts, Greta
Garbo, Bing Crosby, and Rudy Vallee. Mr.
Ryan gave her the role.
Because of her hit in "Bright Eyes," Fox
signed Jane on a seven-year contract at $150
a week. "Red Heads On Parade," a musical
with John Boles and June Knight, was all set
for production when the discovery of Jane took
place. A part has since been written in; Jane
will have one of the important leads now, and
Fox intends to build her strenuously.
Some in Hollywood, however, believe that
the reason Fox grabbed her so quickly was to
protect Shirley Temple, who is gold in anybody's box-office till. Jane appeared, so they
believe, a too formidable and a possible serious
rival. So Fox acted wisely, much as a dangerous
political power is often buried respectably in a
vice-presidential office, or some such place
where he is out of the menacing running.
If this is so, Jane will be sacrificed for business reasons — a dark future for her. If not,
she may become another Shirley Temple and
find herself signing a brand new contract for
many times her weekly check. Her promise is
unmistakable.

e's idle. He is guaranteed only eleven weeks'
.ork a year, which isn't a very steady job for
two-year-old youngster who supports three
eople besides himself — his mother, his grandmother and his grandfather.
Cora Sue Collins received $60 for the first
ay of her first screen job at Universal. The
est day she got $130 and the offer of a sevenear contract at $100 a week, which her wise
,iother refused.
Cora Sue soon went on to
igger and better things, earning $100 a day
i scattered pictures, which kept her busy
lough.
"Black Moon" and "As The Earth
urns" brought in more than $1,000 apiece to
ie family bank, while "Queen Christina" —
^finitely more important in the long run bemse it won her her present contract at

Juanita Quigley, the dark-eyed darling of
"Imitation of Life," now starred in her own
right, started right out with $250 a week and
$100 raises every six months. Before she
signed with Universal, however, her mother
was satisfied with the $7.50 to $25 a day check
she received for occasional bits.
Upstarts such as these are worth, in the
child star bracket, as much as seasoned veterans. Mickey Rooney, a genuinely talented
and thoroughly experienced child actor — whom
Max Reinhardt named as the one actor who

il-G-M — was worth only four days' work —
100.
Now becurled Miss Collins cashes a $150
^-G-M check each week. Her seven-year
■ntract grades up to $750 a week.
A long-term contract is the goal of most
venile stars. Such contracts today usually
art at $150 a week with $100 a week increases
ery six months, if the option is taken up.

I IE was making that much on the stage when
' 'he was three years old. He made $1,000 for
each four-day "Mickey McGuire" two-reeler.
His free-lance price was $150 a day. But he
signed for security at $150 a week — and now,
very probably, he regrets it. M-G-M is besieged with requests for his services. Warners
have borrowed him for "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" and Fox used him in Will Rogers'
"County Chairman."
M-G-M may reap a bonus for their valuable
player, but Mickey gets only his secure $150
a week, for both pictures.
Contracts, however, can work the other way
to make a young star worth more than he was.

David Holt, the "boy Shirley Temple" unvered by Paramount in "You Belong To
ie," makes $150 a week under contract. So
cs Jane Withers, recently signed by Fox
er she had played with Shirley Temple in
■right Eyes," where she was presumptuous
ough to steal several scenes from Princess
irley.
lane Withers' mother came to Hollywood
nging her six-year-old daughter from radio
rk in Atlanta to the greener fields of the
>vie city.
But it was two years before Jane got a break.

had ever played Puck in "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" as Shakespeare intended —
earns only $150 a week under his M-G-M
contract.

Dickie Moore was paid $200 a week for "Seed,"
then went to Warners under contract starting
at $200 a week. When they refused to meet a
$50 option increase, Dickie left. But he was
worth more after that, and in "The Blonde
Venus," with Marlene Dietrich, Paramount
paid $350 a week for his brown-eyed charm.
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Hal Roach then tied him up for $250 a week,
and immediately received loan-out requests.
They were granted — at $600 a week, and
Roach split the surplus with his small star.
But those loan-outs, through the Roach contract, established Dickie's "price" at $600.
And today, as a freelance player, that is just
what he makes — the same amount as Jackie
Searl.
Ever since the first staggering figures of

Now Gained With This New
Soapless Oil Shampoo
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Jackie Coogan's earnings were broadcast, and
the elder Coogans, more as a measure of publicity than anything else, had Jackie's celebrated trust fund put through court, the general belief has been that every child star has so
much set aside for him by law.
This is not true. Parents of movie youngsters, no matter how much they earn, may
spend every cent of the money if they so desire,
so long as the child is well cared for. However,
parents or guardians may voluntarily put an
agreement through court providing for savings
accounts, trust funds and such. In this way,
they can protect themselves from possible suits

The Chap Who

by the child, either before or after he attain
his majority, for an accounting of the mone1
The famous Mary Miles Minter suit agains
spent.
her mother was one of these unpleasant inter
family legal squabbles.
Few screen parents, however, worry abou
such future filial troubles. Most of them dis
pense with court proceedings and rely on in
surance or regular savings accounts to play fai
with the future of their darlings. Dickie Moor'
owns a policy which guarantees him $100 ;
month all through high school and college
Most of Spanky McFarland's $500 a weel
goes into the bank. Cora Sue Collins' mothe
sinks her surplus into school savings — an(
so on.
The only court order of this kind extan
among this group of screen youngsters is tha
recently put through by Rachel Smith, guar
dian for Baby LeRoy Weinbrenner. It pro
vides that half of his salary while workin;
($60) be put in a savings account for his futun

Will Never Be Mr. Hepburn
[ CONTINUED

American Play Co. It was there he must have
realized that the gentle art of taking vast sums
of money away from motion picture producers
was truly his forte. He served a brief apprenticeship, then went into business for himself— Leland Hayward, Inc.
His first move — aside from gathering up an
imposing array of clients in record time — was
to open offices — and such offices! You can
hardly imagine! The New York one is atop a
skyscraper, with his personal sanctum a spacious studio room that opens on a terrace overlooking Central Park. Its furnishings include
an enormous table, useful for throwing such
things as hats and feet on, and a titanic divan
from which, sprawled in a variety of acrobatic
attitudes, Mr. Hayward manipulates deals of
great magnitude.
He is a sprawler at heart, who sincerely believes that walls, desks, tables and ceilings
were made for sitting men to put their feet on.
His friends are not in the least surprised to
enter his office and discover him delicately
poised on his left shoulder blade with one foot
draped over a chandelier.
His Beverly Hills office, from which he conducts his Hollywood business, is a symphony in
leather — right over to the window drapes which
are leather also. He loathes desks and all the
order and system they imply. Nor has he ever
been caught in the act of making written notes
on any subject whatever. His desk and filing
cabinet are beneath his hat — except that in
Hollywood he never wears a hat — and he
seldom forgets anything of importance.
By and large, Leland Hayward is probably
as fine a salesman as ever talked a reluctant
producer out of a salary raise. He works on the
theory that things are only as important as
they seem and succeeds in making his own
clients seem practically indispensable to the
prosperity
— aye, the very existence! — of the
film industry.
His methods are varied and effective. He
has the gift of being able to fire others with his
own enthusiasm, but he cannot sell anything he
does not believe in. In other and less polite
words he's got to get hot before he can go to

I town. He can, if forced to, achieve splendid
results through the "hurt" system of salesman-
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ship. If a hard-hearted producer offers ;
smaller emolument than Leland has set his
heart on getting for a client, he promptly as
sumes the attitude of a man who has just beer
unexpectedly stabbed by his best friend. Hf
will mournfully declare in almost tearful tone;
that not only has his own faith in humar
nature been shattered beyond recall but he
Leland Hayward, has been placed in an utterly
indefensible position as regards his client
whom he will never be able to look in the face
again. And does he get by with it? Not more
than about nine times out of ten.
I I IS actions are motivated largely by hunches
' 'intuitions and an uncanny knowledge of
what can or cannot be sold for big money
When he gets hold of something that smells like,
a four or five figure check — say a new story 01
play — he collapses on the nearest divan, grabs a
handful of telephones and simultaneously calls
practically everybody of importance in Holly
wood. It's no trick at all for him to talk tc
three or four studio heads at the same time and
chances are, after five minutes of such con
versation he makes a sale. His long distance
telephone bills are enormous — but profitable.
He has learned that no film executive has evei
'phone able
call. to resist a New York-Hollywood
been
He doesn't believe a telegram is worth sending unless it's at least four hundred words long
And no night letters — straight wires or nothing
at all.
If anyone ever admits to Mr. Hayward thai
they're in a buying mood he'll find something tc
sell them, even if he has to invent it. There
was, for example, the case of the famous pro
ducer whom Leland had called in regard to ar
actor. During the conversation, the producer
let drop that he was in urgent need of a story
for one of his stars. Mr. Hayward's ear:
snapped forward eagerly, he held his hand ove*
the mouthpiece and whispered hoarsely to ar
associate: "He wants a story for So-and-So—
for goodness' sake think of something!" Th<
associate thought hard, suggested a story
Hayward expounded its merits in glowin;
words. Within five minutes he had been of.
fered $25,000 for the property. A week late
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he closed the deal for $50,000. And, incidental y, iwas
t
by far the best story So-and-So
ever had.
He can buy just as skilfully as he can sell.
For instance, his automobiles. In New York
he drives a Rolls-Royce, acquired at a figure
that would make both Mr. Rolls and Mr.
Royce blush with shame. In Hollywood his
protracted negotiations with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. for the latter's handsome gasoline
equipage held the entire village spellbound
The battle waged for weeks — a complex routine
of propositions and counter offers from which
Mr. Hayward finally emerged triumphant, the
proud possessor of a very swell automobile for
the price of a Model T Ford. He's not
penurious, mind you. It's just that his good
old horse-trader instincts constantly rise and
overpower him.
Among other things, he is national champion
aerial commuter, Coast to Coast It's no trick
at all to see him in Hollywood on Monday,
meet him again on Wednesday and discover
he spent Tuesday in New York. Recently he
made three transcontinental round trips in ten
days — one of them merely to comfort a friend
who was scared to the jittering point about his
first flight. Six thousand miles by air! Pouff !
To a Hayward that is no different from ten
blocks in a taxicab.
Mr. Hayward is not the athletic type —
doesn't fool around with tennis or polo or golf —
but he's completely bughouse about flying and
: airplanes! While the average human might
turn green with envy of a man whose intimates
1 include the list of celebrities he represents, Mr
' Hayward more deeply cherishes the fact that
he probably knows more important aviators
than he does film stars — and classes them as
his friends. When he drives through the gates
of Roosevelt Field all activity stops — like
Jeleven o'clock Armistice Day. Drop him off
at Albuquerque — he knows the gang there.
;Los Angeles. He's pals with everybody at
every field. His friends will tell you there is
only one date you can absolutely depend on
Leland to keep — that's an engagement to meet
him at an airport. Not only that, but if somebody starts explaining how that new retractable landing gear works, Mr. Emanuel Cohen
or Mr. Samuel Goldwyn will just have to wait —

CONTINUED

he cinema sea and found the wild waves
trangely warm and caressing. In England,
he made "Waltz Time" and then starred in
wo big hits, " Princess Charming" and " Evenong." Screen ambitions again stirred within
-and of course, real screen ambitions hark to
lollywood.
f So when Evelyn picked up the London
Daily Mail" and saw where Irving Thalberg
ad come to town, she cabled his hotel.
"This is Evelyn Laye," she said. "Please—
ve changed my mind — I'm interested."
"That's fine," said Mr. Thalberg, just as if
■ey had talked ten minutes ago instead of
vo-and-one-half-years.
So — here she is— in Hollywood, very much
star — and from all indications Ramon Noirro's co-starring teammate for a time to come,
veryone is so pleased with the way Evelyn
d Ramon hit it off in "The Night Is Young"
at already another romance, "Love While
)u May" is being rushed into production.
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and frequently do. The boys who fly the passenger ships all call him Leland. He holds a
transport pilot's license, owns his own plane
and flies it, occasionally, from Coast to Coast.
It's not nearly as fast as the schedule ships, but
it's a lot more fun.
He favors sports clothes, carefully and expensively tailored, but often worn carelessly.
His most distinctive feature — if it may be
called a feature — is his hair, which achieves a
startling windblown, the barber-used-the-clippers-maliciously effect. While manufacturers
are striving to make the nation brushless-shave
conscious, Leland is doing more than his part
to popularize the brushless gents' coiffure.
Is he handsome? I wouldn't know You
can ask four girls about it — two of them will
say yes and the others will say:
"That guy handsome — say, how'd you get
like that!"
He laughs easily and pleasantly, but doesn't
abandon himself to it. He speaks rapidly,
decisively, bombastically, and can, when necessary, whip himself into as pretty a state of
indignation as ever you looked at. He can
think at least seven times as fast as his tongue
can handle it— or faster.
He is the real-life Jimmie Faraday of the
Bruce Gould-Beatrice Blackmer series of magazine stories.
Among other things, he owns a gold mine —
or part of one. Not much gold yet but a very
nice mine. He invested in it because a pal
got there first and Leland feared it might
amount to something. "If you had gold and
I hadn't," he declared, "I'd be very unhappy
because I hate to work." Which is just a lot
of hooey from a gent who works like a dog and
loves it.
In New York and Hollywood, he lives in
hotels, a habit Miss Hepburn will, if all goes
well, probably cure him of.
If Leland Hayward and Katharine Hepburn
are married, which may be confirmed by the
time this appears in print, you may be sure of
one thing: Miss Hepburn may continue to be
Miss Hepburn or she may become Mrs. Leland
Hayward, but you can bet your socks that Mr.
Hayward will never turn into Mr. Katharine
Hepburn,
a Hollywood husband. He's just
not the type.
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But back o this "Boo" business. When
you have a dual personality you can't just
leave it— or them — hanging in the air. It
isn't polite.
It seems that Evelyn, who very appropriately chose to be born while her father was
acting in a play called "A Little Ray of Sunshine," was something of her dad's pride and
joy.
And every night, when he came home from
the theater, he'd peek in her crib and say,
"Boo!"
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Whereupon Evelyn would say "Boo!" right
back — which served him right — going around
scaring little children.
Anyway, before you knew it, the air was
filled with "Boos" — and before Evelyn knew
it, everyone who knew her at all well had forgotten that her name was Evelyn and was
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Evelyn began to mean her professional life —
and in practically no time at all she had a perfectly beautiful brace of personalities.
" But that's how it is," said Evelyn, startling
me into spilling my tea in my lap (I was so
lost in a wondrous reverie about how anyone
could possibly risk saying "Boo" to those lovely
china-blue eyes and that golden hair. Might
scare 'em away!).

and look t
10 YEARS YOUNGER

LEARN

MAGAZINE

"To me Evelyn Laye is an entirely different
person from 'Boo' Laye (wouldn't she be
surprised if she stumbled into the Yale Bowl
and heard 'em chanting her name!). It's hard
to explain, but it has been going on for a long
time. The minute I close a stage door, or
leave a studio I change. My views change,
my thoughts change — even my clothes are
different.
"No," she smiled, "no magic elixir. I
suppose Father really started it all — the way
he brought me up — like a boy. I was the
only child. He used to take me along on his
business arrangements. Why, up until I
came to Hollywood this time, I'd never had a
manager — an agent. Settle all my contracts
myself.
"I think he gave me a sort of masculine
drive which I put into my work. You know,
'strictly business.' " Evelyn Laye is really quite
a sincere, hard working and efficient person.
Everything connected with being a theatrical
individual is fine to her. She must have
publicity — and glamour and she's willing to do
anything to help the show or the picture
She'll troupe —
" DUT 'Boo' — well, I'm afraid she's a rather
^careless sort of person, pretty feminine, who
doesn't even want to hear about the show or
the picture when she leaves for home. She
wants to talk about other things, and see other
people.
" She doesn't want to go to parties and
hear nothing discussed but pictures. She
wants to go to a concert, or have some close
friends in and cook them a dinner — "
" She loves her pots and pans," I suggested
tritely.
"I do love pots and pans, as a matter of
fact," affirmed "Boo" Laye coolly, "I've always run my house, and I can cook. It's
practically a hobby. You should try my
Yorkshire pudding. You'd never suspect it
to look at me, I know.
"I tell you I'm entirely different away from
my "When
'career.' I'm Evelyn Laye I try to dress
smartly and stylishly — but when I'm 'Boo'
my hair is loose, and I wear baggy tweeds and
look quite like the devil — or something. For
instance
dayeye
— "to a constitutional,
It seems the
thatother
with an
Miss Laye sallied forth from her Sunset Towers apartment for a turn up the boulevard.
With flying hair and flopping skirts. A block
on when she was just getting into her stride
an automobile rolled up and two youths tipped
hats over wide grins, "Going our way?"
"No thank you — really," said Miss Laye
graciously.
Another block — brakes squeaked — a fat man
with a cigar leaned out —
"Take you anywhere. Baby?" he wheezed.
Miss Laye gasped and managed to shake her
head.
On she strode — another block.
Another car brushed the curb. This time
two radio policemen polished their badges —
"Want a lift?"
"No — I don't," stormed Evelyn Laye without a thought of her British reserve. " I want
to walk — can't I walk in Hollywood if I want
to? Is there a law? etc., etc."

"That could never have happened in Itchenor — " said Evelyn Laye firmly.
"Whichnor ? "
"No — -you misunderstood me — Itchenor —
that's where I really developed my dual personItchenor, contrary to what you might think,
is not, Miss Laye assured me, anywhere
near Much-Muchingham-Scratchings. Rather
it's near Chichester in Sussex, England, of
ality."
course
— possibly in the region of Wassel-onthe-Lower-Tootle.
CHE found a cosy little cottage in Itchenor
^ where she could just be one of the neighbors,
and keep house by herself, and listen to the
village wives gossip, and hunt and fish and
walk in the fields — and she adopted it as the
home of her other self.
"It's the funniest thing," she told me, "how
it comes over me — this other self business.
Now don't laugh. You're thinking of Fredric
March having a fit in 'Dr. Jekyll' — it isn't that
bad — but well — not long ago Mother and I
were over in Paris, staying at a very supersuper Continental hotel, with people practically tumbling over one another to give us
service, and silk upholstery all over the room.
" Suddenly I got an itch for Itchenor — I
simply couldn't stand Paris or that fancy
hotel a minute longer. I turned 'Boo' in about
two seconds — and I wanted to be where I had
to make my own fire and cook my own meals,
and go to bed by candlelight — and so I
packed up my bags right then and there and
hopped on the train. Mother thought I was
crazy
— do Iyou?"
I said
didn't know her as well as her
mother.
"Well, maybe I am," she said cheerfully.
"But perhaps it isn't such a bad idea in Hollywood. Not being crazy, particularly — but
having
a spare
— " business with
It keeps
herpersonality
from mixing
pleasure and vice versa, she pointed out.
No career intrudes into her private life —
because she's another person outside the
studio walls.
I wondered if "Boo" and Evelyn had ever
met — by any chance —
Evelyn Laye shook her head —
" N-oo-o-o — I don't think — oh yes they did,"
she laughed brightly, "just the other day,
when I crashed the studio gate."
IT seems that Evelyn has the unique record
'of being the only star ever to splinter the
sturdy
pillars of Metro-Goldwyn literally —
not figuratively.
Her car was too big — or maybe the gateway
was too small — anyway when she rolled in the
other morning, the air was rent with a splintering crash which made secretaries jump al
through the studio. Even Ted Healy woke
up. And when everybody rushed out shouting "Earthquake!" — they beheld Evelyn coming down the drive with the gateman's little
sentry box, gateman and all, riding on the
running board!
"Of course no one was killed — but it was
an accident and as Evelyn Laye right there
inside the studio I should have been very
dignified and concerned," she confessed. "But
somehow or other 'Boo' walked right into the
situation — where of course she had no business
whatever — and she thought it was very, very
Evelyn-Boo just sat back in her seat and
laughed, and howled.
"They must have thought I was insane,"
she
believes,
"but then they didn't know
— "
funny
about 'Boo'."
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Hollywood, My Hollywood
[ CONTINUED

off a tee and into a cup, they can really play
golf. You know who I mean, the crooner
Crosby, Arlen and that guy Fields. Leave me
at 'em."
Yes, indeedy, it gets them all. I wonder
what Nat Goodwin and those grand old elbowbending athletes who trained at the Lambs and
the Players, the Waldorf and the Knickerbocker bars, would say if they could only see
some of their favorite pupils in the art of
Bacchus. For example: John Barrymore playing the Hollywood scene this way:
Jack at home, in front of an open fire, clad
in an old dressing gown and slippers, and smoking a pipe. Time, nine P.M. Two kiddies
playing about his feet. Presently he says to
the little woman :
'ISN'T it time the children were in bed,
'honey? Daddy has to hit the deck at the
:rack of dawn, you know. I'm going deep-sea
ishing and I'm going to bring back a marlin
:his time. Put the cat out, darling, and let's
.lit the hay."
On the level, they all go this kind of Hollywood.
When a new actor hits Hollywood, all the
i>ld pals gather around him to sell the health
{dea. One wants him to go in for polo, another golf, another tennis, et cetera. There's
lying, yachting, swimming, horseback riding,
ladminton, ping-pong, football, rugby, soccer
nd even cricket. This last is the fault of the
•Inglish colony. If you have a day off, you are
;upposed to play at least one of those jolly
ames. At night, they line up the fights,
;restling matches, auto races, ice hockey,
onkey baseball or an even screwier game
ailed soft ball.
', When you meet a fella who heard the call
f the talkies a year or so before you woke up,
•ou meet an old settler who has completely
)rgotten that once he got most of his exercise
1 a Turkish bath.
He gasses smugly of playing a chukker of
olo at the Riviera with Will Rogers, Clark
lable and Spence Tracy; breaking eighty at
akeside with Bing Crosby, Randy Scott and
dolphe Menjou; or, maybe he played a spot
i badminton with Jean Harlow, flew somehere with Wally Beery or George Brent, swam
ith Claudette Colbert, played tennis with
alph Forbes, Jack Gilbert and Ronnie Colan; or, maybe he had a go at soccer with Vic
icLaglen and his Lighthorse team, or, a whirl
cricket with Boris Karloff.
"^NE fella speaks patronizingly of his "stable," another of his "team" and still anther of his "little boat." Guys who couldn't
en pronounce "yacht" a few years ago can
IW make Mike Vanderbilt look like the pilot
an East river ferry.
Speaking of yachts, the high point in a movie
tor's life is reached when he goes for a yacht.
YACHTS
I will say this much for Bill Frawley: he does
t care for yachts. He fairly sneers at Arlen
d Crosby for their Sinbad tendencies. As
W. C. Fields, I have paddled a canoe with
n on Lake Toluca. As a canoeist, he is a
narkable juggler. As for yachts, he is far
>re at home in a trailer.
But, out here in Hollywood where you are
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twenty-seven miles away from the nearest
yacht garage or parking space, the boys get a
very yachty feeling at certain seasons of the
year. They just gotta have a water craft of
some kind and, as Bill Frawley says: "An actor
needs a yacht like he needs a wart on his nose."
When the boys are in this ecstatic condition,
the swanky yacht salesmen catch up to them.
Have you ever by chance met up with a yacht
salesman? No? Well, he's an artist in his line.
He usually wears an aristocratic brow; the
latest thing in correct dress; and that good
old Newport manner.
Old boy!
Unlike those rude and uncouth escrow Indians, he is not the go-getter type. He is the
perfect gent. But, somehow the movie actor
invariably nabs a nice little scow for around
twenty-five G's, and wakes up behind the
eight ball.
Under the spell of a romantic summer night,
I was almost talked into going for a skiff myself. "What for?" demanded my favorite blues
singer, Frawley. As nearly as I recall, his complaint went something like this:
The proud yachtsman has to park his scow at
San Pedro, Wilmington or Balboa where the
town clowns and sea gulls can shoot at it.
Every off-day or week-end the embryonic
yachtsman puts on his admiral's cap and white
ducks, rides twenty-seven miles in his car to
where the yacht is anchored, sails out in the
cool waters of the ol' Pacific, pours in a lotta
cocktails, gets bounced around by an unexpected batch of rough seas, pours out a lotta
cocktails, comes back to anchor and wonders
whoinhell ever talked him into wanting to be a
Vanderbilt or a Sopwith. The next year he has
to trade the sloop off for a trailer, or, anything
that runs, walks or crawls on land.
THE

OUTDOORS

Give That

COLD

Just
24 Hours!

Colds Go Overnight When You
Take the Right Thing!
its
doesn't
A COLD
serious
you toto run
exposehave
course and
complications.
A cold can be routed overnight if you
go about it the right way. First of all, a
cold being an internal infection, calls
for internal treatment. Secondly, a cold
calls for a COLD remedy and not for
a "cure-all."
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is
what a cold requires. It is expressly a
cold remedy. It is internal and direct —
and it does the four things necessary.

Fourfold in Effect
It opens the bowels. It combats the cold
germs in the system and reduces the
fever. It relieves the headache and grippy
feeling. It tones and fortifies the entire
system. Anything less than that is taking
chances with a cold.
Get Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine
at any druggist.

To get along with the athletic and climatic
phenomenon, I must not forget the great western outdoors. No, indeedy! It gets them,
too. Gay dogs who once thought the outdoors
was something you looked at out of windows,
have become '49ers, prospectors, sourdoughs,
cowboys, nimrods and big-game hunters.
\V/ITH the first grand the chump takes out
** of the movie game (this goes for actors
and actorines, directors, writers, et cetera), he
or she goes for that Beverly Hills mansion
with the swimming pool, tennis court and the
usual mortgage.
With the second take, they go for polo
ponies, airplanes, and yachts.
And, with the third take, they go for the
great outdoors, and a whole covey of mortgages. Yes, indeedy!
If it's a yacht, between pictures the fella
sails away to the languorous South Seas,
Mexico or even Catalina, to snare the torrid
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tuna and the mighty marlin. If it's a plane,
he pops up to the high Sierras or the Rockies
to pop off a few grizzlies. Even good old
Africa speaks and says "Uncle" to deadeye
Dicks like Gary Cooper, Darryl Zanuck and
Woody Van Dyke.
If it's a ranch, hold on, Yankees! They can
tuck those Connecticut farms you like to peddle
to Broadway boobs with every nutmeg away
off in a corner under some live oak trees. You

Listen to Pat Kennedy and Art Kassel and his
Kassels - in - the - Air Orchestra every Sunday,

don't know nothin' about the great outdoors.
Bill and I met an actor we used to know

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday1:45 pm, Eastern Standard Time, Columbia
Coast -to-Coast Network.
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he thought an afternoon at the Polo

grounds was "roughing it." Now he has a
ranch. Thousands of acres. Why, it's so big,
he told us, that there are scores of serfs living
on the vast domain that he has never seen.
Fancy that!
He is breeding ponies to race at Arcadia and
Caliente. He is raising horses, dogs, cattle,
pigs and chickens for the shows; ducks and
geese, quail and pheasant for private shooting,
trout for angling, foxes and dogs for hunting.
The cowboys don't know it yet, but that dude
is fixing to exchange their chaps, Stetsons and
six-shooters for pink coats, velvet caps and
riding crops. Soon the cry of the chase will be
echoing o'er these California hills and dales.
Soon the cry of
"Tantivy, Tantivy, Tantivy!

A-hunting

we must go."
Or, maybe it's Yoicks.
I wouldn't know.
The big outdoors man took us up on one of
his mountain tops. Looking out over the wild
and woolly, he said dramatically:
"Really, boys, I feel just like an Indian chief.
I'm monarch of all I survey."
A S we rode away we took one last peek back
' *at him. He was still in the trance. Trust
Frawley. Says he: "Indian chief ! Why the big
stiff! He looks like that cigar-store Injun that
used to scare all the drunks next door to Billy
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for Wearing Fine Clothes
That's what women earn as Clothes
Models — many up to $100 weekly — for
displaying
and Thousands
expensive ap-in
parel and beautiful
accessories.
demand by stores, shops, manufacturers,
importers. Work is fascinating: opens
^ up important business opportunities.

You, too, Can Be a Clothes Model
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for
thia
new yourself,
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Learn under
how America's
to select clothes
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LaHiff's Tavern."
PALM

Why join a nudist colony when we have
Palm Springs?
One really goes native out on that desert.
The lads wear loin cloths, sandals and cocoanut
oil, while the lassies ease the eyes with shorts,
sandals, the oil and those lov-e things. You
know.
In the winter, when the famed southern California sun gets sort of coolish, Hollywood
moves to Palm Springs over the week-ends. In
the summer the desert is 120 in the shade, and
no shade. In the winter, it's 100 in the shade,
and no shade.
But, you would love it— the spell of the
desert, the charm of its freedom, the intimacy
of roughing it out in the great open spaces. Bo,
you follow, or, are you ahead of me?
Nevertheless, it is the place to go. If an
actor wants a job he has to go to Palm Springs
in the winter. He goes to the Desert Inn, the
El Mirador or the Del Tahquitz. There he will
find the producer, the director, the writer and
even his own booking agent.
A FTER a few days in that ol' desert sun
' ^and a few nights under that ol' desert
moon, you can be had.
It gets you. It got me. So did Al Wortheimer. You don't know Al? Well, Al runs
the Dunes, a lovely spot ten miles out on the
desert.
Out on that oasis you can get the best steak
west of Kansas City, and you need it when you
finally give up trying to guess right.
AGUA

C END to-day for
your personal
copy of this great moneysaving book. See all the
lovely new Club Selections yours
through our new 50c a share CozyHome Club. Read about our big rewards for Larkin Secretaries. Just a
postcard
brings this free book.
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CALIENTE

It means "hot water." It has one of the
finest hot springs, baths and swimming pools
in the world. One morning, Baron Long discovered acustomer actually taking a swim and
a treatment. The Baron never quite recovered
from the shock. Maybe that is why he
resigned.
"Let's fly down

to Caliente," says one

Hollywood chump to another chump. "We
won't gamble.
Not a dime.
We'll just take it

easy. We can play some golf and tennis and
take those baths. Are they marvelous? Maybe we can catch a race or two, but no gambling.
I'm through."
They fly to Caliente. They enter the Casino.
Three days later, they stagger out of the
Casino.
They fly home.
THE

BEACHES

Marion Davies has the biggest "hotel" on
any of the southern California beaches. I call
it a hotel because Marion usually entertains
more guests than any of the legit hostelries.
When she throws a party in that ol' Southern
colonial mansion, all Hollywood turns out. A
great gal, Marion.
For twenty miles from Santa Monica to
Playa Del Rey every other house is a club. In
the hey-hey boom days they started out with
gold membership cards, for which you exchanged your birth certificate and a grand or
so. Now you can get past the eagle-eyed doorman by the class of your front.
A few years ago, the ultra-ultras of the
Hollywood movie colony decided to go exclusive.
Lo, Malibu was born.
You've surely heard of Malibu. It was so
exclusive that one couldn't even own the land
one built on. No, indeedy! Some smarty
escrow Indians sold the boys and girls thirtyfoot sand lots, using telephone numbers for
prices, and after ten years the property reverts
to the company.
How do you like that?
But the ten-year options were five too
in most cases. Those "Exclusive" homes
built so closely together that the ex-wives
ex-husbands were getting scrambled all

long
were
and
over

again. Week-end guests stayed on "between
pictures" — all summer. Rest homes became
night clubs. Along came one of those "unusual" Pacific storms a few months ago, and
most of the "exclusives" left the place flat.
\V/HY, Bill and I were visiting with a pal at
"" Malibu over a week-end, when one of .
those big waves hit. During the night the sea
backed up, and when our host awoke the next
morning he found barracuda in the cage with
the canary.
The new address, folks, is Santa Barbara.
ET

TV. BRUTE/

Yes, indeedy, actors and even writers go
athletic when they go to Hollywood. Some of
the boys are a little lame and halt, but you
gotta admire their new-born spirit.
After all, there is one compensation a fella
can't miss.
The girls go athletic too. And, are they
honeys!
You know, a fella can kid himself into thinking he's a Hercules if he has a beautiful dame
to play those games with.
Pardon me just a minute. There's the
telephone.
"Hello, who is it? . . . O-o-oh!
Hi, Jean
No, dammit, I can't. I gotta work.
What? They did, did they? Is that so? Give
me ten minutes and I'll be right over."
Pardon me. I have to hurry. Yeah, that
was Jean. Jean Harlow. She's over at the
Lakeside golf club. She says Joby and Dick
want a game They claim that after watching
me play they can give us strokes and beat us
for the nineteenth hole pay-off.
O, yeah! Come on over and watch me go.
| Next month: another installment of
"HOLLYWOOD,

MY

HOLLYWOOD."!
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Addresses of the Stars
Hollywood, Calif.
Paramount Studios
Iris Adrian
Max Baer
George Barbier
Ben Bernie
Douglas Blackley
Mary Boland
Grace Bradley
Lorraine Bridge:
' Carl Brisson
Mary Ellen Brown
Kathleen Burke
Burns and Allen
, Alan Campbell
, Kitty Carlisle
Dolores Casey
Claudette Colbert
Gary Cooper
Jack Cox
Larry "Craven
Buster" Crabbe
Eddie
; Bing Crosby
Katherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Frances Drake
' Mary Ellis
W. C. Fields
: William Frawley
Paul Gerrits
Cary Grant
> David Holt
Dean Jagger
Roscoe Karns
Lois Kent
Elissa Landi
Charles Laughton
Billy Lee

Baby LeRoy
Carole Lombard
Pauline Lord
Ida Lupino
Helen Mack
Fred MacMurrav
Marian Mansfield
Herbert Marshall
Gertrude Michael
Raymond Milland
Joe Morrison
Lloyd Nolan
Jack Oakie
Lynne Overman
Gail Patrick
Joe Penner
George Raft
Lyda Roberti
LannyRouverol
Ross
Jean
Charlie Ruggle9
Randolph Scott
Ann Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth
Queenie Smith
Sir Guy Standing
Colin Tapley
Kent Taylor
Lee Tracy
Mae West
Henry Wilcoxon
Virginia Weidler
Howard Wilson
Toby Wing

.Frank Albertson
Astrid Allwyn
Rosemary Ames
iLew Ayres
■Catalina Barcena
Mona Barrie
Warner Baxter
John Boles
John Bradford
.Frances Carlon
Madeleine Carroll
Dave Chasen
Tito Coral
Jane Darwell
Alan Dinehart
James Dunn
Jack Durant
Alice Faye
iPeggy Fears
Stepin Fetchit
Nick Foran
Norman Foster
Ketti Gallian
Janet Gaynor
Harry Green
Sterling Holloway
Rochelle Hudson
Roger Imhof

Walter Johnson
June Lang
Edmund Lowe
Victor McLaglen
Frank Melton
Frank Mitchell
Conchita Montenegro
Rosita Moreno
Herbert Mundin
Warner Oland
Valentin Parera
Pat Paterson
Ruth Peterson
John Qualen
Will Rogers
Gilbert Roland
Raul Roulien
Siegfried Rumann
Albert Shean
Berta Singerman
Shirley Temple
Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Helen Twelvetrees
Blanca Vischer
Henry B. Walthall
Hugh Williams
Walter Woolf

Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.

RKO-Radio Pictures, 780 Gower St.

Glenn Anders
Fred Astaire
John Beal
Willie Best
Eric Blore
Alice Brady
Helen Broderick
Bruce Cabot
Chic Chandler
Richard Dix
Steffi Duna
.irene Dunne
tJazel Forbes
ikeets Gallagher
Wynne Gibson
Uan Hale
Margaret Hamilton
Vnn Harding

Katharine Hepburn
Pert Kelton
Francis Lederer
Gene Lockhart
Joel McCrea
Raymond Middleton
Polly Moran
June Preston
Gregory Ratoff
Virginia Reid
Erik Rhodes
Barbara Robbins
Ginger Rogers
Ann Shirley
Frank Thomas, Jr.
Thelma Todd
Bert Wheeler
Robert Woolsey

iddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin
iouglas Fairbanks

Miriam Hopkins
Mary Pickford
Anna Sten

United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
\ve.
20th Century Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
We.
ieorge Arliss
ionald Colman

Fredric March
Loretta Young

lobert Allen
ean Arthur
.ucille Ball
ames Blakeley
ohn Mack Brown
ack Buckler
Jancy Carroll
Salter Connolly
)onald Cook
nez Courtney
ichard Cromwell
llyn Drake
>ouglas Dumbrille
Wallace Ford
ohn Gilbert
rthur Hohl

Jack Holt
Victor Jory
Fred Keating
Peter Lorre
Marian Marsh
Tim McCoy
Geneva Mitchell
Grace Moore
George Murphy
Gene Raymond
Florence Rice
Billie Seward
Ann Sothern
Raymond Walburn
Fay Wray

Columbia Studios, 1438 Gower St.

Culver City, Calif.
Hal Roach Studios
Don Barclay
Billy Bletcher
Charley Chase
Billy Gilbert
Oliver Hardy

Patsy Kelly
Stan Laurel
Billy Nelson
Our Gang
Douglas Wakefield

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

Brian Aherne
Katharine Alexander
Elizabeth Allan
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Constance Bennett
Virginia Bruce
Ralph Bushman
Charles Butterworth
Mary Carlisle
Leo Carrillo
Ruth Channing
Maurice Chevalier
Mady Christians
Constance Collier
Jackie Cooper
Joan Crawford
Jimmy Durante
Nelson Eddy
Stuart Erwin
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans
Louise Fazenda
Preston Foster
Betty Furness
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Gladys George
C. Henry Gordon
Ruth Gordon
Russell Hardie
Jean Harlow
Helen Hayes
Louise Henry
William Henry
Jean Hersholt
Irene Hervey
Isabel Jewell

Barbara Kent
June Knight
Otto Kruger
Elsa Lanchester
Evelyn Laye
Myrna Loy
Jeanette MacDonald
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan
Karen Morley
Ramon Novarro
Maureen O'Sullivan
Cecilia Parker
Jean Parker
Nat Pendleton
Rosamond Pinchot
William Powell
May Robson
Shirley Ross
Rosilind Russell
Maurice Schwartz
Norma Shearer
Frank Shields
Sid Silvers
Martha Sleeper
Harvey Stephens
Lewis Stone
Gloria Swanson
William Tannen
Robert Taylor
Franchot Tone
Henry Wadsworth
Lucille Watson
Johnny Weissmuller
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young

UNION

WEST

Rail fares were never
lower than they will be
this summer. Pullman
fares, hotel rates, sightseeing trips, all costs are
correspondingly low.
Beautifully illustrated
booklet describing the
wonderful vacationlands
of the west sent FREE upon request.
Write for complete information.
Travel via Union Pacific — all
trains fully air-conditioned.
W. S. Basinger. Passenger Traffic Manager
Room 160, Union Pacific R. R., Omaha, Nebraska

Universal City, Calif.
Universal Studios
Heather Angel
Henry Armetta
Baby Jane
Binnie Barnes
Noah Beery, Jr.
Dean Benton
Mary Brooks
Willy Castello
June Clayworth
Carol
Coombe
Philip Dakin
Ann Darling
Andy Devine
Sally Eilers
Valerie Hobson
Henry Hull
G. P. Huntley, Jr.
Lois January
Buck Jones

Please 6end
mc free copy
"Westernin
Wonderlands"
and information
about of vacations

Boris Karloff
Frank Lawton
Bela Lugosi
Paul Lukas
Florine McKinney
Douglass Montgomery
Victor Moore
Chester Morris
Hugh
Roger O'Connell
Pryor
Claude Rains
Onslow Stevens
Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullavan
Francis L. Sullivan
Polly Walters
Alice White
Clark Williams
Jane Wyatt

Name- .
Street- .
City- .

NI0N PACIFIC

WTA£T

BROADCAST?

Can you speak, sing, act, write, direct or sell?

Then look into Broadcasting for your opportunity.
New Floyd Gibbons Course trains you at borne, spare
time. Free booklet telle all. Givu aee. Write
Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, 2000
14th St., N. W..
Oept. 5C24,
Washington, D. C.

Burbank, Calif.
Warners-First National Studios
Ross Alexander
Josephine Hutchinson
Johnnie Allen
Allen Jenkins
Mary Astor
Al Jolson
Arthur Aylesworth Olive Jones
Robert Barrat
Ruby Keeler
Joan Blondell
Guy Kibbee
Glen Boles
Robert Light
George Brent
Margaret Lindsay
Joe E. Brown
Anita Louise
James Cagney
Helen Lowell
Enrico Caruso, Jr.
Aline MacMahon
Hobart Cavanaugh
Everett Marshall
Joseph Cawthorn
Frank McHugh
Colin Clive
James Melton
Ricardo Cortez
Jean Muir
Dorothy Dare
Paul Muni
Marion Da vies
Pat O'Brien
Bette Davis
Henry
O'Neill
Dolores
Del Rio
Dick Powell
Claire Dodd
Phillip Reed
Ruth Donnelly
Philip Regan
Maxine Doyle
Edward G. Robinson
Ann Dvorak
Winifred Shaw
John Eldredge
Barbara Stanwyck
Patricia Ellis
Lyle Talbot
Florence Fair
Verree Teasdale
Glenda Farrell
Genevieve Tobin
Errol Flynn
Dorothy Tree
Grace Ford
Mary Treen
Kay Francis
Harry Tyler
William Gargan
Rudy Vallee
Hugh Herbert
Gordon Westcott
Russell Hicks
Warren William
Leslie Howard
Donald Woods
Ian Hunter
Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
Calif.
Neil Hamilton, 351 N. Crescent Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Ned Sparks, 1765 No. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood
Calif.

PACIFIC

Vz Price
•

Onlv 10c a Dav sum

Save oyer H on all standard off,
Aldo portables at reduced prices.

SEND

NO

MONEY

All late model* completely rrnniahed like
brand new.
FULLY GUARANTEED.
Bis free catalog efiuw* actual machines
in full colon. Lowest prices. Send at once
Free course In typing Included.
INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER
EXCHANGE
231 W. Monroe St.,
Dept. 362. CHICAGO

THOSE TIRED

EYES!

Murine relieves and relaxes tired eyes. Removes
irritating particles. Refreshing. Easy
use. Safe.
mendedtofor nearly
40 Recomyears.
For all ages. Ask your druggist.

'For Your EYfeS
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GnmdLcA GanYlivtr
Hickth&Druth
If your cheeks aresallow, eyes dull ;if you're
always Dr.
dead Edwards
tired, don'tOlive
try toTablets.
hide the Atruth.
Take
safe
substitutefordangerous calomel. Non-habitforming. A pure vegetable compound that
helps relieve constipation, cleanses the system, removes the greatest cause of pallid
cheeks. A matchless corrective in use for 20
years. Take one or two at ni^ht and watch
pleasing results. Know them by their olive
color. At druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.
GET YOUR

"NO
Turn

copy OF

MORE

ALIBIS"

By Sylvia of Hollywood
to Inside Back Cover

Now!

Gray Hair
Best Remedy

is Made At Home

Tou can now make at home a better gray
hair remedy than you can buy by following
this simple recipe: To half pint of water add
one ounce bay rum, a small box of Barbo
Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you can mix
It yourself at very little cost. Apply to the hair
twice aweek until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded or
gray hair, making it soft and glossy. It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy
and. does not rub off.

ORIENTAL.
ART

TREASURES

Just to acquaint you with my Oriental arti'
cles I want to send you 3 beautiful hand
■^-g* embroidered handkerchiefs, Appenzell type.
r»\J These are of the finest handkerchief linen
The women in China embroider and hemstitch
, them by hand.
Also pictures & descriptions of over 100
'Oriental articles from 50c to $50: — Silk Kimonos, Mandarin Lounging Pajamas, Silk
«~^f|# Shirts, Mosaic linens, hand drawn work, hand
I^JM embroidered and many small Oriental novelties.
Kit
Just fold a $1.00 bill or stamps or check in
*~ this
ad and mailworth
today atforleast
those$1.50.
3 (yes,Money
three)
exquisite
handkerchiefs,
back if not satisfied. Send only $1.
DOROTHY
BOYD
ART STUDIO
53 Minna at First, San Francisco

FUN!\ BIG PAY
WITH an easy -playing,
Bweet-toned Buescheryou
play tunes right away. Be
a social "hit;** win new
friends; popularity; increased income. Opportunities for good-pay jobs.
You can qualify quickly,
on trial,

FREE

strument. WriteanyBuesnow for
cher
indetai Is and handsome Free
Book. Mention instrument:
saxophone,
bone, etc. cornet, trom-

BVBSCHEH

BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
309BUESCHER BUILDING
ELKHART
INDIANA

FOR

EVERY

PICTURE

" BAND PLAYS ON, THE"— M-G-M.— Based on
the story, "Backfield" by Byron Morgan and J.
Robert
and the and
story W.
"The Thornton
Gravy Game"
by
Harry Bren,
Stuhldreher
Martin.
Adapted by Bernard Schubert, Ralph Spence and
Harvey Gates. Directed by Russell Mack. The
cast: Tony, Robert Young; Stuffy, Stuart Erwin:
Angela, Leo Carrillo; Kitty, Betty Furness; Joe,
Ted Healy; Howdy, Preston Foster; Mike, Russell
Hardie; Rosy, William Tannen; Bob Stone, Robert
Livingston; Stuffy, as a child, Norman Phillips, Jr.;
Tony, as a child, David Durand; Rosy, as a child,
Sidney Miller; Alike, as a child, Beaudine Anderson;
Kilty, as a child, Betty Jean Graham; Mr. Thomas,
Joseph Sauers; Professor Hackelt, Henry Kolker.

REVIEWED

IN

THIS

ISSUE

stein and Ray Harris. Directed by Harry Beaumont.
The cast: Lolly Wilkins, Ann Harding; Mellersh
Wilkins, Frank Morgan; Rose Arbulhnot, Katherine
Alexander; Frederick Arbulhnot, Reginald Owen;
Lady Caroline, Jane Baxter; Beppo Briggs, Ralph
Forbes; Mrs. Fisher, Jessie Ralph; Domenico, Charier
Judels; Francesco, Rafaela Ottiano.
"EVERGREEN"— Gaumont-British.— Based on
the play by Benn W. Levy. Adapted from Charles
B. Cochran's production. Directed by Victor Saville.
The cast: Harriet Green, Jessie Mathews; Leslie
Benn, Sonnie Hale; Maudie, Betty Balfour; Tommy
Thompson, Barry Mackay; Marquis of Staines, Ivor
MacLaren; Treadwell, Hartley Power; Lord Shropshire, Patrick Ludlow; Mrs. Hawkes, Betty Shale;
Marjorie Moore, Marjorie Brooks.

"BEST MAN WINS, THE"— Columbia.— From
the story by Ben G. Kohn. Screen play by Ethel
Hill and Bruce Manning. Directed by Erie Kenton.
The cast: Toby, Edmund Lowe; Nick, Jack Holt;
Doc Boehm, Bela Lugosi; Ann, Florence Rice; Harry,
Forrester Harvey; Captain, (Harbor Patrol), J.
Farrell MacDonald; Silk, Bradley Page; Joe, Mitchell
Lewis; Captain (Salvage Tug), Frank Sheridan.

"FEDERAL AGENT"— Select Pictures.—
From the story by Barry Barringer. Screen play by
Robert Ellis. Directed by Sam Newfield. The cast:
Bill George
Boyd, Irene
and
Cooper.Ware, Don Alvarado, Lenita Lane,

"BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR GIRL"—
M-G-M. — Based on the play by S. N. Behrman.
Screen play by Anita Loos. Directed by Edward
H. Griffith. The cast: Marion, Ann Harding; Kurt,
Robert Montgomery; Nolan, Edward Everett Horton; Feydak, Edward Arnold; Slade, Una Merkel;
Kinnicolt, Charles Richman; Minnie, Greta Meyer;
Process
Meek. Server, Willard Robertson; Mr. Irish. Donald

"FORSAKING ALL OTHERS"— M-G-M.—
From the story by Edward Barry Roberts and Frank
Morgan Cavett. Screen play by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Directed by W. S. Van Dyke. The cast: Mary,
Joan Crawford; Jeff, Clark Gable; Dill, Robert
Montgomery; Shep, Charles Butterworth; Paula,
Billie Burke; Connie, Frances Drake; Eleanor, Rosalind Russell; Wiffens, Tom Ricketts; Johnson
Arthur Treacher; Bella, Greta Meyer.

"CHARLIE CHAN IN PARIS"— Fox.— Based
on the character "Charlie Chan" created by Earl
Derr Biggers. Story by Philip MacDonald. Screen
play by Edward T. Lowe and Stuart Anthony.
Directed by Lewis Seiler. The cast: Charlie Chan,
Warner Oland, Yvette Lamartine, Mary Brian; Victor
Descartes, Thomas Beck; Max Corday, Erik Rhodes;
Albert Dufresne, John Miljan; Henri Latouche,
Murray Kinnell; Renard, Minor Watson; Concierge,
John Qualen; Lee Chan, Keye Luke; M. Lamartine,
Henry Kolker; Nardi, Dorothy Appleby; Renee
Jacquard, Ruth Peterson; Bedell, Perry Ivins.

"GILDED LILY, THE"— Paramount.— From
the story by Melville Baker and Jack Kirkland.
Screen play by Claude Binyon. Directed by Wesley
Ruggles. The cast: Marilyn David, Claudette Colbert; Pete Dawes, Fred MacMurray; Charles Gray,
Ray Milland; Lloyd Granville, C. Aubrey Smith;
Nate, Luis Alberni; Eddie, Edward Craven; Hankerson, Donald Meek; Oscar, Charles Irwin; Otto Bushe
Ferdinand
Munier; Burani;
Daisy, Grace
Maid, Michelette
CaptainBradley;
of Boat,Marilyn's
Claude
King; Guard, James T. Quinn; Guard, Edward Gar
aan; Guard's Son, George Billings.

"CLIVE OF INDIA"— 20th Century-United
Artists. — From the story by W. P. Lipscomb and
R. J. Minney. Screen play by W. P. Lipscomb and
R. J. Minney. Directed by Richard Boleslawski.
The cast: Robert Clive, Ronald Colman; Margaret
Maskelyne, Loretta Young; Captain Johnstone, Colin
Clive; Edmund Maskelyne, Francis Lister; Prime
Minister, C. Aubrey Smith; Mir Jaffir, Cesar Romero;
Governor Pigol, Montagu Love; Sergeant Clark,
Lumsden Hare; Admiral Watson, Ferdinand Munier;
Mr. Sullivan, Gilbert Emery; Mr. Manning, Leo G.
Carroll; Mr. Warburton, Etienne Girardot; Mr.
Pemberton, Robert Greig; Mr. Kent, Ian Wolfe; First
Director, Herbert Bunston; Suraj Ud Dowlah, Mischa
Auer; Old Member, Ferdinand Gottschalk; Col.
Tmvnsend, Wyndham Standing; Mrs. Nixon, Doris
Lloyd; Shaw;
Clive's Mr.
Butler,
Edward Vernon
Cooper; Downing;
Lady Lindley,
Ann
Stringer,
Mr.
Vincent, Neville Clark; Mr. Miller, Peter Shaw;
Lieutenant Walsh, Pat Somerset; Mrs. Clifford, Eily
Malyon; Second Director, Keith Kenneth; Third
Director, Desmond Roberts; Sir Frith, Joseph Tozer;
Margaret'sBergoyne,
friend, Phyllis
Ayah,Captain
Connie George,
Leon;
General
LeonardClare;
Mudie;

"GOOD FAIRY, THE"— Universal.— From the
play by Ferenc Molnar. Screen play by Preston
Sturges. Directed by William Wyler. The cast:
Luisa (La) Ginglebusher, Margaret Sullavan; Dr.
Max Sporum, Herbert Marshall; Konrad, Frank
Morgan; Dellaff, Reginald Owen; Schlapkohl, Alan
Hale; Dr. Schultz, Beulah Bondi; Joe, Cesar Romero;
Doorman, Al Bridges; Chauffeur, George Davis; Gas
Collector, Hugh O'Connell; Actress, June Clayworth

Phillip Dare; Surveyor, Charles Evans; Assl. Surveyor, Vesey O'Davern; Mango Seller, Lila Lance.
"COUNTY CHAIRMAN, THE"— Fox.— From
the play by George Ade. Screen play by Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman. Directed by John Blystone. The cast: Jim Hackler, Will Rogers; Lucy
Rigby, Evelyn Venable; Ben Harvey, Kent Taylor;
Mrs. Mary Rigby, Louise Dresser; Freckles, Mickey
Rooney; Elias Rigby, Berton Churchill; Henry
Cleaver, Frank Melton; Tom Cruden, Robert McWade;
Vance Jimmison, Russell Simpson; Uncle Eck,
William V. Mong; Abigail Tweksbury, Jan Duggan;
Lorna Cruden, Gay Seabrook; Riley Cleaver, Charles
Middleton; Wilson Prewill, Erville Alderson; Sassafras, Stepin Fetchil
"DAVID COPPERFIELD"— M-G-M— From the
story by Charles Dickens. Adapted by Hugh
Walpole. Directed by George Cukor. The cast:
Micawber, W. C. Fields; Dan Peggolty, Lionel Barrymore;
Maureen
Madge
Evans; Dora,
A unt Betsey,
Edna O'Sullivan;
May Oliver; Agnes,
Mr. Wickfield,
Lewis Stone; David, the man, Frank Lawton; David,
the child, Freddie Bartholomew; Mrs. Copperfield,
Elizabeth Allan; Uriah Heep, Roland Young; Mr.
Murdstone, Basil Rathbone; Clickett, Elsa Lanchester;
Mrs. Micawber, Jean Cadell; Nurse Peggolty, Jessie
Ralph; Mr. Dick, Lennox Pawle; Jane Murdstone,
Violet Kemble-Cooper; Mrs. Gummidge, Una
O'Connor; Ham, John Buckler; Steerforth, Hugh
Williams; Limmiter, Ivan Simpson; Barkis, Herbert
Mundin; Little Emily, the child. Fay Chaldecott;
Agnes, the child, Marilyn Knowlden; Little Emily,
the woman, Florine McKinney; Dr. Chillip, Harry
Beresford; Mary Ann, Mable Colcord; The Vicar,
Hugh Walpole.
"ENCHANTED APRIL"— RKO- Radio.— From
the novel by "Elizabeth" and the dramatization by
Kane Campbell.
Screen play by Samuel
Hoffen-

"GRAND OLD GIRL"— RKO-Radio.— From
the story by Wanda Tuchock. Screen play by Milton Krims and John Twist. Directed by John
Robertson. The cast: Laura Bayles, May Robson;
Gerry Killaine, Mary Carlisle; Click Dade, Alan Hale;
Sandy, Fred MacMurray; Mellis, Etienne Girardot;
Butts, William Burress; Mr. Killaine, Hale Hamilton;
Holland, Edward Van Sloan; Bill Belden, Fred
Kohler, Jr.; Neptune, Onest Conley; Tom Miller, Ben
Alexander; Walter, George Offerman, Jr.; Thi
President, Gavin Gordon.
"GRIDIRON FLASH— RKO-Radio.— From the
story by Nicholas Barrows and Earle Snell. Screen
play by Glenn Tryon. Directed by Glenn Tryon
The cast: Tommy "Cherub" Burke, Eddie Quillan;
Jane Thurston, Betty Furness; Howard Smith, Grant
Mitchell;
B. Fields,
Lucien
Littlefield;
Thurston, L.
Edgar
Kennedy;
Pudge
Harrison,"Pinkie'
Grady
Sutton; Coach Ever smith, Joseph Sauers; Freshman
Allen Wood; Mrs. Fields, Margaret Dumont.
"HELLDORADO "— Fox.— From the story by
Frank Mitchell Dazey. Screen play by Frances
Hyland. Directed by James Cruze. The cast: Art
Ryan, Richard Aden; Glenda Wynant, Madge Evans;
J . F. Van Avery, Ralph Bellamy; Sam Barnes, James
Gleason; Miss Fife, Helen Jerome Eddy; Abner
Meadows. Henry B. Walthall; Flo, Patricia Farr;
Mae, Gertrude Short; Ulysses, Stepin Fetchit; 5am
Ed, Lucky Hurlic; Truck Driver, Stanley Fields.
"HERE IS MY HEART" — Paramount.— From
the story by Alfred Savior. Adapted by Edwin
Justus Mayer and Harlan Thompson. Directed by
Frank Tuttle. The cast: J. Paul Jones Bing Crosby;
Princess Alexandra, Kitty Carlisle; Prince Nicholas,
Roland Young; Countess Rostova, Alison Skipworth;
Prince Vladimir, Reginald Owen; James Smith.
William Frawley; Claire, Marian Mansfield; Suzelle.
Cecelia Parker; Manager of Hotel, Akim Tamiron,
Waiter, Arthur Housman; Higgins, Charles E.
Arnt; Cloche, Robert Klein; Paul's Secretary, Cromwell McKechnie; Paul's Waiter, Albert Petit; Captain of Yacht, Charles Wilson; Tradesman, Rolfe
Sedan; Lady, Louise Carter.
"I'VE BEEN AROUND"— Universal.— From
the story by John Meehan, Jr. Directed by Phil
Cahn. The cast: Eric Foster, Chester Morris; Drue
Waring, Rochelle Hudson; "Sunny" Ames, Gene
Lockhart; Gay Blackstone, Phyllis Brooks; Franklin
De Haven, G. P. Huntley, Jr.; Sally Van Loan, Isabel
Jewell; John Waring, Walter Walker.

PHOTOPLAY
"JEALOUSY" — Columbia. — From the story by
Argyll Campbell. Screen play by Kubec Glasmon
ind Joseph Moncure March. Directed by Roy
tVilliam Neill The cast: Jo Douglas, Nancy Carroll;
Larry O'Roark, George Murphy; Mark Lambert
Donald Cook; Phil. Raymond Walburn; Mike,
\rthur Hohl; Penny, Inez Courtney; Jim, Robert
\llen; Mrs. Douglas, Clara Blandick; Smith, Arthur
Hoyt; Laura, Josephine Whittell; Tony, Arthur
Vinton; Hook, Ray Mayer; Line, Ray Cooke; Sinker
Huey White.
"LITTLE MEN" — Mascot. — From the story by
Louisa M. Alcott. Screen play by Gertrude Orr.
Directed by Phil Rosen. The cast: Professor Bhaer
Ralph Morgan; Jo, Erin O'Brien-Moore; Franz,
Junior Durkin; Daisy, Cora Sue Collins; Mary Anne,
Phyllis Fraser; Laurie, Robert Carlton; Amy, Finis
Barton; Dan, Frankie Darro; Nat, David Durand;
Demi, Dickie Moore; Jack, Tad Alexander; Dick,
Buster Phelps; Rob, Ronny Cosby; Tommy, Tommy
Bupp; Stuffy, Bobby Cox; Dolly, Dickie Jones; Ned,
Richard Quine; Billie, Donald Buck; Emil, George
Ernest; Teddy, Eddie Dale Heiden.
"LITTLE MINISTER, THE"— RKO-Radio.—
From the play by Sir James Barrie. Screen play by
Jane Murfin. Directed by Richard Wallace. The
cast: Babbie, Katharine Hepburn; Gavin, John Beal,
Rob Dmv, Alan Hale; Dr. McQueen, Donald Crisp;
Thammas, Lumsden Hare; Wearyworld, Andy Clyde;
Margaret, Beryl Mercer; Micah Dow, Billy Watson;
Jean, Dorothy Stickney; Nanny, Mary Gordon;
Lord Rintoul, Frank Conroy; Evalina, Elly Malyon;
Capl. Halliwell, Reginald Denny; Munn, Leonard
Carey; Carfrae, Herbert Bunston; John Spens,
"arry Beresford; Snecky, Barlowe Borland.
LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER"— Para
<iount. — From the story by Francis Yeats- Brown.
Screen play by Waldemar Young, Achmed Abdullah
ind John L. Balderston. Directed by Henry Hathaway. The cast: Captain McGregor, Gary Cooper;
Lieut. Forsythe, Franchot Tone; Lieut. Stone, Richard
Cromwell; Colonel Stone, Sir Guy Standing; Tania
Volkanskaya, Kathleen Burke; Major Hamilton, C.
Aubrey Smith; Lieut. Barrett, Colin Tapley; Ham:ulla Khan, Monte Blue; Mohammed Khan, Douglas
Oumbrille; Emir, Akim Tamiroff; Hendrickson,
Jameson Thomas' Lieut. Gilhooley, James Warwick;
The Ghazi, Rollo Lloyd; McGregor's Servant, Charles
Stevens; Ram Singh, Noble Johnson; Maj. Gen.
Woodley, Lumsden Hare; Grand Vizier, J. Carrol
Vaish; Afridi, Mischa Auer; Solo Dancer, Myra
Kinch.
"LOTTERY LOVER"— Fox.— From the story by
Siegfried M. Herzig and Maurice Hanline. Screen
)lay by Franz Schulz and Billie Wilder. Directed by
wVilliam Thiele. The cast: Cadet Frank Harrington,
^w Ayres; Patty, Pat Paterson; Gaby Aimee, Peggy
■ears; Cadet Harold Stump, Sterling Holloway;
arince Midanoff, Walter King; Tank, Alan Dinehart;
~c.ptain Payne, Reginald Denny; Gibbs, Eddie Nu;ent;
Allen Taylor, Nick Foran; Gaby's maid,
*afaelaCadet
Ottiano.
"MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS HEAD, THE"
—Universal. — From the play by Jean Bart. Screen
)lay by Jean Bart and Samuel Ornitz. Directed by
idward Ludwig. The cast: Paul Verin, Claude
^ains; Adele Verin, Joan Bennett; Henri Dumont,
-ionel Atwill; Linette Verin, Baby Jane; Curly,
Wallace Ford; Marchand, Lawrence Grant; Charlus,
Villiam Davidson; De Marnay, Henry O'Neill;
-aurent, Henry Armetta; Excellency, Gilbert Emery;
Wangles, Hugh O'Connell; also Purnell Pratt, Edward
vlartindel, Walter Walker, Crauford Kent, Edward
Van Sloan and Montague Shaw.
"MARINES ARE COMING, THE"— Mascot.—
Jrom the story by John Rathmell and Colbert
'lark. Howard.
Screen playThe
by cast:
James Bill
Gruen.
Directed
by
Oavid
Traylor,
William
laines; Dorothy, Esther Ralston; Cabt. Benton,
-onrad Nagel; Rosita, Armida; Buck Martin, Edgar
Cennedy; Col. Gilroy, Hale Hamilton; The Torch,
ieorge Regas; Capl. Manning, Broderick O'Farrell;
-aredo, Michael Visaroff; Admiral, Dell Henderson.
, "MILLION
rom the story
oseph Santley
oseph Santley.

DOLLAR BABY"— Monogram.—
by Joseph Santley. Screen play by
and John W. Krafft. Directed by
The cast: Pat Sweeney, Jimmy Fay;

'•race
Arline
Judge;
Terry Sweeney,
Ray
Valker;Sweeney,
Joe Lewis,
George
E. Stone;
Bill Donovan,
'.ddie
Kane;
Doctor,
Robertson;
Ralf
larolde;
Tony,
Lee Willard
Shumway;
Lome, Mac,
Ed Peil;
larvelo No. 1, Paul Porcasi; Freeman, Wilbur Mack;
'Ma Ray, Jeanette Loff.
"MYSTERY WOMAN, THE"— Fox.— From the
lory by Dudley Nichols and E. E. Paramore, Jr.
creen play by Philip MacDonald. Directed by
ugene Forde. The cast: Margaret Benoit, Mona
•arrie; Juan Santanda, Gilbert Roland; Dr. Theodore
an Wyke, John Halliday; Jacques Benoit, Rod La.ocque; Madho, Mischa Auer; Bergslrom, Howard
ang; Stanton, George Barraud; Schultz, Arno Frey
"NIGHT IS YOUNG, THE"— M-G-M— From
le story by Vicki Baum. Screen play by Edgar
llan Woolf and Franz Schulz. Directed by Dudley
lurphy. The cast: Paul Gustave, Ramon Novarro;
•si, Evelyn Laye; Willy, Charles Butterworth;
<mm>, Una Merkel; Szereny, Edward Everett Hormj Toni, Donald Cook; Emperor, Henry Stephen-
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son; Countess Rafay, Rosalind Russell; Nepomum,
Herman Bing; Riccardi, Charles Judels; Moeller,
Albert Conti.
"NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS' —Universal.—
From the story by Thorne Smith. Screen play by
Barry Trivers. Directed by Lowell Sherman. The
cast:
Hunter Hawks,
Mowbray;Peggy
"Meg,"Shannon;
Florine
McKinney;
DaphneAlan
Lambert,
Grandpa Lambert, Richard Carle; Alice Lambert,
Theresa Maxwell Conover; Alfred Lambert, Phillips
Smalley; Alfred, Jr., Wesley Barry; Belts, Gilbert
Emery; Old Man Turner, Ferdinand Gottschalk;
Cyril Sparks, Douglass Fowley; Mulligan, William
Boyd; Roigi, Henry Armetta; Stella, Arlene Carroll.
The Gods: Apollo, Raymond Benard; Bacchus,
George Hassell; Diana, Irene Ware; Hebe, Geneva
Mitchell; Mercury, Paul Kaye; Neptune, Robert
Warwick;
Perseus, Pat Di Cicco; Venus, Marda
Deering.
"PRINCESS CHARMING" — Gaumont-British. — Screen play by L. du Garde Peach. Directed
by Maurice Elvey. The cast: Princess Charming,
Evelyn Laye; Countess Annette, Yvonne Arnaud;
King, George Grossmith; Chuff, Max Miller; Captain Launa, Henry Wilcoxon; Ernest, Ivor Maclaren;
Seegman, Finlay Currie; lvonoff, Ivor Barnard;
Alakiev, Frances Sullivan; Louis, Dino Galvani.
"PRIVATE LIFE OF DON JUAN, THE"—
United Artists. — From the story by Frederick
Lonsdale and Lajos Biro. Directed by Alexander
Korda. The cast: Don Juan, Douglas Fairbanks;
Rosita, Binnie Barnes; Carmen, Joan Gardner;
Dolores, Don Juan's wife, Benita Hume; Pepilla,
Merle Oberon; Pedro, Clifford Heatherley; Rodrigo.
BarryvilleMackay;
servant,
MelCooper; CafeLeporello,
Manager, Don
BruceJuan's
Winston;
Theresa,
Athene Sevier;
husband, A
Hindle
Edgar;Lawrence
Dolores'
servant,
Gibson A Gowland;
guardian,
Grossmith; Tonita, a dancer, Margaretta Scott; An
author, Edmund Breon; Dolores' duenna, Annie
Esmond; One of Don Juan's loves, Patricia Hilliard;
also, Diana Napier, Natalie Delong, Betty Hamilton,
Toto Koopman, Spencer Trevor, Nancy Jones and
Florence Wood.
"RUGGLES OF RED GAP"— Paramount —
From the story by Harry Leon Wilson. Screen play
by Walter DeLeon and Harlan Thompson. Directed
by Leo McCarey. The cast: Ruggles, Charles Laughton; Mrs. Effie Froud, Mary Boland; Egbert Froud,
Charlie Ruggles; Mrs. Judson, ZaSu Pitts; Hon.
George Vane Bassingwell, Roland Young; Nell Kenner,
Leila Hyams; Ma Petlingill, Maude Eburne; Baby,
Baby LeRoy; Charles Belknap Jackson, Lucien
Littlefield; Jeff Tuttle, James Burke; Mrs. Charles
Belknap Jackson, Leota Lorraine; Sam, Del Henderson; Lisetle, Alice Ardell.
"SECRET BRIDE, THE"— Warners.— From
the unproduced play by Leonard Ide. Screen play
by Tom Buckingham, F. Hugh Hebert and Mary
McCall, Jr. Directed by William Dieterle. The
cast: Ruth Vincent, Barbara Stanwyck; Robert
Sheldon, Warren William; Dave Bredeen, Douglas
Dumbrille; Willis Martin, Grant Mitchell; Hazel
Normandie, Glenda Farrell; Governor Vincent, Arthur
Byron; Jim Lansdale, Henry O'Neill; Lieut. Nygard,
Arthur Aylesworth; Senator McPherson, William
Davidson; Grosvenor, Willard Robertson; The Drunk,
Vince Barnett; Holdstock, Russell Hicks.
"SING SING NIGHTS"— Monogram.— From
the novel by Harry Stephen Keeler. Adapted by
Marion Orth and Charles Logue. Directed by Lew
Collins. The cast: Floyd Cooper, Conway Tearle;
Howard Trude, Hardie Albright; Ellen Croft, Boots
Mallory; Robert McCaigh, Jameson Thomas; Ann
McCaigh, Mary Doran; Prof. Varney, Ferdinand
Gottschalk; Governor Duane, Berton Churchill; Li
Sung, Lotus Long; Kurt Nordon, Henry Kolker;
Attorney General, Richard Tucker; Sergei Krenwicz,
George Baxter.
"SWEEPSTAKE ANNIE"— Liberty.— From the
story by S. Scott Darling and Evelyn Law. Directed
by William Nigh. The cast: Bill, Tom Brown;
Annie, Marian Nixon; Baroness, Wera Engels; Margo,
Inez Courtney; Baron, Ivan Lebedeff; Father, Lucien
Littlefield; Mother, Dorothy Peterson; Arthur,
William Janney; Sally, Carol Tevis.
"SWEET
ADELINE"— Warners.— From the
story by Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd. Screen play by
Erwin Gelsey. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. The
cast: Adeline, Irene Dunne; Rupert Rockingham,
Hugh Herbert; Sid Barnett, Donald Woods; Dan
Herzig, Ned Sparks; Nellie, Nydia Westman; Oscar
Schmidt, Joe Cawthorn; Major Day, Louis Calhern;
Elysia, Winifred Shaw; Renaldo, Don Alvarado; Dot,
Dorothy Dare; Juvenile Singer, Phil Regan; Girl,
Gertrude Astor; Bob, Jack Mulhall; Tom, Harry
Tyler; Sultan, Noah Beery; Juanita Conners and girl
orchestra.
"UNFINISHED
SYMPHONY,
THE"— Gaumont-British. — From the story by Walter Reisch.
Directed by Willy Forst. The cast: Emmie, Pawnbroker's daughter, Helen Chandler; Caroline, Marta
Eggerth; Franz Schubert, Hans Jaray; Count Esterhazy, Ronald Squire; Mary, Caroline's sister Beryl
Laverick;
Eslerhazy's
Secretary,
Princess Kinsky,
Hermine
Sterler;Brember
Salieri, Wills;
Court
Conductor, Cecil Humphreys; Folliol, Lieutenant,
Paul Wagner; Joseph Passenler, Pawnbroker, Elliot
Makeham; Huettenbrenner, Schubert's friend, Esme
Percy Schubert's landlady. Frieda Richard
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The Shadow Stage
[ CONTINUED

incidentally, is pretty cute as a fiery Mexican
dancer. He falls for Esther Ralston; but the
latter is betrothed to Conrad Nagel, Haines'
superior officer. A fight with Latin-American
bandits provides a quite exciting climax.
Edgar Kennedy's comedy lends a bright
note to an offering which you will find, if not
outstanding, at least pleasant entertainment.

—FOX
Helldorado

WHEN
you visit New York
enjoy the comforts of an ideal
home and still be in the heart of
the Motion
Picture Art Centre.

I JNFORTUNATELY
one doesn't
live
^"up
to the promise of this
its lusty
title. Also,
unfortunately, it doesn't give Richard Aden
that good part which he left Paramount after
ten years to find. For the most part it is as
hollow as the wraiths of the ghost mining town
where the scenes are laid.

*

The

Parlor with Bedroom
PER DAy

$C00
«#

Secret

Bride

—WARNERS

and Bath

single

Each additional person

$1.00

$125.00 per month (single)
($25 per mo. each add. person)

K 10 audience can be blamed if it fails to dis' ^cover what "The Secret Bride" is all
about. Apparently, the actors themselves
were in a fog Barbara Stanwyck, Warren
William, Grant Mitchell, Glenda Farrell and
Arthur Byron are lost in the wordy maze of the

plot.

per day single
New York J,'v
for this Beautiful
2-Room
Suite.
3-Room Suites in proportion.

Dillinger gang. It's simply age-old crook
stuff with Bill Boyd, as a government man,
trying to outwit dangerous Don Alvarado and
his two lady friends.

Sing Sing Mights
—MONOGRAM

All rooms equipped with radio,
combination tub and shower bath
\ V/HEW, it sure took an imagination to conand running ice water. Ideal ™ coct this highly interesting, highly colorful, and highly improbable saga of three
location — adjacent to shopping, aggrieved lovers who swear they each killed
business and theatre districts.
Conway Tearle, a munitions smuggler and
Swimming Pool and Gymnasium
FREE to Guests.
Write

for

ENJOY

details.
Telegraph
(Collect)
NEW

YORK'S

COCOANUT

reservations

FAMOUS

GROVE

56th St. at 7th Ave.
New York City

The

love-thief masquerading as
dent from South America
takes Ferdinand Gottschalk
to pick the guilty one and

a war corresponto Shanghai. It
with a lie detector
get the other two

reprieved; you won't believe a word of it, but
if you like well-sustained screen puzzles you'll
enjoy it just the same There's a new Anna
May Wong, too, named Lotus Long.

—FOX
Fottery Lover
THEY had everything to work with except
' Lew Ayres, and missed. Lew slept and
read a book through the picture, obviously
bored. The logical lead was Nick Foran, a lad
who has IT. Peggy Fears undresses well and
wears lots of diamonds. No actress — but this
is her first picture. One catchy song, "There's
awhistles.
Bit of Paree in Your Smile, Madame." It
W.

F

HALL

PRINTING

CO.

—FOX
Mystery

Woman

CAIRLY interesting combination of romanci
' and mystery, concerning two professiona
spies, Gilbert Roland and John Halliday, anc
an amateur spy, Mona Barrie. It all goes tc
prove that against a woman's charm intelligence counts for naught. Quite a lot of blood
shed at the end is a discordant note in an other
wise cheerful, charming spy story.

Gridiron Flash
— RKO-RADIO
CfOMMY
(Eddie
Quillan) is a team.
swell
-*• football BURKE
player — on
a penitentiary
When he is paroled to an inspired alumnus of
Bedford College he agrees to play on the school
team only for the chance to pick up some
jewels on the side. But the good old collitch
spirit gets him, and Tommy turns true-blue,
wins the big game and Betty Furness. Well
directed and adapted by Glenn Tryon, whom
you remember as a comedian. Grant Mitchell,
Lucien Littlefield, Edgar Kennedy and Grady
Sutton are excellent support — and the watch
situation is a darb. This is better than the
ordinary program picture, and not good enough
to rate in the big numbers.

Jealousy
—COLUMBIA

Federal Agent
—SELECT PICTURES

p\ON'T let the timely title fool you. This
^has nothing whatever to do with the colorful exploits of a Melvin Purvis, hot after a
Largest
Single
Boom In $3 CA

FROM PAGE 95

THERE'S something about these "bad' dream" pictures — they always give you an
awful let down. However, except for that
dubious plot feature, this picture of an up and
coming prize fighter, who is inordinately jealous
of his pretty wife, and has a too, too realistic
jealousy-inspired dream tragedy while kissing
the canvas in an important bout, is well told
and distinguished with a surprising character
ization by George Murphy. Nancy Carroll,
Donald Cook and Arthur Hohl. Watch Mr.
Murphy while watching this picture.

Million Dollar Baby
—MONOGRAM
course, it's a long, long way from little
Jimmy Fay to Shirley Temple, but this is a
thoroughly enjoyable show just the same
Once it gets started it goes well, what with the
fillum company that starts out to find another
Shirley and the down-and-out vaudeville team
who dress up their son Pat as Patricia to get
the job, and it does even better after the bank
bandits come in. It's new all the way through,
too, which is refreshing these days. A lot of
people in the cast, but little Jimmy is best.
OF

Sweet
Adeline
—WARNERS
A QUALITY musical entertainment, with
''sweet melodies and lovely lyrics, and Irene
Dunne. There is a back-stage situation with a
difference, and what does the plot matter, anyway, with Jerome Kern music and beautiful
dancing? Phil Regan, the singing copper, is
romantic and melodic, and Hugh Herberts
antics get funnier in every picture.
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UP, FILM FANS!

. . . for M-Cj-M's greatest film festival o'er land and sea!
Now all the heaven's a stage for Uncle Sam's fighting, flying men.
You'll thrill as never before when you see the famed "Hi-Hats" wing
into action! You'll grin as you watch the West Pointers getting a P G
course in courage and daring! And you'll weep with the girls they
leave behind as they soar into the skies to keep a date with the angels !
It took six months, thousands of men, $50,000,000 worth of equipment to make this exciting saga of the sky devils. You'll never forget it!

iJUaMaceQi&W-

WEST POINT of the AIR

The two old - timers who sat
around. . . and wore out their brains !
The three mosquiteers of Randoph Field
. . . whose cradle was a cockpit!

7t?m£fls»*gpa»«gi

The girl who loved as
they lived.. .dangerously!
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caught up Marian Marsh and Wallace Ford
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it Last, Afler Two Years of Preparation,
Varner Bros. Have Completed the Sumptuius Successor to the World-Famous "Gold
Hggers of 1933"— a Show so Indescribably
Running that We're Tempted to Change
)ur "Picture of the Month" Rating Right
low to "The
Picture
of the Year"l

30LDE?
DIG/GERS

In dance numbers such as "The Ballet of
the Baby Grands", Warner Bros, touch
a new high in spectacular surprise.

The hundreds of gorgeous Gold DigAnd
gers seem actually more beautiful than
they were two years ago

f

"^

DICK POWELL

leads a round dozen of Hollywood
favorites in the most side-splitting story
that's ever been set to music—
GLORIA STUART, ADOLPHE MENJOU
ALICE BRADY. GLENDA
FRANK McHUGH, HUGH

V

B

1

WINIFRED
and

ZJredii BUSBY

BERKELEY

or the brilliant direction of both story and
■pectacle . . . And a low, sweeping
>ow to Warren & Dubin for aulhorng the widely radioed songs that have
aade "Gold Diggers of 1935" famous long
before it reaches your favorite theatre —
Lullaby of Broadway "-"The Words Are In
fly Heart "-"I'm Going Shopping Wim You."

SHAW,

JOE CAWTHORN,
famous

FARRELL
HERBERT

DOROTHY
GRANT

RAMON

DARE

MITCHELL
& ROSITA
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ADVENTURE GIRL— RKO-Radio.— Unreeling
Joan packed
Lowell's with
exciting
hour
action-adventures
(Nov.) in the tropics. An
*AGE
OF INNOCENCE, THE— RKO-Radio.
— For those who appreciate an intelligent interpretation ofa great theme — love's sacrifice for convention's sake. (Nov.)
John Boles and Irene Dunne are a
splendid team.
ANNE
OF GREEN
GABLES— RKO-Radio.—
Romance, humor, pathos suitable for the whole
family in this story of the orphan (Anne Shirley)
adopted by O. P. Heggie and his sister, Helen
Westley. (Jan.)
AUTUMN CROCUS— Associated Talking Pictures.— A schoolmistress (Fay Compton), touring
the Alps, falls in love with a young inn-keeper (Ivor
Novello)
before done.
she learns
but beautifully
(Jan.)he's married. A little slow,
•
BABBITT—
National.—
Sinclair
famous
novel First
brought
to the screen
withLewis'
Guy
Kibbee excellent in the title role. Aline MacMahon
good as his wife. (Feb.)
•

BABES IN TOYLAND— Hal Roach-M-GM. — A delight for the kiddies, fun for the
grown-ups,
this classic,
screen with
version
Victor and
Herbert's
Nursery Rhyme
Stanof Laurel
Oliver
Hardy.
(Feb.)
BADGE OF HONOR— Mayfair.— Phony and
amateurish, with some pretty awful dialogue. Buster
Crabbe and Ruth Hall.
(Nov )

BAND PLAYS ON, THE— M-G-M — Essentially
the old rah-rah collegiate stuff, with the touchdown
on the last gun. Good performances by Robert
Young, Stu Erwin and Betty Furness. (March)
BATTLE, THE— Leon Garganoff Prod. — A picture of enormous power, with Charles Boyer as a
Japanese naval officer who is willing to sacrifice his
beautiful wife. Merle Oberon, to obtain war secrets
from an English attache. Superb direction and
photography.
(Feb.)
BEHOLD MY WIFE— Paramount.— Old time
hokum,
it, for and
Sylvia
is beau-is
tiful as but
the you'll
Indian like
Princess
GeneSidney
Raymond
top-notch as the man who marries her to spite his
family.
(Feb.)
•

AS

ONE

OF

THE

BEST

*BIG
HEARTED
Just one
heartfelt HERBERT—
laugh. Guy Warners.—
Kibbee is
grouchy father, continually reminding Aline MacMahon and their children of his struggle to success.
(Nov.)
BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR GIRL— M-GM. — Ann Harding as you like her best, in a bright,
sophisticated film. Robert Montgomery, Una Merkel, Eddie Horton, Edward Arnold and Charles
Richman make it a grand cast. (March)
BRIDE OF THE LAKE, THE— Amer-Anglo
Prod. — Pleasant romance against a background of
Irish country life. Nobleman John Garrick in love
with peasant girl Gina Malo. Stanley Holloway
sings Irish ballads.
(Dec.)
•
BRIGHT EYES
Fox.—
A bright
of
entertainment
with— sad
moments
andbitglad
moments and little Shirley Temple in the stellar role.
Jimmy Dunn is her starring partner. Good supporting cast. (Feb.)
•
BROADWAYforgettableBILL—
Columbia.—
ManyBaxter
unscenes in this.
Warner
breaks with paper-box making, his domineering wife
(Helen Vinson) and her father (Walter Connolly).
He stakes everything on a gallant race horse — and
Myrna Loy.
(Jan.)
BY YOUR LEAVE— RKO-Radio.— You'll chuckle
plenty. Frank Morgan is the picture, as the husband
in his forties who wants to be naughty and has forgotten how. Includes Genevieve Tobin.
(Dec.)
•
CAPTAIN
THE meet
SEA, Captain
THE— Columbia.— Board HATES
ship and
Walter
Connolly, tippling reporter John Gilbert, detective
Victor McLaglen, Tala Birell and other favorites.
It's sprightly and comic. (Jan.)
•
CARAVAN — Fox.— For a riotous carnival of
song, dance, costume and operetta plot, we
recommend this film laid in Hungary. A-l cast includes Jean Parker, Charles Boyer. Loretta Young
and Phillips Holmes.
(Nov.)
CASE
OF
THE
HOWLING
DOG,
THE—
Warners. — Smooth and clever, different and diverting murder yarn. Lawyer Warren William solves
mystery.
Mary Astor. Gordon Westcott.
(Nov.)
CHAINED— M-G-M.— Splendidly written, acted,
directed, with Joan Crawford married to Otto
Kruger and in love with Clark Gable.
(Nov.)

BELLE OF THE NINETIES— ParamountLa West comes through again with a knockout
performance. Roger Pryor, John Mack Brown,
Katherine De Mille do well. But the film is a major
triumph of Mae over matter.
(Nov.)

CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON— Fox.— Warner
Oland (Charlie Chan) has three days to prevent exof Drue
Leyton's Alan
brother,
accused
of a
murder heecutiondid
not commit.
Mowbray
involved.

BEST MAN
esting film with
ence Rice for
excitement and

(Dec.)
CHARLIE CHAN IN PARIS— Fox— Warner
Oland at his best as Chan, with Mary Brian and
Thomas Beck carrying the love interest. (March)

WINS, THE— Columbia.— An interJack Holt, Edmund Lowe and Florromance, underseas adventures for
Bela Lugosi as a menace.
(March)
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CHEATING CHEATERS— Universal— A mystery and crook picture, with comedy and gags. Fav
Wray is the girl crook, and Henry Armetta, Hugh
O'Connell are the comics. Has a snapper twist. (Ja n.)
CHU CHIN CHOW— Fox-Gaumont-British.Colorful British version of Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves. Fritz Kortner, German star, and Anna
May Wong excellent in leads.
(Dec.)
CITY PARK— Chesterfield.— As one of three
cronies who become involved in the destiny of a girl
(Sallie Blane) gone broke in the big city, Henry B.
Walthall is superb.
(Nov.)
CLIVE OF INDIA— 20th Century-United Artists.
— A stirring and impressive story of a young man
who, almost single-handed, conquered India for
Britain. Ronald Colman is excellent as Clive,
Loretta Young gives a fine performance in the role of
his wife. (March)
*
COLLEGEcollegiate
RHYTHM—
Paramount.—
Abright,
tuneful
musical.
Footballer
Jack
Oakie steals girl friend Mary Brian from Lanny Ross.
Joe Penner puts in plenty of laughs. (Jan).
•
COUNT — OF
MONTE film
CRISTO,
THE— steadily
United
Artists.
A thrilling
which builds
to the dramatic courtroom climax. Robert Donat is
Dantcs; Elissa Landi fine, too. (Nov.)
COUNTY CHAIRMAN, THE— Fox.— Will Rogers as a loveable but astute rural politician is at his
best. Good cast includes Evelyn Venable, Louise
Dresser, Kent Taylor. Entertainment for the family.
(March)
•
CRIME
— A trulyWITHOUT
remarkable PASSION—
picture, that Paramount.
has for its
theme the workings of an unscrupulous mind. Claude
Rains, Margo, Whitney Bourne all first-rate. Suspense maintained throughout.
(Nov.)
CRIMSON ROMANCE— Mascot.— War story,
good flying, plenty combat scenes. Two pals, Ben
Lyon and James Bush, both fliers, of course, fall in
love with ambulance driver Sari Maritza.
(Dec.)
CURTAIN FALLS, THE— Chesterfield.— Henrietta Crosman carries this picture as an o'd vaudeville
actress who gambles with chance and impersonates a
Lady Scoresby, moving in on her family, until
her final and best performance.
(Feb.)

— RKO-Radi
CORNER
DANGER
•
story
withOUS
two endings
— what
happenedo—andA
the "cover-up." Involves a "suicide"s.— actually a
murder. Full of startling revelation
Ian Keith,
Erin O'Brien Moore. Conrad Nagel. Melvyn Douglas.
Virginia Bruce, others Excellent. (Dec.)
f PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 13 ]
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Aother honey from the greatest
tr'aper of them all — Shirley Temple.
W.tch fans of all ages go for this
oi s. Here is the darling you adore
in new type of story . . . the kind
ol dramatic entertainment you'd
3:iect with Lionel Barrymore as
ccjstar !
,:
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The bigger you are
the harder you'll fall for Shirley
//

//

in "THE LITTLE COLONEL

What a heart-stirring team they make ! . . . this
' Sdmtiny
/ji
star with Lionel Barrymore, veteran of a thousand hits

n

-

-* -*&r- . *

*~ 1

M

"
"Now

w

11

we're going to baptize Henry Clay just

like"Ifthethebigoldfolks
do." ever finds out where we
Colonel
got these sheets, he'll baptize us good."

Yu're going to laugh, cry, lose
yir heart as Shirley steals the
hirt of Lionel, her grandfather, an
e bittered Kentucky Colonel of the
as she charms him
fctic 70's
ha forgiving her mother (Evelyn
Vnable) for marrying a Yank
(>hn Lodge). And you're going
ti cheer Bill Robinson, who'll show
y;i some high and fancy steppin'.
\nd the finish— guess what: A
g'geous, Technicolor sequence, showir Shirley with her peach complexion,
g'ien curls, smiling, blue eyes and
di pled cheeks!
!o take the whole crowd to see
"'le Little Colonel." It's another in
tl list of "must-see" pictures comir from the Fox lots this month!
Jc Lodge and Evelyn Vena

Shirley

TEMPLE
Lionel

BARRYMORE
in

"THE LITTLE
COLONEL"

A B. G. De Sylva Production

Based on the story by
Annie Fellows Johnston
which thrilled millions !

More BEST BETS
from the Fox Studios!
WILL ROGERS
"LIFE BEGINS

in
AT 40"

The riotous story of a modern country editor. With Richard Cromwell,
Rochelle Hudson. George Barbier.
Jane Darwell and Slim Summerville
supporting- your favorite star. Sugseller. gested by Walter B. Pitkin's best

GAYNOR&
"ONE

MORE

BAXTER

in

SPRING"

This unusual story from Robert
Nathan's stirring- novel tells what
happens to two men and a girl when
a winter of discontent melts into a
spring- of romance. With Walter
King', Jane Darwell, Roger Imhof,
Grant Mitchell, Stepin Fetchit and
others.

GEORGE WHITE'S
SCANDALS OF '35
The big musical smash of the year !
Beauty, himself,
Song-s, Comedy
with George
White
Alice Faye,
Jimmy
Dunn, Ned Sparks, Lyda Roberti,
Cliff Edwards and gorgeous gals.

I'D like something explained to me.
' Who chops off the heads of stars we'd all
still like to see on the screen?
Who says that Conrad Nagel is no longer
popular enough to get a good part? Or Buddy
Rogers, Laura LaPlante, Bessie Love, Monte
Blue, Jack Mulhall?
You can't make me believe these good actors
have suddenly become bad actors. And you'll
never convince me that the public, after supporting them for years, suddenly turns thumbs
down.

Letters
■lore
an
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readers

opportunity

to

of Photoplay

say

their

say

have

frankly

I haven't seen any of these stars on the
screen for months. Some not for years. Yet
I'd still like to see them, and I might add to the
list Dorothy Mackaill, Betty Bronson, Evelyn
Brent and Esther Ralston.
I'd like to see them a whole lot better than
a never ending crop of youngsters that some
studio signs and then tries to make us like.
How about the big guns in Hollywood doing
a little investigating before they swing the axe
on stars of proved popularity?
Ten to one they'll and to their great surprise
that the loyalty of fans who pay to see these
stars is a lot greater than the loyalty of producers who have made thousands of dollars
with them — and still can, if they'll only give
them a break with a few good parts.
C. N. E., Chicago, 111.

Mickey

THOSE

Rooney says a broken leg isn't bad

HOT CAKES!

" IMITATION OF LIFE" isn't a good show,
'nor is it a bad one. The negro woman almost stole the show. But it was Miss Colbert
who was lovely. And I got terribly hungry
looking at those hot cakes.
P. S. Everybody got hungry, in fact all the
eating places in town started making hot
cakes in place of waffles.
Jack Gray, Little Neck, Arkansas

"Y'ALL" NONSENSE
\ V/E Southerners who once became very in** dignant over criticisms of our speech can
take it now without evoking more than a
shrug of the shoulders.
But there is one exDirector John
■fan,

and

Cromwell

Gobo

is his

is a polo
prize

pony

ALL"you-all love me sho' nuff?'
MORE "Y'does
"CUGAH,
'-'Really, it's past laughable! It's ludicrous
To every producer, star and director who con
siders that true southern speech I personalh
issue an invitation to spend his next vacatioi
down among us. It might prove instructive
No white Southerner, not even "po" whit'
trash, butchers the lovely English language ii
such sad fashion!
Mrs. Preston Chapman, Montgomery, Ala. j

A FARCE

ing
S'outhent<
accentRuth
was Etting.
a farce, ifHer
she would-be
was attempting
give a true portrayal of Southern aristocracy
This class never spoke the English language
that way — and never will. Southern audience
are incensed as well as bored at performance
of this kind.
Nancy W. Graham, Charlotte, N. C

annoy a member of a family that is "passing."
And it is a cruel thing to drag out the tragedy
of that poor black woman's life and cause the
audience such emotional upheaval. The picture was far too lachrymose and over-drawn
to be genuine.
Dolores de la Sanchez, Berkeley, Cal.

AH, ROMANCE!
THESE true-to-life pictures are all very
' very interesting, but as for me, I like then
romantic and improbable. I like to see beau
tiful young women made love to by handsotn
Apollos in all manner of interesting settings
humanity.
You
can have the bare, beating heart o

WILL THINK
of antagonizing the South, as some

critics have feared, my opinion is that "Imitation Of Life" will set the South to thinking
. . and thinking hard.
Minnette Miller, Charlotte, N. C.

several people. Ann Sothern in "The Hel
Cat" said " Y'all" to a girl. We don't knov
whether to blame Ann or her director.
Mrs. M. H. Troy, Alabama

h A Y Southern patriotism has rebelled agains1
' " 'the ridiculous showing given the South ii
recent movies. Particularly in a short featur

\ V /MY, oh why, can't the movies run true to
" life? I have just witnessed a lot of melodramatic hokum titled "Imitation Of Life."
Our family owned property in and around New
Orleans for years, and may I tell you that
there is no negro alive who would bother or

INSTEAD

ception,
andthethat
is the
nonsense
"Y'all.1
No one in
South,
black
or white,
say
"Y'all" or "You all" except in addressin;

ACCENT

LOT OF HOKUM

SOUTH

if Dorothy Gray visits

Hedi
Shope
is the
actress to come to

first Swiss
Hollywood

Edna Minning, Los Angeles, Cal.

errers
Lett

opinions,

pro

0 A MOTHER

NO LONGER

GOSSIP

"HIRLEY TEMPLE'S mother— here's one
'wise mother who is not letting success spoil
er, or Shirley's future.

THE women's gatherings in our town no
longer chew juicy morsels of gossip, throwing
the malicious bones for others to nibble, for
we are much too busy reliving our childhood.
. . . seeing books and characters we loved as
children come to life, because the gift of the
movies has made it so.
Mrs. H. V. T., Newark, Ohio

Marion Fay, Pittsburgh, Pa.

:OVENT GARDEN,

GRACE?

\M leaving London, sorry for the first time
in my life to do so, because I shall miss the last
i rformance of Grace Moore's "One Night of
,ove." I have only seen it five times. I
herish the hope that one day we may welcome
er to Covent Garden.
H. R. K., London, England

VANTS OPERA
\ FTER seeing "One Night of Love," I am
'thoroughly convinced that what is needed
i motion pictures is more opera.
What I
lean is opera, not operettas.
Anne F. Murphy, New York City

More

MORE

Photoplay
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openly

NATURE

IT occurs to me that for those of us who must
'do our traveling only in the movies, the playgrounds of the world might become more
realistic if they were presented with their
natural life, and less explanation, in the
travelogue manner.
Elizabeth Cary Williamson, Richmond, Va.

Baby Jane, star of "Straight from
the Heart,"
rests between
shots

:UBA SPEAKS UP
'INCE talkies began, few times in Cuba have
1 seen a so well liked picture as "One Night
' Love." Most of the people in Cuba do not
)eak English, so the film titles are shown in
xanish. But the Cubans sometimes do not
ive the same likes that Americans have,
[any a successful picture in America is a
■rrible flop here. Mae West is as unknown as
h extra. We wonder why Lee Tracy is a
Jar and why Americans run to see James

THANKS

TO SOMEONE

THANKS to the producers (or is it the cen' sors?) for giving us better and better
pictures. Nancy Cook, Chattanooga, Tenn.

MUSTACHES
K A Y type is black hair, brown eyes and olive
' * 'complexion. All of my dark men on the
screen wear a mustache, and I don't like them.
This includes Clark Gable.
M. B. F., Greenville, Maine

agney's films. But we love Helen Hayes,
arbo, Leslie Howard, Katharine Hepburn,
anette MacDonald, Marion Davies, Otto
ruger, Alice Brady, Ginger Rogers, Dolores
el Rio and charming Shirley Temple.
Also, the Cuban public does not forget the
d favorites. When their pictures are here,
e theaters are full of old admirers applaudg them once more.

MORE
Good?
You bet!
Milla Davenport
has been
in pictures
since
1909

Lilo Oyarzun, Havana, Cuba

PUBLIC OWN

CENSOR?

IT would be a better idea
'be its own censor. If the
it, it should not go to see the
to, and let others see them.
the censors?
Tatiana Widrin, San

for the public to
public can't take
pictures objected
Why not censor
Francisco, Cal.

FAMILY PICTURES
A

LETTER to the people who are trying to
do away with the League of Decency.
I
wish all pictures had morals fit for children,
adults and old people — in other words, I'd
like them to be family pictures.
E. Hartwick, Orange, New Jersey

GENERALLY

Horn-rimmed
specs make
England's
Jessie
Matthews
look
that
stern

express

PLEASING

THE pictures, with few exceptions, are
generally pleasing to the picture-going public. So, let's not try to find out what's wrong
with the movies. Producers, directors and
actors are trying to entertain us with all
they've
got. So let's give them a boost for
their efforts!
Francis Jung, St. Cloud, Minnesota

ON

MUSTACHES

\ V/HY do some of our leading men wear mus™ taches, regardless of the size and shape of
their noses and upper lip? I suppose every
man wants to try a mustache, sometime, but
why should an actor appear on the screen with
one if it spoils his looks? For instance, Clark
Gable, Ralph Forbes, Reginald Denny and
Franchot Tone shouldn't wear one. James
Cagney, Paul Cavanaugh, Otto Kruger,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Nils Asther, Gilbert
Roland, Don Alvarado can take them or
leave them.
I suggest that all leading men who acquire
a mustache complex should pass a rigid test
before being allowed to disillusion their public.
Mrs. C. G. Leffel, Sioux City, Iowa

ORIENT INFLUENCED
A FRIEND, recently returned, declares
' * emphatically that motion pictures are
and have been a stronger force for good in the
Orient than a whole battalion of diplomats
and ambassadors.
In China, for example, Laurel and Hardy
are such prime favorites that their films are
saved for the general rejoicing celebrating the
Chinese New Year's!
Our motion pictures carry the good will of
the vast American public to thee very-day
rank
and file of the people of the world. II
Wm. Donald Crawford, Hamilton, Ont, ( an.
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BEHAVIOR

thing in the whole show and then exaggerate
that so as to make it a rotten show to anyone
who will listen.
A. S. Porter, Batavia, N. V.

I HAVE been movie-ized to such an extent
' that I would be ashamed to demand the
behavior of thirty years ago from my daughter
as I would be to walk down the street in the

MORE

ten yards of flower-sprigged muslin I wore on
my first un-chaperoned buggy ride.
Mrs. Helene Saum, Yankton, So. Dak.

FROM

FAVORITES OF DEAF
THE

deaf have their favorite stars the same

' as we do, but their choice is made on a basis
of lip-reading and differs somewhat from ours.
Laurel and Hardy are the heroes of my deaf
friend. Others who rank are Ann Harding,
Clark Gable, and William Powell. Greta
Garbo, Leslie Howard, Helen Hayes, and
Frederic March she finds difficult.
L. M. Henke, St. Paul, Minnesota

AHEAD

OF ITSELF?

LESS WEST!

\V/HY can't we have more pictures like
W "Harold Teen" and less Mae West?
She may be all right in herself, but I think,
as many mothers do, that she has ruined the
screen. Can't she play a decent role for once?
Mary Tormey, Philadelphia, Penn.

THE DEAF

THIS is a letter from a deaf boy. I read the
' letter in Photoplay of a blind boy and I
was very interested. First, I only see, which
is better than only hearing, so I have to read
the lips of the actors. The best actor for this
is Joe E. Brown. I can understand nearly
everything he says. Another I can follow
easily is Wallace Beery. And Laurel and
Hardy, they do so much in pantomine. So,
you see, I can experience things through the
movies that I never can hope to in real life.
Stanley E. Gilbert, Pontiac, Mich.

"TEEN"!

BING A COMEDIAN?

Douglass

Montgomery
cationing from films,

has been vaon the stage

Bostonians
are discriminating
people, and
store their applause for admirable work only!
Donato R. Cedrone, Newtonville, Mass.

EXAGGERATORS

SMACKED

IM tired of hearing people say that they
'want good clean shows. If these people
would go to a show to enjoy it, and pick out
the clean, wholesome things there, they would
find at least three-quarters of the picture good.
But those who go to find the nasty, suggestive
things, all they have to do is see one little

\V/HY, oh why, do the producers insist on
vv Bing Crosby crooning in every picture he
acts? Bing won his dramatic laurels in
"We're Not Dressing." Therein he showed
a decided though latent flair for comic histrionics.
Sam Greenberg, Philadelphia, Penn.

TALENT WASTED?
/^""^UR family went to see "It's a Gift," with
^-^W. C. Fields. Why, oh why, is his talent
wasted on such a vehicle! It was no gift. We
came home with nothing in our minds but the
thought we had less money and nothing to
show for it. We had seen "Great Expectations" shortly before and it was one of the
most wonderful pictures I have ever seen.
Yet it was a box-office flop. Doesn't the .American public have sense enough to appreciate
a fine story and superb acting?
Betty Jane Scott, Indianapolis, Ind. j
[ please turn to page 16 ]

THE motion picture industry has gotten
' ahead of itself. In battling stiff competition it has produced pictures of such high
quality and in such a quantity that it has
become impossible to see a tenth of the
pictures you would really like to see.
W. E. R., Chicago, Illinois

AN

INJUSTICE?

IT seems, to me, an injustice to withdraw a
'good picture because an actor in it has died.
It makes the movie business seem a transient,
ephemeral thing, of no lasting consequence.
Helen Ferne Pierce, Oakwood, Ohio

RE-VIEWS ASKED
THERE are many folk who enjoy reviewing a
favorite picture, just as they enjoy re-reading a favorite book. I know I do. So, how
about a review, now and then, along with a
preview?
Margaret Ryerson, Greenwood Lake, N. Y.

DOSTON

AUDIENCES

DOSTON Audiences have the reputation of
being reserved with their compliments, but
the enthusiasm
with which "Bachelor
of
Arts" was received establishes the fact that
12

In broad daylight these five sit in the sun and hatch out blood-curdling, hairraising thriller ideas for your entertainment. They're working now on a screenprovolcer for M-G-M, "Vampires of Prague." Left to right are, H. S. Kraft,
Guy
Endore,
Director Tod Browning,
Samuel
Ornitz and Bernard
Schubert
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
[ CONTINUED
DAVID COPPERFIELD— M-G-M — An incom;.irable photoplay, and one that will live with you
ir years. Freddie Bartholomew as the child,
•avid, W. C. Fields as Micaivber, Madge Evans as
flies are only a few of a long, superb cast. It's a
rilliant adaption of Dickens' famous novel. (March)
DEALERS IN DEATH— Topical Films.—
hot her you are a pacifist or not after seeing this
Im you leave the theater horrified at the high price
war and cost of armaments.
Not a story, but an
upressive editorial which will make you think. (Feb.)
DEATH ON THE
DIAMOND— M-G-M.— Imrobable in spots, yet meat for baseball and mystery
jvotees. Paul Kelly convincing as a reporter,
obert Young and Madge Evans love interest. (Nov.)
S, THE— Columbia. — EnterNSE ofREST
DEFEstory
1
ining
a none-too-ethical but unbeatable
iminal lawyer (Jack Holt) forced to defend a kid.per. Jean Arthur.
(Nov.)

I DESIRABLE — Warners. — A neat gem that will
ease the entire family. New laurels for Jean Muir
hd George Brent.
(Nov.)
DOWN
TO
THEIR
LAST
YACHT— RKOladio. — Fine cast wasted in this tale of "Blue
iookers"
of 1929
"Brad Moran,
Streeters"
134. Sidney
Fox,giving
Ned away
Sparks,to Polly
Maryof
oland, Sidney Blackmer.
(Nov.)
DRAGON MURDER CASE, THE — First
ational. — Not up to the S. S. Van Dine standard —
■vertheless satisfactory film fare. Warren William
a convincing Philo Vance. Helen Lowell, Market Lindsay, Lyle Talbot.
(Nov.)
DUDE RANGER, THE— Fox.— If you like Westns,
may Leroy
like this
one. Henry
GeorgeHallO'Brien
rides,
ene you
Hervey,
Mason,
in it. (Dec.)
ELINOR NORTON— Fox.— A completely boring
tempt to depict the quirks of a diseased mind.
laire Trevor,
Hugh
Williams,
Gilbert
Roland
jgged down by it. (Jan.)
ENCHANTED APRIL — RKO-Radio. — Ann
jarding in a quiet little story of the enchantment
•ought by Italy in the spring. Frank Morgan,
ilph Forbes, Katherine Alexander, Jane Baxter.
larch)
ENTER MADAME— Paramount.— Spotty enterinment
despite Elissa
performce as a capricious
primaLandi's
donna. brilliant
Cary Grant,
her
wildered spouse, has a brief relief in a quieter love,
ion.)
EVELYN PRENTICE— M-G-M— Myrna Loy
\ thinks she has murdered a man, but Isabel
Iwell is accused. Then Myrna's lawyer-husband is
gaged to defend Isabel. Another Loy-Powell hit.
• an.)
EVENSONG — Gaumont British.— The story of
e rise and fall of a great prima donna. Evelyn
tye's
a wealth of opera make it
east beautiful
for music voice
lovers. and (Feb.)
EVERGREEN— Gaumont British.— You'll love
ssie Matthews, darling of the London stage, and
e has a chance to do some grand singing anddancl in this merry little story. (March)
FATHER
BROWN, DETECTIVE— Paramount.
Gertrude Michael is the one thrill in this rather
nchless
crook
Connolly'swork,
role, that
a priest withdrama.
a flairWalter
for detective
gets
Jnotonous. Paul Lukas is miscast.
(Feb.)
FEDERAL AGENT— Select Pictures.— Age-old
>ok stuff with Bill Boyd as a government man
•ing to outwit dangers. Don Alvarado and his
o lady friends. (March)
FIGHTING ROOKIE, THE— Mayfair.— A
ickie which moves slowly. Cop Jack LaRue is
amed"
by a his
gangromance
and hiswith
suspension
fromTrite
the
ce
threatens
Ida Ince.
uations.
(Feb.)
FIREBIRD, THE— Warners.— Ricardo Cortez,
.or. is killed when he tries to ensnare Verree Teas'e, Lionel Atwill's wife, in a love trap, catching
tead Verree's daughter, Anita Louise. Good adult
'.ertainment. (Jan.)
r FLIRTATION WALK— First National —
i Colorful West Point is the background of the
".k Powell- Ruby Keeler charm. Pat O'Brien's a
lgh sergeant.
Take the family. (Jan.)
FLIRTING WITH DANGER— Monogram —
b Armstrong, Bill Cagney and Edgar Kennedy
iid such confusion and laughter in a South Amerii high explosives plant. Maria Alba is the Spanish
irmer that provides chief romantic interest. (Feb.)
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ALL
OTHERS— M-G-M.— Joan
Crawford. Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery and
Charles Butterworth at their best in a simple story
that leaves you dizzy with laughter and braced like
a champagne cocktail.
(March)

I was half sick
all the time

FOUNTAIN, THE— RKO-Radio.— Rather slowmoving, yet exquisitely produced with a capable cast
including Ann Harding, Paul Lukas and Brian
Aherne.
(Nov.)
FUGITIVE LADY— Columbia.— Florence Rice
makes a successful film debut as a woman on her way
to jail, double-crossed by a jewel thief (Donald
Cook), when a train wreck puts her into the role of
the estranged wife of Neil Hamilton. Plenty of action.
(Jan.)
FUGITIVE ROAD— Invincible.— Eric Von Stroheim'is
as the
commandant
of a frontier
Austria, good
falling
in love
with an American
girl,post
Werain
Engels, and frustrated in his romantic plans by gangster Leslie F'enton. Slender story well acted. (Feb.)
GAY BRIDE,"
M-G-M.—
Lombard,
out for aTHE—
husband,
becomesChorine
involvedCarole
with
gangsters who bump each other off for her pleasure.
Nat Pendleton, Sam Hardy, Leo Carrillo pay while
Chester Morris wins.
(Jan.)
*GAY
DIVORCEE, THE — RKO-Radio. —
amusing.
Fred Astaire's
dancingGrandly
feet paired
with those
of Ginger educated
Rogers.
He's mistaken
a professional
by
Ginger,
seeking afordivorce.
Edward corespondent
Everett Horton,
Alice Brady pointed foils. (Dec.)
GENTLEMEN ARE BORN— First National —
Franchot Tone is one of four college pals trying to
find a job today. Jean Muir, Nick Foran, others
good.
It has reality.
(Jan.)
•
GIFT talking
OF GAB—
Lowe,is
fast
news Universal.—
announcer, Edmund
flops, but
boosted up by Gloria Stuart. Story frame for gags,
songs, sketches. Alexander Woollcott, Phil Baker,
Ethel Waters, Alice White, Victor Moore.
(Dec.)
GILDED LILY, THE— Paramount.— Good entertainment, but not as much punch as you have a
right to expect from a movie with Claudette Colbert
in the lead, and Wesley Ruggles directing. (March)
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST, A— Monogram.
— Folks who enjoyed Gene Stratton Porter's novel
will want to see this. Marian Marsh, Louise Dresser,
Ralph Morgan well cast. {Nov.)
GIRL O' MY DREAMS— Monogram.— Much
rah-rah and collegiate confusion, with Sterling Holloway's
unabledoto well.
pull it(Jan.)
through. Mary
Carlisle,comicalities
Eddie Nugent
GOOD FAIRY, THE— Universal.— Margaret
Sullavan, in the title role, and Herbert Marshall
head the cast of this screen adaptation of the stage hit.
The scenes are played in high comedy throughout.
But comedy.
(March)

• I am a practical nurse and for the benefit of others I am writing this. It's no fun
taking
others
whenconstipation.
you're half
sick allcare
the oftime
from
Everything I took for it either griped or
left me completely tired out. One of my
doctors suggested I try FEEN-A-MINT.
I consider it the ideal laxative— I don't
have to worry about upset stomach and
distress any more. FEEN-A-MINT certainly gives the system a marvelous and
comfortable clearing out. It's so easy and
pleasant to take that it's wonderful for
children and saves struggling with them
when they need a laxative.
Chewing gives greater relief
We have hundreds of letters telling of the relief
FEEN-A-MINT has given people. It works more
thoroughly and more comfortably because you
chew it and that spreads the laxative more evenly
through the system, giving a more complete cleansing. People who object to violent laxatives that
cause cramps and binding find FEEN-A-MINT an
ideal solution of their problem. Over 15.000,000
men and women can testify to the satisfaction
FEEN-A-MINT gives. And it's so easy to take,
with its refreshing mint flavor. Try it next time.
15 and 25f* at all drug stores.

GRAND OLD GIRL— RKO-Radio.— That grand
old trouper, May Robson, gives a superfine performance as a veteran high school principal who
bucks the town's politicians for the welfare of her
pupils. Mary Carlisle and Alan Hale highlight a
good supporting cast. (March)
•
GREAT EXPECTATIONS — UniversalDickens' charm preserved by George Breakston
as orphaned Pip. later by Phillips Holmes, Florence
Reed, Henry Hull and others.
(Jan.)
GREEN EYES — Chesterfield. — A stereotyped
murder mystery. Charles Starrett, Claude Gillingwater, Shirley Grey. William Bakewell, John Wray,
Dorothy Revier are adequate.
(Jan.)

5555 •—■

$

GRIDIRON FLASH— RKO-Radio.— A college
football story about a paroled convict (Eddie Quillan)
who finally wins the game and Betty Furness, too.
Glenn Tryon, Lucien Littlefield.
(March)
•
HAPPINESS AHEAD — First National. —
Tuneful and peppy. About a wealthy miss and
(honest!) a window washer. Josephine Hutchinson
(fresh from the-stage), and Dick Powell are the two.
You'll like it and hum the tunes.
(Dec.)
HAVE A HEART— M-G-M.— A wistful tale about
the love of a cripple (Jean Parker) for an ice-cream
vendor (Jimmy Dunn). Una Merkel- Stuart Erwin
are a good comedy team.
(Nov.)
HEART SONG— Fox-Gaumont- British.— A pleasant little English film with Lilian Harvey and Charles
Boyer.
(Sept.)
HELLDORADO— Fox.— A hollow story in a
mining town setting which fails to give Richard
Arlen the kind of part he deserves. (March)
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 17 ]
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LAXATIVE

hat Little Hal
• Mr. and Mrs. is the name —
Alexander Hall and Lola Lane.
Al — Paramountdirectorfor Mae
West in "Now I'm a Lady" —
and Lola designed their home

• The top, a long view of the
living room, carpeted in mauve
broadloom, furnished in tones
of brown. A cherry red armchair adds a note of contrast

• Broad, low chairs — just the
thing for that lounging feeling
— handy to cigarettes and
books, spot the expanse of the
loggia.

(Sure, it's the porch)

• At the right, another view
of the living room, showing the
fireplace treatment. The draperies, incidentally, are white
chintz, and flowered
in green
14

Home

in the West

At the right, the pleasing
d soothing arrangement of
ants and shrubs is seen. They
ovide the right corner for
iet study of a picture script
The modernistic
s not one but
ere Al and Lola
details for two —
zen,

if a

party's

bar, note,
two rails,
have their
or for two
underway

' The reception hall is done
refreshingly light tones. The
ills are cream white, magany stair rail, ivory furnishas. And the bar is beyond
In the patio, decked
over,
and
Lola
breakfast
every
orning.
The carpet
is dark
own woven
straw, the furnie reed, the cushions yellow
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enthusiastic crowds which attended the

' showing of Miss Grace Moore in "One
Night of Love" should be enough to convince
all producers that the public prefers entertainment on a high scale than, with a few
exceptional presentations, it has been offered.
Marie Louise Reynolds, New Orleans, La.

PHOOEY,

HEAVY DRAMA!

I ET those who prefer them have their heavy
'— dramas with scorching sirens and darkeyed villains.
I'll take a Ruby Keeler-Dick
Powell vehicle any day!
Marie Louise Reynolds, New Orleans, La.

FANNIE HURST OKAYED
IUST the other evening I saw another won^derful example of the finer type of movies
we are now enjoying since good pictures have
become the style — Fannie Hurst's "Imitation
of Life." It was the most vivid portrayal of
modern life I have ever seen on the screen.
J. S. Stauffer, Lakewood, Ohio

NURSE CONGRATULATES

of

learn

other

THE UNAFFECTED

IT is refreshing to find Hollywood has one
'unaffected person among the thousands of
actors and actresses — Katharine Hepburn.
She is practically the only film actress Hollywood has not spoiled. She is charming and
friendly, and — be proud of this, Hollywood —
the world's best actress. You people who do
not appreciate the remarkable acting of
Katharine Hepburn, I pity you.
Janette Graves, Lexington, Mass.

MOST MODEST

STAR

I ET me nominate Margaret Sullavan as the
screen's most modest star.
Eleanor Dennis, Waverly, Mo.

SHOULD

BE ALL-STAR

A LL pictures should have an all-star cast.
' 'In this way, all pictures would have a first
class rating. And I agree to having a censor
board, but its duty would be to offer suggestions best suited for the picture, not to eliminate parts after it is made.
William A. Pethel, Charlotte, N. C.

DIVORCE

DEPLORED

I LOOK at and read of the gracious people
' (of the screen) and then with a sigh read:
Divorced. It's a sad leaf from life when these
people have so much to live for, work, travel,
to do good by the wayside. And just because
of a misunderstanding — divorced. Fight hard
against this evil, stars.
Mrs. Charlotte HiLLTwoMBLY,Laconia,N.H.

DECENCY
THREE

16

#( m

Bennett

knits

Baby

Melinda

during

WHY

sweater

for

off-set time

DISILLUSIONMENT?

THERE ought to be a law against it! Those
' unpatriotic Californians who visit back
East and tell us our idols have feet of clay!
Why deprive those of us who derive so much
pleasure from daydreaming about our movie
idols and thus having the joy of getting away '
from humdrum life into a realm where beauty
reigns supreme.
Mrs. A. Smith, Amarillo, Texas

HERO

RIDICULOUS

THE only thing that bothers me about
moving pictures (I always enjoy them) is
when a very good book is ruined by making
the leading character a hero. For instance,
John Erskine's "Bachelor of Arts," the charm
and appeal lay in the irresponsible character
Alex. To make him a hero is ridiculous.
C. Goldsmith, New York City

GOOD

IDEA

WHY not mention, on your way out of the
particular picture house you attend, the ,
genuine pleasure which the movie has given
you? Or, if the reverse, why not, politely and
tactfully, say that that particular picture did
not prove as entertaining as others shown
at the theater? Wouldn't such a course prove |
of vital help? Such opinions would get back
to Hollywood.
A. K. Holbrook, Boston, Mass.

MORE

lusty cheers for The Legion of

Wendy
addition

a

WRONG?

I SAW two pictures, one advertised exten' sively, the other, I had not even seen reviewed. The highly praised feature was good,
but too good, polished, reserved, aloof, it was
but a fable. The lesser picture was unsophisticated and human, so human it could
be lived.
What is wrong?
Kenneth R. Pitts, Lansing, Mich.

LEGION CHEERED

' Decency. "Little Women," "Alice in
Wonderland," "The Barretts," "One Night of
Love," " David Copperfield" — would we have
had these great films without the Legion?
I. M. Mack, Denver, Colorado

Joan

WHAT'S

INTELLIGENT ROLES

\ Y/HY not more intelligently selected roles
** for our movie stars? A play can make or
break a star, for, after all, the play is the
thing. Look at Norma Shearer — the perfect
example of thoughtful and intelligent selection
of roles. Our movie stars have plenty of
talent to suit us all, what we need now is
more talent in those who decide their plays.
Harriet H. Gray, Chattanooga, Tenn.

just

thinks

K/AY I congratulate the producers of
' V '"White Parade" for giving the public its
very first picture presenting the nursing profession from a true angle and as a sincere and
worthwhile profession?
L. Walsh, R. N., Fayetteville, Ark.

MORE

lis«»

Photoplay

may

KATHARINE

how

halves

Barrie is an attractive
on the Paramount
lot

HISTORY

A FTER all, the public likes kings, queens
''etc., but only in small doses. How about
giving us some other historic characters, such
as Napoleon or Lord Byron? Lord Byron
would be delightful, with beautiful ladies
scattered around as usual.
How about it, public?
Louise H. Stacy, St. Louis, Mo.

PHOTOPLAY

CONTINUED
HELL IN THE HEAVENS— Fox.— A gripping
oiction of a French air unit in the late war. Warner
pter is an American with the outfit. Conchiti
iSntenegro is the only feminine influence.
(.Jan.)
iERE thisISone.
MY ForHEART—
You'll
jblaud
between Paramount.—
laughs Bing Crosby
l\ Kitty Carlisle sing those haunting tunes, and the
sry is good. (March)
iOME ON THE RANGE— Paramount.— An
l to-date Western, with the old mortgage still
isent but the crooks using modern methods for
f ting it. Evelyn Brent, Jackie Coogan, Randy
J itt. (Feb.)
I

HUMAN
SIDE,
THE— Universal.— Accurately titled — a family story that is entertaini from start to finish.
Adolphe Menjou, Doris
liyon. Reginald Owen.
(Nov.)

AM A THIEF — Warners. — A diamond neck1:|?
disappears
and everybody
looks guilty
— Ricardo
(tez,
Mary Astor,
Dudley Digges,
Irving
Pichel
all some
the rest
of the cast.
There'sinterest.
murder, (Feb.)
thievery,
at
romance.
Maintains
I IMITATION OF LIFE — Universal.— A
warm and human drama about two mothers of
dlerent races, allied in the common cause of their
qdren.
performances
Claudette Fredi
Colfat
and Excellent
Louise Beavers.
Warrenby William,
\|shington. Rochelle Hudson, Ned Sparks.
(Feb.)
|N OLD SANTA FE— Mascot.— A dozen plots
wpped up for the price of one — and a nice package
fi|those who enjoy Westerns. Ken Maynard, his
hse, Tarzan, Evalyn Knapp, H. B. Warner, Kenhj Thomson, and the entire cast are good.
(Feb.)
SELL ANYTHING— First National. — Pat
Cfrien talks you to death as a gyp auctioneer who is
t'i?n by a society golddigger (Claire Dodd). Sadder
a' gabbier he returns to Ann Dvorak.
(Jan.)
I IT'S A GIFT— Paramount.— One long laugh,
I with W. C. Fields in the role of a hen-pecked
hiband.
Baby LeRoy, Jean Rouverol, Kathleen
Hrard. But it's Fields' show. (Feb.)
j'VE onBEEN
Universal.—
A good
cast
Wted
a triteAROUND—
story and amazingly
stagey
dialogue.
mrch)
_ (EALOUSY— Columbia.— Watch George Murphy
ifpu go to see this picture about a prize fighter who
inordinately jealous of his prettv wife. Nancy
Cjroll, Donald Cook, Arthur Hohl.
(March)
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LITTLE MEN— Mascot. — A nice homey little
film made from Louisa M. Alcott's book, with Erin
O'Brien-Moore as Aunt Jo, Ralph Morgan as
Professor Bhaer, and Frankie Darro the boy Dan.
(March)
LITTLE MINISTER, THE— RKO-Radio. — A
beautifulmance,screen
adaptation
of Barrie's
rowith Katharine
Hepburn
as Babbie famous
and John
Beal in the title role. Beryl Mercer, Alan Hale.
Andy Clyde. Donald Crisp, top support.
(March)
LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER— Paramount.
— Brittle dialogue, swift direction, pictorial grandeur,
and intelligent production make this picture one you
must see. Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone. Richard
Cromwell, Sir Guy Standing, head an excellent
cast.
(March)
LOST IN THE STRATOSPHERE— Monogram
— Eddie Nugent, William Cagney, differ over June
Collyer. Enemies, they are up in the air fourteen
miles and the balloon goes haywire. For the youngsters. (Jan.)
LOSTconsiderably
LADY, A— revamped.
First National.—
Willa Stanwyck
Cather's
novel,
Barbara
fine in title role; Frank Morgan and Ricardo Cortez
satisfactory.
(Nov.)
LOTTERY LOVER— Fox.— Bright in some spots,
unfortunately dull in others, this film story with Lew
Ayres, Nick Foran and Peggy Fears.
(March)
LOVE TIME— Fox.— The struggles of Franz
Schubert (Nils Asther); his love for a princess (Pat
Paterson);them.
her father's
Walthall)
separate
Lovely (Henry
scenes, B.lovely
music. efforts
(Dec)to
LOYALTIES— Harold Auten Prod.— An overplayed adaptation
of John aGalsworthy's
on an attempt
to degrade
wealthy Jew,play
withbased
the
Jew victorious.
Basil Rathbone the Jew.
(Jan.)

ANSAS CITY PRINCESS, THE— Warners.—
Cjiedy,
about outtwo tomanicurists
Bidell, "so-called,"
Glenda
Farrell)
do some (Joan
goldd;ing. Not for children
(Nov.)

MAYBE IT'S LOVE— First National.— A rather
dull picture of the hardships of a young couple during the first six months of marriage. Ross Alexander
makes the young husband interesting. But Philip
Reed, Gloria Stuart and the rest of the cast are
hampered by their roles.
(Feb.)

AST WILDERNESS, THE— Jerry Fairbanks
Pil. — A most effective wild animal life picture.
HVt bothered with the sensational and melodiaatic. Howard Hill deadly with bow and arrow.

I.)

SMON
DROP
KID,
THE— Paramount.— A
ra track tout goes straight for marriage and a baby.
Li Tracy. Helen Mack, William Frawley, Baby
•joy, Minna Gombell. Henry B Walthall.
(Dec.)
GHTNING STRIKES TWICE— RKO-Radio.
~ mystery built on a murder that didn't happen.
& Lyon and Skeets Gallagher are amusing. Pert
K on is a fan dancer.
Story at fault. (Jan.)
MEHOUSE BLUES— Paramount.— Gruesome
rope kids, old stuff for the adults. Lurking Chinese,
tfas, dope, Scotland Yard, George Raft, Jean
P. er, Kent Taylor, Anna May Wong.
(Jan.)
TTLE FRIEND— Gaumont-British.— The
to: c story of a child victim of divorce. Outstanding
Be performance of Nova Pilbeam, British child
acss.
Worthwhile.
(Jan.)

Parlor with Bedroom and Bath
$C00
«J

PER TwoDAY
SINGLE
persons
$6.00

$125.00 per month (single)
($25 per mo. each add. person)

MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS HEAD, THE—
Universal. — As fine and important a picture as has
ever been made, with Claude Rains in a superb performance as the pacifist who was betrayed by an unscrupulous publisher. Joan Bennett, Lionel Atwill.
(March)
MARIE GALANTE— Fox.— Glaring implausibilities keep this from being a strong and gripping picture. But Ketti Gallian, a new French star, is lovely;
Helen Morgan sings sobbily, Ned Sparks and Stepin
Fetchit are funny, Spencer Tracy a nice hero. (Feb.)
MARINES ARE COMING, THE— Mascot.— A
breezy mixture of comedy and romance with William
Haines as a Marine Corps lieutenant and Armida
pursuing him. Esther Ralston, Conrad Nagel, Edgar
Kennedy.
(March)

ADY IS WILLING, THE— Columbia.— Leslie
H:,ard in a mild little English farce. Binnie Barnes.
Ni>l Bruce.
(Nov.)

WHEN
you visit New York
enjoy the comforts of an ideal
home and still be in the heart of
the Motion
Picture Art Centre.

MAN OF ARAN — Gaumont-British. — A pictorial
saga of the lives of the fisher folk on the barren isles of
Aran off the Irish coast.
(Jan.)

y JUDGE PRIEST— Fox.— Will Rogers makes
Pi live
Irvinso S.enjoyably,
Cobb's humorously
philosophical
charaiir
you wish you
were a part
of
tldrowsy Kentucky setting. The music heightens
yiir desire. Tom Brown, Anita Louise the love intcjst. Perfect cast. (Dec.)

Radio.—
at0NTUCKY
Woolsey as KERNELS—
custodians of RKOa young
heir, Wheeler
Spanky
V7arland, mixed up with a Kentucky feud, moonsi e and roses. It's hilarious.
(Jan.)
_, KID MILLIONS— Samuel Goldwyn-United
P Artists. — A Cantor extravaganza complete
Wi hilarious situations, gorgeous settings, catchy
tips and a grand cast. (Jan.)
U LADY BY CHOICE— Columbia.— Fresh and
J\ original, with a new situation for May Robson.
Eble Lombard, fan dancer, "adopts" May, an
ir ircssible alcoholic, as her mother for a publicity
8- Roger Pryor, Walter Connolly important. (Dec.)
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HEW

MENACE — Paramount. — Mystery. Starts weak,
but picks up, and you'll be well mystified. A mad,
man threatens Gertrude Michael, Paul Cavanaghand Berton Churchill whom he blames for his
brother's suicide.
(Dec.)
•
MERRY
M-G-M—
Operetta strikingWIDOW,
a new high THE—
in lavish
magnificence.
Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier rate
honors for their performances.
(Nov.)
•
THE MIGHTY BARNUM— 20th CenturyUnited Artists. — A great show, with Wallace
Beery, as circusman P. T. Barnum, in one of the best
roles of his career. Adolphe Menjou, Virginia Bruce,
top support.
(Feb.)
MILLION DOLLAR BABY— Monogram.— Little
Jimmy Fay is cute as the youngster whose parents
dress him in skirts and a wig and put him under contract to a movie studio as a second Shirley Temple.
(March)

MRS. WIGGS

OF THE CABBAGE

PATCH—

Paramount. — Interesting adaptation, with Pauline
Lord, ZaSu Pitts, W. C. Fields and a host of other
fine players.
(Nov.)
MUSIC IN THE AIR— Fox.— Gloria Swanson
returns in this charming musical as a tempestuous opera star in love with her leading man, John
Boles. Gay and tuneful.
(Jan.)

Boom
In $3 CQ
Largest
i Single

'per day single
3-Room

Beautiful
2-Room
Suite.
Suites in proportion.

New York J"'"

All rooms equipped with radio,
combination tub and shower bath
and running ice water. Ideal
location — adjacent to shopping,
business and theatre districts.
Swimming

Pool and Gymnasium
FREE to Guests.

Write

details.
Telegraph
^Collect)

for

ENJOY

NEW

YORK'S

COCOANUT

reservations
FAMOUS

GROVE

•

MYSTIC HOUR, THE— Progressive.— Crookedest crooks, fightingest fights, tag with fast trains,
middle-aged hero, dastardly villain, his bee-ootiful
ward. But no custard pies. Montagu Love, Charles
Hutchison, Lucille Powers.
(Dec.)
MYSTERY WOMAN, THE— Fox.— Fairly interesting combination of romance and mystery concerning two spies, Gilbert Roland and John Halliday,
both in love with Mona Barrie. (March)
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 122 ]

56th St. at 7th Ave.
New York City
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THE CORLISS— Fashion
and comfort unite in this
flattering glove-fitting
oxford of fine quality kid.
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THE TINLEY—
perforations are thePinpoint
decorative
motif on a trim oxford with
graceful Continental
heel.

THE GENE— A smart oneeyelet tie
of soft kidskin—
dainty
stitching
and perforations in a new manner.

*b.O(J— Slightly higher west of the Rockies

"HERE I am, feeling fit as a fiddle and ready for anything — after dancing intc
the wee small hours. Styl-Eez shoes did the trick ... I know my feet looked like
a standing invitation to romance all evening long — and they certainly fell
equal to adventure, even at three in the morning ! It's marvelous to find shoes
that look perfect and feel that way, too. I'm glad I have the Styl-Eez habit . . .
Special construction features in Styl-Eez shoes prevent foot-fatigue and
the awkward ankle rotation that detracts from the beauty of your walk.

THE

SELBY

SHOE

PORTSMOUTH,

COMPANY
OHIO

Manufacturers of Styl-Eez, Arch Preserver andTru-Poise Shoes
In Canada: Selby Shoes Ltd., Montreal.
Send cpupon ior Styl-Eez booklet of features and new models.

THE SELBY SHOE CO., Portsmouth, Ohio:
Please send me a copy of your Styl-Eez booklet.
Name
Address

<££
JSJi

• Baby LeRoy is going to sing anthems with other Hollywood children at
church on Easter Sunday this year: When a fellow gets old enough to hold
his own hymn book and carry a tune perfectly, he's a big boy. Before another Easter comes, Paramount is going to have to drop that "Baby" label

• With soft blonde hair and dark blue eyes of fiery brilliance, Tala Birell is one of the most strikingly beautiful
women on the screen. She recently signed a long-term contract with Columbia, and you'll see her next in "Let's Live
Tonight" which stars Lilian Harvey and Tullio Carminati

• The daughter of a Polish baroness, Tala has lived in most
of the capitals of Europe. Before coming to America she
was the darling of the Viennese stage. With a back-ground
like that, and a beauty of face and figure such as hers,
is it a wonder she is one of the most glamorous of stars?

FRAKER

• Anna Sten, always lovely, has never looked more
beautiful than in this bed-time scene from the Sam
Goldwyn picture "The Wedding Night." It is the scene
in which the girl-bride awaits the coming of the bridegroom she does not love. Ralph Bellamy plays the role
of the bridegroom, and Gary Cooper her true lover
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""THE MARCH OF TIME" comes to the screen, and so well done, we discover
' in it a delightful freshness.
The initial production of six episodes is run off in twenty minutes, and you could
sit through an hour of this without being the slightest bit bored.
Every one of the six episodes has significance — and every one is presented with an
eye to real dramatic climaxes. Moreover, the commentator's voices — which,
incidentally, is excellent — skillfully emphasizes the action without those wisecracks and other banalities to which we have been subjected but too often in films
of current events.

"THE concluding episode closes on a touch of sadness. To quote from the printed
' program:
"After guiding the destinies of the Metropolitan Opera House for the past
twenty-seven years, Giulio Gatti-Casazza announces his resignation, sees his last
opening night 'Aida' from the manager's peep-hole."
As I left the Jansen suite in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel — where I had seen the
preview — I stood stock still. For there, with head bowed and eyes downcast, just
as he had appeared a moment before on the screen, sat Signor Gatti-Casazza himself— a touching finale to the great role he played in the ruthless march of Time —
through nearly three decades.

DEHIND the activities that projected so elaborate a production as "David
'-'Copperfield" upon the screen, we find hidden Howard Estabrook, the man who
wrote the script.
As I recall the Dickens novel, it ran nothing short of eight hundred pages. And
as Dickens created more characters than any other writer that ever lived — not
excluding Shakespeare — "David Copperfield" is as full of them as a plum pudding
is of raisins. Furthermore, this novel is peculiarly rich in episodes and situations.

nSTABROOK was extraordinarily well fitted to sift and condense this almost
'—dismaying wealth of material. He won the Academy Award for his script of
Edna Ferber's "Cimarron." His was the hand that shaped the text for "Hell's
Angels." Because of these and similar achievements he is the most highly paid
script writer in Hollywood.
The theater has been his life work. On the New York stage, he was actor, writer,
director.
Without forgetting Hugh Walpole's valuable contributions, or George Cukor's
masterly direction, I feel that, just as there would have been no "David Copper23

field" without Dickens, the screen version would have fallen short without the
handiwork of Howard Estabrook.

V/OU can't keep them down — those critics of motion pictures. John Drinkwater,
' author of "Abraham Lincoln" and other impressive stage plays, recently popped
out in Dublin with, "Nothing has done so much to vulgarize the taste of the world
as the cinema."
I wish he would hark back in his memory twenty years or so to the crude melodramas, the vulgar farces, the dull, obscene burlesque shows, and the sentimental,
if innocuous, trash that passed for "drama."
If he knew nothing of that American scene surely he must have witnessed its
British counterpart. When an author turns critic, often he sounds quite unconvincing.
Mr. Drinkwater's quarrel, if he but knew it, is not with motion pictures, but with
life and human nature, and nobody has ever been able to do much about changing
them.
WELL, business is looking up! The
harvester factories in the Middle
eight hundred and sixteen more motion
year ago.
In the United States there are a total

farmers are spending cash, and tractor and
West are working at top schedule. And — picture theaters are operating today than a
now of fourteen thousand, five hundred and

fifty-two houses showing pictures — an increase of about six per cent. Not a big
advance, perhaps, but picture interests regard it as most encouraging.

I N the National Board of Review Magazine, Robert Flaherty, director of " Man of
■Aran," that saga of a brave people of the West Coast of Ireland, relates how a
young Irishman first brought these islands to his attention:
"Let me tell you of the Aran Islands, where I have been," he said. "These
islands are barren rocks, without trees. Before the people can grow their potatoes
- — almost the only food they can win from the land — they have to make the soil to
grow them in! For the rest of their food they have to go to sea in little canvas
boats, unbelievably primitive. And this sea they have to brave in these cockleshells isone of the worst in the world."
Such was the inception of the idea that resulted in one of the most beautiful
pictures ever filmed.

I IOLLYWOOD "failure" makes good abroad.
There's a headline you could
' 'write over the story of Alexander Korda's recent career. Coming from Germany, where he had directed numerous pictures for UFA, his several Hollywood
films did not greatly impress producers. He left.
Then Hollywood suddenly awoke to the fact that they had entertained an angel
unawares. " The Private Life of Henry VIII " rolled its triumphant progress 'round
the world. Korda kept on calling his shots with uncanny skill. With "The Scarlet
Pimpernel" and "Congo Raid," Korda has done what some of our "masters of
spectacle" never quite achieved — real drama, grand theater. Even the great
Griffith veered at times too far toward the side of melodrama and his pathos hinted
occasionally of bathos.

a

|N goes Korda's impressive roster of work in production or to come — H. G.
Wells' "One Hundred Years From Now," and "Lawrence of Arabia." Leslie
Howard will play the lead in this last as he did in "The Scarlet Pimpernel."
That other unsurpassed find of the screen, Charles Laughton, is due in England
in the Spring to play "The Life of Nijinsky," and "Sir Tristam Goes West." For
this last, France's ace director, Rene Clair, will cross the Channel. Ten big productions for the year — not a single "programme" picture on the list — is Korda's
schedule. It took an Hungarian to put England on the picture map, just as it took
a Jew — Disraeli — to make her an empire.
All the releases of Korda's productions will be through United Artists.
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Spanish Blonde
By

JAMES

A.

DANIELS

That's Marlene
Dietrich's sucwickeder she is on the screen

7hen she's bad, she's very, very good!
;ss story in one short sentence. • The

The

te more
the screen-goers love her
le shatters the louder the fans

f cheer.

1 "Blue Angel" she played an alrecked the life and career of a

_.;

romptly

box

voted

her

the

biggest

more

masculine

hearts

• Look at the record :

/ luring but heartless siren who
man who adored her. The fans
office

attraction

of the

day.

II

'«#

''Blue Angel'

k

"Shanghai Express"

new

legions of Dietrich fans. And

hen their Marlene swept

devastatingly across the colorful

hinese background

"Shanghai Express" the whoops
mirers could be heard from Times

Morocco"

added

in

f delight from her adquare to Timbuctoo. So

here's the good news of the
in character — this time as the

ay: La Dietrich is back

"Carnival In Spain"

^artless and exotic blonde Spanish
i Spain." • Once
rings men
to her

again
„.
""'
feet.

iat rarest and most allur- ,'
kes everything
and X^Jl

■

dancer in Paramount's "Carnival

A
she exercises the fatal charm that
^fij^And once again she tramples on their hearts. As

\, ing of racial beauties, the Spanish blonde, Marlene
¥*»:??** gives nothing. • Directed by Josef von Sternberg,

Carnival in Spain" unfolds a gripping story of the love of two men for the Spanish
ie idol of all Spain.
Unhappiness
and tense drama
follow in her wake.
And

Blonde,
through

all, this loveliest of all sirens, continues toAdvertisement
prove that, when she's bad, she's very, very good!

1 hi§

of
v» lio
tap
star

is

II

Kllll
started
dancer
in

i
al

Hfloti>

eve
in full
ladies and gentlemen packe
d witl
Club was ,gangs
Fey movie
THE
ter
actors
dress,
ning El
and their gorgeous dolls, writers ant
newspapermen, out-of-town sport
seeing New York night life.
The El Fey Club was the hottes
spot in the roaring forties. Owned by
Larry Fay, racketeer de luxe, late
shot down in his own joint by oni
of his own mob.
The mad, glittering night club en
of prohibition was in full swing aru
the El Fey Club was the swelles
speakeasy in town, ruled by the queei
of the night clubs, Texas Guinan.
Texas walked out onto the danc
floor, big and blonde and vibratin;
with that irresistible personality tha
makes her part of Broadway's amaz
ing history. She lifted an arm ladei
with diamond bracelets up to thi
elbow. The famous Texas Guinai
smile, never equalled on Broadway!
flashed forth.
The noise subsided. Faces turnedi
as they always did, toward Texas
"Now," said Texas, "you're goinj.
to see the greatest little tap dance:
in the world, and when I say that i
mean just that. This little girl ii
going to be a great big star some day

The accurate eye of staff photographs
William Phillips' Leica camera record:
the reactions of Al Jolson's severes
critic, Ruby Keeler, as she watches A
perform
cameraco-starring
in "Go Intopicture
Youi
Dance," for
theirthe first
Interest. Al must have surprised witl
an impromptu touch or two. Anyway
Ruby opens her eyes, cocks her head anc
wrinkles her brow in surprised attention
Nonchalance? Or is Ruby just gettini
a lift from a cigarette? On the set Mr
and Mrs. Jolson are a picture of pro
fessional calm. Neither ever interfere
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with the other's work.

Is that a combine',
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iTORlf
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ii 11 <i

up

*

as

a

c t u w e s

want all you folks to give this little
rl a great big hand."
The orchestra struck a chord, the
)plause broke out in a mad wave,
*e little girl came out onto the floor,
le wore rather scanty pants, which
owed her lovely child legs, she had
irly natural brown hair and the
ggest blue-violet eyes in the world,
id she stood there twisting one foot
hind her ankle and looking around
ith a friendly sort of smile.
She looked about fifteen.
"This is Ruby Keeler, suckers,"
id Texas, putting her arm around
e little girl's shoulder. "Come on,
e this little girl a hand. That's
;ht. Don't be stingy. You'll be
ying three dollars a seat to see her
fore long. Now Ruby, show them
iiat you can do."
Ruby ducked her brown head,
live us that friendly grin, and bejn to dance.
That was the first time I ever saw

GIVE THIS
LITTLE GIRL
»T

A HAND

'
JOHM§

"iby
Keeler
forgot
Icause
she and
was Isonever
lovely
and her,
so
itural and so friendly, amid all the
firing lights, the flowing champagne,
le hard faces and mad excitement
(that night club.
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 106 ]

Eween scenes Al and Ruby sit long
k talk little. Their attitude at work is
s :tly business. Al believes in the
n lely virtues of galluses, and invariably
s ds his collar during the rest periods
'
h
n

husband's privilege. However, neither
strictly business attitude nor the coljss shirt stand in the way of a conial kiss.
And
it is no
pose,
either
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On location

■ William Phillips, with Photoplay's candid camera,
spent a day on location where the outdoor scenes of
production No. 5 (which, confidentially, probably will
come to you under the title of "The Masses") are
being shot. And if you know Charlie Chaplin you
know what a tribute to his friendship for Photoplay
this was, for he
photographer

r Charlie sits back
^ and takes a smoke.
And studies the situation. Just how to
get

that
28

effect —

around

almost
when

never
he

will permit

is making

/L Everything is a I I
^ right, now. Charlie
gives his assistant the
big grin . . . and then,
almost
immediately,

a

any

picture

"7 Calls a recess, to
advise Paulette
Goddard, his new
leading woman, on
how to do her nails!

1

Charlie hangs on
to his chair, poised

to spring. Things are
not going the way he
wants
them
to go

O
^

^- look through the
Q Charlie takes a
camera, and changes
the angle. Maybe
this effect

will

be —

Better this time.
Amused, but still

confers
"A Chaplin
with his assistant-

perplexed, Charlie is
seen in a characteristic Chaplin pose

director, Carter DeHaven, illustrating
what
he wants
next

u lette watches a
p A quizzical Pauscene by the old
maestro, while she
eyes our cameraman

'

w o r k is finished.

Q Fina
lie the
hiss
takesday'
Charlly,
So,
cane, forgets work
and is off for home

a/ith Charlie Chaplin
\S HE PRODUCES

HIS FIRST PICTURE IN FOUR

YEARS

My

Companion

//i /

Said:

e
c
n
a
D
o
t
E
V
O
L
t
s
u
J
d

COBURN

"We'll start with

"Who, me? Whyer __ delighted, er.
delighted
quite

OF

"Let's go to town.
this
And remember
a.
ide
was your

by
a rented innuendos me.
disturbed
late, repeated ^^Xe

]ust when I have ~™P*te

ur wistfully,

*3 Staire! Wouldn't
%*
a -tber n at **£
dance w
"I'd just love to
investigating the secret
it be wonderful ?"
xpose
^
Finally I have been stunj; int
<*"
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pirouette. And
this^oeS like

formerly condolhmoPstTusPwho were
sidered passable dancers.
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only

secret I could

uncover
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th at**
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ant sFred
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IF Irving Berlin had only waited a few years,
he might have found the perfect inspiration
his pathetic
love song, " Say It Isn't So,"
in for
Marlene
Dietrich.
Since Josef Von Sternberg decided abruptly
to sever the professional alliance with his
cinema Trilby, realization that he means it has
yet to seep through and convince her.
She has reiterated to every interrogator that
she will not make a picture without Von Sternberg, in the face of his published statements
and his recent hundred-to-one wager with a
newspaper man that he will not direct Dietrich
in a picture during the next five years.
Although he has told her that their ways
separate after "The Devil Is a Woman," and
although he has already abruptly broken their
daily association, Dietrich still clings stub-

Steve

McDonald

makes flowers for

M-G-M

bornly to the illusion that it is all a temporary
caprice
of the
director's.
Recently
when
a local columnist asked her to
appear with her over the radio, Dietrich said
Herr Von Sternberg should be consulted.
"Why ask me?" said Josef, when approached.I" no longer have anything to do
with the career of Miss Dietrich."
The columnist returned. Dietrich was excitedly disturbed at his words.
"No, no, no, no," she cried, "that is not
But Von Sternberg says it is — in his brutally
frank, Teutonic manner.
At the same time, the situation is touching
true!"
Marlene Dietrich's pride. She is now extremely sensitive about it.
Formerly, in fact, all during the three year
association with Von Sternberg, she dined with
him daily at a table in the Paramount commissary. Now he dines with others, and
Dietrich slips in quietly for a hasty lunch at
the counter where the workmen eat.
One day recently she came to work, ill with a
cold. Her scene was filmed in a small enclosure.
The air quickly became bad and stilling.
Dietrich fainted.
She was carried to her dressing room, and as
soon as she regained consciousness, her first
insistent request was for the publicity man
assigned to "The Devil Is a Woman."
When he came she demanded desperately,
over and over again, that he must protect her
from the newspapers. No news must leak out
that she had fainted on the set.
She was afraid the world would think that
the situation was "getting" her.
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A SMARTLY dressed, quiet, cultured look' Mng young lady was arguing with the gateman at Paramount studios when Mrs. C. H.
Cooper walked through.
gateman girl.
tipped his hat and nodded after
theTheretreating
"Third time she's been here this week," he
informed. "Wants to see Gary, but then," he
chuckled, "who doesn't? Can't let 'em all in."
Mrs. Cooper smiled. " What was her name?"
she inquired to make conversation.
"Kelly, I believe," said the guard, "Evelyn

" v.x

But Mrs. Cooper was running after the girl.
She
caught
" took her arm and walked her
why —her,
Kelly,
past the bewildered gateman.
"She's my guest," she explained.
Evelyn Kelly, a University of California
graduate, is pretty nearly the world's champion screen star fan. When she was twelve

Evelyn Kelly is one of Cooper's best fans

"

€»■

I

V

W
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4»01\<.^
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ears old she started writing to Gary Cooper.
She did not fill her notes with verbose raves
ior silly twaddle. Instead, she made them
ntelligent and forthright criticisms.
Gary Cooper wasn't getting so much mail
hen. He read her letters and answered. They
ave been corresponding ever since, on a
trictly remote friendship basis.
i When Cooper went to Europe, Miss Kelly's
otes were forwarded to Mrs. C. H. Cooper,
is mother.
Mrs. Cooper escorted Evelyn to Gary.
"I feel as if I had known you all my life,"
•as Cooper's greeting.

A BOVE is the first picture, posed especially
' 'for Photoplay, of that Czech Adonis,
Francis Lederer, who gave all of the New York
matinee-goers thrills in "Autumn Crocus,"
w ith his new heart, Mary Anita Loos. She is a
niece of the noted writer, Anita Loos, author of
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." It is said that
Mary has crowded Steffi Duna entirely out of
Francis' life. He will next be seen in RKORadio's " Break of Hearts," opposite Katharine
Hepburn. Mary Anita Loos is a Los Angeles
girl. She's had picture offers, but has refused
them. She wants to follow in the footsteps of
her aunt as a writer.

'OU'D hardly suspect the delicate, exotic
Dolores Del Rio of being a clodhopper at
art. Just the same, her favorite recreation
'What she calls "working the earth."
■In the back yard of her mother's home which
joins hers in Santa Monica Canyon, Dolores
Is cleared and cultivated a spot of garden —
t the lovely gardenia garden which she
ards carefully in her own yard. This one is
ugh and practical. It grows artichokes, peas,
ans and potatoes.
She works it, preferably in the early morn?, because she believes that everyone to enjoy

IN "All the Kings Horses," they are using a
'looking-glass floor for the first time in a
picture — and of all trick lighting and camera
angles you ever saw to keep the machinery
from "picking up" in the mirror! Carl Brisson
plays a king and an actor who masquerades as
the king and wears twelve different uniforms
and thirty suits — and just about wears himself out changing back and forth.
Rosita with Ca
King's

Brisson from "All the
He wears thirty suits

Horses.'

complete health must have contact with the
earth.
Often, after a nervous day at the studio, she
hurries home to a hoe. Nerves relax after a
minute or so of cultivating. She returns to
the house a new woman.

TWO women who are no longer young and
' who would never take a beauty prize are
holding down a pair of the most important jobs in the picture business. Ida Koverman
and Katecutie
Corbaley
needn't
be a blonde
to be a prove
successthatin you
the studios.
Mrs. Koverman is executive secretary to
Louis B. Mayer at M-G-M. Kate Corbaley is
story editor on the same lot. If you do not
live in Hollywood it is doubtful if vou have
35
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ever heard these names, but they are distinctly
powers behind the throne.
Mrs. Koverman is a direct and regular person with a genius for organization. She was
for twelve years in active politics beginning in
1920 with the sole object of electing Herbert
Hoover president. After being closely associated with him in that time, she left right after
his election and her position with M-G-M resulted from political contacts.
She is a vital woman who speaks her mind
without unnecessary detail, and says if she had
her way about it women would be in the home
where they belong and not messing around
with business and politics, although she says
they have cleaned up the bar-room variety.
If she had her choice, she would have married
young and had a huge family. She is a widow
with no children but has helped any number
of children to have an education.
Mrs. Corbaley has a big job because the keystone of the entire business is the story. When
she says "This book or story or play will make
a good picture," the studio immediately considers buying the picture rights.
She is a little woman with gray hair and an
unhurried manner who has brought up four
daughters single-handed and is pleased that
they are all settled with good husbands. She
rated Phi Beta Kappa at Stanford, and taught
English Literature four years before she was
married.
Mrs. Corbaley entered the picture business
in 1919 through a Photoplay contest conducted by the old Triangle (now M-G-M) for
the best scenario. Came to Hollywood for the
prize of a thousand dollars and stayed here,
writing stories for the Sidney Drew comedies
and others before settling permanently with
M-G-M.
She says a good story is where you find it
and reads to that end. In a high-brow magazine she found " Good-by Mr. Chips," which
she says will make a superb picture. For ten
years she has lived with one dominating idea:
"What will make a good screen story?" Says
there are perhaps ten great ones a year — the
others are developed. The essential qualities
are sincerity, truth. The values are in char36

acter and conflict. The one unfailing plot is a
great love story which gives people belief in
the immortality of love. match at
Everything printed pours into Mrs. Corbaley's office and tells her what the world is
reading. And she thinks, " It seems funny for
anyone to be paying me for reading a book.
I would be reading a book anyway!"
^ERTAINLY pulled an expensive publicity
^-* stunt on Mary As tor over at Warners.
Took her to the Automobile Show to make
some still pictures — and Mary came away
with two new cars.
THE next time I hear about the League of
' Nations being balked on some particular
International problem, I am going to suggest
that they send an envoy to Hollywood to consult Clyde De Vinna.
Mr. De Vinna's profession is photographing
motion pictures. But his hobby is collecting a
family from various parts of the globe.
He maintains probably the most unusual,
and at the same time one of the most harmonious cosmopolitan families in existence.
At present it includes two lovely Tahitian
girls, a Japanese young man and an Hawaiian
youth. Another boy, a Cuban, is on his way
to join the international fireside.
The proteges are not servants, and never
have been. They're bonafide members of the
De Vinna household, with all the inalienable
rights and privileges. They live in comfortable
rooms, partake of family problems and pleasures. Each has a good education. There has
been no favoritism.
The Tahitian maidens, Leonne and Antonne
Bambridge, De Vinna found in Papeete, where
their father runs a store. De Vinna was on
location in the island with " The White Shadows
Of The South Seas" company. He took a notion to the youngsters and persuaded the parent to let them return to America and live
with him and his wife.
They have been part of his family ever since.
Both girls graduate from high school this
Spring and De Vinna will send them to college
in the Fall.

Their "brothers," Ryovo ("Rosy")
Matsui
urts
club coalong.
and Clarence Kumalae, just happened
The Japanese boy, as a tot, came to the house
and said he wanted to stay. He was promptly
adopted into the household. Kumulae, the
Hawaiian, was a friend of "Rosy's" at high
school. The De Vinnas liked him, so he just
moved in.
Leonne and Antonne want to be actresses
when they get out of school. "Rosy" owns a I
radio store, and Clarence pitches curves for
the "Omaha Packers."
De Vinna still photographs motion pictures.
He has accompanied W. S. Van Dyke on
practically all of his expeditions, including
"Trader Horn" and "Eskimo."
THE

Hollywood producer who after viewing

' the preview of " It Happened One Night," i
made the now famous statement, "I'd give a<
million dollars for the contracts of Frank
Capra
and Robert Riskin " may have a chance
to
do it.
Riskin, on a one-man strike, hasn't touched
his typewriter at Columbia since he finished |
the script of "The Whole Town's Talking.".1
Capra, recuperating from illness, has accepted
no definite assignment at the present writing. I
Riskin's professional indisposition some believe to be the result of salaryitis. There is a j
story that Harry Cohn, Columbia boss,, promised both him and Frank Capra a bonus of
Columbia stock, which he has not yet delivered. ,
Riskin has said that his passive resistance is
not due to money but to a sort of school-kid
"mad-on" between himself and Boss Cohn.
Cohn keeps insisting that Riskin come down to I
work at ten o'clock and put in a "full day's ■
work."
Riskin says he can't write that early
in the morning, and besides there's no such •
thing as a "full day's work" for a writer.
It is generally accepted that neither Mr.
Cohn nor Mr. Riskin have a high personal re- 1
gard for the other.
To substantiate Writer Bob's pooh-pooh
of the filthy lucre answer, is the fact that
Columbia at his last option upped his salary
$500 a week. Columbia has always endeavored
to keep Mr. Capra well satisfied in the wallet

tf;ion. All during his two-month illness his
llge salary check arrived, despite the fact
tjit Columbia had a legal right to stop it.
i Frank Capra, after early screen seasoning as
sjtechnical worker, Hal Roach gag man and
fyck Sennett comedy director, got his first

V
Joa n Bennett,

Smith a" a Ga-a Patr

orm W. C

ciince from Harry C'ohn, made his first suctises ("Flight"' and " Dirigible'') under him.
ifeiskin, Broadway playwright and sometime
jjiducer, joined forces with Capra first on
'[he Platinum Blonde," first scored with the
Sash hit "American Madness," then "Lady
fflr A Day," "It Happened One Night" and
Broadway Bill." All children of this gifted
Dm not only made box-office history but
fexhed the legend in Hollywood that Frank
Cpra and Bob Kiskin can't miss.
) bapra's contract expires in September of this
Ikr. Riskin's extends to March of 1936.
Iwever, if he continues to refuse to work,
(tlumbia eventually would have to release
til in self defense.
Tolumbia can ill let either Capra or Riskin
U They are money in the bank. They lifted
Ciumbia to a major rating in the picture industry. All of this year's program has been
6:1 to theater exhibitors on the strength of a
Cara picture— a promised hit, in which exhitors believe as they believe in Shirley
Tuple or Will Rogers.
I [fha t is one reason why Capra may leave.
t is uncomfortably "on the spot" with each
^ture. It has to be a sensation. He may
»h to escape the pressure. If he does, Riskin
fcably will find some way to leave with him.
li/Ieanwhile, Riskin still is not speaking to
■ boss, Mr. Harry Cohn. That is, not on
Ppose.
Ifhe other day at the races, Bob, for some
flson which he couldn't even explain to himK, bet on two horses in one race. Thinking
o loud, he addressed the man next to him
il he crowd thus:
What a chump bet! Can you imagine it?
Ijo nags in the same race.
What do you
tik of that?"
ie looked up. The man was staring at him
t :ely.
4i t was Harry Cohn.

Frank Capra, Columbia's ace director

Bob

Riskin, writer

of "hit"

pictures

1err/" H
srd

^

Ak» Ha/e ,„
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JOAN BLONDELL has one of the most
■^unique nurseries for her young son. Disliking the traditional baby-blue-bunny business
for little boys, she has fixed up the place as a
college boy's room — boxing gloves, tennis
racquets, books and pennants — all in miniature. What, no cameras?
W7 C. FIELDS suffered inordinately witl
** -insomnia all through "Mississippi."
For a few nights he had a remedy. He
walked off his restlessness in the orange grove
surrounding his hilltop home in the San Fernando Valley. Only the wails of the coyotes
kept him company.
One night they were unusually close, and unusually loud.
That same night Fields ran into a watchman on his nocturnal rounds.
"Those coyotes aren't exactly whispering tonight, are they?" he remarked pleasantly in
greeting.
"Those aren't coyotes, Mr. Fields," replied
the man, "They're wildcats."
From then on, W. C. Fields stayed in the
house of nights — awake. And the make-up
man on "Mississippi" powdered away the
circles under his eyes.
ri LORIA SWANSON was being interviewed.
— JThe questions were harmless and the
answers were discreet.
Into the room marched two-year-old Michele
Bridget Farmer. The interviewer was struck
with the dignity of her tiny stride and her
very good looks.
"My, but you're a nice little girl," she said.
"Humph!" said Michele Bridget, "Mr.
Marshall says I'm magnificent."
\VOU will be doing Hollywood a favor if you
' can manage to steal Bing Crosby's favorite
sweater.
It is an orange bit of wool; that is, it was
orange, but countless scrubbings have faded it
to a sickly ochre.
Patched and darned and frayed at the cuffs,
it nevertheless is the apple of Mr. Crosby's
He wears it about the lot, proudly and triumphantly, because practically everyone at
eyes.
Paramount — even his wife, Dixie Lee — has
tried to steal it and burn it.
But it leads a charmed life. Bing always
catches them in the act, slips it on again, and
heaves a satisfied sigh.
And although children cry and strong men
quail when they see it, Bing continues to wear
it with every bit as much pride as Joseph
sporting his biblical coat.
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will take him from here to there in nothing
flat. Almost nobody else can think of any
place he would want to get to that fast. But
George can.
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EXTRAORDINARY that a little foreign
'—picture called "Be Mine Tonight" should
have been the beacon lighting the way to all
the fine operatic pictures in preparation. It
began the trek of operatic stars to Hollywood
with producers fighting to sign them. Jan
Kiepura blazed the trail, Grace Moore proved
again that the time is ripe, and now on every
lot prima donnas are sounding their A, baritones are bursting loose and bassos rumble
their melodious thunder.
Lily Pons is due at
38

RKO on April twentieth, Lawrence Tibbett is
going to give another whirl at M-G-M. Rethberg and Swarthout are being angled after, and
even Stokovsky will get here some day and
conduct a score. Nino Martini is out at Fos,
Allen Jones and Nelson Eddy at M-G-M
struggle along under the handicap of American
names, but don't let that stop you. Those
boys can warble. It looks as if the opera singers
will have still another season to add to their
tours. A Hollywood season.

A DOLPHE MENJOU and Verree Teasdale
' \ire sick and tired of being the "best
dressed couple." They are washed up, finis,
nothing doing and NO. All publicity on the
subject has been stopped, they will pose no
more fashion pictures, they will run from the
place screaming if anybody mentions it. From
now on, they are Mr. and Mrs. Menjou, a
cozy couple by the fireside in their old Mothei
Hubbards . . . and let the chips fall where
they may. " Miss Teasdale regrets" — and sc
does Mr. Menjou — but who in blazes is to
the title now?
[please turn to page 83 ]
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• This portrait should convince anybody — man

flown

§onth

or

woman — that there's nothing as charming as an oldfashioned girl. Joan Bennett is gowned in crinoline
for her role in Paramounts "Mississippi," with Bing
Crosby. The time is I860, and the setting is the old
South with much of the action aboard a show boat —
all of which makes it as picturesque as Joan's gown

across

the

sea

• With the voice of an angel and the Icind of beauty
all gentlemen prefer, Marta Eggerth is a real treat!
for movie-goers. Under contract to Gaumont British,]
she sang her way into American hearts in "The Unfinished Symphony" and you'll see her soon again in j
"My Heart is Calling." Miss Eggerth's leading man in
the film is Jan Kiepura, noted singing star of Poland

#

Katherine DeMille has been in the movies

for five years but until now

off

!■■«»

old

block

she has never

appeared
in a recently
film of her
Katherine was
cast famous
for the father's.
role of
Alice in Cecil B. DeMille's "The Crusades."
She is C. B.'s adopted daughter, and is English-French descent, born in Vancouver, B. C.
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• A handsome man, really. And a favorite
of all the ladies. But when the make-up
man got finished with him, Fredric March
looked like this. It's an exceptionally fine
make-up job, for March's role of Jean
Valjeamn Twentieth Century's film version
of Victor Hugo's novel "Les Miserables"

iegfeld

Would Have

Said: "Throw Her Out!
w

//

BY
f REDERICK
OULD
the great Ziegfeld
low, that her eye sockets were too deep
have picked Garbo for his
and her upper lip too slant. Artists
«
o
i a i *, *»
have said all these things, and more.
Follies"?
Ziegfeld would have said them. And
Vould he have picked Hepburn?
Vould he have picked Janet Gaynor,
he wouldn't have taken her.
Helen Hayes, or Margaret Sullavan, or Anna Sten, or any
Yet. Garbo has beauty — a beauty that we who love her are
of a dozen other distinguished actresses who could be named
tempted to call divine.
If Hepburn had called on Florenz Ziegfeld, as she did on
a "lollywood tops?
peaking from a long and rather intimate knowledge of what
Adolphe Menjou in " Morning Glory," and asked for a job, the
answer would have been the same as it was in the picture:
tl Broadway beauty maestro liked and did not like in his girls,
"No sale!"
tl answer is emphatically "NO!"
Then, if she had persisted, as she did in the screen story, in
f Garbo had applied for a job in the heyday of the New
asking why, he would have told her, as so many other critics
I sterdam theater, Flo Ziegfeld would have turned to Ned
have since told her, that her cheekbones were too high and her
Viyburn or Julian Mitchell, and said:
jawbones too long and her whole facial conformation too
l Throw her out!"
1 he had been in a loquacious mood, which he seldom was, he
prognathous, or — as the Broadway boys say at Belmont and we
43
ni;ht have added that her mouth went one way and her eyes
of Hollywood now say at Santa Anita — horsey.
ther, that her chin went up too high and her nose down too
Yet, Katharine Hepburn is a beautiful woman — the more

effectively beautiful on the screen because of her so-called "deSo are those other beautiful women. Or aren't they? What
is real beauty? Did Ziegfeld know?
Or do we?
Ziegfeld
ought
to
have
known.
fects."
" My business," he told the writer, not long before his death,
"has been to put beauty into circulation."
We had been sitting on the sloping lawn at Burkleigh-on-theHudson — named after his lovely wife, Billie Burke — reviewing
through memory's eye that Big Parade of beautiful girls who
had walked down the moving staircases of the New Amsterdam
stage, through Joseph Urban settings, into the hearts of the
American public.
Lilyan Tashman, Billie Dove, Dorothy Mackaill, Marion
Davies, Ruby de Remer, Mary Nolan, Jackie Logan, Justine
Johnstone, Mae Murray, Marilyn Miller, Mary Eaton, Ina
Claire, Martha Mansfield, Lina Basquette, Kay Laurell. Olive
Thomas, Gilda Gray — these were only a few of the glorified
girls who had marched in that parade.
No one will deny that these girls established throughout the
world the accepted type of modern feminine beaut}-. Nor will
it be denied that their discoverer, Florenz Ziegfeld, more than
any other single factor, dictated what that beauty should be.
If these things were not so, Hollywood would not be honoring
the master even now with "The Great Ziegfeld," a memorial
in celluloid to his contributions to the cause of beauty in and
out of the theater.

ALFRED CHENEY

JOHNSTON

Jessie Reed, one of the
most beautiful of all the
long line of Follies girls and
the acme of the Ziegfeldian
standard of pulchritude.
This standard the movies
no
44

longer

recognize

Ziegfeld worshipped beauty. But it was the beauty of perfection. He combed the Roaring Forties of his day for the perfect profile, the perfect shoulder, the perfect hip and the perfect
ankle with all the enthusiasm of a scientist or an inspired
craftsman. "He was," as Percy Hammond used to say of
him, "a Broadway Cellini, working in women's shapes instead
of Florentine brass."
He might hire Fannie Brice, with her long nose and longer
legs because she possessed a special talent which he needed for a
featured spot. But, for his glorified girls, on whose faces and
figures his reputation as an artist and his success as a showman
was primarily founded, he chose girls whose proportions conformed as closely as possible to a set of physical measurements.
And these measurements were to him like the laws of the
Medes and the Persians, unchangeable.
I give you those measurements: height, five feet five; bust, j
thirty-four inches; waist, twenty-six inches; hips, thirty-seven
inches; calf, thirteen and one-half inches; shoulder length,
fifteen inches; neck to waist, fifteen inches; neck length, three
and one-half inches; arm length, twenty-seven inches.
Without prying too far into the boudoir secrets of our first
ladies of the screen, it is obvious that they do not even approach
this Ziegfeldian ideal. Garbo, for instance, is six inches taller
than Gaynor. Gaynor weighs twenty-eight pounds less than
Garbo. And neither girl conforms to Ziegfeld's standard or
to each other's.
As to facial characteristics, the divergence between Ziegfeld
ideals and the current Hollywood ones is even more marked.
There may be feminine stars today who have eyes separated by
the width of one eye or the pupils of whose eyes are as far apart
as the distance from the tip of the nose to the eyebrows — these
being the classical measurements — but who cares? Beauty
cannot be measured by foot rule and T-square — at least, not
the beauty of a modern picture star.
If it could, beautiful Connie Bennett, with her square jaw
and too small nose, would no longer be called beautiful; nor
would beautiful Joan Crawford, whose nostrils are too large for
the rest of her nose and whose forehead is that of a man; nor
beautiful Ruth Chatterton, whose mouth is obviously too
large for the rest of her face; nor beautiful Ann Harding, the
left side of whose face does not match the right side; nor beautiful Clara Bow, the top part of whose face is concave and the
bottom part convex; nor beautiful Norma Shearer, whose
features are half cold and classical and half warm and alluring;
nor beautiful Jean Harlow, whose nose projects at too sharp an
angle. As a matter of fact, most of our lovely ladies — Fay
Wray, Gloria Swanson, Helen Hayes, Wynne Gibson, Nancy

arroll, Ruth Chatterton, Lupe Velez, Dolores Del Rio,
laudette Colbert, even Kay Francis —would fall down, so
> speak, on their noses.
And the screen's emancipation from Ziegfeldian limitations
jes not end with the long established stars. That reigning
minary, Myrna Loy, is a jolly, freckle-faced hoyden, who
ight never have made the Ziegfeld grade — yet, how sinuously,
imptuously, glamorously lovely she can be on the screen!
'largaret Sulla van, according tostatementscredited as herown,
is a jaw that is "lopsided" ; yet it would be a reckless man and
ven to falsehoods who would call her anything but beautiful
"The Good Fairy."
Elisabeth Bergner, whether the wind blown little heroine of
Escape Me Never," or the regal figure of "Catherine the
reat," bears no more resemblance to the typical Ziegfeld girl
an Charles La ugh ton does to Rudolph Valentino. And if we
ay be permitted to go from the sublime to the charmingly
liculous, our own Gracie Allen has screen beauty of a rare
rt, yet Ziegfeld saw her for years in vaudeville without getting
ound to sign her.
Jean Muir, Jean Parker and Josephine Hutchinson, though
■auties all, are not the Ziegfeld type. As for those less known
mngsters who are giving such notable performances in the
rrent cinemas — Muriel Kirkland, Isabel Jewell, Dorothy
ilson, Steffi Duna, Margo — they are all good looking girls;
ime are more than that, but none of them would have fitted
;to Ziegfeld's front row alongside stately Dolores or glamorous
iadys Glad.
'But if it is true that Ziegfeld would never have taken our
fesent crop of Hollywood beauties for his shows, it is equally
ta that Hollywood magnates are no longer jumping at the
•lance to get Ziegfeld graduates for their films. Tests have
:jown that Broadway-trained chorines are seldom as beautiful
;j those recruited from the ranks of Hollywood extra girls,
yen as ladies of the ensemble, they no longer get the call.
pd for featured spots, the musical show beauties who make
jod in the big studios are few and far between.
:The public seems to have lost its taste for the show girl who
Is been made over — sometimes with miraculous speed — into
picture star. Hollywood picture-makers have had some hard
!;>sons to learn on this point. Take, for example, the sad case
I Jimmy Dunn and Sally Eilers. From the moment these two
iungsters appeared so successfuly in "Bad Girl," the studio
is swamped with fan letters requesting their reappearance
; a team. For a while, the producers conformed. Then, as
ey had done before with Gaynor and Farrell, they conceived
e thrifty scheme of separating Jimmy and Sally, and making
'O stars grow where only one star team had grown before.
"Since the advent of talking pictures," says Darryl Zanuck,
le of the most astute of Hollywood impresarios, "not a single
stress has become a star on the strength of beauty alone.
;auty in the picture studios is worth eight dollars a day;
ains, a hundred dollars a day; beauty plus brains, a thousand
"liars a day."
IBeauty plus brains!
That is the modern Hollywood formula.
That is why it is only the exceptionally clever Ziegfeld
[auty who makes or holds her place upon the talking screen,
arion Davies is, perhaps, the most outstanding example,
uby Keeler, Xoel Francis and Joan Blondell were with Ziegld for a brief period. The late Dorothy Dell, who promised
achieve a solid reputation as a motion picture actress, used
sing her songs in Ziegfeld's shows. Peggy Fears, widely pub: ized, is now knocking at the gates of screen success.
Generally speaking, the Broadway musical comedy as a road
>m chorus oblivion to screen glory, is no longer the shortest
stance between two points — that beauty alone is no longer
e open sesame to motion picture fame.
I am glad. Aren't you? And if the great Ziegfeld were alive
day and could have seen, say, Katharine Hepburn in "The
ttle Minister," or Greta Garbo in "The Painted Veil," there
jjust a chance that he might be glad, too. He might even have
vamped his "Follies of the Future" to conform to the new
illy wood standard — beauty plus brains!

Gladys Loftus, another
queen of beauty from the
Ziegfeldian point of view.
But, generally speaking,
beauty alone as the open
sesame to movie fame
has

gone

by

the

board
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He's a Simon-Pure Count
Not a Hollywood Rebuilt
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N nominating Tuliio Carminati their current Big Moment
among the film players for his work with Ann Harding in
" Gallant Lady," his performance with Grace Moore in "One
Night of Love," and for his air of Continental sophistication,
the ladies picked a simon-pure count — not a Hollywood rebuilt.
All of which is to say that Count Tuliio Carminati di Brambilla is the movies' latest menace to our domestic brand of
screen lovers — and a possible scallion to the souls of Gable,
Cooper, Colman, Cagney, March, Tone, Powell, et al.
For Tuliio has something on the ball our local boys can't

jtplicate: a genuine, delicious foreign accent. And how our
)Is, from New York City to Podunk Corners, can dream ro[ance and mystery into an accent.
!Yet, men, in spite of his appeal to the ladies, he is a likeable
rt; a bit hazy as to the why and wherefore of the tumult and
;outing, but blessed with the modest belief that, in spite of
hat they write in their fan letters, the girls are fascinated, not
f the man, but by the color of mystery of internationalism,
'ot that Tullio is a shrinking violet, by any chance; he frankly
Imits he is a good enough actor to stand on his own ability,
thout leaning on his reputation as a leading man and a

director of Duse — the immortal Duse everybody worshipped.
Carminati has put his title in moth balls. But surely the
girls should have the satisfaction of feeling that the admission
price to the local theater is well spent, because their favorite
came from sure-enough ancestral halls — and enjoyed his own
private suite, valet, tutors, and what not. Even if he didn't
enjoy them long.
At the age of sixteen, Tullio was six feet tall, wore a cute
little mustache and had a consuming desire to be an actor.
Also the ability to convince the actor manager of a small
Italian theatrical company which [ please turn to page 113 ]

• Tullio Carminati owns the
largest selection of mufflers of
any man in Hollywood — which
make a lot of other men jealous, because a man's costume
without a muffler these days just
isn't a costume. Get his method
of tying
them — Ascot
fashion
• You will notice that with this
sports costume he uses a very
wide, very large silk handkerchief and so spreads it that it
takes up the entire space between the lapels of his coat.
• For yachting, Tullio uses a
plaid woolen scarf, and, as in
the first picture, he pulls the
ends wide and shows
no shirt
• Whereas with this one, while
it is still tied in Ascot fashion,
it is permitted to hang very
loosely — nonchalant in its effect
• In this one, with the more
formal costume, he uses a plain
material, keeping the over-lapping ends closer together, so
allowing a glimpse of his shirt
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(Synopsis of first installment)
/j STRANGER to herself, desired but unloved by
■**■ man, shunned by tier own sex, lonely and afraid,
she became a nurse. Two wen came under her care.
Gregory Cooper loved her, deeply and honorably.
Sam Werks lustfully coveted her. But it was. not in
her to love or desire. Gregory Cooper faced a serious
operation. He asked her to marry him — and he'd
live. The doctors said it was impossible for him to
live. She married him, not loving him, but to ease
his mind on that long and dark journey.

DON'T believe I had any emotion whatever as I walked down the hall. Patients
coming out of an operation, are not conscious of pain or sensation of any sort for a
while. I was in the same shape mentally —
my whole nervous system thrown out of
order by shock.
On the door of 218 was a card reading
''No Visitors" and even before I opened it I
could smell the faint odor of ether that clings
to an "op" case for several days after a trip
upstairs.
When I went in neither of the men greeted
me. Perhaps Sam Werks was silent out of
consideration for Cooper. But both of them
were looking at me instantly — Sam with
that terrier gaze of his and Cooper with a
desperate
question
eyes.
I didn't
at him much
for in
fearhis he
would
read look
the
answer before I could steady myself.
For I knew then, if I hadn't known it
before, that I was not in love with Gregory
Cooper and probably never would be. There
was a funny chill around my heart that I
have really never shaken off. I felt that perhaps Icould never love anybody.
I went to the foot of Werks' bed and
glanced at the chart. He was getting along all right — would be
out in a few days. Cooper's chart was more complicated. He
was running a slowly diminishing fever, had a wound drain and
was not allowed to move. Medication, prescribed in Dr. Oden's
familiar handwriting, was Sodium phenobarbital, a non-habitforming sedative. I was glad he was off the hypo — especially
since he was going to get well. He was taking one and one-half
grains of the phenobarbital every two hours.
By the time I had read the chart I was ready to look at him.
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I pinned on the old professional smile and went to the head
of the bed.
"Wrist, please," I said in my best hospital manner.
He slipped his hand out from under the covers for me to take
his pulse. Poor devil — it was pretty feeble. I wondered why
Dr. Oden was sure he would live.
But his eyes were alive enough — still that question in them.
Finally he whispered it, "Sorry, kid?"
I had the answer ready.
"No, I'm very happy."
K
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I hit him with the chair — not on the
head where he was expecting it and
was prepared to ward it off but on
his lame hip where I knew what it
would do to him.
I felt no remorse

to make it possible for him to
hold his place in a race that he
was bound to lose sooner or later
anyway. Perhaps after he got
well I could tell him the truth
and bargain my way out of the
contract. In the meantime I
had to act — and it was probably
better acting than you've ever
seen me do — so that he would
never for an instant suspect that
I was not really a bride but only
a prescription.
He let his hand slide down
into mine while I was counting.
"You've never kissed me, kid."
he whispered.
Well, who was I to tell him
that I never kissed anybody? I
had been kissed many times because itseemed the easiest way
out of an uncomfortable situation, but I was yet to find any
thrill in it.
So I leaned over and touched
his dry and fevered lips with
mine. It meant nothing to me,
but he took it as a symbol of our
plighted
troth —mehe feel
wasashamed.
so reverent he made
Minded prim — I guess it was. Sam laughed his nasty laugh.
Sam may have seen through my life, but Cooper didn't.
,ears came to his eyes, just two of them, one in each, but I
;iew they were tears of relief and gladness. I felt like a vintage
berian skunk but I couldn't have told him the truth — not
ith his life hanging on such a slender thread of prevarication.
It's a funny thing how we make such superhuman efforts to
;ht off death. Here was Cooper, a man I had only known a
eek or so, and I was remodelling my entire existence in order

"Thanks," he said, his voice husky with emotion.
''How about me?" Sam Werks' voice sounded like a booming fight announcer's by comparison with Cooper's faint
murmur.
I turned toward him in surprise.
"Well, what about you?" I asked.
" I was practically the best man at the ceremony. There's
an old Spanish custom —
I thought he was fooling.
"You mean the Inquisition?"
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He

waved

the

other

man

aside.

"For two years I've had a dozen men
looking all over Europe for a girl like
this and now she walks under my
window.

You

say 'Don't be hasty!' "

I looked at Cooper to see if he was offended.
He wasn't.
"Give the unlucky fool a break," he said.
"Unlucky?" I echoed.
"Yeah!
Every man but me is unlucky today."
I've said somewhere before that Cooper was a regular. I
looked at him now and wished that I could care a lot for him.
He deserved it — if I was what he wanted. I determined to
keep on fooling him as long as possible. It could be done while
he was still a convalescent.
Later, there might be trouble.
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His speech was a virtual command to include Sam W erks
in the belated wedding ceremonial custom.
To refuse involved an explanation. So I turned and bent
over Sam's bed. Instantly I would have given all I possessed
or all I ever hoped to possess if I hadn't.
CHAPTER VII
The way Sam Werks kissed me made me want to scream out
in protest and revulsion.
How dared he?

I covered any agitation I might have felt by
resuming a strictly professional manner when
I spoke to Cooper. " How come you're awake
at all? With the phenobarbital you've go! in
your system you should be in dreamland."
"1 didn't take my last two doses."
"Didn't take them?
Why not?"
"I had to be awake to see you — to find
What he meant was quite understandable.
He must have been in a peculiarly harassing
state of uncertainty ever since he had come
out from under the anaesthetic and unexpectedly found himself alive.
out."
I nodded my head at him. "Oh, I see.
That's all right, I guess, but how — ?"
"The nurse thought I took the capsules,
but"Where
I spit 'em
are out."
they, now?"
He moved his head almost imperceptibly.
"On the table." He meant the little stand
beside the head of the bed.
I looked.
"There are no capsules there."
"Must have rolled off, I guess. Not im"No. portaBut
nt, isit?" it is important that you get
your rest. I'll get you another capsule, and
this time you must promise to swallow it."
I was going toward the door as I spoke.
Werks stopped me as I opened it.
" Bring me something to quiet me down too,
will"You're
you, Rachel?"
nearly well, Mr. Werks. You
don't need a sedative."
"That's what you think. Apparently you
weren't around when that bolt of lightning
just struck." He surveyed me with an exasperated expression. "Rachel, how can you
be so cold?" Then he cursed.
I closed the door softly on his blasphemy.
I don't believe that at the time I was quite
sure why he was cursing at me. I understand alittle better now. I have been damned
by experts for the same reason.
In a moment I came back with Cooper's
capsule. I gave it to him with a half of a.
glass of water, smoothed his bed for him and
generally went through the routine of "bedding down" both men for the night.
Cooper must have been pretty tired. He
was asleep before I finished.
When he was "out" Werks looked at him
enviously. "You didn't bring me a sleeping
I shook my head and put my fingers to my
lips.
Sam chuckled. "He won't wake up." He
motioned to me to approach his bed. " Come

Vith every feminine fibre in me curling up and crying out
w a magnum of his heart's blood in expiation of the insult he
b 1 offered, I was forced nevertheless to rise from my bent
0 r position and smooth my features into a perfectly casual
e ression before I turned back to Cooper.
think I whispered, "You dirty swine!" out of the corner of
n mouth at Sam Werks as I left him. He did not laugh back
a ne derisively this time, as was his custom. He was eyeing
n speculatively — greedily.

here,
Rachel."
I stood
where I was.
"What for?"
" What for? You know damn well what for.
pill?" go around raising the fires of hell
You can't
in a man the way you doandneverdoanything
about putting 'em out. Quit your kidding,
Rachel. You're a big girl now."
I edged toward the door.
Sam asked me, "Aren't you coming here to kiss me good
"No."
"You may be sorry."
I hurried out and pulled the door shut. I hung onto
night?"
knob as if I feared he might pursue me into the hall.
lungs were working over-time — I was breathing as if I
been running for blocks. It was [ please turn to pace
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Believe It or Not,

Mr.

Ripley-

Botanical wonders
will never cease!
Hollywood now presents straw hats with
girls growing in the
crowns. Anybody
prefering
a derby?

M. Chevalier says
No. He prefers
a blonde. Can't
blame him when the
yellow haired damsel
is the lovely, tempting bit Ann Sothern
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JUST before Darryl Zanuck left Warner Brothers to form
Twentieth Century Pictures, he produced the box-office
sensation, "Forty-Second Street."
Ever since then, he has had ambitions to top, on his own, the
picture which Warners still hail as the best musical ever made,
and which certainly revived the then prostrate song-and-dance
films with a resounding bang.
Last summer, on his way home
Africa, Mr. Zanuck stopped off in
office of M. Derval, who owns and
which for over fifty years since it
has become in effect the national
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from exterminating lions in
Paris. He took a cab to the ;
manages the Folies Bergere,
was founded by M. Bergere,
revue of France.
Zanuck obtained from M. Derval, the world screen rights to
the name, on a cash and percentage basis. When he returned
to Hollywood and announced his plans, two eastern stage producing companies immediately filed restraining suit, on the
grounds that they held the world rights to the "Folies."

here's a Girl Under

Each Hat

No, it's not a hat
store window display
— but a setting for
a dance sequence in
"Folies Bergere," a
Twentieth Century
version

of

the

show

Singing stars of the
show — Ann Sothern
and M. Chevalier.
Maurice isn't thinking about straw hats,
either, at this time.
For that, who would?

THE

BES'I

PICTURES

»l THE

>10M

II

:<LIES BERGERE
MISSISSIPPI
HE WEDDING NIGHT
THE IRON DUKE
^.UGHTY MARIETTA
THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL
IrHE BEST

PERFORMANCES

OF THE

MONTH

vurice Chevalier in "Folies Bergere"
*na Sten in "The Wedding Night"
Ejorge Arliss in "The Iron Duke"
Jig Crosby in "Mississippi"
J' nette MacDonald in "Naughty Marietta"
-lie Howard in "The Scarlet Pimpernel"
t Casts oj all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 118

or a while Mr. Zanuck seemed to be in the position of having
■chased something like Grant's Tomb, or Lake Michigan.
mryone suddenly claimed the world rights to the "Folies
B'gere," but fortunately no one could keep the other from
Hig them. The suits fizzled out as Twentieth Century's set
Its flared up.
hrewdly enough, Mr. Zanuck secured the services of M.
^ urice Chevalier (also on a percentage basis). Chevalier for
1 first time is cut in on the profits for the starring role of his
I en Folies. Of late, his popularity among his countrymen is
I to have slipped, mainly because of his Hollywood film roles.
Folies Bergere" revives a Chevalier that the French have
ised — the old post-war Chevalier of the "Folies" and the
' isino de Paris"— straw hat, tuxedo, naughty eyes and all
I even sings " Valentina").
oth Messieurs Chevalier and Zanuck are banking on this
1 the national standing of the "Folies Bergere" to bring an
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They sent to New York for "class"
song writers to compose the tunes for
Bing in "Mississippi." The lady he is
getting ready to croon at is Miss
Queenie
Smith of much
stage fame

On the day their numbers were filmed, male stars fror
almost every lot in Hollywood, who had never especially bee
considered patrons of the arts nor students of the dance, ap
peared mysteriously on the set to lend expert advice am
critical judgment.
The "Folies Bergere" as presented in Mon.tmartre, is mostb
a series of acts, skits, and blackouts. Practically all are naught'
and not particularly nice.
To make the subject fit movie fare, it was necessary to writi
a story around the ''Folies," and of course, to sterilize the son;
and dance numbers into the Hays office harmlessness.
The former has been affected ingeniously enough. Chevaliei

enthusiastic Gallic welcome. Zanuck expects a half-million
dollar return from the French version which has been filmed
simultaneously with the English. Ordinarily French versions
do not pay out, but this one has Chevalier, who has hopped
vilinqualy from one version to another, and a supporting cast
of imported French actors.
It also goes out of its way to cater to the French taste in
coryphees by having them go through their routines nude to
the waist. France will probably never know how Mr. Zanuck
thus labored to please. Hollywood chorus girls refused pointblank to bare breast for the camera. Finally, art models were
recruited and trained.

appears in the dual role of Charlier, a "Folies Bergere" stai
modeled after himself, and Baron Cassini, a Parisian finan
cial notable, whom he impersonates in an act so perfectly thai
Cassini engages him to pinch hit when exigencies force him tc
skip town.
Charlier's troubles pyramid when he takes the Baron's place
with the beautiful and flirtatious Baroness Cassini, played by
Merle Oberon thereby putting himself repeatedly in hot water
with his tempestuous, demanding little chorus cabbage, Mini,
played by Ann Sothern.
About six "Folies Bergere" acts are presented in the course
of the picture. The most pretentious is the straw hat number,
with Chevalier's famous sailor glorified up to two chapeaux
forty-eight feet in diameter, around which chorus girls prance
while Chevalier unleashes his personality "Singing A Happy
The whole number cost around $100,000 to stage, with the device for revolving the hats and the hats themselves coming to
$Song."
1 2.000. Each of the seventy-two chorines wore scanty costumes
and mammoth fifteen-pound straw top pieces costing $200.
Chevalier's other two numbers, "Rhythm In The Rain" and
"Au Revoir L' Amour," came to a lesser but still pretty penny.
For all this deluxe entertainment, plus a double dose of
Maurice Chevalier, with and without a moustache, the public
will pay an average
admission price of
fifty cents instead of
the five dollars which
a good seat in the
Paris Folies taxes
good Americans at
the current rate of
exchange.
Of course, at that
price, it can't expect
the thrilling embarrassment of a cocolic's assault, the intriguing legerdemain
of a performing doll
salesman, nor the
scenic treats supplied
by postcards.

The gentleman leaving
the tally-ho is, as you
know, W.

C. Fields.

Probably
one
more going
mint after
julep.
In front of the camera
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is director Eddie Sutherland. He and Fields
have buried the hatchet

No, this isn't in the picture. It snowed
up on location in the San Bernardino
mountains, so Anna Sten and Gary
Cooper had a big snow fight between
their scenes in "The Wedding

Night"

liiliilPPl
>RAMOUNT

[FTEEN or so years ago, Booth Tarkington wrote a play
ibout the South, called "Magnolia." It was a success on
|>adway. In 1924 Famous Players-Lasky, later to blossom
a Paramount Studios, filmed it as "The Fighting Coward."
fain, in 1929, Paramount screened it, rather handicapped by
rasping noises of experimental sound equipment and Buddy
igers' likewise experimental diction.
The second time they
led it " River Of Romance."
'ossibly believing in the charm of the third attempt, but
re probably believing in the magic box-office power of \Y. C.
Ids and Bing Crosby, Paramount again presents "Magi!ia," this time honoring the Father Of Waters.
'Mississippi" is what is known at Paramount as a "Double* picture. This means that it is given the works. In this case
l;re are lavish sets and costumes, unhurried, meticulous proIrtion, a rich comedy part for W. C. Fields, the screen debut
iQueenie Smith, and some new hit song numbers for Bing
i|)sby. Dick Rogers and Larry Hart, who wrote the music
( "The Connecticut Yankee," were imported from New York
■compose the latter.
,\'ith two ace song writing teams, Gordon and Revel ("Did
iu Ever See A Dream Walking?") and Rainger and Robin
jt.ove In Bloom") right on the studio lot, this very fact inlates the accent Paramount placed on the picture. Messrs.
dinger and Robin and Gordon and Revel write what the
ijsical fraternity call "commercials"; but Messrs. Rogers and
art write what they call "class" tunes. .
)ne of the tunes is "Soon." Mr. Crosby sings it. He also
j ss another which has probably sold more copies than the
: rent record holding "Love In Bloom" since Stephen Foster
iute it. It is called "Way Down Upon The Swanee River."
f Mississippi" draws on the sure-fire color of a colonnaded
Sithern mansion and a calliope-tooting, itinerant river show
bit of the crinoline
a. Disgraced in the
Fcner because of his
nasal to fight a duel,
lug Crosby, a croon■ No'thenuh, finds
h 3 engagement
bken to the fiery
e er daughter of the
h isehold, played by
binette Gail PatK. His act, howe'r, finds secret favor
wh the peace-loving
y nger sister, played
b blonde Joan Benn t. This would seem
fihint that blondes
pier gentlemen.

F the farm scenes
Aa Sten had to ride
a ercheron. An excell« horsewoman when
it omes to saddle
n es, it took her three
d ; to learn to ride
*' big heavy farm
h e with
any
ease

Wfc*

Bing joins the showboat, 'captained by W. C. Fields. In a
scuffle, he accidentally plugs villain Fred Kohler and finds himself ballyhooed by the publicity-astute Fields as "the notorious
Colonel Steele, the singing killer." It leads to complications,
but after several songs have been crooned in the moonlight,
Bing finally gets Miss Bennett, and Fields gets another mint
julep.
Major production difficulties were overcome when Joan
Bennett learned to drawl successfully, and Gail Patrick, who
had spent months weaning her speech from a bonafide Birmingham, Alabama, accent, reverted to type overnight; when
the set dressing rooms of both [ please turn to page 115 ]
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Bernard Newman, world famous designer, who has just
done the gowns for "Roberta"

BERNARD NEWMAN is called King of Fashion, the first
designer on whom the title has been conferred since Poiret
of Paris. His compatriots placed him on the throne, and
had it been left up to Bernie, I wouldn't know a thing about it,
because he still blushes. But these things get around.
Newman makes home-grown women look the way a Grand
Duchess would like to look, and he makes more money than
Clark Gable. He came to Hollywood from Bergdorf-Goodman
in New York, where in twelve years he had worked up from
window dresser to head designer and vice president. He
dressed such clients as Lady Astor, the Grand Duchess Marie,
Mrs. Orsun D. Munn, the Countess de Robilant and Mrs.
Allan A. Ryan.
Bernie leaves me breathless. I rise up and state without
reservation that Bernie is a lamb. Not a sweet lamb. Take off
your glasses before you call Bernie sweet. He's a nice, big,
masculine lamb, who looks as if he wouldn't know a gusset
from a hole in the ground.
He has that gift-of-God "family" manner which makes
haughty stars take down their hair, release the skeletons from
the closet, and ask him what so do about it. The staggering
tag to that one is — he tells 'em. And they do it — humbly,
gratefully. He wants all of them to look nice and well-bred
and distinguished. So the best way
to do it is to design the clothes they
wear and each one is his own personal
problem.
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He

wants

them

to

be

■•

~y

K

happily married or keep their husbands and sweethearts, an
he knows what men like to see on a woman. He is a sort «
young patriarch who suffers silently and horribly when the
indulge in a little sequin number with the araucous rhinestone
Not so silently, either.
Bernard Newman was born in Joplin, Missouri. He studie
in the Art Student's League, Academy of Design, and in Pari:1
His first designing was done for Bergdorf-Goodman, because h
was caught in a spot. He was the very young window-dressej
who blazed the trail for one gown, one jewel and one rose in
window, with a baby spot-light on them. He was always kick
ing about the gowns he had to put in the window. One da
they sold one out and sent up another to replace it in a hurr)
Bernie lamented loudly, blissfully unconscious of his boss
Ed Goodman, standing right back of him. He turned, he wa
caught. "If you can do any better," said Mr. Goodman in
frost-bitten voice, "go ahead and do it."
Of course the answer should be that our hero knocked th
dress business for a six-gored loop while the thousands cheerei
— but actually he didn't do that until his second design wa
stitched up, and they sold hundreds of copies.
RKO lured him to Hollywood to do the gowns in "Roberta,'
and they held him down to a
[ please turn to page 105
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■ Accessory ensembles worn by Irene Dunne, star cl
"Roberta." Red-surfaced bracelet and ring with strip
ings and medallion outlining in gold. Bright note:
with

day clothes.

From

Bullock's-Wilshire,

Californil

■ Carved white jade and coral set in gold filagree fo
bracelet and shirred black antelope bag motif. Below
green chrysophrases set in chased gold of barbarii
design. Both ensembles are from I. Magnin, Californi<

■ Martha Sleeper, in Monogram's "Great
God Gold," selected a pair of brown gabardine oxfords to wear with her Spring tailleurs
n Basquette weave step-ins, for surface interest tweeds, tailleurs and general wear,
agrees Miss Sleeper. Shoes from I. Miller &
Sons, New York, Chicago and Hollywood
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KITTY
N

Kitty Carlisle was born to be chic. Pictoria
"racts from her Spring shopping ventures in
;w York give Miss Carlisle's versions of
artness for her type. Dinner finds her wear| a black rocanna crepe with waist and
sarate cape in Persian print and a cire satin
!-box hat flaunting a flared veil, cellophane
ged. For suits, Miss Carlisle chose a Rency bonnet inspiration in white felt with
vy-blue corded flare and matching scarf,
snter, her fine hairline is framed by a large,
'-blue off-face shantung straw for afternoon,
low, a wheat-gold felt complements her
srts clothes. From Bruck-Weiss, New York

CARLISLE

■ With

Paramount

roles awaiting

her, Wendy Barrie paused for
three idyllic evening scenes. Below, white mousseline with detachable ruff, for two-costume effect

■ Rough, crepey satin, slimly si
houetted and brightened by gold
kid buttons, belt and bag. Worn
under a quilted black crepe wrap.
Costumes by I. Magnin, California

■ A trio in tones — gold, yellow
gray tweed skirt, matching plaid
jacket, gold jersey jumper, and
Miss Barrie is attired in the true
traditional

British

sports

manner

■ Tweeds again, for a gray and
white topcoat with platinum fox
collar, the spring complement for
Miss Barrie's red and blue print
on a white ground with blue velvet
folderol. Gray felt banded in blue
and white and blue spectator
sports pumps. Costumes are by
courtesy of I. Magnin, California

N
SILHOUETTE

BACHRACH

• An extravaganza in gorgeous gowns, designed
by Bernard Newman for "Roberta.'' The lovely
medieval lady above is Virginia Reid, gowned in
yards of tiny cut steel beads on fine silk, resembling
chain mail. Braided necklace and girdle in fabric

• Many silver foxes contributed their rich beauty
for a wrap of regal elegance for Miss Reid. Divinely romantic and picturesque. Swathed in these
gleaming pelts, any entrance is, indeed, a grand
one.
Fur capes
and capelets
are fashion points

• Upper left: Blue and white organdy is moulded
to Diane Cook's hipline, then flares into ripples
to the floor. An imaginative dust ruffle sweeps
the front skirt, and the ribbon trim is echoed in a
picture hat. Suggested for warm weather parties

• Above, Mr. Newman has done clever things
with flesh chiffon, a favorite Spring fabric for
evening, glorified with rose and flame ombre osprey
for cape and train. Jane Hamilton illustrates the
moulded, lower flounced silhouette for after-hours

• Prints mean Springtime, with definite geometric
designs in front ranks. Margaret McChrystal's
gracious gown has a square, nude back and a high
front line with jeweled clasp at the throat and black
fox banding on elbow sleeves. For dinner, dance
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FRAKER

• Lounging pajama
suit of gleaming white
satin to encourage
leisurely breakfasts,
and worn by Lilian
Harvey in "Let's Live
Tonight." Correct
type for the traveler

• Town

or country

engagements might
find Miss Harvey
creation in Kalloch's
rough
wearing
white crepe with
touches of navy-blue
plaid crisp
taffeta

The cocktail hour
sees Miss Harvey
frocked

in organza,

candy-striped in red,
green and gold
thread with blue accents. Originals from
Miss Harvey's picture

_se days
ftllery

will

Mitzi has been
be

"it."

The

eating
foursome

everything
dining

in sight — almost!
out together

And

is, from

pity the poor
left to

right,

man

Una

who

picks up the checks!

Merkel,

Tom

Gallery,

This time

Madge

Evans

it looks like Tom
and

Mitzi

herself
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Eating

OAN, MY CHILD,
You've been much too much the out-doorsy type lately,
so here's something for your ethical eddication ... a story
iit will point out the Beauty of Gratitude.
One fine day a gentleman known as Lew Fields, of Weber and
bids, stopped in a theater in Washington, where he was starg in a show, to pick up his mail. He noticed that the theater
is being used that afternoon by a neighboring grammar school
ich was putting on its annual show. Desiring amusement,
p gentleman tarried. Now, in said show was a child of seven
thereabouts playing the Gibson Girl, and this she did with
:h talent that Mr. Fields was moved to remark to the manzr that she had the makings of a great actress.
The next day the mother of the potential Bernhardt, who was
>oor widow, phoned, excited that her progeny had elicited the
tice of so prominent a personage as Mr. Fields. He repeated
statement and added that he would be very glad to use the
all girl in his next show in New York, "Old Dutch."
This he did. In the play Mr. Fields was a cobbler. Our
le friend's sole part was to burst out crying that she had
allowed a pin. "Don't mind," soothed the cobbler, "here's
other one!"
Years pass. The little girl fulfills every prophecy of her disv^erer and sponsor and becomes a great actress.
And her

Been

learly

Waiidering
lver>

Step

Hither
Of

The

And
Way

character proves as fine as her accomplishments. For she never
fails to acknowledge her debt of gratitude to her beloved friend.
In these
pet, Hayes!
that is quite unusual. Oh, didn't I tell you
her
name? days,Helen
I learned all this from Mr. Fields at an all-Fields party
recently. (He's passed on plenty of talent to his children . . .
the only one who doesn't write shows or music went and married a perfume fortune . . . that ain't bad either!)
Well, Joan, the very next day, just like a little tattle-tale, I
told Miss Hayes all the nice things I'd heard. She was on an
outdoor garden set at the time, supposed to be attending the
Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria in the picture, "Vanessa,"
and in the midst of getting a publicity still with Lord Tennyson
the poet. All around, the Kilties were blowing their bagpipes,
the elegant looking Kaiser Wilhelm I. was on a snow-white
charger, and immense Guards in uniform, with big, black, bearskin busbies on their beans (phew!) paraded up and down. I
was all aflutter with the majestic scene, but I was forced to
giggle when Miss Hayes told me that the counterpart of Oscar
Wilde, the writer, was present at the Jubilee also. (But he
couldn't appear in the reel version because three weeks had
elapsed between his test and the call to work, and the gentleman, giving up hope of ever playing the part, went and clipped
off his flowing locks. Alack, Alas!)

Jean Muir has gone in for hand
weaving in a big way. That leaves
Mitzi
happily
holding
the
wool

Says Mr. LaRue to Mitii, "Daisies
don't tell." But that's no daisy our
Mitii
is pinning
on
Mr.
LaRue!

PHILLIP?

After this, I got in my little story, and was she pleased! Said
I, "Would you like me to bring Mr. Fields out, and perhaps
take a picture together?" She said she would be delighted.
Next day I did so, and in between pictures they reminisced.
One little story you'll like was how Mr. Fields had the tiny
Helen all dressed up in evening gown and large plumed hat to
sing a song, but the number had to come off the next night
because, such was the infant's assurance, everybody thought
she was a midget!
More fun than anything was a party the mad Marx Brothers
flang! They had a picture-gallery set up with those insane
cardboard figures you fit your head into, and all the waiters
were made up to represent the various Marxes. They were so
realistic, too, I was fooled for a good five minutes into thinking
it was Groucho who was serving me beer!
Just to promote the spirit of sweet tranquillity, Harpo's
counterpart would suddenly dash among the tables after a
beauteous blonde who was screaming wildly for help, just like it
happens in their pictures! The real brothers were there, of
course, but it was hard to recognize them. They looked so like
little gentlemen in their nice business suits.
Chico, oblivious of the din and clatter, sat down and told me
how once he was flying East and, becoming awfully bored,
asked a fellow passenger to play backgammon. The passenger
was willing, but explained that he was pretty awful at it.
Chico, the little shark, said, " Fine, so am I," and proceeded to
win the man's confidence by losing forty dollars.
Just as Chico decided it was time to do the turning-of-thetables act, the plane ran into a foul storm and had to land.
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Chico's gambling pal got jittery, grabbed the next choo-choo.
and our wily actor kissed goodbye to forty bucks!
Joan, a treat! Chopped chicken livers on water biscuits!
Yerra yum-yum! That gent you always get the vapours over,
Douglass Montgomery, introduced me to them at lunch
recently. I'd gone to watch him making the" Mystery of Edwin
Drood" and 'twas then I learned that Douglass had been yielding luxuriously to the chicken-liver-water-biscuit delicacy most
every meal! I made a piggie of myself (oink-oink!) but the
lad didn't mind. Fact . . . just a moment while I elevate my
Grecian nose . . . he's asked me out for dinner and dawncing
come next Tuesday!
And, speaking of vittles, I had the nicest tea with your
adored Jean Muir the other day. She ate very little, however,
because she was under a spell. Bewitched by a hand loom!
On said contraption, some time before, she had successfully
woven a woolly white blanket for her friend, Joan Blondell, to
wrap her Baby Bunting in. Now, nothing could stop her!
Now a blanket is an excellent idea for the very young, but for
herself Jean was weaving the material for a skirt ! Every other
moment she would spring back to it, and very shortly, leaving
the delicious little cucumber sandwiches with a low moan, I
found myself holding skeins of brown wool!
Your eager questions about Miss Muir I will endeavor to
answer. Yes, she is very intelligent. Also very young. Also,
very wise for her years. Very tolerant. And very pretty.
And anytime she repeats her invitation to tea, I shall be most
happy to go and hold her wool for her!
Deah, deah! I can't stop thinking about food! The lunch
situation was just taken care of by my old 'friend, Conchita
Montenegro, who looked devastating in a black accordionpleated Chinese hat. She still gets her nouns and verbs all
mixed up, and I had a beautiful time laughing down my
chicken broth.
First of all, when we were talking about the wild dance she
did with Will Rogers in "Handy Andy," Concha said everyone
had a simply hilarious time, but Will swung her around until
she was all "blue and black!"
We next discussed the expected arrival of a mutual friend.
" Does she come in April? " I queried. " But no," answered the
glamorous Montenegro, "she will come March the middle!"
Still, that's nothing! The last giggle was from a discussion of a
favorite book, "Daybreak" by Schnitzler. "So very beautiful," sighed the actress, "I lof that 'Broken Day!' " Cute?
Kitten, your comrade Mitzi has been sliding down banisters
with Lyle Talbot again! A cockeyed idea, I admit, but such
nice lunacy! 'Twas at a party at Lyle's house and outwardly
everything was veddy chawming, but inwardly I was feeling

ce the victim of a seven-day fast. I was polite, though, and
iln't mention food. Suddenly, while we were upstairs, I heard
e sweet voice of Lyle's mother inviting everyone to start at
e buffet. That was enough! I dashed out into the hall, onto
e banister, and wheeeeeeee! I was downstairs! Fancy my
rprise, though, when a severe bump revealed the voracious
dbot right in back of me. He'd slid, too!
I rather wondered where his girl-friend, a little Southern
i\\ er named Peggy Watters, was at the moment. I found out
rv soon, for when we two fiends flew into the dining room,
ere she was, calm as a carrot, with a plate of turkey nearly
imolished!
A spot of the unexpected is a good thing, don't you think?
i, I shall surprise you by bounding from hunger to heartbeats!
ju think '' One Night Of Love" was romantic? Pooh! Two
iohs! It was nothing compared to Miss Moore's real love
jry. Beautiful as a poem, with a shipboard setting, a flutterg handkerchief, which the handsome dark-eyed stranger
alentin Parera) rescued for the golden-haired maiden (Grace
oore), and a ship's concert, which he didn't want to attend
cause he thought the American opera star, scheduled to sing,
is going to be the customary female balloon. You don't have
be a prophet to guess what happened . . . sure, Lohengrin!
My friends, Mr. and Mrs. Robert (director) Florey were tell* me about it. My heart was all a-flutter like the washing
the line, and when they were hazy on some of the details I
st had to send a note to Valentin begging for ALL. (I

a shriek! I thought an inky ghost was stalking until Nydia
giggled that her colored maid was also her model!
Montagu Love, that sterling actor, also draws pictures. He's
really professional, though . . . illustrates for national weeklies. Between that and his frequent appearances in Broadway
plays we don't get much of
"Clive of India" made such
we're going to persuade Mr.
while.
You are so changed. Time
lick of work once in a while.

him on the screen. His role in
a success, though, that I think
Love to remain in Hollywood a
was, Lazybones, when you did a
But perhaps when I relate what

a little busybee Helen Morgan is you'll repent. That lady does
her own housework, her own cooking, and her own washing!
. . . You heard me!
She says she was brought up to do those things, likes to do
them, and will so continue! If she's working, of course, it's
impossible, but when she isn't, the maid gets a holiday, and
Helen sits on pianos only to dust them, and plunges her eager
little hands in soapsuds and oil mops! With her it not only
represents pleasure, but it keeps her fit, since she does not
indulge in any other exercise. And, if her dear public would
like any further demonstration of the lady's domestic bent, let
it be known that she makes her own napkins, embroiders beautiful monograms, and concocts sofa pillows for her mama that
are so lovelv no one is allowed to [ please turn to page 111]

uldn't send it to the missus . . . she was concert-touring.)
Time passed, lots of time, but with it no answer, and I was
|e girl with the dark cloud over her head, when, suddenly,
me a letter from New York, and Valentin, who had gone
ere to join his lovely wife, thus proving that Romance Still
irove! I quote a piece which speaks for itself:
". . . I shall be so glad to see you. I am just as happy today
11 was at that first meeting with Grace, so it is always a joy
it."
[talk
Lawsyabout
me, Joanie, such a shock the other day. You rememIjr funny, cute Nydia Westman of "One Night Of Love" and
Sweet Adeline? " We were having tea at her house recently
Choops, gorging again!) and while we were waiting for it to
1}brought in Nydia showed me her paintings. She hasn't been
lidying so very long, but she's got lots of talent, and one
][:ture in particular of a comfortable-looking mammy appealed
ii me. Suddenly in it walked carrying a tray of tea! I let out

Bronislava
dances
Dream,"

Nijinska

was

directing

the

for "A Midsummer Night's
the day Mitzi was a set visitor

Mitzi
brought
to the "Vanessa"
set one
day Lew
to Fields
photograph
him with
Helen

Hayes,

a

friend

from

childhood
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FIELDS, Bing Crosby and I sat at a table for
four in the studio commissary. In the extra chair
• were our hats. It was luncheon time. We were

WC.

tired. We were hungry, very hungry. We had already consumed a rich, thick clam chowder, a platter of celery and olives,
several poppy seed rolls and we were just lighting into the steak
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and vegetables when IT happened: But so intent were we upon
our attractive plates that we failed to see calamity approaching.
A stricken cry of anguish from Bill Fields snapped Bing and
me to attention. There Bill sat, with eyes transfixed and face
frozen, looking for all the world like a dead fish that had been
stricken suddenly by the barbed hook. His mouth was agape,

"It's him!

The funny man

who

plays
with Babyreplied
LeRoy!"
"Madame,"
Fields, in hurt
dignity, "I AM

r ta e best

thin

si the

'citing. . . privacy

tonri§t§'do

is at a premium

is kibitz
by

on

SCOOP

Baby LeRoy."

the

stars

COMLOA

Ay Hollywood
Jviously to receive the huge stalk of asparagus, smothered in
ollandaise, which he held before the orifice, delicately, beveen thumb and two fingers.

fellow diner. As we gaped, she grinned triumphantly, waggled
a friendly finger at Bill, turned to a group of folks back of her
and cried:
. Following his eyes, we turned, to look smack-dab into the "It's him, just like I told you.
It's the funny man who plays
Jshed and excited face of a very stout young woman, who, with Baby LeRoy."
;Ouching back of us, was coyly peering right at our flustered Bill choked.
The neglected [ please turn to page 108 ]
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Heart
Breakers

He's "brainy and creative." Also lie's Director Cedric Gibbons,
spouse of Glamour Girl Dolores Del Rio. Witty, debonair, he has
all the trappings of real-life romance to make him so irresistible
Capricious Miriam Hopkins thinks directors fret too much about
tomorrow's shooting to make good after-tea companions. She
thought otherwise, as witness this view of Cameraman Bill Daniels

He shoots lions — and slays the ladies. Director "Woody" Van
Dyke (see "Trader Horn," "Eskimo") is the answer to the maidens'
prayers for a real-life Gable.
He's tall, distinguished, courageous
SONTY
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realmyheart-br
d's at
be amazed
list. eakers?
You may You're
have
WHOgoingareto Hollywoo
thought that the film colony's high-powered actors
were the authentic off-screen heart-robbers. They're not.
Ask almost any of the feminine film darlings, and hear her
answer.
She prefers (yes, actually prefers) to dash around with
writers, directors, producers. True. And why?
"Because they have brains and are creative," said darkhaired, dark-eyed Dorothy Burgess.

"We

know

grease-

paint glamour for what
it's worth,'' chorus actresses Muriel Evans,
Martha Sleeper, Florine McKinney. Their
choice of a hero is
Director
Van
Dyke

Writer Austin Parker,
tall, dark (enough)

-"'■ '

and handsome. Ex-wife
Miriam Hopkins says
he's a heart-breaker
because mentally he
is highly
versatile

-■ ,

But what's wrong with the actors, you ask?
"Sooner or later, an actor will turn to show his profile," says
other charmer, who prefers, and rightly, to remain anonyous after that remark.
"I like a writer for a beau, " says Miriam Hopkins, stimulatg as a champagne cocktail. "A writer can always be depended
wn for versatility in thought and talk. He has so many outts for his abilities — novel-writing, short story writing, playriting, scenario-writing. He is never limited."
Miss Hopkins paused for a moment of thought. She is
vorced from Austin Parker, writer and one of the most
igible of Hollywood's heart-breakers. Nor has it been long
nee Director King Vidor paid her ardent court.
"I like a director, too," she continued, "but the reason I
>n't care as much for a director as I do for a writer, is because
director has so much less flexibility in his work. His mind is
11 of thoughts of today's or tomorrow's shooting, therefore it
>esn't have the elasticity — the opportunity to be interested in
many subjects as the writer's mind has. "
So that's the situation. Let's see who the Sir Galahads are
ho are beating the actor's social time.
First, there's Johnny Farrow, writer who has won his way to
lird base in Maureen O'Sullivan's heart. Then follow Writer
ustin Parker, Directors W. S. Van Dyke, Rouben Mamoulian,
rnst Lubitsch, King Vidor. Snared from the original ranks of
ollywood heart-breakers into matrimony are Clarence Brown,
.' Alice Joyce; Cedric Gibbons, by Dolores Del Rio; Gene
-arkey, by Joan Bennett; Edmund Goulding, by Marjorie
jioss; John Considine, by Carmen Pantages. Which proves
iat there is something definitely alluring about non-actors, and
>at the actresses have found it out.
So, what are their qualifications? They are poised, agreeable,
orldly-wise gentlemen, and successes all. They dance well,
Ik well, drive well, swim well, ride well, golf well, belong to the
:tter clubs (beach, country, town) and several of them wear
morary titles with becoming modesty. One, in particular, has
-few medals which he mentions with enchanting modesty.
World-travelled, witty, excellent companions, these gentlei en are all that a woman could demand. They never take
\niht on the italicized menu to mean anything but chicken;
low vintage years like their own [ please turn to page 88 ]
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Where is my wandering
Playwright?
four hundred manuscripts before I finally discovered the play
I wanted to produce.

THERE is a legend which tells the tale of a passionate gambler. "I know the game is crooked," the mythical gambler
is reported to have said. "But it's the only one in town."
The modern Broadway showman is blood brother to this
plaintive plunger. He is, with rare exceptions which will be
noted, bucking a percentage that can't be beaten. Playwrights are the blue chips in the showman's game of picking
and producing hits for Broadway. Today those precious chips
are being kittied out of the Broadway game as fast as the
frantic showman can dig them up.
For example. A few years ago I decided to bet a small bank
roll on whatever luck and skill I might have in picking a Broadway hit from the annual list of three or four thousand plays
which seek production from a New York manager.
I read over

■»T
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That play, my first production, was "The Poor Nut."
Elliott Nugent and J. C. Nugent were the collaborating authors of that hit, a success for a season in New York and a year
and a half on the road. Elliott Nugent, twenty-seven years
old when the play was produced, was also the featured player
of my cast. A picture sale netted $45,000. I have reason to
believe that when the storehouse finally got "The Poor Nut"
Elliott Nugent had better than one hundred thousand dollars
in the bank to show for the work he had done from his twentyseventh to his twenty-ninth year. That isn't bad pay for a
young fellow just trying to get along in the world.
I, as a manager, seemed to be [ please turn to page 104]
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"indded lure with which California baits the Broadva playwright is the not unimportant matter of livncconditions. A comfortable home, at a reasonab rental figure, within twenty minutes of an office,
3 olf course or a beach is a further inducement to
n< Broadway Playwright to desert the New York
ita« — with its background of commuter troubles,
jli'ay crushes and taxicabs that speed through
He at the terrifying pace of five miles an hour

■iim-

rfT
RICHEE

Sunshine and garden flowers

• :■<!*. .

are a happy substitute for
Broadway lights and icebox
orchids to the steady stream
of incoming playwrights from
"The

Great

White

Way"

The photographs of Eiliott
Nugent, his wife and children,
taken at his Beverly Hills
home are strong arguments
in favor of the studios' call:
"Go West, Mr. Playwright"
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via Sets the
Standard for

• When you look at Garbo's eyes, )
look into her soul. Are your eyes ■
pressive?
They
are most import.
• Margaret
Sullavan
has a perf .L
forehead.
But whatever the shape
your forehead,
it can be improv
• Barbara Stanwyck has a perfect e.
Yet, she enhances it with a curl. /*
ear is more attractive partly cover
WELBOUPNE

by

m

Y

■_ V

■

LAST month I polished off the feminine figure £
gave you girls enough ideals of perfection to k>
you busy. Now, if you don't have a lovely, sj
body it isn't my fault. You know how to get.it! Go
it!
But what about the face? Yes, I know. Hundrs
of your letters have asked me that. And you ought)
know me well enough by now to realize that SyH
never renigs on question answering.
So now I'm going to start giving you the perfect fa
We'll begin with eyes, foreheads, noses and ears. Rea ,
Go!
The most important feature of the face — all ril
you've guessed — the eyes! They mirror the soul. T I
express sorrow, joy, contempt, anger and — most
portant — love! You can smile all you like with yl
mouth,
but if your
don't smile, too, you'll look I
a department
store eyes
dummy.
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Look at Garbo's eyes. When you do you'll be loot?
at Garbo's soul. I shall never forget my first rneei,?

er. She gave me a look
Jbh cool appraisal that I
If s if she knew how my
n] were knit together. And
■fbo seems to approve of
■rou're doggone proud of
ilfclf, you feel as if you've
■{gotten an appointment
HEouis B. Mayer,
■[bo's
eyeswhenever
register Iintellle. And
hear
■idy saying that the gal is
i I stand up on my hind
Bind yell, "Oh yeah! Sour
■V to you. Look at those
They are cold, clear,
■ c eyes, so, you girls with
;k cold eyes, don't let any3- tell you that you haven't
to ch power as those Latin
lb;; with those hot tamale
k Garbo has power over
en hasn't she? Her eyes
n j.molder. Then become
Bgprous. The color of the
esjdoesn't
— it's
tiak
behind matter
them!

RICHEE

• Sylvia

Sydney
has the piquant
nose.
Remember, there are no fast rules for nose beauty

A dozen times during the
day sit relaxed in a chair and
fix your eyes on some far away
object. Then slowly let your
gaze come closer and closer
until you are looking at an object only a few inches away
from your face. This makes
the eyes strong and will help
keep you from squinting.
Avoid nervousness. To keep
your lashes nice brush them,
carefully every night with an
eye-brow brush and yellow
vaseline or some other good

All here's something I want
m once and for all. And
mi:now I know what I'm
lk,g about. Those long,
ing eye-lashes of Garbo's
>al — real as Mae West's
| When I first met Garbo
eyelashes were not in
m|on use. Believe me, those
■pes are growing right
it If her lids ! I was close
LOm to her to pull 'em.
'hij's more she didn't have
i a,- mascara. And, although
e les mascara on the screen,
;r|shes are actually darker
I ler hair.
Nj.v what can you do to
iv1 beautiful eyes? It's
orphan patting on a little
itCj hazel or sloshing around
i re wash. Your system
ugnot be sluggish because
itfis the white-blueish enpf your eyes will be yelld no make-up will make
Hijeyes attractive if they
ivl't sparkle — the sparkle
hi' can come only from
odiealth and well being!
G;bo values her health as
ie (dues her bank-roll. She
•k<; sun baths, plays tennis,
its'.mply and sparingh^. She
Hi how closely connected
w health and beauty are.
^ ;r eyes may be large or
aa blue, gray, black or
et[ set in deep or protruding
"tilt' can be made beautiful
V' take care of them.

Give your eyes plenty of
rest. Remember to shut them
for two or three minutes at
least a dozen times a day.
Don't squint. And every night
before you drop off to sleep
give the eyes this treatment:
Place the fingers at the outer
corner of each eye, near the
temple. Press good and hard
on the bone you discover there.
Press for a couple of minutes.
Now, without pressing, rotate
the fingers lightly in a small
circle for a couple of minutes.
This will help keep wrinkles
away from your eyes and will
give you the deep restful sleep
which keeps your eyes clear
and bright.

WELBOURNE

• Jean Muir's is the aristocratic nose.
Don't
ever try to change the type of nose you have

preparation.
But above all — remember
this. If you want beautiful
eyes you must have good
health. I wish I could .say
that a million times. I wish
I could write those words on
your
Andbrain.
now look at Margaret
Sullavan and see a beautiful
forehead. It is high — but not
too high — wide — but not too
wide, and most important of
all it is in correct proportion
to her face. Incidentally, that's
all a lot of bunk about the high
forehead denoting intelligence
— and scientists now agree.
One of the most intelligent
men I ever knew had such a
low brow he could have
doubled for King Kong. But
discovering beauty is my job.
Margaret Sullavan has a high,

• Maureen O'Sullivan has the cute Irish nose.
You
can beautify
your nose by moulding
it

wide forehead. What's behind it, I don't know. I'll let
Willie Wyler find that out.
And if you just have enough
good, plain common sense to
keep
fied. fit and slim I'll be satisYou must study your own
[ PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE 94 ]
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Hollywood gives us a towel
beauty treatment. June Lang
illustrates a simple cleansing
routine that we heartily endorse for normal skin. The
first step is the use of a cleansing cream to remove all makeup and accumulation. The.
second step is a thorough
bathing with a mild soap, followed by a stimulating and
astringent rinse in cold water

PHOTOPLAY'S

HOLLYWOOD

APRIL is responsible for many whims of heart,
head and hand. You know where the young
man's fancy turns; you know that Spring
fashions are usually divinely mad temptations and
you know that many of the most beautiful forms of
art have been inspired by and dedicated to Spring,
the loveliest of seasons.
To put you in a true April mood, there is nothing
like an April skin. This skin I define as one that may
face the brilliant sunshine with full confidence, thai
may be a picture beneath an off-the-face hat. It
should have that soft lustre that you see on the faces
of freshly-washed children. In fact, the gardenia
petal has it and so has the rose.
The basic causes of this type of skin are so old they
may sound dull. Enough sound, restful sleep, sufficient nourishing food without too much of the fancy
la-de-las in desserts, sauces, etc., enough bodily
activity for a good circulation and a mental attitude
that life is good, that tomorrow is a new day of
promise. Drinking water, too, seems to give the hair
and skin beauty and to help keep the body moist.
The Hollywood stars believe sincerely in these a,
b, c's of good looks and I have talked with few who
did not end up with a little sermon on sensible living.
The next step is cleanliness. June Lang shows you
a practical method for normal young skin. For the
dry and oily skins I have prepared special material
which you may have by writing to me.
After cleanliness is assured, make-up works its
magic. I have seen few stars without lovely skins.
Indeed, the most striking point is their subtle lustre.
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BEAUTY

SHO
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Dry with a soft face towel,
then proceed with a towel
circulation movement that encourages a glow to the skin,
further removes tiny particles
of dead cuticle and polishes
the skin to a child-like radiance. With loose folds of the
towel, lightly rub the face in
circular motions, paying attention to skin about the hairline, which is often neglected

CONDUCTED

BY

CAROLYN

VAN

WYCK

I believe that this results from the substance of the
foregoing paragraphs, plus make-up beauty aids all
of the cream family with the exception of powder.
A very, very little make-up foundation seems advisable for every skin both for protection and a soft,
mat finish. There are the cream variety for dry and
normal skins, the liquid powder type for the oily
skin. On this foundation should go a faint dash of
rouge, high on the cushion of the cheek, up, toward
the temples. This is a touch that lights up your
face, emphasizes the tone and brilliance of eyes,
without giving a rouged look. A fleck of eye shadow
over lids, perhaps between the outer brow end and
eye end, or a touch of oil or cream if you don't care
for shadow, still preserves that soft lustre toward
which we are working. Powder pressed on over this,
then dusted off, gives a true porcelain finish.
If you need mascara and the touch of an eyebrow
pencil, it is interesting to know that even these contain minute quantities of cream or oil and do not
dry the hairs or give a harsh effect. The day of the
beaded-looking lash is dead.
The lipstick that you will use should have a soft
beauty.
gleam, if you are to complete this picture of lustrous
The retouching of your face, after several hours,
say, needs care to keep the perfect picture intact.
These simple facts tell you how the stars keep their
school-girl skins, and present a practical plan for
everyone of us.
It serves for a busy day in an office or for the play
hours that should follow.
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THERE are whisperings from Hollywood that the blonde
is on the wane for screen roles, that her more prevalent
type of brunette or in-between sister is now being avidly
sought. There may be two reasons for Hollywood's mutterings
on the blonde. The nation may be surfeited with these darling
confections who wear gorgeous clothes, play Park Avenue,
London or Cannes with equal elan. Maybe it wants something a little more substantial that it could visualize in an
every-day kitchenette setting. Or maybe Hollywood is at
last discovering that there really aren't many true blondes.
Her type is an evanescent, uncommon one, and the work of
making and keeping her physical being in pastels is a costly,
sometimes heart-breaking one, and sometimes without avail.
Maybe she would have done as well as a nice brownite.
Carole Lombard, is, however, like Anna Sten, a surprise.
Carole is a born blonde. A glance at her ash-blonde hair, her
skin, and you say to yourself with relief, "She is really a
blonde." In my opinion, she is far lovelier in person than on
the screen, because personally she shows to advantage her
light hair worn straight on top and brushed back with a longish
bob curled at the ends. Her eyes are a violet blue with naturally long, dark lashes and brows and her skin a warm tone.
Miss Lombard was wearing lounging pajamas in shell-pink and
silver brocade, with a three-quarters length flared coat, fitted
and buttoned snugly to the neck.
On her stockingless feet

O
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• Paradoxically, the natural blonde
Carole Lombard caresses a white
gardenia when English violets and
red carnations are her flower
favorites.
Beautiful
hands,
those
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were silver sandals, permitting her mahogany-red toes '
play, ringers, too, showed the same tone with lacquer can
to the very points.
This is a good guise for making the n
appear longer and slimmer, but it is not suggested for practi
hands. Reserve it for play hours.
Miss Lombard's sensible views should help you with y<
Spring make-up and clothes:
"The charm of the blonde lies in her coloring — or lack of
Make-up should accent her pastels, not disguise them. I
little make-up off the screen but what I use is in the gent
tones. With the exception of black and. white, off-tones .
her clothes colors, pale pinks, blues, greens — indeed, fai
any muted color.
" My one exception in make-up, as you can see, is my na
"I consider this whole business of personal enhancemt
rather futile unless women will augment it with perso;
development. I believe that any woman who does things
interesting, that she can be interesting only by doing thin
A full, bus}' life seems unconsciously to develop us, to bri
out our best points and to subdue the worst ones. My sincer
advice to any girl or woman is to develop herself throu
activities and interests. Then she need never fear her persoi
attraction or interest for others."
Words to ponder over when the new gown or coiffure faj
to make a deep impression.

A

• Gail Patrick, one of Hollywood's most beautiful players, is
using the popular white of egg
mask. This should remain on
from ten to fifteen minutes only
• Another version of the same
mask is being applied by Dorothy
Deering. An astringent mask for
the normal or oily type of skin
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HE facial mask is a great emergency measure. There is
nothing like it for lifting a tired, drooping face, but your
mask should be chosen for your type of skin,
he white of egg mask, illustrated, is very old. And because
slightly drying, try it only if your skin is normal or oily.
Iitfe advisable to use it after a thorough cream cleansing
fojwed by use of a mild tonic to further remove cream.
i you have ten or fifteen minutes to spare, use this mask
inhe form illustrated by Gail Patrick, which is the plain
wte of egg. If you are rushing to dress for dinner or that
Mpgement, you can save time by applying the beaten white,
wlph will dry in less time. There will be a slight drawing
se ation, but that will do no harm.
ijllian Roth, formerly in pictures and now doing radio work,
io'id medicinal milk of magnesia perfect for her skin. From
a 'ild, she told me, she had used it for mask and for occasional
sk' protests in little bumps or irritation and that it dried
tbn up and cured them quickly. For mask purposes, over a
cl nsed face she smoothed the preparation, let it dry for about
te minutes, then rinsed off with plenty of very cold water.
P ? certain face creams include milk of magnesia in their
fa uilas.
vlvia Sydney has one of the finest skins I have ever seen.
It » so perfect that she uses only lipstick and a light puff of

powder. Sylvia finds that an yeast cake softened with water
to paste consistency and used as a mask is gently stimulating
and freshening.
For super-sensitive, dry skins, several cosmeticians make
splendid cream masks, again to be applied over cream-cleansed
skin. While these deprive the skin of none of its needed oil,
they stir a better circulation and have a generally uplifting
effect.
Cream, ordinary cream off the top of your grade A bottle,
is another first aid treatment that will send the dry, flaky type
of skin off to a party looking like a rose. It is very softening
and lubricating, and even a few minutes of application show
gratifying results.
It is most important that your skin be scrupulously clean
before you apply any mask. Since many masks gently contract the pores, it is harmful to skin health and beauty to contract them with remains of soiled cream or make-up.
When using a mask that must be rinsed away, use very cold
water. If you are using the creamy type, remove thoroughly
with tissues, then apply an ice-cold tonic or very gentle astringent.
A few minutes of the mask treatments send you off to dinner
or a party glowing and looking as if you had never known a
care or tired moment.
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more beauty tips on page 92]
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("KCIL B. DE MILLE received a unique
Metter from two brothers, Raoul and Haln'-e Vissec de Ganges. It was an enormous
b :print tracing their descent clear back to
P'.in of the Franks, Charlemagne and Charles
]\ rtel of Tours. The blueprint was three by
|qr feet. It revealed the brothers as direct
d;endents of this illustrious line, including a
foear of the 12th century, one Sancho of
N/arre, who will be portrayed in DeMille's
piure, "The Crusades," by George Barbier.
Rhard the Lion Hearted belonged to anotj;r branch of the family. He married
Sicho's daughter, Berengaria, and made her
Qi'en of England. Another ancestor was one,
Biemod, a leader of the First Crusade a centw before Richard Coeur de Lion.
he blueprint was accompanied by a letter

FROM PAGE 38 J

under the rays of the strong set lights. They
have to be changed as many as four and five
times daily, often matching them is a problem. Mr. McDonald's posies think nothing of
lights, and require little attention. They last
two or three years, with ordinary care.
McDonald uses sheet rubber, paper, muslin,
silk and plush and India-duco to construct the
delicate, lifelike petals. However, he relies
mainly on a wood fibre which he imports from
the Orient. It comes in small squares, which
look like women's cosmetic swipes. Five cents
worth will make a dozen roses.

te learned his odd craft, which he has perfeed to a point where he can place a corsage
oi enuine gardenias beside one of his making
ai at five feet defy you to say which is which,
ir; most romantic way.
'uring the war, as an intelligence departmit operative in Vienna, he cultivated the
auaintance of a Viennese girl to obtain cerk information. She made artificial flowers,
beer, Steve modestly admits then he does.
S taught him her secret.
ortunately, he remembered it when he went
bije in post-war Los Angeles and needed a
m ley-making trade. Through a personal conta with Louis B. Mayer, he secured permissi to mix some of his synthetic blossoms with
tl real ones which blanketed the cathedral
scie in the old silent "The Merry Widow."
/'hen the film was projected, McDonald's
■ 'ious flowers looked more real than the real.
H got a permanent job.
rtificial flowers get the call over natural
b .ms in Hollywood, Mr. McDonald informs
rr for sound economic reasons. In the first
p e, they are cheaper to make than real
fl' ers are to grow or buy; they are not seas' tl;if a picture in work in November calls
fc dandelions, there is no need to wait until
ft ch. They are not ephemeral and subject
t< he droops.
Natural flowers wilt quickly

didn't
tion. smell, brought it to Van Dyke's atten-

IUST in case you hadn't heard — Will Rogers
^has travelled more air miles than any other
passenger in the world.
W/ILLY POGANY is having fun with
v* comedy and tragedy at the same time.
He is designing sets for Chaplin's new picture,
and for "Dante's Inferno," at Fox. Versatile,
what ?
K AY own personal prize for the most in' " 'congruous Hollywood glimpse of the
month's rounds goes to the afternoon I saw
huge Boris Karloff, beetle-browed, scarred and
horrifying in his make-up, daintily sipping his
four o'clock tea in the best approved British
manner on the set of "The Return of Franken-

I'a small room adjacent to the property de'itment at M-G-M studios, Steve McDonal considers a radiant profusion of flowers,
irmding the lilies of the field and the orchids
oihe jungles.
lthough the room is one mass of brilliant
bhsoms and verdant leaves, there is, strangely

yirs.

ful. Brenon picked McDonald's baskets.
W. S. Van Dyke had the same conviction.
He demanded real flowers. One day a visitor
on his set complimented him on the flowers.
"They ought to be lovely," boasted Van Dyke,
"they're the real thing." The visitor walked
over to admire more closely, discovered they
McDonald had fooled him, but for once it
was fun to be fooled.

— -questing work in " The Crusades." DeMille
g;e them an audience, discovered that
tljr forbears knew his, in fact fought with
th Blount knights in the Crusades. He disa;red that both were good horsemen. They
u jobs as knights in the picture, and will
cry their own crest — the crest of Navarre,
oi:heir lance-pennons.

ei'agh, no hint of perfumed scent.
j: is not strange, however, when Steve explns that the flowers are not the glories of
nare, but products of his own clever hands.
hey fooled me, even as they doubtless fool
yi when you see the gorgeous blooms which
gi:e practically every M-G-M picture.
ceve, who still retains his native Edinburgh
acnt, says he has been making artificial
fliers for M-G-M productions for eleven

issued an ukase against phony flowers on his
sets, McDonald put two of his baskets among
the natural ones and asked Brenon which of
all the flowers on the set were the most beauti-

Halmure and Raoul Vissec de Ganges,
Descendants of Charlemagne, di cuss
"The Crusades" with Cecil B. DeMille

The stems are fashioned from wire inside
rubber tubing.
Steve estimates his synthetic floral stock at
five thousand dollars.
His artificial flowers do not waste their
sweetness on the desert air of indifference. He
gets fan letters from all over the country, indirect, it's true, as most of the letters praise
the gorgeous " natural flowers" which surround
Joan Crawford or Greta Garbo. He showed
me a letter from Mrs. Roosevelt thanking him
for sending her a creation of his own which he
titled the "Eleanor Roosevelt Rose." It was
artificial, but now florists are creating it in
the real McCoy.
The hardest job Steve McDonald has tackled
was the creation of a New England cottage
garden for "Should Ladies Behave?" He had
to make forty-five different kinds of garden
flowers and plants as well as blooming peach,
apple, and cherry trees.
The rarest flower he has yet made is the
flaming pocyana, a South Sea Island tropical
bloom which is the symbol of love. The script
of "Typee," now in production, demanded it.
The hardest flower to locate and reproduce was
the "wolf's claw," needed for a current creeper,
"Vampires of Prague." He finally found it
described in a German botanical volume.
McDonald's amazing skill has conquered
more than one directorial prejudice against
artificial floral decorations.
Herbert Brenon

CTEPIN FETCHIT has never been one to
^take a back seat in Hollywood. All the
privileges
stein." of his position as a screen actor he
has enjoyed to their fullest. He had chauffeurs,
shiny cars, resplendent personal trappings —
even wild escapades.
But somehow it was still a shock to me to
observe Stepin the other day, shuffling along,
just as any other movie star in — dark glasses!
It's hard to describe, that sight. The
glasses, being just a shade darker than Stepin,
made him look like a man without any eyes,
without even any eye sockets.
But I'm sure he felt importantly secure behind them.
IACK LA RUE'S one-man strike is ended.
^Jack had his nose rebuilt and refused to
play any more racketeers. He held out for
three months. M-G-M finally rewarded his
patience with a nice dramatic part in "Times
Square Lady."
W/
VANcasual
DYKE'S
are celebrated
for
™ • S.
their
and sets
informal
atmosphere,
which never interferes with the business at
hand. There is a merry round of quips and
drolleries until his actors hardly know they
are working. He is a disbeliever in rehearsing
players until they are stale and shooting the
scene a dozen times, using miles of film. Some
times
"take,"
it.
The they
stars make
all lookonealike
to him.andHethat's
addresses
Garbo or Joan Crawford as "Kid" and makes
them like it. In a nice way, he lets everybody
around the place know who is boss and he has
the situation well in hand at all times.
While he was making "Naughty Marietta,"
Van gave the Casquette girls a party till all
hours in his new playroom.
Then he had the

casting office call them at six A.M. for work.
They retaliated with a night-club party to him.
Whatever he ordered, the waiter brought
him beans. He had to dance constantly with
the twelve girls in turn, and stood up well
under the strain.
Probably the secret of this tall weatherbeaten director's success with people is the fact
that he keeps them in a good humor and on
the alert at all times. And of course it doesn't
make actors feel badly to work with a man
who has never made a failure ....
\V/ C. FIELDS' favorite role of an inventor
** • influences his fan letters. Recently a fan
in San Diego wrote "Bill" after seeing his
marvelous gadget, "the nose lifter-upper" in
"You're Telling Me."
The letter asked Bill to bend his inventive
genius in the direction of concocting an appliance to keep the lettuce, mustard, pickles and
relish between the buns of a hamburger.

Joan and Gene Markey have a model farm
in Connecticut, with all the latest gadgets in
machinery and lots of contented cows. It
actually makes money. There is a subsidiary
for fish, and some day they plan to grow their
own oysters.
Frank Borzage, director, has large real-estate
holdings and his wife owns a dress shop in
Honolulu which is why she is a commuter
from here to there.
Maureen O'Sullivan bought a book-shop in
London for her family, which her father and
mother are running now. It is doubtful if
Maureen will retire to browse among the
literature — but she could if she wanted to.
Doris Kenyon raises avocados for the market
on her estate in Brentwood. Richard Dix owns
a desert tea product, the leaves and herbs for
which are gathered in the desert near Palm
Springs by Indians. It is a practical comthe can. mercial enterprise, and Dickie's picture is on

manner. He and Frances Dee McCrea p
to live there always.
Peggy Fears has a gown shop on Fi
Avenue, Constance Collier produces plays
London, Zeppo Marx is now an agent
other actors.
And Hank Mann has a very cozy little ha
burger stand with cars lined up in front. B<
Daniels and Mrs. Skeets Gallagher have sm;
dress and baby shops in Westwood and Pa
Springs.
Charlie Ruggles raises lemons.
Clark Gable has a race horse named Beve
Hills, but perhaps we had better skip thato:
Beverly Hills won't support Clark this ye
with his winnings — but of course Clark coi
always give up his car and ride the horse
work.
If it didn't matter when he got the
THERE is always something sad about )
' passing of anything.
I was not only saddened but distinctly si
prised the other day to discover that tl
famous creature, the "Hollywood blonde"
indeed passing, right before our very eyes.
It seems that gentlemen, at least casti
gentlemen, no longer prefer blondes. And wh
casting gentlemen invert their thumbs on a
particular feature in Hollywood, that featt
soon becomes as extinct as Mary Pickfon
curls.
Officials at Central Casting Bureau info
me that less than one third of the ei§
thousand girls registered there for bit and er
work are blondes. It used to be that less tb
one third were anything else but blondes.
Platinum blondes, who swarmed on evf
set following Jean Harlow's success in "He
Angels" now are almost completely in 1
realm of the dodo bird. The Casting Bure
man said he would have a hard time diggi
up more than five or six from his list.
Period pictures have been largely lethal
the Harlowesque head. With so many assij
ments to old fashioned films, laid in days wh
there was no such thing as a platinum head
hair, and no way to create one, extras ca
afford
take a chance
of theirto modern
tresses. on losing out becai'
I confess to a wistful regret at the passi;
of the Hollywood blonde. They lent a cert;
distinction, a certain character to Hollywoo
femininity. They were showy, like the elect
bulbs on a theater marquee.

Paulette Goddard

is all excited about the finish of this particular race.

Charlie

Chaplin doesn't seem to care who wins, maybe his new picture's on his mind

ACTING is not regarded as a life-work by
any number of practical Hollywood actors.
The far-sighted ones have business interests in
which they are actively or silently engaged and
in which their money is invested for a rainy
or any other kind of a day. They've had
ample opportunity to observe many of the
one-time top notchers doing extra work, and
it is not a pleasant future to contemplate.
Alan Hale, for instance, has invested thousands of dollars in inventions and owns an
experimental and research laboratory with
Merrill Hard, who invented the hydraulic auto
lift used in service stations and factories and
for which he has collected a million dollars
from Henry Ford alone. Hale has the ideas
and Hard, a scientist, applies them to practical
use. They have invented an automatic fruitjar cap — one twist and its off — a new automobile brake, eye-glasses with no " machinery"
and a new opera or theater chair which slides
back and widens the aisle — a boon and a blessing to suffering walked-upon civilization, I'd
say. It works on the swivel principle, and I
can hardly wait.
84

Lilian Harvey owns two theaters in Berlin
and some apartment houses in Brussels.
George Murphy has a good one. He manufactures alinament from the formula used by
his dad who was Pop Murphy, football coach
at Yale.
Leon Errol has a little night-club called the
Black Pussy out on Santa Monica Boulevard
in Hollywood. Ralph Bellamy and Charles
Farrell own a tennis club and courts at Palm
Springs, complete with showers and dressing
rooms. They started it because it used to cost
more to play tennis down there than to play
the races at Santa Anita, and Ralph and
Charlie are fond of their tennis. The club is
a paying venture, even with the owners on one
court practically all the time.
Richard Arlen is in a silent partnership with
his brother-in-law Bud Ralston, in a contracting and building business. Bud built thirty
houses last year.
Joel McCrea runs a thousand acre ranch on
a paying basis. He has a hundred head of
pure-bred cattle, having chased off the range
cows, and is operating the ranch in a scientific

And besides, "blonde" rhymed so eas
with words like "bond" and "fond."

e^HARLES
whohotel,
used recen
to b<
^manager ofLAUGHTON,
a small English
received a letter from a hotel man in Engla
who complained that things weren't well
the hostelry business. But he had an idea.
Mr. Laughton, who knew the hotel busine
and also was widely known as an actor, wor
come back and go in partnership with him,
was sure the publicity of it, with Charlie
the genial and famous host, would draw gue:
to the place, and the pair of them would cle
up — oh, several hundred dollars a month.
Mr. Laughton, of course declined. He mal
several hundred a day in Hollywood.

in "Wr
a printer
KIBBEE
GUY
r
in characte
Guy Kibbee
is not playing
derlust"
all. In the old days, between shows, Kibt
was a typesetter and printer. Those were t
days he says, when, all you could expect fn
a road engagement was seventy-five cents
take the soubrette out buggy-riding on Si
days! And he had a lot of fun the other d
showing young Tom Brown how to look foi
"type-louse." (It's one of those professioi
tricks that wind up with a surprise.)

Una

Merkel, very business-like, is taking notes on chicken a la Maryland and a few

other prize concoctions from Dominick Rolleri of the Trocadero Restaurant, Hollywood

CUISINE SECRETS FROM

THE

TROCADERO
'HE gentlemen who still think that woman's place is in the
home should take a peep now and then into the kitchens of
many of the stars. There, they might find their glamorous
I es of the screen literally and figuratively stewing for dear
lil Men or women, the stars seem to consider the kitchen a
Ti ition place in which to play. They are responsible for the
cr, tion and passing along of many culinary secrets.
na Merkel, little Southern Una, for example, recently inWed the kitchen of the Trocadero Restaurant in Hollywood.
H v this kitchen is presided over by Dominick Rolleri, who has
o: ;ressed through many of the most famous kitchens in the
cotry. He served as an apprentice at the Hotel Roma in
m in, formerly cooked for Caruso at the old Knickerbocker in
N ' York, and now his cuisine art delights the epicures in the
pi ure colony.
o need to tell you that Una would have a fondness for
•'I' ken a la Maryland. In fact, she orders it five times out of
te So that was one of the reasons for her pursuit of Dominick,

who forgot all rules and regulations and told her this recipe as
well as others.
Chicken a la Maryland: Singe, clean and disjoint a threepound chicken. Never wash poultry or game. That makes it
tough. Wipe it clean with a fresh towel; salt, pepper and flour
it. Dip into egg and cream beaten together, then in white crisp
bread crumbs. Fry in deep chicken fat over a slow fire for
twenty-five minutes. Drain on brown paper or those paper
kitchen towels to absorb fat. Serve with cream gravy and
slices of crisp bacon, corn fritters and honey or currant jelly.
This serves four.
Curry of lamb: One of Dominick's most popular dishes. Cut
four pounds of lean lamb in large cubes and saute in butter in
frying pan until golden brown. Add one diced apple, one
chopped onion and cook slowly for five more minutes. Add two
ounces or two level soupspoons of curry powder, one quart pure
85
cream, one ounce of chopped chutney. Let this cook
for
thirty-five minutes.
Pour over [ please turn to page 121 ]
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HURRY IN AND PUT
OUT THAT LIGHT, SALLy.
IT'S LATE...

guard against
Cosmetic Skin the screen
HHBB8B^@BBSBHHHii^HHln9HHHHBBmHMBRI

YOU can use cosmetics all you wish if you
remove them thoroughly the screen
stars' way. It's when you leave bits of stale
rouge and powder choking the pores that
you risk that modern complexion trouble —
unattractive Cosmetic Skin.
Do you see enlarged pores, dullness, tiny
blemishes — blackheads, perhaps — warning
signals of Cosmetic Skin? Better begin at
once to use Lux Toilet Soap, the soap especially made to remove cosmetics thoroughly. Thousands of clever girls all over the

country are adopting this complexion ca
the screen stars use.
Cosmetics Harmless if Removed this v/i
Before you put on fresh make-up during tl
day — ALWAYS before you go to bed at ni&
—use gentle Lux Toilet Soap. Its ACTI\
lather will sink deep into the pores, car:
away every vestige of dust, dirt, stale cc
metics. Your skin will feel soft and smooi
— and look it! Remember, 9 out of 10 A
Hollywood stars use Lux Toilet Soap!
i
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NOT TILL iVE CLEANED
MY FACE WITH LUX
TOILET SOAP. NO COSMETIC SKIN FOR ME.'

The Real Heart-Breakers of Hollywood
[ CONTINUED

telephone number (and hers); respect her
cigarette wishes; and are never intimidated by
the head waiter.
But what is it that makes them so different
from the actor? It's because they have done
things in life, not played at them before a
camera.
Here's an example of what the actor has to
compete with in real-life romance. Take
Writer Austin Parker as Exhibit A. We find in
his background a dash of war-time ambulance-

FROM PAGE 73 ]

At seventeen, Australian-born Johnny was a
U. S. Marine, chasing the rebel Sandino
through Nicaraguan jungles. At thirty, he has
been seaman, adventurer, successful novelist,
song collaborator, pastel artist, scenarist,
director. He is the lad who modestly disclaims
heroism as so much pother when anyone asks
him about his honors. They include Spain's
Medalle Homage, and recognitions which make
him a Knight of the Crown of Rumania, Fellow
of the Royal Geographic Society, Knight of the
French-Tunisian Order of Michan Iftikhar.
It looks as though Farrow were about to be
permanently snared, in the manner of those
other heart-breakers, and Maureen O'Sullivan
will capture the prize. As a husband, he should
be doubly perfect. The secret of Johnny's
charm is that he is forever doing those little
favors that play such a big part in romantic
association. He will devote hours in an attempt to locate a book that his lady might like
to read. He will have his florist deliver a
corsage — gardenias, perhaps — at a particularly
appropriate and unexpected moment. It's a
tip from which any wooer might profit.

The same may be said of Ernst Lubitsc
with his ever-present cigar, his pungent Gei
man wit, his new Mexican villa. Ona Munsor
Sheila Mannors, others of the artistic arraj
found him delightful company.
King Vidor, director, is ^.another hearl
breaker. Look at his record: Florence Vide
(now Mrs. Jascha Heifitz) was his first wif<
Eleanor Boardman his second, and he wa
romantically inclined toward Miriam Hopkin
a split-second ago.
Three beautiful charmers.
K 10 one can doubt that Myrna Loy's intere;
' nn Producer Arthur Hornblow has adde
just the necessary self-confidence to equip he
as a fine, sensitive actress, and here is Sylvi
Sidney showing a preference for Directi
Mitchell Leisen's company.
As Miriam Hopkins says, "I am like a bus
ness woman. When my day's work is done,
want to shut the door to my office, lock it, an
forget about routine.
"An actress can't do that if she spends h(
evenings with an actor. ' Shop talk' is boun
to occur.
In three minutes, I am discussin

X/ALOR plays a considerable part in the atv traction offered by Director W. S. Van Dyke
— "Woody" to his intimates. Women like him
because he is a "he-man"; men, because he is a
two-fisted guy and regular; M-G-M, because,
as its foremost adventure-director, he has the
knack of turning out pictures like the bellringing "Thin Man." And a local body of
military men likes him so well it endowed him
with a colonelcy. It's Colonel Van Dyke to
Merle
Girl,

Oberon,
happily

the British Cinderella
scoring
triumphs
here

driving, a whirl with the Lafayette Escadrille,
a bit of Intelligence Department work in
Europe and Panama, adventuring for the
Sultan of Turkey in Morocco, topped off by
a novel or so, and about a hundred magazine
stories. What mere actor can comDete against
exploits like that?
Parker is tall, handsome, of distinguished
appearance. As a Cornell senior (he edited the
Cornell "Widow"), he was expelled from
school before graduation for what he calls his
"crusader spirit," won an immediate berth on
the New York Tribune, then went to the Old
World. In December, 1914, he joined the
French army.
I OVELY ladies like Thelma Todd, Lois Wil'- son, Heather Angel (before her marriage),
Minna Gombell, are as entertained with
thoughts of his adventures on far shores as
they are amused by his flippant conversation
which refers to his two short-lived marriages
(the first to Fictionist Phyllis Duganne) as the
"Parker three-year-plan." "Billy" Parker is
one of the real beaux of Hollywood.
Blond, blue-eyed, clever, thirty-year-old
John Neville Villiers Farrow is another Hollywood beau who has caused plenty of feminine
hearts to pitter-patter. At one time or another,
Lila Lee, Dolores Del Rio, and now Maureen
O'Sullivan, have been completely beguiled by
his clipped British tones. And what a story
that lad can tell, casually, about his dare-devil
experiences.
88

A native of California of good family, tall,
square-shouldered, full of distinction, more
than one film belle would give her right eye to
you.
join him in dinner for two at the Colony Club.
Separated from his wife for many years, Van
Dyke lives a bachelor's existence in his trophyladen home in the center of a picturesque
acreage. Strictly a "man's man" (and what a
challenge that is to the glamour girls!) his frequent and agreeable parties are governed by
two steadfast rules: "No dirty jokes and no
mauling of women."
Whether the glamour of his all-around
career as reporter, lumberjack, truck driver,
vaudevillian, sometime hobo, or the charm of
his candor, is what appeals, there is no mistaking Van Dyke's claim to the title of one of
Hollywood's real heart-breakers. Film girls
like Dorothy Burgess, Muriel Evans, Florine
McKinney, Jean Harlow, would not hesitate
to cast their votes for him.
Dark-haired, dark-eyed Rouben Mamoulian
is another non-actor who rates high, particularly with the most glamorous of them all . . .
Garbo. It was he who brought her from
partial personal retirement and, apparently,
made her like it. Mamoulian, too, has been
permitted to lunch Dietrich and Anna Sten —
separately, of course (he directed both of them
in films) — and Elissa Landi looked to him for
companionship in her early days in Hollywood.
There were red carnations daily, at one time,
to Mona Maris from the Armenian director.
The aura of his artistic achievements in New
York stage direction, plus his Old-World background and birth, contrive to make him very
eligible in the girls' eyes.

Cecilia
"find."

Murray
She's

is M-G-M'sMadgenew Evans
child
greeting

lights, voice nuances, and camera angles, an
by the time the evening is over, I might just ;
well have worked on a set."
Dorothy Burgess is rather more general i
her tastes than Miss Hopkins. She fine
Writer Parker as interesting a companion :i
Director Van Dyke (and the reverse), <■
Director Clarance Brown (with whom s!
was frequently seen in the days before h
marriage to Alice Joyce), and the reasc
she
admires each one of them is because he h.
brains.
"Actors have to be directed," she explain
"and I prefer going about with the men wJ
direct them, or write their lines."
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TAKES ON NEW TASK

FACE POWDER

Ot?

ad

-4? As a hard-finish
photograph cruelly
reveals harsh line
and

contour — so do

unsifted powders impart a flat, light-reflecting surface to the
skin that throws the
features
relief.

The

into bold

soft-finish «^-

photograph isflattering and delicate
looking. Just so, silksifted Evening in Paris
Face Powder,

which

absorbs Iight, softens
.the features to the
more delicate contour
of earlier years.

Sting 3 times through Silk gives powder new texture ... absorbs light and thus softens features!
jCTUALLY— your entire face— its features and
xl contours, not merely your skin— grows
sc|er, more delicate, younger, with this utterly
B kind of face powder !
[hat's more than women have ever expected or
d of a powder— yet it's the exciting truthbased on scientific fact. This revolutionary
ige is due to an extra step in the manufacof Evening in Paris Face Powder — sifting
nes through microscopically fine silk.
yen to the touch of the finger, this new powis breath-takingly different! It is so downy-

soft — so infinitesimally fine — that it is difficult
to see a separate particle with the unaided eye!
On the skin, a texture with so much softness and
depth absorbs light, which makes features softer
and more delicate looking.
You can see for yourself the dramatic difference between this new silk-sifted powder and
unsifted powders on the backs of your own two
hands ! Then you'll hurry to try the new Evening
in Paris powder on your face. And then you'll
see a new, tender delicacy of feature— a lovelier,
younger edition of yourself!

MAKE-UP

SILK

Powder, when spread over the back of the
hand, looks rough — coarseness of skin is
intensified. Vigorous rubbing reveals that
powder does not cling well.

JUST FOR NOW!

$2.10 VALUE, $1.10
COMPLETE

Before SIFTING THROUGH

ENSEMBLE

1 EVENING IN PARIS FACE POWDER
Full-size box of this new, silk-sifted face powder.
Retail Value
2 EVENING IN PARIS PERFUME
over
the perfume known the world Value
bottle nfof rnmanrp
Generous
rhp fm
prarirp
as the
fragrance
of romance.
EVENING IN PARIS LIP AND CHEEK
Value
CREAM ROUGE — For lasting radiance.

<t1 1 f|
* I • I \J

3

TOTAL

-fr

VALUE

fo^C
V^
^^ V#

35c
$2.10

£^is£MJ4>&t>fc {^ya^

After SIFTING THROUGH SILK
Powder— after sifting 3 times through silk
— looks soft and smooth. The ridges on
the hand disappear. It clings much better.
Try this test yourself— using any powder,
and the new Evening in Paris silksifted powder.

BOURJOIS

ASK
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ing menage. Once in a while he lets Fred
venture an opinion on running things.
The star boarder of the household is Fred's
pup, Snoopy, a pint-sized Boston Bull, who
breaks into print more often than his master.
When Fred went on location for "The Captain
Hates the Sea," Snoopy wanted to swim a
hundred miles out to sea where the company
was shooting scenes. However, some kind
friend found him and returned him to his home.
D. E. Parker, Bonham, III. — You were
right about Michael Aden's " Green Hat." It
was made as a silent picture back in 1929 by
M-G-M, with Greta Garbo, John Gilbert and
Dorothy Sebastian in the leading roles. The
release title was "A Woman of Affairs."
Susan Kimberly, Neenah, Wis. — Tom
Brown was born in New York City January 6,
1913. He is 5 feet, 10 inches tall; weighs 150
and has brown hair and blue eyes. His latest
picture is "Wanderlust."
Dorothy
City, N.Calif.,
J.— '
Jackie
CooperO'Donnell,
is a native ofJersey
Los Angeles,
born there September 15, 1923. He has blond
hair and hazel eyes. Is still growing so I can't
give you his exact measurements. His next
picture will be "Dinky." Mary Astor and
Ricardo Cortez will also be in it.
Bessie and Viola, Chester, Pa. — Hello
girls, here's your answer. Charles Farrell and
Greta Nissen played the leading roles in the
picture "Fazil."
Mrs. K. R. Sole, Sapulpa, Okla. — Here's
a chance to say to your friend "I told you so."
Lewis Stone did not appear in "Sorrell and
Son." H. B. Warner played in both the
English and American versions of that picture.
However, Lewis Stone did appear in a picture
titled " Father's Son." I think that's the one
your friend has in mind.
Elaine Mendes, Maplewood, N. J.— Oh
yes, Frank Lawton played in a picture with
The star boarder of the Fred Keating menage is Snoopy.
He has all the privileges
of a star boarder,
too, even to piano sitting when
Fred is tickling the ivories

THE old Answer Man has been so swamped
with letters asking about Fred Keating,
who made his screen debut as the debonair
crook in "The Captain Hates the Sea," that he
now breaks down and confesses all he knows,
and that's plenty.
Fred is a born New Yorker, the eventful day
was March 2 7, 1902. It would be nice to give you
a detailed outline of Fred's varied career, but
that would take too much space. However,
here's a brief idea of what he did and what he
got away with.
He was educated in New York schools. At
the age of seven he startled his schoolmates out
of their shoes by pretending to swallow a knife.
He learned the trick from Sidney Lenz,
famous bridge expert. As our hero grew older
he mastered card tricks and became the life of
90

every party. At fourteen he ran away from
home and became assistant to Thurston,
master magician. He remained with Thurston
for one and a half years.
At one time or another during his career
Fred has been on vaudeville circuits; on the
road with Miller's 101 Ranch Circus; and on
the New York stage as master of ceremonies
with several big revues. Once when Tallulah
Bankhead wanted to interview him for a part
in one of her shows, he thought she was kidding. After much persuasion he saw Miss
Bankhead and got the part. His last New
York play before entering pictures was "All
Good Americans" with Hope Williams.
Fred is a bachelor. He has a colored boy,
Aubrey, who acts as valet, cook, chauffeur,
bookkeeper and general manager of the Keat-

Diana Wynyard prior to "One More River."
Don't you remember him as her youngest son
in "Cavalcade"? Diana was born in London,
January 16, 1908. She is 5 feet, 6V2 inches tall;
weighs 127 and has golden brown hair and dark
blue eyes. She made her debut on the stage in
1926 and in pictures in 1932. At this writing
she is appearing on the English stage.
Gerry Godden, Emmetsburg, Ia. — What
a lot of questions, Gerry. Yes, Dick Powell
does his own piano playing and between you
and me he does his own singing too. David
Cat's Paw" and
Jack Holt inappeared
"Shock"
addition into "The
his hit picture "You
Belong To Me." Little Shirley Temple was
born
Gerry.on April 24, 1929. She has two older
brothers, Jack and George. Write me again,

Bill Murray, New York City. — You win
the argument, Bill. Jean Muir and Dick
Barthelmess played together in "A Modern
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Scattering of handbag contents necessitates retaking of important scene.
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Hollywood's leading ladies are rapidly finding
out that it doesn't pay to take chances with insecurely fastened handbags. More and more of
them are turning to Talon-fastened models that
assure security and convenience at all times.
Besides, Hollywood stars find that Talonfastened bags are smarter, newer in design
than ordinary models.
Take a tip from Hollywood and assure yourself of handbag quality and style as well as
security, by letting the TALON name on the
fastener be your guide. You'll find styles for
every occasion and costume awaiting you in
your favorite store, wherever you live, wherever you buy.
*"POCKETBOOK PANIC" is that terrible
feeling you get when your pocketbook opens
and the contents spill out or are lost.
Jin Bennett in "Private Worlds," a
\ Iter Wanger Production for Paramount

HOOKLESS
PHILADELPHIA

FASTENER
•

COMPANY,
CHICAGO

•

MEADVILLE,
LOS

ANGELES

PA.

•

•

SAN

NEW

YORK

FRANCISCO

•
•

BOSTON
SEATTLE

A new thought for perfume.
Shirley Aaronson sprays it over
the lower skirt of her lovely
black georgette gown, designed byLambert of Fox. As
she dances or walks, a light
mist of fragrance envelops her

Mae

Clarke

shows

a

quick

method of perfuming your underthings and accessories. Between squares of cotton, she
spreads a new tinted powder
sachet, fastens the edges with
a
small
safety,
and
there!

SPltHMGTHUBI
■c

■

c

'
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ut
ng witho
Spriume
SPRI
ume. isn't
yen in
The perf
perfNG
y
t
nine
hear grows
ever femi
keener at this season. Happily, today there isn't any 'reason why we
should be without it — and in the
formerly costly blends. For drambuying is an economic dodge today.
It is surprising what may be had for
one dollar. The quantity may not
excite you, but the quality — ah, and
of quality you need very little.
I should like to urge an atomizer
on every one of you. For the sake
of economy, convenience and good
grooming. An atomizer makes perfume go farther, saves the chance
drop on your beautiful rosewood
dressing table, which will usually
remove the polish, and it perfumes
you so suavely and evenly that none
will ever think you use fragrance indiscriminately. Over-perfuming is a
social error that is still recognized as
such, and by the old hand method it
is hard to know when we have used
enough.
I believe we all need two perfumes— and more, of course, if we
92
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*

TWO

o

new leaflets make their debut,

' "Skin Radiance" and "Inspiring
Perfumes." Both show you step by
step what to do and tell you what
to use. You may have these on request for the usual stamped, self-addressed envelope, or personal advice
on any beauty problem. All letters
are confidential, of course. Address
Carolyn Van Wyck, Photoplay Magazine, 1926 Broadway, New York City.

like to pamper moods. One, how
ever, should be vibrant, fresh am
tangy for day use. The other, mor
subtle, romantic and provocative fc
evening. Perfume is romantic in th
true sense that it can stir imagina
tion, bring back memories, or mak
them. In fact, it is necessary t
feminine charm and appeal. Fo
more information, send for our nev
leaflet on perfumes.
Sachet is finding its way back t
every dressing-table and drawer. Fc
gentle, clinging fragrance, there :
;
Clarke's
Mae busy
nothing likeforit. the
practical
girlideawh
doesn't have time to make the daint
sachets that formerly were a part (!
every lady's accessories. Mae's po\\
der is new and each scent is indicate
by a pastel tone.
Something else new in sachet is
turquoise box containing four peac
silk pillows for placing in your Hi1
gerie, handkerchiefs, etc. The frij
grance of these sachets is guarantee
for one year. The scent is a flor
pot-pourri in which the spice of ca;
nation seems to dominate.
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BROS

STARS

Reveal
Wollywoods
New

ANN

DVORAK
with

Rudy Vallee
in Warner Bros.
"Sweet Music"

dtMeMt

Make-Up

To lend enchantment to
the warm color tones
of brunette beauty, Ann
Dvorak chooses Max
Factor's Olive Powder
Carmine Rouge and
Carmine Lipstick.

discover How to Enhance Your Beauty
as Famous Screen Stars Do

JEAN
MUIR
with
Ricardo
Cortez
in Warner Bros.

The magic of color... beauty's secret of attraction...
has been captured by Max Factor, Hollywood's makeup genius, in a new kind of make-up. It is color harmony make-up... original, new color tones in face
powder, rouge and lipstick, having a matchless lifelike
quality that actually seems to work a miracle in creating lovely beauty.

"The White Cockatoo"'

f

To accent the appealing
charm of delicate colorJean Miiir Rachitic
choost f
Max ings,
Factor's
Powder, Blondeen Rouge
and Vermilion Lipstick.

Wouldn't you like to share this secret with Hollywood's stars? You can'!. ..for whether you are blonde,
brunette, brownette or redhead, there is a particular
color harmony for you that will do wonders in emphasizing the colorful beauty, the fascinating charm of
your own type.
The very first time you make up you will see an
amazing difference. You will marvel at the satin-smooth
loveliness the face powder imparts to your skin... at the
entrancing lifelike color the rouge brings to your cheeks
...at the alluring color accent the lipstick gives to your
lips. Your complete make-up will be a perfect harmonv
of color... and you will find that it will remain perfect
for hours and hours.

MARY withASTOR
Jackie Coopet
in "Dinkey"
Warner Bros

To harmonise naturally

New beauty can be yours today... for the luxury of
Color Harmony Make-Up, created originally for the
screen stars, is now available at nominal prices. Max

with the distinctive colorings ofthe auburn type,
Mary Astor chooses Max
Factor's Olive Powder,
Blondeen Rouge and

Factor's Face Powder, one dollar; Max Factor's Rouge,
fifty cents; Max Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, one
dollar. Featured by leading stores.

Carmine Lipstick.

MaxUsed
Factor's
Make-Up
Exclusively

axjacwr* jTollijwood
SOCIETY

MAKE-UP : Fact Powder, Rouge, Lipstick In Color Harmony

1935 Max Factor

'

I Mail for your COLOR HARMONY IN POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK .
QOR
personal
make-up
advice . . . and to test your
vn color harmony shades in
,tce powder, rouge and lipstick
...mail coupon now.

C^fpfe

•
•
•
•

MAX FACTOR, Max Factor's
Send Purse-Size Box of Powder
also Lipstick Color Sampler,
and handling.
Also send my

I•
.

Illustrated Instruction book, "The tiiw Art oj Sedity Mstr-Uf.
NAME

*

STREET

*

CITY

Make-Up Studio, Hollywood:
and Rouge Sampler in my color harmony shade;
four shades.
1 enclose ten cents for postage
Color Harmony Makc-Up Chart and 48-page

STATE

. . FREE.

1-4-90

EYES

HAIR

COMPLEXIONS
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Fair Light
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Sylvia Sets the Standard for Facial Beauty
[ CONTINUED

forehead. If it's too high I don't need to tell
you not to skin your hair back, until you look
like a wet rat. If it's too low avoid bangs,
which only make it look lower. If it bulges at
the sides break the line with a dip of hair. But
I hope you have brains enough to do that!
Now Margaret Sullavan has a naturally
beautiful hair line with that little widow's peak
in the center. But if you haven't got that for
heaven's sake don't paint one on! Yes, believe
it or not, I've known girls silly enough to do
just that. They weren't fooling anybody but
themselves. The whole point of my philosophy
of beauty is to work with what God gave you
and make that as attractive as possible.
But there's something you can do to make
your forehead beautiful no matter how it is
shaped. You can keep wrinkles away and
you can make it clear and smooth. If your
forehead is bumpy and has pimples on it go
on my complexion diet at once! In three
weeks' time it will be completely cleared up —
I'll guarantee you that. And don't let a day
pass without guarding against wrinkles.
Every night, with your finger-tips press the
fingers hard on that bone just above the temples.
This relaxes and stimulates. Then begin with
the two hands in the center of the forehead
and with the finger-tips revolving in small
circles work outwards toward the temples.
But let me warn you! Never pull or stretch
the skin, as is so often done in an ordinary
massage or facial, just keep up that gentle
rotary motion and never do even that until
you've taken the first step — that of pressing

FROM PAGE 77 ]

that bone above the temples — and pressing hard !
Talk in front of a mirror to teach yourself not
to make faces. Now don't accuse me of telling
you to lose your animation. Don't look like a
plaster cast. But, baby, you can be animated
and attractively so without raising your eye
brows as if you wanted them to touch your
hair. And don't frown. Don't ever, ever
frown no matter how mad you get! However,
if you already have those frowning wrinkles
between the eyes you can press them out by
using your middle and ring fingers, slightly
apart and pressing, pressing, pressing right
over those wrinkles. You can press wrinkles
away. You can't rub them out. Always avoid
rubbing.
It only makes more wrinkles.
As for noses, I'm giving you three different
types — all good looking. There's Maureen
O'Sullivan's cute Irish nose, Jean Muir's
aristocratic nose (and she comes by it honestly
because she is of a fine family) and Sylvia
Sidney's piquant nose. Now I want you to
get this straight about noses. You can't —
except with an operation — change the bone
formation. What you've got to do is to take
the type of nose you have and like it. You
have the makings and what you can — and
must — do is to refine and slenderize that nose.
You can take off bumps of flesh. You can
stop your nose from spreading all over your
face. Changing the type is a different thing.
That's why I've given you three examples
and I'm not going to be as ridiculous as some
beauty "experts" are, who give hard and fast
rules concerning the perfect nose.
The per-

fect nose is the one that suits the rest of your
face — and to say anything else is a lot of bunk.
So be happy with your nose — whether it is
pug,
or get
classic.
if this
there's
too
much aquiline
flesh on it
to workBut
right
minute
to take the bumps off. How? Just as you
take bumps off your body, except much, much
more gently. Mould the nose with the finger
tips — gently, but gently. Have patience and
perserverance. The flesh on the nose is almost
like sculptor's clay. It can be moulded and
your mirror will tell you where to begin!
[
The ear is not the most beautiful part of the
body no matter how good it is, but it can be
made appealing and attractive. I like Barbara Stanwyck's ear. It is a cozy, intimate
ear — the kind a man would like to whisper to i
and, as you can see by her picture, she is darn
smart to enhance it even more by letting a
little curl partly cover it. So take a tip from
Barbara, girls.
The perfect ear is small and well placed and
lies flat to the head. Naturally, if your ear is
big and coarse I trust you'll cover it with hair
— and aren't women lucky they can do that—
but any ear is more attractive if it is partly
covered and not allowed to flap in the breeze, i
However, if your ears stick out until you look
like a loving cup and sometimes for evening
you want to be particularly dressy you can
stick you ears back with a little adhesive tape,!
if you're careful not to let it show.
Next month I'm going to set the standard
for the perfect mouth, chin and cheeks and
tell you how to improve on nature.

Answers by Sylvia
Dear Sylvia:
I wish you would go into detail concerning
poor circulation. I am a victim of that malady.
What diet and what exercises should I take?
B. N, Gary, Ind.
There is no especial diet for poor circulation
but I advise you to go on one of my diets to
build up your health generally as a person in
perfect health has perfect circulation. In the
first place, if you're wearing any tight garments leave them off at once. Then get the
blood circulating through exercises. When
you first get up in the morning turn on the
radio or phonograph to a peppy tune and
dance around the room in a little two step,
arms above your head, bending from the hips
and waist. Then stand before an open window
and do deep breathing exercises. Now lie on
the floor on your back and, with the legs in
the air, pretend to be riding a bicycle. Do this
briskly for ten or twelve minutes. Do all sorts
of back bends but in doing all the exercises rerelax completely and give the blood a chance to
flow through your veins.
A dozen times during the day loosen up the
muscles at the back of the neck by pressing
your fingers into them. Sit straight in your
chair but keep relaxed. Don't cross your legs
or your arms.
Never grow tense.
Keep limber, lithe and happy.

LETTERS, letters, how they flood
in!
But why not, girls, when two
little stamps may bring you a lot of
happiness and health? You'll never
owe anything to Aunt Sylvia for
whatever advice I gladly give you.
I've helped plenty of people whose
problems may have seemed worse
than yours. Merely write Sylvia
care of PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 1926
Broadway, New York City, enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
SYLVIA
Dear Sylvia:
I notice in your reducing diet you give a cup
of black coffee for breakfast, I simply can't
stand coffee without lots of thick cream. What
should I do?
Mrs. W. W., Tampa, Fla.
Well, one thing you can do is to stay big
and fat the rest of your life. Would you like
that? Do you like to see your friends in nice,
trim clothes while you squeeze yourself into a
forty-six? You don't? Well, then, baby,
you'll have to give up "lots of thick cream" in
your coffee. You'll have to make your choice.

I've said over and over that having and keeping
a beautiful figure is a matter of courage, common sense and stick-to-it-ive-ness. If you
haven't those three qualities you'll never be
slim. And if you can't deny yourself a little
cream then you can't deny yourself rich foods,
either. So what are you to do? Suppose you
can't stand black coffee? Okay, I've got the
solution.
Then give up coffee!
Dear Sylvia:
You often say that hot baths are not beneficial. What sort of baths are good for a persoii|
who is trying to reduce?
S. Y. L., Austin, Minn.
I didn't just say that hot baths are "not
beneficial." I used stronger language than
that. They devitalize you and sap your
strength. They're definitely harmful. A lukewarm shower is the thing. If you haven't :
shower take a lukewarm tub, but don't staj
in long. Scrub yourself thoroughly with a gooc
body brush and plenty of soap. Use the brusl
until your body is in a glow. After your bod)
is thoroughly rinsed step under the cold showei
for a second — or splash cold water on youi
body. After that rub your body and don't b(
afraid to rub hard with a big Turkish towel
Concentrate the rubbing on your spine. In
cidentally, this is wonderful for the circulation
too.
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"Only in Kotex can you find
these 3 satisfying comforts!"
HINT CHAFE . . CANT FAIL . . CANT SHOW
"Three exclusive features solve three important problems
every woman faces. I explain them to you here because
there is no other place for you to learn

about them.'

V/la/iA/

Author of /
"Marjorie May's 12th Birthday"

T CHAFE .

Ca

To prevent all chafing and all irritation, the sides of Kotex are cushioned
in a special, soft, downy cotton. That
means lasting comfort and freedom
every minute Kotex is worn. But,
mind you, sides only are cushioned. . .
the center surface is left free to absorb.

T

(ANT FAIL

(ANT SHOW .

IrE always felt that the real facts
>n this intimate subject were
w.iheld from women. So here I
ptent information every woman
h lid know.
realize that most sanitary nap1 look pretty much alike. Yet
ih aren't alike either in the way
h 're made or in the results they
i . For only genuine Kotex
offers
th \ exclusive advantages I explain
on his page — the 3 features that

WONDERSOFT

There is a special center layer in the
heart of the pad. It has channels that
guide moisture evenly the whole
length of the pad— thus avoids accidents. And «-his special center gives
"body" but not bulk to the pad in use
. . . makes Kotex keep adjusting itself
to every natural movement. No twisting. The filler of Kotex is actually 5
times more absorbent than cotton.

Now you can wear what you will without lines ever showing. Why? Kotex
ends are not merely rounded as in
ordinary pads, but flattened and tapered besides. Absolute invisibility
always. No "give away" lines or wrinkles .. . and that makes for added assurance that results in peace
of mind and poise.

bring you women the comfort and
safety you seek. And with Kotex
now costing so little and giving so
much, there's really no economy in
buying any other kind.
5 times as absorbent
The Kotex absorbent, cellucotton
(not cotton), is 5 times as absorbent
as cotton. It is the identical absorbent used in the majority of our leading hospitals.

KOTEX

NEW ADJUSTABLE BELT REQUIRES NO PINS!
No wonder thousands are buying this truly remarkable Kotex
sanitary
It's adjustable
convenientlyto
narrow . belt!
. . easily
fit the figure. And the patented
clasp does away with pins enYou'll be. .pleased
the tirely.
comfort
. and thewith
low price.

Women who require extra protection find Super
Kotex ideal. It costs no more than Regular. For
emergency,
rest
rooms. Kotex is in West Cabinets in ladies'

Try the New Deodorant Powder Discovery . . . QUEST, for Personal Daintiness.
Available wherever Kotex is sold. Sponsored by the makers of Kotex

//

My Companion

Said:

//

I'd Just Love to Dance with Fred Astaire
[ CONTINUED

and the prancing hoofs of Pan, can dance
almost as well as Fred Astaire. Strangely
enough, he is almost his double. He also is
slight, of identically the same height, with the
same easy smile and just a little more hair.
His job is that of a professional rehearsal
partner for Astaire and Ginger Rogers. He
might be called "ambidextrous" when it comes
to dancing. With the greatest of ease, he can
take Ginger's part of the dance with Fred and
Fred's part with Ginger.
However, the spectacle of Hermes and Fred
whirling about in one another's embrace is a
sight which only the privileged may witness.
Astaire is touchy about being watched when
he rehearses. His wife has visited him only
twice on the rehearsal stage. Usually a guard
stands steadfast between the inquisitive and
the hardworking trio inside — Fred Astaire,
Hermes Pan, and Hal Borne, who plays and
adapts the usually impromptu arrangements
of the score for Fred's flying feet.
Hermes and I invaded the sanctum on the
guard's afternoon off. It is merely part of a
sound stage, where a circular section of the
floor has been inlaid with hard maple wood.
Surrounding it is red linoleum. For "The
Gay Divorcee" Fred did his dances on this
linoleum, which the camera picks up as a gray
tone. He was not satisfied with the recording
of his clicking soles on the linoleum, so the hardwood floor was laid. Because of this, the dances
of "Roberta," Hermes assured me, will record
twice as clearly as did "The Continental."
Fred Astaire calls daily rehearsals at ten
o'clock. He works steadily until two in the
afternoon as a rule. Sometimes he eats a light
lunch, but more often he does not. Pan and
Borne make it a strict point to be on time, as
Astaire is a stickler for punctuality.
Usually he arrives clad in gray flannel slacks
and a polo shirt, or a light sweater. About what
would seem to be the most important item of
his work clothes, his shoes, he is extremely
careless. One day they are sport shoes, another brogues, another dancing slippers. Of
course, when pictures are to be made, he dons
regulation dancing pumps with metal plates
on heel and toe. He wears size eight and a
half, and each pair costs around twenty
dollars. They are made especially for him by

FROM PAGE 31 ]

to his steps, not his steps to the music. Kern's
music has been all re-arranged to suit Fred's
rhythm. In it have been inserted spontaneous
"tum-tiddley-tums" hummed by Fred while
rehearsing. Hal Borne catches them on the
keys of a tiny, battered theatrical piano and
scribbles them down. Somehow they always
fit in.
A four-hour shift of hard, constant rehearsing leaves Fred Astaire amazingly untired.
His 140 pounds are wiry. He perspires little,
even indoors. The calves of his legs and his
thighs do not seem overdeveloped. The muscles are long, not bunched. He takes no
especial care of his legs and feet; no masseur or
chiropodist works him over before or after the
workout.
A week before each picture starts, he calls a
recess in the rehearsals. Dancing makes him
lose weight, and as much as five pounds will
make his already thin face noticeably thinner
to the camera.
I I E never smokes during rehearsals, and sel' 'dom at any other time. But at showings of
the "rushes" of his dance scenes, he invariably
whispers hoarsely to anyone near him for a
cigarette. Seeing the result of his work makes
him nervous.
Although the attitude on the rehearsal stage
is one of "strictly business," Astaire cannily
relieves the tension both for himself and Pan
and Borne by periodic flashes of humor. He
titles every step in a dance. "That was the
'chicken stew'," he'll say, after an intricate

step, or "How did you like the 'taffy whirl'
During a fast pirouette he may cry, "Help!
can't stop!"
One day during the "Roberta" rehearsal;
black spider appeared on the floor. It
appeared the next day at the same spot, a
again the next day, and the next. Each d
Astaire addressed it solemnly. "If you wa
to dance with us," he would say grave
"you'll have to start on your left foot,"
"You can stay, old fellow, but your frier:
THE dance routine of that week he nam
must
1 "thego."
spider twist." Another day. Pane
Berman, RKO executive, received a hurr:
call from Astaire. "Come right on ove
Fred breathed excitedly, "I've got a great n
finish to the dance!"
Berman rushed over to the stage. "Hen
is," said Fred — and did an "off to Buffalo
the vaudeville hoofer's old standby!
Hermes Pan said he and Hal and Fred r.
a great entrance gag for rehearsals, wh
always set them off in a merry mood.
When they hear Fred close the door of I
stage, Hal picks out the first two bars of I
bugle
call, "Assembly."
Whereupon
Fred answers by tapping <
the last two bars with his feet. Then tl
know it is Fred arriving.
"What I ifasked.
you make a mistake and p!
'Taps'?"
"Taps?" said Hermes, "Sure, that's h
he does it— heel and toe."

a Los Angeles firm, and they don't wear out
nearly as fast as you'd think.
A STAIRE warms up for about ten minutes of
' '" shadow dancing " before he attempts any
real steps. When he has loosened up he "ad
libs" for a few minutes with his feet, which is
to say, he dances ad libitum, or at his
pleasure without any set routine.
Hermes has seen him "ad lib" for as long as
twenty minutes without repeating a step.
All of his steps are of his own creation. He
starts from scratch with every dance, with
little idea of what he will do, experimenting
first with a bar of eight beats and then elaborating it, until the final dance has been built.
Seldom does he correct or revise his routine.
Music isn't necessary to him in creating a
dance. The dances for " Roberta" were rehearsed for two weeks before Jerome Kern's
score arrived. Fred Astaire adapts the music
96

Mr. Brisson won't ever become a good cameraman unless he learns to keep his
eyes on the subject! Carl was about to take Paulette Goddard's picture at
the El Mirador pool, in Palm Springs, when another cameraman caught his eye
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Screen and Stage Stars Buy Up
FirstEditionof Beauty Secret Book
The instant response given to Madame
Sylvia's remarkable book No More Alibis
was overwhelming. The entire first edition was practically exhausted overnight.
Additional printings have taxed our presses
to the breaking point. The glamorous
stars of the screen and stage eagerly
snatched up the first copies of this amazing
book.

You Can Acquire the Beauty
of the Screen Stars
Read This Table of Contents
pCIDE HOW YOU WANT TO LOOK
ET AND EXERCISE
FOR GENERU.
RE.»i ICING
HEN FAT IS LOCALIZED— Too Much Hips.
Lumps of Fat on the Hips, Reducing Abdonen. Reducing the Breasts. Firming the
Breasts, Fat Pudgy Arms, Slenderizing the
•Legs and Ankles, Correcting Bow-leg9,
Slimming the Thighs and Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back, Squeezing off F'at,
Where
'Seduce There's a Will, There's a Way — to
EDUCING FOR THE ANEMIC
HIN
FIFTEEN
OR
MORE
POUNDS
A
'MONTH
(YOU'RE
THIN Your
IN PLACES—
Enlarge Your
^hest, Develop
Legs
OPLE WHO SIT ALL DAY— "Desk Chair
Spread," ! Drooping Shoulders, Luncheon
Earnings
jIE "IN-BETWEEN" FIGURE
|EP THAT PERFECT FIGURE
'OTHES TIPS FOR STRUCTURAL DEFECTS
FIRM, LOVELY FACE
''RRECTING FACIAL AND NECK CONTOURS—Off with That Double Chin!
enlarging a Receding Chin, Slenderizing
khe Face and Jowls, Refining Your Nose,
Smoothing Out a Thin. Crepy Neck. "Ohl
Woman's Bump"
UN BEAUTY
DIET
AND
ENERGY
DIET
AUTIFUL HANDS AND FEET
OUIRE POISE AND GRACE— OVERCOME
INERVOUSNESS
VICE
FOR
THE
ADOLESCENT — To
Mothers— To Girls
I E WOMAN PAST FORTY

Department Store
or Book
Dealer
Use This Coupon

stars of Hollywood —
if not lovelier! No
matter how old you
are, or how fat or
thin you are, Sylvia
will tell you how you
can mold your body
into beautiful proportions.
You

You have always wanted to be beautiful . . . attractive . . . glamorous. Now you
can be! For the very same methods which
the famous stars of the screen and stage
use to acquire and maintain their beauty
are now revealed by Sylvia of Hollywood
in her new book, No More Alibis.
Madame Sylvia is the personal beauty
adviser to Hollywood's most brilliant stars.
It is she who guards and preserves the
exquisite charms of the screen's aweinspiring beauties. It is she who transforms ordinary looking women into dreams
of loveliness.
And now Sylvia has just put all her
beauty secrets between the covers of a
book. In No More Alibis you will find
every ounce of knowledge, every whit of
observation and all the good sound advice
that Sylvia has gleaned over a period of
thirty-five years in making the human
body ideally beautiful.
There is no other book like No More

If Unobtainable
from Your Local

Alibis — for there could
be none. In this one
volume Sylvia tells you
exactly how you can
be as lovely as the

cannot

have

BOOK

Sylvia

good looks, a beautiful figure nor a charming personality by merely wishing for them.
But beauty should be yours — and it can be
if you follow the expert advice and suggestions of Madame Sylvia as given in No
More Alibis.
Glance at the table of contents listed on
this page. Notice how completely and
thoroughly Sylvia covers every phase of
beauty culture. And bear in mind that all
of Sylvia's instructions are simple to follow.
You need not buy any equipment whatsoYou can carry
all of
Sylvia's
beauty ever.
treatment
right out
in the
privacy
of
your own home.
And remember that this book gives you
the very same information for which the
screen stars of Hollywood have paid fabulous sums. Yet the price of this marvelous
book is ridiculously small — only $1.00 a
copy. If you are unable to get this book
at your local department or book store,
mail the coupon below — now.

Sign and Mail Coupon for this Amazing
MACFADDEN

of Hollywood

COMPANY,

Book TODAY

INC.

Dept. P-4, 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
me, postage
prepaid,$1.00.
the book, "No More Alibis!" by Sylvia
of Send
Hollywood.
I enclose
Name . .
Address .
City....
State. .

Don't Love Me
[ CONTINUED

silly. And yet, for some reason, Sam Werks
was as terrifying in an intangible and inescapable way as the worst ogre I have ever
encountered in a nightmare. I had that same
feeling of running without getting anywhere,
which is characteristic of my most fantastic
dreams.
CHAPTER

VIII

Much to my surprise the signal for 218 did
not flash again. Cooper, I knew, was asleep
but I felt sure that Sam Werks would find
some legitimate-seeming excuse to get me within range of his almost hypnotic influence again.
I was so shaken by what had happened, and
so frightened by what I feared might happen,
that I arranged with Dorothy Anderson, the
other student nurse on my corridor, to service
218 for the balance of the night. I was safeguarding myself against further trouble — or at
least I thought I was. The way it turned out I
actually let myself in for the most trouble I've
had in all my life so far. As a matter of fact,
I am still having it.
Dorothy laughed at me when I suggested
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The ambulance went out at 3:15 and brought
us in a coast guard surfman with frozen feet.
It wasn't Dorothy's Dick.
"I almost wish it was," she told me. "He'd
be safer here and we could save part of him."
The lad knew her. "Dick's all right," he
said. "The wreck broke up an hour ago. We
saved all but two of the crew."
The staff surgeon examined his feet and decided to take off three toes. We sent him up
to the operating theaters. Tough on the kid — ■
it was before breakfast. We got him some
cigarettes, though.
It was after that we got our first chance to
sit down and rest a little.
Dorothy was looking over the call record.
" Darn funny we didn't hear from 21 8 during
all that riot. Every other room's on the
"Heavy sleepers, I guess."
"Just for luck I'll take a look," Dorothy
sheet."
was already on her feet and starting down the
corridor.
anyway. I wouldn't have thought to stop her
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IX

In Sister Mary Clemente's eyes was a look
which I was to see duplicated in the stare of
everyone whom I encountered for all the remaining days that I spent in Muskegon. It
was a look of mingled inquiry and reproach.
She and all the world seemed to think that I
should
able to tell how Gregory Cooper had
died andbe why.
The police and the coroner did not enter into
the investigation. That was conducted by the
hospital staff but the story leaked out to the
papers anyway. It was such a sensational
follow-up to the account of my operating room
wedding that the story could not be entirely
quashed. They printed a half-tone photograph
of me on the front page of the Muskegon

(GREGORY
COOPER diedI had
of an been
overdose
of
^ sodium phenobarbital.
the last
nurse to administer medication to him — the
records showed that. I had free access to the
pharmaceutical supplies in the dispensary.
That covered opportunity — I could have done
it. And on the score of motive I hadeven Sister
Mary Clemente reluctantly against me. She
forced herself to recall and testify that the day
after my marriage to Gregory Cooper I had

\ Y/K were in the floor kitchen. The wind outW side was howling, and while we stood there
it began to hail. Some of the hail stones came
down the tin-lined ventilator over the stove.
It sounded like rifle fire against the deeper
booming of the wind.
Dorothy shrugged her shoulders as the
thunder of the storm drowned our voices.

babies checked in who weren't expected until
the next day.

CHAPTER

That was the only thing I had to be thankful for, though. From the very beginning no
one gave me the benefit of any doubt.
Perhaps they were right but I was youthfully bitter about it at the time and I felt like
a rabbit headed for a blank wall with all the
world suddenly turned to dogs in hot pursuit
not two jumps behind.

one."
" Sorry — no conscience."
"Then remember who watches even sparrows
like you, and mind your step."

We made the rounds, passing out bed-pans,
hot water bags and whatever else seemed to
be needed. The storm kept up all night and
so did we. All the nurses on our shift had a
busy evening. In the maternity ward several

"Gregory Cooper!" Sister Mary Clemente
exclained, and turned toward me.

Telegram but it wasn't a very good likeness
and the Telegram's engraving department is
not up to a very good grade of stuff. Their
reproductions looked smudged.

that she take my pet patient. "Honeymoon
over? " she asked.
" Don't ask me why," I pleaded, " I can't explain it. Give me a break, will you?"
"O. K. What medication?"
"None, unless called. Werks is practically
well and Cooper may sleep right through."
"I hope so. If he wakes up and thinks I'm
you, darling, what'll I do?"
"Let your conscience be your guide, little

When there was a lull she said, "Not at all the
kind of night one would choose to spend in a
row-boat in Lake Michigan."
"Who would?"
"The coast-guard's out. I thought you
knew. They told us at supper. There's a
freighter pounding on the third bar north of
the channel." She started away. "Not that
it matters."
I knew how much it did matter. Dorothy
was engaged to No. 1 surfman of the Muskegon
Patrol. Nurses always seem to get their affections tied up with men who have only a
temporary lease on life. Fools all of them —
nurses, I mean — including me.
I followed her out. A couple of room signals
were flashing. No wonder. It was the kind of
a night to make anybody jittery, sick or well.
218 was black.

"The one near the window — " Dorothy
faltered.

remarked that it was an "unlucky break" to
find that he was alive. That, coupled with
A

Londoner
now.
Fay
as Bulldog Drummond"

Wray
is making "Alifor Gaumont
British

I saw her step in the door.
It was about a minute after that I heard her
stifled scream.
I wasn't the only one who heard it, either.
Sister Mary Clemente, at her desk, all the other
girls on the floor and an interne making the
rounds came rushing to our corridor to find
out what was the matter.
We were all standing near to 218 when
Dorothy came out. She had the back of her
hand over her mouth as if she were still holding
back a scream.
CISTER

MARY

CLEMENTE

went to her

^and put an arm around her. "What is it,
my child?" she asked gently.
"One of the patients in 218 is dead. I
thought he was asleep and I touched his forehead with my hand. It was quite cold — he's
been dead some time."
"218?" questioned Sister Mary Clemente.
"Which patient?"

the fact that I would inherit Gregory Cooper's
savings of about $10,000 seemed a very damning piece of evidence. And, finally, the fact
that I had arranged with Dorothy Anderson to
answer all calls from 218 during the night of
Gregory Cooper's death was construed as a
deliberate attempt to have someone else make
the discovery. Dorothy looked at me curiously
as she told about my actions that night. It was
as if she didn't quite believe I was guilty but
yet she couldn't find any other explanation for
my conduct.
As I have said, the investigation was unofficial. But with the evidence against me
which came out it would have become a matter
for the attention of the police if it had not
been for Sam Werks.
The investigation was nearly concluded
when he sent word by a nurse that he would
like to appear before the board.
They sent a wheel chair for him. He was
able to walk all right if he had to but they
were being especially considerate.
When the nurse brought him in he grinned,
and winked at me.
Sam, as I've said, was a lawyer and I know
that he thought he was too smart for the group
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I ople he found
I, listration office.
} took charge of
ee isked to do so.
" can straighten
n -men, " he said

assembled
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there in the

affairs just as if he had

this out in a minute,
and then turned to the
iperintendent as he added, " — anc

] looked around the group, gathering the
fl dual eyes together into one collective
an old legal trick with juries — and
■ slowly and easily.
could have saved you a lot of trouble in
rst place but I never dreamed you would
Cl the sweet girl of any complicity in the
■:i of her late husband. You need not tell
iejhy you have reached your erroneous
inusion. I can understand that. She did
I knew that and he
Rove Mr. Cooper.
it, too. She stood to inherit his money.
inlid give him a sedative on the night he
b But it is impossible to conceive that a
vc, lovable young woman such as Mrs.
rory Cooper, or Nurse O'Hare, as I prefer
ink of her, could have been actuated by
minurderous impulse. You know that and
.; i."
1 paused to see the effect of his words.
\v he went on. "That estimate of her
meter would not, I suppose, entirely clear
■n a court of law. But there is something
,s< -something which I have been reluctant
0 11. It now seems necessary."
"\ ere was no doubt now that he was holding
s mdience.
Everyone,
including myself,
:ad forward a little. What did he have to

SHOPS
LICENSED
Protect You Against
the Menace of Re-used Pads!
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' ■',as you
occupied,
occupy,
Bother
bed know,
in Room
218.
Istill
wasdothere
the
a Gregory Cooper died.
And I am, as
ov| staff of nurses will tell you, a confirmed
S iniac. Thisispartly because of myphysical
lis,.ilities and partly because of an overactive
i] which stays on duty even when I would
ad to seek the solace of oblivion.
o I saw what happened."
I paused and coughed.
Someone handed
'm a glass of water.
'furse O'Hare gave Mr. Cooper a sedative
ij lie, which I believe was indicated by the
:h;l: on the foot of his bed. He pretended to
vow it but, instead, spit it out, after she
iai eft the room. As he had done the same
hi; with several other capsules administered
aiir by the day nurse I did not think anyhi i of it. If he wanted to stay awake that
a none of my business. Actually I was
atr pleased because I had no prospect of
le ing myself and I was glad of company.
we talked for a long time — a little about
'is ffairs, I'm his executor, you know — but
niily of philosophy, religion and similar subqd about which we had widely differing
rafs. But I knew that he wanted to talk to
it bout something else. Finally it came out.
Sal' he said, 'I guess I made a mistake when
1 £ Rachel to marry me. She don't give a
la i about me, does she?' I tried to convince
iii that he was wrong but I didn't have any
uc' because actually I knew that he was
rig' . While we were still arguing he seemed to
e tting sleepy. 'I'm going to call it a day,
^a ' he said. 'And if you try to wake me up
i'l aunt you,' I thought he was joking and
I t not actually watch him. But out of the
QO r of my eye I saw him take from the
po st of his pajama coat the capsule which
he id secreted from Nurse O'Hare together
wi two other similar capsules which the day
nu ! thought she had given him.
le reached for the glass of water on the
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couldn't understand the sort of traps that lay
in my path and the devious trails I would have
to follow in order to avoid them.
That was the end of my hospital career. I
got out of the dormitory and moved to a
furnished room downtown in the Neumeister
Building. As I have mentioned I had no real
friends and no family. I thought that wouldn't
matter much but actually I was terribly
lonesome.
Just for companionship, if for nothing else, I
tried up and down the length of Western
Avenue to get a job— at Daniel's Book Shop,
Hardy's Department Store, The Occidental
Hotel, The Colonial Tea Room — everywhere.
I even applied for domestic service.
But no one seemed to want me. There were
too many people out of work already before I
joined the ranks of the unemployed and, besides that, I suspected that my newspaper
publicity hadn't helped any. Perhaps they
thought, too, that I had been fired from the
hospital. That was too close to the truth for
comfort.
Clarence
Brown, ace director and airman, takes his vacations in the clouds

stand between our beds. 'I shall sleep more
soundly tonight than ever in my life,' he said
with a kind of a grin as he placed the capsules
in his mouth and swallowed them with a gulp
of water.
"I suppose I should have called for help.
But actually I did not know how powerful
that sedative was. Neither did I know
positively what his intentions were. Perhaps
he only meant that he really would sleep more
soundly than usual. While I was thinking
over his words, I fell asleep myself.
"Later, when Nurse Anderson discovered
that he was dead, I did not tell what I knew.
To me it seemed that if Gregory Cooper wanted
to make a graceful, painless exit it was his
affair, not mine. I did not dream that Nurse
O'Hare would be implicated in any way — that
she would ever be accused of neglect of duty.
As soon as I heard that she was in danger, I
asked for an opportunity to tell the truth. I
have told it and I am very tired. May I be
permitted to retire?"
CHAPTER

I was actually pretty nearly out of funds
when Sam Werks came to my rescue. He had
been discharged from the hospital. He limped
still — he always had and always would — but
he was otherwise all right.
Sam sent for me to come to his office.
"Well, Rachel," he said kindly. "I'm glad
to see you again. I missed you at the hospital
but I thought about you a great deal and I
even managed to conduct your inheritance
business from my bed. Through my affiliations
in Detroit I have had Gregory Cooper's will
probated and the settlement will be made almost any day now."
Sam was all business. I liked him that way.
Perhaps I had misjudged him at the hospital.
Even there he had gone to bat for me when I
certainly had no other propect of escaping
from a serious situation.
I thanked him for what he had done.
"Nothing at all," he denied graciously.
"You have my eternal gratitude."
He thought of that for a moment.
"Sometime Imay make some claim on it — not now.
In the meantime,
until your inheritance
arrives, you must let me finance you."

I started to protest.
"This is merely an advance on youi .
heritance," he said. "You are my client
an heiress. I shall get a good fee for ham
your business.
How much do you want
I acccepted a few dollars. And when ■
were gone I reluctantly went to ask hin ■,
more. He gave it to me without anyqucstic (
couldn't just understand Sam Werks in j
phase. He was kind, considerate and exi .
tious. Never a word was said between
which could be construed as anything t
business. And unless I went to his office 1 ]
not see him at all. I wondered, cynicalh j
myself if I had lost my kick and decide
consider an application to the old la. '
home.
CHAPTER

XI

An attorney from Detroit arrived one •
ning after supper with the papers for m
sign. I attended to that in Sam Werks' c
and the attorney turned over a bank draf r
the amount— S 10,000, less court costs.
Werks gave the Detroit lawyer a check r
his share of the fee and the latter left to c. i
the eleven o'clock Pere Marquette train >
Chicago where he said he had some busii
WThen he had gone Sam handed me the 1 1
draft.
"But I owe you a lot for your fee," I sai
" O. K. You can pay me as soon as you.t
a bank account of your own, or — " he adde.s
an afterthought, "if you like I can deposit t
draft to my account and give you a check r
sounded like a better arrangemen !
theThat
difference."
me so I endorsed the draft over to him I
didn't know anything about such things li
and he had to show me how.
"Write on this end of the draft," he 1
and dictated the words, "Pay only to the or
of Then
Samuelhe Werks."
gave me his check for 89,463.1/ 1
know the exact amount because I have it
For me at that time it seemed to repreit
a very large sum of money.
I was slig
dazed by the mere sound of so many figi
I thanked Sam profusely.

X

Sam Werks had told his story with convincing lack of frills. He was believed and I was
dismissed from the deliberations of the board.
Later, however, Sister Mary Clemente sent
for me.
I went to her in one of the private offices.
"Rachel," she said gently, "how much do
you care about becoming a graduate nurse?"

I LOOKED at her intently before replying.
Her expression was an open book for me to
read. She didn't like the message she had
been ordered to give to me. Why make it
harder for her? She was, and is, one of the
sweetest women I've ever known.
Still I had to gulp once before I said, "I was
going to ask to be released from my apprenticeship."
She was so relieved that it was worth it.
"You've a lot of money now," she said,
taking my hand. " See that you do good with
She let me go with many parting words of
it."
advice, none of it, I fear, of much use to a girl
who has had to fight for emotional serenity as
hard as I. She loved me, I knew that, and I
loved her, but we were so different that she
100

How screen gangsters scare each other. Peter Lorre, noted German actor
who is in Hollywood to make "Crime and Punishment," and Edward G. Robinson, public enemy of "The Whole Town's Talking," putting each other in a spot
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"Without you," I said, "I never would have
ceivcd this."
"That's true," he said, "but I couldn't see a
autiful girl go to jail for life — could I?"
I had even started to go when his remark
netrated my whirling consciousness. I
mcd back toward him. "Jail for life?"
cpeated vaguely.
" Yes. In most states it's the electric chair.
5u got off easy in Michigan."
"But," I faltered, "what has jail or the
.'Ctric chair to do with me?"
"Not a thing, Rachel, as long as you and I
ick to our stories."
I sat down weakly in a chair beside his desk,
knew I was in a trap of some sort although
wasn't certain yet just how I'd been caught.
Sam looked at me queerly and then, without
leaking, opened a drawer in his desk from
Rich he obtained a bottle of whiskey. He
lured me a drink.
It was terrible stuff — moonshine.
"You didn't really think," Sam said when I
as through sputtering, "that I myself beved that story I told about Cooper taking
at medicine on his own hook? I just told
to get you out of a jam. Listen, Rachel, you
id I aren't as dumb as those doctors and that
d lady sitting on the staff of that hospital,
ou know, and so do I, that Cooper wasn't
)le to move the night he died — not enough
raise his hand. The doctors didn't think
that."
I knew now what he was driving at. My
'jestion was merely sparring for time. " What
p you mean?"
AM opened a memorandum portfolio on his
[desk and handed me a typewritten sheet of
'iper.
might
out tbecause. I thought we
eingit abou
I
wrot
!
this Read it while I look
talk
t to"
er a brief I'm preparing for court tomorrow."
I stared at the paper.
He sat, ostensibly reading and turning the
ges of a manuscript. Actually I knew he
as watching me covertly as I absorbed the
intents of the most damnable document I
ave seen in my life. Outside, the noises of
le city were subsiding. It was late and
luskegon is a factory town — it goes to bed
t ten o'clock. A few automobiles rustled by
nd a train switch-enginee down at the Y'ards
noted signals. Otherwis it was still.
The paper in my hands trembled a little,
ut I could read what was written on it.
"Memorandum Concerning The Death of
■regory Cooper;
"Gregory Cooper died on the night of
December 3, 193-, as the result of an
overdose of sodium phenobarbital intentionally administered to him by his wife,
Mrs. Rachel O'Hare Cooper, who was at
that time a student nurse in the hospital
at Muskegon, Michigan.
"I, Samuel Werks, occupying a bed in
the same room at that hospital, was a
witness to this act although at the time
I was not aware that she was giving him a
quantity of the drug which would be fatal
to a man in his weakened condition.

i

"Later, when I realized what happened,
I did not testify to the above facts because
I feared that I would be similarly disposed
of.
"This memorandum is merely for the
record and will be deposited in my vault
at the Hackley Union National Bank,
marked, 'Not to be opened except in case
of death.' Under such circumstances it
will be advisable to investigate any connection between my demise and the activi-
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ties of the above mentioned Rachel O'Hare
Cooper.
" (Signed) Samuel Werks."
I kept looking at the paper long after I had
finished reading it. Across my memory like
the flashing lights of explosives were passing
the events of the past few weeks which had
made it possible for this man to dare to write
that document. Particularly I remembered
my dislike of him as a patient in the hospital,
— how I had hated to touch him and my instinctive revulsion at his kiss. I had thought
at the time that he had sensed my antipathy.
Now I know that he had — and that his
damaged ego had cried aloud for a revenge
that would humble me to my knees— and
perhaps to his.
In the language of the old fashioned melodrama, Samuel Werks seemed to have me in
his power.
An inspirational caution warned me to
control my Irish temper. That would be
playing the scene along the conventional lines
that he was doubtless prepared for.

"Rachel," he said, "we'll get married."
"That's what you think. Keep away!"
I warned.
He didn't. I hit him with the chair — not
on the head where he was expecting it and was
prepared to ward it off but on his lame hip
where I knew what it would do to him.
I was right. He gave one groan and passed
out right in the middle of his office rug. I was
almost sorry I had to hurt him so much — but
not quite.
I leaned over to make sure he was not dead.
The heart was still working. His wallet fell
out of his coat pocket when I threw it back to
get at his chest. There was seventy-seven
dollars in the wallet. It seemed to me that it
belonged fairly to me in lieu of the ten thousand
he had cheated me out of.
Still, I did him another good turn for good
measure. I put his desk telephone on the floor
beside him. Whenever he came to he could
call the hospital to come and get him.
As I left the office I calculated roughly that

So I didn't stand up with flashing eyes and
crumple the paper into a ball and throw it
out the window. That would have been his
cue to say that it was only a carbon copy of
the real document, and I had noticed that
myself.
Instead I got my expression fully under control and finally looked at him.
" Well," I said, "where do we go from here? "
He searched my eyes for a second to see what
I meant. He guessed wrong.
Hamilton Apartments."
" Oh, did you think just because
this interesting short, short story
one of us believes that I would

"I live at the
you wrote out
which neither
be anxious to

move in with you? "
"Not move in — just call occasionally."
"I see. I had thought you were proposing
an honorable marriage so that you could get
my money."
"My dear Rachel, don't be stupid." He
held up the Detroit bank draft. "I already
have your money. That check I gave you in
exchange isn't good unless I deposit this in
the same bank and I'm thinking seriously of
shifting my account. No, I am not the grasping character you think. I want you for yourself alone."
THE man was clever — diabolically so. He
' was wasted on the law. The scenario departments of a dozen studios in Hollywood yawn
for talents such as his.
But I had no admiration for his trickiness
then. I was furious and the blood of my
ancestors finally began to boil.
"Give me back that draft!" I ordered.
"0. K." Samuel Werks held it out to me.
"It isn't any good to you. You've endorsed
it to me. You can't cash it."
I realized now what a fool I had been to
sign over the draft. For a second I thought he
had me. Then in a flash I realized that he had
made an equally foolish blunder in letting me
hold that draft in my hands again.
I began tearing it to bits.
"Rachel!" he groaned, starting toward me.
"Keep your clammy hands off me."
" You don't know what you're doing."
"Sure I do. I'm spoiling a lowdown, dirty
shyster trick." I stuffed the pieces of paper
in my pocket. "You thought I'd come and
live with you just to get back part of Cooper's
money. Well, I won't. And try to figure this
out, too. I never wanted his money anyway
at any time."
He was edging around the table after me. I
picked up a light chair.
102
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Robert Armstrong may play rough
characters on the screen, but he likes
his Sealyham to have good manners.
You've

probably just seen
"Sweet Music"

Bob

in

he would
regain consciousness
in about
twenty minutes.
In a little less than that time I was on board
the midnight bus for Chicago.
CHAPTER

XII

I kept on going for as far as I could without
leaving the continent. That landed me in Los
Angeles.
So help me, I had no idea of trying to get a
job in the movies. All I wanted was never
to see Muskegon again and not to let anyone
from home ever find out what had become of
me.
Perhaps I was afraid of being arrested for
the murder of Gregory Cooper, but I don't
believe that was entirely the reason for my
flight. On sober second thought it did not
seem likely that Sam Werks would make any
statement to the authorities along the lines of
that memorandum he had shown me. That
was only a trick to frighten an unsophisticated
girl. But I didn't in the least doubt that he
had deposited the original of that document
in his safety deposit box in the bank vault.
That was entirely in keeping with his sup-

pressed sadistic temperament. It would ami.
him, dead, to speculate on my struggles to i
cape from the web he had bequeathed me.
If and when Sam died — even if he wc
killed by a falling building — it behooved i
to have an air-tight alibi for the occasion.
I guess that my principal reason for fiig
was because I was completely fed up m,
the way life had treated me in Muskegon sin
I had grown up. Perhaps in some other si
roundings I could find an existence which w
not quite so much in the sex spotlight. Hea
ing for Southern California was not so dumb
it sounds. It isn't nearly so conspicuous to
built like Jean Harlow in a town where Hark
really lives as it is in a community where the
is an obvious lack of Harlow types.
When I got to Los Angeles I had to get I
job.
wereleft.
very Ifewanswered
of Sam's advertis
sevent
seven There
dollars
ments for nursemaids. I thought my hospif
training would come in handy there. Ai;
besides I adore children. But my appearan :
was against me. One lady told me frankly th
she didn't care to compete for her husband
favors in her own household.
Then I tried the beauty parlors. I near
connected in one of them but when tl
manager found out I had no experience si
reluctantly turned me away. But she ga>
me the address of a training school down c
Main Street where I could learn the trade ar
promised me a job if I could make the grade.
That's where I went. I paid five dollars
advance for the first week's tuition and truste
that something would happen before I neede
to put up another installment.
The work was not very difficult. I manage
to absorb the theory all right. But tl
practical application was more difficult. Yc
see in a school of that sort the students practk
on each other — giving facials, permanei
waves, manicures, etc. My old trouble got i
my way. None of the girls liked to work wil
me. I found myself virtually an outsider in
closed shop.
THERE was one other girl in the same pr<
' dicament as myself but for an entirely differei
reason. Her name was Louella Whitemeat anj
her complexion was a very deep shade (
African black. She was the niece of a wealth
negress who had invented a process for uncurlin
kinky hair. Louella was taking the complet
beauty course with the idea that she woul
become a national demonstrator of her aunt
boon to decided brunettes.
I took pity on Luella — or she took pity o
me — I'm not sure exactly which way it was
Anyway I let her practice on me. She wa
profoundly grateful and became from the ver
beginning of our association the only tru
friend of my own sex that I had ever known.
Louella admired everything about me an
tried to imitate me in all she did — father
large order considering that she weighed IS
in her ebony hide.
She was especially delighted with my con
plexion which is vary fair and she was dev
possessed to bleach my hair.
"Honey, Miss Rachel, you ain't doin' yo'se
justice. To my notion a woman should be a
white or all black. You jes' let Louella she
Well, I gave in finally. What did I cai
what color my hair was? Louella promise
to do a fine job.
She did but she got her formulas mixe
somehow. Maybe she put some of the noi
curling fluid in the bleach. How do I know
Anyway the result was a very peculiar shac
of white — there was a little blue in it.
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rst impression was that I was ruined for
lidn't look like me at all. And furtherdidn't look like anybody else either.
la was horror-stricken herself.
iey, Miss Rachel, I made a miscue
ere. But I'll fix it. You lemme start
again."
while I live," I told her grimly, getting
of the operating chair. "If this mop
doesn't turn some other color by tomorning I'm going to cut it all off and
ow in again."
n, honey, Miss Rachel, kin I cut it off

lis time the other girls had gathered
curiously. I suppose they were glad
me turned into a white-headed hag.
no mind to furnish any amusement to
t ;ng so I grabbed my hat and called it
;iy I left poor old Louella to their tender
)oji on the street, at the door of the
Hotel which was only a half block
sight-seeing bus was just starting out.
:>aled it, grateful for the semi-seclusion it
irdl — I actually didn't have the nerve to
k rough town looking like a freak out of
un. I was conspicuous enough anyway
\\|h that bluish white hair — ! Oh yes, I
iwt'ery fifth woman has "sapphire" blonde
isepow. This was three years ago.
hous headed for Hollywood and made its
t lop inside the gates of Inter-Stellar
tuk Corporation Studios,
iellve it or not I had never seen the inside
i nation picture studio up to that time and
i irer had the least desire to do so.
iu now that I was there and the other
severs were getting off to gawp around I
idj to have a look myself,
intffice boy, acting as guide, was saying,
o Air right is Stage 12 where all the process
lire made," and I followed the hay-riders.

MIRROR FRESH

LA. N'T gone a hundred yards when another
tikboy came running after us. He stopped
Hide.
Si," he said, "can you spare a minute?-'
Yj.,"
± it. I admitted, wondering what it was
TK-n come over to the administration
ld|g. Mr. Mueller wants to see you."
s,ok my head. "I don't know anybody
ihiame of Mueller."
Iexiked at me impatiently.
"Sure you
-luis Mueller — he's president of InterIlt— you know — Uncle Lou."
■ . still mystified.
K'er mind, lame brains. Come on anyiO followed him across the studio streets
arjffice building and finally past a few
replied secretaries into the most sumpi.'rivate office I had ever seen,
i. !:tle man, bald and blinky, with the
W est but kindest eyes in the world, sat be<\ desk that might have been a machine
i (placement.
Another man, a tall thin
th a hawklike expression on his face,
odieside the desk. He had his back half
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'a, melittle
andman.
he was evidently expostulating
he
A I ask you, Lou, is don't be hasty."
it -aved the other man aside.
'I • two years I've had a dozen men looka, )ver Europe for a girl like this and when
i v ks under my window and I see her you
', 'on't be hasty!'"
Jn began the amazing series of adventures
' shall describe in the next — the May —
Photoplay.)
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Where

Is My Wandering
[ CONTINUED

sitting pretty. Nugent was a definitely proven
and valuable asset to my business. He was an
actor-playwright who knew his way around in
the theater. "The Poor Nut" was only his
second play. "Kempy," his first, had also
been a success. It was reasonable for me to
assume that in the future he would write and
act in a number of plays which I would produce. It was also logical to believe that a
fair percentage of these still unwritten plays
would be hits, that the profits from the hits
would far exceed the losses on the flops.
No dice. In 1928 I lost my first blue chip
to a new and ruthless competitor who suddenly
appeared to sit in on the showman's game
which I had found to be so exciting and so
profitable. This new player was the producer
of talking pictures. He had a world market
for his goods as against the limited number of
customers left to me on Broadway and in a
few of the other major Rialtos of the road.
This talking picture producer could and did
offer Nugent fifteen hundred dollars a week for
a year of his services as a writer, actor and
director. Nugent, sensibly enough, decided
to take the assurance of seventy,-eight thousand
dollars for a year's work as against the known
and dangerous gamble of a Broadway production. Nugent has remained in Hollywood
since 1928 and is today one of the town's top
directors. As one pal to another I have been
sincerely delighted with his success. As a
Broadway showman, however, I haven't been
able to regard his Hollywood career with any
particular enthusiasm for since Nugent was
claimed by the sure reward of a weekly
talking picture pay check I have not received
from him a single play script which I could
produce on Broadway.
\ V /ITH the usual gambler's optimism I went
W looking for another blue chip when my first
was taken from me. I found it, this time in
the person of Edwin Burke and a comedy he
had written which he called "This Thing
Called Love." Burke is a sensitive soul who
was practically bruised into writing a play for
Broadway. He had been first an actor in the
theater, then a director and then the author
of eighty-four vaudeville sketches. All of
these sketches, from one to eighty-three, were
hits. Number eighty-four was a flop. Burke,
ashamed and disconsolate, immediately decided that vaudeville was a business which
could not be depended upon and forthwith
wrote his first full length play. I gloated a
bit as I studied past performances and figured
that I could count at least eighty-three more
plays from Burke before despair at his own
ineptitude would turn his creative talent to
another task.

Playwright?

FROM PAGE 75

against me, but the game was still the only one
that was being played in my town. I sat in
for some more of the same. I got it, exactly
the same.
This time I riffled through the hundreds of
manuscripts that passed over my desk and
finally drew one that gave me more personal
pleasure, as a player in the game of showmanship, than any other I had handled. This
one was a script which had been around and
about. Its covers were a bit frayed with
travel in search of production. Every producer on Broadway had had a look at it and as
smart a showman as John Golden had tried
the play and found it wanting in an Atlantic
City production.
After looking at the play on a try-out stage
way.
Golden decided that it wouldn't do for BroadThat script gave me ideas. I passed these
notions along to the author. They jelled. I
produced the play. It was a hit, "Kibitzer"
by name. There was a season on Broadway,
another on the road and a $50,000 picture sale.
Jo Swerling, the author, signed as a writer
with Columbia Pictures after "Kibitzer" was
produced in New York. Since that time there
have been no plays by Jo Swerling on a
Broadway stage.
A less personal example. Anyone challenged
to name the five most successful Broadway
managers would certainly include Sam Harris
and John Golden in that select group. They
belong, by the record of many years of successful showmanship. But let's take a look
at the record since 1928, that year when the
talkies first began their raid on Broadway.
Since 1928 John Golden has had three smash
hits. They were "Let Us Be Gay," "As
Husbands Go" and "When Ladies Meet."
All three were written by Rachel Crothers.
Miss Crothers, one of the smartest writing
craftsmen of the theater, didn't go to Hollywood until 1934. Catch on? Since 1928 Sam
Harris has had his usual series of S. R. O. productions. They have included "June Moon,"
"Once in a Lifetime," "Of Thee I Sing,"
"Dinner at Eight," "As Thousands Cheer"
and "Merrily We Roll Along."
All of these

with the exception of "As Thousands Ch
had the benefit of George S. Kaufman
collaborator and as a director. Kaufma!
refused fabulous sums to desert Broadwa
Hollywood. Catch on? I did. As a r
I am now in Hollywood engaged in this mc
show business that is known as talking pict
A final example. There are, accordir
rumors which reach the Pacific Coast
smash hits on Broadway today. One of i
is Sidney Howard's dramatization of Sir
Lewis's "Dodsworth." Howard reversec
usual process. He deserted Hollywooc
Broadway. Another is "Merrily We
Along." This is the work of the prevk
mentioned Kaufman and Moss Hart, an(
who returned to Broadway after only a
appearance in the Hollywood gold fields
third is " The Farmer Takes a Wife," by F
Elser and Marc Connelly. Connelly m
only occasional appearances, and then
for short and special assignments, in a H
wood producer's
office.
"Valleyis also
Forge,'or
Maxwell
Anderson.
Anderson
part
time contributor
to Hollywood's den
for writing
talent.
THE fifth and sixth plays among this ch n
' few are "The Children's Hour" by Lin
Hellman Riley.
and "Personal
Appearance''
Lawrence
Both of these
latter aut5
are represented on Broadway this seasor r
the first time in their writing careers. l,b
have written plays which are Broadway •
outs.
And where are these wandering playwri: i,
discovered at last and exploited by the part
search and the production skill of their I
York managers? The answer to a silly q tion is that both Miss Hellman and :
Riley, smart folks that they are, now rece
each week a large check for services rend
the talking picture impresarios.
There isn't any doubt that such as 1|S
Hellman and Mr. Riley are smart. T>< ■
however, ask me my opinion of the probe
result
Q. test
modern
Broad)'
mine. of an I.
showman.
Many
of of
thetheboys
are old
pa

So what happened? So "This Thing Called
Love" was a hit, picture sale and all — from
which Burke collected a small fortune in
author's royalties. So Burke, in 1928, was
signed by Fox Films as a writer and has been
collecting large annual fortunes from that firm
ever since. So Burke, one of the grand people
of this world in my personal book, hasn't
written a play since he went to Hollywood. So
it began to dawn on me that the talking
picture boys were successfully playing me for a
good natured sucker.
I knew then that the cards were stacked
104

This is the elongated
mass of concentrated
horse power that Lilian Harvey
wanted to park somewhere and forget about not long before she sailed back
to London
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in Those Frills
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e $250,000 for them, figures not inflated.
has long suffered with a phobia against
ractical singer-bread picture clothes as
ed on some of our nicest actresses. Thinks
raiment worn on the screen has such profolid influence on the fashions of the world
they should be practical and in impeccable
>. " Why steer 'em wrong"? askes Bernie —
why indeed? We never have known.
ewman is also an ace designer of fabrics,
brocaded metal cloth used in several gowns
ivn by Irene Dunne and Ginger Rogers cost
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lty-five dollars a yard, and don't spare the
ors, said Bernie.
e has changed Irene Dunne's coiffure, too.
rlu- rushes I looked at with Bernie and the
ctor (Bill Seiter) she looks the way Irene
tys should have looked, and never has
re, quite. Like a girl whose family had
es with braided tails for five generations
slept on hand-woven linen. And never
htil a bad word.
he wears a head-ornament in the "Smoke
U in Your Eyes" number that cost six
nsand dollars. That doesn't make her a
ftr, in case you misunderstand me — but the
a that the jewels are real all helps the feelin we have that a lady wears none but aulltic jewels, laces, or furs. If she can't afford
relones, she doesn't wear any.
ernie will not stand for faking. He refuses
■lass off dyed skunk for sable, although it is
dee every day. One actress in "Roberta"
wijrs a full length wrap of silver fox, which
co1 $19,000. Bernie designed hats, gloves
evfi slippers.
Iven a special shade and gauge of stockin was ordered for each costume.
Q now he is about to receive the loving-cup
w om the American Retailer's Association for
kgning the most out-standing gowns in any
B ure, and a party will be spread for him at
■ Biltmore the like of which has seldom
In seen in our modest village. Twenty-five
hvdred buyers from every fine establishment
in lie country will come flying out to bow to
B lie and the "Roberta" creations, and he
\v blush quite a little, and wish they were
dug it to some other guy.
hen he will do Hepburn's clothes for
I eak of Hearts." He has gone beautifully
m| about the girl because she has what it
tap to wear the kind of clothes he likes to
tHkup.
le has been captured by RKO on a contract,
wli the agreement that he may go to New
Y k every six months.
jhe reason Bernie turned out to be a dressm.er, in spite of his nice leathery look, is
biiiuse his mother was one for years in New
k and the whole family had an obsession
nst his getting in the business.
So after
>ol was over, Bernie spent the first two
s trying not to be a dress-maker, and had
e hundred jobs, starting with office boy
Eddie Small. There is really nothing you
c;' mention that he didn't do and do -very
bj!y. So he gave in and became a designer.
nd so, with a quivering sigh of regret, I
he Bemie to you . . . and invite you to
M: at some of his "Roberta" creations on
p es 62 and 63.
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They Gave This Little Girl a Hand
[ CONTINUED

There was something so real about her, so
different from most of the "little girls'' around
the great white way. Her hair was real and
her smile was real and her charm was real.
You could see that she hoped you would like
her, that she had fun tap-dancing, but she
didn't make any of those synthetic attempts at
fascination of which we had grown so weary.
While she danced, Texas came over and sat
down at the table where Jimmy Quirk and
May Allison and Richard Dix and I were having supper.
There never was and there never will be anyone just like Texas Guinan. Her place on
Broadway's page is a large one. She had been,
of course, a chorus girl and a musical comedy
star, in tights. She had been a movie star in
wild westerns. She called every celebrity in
New York by his or her first name, her house
on 8th Street was so crowded with what-nots
and frilled pillows you couldn't move but the
intelligentsia fought to get inside. She was
hard-boiled and a little rough around the edges,
but she was Broadway's heart of gold just the
same and everybody loved her.
THERE can't be any question that Texas was
' very, very important in the life of Ruby
Keeler.
"She's the nicest girl I've ever had," Texas
said, while she sipped a tall glass of Vichy
water — Tex sold prohibition booze but nobody
ever saw her take a drink of it-— "and she's got
great talent. You watch— she'll go places.
Level-headed little thing, honest and regular
and on the level in everything. But she's Irish.
She'll be great if she just doesn't go and fall in
love with the wrong guy. Now, she doesn't
care anything about 'em — but she's the kind
once she falls in love, she'll be sunk completely."
Texas was right — when Ruby Keeler fell in
love, nothing else in the world mattered.
Sitting there while little Ruby danced with
inspired feet, Texas told us something of her
history.
An Irish girl, born in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
The oldest in a family of six girls and one boy.
Probably there never has been a more typical
Irish Catholic family than Ruby Keeler's. They
were a complete world unto themselves. They
laughed, wept, suffered, fought, played and
worked together. They were poor and they
had always been poor and thought very little
about it one way or the other. That didn't
keep the household from enjoying life right up
to the hilt and having a swell, uproarious time.
The babies came fast and as Ruby was the
oldest she carried baby sisters around on one
hip and pushed perambulators and helped wash
little shirts, like any other good Irish girl in a
big Irish family.
" Ruby's a great comfort to me," her mother
always said to the other Irish mothers who
came in for a cup of tea in the clean little
house in NewYork, into which they had moved
when Ruby was only three.
Of course she was a little beauty, but the
family thought very little about that. When
people raved about her to Mrs. Keeler, the
mother said shortly, "She's well enough when
she's clean," and pinned Ruby's handkerchief
onto her clean little dress and sent her off to
school.
Dancers, I think, are born not made.
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The little Keeler girl was born with dancing
feet.
So, with her dancing feet and her beauty, it
was almost inevitable that when the time came
for her to go to work, she sought the chorus.
She was thirteen then.
From that first stage job she went to the El
Fey Club, under Texas Guinan. And she was
there almost three years. And in many ways
those three years were all-important to her.
Of course she had it in her, or it wouldn't
have come out. But if she had happened to be
tap-dancing in some other night club in those
mad days of New York's most glittering night
life, she might have had a very different experience.
Texas brought her girls out on the floor and
exhibited them to the mobs in her night club.
But she was like an old maid school teacher in
her rules and regulations where they were concerned and I know that to be the truth. She
watched over them every minute and believe

be complete and which in some ways explai
a lot of things about Ruby Keeler, who is t
day, in my estimation, one of the great screi
personalities and one of the great future stai
He was a gang leader. A racketeer of tl
type that Lew Ayres used to play on tl
screen. He was handsome and young and 1
had made a fortune out of the rackets th;
flourished, with public consent, during the ii
sane and mistaken era of prohibition. Ever
body liked him. Women were crazy about hin
all kinds of women, admired his smooth gooe
looks, his smiling eye, and the menace tk
was behind it all.
But he never looked at but one womai
From the moment he first saw her dancing i
the El Fey Club, which since it belonged t
Larry Fay was naturally a hang-out for tli
"big shots" of the Capone days, he idolize
Ruby Keeler. He wanted to marry her. Fo
years he carried the torch for her and h
watched over her as such men do watch ove
a "good girl." It would have gone hard, ver
hard, with anyone who made a false move ii
Ruby'sit.direction and everybody on Broadwa;
knew

me, Texas knew what to watch for. I don't
think there was any gent young or old on
Broadway who ever got up early enough to
fool Tex.
One of the girls who danced for Texas for
years and who is now very happily married to
a famous writer, once said to me, "Texas was
a tyrant, that's all. She knew where you were
every minute. If any man wanted to take you
out, he had to account to Texas first. When
she took us on trips, she actually put us to bed
every night and locked us in. She was like a
mother to us all.

Ruby liked him — she liked any number oj
young men who took her out and came to sej
her dance. But she didn't love any of them
The boys who knew their Night Club Era ii
those days tell me that Ruby Keeler neve
was linked with any one man. Never wai
anybody's "girl." She loved life, and dancing
and laughter, and she had fun, and she flirted
but she never fell for anybody.

"More than that, Texas knew the world so
well, and she never let us lose our sense of
values. She took what she wanted from Broadway, but it never fooled her. She made us

AND the "Big Shot" knew she didn't lovi
''him, but he gave her his adoration and pro
tection just the same. He wanted Ruby to bi

work, too, if we had any talent. You couldn't
just get by on your looks, with Texas. You
had to practice and rehearse and improve, or
she'd raise the roof."
Ruby was Texas' favorite.
When she first came to the El Fey Club she
was a friendly, natural little thing, adaptable
as are all Irish girls, full of fun, and both innocent and ignorant about many phases of life.
In the three years there she gained poise, she
gained knowledge, she worked at her dancing
and under Texas, who probably knew more
about personality than anyone else in the
world, she developed her personality. But
essentially, she remained the same.
Now, believe me that those things do not
happen to all little girls on Broadway, dancing
in night clubs, living the life of a night club girl.
Three things were responsible. Ruby herself
— the natural, clean, simple kid that she was.
Her Irish training, and Irish mothers are
severe with their daughters and expect a great
deal of them, and Texas Guinan, who was
Ruby's second mother.
POURING those three years, Ruby had plenty
'-'of beaux. That was to be expected. They
gave this little girl a great big hand in every
way and she could have married millions, she
could have had millions without marriage, she
could have fallen for any number of young
college boys or newspapermen.
The history of Broadway which is pretty accurate as a rule, tells one love story of Ruby
Keeler without which no portrait of her could

happy, that was all. If he couldn't make hei
happy, he just wanted to be sure nobody made
her unhappy. It is a touching little episode
in the hard, dreadful picture of those times
the love of this good-looking boy bandit foi
the little dancer in the night club, the love
that was unselfish and decent and faithful.
Then Ruby went to California on a trip with
Texas and met Al Jolson.
Ruby Keeler fell in love with Al Jolson. At
first sight, she fell in love utterly and completely and thoroughly. She knew then, and
told one of her best friends, that she would
never love anybody else, that if Al didn't love
her too, life wouldn't mean very much again.
It rather startled Texas and Broadway.
Jolson was very rich and very famous. But
they knew Ruby too well to think that counted
with her. It never had. And Al Jolson wasn't
exactly the man they would have cast as the
Prince Charming to sweep pretty little Ruby
so completely off her feet. But there could be
no question about Ruby's love.
Perhaps it took Jolson a little longer. He
was wise, he knew women, and he didn t particularly wish to fall in love nor to marry again.
Broadway-ite's dissophisticated
He had
trust of the
women.
Most of the girls he knew
were attractive, they were beautiful, but—
women spelled trouble, heartache, anguish.^
But Ruby must have been irresistible. No
one, I think could mistake her sincerity. The
quality of it shines through her work even on
the screen. A simple sincerity that makes her
different from most of the girls in pictures to-
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lay. It is that sincerity which makes her a
ine artist, a unique personality.
In my day, I have trod "Flirtation Walk"
ind, to be frank, been kissed under the Kissing
Rock. I have also known a good many officer's
laughters. I do not know any other screen
ictress today who could have played the General's daughter and made me believe it the
,vay Ruby Keeler did in "Flirtation Walk."
•ihe was, first of all, a lady. You knew it. She
!ooked and moved and spoke like the girlswho go
to West Point, to hops. The little girl out of
Texas Guinan's night club looked more like a
ady, behaved with more real charm and
gracious manner than a lot of the Hollywood
^irls who didn't come out of night clubs.
It amazed me.
I hope they'll give Ruby Keeler a chance to
do something big someday soon. I think she
might easily be another Ruth Chatterton. The
charm is there, and the heart quality.
There was a time when Ruby Keeler was
spoken of always as Al Jolson's wife.
Now the wits around Hollywood kid Al by
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telling him that if he doesn't watch out, he'll
become Ruby Keeler's husband.
He became Ruby Keeler's husband not so
very long after they met, and they sailed away
to Europe on a honeymoon, and Broadway
says that the "Big Shot" went down and
watched the boat sail and gave them both his
blessing. He wanted Ruby to be happy — and
'she was.
DROADWAY is not apt to predict success
uand happiness for marriage.
Broadway love hasn't always ended happily.
But Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler appear to
be the shining exception.
Perhaps the answer is in the quiet, companionable life they lead.
Funny, Ruby hasn't been in a night club
but once since she left the El Fey, where she
danced every night for nearly three years. She
says she doesn't like night clubs.
I sat just behind Al and Ruby at the fights
in Hollywood one night. She was wrapped in
a beige polo coat, a small soft hat was pulled
down over her brown hair, she had on very
little make-up. She sat very close to Al, her
shoulder pressed against his, and every few
minutes she looked up into his face with those
enormous eyes. And he would smile down at
her and pat her hand.
You seldom see the Jolsons in Hollywood.
They never go to parties, they never go to
restaurants. They stay at home, and they
play golf, and they are always together. Every
Tuesday and Friday night they go to the fights
and sit side by side in the front row. Their
Toluca Lake residence is very lovely and is
what Ruby calls "home."
They have travelled a great deal since their
marriage, and almost always together, and the
telephone company does a land office business
when professional reasons keep them the width
of the continent apart.
When she married Al Jolson, Ruby — who
had been a big hit in "Whoopee" gave up her
career. She wanted just to be Mrs. Al Jolson
and for quite a long time that's what she was.
But it didn't keep her busy, and Al was
working, and he didn't object. So, after turning down any number of offers, she went to
Warner Brothers for "42nd Street" and became a star before the picture was released.
For herself, for her dancing, for her art as an
actress, for her development and her amazing
ability to remain natural and to survive the
Night Club Era, for being a successful wife to
a temperamental artist —
I think we ought to give this little girl a hand.
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Hollywood, My Hollywood
[ CONTINUED

asparagus dropped from his grasp, falling into
the plate with a dull sqush. As Bing and I
crushed our napkins to our mouths, Bill arose
from the table in injured Fieldsian dignity.
He made a courtly bow.
"Madame," he said gallantly, "you are mistaken. Iam not the funny man. I AM Baby

"XT
I
I
J
J
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\\\
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LeRoy."
AUTOGRAPH books in hand, the stout
' 'young lady and her friends watched the departure ofthe indignant comedian with loud regrets." Now he's mad," confided the stout young
lady, "and I knew he was W. C. Fields all the
time. Well, anyway, you can autograph our
books, Bing. We got you once before, but we
might just as well have you again. Land sakes,

an Eyelash Makewhat are you eatin'? Don't you know you'll
up that gives the get
fat if you eat like that at noon? You movie
alluring effect of stars have to watch your figgers, you know.

LONG, LOVELY
LASHES
so fascinating to men!
"CROM Paris comes the secret of this
*~ super-mascara called Winx. Instantly,
it gives your lash.es a natural accent. It
make skimpy, pale lashes look luxurious,
.sparkling, alive!
I promise this: You'll look far more
attractive the minute you begin to glorify
your lashes with Winx — my perfected formula of mascara — it keeps lashes soft, alluring. Your eyes — framed with Winx
lashes — will give your face new mystery,
new charm.

Woman's Greatest Power
— alluring eyes

'Course you're a crooner, and you have the
radio, and I read in a magazine that you don't
care so much anyway."
She might have rambled on indefinitely if she
hadn't suddenly spied me. She pointed an
accusing finger. "Is that your stand-in?" she
demanded of Bing.
"Oh, him," says Bing. "No, he's only a
Good old Bing. The stout young lady never
looked
writer."at me again. Nobody looks at writers
anyway.
Back in front of the Fields' dressing room we
tarried for a moment while Bing warbled
feelingly:
"Mr. Fields regrets he'll be unable to lunch
today,
. ." old Bill in the throes of
InsideMadame
we found . dear
indigestion. He was lying on his chaise lounge,
sipping a spot of brandy.
"Have a nip, boys, have a nip. Hamlet,
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bring the boys a nip." We protested — mildly.
"Best thing in the world for you, boys, best
thing in the world for you after a terrible experience like that. Yes, indeedy!"
As we sipped our libations, Bill continued
with feeling:
"Never again for me, boys. I'm through. A
movie actor hasn't got as much privacy as a
gold fish. No, indeedy. Henceforth, Fields
eats right here." W. C. was most emphatic.
I remonstrated. "Why, Bill, you're really
too sensitive. You'll ruin an old Hollywood
custom. For twenty years now, watching
actors eat has been one of our most alluring
sports for tourists. They love it. It's just like
going on a scavenger hunt. It's exciting, Bill,
comedians, Bill failed to see the
andLike
moreallfun."
humor
of
the
game. Let's look at the other
side — the tourists!
IUST imagine a jolly little crowd of boys and
^girls sitting around the hotel room with
nothing to do. They've seen all the mansions
wdiere the movie stars live; Joan Crawford and
Franchot Tone on the beach one day; Wally
Beery buying Carol Ann a doll in the Broadway;
a Chinese theater opening and Sid Grauman;
Peter the Hermit; a woman who looked like
Greta Garbo in dark glasses getting out of an old
Lincoln; the Hollywood Bowl; Clark Gable
petting his horse at the race track; those cute
little drive-in eating places where you sit in
your car; Mae West on the boulevard wearing
white pajamas, a white coat and a white tarn;
the Japanese gardens; C. B. DeMille's yacht at
Catalina; the Friday night fights; Jean Harlow
and William Powell dancing at the Cocoanut
Grove; Marlene Dietrich strolling in her
masculine pants — what in the world can we do
now? What else is there to see?

Millions of women prefer Winx to ordinary mascaras — so will you, I'm certain.
Winx is refined to the last degree — so it's
safe, smudge-proof, non-smarting, tearproof — scientifically perfect. Try Winx
today — learn how easy it is to have lustrous Winx lashes. Get Winx at any toilet
counter, darken your
lashes, see the instant
improvement.
DARKENS
To introduce Winx
LASHES
to new friends, note my
PERFECTLY
two offers below. My
free booklet — "Lovely
Eyes — How To Have
Them" — is complete
— how to care for the
lashes and brows, how
to use eye shadow,
how to treat "crow'sfeet," etc.

WINX

FREE

Merely send
Coupon for "Lovely EyesHow to Have Them"

Mail to LOUISE ROSS,
243 W. 17th St., New York City
Name
Street
City

State..
trial
of
iri.il package
patKage
or i
Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether I
[ you wish D Black or □ Brown.
If you
«i
jwki

also want
<ii3u
wain

a generous
geneiuui

Baby Jane gets pretty tired waiting for grown-ups to rehearse their lines. She
considered standing on the soap box and orating against it. But decided it
was much wiser, after all, to sit down and rest and look pleasant about it all

PHOTOPLAY
It's a disconsolate crowd until the life of the
inrty leaps to his feet with a yell. " I have it! "
le cries. "Let's go watch the actors eat."
Ever since I can remember this has been the
-larion call of the tourist. What sport! A
>ack of hunters get no more thrill out of the
hase when the hounds have the fox cornered
than do the Hollywood tourists when they find
Lheir quarry in the midst of his or her fodder.
To deprive them of this game would be a
.in. Why, I know of folks who have been
oming out to Hollywood for years, who can
remember that in the good old days Norma and
Constance Talmadge feasted on weiner
schnitzel and chicken paprika at the Hoffman
Round Table, that Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett and Roscoe Arbuckle ate filet mignon
steak sandwiches in the wee morning hours at
Vernon, that Doug Fairbanks and Bill Hart
never ate lunch in order to keep their athletic
figures, that Charlie Chaplin, Mickey Neilan,
Richard Dix, Norman Kerry, Lew Cody and
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I Now, with this new
method, it's simplicity
itself to bring color to gray
streaks. Just empty a little
powder into a water
glass
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lip
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the rest of the boys usually dined at Al Levy's,
and that Phyllis Haver and Marie Prevost
went on a pineapple-and-lamb-chop diet when
they became famous bathing beauties.

■m™
A DEAR old lady from Sharon, Pennsylvania,
' Hold me that she got to know Bob at Levy's,
Jerry at Vernon, Albert at the Alexandria and
Fritz at the Hoffman Round Table very well
indeed, and that they always gave her the lowdown on what the actors liked to eat,' their
i
, table manners and such. Fancy that!
But, like so many things, times have changed
for the worse.
Even the studios have clamped down
severely on the tourists.
With the advent of sound, the visitors had
,'to be kept off the stages.
The harassed ex! ecutives only gave out passes to the studio
j restaurants to salve the wounded feelings of
exhibitors' friends from back home.
Soon the tourists outnumbered the actors.
It got so that the hungry actors coming off the
sets had to stand around and watch the
tourists eat, instead. Today, it's almost as
tough an assignment for a visiting fireman to
crash a studio restaurant at noon as it is to get
Greta Garbo's autograph in a scavenger hunt.
Hollywood restaurants do a thriving business with the tourists. Spots like the Brown
Derby, Al Levy's Tavern and Sardi's in the
heart of Hollywood are usually jammed to the
doors every noon with sporting tourists who
are willing to pay to watch the actors eat, and
actors who don't mind eating to be seen. Those
who haven't the price, or, having it, won't part
with it, add to these delightfully informal
affairs by milling around outside the entrances.
Even such swanky spots as the Vendome in
Hollywood, the Victor Hugo and Brown Derby
in Beverly Hills get their share of the trade,
but
there is no "standing room only" permitted.
This eat-to-see-and-be-seen business is so
good that Hollywood ticket brokers are thinking of selling tickets to the affairs.
Hollywood restaurateurs are shrewd business men. While they never permit their star
guests to be annoyed too much by excited
sightseers, neither do they discourage the good
old custom of watching your favorite star in
the art of putting on the feed bag. Today, it's
all done in such good taste. One is permitted
to ask one's waiter: "Who's that dame over
there in the booth with Dick Powell? The
beautiful brunette, T mean?"
"That's Mary Brian." the deferential waiter
assures you, "but please don't point."
If you look like a good tip, the waiter may

1
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Pour a little of Mary T.
Goldman's water-white
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— mix
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two — and
behold, you arc all ready.
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Development now
makes coloring gray
hair no more trouble than a manicure! No more
costly than a jar of good face cream! Yet transforms gray hair with youthful lustre . . . We invite
you to TEST IT FREE on a single lock from your
hair . . . Read this unusual news. Then mail the
coupon and find real freedom from gray.
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No experience — nor
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Developed by a leading scientist this new
Mary T. Goldman's places gray hair coloration on an entirely new plane. You are not
asked to take our word for it, nor to believe a single statement in this advertisement without a fair, free trial.
Send us the coupon below. We will supply
you FREE with a sufficient quantity to test
on a small lock snipped from your hair. You
need not pay a penny nor risk a thing to

"skin-test" reis SAFE. Medpronounced it
scalp.
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That is all! No mess — no fuss — -no
fears. No delay or waiting except
for the hair to dry.

If youit. prefer, your druggist or department
prove
store can supply you with the full-sized bottle. Money-back guarantee.
Mail the coupon now for your FREE Single
Lock Test Package.

Color imparted by Mary T. Goldman's
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EYES?
He can't forget
their beauty if
you use

ON YOUR
LASHES
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even condescend to whisper, "That's Myrna
Loy sitting two tables to the left," or, "Don't
look now, but Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres
are right back of you" — as he serves the entree.
That's how it's done in Hollywood today.
Genteel, I calls it.
(^""^N the theory of gastronomic sensitivity,
^-^ Hollywood is today a house divided. Like
Bill Fields, there are many stars who act like a
stag at bay if set upon when eating in public.
Those with the sensitive tummies have retired
to the privacy of their dressing rooms for the
midday meals.
Seldom do the tourists ever catch sight of
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Mae West,
John Barrymore, Ruth Chatterton, Grace
Moore, Claudette Colbert, Janet Gaynor, Will
Rogers, or George Arliss in the studio restaurants. Garbo never.
Others, mostly the men, don't seem to mind.
One can see Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby and
George Raft at Paramount; Clark Gable,
Robert Montgomery and Watty Beery at
M-G-M.
Francis Lederer, Fred Astaire, Wheeler and
Woolsey, Richard Dix at RKO; Jimmy
Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Dick Powell, George
Brent at Warners.
Warner Baxter, Edmund Lowe and Vic
McLaglen at Fox; Dick Arlen, Charles
Laughton, Maurice Chevalier, Adolphe Menjou and William Powell wherever they happen
to be working.

More than any
other feature, your
eyes express YOU.
When he meets you,
the first thing he looks
at is your eyes. If they
are beautiful and attractive, they will be
what he remembers most when he thinks
of you. So, make them unforgettably alluring with pure, harmless Maybelline.
Just a touch of this delightful mascara,
and your lashes instantly appear long,
dark and luxuriant. Your eyes become
lovely, bewitching pools . . . brilliant,
fascinating, indiscribably charming.
But, you must use genuine Maybelline,
otherwise the effect is not all that it
should be. Moreover, Maybelline is the
tear-proof, non-smarting, harmless
mascara that has won the unconditional
approval of Good Housekeeping and other
leading authorities. Obtainable in Black,
Brown and Blue in a stunning metal
vanity. 75c, at all leading drug and department stores.

But you'll find all of these patronizing the
plain and fancy cooking in the studio commissaries almost any noon hour. Among the
women, Marlene Dietrich, Myrna Loy, Joan
Blondell, Irene Dunne, Ginger Rogers, Carole
Lombard, Jeanette MacDonald, Jean Harlow
and Kay Francis never seem to mind the onlookers.
Above all, Hollywood's gift to the tourists is
Jack Oakie.
He is Hollywood's Chamber of Commerce
rolled right up into one guy. It's a great
sight to watch Oakie emerge from an eating
spot to greet the admiring tourists with his
"Hyah, folks! How y'doin'? You don't say
so! You're from Sedalia. My ol' home town.
How's Lem and the babies doin'? You don't
tell me! They're as tall as I am. Well, well, it
don't seem possible, ma'am. Why, you don't
look old enough to have a boy and a girl in high
school. Reckon Uncle Jack is gettin' old himCLASHING that wide Oakie grin, the effer' vescent Jack reaches for the inevitable autoself."graph book, signs with a flourish and makes his
exit through the crowd, shouting : " Best regards,
from Mrs. Oakie's boy, Jack. S'long, folks."
But, as I told Bill and Bing while we sipped
our libations in the Fields dressing room, the
tourists really don't have the fun they had in
the good old Hollywood days when everything
was free and easy. It was possible for a tourist
to sit down at a table in a studio restaurant to
lunch with a pretty extra girl, an Indian, a
property man and a famous actor, at the same
time.
We all rubbed shoulders in those grandly
democratic days.
"That's to a feller's taste," opined Bill.
"Now, when I eat asparagus I don't care to
have a lot of people I don't know stand around
watching me. No, indeedy."
Again I remonstrated. "That's where you
have something to learn, Bill. You're an
artist, a pantomimist. You should have seen a
famous author the night she ate the asparagus

in the public restaurant. There, William, was
a sight for the gods. Ah, how delicately she
held the luscious stalks of asparagus, smothered
in Hollandaise, between the thumb and fingers
of her LONG WHITE GLOVES!
"Oh, for those good old days, boys. You
were too young, Bing, and you were on Broadway, Bill. Those good old days when 'most
everybody in Hollywood made Western pictures, and went on beautiful far-away locations. The chuck wagons with their steaming
hot food — beef stew, potatoes, frijoles, hot
bread and apple pie. And, the rallying cry:
'Come and get it!' "
Bill jumped up from his chaise lounge. His
eyes gleamed with sudden fervor.
"That's the idea!" he cried. "Tomorrow,
we go on location, boys. We'll take my trailer.
Hamlet can cook the grub, and we'll come and
Next morning early found Fields, Crosby
and Conlon comfortably ensconced in the
Fields trailer, bound for a desert location. We
had everything, easy chairs, radio, magazines,
food and the proper appetizers.
get
Cameit."noon.
Lunch hour.
We were far, far from the rude and curious
gaze of tourists, we thought.
We sought out a hidden nook beyond some
huge canyon rocks. Here we made merry ;n
our hour of privacy while the faithful Hamlet
prepared the meal.
At a pre-arranged signal our host mounted a
rock, beat on a pan in the approved ranch
fashion and invited us in stentorian tones to
"Come and get it!"
We did.
\ V/E dove into the stew and the beans. Boy,
^ it was swell. Beat the studio commissar}'
or the Brown Derby a mile. This is the life.
Bing and I heard a sudden gasp. We looked
up at Bill. He was transfixed, dumfounded,
flabbergasted and tongue-tied. We turned.
Right back of us stood two girls and two men,
all grins and eagerness.
Roy.
"This is right nice of you picture folks," said
the spokesman, whose name turned out to be
" 'Course we've had our lunch as the girls
thought it would be nice to drive up here and
One of the girls, Elsie I think it was, broke
in hurriedly. "Oh, we know who you are.
We've been taking in Hollywood. We're from
Arkansas, you know, and you're almost the
picnic."
only
stars we didn't get to see. You're Bing
Crosby and you're the funny man, W. C.
Fields — and, and . . ."
I interrupted. "No," I said sternly, "I am
not his stand-in. I'm a writer." That crack
let me out, as usual.
"Well, anyway," she rattled on, "we can't
eat any more lunch, but we want your autographs, and we'll sit here and just watch you
Let's draw a merciful curtain over the return
tripI'vein been
the trailer.
around.
I've heard stevedores in 'Frisco, roustabouts
in New Orleans, lumberjacks in Canada, and
mule-skinners in Mexico express themselves
fluently!
forcibly and fluently. And oh how forcibly and
eat."
DUT, for sheer beauty of feeling, colorful
^vehemence,
and emphatic
expression, I
select Bill Fields' sole contribution to the camp
conversation as the tourists moved in:
"Well, I'll be damned!"
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! on them! You may now go into a corner
id make shame!
I have discovered the best thing possible for
ie of my temperament: buy jewels! At least,
ut's what Marlene Dietrich does with her
nney, and if it's good enough for her,
is good enouph . . . et cetera! Well, any•ty, I stretched my shell-pink ears the
.uer evening and caught a bit of conversain between the super-special beauty and a
end, who, like me, was dazzled by Miss
et rich's new bauble; a diamond necklace
th a cabachon emerald in the center that I'm
rtain must weigh thirty carats!
iMiss Dietrich had a very logical bit of
asoning behind the purchase. "In Hollyjod," she says, "everyone buys a beautiful
;>me. I would rather have jewels to wear. I
joy them more, and they don't depreciate."
Joan, you know that mansion I was coniering, well, I'm deciding on a hunk of rubies
stead!
i Over at the M-G-M lot, some time back,
ere were two distinct schools of thought,
lose who felt the longish picture, "David
oppertkld," should be released in two secpns, and those that felt it should be cut.
.istead, it went out as it was. I had the time
: my life, once, watching them make a big
ene right at the end, where Uriah Heep's
llainy is exposed. Oooh, such villainy! I
•en got villainous myself. I spied several
larming old-fashioned knick-knacks on the
't that anyone would covet, and actually had
i sit on my hands!
WHEN the picture was previewed, I got an
/* invitation. It was like a gala opening,
ith evening clothes, microphones, cameras
ad crowds. And a corking cinema!
Speaking of good pictures, I grow tender at
ie thought of "Sequoia." I not only saw it
reviewed, but I went up into the mountains
it a couple of weeks and lived with the comany while they were making it. I needed a
oliday at the time, and there's nothing nicer
han the giant redwoods of Sequoia National
'ark, especially when a lot of your friends are
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there on location. Every day we went out
with the puma and the deer, away up in the
wilds, and there we shot if the cloud formations
were right, and there we sat if they weren't.
Sometimes, too, one of the animals didn't want
to work, so again we would sit and commune
with nature. We did an awful lot of the latter,
but the glorious air and scenery made it easy.
A AHH! The night life was wicked! We sat
' \iround the stove in the main room of the
rickety hotel, swapped stories, wrote letters,
and called our families long distance! Ten
o'clock, lights went out. Came the dawn and
we were shivering on our way to some mountain top, there to wait and hope that both our
four-legged friends and a few fluffy little clouds
would do a sister act. They usually didn't, and
that's why the picture took two years to be
completed. But didn't it turn out lovely? I'd
like to wrap it up and take it home!

YOUR

LIPS

can live an
exciting life!

jihrilling proof
of the cosmetic
genius of Helena
Rubinstein — her
incomparable
lipsticks! .. . Most
lipsticks either paint or stain — they have
ugly purple
lack that
warmth
and undertones.
softness soThey
essential
to

allure. Many are harsh, drying, chapping
— destructive to natural lip moisture.
But Helena Rubinstein has discovered
an element which nourishes — a new
And another very pretty picture, "A Midsecret ingredient which adds a moist
summer Night's Dream." I loved the presentation in the Hollywood Bowl ('member, I gleam — a youthful lustre to your lips.
wrote you?), so of course I had to see it in the
making at Warners. I picked a daisy of a day. Like a glowing flame her lipstick excites
Bronislava Nijinsky, sister of the dance genius your whole personality with its living
color. Glorious shades: Red Geranium,
Nijinsky, was directing a fanciful ballet that
included dark Oberon and his horde of weird
creatures, and startling contrast, delicate,
lovely dancing fairies with silver wings and
glistening bodies. The awsome, majestic
Oberon, with trees sprouting from his head, had
a floating, black, cloudy train from under
which captive golden spirits darted. He drove
a chariot drawn by his frightful looking subjects who had sickly green or death white faces.
I was throwing shudders right and left when
suddenly, as the scene finished, they removed
their "faces" and I discovered they were clever
masks of thin, skin-tight rubber!
Next moment, another surprise. A tiny,
sparkling bit of a fairy, who, a moment before,
was sipping nectar from a clover top, came
running up, calling, "Mama, mama! My
panties is fallingYours
off!" for keeps,
Mitzi.

Red Poppy, Red Raspberry, Red Coral
and "Evening". They stay on! — .50 —
1.00 — 1.25 . . . Rouge to match lipstick.
Vibrantly youthful ; adherent. 1.00, 2.00.
Veil Your Skin in Cool Loveliness
Powders by Helena Rubinstein are the result
of years of scientific research — all for your
skin's benefit and the enhancement of its
charm. Delicate beyond belief. 1.00, 1.50.

Glorify Your Eyes
Persian Mascara, glamorous! Will not smart
the most sensitive eyes. Black, Brown, Blue
and (new) Blue-Green. 1.00, 1.50. Eyelash
Grower and Darkener. 1.00.
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Special Combination Set
Pasteurized Face Cream and
Beauty Grains — 1.00

Limited offer — to introduce this miracle home
beauty treatment to a million more women!
These two preparations give your skin the
active benefits of Helena Rubinstein's greatest
scientific beauty discoveries!
Pasteurized Face Cream does more than
cleanse, freshen, soften and protect — it youthifies! Acts quickly — surely — on your face, neck,
arms and hands. To smooth lines and wrinkles
away — to transform your skin . . . Beauty
Grains — a stimulating complexion wash used
with water or a teaspoonful of milk. Blackheads and whiteheads ended — pores refined —
skin renewal speeded — texture softened — oil
glands normalized — by its definite remedial
MAIL
SERVICE... If there is no Helena
properties!
Rubinstein dealer in your community — order
by mail. Consultation by mail is also welcomed.

nelena rubinstein
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15 Years Ago
directing to return to the screen
as an actor. His come-back success was "The Luck of the
Irish." A page of hat models
showed Constance Binney making her own creations. My! the
ladies wore funny big hats in
those days. Will the 1935 models
look that silly in 1950? A story
nocturne, and not "Sheridan's
on Mary Pickford described her
Ride" must be played during the
love scene in the fifth reel. The
ALICE BRADY
philanthropic work for an orsynopses called for from thirty to
phanage. In "The Shadow
forty changes of score per film. The favorites
Stage" Miss Pickford's film "Pollyanna" was
given
a
very
favorable
review.
Among the
whose portraits were carried in this issue included Doris May, Agnes Ayres, Marie Walother best pictures of the month were: "Overcamp, Margery Daw, Mildred Harris and Alice
land Red," with Harry Carey; Alia Nazimova
Brady. Alice is the only one still prominent in in "Stronger Than Death;" E. K. Lincoln in
films. The current romance was Priscilla Dean
"Desert Gold;" "Six Best Cellars," with
and screen actor Wheeler Oakman. They
Bryant Washburn. " Double Speed," starring
were married, divorced and she has married
Wally Reed and Wanda Hawley.
On the cover was Pearl White.
again since then. Jim Kirkwood has stopped
THE studios were causing
' a revolution among the ivoryticklers in the movie theaters
by sending musical synopses
with each film. Now "Hearts
and Flowers" must give way to a
Liszt sonata, and the movie
pianist was told that a Chopin

JO Years Ago

Movie Star
tells why
Tangee Lips
are most
appealing
• Herbert Marshall talked frankly
about his ideals of
feminine beauty.
"Onlyness isinthere
naturalreal

Mr. Marshall makes lipstick test between scenes
of the new Universal Picture, "The Good Fairy,"
in which he is co-starred
with Margaret
Sullavan.

beauty — to me, at
least," he said.
"Especially do I abhor this barbaric custom of
painting
lipsmillion
to a gashother
of red."
We anda woman's
a million,
men are
inclined to agree. That's why men almost invariably prefer lips made up with Tangee. For
Tangee isn't paint. Based on the magic Tangee
color-change principle, it merely intensifies the
natural color of your lips, making them soft,

tragic, sorrowful eyes for the role,
and all the Hollywood blondes
looked too happy! Gloria Swanson had just married her Marquis, and all Hollywood was a- CONSTANCE
quiver over the title. Photoplay
carried a story on it : " What next, Gloria? " You
know the answer. Incidentally, the Marquis'
present wife, Constance Bennett, was just beginning to win film recognition because of her
performance in "The Goose Hangs High." A
little bobbed haired girl was headed for movie
fame because Cecil B. DeMille had chosen her
as the most beautiful girl in America. Her
name was Sally Rand. She was wearing a pink

lovely
andOrkissable.
It's coupon
$1.10 and
39 cents.
send 10 Try
centsTangee.
with the
for
the 4-piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
us
W6rWs Most Famo
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lipstick

LOOK

ZT FACE POWDER ^"S^ISS

■k 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
P45
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, RougeCompact.Creme Rouge, Face Powder. Ienclose lOi (stamps or coin). 15< in Canada.
Shade

d Flesh
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Rachel

\3 Light Rachel

Name
Address^
City

tulleand silver lace frock, trimmed
with enough white plumes to
make a dozen fans. But she had
not gone in for fan dancing then.
Gossips said that Pola Negri
had at last fallen in love for good
and all. The man was Rod la

ELINOR GLYN was in Holly*— wood supervising the filming
of her story "Man and the
Maid." She complained that she
couldn't
properly
the "maid"
because she
neededcasta blonde
with

. Slate _

BENNETT

Rocque, but the romance was
short. Rod later married Vilma
Banky. In the same issue Pola
said that the screen's greatest
actor was Ramon Novarro. A

story described Marguerite Clark's happy
home life. She married Harry Williams and had
settled down in Patterson, La. Best films of
the month included : Emil Janning's " The Last
Laugh;" Wallace Beery and Bull Montana in
the big-game hunting film, "The Lost World;"
Jack Holt and Lois Wilson in " The Thundering Herd;" and "Charley's Aunt," with
Sydney Chaplin.

5 Years Ago
THE film thrill of the month
' was "Anna Christie." First,
because the great Garbo spoke
for the first time. Second, because
a woman who thought she was
through stole the first two reels
from Garbo. Marie Dressier, of
course. And the larceny was no

Angels," by Mr. Howard Hughes.
People thought he was crazy because he had cast in the feminine
lead a girl no one had ever heard
of. Her name was Jean Harlow.
An item stated that the biggest
box office money-makers for the
previous year had been Clara
criticism of Garbo's acting, but a
Bow and Lon Chaney — in spite
rare, superb performance on the
of the fact that Clara's chins
JEAN HARLOW
part of Dressier. Garbo, by the
were multiplying and Chaney reway, must have been much more
fused to appear in talkies. It
affable in those days. For, on the cooking page
was prophesied that he-man Gary Cooper would
was a recipe for Swedish salad, contributed,
replace Bill Hart as Western favorite! Best
believe it or not, by Miss Garbo. The current
films of the month were: Winifred Westoverin
romance was Loretta Young and Grant With"Lummox;" John McCormack in "Song 0
ers. They had eloped, and Miss Young's
mother was trying to get an annulment. She My Heart;" Joan Crawford and Johnny Mack
Brown in "Montana Moon." Lupe Velez, Jean
failed, but they were divorced later anyhow.
Hersholt
in "Hell Harbor;" "Such Men Are
A story told how four million dollars and the Dangerous,"
with Hedda Hopper.
lives of four men had been spent on "Hell's
The girl on the cover: Norma Shearer.
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He's a Simon-Pure Count
CONTINUED

u; playing his home town that they needed
t; services of a promising young thespian at,
\ -well, say four lira a day — then about eighty
( ts.
i't'his elongated youngster told that theatrical
ri'nager he was twenty-one, and conveniently
foot to mention that his father was the wellkbwn, stern old noble of the district.
so he got a promise of his eighty cents per
cjrn, and sailed that night with the company
-;ailed, in that Zara, his home town, in Dalrtia, had but one method of transportation,
l\boat on the Adriatic Sea.
jSut Sebenico.'the company's next stop, was
cjiy two and one-half hours from Zara, and
§ following afternoon, during Tullio's first
learsal, the show manager — a typical ham
tor, Carminati assures us — burst into the
later, with a telegram in one hand and a
J:ful of hair in the other.
i:'You — you ungrateful one!" he yelled,
!;iking the telegram at the new recruit. " You
I've ruined me! I am betrayed, and the
Hunt will never forgive me! You — you go
i me, immediately!"
"When I finally quieted him and got my own
jart out of my throat," explains Carminati,
I learned that the telegram was from my
iher, and that there was another wire at the
•tel for me.
THAT telegram for me was brief and to the
' point. It said that unless I came home at
ice, the police would come for me.
"As my sister was to be married shortly, I
;d not want to hurt her. So I returned home
ji the next boat.
i " Six weeks later my sister was married.
be and her husband left that night.
The
Hewing night, I ran away again."
This time Tullio had an accomplice in the
^rson of an old servant who had been with
le family for forty years: a maid called Kate
-pronounced Kata by Carminati.
She helped
m pack a small bundle, loaned him money
id got him out of the house in time to catch
le midnight boat to Ancona — eight hours
■vay.
But eight hours distance was a small matter
) the long arm of the house of di Brambilla,
nd as the youthful Tullio stepped off the boat
nother telegram from his father was handed
,im. This one contained no summons for in:ant return.
Instead, it read:
"You have done what was forbidden you
'3 do. You did it forever. Remember that
ly house is closed to you and always will be
losed to you. You will never be forgiven and
jou will be disinherited."
, "And I was never again under my father's
oof," added Carminati. Yet, for years, he
ias supported the entire family.
After reading that telegram the boy felt
lopelessly alone, hurt, and a trifle fearful. But
Ithough he had travelled to Ancona to join
he same theatrical company that had before
jred him, he did not approach any member of
t until he had gone to a hotel and answered
lis father's wire.
In the letter he wrote home he did not ask
lis father to forgive him. He wrote that he
vas doing what he should do. That he did
lot expect to be taken into the home again; that
ie could not return, even if asked. He wanted,
ie said, to make something of himself, to
)e an actor. Then he promised his father he
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would never do anything to cause the family
shame; and he would try to be a good actor
and would never ask help of anyone.
A strange promise, but one which Carminati
claims he never has broken.
After mailing the letter to his father, Tullio
looked up his actor-manager again — only to
find him afraid of the lad from Zara.
"No — No! Leave us!" dramatically cried
this frightened ham. "You almost ruined us
all. I would never hire you again. Go away!"
But the disinherited di Brambilla showed
his telegram and explained that from that
moment on he was his own master, and that
his father would never again interfere.
It happened that this theatrical company
had real need of a willing young man — especially one with such a background. So, to
use Carminati's own words, " He was very nice
to me always. But he was a very bad actor —
and all I learned from him were the things I
should not have done.
"For six months," continued Carminati, "I
travelled with that company — playing all the
small cities in Italy — until we reached a town
just outside the city of Bologna, the theatrical
center of Italy and my goal. There I left the
company and went on in to Bologna.
" I secured a very small room, for which I
paid the equivalent of sixteen cents a day. It
was bare and cheerless, containing nothing but
a small black iron bed with a straw mattress,
one chair and a tiny washstand.
That was to be the headquarters from which
I conducted my campaign to storm the theater.
Economy was its single virtue. But a precious
one to a youngster whose savings were as
small as those I had been able to accumulate.
I realized there was small chance of my money
lasting until I found work.
" But I had personal belongings such as a
young man of my former station would possess
upon which I borrowed. And long before my
six months stay there was completed every
cent so borrowed was spent.
"During the last fifteen days of those six
months I was living on bread and cheese alone.
No wine, no meat — just bread and cheese.
"Then came the end of the bread and
cheese, and the day I stayed in my room for
fear walking and fresh air would increase my
hunger.
" THE
' lady
needed
staying
she was
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first day of my seclusion my old landknocked on my door and asked me if I
anything. I told her no; that I was
in because I did not feel well. But
a bit dubious.

"The next day, when I still stayed in my
room, her doubt grew to suspicion. She was
believing me less and less.
"The third day, when she came to make my
bed, she asked me to please wait in the drawing room while she did her work. When I
went back into my room I found she had left
a loaf of bread on my bed. I ate it, and
At this point Carminati paused in his story
toquickly."
raise his glass, and to murmur: "To that
landlady."
Then he continued:
" It seemed that was the turning point in
my life. For after eating the bread I went out,
and met another actor with whom I had been
friendly before my money gave out. He was
going to the theater to meet Ermeti Novelli —
one of Italy's most famous actors — and in-

IT CORRECTED
MY CONSTIPATION
IN NO TIME!
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! vited me to accompany him. I accepted
eagerly, feeling that I would at least have an
opportunity to see this great man.
"We got there just at rehearsal time, and
met Novelli in front of the theater.
"I was almost tongue-tied when introduced
to him. I was young — not yet seventeen and
looked rather starved. So Novelli asked me
what I was doing. I told him I was trying to
be an actor.
"He asked me: 'Why don't you join my
company?' When I could not answer, and
just stared at him, he added: 'Well, well —
what about it? I'm not going to kill you.'
"I stammered my eagerness to work under
him, and he turned to his wife, who had just
left some friends to join us, and said to her:
'Now, my dear, we have a new young actor
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^w hen you use a sprightly sheet of Carter's
Midnight Carbon. It was designed for folks
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handle. Send 10^ for a couple
of sample sheets of Midnight. Address Dept. PI —
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Boston, Massachusetts.
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IT was also in Rome that he made his first
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From that point on the career of Tullio
Carminati slipped into high gear, with the
stage."
young runaway winning a coveted role with
the most famous producing company in Milano
within eighteen months of his meeting with
Novelli.
It was opposite Tina di Lorenzo that
Carminati opened with this company in "The
Closed Door" in Rome in 1913 — and with
Eleanora Duse that he played the same part
and directed and staged the play in 1922.

By Sylvia of Hollywood
Turn

" When
with
us.' Novelli found out who I was, he
became interested in me, and pushed me ahead
for he had heard of the young man who had
run away from home to seek fame on the

Now!
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'picture in 1914, for the then enormous sum of
five thousand lira — at a time when he detested working before the camera.
In 1915 he made a special patriotic silent
picture called "Romanticisms," which dealt
with the Italian provinces under Austrian rule.
The picture was shown on September 21st, a
great Italian holiday, and was a tremendous
success. Since, until last year, when they
wanted Carminati to make its talking version,
it was shown on every September 21st all over
Italy, being practically a national institution
for eighteen years.
So great was this actor's popularity in Italy,
that he not only started the producing company of Carminati Films in Rome in 1919,
making three pictures a year, but also had his
own theatrical company and own theater.
It was while Carminati was Duse's leading
man and director in 1922 that Joseph Schenck
urged him to come to America to make pictures
— but it was not until 1926 that he arrived in
Hollywood to make "The Bat," "The Duchess
of Buffalo," with Constance Talmadge; "Stage
Madness" with Lou Tellegen and Virginia
Valli; "Honeymoon Hate," with Florence
Vidor, and then his final silent picture "Three
Sinners," with Pola Negri, Baclanova, Warner
Baxter and Paul Lukas.
Then came the talkies — and Carminati's
accent (which is now worth a fortune to him)
put him out of pictures.
Carminati, however, was not content to take
the motion picture producers' word for it that
the American public would not take kindly to
his accent, and to prove it went on the stage in
"The Command To Love," and followed that
with " Strictly Dishonorable," which he played
for eighteen months in New York and then
took to London.
It was while trying to find a girl lead for
" Strictly Dishonorable" that Carminati received a phone call from Madge Kennedy,
asking him to play in "Prima Donna" —
later made into "One Night Of Love."

While playing in "Christopher Come.
Across" in 1932 he was seen by a certain casting
director, and called to Hollywood to makt
"Gallant Lady" with Ann Harding — a talkit
in which his accent registered an enormous hit
and started a motion picture career which
pulled him out of "Music In The Air" on the
New York stage to come out to make " Moulin
Tone.
Rouge" with Constance Bennett and Franchot
At that time the New York representative of
the studio informed him he would have to take
a screen test before going West.
"No," said Carminati, "I take no test.
You know how I photograph and you have
seen me act. Why should I take a test?"
And atso all.
pictures had to accept him "as is" or
not
Arriving, untested, in Hollywood, he was
offered a contract by Darryl Zanuck which he
refused.
"I want no contract," he announced bluntly.
"I want to pick my pictures."
And then came his chance to pick "One
Night Of Love" with Grace Moore, which he
admits he would not have done had it not been
for the fact that Victor Schertzinger, who had
directed him at Fox, was to make the picture.
There is little more to tell, except that on
his return to England Carminati was almost
mobbed by enthusiastic fans who considered
him the very last word in his portrayal of
Monteverdi, the maker of stars, in "One
Night Of Love" — and that when he made the
talking version of "The Wedding March" in
Rome last summer he was compelled to make
several re-takes, as his Italian had taken on an
American accent.
Which is a laugh, considering.
And now, Carminati, the internationalist,
has just completed his work in "Let's Live
Tonight," with an international cast, including
Lilian Harvey, Janet Beecher, Tala Birell,
Hugh Williams, Louis Alberni, and Arthur
Treacher — all from across the water, and is
at work on Paramount's "Two On A Tower."
It was while Carminati was singing "Love
Passes By" in "Let's Live Tonight" that the
representative of a phonograph company heard
him and signed Tullio right there and then to
make records for his company.
The manner in which Carminati summoned
sufficient
interesting.courage to join the song bird class is
A LTHOUGH he studied voice and piano as a
'*boy he never had any notion of singing professionally, and when cast as the grand opera
singer in the stage play "Strictly Dishonorable" he didn't dare sing, but only hummed.
The applause he received from the audience
after each humming finally gave him courage
to sing the words. But, though he sang in
"Gallant Lady" and in "Music In The Air"
on the New York stage, and although the
who saw him in " Strictly
average New Yorker
Dishonorable"
referred to him as an opera
singer, it has been within the last six months
that Carminati decided to sing in films.
And now for the final impression of the man
— the flavor of his personality, so to speak.
In this case that flavor is a blend— of
sincerity and diplomacy, if you can imagine
that. A blend of an eager individual who can
smile graciously into the face of the man who
has kept him an hour late for an appointment,
whisper gentle nothings over the phone while
his head rocks from a recent dental blasting,
and considers solemnly the suggestion of a near
half-wit.

do.All of which we have seen Tullio Carminati
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aresses were enlarged to house the enormous
t atrical hoopskirts; when Bing Crosby had
aiieved Burnsides and a moustache to match
r dove-colored coat and gaitered trousers;
a 1 when the question of who got photographer
Jrl Struss had been amicably settled.
itruss, ace cinematographer who won the
hdemy award for his work in " Farewell to
//ns," photographed both Mae West in
''elle of the Nineties" and Bing Crosby in
Mere Is My Heart." Each star requested him
f his next picture. Bing's "Mississippi"
srted first and Struss went to work. A few
veks later Mae started "How Am I Doin'."
ffi immediately bid for the cameraman. The
Jramount "front office" juggled the delicate
nation like hot chestnuts until Mr. Crosby,
ttiy inch a Southern gentleman, gallantly
\ hdrew. Struss left "Mississippi" and went
'■st.
Mae, as a reciprocal gesture, sent Libby, her
cored maid who heretofore has worked in
(;ry West picture, over to join the cast of
Mississippi."
The greatest worry of production officials, an
;ticipated running feud between W. C. Fields
;i Director Eddie Sutherland, proved to be a
lse alarm.
Sutherland, Blanche Ring's son and Tommy
l.'ighan's nephew, started his screen career in
t; quintuple capacity of stunt man, star douI , juvenile actor, assistant cameraman and
]>p boy in an ancient Helen Holmes thrillMai.
When Fields was in Hollywood before, he
ill the director were constantly at daggers
] ints.
But what loomed as a quarrel resulted in a
re-feast. "Bill" even helped Eddie to celehte his thirty-ninth birthday. Eddie cut a
fge cake donated to him by the cast. But
11 doesn't like sweets, so he had another
jnt julep.

he Wedding
AM GOLDWYN-UNITED

Wight
ARTISTS

. NNA STEN and Gary Cooper met
first time on the set and were as
: ange school-children at an ice-cream
The shooting schedule called for love
imediately.

for the
shy as
social.
scenes

"But I can't make love with a man I hardly
ow,"' protested Miss Sten. Nobody ever
Jught of that one before in Hollywood, but
.m Goldwyn obligingly rearranged things to
re them two weeks to work up to it.
'Gary is no stranger to Goldwyn. Eight years
3 he chose Cooper from a hundred leggy
wboys seeking the part of Abe Lee in "The
inning of Barbara Worth," and paid him
1 ty dollars a week. Gary returned for "The
sdding Night" at more than one hundred
pes the salary.
Anna Sten is a simple and sincere Russian
1 who has had all kinds of wild eccentricities
ributed to her. Possibly Hollywood does
K savvy genuine simplicity in a star. Her
criminating feeling for art and music is as
ich a part of her as the broad Slavic face.
ten the Russian Ballet came to town, Anna
but moved in and had a field day. She
rted out in life as a ballet dancer. She wears
y old clothes every day, and is never recog:ed on her rare public appearances.
Anna always works with huge linen screens
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around her set; no one is permitted inside except director, actors, and camera-men. This
is no affectation or Garbo-imitation, she explains, but because she is self-conscious over
her difficulties with the English language and
cannot work with grinning faces in the background.
The story of " The Wedding Night " concerns
a Polish girl, Manya, living on a tobacco farm in
Connecticut, where there is a spot of old Poland
transported to America. Manya accepts the
ultimatums of her parents as final, is affianced
to Ralph Bellamy, another Pole, to whom her
father is giving ground and horses as dowry.
(Imagine having to toss in a horse with Anna
Sten! i Arrives Gary Cooper, tired novelist
married needing a plot for a new best-seller.
His wife refuses to bury herself in the country.
Gary writes his book about Polish traditions
and customs in the heart of Yankee New
England— and about Manya. Romance developes apace. Then impasse. A big Polish
wedding, drunken bridegroom who resents
Manya's friendship (misinterpreted) with the
novelist, resolves to kill him. Manya rushes
into the light, is thrown down flight of stairs
and dies. There was no other possible way to
end the story — Manya was for no man.
Anna told me the story with a wealth of detail, feeling carefully for the right word, flushed
with victory when she found it. Some times
her expressions are brilliantly accurate. For
instance, she referred to Gary's superfluous
wife in the picture as his "official handicap."
That's calling it!
Anna wears the same shoes she first wore in
"Nana" — high, heavy-laced, flat-heeled affairs,
bought for four ninety five in a bargain basement. She has worn them in her three American pictures now, and is as superstitious concerning them as Charlie Chaplin is over his
celebrated old kicks.
The Polish farm house set furnished Goldwyn, Sten, Vidor, Cooper, Bellamy and several
others with fresh milk and eggs every day. If
that sounds a trifle fantastic, remember this is
a Goldwyn picture — the Goldwyn who spent
a million dollars to make a star of Sten and
never counts the cost for realism. An egg may
be just an egg to you, but Goldwyn had to have
his Polish hens lay Polish eggs on the Polish
farm. . . . He stabled dozens of chickens,
geese and pigeons, five horses, three goats and
two cows right on the .set for the duration of the
picture. He felt if they were brought in daily
they would feel strange and frightened and the
placid calmness of the farm yard would be destroyed. They have to feel at home for Goldwyn. So the chickens and cows settled down
and gave and gave. They laid eggs for the
whole studio. (Nothing symbolical in this,
we trust.

••\.m»lal>
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Marietta"

-M-G-M
W/ S. (THIN MAN) VAN DYKE says he
** * knows as much about music as he does
about electricity — which is enough to leave it
alone. So he put the thrills in this Victor Herbert operetta and left the trills to Herbert
Stothart, musical supervisor.
It is a thundering big melodious adventure
picture with pirates, soldiers, marriage auctions, levees, forts, old New Orleans, Indians,
convents, cannon battles, castles, Casquette
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girls, Paris, Everglades, Louis XV, a South
American bugle-bird, Jeanette MacDonald,
Nelson Eddy with long hair, and "Ah Sweet
Mystery of Life At Last I've Found You."
Perhaps you had forgotten that Victor Herbert wrote this beautiful but overworked song
for "Naughty Marietta." You may even think
you are hearing it for the first time in the
glorious duet sung by MacDonald and Eddy,
two of the most beautiful voices ever recorded
in a studio.

Just a bite to eat before going to
bed? By all means! But be sure
you make your late snack a bowl
of Kellogg's Corn Flakes and milk.
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There is a slight disparity between the finished scene witnessed by you, and the scene as
taken. You see the players in their finery,
making lovely gestures, as of singing. The
actual warbling took place on an unused set
with the orchestra in shirt-sleeves, Jeanette in
a careless little 2.98 number and bedroom
slippers, Nelson with his back hair down and a
pair of tortoise glasses. They stood before two
little microphones, put everything they had
into the song, and that means everything. No
one alive can sing out and make pretty faces at
the same time — so this method spares you the
vision of tonsil close-ups and distended vocal
cords. But it is rather eerie when you think of
it— the voice matched to the face later on.
A LL the original music was used, but there is
' *a new book into which they have tossed
everything but the Russian Revolution. Jeanette begins as a French princess about to be married to the mean old Spanish grandee, and she
doesn't like it. (You've heard that one before.)
Her maid is about to leave for the new Louisiana as a "Casquette Girl" — a girl provided by
the King with dowry and casquette to become
the wife of a colonist in the new country,
where she is auctioned to the highest bidder.
You are 'way ahead of us, but the princess goes
in place of the maid, is rescued from a pirate
ship by the handsome Captain Warrington,
escapes auctioning by telling the governor she
is a "bad" girl, her identity is discovered — and
you guess the rest. But figure in a wealth of
color, action, music and thrills. This is a
Van Dyke picture.
A glass aviary in the French palace set contained five hundred birds. More than a thousand actors were used in the picture, and the
embarkation scene at Havre shows a mile of
street and people.
The research involved disclosed that the
first American traffic laws originated in the
City of New Orleans. "Sedan chairs must
clear each other by one metre" — doubtless to
prevent hot-headed settlers from leaning out
to stab each other.

State

out of hock. She gives him a "Seeing Eye"
dog, played by the beautiful and intelligent
Lightning, grandson of Strongheart. And she
accepts a distance-flight for twenty-five thousand dollars which will save Cary's ship, on
which he has his invention for blind flying.
She is lost in a heavy fog near the landing
field — Cary goes up and leads her to safety,
using his invention. There are some real heartstirring thrills, not the harrowing crack-up
kind. Roscoe Karns as Myrna's manager, is in
one of his best spots. Hobart Cavanaugh as a I
Scotch mechanic, is a joy. Technically the
picture is an achievement, and the performances are top-hole.

Rumba
-PARAMOUNT

smoothest
has the
stilltrouser
RAFT cut
f^EORGE
^—
Jhair, the highest
waistline
and
the tightest collars in Hollywood. Carole
Lombard still has the most flexible scalp. Together they still have the least conviction of
any screen romantic team in their love scenes.
"Rumba" has a less interesting story than
"Bolero." Raft again is a dancer. Carole, a
wealthy society girl, falls for him. They seem
to misunderstand each other until the very end. J
"Rumba" has better dance scenes than
"Bolero," at which most of the picture is
aimed. It has almost as good music, although
Ralph Rainger is no Ravel.
You'll like the native rumba numbers better
than the efforts of George and Carole.

THE humor in this comedy isn't smart enough
' for a good comedian like Britain's Jack
Hulburt. American audiences are apt to Imd
the situations and gags too old to be funny.
But if you can laugh at old jokes, the picture is
good and you'll enjoy Hulburt.

Scarlet

— GAUMONT

Pimpernel

BRITISH

Carnival

City

A N aviation story with a heart. Cary Grant
' Ogives his best performance to date as the
aviator all set for a great flight when he is
blinded by an explosion. Myrna Loy is pretty
swell as the stunt-flyer who provides thrills at
the county fairs and risks her neck to get Cary

The

SIROIL LABORATORIES

Address

Wings
in the Dark
-PARAMOUNT

Jack

A LEXANDER KORDA made this one, and
' *it will rank in your memory along with his
"Henry the VIII." For it is bright with pageantry, high with adventure, rich in romance.
And Leslie Howard as the clever, courageous
young Englishman who poses as a fop while he
rescues French noblemen from the guillotine, is
at his best. Merle Oberon is lovely as his wife.

INC.

funny. This is a good evening's entertainment
with a few heart-throbs tossed in for mea

"Marietta" is a gorgeous eyeful, and easy
on the ears as well.

Don't delay. This relief has accomplished
wonders for men, women and children who
have been chronic sufferers from psoriasis.
Siroil applied externally to the affected
area causes the scales to disappear, the red
blotches to fade out and the skin to resume
its normal texture. Siroil backs with a guarantee the claim that if it does not relieve
you within two weeks — and you are the
sole judge— your money will be refunded.
Write for booklet upon this new treatment.
Don't delay. Write at once.
1214 Griswold St., Oept.
A -4
Detroit. Mich.
Please send me full information on
Siroil— the new treatment of psoriasis.
Name

the aid of Fingers, a gentleman pickpocket
played by Jimmy Durante, the baby, John
Richard Walters, by name, becomes one of the
most intriguing youngsters of the new crop on
the screen. Difficulties will be solved if the
child has a mother, and strangely enough Lee
overlooks the possibilities of his puppet-show
assistant, Sally Filers, until the last gasp. His
organized search for a mama is hysterically

-COLUMBIA
I EE TRACY has definitely graduated from
'—reporter roles and become a father. Here he
is an anxious but efficient parent against a
carnival background, and persecuted by authorities who try to take the child away. With

llio*

-GAUMONT

The

BRITISH

Iron

-GAUMONT

Duke

BRITISH

\VOU may never have thought of Wellington,
' Conqueror of Napoleon, as the witty, heartwarming Mr. Arliss. But you will be delighted ;
with Mr. Arliss as Wellington. If he makes the
"Iron Duke," an amiable and kindly man, at
least he creates a charming portrait, and no
one but stickling historians will object. The
story of Wellington's triumph is told carefully, thoughtfully, cleverly, though not brilliantly. There is little fire. Even the Battle of
Waterloo is pictured in a placid, gentlemanly

PHOTOPLAY
with more conversation than bloodshed.
is is an interesting picture and one you
consider worthwhil

lie Ohost

Walks

ll/INCIBLE
~)OD independent picture with unique
-tory. A playwright, John Miljan, gives a
i|[ to theatrical producer Richard Carle by
Bng him in the midst of a dress-rehearsal
: is new melodrama, in a haunted house,
ija real maniac is at large in the house and
B involves things no end, but Miljan sells
Splay to the producer, eventually. June
,rer, Johnny Arthur, Henry Kolker, and
nrs are the actors.

Pomen

Must

Dress

rONOGRAM
S'CE little human interest drama, written
>y Dorothy Reid, widow of the still-bell Wally. The theme is the separation and
[hate reunion of a long married couple and
ijeffect of a false philosophy upon their
al;hter's love. Interestingly handled. Minna
lijbell as the wife is outstanding.

lie Whole

ng

Town's

Talk-

COLUMBIA
i

I WARD G. ROBINSON as two other men
-ves his finest performance in a brilliant
ii ire. Jean Arthur covers herself with disir ion as a lady called Bill, who has grace
ttr pressure — a genteel way of saying she is
uk on the up-take. She is just the girl that a
b)self-effacing clerk named Arthur t Ferguson
as would fall for. Believe it or go see for
Itself, Edward G. is the clerk, and to the
■r. He is also Killer Mannion, a dangerous
uiic enemy. Jones has the police departM in jitters with his resemblance to the
l'.y
they
giveJones
himanda demands
police pass.
Inionuntil
moves
in on
the
H — to use at night. From there, the exirnent is intense, and right there for you.
t'innot be conveyed on paper. Robinson
c mplishes the transition from clerk to gangti and back again without the aid of any
xineous disguise except a pair of glasses.
Vu voice and attitude, he is two remotely
3d ted men, and the double exposures are ren tably photographed. A scene in which the
Ik gets bunned with his boss and a reporter
5 )rth the price of admission. Another with
1/ inion as Jones enjoying prison protection,
vi' increase your circulation. The tempo has
B paced and sustained, something happens
"■ y minute — and every character looks as if
k rev? up to play it.
liter Office

Hours

-1G-M
"It Happened One Night" out of "Forking All Others," this airy persiflage turns
plenty of laughs with Clark Gable in the
;r's seat. Constance Bennett is dimmed
is brilliance but her satin trains and furivs are decorative. Clark is a managing
)r of a newspaper, who manages to be in a
f difficult places due to Connie's sassiety
ections. She is in training to be a newsr woman and already can hold her liquor,
e isn't much story but a lot of smart lines
situations

Murder
moon
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«■ Honey-

— RKO-RADIO
ANOTHER adventure of that intrepid
''female Sherlock Holmes, Hildegarde
Withers, whom Edna May Oliver has created
so amusingly for the screen. And again James
Gleason is the impulsive, slow witted Inspector
Piper. Mostly about a murder aboard a
Catalina Island bound seaplane.

My

Heart

— GAUMONT

is Calling
BRITISH

IF you like singing — lots of it — and continental
'atmosphere in your pictures, you will find this
musical film a grand treat. Jan Kiepura,
popular European tenor, is cast in the role of
an opera star who encounters many difficulties
before he finally finds a place to sing. Marta
Eggerth, blonde Hungarian actress, is the heart
interest. Sonnie Hale's fine comedy performance as Kiepura's manager is one of the highlights of the picture.

The

Mut

farm

No matter how your corns, cal;louses, or bunions may hurt, New
De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
will give you immediate relief.
They stop pressure on the painful part; make new or tight shoes
fit with ease; prevent corns, sore
toes and blisters; quickly, safely
removecornsandcallouses. Flesh

—MONOGRAM

color, waterproof; won't stick to
stocking or come off in the bath.
Try them ! Sold everywhere.

THIS title may well have a double-entendre.
' While walnut acres is the prize which lured
the principals of this farce to California, Hollywood is the real nut farm they buy. It is
pleasant to see the stagey Hollywood slicker
out-slicked in the end. Wallace Ford does a
nice job and is funny enough at times. Betty
Alden, Florence Roberts, Oscar Apfel.

NEWJk-T^

Tife

Returns

FLESH
COLOR
WATERPROOF

Zino-pads
D* Scholl's
Put one on — the

pain is gone!

Vz Price

—UNIVERSAL
r\R. ROBERT E. CORNISH performs his
^miraculous operation restoring life after
death. The patient is a dog, and this much of
the picture is an extraordinary contribution in
the interests of science. The long build-up is
boring and unnecessary. The operation alone
would have made a phenomenal short subject,
but the introduction is just a waste of time and
film.

ihadow

of Doubt

— M-G-M
CONSTANCE COLLIER makes her bow,
^*and so do we — to a grand old actress who
gives a lift to this involved murder mystery.
Ricardo Cortez is a right nice young man for a
change, in love with Virginia Bruce who can
act and look ravishing at the same time.
Isabel Jewell, Regis Toomey, Arthur Byron,
Betty Furness and others lend ample support.

Red

Hot

•

S:ive

SEND

Only 10c a Dav
Day JB&
Onlv
.ill «t:ind:ird o!Tic
it reduced prii

NO

MONEY

All late models completely refinished lit
l.i in. I new. FULLY GUARANTEED.
Bis: free catalog sliows actual macliMic
ill full colors. Lowest pr
s. Send lit ..lu
Free course in typing, included.
INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER
EXCHANGE
231 W. Monroe St.,
Dept. 462,
CHICAGO

Make $30 to $75 a Week
Wearin3 Fine Clothes
Prepare yourself, by mail, for a position
as Clothes Model — the newest and
fastest-growing
profession
for women.
Thousands
in demand
by stores,
shops,
manufacturers, importers; to wear and
display fine apparel. Learn how to
select and wear clothes, color harmony.
poise, carriage, how to apply for and hold a position.
Get started at once.
Write for full information.
PATRICIA MORGAN SCHOOL OF MODELING
Suite 19, 435 Powell St.. San Francisco, Calif.

MY EYES
ARE KEPT

Tires

"—FIRST NATIONAL

(^"^F a seasoned vintage and reminiscent of
^-^the old Wallace Reid racing dramas, this
is strictly program fare. If you care for automobile racing, there is plenty of it, and harrowing crack-ups galore. A murder trial is mixed
in for good measure. Lyle Talbot is the hit'em-hard guy and racing driver accused of
butting the heavy off the track, but Mary
Astor and Frankie Darro save the day. Roscoe

by using Murinedaily.lt
soothes and refreshes

$m

tired, irritated eyes. Dependable for 40 years.

I
k

Karns is Lyle's buddy, and Gavin Gordon is
the bad boy.
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 121 ]
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Casts of Current Photoplays
COMPLETE

home
on the
water

Old Town Canoe f
Be an ARTIST
MAKE $50 TO $100 A WEEK!
Our simple, proven methods make it
easy to learn Commercial Art, Cartooning and Designing quickly , AT HOME,
in spare time. New low rate. Big new
book,
"ART
Pleasure and Profit,"
sent free.
Stateforage.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
154,

111515th

St.,

Wash.,

D.

C.

and

PICTURE

"BORDERTOWN" — Warners.— Suggested by
Carroll Graham's novel. Screen play by Robert
Lord. Adapted by Laird Doyle and Wallace Smith.
Directed by Archie Mayo. The cast: Johnny
(Juanilo) Ramirez, Paul Muni; Marie Roark, Bette
Davis; Dale Elwell, Margaret Lindsay; Brook Manwile, Gavin Gordon; Manuel Diego, Arthur Stone;
Charlie Roark, Eugene Pallette; Dr. Carter, William
Davidson;
Mister
Elwell,
Dale's
Friend,
Vivian
Tobin;
Mrs. Henry
Elwell, O'Neill;
Nella Walker;
Padre, Robert Barrat; Mrs. Rairez, Soledad Jiminez.
"CARNIVAL" — Columbia. — From the story by
Robert Riskin. Directed by Walter Lang. The cast:
Chnk Thompson, Lee Tracy; Daisy, Sally Eilers;
Fingers, Jimmy Durante; Poochy, Dickie Walters;
Mac, Thomas Jackson; Miss Holbrook, Florence Rice;
Detective, Fred Kelsey; Nurse, Lucille Ball.
"FOLIES BERGERE" — 20th CenturyUnited Artists. — From the play by Rudolph
Lothar and Hans Adler. Screen play by Bess
Meredyth and Hal Long. Directed by Roy Del
Ruth. The cast: Fernand, the Baron Cassini, Maurice
Chevalier; Eugene Charlier, Maurice Chevalier;
Mimi, Ann Sothern; GeneVteve, the Baroness Cassini,
Merle Oberon; Francois, Eric Blore; Morrisot, Ferdinand Munier; Rene, the Marquis de Lac, Walter
Byron; Guslave, Lumsden Hare; Henri, Robert Greig;
Perishol, Ferdinand Gottschalk; Monsieur Paidet,
Halliwell Hobbes; Premier of France, Georges Renevant; Victor, Phillip Dare; Joseph, Frank McGlynn,
Sr.; Toinelle, Barbara Leonard; Stage Manager, Olin
Howland.
"GHOST WALKS, THE"— Invincible.— From
the story by Charles Belden. Screen play by Charles
Belden. Directed by Frank Strayer. The cast:
Prescott Ames, John Miljan; Gloria Shaw, June ColIyer; Wood, Richard Carle; The Professor, Spencer
Charters; Erskine, Johnny Arthur; Dr. Kent, Henry
Kolker; Terry, Donald Kirke; Beatrice, Eve Southern; Carroway, Douglas Gerrard; Jarvis, Wilson
Benge; Head Guard, Jack Shutta.

Lighten Tour Hair
Without Peroxide
c

EVERY

"AFTER OFFICE HOURS"— M-G-M.— From
the story by Laurence Stallings and Dale Van Every.
Screen play by Herman J. Mankiewicz. Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard. The cast: Sharon Norwood, Constance Bennett; Jim Branch, Clark Gable; Hank Parr,
Stuart Erwin; Mrs. Norwood, Billie Burke; Tommy
Bannister, Harvey Stephens; Mrs. Patterson, Katharine Alexander; Mr. Patterson, Hale Hamilton; Cap,
Henry Travers; Italian, Henry Armetta; Jordan,
Charles Richman; Barlow, Herbert Bunston.

A graceful sweep of cedar . . . tightplanked . . . strong ribbed . . . covered
with seamless, water-tight canvas. The
effortless stroke-stroke-stroke of a paddle unfolds the glory of all outdoors.
Get an Old Town Canoe.
1935 Old Towns cost as little as $68.
Send for a free catalog, showing models and prices. Also sailing, sponson,
square-stern canoes and outboard boats.
Including big, fast seaworthy models
for family use. Rowboats. Dinghies.
Write today. Old Town Canoe Co.,
184 Main Street, Old Town, Maine.
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LECHLER
LABORATORIES, Inc.
334 Audubon
Avenue
New York. N. Y.

High School Course
in 2 Years i

I Yon can complete your Hiirh
I School education at home — in
2 years or less. Courae meets
all requirements for entrance to college and leading professions.
Standard texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Full credit for H.S.
subjects already completed, Send for Free Bulletin TODAY.

"IRON DUKE, THE"— Gaumont British. —
From the story by I. Dalrymple. Directed by Victor
Saville. The cast: Duke of Wellington, George Arliss;
Duchess of Wellington, Ellaline Terriss; Madame,
Duchess d'Angouleme, Gladys Cooper; Hill, A. E.
Matthews; Louis XVII I, Allan Aynesworth; Lady
Frances, Lesley Wareing; Marshall Ney, Edmund
Willard; Duchess of Richmond, Norma Varden; Uxbridge, Felix Aylmer; Casllereagh, Gerald Lawrence;
Taleyrand, Gibb McLaughlin; Metternich, Farren
Souter; Webster, Walter Sondes; King of Prussia,
Frederick Leister; Czar of Russia, Gyles Isham;
Denise,
Annie
Lady Francis'
Paddie
Maismith;
1st Esmond;
Orderly, Ernest
Jay; 1stMaid,
Delegate,
G.
H. Mulcaster; 2nd Delegate, Frank Freeman; Blucher,
Franklyn Gullan;
Dyall; Bates,
Campbell
Pozzo Emlyn
di Borgo,Williams;
Norman D'Arlois,
Shelley.

American School* Dept. H- 443, Drexel at 58th, Chicago

XGuidetoBEnERBVYINfi
GfcrucTLeuj'

"JACK AHOY" — Gaumont British. — From the
story by Sidney Gilliat and John Orton. Directed
by Walter Forde. The cast: Jack Ponsonby, Jack
Hulbert;Drayton;
Patricia,Conchita,
Nancy O'Neil;
Fraser,
Alfred
Tamara Admiral
Desni; Larios,
Henry Peterson; Dodger, Sam Wilkinson.

"LIFE RETURNS" — Universal. — From the
story by Dr. Eugene Frenke and James Hoban.
Screen play by Arthur Horman and John F. Goodrich. Directed by Dr. Eugene Frenke. The cast:
John Kendrick, Onslow Stevens; Danny, George
Breakston; Dr. Louise Stone, Lois Wilson; Mrs.
INVEST
lc Kendrick, Valerie Hobson; Dog Catcher, Stanley
* wisely. Send Fields; Dr. James, Frank Reicher; Mr. Arnold,
a postcard for Richard Carle; Interne, Dean Benton; Nurse, Lois
this great January; Mickey, Richard Quine; Mrs. Vandergriff,
money -saving Maidel Turner; Judge, George McQuarrie; Dr.
book for home Henderson, Otis Harlan and Dr. Robert E. Cornish.
and family.
MEW,

smart

ap-

* 'parel, and new,
attractive home furnishings are pictured in this
book for home-lovers. It tells about the new
Larkin Cozy-Home Club with little 50c weekly
shares. Learn of our big Rewards for Larkin
Secretaries.
651 Seneca St..
BUFFALO. N. Y.

L&rkttz Cc/ac.

"MISSISSIPPI"— Paramount.— From the story
by Booth Tarkington. Adapted by Henry Myers.
Screen play by Herbert Fields and Hugh Wiley.
Directed by Edward A. Sutherland. The cast: Tom
Grayson, Bing Crosby; Commodore Jackson, W. C.
Fields; Lucy Rumford, Joan Bennett; Mexico, Queenie
Smith; Elvira Rumford, Gail Patrick; Gen. Rumford,
Claude Gillingwater; Major Patterson, John Miljan;
Captain Blackie, Fred Kohler, Sr.; Rumbo,
John

REVIEWED

IN

THIS

ISSUE

Larkin; Lavinia, Libby Taylor; Henpecked husbaiu
Arthur Hoyt; Wife, Grace Hayle; Stage Manage,
Harry Meyers, and Molasses and January.
"MURDER ON A HONEYMOON" — RKC
Radio. — From the story "Puzzle of the Peppe
Tree" by Stuart Palmer. Directed by Lloyd Coi
rigan. The cast: Hildegard Withers, Edna Ma
Oliver; Inspector Piper, James Gleason; Phyllis Lc
Fond, Lola Lane; Kay Deving, Dorothy Libairt
Marvin Deving, Harry Ellerbe; Joseph B. Tale, Le
Carroll; Captain Beegle, DeWitt Jennings; Lou Mm
den. Matt McHugh; French, Chic Chandler; Kelsey
George Meeker; Forrest, Brooks Benedict; Amc
Brill, Spencer Charters; Charley, Sleep 'N' Eat
Patrick Mack, Morgan Wallace; Dr. O'Rourke, Arthu
Hoyt.
"MY HEART IS CALLING" — Gaumont
British. — From the story by Ernst Marisclika
Adaped by Sidney Gilliat. Directed by Carmin
Gallone. The cast: Mario Delmonte, Jan Kiepura
Carta, Marta Eggerth; Alphonse Rosee, Sonnie Hale
Director Arvelle of the Monte Carlo Opera, Hugh Wake
field; Ferrier, Ernest Thesiger; Manageress of Dres
Salon, Marie Lohr; Margol, Jeanne Stuart; Pag
Boy, John Singer; Parry Jones, Anthony Hankey
Mickey Branlford, Frederick Preisley; Hilde Vo,
Slolz, Anton Imkamp.
"NAUGHTY MARIETTA" — M-G-M. — Basel
on the operetta by Victor Herbert. Screen play b:
John Lee Mahin. Directed by W. S. Van Dyke
The cast: Marietta, Jeanette MacDonald; Warring
ton, Nelson Eddy; Governor, Frank Morgan; Zekt
Edward Brophy; Rudolpho, Akim Tamiroff; Uncle,
Douglas Dumbrille; Julie, Cecilia Parker; Md>:
D'Annard, Elsa Lanchester; Don Carlos, Walte
Kingsford; Ilerr Schuman, Joseph Cawthorne; Frat
Schuman, Greta Meyer; Abe, Harold Huber; Bob
Girl, Mary Doran; Bird Store Dealer, William Bur
ress; Duenna, Mary Foy; Giovanni, Stewart Hall
Marietta (the maid), Helen Shipman.
" NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN, A"— Universal
— Story by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements
Screen Play by Leopold Atlas and Robert Tasker
Directed by Edward Laemmle. The cast: Kin
Arlen, Charles Bickford; Nina Thorne, Helen Vinson
John Barrett, Onslow Stevens; Marleybone, Dudlej
Rigges; Clayton Bradford, Sidney Blackmer; Terr.
Bradford, John Darrow; Joshua, John Larkin; Tin
judge, George Irving; Stevens, Haydon Stevens.
"NUT FARM, THE"— Monogram.— From tin
play by John G. Brownell. Screen play by Georgi
Waggner. Directed by Melville Brown. The cast
Willie, Wallace Ford; Agatha, Joan Gale; Bob, Osca
Apfel; Holland, Bradley Page; Helen, Betty Alden
Ma, Florence Roberts; Sliscomb, Spencer Charters
Biddeford, Lorin Raker; Van Norton, Arnold Gray
"RED HOT TIRES"— First National.— Fron
the screen play by Tristam Tupper. Directed b)
G. Ross Lederman. The cast: Wallace Storm, Lylt
Talbot; Patricia Sanford, Mary Astor; Bud Keene
Roscoe Karns; Johnny, Frankie Darro; Rober
Griffin, Gavin Gordon; Maggie, Mary Treen; Marlii
Sanford, Henry Kolker; Curly Taylor, Bradley Page
Hanson, Arthur Aylesworth; Judge Alcotl, Howarc
Hickman; Truck Driver, Clarence Muse.
"RUMBA" — Paramount. — From the story b)
Guy Endore and Seena Owen. Screen play bj
Howard J. Green. Directed by Marion Gering. Tin
cast: Joe Martin, George Raft; Diana Harrison
Carole Lombard; Flash, Lynne Overman; Carmelila
Margo; IIobar Fletcher, Monroe Owsley; Goldie Allen
Iris Adrian; Henry B. Harrison, Samuel S. Hinds
Patsy, Gail Patrick; Solanger, Jameson Thomas
Maria, Soledad Jiminez; Carlos, Paul Porcasi; Don't
Director,
RaymondTidbury.
McKee; Tony, Akim Tamiroff
Walkins, Eldred
"THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL"— Gaumont
British. — Story by Robert Sherwood and Arthur
Wimperis. Directed by Harold Young. The cast
Sir Percy Blakeney, Leslie Howard; Marguerite, Lad\
Blakeney, Merle Oberon; Suzanne de Tournay, Joai
Gardner; Comle de Tournay, O. B. Clarence; Cham',
elin, "The Butcher," Raymond Massey; Armani i>t
Just, Walter Rilla; Sir Andrew Foulkes, Anthon>
Bushell; Robespierre, Ernest Milton; A Priest, Bram-;
well Fletcher; Romney, Melville Cooper; //. R- "■■ '"'
Prince Regent, Nigel Bruce; Comtesse de Tournay
Mabel Terry-Lewis; Rene de Grammont, Edmuni
Breon; Lord Granville, Allan Jeayes; Bibot, Edmunc
Willard; Vicomle de Tournay, Roy Meredith.
"SHADOW OF DOUBT"— M-G-M.— From tl«
story by Arthur Somers Roche. Screen play by VVell:
Root. Directed by George B. Seitz. The cast: iim
Ricardo Cortez; Trenna, Virginia Bruce; Aunt Melts
sa, Constance Collier; Inez, Isabel Jewell; Belhiooc
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if ur Byron; Lisa, Betty Furness; Reed Ryan, Regis
r(ney; Morse, Ivan Simpson; Hayworth, Bradley
>; ; Wilcox, Edward Brophy; Mr. Granby, Samuel

Donlan; Warden, J. Farrell MacDonald;
John Wray; Aunt Agatha, Erne Ellsler.

;'[inds;Siegel;
Mark L.Torrey,
Richard Paul
Tucker;
Ward
T. Sackville,
Hurst.Ehrhardl,

"WINGS INTHE DARK"— Paramount.— From
the story by Nell Shipman and Philip D. Hum.
Screen play by Jack Kirkland and Frank Partos.
Directed by James Flood. The cast: Sheila Mason,
Myrna Loy; Ken Gordon, Cary Grant; Nick Williams, Roscoe Karns; Mac, Hobart Cavanaugh; Tops
Harmon, Dean Jagger; Yipp Morgan, Bert Hanlon;
Joy Burns, James Burtis; Jako Brashear, Russell
Hopton; Kennell Club Secly, Samuel S. Hinds; The

JNDER PRESSURE"— Fox.— From the story
ijlEdward Doherty. Screen play by Howard
ffcgi Noel Pierce, Finley P. Dunne, Jr. Directed
ijiaoul Walsh and Irving Cummings. The cast:
U\l>o, Victor McLaglen; Shocker, Edmund Lowe;
I ', Marjorie Rambeau; Nipper Moran, Charles
J] ford; Pal, Florence Rice; Corky, James Donlan;
I eel, Warner Richmond; Doctor, Siegfried Runn.

.VEDDING
NIGHT,
THE"— Sam GjldwynJ'rED Artists. — From the story by Edwin Knopf,
k^n play by Edith Fitzgerald. Directed by King
itr. The cast: Tony Barrel/, Gary Cooper; Manya,
\>>\ Sten; Dora, Helen Vinson; Fredrik, Ralph
jnmy; Nowak, Siegfried Rumann; Kaise, Esther
)!•; Sobieski, Leonid Snegoff; Mrs. Sobieski, Elinor
\selhoeft; Grandmother, Milla Davenport; Helena,
MM Anderson; Hezzie, Hilda Vaughn; Jenkins,
\!ter Brennan; Anna, Hedi Shope; Taka, Otto
i'nmoka; Frederika, Violet Axzelle; Uncle, Ed
He; Man at Party, Robert Louis Stevenson 2nd.
tVHOLE TOWN'S TALKING, THE"— ColumFrom the story by W. R. Burnett. Screen play
>jl(o Swerling and Robert Riskin. Directed by
ct Ford. The cast: Arthur Jones, Edward G.
t'nson; Killer Mannion, Edward G. Robinson;
m," Jean Arthur; Boyle, Arthur Hold; Healy,
Mace Ford; Spencer, Arthur Byron; Hoyt, Donald
Hk; "J.G." Carpenter, Paul Harvey; Buggs Martin,
WBrophy; Scarce, Etienne Girardot; Hove, James

Henchman,

BIIMNIE

SAVE

-until
ON YOUR WAVES
Manz ihettt
■uil£-umae>i

Doctor, Arnold
Sheila's Graham
1st Mechanic,
Matt
McHugli;
RadioKorff;
Announcer,
McNamee;
Cameraman, Alfred Delcambre.
"WINNING TICKET, THE"— M-G-M.— From
the story by Robert Pirosh and George Seaton.
Screen play by Ralph Spence and Richard Schayer.
Directed by Charles F. Riesner. The cast: Joe
Tomasello, Leo Carrillo; Nora, Louise Fazenda;
Eddie, Ted Healy; Mary, Irene Hervey; Jimmy,
James Ellison; Tony, Luis Alberni; Mr. Powers,
Purnell Pratt; Guiseppe, Akim Tamiroff; Noreen,
Betty Jane Graham; Joey, Billy Watson; Lefty Costcllo, Johnny Indrisano; Mickey, Ronald Fitzpatrick.

able, snuj-littino. Ordinal tailored
Don A-Cjp at night and see how
your waves

DON -A- CAP 300
"WOMEN
MUST DRESS" — Monogram. —
Story by Edmund Joseph and Dorothy Reid.
Directed by Reginald Barker. The cast: Linda,
Minna Gombell; Philip, Gavin Gordon; David,
Hardie Albright; Brad Whitney, Robert Light; Eve,
Lenita Lane; Peg, Zeffie Tilbury; Janet, Suzanne
Kaaren; Pete, Arthur Lake; Jerry Bronson, Allan
Edwards; Mendoza, Paul Ellis; Bob, Charles] Locher;
Jim Daniels, Gerald Voung; Miss Peterson, Anne
Johnston; Kay, Harriet deBusman; Mono, Madelyn
Earle; Maid, Anne Rasper; Floor Nurse, Nell Rhodes;
Saleslady, Sandra Breaux; Saleslady, Fay Hammar.
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will last days longer,

/our hairdresser

recommends

it.

For an additional nightly beauty
treatment, use No.

200,

a snap-

on model which holds up the chin.
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and

larje sizes In

pastel colors and
black and brown.
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Af. If not obtainable, write
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MANUFACTURING CO.. SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
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THE Photoplay Association of Movie Fan
[Clubs, progressing under the Macfadden
oanner, plans big things for member Fan
Jbs in the future. Movie stars have recoglid the value of the Clubs and are giving
Hi wholehearted support to make them a
jrcess. Norma Shearer, Rudy Vallee, Joel
jCrea, Lew Ayres, Ginger Rogers, Dick
3 'ell, Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow, John
Stes, Bing Crosby, Douglass Montgomery,
Virion Novarro, Minna Gombell, and Fran:lt Tone are but a few who take a deep percil interest in the Clubs named in their
nor.
I you do not belong to a Club, tell us the
lae of your favorite and we will tell you how
coin. Clubs already formed but not chared members of the Photoplay Association
)i'an Clubs, write us for particulars on joinM Those desiring to form new clubs for

i'r favorites can also get particulars on this
); vriting to us at 1926 Broadway, New York
Zj.
he Lanny Ross Legion has moved its
l'iquarters. Address its president, Mildred
B|k, c/o Allerton House, 130 East 57th
vet, New York City. Congratulations,
■fired, on getting so many new members for
dLegion.
I'onato A. Cedrone, president of the Tom
Bwn Club, wrote in to say that he has a lot
M ew members including some from Australia
ii, New Zealand. Others interested in Tom
Bvra, write to Donato at 288 Nevada St.,
N 'ftonville, Mass.
|!:NE ROURKE, president of the Douglass
'• mtgomery Club, has an extremely interestClub paper. She reports two hundred
seventeen members and the Club is less
i a year old. Good work, Irene,
he Francis Lederer Club has changed its
Iquarters. New members desiring to join
e to Beatrice Kramer, 4341 N. Albany
. Chicago, 111.
[embers of the John Boles Music Club are
lously awaiting the release of John's latest

musical extravaganza, "Redheads on Parade."
Lillian Musgrave, president of the Club, would
like to hear from John Boles admirers. Write
her at 2700 N. Vincent Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn. The Club is in its third year and has a
vast number of members in England. Miss
Violet E. Kirk, 55 Rudloe Road, Clapham
Park, London, S. W. 12 has been appointed
representative of this Club in England.
The latest issue of the "Fan Club Fare"
official publication of the Fan Club Federation is very entertaining. It carries many
interesting articles, particularly an interview
with Walter Huston, starring on the New
York stage in "Dodsworth."
Members of the Joel McCrea Club voiced
their desire to have a large edition of the Club
paper "Joel's Joelers" every other month
instead of a small edition each month. Watch
for the next edition, it promises to be magnificent.
" Brief Moment" Club paper, of the Barbara
Stanwyck Buddies, is just chock full of news.
Bonnie Bergstrom, president of the Club,
presents a very interesting interview with
Lina Basquette, her husband Teddy Hayes
and their son, Eddie. Old friends of Lina
will certainly enjoy reading it.
Jacqueline Lee, for two years president of
the Buddy Rogers Club, resigned to become
just a member and a devoted fan. She felt
that the club needed a new president and new
ideas. Marilyn Bonnell is the new president
and the new address is 2339 Lisbon Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wise.
The Ginger Rogers Club paper is now called
"Ginger Gems." A contest was held and
Ginger selected the name herself from those
submitted.
Chaw Mank, 226 Mill Street, Staunton,
111., would like to hear from those interested
in joining the Movie Fans Friendship Club.
Chaw is particularly interested in hearing from
"shut-ins." He feels sure that his Club paper,
the MFFC News would help brighten their
days.
It's a good idea.
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Redwood

2) Persian Night
3/ Black Velvet
4) Samarkand
50<

Treasure Chest: Contains-*— 50c

bottles of these High Grade Perfumes.
Chest 6 in. by
3 in. made from Giant Redwood Trees of California.
Send only $1.00 check, stamps or currency. (Regular
Value $2.00).
An Ideal Gift.
PAUL RIEGER, 190 1st Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DR.
famous flesh WALTER'S
colored rubber reducing garments show a decided improvement in the

figure immediately.
LATEST BRASSIERE gives a trim, youthful,
new style figure. (Send bust measure. ) $2.35
NEW
UPLIFT
BRASSIERE
$3.40
REDUCING GIRDLE. Beautifully made, very comfortable:
laced at back.
Send waist and
hlu measure
$4.75
FLESH
COLORED GUM
RUBBER HOSE; fit smoothly
and improve shape at once.
Send ankle and calf measures.
11 inch $3.85 pair; 14 inch $6.85 pair.
=J
Send check or money order — no cash.
Or. Jeanne P. H. Walter. 389 Fifth Ave.. New York

REALLY
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Beauty Device.
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: book,
Write "Face
for free
Liftinginstructive
at Home". C~
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orderBand
to send check

EUNICE
■'i SALON
Contour Molding Band

SKELLY

OF ETERNAL YOUTH, Park Central, SuitoBB
56th and 7th Avenue. New YorK

BE LOVELY
s — Crows'
|( Wrinkle
Dry, Flabby
Skin Feel
ppiQp
FREE how
book,you"Loveliness
at 40,"
telling
can really Begins
say farewell
to "age signs" after a fortnight's treatment with my sensational . . . "LineNo-More" and "Glandular EmuUion."
Introductory Package SI. 00
($3.00 value). Money back if
not delighted! Write for book
send check or Money Order to
I or se
EUNICE SKELLY'S Salon of Eternal Youth
ParkCentral. Suite F2 ,56th&7th Av., N.Y.C.

$100
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Addresses of the Stars
HOLLYWOOD,
Paramount

CALIF.

Studios
Dixie Lee
Baby LeRoy
Carole Lombard
Pauline Lord
Ida Lupino
Helen Mack
Fred MacMurray
Marian Mansfield
Herbert Marshall
Gertrude Michael
Raymond Milland
Joe
LloydMorrison
Nolan

Iris Adrian
Max Baer
George Barbier
Ben Bernie
Douglas Blackley
Mary Boland
Grace Bradley
Lorraine BridgeCarl Brisson
Mary Ellen Brown
Kathleen Burke
Burns and Allen
Alan Campbell
Kitty Carlisle
Dolores Casey
Jack
Oakie
Lynne
Overman
Gail Patrick
Claudette Colbert
Gary Cooper
Joe Penner
George
Raft
Jack Cox
Lyda Roberti
Larry "Craven
Buster " Crabbe
Eddie
Lanny
Ross
Practice this simple preventive measure if Bing Crosby
Jean
CharlieRouverol
Ruggles
you want to look and feel younger— much Katherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Randolph Scott
younger than your years. Take Dr. Edwards Frances
Drake
Ann
Sheridan
Olive Tablets, a substitute for calomel. By Mary Ellis
Sylvia Sidney
C. Fields
Alison Skipworth
cleansing the system they help relieve con- W.
Frawley
stipation, renew energy, give cheeks color. William
Queenie
Paul Gerrits
Sir Guy Smith
Standing
Made of vegetable ingredients. Know them Cary Grant
Gladys
Swarthout
Colin Tapley
Holt
by their olive color. Safe, non-habit-form- David
Jagger
Kent Tracy
Taylor
ing, effective. Used for 20 years. Take one or Dean
Lee
Roscoe Karns
two at night and watch results. At all Jan
Mae West
Kiepura
Lois Kent
Henry Wilcoxon
druggists— 15c, 30c, 60c.
Elissa Landi
Virginia Weidler
Howard
Wilson
Charles Laughton
Toby Wing
Billy Lee
Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.
severity or Frank Albertson
Walter Johnson
June Lang
simple elegance, the Astrid Allwyn
Edmund Lowe
Black
Rosemary
Ames
styles of today and to- Lew Ayres
Victor McLaglen
Crepe
morrow— created in Holly- Catalina Barcena
Frank
Melton
ensemble
wood, the fashion center of Mona Barrie
Frank Mitchell
with
the universe, are forecast Warner Baxter
Conchita Montenegro
Surplice first in
Rosita Moreno
John Boles
bodice
Herbert Mundin
John
Warner Oland
FrancesBradford
Carlon
effe
Valentin
Parera
Carolec t
Madeleine Carroll
Jjombard
with the Fashion Forecast Dave
Pat Paterson
Chasen
Ruth Peterson
Tito Coral
John
Qualen
Jane Darwell
Will Rogers
Alan
Dinehart
Gilbert Roland
James Dunn
Raul Roulien
Jack
Alice Durant
Faye
Siegfried Rumann
Albert Shean
Peggy Fears
Berta Singerman
Stepin Fetchit
Nick Foran
Shirley Temple
Best Remedy is Made At Home
Norman Foster
Spencer Tracy
Ketti Gallian
Claire Trevor
Tou can now make at home a better grayhair remedy than you can buy by following
Helen Twelvetrees
Janet Gaynor
thia simple recipe: To half pint of water add
Blanca Vischer
Harry
Green
one ounce bay rum, a small box of Barbo
Henry B. Walthall
Jack Haley
Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.
Sterling Holloway
Hugh
Williams
Any druggist can put this up or you can mix
Rochelle Hudson
Walter Woolf
it yourself at very little cost. Apply to the hair
Roger
Imhof
twice aweek until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded or
RKO-Radio
Pictu res, 780 Gower St.
gray hair, making it soft and glossy. It will
Katharine Hepburn
Glenn Anders
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy
Fred Astaire
Pert Kelton
and does not rub off.
Francis
Lederer
John
Willie Beal
Best
Gene Lockhart
Eric Blore
Alice Brady
Joel McCrea
Raymond Middleton
Helen Broderick
Polly Moran
MARRIED WOMEN EARN S25-SJ5
Bruce Cabot
You can learn at home in spare time to
June
Preston
Chic Chandler
Gregory
Ratoff
Virginia Reid
be
a "practical"
nurse.
One
graduate
Richard Dix
saved
$400 while learning.
A housewife
Erik Rhodes
Steffi Duna
earned S430 in 3 months. Clear, simple
Barbara Robbins
lessons. Course endorsed by physicians
Irene Dunne
Ginger
Rogers
Est. 36 years.
Thousands of graduates.
Equipment inHazel Forbes
Ann Shirley
cluded High school not required. Easy tuition payments.
Skeets Gallagher
Frank Thomas, Jr.
Men, women. 18-60. Add to your family income!
Wynne
Gibson
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Thelma Todd
Alan Hale
Oept. 484, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, III.
Bert Wheeler
Margaret
Hamilton
Robert Woolsey
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Ann
Harding
Name
(State whether Miss or Mrs.)
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.
( l<vSlate _
Eddie Cantor
Miriam Hopkins
Charles Chaplin
Mary Pickford
Douglas Fairbanks Anna Sten
20th Century Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Fredric March
George Arliss
Loretta Young
Ronald Colman
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Gray Hair

Be a Nurse

..
f<39P*

Hair

OFF Si

I once looked like this. Ugly hair
on. ^aee • unloved . . . discouraged.
Tried depilatories, waxes, pastes,
liquids, electricity — even a razor. Then I discovered
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked!
Thousands have won beauty and love with the secret.
My FREE Book, "How to Overcome Superfluous
Hair," explains the method and proves actual success.
Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box 4040.
Merchandise Mart, Dept. 156. Chicago.
fjtl lOVBd

Columbia Studios,
Robert Allen
Jean
LucilleArthur
Ball
James Blakeley
John Mack Brown
Jack
NancyBuckler
Carroll
Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Inez Courtney
Richard Cromwell
Allyn Drake
Douglas Dumbrille
Wallace Ford

1438 Gower St.
Victor Jory
Jack Holt
Fred Keating
Peter Lorre
Marian
Marsh
Tim
McCoy
Geneva Mitchell
Grace Moore
George Murphy
Gene Raymond
Florence Rice
Billie Seward
Ann Sothern
Raymond Walburn

CULVER CITY, CALIF.
Hal

Don Barclay

Roac

h Studios
Patsy Kelly

Billy Bletcher
Charley Chase
Billy Gilbert
Oliver
Hardy

Stan Laurel
Our
Billy Gang
Nelson
Douglas Wakefield
Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer
Studios
Brian Aherne
Barbara Kent
Katharine Alexander
Otto
June Kruger
Knight
Elizabeth Allan
Lionel Barrymore
Elsa Lanchester
Wallace
Beery
Evelyn Laye
Myrna Loy
Constance Bennett
Jeanette MacDonald
Virginia Bruce
Una
Ralph Bushman
RobertMerkel
Montgomery
Charles Butterworth
Frank Morgan
Mary Carlisle
Karen Morley
Leo Carrillo
Ruth Channing
Ramon Novarro
Maurice Chevalier
Maureen O'Sullivan
Cecilia Parker
Mady Christians
Constance Collier
Nat Pendleton
Jean
Parker
Jackie Cooper
Rosamond Pinchot
Joan Crawford
William Powell
Nelson Durante
Eddy
Jimmy
Mickey
Rooney
Stuart Erwin
May Robson
Shirley Ross
Madge
Evans
Muriel Evans
Rosilind Russell
Norma Shearer
Louise Fazenda
Frank Shields
Preston Foster
Betty Furness
Sid
Silvers
Martha
Sleeper
Clark Gable
Harvey
Stephens
Greta Garbo
Gladys George
Lewis Stone
Gloria Swanson
C. Henry Gordon
Ruth Gordon
William Tannen
Russell Hardie
Robert Taylor
Pinkie Tomlin
Helen Harlow
Hayes
Jean
Franchot Tone
Louise Henry
Henry Wadsworth
William Henry
Lucille
Watson
Irene Hersholt
Hervey
Jean
Johnny
Weissmuller
Diana
Wynyard
Robert Voung
Isabel Jewell

UNIVERSAL
Universal CITY. CALIF.
Heather Angel
Henry Armetta
Baby Jane
Binnie Barnes
Noah Beery, Jr.
Dean Benton
Mary Brooks
June Clay
worth
Carol
Coombe

Studios
Frank Lawton

Andy Devine
Sally
ValerieEilers
Hobson
Henry
Hull
G.
P. Huntley,
Jr.
Lois January
Buck Tones

Bela Lugosi
Paul Lukas
Florine
McKinney
Douglass Montgomery
Victor Moore
Chester Morris
Hugh O'Connell
Roger Pryor
Claude Rains
Onslow Steven:;
Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullavan
Francis L. Sullivan
Polly
Irene Walters
Ware
Alice White
Clark Williams

Boris Karloff

Jane Wyatt

PhilipDarling
Dakin
Ann

BURBANK, CALIF.

Warners-First National Studios
Ross Alexander
Josephine
Hutchinw>n
Allen Jenkins
Al
Jolson
Johnnie Allen
Olive
Jones
Mary Astor
Arthur
Aylesworth
Ruby Keeler
Robert Barrat
Guy
Joan Boles
Blondell
Glen
RobertKibbee
Light
Margaret Lindsay
George Brent
Anita Louise
Helen Lowell
Joe E. Cagney
Brown
James
Enrico Caruso, Jr.
Aline MacMahon
Hobart Cavanaugh
Everett Marshall
Frank Martell
McHugh
Joseph
Cawthorn
June
Colin Clive
Ricardo Cortez
James Melton
Dorothy Dare
Paul
Marion Davies
Jean Muni
Muir
Bette Davis
Pat O'Brien
Dolores Del Rio
Claire Dodd
Dick
Henry Powell
O'Neill
Phillip Reed
Robert
Donat
Philip Regan
Ruth Donnelly
Maxine Doyle
Edward G.Shaw
Robinson
Winifred
Ann Dvorak
Barbara Stanwyck
John Eldredge
Patricia Ellis
Lyle Talbot
Florence Fair
Verree Teasdale
Glenda Farrell
Genevieve Tobin
Errol Flynn
Dorothy Tree
Grace Ford
Mary Treen
Harry Tyler
Kay Francis
William
Gargan
Rudy
Vallee
Hugh Herbert
Gordon Westcott
Russell Hicks
Warren
William
Ian
Hunt
er
Leslie Howard
Donald Woods
Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
Harold Lloyd, 6640 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
CalifNeil Hamilton, 351 N. Crescent Dr., Beverly HOIs
Calif.
Ned Sparks, 1765 No. Sycamore Ave.. Hollywood

PHOTOPLAY
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Ccnllcman

fHARLES BICKFORD kills Sidney BlackSner, with the aid of Dudley Digges.
Hrles lets suspicion fall on Helen Vinson,
j) , then on his nephew, John Darrow, who
:cl.mits suicide over it. Attorney Onslow
5l!,*ens traps Charles. Full of suspense and
U entertainment.
Hie %%•■!■! ■ ■■ a Ticket
Ji-G-M
Tit) HEALY, Leo Carrillo, and Louise Fa'i;nda put a lot of comedy into this story
M.'d on the disappearance of a winning
;vepstake ticket. Somewhat forced, but
/(i'll like the capers.

Inder Pressure
-OX

PORTRAIT

/ NEW background in which McLaglen and
i Lowe go on with their feud. In this one,
}h go underground, as sand-hogs, boring a
Abel under New York's East River. The
;i nel is the real hero.

HOTEL

Live in luxury at a sensible rate ... at the SHERRYNETHERLAND . . . where the advantages of established residence are available by the day, week, month or longer.

lordertown

Suites of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 rooms, each with large serving
Pantry. Also Tower Suites of 5 Master Rooms and 4
Baths, occupying an entire floor.

-VARNERS
AUTSTANDING performances by Bette
Davis and Paul Muni make this picture
Bthwhile. The story is one of bitterness and
jllusionment, about an earnest young lawyer
W turns gambler when he loses his first big
za, then falls prey to the schemings of a
jeous woman. It may not be altogether
p,isant fare, but it is powerful and gripping.

one Onerru-lNetnerlaria
FIFTH

Cuisine Secrets
[ CONTINUED

OF A FIHE

FROM

59th

You Can Work for Us In Your

PAQE 85 ]

hne-made noodles, grate Parmesan cheese
or the top and brown in the oven. The
Lcadero serves this inviting dish in the small
c per casserole in which it is browned.
.obiter Americaine: Boil a three-pound
li ster for thirty minutes with salt and tobasco
see. Remove meat from shell and cut in
ike dice. Place a small chopped onion,
crot and stalk of celery in a frying pan and
Own in butter. .\dd the lobster. To that,
al two ounces of cognac or brandy. Allow it
t olend over a slow fire for three minutes, then
ad one quart of solid-pack tomatoes (size 2^/2
01), and cook for twenty-five minutes.
'i;son with salt, pepper and spice (fresh tarron or thyme). After the lobster is done,
I rk in four ounces of butter to take up the
sice. Serve with rice.
widen Gate Salad: One head of romaine cut
i half, one orange, one grapefruit and one
ocado are the ingredients. Peel and supreme
I fruit, that is, remove all the membrane and
id. Peel and slice the avocado. Marinate
I romaine in French dressing, place on salad
1 te and put one slice of orange, one of
! icado, one of grapefruit in sequence until
:i have a portion. Place thin slices of
1 uento between fruit in ribbon fashion. Put
' remainder of the avocado through a sieve
1 add to the French dressing to be poured
1 ;r the finished salad. Dominick always adds
• yolk of an egg to his French dressing,
iting it vigorously.

Facing the Park
AVENUE AT
NEW YORK

Spare Time ....
Local agents are now being appointed to solicit new and renewal subscriptions for a large group of popular magazines.
An exceptional opportunity for advancement will be given to those who enroll as spare time agents with the intention of making this work a means of
full-time employment.
These positions are open only to men and women over 20 years of age and
who are willing to call on selected prospects in the interests of our publications.
NO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY. However, these positions will appeal
especially to men and women who have had experience in collecting installment accounts or canvassing.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HAVING MORE MONEY,
for particulars of our offer ... no investment required.
APPLICATION

FORM

write today

BELOW

SUBSCRIPTION AGENT'S DIV., DESK
PP 435
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC., 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
GENTLEMEN:
I AM INTERESTED IN HAVING MORE MONEY.
ONCE FULL PARTICULARS OF YOUR OFFER.
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY. . . .

PLEASE

SEND

ME

AT

Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 17

NIGHT ALARM— Majestic— If you like to go to
you'lland
get the
a three-alarm
this story
afires
firebug
mysterious thrill
blazes from
he starts.
Bruceof
Cabot and Judith Allen head the cast.
(Feb.)

•
RICHEST GIRL
IN THE
WORLD,
THE—
RKO-Radio.
— Miriam
Hopkins
does grand
job
in title role, as girl who wants Joel McCrea to love her
for herself alone.
Fay Wray.
(Nov.)

NIGHT IS YOUNG, THE— M-G-M — A smallscale "Merry Widow," with Ramon Novarro and
Evelyn Laye singing agreeably and Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel and Eddie Horton for fun.
(March)
NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS— Universal.— A
whimsical and fantastic film about a scientist who
discovered a formula for turning statues into men
and men into statues.
(March)

ROCKY RHODES— Universal.— Good fare for
Western devotees, with fist fights and lots of fast
riding by Buck Jones.
(Nov.)

NORAH O'NEALE— Clifton-Hurst Prod.— DubAbbey Players,
famousspontaneity
on the stage,
in their
first lin's
movie.
Lacks their
and fail
charm
on
the stage.
(Jan.)
ONE EXCITING ADVENTURE— Universal.—
Striving for suavity robs story of much charm. Neil
Hamilton reforms Binnie Barnes, who picks up
diamonds hither and thither. Has laughs, and Paul
Cavanagh, Eugene Pallette, Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)
ONE HOUR LATE — Paramount.— New-comer
Joe Morrison steals the show. Helen Twelvetrees,
Conrad Nagel, Arline Judge, all good in this spritely
romance. But
it's Joe and his sweet voice you'll
remember.
(Feb.)

•
ROMANCE
IN MANHATTAN— RKORadio. — A well-nigh perfect screen play with
Francis Lederer as the immigrant lad who falls in love
with Ginger Rogers and wins her with the help of an
Irish cop, J. Farrell MacDonald. Excellent cast,
flawless direction.
(Feb.)
RUGGLES OF RED GAP— Paramount.— Mary
Boland, Charlie Ruggles, SaZu Pitts and Charles
Laughton in a humorous, adventurous story about
an English valet who comes to America, to Red
Gap, (March)
and poses as a British Colonel. You'll enjoy
it.
ST. LOUIS KID, THE— Warners.— Jimmy Cagney, fast and breezy as the story, is a peppery truck
driver in a milk strike. Patricia Ellis is the love
motif. (Ja n.)
SCHOOL
girl's reform
Wilson, Paul
yarn just the

FOR
school,
Kelly
same.

GIRLS— Liberty.— Life in a
in the raw. Sidney Fox, Lois
try hard, but it's a wearisome
(Nov.)

OUTCAST LADY— M-G-M.— Every cast member— including Constance Bennett, Herbert Marshall, Ralph Forbes, Hugh Williams — does his utmost.
But this rambling presentation of Michael Arlen's
"Green Hat" hampers their efforts. (Nov.)
OVER NIGHT— Mundis Distributing Corp.—
Crook melodrama, but no suspense. Story is telegraphed ahead. But, it has engaging Robert Donat
and beautiful Pearl Argyle.
(Dec.)

SUCCESSFUL
FAILURE,
A — Monogram. |
William Collier becomes a philosopher of the
bringing fame and welcome cash to his surpri.1
family.
Lucille Gleason. Russell Hopton, Glc|
Shea, William Janney.
(Dec.)
SWEET
ADELINE— Warners.— Nice
I
entertainment with sweet melodies, lovely lyrics [
Jerome Kern, and charming Irene Dunne. l|
Regan and Hugh Herbert are excellent. (Marcfcl
SWEEPSTAKE ANNIE— Liberty— A poor lij
girl wins a fortune in a sweepstakes and finds plel
of people to help her spend ill Quite an entertain!
little drama, in spite of a few limps. (March)
THAT'S
GRATITUDE— Columbia.— An ami
ing story, written, directed and acted by FrsI
Craven. Helen Ware, Arthur Byron, Mary Carlii|
Charles Sabin in good support.
(Nov.)
THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW— Universl
— Frank Morgan turns in top-notch job as taken-fl
granted father. Binnie Barnes, Lois Wilson. (Ml
365 NIGHTS
IN
HOLLYWOOD— Fox.— I
justice to its locale. Jimmy Dunn, a has-txl
director, makes a comeback and wins leading lal
Alice Faye. Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant brij
spots. Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)
TOMORROW'S
YOUTH — Monogram.— I
Philandering husband John Miljan.
Wife Marti
Sleeper.
Other woman Gloria Shea.
Near trage|'
to son, Dickie Moore.
He's touching. (Dec.)
TRAIL
BEYOND,
THE— Monogram.— &|
posedly a Western, but — • Anyhow, gorgeous scene!
beautifully photographed. John Wayne, Veil
Hillie, Noah Beery, Robert Frazer, others. (Dec.M

•

TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY-GO-ROUND [
United Artists. — Its galaxy of stars the chief drawi|
power. There's a murder on shipboard, not so ;
triguing. Nancy Carroll and Gene Raymond tbei|
mantic interest.
Radio stars abound.
(Jan.)

•

UNFINISHED SYMPHONY, THE— Gaumoil
British. — The musical score alone — Franz Schuberl
compositions played by the Vienna Philharmoil
Orchestra — puts this on the must list for mul
lovers.too.The (March)
film story of the musician's life is intif
esting

PAINTED VEIL, THE— M-G-M.— Garbo as
the wife of a doctor (Herbert Marshall) in
cholera-ridden China. A betrayed passion for George
Brent teaches her her real love is her husband. Powerful drama. (Jan.)
PECK'S
BAD
Fox.—
The gone
story by,
so
many
of us
have BOY—
enjoyed
in days
effectively screened. Jackie Cooper is the "bad
boy," and Thomas Meighan is Mr. Peck.
(Nov.)
PERFECT CLUE, THE— Majestic— Not too
expertly made, but this murder-drama-society play
has its bright moments, most of them being contributed by Skeets Gallagher, the smooth performance of
David Manners and Betty Blythe.
(Feb.)

WAGON WHEELS— Paramount.— Familiar Za
Grey Western plot. But there is a good song — ail
Gail
Patrick. (Nov.)
Randolph Scott is hero; Monte Blt|
the villain.
WAKE UP AND DREAM— Universal.— A fie|
day for June Knight, Roger Pryor and Hen,
Armetta, vocalizing.
despite (Nov.)
the late Russ Columbo's unsi
passed

•
PRESIDENT VANISHES, THE— Walter
Wanger-Paramount. — A sensational screen
speculation of what would happen if the chief executive vanished in a crisis. Top-notch cast includes
Arthur Byron, Edward Arnold. Janet Beecher,
Osgood Perkins. Intriguing and vital film fare. (Feb.)
PRINCESS CHARMING — Gaumont-British.—
Another version of the old story of the princess in
distress. Only the lovely presence of Evelyn Laye
and handsome Henry Wilcoxon make this pleasant
enough
entertainment.
(March)
PRIVATE LIFE OF DON JUAN, THE— United
Artists. — Douglas Fairbanks is good as the gay
Lothario, who is finally forced to give up balcony
climbing and settle down in the country with his
patient wife. Benita Hume, Binnie Barnes, Merle
Overon.
(March)
PURSUED — Fox. — Too hilariously melodramatic
to be true. Everyone, including cast — Rosemary
Ames, Pert Kelton, Victor Jory, Russell Hardie —
must have been kidding when they made this picture.
(Nov.)
•

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS, THE— Paramount.— Hinges on the long-gone custom used
to
eke
the firewood,
a Hessian
and a out
Colonial
lass in"bundling";
Revolutionary
War soldier
days.
Francis Lederer, Joan Bennett, Charles Ruggles,
Mary Boland, Barbara Barondess. Very amusing.
(Dec.)
READY FOR LOVE— Paramount.— Amusing,
should please entire family. Richard Arlen, newspaper owner, mistakes Ida Lupino for the inamorata
of
the Durkin,
town's leading
citizen. (Dec.)
Marjorie Rambeau,
Trent
Beulah Bondi.
REDHEAD — Monogram. — Grace Bradley doesn't
subscribehim.
to theShetheory
reform
does, you
and shouldn't
it works.marry
Brucea man
Cabotto
the man.
(Dec.)

WEDNESDAY'S
CHILD — RKO-Radio.
moving preachment against divorce. Edward Arno'
and Karen
Morley.
Frankie Thomas
the chi|
victim.
Should see him; he was in the stage |
(Dec.)
Look alike? It's Warner Baxter and his
stand-in, Frank MacGrath, at the track

*WEArtists.
LIVE
AGAIN—
Samuel Goldwyn-Unil
— Tolstoi's
"Resurrection"
again. Bi
that simple story is given such a sincere humblene
it plumbs your heart. Anna Sten, Fredric Marc
and an excellent supporting cast give it to you. (Dec

SECRET BRIDE, THE— Warners— Barbara
Stanwyck, Warren William, Grant Mitchell, Glenda
Farrell and Arthur Byron are lost in the wordy maze
of this film's plot. (March)
SECRETS
OF HOLLYWOOD— Scott-Merrich
Prod. — An hour of howls watching Eddie Lowe,
Wally Beery, Enid Bennett, Florence Vidor and other
veterans in their nickelodeon days,
(Jan.)

WEST OF THE PECOS— RKO-Radio.— A goc
Western, with lots of action of some clever corned
situations. Richard Dix as the cowboy hero, Martt

•
SEQUOIA— M-G-M.— A beautiful and amazing picture in which the life stories of animals
living in the high Sierras will stir you more than any
human drama. Jean Parker, Russell Hardie.
(Feb.)
SILVER STREAK, THE— RKO-Radio.— The
new streamline train is hero of this picture, gallantly
racing to Boulder Dam to save the lives of men and
to win Sally Blane for Charles Starrett. William
Farnum, Hardie Albright, Edgar Kennedy.
(Feb.)
SING

SING NIGHTS— Monogram.— An interesting and well-sustained screen puzzle centering
about three people who confess singly to the murder
of munitions smuggler Conway Tearle.
(March)
6 DAY BIKE RIDER— First National.— Typical
Joe E. Brown, plus thrilling racing and good gags.
City slicker Gordon Westcott steals Joe E.'s girl,
Maxine Doyle. But Joe E. outpedals Gordon and—
Frank McHugh good.
(Dec.)

RED
MORNING— RKO-Radio.— The lovely
presence of Steffi Duna is the only new thing in this
picture. Francis McDonald gives a good performOtherwisewith
it's the
old stuff
of savages
sneaking
throughance.forests
poisoned
spears,
etc. (Feb.)

STRANGE WIVES— Universal.— If you think
in-laws are a joke, see Roger Pryor's predicament
when he marries a Russian Princess (June Clayworth) and in walk in-laws Ralph Forbes, Cesar
Romero, Esther Ralston, Walter Walker, Valerie
Hobson.
(Feb.)

RETURN OF CHANDU, THE— Principal.— A
Hindu secret society must have an Egyptian princess
(Maria Alba) for a sacrifice. Spookily thrilling. Bela
Lugosi is Chandu.
Good for the kids. (Jan.)

STUDENT TOUR— M-G-M.— A floating
used for a musical background. Charles
worth, Jimmy Durante, Phil Regan, Maxine
Nelson Eddy, Monte Blue, Florine McKinney.

122

college
ButterDoyle,
(Dec.)

Sleeper,
Louise
Eat
are all
A-l. Beavers,
(Feb.) Samuel Hinds and Sleep'i
•

WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN
KNOWS
M-G-M. — Expert adaptation of the James h
Barrie play, brilliantly acted by Helen Hayes, Bria
Aherne and capable supporting cast. A sly, huma
fantasy, delightfully real. (Nov.)
WHEN A MAN SEES RED— Universal— Hei
Buck Jones, as hard-riding and square shooting a
ever, finds himself appointed guardian of prett
Peggy
the trick
ranch riding
of wuani
Buck isCampbell
foreman.
Lots inherits
of chases,
rescues.
(Feb.) who
•
WHITE
PARADE,
THE—
training, with
a Cinderella
loveFox.—
story Nurses
involviii
Loretta (JaYoung
ture.
n.) and John Boles. A heart-stirring pi'
WICKED WOMAN, A— M-G-M.— Good worj
by the cast lifts this into interesting entertainmenj
Mady Christians excellent as the woman who lull
her husband to save her family. Charles Bickfor
Jean Parker, Betty Furness top support.
(Feb.)
WITHOUT CHILDREN— Liberty— Bruce Csj
bot and Marguerite Churchill let a siren break u|
their home, but the youngsters, when they grow U[,
reunite them. The kids steal the show. (Jan.)

.ME— Paramount
G TO
YOU
to outshin
Holt manages
David Jack
Master BELON
•
Helen Morgac
Lee areTracy,
troupers
top form.Mack,(Nov.)
all in Helen
though they
YOUNG AND
the array of 1934
it
is Bill ofHaines'
weakness
plot.

BEAUTIFUL— Mascot.— Peihap
Baby Wampas Stars and fact tha
"comeback"
will compensate fo
(Nov.)
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HELEN
TWELVETREES
HAS MY IDEA
OF A PERFECT
FIGURESAM

va

HONEY
! I COULD
MAN
SHE'S
A
FALL FORAGIRL

HELEN TWELVETREES HAS
A GORGEOUS FIGURE!

WITH

A FIGURE

I WONOER IF SHE^CTELL ME HER

LIKE

THAT

SECRET

I

MIGHT

IT

HELP

ME
WIN y
SAM TO. I'LL
WRITE TO
HER

•
TELLS HER. HOW EVERY
WOMAN CAN HAVE A
LOVELY FIGURE THE
EASY HOLLYWOOD WAY

^V

!t^

IT'S A SECRET— HELEN
TWELVETREES TAUGHT ME.
RY-KRISP WITH EVERY MEAL1.
SHE SAID IT WOULD WORK

/ANN1. YOU LOOK
WONDERFUL. WHAT
HAVE

VOU

OONE

TO YOUR

'TV

WONDERS. AND
PLENTY TO,
EAT-YET

FIGURE?

IT HAS. I GET

LOST r
I'VE
POUNDS

< (

&

^

.-*i

^XJ

miss johnson — ann
that dress is a
knockout! er-rw ill you go to
the movies with
me tonight?

I JUST LOVED HELEN
TWELVETREES
IN
THAT PICTURE.
HASNT

-"A

NO LOVELIER
THAN YOURS,

"YOU

CAN

FIGURE

t^'t
DARLING-

ANN
WILL
YOU
MARRY

SHE A MARVELOUS FIGURE?

SEE HOW

IMPORTANT

A GOOD

IS TO THE

BEAUTIFULLY

FITTED

LINES OF
LIKE THIS

GOWN

A

RY-KRISP

HF:
toMRSfvXeS it.
(SI
dX Wlfo
/i' AGO I

HELPS
MY

ME KEEP

FIGURE

AT

couldn't
HAVE
ITS

WOHN THIS
DAESSf)

BEST-

SAYS
HELEN
ALWAYS
! "
TWELVETREES.

GET

^^S&MIOSCP
You'll Love It Because It TASTES
SERVE WITH
SALADS

Ry-Krisp
do ubles
appetite
appeal
of
salads!
SERVE WITH
SOUPS

Ry-Krisp
makes any
soup taste
just twice
as good!

SO GOOD!

O as the movie stars do-eat
D Ry-Krisp
and ENJOY reduc-

ing. Ry-Krisp actually helps you
to reduce because it's filling but
not fattening. Just whole rye, salt
and water — double baked for
lasting crispness and temptingly
different flavor. A healthful food
for all the family. Ralston Purina
Company, Checkerboard Square,
Saint Louis, Missouri.

'6ETTHE HOLLYWOOD HABIT- EXERCISE REGULARLY, EAT RY-fflISP INSTEAD OF HEAVY STARCHY FOODS -WATCH YOUR WAISTLINE WASTE AWAY"
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VICTOR HERBERT'S GREATEST-

BIG MUSICAL OF ALL TIME/
Aietro-Crolawyn-JViayer rings up the curtain on its greatest achievement
...a glamorous pageant ol drama, mirth ana beauty ... mightier than any
musical yet seen on the screen! I ou 11 thrill to its glittering extravagance .. . you 11 laugh at its bright comedy . . . ana you 11 cheer those
new sweethearts,
love iiik

Jeanette .IvlacDonala
he creo le moon.

ana

Nelson

rCaay,

who

Iouna

It s the screen s musical masterpiece!

J P J J>
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• The joke's on somebody. But judging by the way these
four are taking it, it's not on any one of them! Left to right,
Ida Lupino, Tullio Carminati, Mary Ellis and James Blakeley.
The four are principal players in Paramount's "Paris in
Spring," and were just leaving the studio after a hard day's
work when something funny happened. Stage star Mary
Ellis, you know, is Paramount's newest big bet for stardom
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BRIEF
REVIEWS
o w
PICTURE

WAS

THIS

SHOPPING

GUIDE

YOUR

TIME,

NAMED

AS

MONEY

ONE

OF

THE

BEST

AFTER OFFICE HOURS — M-G-M— Smart
lines and clever situations, with Constance Bennett
as the would-be reporter in satin trains and furbelows,
and Clark Gable her hard-boiled managing editor.
(Apr.)

•
BRIGHT EYES
Fox.—
A bright
of
entertainment
with— sad
moments
andbitglad
moments and little Shirley Temple in the stellar role.
Jimmy Dunn is her starring partner. Good supporting cast. (Feb.)

*AGE
OF INNOCENCE, THE— RKO-Radio.
— For those who appreciate an intelligent interpretation ofa great theme — love's sacrifice for convention's sake. (Nov.)
John Boles and Irene Dunne are a
splendid team.

•
BROADWAYforgettableBILL—
Columbia.—
ManyBaxter
unscenes in this.
Warner
breaks with paper-box making, his domineering wife
(Helen Vinson) and her father (Walter Connolly).
He stakes everything on a gallant race horse — and
Myrna Loy.
(Jan.)

ANNE
OF GREEN
GABLES— RKO-Radio.—
Romance, humor, pathos suitable for the whole
family in this story of the orphan (Anne Shirley)
adopted by O. P. Heggie and his sister, Helen
Westley. (Jan.)

BY YOUR LEAVE— RKO-Radio.— You'll chuckle
plenty. Frank Morgan is the picture, as the husband
in his forties who wants to be naughty and has forgotten how. Includes Genevieve Tobin.
(Dec.)

AUTUMN CROCUS— Associated Talking Pictures.— A schoolmistress (Fay Compton), touring
the Alps, falls in love with a young inn-keeper (Ivor
Novello)
before done.
she learns
but beautifully
(Jan.)he's married. A little slow,

UPON

PICTURl
AND

AND

SAVt

DISPOSITIOh

i ■* w: j

PIC

M

CURR

• INDICATES

CONSULT

ITS

MONTH

OF

REVIEV

CHEATING CHEATERS— Universal.— A my,
tery and crook picture, with comedy and gags. Fs
Wray is the girl crook, and Henry Armetta, Hufj
O'Connell are the comics. Has a snapper twist. (Jar.
CHU CHIN CHOW— Fox-Gaumont-BritishColorful British version of Ali Baba and the Fori
Thieves. Fritz Kortner, German star, and Am
May Wong excellent in leads.
(Dec.)
CITY PARK— Chesterfield.— As one of thn
cronies who become involved in the destiny of a gi
(Sallie Blane) gone broke in the big city, Henry !
Walthall is superb.
(Nov.)
CLIVE OF INDIA— 20th Century-United Artist!
— A stirring and impressive story of a young ma
who, almost single-handed, conquered India fn
Britain. Ronald Colman is excellent as Oil
Loretta Young gives a fine performance in the role !
his wife. (March)
*
COLLEGE
RHYTHM—
Paramount—
Abrigh
tuneful collegiate
musical.
Footballer
Jad
Oakie steals girl friend Mary Brian from Lanny Rosl
Joe Penner puts in plenty of laughs. (Jan).

•
BABBITT—
National.—
Sinclair
famous
novel First
brought
to the screen
withLewis'
Guy
Kibbee excellent in the title role. Aline MacMahon
good as his wife. (Feb.)
•

•
COUNT
MONTE film
CRISTO.THE—
Unitn
Artists. — OF
A thrilling
which builds steadi]
to the dramatic courtroom climax. Robert Donat
Danles; Elissa Landi fine, too. (Nov.)

BADGE OF HONOR— Mayfair— Phony and
amateurish, with some pretty awful dialogue. Buster
Crabbe and Ruth Hall.
(Nov.)

COUNTY CHAIRMAN, THE— Fox— Will Ro,
ers as a loveable but astute rural politician is ;,t !
best. Good cast includes Evelyn Venable, Lotii
Dresser, Kent Taylor. Entertainment for the famil,
(March)

BABES IN TOYLAND— Hal Roach-M-GM. — A delight for the kiddies, fun for the
grown-ups,
this classic,
screen with
version
Victor and
Herbert's
Nursery Rhvme
Stanof Laurel
Oliver
Hardy.
(Feb.)

BAND PLAYS ON, THE— M-G-M.— Essentially
the old rah-rah collegiate stuff, with the touchdown
on the last gun. Good performances by Robert
Young, Stu Erwinand Betty Furness. (March)

•
—CRIME
A trulyWITHOUT
remarkable PASSION—
picture, that Paramour,
has for i
theme the workings of an unscrupulous mind. Claw
Rains, Margo. Whitney Bourne all first-rate. Su|
pense maintained throughout.
(Nov.)

BATTLE, THE — Leon Garganoff Prod.— A picture of enormous power, with Charles Boyer as a
Japanese naval officer who is willing to sacrifice his
beautiful wife. Merle Oberon, to obtain war secrets
from an English attache. Superb direction and
photography.
(Feb.)

CRIMSON ROMANCE— Mascot.— War stor
good flying, plenty combat scenes. Two pals, Bt,
Lyon and James Bush, both fliers, of course, fall :
love with ambulance driver Sari Maritza.
(Dec.)

BEHOLD MY WIFE— Paramount.— Old time
hokum,
it, for and
Sylvia
Sidney
is beau-is
tiful as but
the you'll
Indian like
Princess
Gene
Raymond
top-notch as the man who marries her to spite his
family.
(Feb.)
•

The talented British actress, Elizabeth
Bergner, known
goers by her

to American
"Catherine

the

movieGreat"

BELLE OF THE NINETIES— ParamountLa West comes through again with a knockout
performance. Roger Pryor, John Mack Brown,
Katherine De Mille do well. But the film is a major
triumph of Mae over matter.
(Nov.)

•
CAPTAIN
THE meet
SEA, Captain
THE— Columbia.— Board HATES
ship and
Walter
Connolly, tippling reporter John Gilbert, detective
Victor McLaglen, Tala Birell and other favorites.
It's sprightly and comic. (Jan.)

BEST MAN
esting film with
ence Rice for
excitement and

•

WINS, THE— Columbia.— An interJack Holt, Edmund Lowe and Florromance, underseas adventures for
Bela Lugosi as a menace.
(March)

*BIG
HEARTED HERBERT— WarnersJust one heartfelt laugh. Guy Kibbee is
grouchy father, continually reminding Aline MacMahon and their children of his struggle to success.
(Nov.)
BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR GIRL— M-GM. — Ann Harding as you like her best, in a bright,
sophisticated film. Robert Montgomery, Una Merkel, Eddie Horton, Edward Arnold and Charles
Richman make it a grand cast. (March)
BORDERTOWN — Warners.— Outstanding performances by Bette Davis and Paul Muni make this
one worthwhile. Tire story is of the bitter disillusionment of a young attorney who loses his first
case, then falls prey to the schemings of a jealous
woman. Not altogether pleasant, but gripping.
(Apr.)
BRIDE OF THE LAKE. THE— Amer-Anglo
Prod. — Pleasant romance against a background of
Irish country life. Nobleman John Garrick in love
with peasant girl Gina Malo. Stanley Holloway
sings Irish ballads.
(Dec.)
8

CARAVAN — Fox. — For a riotous carnival of
song, dance, costume and operetta plot, we
recommend this film laid in Hungary. A-l cast includes Jean Parker, Charles Boyer, Loretta Young
and Phillips Holmes.
(Nov.)
CARNIVAL — Columbia. — The experiences — some
funny, many sad — of an anxious father whose motherless baby is constantly in danger of being snatched
from
by the
Children's
Lee
Tracy,himSally
Eilers,
Jimmy Welfare
Durante. Association.
(Apr.)
CASE
OF
THE
HOWLING
DOG,
THE—
Warners. — Smooth and clever, different and diverting murder yarn. Lawyer Warren William solves
mystery.
Mary Astor, Gordon Westcott.
(Nov.)
CHAINED— M-G-M.— Splendidly written, acted,
directed, with Joan Crawford married to Otto
Kruger and in love with Clark Gable.
(Nov.)
CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON— Fox— Warner
Oland (Charlie Chan) has three days to prevent exof Drue
Leyton's Alan
brother,
accused
of a
murder heecutiondid
not commit.
Mowbray
involved.
(Dec.)
CHARLIE
CHAN
IN PARIS— Fox.— Warner
Oland at his best as Chan, with Mary Brian and
Thomas Beck carrying the love interest. (March)

CURTAIN FALLS, THE— Chesterfield— Hem
etta Crosman carries this picture as an o'd vaudevil
actress who gambles with chance and impersonates
LadyfinalScoresby,
in on (Feb.)
her family,' un<
her
and best moving
performance.

Radio- arj
— RKOCORNER
DANGER
story
withOUS
two endings
— what
happened
•
the "cover-up." Involves a "suicide" — actually
murder. Full of startling revelations. Ian KeitJ
Erin O'Brien Moore, Conrad Nagel, Melvyn Dougla]
Virginia Bruce, others.
Excellent.
(Dec.)
DAVID COPPERFIELD— M-G-M.— An inco
parable photoplay, and one that will live with y«
for years.
Freddie
Bartholomew
as the chil
David, W. C. Fields as Micawber, Madge Evans
Agnes are only a few of a long, superb cast. It's
brilliant adaption of Dickens' famous novel. (Marc
DEALERS IN DEATH— Topical FilmsWhether you are a pacifist or not after seeing tli
film you leave the theater horrified at the high pn
of war and cost of armaments. Not a story, but :
impressive editorial which will make you think. (Fa

DEATH ON THE DIAMOND— M-G-M.-Ii
probable in spots, yet meat for baseball and mystei
devotees. Paul Kelly convincing as a reporte
Robert Young and Madge Evans love interest. (Noi
DEFENSE RESTS, THE— Columbia.— Ente
taining story of a none-too-ethical but unbeatab;
criminal
lawyer
(Jack (Nov.)
Holt) forced to defend a ki
naper. Jean
Arthur.
DESIRABLE— Warners.— A neat gem that w
pleaseGeorge
the entire
and
Brent. family.
(Nov.) New laurels for Jean Ml
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 14 ]
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D©3§ SCANDAL

pes greater than last year's . . . and what
vlegant entertainment that was! Only
|(t-ge White himself could have outaded his 1934 creation.
I 're going to zoom from loud "ha-ha's"
the comedy to gasping "a-ah's" at the
eaties to thrilled "o-ohs" at the ronce. And you're going to dance out both
(r shoes this spring to the swingy
rthms of six hit tunes!

FOR

by Jerry Hailiday

A frolicking foursome
bubbling with the
|0 iety of the Gay
Nineties number

ALICE
FAYE
JAMES
DUNN
NED
SPARKS
Alice plays her grandest role in
this picture. And what a marvelous
singin'-steppin' duo she and Jimmy Dunn make! • As for Lyda
Roberti . . . well . . . team up Poland's gift to Hollywood with Ned
Sparks and Cliff Edwards . . . then
look out below! • Fox Studios
have staged this musicale with a
lavish hand. And what a great, big
hand YOU will give it!

Lyda Roberti Cliff Edwards
Arline Judge Eleanor Powell
Benny Rubin

Emma

GEORGE
Entire Production
and

i atuous settings! Spectacular Dances! Gorgeous
i including 30 beauty contest winners!

WHITE
Conceived,

Directed by George

,i\ ^O'

Hollywood
cheered
this masterpiece
of that master showman, George White

Co*wf

Dunn

_„f^

I

Produced
White
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WITH

PARDONABLE

AND

PRIDE—

/'~\UT of hundreds of magazines published
^^ every month, Photoplay is the only
movie magazine found on the shelves of the
Elizabeth Public Library. It is placed with
the other honorary "Literary periodicals," but
I can assure you that it is read more than any
other runner-up as indicated by a busy lme
calling for it and by worn-out pages.
Vera Radzuck, Elizabeth, New Jersey

TO YOU,

MISS GARBO—

I AGREE
with Eunice Gideon
and John
Boyan in the March Photoplay, when they
protest at the way our Garbo is being "murdered" with such ordinary stories.
She is the only great actress on the screen
today.
Also another of our finest stars has been

DY all means Dolores Del Rio's portrayal o
u Madame Du Barry was grand. Lively
sympathetic and perfectly natural. Besides
she looked her loveliest. It was a gay
colorful picture, with dialogue as delicious!,'
frothy as a chocolate ice cream soda, as some;
one said.
Luis Zaldivar, Tacubaya, Mexico

pushed into obscurity after making a wonderful showing — Nils Asther.
Mrs. Ted Brown, Glen Ellyn, 111.
A FTER seeing Garbo in "The Painted Veil"
' ^have I changed my mind about her! Always, before, she seemed like a wooden
woman to me — stalking across the screen with
the same old tragic face and soulful eyes.
Phooey!
Now she is alive, warm, human, as we
would have her. A thousand pardons, Miss
Garbo, and a big bouquet to you — orchids, of
course, and lots of them.
Fern Hopewell, South Bend, Ind.
Photoplay's fans seem to know what it's
' all about. The three letters dealing with
Garbo in the March issue, for instance, were all
bell-ringers.

YOU. MISS DEL RIO

I AY I refer Adoradora de la Pantella whc
'in the March Photoplay, criticize'
Dolores Del Rio, to any biography of D
Barry? Del Rio gives us the only true D,
Barry, the others having been only fictitiou
stories, each different, written to please th
individual star.
How much longer are we going to be si
narrow as to put type ahead of ability?
Marie-Bernadette Moron, Baltimore, Md

I READ

a letter in the March Photopl.v

' criticizing Dolores Del Rio's fine work a
Madame Du Barry. I think Dolores Del Rii
made the best performance as Du Barry eve
put on the screen.
M. M. Sharon, Pennsylvania
Feminine fans everywhere are clamoring
for more
pictures
of Charles
Boyer

Garbo has been unduly criticized. She does
need a good picture, and she has a decided flair
for sophisticated comedy.
So far as I am concerned, Greta Garbo is
easily the most beautiful woman on the screen;
in the world, for that matter.
Yes, Garbo must remain the greatest name
in the motion picture industry. How about it,
M-G-M?

IN the March Photoplay I read a letter bj
' Adoradora de la Pantella criticizing Dolore>
Del Rio as Madame Du Barry. Dolores Dt
Rio was good in that picture. Can it b(
Adoradora de la Pantella does not like Mexi
cans? We all like Spanish films and are es
pecially fond of Dolores Del Rio, and a grouf
of my Laredoan friends are ready to sign ;
paper to that effect.
Hurrah forRay
"Lola!"
Veytia, Jr., Laredo, Texas

Robert Charles, Syracuse, New York
I AM not sure that I agree with H. Pratt
who in the March issue said "Garbo would
be replaced on her pedestal if she played in a
good high comedy." I didn't know she had
fallen off, and I don't think she needs replacing,
as there is something about Greta Garbo that
all other screen actresses try to imitate. I
would like to see her, though, in more costumes
such as she wore in "The Painted Veil," and
I believe the public would, too. But as for
high comedy for Garbo, that's too much.
Mrs. C. J. Ramyns, Lynbrook, L. I.

MARCH

"Go Into Your Dance" is Ruby Keeler's
latest picture. And she does just that
to lead one of the cabaret dance scenes
10

PRIZE LETTER WINNERS

The winners of the three cash
prizes for letters from Photoplay
readers for the March issue were as
follows: First Prize ($25.00) Marion
Werner, 1590 Alice St., Apt. 203,
Oakland, California. Second Prize
($10.00) Louise Kennedy, P. O. Box
116, Byron, Illinois. Third Prize
($5.00) Kathryn Hilgers, 1825
Grand
Ave.,
Racine, Wisconsin.

Richard Cromwell is an enthusiastic amateur photographer. Between scenes, he
snaps pictures of the rest of the cast
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IF Charles Dickens were living today, he
'would more than agree with the producers of
" David Copperfield."
Laurina DeLella, Hartford, Connecticut

DRESSLER SUCCESSOR?
Billie Burke greets you in the royal man! ner. She is playing Lady Bareacres, an
! English noble-woman,

in "Becky Sharp"

ATTENTION MR. DICKENS
RESPITE all the excitement and ballyhoo,
i "David Copperfield" falls short of being the
eat picture we expected to see.
, It has atmosphere to a degree and a number
[ first rate performances are given by indi[dual actors, but it lacks the intense dramatic
Uality a story of this kind should carry. It
bmes nearer to being a revue of Dickens'
!iaracters than the tale of David's struggle
gainst almost overwhelming odds. The
r-amatic march of the picture is interrupted too
ften to make it a gripping story, possibly
[-•cause there are too many characters. There
] no criticism of the directing which I feel to
E very fine. Too much has been attempted
n a two-hour film.
Now, many double feature bills are pre■nted, some lasting as long as three and a
ilf hours. So, why not add an hour's length
" more to a single feature such as "David
opperfield," or any other much-loved novel
Ihen screened?
Margaret Doller, Watertown, N. Y.

W/HEN reading the March Photoplay I
** came across the letter about Jane Darwell. I, too, saw "The White Parade." We
have had no hope of ever finding one who
could ever take the place of our beloved Marie
Dressier, but we sincerely believe that now we
have found her. Here's to you, Jane Darwell!
Dorothy Nicholson, Amboy, 111.

part.

Walter's latest is "Spring Tonic"

GOODY— GOODY?
/^AN'T Janet Gaynor be put in a different
^-'kind of movie aside from the goody-goody

TO MISS CRAWFORD

parts she's always in? Something with ginger.
Mary Macy Carpenter, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

HEOPLE laugh at Joan Crawford for giving
those too soul-searching interviews recording every shade and nuance of her progress in
character building. She seems contradictory,
confused, in a perpetual state of flux.
Only the mentally, spiritually dead are always the same uninspired individuals, for
Life is change.
Let us admire Joan as a completely human
being striving to mold all the warring instincts, the clashing colors, the jarring, discordant notes that are her life into one splendid, harmonious fabric that shall be both
beautiful and strong.
Mary Irene Woodruff, Charlestown, Mass.

ALL FOR DIETRICH
IN the September Photoplay I read about
'the "Revolt Against Dietrich." I am a true
Marlene fan and she is the reigning beauty of
the screen. She is a great actress, and I shall
stick by Marlene through thick and thin.
She is absolutely perfect. If she does not
want to interview writers why should she?
No publicity for Dietrich and Garbo — come
on, you Marlene Fans, and tell Hollywood
that Marlene is still your enchantress!
Phillis Nicholls, East London,
Cape Province, South Africa

m;

A TRIFLE PUZZLED
1Y age is between twelve and thirteen.
'When I stepped up to the box-office window a few weeks ago, ten cents in hand, the

,ry\YID COPPERFIELD" is the greatest
^motion picture that has ever been made.
i its fidelity to the original, its wonderful
.mosphere, the excellence of its cast, and in
/ery detail of its production, it stands alone.
Lucia C. Markham, Lexington, Kentucky

girl took a look that was supposed to be searching and said
"Adult's
price."
That
was briefly,
only fair,
because
a sign said,
"Children under twelve — 10c." But, when a
picture such as "Life Begins" comes along a
sign appears "Adults Only," and the girl
gives me an icy stare and says, " Can't you see
theSuch
sign?contradictions
Adults only."
are beyond me. Can

i /AY all the Bluenoses who are worried
* 'about the decline of the cinema witness
It least one performance of "David Coppered." When Hollywood gives us a picture
S charming and perfect as that, the motion
icture industry cannot be in such a deplorable
mdition.
Mrs. R. M., Toledo, Ohio
DROADWAY BILL," "The County Chairman," "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," and
Sequoia" are achievements that must be reiewed in superlatives. Then along comes
David Copperfield," and words seem strange' inadequate. Such a vivid translation from
ook to screen would have wreathed the face
the immortal Dickens in rapturous smiles.
rue Dickensonian characters in breathing
>ickensonian atmosphere make a screen creaon that is truly impressive.
Mrs. William V. Albaugh, Baltimore, Mdj

An aristocratic son of Old Russia?
Just Walter King, dressed up for the

nothing be done?
Marvin Mudrkk,

HANDS

Philadelphia, Pa.

OFF FILMS!

I SAY hands off the films. They should be
' left to develop and grow, and surely when
"dirty pictures" can produce such lovely
things as "Little Women" and "David Copperfield," we have little to worry about.
Ruth Ahlberg, Peru, Nebraska

FULLY SATISFIED

Fay Wray is making "Clairvoyant in
England. No, she is not shown in a
trance.
She is resting between scenes

/A /IOVIES, all kinds— sexy, cowboy, com' ^ 'edies, romantic, religious, and historical —
are an asset to the human race. Here's to
them!
Mary E. Rebman, Greenville, Cal.
II

PRAISE FOR "PROGRAMS"
I FEEL compelled to sing hymns of praise for
' various unimportant program pictures which
have lately been coming out of the studio.
They're usually used only as fillers-in or as
parts of double bills, but some of them have a
lot of truth and moments of brilliant acting.
And they leave a good taste in one's mouth;
there's none of this off-color stuff in any of
them.
X. Y. Z., Aberdeen, Wash.
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BRIGHT SPOT
THE only bright spot on the comedy horizon
' is the Todd-Kelly hook-up. These girls are
doing an excellent job of laugh making for the
public and should be given a vote of thanks.
The other so-called synthetic comics should
retire or go on the radio, say at 3 A.M.
Emma C. Murphy, Lakewood, Ohio

A REAL FARM

STORY

I KNOW that there must be quite a few
' thousands of farm people who have the same
idea I have, namely, to give us one real farm
picture!
I ask for one which really relates the simple,
fun-loving life so many of us live; about our
drought trials, our flood trials, our "good
crops," our "bad crops," our homey parties,
dances, clubs and home demonstrations.

John Buckler, Franklin Pangborn and Ralph Bellamy take advantage of a lull in
the shooting of "Eight Bells" and play a new game that has the studios agog.
And,
incidentally,
it is appropriately
enough
called
"Hollywood
Stars"

TOO

MUCH

GUSH?

W/HY must we have so much gush about
^Y picture people and picture affairs?
I like my pictures; lots of 'em, and I know
my casts, private lives — the usual fan stuff,
but the infallibility of the stars fairly nauseates
me at times. And some of those clever stories
about them. Ugh!
Mrs. Violet Matoaka Carr, Hyampom, Cal.

After an absence of seven months, Joan
Blondell returns to the studio to star in
Warner

Bros.'

"Traveling

contributors

FOR A FREE FORCE

SADNESS?

hat is off to the movies — all of them.

' " ' My only criticism is that we see in so
many pictures of today too many of the
things that go to make up sadness, suffering
and unhappiness.
Mrs. H. G. Richberg, Dawson, Georgia

DESIRED?

public wants to go on dreaming of Garbo's
dramatic honesty. fragility, and Crawford's
mystery, Gaynor's
If the stars enjoy cereals and wieners, just
as you and I, don't tell us. Let us go on
thinking that they dine on nectar and ambrosia.
O. La Plante, Worcester, Massachuestts

' who would prefer the demure pictures, also
the historical productions. A Garbo film
would readily be exchanged for a picture starring Shirley Temple or a Will Rogers.
R. M. F., Kinder, Louisiana

KAY

witty as Joan, Bob, Clark and all their various
companions? If so, what a strain it must be f
for them to merely live! Imagine having to
be so devastatingly clever all of the time. The
witty and nutty remarks were really too
much for us; we felt a little relieved to get out
of the theater and just ride home in absolute
silence, something we rarely do.
Florence Holmes, Jackson, Cal.

TANTASY and glamour surrounding the
'stars is what the public wants and asks for.
They want to keep their illusions free from
grim reality. They pay to be fooled and object when realism is thrust at them. The

PREFER THE DEMURE

TOO MUCH

K AY husband and I recently saw "Forsaking
' V ' All Others." Tell me: are there people as j

GLAMOUR

Saleslady"

And, we are very modern.
We don't go
to our parties in gingham and overalls.
Just A Farm Girl, Luling, Texas

I SIDE in with the LETTERS

SIMPLICITY PREFERRED

Young George Breakston, who played
Puck in Max Reinhardt's road show of
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," and pal

MAY the motion picture producers and the
American public fight to keep the talkies
a free force for education, subject only to art
and truth. While we look, moral censors
may change to political censors and propagan
dists— most poisonous to the nation and the
citizen.
Rosemary Wood, Buffalo, New York
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JUDICIOUS COMEDY
A MOXG our most entertaining plays are
Hhose including in their casts teams of
popular comedians.
Most people want diverting plays with casts
of intelligent and capable actors, but let us
have those in which comedy is used in its rightful place and applied with a judicious and discriminating hand.
Luther Sweet, Yosemite, Kentucky

TO THE UP-CREEK BOYS
IF all the sermons and patriotic propaganda
'that we hear about "Our America" were
chucked and only Will Rogers left, it would be
enough to make our youth — and age, too —
conscious of the kind of shrewd, human, honest,
courageous Yankees that gave us our nation.
It would make us laugh at our foolish attempts
to ape Riviera manners and European wornout mannerisms. And make us proud of those
Up-Creek boys who are the smartest and best
in all the world.
Mrs. Clarence Rose, San Francisco, Cal.
Ray Rannehan, Technicolor chief cameraman,

and

Rouben

Mamoulian, director

of the full-color feature, "Becky Sharp," look over some Technicolor film results

ALL QUIET" AN INFLUENCE
;jUST recently "All Quiet on the Western
| Front" was brought back to Boston, and it
|ipped the audience until the final scene faded.
I Show "All Quiet" to the youth of the world
ery five years. There will be less glorifica|onof war!
Walter St. Croix, Lynn, Mass.

LAUSIBIUTY SOUGHT
iiN'T it about time that super-producers confined their gigantic -scale scenes to the great
lide spaces, and for indoor scenes give us
miething plausible? All very well, perhaps,
hen portraying courts and palace pomp; not
I) bad sometimes in restaurant scenes (allough there are instances — !), but a lot of
)s are growing critical when asked to believe
1 private mansions where the heroine wanders
irough at least four magnificent rooms be!>re finding lover or husband — or both — in
;ie fifth.
G. Edwards, Nova Scotia, Canada

HERO TAKES IT
V/HY does the hero always stand and take
v it when the heroine slaps his face? It is
)t human nature for a man to kiss a woman
inexpectedly and at least not be partially
repared to dodge a slap in the face. Yet
;hvays in the movies, the hero literally braces
jimself and takes the slap calmly. It's
idicrous.
Doris N. McCormick, Xenia, Ohio

)UT OF CHINA
HERE are many pictures which have a
J slight or a great deal of Chinese air, and
lost of them, to my great astonishment, are
Ur from being true and real. People wear
; ich clothes that were long buried and their
manners are such a queer sort.

In "Student Tour" there is a scene of the
S. S. Arcadia coming into the port of Shanghai.
The background is a typical Oriental water
front with high mountains perched up in the
back. But in reality there isn't a single
mound or hill within a hundred miles of the
vicinity of Shanghai.
Sung Kyung Khwe, Shanghai, China

INDIA SPEAKS
\ V/HILE on a visit to the United States, I
** had the occasion of seeing the film "India
Speaks." Needless to say, I was utterly
disappointed and was surprised at Jack Haliburton's imagination. I believe he was the
producer and a player in the picture.
In the interest of better pictures and in
justice to India, I quote from a leading editorial in one of our newspapers, The Times of

ALL GOOD

MOVIES

I AM wondering why we do not hear more
' exclamations of "Good! Excellent! Bravo!"
and the like from the howling hordes who so
blatantly condemned the movies some months
past. Seems to me it has been in order for
some time now, and we should stand up arid
cheer as the big parade of good movies is
passing before us.
Also, it is really a shame that our government cannot H.E.L.P. in order that her unprivileged peoples might see the best movies
of all time.
Mae Carter, Lexington, North Carolina

MORE

"SEQUOIA"

f^IVE we
us no
another
like "Sequoia,"in
^-^and
longerpicture
need "Censorship"
pictures. Ruth Sillie, Seattle, Washington

India; referring to "India Speaks," "Hollywood has perpetrated too many gaucheries of
this description."G. Habib, Bombay, India

FOR COLLEGE

PICTURES

EVERYONE likes college pictures because
L they have plenty of pep in them. Why
don't
we have more? They make you feel
like living.
Polly Ann Pandres, Dallas, Texas

OPERA ASKED
W/OULD it not be possible to bring to the
*^ screen the operas now offered only to
those who are fortunate enough to live where
they are produced? And to those who possess
sufficient funds to pay for the privilege of
seeing them?
I realize that perhaps "box-office attraction"
does not lie in this field, but cannot (and
should not) public taste be educated here as
well as in other lines?
Marjorie'W. Eggleton, Macedon, N.Y.

The cameraman
repairing

catches Louise Fazenda

her make-up between

scenes
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
CONTINUED
DOWN
TO
THEIR
LAST
YACHT— RKORadio. — Fine cast wasted in this tale of "Blue
Bookers"Sidney
of 1929
to Polly
"Brad Moran,
Streeters"
1934.
Fox,giving
Ned away
Sparks,
Maryof
Boland, Sidney Blackmer.
(Nov.)
DRAGON MURDER CASE, THE — First
National. — Not up to the S. S. Van Dine standard —
nevertheless satisfactory film fare. Warren William
is a convincing Philo Vance. Helen Lowell, Margaret Lindsay, Lyle Talbot.
(Nov.)
DUDE RANGER, THE— Fox.— If you like Westyou may Leroy
like this
one. Henry
GeorgeHallO'Brien
rides.
Irene erns,
Hervey,
Mason,
in it. (Dec.)
ELINOR NORTON— Fox.— A completely boring
attempt to depict the quirks of a diseased mind.
Claire Trevor, Hugh Williams, Gilbert Roland
bogged down by it. (Jan.)
ENCHANTED APRIL — RKO-Radio. — Ann
Harding in a quiet little story of the enchantment
wrought by Italy in the spring. Frank Morgan,
Ralph Forbes, Katherine Alexander, Jane Baxter.
{March)
ENTER

MADAME— Paramount.— Spotty entertainment despite Elissa
performance as a capricious
prima Landi's
donna. brilliant
Cary Grant,
her
bewildered spouse, has a brief relief in a quieter love.
(Jan.)
•

EVELYN PRENTICE— M-G-M.— Myrna Loy
thinks she has murdered a man. but Isabel

Jewell is accused. Then Myrna's lawyer-husband is
engaged to defend Isabel. Another Loy-Powell hit.
(Jan.)

FROM PAGE 8 ]

FOLIES BERGERE— 20th Century-United Artists.— Disregard the story and give yourself up to
Maurice
charm,
music,Oberon
singinggood.
and
dancing. Chevalier's
Ann Sothern
andtheMerle
{Apr.)
FORSAKING ALL OTHERS— M-G-M— Joan
Crawford, Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery and
Charles Butterworth at their best in a simple story
that leaves you dizzy with laughter and braced like
a champagne cocktail.
(March)

•
GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
— UniversalDickens' charm
preserved by George
Breakston
as orphaned Pip, later by Phillips Holmes, Florence
Reed, Henry Hull and others.
(Jan.)

FOUNTAIN, THE— RKO-Radio.— Rather slowmoving, yet exquisitely produced with a capable cast
including Ann Harding, Paul Lukas and Brian
Aherne.
(Nov.)

GREEN EYES — Chesterfield. — A stereotyped
murder mystery. Charles Starrett, Claude Gillingwater, Shirley Grey, William Bakewell, John Wray,
Dorothy Revier are adequate.
(Jan.)

FUGITIVE LADY— Columbia.— Florence Rice
makes a successful film debut as a woman on her way
to jail, double-crossed by a jewel thief (Donald
Cook), when a train wreck puts her into the role of
(Jan.)
the
estranged wife of Neil Hamilton. Plenty of action.

GRIDIRON FLASH— RKO-Radio.— A college
football story about a paroled convict (Eddie Quillan)
who finally wins the game and Betty Furness, too.
Glenn Tryon, Lucien Littlefield.
(March)

FUGITIVE ROAD— Invincible.— Eric Von Stroheim is good as the commandant of a frontier post in
Austria, falling in love with an American girl, Wera
Engels, and frustrated in his romantic plans by gangster Leslie Fenton. Slender story well acted. (Feb.)
GAY BRIDE, THE— M-G-M.— Chorine Carole
Lombard, out for a husband, becomes involved with
gangsters who bump each other off for her pleasure.
Nat Pendleton. Sam Hardy, Leo Carrillo pay while
Chester Morris wins.
(Jan.)

EVENSONG — Gaumont British.— The story of
the rise and fall of a great prima donna. Evelyn
a wealth of opera make it
aLaye's
feast beautiful
for music voice
lovers. and (Feb.)

•
GAY DIVORCEE, THE — RKO-Radio. —
amusing.
Fred Astaire's
dancingGrandly
feet paired
with those
of Ginger educated
Rogers.
He's mistaken for a professional corespondent by
Ginger, seeking a divorce. Edward Everett Horton,
Alice Brady pointed foils. (Dec.)

EVERGREEN— Gaumont British.— You'll love
Jessie Matthews, darling of the London stage, and
she has a chance to do some grand singing and dancing in this merry little story. (March)

GENTLEMEN ARE BORN— First National —
Franchot Tone is one of four college pals trying to
find a job today. Jean Muir. Nick Foran, others
good.
It has reality.
(Jan.)

FATHER
BROWN, DETECTIVE— Paramount.
— Gertrude Michael is the one thrill in this rather
punchless
crook
Connolly'swork,
role, that
of
a priest
withdrama.
a flairWalter
for detective
gets
monotonous.
Paul Lukas is miscast.
(Feb.)

GHOST WALKS, THE— Invincible.— A' theatrical group rehearses a melodrama in a haunted house,
and when a real maniac slips in, things happen. A
unique storv, with John Miljan, Richard Carle, June
Collyer.
(Apr.)

FEDERAL AGENT— Select Pictures.— Age-old
crook stuff with Bill Boyd as a government man
trying to outwit dangers. Don Alvarado and his
two lady friends. (March)
FIGHTING ROOKIE, THE— Mayfair— A
quickie which moves slowly. Cop Jack LaRue is
"framed"
by a his
gangromance
and hiswith
suspension
fromTrite
the
force
threatens
Ida Ince.
situations.
(Feb.)
FIREBIRD, THE— Warners.— Ricardo Cortez.
actor, is killed when he tries to ensnare Verree Teasdale, Lionel Atwill's wife, in a love trap, catching
instead Verree's daughter, Anita Louise. Good adult
entertainment.
(Jan.)

•
GIFT OF GAB— Universal.— Edmund Lowe,
fast talking news announcer, flops, but is
boosted up by Gloria Stuart. Story frame for gags,
songs, sketches. Alexander Woollcott, Phil Baker,
Ethel Waters, Alice White. Victor Moore.
(Dec.)
GILDED LILY, THE— Paramount.— Good entertainment, but not as much punch as you have a
right to expect from a movie with Claudette Colbert
in the lead, and Wesley Ruggles directing. (March)
GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST, A— Monogram.
—willFolks
Gene Stratton
Porter'sDresser.
novel
want who
to seeenjoyed
this. Marian
Marsh, Louise
Ralph Morgan well cast. (Nov.)

•

FLIRTATION WALK— First NationalColorful West Point is the background of the
Dick
Powell-Ruby
Keeler
O'Brien's a
tough sergeant.
Take
the charm.
family. Pat
(Jan.)

GIRL O' MY DREAMS— Monogram.— Much
rah-rah and collegiate confusion, with Sterling Holloway's comicalities unable to pull it through. Mary
Carlisle, Eddie Nugent do well.
(Jan.)

FLIRTING WITH DANGER— MonogramBob Armstrong, Bill Cagney and Edgar Kennedy
amid such confusion and laughter in a South American high explosives plant. Maria Alba is the Spanish
charmer that provides chief romantic interest. (Feb.)

GOOD FAIRY. THE— Universal— Margaret
Sullavan, in the title role, and Herbert Marshall
head the cast of this screen adaptation of the stage hit.
The scenes are played in high comedy throughout.
But comedy.
(March)

Photoplays

GRAND OLD GIRL— RKO-Radio.— That grand
old trouper, May Robson, gives a superfine performance as a veteran high school principal who
bucks the town's politicians for the welfare of her
pupils. Mary Carlisle and Alan Hale highlight a
good supporting cast. (March)

Reviewed

in

the

Shadow

•
HAPPINESS
AHEADAbout
— aFirst
National.
Tuneful and peppy.
wealthy
miss and
(honest!) a window washer.
Josephine Hutchinson \
(fresh from the stage), and Dick Powell are the two.
You'll like it and hum the tunes.
(Dec.)
HAVE A HEART— M-G-M.— A wistful tale about
the love of a cripple (Jean Parker) for an ice-cream !
vendor (Jimmy Dunn).
Una Merkel - Stuart Erwin
are a good comedy team.
(Nov.)
HEART SONG— Fox-Gaumont-British.-A pleasant little English film with Lilian Harvey and Charles
Boyer.
(Sept.)
HELLDORADO— Fox— A hollow story in a ,
mining town setting which fails to give Richard
Arlen the kind of part he deserves. (March)
HELL IN THE HEAVENS— Fox.— A gripping
depiction of a French air unit in the late war. Warner
Baxter is an American with the outfit. Conchita
Montenegro is the only feminine influence.
(Jan.)
HERE thisISone.
MY ForHEART—
You'll
applaud
between Paramount.—
laughs Bing Crosby
and Kitty Carlisle sing those haunting tunes, and the
story is good. (March)
HOME
ON
THE withRANGE—
An '
up-to-date
Western,
the old Paramount—
mortgage still
present but the crooks using modern methods for
getting
it.
Evelyn
Brent,
Jackie
Coogan,
Randy
Scott.
(Feb.)

AccuHUMAN
that is entertainstory Universal—
a familyTHE—
rately titled —SIDE,
ing from start to finish. Adolphe Menjou. Doris
(Nov.)
Kenyon, Reginald Owen.

•

I AM A THIEF— Warners.— A diamond necklace disappears and everybody looks guilty — Ricardo
Cortez, Mary Astor, Dudley Digges, Irving Pichel
and
of the cast.
There'sinterest.
murder, (Feb.)
thievery,
and the
somerest
romance.
Maintains

Universal—
ON OF
mothers olA
about— two
drama LIFE
and human
warm
IMITATI
•
different races, allied in the common cause of their
children. Excellent performances by Claudette Colbert and Louise Beavers. Warren William, Fredi
(Feb.)
Washington. Rochelle Hudson, Ned Sparks.
IN OLD SANTA FE— Mascot.— A dozen plots
wrapped up for the price of one — and a nice package
for those who enjoy Westerns. Ken Maynard, his
horse, Tarzan, Evalyn Knapp, H. B. Warner, Ken
neth Thomson, and the entire cast are good.
(Feb.)
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 16 ]
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THE lady with the loveliest legs in London," who is
seen by American movie critics as the inevitable partner of Fred Astaire, is none other than chic, slender, brunette Jessie Matthews, star of the Gaumont British picture
"Evergreen,"
this country. which created something of a sensation in
So much so that it seems just about a certainty that
before long she will be teamed with Astaire, in that she is
"tops" anywhere as a dancer.
At the top, she is seen reading her mail with husband
Sonnie Hale, leading British comedian whom you also remember in "Evergreen," — at their large rambling country
house just outside London. Sonnie raises pigeons and
ducks. You can see the ducks just above. Miss Matthews,
who has been in the theater in important roles ever since
she turned seventeen, is not only a talented star, but a
gracious and charming hostess of the large menage, which
is always open to visitors.
And are they in love! After four years of married life.
Says Sonnie, "Jessie is the most beautiful lady in the
Says Jessie, "Sonnie is the most charming and adorable
man in the world."
world."

Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
[ CONTINUED
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•

IRON DUKE, THE— Gaumont British. — An
interesting picture with George Arliss as Wellington, and ifthenot Duke's
in a careful,
thoughtful,
brillianttriumphs
manner. told
(Apr.)

LOST LADY, A— First National.— Willa Cather's
novel, considerably revamped. Barbara Stanwyck
fine in title role; Frank Morgan and Ricardo Cortez
satisfactory.
(Nov.)

I SELL ANYTHING— First National. — Pat
O'Brienby talks
you togolddigger
death as a(Claire
gyp auctioneer
who is
taken
a society
Dodd). Sadder
and gabbier he returns to Ann Dvorak.
(Jan.)

LOTTERY LOVER— Fox.— Bright in some spots,
unfortunately dull in others, this film story with Lew
Ayres, Nick Foran and Peggy Fears.
(March)

•
IT'S A GIFT — Paramount. — One long laugh,
with W. C. Fields in the role of a hen-pecked
husband. Baby LeRoy, Jean Rouverol, Kathleen
Howard.
But it's Fields' show. (Feb.)
I'VE BEEN AROUND— Universal.— A good cast
wasted on a trite story and amazingly stagev dialogue.
(.March)
JACK AHOY— Gaumont British.— If you can
laugh at old jokes, this isn't bad. However. England's
Jack Hulburt, deserves better treatment. comedian.
(Apr.)

LOVE TIME— Fox.— The struggles of Franz
Schubert (Nils Asther); his love for a princess (Pat
Paterson); her father's (Henry B. Walthall) efforts to
separate them.
Lovely scenes, lovely music.
(Dec.)
LOYALTIES— Harold Auten Prod.— An overplayed adaptation
of John aGalsworthy's
on an attempt
to degrade
wealthy Jew,play
withbased
the
Jew victorious.
Basil Rathbone the Jew.
(Jan.)
MAN OF ARAN — Gaumont- British. — A pictorial
saga of the lives of the fisher folk on the barren isles of
Aran off the Irish coast.
(Jan.)

•

JUDGE PRIEST— Fox.— Will Rogers makes
Irvin
Cobb's humorously
philosophical
char-of
acter
live so S.enjoyably.
you wisli you
were a part
the drowsy Kentucky setting. The music heightens
your desire. Tom Brown, Anita Louise the love interest. Perfect cast. (Dec.)

LADY BY CHOICE— Columbia.— Fresh and
original, with a new situation for May Robson.
Carole
Lombard,
fan asdancer,
"adopts"
an
irrepressible
alcoholic,
her mother
for a May,
publicity
gag. Roger Pryor, Walter Connolly important. (Dec.)

NIGHT IS YOUNG, THE— M-G-M.— A smallscale "Merry Widow," with Ramon Novarro and
Evelyn Lave singing agreeably and Charles Butterworth. Una Merkel and Eddie Horton for fun.
(March)
NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS— Universal.-A
whimsical and fantastic film about a scientist who
discovered a formula for turning statues into men
and men into statues.
(March)

LADY IS WILLING, THE— Columbia.— Leslie
Howard in a mild little English farce. Binnie Barnes.
Nigel Bruce.
(Nov.)

LIMEHOUSE BLUES— Paramount.— Gruesome
lor the kids, old stuff for the adults. Lurking Chinese,
thugs, dope, Scotland Yard, George Raft. Jean
Parker, Kent Taylor, Anna May Wong.
(Jan.)
LITTLE FRIEND— Gaumont- British. — The
tragic story of a child victim of divorce. Outstanding
is the performance of Nova Pilbeam, British child
actress.
Worthwhile.
(Jan.)
LITTLE MEN — Mascot. — A nice homey little
film made from Louisa M. Alcott's book, with Erin
it Brien-Moore as Aunt Jo, Ralph Morgan as
Professor Bhaer, and Frankie Darro the boy Dan.
{March)
LITTLE MINISTER, THE— RKO-Radio. — A
beautiful screen adaptation of Barrie's famous romance, with Katharine Hepburn as Babbie and John
Beat in the title role. Beryl Mercer, Alan Hale.
Andy Clyde, Donald Crisp, top support.
(March)
LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER— Paramount.
■— Brittle dialogue, swift direction, pictorial grandeur,
and intelligent production make this picture one vou
must see. Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, Richard
Cromwell, Sir Guy Standing, head an excellent
cast.
(March)
LOST IN THE STRATOSPHERE— Monogram
— Eddie Nugent, William Cagney, differ over June
i 'liver. Enemies, they are up in the air fourteen
miles and the balloon goes haywire. For the youngsters. (Jan.)
16

MUSIC inINthisTHE
AIR— musical
Fox.— Gloria
Swanson
returns
charming
as a tempestuous opera star in love with her leading man. John
Boles. Gay and tuneful.
(Jan.)

NIGHT ALARM — Majestic. — If you like to go to
you'llandget the
a three-alarm
this story
afires
firebug
mysterious thrill
blazes from
he starts.
Bruceof
Cabot and Judith Allen head the cast.
(Feb.)

•

LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE— RKO-Radio.
—BenA mystery
on aGallagher
murder that
didn't happen.
Lyon andbuilt
Skeets
are amusing.
Pert
Kelton is a fan dancer.
Story at fault. (Jan.)

•

NAUGHTY MARIETTA— M-G-M.— A thundering big melodious adventure picture, with lots of
romance and a story-book plot. You've never heard
singing lovlier than Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson •
Eddy give you in this Victor Herbert musical. (Apr.)

KE NTUCKY KE RN ELS— R KO- Radio.— Wheeler
and Woolsey as custodians ot a young heir, Spanky
McFarland, mixed up with a Kentucky feud, moonshine and roses. It's hilarious.
(Jan.)
*KID
MILLIONS— Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists. — A Cantor extravaganza complete
with hilarious situations, gorgeous settings, catchy
tunes and a grand cast. (Jan.)

- LIFE RETURNS— Universal.— The miraculous
operation that Dr. Robert E. Cornish performs on a
dog. restoring his life after death was pronounced,
would make a worthwhile short subject. But the
long introduction is boring.
(Apr.)

MURDER ON A HONEYMOON— RKO-Radin
— An amusing and intriguing mystery, with Edna
May Oliver as the intrepid female amateur detectivi
and
Jimmy Gleason
the slow witted inspector. Good
entertainment.
(Apr.)

MYSTERY WOMAN, THE— Fox.— Fairly interesting combination of romance and mystery concerning two spies, Gilbert Roland and John Halliday,
both in love with Mona Barrie. (March)

KANSAS CITY PRINCESS, THE— WarnersComedy, "so-called," about two manicurists (Joan
Blondell, Glenda Farrell) out to do some golddigging.
Not for children.
(Nov.)

LEMON DROP KID, THE— Paramount.— A
race-track tout goes straight for marriage and a baby.
Lee Tracv, Helen Mack, William Frawley, Baby
LeRoy, Minna Gombell, Henry B Walthall.
(Dec.)

MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCHParamount. — Interesting adaptation, with Paulin
Lord. ZaSu Pitts. W. C Fields and a host of other
fine players
(Nov.)

MY HEART IS CALLING— Gaumont British.—
If you like singing — lots of it — you will find this musical film a treat. Jan Kiepura, famous European
tenor, has a grand voice. But why didn't they let
Marta Eggerth sing more3
Sonnie Hale good. (Apr.)
MYSTIC HOUR, THE— Progressive.— Crookedest crooks, fightingest fights, tag with fast trains,
middle-aged hero, dastardly villain, his bee-ootiful
ward. But no custard pies. Montagu Love. .Charles
Hutchison, Lucille Powers.
(Dec.)

JEALOUSY— Columbia.— Watch George Murphy
if you go to see this picture about a prize fighter who
is inordinately jealous of his pretty wife. Nancy
Carroll, Donald Cook, Arthur Hold.
(March)

LAST WILDERNESS, THE— Jerry Fairbanks
Prod. — A most effective wild animal life picture.
Hasn't bothered
the sensational
melodramatic. Howardwith
Hill deadly
with bow and
and arrow.
(Dec.)

MISSISSIPPI— Paramount.— Plenty of music
lavish sets, a romantic story and picturesque southerrl
atmosphere make this pleasant entertainment will
Bing Crosby,
W. C. Fields, Joan Bennett and Gai
Patrick.
(Apr.)
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MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS HEAD, THE—
Universal. — As fine and important a picture as has
ever been made, with Claude Rains in a superb performance as the pacifist who was betrayed by an unscrupulous publisher. Joan Bennett, Lionel Atwill.
(March)
MARIE GALANTE— Fox.— Glaring implausibilities keep this from being a strong and gripping picture. But Ketti Gallian, a new French star, is lovely;
Helen Morgan sings sobbily, Ned Sparks and Stepin
Fetchit are funny, Spencer Tracy a nice hero. (Feb.)
MARINES ARE COMING, THE— Mascot— A
breezy mixture of comedy and romance with William
Haines as a Marine Corps lieutenant and Armida
pursuing him. Esther Ralston, Conrad Nagel, Edgar
Kennedy.
(March)
MAYBE IT'S LOVE— First National.— A rather
dull picture of the hardships of a young couple during the first six months of marriage. Ross Alexander
makes the young husband interesting. But Philip
Reed, Gloria Stuart and the rest of the cast are
hampered by their roles.
(Feb.)
MENACE — Paramount. — Mystery. Starts weak,
but picks up. and you'll be well mystified. A mad,
man threatens Gertrude Michael, Paul Cavanaghand Berton Churchill whom he blames for his
brother's suicide.
(Dec.)
•
MERRY
M-G-M.—
Operetta strikingWIDOW,
a new high THE—
in lavish
magnificence.
Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice Chevalier rate
honors for their performances.
(Nov.)
*THE
MIGHTY BARNUM— 20th Century
United Artists. — A great show, with Wallace
Beery, as circusman P. T. Barnum, in one of the best
roles of his career. Adolphe Menjou, Virginia Bruce,
top support.
(Feb.)
MILLION DOLLAR BABY— Monogram — Littie
Jimmy Fay is cute as the youngster whose parents
dress him in skirts and a wig and put him under contract to a movie studio as a second Shirley Temple.
(March)

NORAH O'NEALE— Clifton-Hurst Prod.— Dublin's Abbey Players, famous on the stage, fail in their
first movie. Lacks their spontaneity and charm on
the stage. (Jan.)
NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN, A— UniversalTop entertainment, and full of suspense, is this story
of a murderer (Charles Bickford) who lets suspicion
fall upon a woman (Helen Vinson) until he is trapped
by Attorney Onslow Stevens.
(Apr.)
NUT FARM, THE— Monogram.— What happens
when hicks arrive in the movie-city and outslick the
Hollywood slicker. Funny at times. Wallace Ford,
Betty Alden, Florence Roberts, Oscar Apfel. (Apr.)
ONE EXCITING ADVENTURE— UniversalStriving for suavity robs story of much charm. Neil
Hamilton reforms Binnie Barnes, who picks up
diamonds hither and thither. Has laughs, and Paul
Cavanagh, Eugene Pallette, Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.) \
ONE
HOUR
LATE— Paramount.— New-comer .
Joe Morrison steals the show.
Helen Twelvetrees,
Conrad Nagel, Arline Judge, all good in this spritcly
romance.
But(Feb.)
it's Joe and his sweet voice you 11
remember.
OUTCAST LADY— M-G-M.— Every cast member— including Constance Bennett. Herbert Marshall, Ralph Forbes, Hugh Williams — does his utmost.
But this rambling presentation of Michael Arlen s
"Green Hat" hampers their efforts. (Nov.)
OVER
NIGHT — Mundis
Distributing Corp.— I
Crook melodrama, but no suspense.
Story is telegraphed
ahead.
But,
it
has
engaging
Robert Donat
and beautiful Pearl Argyle.
(Dec.)

Garbo as
M-G-M.—
THE—
PAINTED
•
Marshall) in
(Herbert
a doctor
wife of VEIL,
the
cholera-ridden China. A betrayed passion for George
her real love is her husband, row- ;
teaches her
Brent drama.
(Jan.)
erful
BOY— Fox.— The
BAD
PECK'S
•
have enjoyed in days
of us
many
effectively screened. Jackie Cooper is
boy,' and Thomas Meighan is Mr. Peck.

story so
gone by,
the bad
(Nov.)

PERFECT CLUE. THE— Majestic. —Not too
expertly made, out this murder-drama society play
of them being contribhas its bright moments, most
performance ot
smooth (Feb.)
it il't
by Skeets Galla.'l,
David uted Manners
and Betty
Blyche.

Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
CONTINUED
PRESIDENT VANISHES, THE— Walter
Wanger-Paramount. — A sensational screen
•dilation of what would happen if the chief execute vanished in a crisis. Top-notch cast includes
ithur Byron, Edward Arnold, Janet Beecher,
[good Perkins. Intriguing and vital film fare. (Feb.)
PRINCESS CHARMING — Gaumont-British. —
[other version of the old story of the princess in
[tress. Only the lovely presence of Evelyn Laye
H handsome Henry Wilcoxon make this pleasant
'ugh entertainment.
(March)
PRIVATE LIFE OF DON JUAN, THE— United
lists. — Douglas Fairbanks is good as the gay
ithario, who is finally forced to give up balcony
mbing and settle down in the country* with his
tient wife.
Benita Hume, Binnie Barnes, Merle
n-rcm.
(March)
PURSUED — Fox. — Too hilariously melodramatu
be true.
Everyone,
including cast — Rosemary
|ues,st Pert
Kelton,
RussellthisHardiehave been
kiddingVictor
when Jory,
they made
picture

FROM PAGE
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SHADOW
OF DOUBT— M-G-M.— A bow to
Constance Collier, a grand old actress who gives a lift
to this involved murder mystery. Kicardo Cnitrz,
Virginia Bruce, Isabel Jewell, Regis Toomey, Arthur
Byron, Bettv Furness and others lend good support.
(Afir.)
SILVER
STREAK.
THE— RKO-Radio.— The
new streamline train is hero of this picture, gallantly
racing to Boulder Dam to save the lives of men and
to win Sally Blane for Charles Starrett. William
Farnum, Hardie Albright, Edgar Kennedy.
(Feb.)
SING SING NIGHTS— Monogram.— An interesting and well-sustained screen puzzle centering
about three people who confess singly to the murder
of munitions smuggler Conway Tearle.
(March)
6 DAY BIKE RIDER— First National.— Typical
Joe E. Brown, plus thrilling racing and good gags
City slicker Gordon Westcott steals Joe E.'s girl,
Maxine Doyle. But Joe E. outpedals Gordon and —
Frank McHugh good.
(Dec.)

TRAIL BEYOND, THE— Monogram —Supposedly aWestern, but — Anyhow, gorgeous scenery,
beautifully photographed. John Wayne, Verna
Hillie, Noah Beery, Robert Frazer, others.
(Dec.)
TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY-GO-ROUND —
United Artists. — Its galaxy of stars the chief drawing
power. There's a murder on shipboard, not so intriguing. Nancy Carroll and Gene Raymond the romantic interest. Radio stars abound.
(Jan.)
UNDER PRESSURE— Fox.— Victor McLaglen
and Edmund Lowe as sand hogs engaged in the dangerous business of cutting a tunnel under the East
River.
Exciting entertaiment.
(Apr.)
UNFINISHED SYMPHONY, THE— GaumontBritish. — The musical score alone — Franz Schubert's
compositions played by the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra — puts this on the must list for music
lovers.estingThe
film story of the musician's life is intertoo. (March)
WAGON WHEELS— Paramount— Familiar Zane
Grey Western plot. But there is a good song — and
Gail Patrick. Randolph Scott is hero; Monte Blue,
the villain. (Nov.)

I PURSUIT
OF HAPPINESS,
THE— Para
used
irmount. — Hinges on the long-gone custom
ng";
the firewoo
a Hessian
y War soldier
l lassd, in"bundli
tionar
dekea outColonia
Revolu
days.
ancis Lederer, Joan Bennett. Charles Ruggles.
,ary Boland. Barbara Barondess.
Very amusing

WAKE UP AND DREAM— Universal— A field
day for June Knight, Roger Pryor and Henry
Armetta,passeddespite
the late Russ Columbo's unsurvocalizing. (Nov.)

READY FOR LOVE — Paramount. — Amusing.
buld please entire family. Richard Alien, newsiper owner, mistakes Ida Lupino for the inamorata
' the town's leading citizen.
Marjorie Rainbeau.
ent Durkin. Beulah Bondi.
(Dec.)

WEDNESDAY'S
CHILD — RKO-Radio. — A
moving preachment against divorce. Edward Arnold
and Karen Morley. Frankie Thomas the child
victim. Should see him; he was in the stage play
(Dec.)

REDHEAD — Monogram. — Grace Bradley doesn't
!>scribe to the theory you shouldn't marry a man to
J'orm him. She does, and it works.
Bruce Cabot
to man.
(Dec.)

WEDDING
NIGHT,
THE — Sam GoldwynUnited Artists. — A tragic story, beautifully told, with
a powerful love theme concerning a Polish farm girl
and sensitive young novelist. Anna Sten and Gary
Cooper superb in the leads. Excellent support.
(Apr.)

RED HOT TIRES — First National. — If you care
r it.
automobile
racing,
withracing
crack-ups,
Lyle Talbot
is the
driver, there's
Mary plenty
Astor,
jankie Darro, Roscoe Karns.
(Apr.)

•
WE LIVE AGAIN— Samuel Goldwyn-United
Artists. — Tolstoi's "Resurrection" again. But
that simple story is given such a sincere humbleness
it plumbs your heart. Anna Sten, Fredric March,
and an excellent supporting cast give it to you. (Dec.)

RED MORNING— RKO-Radio.— The lovely
,esence of Steffi Duna is the only new thing in this
{:ture. Francis McDonald gives a good performice. Otherwise it's the old stuff of savages sneaking
;rough forests with poisoned spears, etc. (Feb.)
RETURN OF HANDU, THE— Principal— A
,ndu secret society must have an Egyptian princess
Taria Alba) for a sacrifice. Spookily thrilling. Bela
ligosi is Chandu. Good for the kids. (Jan.)
I
RICHEST GIRL IN THE WORLD, THE—
X RKO-Radio. — Miriam Hopkins does grand job
Hitle role, as girl who wants Joel McCrea to love her
r herself alone.
Fay Wray.
(Nov.)
ROCKY
RHODES— Universal.— Good fare for
'estern
fist fights and lots of fast
ling by devotees,
Buck Jones.with (Nov.)
ROMANCE
IN
MANHATTAN— RKOX Radio. — A well-nigh perfect screen play with
ancis Lederer as the immigrant lad who falls in love
th Ginger Rogers and wins her with the help of an
'ish cop, J. Farrell MacDonald. Excellent cast,
wless direction.
(Feb.)
RUGGLES OF RED GAP— Paramount.— Mary
inland, Charlie Ruggles, SaZu Pitts and Charles
mghton in a humorous, adventurous story about
i English valet who comes to America, to Red
,ip, (March
and poses
as a British Colonel. You'll enjoy
)
RUMBA — Paramount. — You'll like the native
■mba dancers, and George Raft and Carole Lom'trd do some smooth stepping. But the story is
ovious. (Apr.)
ST. LOUIS KID, THE— Warners.— Jimmy Cag■y, fast and breezy as the story, is a peppery truck
jiver in a milk strike.
Patricia Ellis is the love
,otif. (Jan.)
IL, SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE — United
\ Artists. — Leslie Howard at his best as a coura■Qus young Englishman posing as a fop in order to
scue French noblemen from the guillotine.
Merle
iberon lovely as his wife. A swift, colorful adventure
Im. (Apr.)
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS— Liberty— Life in a
irt's reform school, in the raw. Sidney Fox, Lois
;':lson, Paul Kelly try hard, but it's a wearisome
'-.rn just the same.
(Nov.)
SECRET
BRIDE,
THE— Warners.— Barbara
anwyck, Warren William, Grant Mitchell, Glenda
irrell and Arthur Byron are lost in the wordy maze
; this film's plot. (Slarch)
SECRETS
OF HOLLYWOOD— Scott-Merrich
pod. — An hour of howls watching
Eddie Lowe,
ally Beery, Enid Bennett, Florence Vidor and other
•terans in their nickelodeon days.
(Jan.)
L, SEQUOIA— M-G-M — A beautiful and amaz■> ing picture in which the life stories of animals
■'ing in the high Sierras will stir you more than any
iman drama. Jean Parker, Russell Hardie.
(Feb.)

WEST OF THE PECOS— RKO-Radio.— A good
Western, with lots of action of some clever comedy
situations. Richard Dix as the cowboy hero, Martha
Sleeper,
Louise
Eat
are all
A-l. Beavers,
(Feb.) Samuel Hinds and Sleep'n'
•
WHAT
WOMANof theKNOWS
—
M-G-M. — EVERY
Expert adaptation
James M.
Barrie play, brilliantly acted by Helen Hayes, Brian
Aherne and capable supporting cast. A sly, human
fantasy, delightfully real. (Nov.)
'Baby Garbo"
!s what they call Cora
Sue Collins on the M-G-M
Lot
STRANGE WIVES— Universal.— If you think
in-laws are a joke, see Roger Pryor's predicament
when he marries a Russian Princess (June Clayworth) and in walk in-laws Ralph Forbes, Cesar
Romero, Esther Ralston, Walter Walker, Valerie
Hobson.
(Feb.)
STUDENT TOUR— M-G-M.— A floating
used for a musical background. Charles
worth, Jimmy Durante, Phil Regan, Maxine
Nelson Eddy, Monte Blue, Florine McKinney.

college
ButterDoyle,
(Dec.)

SUCCESSFUL FAILURE, A — Monogram. —
William Collier becomes a philosopher of the air,
bringing fame and welcome cash to his surprised
family. Lucille Gleason, Russell Hopton, Gloria
Shea, William Janney.
(Dec.)
SWEET ADELINE— Warners.— Nice musical
entertainment with sweet melodies, lovely lyrics by
Jerome Kern, and charming Irene Dunne. Phil
Regan and Hugh Herbert are excellent.
(March)
SWEEPSTAKE ANNIE— Liberty.— A poor little
girl wins a fortune in a sweepstakes and finds plenty
of people to help her spend itl Quite an entertaining
little drama, in spite of a few limps. (March)
THAT'S GRATITUDE— Columbia.— An amusing story, written, directed and acted by Frank
Craven. Helen Ware, Arthur Byron, Mary Carlisle,
Charles Sabin in good support.
(Nov.)
THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW— Universal
— Frank Morgan '.urns in top-notch iob as taken-tor
granted father.
Binnie Barnes, Lois Wilson.
(Nov.)
365 NIGHTS
IN
HOLLYWOOD— Fox.— No
justice to its locale. Jimmy Dunn, a has-been
director, makes a comeback and wins leading lady
Alice Faye. Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant bright
spots. Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)
TOMORROW'S YOUTH — Monogram.— Dull.
Philandering husband John Miljan. Wife Martha
Sleeper. Other woman Gloria Shea. Near tragedy
to son, Dickie Moore.
He's touching.
(Dec.)

WHEN
A MAN
SEES RED— Universal.— Here
Buck Jones, as hard-riding and square shooting as
ever, finds himself appointed guardian of pretty
Peggy Campbell who inherits the ranch of which
Buck is foreman. Lots of chases, trick riding and
rescues.
(Feb.)
•
WHOLElumbia.— Edward
TOWN'SG. TALKING,
CoRobinson, as THE—
two other
men, gives his finest performance in a brilliant picture.
Excellent support by Jean Arthur.
(Apr.)
•
WHITE with
PARADE,
THE—
training,
a Cinderella
loveFox.—
story Nurses
involvingin
Loretta Young and John Boles. A heart-stirring picture. (Jan.)
WICKED
WOMAN,
A— M-G-M.— Good work
by the cast lifts this into interesting entertainment.
Mady Christians excellent as the woman who kills
her husband to save her family. Charles Bickford,
Jean Parker, Betty Furness top support.
(Feb.)
WINGS IN THE DARK— Paramount.— An aviation story with a heart. Grand performances by
Myrna Loy as a stunt flyer, and Gary Grant, her
blind aviator lover.
(Apr.)
WINNING TICKET, THE— M-G-M.— Comedy
capers cut by Ted Healy, Leo Carrillo and Louise
Fazenda over the disappearance of a winning sweepstakes ticket. (Apr.)
WITHOUT CHILDREN— Liberty.— Bruce Cabot and Marguerite Churchill let a siren break up
their home, but the youngsters, when they grow up.
reunite them.
The kids steal the show.
(Jan.)
WOMEN MUST DRESS— Monogram.— A nice
little domestic drama by Dorothy Reid, widow of the
still-beloved Wally. Interestingly handled; Minna
Gombell's performance is outstanding.
(Apr.)

.—
ME— Paramount
YOU BELONG
•
to outshine
Holt manages
David Jack TO
Master
troupers Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, Helen Morgan,
(Nov.)
though they are all in top form.
YOUNG AND
the array of 1Q34
it is Bill Haines'
weakness of plot.

BEAUTIFUL— Mascot.— Perhaps
Baby Wampas Stars and fact that
"comeback" will compensate for
(Nov.)
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is your Wonderful Bay

with that nice Princeton

boy over the Westchester hills, green
and misty . . . luncheon at the Ritz with
Paul and Frank and Leila . . . to the
matinee with Jud . . . then in Charlie's
plane to New Haven and that wonderful

breath is beyond reproach she gets nowhere. After all, halitosis (unpleasant
breath) is the unforgivable social fault.
The sought-after woman

. . . the popular

man . . . realizes it, and takes sensible pre-

caution against offending others. It's all
so easy . . .just a little Listerine morning
and night and before engagements. That
is your assurance that your breath is sweet,
be so popular! What's that you say . . . .
wholesome and agreeable. Listerine
It's not all luck? A little forethought and
common sense mixed in, you maintain
attacks fermentation, a major cause of
odors in the mouth,
. . . How right you are,
r. j. Do not make the mistake of asthen overcomes the
little Miss Charming.
suming that you never have halitosis.
odors themselves.
% * *
Due to processes of fermentation that
Lambert Pharmacal
go
on
even
in
normal
mouths,
halitosis
A girl may be pretty
visits everyone at some time or other.
and witty and appealCompany, St Louis,
The insidious thing about it is that
Missouri.
you never know when.
ing, but unless her

party where your partner will be a real
prince . . . What a lucky girl you are to

BEFORE

EVERY SOCIAL

ENGAGEMENT

USE LISTERINE.

.DEODORIZES

LONGER

■ But six brief years ago, on April 23, to be exact, that winsome
darling of the screen, Shirley Temple, was born. In that short span,
Little
Miss Temple has seven box-office hits to her credit, with "The
Gate/'
"Heaven's
finishing
now
is
She
latest.
Colonel" being the
and she is scheduled for the musical hit, "Daddy Long Legs

■ Spring has come!

Birds are singing, soft winds are blowing, and

here's Rochelle Hudson lovely as a flower in a spring-time frock!
Rochelle is always fresh as a daisy and just as pretty — even though
she's been carrying a terrific load of work on those slim shoulders
lately. Her next is the Fox musical version of "Daddy Long Legs'

■ Hollywood waits breathlessly while Connie makes up her mind!
After that hard-boiled newspaper man, Gable, led her through
decided she
the paces in "After Office . Hours," Miss Bennett picture
with a
needed a vacation — maybe. Or perhaps another
different type of role. We'll see. In the meantime, Constance rests

Ten months ago, Dick severed his movie connections aftei
eighteen years of continuous work as a leading man. His nexi
picture, he said, would be hand-picked, and he'd take his time
Now Paramount has come along with "Four Hours to Kill," frorr
the stage success,
"Small
Miracle,"
and Dick's right in there

HOTOPLAY
o s e -U p s
a n d

Long-Shots

KATHRYN

WHEN

DOUGHERTY

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences pinned orchids on

"It Happened One Night" and on the stars of that production as well —
Claudette Colbert and Clark Gable — for the best film and acting of 19.34,
their selections indicated a real understanding of the purpose of the cinema;
namely, entertainment.
Symbolic photography, "artistic" lighting, propaganda, and a morbid theme —
matters so dear to "the intellectuals" — have little meaning to the normal-minded.
When they go to a picture genuine Americans want to see their own healthy
interests and emotions reflected. And that's just what they got in "It Happened
One Night." The picture is still going around, so, if you missed it, you have yet
a chance to enjoy it, as millions of others have done. The story has the undefinable
charm that immortalized such novels as "Little Women," "David Copperfield,"
and "Huckleberry Finn."
Incidentally, for the first time in its history, the Academy gave its award for the
best picture, the best acting and the best direction to the same film, Director Frank
Capra receiving his share of these several honors.
The Academy itself seems entitled to some special mention for its clear-sighted
recognition of what constitutes excellent screen fare.

THE afternoon before the Award banquet Norma Shearer and Claudette Colbert
were having tea together.
" I haven't any more chance of winning it than the man in the moon," laughed
Claudette.
"Nor I," laughed Norma.
"Then let's toast the winner with a cup of tea," Claudette suggested. They
poured the cups.
"To Bette Davis," they chorused.
That night, of course, Claudette carried home the little gold statuette.

C AMUEL

GOLDWYN

believes he has discovered the secret of successful screen

stories. It's all in getting a good writer.
Says he: "I have signed up Rachel Crothers under an arrangement which is
simply revolutionary — one thousand dollars advance on her next story and the
rest straight royalties."
Well, he picked a Broadway winner, at any rate. Miss Crothers has been ringing the bell as a playwright these thirty years.
Mr. Goldwyn elucidates the disadvantages of the wonted Hollywood procedure.
Unknown writers, he explains, are accepted too frequently on their press-agents'
valuation.
A writer may be signed for a twenty-week period at one thousand
23

dollars a week.
When the contract is nearly up the press-agent repeats on some
other unsuspecting producer.

iR. GOLDWYN concedes that "they may have written
'Arriving in Hollywood, they're rushed to an office and told
story in a couple of days. They can't do good work in that time
in their own way, paid according to the value of their product,

a wonderful play.
to produce a good
. . . Left to produce
the good ones will

M'

produce good stuff and the bad ones will have to go back to their plows."
Mr. Goldwyn evidently believes, like the critic in George Bernard Shaw's "Fannie's First Play," "If it's a good author it's a good play." But his idea is fundamentally sound. An expert and conscientious playwright left to his own devices
is, in the nature of things, far more likely to repeat a success than is a harried hack.

PRINTED criticism and comment upon motion pictures have almost achieved
the position of a major industry in this country, so numerous are they. Many
writers seem to know nothing of, or entirely ignore, such delightful comedy as "It
Happened One Night," such spirited musicals as "Roberta" and "Sweet Music."
They give grudging praise to masterpieces like "David Copperfield" or "The
Little Minister."
Don't they realize that there are fewer picture flops than stage flops; that there
are more uplifting, heartening screen than static plays; as much "art" in films as
there is in the theater?
The following editorial, quoted from Motion Picture Herald is enlightening, with
reference to this subject:

'ACROSS the land are some two thousand-and-odd persons with access to
^^printers' ink who are willing to commit themselves to print with opinions
about our art and industry. In a fashion, the repute of this industry is made by
what they say. Examination of their printed comment reveals that few of them
see pictures, but that many, many of them, being typical editorial writers, rewrite and comment upon what someone else has written, or more likely, rewritten.
"Now the painful fact is that the problems of the motion picture arise not so
much from the persons who see them as from the persons who read about them.
Continually we are confronted by opinions on pictures, on block booking, on censorship, on this and that by persons who get their entire information from what
somebody said in somebody's paper about what somebody wrote about what he
heard from somebody.
Meanwhile there is a theater in his town."

/"^VER in England — an actress — they wouldn't say who — is waiting in vain for
^-^Ben Hecht and Charlie MacArthur.
It happened this way: The two boys called on Noel Coward to ask him to take
a role in a picture, the script of which they were writing. When the three came
out of the huddle the original ideal — and, incidentally, the English actress — had
been forgotten.
Instead, they had formulated "Miracle on 49th Street," with Coward
principal role, now being filmed at the Astoria Studios, New York.

\ A /HILE the B. E. F. (British Expeditionary
with its films, the homeland is vigorously
our occupation of British theaters.
Two leading companies are reported to have
million dollars to gain control of these houses.

in the

Force) continues to bombard us
endeavoring to countermaneuver
raised a war chest of seventeen
They do not expect to throw out

American-made films, but they do expect to get a better break in the home business.
Further grievance is the claim that, in some instances, half of an English picture
house's revenue goes to the American film companies.
Apparently British enterprise, slow but sure, thinks it has found a way to reduce
American aggressiveness in its own markets.
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Ihe New Strearri'Lined

MAE

WEST

by SUSAN

HARTWELL

t brief two years ago Mae West
ied the feminine contours of
'orld when she swept across

inematic heavens
i Hun

in "She

Wrong."

i' the versatile Mae

is about

c the same thing again, to the
At of the fashion designers and
gions of feminine and mascu:ins. But this time she's offerstream- lined silhouette instead
le full -rounded curves of two
sis ago.
i 11 part of the radical change
: ■ character Miss West portrays
r newest Paramount Picture,
lib' to Town." No longer
» : a swaggering gal of the Gay
ities; this time she is the peri cation of the spirit of 1935.
tWestian curves are still there,
( urse, but they are streamlined
le modern manner.
1 the story and background of
m to Town" offers just as
1 contrast to her previous

7 les as the Mae West of 1935
£ to the Mae West of 1933.
1 fashionable spots of smart,
:nt-day society — Long Island,
. . and Buenos Aires, Argentina,
• istance — replace the Bowery of
B Nineties and gay spots of New
r ms a generation ago as the set-

by Paul Cavanaugh,

1 or the action of her new picture.

suavest of suave Anglo -American
actors and Ivan Lebedeff, ace of

' her leading men have under-

the heel -clicking, hand- kissing,
heart -smashers.

' a radical change. Gone are
< nze-fighters and gamblers of an
- era; instead honors are shared

So watch out for the New Mae West.
She is going to set a new standard
(Advertisement)

in entertainment, in wise-cracks, in
fashions and in the feminine form
divine when Paramount's "Goin'
to Town" reaches the screens of
the world.

Th

Gir

They Tried
To Forget
Everyone

but

Bette

Davis

raised

a hullabaloo about Belle's being
almost left out when
the Motion
Picture

/tcademv

made

its

awards

THE least disturbed by all that thunder in the West— still
reverberating — over the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences' annual awards is that little blonde center-ofit-all, Bette Davis.
She's the least disturbed by the fact that the Academy gave her
belated recognition for the dramatic greatness she uncovered
in her characterization of the cruel, destroying Mildred in "'Of
Human Bondage," because she cares least about such honors.
Not that she isn't appreciative of the startling flood of indignation with which her staunch supporters inundated the
august Academy, nor is she unaware of the fact that a stirring
write-in campaign to put her in her rightful place was made and
which brought about the "special award."
But, Bette just doesn't give a hoot about such things. As a
matter of fact, Bette wasn't even in town when the repercussions began to echo the length and breadth of Cinemaland.
She was away on her idea of a perfectly marvelous vacation.
She was five hundred miles north of Hollywood, up towards
San Francisco, in a roadside auto camp with her husband, frying his morning eggs, burning the toast, and worrying far more
about her Scottie, which had a boil on its ear, than about the
even more painful irritation the Academy had started.
Bette isn't even a member of the Academy. In fact, she has
never attended one of the annual Award Banquets at which that
congress hands out gold statuettes to various screen artists —
including one actor and one actress — saying, in effect, "You're
the top. This means that in 1934 you delivered the best
individual acting performance on the screen."
BUT this year — well, it was rather taken for granted that
Bette would be at least one of the select three to be nominated in accordance with a custom that has endured since the
Academy was born. But Bette wasn't even nominated. You
remember those nominated were Norma Shearer, Grace Moore
and Claudette Colbert, with the final award going to Miss
Colbert. And no one will honestly question that final choice,
for "It Happened One Night" was grand entertainment — an
excellent story with acting that superbly sustained it. No, I
think no one is quarreling with the decision, but here is the
question that has been raised: why, when nominations were
26

under consideration, the mental lapse, not only as concern
Bette Davis, but also with regard to Myrna Loy, who climaxe
a year of exceptional achievement with her engaging brillianc
in "The Thin Man"? And why were Robert Donat's "Coun
of Monte Cristo," and George Arliss' " Rothschild " overlooked
The howls, were, however, the loudest concerning the allegei
slight to Bette, who is neither "politically" strong nor eve
has been handed too much prestige in Hollywood.
Hollywood championed her so vigorously that for a while th(
whole town seemed to be one giant indignation meeting. Edi
torials, articles, telegrams, telephone calls bombarded the aus
tere Academy until, I am sure, like the bewildered author ir
"Once In a Lifetime," its members eventually concluded thai
"It couldn't all be a typographical error."
EVEN my postman lingered the other morning on the doorstep and pushed back his cap from a puckered brow.
" My son and I have been talking about this Academy nearly
passing up Bette Davis. It's a darn outrage," he said heatedly,
"and I think Photoplay ought to give 'em the devil!"
What my postman failed to notice was that the Academy,
possibly for the second time in its career, had already experienced a goodly dose of "the devil." And it started early, on
the posting of the nominations, because after a few days of being
on the receiving end of unleavened brickbats, it took pains to
announce that the voting for the main award would be free for
all. That's when the write-in campaign for Bette started,
followed, sometime later, by the "special award" for Bette.
Heretofore, in case you don't know, each acting member of
the organization was supposed to have three votes. The three
resulting nominations closed the voting — tight.
Not because Bette Davis needed any extra champions. The
woods were full of 'em. It was because Photoplay knew it
would be interesting to see how Hollywood's Number One
Forgotten Woman felt about suddenly becoming the object of
Hollywood heated affections that I dashed on a thousand-mile
round trip jaunt to the auto camp, to see her. This auto camp
was just south of San Francisco, where Bette, whose weekly pay
check does her very, very nicely, was keeping house for her lord
and master, Harmon O. Nelson, in Spartan simplicity.

[[tte Davis and her hust!nd, Harmon
O. Nelson,
3 in Spartan simplicity in
auto camp south of San
fancisco — and it's no gag
e was blissfully unaware
housands were yowling
cause the Academy for-

t her Mildred when makthe

annual

awards

em's work is near-by and
[Itte has a quaint idea that
jr place is with him. She
bws too he won't be supfrted by a movie-star wife

ie's been forgotten bere! Besides, she's busy
joying life with Ham,
rning how to broil lamb
ops and make the toast

It

%

«*
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s only fair to confess herewith that I, pretty much in
non with all the rest of Hollywood, had regarded this auto
b business with a jaundiced eye.
ter all, when a Hollywood actress cashes a check for three or
| figures of the best every week, and then chooses to stop
■finitely at an auto court, it's news — such unnatural news
' it stirs suspicions of a publicity "gag."
|it it just happens that the Nelsons live on a budget predi1 both on Bette's income and Harmon's income, which last,
;>urse, is not movie money.
When she's not working, she
on his paycheck, and, I might truthfully add — loves it.
lam," as she calls him, heads an orchestra in a nearby
t club, and Bette has a quaint conviction that a wife's
i is with her husband.

She greeted me wearing slacks, and the worried look of a lady
whose Scottie is a surgical problem.
I remembered talking to Bette Davis right after "Of Human
Bondage" had been released. Like everyone else, I had been
tremendously impressed with the genius she had revealed in
painting Mildred, that vicious, anaemic little trollop of Somerset Maugham's play. Rather reverently I had asked her what
in the world had happened to her to give such a performance.
And she answered, "Nothing."
So I should have been prepared for her rejoinder when I
informed her importantly, as if [please turn to page 121 ]

• Some call her a second Marie Dressier.
That's all bosh! She's a
first Constance Collier!

Her

name

%% li i B«» she

is Constance
has

been

an

Collier*
actress

and
since

she -was a child, she is scarcely
known
outside lew York; in that
city

and

in London

ered one of the
and

popular

she

most

persons

is consid-

remarkable
on

the

stage

A
MIDDLEAGED

WOMAN

RAN

IFyou do not live in New York or London, it is possible you
have never heard of Constance Collier.
This will be remedied as soon as you see "Shadow of
Doubt," her first M-G-M picture; in fact, after you see that,
you'll never forget her. She plays Aunt Melissa, a plausibly
regal grande dame, and she runs away with the show. She
gathers up the honors nonchalantly with her train, as Constance
Collier (with or without train) has been gathering honors most
cf her life.
Because she is a woman in middle years who plays character
roles, some silly persons have mentioned her as a second Marie
Dressier. Bosh! She's a first Constance Collier! Marie
Dressier herself would have been the first to say so. Each has
a distinctly different personality and technique, although they
did play the same role in "Dinner at Eight" — Miss Collier
being the original of the part in the New York production.
Anything written about a woman who stirs the imagination
as does Constance Collier is bound to be filled with extravagant
phrases.

28

So let's begin right now by saying she is the most

AWA^f

formidable woman ever to endow pictures with her present
Not the formidable that frightens you. Mercy, no! 1
formidable which is undaunted by opposition or adversity, a
which makes one regard her accomplishments and her life wi
respect. Respect without fear. She has been so valuable to 1
undertakings, to her friends, and to the theater.
She is a superb actress, a writer of real distinction, a produc
of successful plays — and a woman whose gallant gestures ha
enriched the theater.
Noel Coward, her friend of long standing, writes the prefa
to Miss Collier's book, "Harlequinade." Here are three reve;
ing paragraphs by Mr. Coward which give an intimate pictu
of the woman who wrote that brilliant life-story:
" Constance Collier in America seems to go native more the
oughly than at home, her suite at the hotel being generally
shambles of critics, musicians, actors, producers, leading ladit
animals and tea-cups, with herself presiding from the bed in
pink dressing-gown, with a dog in one hand and a cigarette
the other.

CLARENCE

A/ITH

THE

''She has a whole-hearted passion for animals which is exi'ssed in a strange particular voice reserved exclusively for
i'ses, parrots, monkeys, dogs or cats which she may happen
have by her at the moment.
Animated, probably subcon;)usly, by some queer nomadic instinct, she invariably travels
ler own atmosphere, consisting of silk cushions, tea-pots, hot
ter bottles, books, coffee percolators and live stock, and she
i be viewed placidly surrounded by all of it within half an
ir of her arrival, anywhere.
'Constance Collier, as a person, possesses all the range and
iety appropriate to an actress of her reputation."
That is a quick comprehensive view from close range.
>he came to America this last time, at the persuasion of Louis
Mayer and an M-G-M contract. She has had a great and
i influence on the English stage and she also occupies an
'iable position in the social picture.
ifet she gives not the slightest hint of social imiousness.
She would scorn to trade on the fact
Lt princes are known to her by their first names.
I»

SINCLAIR

BULL

SHOW
She prefers to talk, blithely and with pride, of early days in
cheap theatrical lodgings when her mother was a clog-dancer
and pantomimist in second companies. Of her Portuguese
grandmother, Madame Leopoldine Collier, who brought one of
the first ballets to England. When Constance was three years
old, she was "turned out at the bar." All her family were
dancers. Her mother and uncle were the "Child Wonders" of
the music halls at six and eight.
Her father was an extremely clever actor who only remained
on the stage a few years. Constance was born while her mother
was on tour, in lodgings on Windsor Hill. When her mother
had to be on the stage, she wrapped the baby in blankets and
left her to kick among the make-up on her dressing-table. So
she has always adored the peculiar smell of grease-paint and
dressing rooms.
[ please turn to page 106 ]
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HE MADE
Charles

Bntterworlh

right

into

when

he

the

office

the

big

began
water

wem

monei

talking

t<

coolei

Roland Young was an artist (he still cartoons ;
bit). Charlie Ruggles' mother raised her boy t<
be a doctor. Edward Everett Horton, although
never active in any outside profession, startec
with the best of intentions by attending Columbk
University. Most rough-and-ready comedians
on the other hand, come into the studio, or tht
theaters, or the circus tents at an early age
For example. Eddie Cantor at thirteen. Joe E
Brown at nine, Buster Keaton as soon as he coulc
walk. Oliver Hardy is an exception to this rule.
Like
in-law.Butterworth, he is a full-fledged graduateBAIL

But to get back to Charlie's newspaper career.
His stay in the Chicago field was not a protracted
pay high for his peculiar talents.
He knows
his box-office value
one. The stuff he wrote for his paper was good
enough.
He could describe a fire in a laundry
with just the dull finish the event demanded.
But the South Bend curse was still on him. He
would recite his monologues to the city editor; and the city
IFyou were a young mother and woke up to find on your
editor didn't care for monologues, especially Charlie's dead-pan
pillow a baby with a face like Charles Butterworth's, how
would you feel?
kind, so he told Charlie to go away and not bother him or the
I put this question the other night to a Beverly Hills matron.
paper any more. He even suggested a place for Charlie to go.
Her answer was brief — and conclusive:
The boy had spirit, though. He wouldn't go to that place,
"Sunk!"
yet. And he wouldn't go back to Indiana.
He'd gotten an
Charlie's mother was apparently of sterner stuff. She was a
LL.B. there once; there's no telling what he might catch this
Butterworth — at least, her husband was — of the South Bend
time. So he took a New York train that didn't stop at Elkhart
Butterworths.
So she sent the boy to Notre Dame.
— there was one, but it's been taken off — to get himself a job
The wan young man did not become a Four Horseman of the
on the stage. There was a stage in New York, then — all the
Football Apocalypse. The Rockne influence has never been
good actors hadn't emigrated to Hollywood.
In fact, there
a dominant one in his life. He adopted the quieter, but perwere
altogether too many good actors in New York to suit
Charlie.
haps no less dangerous practice of writing monologues and
Since coming to Hollywood

in

1930,

Charlie has made

the studios

reciting them in his bleak, colorless voice to all and sundry
who could not get away. Otherwise, he was a credit to his
mother, and also to his father, Charles, Senior, a physician
who had felt some of the highest brows and taken some of the
fastest pulses in South Bend.
Charlie emerged from Notre Dame an LL.B., which means
Bachelor of Laws, which means he was all set to be a lawyer.
But he wasn't. He passed his bar exams just to show he could,
and joined the Indiana Bar Association just to show there was
no hard feeling. But monologuing was his profession; so he
decided to write pieces for the papers, where nobody could
answer him back. He got himself a job on the Chicago American from a man who had never heard him monologue. And
everything looked just fine for
a literary career for Charles E.
Butterworth, Notre Dame, '23.
Funny, but most polite
comedians start life in some
more or less polite profession.
30
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In desperation, he turned once more to newspaper work,
first on the suburban Mount Vernon Argus and later on the
metropolitan New York Times. But once a monologuist always
a monologuist. When he finally managed to rustle himself a
week's booking, with promise of more weeks to come, on a
small-time vaudeville circuit, he promptly threw up his job
with the Times. But the additional weeks did not materialize.
It seems that a comedian wasn't a comedian on this circuit
unless he continually slap-sticked and fell down and went
boom.

At first, Charlie thought that his audiences just happened to
be composed exclusively of city editors; in fact, he clung
fondly to the idea through Friday and part of Saturday but
Saturday night, with the help
of
the manager, Charlie be^= B» ■ sc a 4 1%
came convinced that the American public, in general, was not
ready for the doleful agonized
type of humor he so longed to
COLLIUS

: FORTUNE by LOOKING
■use. This was before 1929, when the country was not yet
>] -conscious.
■paving failed at both acting and newspapering, Charlie
■that face of his back to Broadway, and started to look
me honest work. He found it at last, a secretary's job,
t ' office of J. P. McEvoy, author, columnist, most affluent
r llywood scenarists, who was then turning out sketches for
otway musical shows. McEvoy didn't really need a
xjary. He, himself, writes all day with both hands. Some
Me has a pair of educated feet that write all night. But
Piad been to South Bend, too, so he gave Dead Pan Charlie
ofor the sake of dear old Notre Dame,
ivent right on producing his current
U "Americana."
[Iirlie had learned his lesson. He
n recite any monologues to McEvoy.
t'vhen Mac was out, which was most
Ee time, Charlie practiced his stuff on
Swivel chairs and the autographed
^graphs and the water cooler — esily on the water cooler. One morn; > hile he was addressing the cooler,
pg believe it was a Rotary Club in full
i1 eon, Richard Herndon, backer of the
toy show, came on him unawares.
larlie was going strong.
In the dry,
iiint, pained manner which has since
}ne familiar to millions of movie fans,
Jis proposing for election to Rotary a few of his personal
■ There were, for example, the "moth
ball designer,"
:}he "meat costumer," and the "step tacker," and the "bear
Optician," all of whom Charlie said had "risen to the top
iieir respective professions," and were therefore eligible
nembership in the club.
It was good stuff, Herndon
*ht, and the way the boy did it was still better stuff. Five
; tes later, Herndon was on the telephone talking to Buttery's boss.
'fou're crazy! " McEvoy told him.
ifou just come over here and see if I'm crazy," Herndon
ied.
jcEvoy came. Not, he afterward confessed, because he had
[slightest hope that his sad-eyed, anaemic young office
pant could actually be funny, but because Dick Herndon
supplying "Americana" with whatever financial stability
,>how could boast. Butterworth, scared stiffer than usual
:he presence of his boss and the prospect of losing still
iher job, was even better than he had been before the water

DUMB!

pr.
struck a note of pathos that day," Charlie remarks as he
the story, "which I have never quite reached since."
esult : when the curtain went up on the big scene of " Ameri-

I" feeling of kinship with
have been
in just those

Butterworth
is because
predicaments
he gets

we
into
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cana," the audience beheld a Rotary luncheon in silent and
solemn session. The lunchers weren't flesh-and-blood actors,
but dummies — the kind ventriloquists use in their acts, only
with long, pallid faces instead of bright and grinning ones.
Presently, with an awkwardness which might well have been
the result of the pulling of a string or the turning of a crank,
the dumbest of the dummies rose and made a bow. It was
Charlie.
Nobody in that hard-boiled first night audience knew who
he was. His name was so far down in the list of players that
it would take a divining rod to find it. But as the hesitant,
almost apologetic newcomer went into his water cooler routine
and agonized through six halting, painful nominations of deserving fellow-townsmen, with a simulation of suffering which
made not a few of his hearers writhe with sympathetic understanding and sent the rest off into spasms of uncontrollable
laughter, that strange world which was Broadway knew that
another star comedian had come to town.
Charlie was happy — in a grim, Butterworthian way. He had
at last found someone who would listen to his monologues,
about two thousand somebodies a night throughout the long
run of "Americana" and its successor, "Allez Oop!" In the
latter show, he scored tremendously in that now classic blackout "Alone At Last," and, although still out-ranked in the billing, cornered the best notices. Then came "Good Boy," the show
which featured Eddie Buzzell and Helen Kane, the "but-dut-de
-dut" and "vo-do-de-o" and "boop-boop-a-doop" girl. Butterworth was cast as a painfully moral country lout, whose chief
function was to stalk disapprovingly through the proceedings,
recurrently raising his hands to heaven and remarking wanly,

"Oh, the pity of it!" Buzzell was good; Miss Kane, on he'
performance, speedily rated stardom; but again the Notr
Dame monologuist ran away with the show. Then cam.
"Sweet Adeline," the Broadway production, of course, am
finally, pictures.
Although Butterworth was a success in films from his ven
first production — it was "The Life of the Party," starrin;
Winnie Lightner — he was by no means the immediate sensa
tion that he had been on the stage. Perhaps it was because thi
pictures, with their break-neck speed, gave him fewer chance
for the long, halting, agonized soliloquies for which he wa
famous. A less shrewd performer would have changed hi;
style, yielded to the director's repeated urgings to put more per.
into his work, and become just another Hollywood comedian
But Charlie was too smart to do that.
Gradually, the picture magnates realized that Charlii
wasn't as dumb as he looked, and gave him more and more o
the opportunities his own style of work required. His soliloqm
over his flute on the ladder in Chevalier's "Love Me Tonight'
was the first of such opportunities; his recitative monologu<
to his horse in " The Night is Young" is a more recent instance
These specialities which Butterworth has the rare knack o
weaving into both the plot and the character he is playing
become the highlights of any picture.
In his private life, Charlie isn't so dumb, either. You heai
wild stories of his pranks just as you do of all the comedians
To listen to the press agents, you might think that Joe E
Brown, one of Hollywood's quietest and most serious younj
men, never entered a drawing room except with a hand-spring
and that the highly intellectual
[ please turn to page 120

Could you bid a fond farewell to your lover that' convincingly with so large an audience? It doesn't seem to bother
Miriam Hopkins or Alan Mowbray. They are playing a dramatic scene in Pioneer Pictures', RKO release, all-color production, "Becky Sharp."
The "audience" comprises twenty-three technicians necessary for photographing the two people
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REYES

SHOULD
RINKING
»F

ORANGE

A

EQUIRE
GALLON
JUICE!

REHEARSING

• Edward Arnold can wear as many diamonds as Jim
Brady even if he can't drink as much orange juice. Jim himself tossed off a gallon without blinking an eye! Arnold,
who closely resembles the Brady of the gay nineties, plays
the role of the famous figure in Universal's "Diamond Jim"
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CAL YORK'S

GOSSIP

some obscure reason, the quoting of odds and
FbyOR winning
race horses is banned over the radio.

prices paic

When the fabulously rich Santa Anita $100,000 handicap wa.
run off near Hollywood recently, the entire world was pretu
much agog to hear what the winning thoroughbred, Azucar
paid off in the machines.
The announcer skipped the vital figure, as instructed. Bu
Ben Bernie and Al Jolson were sitting near the microphone.
"What did Azucar pay?" yelled Bernie.
"Twenty-eight, sixty," yelled Jolson.
And an invisible army of radio listeners breathed an inaudible
"Thanks."
IT was one of those moments in the day when even a moving
picture director's nerves are a bit frayed from coping will:
crowds of extras and innumerable important details of making
a picture.
Cecil B. DeMille sat relaxed in his canvas megaphone throne
on "The Crusades" set and mopped his brow. A prop man
approached him.
"Mr. DeMille," he ventured timidly, "the falcons are getting sleepy."
DeMille looked up wearily. "What do you want me to do,"
he snapped, "croon to them?"
N impressionable (and very hot) Spaniard arrived in town the other day,
with just one thing on his mind. He
wanted to meet one of our celebrated
platinum blonde stars and receive
a signed picture from her. After
pestering the studio for days, he
was given the promise of a
photograph — a beeeg one — but
it didn't arrive.

Frankenstein's choice of a
lady is Elsa Lanchester (Mrs.
Charles Laughton), who is
cast opposite Boris Karl off in
the

When

"Bride of Frankenstein"

l getS atioisns stil
CI
rber
KAY FR
reve
from her
tingAN
fateful party . . . First, she had
two reporters tossed out who were there
to cover an assignment — not to crash the
party. Then, after all the publicity about
how she bravely went through the ordeal with a
high fever and a well developed attack of influenza but-theshow-must-go-on, a mean old health officer failed to see it that
way. . . He wrote her a lengthy reprimand about how people
with flu ought to stay in bed and not go around spreading
germs — and if her guests didn't care, perhaps the people they
would expose to contagion might care . . . Winding up with
words about "gross negligence." Then, to top it all, Kay failed
to show up at the big Warner studio party, at which every
actor on the lot, even Paul Muni who never goes any place,
put in an appearance.
And so Kay, you can readily see, is in the dog house plenty
for the time being . . .

Pals in New York think nothing of it when Irvin S. Cobb
appears in a knee-length smock, his writing habit. But
Cobb's

costume
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causes

a

stampede

out

in

Hollywood

cameramen

intruded

to photograph
Dolores
Del.
Rio, her dogs, Michael (left)
and
Faultless of Blighty were
all set to tear right after them
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I agine his enthusiasm to behold the object of his affection
1 2 Victor Hugo, where he was dining. Approaching boldly,
I quested the photograph. She assured him it would arrive
ir:diately. Sure enough, bright and early next morning,
e it was, autographed, and affectionately.
5— half an hour later, another was delivered, autographed,
it'ilso affectionately, in an entirely different hand! A call
ie studio brought the information (and some quick thinkgsays we) that she had signed the last one with her left
ii' ! And the nice guy was perfectly satisfied — twice as pleased,
> oubt.
rOY were bringing the monster's wife to life in "Bride of
Iinkenstein," and if you remember the formula in the
i,iial chiller, you'll recall that the event is attended by
tiles of lightning and all sorts of startling electrical phenomena.
'iiis surged and darted and thundered about the body of
I: Lanchester while the cameras whirled and twirled about,
'hen it was all over, Boris
a;off, watching from the
tines, muttered through
I lake-up, " Well, this isn't
nirst time that the proper
runt of sparking brought
Rman to life."
RLK. KITCHEN, noted
'ar correspondent, who
na recently acted as a peace
[|.sary in the Mary Pick:'-Douglas Fairbanks mis:erstandings (in fact, he
ieled to Europe and got
-g to come back for the
I effort at a get-together)
|als the spell of Hollyid in an experience he had
[Jew York just before he
e to the Coast.
itchen had occasion to
') in at the Metropolitan
ra House. There he greethe girl at the telephone
, chboard. Although she
officiated at that post for
jPast twenty years or more,
had known the operatic
(its of that span — Caruso,
razzini, Galli-Curci and
>ipany — the walls of her
e niche were bare of the
ill autographed pictures.
s he left, the telephone
hailed him, saying she
erstood he was on his way to Hollywood.
ded.

Charles Wesley

Ruggles (left) had a

birthday party, and among the guests
were the Crosby twins, being held by
Arline
Judge,
and
Gary
Crosby
While

Jean

Harlow

was

rehearsing

a scene for "Reckless," Tom Evans
(Madge's brother) snapped a picture
Randy Scott, Mrs. Astaire and Fred
celebrated the completion of "Roberta" with a party at the Trocadero
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Would you do me a favor?'' she asked wistfully. "Would
send me an autographed picture of a star to hang in my
:e?"
I'll try." said Kitchen.
"Whom would you like?"
Mae West," said the telephone girl.
iE scene was the players' bench of a recent professional footall game between the Chicago Bears and the New York
nts in Los Angeles.
Red" Grange sat on the bench. He was there to draw the
wds. He might run off a play or two, but he sat there so
35

Jack LaRue says if picture
making were all like this, a
chair and a footstool at every
turn, life would be one sweet
without
a sour note!

Janet Gaynor drops in on
Shirley Temple for a bit of
chit chat on the Fox lot and
it would seem that it is plenty
interesting
and
funny,
too

people would pay to hope to
see him play.
As he sat, I saw a small boy
hovering around him. He was
holding an autograph book and
a pencil. More than anything else he wanted to have
the signature of the "Galloping Ghost." He waited and
waited. Finally, he managed
to edge up to Grange and ask
him to take off a second or two
and scribble his name.

watch their favorite sport. Inone box sat Will Rogers and
his friend Irvin Cobb, the humorist.
In a chukker intermission I|
saw two tots clamber up to the
famous pair. One was about;
seven, the other around five.
"Hello, girls," said Will,
grinning a grin as wide as an i
Oklahoma prairie. " What can
They
held out autograph
I do
for you?"
books, tongue-tied.
"Sure," chuckled Will, en-

"Red" Grange shook his
head. The little boy edged
away, heartbroken.
MOW
I want to shift the
scene to the Riviera Polo
Field. It was Sunday and all
the screen stars were out to

Wally Ford and his Great
rable that when Wally went
"Hot News" company, he
so that he could be near

gaging them in conversation
while he wrote out an elaborate
Dane, Dick, are so insepaautograph. How old were they?
Did they like polo? Could
on location with Columbia's
they ride a horse?
rode in one of the trucks
He was honestly enjoying the
his boon pal.
Some pal!
visit, and his treatment of those I
two kids was actually sweet.
At the end he said, "Do you know who I
this man is?"
They
"He's didn't.
Mr. Cobb," said Will, "Mr. Irvin
Cobb, the writer. And listen, he's a big
man in more ways than one," he grinned.
"You ought to have his autograph too." |
I don't know that all of this proves any- :
thing. Except it struck me as singular
that one who for business reasons should
have
didn't been
have obliging
to was. wasn't — and one who

Just about ready for the glorious person
of Marion Davies, that by now noted
bungalow of hers as it has been set up
on the Warner lot. And, it may be
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added,

this

is only

a

"dressing

rcorn'

'lide, Scotty, Slide!"
The
|r member
of the "Our
(ang"
comedies'
baseba
cib goes home on a tight
jay, and, finally, makes it

Here's Scotty again, with
plenty on the ball, and it zips
over the plate for a strike —
and a put out. He prefers

XX DVORAK doesn't particularly care if the world
1 iiws she makes her own hats.
mat would probably annoy
ltr would be if it got around
tlit she goes swimming in the
i'ogether. . . It's her own pool,
si why not?

holder— $1.75 — one broken
window pane.
They had him. So Lee sent
a check, not for $1.75 but for
$33.50. Accumulated interest!
But — could the interest have
come to that much, or is Lee
an octogenarian.

'HE Arlens are going to get
jut those old passports and
111 for England again, around
lie first of May. Dick will do
oicture for Gaumont British,
jby will do the sights — again
and the baby will probably
I very well, too.

THERE is a youngster in
Hollywood who will get along.
He plays both ends against the
middle — and finds it profitable.
He was an extra in "Les
Miserables." Only twelve
years old. Director Richard
Boleslawski offered him a nickel

baseball

Ann Sothern had to live on a freighter for three weeks

IXCE Barbara Stanwyck
in the filming of "Eight Bells," but when Ann learned
left Warners, she is asking
even freighters serve "three squares" a day, then it
fcbty thousand for a picture.
wasn't
so bad,
as the smile may
well tell you
iat places her practically in
le Garbo class. There are
ose around town who say Barbara is takE not-so-good advice. Anyway, it never
trt anyone to ask — or else how would you
id out?

to

"pop"

any day

for every papier-mache stone
he threw that hit Fredric
March in a street stoning scene.
The boy registered a half
PHILLIPS

OSSIBLY Lee Tracy will learn sooner or
later to keep silent about his boyhood
discretions.
To a magazine interviewer he confessed
justing" a window pane some years ago
| St. Louis, Mo.
The other day came a bill from the houseoger Pryor, believe it or not, wearing
asses! As usual he's seen with the
slectable Ann Sothern. He's been her
>nstant squire for many moons. They
'e seen at the Riviera polo tournament
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Judith Allen created something of a
sensation when she appeared at the
Beverly Hills Brown Derby with this
string, or flock, or whatever you call
them in a group, of Russian wolfhounds-

dozen. As he paid him off, Boleslawski
mused that if his aim had been better he
might have made more money.
"Oh, I did all right," said the youngster.
"Mr. March paid me a dime for every one
I missed."
I SUPPOSE all testimony at horse races
should be thrown out of court on the
grounds a person is likely to say anything
when "they're coming down the stretch."

PHILtlP!

In return, he promised to cut Mr. Astaire in on the railroac
which he planned to build after he had found out what was
what about the country.
Fred found himself moved to decline the business opportunity,
but now when people discuss their triumphs in the world of
finance, Fred rises above it all. You see, he very neath
squelches the conversation by nonchalantly reminiscing of the
time he turned down an interest in a South American
railway!

MARGARET
told me.

LINDSAY

is taking up sculpture," a friend

"Splendid," said old Cal. "How is she getting on?"
"Oh, she just went down town to buy the materials. She's
going to do a model of Venus this afternoon."
Within a week, I assume, she will put Michael Angelo out
of business.
[ PLEASE

A

TURN

TO PAGE 86

retrospective Eddie G. Robinson as he dines at the

Victor Hugo in Beverly Hills. Maybe he's thinking of the
plans again afoot for him to do a picture on Napoleon

William Powell makes certain each hair of that snappy mustache of his is in its right place just prior to some intense
drama

with

the

intriguing

Jean

Harlow

in

"Reckless"

However, Connie Bennett scanned the entries at Santa Anita
not long ago and drew a ring around a nag yclept Later On.
She explained that the reason she was going to wager the
laundry money on his nose was that Later On pretty neatly
summed up her life.
Later on what, Connie?
Incidentally, the bangtail came in and Connie collected upwards of a hundred dollars.
Nice bangtail!
I IIS feet are not the only business-like things about Fred
Astaire.
Recently Fred received a letter from an unknown opportunist who wrote he was planning an expedition into the unknown Matto Grosso jungles of South America.
He wrote that he thought it would be nice if Fred financed
the excursion.
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• "Go

Into Your Dance" — and Ruby Keeler does,

with Al for a partner! The Warner Brothers' film is
the first picture that Jolson and his lovely young wife
appeared in together. It's said that production was
almost impeded by Al's and Ruby's eagerness to give
each other all the camera breaks.
That's devotion!

1
• A symphony in pink and gold. For golden-haired
Alice Faye is gowned in her favorite color for a
scene in the coming Fox Film, "The Scandals of
1935." The dress of manon pink is fashioned of
sheerest chiffon, trimmed in sequins and dotted with
pale pink tulle camellias.
A most gorgeous blonde

DYAR

• Would you know him? Not with that beard —
well maybe! It is George Arliss, costumed in scarlet
fur-trimmed robes for the title role in
Richelieu." Arliss returned from England
made "The Iron Duke" to begin work on
tieth Century film version of the dramatic

"Cardinal
where he
the Twencharacter

*£^:-

i *

• After seeing how charming Ann Dvorak looks in
dancing togs movie-goers have been yelling for another one
like "Sweet
Music."
But no of
— hard
not just
yet.
Ann has
decided
to enter
the school
knocks.
She's teamed with Jimmy Cagney in his next Warner
Brothers' flicker, "The S Men."
A pretty girl to sock!
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say,
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his
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plenty

Once in a while Tommy has to
3rt himself.
About that halfnd Siamese cat, for instance,
w the cat is wearing
glasses

lommy wants folks to underid that his Mom isn't like the
mond-digging roles she plays on
screen. But some day he inds to deck her in furs, Jewels

E been reading all these stories in
le magazines lately about my Mom.
onest, they don't do her justice. Mayit's cause no one knows Mom like I do.
i known her for a pretty long time now, you
—'bout twelve years exact. Well, I might as
1 come right out and tell you there's no headi in her life but me.
Course, you can't help these
er guys for falling for her — she's swell!
or instance, you oughta see the room she just finished decting for me. As I always said, give Mom a house she can
orate, and she's happy. That's why I'm studying so hard
.chool. Someday I'm going to make a lot of money, buy
m a lot of houses — and just let her decorate,
was saying about the room. Well, it's just like any guy's
m, you know — swell little bed, couple of chairs, one of them
er than the other. Then there's a desk, with one of those
Id things on it. (P. S. Mom knows how much I don't like
graphy so she thought that might help, I guess.)
hen there's my tiger picture.
Now that picture just goes
show you another thing or two about Mom.
She knew I

PHILLIPS

wanted that bad. As I always said, if I had a picture on the
wall of tigers ready to spring and everything, it would give a
little better masculine look to the whole room. Well, sir, Mom
and I saw just the picture I wanted one day when we were
walking down Hollywood Boulevard. It was kind of expensive,
so she said we'd better just forget it for the time being. So I
did — but every once in a while I couldn't help thinking — and
sometimes, I guess I thought out loud to Mom and said,
"Wasn't that a swell picture of those tigers?'' And she'd
always say, "Yes, dear," look kind of sad, and then neither one
of us would say any more about
[ please turn to page 114 ]
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A HEROINE
TO HER TAILOf
T was one of those dim, dark days that always so surprise
Sunny Californians.
From
the windows of Watson
and
Sons' Tailor Shop, where I was waiting for a fitting, one
could see up and down Hollywood Boulevard. Black, shiny,
wet cars, moving through traffic; dripping umbrellas dodging
in and out of the stores; policemen in oilskins; slow, wet, careful busy-ness.
It was early in the morning, and Watsons' was quiet. There
was no other customer in the shop.
And then . . .
Out of the rain came Garbo.
The door opened softly, and a tall figure walked wearily
across the room. She was clad in a brown slouch hat, a tan
rain-coat, tan slacks, brown turtle-neck sweater, short tan
woolen socks and brown shoes. She gave the impression of
walking with absolutely no effort, so swiftly did she traverse the
length of the room; and yet seemed incredibly, unbearably tired.
It was not a dramatic entrance, but just the same the pacific
atmosphere of the tailor shop immediately went into large and
excited ripples.
Garbo is one of the most vital beings possible to imagine, in
spite of her apparent emotional exhaustion. She is almost electric.
I remembered Stephen Phillips' line from "Marpessa" . . .
"Infinity upon thee broods." It expresses, as well as words
can, her detachment from time, the other worldliness of her
presence.
More of "Marpessa" came:
"Thy face remembered is from other worlds,
It has been died for, though I know not when,
It has been sung of, though I know not where.
It has the strangeness of the luring West,
And of sad sea-horizons; beside thee
I am aware of other times and lands,
Of birth far-back, of lives in many stars,
O beauty lone and like a candle clear
In this dark country of the world! . . ."
SKETCHED
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She disappeared behind the Venetian blind screen whit
forms a large semi-public square where full-length mirrors l
the windows make fitting more convenient than in the smalk
private dressing rooms. Young Mr. Watson came out of 1
office.
"Alio, Bud," she said the "Bud" hovering in her indescribab
accent between "Baud" and "Bode."
"Is Mr.
here?" she asked apprehe
sively, naming a famous star who evidently had been the
several times when she was having fittings.
Mr. Watson assured her he was not.
"Tank goodness," she said, twisting her gleaming, long b(
out of the way into a tight washer-woman's knot. It stu<
perkily out in the back, an incongruous contrast to the beau
of her profile.
" You know, Miss Garbo, we can come to your home or to t
studio for your fittings if you would rather not come here
said Mr. Watson.
"Oh, no," she replied quickly. " I like to come here. Neith
you nor your father bores me."
Whichto. is one way of saying that she doesn't like to 1
talked
The tales of Greta Garbo's indifference to clothes certain
were disproved on this day. For almost two hours she stoc
patiently, while cloth was draped around her, skirts were turni
up, and coats were adjusted over her shoulders.
She wore no jewelry and no perfume. Her make-up co
sisted solely of mascara on her extremely long lashes. Her sk
is burned to a rich, deep tan.
"I wish you would look at these slacks," she said once whi
waiting for a coat to be brought to her. "One pant is short
than the other, I am sure. One cannot walk with one pa;
shorter,
can time
one?"she exclaimed, upon seeing herself in the mi
Another
ror, "Ah, I am getting so thin ! I have lost, I know, fifty pounds
y
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Garbo talked very little during her fittings. Her deep, low,
utterly weary voice spoke mostly in monosyllabic answer to
some question the fitter would ask. "Yes . . . No . . . Exactly . . . Do you think the skirt is long enough? . . . The
collar? Oh, just the ordinary collar but big enough to turn up,
She tried on a heavy white Cricket flannel, double-breasted,
action-backed,
sports suit, and stood quietly for more than an
you know."
hour while a heavy, grey tweed overcoat, cut after the fashion
of those worn by Russian army officers, was fitted on her.
By and by the shop began to fill up. Young Mr. Watson
dashed about between a world famous director, a wealthy
society matron, a popular featured player, and Garbo.
Finally she said, "You are getting busy, Bud. I will go now
and come back another time."
Through the crowded room the tall figure strode. She
opened the door softly and disappeared. And the miraculous
part about it is that not one of the customers in the room knew
that Garbo had just walked through, so swift, so inconspicuous
was her passage.
She has been buying her suits from Watsons' for several
years. Mercedes d'Acosta took her first to the shop. Bud
Watson remembers that day vividly.
Garbo walked rapidly in, took a quick, uneasy look around
the quiet, main public waiting room, hiding her face behind a
large gardenia. Then she disappeared into one of the small
private dressing rooms and refused to emerge from it. However, on this visit she ordered four or five top coats.
On the next visit, she got a slant on the same dressing room
from the door, and made it in par. Gradually, as she came in
for more and more fittings, she realized that none of the Watsons' customers would disturb her privacy. Of course, even the
other stars who are there to look at new materials and styles
are galvanized by curiosity whenever she appears, and every
fitter and tailor in the place [ please turn to page 112 ]
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HOLLYWOOD
I
SUCCESS
STO R\
ctn" of My
EfeOb
io
THAf
ctje
and
"You're the Top"
have two points in common. Both are recent popular songs and each has a
title which is pronounced
incorrectly nine times out
of ten. People almost invariably say "Affections"
and "Tops."
Otherwise, they are poles

apart. "You're the Top"
was composed by an ennuied
young gentleman named
Cole Porter who is well on

Pinky

Tomlin

what
and

his
put

song

B

mother
her

— ii ii »

$1,000

>

a

he

week

C

his way to becoming "the
American Noel Coward," if
that's his idea of a good time. He writes smart music and
sophisticated lyrics to go with it, sweetly savage odes like
"Night and Day."
"The Object of My Affections" — pardon, Affection — was,
on the other hand, the particular brainstorm of Pinky Tomlin,
a bumptious bumpkin whose idea of song-rhyming would be
hooted out of the average high school, and whose tunes are revamped hillbilly ditties that joggle along like a worn-out car
over a rutted Oklahoma cow-path. Yet today, Pinky Tomlin
is the sensation of blase, know-it-all Hollywood and most
points East; he has wowed 'em with — of all things — naivete.
He arrived with his manager in an old car, late last September. The manager rejoiced in the somewhat startling
sobriquet of Coy Poe, a name which he has since consistently
belied. A few days before, back in Oklahoma, Coy had said
to Pinky, "Let's go to California! I'll be a producer or
somethin'."
So they went to California.
Two months later, Pinky Tomlin got a contract as "the
hog-callin' crooner" with M-G-M, at a salary of one thousand
dollars a week. The contract was good for six months, with
no lay-offs — in itself an extraordinary concession. Pinky sang
"The Object of My Affection" to a cow he was milking in
"Times Square Lady," besides another little humdinger he
had run up in his spare moments entitled "What's the Reason
I'm Not Pleasin' You?'" The picture was hardly finished
before Manager Poe had wangled permission for Pinky to
make an eight-weeks' tour of the East, including personal
appearances at the Capitol in New York and the Oriental in
Chicago, at a reported sum of three thousand seven hundred
and fifty dollars per week, or a grand total of thirty thousand
dollars.
That was in February — just four months after Pinky had
hit town with one suit, some small change, and a song or two —
besides, cf course, the car and the manager.
I talked to him
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before he started back c
his triumphant Eastei
tour. At that time he ha
three suits — a clear gain 1
two hundred per centsome more small chan;
(Coy Poe banks everythii
for him), a new car and
house (rent one hundre
and thirty-five dollars i
month, with gardener an!
house boy thrown in) c
Rodeo Drive in Bever!
Hills.
Pinky Tomlin looks like
minister's son attending

perpetual barn dance. H
is tall — slightly over si
feet — and thin, has pale blue eyes behind rimless glasses,
pink complexion, and what he insists is pink hair to matcl
When he went to school, back in Durant, Oklahoma, the
used to call him "Red."
"After I beat up enough of them,
he said, "they started callin' me Pinky.
It stuck.
"That's Pinky — with a y," he added earnestly. "It doesn
look right with an ie."
The son who was born to Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Tomlin c
Eureka Springs, Arkansas, on the ninth of September, 190i
was christened Truman. The family moved to Durant whe
Truman was three. Durant was a typically rural Oklahom
town, and the Tomlins had a barn, chickens, cows and "hawgs
in the "back yard." They didn't have much money, howevei
so Pinky worked at odd jobs on the side — in a music store, an
so on. When he set out for the University of Oklahoma, a
Norman, he had nothing but a guitar and a couple of shirt:
The guitar got him a job in an orchestra, with which he re
mained for six years — four of them as manager. He sang a
well as he played during this period, and was able to make hi
way through law school, although he was not graduated. H
was too musical to suit the faculty, so he quit.
One day a year ago last summer, he bade farewell to hi
mother.
"Where you goin'?" she asked.
"I'm goin' to Texas to see the object of my affection,)
Pinky told her, brightly.
"With that complexion?" his mother (rather irrelevantly
it seems to me) retorted.
Pinky's complexion reddened still more. "What did yo,
say?" he inquired, slowly.
An idea was taking root.
All the way to Texas— about fifty miles— the words kep
jingling through his brain. "Object . . . affection . •
complexion." By the time he got where he was going, he ha
it half worked-out :
[ please turn to page 104
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BUMPKIN, WHOSE

MPED HILLBILLY DITTIES, YET WHO

IDEA OF RHYMING

HAS WOWED

BLASE

IS A LAUGH,

HOLLYWOOD

WITH

WHOSE
HIS

TUNES ARE REOPEN

SIMPLICITY

The publishers desire to call to the attention of their readers that the author of
"DON'T LOVE ME" in order to conceal the
true locale of the story, used the name of the
Mercy Hospital, in Muskegon. Michigan,
although none of the incidents and none of
the characters involved in the story are in
any way connected with that institution.
We are advised by the Sisters of Mercy who
conduct the hospital, that the heroine of
the story never was associated with the
hospital; that the wedding described did
not take place at the Mercy Hospital; that
male persons are not permitted to go to
nurses' rooms for any purpose whatever, and
that, narcotics cannot be given or a dosage increased by a nurse without prescription by
the attending physician because of very strict
accounting kept of all narcotics.
The publishers wish tg give assurance that
no offense was intended to the Sisters of
Mercy or to Mercy Hospital, and that if the
story gave any offense, it was unintentional
on their part.

(Synopsis of preceding installments)
C^IIE was a nurse, beautiful, desirable.
O Two men came under her care.
Gregory Cooper loved her, deeply and
honorably. Sam Werks merely coveted
her. But it was not in her to love or desire.
Gregory Cooper faced a serious operation.
He asked her to marry him — and he'd
live. The doctors said it 'was impossible
for him to live. She married him, out of
compassion, to case his mind on that long
journey. But — he lived, only to die under
suspicious circumstances — an over-dose
of a sleeping potion. She had been the
last nurse to attend him — and it was
known why she had married him. But,
on the testimony of Werks, she was
cleared. Then Werks, also Cooper's
lawyer, handed her a check — Cooper had
left'her $10,000. But Werks insisted she
sign it over to him — for services rendered,
the giving of false testimony at the hearing
in Cooper's death. She tore up the check,
and Werks sprang at her, but she struck
him down, ran aivay, to Hollywood, to a
break in the movies — from the accidental
discoloration of her hair!

He looked <
see that no
watching,
fell on L o
asleep,
wench

be

you, send h

he said.

wai I to diso

UNCLE LOU" was swell about everything. He even
suggested that I hire a lawyer to represent me in
arranging the terms of a contract. My only experience
with practitioners of the legal profession had been with Sam
Werks and I shuddered at the idea, so I told Uncle Lou I would
sign on as one of the hired hands on any terms that he thought
fair and equitable.
That turned out not to be a mistake
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at all. Louie Mueller, was and is, a fine example of the oldfashioned kind of American business man. His word is at least1
twice as good as anybody else's bond and he prefers to do business on a basis that is profitable to all concerned.
My proposition appealed to him and he became then, and
still remains, my best advisor. He didn't know me, but he got
me — sensed that I would play fair with him. I guess that the

■ ig which amused him most and started us off together on
: right foot was my forthright account of what had happened
I ny hair.
I can probably get my own color back," I told him, "but
t'on't know how soon."
, I do,' Uncle Lou said, when he had finished laughing.
I ever! Sam," he said, turning to the tall, thin man, "send

somebody down to that shop on Main Street and see if this
colored girl, Louella Whitemeat, will take a job as Miss O'Hare's
maid. If she will, tell her to bring along that stuff she put in
the hair dye by mistake."
Sam Feldman objected — that was his job, to object to everything— but Uncle Lou so flattered him that Sam himself went
to find Louella.
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Thai: same afternoon Uncle Lou changed my name to
Rochelle Adair. I was a new toy to him and right away he
wanted to see what he could do with it. The person that I am
today is the result of a remodeling process which began then
and there.
"For a year you do nothing but get ready," Uncle Lou declared. "All anybody will know about you is a name, which
ain't yours anyway, and then all of a sudden some morning,
Garbo will wake up and wonder what has become of her shoes."
It was my turn to laugh. "I could never be that good."
"Probably not," Uncle Lou admitted, "but I got a director
who ought to be able to do something with you."
I T seemed like a strange and fantastic fairy story. I was
I sitting there in that truly palatial office wearing the only dress
I possessed in the world, looking out through a plate glass
window at the sight-seeing bus which was going away without
me. Already I was looking at the real world as something
remote from which I had been snatched by a magic hand.
I would have been no more helpless had a giant Martian
reached down from his planet and plucked me, squirming, from
the earth and held me in his palm for incredulous inspection.
I never did anything again in accordance with any plan which
I might possibly have conceived in the wildest dreams of my
earlier existence.
By nightfall I was installed in a bungalow up on the hills
back of Hollywood with Louella as my personal maid. This
last seemed more impossible to me than anything which had
gone before.
"You're crazy, Louella," I told her as she was brushing my
hair after dinner. "You're a rich woman — or will be some
time.
Why should you want to work for somebody else?"
"I'll tell you, honey, Miss Rachel," she said, with rhythmic
swings of the brush. "I got a kind of a clambering vine disposition, guess.
I
Got no ambition, no ma'am. All I want is
somebody to belong to that I can take care of." Her voice
was low and soothing. "Minute I saw you, honey, Miss
Rachel, I got a funny feelin' in my inwards. Right off I wanted
to do something for you. I don't guess white folks ever get that
feelin' — it's something left over from before that war we don't
neither one of us know anything about . . . back in 1861.
My grandaddy was there — body servant to Gen'l Culpepper."
Louella was right — I mean about the instinctive adaptability
to personal service of the descendants of slaves. I've seen other
instances since of that inherent desire in the Negro to attach
himself to someone, a desire which makes the negro unhappy
and, usually, unsuccessful on his own. Of course, at the time of
my first association with Louella, I had had no experience with
servants of any kind — a nurse is only a sort of a glorified
servant herself.
Actually, Louella never became exactly a personal maid.
She was practically a companion. Don't ask me how I could
think of such a thing. I'll ask you — why not? Louella was a
swell girl about my own age — she loved me — she was gay —
she never had a mean thought. I was hungry for real friendship. Ifanybody wants to know how much I cared about her,
the answer is — all that I'm capable of. That's settled.
We explored the bungalow that night. There were two
Filipino boys who went with the house. Also a police dog.
It was the home of a scenario writer who had amassed a few
thousands and one wife and was now on leave of absence in
Europe. I temporarily inherited the entire works including
Amanuensis, the canine above mentioned, who barked at me
at first although he immediately made friends with Louella.
There was an empty garage with room for two cars. In the
morning there were two cars in it, both inexpensive.
There were no near neighbors and no one displayed any
curiosity about our presence in the canyon. There seems to be
a sort of general Hollywood hillbilly custom of presuming that
everybody's name is John Smith unless he explains differently,
and after all, what of it?
Uncle Lou Mueller never came to the house. I reported
daily to the studio and was told what to do. I wasn't in front
of a camera for nearly twelve months, but I did get a pretty
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tair training in diction, carriage and social behavior. Th
tried to teach me to ride, but I was a washout at it. Final
they gave up and I was able to sit down without using
cushion. Perhaps my inability to act in a saddle is one of t
reasons you find me so frequently emoting in a bedroom. E
Hart and Tom Mix can have the open spaces — give me t
great indoors!
Louella kept my hair at exactly the same abnormal hi
I got used to it after awhile and didn't think any more about
It was just one more thing that made me look freakish, a
I was accustomed to having people stare at me anyway.
They didn't stare much, though, — in Hollywood — not un
after I had made my first picture. Extraordinary looki;
people are not exactly novelties on Celluloid Boulevai
(I mean Sunset, if you don't live out here.)
Marlene Dietrich had a corner on pants at the time
I wasn't allowed to wear slacks.
Just as well, probably, b
cause I'm not built so that I need suspenders.
But I had a 1
of nice clothes, simple things, designed for me by a famo
designer who was working for Uncle Lou at the time.
During this period of almost a year, I didn't have any a
venture. A few men tried to make my acquaintance in mov
theaters and on the streets, but I was at least a thousand yea
old as far as that sort of thing was concerned, and I had alreac
developed an anti-pick-up technique which never failed. Y(
don't have to answer in Hollywood any more than you do
any other town.
My home town, by the way, had slipped out of my life like
port left behind in a round-the-world cruise. I didn't he;
from anyone back there and, apparently, no one knew or can
what had become of Rachel O'Hare. And that was all rigl
by I me.
dreamed sometimes of my final
town — mostly nightmares in which
'hands of Sam Werks were touching
managed to wake myself up before
light I could almost forget.
CHAPTER

experiences in my hoir
the moist, frog-belly-lil
my flesh — but I alwa\
I screamed, and in da;

XIV

Lest my experience in getting into motion pictures seems to
bizarre, I think I'd like to go on record by saying that m
particular "break" never happened to anyone else. I couldn
act — there are critics who say that I have never acted even yt
— all that I had to contribute to the screen was what I wal
born with. If you will take the trouble to remember a few c1
my pictures you will recall that the stories are written aroun
me — they concern not so much what I do as what other peopl
do because of me. In an industry which types its people b
the roles in which they make their first popular successes, I wa
almost instantly shoved into the character that I have eve
since played — that of the glamorous adventuress. Sometime
in my pictures I have a heart of gold and sometimes merely i
lump of chilled steel, but never has any audience been left ii
doubt as to the contours of my body.
You see, I have no illusions about my ability. But I'm no
bitter about it, either. Never having been ambitious to be
come an actress, I am not disappointed because I have no
rivalled the meteoric Hepburn in her field. I haven't evei
tried. Instead, I've thanked my lucky stars that I have beei
able to get by as long as I have.
You see, all I've ever really cared about was being some
body's mother — several somebodies' mother, in fact. But
don't quarrel with nature because in the general scheme o
things everyone laughs at me and thinks it is a pose.
Uncle Lou Mueller had an option on my talents almost aunflattering as my own.
"You're a kind of beautiful statue, Rochelle," he said oni
day in his office, "and in this new picture I'm going to make
all you got to do is stand almost still while hell rampage:
around you. I . . ." He stopped as if shot. " 'Hell Ram
pages'!" he repeated. "There's the title for it! I just madi
it up and it's five hundred per cent better than any title then
two-thousand-dollar-a-week authors have dug up yet."

"In this new picture,"
Uncle Lou said, "all you
do is stand almost still
while hell rampages
around — 'Hell Rampages,' there's the title!"

-LUSTRATIONS

BY

JAMES

"hat was the title, too. Or maybe I'm not telling you anyi ig. Lots of people saw the picture.
rue to his word, Uncle Lou had the hired hands in the
> iario department write a part for me in which I scarcely
I to move. For fifteen hundred feet of film I lay on a
J enport and, if you know that ninety feet of celluloid go
: 3ugh a projector per minute, you can figure it out.

MONTGOMERY

I may have been a nonentity myself in
but nobody could make a similar criticism
the cast. Uncle Lou hired one of the best
wood, to handle a cast that included four

FLAGG

"Hell Rampages,"
of anybody else in
directors in Hollyleading male stars.

There were no women names in the line-up, but that's the kind
of a picture it was.
The director — for the purpose of [ please turn to page 98 ]
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VANESSA— HER

#

LOVE

STORY— M-G-M

A

STORY of love enduring all, with Helen Hayes as Walpole's lovely Vanessa and Robert Montgomery the
rogue, Benjie.
The story contains all of the book that could be encompassed by a picture. It moves in measured tempo, revives
some famous Victorian scenes, and serves to prove that the
love affairs of our grandmothers were every bit as involved
as our modern ones.
The Judith of May Robson is fu'1-fiavored and salty.
Otto Kruger gives a splendid interpretation of the insane
man, and the supporting cast is excellent.
It's Helen Hayes' picture. She plays with her usual subtlety and anneal. Montgomery, while a convincing lover,
seems to lack something for the part.

A Review of the

&

GOIN'

*

TO TOWN— Paramount

SHE'S a lady now! And, to prove it, Mae West gets married— not once, but three times, during the film!
Mae begins in this opus as a dance-hall entertainer in a
small cattle-town. That's where the first husband (Fred
Kohler) comes in. When he gets shot on their wedding night,
presto! Mae is an oil heiress. With the money she buys herself a title and second husband (Monroe Owsley), but all the
time it's English engineer Faul Cavanagh she wants — and
finally gets.
Mae West wrote the original story, the screen adaptation
and dialogue herself. And the film has plenty of fast West
lines — some of them way down South, all of them clever,
many of them hilariously funny. Mae looks gorgeous, and
you'll love seeing her pursue the men instead of vice versa.
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New

Pictures

ROBERTA— RKO-Radio

TREAT yourself as soon as possible to an evening with
"Roberta!" For, this enchanting revelation of unforced
gaiety, song and beauty is one of the most delightful experiences you will ever have in the theater.
Fred Astaire ranks top on our list of entertainers dc
luxe, and this time he really comes into his own. besides
the nimblest soft-shoes on record, he is runner-up for spot ,
as best light comedian — and (can you bear it?) he. plays
the piano nineteen to the dozen! Ginger Rogers has
learned a lot since "Gay Divorcee" and the Astaire-Rogers
routines are top! Freddie does all right alone, too. Ginger
looks really chic. Irene Dunne sings gloriously the lovely
songs and acts as if she meant it — a triumph.
Randy Scott, rescued from the Westerns, is perfect as the
American who inherits a Parisian couturiere establishment j
from his Aunt Roberta (Helen Westley), and goes on from
there. Irene as Stephanie, a refugee Russian Princess, becomes his partner (he inherits her later) — and Freddie
Astaire strays in with a stranded American band. Ginger
is the little girl who used to live next door in Indianagone phony Polish Countess. Claire Dodd as the heavy,
Victor Varconi, Luis Alberni, Ferdinand Munier and
others are splendid. The picture has that air of well-bred
nonchalance achieved only when story, setting costumes and
dialogue are so good the actors are not conscious of them.
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IIEST PICTURES

;;sERTA
!; BEGINS AT 40
NESSA— HER LOVE

PICTURE

OF THE
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TIME
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MONEY

MO.XTII

POINT OF THE AIR
I-ES MISERABLES

STORY

LADDIE

GOIN' TO TOWN
HE

BEST

PERFORMANCES
Fred Astaire in

OF

THE

MOXTH

Roberta"

Will Rogers in "Life Begins at 40"
Helen Hayes in "Vanessa — Her Love Story"
Mae West in "Goin' to Town"
Wallace Beery in "West Point of the Air"
Fredric March in "Les Miserables"
Charles Laughton in "Les Miserables"
Bill Robinson in "The Little Colonel"

WEST

ti

POINT OF THE AIR— M-G-M

Shirley Temple in "The Little Colonel"
Donald Crisp in "Laddie"
Casts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 118

A MAN'S picture aimed at anyone who ever went up in a
plane. For the ladies, there are Wallace Beery and
Robert Young.
Story is the father and son motif, with Beery an old army
llight sergeant. The boy returns from West Point, his
father's superior officer, to learn to fly. When he turns
yellow, his dad pops him on the chin and gets courtmartialed for his trouble. On the night of the big manoeuvres,
sonny is about to resign so Beery takes his place in a rickety
old crate and saves the situation.
There are thrilling flight formations, several hair-raising
crashes. Maureen O'Sullivan is lovely as the romantic
prize. Lewis Stone, type-perfect as the general, James
Gleason, Russell Hardie top support.
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LIFE BEGINS AT 40— Fox
[VERY recent Will Rogers picture seems to get better and
better. And here's another smash hit for " Mark Twain
he Screen."
Taking Walter Pitkins' interesting title only, Fox has
:l)ked up a screen play which fits Will like an acrobat's
t,hts. It has action, humor, keen characterizations and
s;ne good old fashioned "gags" — funny ones.
'.Vill eases along delightfully in the sympathetic role of
almall town editor, who believes in a town boy's innocence
Ha bank robbery. And even when Will's loyalty costs
m his newspaper, his believable, astute courage wins out
aer a hot-time-in-the-old-town-tonight election.
Rogers can move into more excellent roles than any other
5 r. He's perfect as the ink-stained tank-town crusader,
-ire than usual, this picture is spiced with typical Rogers
1 hy observations and dry witcracks.
You won't have a minute's recess in laughing at Will,
W. if you do there's Slim Summerville in genuine character
Kef — not his usual hokum stuff, either — and Sterling
1 lloway.
Richard Cromwell and Rochelle Hudson are the boy and
i girl. You'll believe and
(;orge Barbier and Jane
turly perfect supporting
< ection is sunerb.
Don't

sympathize with their romance.
Darwell stand out in a pretty
roster. And George Marshall's
dare miss it.
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LES MISERABLES— 2Cth Century-United Artists
^^r

HERE is a close-knit and powerful screen recountal of the
immortal Victor Hugo classic. With Fredric March playing the role of the persecuted Jean Valjean, and Charles
Laughton as the brutal J avert, vivid portrayals of two of the
most famous characters in semi-modern literature are assured. W. P. Lipscomb, who so admirably adopted the long
novel for the films, and Richard Boleslawski, director, were
almost invariably faithful to Hugo. And after watching
the film trace through thirty-five years of Valjean's tragic
life, you rejoice over the happy ending.
Florence Eldridge is excellent in the glamorless role of a
frail factory worker. And Darryl Zanuck was fortunate in
prevailing upon Sir Cedric Hardwicke to play the Bishop of
Bienvenu.
Entire supporting cast is good.
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THE DEVIL
ISA
WOMAN—
Paramount

THIS is nothing but Marlcne Dietrich in a scries of static and
exquisite views. The story lacks motivation, and Von
Sternberg's
drains isevery
of animation
outlife.
of
the actors. direction
Cesar Romero
neverspark
allowed
to come to
Edward Everett Horton is swamped. Lionel Atwill manages
to give his performance some force.
LADDIE—
RKO-Radio

OI. I >- FASHIONED, homey, but a grand picture. John Beal
is good as Laddie whose love for Pamela (Gloria Stuart) is
bitterly opposed by her snobbish father (played perfectly by
Donald Crisp). George Stevens has displayed excellent taste
and feeling in the direction of Gene Stratton Porter's book.
Watch Virginia Weidler as Little Sister.

the little
colonelFox

ALL you Shirley Temple fans — here she is, as you like her.
In the quaintest costumes, and cuter than ever. Lionel
Barrymore is good as the testy old Colonel grandpa. Evelyn
Venable and John Lodge are nice parents for the Little Colonel.
But it is good old Bill Robinson, ebony face gleaming, who
patters away soft-shoe with the picture.
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MOR

Fox
SPRING-

FAIRLY dripping with sweetness and light, this is recc
mended only to rabid Gaynor fans. The picture is unique
that nothing happens.
It's about three depression victi;
i Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter and Walter King) who live i
tool barn in Central Park.
King steals the picture, if then,
one to steal. Stepin Fetchit has a bit.
SWEET
Warners
MUSIC—

DISREGARD the story and enjoy Rudy Vallee, de-bunk
and Ann Dvorak who is sensationally good at danci
singing
andformerly,
acting.kids
Rudy,
instead
of being
God's
women as
himself
and the
audience
into gift
a n
good humor. The action is back-stage, with a feud betw
Ann and Rudy.
Helen Morgan has ( nly one number.

A DOG 01
FLANDERS
RKO-Radio

THE young principals and the miraculous dog, Lightnl.
bring to life the Ouida classic and make it a picture 11
children will love and parents will enjoy.
Young Frai '
Thomas gives a sensitive performance as the poor Flemish
who, inspired by Rubens, becomes a great painter.
<•
Heggie gives one of his best portrayals. The story really li

rAVE

TO

COMPLAIN

ABOUT

THE

BAD

ONES
TIMES

'i'S LIVE
RnIIGHT—
Cumbia

SQUARE
M-G-M
LADY—

I WABBLY story gives Tullio Carminati and Lilian Harvey
jrl an opportunity to be romantic in a gauzy, waltzy manner.
r(lio is his brother's rival for Lilian, and Hugh Williams puts
od competition.
The picture has no real emotional
| mth.
Tala Birell is excellently restrained as a former
E Carminati's, Janet Beecheris good as Lilian's mother.

VIRGINIA BRUCE moves up another notch toward stardom, and Robert Taylor, a newcomer, is a find. The story
is about Toni Bradley, an Iowa girl, who inherits her Dad's
shady Broadway enterprises, operated by a bunch of swindlers.
They try to run her out, but she sticks like corn to the cob!
"Pinky" Tomlin is the real star, and a darling!
STRAIGHT
FROM THE

f E RIGHT
P LIVE—
vVners

f"OLIN CLIYE, Josephine Hutchinson and George Brent
^capably
present
Maugham's
of a crippled
»band whose
wife Somerset
falls in love
with hisdrama
brother.
A story
.vich could have been toneless is vitalized by William Keighi's directorial pace, capped by a tensely presented drai tic climax.
Peggy Wood, C. Aubrey Smith.

Universal
HEART—

BABY JANE QUIGLEY is such a good bet she rates better
material than this somewhat obvious story. Roger Pryor is
a politician who finally realizes that love means more than being
mayor, and Mary Astor, working in a day-nursery, brings him
to the decision. Trite, rambling lines and situations are saved
many times by the dependable Roger Pryor, and Baby Jane.
THE
WOMAN

<L THE
NG'S
ORSES—
■ramount

HE familiar story of the king and the commoner of identical
appearance who change places, with the complication of the
'ely queen. Broadway star Mary Ellis sings beautifully, acts
th ease, and should become important on the screen. Carl
isson is charming particularly in the light comedy scenes,
d his voice will captivate the ladies. It's entertaining.

First National
IN RED—

is Barbara Stanwyck with the old ease and the forthright frankness which is her peculiar charm. This, with
Gene Raymond in an engaging mood, and Genevieve Tobin
enjoying herself as a ritzing snob, lifts the picture into the good
entertainment class. Sparkling dialogue freshens up the poorgirl-married-into-society story. [ please turn to page 117 ]
HERE

9
2.
• If he isn't, don't admit it! For Cesar Romero is one
wood's most popular leading men. Playing opposite
Dietrich in "The Devil Is a Woman," he had her okay
Sternberg's
praise.
Maureen
O'Sullivan
will be
in
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of Holly-'
Marlene
and Von
his next

The THIRD
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OF
WINDSOR
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• Wendy

Barrie

arrived from Engand To wed Woclworth Donahue —
but, it's her secret

• The

Honorable

Ronnie Sreville,
English society
eader, teas with
Wendy and Spencer Tracy at Fox

OMETHING happened when Wendy Barrie came to Xew
York from London to marry Woolworth Donahue, one of
the heirs to the Woolworth millions and cousin of Barbara
on — pardon, the Princess Mdivani.
'at's why Wendy is in Hollywood now.
couldn't have been that the Donahue family objected to
'oung Five-and-Ten store blueblood marrying an actress
use the Hutton branch of the family didn't object to
ara marrying her Georgian prince, so there. Wendy hermust have changed her mind; perhaps Woolworth III
i't as amusing at home as he had been when the pair met
became engaged in England. Perhaps he was too amusWhatever it was, Wendy won't say.

But when you look at Wendy you know it wasn't because
young Woolworth changed his mind.
Anyway, instead of ambling to the altar Wendy hopped a
plane and flew West, young woman, out where the celluloid
begins. She's the last of Henry the Eighth's six wives to get
here, but now Charlie Laughton's picture harem has followed
him to Hollywood — to the last girl, as Zane Grey would say.
The others, you remember, were Merle Oberon, Binnie Barnes,
Elsa Lanchester, and Everley Gregg, which shows what you
can get away with in British films.
At that they slipped one over on Charlie in the picture
because they skipped one of history's six wives, as you know,
and gave him only five.

But on the strength of that smash picture all five are in American films now
that Wendy has arrived. She is making
her first Hollywood appearance opposite
Spencer Tracy at Fox, and, according to
Irving Cummings, the director, she's going places in a hurry,
WAS the third wife in 'Henry the
Eighth,' " says Wendy.
"You know,
the dumb one, I just acted natural."
" Wendy will be starred within a year,"
says Irving Cummings, who has been a
director for a long, long time and isn't at
all given to making rash statements.
But when she got aboard that airplane
after the " Stand Up Only " sign had been
hung out at the Woolworth mansion in
New York, Wendy came first not to Hollywood but to Palm Springs. There for
three solid weeks in the great wide open
silences of the desert she contemplated
the gorgeous umpty-umph carat star-sapphire which young Donahue had given her
for an engagement ring, and which she
still wears on her engagement finger, by
the way.
"I had heard of Palm
Wendy, "and I thought
grand place to get off and
lots of sunshine just then,

Springs," says
it would be a
rest. I wanted
and I certainly

it."
Incidentally,
the pale blucy -greenish,
got
sort of subdued glittery color of that
star-sapphire in the sunshine exactly

But instead of being satisfied with the
career of a debutante even in Hongkong,
Wendy went back to London and had
lunch at the Savoy. She was picking
delicately at the proverbial British stewed
tripe and onions when Alexander Korda,
who wasn't so much of anything then,
flipped over to her table and asked her if
she'd be interested in a screen test for
dessert.
" I hadn't thought much of doing anything," says Wendy, "except doing London. And Elstree wasn't far away."
Her British pictures were "Wedding
Rehearsal," with Roland Young, "Where
Is This Lady?" "Cash," "It's A Boy,"
"Give Me A King," and "There Goes
Susie." Few of these were shown in the
United States, though they undoubtedly
had the English rolling in the aisles.
Finally came "Henry the Eighth,"
which led to It All. And Wendy tells an
interesting sidelight about the production
of the imported film which has been the
biggest box-office smash over here since
Pola Negri's "Passion."
"It was shot absolutely on the cuff,"
she said. "I don't mean as regards the
'script so much as about the cash. Like
some of your films over here are made on
'Poverty Row.' Charlie Laughton happened to be in England then, and he and
Korda were great friends; Korda had the

me yet, but when she saw the play tl
settled it.
" 'If it's a boy.' she said to herself, '
Peter, and if it's a girl it's Wendy.

They

both beautiful names.'
"It was a girl, as you see — so 1
It was Wendy Jenkins in Hong Koi
however, and Wendy Jenkins it remair
through
Wendy." the convent, through Lausan:
and over in Hongkong again. But wb
Alexander Korda strolled over to ]
table at the Savoy that time Wen
realized that Wendy Jenkins just woulc
do.
"Mother

had adopted one of Barri

characters for my given name," she
plained, "so I thought I couldn't
better
adopt
the author's
nai
for
the than
rest of
it. Wendy
Barrieownsound
like a perfect stage name,

so Wen

Barrie I became.
Simple, wasn't it?"
It was — and a compliment even tot
loveable Sir James and all his books,
anybody should ask you.
Wendy herself looks taller than s
actually is because she's so slend
Svelte is the word. I f you can conjure'
mental images of people from avoird
pois, she's exactly 110 pounds at fivefr
four, brownish-blonde hair up and on t
nose to win. She believes that the b(
acting is a complete absence of acting.

idea for 'Henry the Eighth' but scarcely
anything else. We all agreed to go in on

"Such as you are you're you," S
says, "and if it's you they want it's y

matches the color of Wendy's eyes, so
now you know just what Wendy looks

it on a percentage basis for our salaries —
just a little in cash to get along, you
know, and the rest in hopes. You can

they've
got ifyou
you're
suchbe assomebody!
you area"
why should
try to

After' that presumably introspective
like.sojourn where the purple of the
little
mountain rims meets the brazen blue of

imagine what Charlie Laughton's share
of the hopes turned out to be in cash."
Wendy was under contract to Korda
when she met young Donahue. They
looked good to each other in the London
fog and so Wendy went to Korda and
told him she wanted to break her contract
to come to the United States and be
married. An American producer would

the sky— with apologies to Bing Crosby
and Zane Grey this time — Wendy came
on to Hollywood. She denies that it
could possibly take three whole weeks to
heal a broken heart.
The wise guys around Hollywood told
her she was crazy to come the way she

did— one doesn't just dash across the continent like that and make a perfect landing in pictures, said they. They were
right, too; so Wendy arrived at lunchtime and had had her screen test, signed
her contract with Paramount and everything in time for tea. Fox borrowed her
just before dinner and so she started in
"It's a Small World"
fast.

right after break-

" It's a Small World " is a swell title for
a picture for Wendy, because she of all
people should know just how small it
really is. Wendy was born in Hongkong, where her father, F. C. Jenkins, is
British consul; at eleven years of age she
was sent to the Convent of the Assumption, London, to learn things. After acquiring all the knowledge they had in five
years she went on to Lausanne, Switzerland, to finishing school, and from there
back to Hongkong to make her debut in
society— and the daughter of the British
consul is society in Hongkong. So you
see it couldn't have been the Donahue
family, possibly.
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have hit the ceiling of his tallest supersuper set. Not so Korda.
"Very well, my dear," was what he
said, "the best o'luck you know."
Alexander Korda, Wendy says, is like
that.
" If you think you can make a bit more

while you're really you?"
It's well to remember that Wend;
mother was Irish before you try to figi
that one out. At the same time Irvi
Cummings, who should know, says tl
Wendy's
greatest charm is her complt
lack
of artificiality.
"She's as spontaneous and wholesoi
as Will Rogers." was the way he put
"without being half so homely."
So there you have the third merry \
of Windsor — and if Henry the Eigi
beheaded her or something it was oi
because he didn't know his Hollvwoc
Woolworth Donahue, of course, is son
thing else again, and anyway, you cai
buy a crown in the Five and Ten.

money anywhere else," she said, "Korda
is always delighted to let you have the
chance. I really think he'd let you break
your contract in the middle of making a
picture if anybody offered you something
Wendy wasn't referring, even unconbetter." sciously, tothe Woolworth millions, either.
She tells an interesting sidelight, too, on
just how she happened to get that name.
It's one of the first questions you ask her,
because obviously one isn't born with a
name like Wendy Barrie.
"I was born with the Wendy part of
it, though," she said, "because while I
was still in the stork's bill, so to speak, a
company of players came to Hongkong
and my mother w^nt to see them the
matinee they played 'Peter and Wendy.'
My mother hadn't decided on a nam; for
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WARDROBE
DESIGNED

BY

HOWARD

GREER

Howard Greer stresses the importance of the two-way
costume for late Spring and Summer occasions. Opposite: Mr. Greer's conception of the daytime frock in
orchid crepe with flat bow of rose taffeta, accompanied bynavy-blue crepe coat and an upward hat of
Milan straw. For late afternoon and dinner, Miss Sidney
wears a black crepe cocktail suit, blouse of gold lace,
crimson sash and tiny cellophane halo hat with starched
forehead veil. This page: A rapturous white organdy
scintillating with myriad mirrors, graced only by a belt
of mirror circlets and topped with a matching cape
in black caught with a huge organdy corsage. As a
fillip, Mr. Greer adds a Regency wrap of ruby-red
velvet with corded collar, revers and cuffs. Velvet
is an important fashion fabric for the Summer wrap
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I. A very limited edition of the sarong in
brown ribbed jersey
ties over Maxine
Doyle's yellow and
brown pencil - striped
swim suit for loitering
and play. Jantzen suit

2. Brief and breezy and
permitting a wholesale
sun-tan — Maxine
Doyle's reasons for this
little affair with navyblue shorts and a navyblue and white bra.
A Catalina
Swim Suit

3. Sally Eilers in a swim
classic of blue with a
halter front and a low
back. Every good swimmer needs two suits of
this type to insure a
dry one at all times.
A creation by Jantzen

4. Dropping the anchor
in this case means that
Anne Darling's top is
firmly annexed to her
Spanish-red, tightly
woven shorts. White
lacings for perfect fit
and comfort.
Jantzen

THEY

GO
NEAR

THE

WATER

M

PHOTOGRAPHS
BY

FREULICH

FRAKER
and

•

APLER

WILBOURNE

5. A sea nymph in lettuce green with unique
olive green belt and
shoulder straps. Really,
this is June Knight, who
finds great freedom
and comfort in a trig
swim suit from B. V. D.

6. Down

to the

sea

in shorts goes June
Knight — chartreuse,
man-tailored shorts,
later to be discarded
for a swim. Beneath is
a trig apple - green
swim suit by B. V. D.

7. An exciting c o m bination of white shorts
with an inner lining, and
halter and sash of gay
Roman

stripes, lends a

bright, out-door spirit
to Marian Marsh.
Gantner and Mattern

8. More

anchors for

very practical purposes
and a touch of the nautical. Metal qnes at
waist and neclc; woven
ones on a jersey upper.
AGantnerand Mattern
suit on Marian
Marsh

WITH
ADRIENNE
■ An

eye-opener

for

early Summer — Adrienne Ames' suit in
rough - textured white
crepe. Marine blue colar and jabot spangled
with white stars and
blue stars for buttons

■ Spring recipe for
chic, capes, plaids and
taffetas. Miss Ames in
pepper and salt sheer
wool skirt and cape
with lining and blouse
in black and white.
Scarf

is gay

cerise

■ For luncheon at the
Trocadero or elsewhere, Miss Ames likes
this Oriental print in
brown and white
framed by a crisp,
loose taffeta coat,
ingeniously
stitched

AMES

■The detailed interest
gown
oi Missat Ames'
citers
the back. A
nersed necktie, broad
sxhed suspenders and
singing panels falling
ftm a twisted girdle,
i the Grecian manner

■ Portrait of a sophisticated Puritan — Miss
Ames looking very
Priscilla Alden-ish in a
fine-straw bonnet with
perky pleats at front,
high sun-bonnet crown
and a demure back bow

■ The fashion outlook
is rosy at this writing,
pink being
the satin,
color
favorite.
Luscious
simple stitching, jeweled clips. All fashions
Miss Ames'
are from wardrobe
personal

DECORATIONS

FROM

MARTIN

and

von

HEMERT

JUST OUT
OF BED
Slip into black satin
open-toe sandals with
trim of perforated silver kid. Formal enough
for wear with hostess
gown. Sandals by courtesy of Wolfelt- White
-ja

GENERAL

WEAR1

Shoe vogue for light
touch on dark leather
neatly expressed in
Barbara Kent's operas
with blue' and crystal
composition buckles.
From
Wolfelt - White

SPECTATOR
SPORTS
For all occasions when
you stand on the sidelines and watch — brown
kid and beige suede. A
triple brown and beige
tongue and top lacing
from
Wolfelt - White

OFF

THE

LINKS

Traditionally correct for
golf and other active
sports, brown calf with
beige punched trim.
Flexible and comfortable
no end. Comfort specials from Enna Jettick

TOWN

WEAR

A glove-fitting version
of the dress oxford in
brown cloth and kid
with interesting smart,
high cut and side lacings. Perfect suit shoe
from
Wolfelt- White

DINNER
AND DANCE

BARBARA
KENT'S
NEW
WARDROBE
OF
FOOTWEAR
FOR
SPRING

Designed for the
gayer hours. Dainty
gold and silver kid
straps with practically no shoe except
a staunch support.
From

Wolfelt-White

FREULICH

WHER

AND

SON'S

GAME

—

• Young Ricky Arlen is making fresh with his Daddy. And
papa Richard Arlen, Sr., seems to enjoy it. Baby Arlen
made his debut in films about a year ago, and let it stop
there. He's two years old now and finds many things more
exciting than camera angles, leading ladies and close-ups
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Hill park ever
Beve
I now hop-scotch fron
the nursery to the kindergarten. Joan, meet Miss Lily Lodge
day with so many of the movie stars' wee ones. Stevie has
daughter of Francesca Braggiotti, mother."
himself a hero-worshipper in the very young son of Karen
dancer, and John Lodge!
actor. Lily is a wise one. Lily is a Person. People like Jose!
Morley. But since Michael— or Mishka as he is called— is a
mere one-and-one-half -year-old, Great Man Stevie is approYon Sternberg come to visit Lily, just to hear her talk. Fo
priately bored. He did condescend one sunny afternoon,
instance, one Sunday Lily was entertaining the emineni
director of Dietrich with an account of her Bible lesson.
however, to gather a chubby fistful of gravel and dust from the
path and deposit same in the middle of Mishka's thick blond
"Tell me, Lily," Von Sternberg asked, "Who is God?"
hair. This first indication of interest from his hero had Mishka
Lily looked at him in disdain. "You'll find out sooi
in transports of delight but my nephew's lordly gesture did not
enough," she said, "when he comes to get you!"
affect the nannas quite that way. They had just finished
See the picture of us having tea? Lily looks very angelic:
plucking each tiny bit of pebble from Mishka's curly thatch
Sure.
But only the moment before she had put on her father':
when fastidious Mamma Karen Morley Vidor appeared.
hat, borrowed his cane and muffler and done an imitation ol
At home, Stevie was made to sit on his chair fifteen minutes
the great Josef that nearly had me on the floor, and which
for punishment. And while he sat his nanna told me how once,
so Papa Lodge told me, panics Von Sternberg. At this tea
Lily was hostess because her mother was downtown at one ol
when she was taking care of Ann Harding's little girl Jane,
she made Jane also sit upon a chair for punishment, while she
the theaters putting on the dance numbers for the prologue
went to the kitchen to prepare lunch. With one thing and
of "Lives of a Bengal Lancer." Lily wanted far too many jam
another, she forgot completely about Jane. An hour later,
sandwiches, from which her father had to restrain her, and
when she returned to the nursery, there was Jane, still patiently
crowds of dogs kept coming in and going out of the living-room
sitting, hands still folded! Nanna was penitent and, of course,
in the friendliest manner — which was all right, but a bit dis
turbing to teacup balancers.
proud of Jane's obedience.
The pretty child sighed.
"I
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Lily Lodge did the honors at the tea table since her mother, Francesca Braggiotti, was busy with a dance performPapa John Lodge had to restrain the young hostess when

It's see. . . . We have had the nursery and the kinderMi; now we enter the primary grades. One day recently
■3 chatting with a friend who has a cunning picture on her
i of a little Cora Sue Collins, when, gracious sakes alive, a
tv voice at my elbow said: "Pardon me, please, lady."
looked down, and there was the real Cora Sue in a pretty
I applegreen coat and hat, with a pair of pink cheeks, and a
I stemmed red rose in her hand! Maybe she was whisked
(; by magic. But while I had been examining her picture
had been equally busy examining a bracelet on my wrist,

it came

to jam sandwiches.

Lily's also quite a mimic

and now she wanted to see the other side of it. I obliged and
was thanked politely for my trouble. Now, of course, we were
fast friends, and I learned that the lovely red rose which she
clutched so tightly was a gift from Mr. Louis B. Mayer on
whose lap she had sat not an hour ago. The rose was going to
be pressed and kept for life, and Cora Sue was going to act so
"good" for Mr. Mayer's pictures that in return he would love
her for ever and ever.
And when you talk of love, my lamb, you talk of valentines,
don't you? So I'm going to tell [ please turn to page 108 ]

" to right: Leo Carrillo, Muriel Evans, Jean Parker, Betty Furness, J. D. Petit, Julie Laird, Joan Marsh, Mitzi, and Bill
iry gathered at the Trocadero for Ida Koverman's party in honor of Jamshed
Dinshaw Petit, good-looking banker

ATMhAeZMIONSG"
HOUSE ir
the WORLD

The bath room of the princess is done in jade colors and
carved glass walls. Etched figures tell the story of Undine,
underwater sprite.
Note the walls are etchings of sea life
The magic kitchen of the Little People, with its striking
example of phantasy, beautiful murals of Mother Goose,
and its most extraordinary copper stove and the big kettle
The dining room of the Knights of the Round Table, with the
coat-of-arms (created by Alice O'Neill) of the occupant on
each chair, and designed to tell his story. For instance,
that of Guinivere,
the fickle-hearted,
is of two
hearts
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would be
come
dreams
WHEN
better title
for this
storytrue,"
of the perhaps,
world's most amazi
hobby — Colleen Moore's Doll House. . . .
Many years ago a tiny girl had a dream of a fantastic fai
land. Some day — but that was only a dream. . . .
Twelve years ago, this same little girl — slightly grown up,
course — became famous as the flapper in the picture, "Flami
Youth." During the next three years she found that her ba
account had reached a staggering figure.
How about that dream of long ago?
Then and there she decided to build her Doll's House. Afr;
that she might receive sneers and laughter, especially from 1
sophisticated Hollywood intimates, Colleen kept her hobb\
secret.
It was only when she decided that her "plaything" could

«leen

lloore
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rcne good in the world that she dared
iveal her secret. This fairy castle of
r is of incomparable beauty — a work
ve which has made the world's exlile and costly toy a veritable shrine to
e'ttle God of Miniature.
tjeated by a score of famous artisans
na period of nine years, and at a cost
1 i7,000, the enchanted capital of fairyn is now to be booked on a world tour,
xeeds from-exhibitions throughout the
bfed States and many foreign cities will
lonated to hospitals for crippled
i'ren.
ie tour will continue for three vears,

Colleen Moore shows two handsful of her library. The
books are an inch square and writfen by famous authors.
Below is the prince's bedroom,

with its solid gold furniture

or until one million dollars has been realized for unfortunate
kiddies.
That is Colleen's idea of not only making her "dream come
true," but to bring hope and happiness to many suffering
children.
Constructed of aluminum and copper with fantastic angles
and sky-sweeping turrets and steeples, no semblance of architectural convention is found in this abode of little people.
Resting on a summit of a rugged precipice, the castle, which is
nine feet wide and nine feet long, rises fourteen feet into the air
and weighs approximately 6,000 pounds.
The house, excepting rivets, contains more than 200,000 individual pieces. It is a mechanical marvel of intricacy and
practicability.
Among them, the house boasts a solid gold cathedral organ
fifteen inches high. The organ actually plays by means of an
electrical system via remote control.
A $60,000 diamond bracelet of Colleen's was broken up and
made into a chandelier. This is lighted by the world's smallest
electric bulbs, each being the size of a grain of wheat, and embedded in sockets with the circumference of pinheads. The
chandelier is golden and strung with glittering, pear-shaped
diamonds.
[ please turn to page 101 ]
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• Sylvia Sidney's face
is lovely and heartshaped. Note the unbroken line from her
forehead
to the chin
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BE kind to your face. It's the only one you'll ever have,
so don't abuse it. Faces are made to last a lifetime. But
how long will they last? That's the rub. And that's my
point. Don't rub — until you know how. And don't let anyone
else rub your face unless you're sure you're in the hands of an
expert. Those slap-dash inexpert facials give you temporary
relief. They make your face feel swell for a little while. But,
baby, when the face falls it strikes a new low. So keep your
chin up. Keep it up with the scientific methods I'm going to
give you in a minute.

Unfortunately your face isn't like your automobile. You
can't turn the old one in every year and get a new model.
But there's something you can do. You can
it a complete
overhauling. You can change the lines by give
taking fat off or
putting on a few curves. And this you must do since the poor
old face has to weather a lot of changes. Styles in hats, in furs,
in neck lines change every three months. You must keep your
face in style, too. You wouldn't think of going out with a
1925 hat on. Then don't have a 1925 face. And the way to
make your face keep step with the mode is to keep it lean and
clean cut!
Take a good long look at your face in the mirror. Are you
satisfied with its contours? Is the moulding of your face well
defined and chiseled? No? Well, don't waste another minute.
Get busy!
Now look at two faces that I've picked for lovely contourstwo faces completely different in outline— Sylvia Sidney's and
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Loretta Young's. Sylvia has a heart-shaped face. It sweep;
in an unbroken line from her wide forehead to her daintily
pointed chin. Remember I said "unbroken line." No lumps,
no bumps, none of that flabby nonsense with which so many
faces are cluttered. Loretta Young has a long, square face
but the outline is excellent. I show you these two examples of
lovely girls to make you realize that it doesn't matter what
type of bone structure your face possesses. You can't do anything about that anyhow. But you can bring out the bone
structure of your face by taking off the fat. I'll tell you how.
With the thumb and forefinger lift the muscles just above
the jawbone away from the bone, very gently, without stretching the skin as if you were going to pinch your own face. But
don't pinch it. Instead, very, very slowly move your fingers
in a rotary movement, gently lifting and squeezing the fat
and muscle from the chin to the ear. Do not pull the upper!
covering of skin and don't touch the bone.
After the jaw line is well started do the same thing on the
cheek bone working from the nose to the corners of the eyes.
And I guarantee, baby, that that will give you a stream-line
face. It will completely remodel the old chassis and put some
pep into the engine, too. It will keep your face in fashion.
And if you want to wear those cute, new, goofy hats you'd
better get to work. You probably laugh when you see women
with fat cheeks and jowls wearing one of those little pancakes
stuck on top of their heads. Well, I don't laugh.
I get sore!
And when someone says, "What an awful hat," I answer,

• You can't have more
than one chin and be
in style!

Perfect is

Gloria Stuart's chin,
ean and well-rounded

oretta Young
silent because

has a long, square face,
the contour
is smooth

HIN
jn't blame the hat. Blame
I woman. If she would spend
sriuch time on her face as she
Bit picking out that hat she

but the outline is
and
well defined

a n d FACE

Structur e

Ms your fac<> in fashion? For
Mpring, 1931, you should have a
clean-cut, stream-lined model.
y ours
o v e r
"* o ■■ can
in a k

lldn't look like that!" For, no matter what type of bene
ticture your face has you can make it attractive by keeping
im and chiseled.
he same thing applies to your chin. How do you look in the
I high neck-line dresses? Do you dare wear them? They were
iigned to frame and enhance the chin — not a pair of chins.
*f rid of your spare chin. It's useless anyway.
:.ook at Gloria Stuart's chin. That's an ideal worth working
It is lean but well rounded and free frcm razor-blade
Irpness. It's fiim and strong. And — most important of all —
j can speak of it in the singular.
ultivate a good, firm, stubborn chin. Yes, I said a stubborn
Ii. Poor old stubbornness — everybody says it's a fault. But
•'Jhead and be stubborn. It's okay with me. I want to see
i.i your chin. I like it. And such determination will improve
j looks of your chin. It will make it firm and strong. Rei uber this — your mind must be firm if you want a firm
le and figure.
• tart right this minute to do the correct exercise. And
I'.'t let a day slip by without doing it. With all the fingers of
jir right hand rub down from the tip of your chin to the base
'our neck. Then with your left hand rub up from the base
'i'our neck to the tip of your chin, digging in well underneath

the superfluous chin. Get the
idea? Down with the right
hand, up with the left. Do
this on the right side of the
neck, then on the left and then in the middle. Keep your hand
firm but don't be too rough. Dcn't pull the skin and be sure
that the chin is kept relaxed. Never strain the chin. Do this

for fifteen minutes a day and when you've finished slap under
your chin with the backs of your hands for as long as you can.
The first thing you must do if you want to enlarge a receding
chin is to acquire determination. Then do this: let your chin
rest in the palm of your hand. Make your lower lip protrude.
Push your chin out. Then, with your hand, press up and out.
Do it twenty or thirty times a day. And just watch the old
chin get some character.
The perfect mouth has beautiful well moulded lips and teeth
that are a dentist's despair — because he can't improve them.
Sally Eilers, take a bow! Look at these lovely teeth. Look at
that attractive mouth — well-moulded, not too small nor too
large. The mouth is a
mouth is generous, good
But there's more to an
Sally's smile. Even if her
smile would be attractive

key to your character. And Sally's
hearted and sincere.
attractive mouth than that. Look at
teeth weren't as lovely as they are that
— because it lcoks as if she meant it.

For heaven's sake, girls, keep your mcuth natural. Dcn't go
in for a stupid fad like the bee-stung lip. Don't twist your
mouth into affected shapes.
[ please ttjrn to page 100 ]
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THEY were sisters — two young, eager girls who had travelled many hundred miles to New York to "go into the
movies."
The older was the prettier. The younger was just an averagelooking girl with no distinguishing marks of beauty or ability.
"Go home, my dear child," David Wark Griffith, who was
then at the height of his glory, advised the younger girl. "You
will never photograph.
You'd better forget about the movies."
But the girl didn't forget about pictures. And she didn't
go home until all her money was gone and there were no more
jobs in sight.
A short time after their humiliating return to their old home
town, a telegram arrived, calling the younger sister back to
New York for a part in a picture. The older girl, the betterlooking one, the one with all the odds in her favor, did not go
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with her. She couldn't face that fight for the theatrical si
vival of the fittest. She decided to marry and settle down ,
peaceful domesticity.
The older sister's name was Athole, the younger's was Norm
and their last name was Shearer.
Norma could have married, too. But she didn't. When si
arrived in New York for the second time, she found that a we
known actress, the one whom the producers had wanted in t!
first place, had finally been signed for the promised job. i
Norma was workless and penniless. But she was in New Yo
and she made up her mind to stay. She gritted her teeth ai
took every job which was offered, from posing for advertisii
photographers to playing the piano in small motion pictu
theaters.
She played in a few pictures and Hollywood saw her and sei
for her. She went to California with
short contract and a return-trip tickt
If her struggles in New York were bi
■£ E MC
ter, she found a far more despera

WHAT

IT TAKES

tie in Hollywood. Norma was not a beautiful girl and, in
t'se days, a pretty face went further than brains or ability.
I could have taken the easy route, gone to parties and
i iited briefly by her social contacts. But Norma's eyes were
i grimly on tomorrow, not on today. Only one thing was
I iortant to her. That was success. So she worked while
ier girls played.
I was young and I liked fun." Norma smiled a little as she
uembered those early days, "But I had sense enough to
jdze that my whole future was at stake. I had so much to
I to prepare for it. Believe me, it wasn't easy to turn down
se invitations, which would have meant an evening of fun
ill a morning of tiredness."
■Jorma has what it takes for success, that hard inner strength
' ich admits no defeat.
So do all successful people in every
• of work, doctors, merchants, lawyers, chiefs.
Perhaps
llywood requires more of that steely stamina because the
ipetition is so throat-cuttingly keen and because the
■! cess-life is so comparatively short.

"I don't think that I would ever have the courage to go
through it again," Norma sighed one day.
But she would. Because she is working just as hard today
to remain a star as she did years ago to become one. Norma
never overlooks the countless, small details, which require so
much time and energy, but which make for better pictures
and longer stardom. She photographs the materials from which
her gowns are to be made, to test their camera quality. When
she made "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," she wasn't
satisfied with playing with a trained dog, which knew all the
tricks of its trade. She took that dog home with her, lived with
it, played with it so that the adoration in its eyes was real,
when it looked at her in their scenes together.
Another young woman, who has climbed the ladder step by
step with Norma, is Joan Crawford. Joan had as many
physical defects as Norma. She was certainly not a beauty,
according to Hollywood standards. She was too fat. Her
speaking voice was untrained. She knew nothing about smart,
becoming clothes.
[ please turn to page 121 ]

LLUSTRATED

FRANK

were sitting on the patio basking in the golden
sun and watching the Hollywood parade go by
on the main stem of this quaint little desert oasis.
Palm Springs!
We were stag refugees from Hollywood getting a kick out of
watching fellow Hollywood refugees go native. Quite a party
of us boys had been playing at golf in a desert tournament
with some of the famous professionals, and we were now enjoying the hospitality of one Senor Roberto Woolsey, the
bespectacled, cigar-chewing comedian. Like many a former
smart Broadway and Hollywood lad, Senor Woolsey has gone
completely native. He owns his own hacienda in Palm
Springs and lives between pictures clad only in shorts and
sandals.

"Phis is God's country," announced our host, a line which
"Palm Springs is the tops."
all of us had heard before.
"It's (). K. if you got something wrong with you," agreed

Lbb giioneer

smallpox
.
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Hollywood

How,

GODWI!

ywooc

Senor Frawley, which upset Senor Woolsey no end, indeec
"You're nuts!" he chirped. "It is God's gift to Hollywood]
What a playground!
Look at those happy folks going by.
We peeked. Pedestrians, equestrians and cyclists, they a
looked very happy, though a bit on the languid side. The;,
were all clad the same, shorts, sandals and occasional eye
shades.

WE

Among the star refugees were Srs. W. C. Fields, Peon
Errol, Bert Wheeler, Dick Arlen, William Frawley and the
author.

B

"Phere goes Garbo on a bicycle," announced Senor Errol:
Senor Fields complained bitterly. "I wish I was turner
around so as I could see her." However, it turned out no
to be Garbo at all, so we resumed the argument.
"Speaking of playgrounds," said Senor Arlen, "I'll tak
Ensenada or Catalina. Or, if a fella has the time, Honolulu.'
"You guys with yachts make me sick," retorted irreconcil
able Senor Frawley, "as for me ..."
A chorus of interruptions. Senor Fields agreed with Seno:
Woolsey on Palm Springs because it is easier to get to with ij
trailer. I held with Senor Arlen. Phe Srs. Errol and Wheelei
being more of the sporting types, prefer the Santa Anita rac;
track and Agua Caliente, respective!}'.

days,

• i<>
it's a Mecc
a

the
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SCOOP

was

avoided
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\sthe beautiful

girls

kept

strolling

by

in various

V

but

h'ming bits of undress, Senor Woolsey grew expansive

Ho
I for me," continued irrepressible Senor Frawley, "I still
o; little ol' New York."
■were flabbergasted.
Who in the world would ever think
Iw York as Hollywood's playground?
V,t the ballots were cast, we found that the six most
■ir Hollywood
playgrounds
were
Palm
Springs — of
-Xew York, Caliente, Ensenada, Catalina and Santa
Howdy

Chumps!

iking of that Santa Anita race track, it's the greatest
line yet discovered in the West.
bangtails are back with us with a bang. Hollywood
ne "horsey" with the bankrolls. There are thousands of
cluttering up ol' Lucky Baldwin's Santa Anita rancho.
colts, mares, geldings; brown ones, black ones, bay
;ray ones and chestnuts. Those are the babies I bet on —
lestnuts."
:eys get under your feet and amateur touts in your hair
ry Hollywood party these days.
rly every star wants to own a nag. They're so cute.
Gable has one, Bing Crosby bought two and Connie
tt got herself one named Rattlebrain,
ywood talk today is horse talk. And plenty of it. The
nd girls call the horseys by their first names. They all
who sired Cavalcade and who damned Equipoise,
lamned Ekky myself when he fouled out Twenty Grand

ywoo

d

at that Derby the other day," asserted Senor Errol. "I had
fifty smackers right on his nose, too," he added feelingly.
Anyway, the races are busting Hollywood. A neighbor of
mine at Toluca Lake had to put a plaster of one hundred
smackers on his pet automobile when the meet was only eleven
days old. He bet on one of those beetles that ran under a
fence post and hasn't been seen since.
Yes indeedy, the boots and saddles are with us once more.
It's Christmas every day over at that Santa Anita layout.
More than fifteen million dollars will be handled at this meet,
which is a lotta shekels even for Hollywood.
"Yeah!" agreed Senor Frawley, "What a bag full of gold
Santa is pouring into Anita's sock every evening."
With that wisecrack we washed up the sport of the kings.
"Do you know, fellas," he continued, "you can fly to NewYork now in sixteen hours. It used to take us darned near
that long to get down

here twenty years ago.

Didn't it,

Come to think of it, in Hollywood twenty years ago playScoop?" grounds were few and far between. We took our fun where we
found it. How vividly I can picture the day that Senor
Frawley and I first glimpsed Palm Springs.
Yesterdays
"Salud v pesedas, amigosf"
We peered out of the dusty windows of the train, which had
stopped at a little desert station. [ please turn to page 110 ]

• Glenda's forehead may frankly remain unadorned by bangs, advisable
with a more backward hat movement.
Below, Josephine Hutchinson illustrates
the importance of a simple coiffure for
chapeaux that exploit decidedly sharp,
unexpected
angles.
Perc Westmore

UCNE

• To still the fluttering heart for its first peep at itself
an off-face or modified Breton sailor inspiration, Perc Wes
more

suggests

Glenda

Farrell's

smooth

and

flat

cur

fttux ayncL
IT'San adorably mad little hat that beckons to you fro
some shop window. You look, and in looking you are los
In a glow of anticipation you enter the shop, draggingalon
your best friend, seat yourself, while the angel of glad tiding
the saleslady, hovers solicitously about, the confection in h:
hand. Deftly, she fits it to your head. You look. Yourbubb
bursts. You turn to your best friend for some confirmation tha
she doesn't see what you can see in the mirror. But that look <
doubt tells you that she sees exactly what you see, but hop<
fully she adds, "Maybe it's your hair."
With a modified off-face hat, flat curls at sides look ei
ceedingly well. When a hat cuts across the forehead in :
diagonal line, you do not need bangs. If you wear a far-bat
bonnet type, a high cluster of forehead curls will make you vei;
appealing. Or you may, if your forehead is well proportioned
your hairline good and your face not too long, dispense wit
bangs but keep the forehead hair smooth. For the flat type <|
hat that shows back hair, softness or curls are necessary. Aj
expanse of smooth, flat hair is nothing to look at. For tl
angle hat, you need a slightly looser, softer effect, and n
bangs, please, with a forward jut. A softly curled, we!1
groomed border of hair fairly close to the head is about as sati;
factory answer as any to this hat problem. With the large pi1
ture type of hat, you may always go more girly-girly and curl
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• Beauty at your finger-tips depends
largely upon a practical manicure kit
for emergency aid, even if you prefer
professional assistance. For dressingtable, travel bag and desk drawer
comes

Betty Furness' complete, compact good-groomer
for ailing
nails

McNULTY

n silver standard in Hollywood. Claire Trevor with
3(ng silver nails clipped onto her own. Made in Paris
ol a Hollywood sculptor's plaster cast of Claire's hands

• Cream

or lotion must play an important part on the hands we love.

Maxine Doyle's, pictorially repeating
the old story of hand beauty via care

v:

HEX Laurence Hope's words, 'Tale hands I loved,"
were set to potent music and sighed by violins the

world over, that word "pale" seemed to become the
i rion by which feminine hands were adjudged beautiful.
lit we all know that the strictly pale hand is almost as rare
white horse, for the simple reasons that few women have
ip, white skin and that the hand of today is expected to do
|sll as to be, so that the doing hand invariably develops a
Bin strength of character, in spite of skin tone, belying the
lie flower-stem, listless type.
'Jilored nail lacquer is to hands what cosmetics are to the
| For hands of the pale variety, you will find a rose or
■ red lacquer attractive; for the golden blonde hand, try
i| or a darker tone with a little yellow. Brunette hands look
-with the darker reds or a warm light tone, but pale rose or
i do not contain enough color for the right contrast. For
wing, most hands look well with an exotic touch to the nails
f gold, silver or intense jewel tones to match or contrast.
>day, almost any fairly well shaped, well cared for hand
I pass for beautiful if it is used easily and gracefully. Learn! o relax hands, to make the wrist lead in movements and to
IIh lightly are simple trainings toward grace. The manner in
! h you use your hands and your touch will linger longer in
i/her's memory than thought of tone or shape.

"ON DUCTED

BY

CAROLYN

VAN

WYCK
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• The back hair is tightly
twisted to achieve a low knot
effect, the coils s e c u rely
pinned in place. A blessing
— not one wave or curl is
necessary
fcr
the
design

^

KOW*

• This page is dedicated to our long-haired readers
Conchita Montenegro wears a charming double coro
net roll for evening. This whole arrangement is large!;
a matter of silky smooth tight coils in a Grecian marine

• Conchita's simple, classic daytime arrangement means that hats may be worn
with the utmost comfort and chic. The hair
is simply drawn back into a low figure eight
knot. Charm lies in keeping the hair absolutely smooth and perfect in its unbroken
line and design and dramatically sculptured
80

64
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• Irene Dunne's exquisite
coiffure
in "Roberta"
accents worn
the beauty
of her
golden-brown hair and reveals to advantage her unusually beautiful hairline

he sheen and texture of Irene Dunne's hair are a
l:; sermon on the necessity of simple care for
a hair beauty. Scrupulous cleanliness, brushing,
<(>od tonic and hot oil treatments are the answer

hREYER

*\ modern interpretation of Greek sculpture adroitly deTed in Betty Furness' curls. The front is massed in bang
"lion and from a small break the curls circle the back

• Jean Muir personifies youth and loveliness with a coiffure of wide, loose waves and combed out ends. An
universally popular mode, adapted to the spirit of youth

• A practical solution for
the telephone-tub situation, from Grace Bradley,
who drapes herself in a
huge, gay towel, designed
primarily
for beach
use

• Fresh cut flowers on her
dressing table are an inspiration for perfect
make - up, according to
Kitty Carlisle, who thinks
beauty encourages beauty

ABOVE, Kitty Carlisle, Grace Bradley and Frances Drake
offer inspirational and practical ideas for our very private
lives.
Kitty sincerely believes that small touches of beauty around
us are essential to serenity of spirit and, indeed, physical loveliness. Fresh cut flowers are her special pet. Today, many of
the preparations with which we cleanse, correct and accent
ourselves are lovely to look and lovely to use. Many perfume
flacons are so artistic that we hesitate to throw them away
when empty. Some of us buy dressing-table and bathroom
affairs because of the smart touches they add to a room. Packaging has reached an art with no loss in the quality of contents,
as a rule. Thus, modern beauty preparations work for two
purposes — beauty for you and your surroundings.
It is an old story that the telephone always rings when you
enter your tub. I dare say the prospect of a pleasant date has
often been ruined when the lady has rushed dripping from a
pleasant bath to the telephone wrapped in a bit of the first
thing at hand.
A slightly tense, irritated voice at the other
82

end may well change any gentleman's intention from a dinnei
invitation to asking merely how you are. Knowing this
Grace Bradley introduces the telephone towel idea. Keep!
one of those new huge beach towels, in lovely tones with
amusing fish designs, at hand for emergencies. They protect
dry and warm you comfortably, permitting that telephone
voice with a smile, and they just love the water — bath or salt
Hollywood doesn't like to apply its make-up without a mag
nifying mirror, and neither does Frances Drake nor any gir
who has ever used one. If you want a perfect Upline, lashes thai
almost deny the use of mascara, a gentle blending of cheel
rouge and powder, work with the aid of this mirror. You an
so magnified that the slightest misstep fairly screams at you
It makes you very exacting, so that when you look at the,
ensemble before a normal mirror, you will have to confess thai
you look lovely. These mirrors also detect any skin flaws, the
first indication of a blackhead, dry bit of cuticle and our everyday skin woes so that we may get promptly to work to correct
them.

[ OTHER BEAUTY
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This vivid young Paramount

star adores fluffy sweaters — wears them off the set

whenever possible. Helen's hard work is earning her the "breaks" in pictures.
Her latest is Paramount's new production, "Four Hours to Kill."

uxis the swellest trouper I know," says Helen Mack. "When
I was 13, I started on the road. Keeping my costumes looking
fresh and new for one-night stands might have been a problem.
But I'd learned to depend on Lux — used it for silks, woolens,
stockings, lingerie — every last thing that was washable.
"So that was easy! And I'm still keen about Lux. It's a
big economy, and keeps things grand-looking for ages. I like
it especially for sweaters. They stay soft as a kitten's ear and
keep the same smart fit they have when new."
WHY DON'T YOU try Helen Mack's way to Lux sweaters?
First trace an outline of your sweater. Squeeze rich, cool Lux
suds well through. Never rub. Rinse in cool water, then roll
in a towel to press out moisture. Shape to pattern and pin with
rustproof pins. Dry away from heat.
Lux won't shrink woolens as ordinary soaps with
harmful alkali are apt to do. And with Lux there's
no cake-soap rubbing to roughen and mat the
fibres. Safe in water, safe in Lux.
Specified in all the big Hollywood

Studios

"Costumes represent a big investment to be safeguarded,"
says Frank Richardson, Paramount wardrobe director.
"That's why we specify that all washable costumes be
cared for with Lux. It protects the colors and materials,
keeps them new longer, and saves money!"

LUX WONT

SHRINK

WOOLENS -.WONT

FADE COLORS

Caught at a moment of inspiration.
Grace Moore with Myra, her cook, and Williams, her butler. Undoubtedly the dinne
menu is being planned and a decision made as to whether the wine shall be dry or sweet, and, of course, what vintag

GOOD

TASTE

IN

FOOC

/%■■ epicurean
§en$e
is an
dish so beloved in old Vienna.
have
TO know good food, to
"
is simple to prepare and is bast
the "feeling for it, is an important part of temperament,
on a cut of meat too frequent
important
part
of temperasays a lovely lady named Grace
neglected in this country becau
Moore.
few will take the trouble to pr
iiienl."
say*
Orace
Moore,
An epicure in high regard
pare it carefully.
among the epicureans of the
Paprika Schnitzel: Select ave
expounding
culinary
art
steak cut half an inch thic
world, Grace takes a keen interest in the dishes served on her
sprinkle with salt and pepper ar
table. She can turn out a handroll in flour. Heat butter or olh
some Schnitzel with her own fair hands and has little in comoil in a skillet, sprinkle with paprika until it is red and add tu
sliced onions. Fry to a light brown. Enter the steak ar
mon with the person who says, "I don't care what I have for
brown it well on both sides. Add gradually half a cup of thic
dinner — so long as it's food."
A sympathetic bond always has existed between the arts and
sour cream. Cover the pan and let the steak cook slowly l<
the kitchen. Few great singers, composers, writers or painters
half an hour. Add a little hot water if it seems to be dry, ar
serve.
have ever scorned the pleasures of the table. They have,
rather, cultivated them to another fine art.
The most appropriate accompaniment to this grand entn
To plan the perfect dinner requires no mean skill, and to be
is the humble but deserving potato pancake — with its indi
known among your associates as a good cook is to rate a title.
pensable side-kick, apple sauce.
In France, good cooks are given the Legion of Honor, and to
Potato Pancakes: To serve six, pare two very large raw p1
be a Cordon Bleu is to be a person of distinction. Jean Jacques
tatoes and grate. Mix with a small chopped onion (or thn
green onions), two raw eggs, one cup of flour and a teaspoon '
Rousseau once said, "The love of good food is a romance that
chopped parsley. Season with salt, pepper and a little gratt
will never desert you!"
nutmeg.
Fry in butter or bacon [ please turn to page 11La Moore's favorite of all dishes is a Paprika Schnitzel, the
84
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Hollywood Stars have learned it doesn't pay to
gamble with a "careless" handbag. One slip of
the hand . . . and precious contents are lost or
broken. So these women, so famous for their
style, insist on carrying only handbags that
feature Talon fastener security.
This smooth-running, easily-operated slide
fastener tailors new beauty into a handbag, at
the same time assuring you of convenience and
safety at all times. Because the Talon fastener

* "POCKETBOOK PANIC" is that terri** pocketbook
ble feeling you get
«<?«your
SM. ivhen
opens and the contents spill out or are lost.

is used only by manufacturers of quality who feature the newest and best styles, you can use it
as your guide to complete handbag satisfaction.
Models of every sort, at the price you want to
pay, await you in your favorite store. Be sure the
name on the slider reads TALON, and you can
be sure of your handbag!
HOOKLESS
NEW
LOS

YORK

FASTENER

COMPANY,

• BOSTON

ANGELES

.

MEADVILLE,

. PHILADELPHIA

SAN

FRANCISCO

PENNA.

• CHICAGO
•

SEATTLE
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WUVE WON HIM -NOW

You

can use cosmetics

as much
ANY GIRL CAN HAVE
A SMOOTH, REALLY
LOVELY SKIN. YOU
CAN USE COSMETICS AS MUCH AS YOU
WISH IF YOU GUARD
YOUR SKIN AS I
DO WITH GENTLE

tux Toilet Soap

fi/ssA Land/
PARAMOUNT

STAR

guard

as you wish . . . yet

against this danger.

de
a woma
muchon ofkeepi
SO pends
ng n's
skin cleai
her charm
— appealingly smooth. Yet many i
woman, without realizing it, is actu
ally spoiling her own looks.
For stale make-up left choking th(
pores causes dullness, tiny blemishes
— warning signals of Cosmetic Skin
Cosmetics Harmless if
removed this way
In Hollywood the lovely screen star;
pro tect their million-dollar complex
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VOU MUST KEEP HIM...
Don't let
Cosmetic
spoil your

3ns with Lux Toilet Soap — the soap
specially made to remove cosmet:s thoroughly. Its ACTIVE lather
inks deep into the pores, carries
wiftly away every vestige of dust,
art, stale powder and rouge.
Before you put on fresh make-up
uring the day — and, of course,
ALWAYS before you go to bed at
light, give your skin this protectng, beautifying care. Exquisite
mooth skin is a priceless treasure.
Don't take chances!

89

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood
[ CONTINUED

\V/HEN
see screen
"Beckydebut
Sharp"
must
W watch you
for the
of theyou
Crovenays. Notice Miriam Hopkins in one scene as
she exhibited a painting and says — "and this
is the Duke and Duchess of Crovenay!"
This was probably inspired by the old oil
which has hung in the home of Robert Edmond
Jones for some time now. It portrays the
features of a patrician gent arrayed in noble
finery. At the base of the frame is a small
gold plaque thus engraved, "Phillip Crovenay,
1727-1793."
New visitors to the Jones home seldom fail
to stop and admire it. There is something
about the eyes. Of course, they never inspect

FROM PAGE 86 ]

earnings in the extra ranks. The highest salaried woman was paid twenty-six hundred fortyone dollars and twenty-five cents, for one hundred sixty-seven days work, a weekly salary of
fifty dollars and eighty cents.
Well — have you started for Hollywood yet?
\V/HEN Jack Oakie goes into character he
" stops at no half measures.
For "The Call
of the Wild," Jack was required to acquire a
growth of whiskers and a little more heft.
He grew a crop of red, bristly alfalfa of terrifying proportions and added no less than twenty

the plaque, because it's easier to say, "Who is
that striking man — an ancestor?"
Whereupon Mrs. Robert Edmond Jones gives
them a gently chiding look and a sweet forgiving smile, as she shakes her head.
"That's Phillip Crovenay," she answers in a
properly hushed voice.

TELIX ROLO, a European socialite of cc
siderable poise, recently visited Hollyuo
and overnight found himself in the tick]'
position of being a pawn in a queenly contest.
Having escorted Marlene Dietrich abc
town, until he was looked upon as her exclusi
swain, he accepted an invitation to Garbi
memorable Trocadero party. There Garbo si
posedly triumphantly exhibited him while Mi
lene supposedly burned.
Hearing rumors of a feud and finding hims
suddenly an issue, Mr. Rolo's savoir fa
prompted him to do what any Continental ge
tleman would do under the circumstances.
He left town.
THIS is just one of the little items that ma
' life in pictures one long happy quandai
how to make an actor look as if he is riding oi
horse when he doesn't ride. We saw one methc
George Arliss, in all the ceremonial robes
Cardinal Richelieu, sitting very straight on
snow white charger. Sprawled on the grou
were four men — each holding one of the hors
hoofs! The camera was then slowly jiggled
look like motion. A wonderful people, th<
cameramen!

And they always say wisely, "Oh — yes."
IE AN HARLOW has formally welcomed
^Spring. She had her swimming pool filled,
and she blossomed out in a white cellophane
bathing suit. But cellophane!

" T YE RYE.'' That, in England, is Fay Wra
' who writes that this is what all the Cockn
children call her. Fay dashed over to Paris

THE latest gag is to bring your own lunch to
' the studio. Katharine Hepburn shows up
with a picnic basket about the size of a wardrobe trunk and equipped with everything but
hot and cold running water!

buy some clothes ("didn't have a stitch to 1
back" — Where have I heard that before?) a
should be on her way home about now.

A THOUSAND girls were disappointed when
they picked up the morning newspaper
and read that W. S. Van Dyke had married
Ruth Mannix. "Woody" was the most popular blade at large in Hollywood, and so darn
nice to all the girls, without exception, that
many of them will get something of a shock
to discover he is no longer eligible.

V/OU may have suspected it from the manr
' — but did you know Tullio Carminati's i
ther was a count, his mother a baroness, a
one grandmother a princess? He uses his r<
name only on his Christmas cards, Count Tul
Carminati di Brambilla. And Mrs. Kent P;
rot is still the lady in his life.

rMRECTOR

PLEASED young man with a wideni:
grin sat in on "The Devil Is a Womai
preview. When it was half over, he got up ai
walked out. His name is Joel McCrea, ai
that is exactly what he did on the picture, aft
a few days' shooting — walked out. Said
knew he would be bad, %vhat with all the spo
taneity directed out of him. Joel is a very wi
young man — because results proved that n
body in the opus had a chance to be good.

^the fog come in . . . "We'd had every other
kind of delay on this opus — now even the elements are against us," he wailed.
"An element never forgets!" flipped a bright
young actor.

POOR Jimmy Cagney! He is Bottom in "A
Midsummer Night's Dream," so everyone
reverses the order and sings to him "You're
the Bottom and I'm the top." Over and
above which he has to sit for half an hour
every morning while a hairdresser curls his
hair!
A RE you planning a trip to Hollywood to
enter the movies?
Are you tired of the home and the same old
three meals a day?
If so — regardez vous, mes enfants. Out of
seventeen thousand extras last year, twelve
made a living wage! (The number is shaved to
five by a later calculation.) Only six men received as much as twenty-five hundred dollars,
and five women two thousand dollars. The
'

largest salary received by an extra was twentyeight hundred forty-six dollars and twenty-five
cents for one hundred ninety-five days work;
average, fifty-four dollars and seventy-four
cents weekly. Out of this, he had to maintain
a top-notch wardrobe. This is called high-class
90

A

Norman McLeod sadly watched
Mae West stirs up just as much havoc
in modern dress as she does in costumes
of the Gay 90s era. Here's a shot with
Ivan Lebedeff and Paul Cavanagh, from
Mae's

latest

film,

"Goin'

to

Town"

pounds to his frame. Just to show you how the
man changed, he was actually unrecognized one
evening when he stepped out to a Hollywood
night spot.
The door man called him "Mr. Dean," mistaking him for "Man Mountain Dean," the
bearded wrestling behemoth. But W. C. Fields
recognized Jack, and marveled at him but
gasped at the thicket of vicious whiskers. " It's
a door mat," said Bill, "but where's the
'Welcome'?"
1 DON'T know whether there is anything in
' playing hunches, but at the Santa Anita
race track near Hollywood jockey Jack Westrope has been riding.
All during the racing season Mae West backed
him when he rode.
Her father's name, you know, was Jack West,
a great sport himself.
She ended 'way ahead on her bets.
And that's something.

Well—inina Mr.
Adol
? phZukor's name the
name
T'S
WHAmone
y.
was
Mr. Zukor is one of Hollywooc
big time producers, and, of course, already h
a few iron men.

His name, when abbreviated, is "A. Zukoi
And noting the phonetic resemblance of tl
and the name of a horse entered in the $100,0<
Santa Anita Handicap, Mr. Zukor placed lua
wagers on the nose of "Azucar."
As you know, Azucar, a long shot, led t
field home, and Mr. Zukor left the pari-muti
windows with his pockets well padded, whil
justifies one hunch I know about.

thinksbutex.
WORTH
an actor,
good for
is veryBUTTER
^cise
CHARLES
doesn't believe in overdoing it. So Charles m
be seen on the golf course almost every day
riding from shot to shot in a jinricksha!
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 94 ]
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NEVER

A DULL

MOMENT

"It's a merry life — and a busy one — now that I'm wearing Styl-Eez shoes. They have a way of making my feet
look exactly as they should when summer's in the air
and there's adventure around the corner. I like their
smartness, their comfort, their perfect fit . . . things I've
never seemed to find in other shoes at the price. I'm
glad I have the Styl-Eez habit . . ."

__
The KAY — pertorations scattered
with a lavish (and fashion-wise) hand
add cool smartness to this two-eyelet
tie of kid.

Styl-Eez shoes have special built-in features that keep your feet from
tiring easily and prevent rotation of the ankles . . . unusual in shoes so
moderately priced.

'

yj

1

The RO YD EN — perforations again
(they're smarter than ever) — used to
add interest and airiness to a foureyelet kid oxford.

O-OVJ- Slightly higher west of the Rockies

Other Selby Products—
:H PRESERVER

and TRU-POISE

Send this coupon for Styl-Eez booklet of features and new models.

THE

SELBY

SHOE

COMPANY,

PORTSMOUTH,

Please send me a copy of your Styl-Eez booklet.

Shoes

In Canada write Selby Shoes, Ltd., Montreal

Name
A d dress

.

OHIO

• Helpful
points
for keeping
you If
ovely. Maxine Doyle advises the use ;a
nourishing cream on the neck nightlo j
prevent coarse,
discolored or lined I
• Stressing the importance of absorht

cotton
squares
in the current
be.'y I
mode.
Maxine Doyle illustrates the nd- I
ern method
of applying
liquids to
Marian

Marsh shows a clever gac;t

for applying ice indirectly to her skin A
cylinder opens to receive the ice cii
and the roller is then passed, over I1El

CLEAR, fine skin, sparkling unlined eyes and a smooth
graceful neck. Most girls of twenty possess these attributes
of vouth. They think they need not worry because they are
really all right as they are. That is true — they are all right.
But the wise girl of twenty knows that she must do something
to stay that way.
There are three important steps in this business of staying
lovely, and they are eyes, skin texture and neck. I believe
everyone may benefit from a tiny bit of cream spread under
and over the eyes at night. Special eye creams come for this
purpose, but any good lubricating cream may serve. Laughter,
other emotions and exposure dry the fine skin about the eyes
and line or wrinkle it prematurely. That bit of cream is a great
aid. The skin that is thoroughly cleansed — and often — that is
gently lubricated and stimulated should stay lovely for many
years. I believe ina balanced skin cleansing routine, cream, soap
and water and a liquid cleanser. Experiment with the three
to find out when and how often you should use the different
preparations. Cold, cold water is a marvelous astringent and
stimulator.
Many of us seem to forget that the neck needs cream. Nightly
use will keep this skin beautifully smooth, clear and young.
Waiting for you — two Springtime leaflets, "Skin Radiance"
and "Inspiring Perfumes." Just send a stamped, self-addressed envelope — one for each please. Or ask us about
your other beauty problems. Carolyn Van Wyck, Photoplay Magazine, 1926 Broadway, New York City
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Stars Tell

Iake-Up Secret
Drunettes
for
\m can double your beauty if you
opt the make-up of Hollywood's stars
in your mirror . . . note that it is color
it gives life to your beauty. Think, then,
ally important color is to your make-up.
eally create enchanting beauty, colors in
p.uler, rouge and lipstick must be perfect.
i illy wood, Max Factor, genius of make-up,
this... and originated color harmony makerjie screen stars and for you. Having famous
living models, he created original shades
powder, rouge and lipstick . . . harmonized
nes to emphasize the individuality of each
c blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead.
■pur very own mirror, you can see what wont s new kind of make-up will do. The face
creates a satin-smooth make-up that clings
rs . . . the rouge imparts a natural blush of
) your cheeks . . . the lipstick brings out
i ning color appeal of the lips. All are in
color harmony to accent to the utmost
Dealing charm of your personality.
ake this beauty secret of Hollywood's stars
crs, too. ..share the luxury of Color Harmony
p now available at nominal prices. Max
i Face Powder, one dollar; Max Factor's
fifty cents; Max Factor's Super-Indelible
:, one dollar; featured by all leading stores.

MAUREEN

AN

featured in M-G-M's
"DA VID COPPERFIELD"
Brownette. with blueeyesand
fair skin.. .her color harmony
is Max Factor's Rachelle
Powder, Blondeen Rougeand
Vermilion Lipstick.

JEAN

PARKER

featured in M-G-M's
"SEQUOIA"
Brunette, with hazel eyes
and creamy skin. . . her color
harmony
is Max Carmine
Factor's
Brunette Powder,
Rouge and Carmine Lipstick.

ELIZABETH

ALLAN

featured in M-G-M's
"DAVID COPPERFIELD"
Light Brunette with bluegray eyes and olive skin
. . . her color harmony is
Max Factor's Olive Powder,
Carmine Rouge and Carmine Lipstick.

I

1
ax lactora
j

OSULLIY

Max Factor's
Make-Up
Used
Exclusively

TTOllljWOod

SOCIETY MAKE-UP
/
icePowder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Hnrmony

_a

Mail for your roi.OK
MAIL

J-^OR personal make-up advice
...and to test your own color
harmony shades in powder and
lipstick . . . mail this coupon.

THIS

COUPON

TO

MAX

HARMONY
FACTOR

IX

. . HOLLYWOOD

POWBER
COMPLEXIONS

JUST till in the coupon lor Purse-Size Box of Powder in your color harmony
shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, (our shades Enclose 10 cents for postage
and handling. You will also receive your Color Harmony Make-Up1-5-92
Chart

Fair
Very Light
Creamy
Med.um

D
D
D

and a 48-pagc illustrated book. "Tr* Nru. Art of Sxitry M*k-Up". . . FREE.
NAME

Roddy
Sallow

U
a

STREET

FredUed
Olive
SKIN

D
D
Dry O

AND

IJPSTICK

EVES

HAIR
BI.ONDF

Gray-Blue

LASHES i
Dark - __
Light

Oily D Nwm.,1 O

.□
_D

.□

_0
n
_n

ACE
Hawl'l

BROWNETTE
L«ghi_.0
Dart. .D
L.ghc__a Dark. .a.
BRUNETTE
REDHEAD
Light. _D D»rfc_D
Light-.D Dark. -O
lfH™.>Gtay.cbt<k

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood
[ CONTINUED

pv ID you have any idea that one single lone
*-^ solitary fly — a common house-fly — can cause
more excitement around a picture set than a
lion on the loose? They could catch a lion.
But a fly right up close to the camera lens looks
like a prehistoric monster, his buzz near a
microphone is all right only for an aviation
picture — with dozens of planes zooming in the
air. Strong men armed with lethal weapons
stride about sets with a grim look, stars and
directors sit and wait — when there is a hint of a
fly in the place. If the leading lady merely
breaks down with appendicitis or somebody
just loses the script, that's little trouble. But
a fly, my hearties, a fly is a major catastrophe!
K A AY ROBSON'S Bonny Boy, she tells me,
' " 'is so smart she has to figure out ways to
fool him. He's a pup, and he understands
every thing she says. So she took to spelling
out the words. Now he knows what the words
spell. She is trying to invent a new language
which will permit her companion, Lillian
Harmer, to know what she means without letting Bonny Boy in on it I
\V/K don't know why everyone is working up
W a lather about it, but to be a good and
dutiful reporter we must inform you that
Katharine Hepburn is running about the RKO
lot in a pair of woolen socks and no shoes. For
some very vague reason, these little tricks are
considered just too cute and democratic for
words. Possibly you have done the same thing
lots of times around the house or garden — but
would be properly hesitant to meet your public
thus shod.

(~*LAUDETTE
COLBERT
is not of
the her
sortpicof
^'person who saves
the reviews
tures, but there is one that she will never
throw away. It appeared on page one in the
January issue of the Manchurian Daily News,
which calls itself, "The oldest English Lan-

FROM PAGE 90

guage newspaper in Manchuria."
It is published in Dairen.
The review, without the
change of a word or a comma, follows:
GRAMOROUS AND FLAGRANT
CLEOPATRA BRISTLES
EYES
DeMille's 'Cleopatra' Exposes in Dairen.
So extravagence, so lavishly, so fanciest betimes, Cecil B. DeMille's "Cleopatra" will be
shown to the fans from January 7, Monday, at
the Nikka-tsu-kan cinema hall.
Cecil B. DeMille in "Cleopatra" produced
a eye-bristling spectacles classed among the
most thrillings of last year's screens givings.
The critic is certain several superfluous word
of praises can be offered to this picture which
is so colossal, so charming and so vividly with
an eye to interesting, and that is ahead of his
expectations. But eyeing from artistic points,
this is just to get the passing mark, to boots.

these columns that the content of Cleop
is too popular to insist it. You, the fans,
tainly be struck all of a bump if you see
DeMille for sets of several thrilling seem
battle on the sands and in the sea, the Egyp
armies fighting against the Romans, an
dancing by the Egyptian girls who swing
swirl and revolving through grand marble
and on the sumptuos barge to the swis
gully slaves.

A I.L that "Cleopatra" possesses is lavish' \iess not only, but also it contains some fine
acting, especiary in part of gramorous flagrant
and competent Claudette Colbert who makes
the role as Cleopatra every inch, an ell.
"Cleopatra" is the luring picture-scroll entracing romance of the Siren of the Nile and
the inflexible and valiant Roman of them all.
The "Cleopatra" the critic sees here is not
so immoral woman of the vampireship type as
the critic has been taught from his teacher, but
rather beautiful martry who intended to saving Egypt and a woman whom we can easily
entertain with friendly sentiments. This
"Cleopatra" at any rate is one of those breathtaking spectacles which seems able to direct
and to review.
It is said that the film cost to a million and
a half dollars in which more than 5,000 peoples
are to produce.
The story is cranked from a scene of struggle
of power between Cleopatra and his brother,
Ptolemy, in Egypt.
The critic has no space to hear repetition in

Lilian Harvey proudly shows you her nev
handbag or muff. That is, you zip th
muff and
have ofa bag.
coverei
with
three you tiers
ostrichIt's feather

HAUL KELLY
' Brooklyn — so
horses. He has
own one, and he

is a city boy — brought t|]
naturally he is mad ap
his first opportunity nob
bought a fine polo pony I

Ray Griffith. Some one said, "Why notb
your horse and buy a home?" Paul ansup
that he lives in a rented house and boud:
horse because he can turn the house into ate
home if the persons he loves are in it. I||
rented horse doesn't seem to belong — any
than a rented dog would. Paul has the|
polo practice field in his back yard . . . a wol
horse from which he practices with balll
mallet. There is plenty of screen aroumf
yard out of consideration for the neighj
windows!
IN answer to the many who have wil
'Photoplay inquiring what had beconl
Jack Mulhall, I want to say thatyou cal
him, if you look sharply in "Love in Biol
He plays the part of a beggar in frontf
restaurant.
He is not on the screen lonl
Jack Mulhall is an actor. I saw hinl
long ago. He was dressed for some bit hi J
to do. He was cheerful and sunny as evil
"I'm an actor," he said, "and that'f
way I want to make my living. Sure I ■

A scene from "Les Miserables," when Jean Valjean's strength as he lifts a stalled
peasant cart betrays him to his arch pursuer, Javert. Fredric March is the hero
of the Victor Hugo
book and Charles Laughton
plays the vengeful
nemesis
94

mind playing these small parts.
It's ai|
isn't it? Well — that's what I like to do.'
Now, of course, Jack Mulhall used to bel
much of a star. If you remember himl
want to see him, register your howls. He I
of the best, I'll tell you that, and I agree!
a whole lot of you that he deserves somij
breaks in some real parts.
[ PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 127 ]

PEGGY

$6

One-eyelet tie with lacy scallop design.
Black or brown. Just right for dressy
street outfits. Sizes 4 to 9; AAA to C.

CORRINE

$6

Uses stitching and tiny perforations in
dainty pattern. Black, brown or white.
Smart with your semi-dressy street
costumes. Sizes 2Vz to 10; AAAA to EEE.
TRIXIE $5

Don't slip
Smart monk

nir snoes o

oxford with moccasin toe.

Brown or white. You'll want it in your
sports wardrobe. Sizes 4 to 9; AAA to C.

tV\e Movies
Genuine pigskin ghillie in white, brown,
or white with brown trim. Fashion-right for
spectator sports wear. 4 to 9; AAA to C

0 PLACES

COMFORTABLY

ma Jetticks go any place comfortably. They have to . . . because the basis of
d foot comfort is correct fit and every Enna Jettick is built to fit correctly,
id the pictures prove that they look smart and up-to-the-minute, too.
k your Enna Jettick dealer to show you the four new
oes pictured. They are part of the new fashion-designed
oup supplementing those other friendly-fitting models
u've always liked. Sizes I to 12, AAAAA

to-EEE.

AND

SMARTLY

ASK

he

i%Mf»wi:ic

na^n

Wives," "A Notorious Affair," "The 0th
Tomorrow," "The Age of Love," "Cock of t
Air," and "Blondie of the Follies."
Mary Koelzer, Chicago, III.— Elizabe
Patterson was born in Savannah, Term. I
you still think she is the same one you used
know?
Helen Wannamaker, Cheraw, S. C.
Gene Raymond was born in New York City <
August
U, 1908. His favorite sport is hors
back riding.
N. M. E., Princeton, Ind.— Clark Gab
was born on February 1, 1901. He has be<
married twice. Last marriage took place i
June 29, 1931. George Raft has been countii
birthdays since September 26, 1903.
Bonnie June Rohland, Oakland, Calif. You're not so bad either on thinking up que
tions, Bonnie. But then I love to answer ther
Gene Raymond, and how the girls fall for th;
lad, was born on August 13, 1908. At th
writing he isn't married and isn't even engage
Francis Lederer was born in Prague, Czech'
Slovakia, November 6, 1906. He was marrit
and divorced several years ago in Europe,
don't believe Joe E. Brown's son is marriei
He is about eighteen years of age.
B. D., Dayton, Ohio. — Lanny Ross w;
born in Seattle, Wash., on January 19, 190
His real name is Launcelot Patrick Ros
He is 6 feet tall, weighs 160 and has lig!
brown hair and gray eyes. He was educate
at the Taft School in Watertown, Conn., an
at Yale University. He also studied law
Columbia. Lanny is not particular aboi
staying in pictures. He prefers his radio worl
R. B.,
was born
1904. He
has dark

Syracuse, N. Y — Eddie Nugei
in New York City on February
is 6 feet, 1 inch tall; weighs 155 an
brown hair and green eyes. H

first important picture was "Our Dancir
Daughters." Did you see him in "Lost in tl
A

tall

name.

dark
Watch

man
him

is

coming

in "Times

into
Square

ANOTHER tall, dark and handsome hero
has been acclaimed. The girls have just
gone crazy about Robert Taylor, one of
the outstanding of the new leading men.
Bob's real name is S. Arlington Brugh. He
was born in Filley, Nebr., August 5, 1911. Is
6 feet, V2 inch tall; weighs 165 and has brown
hair and blue eyes. He is of Scotch, Dutch
and English descent.
Bob entered pictures about a year ago, playing in "Handy Andy" with Will Rogers. That
was shortly after he graduated from Pomona
College. His second picture was "There's
Always Tomorrow" for Universal and then
came "A Wicked Woman" for M-G-M. His
latest pictures are "Times Square Lady" and
"West Point of the Air," both for Metro.
Most of his leisure hours Bob spends playing
96

your

lives,

Lady"

and

girls.
"West

Bob

Taylor

Point of the

is

his
Air"

tennis. When not thus engaged he likes to take
in movies. He says his hobby is clothes, especially sweaters. So girls, get out your knitting
needles.
Eileen Koch, New York City, N. Y. —
The following stars were born in November:
Frances Dee, the 26th; James Dunn, the 2nd;
Joel McCrea, the 5th; Dorothy Wilson and
Dick Powell, the 14th; Will Rogers, the 4th
and Raquel Torres, the 11th. Kent Taylor
was born on May 11, 1907.
Peggy Stone, Des Moines, Iowa. — Billie
Dove made a number of talkie pictures before
she married Bob Kenaston and retired from the
screen. Among them were "Her Private Life,"
"The
Painted
Angel," "Sweethearts
and

Stratosphere"?
Joe R., Chicago, III. — Frankie Darro
a hometowner of yours, Joe. He was bee
celebrating birthdays on December 22m
since 1917. His real name is Frankie Johi
son. Can't give you his measurements b
cause he is still growing. His latest pictui
is "Little Men."

Kathleen Donnelly, Peoria, III.— Hoi
you will continue to like my little columi
Kitty. Robert Young's real name is Robe
George Young. Ginger Rogers' is Virgin
Katherine McMath. In private life she is no
Mrs. Lew Ayres. Jean Parker's real name
Mae Green. She was born in Montar
August 11, 1915. Is 5 feet, 3 inches talj
weighs 106 and has dark brown hair and haz
eyes. She is still single. Some of her pictur
are "Little Women," "Two Alone," "La?
River," "Operator 13," "Have a Heart," "
Wicked Woman," "Limehouse Blues," ar
"Sequoia." Don't miss this last one when
comes to your part of the country.
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"Women welcome frankness when
talking about these Kotex advantages''
CANT CHAFE • CANT FAIL- CAN'T SHOW!
lor of "Marjorie Mays

I2lh Birlhdoy"

Your outdruggist
can't tell
embarrassment.
Butyouasthese
one things
womanwith-to
another I want to tell you of these remarkable Improvements in sanitary protection.

^^^

the sideS
A all irritat\0t!nft do^ny

There is a -Hrtff^E£
the pad. It has ^^^/^d-thus

avoids

evenly
the And
**$£$£*££
gives "bodyaccidents.
this specia
Kotex
but not bulk to ^e pad - use • -na";ural move.
u ^
keep adjusting itself to every
^
finer
The
ment. No twisting.
absorbent
tually 5 times more

CANT
SHOIV
Now you Can wear «,», .

ever showing. ^iK""?11
W''th°Ut iin^
rounded in ordf nafv pads h T °0t mereJy
» Pered besides. AbscZ. Si***!*"*! and
No "give away" lines or * !nv!s'bii'ty always
-kes fo/addeTasTur/nct 'fcl "?
**
'° Peace of mind and p0ise
^

FRANKLY, I believe that I know what women really
want in sanitary protection. For I have talked to
thousands of women of all ages, and from all walks of
life, about
their they
personal
In intimate
I've
heard
the faults
find problems.
with ordinary
pads. Andchats
I know
you'll be grateful to hear about the remarkable new Kotex.
Here are the facts that will interest you most.
Kotex is much softer because of its downy, cotton
sides. 8 women in 10 say it prevents chafing entirely.
Kotex gives a freedom of mind for hours longer because
the"equalizer"distributes moisture evenly, avoids accidents.
The tapered ends permit you to wear clinging gowns
without the fear of lines that show.
Kotex eliminates pulling and twisting. The reason for
all this is contained in the pad itself and the new pinless belt.
These are exclusive Kotex features of which no other
napkin can boast.

Super Kotex for extra protection
1DJUSTABLE BELT REQUIRES NO PINS!
No wonder thousands are buying this truly remarkable Kotex
sanitary belt! It's conveniently
narrow . . . easily adjustable to
fit the figure. And the patented
clasp does away with pins entirely. You'll be pleased with the
comfort . . . and the low price.

Just let me mention that women who require extra protection find Super Kotex ideal for their needs. It costs
no more than the regular. For emergency, Kotex is available in West Cabinets in ladies' rest rooms.

WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

Try the New Deodorant Powder Discovery . . . QUEST for Personal Daintiness
wherever Kotex is sold. Sponsored by the makers of Kotex

Available

Don't Love Me
[ CONTINUED

the story I'll call him Sohlki — looked me over
the first day of the shooting schedule and
threw up his hands. Uncle Lou recognized
the symptoms of temperament in revolt —
probably he was expecting it— and took the
director off the set to argue with him outside
the sound-proof double doors.
When they came back everything seemed
to be settled. Sohlki avoided me as much as
possible, but he was civil enough. I learned
afterward that Uncle Lou raised his salary a
thousand dollars a week to make him take me
on. Uncle Lou is a stubborn little man and
he had faith in me.
As it turned out, the salary raise never cost

FROM PAGE 51

down for awhile. Remembering the example
of the other actors during the day, I kept a
discreet silence.
I was scared stiff, anyway.
Finally, he stopped, turned toward me and
grinned.
" We're going to see a lot of each other during
the shooting of this picture, Miss Adair," he
said. "You're not going to like it any better
than I am. I've got to teach you the things
you ought to have known before you were ever
cast in a production of this importance. I
admit right now that you have a beautiful
figure, but don't expect any special consideration because you've heard I enjoy a
pretty face. That's after office hours.
Also,

the company
a nickel, but Uncle Lou couldn't
have
known that.
Sohlki was a huge, vital man, conceited,
domineering and sensual. He was either a
Russian or a Pole — nobody seemed to know
which — and he had a Continental artistry
that none of our American-born directors has
ever quite attained. Actors liked to work
with him because it stamped them with a certain class just to be in one of his productions,
but it had to be at the expense of complete
suppression of individuality. His players were
puppets and they all expressed merely the
varying moods of Sohlki.
I SUPPOSE it was because of that character' istic of Sohlki's that Uncle Lou hired him to
direct me.
He had broad features, slightly pocked, a
very fair skin and mild blue eyes — not a handsome face but interesting, especially because
of the power it expressed.
He did not use me at all that day. But I
sat around, at his command, and watched him
work. The longer I sat, the more I respected
him. He drove those four leading men as if
they were a chariot team.
Sohlki made fewer "takes" of each scene
than any director I've ever watched. That
was because he got it the way he wanted it
before he let the cameras turn over, and he
had his crew so thoroughly impressed that nobody dared make a mistake.
He asked me to stay after the others had
gone.
"I'm going to shoot your first scene tomorrow morning, and I can't waste time coaching you while the entire crew stands around
at a hundred dollars a minute. Besides, I
don't
He
really
not.
think

want 'em to laugh at you."
was brutal but honest. I doubt if he
cared whether anyone laughed at me or
I think he was afraid someone would
he was betraying his talents in directing

theHeclumsy
efforts around
of an inexperienced
"ham."
now looked
to see that there
was
no one watching us. His eye fell on Louella,
sound asleep in a chair. She always dozes off
if she sits down.
"If that wench belongs to you, send her
away," he ordered.
Who was I to disobey him? By this time I
was feeling very insignificant indeed. So I
woke Louella up and told her to take the car
and go home.
"But," protested Louella, "honey, Miss
Rachel, how you goin' to get home yourself?"
"I'll take her."
Sohlki settled that.
Louella left, muttering.
After she had gone, Sohlki walked up and
98

or something when I nearly fainted. It \
eleven o'clock, and I was a fairly husky g
accustomed
to nourishment at regular
tervals.
Sohlki reproached himself, although I kn
that really he was impatient with me beca'
I did not live entirely on enthusiasm the v
he did.
"Come on," he said, putting on his necl
and
rolling and
down I his
somewhere
can shirt-sleeves.
keep on talking" We'll
to yo
I didn't particularly wish to eat with 1
or do anything with anybody. All I wan
was to be left in some quiet corner with a c
of beans and a can-opener. But, as you i
imagine, I was practically a limp dish-rag
his hands by that time, and so used to obey
him that I would probably have jumped
the Eiffel Tower if he had said to.
Sohlki took me to Al Levy's Tavern,
Vine Street, which, despite the reputation
more highly publicized restaurants, is actu;
one of the principal places where motion pict
people go for good food and a little quiet.
Sohlki ate methodically for ten minu
and then talked to me for a half hour whi
ate a man's-size meal.
I'm really nothing much but a healthy li'j
animal, so when I got my stomach lined wj
beefsteak, I began to relax. His voice w:
on and on and I nearly dozed off.
He noticed it at last. "Come on, darlv,
we'll
go home."and "sweetheart," as you pi!
"Darling"
ably know, are small conversational coins i
show business. Everybody calls everyb '
else by one or the other of the endearing •
jectives — even bitterest enemies.
Sohlki was driving a large comfort;:
roadster and I fell asleep in the seat be;:
him.

When

you see James

Barton, one of

Broadway's best dancing comedians in
pKO-Radio's "Captain Hurricane," he
will be playing a grizzled sea captain

I've directed many women with beautiful figures, but it never got 'em anything yet."
He made me so angry I could have bent a
stage brace around his neck, but he fascinated
me at the same time. He stood there accusing
me of being everything that I hated, and I
didn't intend to let him get away with it. I
felt my blood mounting swiftly to my temples
and my fingernails were biting into my palms.
Sohlki watched me a minute and then
laughed.
"Okay, sweetheart — I just wanted to know
if you had that in you. If I can make you
look like that in front of a camera tomorrow,
you won't need to speak a line of dialogue."
I DON'T remember yet whether he was teasing
' me just for his own amusement, or if he really
was drilling me in the art of acting. But he
went on, alternately exasperating me and
soothing me until my nerves were in shreds
and I was emotionally exhausted. But he
kept driving just the same. He was still trying
to hammer me into a plow-share or a silk purse

\ A /HEN I woke up — and then only becsjE
" ' Sohlki nudged me — the car was stoppe l
front of a rather large house in a neighborh 1
which I did not recognize.
"Where are we?" I demanded. "I thout
you"I were
did. taking
This ismemyhome?"
home."
This was something I understood, or thot t
I did. I never fight that sort of an att; .
So I simply opened the door and starta I
get out of the car. But Sohlki grabbed i
"Don't be a fool," he said. "You diit
give me your address, you know."
I thought back. Maybe I didn't.
"This is a nice comfortable old hou"
Sohlki said in a matter-of-fact voice. I
looked at his watch. "You're going to be yh
me on the set in six or seven hours anyVThere's no use travelling all over Hollyud
to find a bed when I have one — or two— it
"Thank you," I said. "I still prefer fcH
as you like."
home."
I gave him my address.
Sohlki shrugged his shoulders. "I sup «
my reputation has preceded me. All r 9
darling, I'll take you home. It's a long |
and it's getting chilly. If you won't com %
I'll go and get us a couple of warm co;
He got out of the car. "What kind will'"
"Wolf," I said.
have, mink or sable?''
Sohlki laughed. "You're asking forty
own hide.
Can't spare it, darling, and ;-

PHOTOPLAY
,, don't want you to find out that I'm
hivering little woolly lamb inside."
Je ent up the walk to his front door and
ptelf in with a key.
i g alone there in the car it was cold. I
ndiyself shivering.
was no one on the streets at that early
r i! the morning so the woman who came
ig he sidewalk aroused my speculative
I first saw her under a lamp-post a
hi feet away.
She was coming toward
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NEW FINER POWDER
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MAKES FEATURES LOOK SOFTER
Silk-sifted Evening in Paris face powder
imparts a more tender delicacy , like the beautifying effect of a soft-focus photograph.

couldn't make out from that distance
e was like, and as she came nearer her
s in the shadow so I never did get a
Iwbod look.
ould see me, though, because I was
he light. She did see me, in fact, belittle way from the car she slackened
e. I felt that she was studying me.
at id she want? And why stare at me as
ie,'ere memorizing my features?
apparently she had no intention of
ii|g. Instead, when she got abreast of
she quickened her pace and turned up
k that led to the front door of Sohlki's
5fl On the steps she paused a minute,
aifitly took a latch-key out of her purse
docked the door.
ft she had entered the house I had plenty
■ to speculate on her identity. I waited
vlited. Nobody came out — neither Sohlki
5( nor the woman who had a duplicate
'his quarters.
eed to enumerate the ideas which went
t oughmyhead. They would occur to anyH She might be his wife — I didn't know
tjr or not he was married — or one of his
tiprts — he had implied that he had
j-or just a servant.
tnk I waited at least half an hour before
up.
It was too cold to sit there any
I figured that walking would at least
Hme up.
So I got out of the car and
briskly in the direction from which
•(>man had arrived. My idea was that
Id probably come from a street car line
hought I might be able to find it.
Vn I had walked about a block an auto| came puffing along noisily behind me.
■ibeen conscious of it for several seconds
it drew up alongside at the curb.
;S thinking, "Oh, lord, another pick-up,"
i familiar voice hailed me.

Unsifted face powder on the skin is similar to the effect of a boldly high-lighted,
hard-finish photograph.

Finer, downier texture absorbs light — harsh reflections disappear —
your face takes on an effect that flatters like a soft-focus photograph!
YOUR

face powder may have been fooling you into believing you are less lovely
than you can be.
Perhaps you have noticed that your features
seemed to grow bolder, harder, as you ap-

the unaided eye to see a separate particle.
On the face, this new powder has a depth
and an utter lack of luster that does not reflect light. This makes features look softer
— less prominent — gives the entire face a

plied your powder. That's because, until now,
face powders imparted a flat, hard surface to
the skin that reflected light.
And strong reflections throw features into
harsh relief with the cruelty of a hard-focus,
sharply lighted photograph.
Awonderful discovery in the Bourjois labo-

look of new, more tender delicacy. It's the
same effect you notice in a soft-focus, softly
lighted photograph!

ratories ends all that! It's a special process of sifting Evening in Paris powder 3 times through
microscopically fine silk. And it achieves an

■ney, Miss Rachel, where you-all goin'?''
,rned around and laughed. "You fool,"
I affectionately,
"what are you doing
ere at this time of night?"
here is 'over here'?" Louella questioned
usly.

utterly new kind of powder texture — softer
than down — and so fine that it is difficult for

lon't know. How did you get here?"
e? Honey, Miss Rachel, I just followed

Just For Now
A COMPLETE
MAKE-UP

lan's car — the one that scold you so bad
t the studio."
>u mean you went to the restaurant —
aited all that time — and then trailed us
s place?
Why?"
1 tell you— I didn't like that man. I
think he's a very nice gentleman."
ughed loudly at the weak conclusion of
xplanation.

"You're

a crazy fool,
a," I told her as I climbed gratefully
ur car, "but I was never so glad to see
dy in my life. Have you got any idea
home is?"
J, ma'am."
1 right, then. That makes us even.
on. And if you see a policeman don't
'er him until I ask him where we are."
'tat happened to Sohlki in that house? It
< amazing that it was bizarre. I will tell
>out it in next month's Photoplay.)

It's almost miraculous — the softer, younger
loveliness that appears as you apply this new
silk-sifted
for the first
time!
thrill
to seepowder
new admiration
spring
into It's
eyesa
that may have passed you by before.
Get a box of this new, silk-sifted Evening
in Paris powder today. Then tonight you
will know the exquisite joy of seeing new
beauty appear before your eyes in the mirror!

ENSEMBLE

A $2.10 VALUE FOR $1.10
EVENING IN PARIS FACE POWDER
Full-size box of this new, silk-sifted face
powder.
Retail Value
EVENING IN PARIS PERFUME
Generous bottle of the perfume known
the world over as the fragrance of romance.
Value
EVENING IN PARIS LIP AND CHEEK
CREAM ROUGE-for lasting radiance.
Value

$1.10
A\^\f
\J *J >*
O C —

TOTAL VALUE, $2.10

^^e*cMq_ t& [/aii BOURJOIS

Sylvia's Ideals for Mouth, Chin and Face Structure
[ CONTINUED

Don't try to look "cute" by pouting or pretending to sulk. And don't pucker your lips
as if you had just eaten a green persimmon. If
your lower lip hangs down use every effort of
will to hold it up. Determination again! You
can do it if you try.
And when you smile see that it means something. If you can't do any better than just
pulling your lips back in a "prop" grin — then
don't smile at all. Garbo doesn't smile much —
and she's done very well. But there is nothing
so attractive as a real, spontaneous, peppy
smile. And there is nothing worse than an
affected smile which doesn't mean a thing. For
the greatest of all charms is personal sincerity.

FROM PAGE 73

Sincerity is a seller — and that goes for you
girls both on and off the screen.
You can relax the mouth and take away
wrinkles around it by using your finger tips in
a gentle rotary movement at the corners but
the attractiveness of the mouth is much more
a matter of mind and personality than exercise. Don't make faces — like the slapstick
comedians and even some of our big emotional
stars do.
In Hollywood language, don't you "mug."
Don't be so doggone animated that you pull
your mouth out of shape. That sort of animation isn't real anyhow. If you have a big
mouth make the most of it. That's swell, for

the little pursed-up rose-bud lips went out
bustles and big hips.
Don't simper. Just be plain natural. /
the nervous habits of sucking in your li
setting your mouth in a thin, hard line
other words, use your mouth to talk
(naturally) and to smile with (naturally).
I hope you've got sense enough to apply
lipstick so that it doesn't make your it
grotesque.
And now, here's to you — with a nice sle
izing tomato juice cocktail — for perfect
and figures. Keep your chin up and
waistline down. Use your head for some
more than a carry-all for excess weight!

Answers by Sylvia
Dear Sylvia:
My arms are very flabby. I think that is
caused from reducing them so much. What
can I do about it now?
D. R., Richmond, Va.
And that, baby, is because you haven't paid
attention to everything I've told you. Listen!
Dieting alone will not do all the work. You've
got to take exercises, too. I'll bet that you've
been dieting okay but you haven't had the
courage to take the exercises. Well, I'll let
you off easy this time but see that it never
month's article in
In last for
again.
happensI set
which
the standard
beautiful backs,
arms and hands you'll discover the exercise
that will make your arms firm. Do that exercise and don't fall down on it. And remember
this. You must take exercises. You must do
everything I tell you to do or I can't be responsible for the way you look!
Dear Sylvia:
How much sleep do you think the average
person requires?
I mean the average adult.
D. B., Grand Rapids, Mich.
That depends upon whether you want to
reduce or gain weight. If you're reducing
never, never stay in bed for more than eight
hours and seven is even better. Get up every
morning at seven o'clock and get right straight
up — don't turn over for that extra snooze.
•But be sure that your sleep is good sleep and
the way to do that is to take my relaxing exercises before you go to sleep. Six hours of
good hard sleep is better than eight hours of
tossing and tumbling in bed half-awake. But
you'll sleep well if you're perfectly relaxed.
However, if you're building up you should be
in bed every other night at nine o'clock and
not get up until seven. That's ten hours
sleep, isn't it, and that will put flesh on you if
you're run down and under weight.
Dear Sylvia:
Kindly send me your reducing diet.
R. W. T., Lincoln, Neb.
Since it is such a long diet and would take
up so much space to reprint it here I suggest
that you send a self-addressed, stamped en100

LETTERS,
in!

letters, how they flood

But why not, girls, when two
little stamps may bring you a lot of
happiness and health? You'll never
owe anything to Aunt Sylvia for
whatever advice I gladly give you.
I've helped plenty of people whose
problems may have seemed worse
than yours. Merely write Sylvia
care of PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 1926
Broadway, New York Citv, enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
SYLVIA
velope so that I can give you a personal answer
and enclose my general reducing diet.

most nervous people are thin, you ne( to
build up your general health and give ,ji
nerves food as well. Why not send fo ly
Building-Up diet?
Then when you're nervous, you can't s p.
Here is an exercise that will give you p
restful sleep that relaxes your entire 1 1
Grasp the bars or sides of your bed. C A
whatever you hold onto. Feel your vie
body become tense, even your fingers and 3
Then relax. Repeat until you feel yoi If
slipping off to sleep. If you can get sev §
even six hours of good sleep after taking is
exercise,
it will mean everything to your li I
and
beauty.
Dear Sylvia:
I have never done any real hard work ill
the veins in my hands are very large,
you any corrective for them?
D. S. C, Richmond, V

Dear Sylvia:
Please tell me what to do for drooping shoulders. Iwork in an office all day and am bending over either a typewriter or books.
R. S. J., Kansas City, Mo.

Large veins usually mean poor circula n.
The way to overcome them is to get up id
do things that will send your blood mc ig
rapidly. Get some life into yourself! Ifl

Only self-control and gumption will get those
shoulders up and keep them up. If you can't
do it yourself, then find a friend who when she
finds you slumping will give you a good, hard
whack between your shoulder blades. Tell this

work also makes large veins. There's k
to do about this except to hold your his
above your head as often as you think 1 1
Then sit so that your hands are a little bH
than your arms. This lets the blood flow m
your
makes them look whiter anc ie
veins hands,
less conspicuous.

friend to give you one you won't forget in a
hurry. That will remind you if you can't remind yourself. And for heaven's sake don't
slump in those desk chairs. It makes you fat
about the waist, gives you a big stomach, causes
your shoulders to droop. It makes you look
awful and inefficient. You develop an appearance as if you ought not to be in any job.
Dear Sylvia:
I have two questions to ask you. 1. What
is good for the nerves? 2. What is good for
inducing immediate sleep?
M. J. H., Detroit, Mich.
Nervousness is caused by a terrific demand
on your energy. My advice is to read as light
and amusing literature as possible. Always
try to laugh and to forget. Another thing, try
to acquire a taste for simplicity in life. Since

Dear Sylvia:
I am a young girl, sixteen years old, wbjM
a little natural curl to her hair but nnffl
doesn't approve of girls my age visiting bt ly
salons to have their hair set; what am I to to
have a nice neat hair dress?
M. W. F., New York C

Wash and dry your hair yourself. Whi d£
hair is still damp, set it with your hands hffl
waves. If your hair is stiff and wiry, pu a
few wave combs but make the waves <>e
apart. Take any little loose ends— ban ot
side curls — and twist them around in littl 3t
curls and pin them with invisible hair I
All the movie stars do this. I've seen |
make those little curls with hair pins a n®
times. Now let your hair dry thoroitf>
take out the pins and combs and arra
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v Most Amazing
House in the World
[continued from page 71 I
Bight effects, with the exception of the
■tehting in the garden, is indirect, with
lan 400 small-watt bulbs utilized in the
a wiring plan that required months of
)rjnd experimentation.
lei tanks on turrets and in the dungeons
I re fountains in the kitchen, garden and
h poms. Operated by an electrically-run
tr|igal pump, the tanks, on emptying, play
ulul chimes in the steeples. This is done
ntically every ten minutes.
irh lavender-glass tree in the Garden of
dp is perched a magic, feathered nightin: hich sings in full-throated, joyful tones.
. ly fairy princess, mistress of this castle,
I liches high (this is done by diminishing
through an ancient illusion) will appear
garden grotto where she will sing, dance
swer questions!
•e are eleven rooms in the Doll's House
! Aladdin's magic garden and Noah's
ze hall. The furnishings throughout
nt years of effort in collecting in every
the world. They are rigidly in scale of
h to one foot. Many of the objects are
efss, although the entire house has been
i|l against loss and damage to the extent

;-p.ooo.
/Be on

tour, the house will require the
4s of seven persons. John Hewlett will
B manager of the tour, while Mr. and Mrs.
.: s Morrison, Colleen's mother and father,
e in direct charge. Mrs. Morrison's
I will be to see that all the furniture and
' bjects are in perfect order, while Mr.
r;on, assisted by three mechanics, will
:he house in working order. The young
ii, who will enact the Fairy Princess in
.ision, is the other member of the party.
INSTRUCTED under the supervision of
(llleen's father, all of the actual mechanical
lnvas done in Glendale, California, workThe salaries of the more than 700 workitartists and master craftsmen totaled
100.

xplaining her hobby, Miss Moore said:
le people collect old masters and spend
es on Rembrandts,
and snuff boxes,
others buy yachts and rare gems. My
1
travagance just happened to be a doll's
The collection of furniture has been

MEET

THE STAR

OF SMOKING

hay-dees and Gen-tel-men! We offer an
all-star feeture ! ! The tobacco is choice
Turkish and domestic. It's mildly mentholated to give your throat a most deelightful, a most ree-freshing coolness.
There are cork tips. And — finally — the

COMFORT!

B & W coupon in each pack is good for
handsome nationally advertised merchandise (offer good in U. S. A. only).
Buy a pack or carton. Have the time of
your smoking lives !1 Write today for
FREE illustrated premium booklet.

SAVE COUPONS

FOR HANDSOME

PREMIUMS

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.

rplished since I was two years old — when
jther made my first doll house out of a
pox.
pw that the house is completed, I would
Jer myself selfish not to do some good
t. Under the present plan, local charities
h community where the house is shown
derive the proceeds. We shall ask local
iittees of city and state officials to select
lost worthy institutions of this type as
ciary."
p copper-domed library ceiling depicts
j'nstellations in sea-blue and white. The
'ice is cast as a fish net which, sweeping
'he depths of the ocean, catches in its
an amused old Father Neptune and the
t of the mermaids. Andirons are bronze
rs. Ship's capstans support the fire box,
ich tiny magic logs burn merrily.
- floor, done in inlaid colored wood of
1 hues, embeds the signs of the Zodiac in
gold from an ancient design.
Over the

RY

B & W COUPONS

fireplace in full relief Captain Kidd directs the
burying of pirate treasures while swashbuckling, colorful hearties spade the ground.
Two stately arched doors leading into the
Garden of Aladdin are framed in fairy-tale
groups done in full relief. One is Gulliver
pulling tiny boats out of the sea into the
Lilliputian port. Another depicts Robinson
Crusoe on the beach of his castaway island
regarding the obeisant form of his Good Man
Friday.
Bookshelves of verdigris copper, containing
masterpieces in miniature, some less than one
inch square, are placed against the south wall,
and reached by tortoise shell steps. Over the
bookshelves is pictured the Aurora Borealis.
The little fairy book forms pass through an
entrance hall, with a floor of mother-of-pearl,

The ivory floor is symbolic of events
from the Old Testament, telling the story of
the Lamb of God, the Dove of Peace, the Ram,
the Locusts and the years of plenty. In the
great center design are the Ten Commandments as hewn in the tablets. The Lights of
the World shine forth in hues of purple and
gold. Beneath stained glass windows, by
Braborn, depicting originals and copies of
famous masterpieces of David and Goliath,
Moses in the Bullrushes, Daniel in the Lion's
Den, and the Judgment of Solomon, quaintly
is carved the Holy Grail. For this is no conventional cathedral, being orthodox only in
that it is true to the spirit of love. The floor
of the chapel was carved by Bayard de Vollo,
while Braborn decorated the ceiling from the
illuminated book of Kells, the Irish Bible, in
green and gold.
From a tiny frame peers the face of Alice in
Wonderland and the characters of her adventures, done with great imagination by
Willy Pogany.
Three tiny frames enclose paintings by
George McManus, telling the story of Old
King Cole, Jiggs is Old King Cole, Maggie is
the Queen and Dinty Moore and other Bringing-Up-Father characters the Fiddlers Three.
Elizabeth Stone Barrett's miniature, on
ivory, of Little Red Riding Hood hangs near
a miniature by Leon Gordon of Miss Moore.
James Montgomery Flagg's miniature painting is of the Old Man of the Mountain. Other
paintings show ' Skippy" romping as a fairyland figure and Puss in Boots.

Warren
days.
the

William

is one busy actor these

His "Living on Velvet," is current, he's now at work on "The Case of

Curious

Bride,"

another's

waiting

to reach the chapel. The entrance hall is devoted entirely to a mural by Alice O'Neill,
depicting the adventures of the voyagers of
the Noah's Ark. The mural entitled "Love In
Bloom," is in almost comic contrast to the remainder of the house. Old Noah sits below
the mountain on which perches the ark, recovering from his libations, for which the Lord
punished him. He is indeed suffering from a
hang-over, but not his feathered and furry
passengers.
They, all in pairs, bill and coo.

THE enchanted realm is further appreciated
' as one travels into the living room from
another door in the Great Hall. This room of
startling brilliance has a rose quartz floor with
a carved border by de Vollo, inlaid with silver
and gold. It is this room of fantastic elegance
which boasts the diamond chandelier. This
gorgeous fixture hangs from a ceiling of misty
clouds drifting in a sea-blue sky, done, as were
the companion murals of Cinderella, by
George Townsend Cole.
Two ancient amber vases, just inches high,
from the collection of the Dowager Empress of
China, are placed on either side of the entrance to the Great Hall.
Next, on the same floor, the dining room —

the dining room of the Knights of the Ro
Table — is reached via a tall and sta
arched doorway surmounted by a golden
holding in his claws the initials of the star
the year 1928, the year when this room
designed by Horace Jackson, the scenario
The dining room, done in cast stone, ha
floor of inlaid, imported Latin- American wo
of many colors and varieties, polished t
shining brilliance.
THE Round Table, of carved walnut, is s
rounded by the twelve chairs of the tw<
Knights of King Arthur's court. Each cl
contains the coat-of-arms of the occupy
created
by Alice
O'Neill.
The Round
Table
is set with twelve goL
dishes, and golden knives and forks less tl
one-eighth of an inch long, with a monogr
engraved on the handles with the aid
magnifying glasses. Tiny lace napkins rep
beside each plate, with full table service,
eluding tiny golden champagne glasses, gr
water glasses, salt and pepper shakers andc
diment containers of pewter.
Four tapestries, which are not tapestries
all, adorn the walls. Created by Braborn
painting on rough poplin, these represent i
of the most effective experiments in the en
dream palace. One shows Sir Galahad be
presented at the Court of King Arthur,
other Galahad setting off in search of theH
Grail, still others, the jousting matches.
A doorway on the northern side of the c
ing room of the Knights leads into the ma
kitchen of the Little People, which conta
murals of Mother Goose, and a most extra
dinary copper stove, on which hums a t
kettle and on which brews a kindly wit(
magic stew.
Notable among those who have dared the
possible in bringing the movie star's dream
fruition are Harry Jones, whose bas-relief ;
full relief work leave the spectator breathlt
Clifford Roth, whose electrical system
been acclaimed a masterpiece in miniat
wiring; Helga Braborn, for her etched ;
stained glass windows;
Harold Grieve,
sponsible for much of the interior decoratio:
George Townsend
Cole, celebrated mi
artist and portraitist, for his Cinderella mm
in the living room ; Bayard de Vollo, for a car'

(~\ VER Noah's head is the strong room of the
^-^ castle, reached by a spider web rope from the
entrance hall. This room, filled with copper and
bronze kegs, overflowing with pirate loot, of
diamonds and emeralds and other jewels, has
as its central mural a scene from the cave of
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, with such remarkable perspective that it is easy indeed to
peer into the entrance depths where Ali
Baba's scoundrels toil with jars of jewels, and
labor toward the storage place.
Entering the chapel from Noah's hallway,
the visitor to fairyland is transported to the
church where little folk of make-believe-land
kneel in prayer to worship their god. Combining a mechanical marvel in the golden organ
with the artistic magnificence of a carved
ivory floor inlaid with gold, an ivory console,
stained glass windows of incomparable beauty,
the ceiling from the book of Kells, the chapel
reflects such true nobility and expression of
sincerity to artistic values, that it has been
hailed as the epitome of beauty in miniature.
102

Charles
Farrell
came
back
from
"Falling
Pictures, and he'd fallen in love with polo.

in Love"
for British
International
He's forsaken all other sports for it
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V the second floor is the Prince's bedroom,
a prevailing color of deep blue, with a
fated ceiling in designs of gold. The bed
c carved walnut, painted in brilliant
ol with figures done in relief. One also
s lests of solid gold, etched by the Chinese
Mesigns of fiery dragons.
f Prince's bath room, done in marble
o, has a bath tub guarded by two golden
Water pours into the tub constantly
ilea shells held by two mermaids of gold.
j owing the shaded entrance hall, which is
it xl by golden peacocks, the occupants of
pry castle enter the bedroom of the
riss.
I walls are in shell pink, on which is
rd a mural of fairies dancing. Over the
■ entering her bath room is painted Peter
ilancing on a mushroom. The ceiling,
hborn, is of little cherubs in pastel colors
i ig in a sea of pink clouds. The floor is of
tr-of-pearl, cut in tiny cubes, with a
(r of inlaid gold. Two stained glass winn if birds of the forest overlook the garden,
^boat-shaped bed with great sweeping
a made of solid gold, with a canopy of
H enamel, is topped by a furling crown,

when you
can enjoy
JJ i, WkL

this I

^offflfr Guards You Against the
Dangers of Re -used Pads!

Se

NO

:

)RING into a bath of colorful carved glass
i es, illuminated from the depths, the casI over the shoulders of the little cupids
i he etched sea life a remarkable sense of
ly and action.
beautiful perfume cabinet of solid gold
) s a wall of the Princess' bath room, and
loorway to her bedroom is surmounted
a design of golden cupids.
mtless other rare pieces in miniature
Uete the house; it would require a volume
scribe it all in detail,
ere are trees of cellophane, bushes of
der glass with pearl fruit dripping from
: ranches, a tiny forest of golden pines and
i es, and willow trees of silver and gold,
iderella's silver coach, drawn
by two
horses, halts for a moment while the
1 little arched-back animals drink at a
lese fountain of verdigris copper. Santa
and his sled drawn by his faithful reinsweep in faint relief, barely perceptible,
from the towering steeples into this
inted realm.
e tinkle of an old-fashioned music box
the adult back to the days of childhood,
porting every visitor to this marvel of
iture perfection to the realm of make•'e, recalling the fondest memories of the
;r days when all literature was Mother
e and tots won awards for being good.

1935

Why

nfloor; Jerry Rouleau, for copper and
n urn masterpieces in miniature and
n of wood carvers and workers of Lillii;; designs in revolving pillars and fanciful
i\ decorations throughout the enchanted
g'mVnors who have done miniature books in
handwriting for the library of Colleen
I s Doll House include: Conan Doyle,
ii Fcrber, Hendrick
Van Loon, Joseph
luimer, Louis Bromfield, Irvin Cobb,
,ewis, Gene Fowler, Kathleen Nor■n Tully, Elinor Glyn, Rupert Hughes,
MX Fitzgerald, Thyra S. Winslow, Warner
Fannie Hurst, Booth Tarkington,
e Rogers St. Johns, and many others.

i rella's golden slippers rest on a tiny
■ of seed pearls at the side.
i' adjoining bath room of the Princess is
i'in jade colors and carved glass walls.
ad figures tell the story of Undine, the
J-water sprite.
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PERMANENT should ever
ruin your hair. Yet many a

Yet such fear is now needless. For you

risks having her hair practi-

a Licensed Nestle Shop, using fresh

woman

cally destroyed because

the same

pads are used from one head to
dread
another. No wonder women 0£
the effects of bad permanent waving
when such conditions prevail.

materials that are always Nestle —
and nothing else! For then you secure
a glorious wave that is also a distinct
benefit to the structure of your hair.

THE NESTLE-LEMUR
New

4%
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can protect yourself if you go to
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LOOK for the Licensed Nestle Beauty
Shop with this Certificate. It is your
guarantee of a genuine Nestle Wave.
Also insist on seeing the Nestle name
on the foil cover of the felt pads.
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OFFER BELOW

An Unusual Hollywood Success Story
[ CONTINUED

New!
AN EMOLLIENT
MASCARA
that gives lashes new glamour
If you don't agree on these three
superiorities, your money back
without question.
0
.
/p
'T'HIS introduces my final achievement
-*- in cake mascara, my new emollient
Winx. I bring women everywhere the
finest lash beautifier my experience can
produce — one with a new, soothing
effect that solves old-time problems.
It has three virtues, this new emollient
Winx.

(1)
(2)

It has a greater spreading capacity,
hence it hasn't the artificial look of
an ordinary mascara.
Its soothing,
emollient
oils keep
lashes soft and silky with no danger
of brittleness.

FROM PAGE 47 1

The object of my affection
Can change my complexion
From white to rosy red,
A ny time she holds my hand
A nd tells me that she's mine . . .
Coy Poe was one of Pinky's fraternity
brothers; Delta Tau Delta. He was managing

Pinky.
"They were smilin' all over ^
faces. But pretty soon they sat up .
notice.
Baron Long, who runs the
walked in. He took one look at me and d

a resort — "one of those dime-a-dance places"
— at Wichita Falls, Texas, and he invited
Pinky to come down with his band.
Pinky
accepted.
The regular clientele of thirty-five
couples was swelled to three hundred and
fifty when Pinky introduced "The Object of
My Affection," which enjoyed a season's vogue.
Jimmie
Greer, who conducts
the dance
orchestra at the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles, had heard Pinky sing in Norman
somewhere along about then; at the time, he

and-pepper suit.
"You're hired!" sai
but Pinky didn't care about that.
"All I want is my song plugged," heobje i
"Have you got a tux?" Greer want' to

told Poe, "If you ever come West, look me
up."
One of those things.
HUT Poe — and Pinky — took him at his word.
^They went West.
The first man they contacted (for reasons
which escape me) was Dave Dreyer, of the
music department at the RKO-Radio studio.
"Coy Poe did most of the talkin'," Pinky recalls. "'We've just written a song,' he says,
'and all we want is five minutes of your time.'
" I got out the old guitar, and started on
'The Object of My Affection.' I got as far as
the 'break,' and Dreyer says, 'That's far
enough.' We thought he was giving us the
gate. Instead, he tells us, 'Irving Berlin
wants that song.' You see, Dreyer was representin' Berlin's publishin' house."
This was on a Thursday noon. Dreyer
gave them a note to Jimmie Greer: "I'm
nuts about the tune. Can't wait to hear you
play it." The boys went right down to the
Biltmore and saw Greer. He gave them — and
the song — an immediate audition. "The
band played it through — for a laugh," said

'That country guy?
Throw him out!' '
But Pinky stayed on. Greer had tal j
fancy to this boldly shy clodhopper in the t-

know.
said he
hadn't.
" Don'tPinky
get one,"
Greer
advised.
That same night, he introduced Pinky nlin, "the Oklahoma Flash," to the thro in
the Biltmore Bowl.
"I'd just had I
Pinky remembered, "to clean up and I
my teeth."
Apparently,
it sufficed. It
crowd went wild. Pinky, who had never jg
professionally before in his life, was a s I
tion. He had to repeat "The Objc
Affection" a dozen times; and even the in
his own words, " Everybody hollered forrr ."
Pinky's swift rise began that night, i n
was paying him seventy-five dollars a 'I
When the local Paramount Theater put a
bid for him, Coy Poe bounced over id
blithely announced that his client mig.it
available for six hundred dollars per, or le
such fantastic sum. The management v,
up. Poe practically dared them to ta.a
chance. "If he doesn't stop your show le
challenged, "the whole thing's off!"
THIS clause was written into the con :t

' Pinky stopped the show for five \R
straight, and then went back for two re
Whenever (like a faun inflight, but less grai ill
he came loping onto the stage, a wave of s id
like a roar would sweep the house. B( B
his piece de resistance, he sang hil
ditties — curiously nostalgic yet absurd I .like "Ragtime
Cowboy"
and "CurhjM

/o\ It cannot smart or sting or cause dis1°' comfort.
It is tear-proof, smudgeproof, absolutely harmless.
I'm so confident that I've won leadership
in eye make-up that I can afford this offer.
Give your lashes a long, silky effect with
Winx Mascara. Shape your brows with a
Winx pencil. Shadow
your lids with Winx
Eye Shadow. The result will delight you,
giving your face new
charm.
Buy any or all of my
Winx eye beautifiers.
Make a trial. If you
are notpleased,/orrf«;y
reason, return the box
to me and I'll refund
your full price, no
questions asked.
Mail coupon for my Free
book— "Lovely Eyes— How
to Have Them"

Mail to LOUISE ROSS,
243 W. 17th St., New York City PH-5-35
Name
Street
City
State
If you also want a generous trial package of
Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether
you wish □ Black or □ Brown.

Helen Flint, Will Rogers (Do you have to be told?), Frances Grant and Alison
Skipworth as they rehearse their lines for the Fox picture, "Doubting Thomas
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up" to suit
e(-which he had "changed
asion, and a new composition of his
Don't Be Afraid to Tell Your Mother."
Jice, nasal, high, fairly true, vibrated
ii the loudspeakers. As he sang, his
cfody jigged up and down on the balls
i feet, hands opening and closing conJ.y, as though he were making duck-bill
c!s on some far-flung, imaginary wall,
liked, as Columnist Sid Skolsky has
Hd, as if he were momentarily about to
f's, meanwhile, were pouring in. Tom
;„• wanted him for his band in San
ico; Paul Whiteman for his, in New
;jRecording firms were interested. He
kg Crosby's guest on the radio. Coy
vs investigating all these propositions
lhe two daughters of Lucien Hubbard,
• [ producer, came into the picture,
(-and stayed for two and three perces at a time.
ly, they brought their father. This
a Monday night.
On Tuesday, the
railed Pinky for a test. "I cain't come
t:ay," frowned Pinky, "but I'll be thoo
ci't say through) here tomorrow, and
jlcome." He didn't want to appear too
B. On Wednesday he went. "They
\ne down, painted me up, and made the
'IOn Thursday morning at ten, he saw
ijoff. On Thursday afternoon at five,
■| signed for six months, at a thousand
joulevard is still laughing at the "fast
Pinky Tomlin and Coy Poe pulled on
ill that day. But the truth is that they
qiave gotten more money by accepting
tjaan's offer of eighteen
hundred
a
so the boys look upon what they did
mcession, no less, to the studio!
Poe
had made plane reservations for that
and he had the telegram from Whiteprove the offer genuine.
That did it.
3 did all the talking — as usual.
"One
d and twenty-five was what they had
i," chuckled Pinky. "With one and six
the absolute top. When they climbed
\j-fifty, we reached for our hats. They
to five hundred.
Still no heat. Coy Poe
l, 'We like the script, so we'll consider
and — not a cent less. This guy's the
thing on the coast!' They came up to
nifty. 'We'll give you one more chance,'
oy, reaching again for his hat. 'What
say?'
\|;got the thousand."
y wants to make good on the screen.
can come thoo," he said earnestly,
1 /en give my money to charity. Money
i nothin' to me; I know its value, but
t want it." He sent his first check to
ther, Durant's fire chief, for a roundicket to Hollywood.
The fire chief
>y bus. Pinky doesn't "play around,"
i doesn't drink.
His dad's death last
he responsibility of taking care of his
', gave him the "push" to succeed,
og-callin' crooner'?" He grinned at the
. "I could never be a crooner; I don't
ulads.
A rhythm singer, that's what
;pposed to be, and that's what I am.
|stylist, introducin' a new style, gettin'
e rise out of old tunes. People are just
iter, they seek their own level. Way
deep, it was always my ambition to
I'm not over-emotional, but I've alelt sorry for other people.
I get that
I out of me when I sing. I can sing and
I bed and relax.
In other words, I'm
i 'off steam."

jUiyf wot LJiaueywe loi/t
MUST
This
gives

BE SOFT

astonishing
ardent

new

AND

lipstick

color... and

ends

"LIPSTICK PARCHING."
The most delicate skin of your face is on
your lips. . .Yet so many lipsticks don't seem
to know that . . . they parch and dry lips and
make them look crinkly and rough. Such
lips can never look inviting — no matter
how much color you pack on them.
Coty has discovered the way to give your
1 ips exciting, truly indelible color . . .without
any parching penalties. Coty's new "SubDeb" Lipstick is an amazing little magician.
It actually smooths and softens lips. It gives
them that warm, moist lustre that every
woman envies and every manadores.That's

SMOOTH

LIPS

because Coty Lipstick contains "Essence of
Theobrom" — a special softening ingredient.
Make the "Over-night" Experiment!
If you wish to prove to yourself that Coty
Lipstick smooths your lips to loveliness,
make this simple experiment. Put on a tiny
bit of the lipstick before you go to bed. In
the morning — notice how soft your lips
feel . . . how soft they look. Could you do
the same with any other lipstick?
You can now get Coty "Sub-Deb"Lipstick
— for just 50^ — in five ardent, indelible
colors — at drug and department stores.
NEW— Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge, in harmonizing, indelible colors, 50 cents.
Dance to Ray Noble's music, Wednesday,
10:30 P M, EST, NBC Red Network

K ^O/
SUB-DEB"

LIPSTiC
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A Middle-Aged Woman Ran Away
with the Show
[ CONTINUED

As she grew older, she was left with the
various landladies, and learned to be entertaining so she could stay up late. She had the midnight habit even then. Her schooling was
sketchy, a week at a time to a school whose
pupils invariably showed a certain hostility
toward the strange theatrical child. She extended herself — not to learn — but to make the
children like her. Her first audience experience, and good practical training.

IS "HIS
WHATclose-up
REACTION
to your face?
Does your mirror reveal an
over-powdered artificiality?
IF a "close-up" is disappointing, one of the
first things to consider is: "Am I using the
correct powder for my type?" Some powders
age the face from five to ten years. Changing
to the proper blend will subtract these hateful
years.
A new discovery makes it possible to regain
the fresh charm of youth — a way to powder
that makes you look urc-powdered.
Now comes SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, the
powder that is stratified — a costly extra process that wafers it, ending all grit. This brings
an utterly new flat effect— this watered powder smoothes on invisibly, is longer lasting
and covers pores without clogging.
This new creation is utterly unique, as
you'll agree. Use it and you'll not fear a
"close-up". It won't flake off. It can't shine.
It ends that pasty, "flour-face" look men dislike.
See how this super-powder gives you that
«n-powdered freshness of youth, how it becomes adelicate part of your complexion.
Don't delay — get a box of new SOFT-TONE
Mello-glo today. Compare it with your favorite— see how much better you look. Five flattering shades, caressingly perfumed — 50c and
$1.

IT was a gay, haphazard life, smuggled onto
' trains under her mother's skirts to avoid the
fare, catching trains in the cold dawn, undietetic food; long anxious waits between
engagements. She has never gotten over the
"lodging" feeling, the sense of flight. Those
days were lovely. Even then they excited her
and she never really envied the little girls who
lived in one place and went to bed at eight,
with stomachs full of proper food. She says
now, "I have lived in nearly every foreign
capital, acted in a great many, met all sorts of
people. Sometimes on very little money, sometimes in luxury. But money, or lack of it,
curiously has little significance to me."
Her mother was a magic person, an incurable
optimist and romantic, always laughing. Some
days they had a shilling for food and to carry
them the rounds of the theatrical agents in
London. They walked miles. Then would
come a day when the tide turned — and they
would be off to blue azure days again in Devonshire. To this day, Constance loves touring
better than a London engagement — because
"We, my whole family, are gypsies, rogues,
vagabonds
the road ! "-determination to be a
She had aof passionate
great actress from the time she played her first
speaking part, one of the children in "The
Silver King." As soon as she could read, her
mother gave her Shakespeare,
but it had

FROM

PAGE

29 ]

nothing to do with study.
She read hi ,.
other children read fairy stories and I
appreciation,
"Thento
much reverencenot
for reverence.
beautiful things
not enough love," she says. Adding, "K
ing is so uncomfortable one is apt to get u]
So, to the chorus of a musical at thirti walk away!"
supporting her mother — and a famous G
Girl at fourteen!
To be one of the London Gaiety Girls y,
be established as a beauty. Constance C r
was one of the warm classic deep-l <
beauties of the generation — when the stag
grandeur.
Many of those Gaiety Girls married 1 and as Constance says, "It was as if X
were fortifying herself with these magnilit
plebeians
buildfrivolous
a finer race."
This wasto the
period in the C 1
life. South African diamond merchants it
to London for a fling, showered flowers id
jewels on the "Gaieties." Constance hai
first evening gown and went to her first 11.
She was nearly seventeen, and found h"lf
engaged to a millionaire.
She was in danger of losing sight of he
feeling for the classic theater, until sonie
remarked in her hearing "only a Gaiety (;."
It made her angry enough to abandociy
parties, to break with her opulent suitor id
it led to her first real acting part, the le in
"The Gypsy Girl."
From there, she progressed to an associ in
with the fantastic and commanding ;ir
Herbert Tree, the most elaborate prodm ol
plays in England, at His Majesty's Theat
CHE played many roles in this theater, le
^ many associations with artists and crt r>
of the day, and married Julian L'Estran£;'a
beautiful gay irresponsible Irishman. Iijas

NOTE: To obtain the new SOFT-TONE Melloglo, you must ask for the gold box with the blue
edge, which distinguishes it from our Facial-tone
Mello-glo {Heavy) in a gold box with white edge.

p»> SOFT-TONE

MELLO-GLO
the close-up powder that
gives an UN-powdered look

^1 TQ "Tl ^~i
H
K*
H
H
■*■ llJJJJ

Merely
send
Coupon
for
fascinating
booklet:
"The
New
Vogue
in Powdering".

I The Mello-glo Co., Boston, Mass.

PII-5-35

Name..
| Street
I City
State
I For a generou9 package (not a sample) of new Soft| tone Mello-glo, enclose 10c, checking shade you wish:
I □ Ivory

□ p"'1 □ Natural

□ Rachel

□ Brunette.

No, this is not Clark Gable on one of his beloved hunting trips, but Clark and
Loretta

Young

in a scene

from

Jack

London's book,

"The

Call

of the Wild

■-.
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I living with an April Day." They were
grated so much, due to varied engagements
lhe theater, their marriage was like an innittent love affair.
barles Frohman brought her to America
lifirst time. She had two unfortunate roles
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PUT YOURSELF

ihe beginning and many tears, "growing
a.sof the soul." Finally "Oliver Twist" and
jless. An offer came from Hollywood. It
: still a village, and the magnetic D. W.
ntli was king.
harlie Chaplin was a good friend, and one
'it she took him to the home of Douglas
;banks. The two had never met. And so
(stance Collier was the unconscious corner,'e for the United Artists Corporation —
iford, Chaplin and Fairbanks, formed soon
:rward.
long before this, a disheartened Frenchman

IN

HER

SHOES

/-"^»

;i given her a script of his play, "Peter
::tson," which he had peddled around for
<!ity years.
lie went to New York, raised the money,
'produced it— with herself in the role of the
>\hess oj Towers, and with John Barrymore
ring Peter, his first romantic part. Every:y helped produce the play in which she had
M faith. Maude Adams supervised the
Its, Edward Sheldon rewrote scenes, Ziegloaned her electrical effects she never could
e bought.

.AMD YOU

X\P

IE play was a success, even though the
:enery collapsed on the actors during the
1 first performances. " Peter Ibbetson" made
lortant theatrical history. Since, it was
iluced on the screen as "Forever," with
;e Ferguson as the Duchess, and later in
id opera. Miss Collier assisted Deems
'lor, the composer, with the libretto,
later, she wrote two plays with Ivor
vello, and acted in them. They made
liey. Then she had a brilliant success in
BI Betters," a comedy role, and went from
i to play tragedy in John Barrymore's
imlet."
here seems to be no limit to her versatility.
ny like her best in light comedy — possibly
luse she always keeps spitefulness out of
most ornery characterizations. Because she
not bear to laugh cruelly at the follies and
syncrasies of humanity — "The greater
pie's faults, the more human they are. The
feet can take care of themselves!"
Ve like to have her in Hollywood, the
tious woman with the fragrant mind. She
l;s the place, she loathes exercise, she can't
|r cards, she adores lots of nice, amusing
pie around, books and dogs all over the
i:e. She is terribly near-sighted, can't see
lone a few feet away, but says it has its adtages as people always look extraordinarily
utiful to her.
|he says all nice people are shy, and she puts
l brass front, a smoke screen, when panicky.
says there are few utterly relaxed humans,
en you think of it, how many do you know?
hope she will establish a salon in Holly)d and revive the lost art of conversation,
lollywood she has discovered to be a young
! vigorous place where the people are not
;ated, the women take good care of them'es, and the men are relaxed, with brown
:s and open shirt collars — behind it all is
lth and hard work. A refreshing opinion
n an observing woman.
shall quote Noel Coward again— "I don't
ik anything has drastically changed for
istance Collier. She has just moved on
ough various failures and triumphs with a
at deal of beauty and a very deep-rooted
I gallant sense of humor."

WONT

It J?

1

HAVE<jpot-<ijCua;
't's a smart woman who knows the face-value and gracevalue of scientifically shaped shoes whose perfect fit and
firm support keep her face immune from the unhappy
lines of "foot-fag" and her posture erect and graceful.
Vitality Health Shoes have this important attribute. You
won't suspect it when you see them because they are
truly beautiful shoes that have the happy faculty for fitting feet and making them feel fit. Their prices are calculated not to stretch the most rigid budget.
VITALITY

SHOE

COMPANY*

ST. LOUIS

Division of International Shoe Co.

SIZES 2 TO
WIDTHS
AAAA TO EEE

VIVIAN

• Happy feet are the foundation of
graceful poise and an untroubled face. In
the Charmed Circle of Vitality Health
Shoes your feet are free from "foot-fag

W

Vital,! ty
=

health shoes =

Going the Rounds with Mitzi
CONTINUED

you a secret. Maureen O'Sullivan is Mr.
George Arliss' valentine. He doesn't know it,
though. And Maureen doesn't want him to
. . . she'd rather have him guess, awhile.
Yes,
yes! I'll
explain.theLast
of February
Mr. Arliss
bemoaned
fact 14th
to Maureen
that
no one had sent him a big red heart. So without a word out tripped the Colleen to a florist's,
where she bought a bunch of daffodils, and in
them she laid a lacy valentine, and a card tied
to a tremenjus red bow, which read: "From
an Unknown Admirer. " Now Mr. Arliss is
happy that he is some one's very special valentine— or maybe he's going crazy trying to
figure out who sent it! Teh! Teh!
I'm a note-sender, too. And a dasher-offer!
Like the time recently when I sent a note in
Santa Barbara to my kinda special heartbeat
Douglass Montgomery at the opening night of
his play, "Merrily We Roll Along." The
whole idea of driving up for the opening was
one of those crazy impulses, but lots of the
Hollywood movie colony were affected that
way because, unexpectedly, Evelyn Venable
and her husband popped up there, and so did
the rarely seen Katharine Hepburn, with suitor
Leland Hayward; and so did Gary Grant, who
was present to applaud Virginia Cherrill who
was in the cast. Kay Johnson was there with
her director husband, John Cromwell, and also
present, unless these old orbs deceive me, was
King Vidor.

FROM
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"How much would it cost?" asked the
practical member of the family.
"Oh — I don't know — ■" Helen answered
vaguely. "About three thousand dollars, I
" Three thousand dollars !" shrieked the playwright. "Why, we could buy a boat for that!"
As you can see from the above, it was a
guess."
kind
of a whimsical lunch. You know me,
though. A laff's a laff — but with curiosity my
besetting sin I wanted to know more about
Roger himself. The son of the world's most
famous ex-band conductor should have some
grand reminiscences.
First off, I asked why didn't he become a
musician?
"Because," came the surprising reply, "Dad
didn't want either my brother or me to follow
in his footsteps. He didn't want any actors
in the family, either."
"Not even a successful one?"
Roger grinned.
"He won't admit that I'm successful. Dad's

' 'to my yellow-haired hero: "Dear Doug:
So far, swell! . . . And I'm coming back to
tell you so!"
When Act Two started, the play which, to
be truthful, had been moving a little slowly,
perked up. It began to sparkle; and Douglass
was actually vibrant. Modesty, alas, forbids
me to believe that my note had anything to do
with it but until he received it he hadn't known
that there were friends in the audience . . .

Helen Hayes' and Charlie MacArthur's small
dotte'r occupied our remarks. But, as usual, I
am ahead of myself. We were talking about
the time, before wee Mary was even in the
stork's nest, when Helen Hayes told husband
Charlie she thought it would be. very grand if
they had a child.
108

instance, my pretty, just ain't worth the living
My feeling was shared by one, Pert Kelton
who decided the best thing to do was either t<
get up and go home, or just rise superior t(
it all. Glenda Farrell, next table, didn't mine
it so much. But then, maybe Randy Scot'
kept her mind on other things. Pandro Ber
man, who produced "Roberta," had Irem
Dunne, Director Bill Seiter and Marian Nixor
at the table along with Glenda Farrell ant
Randy, and I am tickled to tell you that thi
models, who play stock at RKO, were so divini
that most of them got real parts in the pictun
from it.
But I soon forgot the harshness of it all
kitten, when later I met my friends Gracii
Allen and George Burns at the Brown Derby
Of course, the elbow-length white fox cape o
Mme. Burns didn't exactly improve my feel
ings. Have I a husband who secretly wire:!
friends in the East to pick out the most gor*
geous furs they can find, ship them here for my
birthday, and send him the bill? I have not
All right, we'll skip it! W7e'll get back to th<
babies again. But we're still at the same party
And the baby is Sandra Burns, with one nev
tooth, who bursts out laughing when Gracii
says "Google, google, google," and who, feelin;
the insistent push of new molars in her gums
bites the hand that feeds her.

A T the end of Act One, I dashed off a note

and after all that does help! Yas'm, I went
backstage after the final curtain and the blonde
Douglass and I clasped hands and swapped
compliments while crowds surged around, congratulating him. Then, pet, I was wafted
home on rosy clouds.
But — tell me am I fickle, baby? — yesterday
I did some noonday munching with dark-haired
Roger Pryor. Roger is a modest soul, in spite
of his success in pictures, and told me a story
on himself that you must hear. In New York
some years ago, before he was in pictures, he
was cast in a play in which, for the ten minutes
before he appeared upon the stage, the heroine
was giving him a build-up as a gorgeous
Apollo.
"Then," grinned Roger, "7 came in . . .
with my face, and she spoke the line: 'O-oh,
here he is! Doesn't he look like a Greek God!!'
Well, I stood it for two nights; then we went
into a huddle. And next time I appeared, she
said: 'Here he is! Doesn't he look like a Greek?'
. . . God!!"
Next, Roger and I talked about babies.

What? Wanna hear about frills and such;
Well, the other P.M. I dashed down to tin
Biltmore Bowl where, amid unbelievable light:
and glitter, there was a show of the gladsomi
rags the girls were wearing in the pictun
"Roberta." And after it was over I couk
have dashed my brains out as well. M-m-m
Give me some nails to chew! Quick! Lifi
without a floor-length cape of silver fox, fo,

'THIS one," says Papa Burns, proudly ex

The cameraman
halts a friendly chat
between Leo Carillo and Marian Marsh

a politician, now, but when I go home to see
him he makes me do all his stump speeching
for"There
him." you are!" I said triumphantly.
"Then he does think — "
"Not at all. He says I'm just fortunate to
have a decent voice!"
But you can't live down a parental reputation. So when Roger and his brother joined
the Boy Scouts at the tender age of eleven, they
were made buglers. It didn't matter that they
had never had a lesson in their lives; Poppa
Pryor was one of the world's best trumpet
players, and that was that. However, both
kids turned out to be whizzes with the tootling
tubes. "But what was that?" Roger disclaimed with a laugh. "Dad never had a lesson
in his life either."
pOGER is always finding out he can do things
'Whenever did before . . . like when he had to
sing in Billie Burke's play, "Her Master's
Voice." Ann Sothern's mother, who teaches
voice, told him how to handle the difficult
high notes, and with no trouble at all, Roger
yodelled them beautifully. Next day the paper
commented on his fine voice. Roger grinned.
"But Dad would say I was just singing loud."

' hibiting his right fist. "And can she bite!'
"That's why," explained Gracie brightly
"Bing Crosby wants his Dennis for her
Dennis is such a leather-neck!"
"Rough-neck, Gracie! Rough-neck!" cor
rected George patiently.
My personal nomination for the sweetes
and the prettiest girl goes to Marian Marsh
(It harasses me, but I suppose you are bon
with good looks or you are not!) We've beei
throwing ourselves around at the Brown Derb)
or the Assistance League this past month
Marian and myself. First I pay for lunch, nex
time she does. But she always gets a phone cal
from Howard Hughes or Eddie Lowe thrown ii
with the vittles, while I just get food! Some
times I console myself with the thought tha
maybe her being born in Trinidad gives her ;
special luster, or something, but I dunno — i
she came from Cow Corners, Mo., it'd prob
ably be the same. But I got some sort o
satisfaction last Sunday night, I did. I invitee
her to a big benefit ball, and when she stood m
at the table and took a bow the spotlight sort
hit me around the edges, and I had a honey o
a time bowing and smiling on the rim of glory
Leo Carrillo entertained there. Superb, o
course. Later, he tucked our hands under hi
arm, marched us to the bar and ordered us t<
order. I accepted on condition that one o
these days he would invite me to a barbecue a
his Spanish hacienda, where colorful MexicaD
stroll around with guitars and sing meltin
songs and the moon does queer things t
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lantic insidcs. Leo agreed— what else could
lo, with such a brazen wench? — and I went
denly haywire and ordered a glass of butterk. Whoops! It's all too silly!
Jow lamb, I go extremely svelte, or glossy,
lomethin', and take you to the Ballet Russe
Monte Carlo, which threw our staid town
h the jitters for a week. One night, for
[ance, Edna May Oliver sat to the front of
Charlie Chaplin and his lady, Paulette
Hdard (with a teentsy bell-top hat and mills of sables) to the left of me. (Forward the
,'ht Brigade!) Anna Sten, ejaculating
>sian phrases after every number, sat to the
it of me and it was all very colorful and
ign and exciting. The dances were charm! and beautifully done, and left me wistfully
liming of the time Madame Albertina Rasch
j-overed me doing mad fandangos with
:jnon Novarro and wanted to put me in her
pert, thence to burst forth a full-fledged
erina. But the thought of years of pracmade me decline the enticing offer. You
:w your Mitzi. I like to do things quick!
text day the ballet lunched at M-G-M and I
llperoned them around the lot. David
cine, who is a marvelous dancer, and very
:ilolph Valentino-ish looking besides, recked, astonished and upset: "What — it is
e in the studio that they make the vonderful
'zan? Not in the jongle?" But when he
I Paul Lukas on "The Casino Murder Case"
j and they got to jabbering away in Hun;[ian or something just as romantic, he was
;>py again.
CHINE

was having a studio test made next

ay and asked me to be present, but I couldn't,
>ause why, I was having lunch with Adrienne
j'es and her husband, Bruce Cabot. Adrienne
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is the girl who looks coolly devastating in mantailored suits. They had just arrived the night
before, by way of New York, from London,
where she and Nils Asther did a picture. Our
lunch was at the Vendome. . . . But wait!
yelps skitter-scatter Mitzi, while I give you a
brief synopsis of their previous twenty-four
hours. Off the train the night before! Eight
hours shut-eye at a hotel! A dash into the
Beverly Hills sunshine, house hunting, early in
the morning! Success at 11 a. m.! Moved,
bag, baggage, and bundles by twelve! And at
the Vendome, crisp, cool and cordial, at one!
What a woman!
What a man!
All through this letter I've been tempted to
stop and surrender myself to memories of the
elegant party at the Trocadero the other night
... so I will re-live it, by Telling you All . . .
or, all that I can ! First, we gathered in the bar
downstairs, and I met the guest of honor,
Jamshed Dinshaw Petit, a good looking young
banker from Bombay, India, whose family is
very influential there, and is related to the
English Sassoons. He was surrounded by a
Bevy of Beauties, among whom were Jean
Parker, very "Little Womanish" in a off-theshoulder dress, a velvet band around the throat
and a gardenia in the heaped-up curls; Betty
Furness, very sleek and smart; Maureen
O'Sullivan, .charming and fresh; the lovely
ladies, Irene Hervey, Muriel Evans, Joan
Marsh, and several more. Mrs. Ida Koverman, famous executive assistant to Mr. Mayer,
threw the soiree, and anything she does is done
well . . . like picking Jean Parker from a
newspaper picture and making a star of her.
Of course, I ain't mercenary, or anything like
that, but when I say the favors us girls got —
from Mr. Petit, by the way — I was extra
specially glad I came. Allow me to flaunt my

large, flat, gleaming silver evening case, all
completely fitted out, and containing two
cards, one of which carried the donor's English
name, and the other his Indian one. Cute?
The dinner table, little one, will interest you.
It seated thirty-five guests, and was trimmed
with a charming barnyard touch of half a dozen
white glazed-china roosters from whose backs
rose triumphant sprays of red and white carnations and lilies-of-the- valley. Let me add, as
casually as I can, that we also got corsages of
mammoth gardenias. Among the gentlemen
whose names you'd know, were Mr. Carrillo,
Bill Henry, Harvey Stephens, Robert Taylor
and my pals Howard Strickling, Louis B.
Mayer and Woody Van Dyke. It didn't take
them five seconds to discover the net bags on
the table filled with small colored felt balls, and
whee-e-e-e! . . . what a barrage!
A VERY

choice picture was made by the

' * dainty, picturesquely-gowned Jean Parker,
who shrieked with glee every time she socked
Bob Taylor on the ear. And Taylor was no
dub himself when it came to hitting the bell.
(Lawsie,
how did
I resist writing "belle?"
Give
me credit,
baby!)
The nice Mr. Petit seemed somewhat bewildered byso much mad goings-on, and perhaps it is as well that he is shortly to resume
his world cruise. However, I'm seeing him
tomorrow at a big ranch party, and I shall not
only take pitchers for you to see, but also will
relate how he reacts to the wilder and woollier
aspects of Western life!
What's this? Do I see your languid hand
politely patting that rosebud mouth? Right
ho! Then I hereby bids you a fond adoo.
Yours to a curly brown crisp,
Mitzi.

NEW KIND of Mildness
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Hollywood, My Hollywood
[ CONTINUED

We were a motion picture troupe of twenty
years ago, exceedingly hot, dirty and tired.
We gazed languidly at the white-thatched,
leather-faced antique Mexican Indian who
flashed white teeth as he cheerily grinned into
our dead pans.
"Salud y pesedas, amigos!"
"What the deuce is he selling?" grumbled
Bill Frawley as we half-heartedly returned the
salutation.
"Health and wealth, friends!"
Translating, the conductor turned to the
troupe of pioneer movie actors. "That's an
old California Spanish toast. There is more
health and wealth out in them thar desert
hills than you'll ever find in the big city and
here's where you folks get off. This is Palm

FROM PAGE 77 ]

recall, and although "home" was his quaint
nickname for that Hollywood boarding house,
we all felt the same way about it. We were
scared to death.
Before we could follow our natural impulses
to get back on the train and go right away
from there, anywhere, fate took a hand. With
many whoops and yips, a band of cowboys
arrived with a lotta hosses and plenty of wisecracks at the expense of us tenderfeet.
Presently, the Mazappas were jogging along,
each to his own peculiar style of riding, towards
what our guides claimed would be a right
pretty little oasis in the heart of the desert.
Or words to that effect. We were still plenty
skeptical and pessimistic, however. Like the
brave old '49ers, we couldn't realize at the time
that we were real, honest-to-gawd movie
pioneers who would probably go down in
picture tradition as the heroes who made
history. Or something.
If a fella's foresight was only as good as his
hindsight, Bill Frawley and I could have been
the Rockefellers of the West. The old horned
toad of a conductor was right. There was
health and wealth out in them thar desert
hills all the time, only it took us nearly twenty
years to find it out.
After some fifteen miles of dodging Joshua
trees and cactus, we got our first glimpse of the
primitive little Cahuilla Indian village then
called Palm Springs. The main stem was a
dusty desert road, dotted here and there with
datepalms, figs, oleanders, smoke trees and
tamaracks. Outside of the Indian reservation
and a few straggling frame buildings there
was nothing to mar the peaceful landscape.

Fredric March, as Victor Hugo's most
celebrated hero, Jean Valjean, from the
literary masterpiece, "Les Miserables,"
in a scene with little Marilyn Knowlden

Springs station. Don't step on any horned
toads."
We ignored the kidding.. We were very
unhappy about it all.
"Palm Springs?" said Bill indignantly,
"Where the devil are the springs? I don't
even see a palm."
Nor did I. Nor did the rest of the troupe.
As far as the human eye could strain, there was
nothing to see but a vast, barren, lonely, awesome wilderness. Rugged mountain peaks,
shimmering in the blistering heat waves,
looked like monstrous devils. We felt very low.
If we lacked the vision to conjure mirages that
would have revealed to us the Palm Springs of
today, we were really more to be pitted than
censured.
Back in the those pioneer Hollywood days
when men were men and meals were few, the
desert was a vast hunk of territory to be
avoided like smallpox. Only the hardened
cowboys, who had been lured by the movies,
took it lightly.
To a couple of clover-kickers like Bill Frawley and me, the desert was more or less a
rendezvous for cactus and sagebrush, mirages
and hot sands, rattlesnakes and Gila monsters.
"I wanna go home," announced Bill as I
110

A FEW tents and one tiny bungalow com** prised the lone "hotel" which was later to
become famous the world over as the Desert Inn.
It was operated by an indomitable, jolly,
far-seeing woman who is as well known today
as her inn. Nellie Coffman.
How Mrs. Coffman first discovered the oasis,
how she made friends with the Indians, how
she persuaded the government through that
friendship to make certain land grants for a
resort, and how she bravely struggled to make
Palm Springs the greatest winter resort in the
West, is one of the most amazing of stories.
In the few days we were there on location,
whether working and sweating in the sun, or
lolling in the shade, we fell completely under the
spell of the desert's everlasting peace.
We could understand why there are "desert
rats." Men who are born clover-pickers, appleknockers, hillbillies, swamp rabbits or even city
slickers succumb to the irresistible lure of the
desert. From youth to old age these prospector-dreamers called "desert rats" set forth
with grub-stakes and faithful burros each year
to seek the gold strikes they never find. But
seldom do they ever return to their native
lands.
We could understand Mrs. Coff man's dream
of a beautiful and charming little health resort
when she first sighted the valley from the crest
of one of the peaks of the snow-capped San
Gorgonio mountain range which guards this
desert country. But no mortal, not even the
lady of blessed vision, could have dreamed the
Palm Springs of today.
Regretfully we pulled away from that peaceful little desert village so many years ago.

Even Bill Frawley admitted that "maybe tb
desert will amount to something after all."
And Howl
Today, Palm Springs is as beautiful as it
picturesque. Even the newness of the Holl
wood shops cannot destroy the charm. R&
flowering ocitillo cactus, grown and woven in
the most unique fences, guards the home
Where one tree grew before, now scores of sentropical trees and shrubs beautify the stree
and lawns. A tiny mountain stream, shade
by willows and cottonwoods, weaves its ws,
down from Tahquitz canyon. The Smol
Tree and Deep Well ranches are as attracts
to tourists as the Desert Inn and El Mirad«
hotels. And there is another beautiful reso
being built some ten miles out in the deser
which
Sands. will be appropriately named War;
For those who want complete peace and re:
with absolutely nothing to do, there is e
elusive La Quinta with its magnificent hot
and homes some twenty miles away. Th
was the late Marie Dressler's favorite spo
Here Ruth Chatterton, Grace Moore, Glori
Swanson, Greta Garbo, Herbert Marshal
George Brent and others seek rest from tb
hurly-burly.
The desert is a God-send to hard-workinj
hard-playing Hollywood. The warm, bakiir
sun, crisp cool nights and fresh clean air get
erates vim and vigor in tired minds and bodie
and calms down shattered nervous system;

The latest Philo Vance — Paul Lukas, who
will play the famous role in another of
the S. S. Van Dine thrillers to come to
the screen, "The Casino Murder Case

For those who are too playful to simply re
and bathe their bodies to a nut-brown in th
sun, there is plenty of play.
We stag refugees didn't get such a terrifi
kick out of seeing a few of our fellow brave
running around in the primitive, as we fei
kinda he-mannish and savage ourselves. Bui
when the squaws are turned loose away fror
the home reservations, that's different.
\ A /HEN a fella can get an eyeful of such loot
V ' ers as Myrna Loy, Loretta Young, Joa
Crawford, Kay Francis, Claudette Colbert an
Jean Harlow all in one afternoon, ambling an
lolling around in nothing but shorts and wha
you-may-call-'ems — and obviously not carin
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nthcy look any more than Shirley Temple —
n those are sights guaranteed to cure blindJ hay fever, paralysis, dyspepsia or the
ttfsin any man.
the beautiful girls kept strolling by in
11 us but charming bits of undress, Senor
3( y expanded proudly.
'i.ooks like I'm a pretty wise guy to buy a
ii' right here," he announced. "Is this
el'ry?"
s.
Fields and Errol wanted to know what
fja does when he is tired of looking. The
unan Chamber
of Commerce
exploded:
\isten, chumps, you played that swell
:l| nine-hole course today, didn't you? Well,
b lie Farrell and Ralph Bellamy have built
n' swell tennis courts and a swimming pool
hje everybody goes . . ."
'} know, I know," interrupted Senor
'lieler, impatiently. "But what does a
i do at night?"
LORSEBACK riding," retorted our host.
' "Horseback riding in the desert moonlight
i your best girl. Boy, oh boy, is that someofe?"
pes, indeedy," conceded Senor Fields,
i my riding ain't what it used to be."
'nor Wheeler brightened up. "Didja see
(make all those passes at the Dunes last
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most of the way. But, he made every night
club from Shanghai to Cairo. That punk
would go looking for a night club in the Garden of Eden."
Senor Wheeler remained undisturbed. "Maybe so," he said, "but I crave action. I know of
a sleeper in the seventh race at Santa Anita
tomorrow that I wanta see run the legs off
those other nags. Besides, I got a date at
Caliente tomorrow night, so I'm shoving off
bright and early."
Our host's apoplexy was averted by Senor
Fields. "The trouble is with us guys," he
said, "we don't appreciate the benefits of
nature. Health and wealth, that's the thing.
There's plenty of health here, and I'll bet
there is even gold out in those hills at that."
"Gold!" shouted Senor Woolsey. "Gold!
Boys, I'm going to let you in on a secret. In a
year I won't have to worry about being funny.
I'm staking a fella called Last Chance, and
we have a claim staked out in a forgotten
canyon near here which will make us both
rich. If Wheeler gets some sense I may let

•t? Didja see Al Wertheimer's eyes pop
i when those babies galloped home to

him in on it."
"Nuts," retorted Senor Wheeler feelingly,
and we all retired to our siestas. Next morning as we took our departure, the last we saw
of Senor Woolsey, he was busily engaged with
a long, white-bearded old dude, who had a
pick and a pack parked on a couple of sleepers
called burros. They were all set for the gold

ily?"
Swell dance rhythm that bunch of boys
;:, too," added Senor Arlen dreamily, "and
food is the best anywhere in this country."
jr host glared at his partner. "That mug
leler," he said, "is a night owl. He flew
n thousand miles with me on our trip
nd the world, over India, Siam, Java,
i the South Seas and Egypt — and he slept

rush, and at this writing, we don't know
whether Woolsey took off on one of the burros
or not.
New York
Back at the Lakeside golf club in Hollywood
the next week-end, the same clan, minus Senor
Woolsey, gathered. It was noon Friday, and
we were having lunch. Some fella says, "How
about the week-end?
Where
you goin'?"

sVe Three
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Well, as usual, thru- were a couple of customers
for Palm Springs and Caliente, and some
were driving up to Santa Barbara.
Up spoke the irrepressible Bill Frawley, and
says he:
"There is only one place to spend the weekend— and that's New York. I'm taking the
four o'clock plane outa here. I'm having lunch
at noon tomorrow with some pals of mint- a I
the Astor. In the afternoon I'm going to
catch the matinee of "Anything Goes." Fur
cocktails I'm going to meet Lillian Emerson,
a swell gal, at the Waldorf. Then we're going
to join Billy Gaxton and Madeline Cameron,
Ethel Merman and Victor Moore at the
Twenty-one for dinner, where I expect to see a
few really smart Hollywood guys like Austin
Parker and Don Stewart. We'll drop up to the
Casino in the Park for a little dance, and after
that we'll probably drop in to Leon and
Eddie's or the El Morocco for a night cap.
Daylight is going to catch up to us at Ruben's,
and Sunday noon a bunch of us will get together for a good, old-fashioned ham and egg
breakfast at the Tavern. The gang will put
me back on the plane at four o'clock Sunday
afternoon, and I'll be back in Hollywood for
work, if any, at seven o'clock Monday mornCENOR FRAWLEY paused for a breath,
^but we were all too stunned to interrupt.
He went on enthusiastically:
"New York is the only place to enjoy the
week-end,
you chumps. You get a chance to
ing."
really do things and see something. These
Hollywood honeys are O. K. but there's a
Iotta gals in little ol' New York, too, that you
don't sit around and throw rocks at." He
got up and started away. "So long, fellas, I'll
be seeing you Monday."

• * * "We are three creams with but
a single theme ... a beautiful complexion . . . that
is our mission as Harriet Hubbard Ayer preparations ... we are for recalling it instead of rueing
it... we befriend both the beauty of youth and the
beauty in arrears . . . for, we bring to both the
gain that comes from a postponement of Time!
. . . but we, too, make a demand on the complexions entrusted to our care ... we are essentially
for the woman who takes her daily beauty ritual
seriously . . . and though each of us is effective
alone, we are so much more worth while when
used together ... for we are by nature as related
as the three center pearls in a strand . . . and Skin
& Tissue Cream and Beautifying Face Cream add
to the gain in beauty that begins with Luxuria."

HARRIET
Luxuria for Cleansing
Skin & Tissue Cream for Vitality
Beautifying Face Cream for Radiance

45c to $2.75
.

HUBBARD

32} EAST THIRTY-FOURTH

STREET, NEW

AYER, inc.
YORK

85c to $7.15
85c to $7.15

31935-H. H. A.. Inc."
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Helena rubinstein's
new lipstick creation
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A Heroine to Her Tailor
CONTINUED

"TERRA COTTA"
IVIoST

lipsticks

impair your lips'
greatest charm —
lustre. They either

makes one excuse or another to enter the room.
But as soon as she discovered that her reserve
was respected, she proved herself to be the
human, friendly girl that she is to her few close
friends.
Watson has made two or three dozen suits
for her, and more top coats than he can count.
Top coats amount to a passion with her.

K 10 man is a hero to his valet, they say, but
paint or stain —
with an ugly pur- ' ^ Garbo certainly is a goddess so far as her
ple undertone. It tailor is concerned.
has remained for
" Sometimes we keep her for more than two

the world's foremost cosmetic scientist to
actually solve this problem — with her
thrilling new ingredient that promotes
and protects your natural lip moisture.
It glorifies your lips' appeal!
Now, in Terra Cotta, she creates a new
shade to give glamour and mystery —
yet to do it subtly! To please him who
is opinionated about your lipstick. For
it allows you to seem most decorous and
yet be daringly alluring.
A million women marvel at the brilliant
change
lipsticks
have
madeHelena
in theirRubinstein's
loveliness. Red
Geranium, Red Poppy, Red Raspberry, Red
Coral and "Evening" are the shades they
love: .50, 1.00, 1.25. And now a million
more will want the new Terra Cotta — ■
as well . . . Rouge that whispers of
vibrant youth. In shades to harmonize
with the lipsticks: 1.00.
Witchery for Your Eyes
Glamorous Persian Mascara — will not smart
your eyes, nor easily smudge. Black, Brown,
and the new Blue and Blue-Green. 1.00 . . .
Eyelash Grower and Darkener. 1.00.

LIMITED

hours for fittings, but she is always charming

and patient," said Mr. Watson. She is particularly fond of her fitter. He is a Norwegian, and they talk together in Swedish
while he is adjusting a new garment. She
talks to me, too, mainly about Sweden and
books, sometimes about people. But she always seems to be conscious that her command
of English is not perfect, and she frequently
makes apologies for it. But I have never heard
her yet say a single word against anyone."
(It is an interesting fact that Garbo's
chauffeur once said the same thing to me in
almost the same words).
"Of course," continued Watson, "much
depends upon her mood. She has 'good' and
'bad' days. From what I know of her, her
mood seems to depend upon her health. But
no matter how badly she feels, she never is
rude, never impatient, and she never twists
around or fidgets as so many people do.
"I have seen her, when she feels well and
happy, dance the length of this room, laughing
and being as happy and as unself-conscious as
a ten-year-old child. One day she even got up
on this table and did a little dance. If she is
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in a gay mood, she does not mind who is lis
or how many people are looking at her. Son
times, if she feels particularly well, she ev
stays after her fitting is over, takes a snv
glass of wine, and tells some little stories."
Bud Watson admits that he never kno<
what to expect from Garbo.
One day an actor glimpsed her as she c
across the room, headed for her private cubb
hole. He is a big star now, but he had playi
a small part in one of her first pictures. B
cause there had been some friendliness betwei
them years before, he mustered up his coura;
and sent a message back to Bud, requesting
chance to say "Hello" to her for old timt
sake.
Garbo's answer was brief and to the poir
"Tell him I do not want to see him," si
said, and that was that. It wasn't intention
rudeness.
It was just that she didn't feel i
to it.
On the other hand, there is Rod LaRoque
experience. Garbo was looking over fabri
when he entered. LaRoque has great char
of manner all his own. Probably that is wl
he was not deserted the moment he sai;
"Hello. Are you thinking of buying tha
I think it will be charming for you."
Within a few minutes they were chattir
like old friends about weaves and lines.
I IER usual procedure in choosing a new ga
'ment is to look through the innumerab
magazines which are scattered all over tlmodernistic green, white and brown waitii
room. When she finds a picture which pleas'
her she says, "There! That is what I want
suggests
few near
changes,
andshehasmaybolts
materials apiled
so that
dra[■■'

OFFER!

Special Set of Pasteurized
Face Cream and Beauty Grains
"First Steps To Beauty". . . 1.00
Do you want a glorious complexion — clear,
radiant — young? A complexion that makes
your cosmetics doubly alluring? Then here is
beauty
secret the
—
aHelena
secret Rubinstein's
which has priceless
amazed, and
thrilled
women of three continents. Her two magic
preparations for skin loveliness — in a combination package — specially priced.
Pasteurized Face Cream will cleanse, freshen,
soften and protect. Smoothes away lines and
wrinkles — quickly. Actually transforms your
skin . . . Beauty Grains — a stimulating complexion wash used with water or a teaspoonful of milk. Nothing in the world like it! To
remove blackheads and whiteheads — refine
pores — speed skin renewal — soften texture
— normalize oil glands. Ask for "First Steps
To Beauty," 1.00 complete.
MAIL SERVICE .... If there is no Helena
Rubinstein dealer in your community, order
by mail. Consultation by mail is also welcome.

lielena rubinstein
8 East 57th Street • New

York

SALONS IN: Paris • London
• Milan • Detroit
Chicago
• Boston • New York • Seattle
Los Angeles • Montreal • Toronto
Copyright 1035.

Helena Rubinstein,

Inc.

George Murphy is aiming for a strike, and Fred Keating is afraid he's going to
make it! And incidentally, Fred is almost as good a bowler as he is a kibitzer
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Bt one and then another over her shoulders
y the general effect.
k peculiar thing about her is that when she
Acs into the mirror she almost recoils. "Oh,
[lok terrible!" she exclaims, and seems very
nappy and discouraged about herself. She
lly does not look so strong and well as she
ii;ht, though the look of weariness does
l'hing to dim her loveliness.
'sually she telephones that she is coming,
> quite frequently she just drops in. Then,
i :ourse, her especial fitter drops everything
.attend to her. Sometimes she is wearing
fcks, sometimes suits. In summer, she
ilasionally appears in tailored shorts under a
> coat.
('he sketches she chooses as models may be
;;iion drawings from a style book, or illustraiiis for a story, or advertising photographs,
makes no difference where she finds an
r, if it is what she desires,
■he is always quite definite about what she
i:s in color and cut. She orders tans and
i:ks almost exclusively. She prefers plain
>ie buttons, but once in a while has ordered
;:her ones. She adores tweeds, but there is
ier anything faddish about the cut. Her
lirts suits are almost severely plain, although
| absolutely rules. out the purely masculine
le, refusing to have her shoulders padded
!n slightly.
She never has ordered a suit with trousers,
;iough she has many pairs of slacks for
i'.king.
For blouses, she wears sweaters or wool
i;ey polo shirts with short sleeves — white,
i e or tan.
HE usually buys several suits at a time.
Invariably, they are without fur. There is
r distinguishing feature about her rather plain
| coats. All have huge collars large enough
[be turned up around her head, completely
ling her face. That is one reason she man);s to get into Watsons' so frequently withI being seen.
Getting out is another matter.
The coat collar and dark glasses make a
>d guard against curious eyes, but people
e learned to know her old auto.
And,
infrequently, a crowd is waiting when she
eady to leave.
Ier habit is to send anyone who is with her
vn to the street to see if reporters, phoraphers or fans are waiting. One time her
:nd, Salka Yiertel, did a little reconnoitering
i reported the coast clear. But when Garbo
pped forth, a cameraman jumped out from
vhere and snapped her picture. Mrs.
irtel, enraged at the surprise, chased him
vn the street, caught the unfortunate man,
rled his camera into the gutter,
however charming and thoughtful Garbo
is a client, Bud Watson admits that there
several things about her that give him
ne worry and trouble, in spite of the fact
it she never protests any item and always
/s her bills on the dot with her personal
ck.
)ne question that disturbs him is why a
man so attractive as Garbo does not go
. and enjoy herself more.
'Marlene Dietrich goes out and has a good
'-e, doesn't she?" he says. "You'd think
it Garbo would want some fun out of life,
juldn't you?"
jThe other thing that bothers him is the fact
j't she moves so frequently that he has a
rible time delivering the clothes he makes
her.
She always forgets to give him the new
Iress!

I think people with sensitive throats
prefer Old Go\As\oy7^)(Jlere^A
VARN
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My Mom
[ CONTINUED

it for a while. Just to show you how she is,
though. What should I see in my room on
Christmas but the picture? Honest to gosh,
that broke my heart. But I couldn't tell
Mom. I just gave her a kiss, and skipped it,
cause a guy can't be a big sissy.
As I was saying before though about this
headman business. I'm it— and what I say
generally goes around there. Saturday nights,
for instance. I told Mom she could make
dates any night of the week but Saturday —
that was my day. Well, she's been pretty
good about it. We have been out together
almost every Saturday. Course, she forgets
every once in a while, but then, you know
Mom, she's got so darned many social obligatories.

So — YOU know some one who's planning a
trip to the altar! Let's do a little missionary
work for her — right away! Imagine what
a fiery blush, or turning deathly pale, does
to the most-carefully-made-up face! A
bride simply must depend mostly upon her
eyes alone for beauty. They'll be sparkling
anyway — but no matter how busy she is,
see that she takes the time to slip her
lashes into Kuriash (just as you do!) so
that they may curve back into the most
enchanting frames that deepen and enhance
her eyes. Kuriash costs only $1 at almost any
store, so perhaps you'd better take her one.

S:>.V

jormetrwna nine
Then — blue eyeshadow — because it's so
lovely beneath white filmy veiling. Shadeite,
the eyeshadow in compact form, comes in
a heavenly cerulean blue (as well as in violet, brown or green), $1. Pass it among the
attendants, too, for a lovely ensemble effect.

K IATURALLY, I have to exert myself every
' ^once in a while and just tell her. Those
Siamese cats of hers for instance. Well, one
of them's cock-eyed. Can't see worth a darn,
either. She tried to tell me that was a sign of
being rare or some such stuff. So finally I
had to tell her that that was the bunk. I said,
" Poor cat, going around the house bumping
into chairs all the time," appealing to her
sympathy, see? Well, we finally settled that.
Now Mom's has a pair of specks made for the
cat. They're strapped on like goggles sorta,
and they're all right. What's more the cat
can see now, even though he makes you die
laughing, just looking at him.
Course, there's one thing I ought to have
good and well understood about my Mom.
She's a very sweet and big-hearted woman, not
at all like the parts she plays on the screen. I
have to laugh seeing her all decked out in
diamonds on the screen. For a fact, I guess
my Mom's one of the few women in the world
who hasn't even got a diamond to her name.
She just never spends her money on stuff like
that.
But I know one thing, and I'm going to
surprise her some day. When I'm through
school and making plenty of money, I'm going
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to cover her with diamonds and furs from jj
to head.
Those furs remind me of a story I'm g> f
to tell you about Mom. It was when we t
came out here from New York, and she wai |
a set of furs to go with a get-up she was p .
ning. Well, Mom never was much for pi; .
ing down a lot of dough right on the line i
she just made a first payment and let it g<t{
that. Well, she worked plenty hard all si J
mer and kept paying on the furs, and as 1
would have it for Mom, I got sick. Had to
my appendix taken out, and just like t
went Mom's last fur payment.
Getting back to her picture roles, you ki
it's funny. Something happened not so v
long ago which shows my position exactly
and Mom went to a school party together
day, and I'm always kinda self-conscious t
ing her with me, cause everyone always stE
at her and everything. But it was swell
this certain time when one of the kids came
to me at the racket and said, "What's
girl's name you're with?" I said, "That's
a girl — that's my Mom." He said, "Gc
she's good looking, isn't she?" Coursi
couldn't wait until I got to Mom and told 1
"And what's more," I said, "we're going
have a good time at this party cause no <
knows you're a motion picture star!"
She's a pretty perfect person, my Mc
considering everything. Honest, the only th
she ever does that really gets in my hair is
get nervous. Then, you see, I have to be !•
yes-man, and I don't care much about tl
stuff. But a man can't argue with a la<
Mom says, and as I always figure afterward
least I'm learning to be diplomatic which M<
says is always a good thing in Hollywood.
I REMEMBER reading somewhere that eve
' one in motion pictures should have a sense
humor, or they're lost. Well, I guess everyc!
knows my Mom has a sense of humor, t
naturally they don't know as much about it
I do. For instance, not so very long ago son

Jometfwrw /Uur
A wedding is a dramatic event — so use
blue mascara, also. Lashtint Compact may
be carried right into the vestry, for it carries
a little sponge to insure even application.
Take it along in black, too, to touch the
very tips of the bridesmaids' lashes after
the blue. (It's a final, theatrical note of
beauty.) Also in chestnut brown, at $1.

Jane Heath will gladly gi\>e you personal advice on eye
beauty ij you write her a note care oj Department A-5,
The Kuriash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The Kuriash
Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.
Copr. The Kuriash Co. Inc. 1935

Shakespeare
didn't know
about
ice-cream
cones, but Dick Powell,
Lysander in "A Midsummer Night's Dream," bought 'em for the cast

,
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I ippened. I was playing with the gang
oackyard of our new place in Laurel
<i. Mom gets domestic every once in a
hich she did this day, and started maleWell, I'm not very much for pulling
m Mom, but gosh, the pie sure looked
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W1EME
E1LSE
. . . this perfect setting

I knew I couldn't
the window.
in than
a bawling out, cause Mom
more
hting
■ id spank me, and now I'm pretty big
i| sort of thing. So — well, we took the
ilnaturally ate it. Mom suspicioned me
L but she didn't say a word. Just put
i! pie on the window, and walked back
a house. Now that's what I'm coming
it Mom's sense of humor. When I
;up to the window to take a look at the
e she had a note stuck to it and it said,
lore coming up." Well, gosh, what
has a guy got in a case like that?
want to say in ending this story that I
o appreciate my Mom and everything
ine for me. I know she's worked hard
lor a long time, and I know she thinks a
Kne too. Lots of guys' mothers play
((ill the time and are late getting home
iner and all that sort of stuff. Those
just be awful lonesome, but my Mom's
ike that. I got a good reason to be
Iff her other than that, cause she doesn't
i!or drink or swear, and I can always
liings over with her. Gosh, you know
lings like the problems a guy has in this
ri age. And just between you and me
: pages, I'll make her proud of me some
jitch and see.
ily ought to tell you though in winding
ppin of a story on Mom. She's always
Ing, see, about how I should be real
fs in school and everything and never
[day unless I'm sick or something like
well, I'm dying everytime I tell this one
p. I was only sent home from school
my life, and that was the time Mom
|e to school herself, kissed me goodbye
1 dozen times, and my teacher sent me
ar having lip-stick all over my face.
gee-whiz — do you blame me for think's swell?

ood Taste In Food
I [ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 84 ]

I serve with apple sauce or maple syrup.
';her delicious entree from the Grace
culinary repertoire:
liish Fried Chicken: Begin with one
I Spring fryer. Heat four tablespoons
p oil in a deep skillet. Add one chopped
iand the fryer which has been salted
lied in flour. Next, one chopped green
ipepper and one cup of chopped fresh
>es. Sprinkle in one to two tablespoons
li powder and half a cup of uncooked
Cover with enough water to cook the
id cook slowly from thirty to forty
■s. Watch that the skillet always connough water to cover the rice, which
be quite dry and flaky when it is
. You may select your own salads to acny these savory entrees, but a salad of
greens would be the most appropriate
ither one. Lettuce, romaine, chicory,
cress and endive are the usual ingrediwo or more of them. Have you ever
idding a few dandelion greens from
>wn backyard or the market? They
i accent, quite refreshing and different.
this type of salad with French or
fort dressing.

A touch of tradition that brings grace and charm to the world of
today . . . Old New York in a modern setting.
Suites of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 rooms, each with large serving Pantry. Also
Tower Suites of 5 Master Rooms and 4 Baths, occupying an entire floor.

Jne Onerru"INetnerlana
FIFTH

Facing the Park
AVENUE
AT
NEW YORK

This May be your
BIG OPPORTUNITY
Become an expert PHOTOGRAPHER. Growing demand tor trained
men and women. Wonderful moneymaking opportunities. Lifetime career. Learn quickly. Personal attendance or Home Study. COMMERCIAL. NEWS, PORTRAITor
MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY. 25th year. Free Booklet.
New York Institute of Photography
10 Wesl 33 Street. Depl. 37. New York City

59th

PANTS HATCHED
TO ANY

DON'T DISCARD Your OLD SUIT

Wear the coat and vest another year by getting
new troasers to match. Tailored to your measure.
With over 100, 000 patternsto select from wecan match almost any pattern. Send vest or sample of cloth today, and
we will submit FREE Sample of best match obtainable,
AMERICAN MATCH PANTS CO.
Dept. 4.90
6 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL,

GRAY
HAIR
GONE

.:.Z2FK;'Y •

home
on the
water
A graceful sweep of cedar . . . tightplanked . . . strong ribbed . . . covered
with seamless, water-tight canvas. The
effortless stroke-stroke-stroke of a paddle unfolds the glory of all outdoors.
Get an Old Town Canoe.
1935 Old Towns cost as little as $68.
Send for a free catalog, showing models and prices. Also sailing, sponson,
square-stern canoes and outboard boats.
Including big, fast seaworthy models
for family use. Rowboats. Dinghies.
Write today. Old Town Canoe Co.,
115 Main Street, Old Town, Maine.

Old Town Canoes

SUIT

FREE

)

Your hair takes on new
\
TTLEyou
color and
lustre
when
T BO
(TES
comb this famous clear, colorless liquid
through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Leaves hair soft, lustrous — easily curled or
waved. Countless women use it. Men too,
for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
full-sized bottle from druggist on moneyback guarantee. Or test it Free.
Test it FREE
~ We send Free complete Test
Package.Try it on single lock snipped from hair. See
results first. Just mail coupon. Give color of hair.

I

MARY
GOLDMAN
2411
GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Name
Street .
City
Color of your hair? ,

. State .

-
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15 Years Ago
question asked in another art
The answer was "The camei
cruel to her."
But cam
must have changed!
For St
(whose real Scandinavian n
was Signe Auen) went pi ,
after 1920.
She dropped
when the talkies came, but
on ladies' dresses was discussed.
cently returned in a small pa
And the dresses — even with models like Mary Miles Minter, and
"All The King's Horses." Hi
GLORIA SWANSON
wood was excited because Geo .
Pauline Frederick are too, too
Carpentier,
French
charn]
funny. One little number the
girls had a yen to copy was a Gloria Swanson
prize-fighter, had been signed for pictures
gown that cost eight thousand dollars, all bewas California bound!
Annette Kellerm; ',
decked with pearls and a mole-skin train. Will who swam her way to fame, was going to n ■
a screen comeback, according to reports. 1
the gowns now being worn in "Roberta" one
day look that funny? There was a page of pictures were: that sex best seller of DeMil
baby pictures in this issue, cunning youngsters
" Why Change Your Wife?" with Theda B ;
of the stars. One two year old, clutching a toy James Kirkwood's "The Luck of the Trie '
duck, was Wallace Reid, Jr., now all grown up.
Noah Beery in "The Sea Wolf."
On :
"Why isn't Seena Owen a Star?" was the cover, Clara Kimball Young.
I ADIES wore 'em in 1920, but
"—it's hard to believe! We're
talking about the fashions of fifteen years ago. Photoplay for
May, 1920, carried an article entitledthe
"Jazzing
up the Fashions"
in which
influence
of movies

WlHEN you visit NewYork
enjoy the comforts of an ideal
home and still be in the heart of
the Motion
Picture Art Centre.
*
Parlor with Bedroom

$500
$125.00

PER

and Bath

DAY
SINGLE
Two persons $6.00

per month (single)

($25 per mo. each add. person)

10 Years Ago
in picture work: Warner Bar
and Monte Blue, still acting, I
Douglas MacLean, who is
directing. Vilma Banky, a 1 ■
comer, was avoiding publii .

THE world's always been in1 terested in love. In our May,
1925, issue, the question "What
is Love? " was answered by a
number of the older film stars.
Mary Carr described love, "As
delicate as a butterfly's wing, as
strong as a bolt of lightning."
The current argument was
whether or not the Valentino
vogue was subsiding. Reason:
Valentino and his wife, Natacha,

Largest
Single
Boom in $3 Cft
per day single
NewYork J"'v
for this Beautiful
2-Room
Suite.
3-Room Suites in proportion.

All rooms equipped with radio,
combination tub and shower bath
and running ice water. Ideal
location — adjacent to shopping,
business and theatre districts.
Swimming Pool and Gymnasium
FREE to Guests.
Write

for

ENJOY

details.
Telegraph
(Collect)
NEW

YORK'S

COCOANUT

reservations
FAMOUS

GROVE

l
St. atit
7thra
Ave.
fcNewj©
<fc£56th
York City

and Hollywood was amazed! •
day they'd just accuse her ol ing Garbo.
Constance
,1
Norma Talmadge were insil
UDOLPH

insisted on producing "arty pictures," which
the studios said did not pay. Ramon Novarro
and Antonio Moreno were considered best bets
for Rudy's successors. But there has never
been one. A romantic story by Richard
Barthelmess and Mary Hay makes you sorry
their marriage broke up soon after. The portraits of eight leading men were published in
this issue, only three of whom are now active

VALENTINO

by Joseph
Schenckdollars.
Products 1
for
one million

McCoy, enployed to get Ind s
for "The Covered Wagon," was consider 1
"find" by Paramount,
and cast in " e
Thundering Herd."
Top among the Is
were, "Sally," with Colleen Moore and I
Errol; "The Phantom of the Opera," star
Lon Chaney and Mary Philbin; "Introi
Me," with Douglas MacLean; "Lady of
Night,"
featuring
was
Norma
Shearer.Norma Shearer. Cover

5 Years Ago
N/AY, 1930' Those were the
' " 'days when Clara Bow, the
sex-appeal flapper, was Harry
Richman's fiancee; when Sharon
Lynne was Fox Film's big bet for
stardom; when Jack Gilbert was
the screen's greatest lover, and
the film world was agog because
Garbo had spoken; when Hoot
Gibson was a-courting Sally
CLARA
Filers, with joyful wedding bells
d ue any moment ; when the papers
predicted that Mary and Doug Fairbanks were
going to adopt a baby; when Ruby Keeler was
just Al's wife with no screen promise, and hubby
Jolson made news by presenting her a twenty
thousand dollar automobile. Today Clara Bow
is happily married to Rex Bell, and they have
a baby son; Sharon Lynne, married to Benjamin Glazer, does an occasional role of lesser
importance for Paramount;
Hoot and Sally

are divorced; Doug and J
divorced; and Ruby, astarii
own right, could buy Al a c
he'd let her.
"Why Six 1
riages Failed," gave the ii
dope on the Jacqueline Lo
Gillespie split-up; Madge
II,
Metcalf's
and Logan the
amy marriage;
day
divorce
Mae
Busch
and
John
Ca
BOW
Helene Costello and John R'
Agnes
Ayres and
and John
Manue
Reachi, and Anna Q. Nilsson
Gu
son. The failures were blam ed on the Ws
movie careers.
Among the best films 0 F
month were: "The Vagabond King," with
nis King, Jeanette MacDonald and I
Heggie — all in color; " Sarah and Son," stsfi
Ruth Chatterton and Fredric March; "HP!'
Days," a Fox musical, with Janet Gayno ,«>
Charles Farrell.
Mary Brian on the cov

PHOTOPLAY

The Shadow
[ CONTINUED

e:asino murder case— m-s-m
<Y BODY'S doing it! Doing what?
'Isoning! Now Paul Lukas does a very
Ji'ob as the Philo Vance who steps in and
, the mystery. Alison Skipworth is the
I >f the quarrelsome clan. And Rosalind
,11, romantic lead to the charming, clever
ukas, is going to be one of your favorite
J actresses after this. Ted Healy and
i; Fazenda break up the scarey episodes
!its of good laughs.
(GREAT HOTEL

MURDER— FOX

[j>is the old reliable sure-fire Edmund
,,'e- Victor McLaglen stuff, but a speedy
it and top-notch direction lift it from the
ijiry class. McLaglen is a dumb houseivein ahotel where Lowe writes detective
i(i. A guest is poisoned, everyone is sustl, and you guess what happens. William
y, Mary Carlisle furnish romance.
C.
• Gordon, Herman Bing and others lend
i support.
IMAN WHO
;UMONT

KNEW

TOO

MUCH

BRITISH

l[3 neat and exciting little melodrama will
<p you hanging on your chair every minute
way. A young English couple learn that
larchistic group plan to assassinate a
,'nent statesman. When they take steps to
their government, their child is kidnaped
e anarchists who threaten to kill her if
irents reveal their plans. The film is inp.tly directed and packed with suspense.
I'ilbeam (of "Little Friend" fame) is
ent as the child. Edna Best and Leslie
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Banks are good in the roles of the parents, and
Peter Lorre is a perfect villain.
McFADDEN'S

Provides

FLATS— PARAMOUNT

POSITIVE
PROTECTION

THERE aren't any stars — but don't let that
' stop you. For this picture is outstanding
entertainment.
Walter C. Kelly, in a hod carrier king role,
makes an auspicious debut on the screen. He's
grand, and so is Andy Clyde as the frugal
Scotch neighbor.
Things happen when Betty Furness, sent off
to finishing school, goes high hat on her family,
and her sweetheart, Dick Cromwell.
Plenty of laughs and maybe a sniffle. Jane
Darwell and George Barbier are good.
LOVE

IN

BLOOM— PARAMOUNT

(~^\ii
it isn't
songcatchy
— it's just
the songs
title.
^■^But NO,
it has
some the
other
enough
by the same composers, Gordon and Revel,
capably offered by Joe Morrison and Dixie Lee
(Mrs. Bing Crosby, you know). All in all this
is light and bright enough entertainment,
amusing, effective, sometimes emotionally
tugging. Mostly about a carnival dancer who
quits the racket and wins the boy of her heart
in spite of papa's objections.
Those two zanies, Gracie Allen and George
Burns, bungle through the plot to keep you in
stitches.
IT HAPPENED
—UNIVERSAL

IN NEW

YORK

X/OU'LL be amused by press-agent Hugh
' O'Connell's tricks to get movie star Gertrude Michael out in the limelight.

detection
Beneath lefies
Sheerest
Frocks
Designed

like

a

dancer's pantie,the
MACULETTE

11 O W

brings you
newfound freedom,
positive comfort,
protection and
peace of mind.
Nothing to mar
the trim lines of
your tightest gown,
thanks to this remarkable, formfitting little pantie.
Fashion experts
say
that
the
MACULETTE is "the
perfect answer to
every woman's need." Comfortable
and moisture-proof, it holds any
type of sanitary napkin securely in
place. It does away with sanitary
aprons, gives you unfailing protection, yet is worn inconspicuously
even with knitted or bias-cut dresses.
The maculette launders perfectly,
belongs with your loveliest lingerie.
It is a dainty, modish, glove-fitting
garment, made of silken, run-proof
fabric, fully guaranteed.

AT

LEADING
STORES

Don't be without the
maculette another day.
Obtainable at department
stores everywhere for $1.00
. . . surprisingly inexpensive. Ifyour dealer doesn't
happen to have the
maculette, use the handy
coupon below.
MACULETTE

CO., Inc.

Dept.P-5, 374 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.
Enclosed find One Dollar, for which please
send me in plain wrapper latest model
MACULETTE. My weight, dress size and
color choice are indicated below. I understand
your garment is unconditionally guaranteed
satisfactory, or money refunded.
I want

TEA

My WEIGHT

ROSE
is

shade. . .WHITE.
DRESS

Name.
Address
City

George Arliss and Maureen O'Sullivan are not in the middle of a scene in the
screen version of "Cardinal Richelieu," but, believe it or not, are resting!

My Favorite Store

State.

SIZE

..
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Then along comes a handsome, straightfrom-the-shoulder taxi driver, Lyle Talbot,
and the movie actress gets a new interest in
life. But so does the cabbie's little girl-friend,
Heather Angel. Heather is lovely. Lyle Talbot
is O.K. There's lots to laugh at, and you'll be
entertained.
CAPTAIN

HURRICANE—

RKO-RADIO

THIS, James Barton's debut picture, isn't a
' fair measure of his talent.
The Jeeler of "Tobacco Road" is swamped
for the most part in a baffling mass of story
turns, although his old salt character is well
drawn. But even a grand character study can
be tedious, if there's little else.
Helen Westley, Henry Travers and Gene
Lockhart are up to par.
SYMPHONY

OF

LIVING— INVINCIBLE

V/OU may find this one heavy with pathetic
' characterization and tedious at times, although ithas a certain emotional power and
some very enjoyable music.
The drama of a symphony violinist, thwarted
in his musical career, who finds an eventful
glory in the triumph of his prodigy.
Al Shean tops the cast, with Charles Judels
and Lester Lee seconding ably. Evelyn Brent
and John Darrow are wasted in meagre roles.
TRANSIENT

LADY— UNIVERSAL

THIS could have been powerful stuff, but
' Edward Buzzell's direction wasn't quite up
to the task. Nor is Frances Drake a potent
enough siren to be the lady who visits a Southern town and causes the devil to pop just because she's so desirable.
For excitement there's a murder and a lynching party; for love interest there's Gene Raymond.
And for acting there are June Clayworth and
Henry Hull.

CAR

99— MONOGRAM

IT IS extremely interesting to see ho\V|e
state police are trained, and how a police
system is conducted. Sir Guy Standing, ;.
querading as a professor in search of mai
for a book on the subject, is in reality 'ie
master mind behind a gang of bank robs
which results in a great deal of exciting ch s
An entertaining and exciting picture v \
Junior will certainly see twice.
THE

MYSTERY

MAN— PARAMOUNT

I I ERE is one of the slickest little pic -e
'ideas ever to hit the screen — the i
trouble is that Mr. Monogram makes a e
detail of the strange man and woman, h
broke, who register at a swank hotel as ir %
and missus to get by until something br> jf
and remakes instead the hard-boiled-repcrwho-gets-drunk-in-the-first-reel-and-solve le
mystery-in-the-last yarn. Pretty meaty, j,
if you like movie reporters, but much toori
drunk stuff and newspaper "atmosph "
Robert Armstrong and Maxine Doyle due
honors.
MUTINY

AHEAD— MAJESTIC

IT'S all right if you run into this one, but < t
seek it out. Just an average picture u h
won't bore you, but won't thrill you ei r.
A hybrid crook-and-sea drama, with 0
Hamilton's regeneration as the main : y
thread. Kathleen Burke and Leon Ames i ifl
in support.
HONGKONG

NIGHTS— FUTTER

PROC

A HIGHLY implausible story about a i' ^nese gun-runner and an American SS
Service Man. Incoherent and full of blood- ]•
thunder dialogues. Too bad, for the prection and photography are superior, m
Keene, Wera Engels, Warren Hymer id
others struggle through the maze.

//

I he jtruggle is a
I hing of the last ♦ ♦ .
with this TALON
Front GOSSARD
It's so easy to slip on
and it takes just a second to close
the center front Talon fastener!
Gossard fashions this all=in=one
of peach figured batiste, with an
uplift bra top of lace. The back is
of woven satin finished two=way=
stretch elastic. Model 4S65.

GOtfARD

7L

M?1/W2

The new Tarzan, in a thoughtful mood.
THE H. W. GOSSARD CO., Chicago
San Francisco
•
Dallas
Toronto

•

Melbourne

•

Sydney

•
•
•

New York
Atlanta

Buenos

Aires

Herman

Brix, ex-cowboy and Olympic

champion, has been chosen for the lead in "Tarzan and the Green Goddess,
which is being filmed in Guatemala.
Brix is six feet three and weighs two hundred and fifteen pounds.
A graduate of the University of Washington, they
say when Brix looks thoughtful, it isn't a pose; he has that grey matter working
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addresses of the Stars
HOLLYWOOD,
Paramount
V

in

Rllarbier
djSarrie
Bnie
;ll Blackley
i Jiland
( radley
] sson
r len Brown
l,i Burke
s,id Ailen
' 'irlisle
n Casey
1 e Colbert
oper
(be
>! 3uster"
raven Crabbe
Osby
e'/ie DeMille
> Dietrich
:; Drake
[lis
.ields
i! Frawley
(<rrits
■ant
Holt
gger
>Karns
(it

ijpura
i;andi
rLaughton
x Studios,
a.lbertson
lllwyn
;iy Ames
res
i Barcena
,'arrie
Baxter
.les
'adford
Carlon
ne Carroll
hasen
.ral
irwell
'nehart
punn
irant
ive
',ears
•etchit
>ran
, Foster
allian
aynor
Grant
Ireen
■ley
Holloway
B Hudson
mhof

CALIF.

Studios

Baby LeRoy
Carole Lombard
Pauline Lord
Ida Lupino
Helen Mack
Fred MacMurray
Marian Mansfield
Herbert Marshall
Gertrude Michael
Raymond Milland
Joe Morrison
Lloyd Nolan
Jack Oakie
Lynne Overman
Gail Patrick
Joe Penner
George Raft
Lyda Roberti
Lanny Ross
Charlie Ruggles
Randolph Scott
Marina Schubert
Ann Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth
Queenie Smith
Sir Guy Standing
Gladys Swarthout
Colin Tapley
Kent Taylor
Lee Tracy
Virginia Weidler
Mae West
Henry Wilcoxon
Toby Wing

!40l N. Western Ave.
Walter Johnson
Paul Kelly
Walter King
June Lang
Edmund Lowe
Victor McLaglen
Frank Melton
Frank Mitchell
Conchita Montenegro
Rosita Moreno
Herbert Mundin
Warner Oland
Valentin Parera
Pat Paterson
Ruth Peterson
John Qualen
Will Rogers
Gilbert Roland
Raul Roulien
Siegfried Rumann
Albert Shean
Berta Singerman
Slim Summerville
Shirley Temple
Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Helen Twelvetrees
Blanca Vischer
Henry B. Walthall
Hugh Williams

O-Radio P ctures, 780 Gower St.
inders
Katharine Hepburn
Pert Kelton
taire
;al
Francis Lederer
lest
Gene Lockhart
>re
Raymond Middleton
ady
Polly Moran
Iroderick
June Preston
'abot
Gregory Ratoff
landler
Virginia Reid
Dix
Erik Rhodes
una
Barbara Robbins
unne
Ginger Rogers
orbes
Ann Shirley
Gibson
Frank Thomas, Jr.
lie
Helen Westley
Bert Wheeler
et Hamilton
rding
Robert Woolsey
Artists Studios,
antor
Chaplin
Fairbanks

1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Miriam Hopkins
Mary Pickford
Anna Sten

Century Studios,
Arliss
^o'man

1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Fredric March
Loretta Young

olumbia Studios,
Allen
thur
Ball
Slakeley
ack Brown
ickler
Carroll
Connolly
Cook
mrtney
I Cromwell
'rake
5 Dumbrille
: Ford

1438 Gower St.
Jack Holt
Victor Jory
Fred Keating
Marian Marsh
Ken Maynard
Tim McCoy
Geneva Mitchell
Grace Moore
George Murphy
Gene Raymond
Florence Rice
Billie Seward
Ann Sothern
Raymond Walburn

CULVER CITY, CALIF.

Roac h Studios
Patsy Kelly
Stan Laurel
Billy Gang
Nelson
Our
Douglas Wakefield
Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
Studios
Irene Hervey
Brian Aherne
Katharine Alexander
Isabel Jewell
Elizabeth Allan
Barbara Kent
Lionel Barry more
June Kruger
Knight
Wallace Beery
Otto
Evelyn Laye
Constance Bennett
Myrna Loy
Virginia Bruce
Jeanette MacDonald
Ralph Bushman
Una Merkel
Charles Butterworth
Robert Montgomery
Mary Carlisle
Frank Morgan
Leo Carrillo
Karen Morley
Ruth Channing
Maurice Chevalier
Maureen
O'Sullivan
Cecilia Parker
Mady Christians
Constance Collier
Jean
Parker
Nat
Pendleton
Jackie Cooper
Rosamond Pinchot
Joan Crawford
William Powell
Dudley Digges
May
Jimmy
Durante
MickeyRobson
Rooney
Nelson Eddy
Shirley Ross
Stuart Erwin
Rosalind
Russell
Madge Evans
Norma Shearer
Muriel Evans
Frank
Shields
Louise Fazenda
Sid Silvers
Preston Foster
Harvey Stephens
Betty Furness
Lewis Stone
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Gloria Swanson
William Tannen
Gladys George
Robert Taylor
C. Henry Gordon
Ruth Gordon
Pinky Tomlin
Russell Hardie
Franchot Tone
Henry Wadsworth
Jean Harlow
Frank Hayes
Lucille Watson
Helen Hayes
Johnny Weissmuller
Louise Henry
Diana Wynyard
Robert Young
William Henry
Jean Hersholt
Don Barclay
Billy Bletcher
Charley Chase
Billy Gilbert
Oliver Hardy

Hal

UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIF.

Universal
Heather Angel
Henry Armetta
Baby Jane
Binnie Barnes
Noah Beery, Jr.
Dean Benton
Mary Brooks
June Clayworth
Carol Coombe
Philip Dakin
Ann Darling
Andy Devine
Sally Eilers
Valerie Hobson
Henry Hull
G. P. Huntley, Jr.
Lois January
Buck Tones
Boris Karloff
Frank Lawton

Studios

Bela Lugosi
Paul Lukas
Florine McKinney
Douglass Montgomery
Victor Moore
Chester Morris
Hugh O'Connell
Roger Pryor
Claude Rains
Onslow Stevens
Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullavan
Francis L. Sullivan
Mary Wallace
Polly Walters
Irene Ware
Alice White
Clark Williams
Jane Wyatt

BURBANK, CALIF.
Warners-First
Ross Alexander
Johnnie Allen
Mary Astor
Robert Barrat
Joan Blondell
Glen Boles
George Brent
Joe E. Brown
James Cagney
Hobart Cavanaugh
Colin Clive
Ricardo Cortez
Dorothy Dare
Marion Davies
Bette Davis
Olivia de Haviland
Dolores Del Rio
Claire Dodd
Robert Donat
Ruth Donnelly
Maxine Doyle
Ann Dvorak
John Eldredge
Patricia Ellis
Florence Fair
Glenda Farrell
Errol Flynn
Grace Ford
Kay Francis
William Gargan
Nan Gray
Hugh Herbert
Russell Hicks
Leslie Howard
Ian Hunter

Na tional Studios
Josephine Hutchinson
Allen Jenkins
Al Jolson
Olive Jones
Ruby Keeler
Guy
RobertKibbee
Light
Margaret Lindsay
Anita Louise
Helen Lowell
Aline MacMahon
Everett Marshall
June
Frank Martell
McHugh
James Melton
Jean
Paul Muir
Muni
Pat O'Brien
Henry
O'Neill
Dick Powell
Phillip Reed
Philip Regan
Edward G. Robinson
Mary
Russell
Winifred
Shaw
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle
VerreeTalbot
Teasdale
Genevieve Tobia
Dorothy Tree
Mary Treen
Rudy Vallee
Gordon Westcott
Warren William
Donald Woods

Lloyd Hughes, 616 Taft Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
Harold Lloyd. 6640 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood.
Calif.
Neil Hamilton. 351 N. Crescent Dr.. Beverly Hills.
Calif.
Ned Sparks, 1765 No. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood.

Some women still suffer regularly; martyrs
to the time of month.
Others have put this martyrdom behind
them. The days they used to dread are
j'ust a memory. They approach this time
without any fear. They pass it without
the old discomfort.
Midol has made periodic pain a thing
of the past for many, many women.
"Oh, yes," say some who have read
about it, and heard about it, "but my
suffering is so severe, and I've tried so
many things that didn't help! Midol may
not end all the pain for me."
True, there are women who are not relieved of every trace of pain when they
take these tablets. But they get such a
large measure of relief that they are quite
comfortable in comparison. And the comfort is not momentary, not an interlude,
but sustained comfort from the start.
The best time to begin with Midol is
before any discomfort is felt. You may
escape all pain. You are sure to have an
easier time. The action of this medicine
is effective for hours, and two tablets
should see you through your worst day.
Why postpone this comfort another
month? One reason some women still
hesitate to try Midol is their doubt of its
being as effective as advertised. Doubters
should just ask anyone who has tried it!
Another reason for hesitating to take
these tablets is the fear that Midol may
be a narcotic. It is not.
The next time you are in a drug store,
pickon upthea package
You'll
it
counter. ofIf Midol.
not, just
ask find
for
Midol.
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He Made a Fortune By Looking Dumb
[ CONTINUED

Harpo Marx spent his afternoons chasing
frightened blondes up and down Hollywood
Boulevard. If it was ever true, as the story
goes, that Charlie Butterworth's customary
method of leaving a party is to take off his
pants and exit with them thrown over his
right arm, it is no longer true — as a small and
very
testify.select group of Hollywood friends will
/^HARLIE lives quietly on Canon Drive in
^-' Beverly Hills with his wife, the former
Ethel Kenyon, whom he married in New York
in 1932. He swims, plays tennis, and seldom
misses a good prize-fight. He and his wife are
regulars at theatrical first nights, but are
seldom seen in restaurants or night spots.
Charlie's closest friends belong to the old
newspaper crowd he knew in New York, Heywood Broun, Frank Sullivan and others who,
like their erstwhile monologuing companion,
have made their place in the publicity sun.
In no sense of the much used and much abused
phrase has Charlie Butterworth ever gone
Hollywood.
There is nothing dumb about Charlie, either,
when it comes to signing contracts. Since
coming to Hollywood in 1930, he has made the
studios pay high for his peculiar talents. He
will make them pay higher. He knows that
his name brings money to the box-office, and

FROM PAGE 32 ]

he has the praiseworthy notion that area;
able fraction of it belongs to him.
From all of which you may already b
concluded that Charlie Butterworth 1
really dumb at all. You are right. He's
smart enough to make a fortune seeming tt
dumb. He isn't the money-maker that Cha]
was at the height of his fame or that LI
was. It is doubtful if there will ever be anot
Chaplin or another Lloyd. He isn't the (
picture-a-year star that Eddie Cantor is.
week in and week out, there is probabh
more welcome name, when a picture's cas
flashed upon the screen, than that of Cha
Butterworth. And there is a fundamei
reason for this warm feeling of welcome,
most of kinship, which wells up in all of u:
the mere mention of his name.
/"^HARLIE is US in our least effective:
j-' most anguished moments. When he is i
barrassed, as he frequently is, we are eml
rassed. When he tries to be the life of the pj
and fails, we try and fail, too. When the t
phone rings just as he is about to get into
with his bride, it is our telephone, our 1'
our bride, our disappointment. We seec
selves doing the same things he does, or trie;
do, and we realize that on some occasions :
have fared no better and looked no ha>
somer than Charlie does.

Mail this coupon today!

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Please send new SPRING STYLE FOLDER of
Hollywood Autographed Fashions.
65P76
Name.,

Address^
Posroffice_

.State.

The crew listens in to Helen
Mack's telephone
conversation!
Director
Mitchell Leison is telling her what to say for a scene in "Night Drama'
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The Girl They Tried to Forget
[ CONTINUED

nthe good news from Ghent to Aix,
liiHolIywood was'in a stew of righteous
iajon in her behalf, and that she was
talked of girl in Cinematown.
fejI'll be darned," she said.
trkhe wanted to know — and this was
rjre important to her — if I didn't think
itcamp was a pretty cozy little box; and
gji for the price; and if I could stand
clips for dinner; and why couldn't we all
; he
f tothat
Ham's
night club
and
Cavalcade
had afterwards;
been scratched
Ll; handicap.
:iirse, you really can't expect Bette Dai Bt all worked up over being a Forll'oman.
It has happened to her too
|nes before in Hollywood,
member when the studio that first
li|her to Hollywood let her languish for
ij,vithout giving her an outside chance,
l i dismissed her, explaining that she had
ilis much sex appeal as Slim Summer1 remember how the studio which now
: mder contract relegated her to myriad
\fie, puny roles of no opportunity, from
3f Human Bondage," played on a loan
ijKO, eventually rescued her.
:{after that she had to walk out on a
'[part to gain recognition.
pie in "Of Human Bondage" was of a
i! no other actress of her standing would
i love or money. It was poison to what
<>od treasures most — glamour.
N that
dually
\ired.
finally
but

Warners bitterly objected— at
refused permission— to her playbattered them
their warning

into reluctant
rang in her

'You'll destroy any screen following
had. You'll never live it down."
mswered with a performance which
:ople whisper the name of another great
Jeanne Eagels.
ret — at a preview of another of her pic-

EXPOSITION

FROM PAGE 27 ]

tures, Ioverheard a woman next to me mutter, "There's Bette Davis — that horrible girl !"
That is the sort of thing she must brave to
play what she wants to play — such as her
murderess in "Fog Over Frisco," and her more
recent psychopathic Lady MacBetk wife in
"Bordertown."
D UT it is her great courage which has allowed
*-* little unpretty Bette Davis, with her big
rolling eyes, her turned-down mouth and her
twisting, slovenly carriage, to shed her ugly
duckling screen feathers and become an actress
whose slighting today can cause so much
concern.
Oddly enough, she once told me that she had
gathered her fortitude from the same Jeanne
Eagels whose genius she approaches.
Eagels had said, "Never let anyone become
such a friend of yours that he can tell you
whether you're right or wrong about your life
or your career." Bette read it somewhere. It
suited her own then nebulous convictions.
And although she has never seen Jeanne
Eagels on the stage or the screen, there is a
further and more striking coincidence in the
fact that the same man, George Arliss, provided the turning point and the inspiration for
both their careers.
Arliss, tamed, disciplined and then encouraged the tempestuous Eagels when she played
with him on the stage in "Alexander Hamilton." And years later, he called in Bette Davis
to give her a part in "The Man Who Played
God," when her bags were already packed to
leave Hollywood — the first time she was
forgotten.
Wouldn't it be surprising if the parallel
continued?
Wouldn't it be strange — and also disconcerting to some — if Bette Davis, the little blonde
actress they tried to forget but found they
couldn't — some day reached the genius of another Jeanne Eagels?
Or maybe she already has — and Hollywood
just doesn't know it.

They've [ CONTINUED
Got What
It Takes
FROM PAGE 75 ]
he had one asset which was greater than
liabilities. That was a cold, hard will
■. and succeed. She took off that extra
ge. She dieted until she was so ex1 that sometimes she fainted from lack
given energy. Nita Naldi, who startled
rid by her beauty, gave up her career
: she preferred food to fame. Joan was
1 starved for her success. Few women
e courage.
n the talking pictures arrived, Joan de1 low, vibrant tones in her voice. She
arned to sing. She studied the art of
g until today she is one of the best, and
pectacularly garbed women in HollyShe deliberately achieved that spectafect. It is a part of her creed of "being
»t. ' She has learned to dance, not in
ythmic, random manner of her old
days, but gracefully and smoothly and
:ely.

CAtlFORNIA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL
OPENS AT SAN DIEGO MAY 29»h

Every day for weeks before she made "Dancing Lady," Joan practiced for long hours on a
deserted sound stage with a piano player and
a dancing instructor. One day she collapsed
with a little moan. The instructor rushed to
her in alarm. Joan took off her slipper and
showed him a thick bandage across her heel.
She had been dancing for days with a painful,
burning blister on her foot. Other girls
would have given themselves a vacation, telling
their consciences that they couldn't work and
suffer. That's why there are so few Joan
Crawfords.
When Joan was beginning her screen career,
two other girls were starting out with her on
the road to fame. They were probably the
most publicized trio in Hollywood — Joan,
Anita Page, and Dorothy Sebastian. Their
pictures were plastered over the pages of the
motion picture magazines and newspapers.
Anita and Dorothy had more actual physical

this year . . . for
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assets than Joan. But today they both are
forgotten. They didn't have the stuff to win,
that's all.
Dorothy hailed from the sleepy flowerladen land of Alabama. In addition to the
soft slur of her southern accent, she brought
with her a heritage of plain, honest laziness.
She didn't care enough about a career to work
and sacrifice for it. It was fun while it lasted,
but she gave it up without a sigh of regret to
marry the screen's Bill Boyd.
Anita had everything in her favor. She was
naturally beautiful and she was a "born
actress," in a youthful emotional fashion. If
she had possessed the driving force of Joan
Crawford or the iron will of Norma Shearer,
she might have become one of the screen's
greatest stars. But she tossed away the golden
opportunities for which other girls pray and
work and dream.

*S&

During the silent days Anita's beauty
over-shadowed her physical awkwardness and
her untrained voice. Her friends saw the
handwriting on the wall. They begged her to
take dancing lessons to acquire grace and poise,
to take voice lessons to smooth and develop
her tones. But Anita didn't listen. She could
find neither the time nor the desire to prepare
for the tomorrow which swept her into
oblivion.
KA AUREEN O'SULLIVAN almost followed
' " ' in Anita's footsteps. Recently she has taken
a new lease on her professional life and she may
go far, if she really settles down to hard, determined effort. But, for a while, it looked as
if Maureen were headed straight for complete
failure. She came from Ireland to Hollywood
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"A Woman may Marry
whom She Likes!"

— said Thackeray. This great
author knew the power of women— better than most women
do. Men are helpless in thehands
of women who really know how
to handle them. You have such^
powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets

of "Fascinating 'Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
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Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
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Secrets of Fascinating 'Womanhood" — an interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
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as the leading woman in John McCormack's
one and only motion picture. She was plunged
into a spot-light with no preliminary struggle
or hard apprenticeship.
She was young and untried. She fell in love,
and that love became more important to her
than a career or stardom or anything. She
lost interest in her world. Finally the studio
released her from her contract. She drifted
around Hollywood until she had exactly one
hundred dollars left. Then by sheer good
luck, she was given the part of Jane with
Johnny Weissmuller in "Tarzan."
" I guess I don't care enough about success,"
she admitted when she tried to explain her
own lack of desire to fight for her future.
That's the answer to many failures. The
people who succeed are the ones who care more
for success and accomplishment than they do
for their own personal happiness. It is impossible to be contentedly happy under the
terrific stress and strain of Hollywood competition. Ifthey are going to win the game, they
must check their own private lives and emotions at the front door. Maureen is too soft
for Hollywood. Not putty soft or silly soft.
But gently, bruisingly soft. She is the average,
well-reared girl, whom you find in thousands
of protected homes, a girl who was born to be
cared for and sheltered.
Not many young men and girls have the
grit, the slave-driving will power to climb
slowly but surely. The few real stars, the
ones who remain at the top year after year,
are the ones who have earned that stardom
by their own tireless efforts. The flashes in
the pan flicker out as quickly as they flashed.
Dozens have appeared over night on a pedestal
built of publicity and have disappeared in
the cold, gray light of the next morning.
There are a few " flashes" who don't belong
in this category. Mae West and Fred Astaire,
for instance. But they aren't merely taking a
flyer in pictures. They came to Hollywood to

work and make the screen their life. Ant
hind them lies a long road of struggle and l ■
which has prepared them for the Holly\ i
battle.
Clark Gable was one of the screen's \
amazing, almost over-night, successes, i
there was a time, several years agi
Clark wore out the benches in the studio
ing offices, when he was glad to receiv .
extra's paycheck for a day's work. CI; i
entire life has been one long struggle. S'e
has no illusions about easy success.
Now he is plodding sturdily along the st
path, trying to hold that popularity w
came to him so suddenly. He honestly tri
give his best effort to every part he p
whether he likes it or not. And there are n
parts which he does not like. But never a i .
plaint from Clark. He knows very well th ,
many pictures he has been merely the foi'i
the feminine star. As he says, "I was t
there, that's all." But he was there with •
and vigor and Gableish vitality. And n i
woman in the audience forgot that he among those present on the screen.
The Clark Gable of today is a gilt-edged e
leather edition of the paper-backed Gar I
four years ago.
He has honed himself
shape with a fine, pumice-sharp determina
He has developed ease of manner, easit
speech and, best of all, ease of personalit)
"You can't stand still in this game," C;
will tell you. "You've got to go either toward or forward." He has made up his st
will to go forward as long as it is hum
When Clark first stepped into the H
possible.
wood picture, Bob Montgomery was the bi
and shining light of the M-G-M studio. To
Clark and Wallace Beery, the ageless, cha
less Wally, share top masculine honor n
popularity. Bob has slipped far down in
ranks. He doesn't care enough about H
wood success to work for it.
Probably fame and fortune came too e;
for Bob.
He arrived in motion pictur
young, untried juvenile from the stage. Bi e
he knew what it was all about, he found hir i
a star. And he is letting this stardom p
slowly through his fingers. He slides thr< h
his screen roles as he slides through his
jauntily, debonairly, carefreely. That is )
charming and amusing, but it doesn't 1
lasting success. Bob lives and works in H
wood but his heart is on the Broadway s
and in the peaceful calm of his Connec
farm.
veins. No fighting blood runs through I
C VERY year the various studios give conti
•— to promising boys and girls, hoping J
they may discover among them a new stalls
personality. These contracts contain f
months options, that provide a proto
period in which the youngsters must p L
their worth. It is impossible to put a fingi «
the qualities which make for success, but y
veteran studio carpenter can recognize IP
when he sees them. That luscious blonde. "
is talking so gaily and coquet tishly bet'.;"
scenes, is thinking of the safe regularity o'-'
weekly pay check and of the fun which Hy
wood offers. That other blonde, who is String her script so feverishly, even thougl,ie
has only one line to speak, who is watchin; !f
more experienced actors' every move with
an
opportunity.
eyes, will probably go places, if sh< ■'
eager

There was little Mary Carlisle, for inst; 6
She found a job as a chorus dancing girl. |
she didn't stay there long. It was her only I
to get inside a studio.

She couldn't dance »
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e wanted to be an actress. So, between
orus rehearsals, she hounded the casting
rector and everyone else until she landed one
those option-tilled contracts as an actress.
"I guess they gave it to me to get rid of me,"
ary giggled and dimpled in her most demure
inner.
Eight other girls signed similar contracts at
e same time. The other seven are gone. Only
ary remains. She will probably never be a
g star. But she'll have a successful career for
, ong time. That giggle and the big, blue eyes
fe only camouflage. She knows what she
unts and she is going to get it. Life is no bed
j roses for Mary. She loves to eat but she
iesn't dare. She closes her eyes when she
losses those tempting trays of French pastries.
lie takes every possible kind of a lesson to
ivelop her abilities. She even volunteers her
:|-vices in Little Theater productions to learn
ige technique, and drags all the powers-thatlito watch her work.
jlf the girls who wish that they were motion
i;ture actresses could trail along with Mary
j Jean Parker for awhile, Hollywood might
ijt look so rosy to them. Jean is like Joan
jawford in one way. The same blazing del mination burns in her eyes. Success comes
I'fore her own physical comfort, her own
Ippiness, before everything else. For many
nnths Jean lived in the forests of the High
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Sierras, when she was working in "Sequoia."
Her only feminine companion was an older
woman. There was no you thful gaiety, no young
fun during those long weeks in the woods.
Jean came to Hollywood only three times, to
visit the dentist. Then she went back to the
forest.
"I was too busy to be lonely," she said,
when those months, which would have been
unbearable to most youngsters, were ended.
"It was grand because I had time to practice
my singing and dancing without any interThat's the same spirit which carried Mary
ruptions."
Pickford
and Janet Gaynor to long and lasting
success.
" You've got to learn to take it on the chin
and go down, but you must never go out,"
Marie Dressier often told the youngsters who
came to her for advice.
Marie, herself, went down many times, but
she always came up, more determined than
ever before.
Hollywood is no place for softies. You can
count the real stars of the screen on your
ringers and toes. That proves how very few
people have the steel in their wills to match
the iron of Hollywood, how very few men and
women are willing to sacrifice happiness and
personal liberty for the thrill of success and
fame.
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At last ... an indelible, transparent
lipstick that hasn't even a hint of
purplish undertone! Actually slays red
on the lips; and such a red! The brilliant
red
of Hawaii's
flowermost
. . . the
wild
ibiscus
. . . the gayest
brightest,
daring,
exotic red you have ever seen. Yet, it is so
its intensity, it is easy to wear. . It
ips really feminine . . . gorgeously, apTattoo
pasteless Pealingly
too. Put itfeminine!
on . . . wipe
it off, "Hawaiian"
only the Coloris
stays.
has never
anything
like "Hawaiian"
before. There
The price,
$1, been
at drug
and department
stores.
When
Verree Teasdale finished work in "A Midsummer
Night's
Dream," she came back on the set to visit and watch the others
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What
girl

the engaged
should know

about
WEDDING

RINGS

• That Traub wedding and engagement
rings are made by master craftsmen
in precious metals.
• That Traub rings are correctly designed in simple modern and orange
blossom patterns.
• That Traub rings, if jeweled, are set
with beautiful gem stones only.
• That Traub rings can be bought at all
reliable jewelers.
• Prices range from $10 to $500.
Don't get married without "Orange
Blossoms," a book on bridal etiquette
and customs that will help you no end
in your wedding preparations. Ask your
jeweler about it. TRADE (II)
rrr\ MARK

Traub
OILY

SKIN!

IS A DANGEROUS BREEDING
GROUND
FOR BLACKHEADS
NEVER SOUEEZE BLACKHEADS.

IT CAUSES

SCARS. INFECTION! Involve Blackheads scii-ntilically with nriiumi! KLEERPLEX WASH. This
wonderful NEW DISCOVERY contains 5 scientific
ingredients. Also refine! Large Pores, stops embarraasins Grcsiness. "Shine." Clears Muddy. Sallow
Tanned Skin. Has marvelous medicated pore-purifying
powers. Gets at. the cause QUICKLY, SAFELY!
RENEWS! LIGHTENS! BEAUTIFIES your skin.
Gives you that clean-cut attractive look. SEE INSTANT IMPROVEMENT. No cntmicalt. No staying home. A guaranteed pure, natural product, approved by Health Authorities end
thousands
of
happy
users
Men andproducts.
Women. Your
A'otAtnti
it! Stop
wasting tune and money
on —ordinary
skin hke
deserves
the
best.
(plus
N. Y.
C.O.D
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NOW that the warm weather is here again
all the fan clubs are busy planning their
Summer activities. There will be picnics,
boat rides and all kinds of outings. If you're
not a member of some fan club why don't you
get busy and join one so that you will be in on
some of these good times?
So many letters have been pouring in upon
the Photoplay Association of Movie Fan Clubs,
asking for information about organizing clubs
eligible to membership in the Association,
that this explanation of the various types of
clubs is given:
The two most popular types of fan clubs
belonging to the Association are: (1) Clubs
organized to sponsor a particular star, and (2)
Clubs which do not sponsor individual stars
but embrace all of them in general, their work
in films, the kind of films being shown in
theaters, and the movie industry in general.
The first type of club is organized by persons
particularly interested in the work and ambition of one favorite star. Personal permission
from the star must be obtained by the organizer of such a club before it is started. Many
such clubs are already organized and are members of the Photoplay Association of Movie
Fans Clubs.
The second type of club is much easier organized. It may be directed along lines embracing
all movie lines in general. It offers many
topics for discussion and is the ideal type of
club where it is possible to hold regular gettogether sessions. Many such organizations
are limited to local membership, others welcome corresponding members from other parts
of the country.
Both types of club are eligible to membership in the Photoplay Association of Movie
Fan Clubs. For any information write to the
City.
Association's office, 1926 B'way, New York
These are some of the clubs that would be

COR1ER

interested in hearing from new members. Lew
Ayer Club, Helen Raether, Pres., 311 S. Mingo
St., Albion, Mich., Ginger Rogers Club, Marion Hesse, Pres., 154 Elm St., Elizabeth, N. J.,
Norma Shearer Club, Hans Faxdahl, Pres.,
1947 B'way, N. Y. C, and the Mike and
Movie Club, Barbara Tickell, Pres., 1925 14th
Ave., S. Birmingham, Ala.
A note from Barbara Tickell, Pres. of the
Mike and Movie Club, informs me that the
contest they have been running is completed
and the winners selected. The first prize,
which was to be selected by Vera Van, herself,
went to Chaw Mank, Pres. of the Movie Fan
Friendship Club at 226 E. Mill St., Staunton,
111., second prize to Mrs. Pearl Himes, third
prize to Dorothy Mae Hulse, fourth prize to
Dorothy Dilley and the fifth to Catharine
Macadam, Pres. of the Lanny Ross League
Club.
We had a very interesting bulletin from the
Movie Club Guild telling us that they held a
"Waffle Party" at the home of the Ruth Roland Club, 4822 N. Meade Ave., Chicago, 111.
It turned out to be a great success. The crowd
was much larger than they anticipated but
they were able to serve them all with steaming
hot waffles and other delicacies. Two weeks
later they followed this up with an eight stop,
eight
all night
Dinner"of
which course,
took them
over "Progressive
a fifty mile route
Chicago's boulevards, winding up with a seven
A. M. breakfast at the last stop.
The Lanny Ross League membership contest winners have been chosen, first prize going
to Rose Moore, Lancaster, Pa , and second
prize to Dorothy White, N. Bennington, Vt.
Betty Smith also of Lancaster was given
honorable mention. Large pictures of Lanny
went to the following: — Rose Moore, Dorothy
White, Betty Smith, Ida Cagna, Miss Porter,
Eleanor Reichenbach, Frank Gokas, Virginia
Bales and Adaline Brown.

Get postage)
your 2 months'
sopplv
of Kleerplex
WashP6>.
TODAY.
Send St.,
$1
10c
direct to
KLEERPLEX
(Dcpt.
1 W. 34th
C. Orpav postman (pin- COD. charge). Outside U.S. $1.35. and no
.'a. MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE!
(Convrijht 1934.
Kleerplel.)
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The women you most admire, and perhaps
envy, prize their beauty and guard it. Their
lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result of
daily care. Above all else, these women keep
their systems free of the poisons of constipation. Thousands of such women find Dr.
Edwards Olive Tablets a matchless corrective. Madeof pure vegetableingredients. Know
them by their olive color. They are a safe substitute for dangerous calomel. Not habitforming. All druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

Jean
Arthur,
with
Edward
G.
Robinson
in the current "The Whole
Town's
Talking," is scheduled to do another film with Eddie for Columbia, "Jail Breaker"
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Casts of Current Photoplays
COMPLETE

FOR

EVERY

PICTURE

'.LL THE KINGS HORSES"— Paramount. —
l'i on the play by Laurence Clark and Max Giersi and the play by Frederick Herendeen and
Jrd Horan. Screen play by Frank Tuttle and
(Mck Stephani. Directed by Frank Tuttle. The
« King Rudolph, Carl Brisson; Carlo Rocco, Carl
3)n; Elaine, the Queen, Mary Ellis; Peppi,
lrd Everett Horton; Mimi, Katherine DeMille:
nVonley, Eugene Pallette; Baron Kraemer, Arnold
3 ; Steffi,, Marina Schubert; Count Ballhy, Stanley
an; 1st Gentleman, Edwin Maxwell; 2nd
,'cma'n,Finance
Richard Minister,
Barbee; Eric
MajorMayne;
Domo, Count
Fred
llan;
itihe'im, Phillips Smalley; llonka, Rosita.
•iAPTAIN
HURRICANE "-RKO- Radio.
t the novel by Sara Ware Bassett. Screen play
[sephine Lovett. Directed by John Robertson.
, aat: Zenas, James Barton; Abbie, Helen Westr'lalie (Susan A ««), Helen Mack; Capl. Jeremiah,
■ Lockhart; Jimmy, Douglas Walton; Captain
i Henry Travers; Silas Coffin, Otto Hoffman;
Nydia West man; Dave, Lon Chaney, Jr.
' AR 99" — Paramount. — From the story by
i Detzer. Screen play by Karl Detzer and C.
ner Sullivan.
Directed by Charles Barton.
The
, Ross Martin, Fred MacMurray; Professor
Any, Sir Guy Standing; Mary Adams, Ann
Span; Sheriff Pete Arnol, Frank Craven; Sergeant
/, William Frawley; Recruit Blalsky, Douglas
c'.ley; Recruit Carney, John Cox; Recruit Ilaynes,
I Chandler; Recruit Jamison, Alfred Delcambre;
iit Burton, Dean Jagger; Granny, Nora Cecil;
i Marina Schubert; Smoke, Mack Gray; Dutch,
lrd Wilson.
' ASINO MURDER CASE, THE"— M-G-M.—
i the original story by S. S. Van Dine. Screen
n by Florence Ryerson and Edgar A. Woolf.
i ted by Edwin L. Marin.
The cast: Philo Vance,
Lukas; Mrs. Llewelyn, Alison Skipworth; Lynn,
ild Cook; Doris, Rosalind Russell; Kincaid,
lir Byron; Sergeant Heath, Ted Healy; Currte,
i'Blore; Amelia, Isabel Jewell; Becky, Louise
Ida; Markham, Purnell Pratt; Dr. Kane, Leslie
In; Virginia, Louise Henry; Smith, Leo Carroll;
loremus, Charles Sellon.
MEVIL IS A WOMAN, THE"— Paramount.
l;>mLouys.
the storyScreen
"The Woman
the Dos
Puppet"
by
&
play by and
John
Passos.
> nuity by S. K. Winston. Directed by Josef
Sternberg. The cast: "Concha" Perez, Marlene
fich; Antonio Galvan, Cesar Romero; Don Pasi Lionel Atwill; Don Pasquilo, Edward Everett
:}n; Senora Perez, Alison Skipworth; Dr. Mendez,
fan Wallace; Morenilo, Don Alvarado; Tuerta,
:>e Pigott; Conductor, Lawrence Grant; Gypsy
ver, Luisa Espinal; Supt. Tobacco Factory, Edwin
well; Foreman Snowbound Train, Hank Mann.

A"— RKO-Radio.—
FLANDERS,
OF
>0G
the novel by "Ouida." Screen play by AinsMorgan.
Directed by Edward Sloman. The
Nello, Frankie Thomas; Jehan, O. P. Heggie;
<?, Helen Parrish; Mr. Cogez, DeWitt Jennings;
Cogez, Ann Shoemaker; Hans, Christian Rub;
, Richard Quine; Mr. Venderklool, Henry KolUrs. Vanderklool, Nella Walker; Hardware Man,
Son Richards; Mons. de La Tom, Josef Swickard;
Keller, Sara Padden; Sacristian, Harry BeresLeo, Lightning.
OIN' TO TOWN" — Paramount. — From the
by Mae West. Screen play by Mae West.
:ted by Alexander Hall. The cast: Cleo Borden,
West; Edward Harrington, Paul Cavanagh; Ivan
tor, Ivan Lebedeff ; Taho, Tito Coral; Mrs. Crane
>ny, Marjorie Gateson; Buck Gonzales, Fred
er, Sr.; Fletcher Collon, Monroe Owsley; Winslow,
rt Emery, Young Fellow, Grant Withers; AnAdrienne D'Ambricourt; Signor Vitola, Luis Al; Senor Ricardo Lopez, Lucio Villages; Dolores
■, Mona Rico; Donovan, Paul Harvey.
iREAT GOD GOLD"— Monogram.— From
tory by Albert J. Meserow and Elynore DalkAdapted by Norman Houston. Directed by
ur Lubin. The cast: John Hart, Sidney BlackMarcia Harper, Martha Sleeper; Phil Stuart,
5 Toomey; Gerl, Gloria Shea; Nillo, Edwin
well; Frank Nilto, Ralf Harolde; Elena Nilto,
a Alba; Simon, John T. Murray.

REVIEWED

IN

THIS

ISSUE

Cornelius Keefe; Capl. Evans, Freeman
Tom London.

Lang; Blake'

"IT HAPPENED
IN NEW YORK" — Universal.— From the story by Ward Morehouse and
Jean Dalrymple. Screen play by Seton I. Miller and
Rian James. Directed by Alan Crosland. The cast:
Vania Nardi, Gertrude Michael; Chris, Heather

on any

Angel; Charley, Lyle Talbot; Haywood, Hugh O'Connell;
Adrienne
D'Ambricourt;
Prince
Dvorak,Fleurelte,
Rafael Storm;
Venetli,
Robert Gleckler;
Joe
Blake, Wallis Clark; Radio Announcer, Phil Tead;
Landlady, Bess Stafford; Publicity Man, Dick Elliott.

Santa Fe
trip
su
mmer

"LADDIE"— RKO-Radio.— From the story by
Gene Stratton-Porter. Directed by George Stevens.
The cast: Laddie, John Beal; Pamela Pryor, Gloria
Stuart; Little Sister, Virginia Weidler; Paul Stanton,
Willard Robertson; Mrs. Stanton, Dorothy Peterson;
Shelley Stanton, Louise Henry; Sally Stanton, Gloria
Shea; Leon Stanton, Jimmy Butler; Mahlon Pryor,
Donald Crisp; Peter Dover, Grady Sutton; Candace
Swarlz, Greta Meyer; Mrs. Freshen, Margaret Armstrong; Mr. Freshen, William Gould; their Daughter,
Maxine Hicks; The Minister, James Alf.
"LES MISERABLES "— 20th Century-United
Artists. — From the novel by Victor Hugo. Screen
play by W. P. Lipscomb. Directed by Richard
Boleslawski. The cast: Jean Valjean, Fredric
March; Javert, Charles Laughton; Big Cosette,
Rochelle Hudson; Little Cosetta, Marilyn Knowlden;
Marius, John Beal; Eponine, Frances Drake; Bishop
Bienvenu, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Madam MaGloire,
Jessie Ralph; Fantine, Florence Eldridge; Thenardier,
Ferdinand Gottschalk; Madam Thenardier, Jane
Kent; Mother Superior, Eily Malyon; Brissac, Vernon
Dowling; Lamarque, Lyon Michland; Enjolras, John
Canadine; Brevet, Charles Hoefeli; Genflou, Leonid
Kenishey; Chenildieu, John Bleifer; Cochepallie,
Harry Semels; Toussainl, Florence Roberts.
"LET'S LIVE TONIGHT"— Columbia.— From
the story by Bradley King. Screen play by Gene
Markey. Directed by Victor Schertzinger. The cast:
Kay Roulledge, Lilian Harvey; Nick Kerry, Tullio
Carminati; Mrs. Routledge, Janet Beecher; Brian
Kerry, Hugh Williams; Countess Margot de Legere,
Tala Birell; Mario, Luis Alberni; Lily Montrose,
Claudia Coleman; Ozzy Featherslone, Arthur Treacher;
Maharajah, Gilbert Emery.
"LIFE BEGINS AT 40 "—Fox.— From the novel
by Walter B. Pitkin. Screen play by Lamar Trotti.
Directed by George Marshall. The cast: Kenesaw H.
Clark, Will Rogers; Lee Austin, Richard Cromwell;
Col. Joseph Abercrombie, George Barbier; Adele
Anderson, Rochelle Hudson; Ida Harris, Jane Darwell; T. Wallerson Meriwhelher, Slim Summerville;
Chris, Sterling Holloway; Joe Abercrombie, Thomas
Beck; "Pappy" Smilhers, Roger Imhof; Tom Cotton,
Charles Sellon; Wally Stevens, John Bradford; Mrs.
Cotton, Ruth Gillette; Charlie Beagle, Jed Prouty;
Simonds,
DuBrey. T. Roy Barnes; Mrs. Meriwhelher, Claire
"LITTLE COLONEL, THE"— Fox.— From the
story by Annie Fellows Johnston. Screen play by
William Conselman. Directed by David Butler. The
cast: Lloyd Sherman, Shirley Temple; Colonel Lloyd,
Lionel Barrymore; Elizabeth, Evelyn Venable; Jack
Sherman, John Lodge; Swazey, Sidney Blacker; Hull,
Alden Chase; Dr. Scott, William Burress; Frank
Randolph, David O'Brien; Mom Beck, Hattie McDaniel; Maria, Geneva Williams; May Lily, Avonne
Jackson; Henry Clay, Nyanza Potts; Nebler, Frank
Darien; Walker, Bill Robinson.
"LIVING ON VELVET "—Warners.— From the
original story and screen play by Jerry Wald and
Julius Epstein. Directed by Frank Borzage. The
cast: Amy Prentiss, Kay Francis; Terry Parker,
George Brent; Walter (Gibrallor) Pritcham, Warren
William; Aunt Martha, Helen Lowell; Major, Russell
Hicks; Mrs. Parker, Maude T. Gordon; Mr. Parker,
Samuel Hinds; Cynthia Parker, Martha Merrill.

;reat
hotel murder, the"— fox.—
i the story by Vincent Starrett. Screen play by

"LOVE IN BLOOM "—Paramount.— From the
story by Frank R. Adams. Screen play by J. P. McEvoy and Keene Thompson. Directed by Elliott
Nugent. The cast: George, George Burns; Grade,
Grade Allen; Larry Deane, Joe Morrison; Violet
Downey, Dixie Lee; Col. "Dad" Downey, J. C.
Nugent; Mrs. Cassidy, Mary Foy; Sheriff, Richard
Carle; Pop, Lee Kohlmar; Waitress, Julia Graham;
Cashier, Sam Godfrey; The Cop, Wade Boteler;
Bridesmaid, Marian Mansfield.

y O'Neill; Dr. Temple, C. Henry Gordon;
y Prentice, William Janney; Anthony Wilson,
les C. Wilson; "Feels" Moore, John Wray; Ole,
Qualen; Hans, Herman Bing; Tessie, Madge
my; Police Captain, Robert Gleckler; Girando,
:nce H. Wilson.

"MAN WHO KNEW
TOO MUCH, THE"—
Gaumont British. — From the scenario by Edwin
Greenwood and A. R. Rawlinson. Directed by
Alfred Hitchcock. The cast: Betty Lawrence, Nova
Pilbeam; Abbott, Peter Lorre; Lawrence, Leslie Banks;
Jill, Edna Best; Ledine, Frank Cosper; Clive, Hugh
Wakefield; Louis, Pierre Fresnay; Nurse Agnes,
Cicely Oates; Binstead, D. A. Clarke Smith; Gibson,
George Curzon.

JONGKONG NIGHTS" — Futter Prod.—
i the story by Roger Allman. Adapted by
nan Houston. Directed by E. Mason Hopper,
cast: Tom, Tom Keene; Trina, Wera Engels;
y, Warren Hymer; Wong, Tetsu Komai; Burris,

"McFADDEN'S FLATS"— Paramount.— From
the play by Gus Hill. Screen play by Arthur Caesar,
Edward Kaufman and Andy Rice. Directed by
Ralph Murphy. The cast: Dan McFadden, Walter
C. Kelly; Jock McTavish, Andy Clyde; Sandy Mc-

ur Kober.
Directed by Eugene
Forde.
The
Roger Blackwood, Edmund Lowe; Andy McVictor McLaglen;
Elinor
Blake,
Rosemary
; Olive Temple, Mary Carlisle; Mr. Harvey,

economy

/o

aliforma
and the SOUTHWEST
Santa Fe's AIR-CONDITIONED
COMFORT and LOW COST make
a western summer trip more desirable
than ever before.
• All principal Santa Fe trains will be airconditioned throughout; fares and sleeping car
costs the lowest in years.
• Thus, via the Santa Fe, you can go to San
Diego's great California Pacific International
Exposition; to indescribable Grand Canyon;
to Old Santa Fe, with its Indian detours; to a
Dude Ranch — for fewer dollars, and with the
new comfort of clean, coql, even~temperazured
car air, regardless of weather outside.
W. J. BLACK. P.T. M. Santa Fe System Lines
■13 Railway Exchange, Chicago. III.
Mail picture folders and fares
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ELECTRICITY
IM 12 WEEKS AT COYNE
The great Coyne Shops in Chicago have a world-wide reputation for training men in this big-pay field in only 12 weeks. Then
they help you to success by giving you lifetime employment service.
By my new plan YOU can take advantage of their wonderful method
of learning by doing NOW — no need to lose time and money while
you strive and save to raise the necessary tuition.

I WILL

FINANCE

YOUR

TRAINING

Too can get your training first — th>
11 giv
e year to pay me back, in small
ninir Deriod is over.
ing GO days after your required .
thly payment
If you will write to me at once I will
you J*
complete
details of this sensational new\ pi;
telling
•together
with the
BIG FREE
Illustrated BOOK
telling
startall about COYNE. It tells how

LJ *

many
earnthe while
id about
traininglearning
you get

COYNE

>ere without book study or
aeless theory.

ELECTRICAL

SCHOOL

SOO S. Paulina Street, Dept. 55-67,
Chicago, Illinois
I MR. H. C. LEWIS, President
I SOO S. Paulina St., Dept. 55-67, Chicago, III.
Tell T»eJiow you .will financejny training a^COYNE and send
me the BIG FREE Illustrated Book on ELECTRICITY.

I

NAME.
I AUUKEBH
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|
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Tavish, Richard Cromwell; Nora McFadden, Jane
Darwell; Molly McFadden, Betty Furness; Mr. Halt,
George Barbier; Mary Ellis Hall, Phyllis Brooks;
Robert Hall, Howard Wilson; Jefferson, Frederick
Burton; Pat Malone, Pat Moriarity; Mrs. Bernstein,
Esther Michaelson; Mrs. Bono, Anna Demetrie; Tony
Bono, Jerry Mandy; Bernstein, Joe Barton; Customer
in Shop, Monte Vandergrift; Gotlschalk, Leo Kohlmar.

- Cttc

1J-

"WHIRLPOOL"

BRASSIERE

It's the choice of Hollywood and
her movie stars . . . yours, too, if
you wish to be smarter. "Whirlpooled" pockets mold the bust into
alluring curves. At all leading stores.
Send for free style folder

\\uuymuu:?naxwe//Ca
6773
HOLLYWOOD
BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD,
CALIFORNIA

Lighten Your Hair
Without Peroxide
...
to ANY shade you Desire
. . . SAFELY in S to 15 minutes
Careful, fastidious women avoid the uae of
peroxide because peroxide makes hair brittle.
Lechier's
Hair
Lightener
requires NO Instantaneous
peroxide. Used aa
a paste,
it can
not etreak. Eliminates "straw" look. Beneficial to permanent waves and bleached hair. Lm i , ■ ens blonde hair a
dark.
This is the only preparation that also lien tens A
the scalp.
roots. Used over 20 ye
beauties, ^tage and scree itare and children. Ha
anteed.
Mailed comple
with brush for applic

1

fcprc
KCC

36-page
"TheFreeArt with
of Lightening
Hair
without booklet
Peroxide"
your first order.

LECHLER
LABORATORIES,
334 Audubon Avenue
New

Inc.
York, N. Y

O'Neill; Mr. Thomas, Addison Richards; Helen
Morgan, Helen Morgan; Mayor, Russell Hicks; Mr.
Johnson, Clay Clement.

"MUTINY AHEAD"— Majestic— Screen play
by Stuart Anthony. Directed by Tommy Atkins.
The cast: Kent Brewster, Neil Hamilton; Carol Bixby,
Kathleen Burke; McMurlrie, Leon Ames; Capt. Martin, Reginald Barlow; Mimi, Noel Francis; Sassafras,
Ray Turner; Steve, Dick Curtis; Glory Bell, Katherine
Jackson;
Turner. Teeler, Paul Fix; Mrs. Vanderpool, Maidel

"SYMPHONY OF LIVING" — Invincible. From the original story by Charles Spencer Beldon.
Screen play by Charles Spencer Beldon. Directed by
Frank Strayer. The cast: Paula Greig, Evelyn BrentAdo/Me Greig, Al Shean; Rozzini, Charles Judels;
Mancini,
Albert
Conti;
John Gigi
Darrow'
Carl
Rupert,
Lester
Lee;Richard
CarmenGreig,
Rozzini,
Parrish; Michael Rupert, Richard Tucker; Herb LivingsIon, John Harron; Mary Schullz, Ferike Boros; The
Doctor, Ferdinand Schumann Heinck; Judge, Carl
Stockdale; Symphony Chairman, William Worthington.

"MYSTERY MAN, THE"— Monogram.— From
the story by Tate Finn. Adapted by John Krafft
and Rollo Lloyd. Directed by Ray McCarey. The
cast: Larry, Robert Armstrong; Anne, Maxine Doyle;
Jonas, Henry Kolker; Marvin, James Burke; District
Attorney, Guy Usher; Eel, Leroy Mason; Whalen,
James Burtis; Dunn, Monte Collins; Weeks, Sam
Lufkin; Pawnbroker, Otto Fries; Whistler, Norman
Houston; Hotel Manager, Dell Henderson.

"TIMES SQUARE LADY"— M-G-M.— Screen
play by Albert Cohen and Robert Shannon. Directed
by George B. Seitz. The cast: Sieve Gordon, Robert
Taylor; Toni Bradley, Virginia Bruce; Pinky Tomlin,
Pinky Tomlin; Margo Heath, Helen Twelvetrees;
Babe, Isabel Jewell; Mack, Nat Pendleton; Jack
Kramer, Jack LaRue; Mr. Fielding, Henry Kolker;
Slim Kennedy, Raymond Hatton; Ed Brennan,
Russell Hopton; Dutch Meyers, Fred Kohler; Brick
Culver, Robert Elliot.

"ONE MORE SPRING"— Fox.— From the novel
by Robert Nathan. Screen play and dialogue by
Edwin Burke. Directed by Henry King. The cast:
Elizabeth, Janet Gaynor; Olkar, Warner Baxter;
Rosenberg, Walter King; Mrs. Sweeney, Jane Darwell;
Mr. Sweeney, Roger Imhof; Sheridan, Grant Mitchell;
Miss Weber, Rosemary Ames;! A uctioneer, John
Qualen; Policeman, Nick Foran; Girl in the Antique
Shop, Astrid Allwyn; Zoo Attendant, Stepin Fetchit.

"TRANSIENT LADY"— Universal.— From the
story by Octavus Roy Cohen. Screen play by Arthur
Caesar and Harvey Thew. Directed by Edward
Buzzell. The cast: Carey Marshall, Gene Raymond;
II amp Baxter, Henry Hull; Dale Cameron, Frances
Drake; Pal Warren, June Clayworth; Chris Blake
Clarke Williams; Major Marshall, Frederick Burton;
Nick Kiley, Edward Ellis; Fred Baxter, Clifford Jones;
Malt, Douglas Fowley.

"RIGHT TO LIVE, THE"— Warners.— From
the play by Somerset Maugham. Screen play by
Ralph Block. Directed by William Keighley. The
cast: Stella Trent, Josephine Hutchinson; Colin Trent,
George Brent; Nurse Wayland, Peggy Wood; Maurice
Trent, Colin Clive; Mrs. Trent, Henrietta Crosman;
Major Liconda, C. Aubrey Smith; Alice, Phyllis
Coghlan; Dr. Harvester, Leo G. Carroll.

"VANESSA— HER LOVE STORY"— M-G-M From the story by Hugh Walpole. Adapted by
Lenore Coffee. Directed by William K. Howard.
The cast: Vanessa, Helen Hayes; Benjie, Robert
Montgomery; Ellis, Otto Kruger; Judith, May Robson; Adam, Lewis Stone; Barney, Henry Stephenson;
Lady Herries, Violet Kemble-Cooper; George, Donald
Crisp; Lady Mullion, Jessie Ralph; Marion, Agnes
Anderson; Lealhwaite, Lionel Belmore; Amery,
Lawrence Grant; Timothy, Crauford Kent; Jamie,
Howard Leeds; Winifred Trent, Ethel Grimes; Vera
Trent, Elspeth Dudgeon; Mrs. Lealhwaite, Mary
Gordon; Porter, George K. Arthur.

"ROBERTA" — RKO- Radio. — Screen play by
Jane Murfin and Sam Mintz. Directed by William
A. Seiter. The cast: Stephanie, Irene Dunne; Huck,
Fred Astaire; Scharwenka, Ginger Rogers; John,
Randolph Scott; Roberta, Helen Westley; Ladislaw,
Victor Varconi; Sophie, Claire Dodd; Voyda, Luis
Alberni; Lord Delves, Ferdinand Munier; Albert, Torben Meyer; Professor, Adrian Rosley; Fernando,
Bodil Rosing.
"STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART" — Universal.— From the story by Doris Anderson. Directed
by Scott R. Beal. The cast: Marian Henshaw, Mary
Astor; Andy MacLean, Roger Pryor; Maggie Haines.
Baby Jane; Mrs. Haines, Carol Coombe; Edwards,
Andy Devine; Ice Cream Man, Henry Armetta,
Austin, Grant Mitchell; Mrs. Austin, Virginia Hammond; Ross Region, Robert McWade; Miss Carter,
Doris Lloyd; Miss Nellie, Hilda Vaughn; Mother in
bread line, Louise Carter; District Attorney, Willard
Robertson; Speed Spetvin, Douglas Fowley; Mrs.
Anderson, Clara Blandick; Grant, Rollo Lloyd.
"SWEET MUSIC"— Warners.— From the story
by Jerry Wald. Screen play by Jerry Wald, Carl
Erickson and Warren Duff. Directed by Alfred E.
Green. The cast: Skip Houston, Rudy Vallee;
Bonnie Haydon, Ann Dvorak; Ten Percent Nelson,
Ned Sparks; Dopey Malone, Robert Armstrong;
Barney Cowan, Allen Jenkins; Lulu Belts, Alice White;
Sidney Seher, Joe Cawthorn; Sigmund Selzer, Al
Shean; Billy Madison, Wm. B. Davidson; Grant,
announcer,
Phillip Reed; Louis Trumble, Henry

"WEST POINT OF THE AIR"— M-G-M— From
the story by James K. McGuinness and John Monk
Saunders. Screen play by Frank Wead and Arthur
J. Beckhard. Directed by Richard Rosson. The
cast: Big Mike, Wallace Beery; Little Mike, Robert
Young; Joe
Skip, Bags,
Maureen
O'Sullivan;
Carter,
Lewis
Stone;
James
Gleason; GenDare,
Rosalind
Russell; Phil, Russell Hardie; Pellis, Henry Wadsworth; Pipinger, Robert Livingston; Jaskerelli,
Robert Taylor; Capt. Cannon, Frank Conroy; Lieut.
Kelly, G. Pat Collins; Mike, as a boy, Ronnie Cosby;
Phil as a boy, Bobbie Caldwell; Skip, as a girl,
Marilyn Spinnet.
"WOMAN IN RED, THE"— First National.—
Based onplay
the by
novel
"North
Shore"
Irwin.
Screen
Mary
McCall,
Jr. by
andWallace
Peter Milne.
Directed by Robert Florey. The cast: Shelby Barrett,
Barbara Stanwyck; Johnny Wyalt, Gene Raymond;
Nicko, Genevieve Tobin; Eugene Fairchild, John
Eldredge; Olga Hungcrford, Dorothy Tree; Grandfather Wyalt, Claude Gillingwater; Dan McCall,
Phillip Reed; Clayton, Russell Hicks; Major Casserly.
Arthur Treacher; Mrs. Casserly, Doris Lloyd; Aunt
Bettina, Nella Walker; Foxall, Ed Van Sloan; Wyalt
Furness, Hale Hamilton; Stuart Wyalt, Gordon
Elliott; Uncle Emlen, Brandon Hurst; Cora Furness;
Ann Shoemaker; Estelle Furness, Jan Buckingham,
Bit part. Jack Mulhall.

Quickly Tint It This Safe Ulau
JNow, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Brownatone does it. Prove it — by applying a little of this
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved — for over twenty-three years
by thousands of women. Brownatone is safe. Guaranteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting — will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
Brownatone is only 50c — at all drug and toilet
counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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;RS are sensitive about revealing their
i charities, for fear of the publicity accuMost of them must be discovered
ictly.
■ Marion Davies Foundation is one of the
noun, since it would be impossible to
kn organization of this size secret. The
in its own building, is in Sawtelle
Hollywood) and treats children up to
!je of twelve.
Every year a circus is
for 2500 children. Each youngster gets
toy, and the family receives a basket,
lurkey and food.
n Crawford has endowed a bed at the
wood Hospital, which runs about five
und dollars a year, including all hospitaliexpenses of the ill person. Doctors fees
.tside of this, and paid by her. Many of
:her charities are not known,
ry Brian and her mother go to the post
dead letter department every year and
e mail addressed to Santa Claus. They
; igate each one, and most of the deserving
en really believe there is a Santa Claus
> Mary hears from them.
She has two
:se children at home with her over the
iiys each year.
! bara Kent keeps two beds in a children's
,.al.
I Rogers was recently ill in the Cali■ Hospital, and when he paid his bill, he
a thousand dollars to be used for de, g patients who could not pay.
This is
h small part of his many generous gifts,
ry Boland's sympathies are reached by
ick and impoverished,
especially old
ft. She has paid for many an operation,
i nspital care.
ly Grant never buys Christmas cards.
ses the money for groceries for poor
lbs. Mae West is the friend of downlut prize-fighters.
They work in all her
: es, and she sees to it they are not in
i She is very generous to her church,
ibara Stanwyck
;r old friends.
t nd buying the
's and families
kofession. Al

quietly and loyally helps
Bill Fields is paying the
groceries for a half dozen
of men he has known in
Jolson maintains twelve

in an up-state New
York children's
) al. Dick Powell has helped a playground
l for two years in Lincoln, Nebraska,
arl Brisson Fan Club in England collects
crown membership, which is contributed
lancer hospital. George Raft says he was
off at a hundred and fifty a week than
because he gives his salary away.
He
turns down a plea for help, especially
heatrical people.
;. Cecil B. DeMille is active in the Cas
Creche, a foundling's home, giving gen
y of time and money.
try Hull has an Old Actor's Charity Fund.
Karloff makes weekly visits to the
y Poor-House, taking cigarettes and
alie Kalmus, of Technicolor, gives a big
mas party every year to an orphan's
They are entertained at the TechniStudio with Walt Disney pictures, supid toys.
1 best known charitable organization is
• ssistance League, in which most of the
i ire active. The Harold Lloyd children,
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who have a church on their own grounds, give
the contributions and many toys to the chi dren's day nursery of the League. Shirley
Temple sent a sweater and a picture to each of
the seventy-five children in this day nursery
this Christmas. The League maintains a shop
and tea-room in which Jean Harlow, Jeannette
MacDonald, Bette Davis and many stars
serve as waitresses and saleswomen. Janet
Gaynor bought most of her presents there this
year. In the League work-room, where old
ladies who cannot find work elsewhere are
employed, Mrs. Ralph Bellamy had all the
curtains for her new home made. Four
hundred baskets, to feed two thousand persons, are given by the League every Christmas.
Victor McLaglen donates the turkey or roast
that goes in each one, and has done this for
several years.
Jobyna (Mrs. Richard) Arlen takes care of a
family with twelve children all the year round.
She collects little Rickey's toys and those of
the Bing Crosby children, to be repaired and
sent to hospitals.
Jetta Goudal, Theda Bara, Mrs. John Ford,
Mrs. Lou Anger, Mrs. Bill Gargan, Mrs.
Hunt Stromberg, Mrs. Tod Browning, and
many other wives of actors, directors and producers contribute liberally of their time and
support to this organization.
THE sea has not only got into Warren William's blood, it has invaded his swimming
So
pool.
that
built
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nautical has the suave Mr. William become since navigating his yacht, " Pegasus,"
he has had an exact replica of the boat
in miniature. It sails the waves of the

Williams' plunge.
Warren has also constructed a sea-going
room. In the middle is a mast, on one side
are tiers of bunks and on the other portholes.
When you look through the marine windows,
you peer out on painted blue waves.
I don't know why he bothers to board the
yacht and brave seasickness with such a setup at home.
THE autograph business is looking up in
Hollywood. Not that it ever suffered
much of a slump — but of late, especially since
the All- Year Club of Southern California has
been bearing down on the tourist trade, the
familiar clusters of book and pencil clutchers
in front of strategic star gathering spots has
swelled to dangerous proportions.
Autograph seekers have always intrigued
me. They are usually in the doubtful age
bracket of the early 'teens, just ready to turn
into cranks or useful citizens. Perhaps some
primitive instinct denied to city youth the
satisfaction which the country boy gleans by
shooting sparrows or trapping muskrats accounts for it.
At any rate, the hunters lie behind telephone
pole or refuse can blinds and swoop down upon
the greatest or smallest screen actor who
alights from a car or emerges from a door.
Now they seldom say, "May I have your
autograph" — only "Here!" accompanied by
a thrust of the pad and pencil.
The best places to hunt autographs in Hollywood, afreckled veteran of the racket whom I
accosted before the Brown Derby restaurant
informed me, were at previews, in front of the

A SMOOTH finish for a big evening — insures
the next
day! a bright start for
Try Flakes
a big and
bowl milk
of Kellogg's
Corn
or cream
after a party. Their oven-fresh
crispness is completely satisfying.
And they're
easy sweetest
to digest dreams.
— promote ONLY the
Sold by all grocers. Served in
restaurants and hotels. Made by
Kellogg in Battle Creek.

CORN

FLAKES

BIRTHMARKS,
FRECKLES

BURNS,

completely concealed by

COVERMARK!

No matter how large or dark your skin discoloration, or how sallow its tone, COVERMARK will completely hide all blemishes and
give your skin that alluring, flawless appearance so admired by all. Waterproof; harmless; will not crack or rub off; recommended by
skin specialists. Perfect lor evening or screen
make-up. Send for full information and free
color matching chart!
LYDIA O'LEARY,
Inc., Dept. P-5
551 Fifth Ave.
New York

Roll Your FAT Away
With This Amazing

invention

No drugs!
No salts!
tion diets! Simply
roll No
yourstarvaFAT
away — easily, safely, with the
•'NUWAY MASSAGER ." Nothing' like this amazing invention
that breaks down the tatty tissues
naturally with a gentle criss-cross,
massaging action of its soft,
double rollers. Just a few minutes
use daily reduces the waist 2 to 6
Inches, other fat spots in proportion.

FREE

TRIAL

OFFER

Write today — for Free Trial Offer!
Prove the amazing fat-reducing
action
of the
by
actual trial
and "NUWAY"
without risking
one single penny.

>er- NUWAY

ever desired.
Relieves nervousness.
Dept. 158,

COMPANY

.... .. _ .. _
Wichita Fal.s, Texas

Perfumes

SUBTLE, fascinating, alluring. Sells
regularly
at $12.00 an counce.
Made
Two
Odors:
j
i .
from Franc
the essence
of flowers: —
e
(2) Crabapple
A single
drop
de
(1)
lastsEsprit
a week!

Send only

20/

To pay for postage and handling send
only 20c (silver or stamps) for 2 trial bottles. Only 1 set to each new customer. 20c !

Redwood Treasure Chest: %$8£*<>t£?fume selling at 12.00 an ounce — (1) Hollywood Bouquet,
(2) Persian Night. (3) Black Velvet, (4) Samarkand, Cheat
6x3 in. made from Giant Redwood Trees of California. Send
only $1.00 check, stamps or currency. An ideal gift. J1.00I
Firat Street, San Francisco, Calif.
™
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THOSE TIRED

EYES!

Murine relieves and relaxes tired eyes. Removes
irritating particles. Refreshing. Easy to use. Safe. Recom^ mended for nearly 40 years.
For all ages. Ask your druggist.

EYES

WAIT

U&tcneuz

NO DIET - MEDICINE - EXERCISE
*
An amazinn patented invention called ROLLETTE,
developed in Rochester, Minn., makes it possible for
you to rid your self of unsightly pounds and inches of
fat quickly. Takes off only where needed. Leaves flesh
firm and healthy. This method of reducing approved by
physicians everywhere. Users praise and recommend
it. Send name and address today for Free Trial Offer.

ROLLETTE

3826

COMPANY.

N. Ashland Avenue,

REALLY

Dept.145,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

LOOK

YEARS YOUNGER
AMnn^MV

CORRECT

f Sagging Muscles
L Lines — Wrinkles

p.oub,e ch;n ,

Youthful
Contours
are "sculptured"
by
this
recently
invented
Beauty Device.
Its unique design and scientific weave
stimulates and supports muscles. ^__
Write for free instructive € |UU
book,Contour
"Face Lifting
For
Band at
sendHome".
check ▼ M^~
or money order to

EUNICE
Contour Molding Band

SKELLY

SALON OF ETERNAL YOUTH. Park Central. Suite B8
56th and 7th Avenue. New York

NEED MONEY?
. . . let us show you
. . . . how to get it
Local agents are now being appointed
to solicit new and renewal subscriptions for a large group of popular
magazines.
An exceptional opportunity for advancement will be given to those who
enroll as spare time agents with the
intention of making this work a means
of full-time employment.
These positions are open only to men
and women over 20 years of age and
who are willing to call on selected
prospects in the interests of our publications.
NO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY.
However, these positions will appeal
especially to men and women who
have had experience in collecting installment accounts or canvassing.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HAVING
MORE MONEY, write today for particulars ofour offer ... no investment
required.
Address

your application to

Subscription Agent's Division
Desk PP 535
Macfadden Publications Inc.
1926 Broadway
New York

Derby, Sardi's, Al Levy's Tavern and the
Vendome. Also in front of the Paramount
and R-K-0 studio gates. Most of the stars
roll in and out too at M-G-M and Fox and
Warners to make the hunting good. He advised that big openings and premieres were
usually a total loss because of "the cops."
Most stars, he said, were easy prey. Usually
they will sign the first five books thrust before them and then depart. Seldom does a
star, accosted point-blank, refuse to oblige.
But if they can dodge the swarm of youngsters,
that is entirely ethical.
It's kind of a game.
Various signatures of various stars have
various values. It's all governed strictly by
the law of supply and demand. George Raft,
for instance, who is quite a noon-time boulevardier and an obliging fellow, has his name
scrawled on practically every important book.
His autograph has a low market value. However, Charles Chaplin, who is an artful dodger,
rates high. Greta Garbo, of course, is— or
would be — tops. My informant didn't know
of any colleague who boasted her scalp.
A brisk trading business goes on among the
various autograph exchange leaders. Something like the old days of cigarette pasteboards glorifying Delia Fox or Ty Cobb. Books
and leaves from books are bartered.
The more finicky hunters offer a clean page
to each star. But less particular Nimrods, who
go in for quantity, will have as many as
twenty or thirty signatures to a sheet.
The seasoned youngster who was giving me
the lowdown had filled five books in his time.
"I just gave one away," he volunteered,
"with over six hundred names." He admitted
that it wasn't the actual trophies he treasured
so much as it was the thrill of the chase.
A true sportsman's outlook.
I HAD always thought people wrote fan letters
' to movie stars because of some secret passion.
I find that love, sex and all that sort of thing
has about fifty-six one-hundredths to do with
it. The other ninety-nine and forty-four one
hundredths is pure.
People write fan letters for selfish, helpful
information.
It was at first a shock to discover, through
the accurate records of Mrs. Ethel Webb, Jean
Harlow's efficient secretary, that in 1933 twenty-five per cent of all Miss Harlow's fan mail
came from men, while the other seventy-five
per cent was dashed off by feminine hands. In
1934 the ratio was twenty per cent to eighty.
Having labored under the conviction that
the Harlow appeal was, of all the stars in
Hollywood, most evidently for males, the only
explanation I could offer for the feminine preponderance ofinterest was that most men are
inept correspondents.
But Mrs. Webb's analytical tabulation shows
that the questions most frequently asked are
these, in the order of their frequency:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Is your hair naturally platinum?
What treatment do you give your hair?
What kind of cosmetics do you use?
Do you diet? How old are you?
What are your hobbies?
Who is your favorite male star?
What schools did you attend?

Of the group, only two, — How old are you?
and Who is your favorite male star? — could
possibly be construed as having an intriguing
answer for men.

The rest blend into one vital feminine inquiry—How do you do it?
Jean Harlow's fan mail averages between 300
and 350 letters a day. In 1931 she mailed
some 670 autographed pictures each month.
In 1934, 3500 were sent out every thirty days.
Most of the mail comes from this country,
with Pennsylvania and New York far in the
lead.
England shows the most foreign interest.
New Zealand
Harlow
type. is second. The British like the
In all foreign fan mail, the percentage of
masculine handwriting is noticeably higher,
but then so is the Continental blood pressure,
as a rule.
Sizeable packets of letters arrive each month
from such out of the way spots as the Canary
Islands, Dutch East Indies, Java, Iceland,
Trinidad, The Federated Malay Straits Settlements and Morocco.
Chile is not as cold as its name suggests.
It leads the Latin-American countries in Harlow enthusiasm.
The champion Jean Harlow fan is a young
woman living in New York State. She has
written a letter each day for the past three
years and sent it by air mail.
At the minimum air-mail postage rate that
is exactly $65.70 worth of devotion.
Postmaster-General Farley should encourage
this sort of thing.

("1RETA
never carries
handbag
^-^ because GARBO
she unvariably
loses a it.
Jean
Harlow never wears a pair of gloves until they
have been cleaned. Myrna Loy is sensitive to
the feeling of wool, so all her woolen costumes
are lined with silk. Mady Christians carries
small muffs to match her dress, instead of a
purse. Joan Crawford puts in Saturdays arranging flowers in her house. Elizabeth Allan
walks in the rain, and Jeanette MacDonald
calls Woody Van Dyke " Cutie." (And if you
must yawn, you might be more polite about
it.) Oh yes, and hold it for a still. Joan
Crawford carries a beaded pocketbook on
which is embroidered details of her life history.
Don't ask us which details.
\ /ALUES

seem to be entirely a matter of,

" years. What forces me reluctantly into
this philosophical observation is what I saw
the other day in Dickie Moore's bedroom.
It was mainly loot that Dickie's devastating
personality had gathered from screen sirens.
A miniature cruiser from Marlene Dietrich.
An elaborate electric train from Tallulah
Bankhead. A tiny gold wrist watch from
Barbara Stanwyck, engraved to "Dickie
Moore in appreciation of your work in 'So
The boat was resting passively in a corner,
and the train looked as though it was suffering
from the depression. Mrs. Moore was wearing the wrist watch. On the dresser top wen1
piled two framed pictures — Dickie with two
gorgeous feminine stars.
"
learned that the pictures used to adorn
I Big.'
the bedroom walls and that Dickie used tc
wear the watch constantly. But now a
picture of President Roosevelt holds the mura.
display spot and Dickie lets his mother weaij
the watch because he is afraid the boys wil

call him "sissy."
And what Dickie lovingly fondles are noi
the lavish toys from his big-time lady admirers
It is a baseball autographed by Babe Ruth
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10 its thousands of friends the Economy
Educational League wishes to announce
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Beautiful, six volume set of
selected, greatest works of
any of these famous authors

•ted greatest works of great authors that
igrace any library in which they are placed.

DICKENS
GEORGE ELIOT
EMERSON & PLATO
HAWTHORNE
LAMB
SMOLLETT
FIELDING

i almost every home, at one time or an•r, the intent has been expressed to secure
ltually the best works of Dickens, Kip, Poe or some other author whose works
missing in the family library. If you have
i.etimes felt the need of a set of the works

DE MAUPASSANT
KIPLING
STEVENSON
POE

WHILE

Ve take much pride in this offer and will
come your order for one or more sets. As
.he case of every book ever offered by
! organization, if for any reason they
uld not prove satisfactory in every way,
y may be returned within reasonable time
prompt and cheerful refund of your
ley. In ordering specify clearly by aur s name which set or sets you want. Shipit will be made promptly upon receipt of
er.
k for catalogue of other attractive
book values

LL BOOKS

CHOICE

RETURNABLE

THEY LAST
ONLY

$6.95
POSTPAID

ECONOMY
EDUCATIONAL
LEAGUE
Dept.
P-5
1926 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ling good books to persons of high lity taste at prices all can afford, it has
red a series of six volume sets of the

my of the great authors listed in the
er box of this page, feel no hesitation in
ling in your order today. At $6.95 ($1.16
volume) they are a splendid investment
will be a wonderful addition to the culil background of your home. Printed on
i paper, approximately three thousand
,es to the set, richly bound in red and
1 fabricated leather with edges beauti•y marbled in full color, it is a pleasure
landle them and a far greater pleasure
>wn them.

slifl • di^

Other Outstanding
Book Values
EVERY book listed below is an excellent
buy at the price offered. All books
shipped postpaid. All are returnable for
prompt refund if not satisfactory. Order by
titles.
THE ARABIAN NIGHTS— Original Lane Translation — a gorgeouB volume for lovers of the rare and
exotic, full color, 1260 pages, only $2.98.
GREAT POEMS
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE— One of the finest anthologies of its kind ever
compiled. Indispensahle to homes with growing children
or where poetry is loved and appreciated. Beautiful
great volume weighing four pounds. Cross indexed three
ways, hy titles, by first lines, by authors. 1502 pages,
THE
ROMANCES
OF
HERMAN
MELVILLE
82.98.
— one volume edition — Moby Dick, Typee, White
Jacket, Rebum, Mardi,Omoo, Israel Potter — 1660 pages,
$2.98.
THE STORY OF MEDICINE by Victor Robinson.
A survey of the development of medical knowledge from
the stone age until our own time — 327 pages, $2.98.
THE
BOOK
OF
MUSICAL
KNOWLEDGE
by
Arthur Elson. A splendid reference book — 609 pages,
$2.98.
THE OMNIBUS OF ADVENTURE.
John Grove— 882 pages, $1.98.

Edited

by

BEST AMERICAN WIT AND HUMOR. Edited
by J. B. Mussey. Anthology of the finest work of a
score of great humorists — 301 pages, $1.98.
BOOK OF GILBERT AND SULLIVAN OPERA
LYRICS — The Mikado, Pinafore, Penzance, Bab
Ballads— a rare treat— 232 pages, $1.00.
FAUST — translation by G. Bayard Taylor of Goethe's
masterpiece. 252 pages, while they last, $1.00.
ALICE'S ADVENTURES
IN WONDERLAND
and THROUGH
THE LOOKING GLASS— Lewis
Carroll's immortal whimsey — 243 pages, $1.00.
CYRANO

DE

BERGERAC

by Edmond

Rostand,

tragic-heroic, French drama made beloved of the American public by Walter Hampden — 184 pages, $1.00.

All books

postpaid

under this

special offer
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IF you like to know the gentlemen back
'of your entertainment, meet Graham Baker
and Gene Towne, the busiest writing team
in the village. At the moment they are
whipping together a little dish for George Raft,
putting the finishing touches on a national
broadcasting program, and have just completed a play about censors which will hit
Broadway next season. Their offices always
look as if an eternal cocktail party was going
on and it's a mystery when they get all the
work done — but they do.
Graham is tall and solemn-looking, nicknamed "Reverend Davidson," but that's only
a front. He's about as solemn as behind the
scenes at a burlesque show. Gene is short and
wide and talks sixteen to the dozen, whether
anybody else is talking or not. He is the
contact-man, salesman and table-hopper of
the team, while Graham puts in the heart
interest.
When they get stuck with a situation, Gene
goes to a party and Graham hops in his car
in the middle of the night, all alone, and drives
to Caliente. He turns right around and drives
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THE thoroughness of Cecil B. DeMille al' ways awes me.

About the only sporting equipment require
for hawking is the heavy perch glove, whic;

Take this "The Crusades" picture, for instance. Right now C. B. is deep in all sorts of
literary lore and research about crusading

keeps the lightning bird's talons from piercin
the arteries of the wrist, and a blinding ca]
which keeps him from becoming all hot am
bothered until just the right time.
DeMille's research on mediaeval armor wa
even more thorough. He spent days at th
Metropolitan Museum in New York and atth
Field Museum in Chicago. Furthermore, h

knights. But he doesn't stop with the knights.
He goes right down to particulars.
Two of them are falcon hunting and medieval armor. I was amazed to discover how
much the man had unearthed about what I
should deem rather incidental things to the
picture.
Falcon hunting, I found out, is a very
technical sport. It has its own vernacular and
its very fine points. To quote from a letter
C. B. received from a falconeer about his
sporting birds:
It starts out tragically:

"One of my little

back, figuring, "Why would the audience like
this guy? What does he do? What lias he?

has imported Juliano Arechea, the world's sol
exclusive maker of armor, whose forge is nea
Pamplona, Spain. Arechea is creating th
correct mode of boiler plate for the period t<
be used in the film.
There were definite fashions in iron wear ii
those distant days, and only Arechea and
few scattered cranks on the subject know thi
answer. Sometimes even a tiny rivet will dat<
a suit of mail as much as fifty years fron
another.
The surprising thing uncovered by DeMillt
in his armorial research is that, contrary U
popular belief, the gentlemen who wore th<
suits were not runts as compared to our moderr
football heroes, but instead, bigger in fram(
and meat.

Why does the girl fall for him?" After talking
to himself for six hours, he has the situation
well in hand. Gene has been untying the knots
in his own way, so the next day they get
together, with thousands of people milling in
and out of the office, and block out their story.

Henry Wilcoxon, who will play "Richard
Coeur de Lion" in "The Crusades" is a
sizeable fellow. Yet he floats around in mosl
of the relic suits.
Strangely enough, the only parts of
ancient tin suits which gave Mr. Wilcoxon I

It's a good trick if you can do it.
They write only originals and have a healthy
contempt for the boys who merely translate

close fit were the helmets. Or maybe that's
not so strange after all. Mr. Wilcoxon is an
actor.
In fact, he's a British actor.

somebody's story for the screen. The BakerTowne team starts with a name, a title, a
situation — or simply from scratch — and goes
on from there to a complete story, which a
director can take and shoot from, as is.
JOHN LODGE, Boston acting blueblood,
^received a letter from an old man who said
that as he knew Mr. Lodge was a member of
the elite, he supposed he had a silk top hat.
This man said his ambition for years had been
to have a silk hat to wear to lodge meeting.
He was now getting old and hoped just once
to wear a silk hat to lodge before he died.
Would Mr. Lodge please send him one of his
old ones?
Lodge showed the letter to Claudette Colbert. "What would you do?" he asked.
Claudette said, "I'd find out his size and
send him one. I'll chip in with you."
So John Lodge bought a silk hat, after
writing for the size, and sent it, and the old
man realized his life's ambition.
r^ORA SUE COLLINS is the little twinkle,
^^and the great big stars are Norma Shearer,
Greta Garbo, Loretta Young, Claudette Colbert, Myrna Loy, William Powell and Edward
G. Robinson.
And here is what Cora Sue thinks about
them:
" I think Miss Shearer is nice.
"I think Miss Garbo is lovely.
"I think Miss Young is nice.
"I think Miss Colbert is lovely.
"I think Miss Loy is nice.
"I think Mr. Powell is lov — is, nice.
"I think Mr. Robinson is nice."
And that's what a little Twinkle thinks.
130

WELL, Bill Powell's much publicized and
long awaited bachelor's castle in Beverly
Hills
is now itcompleted,
and everything you'vd
read about
is true.
Here are just a few of the wonders which
The first step in the making

of a set.

It's for Marlene Dietrich's picture, "The
Devil Is a Woman." Hans Dreier is the
artist doing a sketch, then the models
are made, and finally the finished set

merlins (a type of hawk) was killed and eaten
by the big peregrine (another type) leaving
me only two birds. The peregrine is the more
impressive looking on the fist, but has a rather
heavy style in the air . . . she can go from
40 to 50 miles per hour . . . will fly from a
quarter mile to the lure . . . The remaining
merlin . . . will stoop and dash at the lure . . .
and when she misses shoot up a hundred feet
to come to a stall ..."
All that about the technique of a bird!
It seems that there really is no such thing
as a "falcon" bird. A falcon is merely a trained
sporting hawk. Goshawks, peregrines, merlins and golden eagles make the best falcons,
and their training is a life's work.
The ancient sport, which flourished among
the nobility during the middle ages, has its
modern stronghold in the Hawking Club of
England, which numbers a thousand-odd members. In America the most enthusiastic groups
of falconeers live in Massachusetts, although
Denver, Colorado, is rapidly becoming a
hawking center.

made me open my eyes — see if you've ever run
across any of them before —
Collapsible walls between the living room
and the drawing room. If Bill wants a comfortable small party, he leaves things as is; if
he
a mob, down go the walls and it's all
one wants
big room.
Vanishing closets in the bedrooms — just try
and find 'em.
I couldn't.
An amazing voice throwing business by,
which from any room in the house Bill can
greet his guests approaching from the outside.
Likewise, he can hear everything they say as
they arrive — and what's more important— as
stands.)
they're leaving. (Lets him know where hi
A central radio with loud speakers in every
room, built in.
Electrically washed and temperature-regulated air throughout the house. In the wine
cellar, a gadget keeps it always at fifty-five
degrees, which is healthy for most vintages.
Tap beer in the bar.
A robot kitchen that is beyond description.
Even peels potatoes and shells peas while you
wait.
Buttons that let down couches from unsus
pected walls when you push them.
It's quite a place, as you can imagine. The
next time I go up I'm going to ask Bill if thf
conveniences.
place also has lights and gas and all the moderr
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Men Despise
THERE are a half-dozen of them in every
large office. If your luck's bad you often
draw one as a partner at the bridge table. In
movie theatres they sit next to you — or, what
is worse, back of you. You see them lurking
in the corner at parties, trying to look as if
they were enjoying themselves. They're
everywhere — these women men despise.
What does it matter that they are attractive
and engaging if they commit the offense unpardonablWho
e?
cares about their beauty and
charm if between stands that insurmountable

offend.

And such

offenses

are unnecessary.

Why Offend Others?
The safe, pleasant, quick precaution against
this condition is Listerine, the safe antiseptic
and quick deodorant. Simply rinse the mouth
with it morning and night and between times
before business or social engagements. Listerine
instantly combats fermentation and then overcomes the odors it causes.

Is It Worth The Gamble?

hurdle, halitosis (unpleasant breath).

You Never Know
You yourself never know when

you have

halitosis (unpleasant breath). That's the insidious thing about it. But others do, and
judge you accordingly.
Bad breath affects everyone at some time
or other. Ninety percent of cases, says one
dental authority, are caused by the fermentation of tiny food particles that the most careful tooth brushing has failed to remove. As a
result, even careful, fastidious people often

Listerine

When you want to be certain of real deodorant effect, use only Listerine, which deodorizes longer. It is folly to rely on ordinary
mouth washes, many of which are completely
devoid of deodorant effect. It is well to remember that excessively strong mouth washes
are not necessarily better deodorants. Much
of Listerine's deodorant effect is due to other
properties than its antiseptic action.
Keep Listerine handy in home and office
and use it systematically. It is a help in making
new friends and keeping old ones. Lambert
Pharmacal
Company,
St. Louis, Missouri.

checks halitosis (bad breath) deodorizes longer
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BACK HOME.
6 WEEKS
LATER

KEEP ROMANCE
ALIVE"
says GLORIA STUART
DON'T put up with a poor figure!
Don't take chances with a good
one. Get the Hollywood Habit and stay
lovely the way the movie stars do! Eat
Ry-Krisp! Ry-Krisp actually helps you
to reduce because it's filling but not fattening. Just whole rye, salt and water —
double baked to bring out that temptingly unusual flavor which adds so much
to the appetite appeal of any meal. A perfect, and popular food for all the family.
Ralston Purina Company, Checkerboard

SERVE RY-KRISP TO MAKE
BREAKFAST
INTERESTING
Its crispness and different whole

rye

Square, St. Louis, Mo.

flavor go perfectly with your breakfast
egg, coffee, milk or tea. Try Ry-Krisp
spread thinly with honey for a doublv
delicious breakfast treat.

jf

SOTASTES
GOOD

SERVE
RY-KRISP
WITH
A
CHILLED
TOMATO
SALAD
— IT'S GRAND I
In fact, you'll find that any salad,
served at lunch or dinner, tastes just
twice as good when you eat it with
these crunchy, golden-brown wafers.

GET THE HOLLYWOOD

HABIT-EXERCISE

REGULARLY,

EAT RY-KRISP

INSTEAD

OF HEAVY. STARCHY

FOODS-WATCH

YOUR WAISTLINE

WASTE

AWAY
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LET'S GO "RECKLESS"!
Thrill to the tap, tap, tap of her dancing feet in "The Trocadero"
See her sell kisses for $500 each. Cruise with her on 'The Honeymoon ship". Romp with her in "The Dormitory Pajarna Party".
Hear her sing the blues. Gorgeous Jean Harlow teamed with
William Powell is heading your way in the biggest musical show
of the century with a throbbing love story as exciting as its title.
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Clarence Sinclair Bull

LONG
famous in operatic and concert
stage circles, Nelson Eddy just recently
soared to movie fame in "Naughty Marietta," with Jeanette MacDonald. As a token
of friendship after they finished the film,
Jeanette gave Nelson an English sheep dog,
named Sheba. Jeanette, you know, has a dog
of the same breed, Captain, of whom she
is very proud. Captain's always high-hatted
Hollywood
canines,
but he has a pal now
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the Law of the pac
was his code of love!
•

•

Like his snarling husky, he heard
only the call of his mate! For this
was the grim, ruthless land of the
Yukon . . . where men were primitive beasts . . . and a woman was a
man's to hold as long as he could...
his to keep as long as he desired!

CLARK

CABLE
portrays his most virile role in

ZANUCK'S

DARRYL

of JACK
production
red-blooded
storyLOND
. . . ON'S

LORETTA

YOUNG

JACK OAKIE
Presented
Released

by
thru

JOSEPH
UNITED

20th
CENTURY
PICTURE

M.

SCHENCK
ARTISTS

Letters

From all over the world, readers of Photoplay
express themselves and their opinions, pro and
con, on motion pictures and on the players

Leslie Banks and Peter Lorre, the two British
actors who are doing very well, thank you. in
the GB picture, "The Man Who Knew Too
Much."
Lorre is seen here in films frequently

Olivia de Haviland is a difficult opponent to
best in a love set. She's now on the screen in
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," and she's working with Joe E. Brown in Warners "Alibi ike"

TO IRENE DUNNE
| WISH to say a few words about a g reat
American actress — and I know that I
am
expressing the opinion of many people who
really understand what personality, acting and
singing mean.
I have admired Irene Dunne's acting for
several years, and I find now that the singer
is as exquisite as the actress.
F. B., Los Angeles, California

A VOTE FOR COLUMBIA
\ V/HEN the judges consider the most entervv taining performance for 1935, I think
they should long consider "The Whole Town's
Talking." Columbia again has come through
with a yarn that not only provides all the
suspense and thrills of "It Happened One
Night" and "Broadway Bill," but it has combined them with as splendid a piece of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde acting by Edward G.
Jtobinson as one would care to see.
Stanley H. Baker, Brookline, Mass.

TO GRACE

MOORE

1 CAN no longer restrain my praise of Grace
' Moore in "One Night of Love." Her voice
is a volume of rich melodious sounds pouring
out of her throat, giving the audience a feeling
of tranquillity and peacefulness.
Claire Neville. Shanghai, China

TO "FOLIES BERGERE"

OH, MISS HEPBURN!

I HAVE just seen "Folies Bergere." It's
' Maurice Chevalier's best picture, so far.
It's highly entertaining because the star is
given an opportunity to show his splendid
acting ability. I liked Merle Oberon, loo,
very much. I hope to see her in many more

/^"^NE afternoon when passing our local
^^ theater I saw a group of three small boys
about six or seven years old standing in front
of one of the outside display stands showing
scenes from the movie then showing. They
were evidently on their way home from school
and feeling in fine spirits. They had their
heads together and were stooping a little to
see the bottom picture. One little boy pointed
to the picture and turned to his companions
with this surprising remark: "Hey, why
don't you kiss that girl? " To my great amazement, each boy in turn stooped and enthusiastically kissed the girl .u the picture.
It was Katharine Hepburn.

pictures.

T. Mathews, Houston, Texas

BY REQUEST—
TAVORITE productions— M-G-M; favorite
' actress — Garbo; favorite novelist — Joseph
Conrad. Now if the talents of all three could
be combined in the production of "The Arrow
of Gold," that grand story of youth, romance,
minister mystery and astounding characters,
I think I could predict the destination of at
least one Academy Award.
Dorothy L. Healy, Long Beach Calif.

TO OLD FAVORITES
I WANT to thank " C. N. E." for expressing
what a great many of us have been thinking
for a long time,
We, too, have lamented the
loss of our favorites on the screen.
For instance, Dorothy Mackaill and Evelyn
Brent are real troupers; what's more, they
have loads of personality, so why can't we
see them on the screen once more?
Beatrice E. Higgins, Peabody, Mass.

The scene was from "The Little Minister,'
where Miss Hepburn and the little minister
are talking in Nannie's kitchen.
I doubt if any other actress has ever had
such a unique and touching tribute.
Rachel Brocksmith, Vero Beach, Fla.

WANTED— ROMANCE

W

HY should we not have sex pictures? We
like pictures, but give us sex and love.
Romance is never old and no matter how old
we get we like a good love story. I do not say
that we should have a lot of mushy lines and
so on. So, give us Mae West as she is. We
like her pictures
the 90's,
a romantic
era.
| please ofturn
to page
8 |
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^■eave it to Warner
ros. to make the first big

]cture of America's greati ;t battle in the war on crime!
he producers of "The Public
nemy" have trained their
imeras on the men who trained
leir guns on the craftiest killers of
lis gang-ridden day and age.
hey've brought the G-MEN, mighty manunters of the Department of Justice, out of the
ladows of secrecy into the brilliant glare of the
icture
screen.
i
esterday's screaming headlines are a feeble
whisper compared to the sensational revelations
i this shot-by-shot dramatization of gangland's
Vaterloo — the last stand of the underworld!
t's all here! . . . every graphic detail of how the
eadly trap was set — and sprung — on the Mad
)og of the Mobs, and of how the Big Shot no
lil could hold kept his rendezvous with death!
G-Men" is easily the stand-out for this month's
ighest honors. Our advice is to see it yourself
efore your friends begin to rave about it!

Public Enemy No. 1 in the
never - to - be - forgotten
Warner Bros, thriller,
"The Public
Enemy."

he's on Uncle Sam's
side, staging his own
private war with the
public enemies of 1935!

JIMMY
C A GNEY
revels in his return to
the scenes of his greatest triumphs!. . . And Ann
Dvorak, Margaret Lindsay and Robert Armstrong
score heavily in a big cast, superbly directed by
William
Keighley for First National
Pictures.

Letters
In their frank exchange
of opinions, movie-goers have a far-reaching effect upon picture
policies, also
trends

Jean

Arthur, during the shooting of "Party Wire." takes advantage of the lunch hour and
studies
botany
at first hand

| CONTINUED
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That's no way to look at the
sun, Mary Carlisle. Put those
glasses right back on! Oh, we
get

regular reader of Photoplay and
a remark here it is not that I
rude for I have always preferred
to any other American movie

THE YOUNG

MITZI GREEN DOING WELL
DECENTLY, I sat in the loge of an Eastern
'^Pennsylvania theater and watched with
much interest the work of Miss Mitzi Green
in impersonations. She also has an ability to
make friends quickly with her audience.
8

eh?

bring to life the greatest love that exists — the
love that only a child can give, a sincere love
which James Dunn returns in the proper
manner.
The friendship between these two in
'Bright Eyes" was beautiful, unforgetable.
It takes Shirley and James Dunn to give the
world the "love scenes" that they desire.
J. E. Renkenberger, Zelienople, Pa.
Ralph Bellamy, like a lot of us,
can't stay out of a contest. He
even works at it between scenes
of "Air Hawks" with Tola Birell

PRAISE FROM ENGLAND
f^jF late, it must be admitted that our
^—'British productions have improved tremendously. think
I
the more tolerant American reviews of our films are ample proof of
this statement.

FOLK

\ V/E have a gang and we are all good kids.
** We go to the movies once a week, picking
out a show from Photoplay. Of course,
there are some movies not very good for
young folks to see, but we think they're is
some good in everybody, and we try to find it.
When we see movies like "Sweet Adeline"
and "David Copperfield" we feel much better
than when we see a gangster picture.
Diana Darrow, Peetz, Colorado

'em,

type should "get off the screen and stay off."
Never! No, never!!
A child of her ability and sweet ways — who
can make the world laugh and cry — should be
at the top of the list of great stars.
When Shirley plays with James Dunn, they

BY ARTICLE

magazine. Yesterday I read the article, "A
Look into the Future," as told to Joanna
Rogers. I am shocked and sorry for the stars
who give us so earnestly all that is best in
their art. Why, I am grateful for hours and
hours of pleasure given me by motion pictures,
especially Miss Garbo's films. She is the greatest actress of them all. I sincerely wish Miss
Garbo and the other stars all the great good
luck of 1935, and that they be spared from the
trouble Gene Dennis thinks is in store for them.
P. de Rruyn, Nymegen, Holland

cleaning

DECENTLY, I read one critic's idea of Shirley
"^Temple. He stated that a child her age and

good story she ever had was "Song of Songs."
Mrs. Robert Hills, Bridgeport, Conn.

I AM a very
1 if I make
mean to be
Photoplay

just

SHIRLEY, TAKE A BOW

6 |

And give our Marlene Dietrich a chance, too.
She is the most beautiful and shapely actress.
Hollywood has not done her justice. The only

SHOCKED

it,

To see a young woman in evening gown,
standing well down-stage, with only a conventional back-drop, slowly lose her personality
before your eyes, while in her form slowly
appear the likeness and mannerisms of such
fine artists as George Arliss, George M.
Cohan, or any one of several great theatrical
lights, is quite eerie, ghostly you might say,
and Miss Green does just that.
Rev. Davis Johnson, Towanda, Pennsylvania

MOVIES EDUCATIONAL
ni'.RHAPS this may sound fatuous, yet I
' confirm that the cinema contributed at
least forty per cent of my present practical
knowledge. From it I have obtained a better
understanding concerning phases of life.
Edward Welicko, Detroit, Michigan

But occasionally you send a film over here
that makes our efforts appear feeble, even
puerile. I have in mind particularly "The
Barretts of Wimpole Street." Here is a play
essentially British in every respect, but our
producers failed utterly to realize what a fine
film it would make. And so they have to be
content to sit back and applaud.
I may be British, but I can see no sense in
letting my patriotic loyalty dull my sense of
values.
A. F. Mousby, Birmingham, England

TO JOAN CRAWFORD
around
NOW that another year has rolled
without Joan Crawford being considered
for the Academy Award, maybe we can get
her to change her style and quit hiding her
light under a "bushel basket," said bushel in

tters

Photoplay readers express their ideas freely
about current motion pictures and the stars

m remember or have heard
n:h about his Dad. Here is
Mlace Reid, Jr., doing well
11 'The Hoosier Schoolmaster"

1 being those atrocious clothes that,
i I like her sweet face and frank eyes,
:p work past, over and around to see
|y. Her costumer must be her worst
Ibecause Joan is literally "smokei'" by bizarre wearing apparel and
>i coiffures. And clothes are known
.,a psychological effect, so poor Joan
i-n
fn act naturally and sweetly — every[stilted and studied.
M. B. Englis, Portland, Oregon

IORE SPRING
;ER us from any more such utterly
ibable plays as "One More Spring,"
p Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter
leads.
pody put a fast one over on producer
btor when they got them mixed up with
kindergarten drivel that gave a polite
jectant audience the ga-gas.
i Arthur Lenox, Washington, D.C.

MUCH?
ft asking too much of the public to
•time to see a picture like "Living on
' We felt sorry for Warren William,
icing Dickens' stories in pictures has
out fine. Re-issues of such as "OutHind,"
"Stella Maris," "Earthbound,"
e welcome.
». Gerard Smith, Omaha, Nebraska

^E'S "MOTHER"?
-RE has "Mother" disappeared to? Or
n't
mothers important in movie famimore?
most every picture I have seen there
n one parent with a girl or two, or a
t seldom do we see both parents. To
i a few, there are "Broadway Bill," a
"It Happened One Night," a father;

M-G-M has great expectations
in the person of Louise Rainer,
from Vienna. Elaborate plans
are
under
way
for her bow

"Little Miss Marker," a father; and even in
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street," just a
father. Not that fathers aren't important,
but I like to see a complete family. I'd like
to be enlightened as to the reason, if any.
Elsie K. Rautio, Eveleth, Minnesota

STAR SYSTEM

PUZZLES

THIS star system puzzles me. Seems to me
' the harder a film actress works, and the
better she plays her roles, the less is the praise
and recognition she gets. We hear of actors
and actresses becoming stars overnight. But
what do they do to earn it?
Take the case of Madge Evans. Here is a
girl with beauty, wit, charm, lots of acting
ability and years of film experience. Yet
she is still a featured player, playing roles
that anyone with even a quarter of her ability
could play.
We want stardom for Madge Evans, and
bigger and better parts — parts in which she
can prove she has all I say she has. How
about it, M-G-M?
Veronica Parker, York, England

MOVIES
CCORE

Helen Morgan says hello from
the stairs of her home in North
Hollywood, on the shores of
Toluca
Lake,
beautiful
resort

AID EYES
another hit for the movies. Doctor

^ Smith fitting glasses on little Billie discovered the vision in his left eye poorer than
the right. Using the left eye as little as possible
made it worse. So, movies twice a week.
There Billie had to cover his right eye and
use only the bad left. Within a month the

left was as good as the right. So the good old
movies aren't so bad at that: May the benefits
continue to increase.
Asayo Kuraya, Hilo, Hawaii

CHOOSES

GRETA

GARBO

A LTHOUGH I like Norma Shearer, my
' Vhoice in this "war" for the leading lady
of the screen is Greta Garbo. Miss Shearer
has not the acting technique Miss Garbo has,
nor the personality. But, I am a Garbo fan.
Just to show you how popular Miss Garbo is
down here, every one of her pictures packs the
theater, people standing up, and sitting on
steps. Judge for yourselves.
Mariorie Gartrell, Sydney, Australia

BOUQUET

FOR MISS DAVIES

"Secrets
Marion y Davies'
reading
AFTER
to say her idea
in Photopla
of Success"
of success is grand would not be saying too
much. I may add that I never miss any of
her pictures. So, let's have more of that kind
of literature and more of Marion's pictures.
Harney Clare, Kingston, Jamaica
I please turn to page 14 |
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AFTER OFFICE HOURS — M-G-M.-Smart
lines and clever situations, with Constance Bennett
as the would-be reporter in satin trains and furbelows,
and Clark Gable her hard-boiled managing editor
(Apr.)
ALL THE KING'S HORSES— Paramount.— An
entertaining but familiar story of the king and the
commoner who look alike and change places. Carl
Brisson is charming, and Marv Ellis, in her screen
debut, delightful.
(May)
ANNE OF GREEN GABLES— RKO- RadioRomance, humor, pathos suitable for the whole
family in this story of the orphan (Anne Shirley)
adopted by O. P. Heggie and his sister Helen
Westley. (Jan.)
AUTUMN CROCUS— Associated Talking Pctures. — A schoolmistress (Fay Compton). touring
the Alps, falls in love with a young inn-keeper (Ivor
Novello) before she learns he's married. A little slow,
but beautifully done. Ua n. i
•

BABBITT— First National.— Sinclair Lewis
famous novel brought to the screen with Guy
Kibbee excellent in the title role. Aline MacMahoii
good as his wife. (Feb. )
•

BABES IN TOYLAND— Hal Roach-M-GM. — A delight for the kiddies, fun for the
grown-ups, this screen version of Victor Herbert's
Nursery Rhyme classic, with Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy.
(Feb.)

BAND PLAYS ON, THE— M-G-M.— Essentially
the old rah-rah collegiate stuff, with the touchdown
on the last gun. Good performances by Robert
Young, Stu Erwin and Betty Furness. (March)
BATTLE, THE— Leon Garganoff Prod.— A pic
ture of enormous power, with Charles Boyer as a
Japanese naval officer who is willing to sacrifice his
beautiful wife, Merle Oberon, to obtain war secrets
from an English attache. Superb direction and
photography.
(Feb.)
BEHOLD MY WIFE— Paramount.— Old time
hokum, but you'll like it, for Sylvia Sidney is beautiful as the Indian Princess and Gene Raymond is
top-notch
as the man who marries her to spite his
family.
(Feb.)
BEST MAN
esting film with
ence Rice for
excitement and

WINS, THE— Columbia.— An interJack Holt. Edmund Lowe and Florromance, underseas adventures for
Bela Lugosi as a menace.
(March)

BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR GIRL— M-GM. — Ann Harding as you
her best, in a bright,
sophisticated film. Robert like
Montgomery, Una Merkel, Eddie Horton, Edward Arnold and Charles
Richman make it a grand cast. (March)

BORDERTOWN — Warners.— Outstanding performances by Bette Davis and Paul Muni make this
one worthwhile. The story is of the bitter disillusionment ofa young attorney who loses his first
case, then falls prey to the schemings of a jealous
woman. Not altogether pleasant, but gripping
(Apr.)
BRIDE OF THE LAKE. THE-Amer-Anglo
Prod. — Pleasant romance against a background of
Irish country life. Nobleman John Garrick in love
with peasant girl Gina Malo. Stanley Holloway
sings Irish ballads.
(Dec.)
•
BRIGHT EYES — Fox.— A bright bit of
entertainment with sad moments and glad
moments and little Shirley Temple in the stellar role
Jimmy Dunn is her starring partner. Good supporting cast. (Feb.)
•

BROADWAY BILL— Columbia.— Manv unforgettable scenes in this. Warner Baxter
breaks with paper-box making, his domineering wife
(Helen Vinson) and her father (Walter Connolly).
He stakes everything on a gallant race horse — and
Myrna Loy.
(Jan.)
BY YOUR LEAVE— RKO- Radio.— You'll chuckle
plenty
Frank Morgan is the picture, as the husband
in his forties who wants to be naughtv and has forgotten
(Dec.)
10how Includes Genevieve Tobin

NAMED

AS

ONE

OF

TIME,
THE

BEST

•
CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA, THE— Colum
bia. — Board ship and meet Captain Walter
Connolly, tippling reporter John Gilbert, detective
Victor McLaglen, Tala Birell and other favorites
It s sprightly and comic. (Jan.)
CAPTAIN HURRICANE— RKO-Radio.— \ dull
story with a grand cast. Too bad they didn't find
a better vehicle for stage star James Barton's screen
(May)
hart.
debut.
Helen Westley, Henrv Travers, Gene Lock-

CAR 99 — Paramount.— An entertaining and exciting picture which Junior will want to see twice, with
Lu- ly gang,
Standin8
g°od as the master mind of a bank
robbing
protecting
himself bv masquerading as
a professor.
(May)

CARNIVAL — Columbia. — The experiences — some
funny, many sad — of an anxious father whose motherless baby is constantly in danger of being snatched
from him by the Children's Welfare Association. Lee
Tracy, Sally Eilers, Jimmy Durante.
(Apr.)
CASINO
MURDER
CASE,
THE— M-G-M.—
Paul Lukas is the Plulo Vance who steps in and solves
the mystery, with Alison Skipworth, charming Rosalind Russell, Ted Healy and Louise Fazenda lending
good support.
(May)
CHARLIE CHAN IN LONDON— Fox— Warner
Oland (Charlie Chan) has three days to prevent ex
ecution of Drue Leyton's brother, accused of a
murder
(Dec. ) he did not commit. Alan Mowbray involved
CHARLIE CHAN IN PARIS— Fox— Warner
Oland at his best as Chan, with Mary Brian and
Thomas Beck carrying the love interest. (March)
CHEATING CHEATERS— Universal— A mys
tery and crook picture, with comedy and gags. Fay
Uray is the girl crook, and Henry Armetta. Hugii
I > < onnell are the comics. Has a snapper twist. (Ja n. i
CHU CHIN CHOW— Fox-Gaumont-British.Colorful British version of Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves. Fritz Kortner, German star, and Anna
May Wong excellent in leads. (Dec.)
CLIVE OF INDIA— 20th Century-United Artists.
— A stirring and impressive story of a young man
who, almost single-handed, conquered India for
Britain. Ronald Colman is excellent as Clive.
Loretta Young gives a fine performance in the role of
his wife. (March)
•
COLLEGE RHYTHM-Paramounl.-Abright,
tuneful collegiate musical. Footballer Jack
Oakie steals giil friend Mary Brian from Lanny Ross
loe Penner puts in plenty of laughs. (Jan).
•
COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE— United
Artists. — A thrilling film which builds steadily
to the dramatic courtroom climax. Robert Donat is
Danles: Elissa l.andi line, too
(Nov.)
COUNTY CHAIRMAN, THE— Fox— Will Rogers as a loveable but astute rural politician is at his
best. Good cast includes Evelyn Venable, Louise
Dresser, Kent Taylor. Entertainment for the family
(March)
CRIMSON ROMANCE— Mascot.— War story,
good flying, plenty combat scenes. Two pals, Beri
Lyon and James Bush, both fliers, of course, fall in
(Dec.)
love with ambulance driver Sari Maritza.
CURTAIN FALLS, THE— Chesterfield.— Henrietta Crosman carries this picture as an o'd vaudeville
actress who gambles with chance and impersonates a
Lady Scoresby, moving in on her family until
her final and best performance.
(Feb.)

THIS
GUIDE

MONEY

AND

PICTUf
AND

SAE

DISPOSITl'N

UPON

ITS
MONTH
OF
RE>
DEALERS IN DEATH-Topica, F
\\ nether you are a pacifist or not after secir h>.
film you leave the theater horrified
ex I
i|
at the liiEl
of war and cost of armaments. Not a story I ■
impressive editorial which will make you thinic. J.i

DEVIL Dietrich
IS A inWOMAN,
.
larlene
a series ofTHE-Paramo
and ex> i
views. The story lacks motivatistatic
on and Von
berg s direction has drained all animation fro rr,I,
cast.
Cesar Romero,
Edward Everett Hi-,
(May)
Lionel Atwill.
DOG
OF FLANDERS,
/
performances by young Frankie Thomas and
Heggie make this Ouida classic really live o
(May)
enjoy.
screen.
It's a film children will love and Daren

DUDE RANGER, THE— Fox— If you like
erns,
may Leroy
like this one. George O'Brien
Irene you
Hervey,
Mason. Henry Hall in it.
ELINOR NORTON— Fox— A completely llv
attempt to depict the quirks of a diseased
Gilbert K ii
Williams.
Hugh
< laire Trevor.
bogged down by it. (Jan.)
ENCHANTED APRIL - RKO-Radio. Harding in a quiet little storv of the enchanl nt
wrought
by Italy in the spring.
Frank Mi i
Ralph Forbes, [Catherine Alexander. Jane B;
(March)
ENTER MADAME— Paramount.— Spi
lamment
despite Elissa Landi's brilliant per
(Jan.) as a capricious
ance
prima donna. Cary Gram
bewildered spouse, has a brief relief in a quieter
•
EVELYNshePRENTICE—
thinks
has murderedM-G-M—
a man, Myrn
but I elu
Jewell is accused. Then Myrna's lawyer-husba i<
engaged to defend Isabel Another Loy-Powel I.
Jan. I
EVENSONG— Gaumont
British.— The stori'
the rise and fall of a great prima donna. E\ Laye's
beautiful
voice
and
a
wealth
of opn
a feast for music lovers
(Feb.)
mEVERGREEN— Gaumont
British— You'll
Jessie Matthews, darling of the London stage, d
she has a chance to do some grand singing and cing in this merry little story. (March)
FATHER
BROWN, DETECTIVE— Paraim
— Gertrude Michael is the one thrill in this r? r
punchless
Connolly's work,
role, :ls
of
a priestcrook
with drama.
a flairWalter
for detective
monotonous.
Paul Lukas is miscast.
(Feb.)
FEDERAL
AGENT— Select Pictures— Age!
crook stuff with Bill Boyd as a government
trying
to
outwit
dangers.
Don Alvarado and*
two lady friends. (March)
FIGHTING ROOKIE, THE— Mayfair.ji
quickie which moves slowly. Cop Jack I-aRu"framed" by a gang and hfs suspension from1
situations.
(Feb.)his romance with Ida Ince. 1,'
force
threatens
FIREBIRD, THE— Warners.— Ricardo Coi|
actor, is killed when he tries to ensnare Verree T,
dale, Lionel Atwill's wife, in a love trap, catcl.
entertainment.
(Jan.)
nstead Verree's daughter.
Anita Louise. Good a'
•
FLIRTATION
WALK—
Nationaof
Colorful
West Point
is the First
background
ough Powell-Ruby
sergeant.
Take
family Pat
(Jan.)
Dick
Keelerthe charm.
0'B:ien

•
DANGEROUS CORNER— RKO-Radio.— A
story with two endings — what happened and
the "cover-up." Involves a "suicide" — actually a
murder. Full of startling revelations. Ian Keith
Erin O'Brien Moore, Conrad Nagel, Melvyn Douglas
Virginia Bruce, others
Excellent
(Dec.)

FLIRTING
WITH
DANGER— Monograr
Bob Armstrong, Bill Cagney and Edgar Kenn
amid such confusion and laughter in a South An |
can high explosives plant. Maria Alba is the Spa;
charmer that provides chief romantic interest, if

DAVID COPPERFIELD— M-G-M— An incomparable photoplay, and one that will live with you
for years. Freddie Bartholomew as the child,
David, W. C. Fields as Micawber, Madge Evans as
Agnes are only a few of a long, superb cast. It's a
brilliant adaption of Dickens' famous novel. (March)

FOLIES BERGERE— 20th Century-United
tists. — Disregard the story and give yourself ui
Maurice Chevalier's charm, the music, singing
dancing. Ann Sothern and Merle Oberon g<
(Apr.)
f PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 12 |
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'review flashes from Mil KZxYx
reatest picture ..'OUR tlT/UE G/Rl!
by Jerry Halliday

Forgotten (for the moment anyway)
are Shirley's dolls and pretty dishes.
Shirley is still telling friends about the
nice, fat man . . . (Irvin S. Cobb to you)
. . . who traded a bee-you-tee-fuL statue
for a hug and kiss! Dear little girl, I
wonder if you'll ever know the happiness you bring to millions of people.
Special
Academy
Award?
nothing to the
good wishes
the That's
whole world
sends you!

ie plays at being happy to
rebuild a shattered dream!
TGRATULATIONS,

FANS,

i, it's Shirley with Sniff,
>yal companion.

,

LITTLE GIRL
Rosemary Ames and Joel McCrea
give true-to-life performances
as the parents who grope
in the dark shadows of
misunderstanding.

ROSEMARY AMES
JOEL McCREA
Lyle Talbot

You'll love Shirley's lullaby, "Our Little Girl."

Erin O'Brien-Moore

Produced by Edward Butcher
Robertson

•

IIRLEY DANCES AND
IE SINGS . . . TOO I

'OUR
in

here

ies Shirley! How you'll thrill
this human story of a child
her parents whose happiness
uddenly threatened! And how
tense, dramatic climax will stir
heart of everyone from Grandto Junior as Shirley's love triphs over a family crisis. A
ust-see" picture!
ere can be anything
adorable than Shirley

TEMPLE

• Directed by John

• From the story " Heaven's
Florence leighton Pfalzgraf

Gate" by

Brief Reviews of Current Pictu res
CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 10

FORSAKING
ALL
OTHERS— M-G-M.— Joan
Crawford, Clark Gable, Robert Montgome
ry and
Charles Butterworth at their best in a simple" storv
laughter and braced" like
dizzy with
leaves you
(March)
cocktail.
champagne
athat

GREAT GOD GOLD— Monogram.— The story
promises to be an exciting expose on the receivership
racket but it becomes stupid. Martha
Sleeper does
as
well by her
part as possible. Regis Toomey gets
nowhere.
(May)

FUGITIVE LADY— Columbia.— Florence Rice
makes a successful film debut as a woman on her way
to jail, double-crossed by a jewel thief (Donald
Cook), when a tram wreck puts her into the role of
the
estranged wife of Neil Hamilton. Plenty of action
(Jan.)

GREAT HOTEL MURDER, THE— Fox— Old
reliable sure-fire Edmund Lowe-Victor McLaglen
sum, with Vic as a dumb house detective and
Eddie
the guest who writes mystery stories, both trying
to discover who poisoned the victim. Mary Carlisle
C. Henry Gordon.
(May)

FUGITIVE ROAD— Invincible.— Eric Von Stroheim is good as the commandant of a frontier post in
Austria, falling in love with an American girl, Wera
Engels, and frustrated in his romantic plans by gangster Leslie Fenton. Slender story well acted. (Feb.)

GREEN EYES — Chesterfield. - A stereotyped
murder mystery. Charles Starrett, Claude Gillingwater Shirley Grey, William Bakewell,
John Wray
Dorothy Revier are adequate.
(Jan.)

r GAY BRIDE. THE— M-G-M.— Chorine Carole
Lombard,
out for a husband, becomes involved with
gangsters who bump each other off for her pleasure
Nat Pendleton, Sam Hardy, Leo Carrillo pay while
Chester Morris wins.
(Jan )

GRIDIRON FLASH— RKO-Radio.— A college
football story about a paroled convict (Eddie Quillan)
who finally wins the game and Betty Furness, too.
C-lenn Tryon, Lucien Littlefield.
(March)
•
HAPPINESS
AHEAD - First National i unetul and peppy.
About a wealthy miss and
honest!) a window washer. Josephine Hutchinson

•
GAY DIVORCEE, THE — RKO-Radio. —
Grandly amusing. Fred Astaire's educated
dancing feet paired with those of Ginger Rogers.
He's mistaken
a professional
Ginger,
seeking afordivorce.
Edward corespondent
Everett Hortonby
Alice Brady pointed foils. (Dec.)

^A,R?
S?^G— Fox-Gaumont-British.— A pleasant little English
Boyer.
(Sept.) him with Lilian Harvey and Charles

GENTLEMEN ARE BORN— First National —
Franchot Tone is one of four college pals trying
find a job today. Jean Muir. Nick Foran, othersto
(Jan.)
It has reality.
good.

HELLDORADO— Fox— A hollow storv in a
mining town setting which fails to give Richard
Arlen the kind of part he deserves. (March)

GHOST WALKS, THE— Invincible.— A theatrical group rehearses a melodrama in a haunted house
and when a real maniac slips in, things happen. A
unique story, with John Miljan, Richard Carle, June
Collyer.
(Apr.)
•
GIFT OF GAB— Universal.— Edmund Lowe.
fast talking news announcer, flops, but is
boosted up by Gloria Stuart. Story frame for gags
songs, sketches. Alexander Woollcott, Phil Baker
Ethel Waters. Alice White. Victor Moore.
(Dec.)

GILDED LILY, THE— Paramount.— Good entertainment, but not as much punch as you have a
right to expect from a movie with Claudette Colbert
in the lead, and Wesley Ruggles directing.
(March)

GIRL O' MY DREAMS— Monogram.— Much
rah-rah and collegiate confusion, with
Sterling Holloway's comicalities unable to pull it through. Mary
Carlisle. Eddie Nugent do well.
(Jan.)

COIN' TO TOWN— Paramount.— Mae West,
pursuing
the man instead of being pursued in a fastmoving, wise-cracking film, that will keep vou laughing. (May)
GOOD FAIRY, THE— Universal.— Margaret
Sullavan, in the title role, and Herbert Marshall
head the cast of this screen adaptation of the stage hit
The scenes are played in high comedy throughout
(March)
But comedy.

GRAND OLD GIRL— RKO-Radio.— That grand
old trouper, May Robson, gives a superfine performance as a veteran high school principal who
bucks the town's politicians for the welfare of her
pupils. Mary Carlisle and Alan
Hale highlight a
good supporting cast. (March)
•

GREAT EXPECTATIONS — UniversalDickens' charm preserved bv George Breakston
as orphaned Pip.
later by Phillips Holmes. Florence
Reed. Henry Hull and others.
(Jan )

Photoplays

(£reSM,
and tunes.
Dick powell
\ ou 11 f,-Pm
like itthe
andstage)hum the
(Dec.) are the two

HELL IN THE HEAVENS— Fox.— A
depiction of a French air unit in the late war. gripping
Warner
Baxter is an American with the outfit. Conchiti
Montenegro is the only feminine influence.
(Jan.) '
HERE IS MY HEART— Paramount.— You'll
applaud this one. For between laughs Bing Crosby
and Kitty Carlisle sing those haunting tunes, and the
story is good.
(March)
HOME ON THE RANGE— Paramount.— An
up-to-date Western, with the old mortgage
present but the crooks using modern methods still
for
getting
it. Evelyn Brent. Jackie Coogan, Randy
(Feb.)
Scott.

HONGKONG NIGHTS— Futter Prod.— highly
implausible story about a Chinese gun-runner A and
an
American Secret Service man. Producti
on and
photography superb, dialogue and story poor. Tom
Keene, Wera Engels. Warren Hymer.
(May)
I AM A THIEF— Warners.— A diamond necklace disappears and everybody looks guilty — Ricardo
Cortez, Mary Astor, Dudley Digges, Irving Pichel
and the rest of the cast. There's murder, thievery
and some romance.
Maintains interest.
(Feb.)
•
IMITATION
— Universal.— \
warm
and human OF
drama LIFE
about two mothers of
different races, allied in the common cause of their
children Excellent performances by Claudette Colbert and Louise Beavers. Warren William, Fredi
Washington, Rochelle Hudson. Ned Sparks.
(Feb.)

IN OLD SANTA FE— Mascot.— A dozen plot*
wrapped up for the price of one— and a nice package
or those who enjoy Westerns. Ken Maynard his
horse, Tarzan, Evalyn Knapp, H. B. Warner, Ken
neth Thomson, and the entire cast are good.
(Feb )
•
IRON DUKE,
British.— An
interesting
pictureTHE—
with Gaumont
George Arliss as Wellington, and
Duke's triumphs told in a careful
thoughtful, ifthe
not brilliant manner.
(Apr I

Review ed

in

the

Shadow

SELL
G-First Nat.ona! J
O IBrier,
talks ANYTHIN
you to death
as a gyp auctioneer ,
taken by a society golddigger (Claire Dodd) <
and gabbier he returns to Ann Dvorak.
(Jan.]
IT HAPPENED IN NEW YORK-Unive, You II be amused by press-agent Hugh O'Co. r
tricks to get movie star
Gertrude Michael inl I
hmehght, and the interference of a taxi drive,
Talbot and his sweetie, Heather Angel L. !

laughs.
(May)
s
u "
with W C. Fields in the role of a hen p
husband.
Baby
*lT',u
£ £'FT-Paramount.One long
LeRov, Jean Rouverol,
Ka; IJ
,
Howard.
But it's Fields' show. (Feb.)

I'VE BEEN AROUND— Universal -A goo,J
(M%nh)n a tnte St°ry 3nd amazine!y stagey dia
iaugh
JAGI^
AHOY— Gaumont
British.— If yoi
at old
this isn't bad.
However
(Apr.) jokes,
ment.
land s comedian,
Jack Hulburt, deserves
better

JEALOUSY— Columbia.— Watch George M, »
it you go to see this picture about a prize fightei io
is inordinately jealous of his pretty wife. Ng
Carroll, Donald Cook, Arthur Hohl. (March) "
r\ irvin S. Cobb s humorously philosophical racter
it live
fUDGE™'EST-Fox.-Will
Rogersa ds,aif
so enjoyably, you wish vou were
the drowsy Kentucky setting. The music heigl
is
your desire Tom Brown, Anita Louise the lovj.
terest. Perfect cast. (Dec.)

KENTUCKY KERNELS— RKO-Radio.-W
and Vvoolsey as custodians of a young heir, So v
McFarland, mixed up with a Kentucky feud n
snme and roses. It's hilarious.
(Jan.)
.JL KID MILLIONS— Samuel Goldwyn-L' J
with
*7, hilarious
Artists.— situations,
A Cantor gorgeous
extravaganza
settings,comca vt
tunes and a grand cast. (Jan.)

LADDIE— RKO-Radio.— Old fashioned, ho.
but a grand picture is this love story of Laddie ( n
Beal) and Pamela (Gloria Stuart) whose romar/is
bitterly opposed by her father (Donald Ci I
Excellent direction by George Stevens.
(May
original,
withCHOICE—
a new situation
for MayFresh
R..I 'd
•
LADY BY
Columbia.—
Carole Lombard,
fan asdancer,
"adopts"
n
irrepressible
alcoholic,
her mother
for a Mavpubly
gag. Roger Pryor, Walter Connolly important. (, «

LAST
WILDERNESS,
THE— Jerry Fairb
Prod— A most effective
animal life pic ■
Hasn t bothered with thewildsensational
and nE
dramatic.
Howard Hill deadly with bow and ar»
(Dec.)
LEMON DROP KID, THE— Paramount. A
race-track tout goes straight for marriage and
Lee Tracy, Helen Mack, William Frawley,a b}v.
LeRoy, Minna Gombell, Henry B Walthall (/ I
LES MISERABLES— 20th Century-United lsts.— A close-knit and powerful screen recount, ii
the Victor Hugo classic. Fredric March and Ch •
Laughton give memorable performances.
(Mv

LET'S LIVE TONIGHT— Columbia.— A m
story gives Tulho Carminati and Lilian Harvcn
opportunity to be romantic in a gauzy, waltzy i ■
ner. Film lacks emotional warmth, but cast. in< Williams, Janet Beecher, Tala Birel ■
ing Hugh
(May)
good.

Stage

Page
Save this magazine — refer to the criticism
Page
s before you pick, out your evening's enterta inment.
Baby Face Harrington— M-G-M
Black Fury— First National. .
Cardinal Richelieu— 20th CenturyUnited Artists
Chasing Yesterday— RKO-Radio . ...
Death Flies East— Columbia
Four Hours to Kill — Paramount
George White's 1935 Scandals— Fox.
Go Into Your Dance— First National.
Hold 'Em Yale — Paramount....
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Hoosier Schoolmaster, The —
Monogram
It's a Small World — Fox
Loves of a Dictator — GB
Mark of the Vampire — M-G-M
Mister Dynamite — Universal
One New York Night— M-G-M
People Will Talk— Paramount
Princess O'Hara — Universal
Private Worlds — Walter WangerParamount

124
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124
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71
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7C
Reckles M-G-M
Star of Midnight— RKO-Radio
68
Stolen Harmony — Paramount
71]
Strangers All— RKO-Radio
71
$10 Raise— Fox
71
Traveling Saleslady — First National. . 71
Vagabond Lady— Hal Roach-M-G-M. 69
While the Patient Slept— First
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J EGINS AT 40 — Fox. — You'll enjoy this
it Will Rogers in the human, sympathetic
niall town editor, Richard Cromwell and
l.lludson for romance; and Slim Summerville
elng Holloway to keep you laughing when
, m thr screen.
{May)

McFADDEN'S FLATS— Paramount.— Plenty of
laughs and maybe a sniffle in this story of the girl
(Betty Furness) who goes away to school and comes
back high-hatting her family and neighbors. Walter
C. Kelly is grand as the hod-carrier king, Dick
Cromwell is the sweetheart.
(May)

E RETURNS — Universal. — The miraculous
dthat Dr. Robert E. Cornish performs on a
ling his life after death was pronounced.
nxe a worthwhile short subject. But the
tduction is boring.
{Apr.)

MENACE — Paramount. — Mystery. Starts weak,
but picks
up, andGertrude
you'll beMichael,
well mystified.
A madman threatens
Paul Cavanagh,
and Berton Churchill whom he blames for his
brother's suicide.
(Dec.)

INING STRIKES TWICE— RKO-Radio.
yry
on aGallagher
murder that
didn't happen.
i, andbuilt
Skeets
are amusing.
Pert
> fan dancer.
Story at fault. (Jan. I

•
THE MIGHTY BARNUM— 20th CenturyL'nited Artists. — A great show, with Wallace
Beery, as circusman P. T. Barnum. in one of the best
roles of his career. Adolphe Menjou, Virginia Bruce,
top support.
(Feb.)

HOUSE
BLUES — Paramount. — Gruesome
Is, old stuff for the adults. Lurking Chinese,
pe, Scotland Yard, George Raft, Jean
ent Taylor. Anna May Wong.
{Jan.)

MILLION DOLLAR BABY— Monogram— Little
Jimmy Fay is cute as the youngster whose parents
dress him in skirts and a wig and put him under contract to a movie studio as a second Shirley Temple.
(March)

IE COLONEL, THE— Fox.— Shirley Temthan ever as the famous story book charinel Barrymore is the testy old grandfather,
nabic
John Lodge
child's
r Bill and
Robinson
nearly the
steals
the parents.
picture.

MISSISSIPPI— Paramount.— Plenty of music,
lavish sets, a romantic story and picturesque southern
atmosphere make this pleasant entertainment with
Bing Crosby, W. C. Fields, Joan Bennett and Gail
Patrick.
(Apr.)

E FRIEND— Gaumont-British.— The
y of a child victim of divorce. Outstanding
i'ormance of Nova
Worthwhile.
(Jan.) Pilbeam, British child

MURDER ON A HONEYMOON— RKO-Radio.
— An amusing and intriguing mystery, with Edna
May Oliver as the intrepid female amateur detective
and Jimmy Gleason the slow witted inspector. Good
entertainment.
(Apr.)

IE

MEN — Mascot. — A nice homey
little
from Louisa M. Alcott's book, with Erin
i|loore as Aunt Jo, Ralph
Morgan
as
Bhaer, and Frankie Darro the boy Dan.
IjE MINISTER, THE— RKO-Radio. — A
■Ith
screen
adaptation
of Barrie's
roKatharine
Hepburn
as Bahbie famous
and John
ijlie title role. Beryl Mercer. Alan Hale,
.fde, Donald Crisp, top support.
(March)
OF A BENGAL LANCER— Paramount,
'dialogue, swift direction, pictorial grandeur,
jigent production make this picture one you
j Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, Richard
[, Sir Guy Standing, head an excellent
(farch)
I'G ON VELVET— Warners.— Every woman
pet her hands on a terribly attractive man
!m him. And when Kay Francis is the ref.hat man has a chance? George Brent
[.Varren William, Helen Lowell help a lot.
alogue, well done picture.
(May)
(IN THE STRATOSPHERE— Monogram.
Nugent, William Cagney. differ over June
i Enemies, they are up in the air fourteen
the balloon goes haywire. For the youngare.)
!ERY LOVER— Fox.— Bright in some spots,
fitely dull in others, this film story with Lew
pek Foran and Peggy Fears.
{March)
I IN BLOOM — Paramount. — Catchy songs
(y sung by Dixie Lee (Mrs. Bing Crosby,
(,') and Joe Morrison, plus the mad antics of
purns and Gracie Allen, make this bright,
rtainment.
(May)
TIME — Fox. — The struggles of Franz
(Nils Asther): his love for a princess (Pat
; her father's
Walthall)
them.
Lovely (Henry
scenes, B.lovely
music. efforts
(Dec.)to
LTIES— Harold Auten Prod.— An overlaptation
of John aGalsworthy's
tempt
to degrade
wealthy Jew,play
withbased
the
,>rious. Basil Rathbone the Jew.
(Jan.)
OF ARAN — Gaumont-British. — A pictorial
lie lives of the fisher folk on the barren isles of
the Irish coast. (Jan.\
WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE— G. B.—
nd exciting little melodrama that keeps you
on your chair every minute of the way.
Ibeam (of "Little Friend" fame), Edna
slie Banks and Peter Lorre.
(May)
WHO RECLAIMED HIS HEAD, THE—
|.— As fine and important a picture as has
i made, with Claude Rains in a superb per• as the pacifist who was betrayed by an unJs publisher.
Joan Bennett, Lionel Atwill.

I was sallow
and sort of logy

•

MUSIC IN THE AIR— Fox.— Gloria Swanson
returns in this charming musical as a tempestuous opera star in love with her leading man. John
Boles. Gay and tuneful.
(Jan.)

MUTINY AHEAD — Majestic. — Just an average
picture, a hybrid sea-and-crook drama with Neil
Hamilton's
main in story
thread,
and Kathleenregeneration
Burke and as
LeontheAmes
fair support.
(May)
MY HEART IS CALLING— Gaumont British.—
If you like singing — lots of it — you will find this musical film a treat. Jan Kiepura. famous European
tenor, has a grand voice. But why didn't they let
Marta Eggerth sing more5
Sonnie Hale good. (Apr.)
MYSTIC HOUR, THE— Progressive— Crookedest crooks, fightingest fights, tag with fast trains,
middle-aged hero, dastardly villain, his bee-ootiful
ward. But no custard pies. Montagu Love, Charles
Hutchison, Lucille Powers.
(Dec.)
MYSTERY MAN, THE— Monogram.— Pretty
meaty, and a good picture idea. But you have to
like newspaper atmosphere with hard-drinking reporters who can always solve the mystery. Maxine
Doyle and Robert Armstrong.
(May)
MYSTERY WOMAN, THE— Fox.— Fairly interesting combination of romance and mystery cono ruing two spies, Gilbert Roland and John Halliday,
both in love with Mona Barrie. (March)
NAUGHTY MARIETTA— M-G-M.— A thundering big melodious adventure picture, with lots of
romance
and a than
story-book
You've never
heard
singing lovlier
Jeanetteplot.
MacDonald
and Nelson
Eddy give you in this Victor Herbert musical. (Apr.)
NIGHT ALARM— Majestic— If you like to go to
you'llandget the
a three-alarm
this story
afires
firebug
mysterious thrill
blazes from
he starts.
Bruceof
Cabot and Judith Allen head the cast.
(Feb.)
NIGHT IS YOUNG, THE— M-G-M.— A smallscale "Merry Widow," with Ramon Novarro and
Evelyn Laye singing agreeably and Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel and Eddie Horton for fun.
(March)

0 Everything I ate seemed to give me
gas— I just couldn't get my system regulated properly. My little boy suffered
from
constipation,
didn't like
the
taste of castor oil.too,
Hisandteacher
advised
me to give him FEEN-A-MINT. He
thought it was just nice chewing gum
and took it without the usual fuss. It
gave him such a prompt and complete
movement that I chewed one myself.
That was over a year ago and I want to
tell you that FEEN-A-MINT has been a
welcome friend in relieving constipation.
1 wouldn't have any other laxative in the
house.
Used by over 15,000,000

people

Our files are full of letters telling what FEEN-AMINT does for people. Doctors know that FEENA-MINT does a more thorough job, and does it
gently, because you must chew it — and chewing
spreads the laxative evenly through the intestines
so that more complete relief comes without straining and griping. Try FEEN-A-MINT yourself —
you'll join the 15,000,000 people who are boosters
for FEEN-A-MINT— 15 and 25f> at any druggist's.

*?$£**

NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS— Universal.— A
whimsical and fantastic film about a scientist who
discovered a formula for turning statues into men
and men into statues.
(March)
NORAH O'NEALE— Clifton-Hurst Prod.— DubAbbey Players,
famousspontaneity
on the stage,
in their
first lin's
movie.
Lacks their
and fail
charm
on
the stage.
(Jan.)
NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN, A— UniversalTop entertainment, and full of suspense, is this story
of a murderer (Charles Bickford) who lets suspicion
fall upon a woman (Helen Vinson) until he is trapped
by Attorney Onslow Stevens.
(Apr.)
NUT FARM, THE— Monogram.— What happens
when hicks arrive in the movie-city and outslick the
Hollywood slicker. Funny at times. Wallace Ford,
Betty Alden, Florence Roberts, Oscar Apfel. (Apr.)

E GALANTE — Fox. — Glaring implausibil> this from being a strong and gripping pict Ketti Gallian, a new French star, is lovely;
organ sings sobbily, Ned Sparks and Stepin
re funny, Spencer Tracy a nice hero. (Feb. i

ONE EXCITING
ADVENTURE— Universal.—
Striving for suavity robs story of much charm. Neil
Hamilton reforms Binnie Barnes, who picks up
diamonds hither and thither. Has laughs, and Paul
Cavanagh, Eugene Pallette, Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)

NES ARE COMING, THE— Mascot.— A
ixture of comedy and romance with William
is a Marine Corps lieutenant and Armida
him. Esther Ralston, Conrad Nagel, Edgar
. (March)

ONE HOUR LATE— Paramount.— New-comer
Joe Morrison steals the show. Helen Twelvetrees,
Conrad Nagel. Arline Judge, all good in this spritely
romance.
it's Joe and his sweet voice you'll
remember. But
(Feb.)

»E IT'S LOVE— First National.— A rather
are of the hardships of a young couple durrst six months of marriage. Ross Alexander
:ie young husband interesting. But Philip
lona Stuart and the rest of the cast are
a by their roles. (Feb.)
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ONE MORE SPRING — Fox.— A too-sweet screen
adaptation of Robert Nathan's novel about three
depression victims (WTarner Baxter, Janet Gaynor
and
King)Park.
who live
happily together in a tool
barn W'alter
in Central
(May)
I PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 16 ]
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LAXATIVE

Letters
What you think is interesting to others, and constructive, whether you
liked the picture or not

Fred MacMurroy,
under the tutelage
of Jack Crosby, assistant to LeRoy
Prinz, dance director, pot shots at
corks, preparing
for big

[ CONTINUED

"BARNUM"

FROM

OFFENDS

PAGE

9 ]

CITY

W/ITH mighty fanfare, the world's premiere
V* of "The Mighty Barnum" was brought to
Bridgeport, Connecticut, Mr. Phineas T.
Barnum's home town. Included in the splendid publicity given the picture was the visit
to Bridgeport of Mr. Adolphe Menjou and his
beautiful and likewise talented wife, Verree
Teasdale, the day before the picture opened.
Bridgeport bubbled and bustled and threw
out its chest with pride — pride that turned
into anger when indignant citizens, many of
whom were relatives of Mr. Barnum's, viewed
the picture.
You can readily understand the indignant
resentment that mounted as the people of
Bridgeport watched Wallace Beery make a
fool out of a man who was one of the shrewdest
business men in history. Also, rarely has such
a grand and glorious generosity been manifested inone man, and the people of Bridgeport always have and always will be very
grateful to Mr. Barnum's memory.
14

game

fish

Most likely our little General Tom Thumb
and his lovely little Lavina who were resting
so quietly here in Mt. Grove cemetery turned
over in their graves in horror.
H. S., Bridgeport, Connecticut

FOR "BETTER PICTURES"
THANKS be, the really worthwhile pictures,
and there are certainly many of this type
right now, are talking out loud. The next
step is to get the people to stay away from the
harmful, including the wasteful, pictures and
the campaign for "Better Pictures" is successfully closed. The producer is always agog
listening to the choice of the public. Educate
the public to know its power and the day of
" Better Pictures" arrives.
E. D. Foster, Ridgewood, New Jersey

MORE

WESTERNS

ASKED

DECENTLY my eleven-year-old nephew was
my guest for a week.
Naturally, movies
were the order of the day, and I am delighted

to say the task of choosing suitable pun
offered a cheering contrast from last v o
a like occasion
In fact, it wasn't a task al
May I ask, however, in what forgottc lus
lies the old action-packed Western so pula
with youngsters — and oldsters, too? Y »
found one, "West of the Pecos."
These eleven-year-old Johnnies cani
about Shirley Temple.
And while all : ai
down America they continue to sputter th
Joe Penner manner, they have small ap cia
tion for his leg-show background.
I do not hold to the theory the proderi
always wrong, and when he folded u plo;
No. 1 and hid it in a corner, it probal mi
because the hoss opera was losing grudand money. Nevertheless, we are s foi
another edition- Westerns which do n< protend to be art but which arc traditioi .v-ith
the hero very good indeed and the lak
horrible.
A. L. Meyer, Lakewood, io

OBJECTS

TO CHANGE

\ WHY do the movie girls change thei wis
v so? Joan Crawford seems to chai bo
looks with every picture. But hot onl;;0U

We just get used to Greta Garbo's (ting
lips when we become afraid she won't
to lift her eyelids with those thousam gga
lashes. Some of those lashes irritate a ditract one's interest from a close-up sec
We used to laugh at the old-time
with the fake out-doors, scenery, etc. ul '
get more of a laugh now.

Do Fredric March, Robert MontpifOWarner Baxter, Conrad Nagel, Rich?. Di^
and the rest of tie males change their obNo! Do we grow tired of them?
No!
Of course, there are still Janet (
Margaret
Sullavan,
Ann
Harding, I
Hayes and a few others who don't need >»e
to put them over.
Mrs. Martha Holman, St. Louis I
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
[ CONTINUED
OVER NIGHT— Mundis Distributing Corp.—
Crook melodrama, but no suspense. Story is telegraphed ahead. But, it has engaging Robert Donat
and beautiful Pearl Argyle.
(.Dec.)
•
PAINTED VEIL, THE— M-G-M — Garbo as
the wife of a doctor (Herbert Marshall) in
cholera-ridden China. A betrayed passion for George
Brent teaches her her real love is her husband. Powerful drama. (Jan.)
PERFECT CLUE, THE— Majestic— Not too
expertly made, but this murder-drama-society play
has its bright moments, most of them being contributed by Skeets Gallagher, the smooth performance of
David Manners and Betty Blythe.
(Feb.)
•

PRESIDENT VANISHES, THE— Walter
Wanger-Paramount. — A sensational screen
speculation of what would happen if the chief executive vanished in a crisis. Top-notch cast includes
Arthur Byron, Edward Arnold, Janet Beecher.
Osgood Perkins. Intriguing and vital film fare. (Feb.)
PRINCESS CHARMING— Gaumont-British —
Another version of the old story of the princess in
distress. Only the lovely presence of Evelyn Laye
and handsome Henry Wilcoxon make this pleasant
enough
entertainment.
(March)
PRIVATE LIFE OF DON JUAN, THE— United
Artists. — Douglas Fairbanks is good as the gay
Lothario, who is finally forced to give up balcony
climbing and settle down in the country with his
patient wife. Benita Hume, Binnie Barnes, Merle
Oberon.
(March)
•

FROM PAGE 13 ]

•

SCARLET
THE as— a United
Artists.
— LesliePIMPERNEL,
Howard at his best
courageous young Englishman posing as a fop in order to
rescue French noblemen from the guillotine. Merle
Oberon lovely as his wife. A swift, colorful adventure
film. (Apr.)
SECRET BRIDE, THE— Warners.— Barbara
Stanwyck, Warren William, Grant Mitchell, Glenda
Farrell and Arthur Byron are lost in the wordy maze
of this film's plot. (March)
SECRETS
OF HOLLYWOOD— Scott-Merrich
Prod. — An hour of howls watching Eddie Lowe,
Wally Beery. Enid Bennett, Florence Vidor and other
veterans in their nickelodeon days.
(Jan.)
•
SEQUOIA—
beautiful
amazing picture inM-G-M.—
which the A life
stories and
of animals
living in the high Sierras will stir you more than any
human drama. Jean Parker, Russell Hardie.
(Feb.)
SHADOW
OF DOUBT— M-G-M.— A bow to
Constance Collier, a grand old actress who gives a lift
to this involved murder mystery. Ricardo Cortez,
Virginia Bruce, Isabel Jewell, Regis Toomey, Arthur
Byron, Betty Furness and others lend good support.
(Apr.)
SILVER
STREAK.
THE— RKO-Radio.— The
new streamline train is hero of this picture, gallantly
racing to Boulder Dam to save the lives of men and
to win Sally Blane for Charles Starrett. William
Farnum. Hardie Albright, Edgar Kennedy.
(Feb.)
SING SING NIGHTS— Monogram.— An interesting and well-sustained screen puzzle centering
about three people who confess singly to the murder
of munitions smuggler Conway Tearle.
(March)

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS, THE— Paramount.— Hinges on the long-gone custom used
to
eke
the firewood,
; a Hessian
and a out
Colonial
lass in"bundling"
Revolutionary
War soldier
days.
Francis Lederer, Joan Bennett, Charles Ruggles.
Mary Boland. Barbara Barondess. Very amusing
(Dec.)

6 DAY BIKE RIDER— First National.— Typical
Joe E. Brown, plus thrilling racing and good gags
City slicker Gordon Westcott steals Joe E.'s girl,
Maxine Doyle. But Joe E. outpedals Gordon and —
Frank McHugh good.
(Dec.)

READY FOR LOVE— Paramount.— Amusing,
should please entire family. Richard Aden, newspaper owner, mistakes Ida Lupino for the inamorata
of
the Durkin,
town's leading
citizen. (Dec.)
Marjorie Rambeau.
Trent
Beulah Bondi.

STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART— UniversalBaby Jane Quigley, Roger Pryor and Mary Astor
in a trite and obvious story concerning a young
politician who discovers love means more to him
than being mayor.
(May)

REDHEAD — Monogram. — Grace Bradley doesn't
subscribe
to theShetheory
reform him.
does, you
and shouldn't
it works.marry
Brucea man
Cabotto
the man.
(Dec.)

STRANGE WIVES— Universal— If you think
in-laws are a joke, see Roger Pryor's predicament
when he marries a Russian Princess (June Clayworth) and in walk in-laws Ralph Forbes, Cesar
Romero, Esther Ralston, Walter Walker, Valerie
Hobson.
(Feb.)

RED HOT TIRES— First National.— If you care
for it.
automobile
racing,
withracing
crack-ups,
of
Lyle Talbot
is the
driver, there's
Mary plenty
Astor,
Frankie Darro, Roscoe Karns.
(Apr.)
RED
MORNING— RKO-Radio.— The lovely
presence of Steffi Duna is the only new thing in this
picture. Francis McDonald gives a good performOtherwisewith
it's the
old stuff
of savages
sneaking
throughance.forests
poisoned
spears,
etc. (Feb.)
RETURN OF CHANDU, THE— Principal— A
Hindu secret society must have an Egyptian princess
(Maria Alba) for a sacrifice. Spookily thrilling. Bela
Lugosi is Chandu.
Good for the kids. (Jan.)
RIGHT TO LIVE, THE— Warners— Colin Clive,
Josephine Hutchinson and George Brent capably
present
Maugham's
drama
husband Somerset
whose wife
falls in love
with ofhisa crippled
brother.
A-l direction by William Keighley.
(May)
ROBERTA— RKO-Radio.— A film treat you
shouldn't miss, with Fred Astaire really coming into
his own as a top-notch entertainer. An excellent
cast, including Ginger Rogers, Irene Dunne, Randy
Scott, combined with gorgeous gowns, excellent
direction and grand settings, make this one of the
most
theater. delightful
(May) experiences you've ever had in a
•

ROMANCE
IN MANHATTAN— RKORadio. — A well-nigh perfect screen play with
Francis Lederer as the immigrant lad who falls in love
with Ginger Rogers and wins her with the help of an
Irish cop, J. Farrell MacDonald. Excellent cast,
flawless direction.
(Feb.)
RUGGLES OF RED GAP— Paramount— Mary
Boland, Charlie Ruggles, SaZu Pitts and Charles
Laughton in a humorous, adventurous story about
an English valet who comes to America, to Red
Gap,
and poses as a British Colonel. You'll enjoy
it. (March)
RUMBA — Paramount. — You'll like the native
rumba dancers, and George Raft and Carole Lombard do some smooth stepping. But the story is
obvious.
(Apr.)
ST. LOUIS KID, THE— Warners— Jimmy Cagney, fast and breezy as the story, is a peppery truck
driver in a milk strike. Patricia Ellis is the love
motif.
(Jan.'
16

STUDENT TOUR— M-G-M.— A floating
used for a musical background. Charles
worth, Jimmy Durante, Phil Regan, Maxine
Nelson Eddy, Monte Blue. Florine McKinney.

college
ButterDoyle,
(Dec.)

SUCCESSFUL FAILURE, A — Monogram. —
William Collier becomes a philosopher of the air,
bringing fame and welcome cash to his surprised
family. Lucille Gleason, Russell Hopton, Gloria
Shea, William Janney.
(Dec.)
SWEET ADELINE— Warners.— Nice musical
entertainment with sweet melodies, lovely lyrics by
Jerome Kern, and charming Irene Dunne. Phil
Regan and Hugh Herbert are excellent.
(March)
SWEET MUSIC— Warners.— Disregard the story
and enjoy Rudy Vallee, debunked,. and Ann Dvorak
who is sensationally good at dancing, singing and
acting.
Helen Morgan, Alice White, Ned Sparks.
(May)
SWEEPSTAKE ANNIE— Liberty.— A poor little
girl wins a fortune in a sweepstakes and finds plenty
of people to help her spend it I Quite an entertaining
little drama, in spite of a few limps. (March)
SYMPHONY OF LIVING— Invincible.— Certain
emotional power and good music relieve the tedium
and pathos of this story of a thwarted genius who
finds triumph in the glories of his prodigy. Al Shean,
Charles
Darrow. Judels,
(May) Lester Lee, Evelyn Brent, John
365 NIGHTS
IN
HOLLYWOOD— Fox.— No
justice to its locale. Jimmy Dunn, a has-been
director, makes a comeback and wins leading lady
Alice Faye. Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant bright
spots. Grant Mitchell.
(Dec.)
TIMES SQUARE LADY— M-G-M— Virginia
Bruce moves another notcli toward stardom as the
Iowa girl who goes to Broadway to manage some
shady
inherited.
Taylor enterprises
and Pinky she's
Tomlin
are grand!Newcomer
(May) Robert
TOMORROW'S YOUTH — Monogram.— Dull.
Philandering husband John Miljan. Wife Martha
Sleeper. Other woman Gloria Shea. Near tragedy
to son, Dickie Moore.
He's touching.
(Dec.)
TRAIL BEYOND, THE— Monogram— Supposedly aWestern, but — Anyhow, gorgeous scenery,
beautifully photographed. John Wayne, Verna
Hillie. Noah Beery. Robert Frazer, others.
(Dec.)

TRANSIENT LADY— Universal.— A
and a lynching for excitement, Gene Raymoi
romance, June Clayworth and Henry Hull for a
but this story lacks the necessary direction to
it the really powerful stuff it might have been.
TRANSATLANTIC
MERRY-GO-ROUr
United Artists. — Its galaxy of stars the chief dr
power. There's a murder on shipboard, not
triguing. Nancy Carroll and Gene Raymond t
mantic interest.
Radio stars abound.
(Jan.)
UNDER PRESSURE— Fox.— Victor Mel
and Edmund Lowe as sand hogs engaged in tin
gerous business of cutting a tunnel under the
River.
Exciting entertaiment.
(Apr.)
UNFINISHED SYMPHONY, THE— Gaul
British. — The musical score alone — Franz SchiH
compositions
played by the Vienna PhilharH
Orchestra — puts this on the must list for I
lovers. too.The (March)
film story of the musician's life is El
esting
VANESSA— HER
LOVE
STORY— M-G
Helen
is excellent
Walpole's
lovely toheI
but theHayes
film as
a whole as
leaves
something
sired. Good portrayals by May Robson and
Kruger. (May)
Robert Montgomery is inadequa
Benjie.
WEDNESDAY'S CHILD — RKO-Radio.
moving preachment against divorce. Edward/
and Karen Morley. Frankie Thomas the
victim. Should see him; he was in the stage
(Dec.)
WEDDING
NIGHT,
THE— Sam Goli
United Artists. — A tragic story, beautifully told
a powerful love theme concerning a Polish far
and sensitive young novelist. Anna Sten and
Cooper superb in the leads. Excellent su
(Apr.)
•
WE LIVE AGAIN— Samuel Goldwyn-Ita
Artists. — Tolstoi's "Resurrection" again. B
that simple story is given such a sincere humtO
it plumbs your heart. Anna Sten, Fredric AH
and an excellent supporting cast give it to you. B
WEST
POINT
OF
THE
AIR— M-G-ll
father-son story, with Wallace Beery as an old n1m
sergeant and Robert Young his son who returivH
Westan Point,
his father's
superiorareofficer.
ad II
to
appealing
story, there
some ofIn thefl
thrilling
sequencesprize.
you've(May)
ever seen. M;||
O'Sullivanflight
is romantic

WEST OF THE PECOS— RKO-Radio— MJ
Western, with lots of action of some clever c< (J
situations. Richard Dix as the cowboy hero, ft
Sleeper, Louise Beavers, Samuel Hinds and SI
Eat are all A-l.
(Feb.)
WHEN
A MAN
SEES RED— UniversalBuck Jones, as hard-riding and square shoot|
ever, finds himself appointed
guardian of
Peggy Campbell who inherits the ranch of
Buck
is
foreman.
Lots
of
chases,
trick ridin|
rescues.
(Feb.)
lumbia.
Robinson, as THE
two
•
WHOLE— Edward
TOWN'SG. TALKING,
men, gives his finest performance in a brilliant pi
Excellent support by Jean Arthur.
(Apr.)

training,
a Cinderella
loveFox—
story Nur
inv
THE—
PARADE,
WHITE with
•
Loretta (J Young
ture.
a n.) and John Boles. A heart-stirrij
WICKED
WOMAN,
A— M-G-M— Good
by the cast lifts this into interesting entertair
Mady Christians excellent as the woman wh
her husband to save her family. Charles Bic
Jean Parker, Betty Furness top support.
(FA
WINGS IN THE DARK— Paramount.— Al
tion story with a heart. Grand performanr
Myrnaaviator
Loy aslover.
a stunt
flyer, and Gary Gran
blind
(Apr.)
WINNING
capers cut by
Fazendaticket.
over
stakes

TICKET, THE— M-G-M— C
Ted Healy, Leo Carrillo and
the
disappearance of a winning !
(Apr.)

WITHOUT
CHILDREN— Liberty.— Bruc
bot and Marguerite Churchill let a siren bre
their home, but the youngsters, when they gr<
reunite them.
The kids steal the show.
(Jan
WOMAN
IN
RED,
THE— First Natic
Sparkling dialogue freshens up this old story |
poor girl married into society.
Good perforn
Tobin.
by
Barbara(May)
Stanwyck, Gene Raymond and Gen

WOMEN
DRESS—
little
domestic MUST
drama by
DorothyMonogram—
Reid, widow|.
still-beloved Wally.
Interestingly handled; '
Gombell's performance is outstanding.
(Apr

'■

The unique ballet scenes you'll see in Garbo's
picture, "Anna Karenina," will be created by
the Viennese genius of the ballet, Margaret
Wallman. The Vienna State Theater loaned
the famous
choreographist
to Hollywood

In soft chiffon, Mary Ellis is a picture of sprint
loveliness. But you might as well prepare yc sei
for an all-year-round favorite. We predid ni
Mary is going to be a screen charmer for aj
seasons to come. She and Tullio Carminati s<
fair and warmer

in Paramount's "Paris in Sf'9

I'h a sprig of blossoms in her hand and clad in a
:jeous taffeta hostess gown, Katharine Hepburn
j omes springtime. One glance at Charles
:^r leaves no doubt but that this is the season
In a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts
:ave. They are together in "Break of Hearts"
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. . do you choose a wave
by CHANCE?
Do you buy a permanent wave blind-fold, with nothing definite to assure
you that what goes on your hair is sate and sound? Look at this photograph. Those lustrous, soft waves are not the result ot guesswork. They
were created with Eugene Sachets, the iamous little wrappers that have
turned out millions ot wavy heads with results pleasing to both hairdresser and hairdresscc.
Eugene Sachets are as accurate as a prescription. Each contains the
exact, measured quantity ot pure waving lotion needed to make one
perlect wave or curl. This wondertul lotion, Eugeneol, was perfected by
the international corps ot Eugene chemists, and is to be found in none
but Eugene Sachets. It safeguards your hair and your peace of mind
when you sit for a genuine Eugene Wave.
Be as smart when you go wave-shopping as if you were buying
fashions or food. Don't let a bargain price get the best of your head! Let
others go cent/, meeny, mtney, mo-ing around tor any old wave . . . and
let them take the consequences! Eugene Sachets are. your guide! Just say
to your hairdresser, "I want you to use Eugene Sachets". . . When your
friends see your wave, they'll tell you how right you were tor insisting.

e /"/eart

ONE SACHET

SENT

oC »

YOU FREE.

Examine this sachet . . . acquaint yourself with the
trade-mark by which it can always be identified.
Take it with you to your hairdresser's ! We
will also send you a copy of "Here's How \" —
booklet of new hair styles, with information
about keeping your Eugene Wave in condition.
Mail a postal to Eugene, Ltd., 521 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

MARILYN KNOWLDEN had a bonnet, just like her own, made for
her kitten, Patches. He was a quiet on-looker while she played the
22

role of Cosefre in 20th Century's "Les Miserables." Marilyn found
Patches on the M-G-M lot during her work in "David Copperfield"

Charles E. Bull

P H O T O P L AY
CLOSE-UPS
AND

LONG-SHOTS

KATHRYN

DOUGHERT

THERE is "smart money" to bet that, within the next year, all the great studios
of Hollywood with their hosts of stars will have packed up, bag and baggage,
and moved away — somewhere — to Florida, or New Jersey, North Carolina,
Arizona or Nevada.
Nor is the idea as fantastic as it seems on the surface. There has been flame
behind the smoke of rumors ever since the state of California began to smear taxes
pretty thickly on the motion picture industry.
Too much taxes has been the cause of most revolutions. And the biggest screen
producers frankly state, if the worst comes to the worst, they will migrate to one of
the states that gladly invite them.

THEY

can do it too, for they no longer need California.
California — or its climatic and topographical equivalent — was once almost essential to the making
of pictures.
Hollywood thrived in its great house of solid sunshine.
Here was the one house in the world where movies could be made efficiently all
the year round; where natural scenic backdrops provided a ready-made stage;
where snow-clad peaks and palm-shaded tropics could be found less than a hundred
miles apart.
Hut sunshine means little or nothing to the movies today, and outdoor locations
not much more.
Artificial lights and props quite readily do the trick.
So Hollywood lias steadily grown belligerent.

A T this moment

a bill is before the California legislature, proposing an income

' Max of one-third the amount of the Federal income tax, which already takes up
to fifty per cent of the incomes of the studios.
Such a bill, if passed, would dig deep into the pockets of the people who make
pictures.
By the skin of the teeth, a devastating tax of one cent on every foot of raw film,
(•(lining into the state and another cent going out developed — two cents for every
foot used in production — was recently defeated.
But next year — will bills like these be defeated?
the producers.

It's an anxious question for

THEATER taxes, school taxes, personal property taxes are all on the rise. Holly' wood fears it will be called upon to pay so heavily it may have to leave California
in self-defense.
And California needs money and still more money for the unemployed.
Daily

an estimated 750 to 1,000 are arriving with no visible means of support — and the
big end of the bill goes to the movies!
So Hollywood — the picture industry — has thoughts of checking out. Cozy
corners in other states beckon. Florida offers fifteen years free from taxation. New
Jersey dangles tempting bait. Arizona, Nevada and North Carolina extend hearty
invitations.

MEANWHILE

California smiles blandly, for "The movies can't leave Holly-

Ten years ago that statement would have been true. But today ninety per cent
of all wood."
scenes are filmed indoors.
Locations can be brought right within the walls of the sound stage.
The airplane has made it possible for a camera crew to bring the necessary backgrounds quickly, cheaply and efficiently — backgrounds which modern technique
make an integral part of the action.
Producers know that if they all desert Hollywood and reassemble in one spot all
the accessory talent must follow — trained extras and camera-wise talent; extensive
costume facilities such as the mammoth Western Costume Company has boasted;
skilled set hands, technical workers.

THE money for the enormous pay checks for pictures has always come from New
York.
There has always been cries from the big bankrolls to bring the pictures East.
They want the money source and actual production near each other. It would
save money — plenty of it.
If the movies should move, the logical stopping point would be somewhere in the
East.
Running the studios in Hollywood totals a staggering yearly $170,000,000.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars alone goes into coast-to-coast telephone and telegraph messages; in shipping invoices for film; in traveling expenses on trial talent
tests.
It seems incredible that the golden goose must even meditate on the possibility
of flight — and yet, in the unsettled present, the incredible is constantly popping up
in state, national and world affairs.
Only one thing is certain: Studios may cluster and cameras may turn in Jacksonville, Newark, Las Vegas or Tucson, but — there will never be another Hollywood.
Such a miracle occurs but once.

]~HE news that the congregation of a Hopedale, Ohio, church have been praying
' for the soul of Clark Gable only goes to show that people a long way off often
have a poor perspective.
These church people of Hopedale are undoubtedly sincere. They feel that Clark
is a good boy gone wrong out there in that wicked present day Sodom and Gomorrah
— Hollywood.
They stated that Clark has been "serving a Devil of lust" and they proposed to
change the boy's ways by prayer.
NOW, of all the people I know in Hollywood, I would certainly not overlook
Clark Gable as a person with a good, healthy, normal makeup, as far removed
from the service to any devil as anyone I can think of.
As a matter of fact, I don't know very many people in Hollywood who could show
a convincing badge of membership in that particular devil's legion.
But, to pick on Clark Gable! A perfect husband and a perfect father to his stepchildren, whose very latest public act was to give his stepdaughter a happy sendoff
in a marriage to a nice young man from Dallas, Texas.
The dear Hopedale congregation had better save their prayers /or someone closer
to home.
I wouldn't be at all surprised if they would find someone there — if they looked
hard.
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l)R years one of the busiest actresses in Hollywood, Sally Eilers'
'i work was temporarily slowed up by the birth of her young
m some months ago. But Sally's back again, lovelier than ever,
vh a new Universal contract.
She's making "Alias Mary Dow"
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What Defeated

GILBERT?
might have written it. The «
smile which millions loved is s

John Gilbert, the
artist beaten by
the world. Life,
now,
is tasteless

For awbi'e, it looked
e been many
Eies hav
ER
as if his marriage to
THtra
ged
amid the glitter
Virginia Bruce would
and glory of Hollywood,
work — she had charm
stories that have been written,
and understanding,
stories that may never be written.
but his nerves — gone
But there has been none more
poignant, more heart-breaking,
than the flaming career of John Gilbert- his battle for success,
his riotous fame, his bitter destruction.
And the tragic muse of Hollywood, which wove the tangled
tragedies of Mabel Normand and of Barbara La Marr, of Wallace
Reid and Valentino, conceived the new tragedy of Jack Gilbert
all in scarlet, so that it seems bitter and savage and wasteful,
instead of somber and sad.
Not so very long ago, John Gilbert stood upon the top of the
world, applause ringing in his ears, incense in his nostrils, gold
and adulation showering at his feet.
Today, Jack seems bent upon finishing his own story in a
reckless blaze of "Don't give a damn" — seems determined to
wyite the last chapter of his own defeat as a Russian dramatist
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upon his face sometimes— but,
hurts to see it there, for it has j
come a welcome to death, to a sv
and desired end of a life that
thinks isn't worth living, rat
than a challenge to a life that
loved — and no one ever loved f
more than Jack Gilbert. It was
greatest charm — that passion
and courageous love of life.
Now he seems to have let go i
hold upon it, to have tossed it ca
lessly aside, hoping for release.
Nobody ever sees Jack net
None of his friends can find him
the beautiful house upon the r
where once the gayest and witti

of Hollywood folk loved to gatr'
where laughter and talk flov
constantly, Jack sits alone, and
doors are barred, and he is like a hermit who no longer wants
world to cross his path. In that house on the hill where he li\
Hollywood's greatest romance with Greta Garbo, the house
which he brought pretty Virginia Bruce as a bride, Jack Gilb
is done with love forever. The man who had more friends tl
any other man in Hollywood, now seeks only solitude.
It would be easier to bear if it had been Jack's fault.
But it wasn't. Never. The breaks that left him beaten w1
so useless, and so unkind, and so unnecessary.
It would be easier for me to think about, if I hadn't lo\(
Jack so dearly, hadn't known him so well — and known the fin:
of him, the generous soul, the ready sympathy, the creatj
vision that glittered and inspired and warmed his friends.
I have known Jack Gilbert some twenty years — since he v
a slim, dark, restless youth, with hands eager for life and d;
eyes that were never still. I remember his twenty-first bin
day — and best of all I remember a night when a party of;
came out of a gay little cafe near Hollywood. (We were
pretty much kids in those days, without any money and wi
out names that had ever been heard of and the motion picti
industry was very young, too, and more alive than it is tod.
more individual.) I seem to remember that Bebe Daniels \
in the party, a beautiful child with long black curls, and bloi
Enid Bennett, and I think Harold Lloyd, who had not then c
covered spectacles. - As we stood in the gravel walk, looking

Amid

the glitter of Hollywood,

there have been many tragedies,
but none more

poignant or more

heart-breaking

than

BY ADELA ROGERS

Gilbert's

ST. JOHNS

John Gilbert's marriage
to Ina Claire was a great
mistake. It was when
Jack was trying to surmount the difficulties of
the talkies and needed
sympathy.
He got none

John Gilbert had one love, and
only one — Garbo. But he lost
his great love, and with her,
it seemed,
went
all his luck

ilapidated Ford in which we had driven out— we girls used
it newspapers under our dresses to keep them clean — a
shining limousine purred by. And Jack Gilbert leaped
it, laughing, his face a burst of excitement, and he shook
st high in the air and cried, " Go ahead — go ahead — but I'll
ding in one just like that before long, and I'll earn it for
•If."

' did. And he loved the good things of life, the luxuries and
ties, but they weren't really important to him. They
n't necessary to his happiness.
The things that were im-

n this beautiful house on its
hill, where the gayest and
wittiest of Hollywood loved
to gather,
Gilbert
sits alone

portant and necessary to Jack Gilbert, with his molten emotional nature, were his work — first and always, I believe, his
work — and love and laughter and talk.
No man ever loved his work better than Jack Gilbert.
Why, the boy who made " The Big Parade" do you remember
him? — somehow I don't think as long as motion pictures last
I will ever forget him, I don't think I'll ever lose the sight of
him — the boy who made that was a creative artist, and his work
was the breath and soul of life to him. He grew up with motion
pictures, and he loved them and [ please turn to page 96 |

Filmlands

NEW
ANXIOUS to be ingratiating, an interviewer once wrote
of Rachel Crothers that "she might be your own aunt."
This so disturbed Miss Crothers that she hurried to the
telephone and called up an old friend. "Do I look like anybody's aunt?" she demanded.
In reality she might be taken for a successful clubwoman —
which, incidentally, she is. Of medium height, possessing
aristocratic features, a healthy vitality which belies her
fifty-odd years, and an unruly gray bob, she dresses with smart
conservatism, drives a car, adores golfing and swimming and
gardening, sleeps outdoors half the year, and three years ago
confidently took up the study of the pianoforte.
But it is for her work in the theater that Miss Crothers is
chiefly entitled, I think, to your consideration. She is, you see,
a playwright. Not an ordinary playwright, you understand,
with one, two or possibly three shows to her credit. Oh, no —
nothing like that. Rachel Crothers, as anybody on Broadway
will soon put you wise, has written, produced, directed and
staged some twenty-five plays, and in a quarter-century
gained and held against all comers the name of America's
No. 1 Woman Playwright.
I suppose it has long been an old story back in Bloomington,
111., where one fine day at the turn of the century young
Rachel Crothers walked out on all those whom she held dear

Samuel Goldwyn has
signed Rachel Crothers
to write for him on one
of

the

strangest contracts ever offered a
playwright in pictures.
It's a gamble
for both
Miriam Hopkins will be
starred in the first of
Miss Crothers' screen
ventures. They worked
together when
Miss
Crothers produced
"Thou

Desperate

Pilot"

DICTATOf
and, chin up, valise snapped defiantly to, sallied forth to si''
the world. I daresay that her surviving kin were scarcely ;
to work up more than a faint flicker of interest thirty-five \ t
later over the news that, chin still up and luggage shipped i
ahead, she was about to meet Hollywood — and, unless i
signs fail, make it hers Rachel, after all, was always upa
something.
Exactly what she was up to — or up against — the film colt
only began to appreciate when Producer Samuel Goldvi
made public the details of one of the strangest pacts in rac:
history.
He had signed Miss Crothers to write, adapt ;l
supervise a talking picture from start to finish. For \\
work she was to receive an advance of $1,000 — and not a c
more until the picture was released!
Then she would be
titled to a percentage of the gross.
It was very much like the theater — the theater to wri
Rachel Crothers had bidden a reluctant, if temporary, i
revoir. Only, there they were called "royalties."
Nobody had ever before made a deal like that with i
author, either man or woman. There had, to be sure; bji
women directors like Lois Weber (who sometimes wrote r
own stories) and Dorothy Arzner; and June Mathis had bi
about to try producing when death cut her plans short
closest parallel, in the talkies, was the case of Preston Stur

IS A WOMAN
Richel Crothers has ideas that Sam
inks will revolutionize
all studio

Goldwyn
methods

b PHILIP K. SCHEUER
jturges, also a playwright ("Strictly
Cjhonorable") got Jesse L. Lasky to
[ill "The Power and the Glory," an
■final. Lasky paid him an advance
Baity of $17,500 or V/2 per cent of
IK), 000. He receives 5 per cent of the
5(bnd $500,000, and 7 per cent of all the
giss over a million, if any. He isn't,
bjvever,
woman, over
and he
wasn't granted
ditatoriala powers
production.
Miss

C')thers is — and was.
'I'm gambling with Goldwyn," she
initted. "Gambling exactly as I would
Khe theater. I tell you" — she smiled a
iijle— "it puts one on one's mettle!
'All this," she nodded, "is a test for
a. I'm glad it came — now. If I can
pike a contribution to moving pictures,
Swill have been enormously worthwhile.
liat's what I'm going to find out."
Goldwyn had been brooding over the
i|a a long time (he has never forgotten
3 ambitious earlier experiment known as
minent Authors," which, however,
feled). Goldwyn finally got around to
[oning Miss Crothers in Connecticut,
|t Summer; but David Selznick of
Il-G-M had already snapped her up to
an adaption of A. E. Thomas' "No
fore Ladies."
Miss Crothers arrived last September,
ing at once to the same lot which had
n the filming of her "Let Us Be Gay,"
th Norma Shearer, "When Ladies
eet," with Ann Harding, and fifteen
ars before— "Old Lady 31," with Emma
.inn. She wasn't altogether satisfied
th that engagement, her first in Hollywd; the knowledge that at least one other
pnarist had been put on the same script
d a great deal to do with her determijtion that this would never happen
Famous on Broadway for more than
go on this way any longer, then
|aiii to any work of hers.
twenty-five years, Miss Crothers presomething important for pictures
;"The growth of pictures has been
fers Hollywood now because there's
iraculous," she said, "on the technical
twelve months of golfing. She looks
will have been done."
forward to movie work but believes a
le, and in marvelous casting. But the
Year in and year out, Rachel
writer
can
earn
more
on
Broadway
Crothers has been writing hit plays
''iter has not yet come into his own. He
ust respect his job— or, rather, must be
—from "The Three of Us," in 1906,
'owed to respect it. Several different
to "When Ladies Meet" in 1932.
Actress Constance Binney made her greatest impression in
thors of even the same rank in ability and experience
"39 East," Francine Larrimore her last in "Nice People."
uldn't possibly write a good play or a good anything together.
Katharine Cornell played her first role in Manhattan in a
ow much more hopelessly impossible would it be for those of
Crothers piece. And Miriam Hopkins created the lead in
dely different rank in breeding, social background and style!
"Thou Desperate Pilot," a drama by a sister playwright which
'No wonder there are so many chaotic results, with this
aotic method of work!
When first-rate authors refuse to
Miss Crothers produced on her
[ please turn to page 108 1
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Proof that Mae is the "type" for any roll
Left, Miss West as Peg O' My Heart; belovt
she wears a crown as Catherine the Greol
right,

she's

also

O

W:

Salvation Ne

McCARE

MAE WEST CAN

'HAT did the Queen of
Sheba say to King Solomon when she took her
first peek at his thousand wives?
In the same spot, Mae West
would have said in her husky, languorous drawl, "What you
need is one good one."
Can you picture our devastating West playing the Queen
of Sheba? lean. Having directed her but once, in " Belle of
the Nineties," it is my opinion that she can play anything.
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a convincing

I'm serious. As a matter of fact, don't be surprised if Mae
actually does appear on the screen some day in her version of
the biblical romance.
It has been said that the real artist, an actor or actress of
fascinating, dominating personality, can play anything. That s

Those who
She

is one

limit Mae
of our

to sexy rdles are wrong!
most

versatile

ILLUSTRATED BY FRANK

actresses!

GODWIN

■ top, left, Miss West is lovely as Kathina in Shakespeare's "Taming of the
irew"; below she is Anna Christie;
ght, Mae
wears
plumes
for DuBarry

LAY ANYTHING
ae West.
She has what it takes.
Her interpretation of a
taracter should be as scintillating and believable as that of
;iy other outstanding actress.
As, say, Helen Hayes, Pauline
)rd, Greta Garbo or Ruth Chatterton.
True, she would undoubtedly invest each characterization

with her own peculiarly intriguing
personality, but what player
doesn't? True, she would undoubtedly play for comedy instead of
tragedy.
But we all know that
comedy is the very essence of humanness.
Mae West is essentially a great comedienne.
In the art of
acting, comedy is regarded as one of the most important
requisites.
When I first walked on a [ please turn to page 126 |

Here

is Boyer, with Jean

"Caravan."

It was

Parker, being instructed in a scene by

The MAN
Hollywood's

of the HOU

importation from France awoke

himself hailed as Hollywood's

number

CHARLES BOYER is the man of the hour in Hollywood
and there's no one more surprised than himself.
When he awoke the morning after the preview of
" Private Worlds" to find himself hailed as Hollywood's
number one masculine threat, his amazement could not have
been more profound unless some one had told him the truth —
that if Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne and Walter Wanger
had not become bored with themselves and possibly each other
during an ocean crossing last summer, he would very likely
be back in his native France, convinced by the arguments of
three futile attempts that Hollywood held nothing for him.
But fortunately for Hollywood — for Hollywood, I say,
since Charles Boyer actually can make more money any day
in France than he can here — Messrs. Lunt, Wanger and Miss
Fontanne were driven to relieve, their fidgets by taking in a
ship showing of a French movie called "La Bataille." Charles
Boyer was the star and when it was over, the gist of the remarks by that eminent trio was that Mr. Boyer was good
enough for their money — a thought which Mr. Wanger, being
32

Director Charell for

after he saw himself in this picture that he tore up his Fox contract

one morning

to find

one male romantic threat

an alert producer, put on a telegraph blank the minute h
docked in New York.
The wire, received in Hollywood, urgently commande
Wanger's agents to lose no time in looking up this chap Boye;
handcuffing him if necessary, until the Chief rolled in wit
Mr. Wanger and his fountain pen.
They were able to oblige their boss only because a few week
before, after he had finished "Caravan" and surveyed himse
as a gypsy leaping about and sawing a fiddle in what he con:
sidered a most addle-pated manner, Charles Boyer had walke
into the offices of Winfield Sheehan at Fox Studios.
When he had walked out, his pockets carried the shreds c
the second Hollywood contract which had turned out to be ;
bust. It was a ripping party by mutual consent, for Fox \va
no more anxious to have Charles Boyer than Charles Boye
was anxious to have Fox after "Caravan." The whole thin
was a sorry misunderstanding.
So he was a free man, a happily free man, cheerfully packin
his things for the boat to France and literally swearing "Neve:

Charles Boyer is still
astounded by the
flood of feminine
adulation on "Private
Worlds." Above,
with Joel McCrea,
Claudette
Colbert

Boyer tore up his old
contract, but he
didn't know that another one was about
ready for him. It
was for "Private
Worlds,"
a triumph

By

>ain!" when they arrived to ask him to please stay over
iitil Walter Wanger arrived.
'"But of course," said our hero, with true Gallic courtesy.
Result — "Private Worlds" and the name of Charles Boyer
s every tongue in Hollywood, although not one of every ten
onounces it right. It's "Bwah-yay" — French, you know —
id if you really do the first syllable justice you'll crack a
:apped lip every time.
It's funny, downright funny, how an actor can stay around
ollvwood for years and never get a tumble until all of a
dden. It happens time after time.
Charles Boyer has come to Hollywood three times. He
me over the first time as an eminent, established stage and
reen actor of France. His contract was for French version
ms at M-G-M. But this soon became commercially imactical and was abandoned. Boyer returned to France
here he still has picture contracts to fulfill six months of
•ery year.
His M-G-M agreement called for his later return to Holly-

WARREN

REEVE

wood— so he returned — an actor with a salary but without a
job. He couldn't speak English — and they weren't making
French versions. Still he felt obliged to do something — so he
accepted bits. Maybe you remember one — the liveried chauffeur for Jean Harlow in "Red-Headed Woman."
M-G-M's concession to Charles Boyer for doing this part
was the promise not to release the picture in France. Don't
forget, he was one of the most prominent of French stage stars
and his appearance in a bit w:ould have seriously damaged his
prestige had the home folk seen it. But he played fair with
Hollywood at the risk of his reputation.
I don't know when two picture titles have told the story as
neatly
as "Private
of Charles
Boyer. Worlds" and "Break of Hearts" tells that
From his own private Hollywood world of misunderstanding, miscasting, and lack of appreciation he stepped right into
the role of the newest screen heart-breaker. Like that — in one
33
easy lesson.
Only, as he smiled to me, it [ please turn to page 119|

CAL YORK'S GOSS

They tried to hide behind
false faces and surgical
gowns at a Vendome stag
party. But a cameraman
unmasked them. It's Joe E.
Brown, Bruce Cabot, Eddie
Welsh and Norman Foster

they didn't know
the tide was comingin! MissTorres
looks most unhappy on that wheel!

IDA LUPINO has been here, there and every'where with Director Lewis Milestone lately
Evidently sensing the need which all romances
have for a bit of competition, Dick Cromwell
has entered the picture. The village is awaiting developments.

Billie Burke a I ways spends her
ofF-the-set time
with her daughter,
Patricia Ziegfeld.
But recently they
enjoyed working

A MAN who has been closely associated
' * with Von Sternberg on his last picture, was
being kidded
to have long
he answered,
"I'm having

together in "The
Great Ziegfeld."
Patricia acted and
Billie
supervised
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THOSE "in the know' say Von Sternberg's
last picture had more in it than met the eye.
It was his swan song with Dietrich and was
supposed to be a delineation from the life of his
experience with her. Anyway, if you can just
keep that in mind, it may make a dull picture
rather piquant. Personally, I think that's just
how the rumor was started — so people would
want to be in the know, and go to see it. There
are not so very many other reasons for going
TULLIO CARMINATI and Mary Ellis while
doing "Paris in Spring" engaged for several
days in a temperamental battle. Oh, nothing
vulgar like throwing things. All very goodmannered and genteel — but a battle, nevertheless. So finally Mary proved what a smart girl
she is by giving in, which made her the unofficial winner and she can have anything she
wants now for the asking!

Don't go near the
water — especially
on a bike — is the
advice Raquel and
Evelyn Venable
needed! They said

DOMESTIC Felicity Note— Marlene Dietrich paused in Chicago to pose for the
news photographers. She shoved husband
Rudy Sieber out of the pictures, whereupon he
waited for her until his patience wore low —
then he grasped her firmly by the arm and led
her away.

D

"W/HAT would you say is the major differ" ence in a man's life before and after marriage?" was the poser someone put to Lew
Ay res.
Lew figured a moment. "Well, before marriage a man takes a girl places. After marriage
he goes with her!"

about his long hair. "You have
hair to work for Von Sternberg,"
quite seriously " But," he added,
it cut now, gradually, so I won't

Von Sternberg, by the way, is about to betake cold."
come a gentleman farmer, although he will
probably resent the gentleman part of it. Out
in Chatsworth (you saw the Chatsworth
geography in much of " Bengal Lancer," where
lots of it was taken). Von is building a house of
modified German architecture. In it will be a
mural by Diego Rivera, the radical Mexican
painter whose mural for the Rockefeller Center
in New York City was removed after a dispute.

OF

HOLLYWOOD

LATHARINE HEPBURN'S new crush is
'Charles Boyer, who replaces Francis
Ijlerer in her picture, "Break of Hearts."
Jj't a harmless crush, because Charles, as you
tow, is married to Pat Patterson. For that
litter, since "Private Worlds," most of the
ji Is I know have a crush on Charlie. An investing item brought to mind by that picture
i the fact that Frances Dee was once madly
rnantic about Boyer, but her mother did not
rprove of a marriage. So she married Joel
J:Crea — who was the other doctor in " Private
V>rlds."

Three

more

movie

actors

try to make the public believe they are seriousminded physicians. Left
to right, Bert Wheeler,
George Raft, Bob Woolsey.
They

didn't

fool

anyone

Sally missed that
one! Which makes
this a remarkable

IVERYBODY likes to see the old-timers get a
break, and it's good news to know Mae Busch
Ml soon be among those present again. She
siys the only way a star can come back is to
une back fighting. "I reached the top once
thout knowing the ropes. I ought to be able

picture. For Miss
Eiiers is a grand
tennis player and
rarely fails to get
the ball over the
net. She's playing
between scenes of

get back, now that I know the way." She is
tying a part in "Stranded," with Kay
ancis and George Brent.

"Alias Mary Dow"

NEVER take my troubles home from the
; studio," Pat O'Brien remarked to a friend
'■ the lot.
"Neither do I," answered the friend. "Mine
e already there."
JARRY GREEN, the popular comic, has
given Hollywood a new idea in amusing
jvitations.
He sent out five hundred for
incheon, cocktails and general all-day party
the Colony Club, and in each note named
le invited one "Guest of Honor." Quite a
jw people, Eddie Robinson
among
them,
loned, delighted at the unexpected honor.
here were others, of course, who became
Jigry at suddenly finding themselves thrust
to such a position without any warning be>rehand, which also delighted Mr. Green, who
, having himself several fits of hysterics imi fining what's going to happen when all five
undred get together and compare notes.

i

Jean Hersholt and
Virginia Pine enjoy a friendly chat
during a lull in the
dancing at a Colony Club party.
No gossip! Mrs.
Hersholt and Virescort
were ginia's
just
around

f^LORIA
SWANSON
is back in Beverly
— Hills after spending practically the entire
winter at La Quinta, the fashionable desert
resort beyond Palm Springs.
Herbert Marshall is another familiar face in
town now — the face is deeply tanned. He has
been spending most of the winter months at
Palm Springs.

the corner

TAY GARNETT, the director, bestowed
' upon his. good friend Clark Gable a first
edition of his new novel, "Man Laughs Back."
was the inscription—" Clark
fly leaf
On the your
—here's
book— 100,000 words. Maybe
they're not the right words, but 100,000 words
same. If you don't believe it, count
just
'em! —theTay."
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We were going to show you a new
bathing suit fashion, but Betty
turned around. Who's interested
in fashions anyhow when Miss Furness is in the picture! But if
you
are — the suit's white
satin
All the comforts

of home,

after

a hard day's work. Will Rogers
was enjoying a bit of solitude
when a snooping cameraman interrupted him. You'll see Will next
in the Fox film "Doubting Thomas"

ART director Cedric Gibbons, Dolores Del
^Rio's husband, nearly fell over the other
day when Director Edwin Ludwig of M-G-M
called up and thanked him for the lovely sets
he had designed for "The Age of Indiscretion."
" What's the matter? " asked Ludwig, hearing Gibbons gasp.
"It's the first time anyone ever bothered to
call me up and say so."
"Say what?"
" Thanks !" replied the still shocked Gibbons.
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THOMAS LAMONT, the financial tycoon,
visited Hollywood and was escorted through
the studios at M-G-M.
On one set he was introduced to Walter
Walker, the character actor who is so often
cast as a sedate banker.

"He's played you hundreds of times, Mr.
Lamont," informed the guide.
Lamont reached his hand over and patted
the actor sympathetically on the shoulder,
"Poor fellow," he consoled.

I ITTLE Michele Bridget Swanson-Farm'
'—refused her soup. In a nice way, of coun
but with a certain finality of decision. Wh
was the matter, an anxious nurse inquired, "j
has no vitamins," announced Michele Bridgi
From two and a half, this was doing pret1
well. A most persuasive argument ensued.
It was finally discovered that to Michc
Bridget a vitamin is the same as an alphatx
the
Put soup!
in the letters and Michele Bridget puts

"hey can't take it! Jean Harlow and Carl Randall sat down
>n the set and pulled off their shoes after making the dance
cenes for "Reckless." The dance is called "La Trombosa."
landall
makes
his movie
debut
in the Harlow-Powell
film

America's favorite French comedian goes back home for a visit.
After
finishing
"Folies
Bergere,"
Maurice
Chevalier
returned
to
Paris.
He
de

He's shown
France,
in

aboard the
New
York

Bill Benedict has reason to smile!
Broke in Hollywood, he used his
last nickel to call casting director
James Ryan, got a job in "$10
Raise," and turned in such a fine performance, he won a Fox contract

\>\ can you be superstitious if you don't
low you're being superstitious?
J:n Crawford and Bob Montgomery were
I g a terrible time in a scene for "No More
JJs." Everything went wrong.
I ally Joan looked at the camera slate and
«he legend, "Scene 13."
' > recalled that it was Friday.
By changed the scene number to "Scene
and the next "take" was perfect.
Now
i about it?

k IOEL COWARD paused for a moment in
' ^Hollywood on his way somewhere else. He
was so feted, wined and dined during his short
stay that his impression of Hollywood was "a
million door-knobs." He gave little Una
Merkel an authentic thrill, at a big M-G-M
luncheon party, when he came over to her an I
complimented her performance in his "Private
Lives" on the screen. "To think he remembered that," Una marvelled, fussed as a high
school girl.

J UST
born

after Mervyn LeRoy's infant son was
he dashed in to see Mark Kelly.
"I'm a father!" he yelled.

"Is it asaid
girl?"
asked the delighted Kelly.
"No,"
Mervyn.
"A boy?"
" Aw ! " said the new father, " Who told you? "
/^ZRETA GARBO, they say, is so exclusive
^-^she won't even talk to herself!
i PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 79 ]
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Watching a scene
in the shooting.
Left to right are
Martha Sleeper,
Ben Hecht, Charlie
MacArthur, John
Barrymore who
was visiting the
set, Julie Haydon
and
Mr.
Coward

Moment musical
between scenes of
"The Scoundrel."
Coward plays the
piano, Hecht the
violin, and Julie
Haydon
listens in

FIVE MILLION
Dollar Bachelc
NEXT to the Prince of Wales, Noel Coward is probably the wo 5
most eligible bachelor.
Young,on good
looking,
clever, with
romantic
his yJB
I'd
and witticisms
the tip
of his tongue,
he came
to Newnotions
York in
a few
ago broke, and today, they say, is worth five million dollars.
If you think any lady in the country is interested in a man like tt,
you're right!
Until now his feminine following was principally New York and Lor n
sophisticates. Others knew him as the author of "Cavalcade," or the p
who sings his "Mad Dogs and Englishmen" at radio benefit performais.
or the author of the Alfred Lunt-Lynn Fontanne "Design for Liv ;
triangle play. But they've never had a chance to become acquainted h
Noel Coward, the personality — the man.
However, brace up! All is changed. He's in the movies now, anr'.if
ladies of Prairie City and Pine Gap will have an even chance with the'1
of 'em. A chance for romantic yearnings, that is.
Not so long ago Noel Coward went to Hollywood on his way to s(jft
where else. As soon as he hit town all the producers were on his trail H
contracts, in their hands.

Off the screen one of the world's most eligible
bachelors. On the screen, a heart-breaker in
"The Scoundrel."
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The lady is Martha

Sleeper

"Thank you veddy, veddy much flattering sirs," he said in his clir"
English, "but I'm just here on a holiday. People work too deucedly I
out here — up at 6:30, make-up on at eight. My word!"
A few months later Noel Coward was up at 6:00, make-up on at si
hard at work — not in Hollvwood. but in Paramount's New York sti J

A scene from "The
Scoundrel," which
Hecht and MacArthur wrote for
Noel
Coward.
Among the famous
in the cast is
Alexander Wool!cott, on the far
left, with a cane

A sequence from
the film with Noel
Coward and his
leading lady, Julie
H a y d o n , who
came from Hollywood for the part

sloel Coward's feminine following has
>een confined to New York and London
sophisticates. But it will soon be nationvide.
For he's in the movies now!

By MILDRED

MASTIN

ajng the leading role in the Ben Hecht-Charlie MacArthur film, "The
:c!:idrel." It's his debut as a movie actor. While the film is not released
lis writing, those who have sneaked in for a peek at the rushes are
a|ng extravagant prophecies about Noel Coward's future as a motion
I re star.
1 Noel Coward isn't tops as a motion picture star, it will be the first
II he's tried in which he's failed to have phenomenal success.
He hit a
vhigh for playwrights when, in 1927, five of his plays were running at
k: in London.
Still in his early thirties, he's written nineteen plays,
y ically every one of them hits.
!)•wrote " Design for Living" while traveling the high seas on a freighter,
ei/rote one of his greatest comedies, " Private Lives" while ill with flu
i ongkong. His longest, and what many consider his greatest, play,
E alcade," he wrote on a cable. Coward was in New York at the time,
it his musical show, "Bittersweet." Charles B. Cochran, London
re icer, learned that he had plans for another play in mind, and cabled
irisking for the story. Coward sat down and cabled him the play — all
Hty-one scenes — in what was probably one of the longest cables ever
sj Coward says he wrote "Cavalcade" because he had an urge to write
e ctacle. He is British enough to admit that one of his biggest thrills
a when the King and Queen of England attended a performance of the
k And he is modest enough to admit that he had been mulling over
hi dea for a long time before he sat down and dashed it off by cable,
s " Design for Living" was adapted for the [please turn to page 113]

Stanley Ridges and Miss Haydon in a scene together. Ridges is one of several Broadway
to emote
to Astoria
commuted
who
actors

LORETTA
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YOUNG

takes directions from Cecil

B. DeMille for

scene in Paramount's "The Crusades."
Talking to Anna
Demeti
who is in the scene with Loretta, is Henry Wilcoxon,
Richard
Lion Hearted
in the elaborate film of the exciting and gripping '

Sylvia shows you, above, a corrective routine for poor circulation and
jumpy nerves. She grabs hold of the bed posts, hard, holding body tense
a moment, then relaxes for a half a minute.
She repeats it twelve times

HOW

TO GET RID OF THE

:epression blues
Crying causes wrinkles!
sring

quiet

Exercises, but not tears,

nerves, relaxation,

PD you've been through the depression.
v\nd you tell me that the worry and the
oriental stress and the heartache of
e! last few years have left their mark
iCj you. Your letters say that you're
reus, run down, pepless, melancholic.
iJI'11 add something to that. Your cirl.ion is probably terrible too. And you
ie it all on the depression. When the
liperson to blame is yourself!
l))ten to me! The depression was darn
c for you. Before the crash when
Bfey was rolling in you were soft — physiI and mentally. You were filled to the
trows with self-importance and had
Mng to back it up but the dollar. You
f ich foods. And that made you heavy
>dy and soul.
id my advice before, during and after
depression is the same. It's this: Keep
j babies, keep lean! And that doesn't
:ja cent. All you need to use is your
and your hands. It doesn't make any
trence how much or how little money
i have — you can keep lean. Fat is never
.tiful — even in sables.
So don't worry
u can't buy expensive clothes.
, read the other day that skirts are
Iter— and the stylist added that they
I: more youthful that way.
But you
t measure youth by an inch of material.
. you won't look youthful if big piano

First routine for the morning,
after a warm shower and vigorous turkish towel massage,
is to get yourself limbered
up

better health

legs are peeping out from under the short
skirts. Indeed what difference does it make
whether it's patent leather or pigskin for
belts — if the ends of the belt don't meet?
Women must first fashion their figures if
they want to be figures of fashion.
Instead of worrying because you lack the
money to buy smart clothes, worry about
getting a good figure so that when you do
have the money you will do the clothes
justice. And, best of all, if you'll only keep
lean, your mental outlook will be so much
better you'll have health and happiness to
do your work well, which, in turn, means
success.
In the beginning God gave you a lovely
body. You may have lost it but He also
gave you intelligence enough to realize that

Stimulate the thymus gland, in
the center of the chest, with
massage, at the same time digging into the shoulder muscles

you positively can recapture what you've
lost — if you want it!
Keep lean! Your burdens will seem
lighter. You'll develop a taste for the
simple life. If you'll just get up and bestir
yourself — instead of sitting around moaning— you won't have any burdens.
I want to help you The best way to do
that is to bawl you out good and hard so
that you'll say, "I'll sluno Sylvia!" Then
in a month, when you've lost fifteen or
twenty pounds, you'll say, " Well, I showed
Sylvia and she showed me." That will be
mv reward,
f please turn to page 83 1

Relax the neck and stimulate
circulation by massaging the
muscles at the top of the spine
and along the back of the neck
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WHERE

IS Hollywood's

SOMEONE once asked a wise man of Hollywood to name
the town's most precious commodity, and he answered
with one word — "Glamour."
Glamour — Webster defines it as "a deceptive or enticing
charm," and Hollywood defines it as what it takes to transform a. star into a great screen personality.
Ever since the first camera crank turned on the sun-lit
charms of a heavy-lidded flicker siren, glamour has been pursued as eagerly in Hollywood as the Fountain of Youth or the
Lost Isle of Atlantis.
Ten or fifteen years ago the formula was as simple as its
manifestations were elaborate.
Glamour was acquired by putting it on. High wide and
handsome. All over town. You cut a wide and extravagant
swath — dazzling the population with a super campaign of
ostentations, tossing fortunes to the winds, playing to a perpetual gallery and playing big.
Gloria Swanson, more than anyone else, radiated that magic

Tom Mix, although
an incurable showman, has laid aside
his velvet evening
suits, and Tony no
longer is put up at
swank London hotels and the "TM"
in lights is now out

No more is there
a Fatty Arbuckle
parking his half ■
block - long auto
with the built-in
icebox for the curbstone customers to
gape at. Highpriced cars today
go along unnoticed
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vibration. Glamorous Gloria has never been approa-i
She was Glamour personified, and so powerful was the si I
wove about her that she has persisted as a great person
long after her screen importance dissolved into yesterda
Gloria Swanson deliberately acquired glamour. Then ■ lasn
nothing intrinsically glamorous about the little Mack Se |
bathing beauty who was once Wally Beery's wife andi
naively helped her adoring husband paint on the door of |
first automobile, a second-hand flivver, a huge heart whic'ncircled their names, "Wally and Glory."
But there was something bewitching about the great ar
whose daring coiffures and profusion of start lingly extreme g ns
created a breathless legend of elegance. There was some ig
hypnotically awesome about a girl who took a trip to Ei*
and came back a marquise, to be welcomed home by a hov
adoring mob which strewed roses beneath the wheels o;
long-nosed car as it rolled majestically along Vine Stree..
Then you couldn't ignore a regal reception where the silware bore engraved escutcheons and the linen sported corok
Where the titled hostess descended at the evening's clima|»
a brief royal audience of fifteen minutes, and then with w
her well-kissed hand to sweep majestically up the stairs.
Those were the things that counted then.
What happ
off the screen even more than what happened on.
Just ten years ago, the same Gloria Swanson had oca
to travel from New York to Hollywood.
She had just ref_
the biggest salary offer Paramount had ever made in ordi I
produce her own pictures at United Artists.
Nevertheless, she was in one of her frequent period |
financial distress and found herself low in funds.
This, !
ever, did not prevent her from returning to Hollywood
New York in a private car!
A few months ago the rumor that Greta Garbo, who is
tainly the most glamorous of all the current crop of H_
wood stars, was thinking about buying a new car was nl
With money, property and a tremendous salary piling up I
week, she had not found it necessary to replace a creaking
imousine used for the past seven years!
But it hadn't
her glamour.
Times have changed. Hollywood still treasures glaral
Great screen personalities still exist by its very potency. I

I

3LAMOUR?
tmany years ago, the thing for a
ii|to do was dazzle the public with a
or campaign

of extravagance

and

f ay, but today there's a new

note

By KIRTLEY

BASKETTE

Polo Negri, just as
she was married to
Serge
Mdivani.
Pola sent to Europe
for a certain kind
of a tree, at great
cost. Only the soft
whisper of the wind
in its branches
could
soothe
her

Gloria

Swanson

was

ar of the present
ould remotely con? a stroll along Sun•ulevard in brilliant
oas as Nazimova did

glamour personified, and it
lasted long after
her screen importance dissolved.
And Valentino, the
spectacular
tic. Both areromanseen
in the high-powered
"Beyond

where is Hollywood's glamour today? What is it like?
still distilled from the same gaudy blossoms — big homes,
xtravagant parties, eccentric actions, personal showman-

is see —
Ire are more magnificent and truly lavish estates in any

the Rocks"

five acres of Beverly Hills, Brentwood, or Toluca Lake than
existed in all of Hollywood in the dear dead days.
But not one of them has the solid gold fixtures that glittered
in Charlie Ray's bath room.
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Each week, socially-minded Hollywood stars entertain
their
friends with intimate dinners and [ please turn to page 106 ]

THE RISE OF A

SONG

KING

By getting a nail, a shoe was saved;
By getting a shoe, a horse was saved;
By getting a horse, a rider was saved;
By getting a rider, a kingdom was savt '
And all by getting a horse-shoe nail!
THE

NAIL

y?"
sig,n Bu
of dd
one. Things
GET "Naotjoba yet
are bad."
"You eating?"
"Not much. Eddie's still laid up in

bed."
"Well, it's not much, but you
help around the station if you want can
to.
Pay you ten a week."
"Gee!
That'd be swell!"
And so it was that Joe Morrison got
a job in Hollywood as handy man in a
gas station.
He'd had a bad time of
it, especially since his pal and partner
He's a movie star now,
on a fat contract. But
can still service a car
he's ready to prove he

and
Joe
and
can

Joe and the three up-and-comers

he played with in "Four m

was taken seriously ill. Not very impressive work for
talented young singer, but today Joe feels that if he had,
gotten that job, he'd probably still be a nonentity. Fate woi
in queer ways its miracles to perform. The rest of his 1
and his recent meteoric rise to the top came as a gradual a
dove-tailing sequence of events based Upon a hungry boy,
sick pal and a friendly gas-station man— and the verv importa
ten bucks a week.
In a few weeks Joe was servicing the trade.
"Wipe your windshield, Mister?"
The man in the big car nodded as he pocketed the chanfj
The young gas station employee began briskly polishing tj
broad glass. He started to hum; he wasn't verv happy, I'
he just did break into melody every now and then becai
it reminded him of happier days. The job finished, he stepp
back from the car with a cheerful grin.
"Okay, sir!"
"Thanks, Rudy."
"Rudy?"
"Yeah.
Young

Quite the singer, aren't you?"
Mr. Morrison blushes easily.

<<ing a job in a garage for ten bucks
veek,then humming
tip beginning

at his work, was

of Morrison's

success

Gone are the days of cheap
vaudeville and weeks of
starvation. Joe's on top of
the cinema world now, and
with his charm and talent,
he'll

be

there

a

long

time

Joe felt a little diffident returning to
a rehearsal-blackened theater for the
first time in months He was still
a little hungry, too. His partner,
Eddie Vine, wasn't much better —
— pneumonia is very persistent at
times — and Joe had been trying to
support them both on the ten bucks
a week he got from the gas station.
Two people don't eat much on a
tenner a week.
Finally Lambert noticed him. He
turned to Al Herman, "There's that
punk I was telling you about . . .
Hey, kid! Get up on the stage and
singFighting
something."
to keep his knees stiff.
Joe mounted the stage. A lot depended on that song in a strange
illi Left, Ray Miliaria1, Gertrude Michael, Helen Mack and Mr. Morrison
house. Eddie was awful sick. He
finished the song in a dead silence.
Nervously he started in on the second chorus again.
I used to get by, sir."
"That's enough, kid," came the voice. "I'll call you later
Get by where?"
The man seemed frankly disbelieving.
Vaudeville.
Me and my partner."
if we
want you."
Bitterly
disappointed and feeling very young and in need of
Well, what are you doing here?"
someone to be kind to him for a change, Joe stumbled up the
Working for coffee and cakes."
dark aisle and headed back to the station.
The boss just
Yeah?
Go on and sing. Let's hear you."
looked at him. No need to ask questions.
oe just looked at him and grinned. What the heck? The
i tomer is always right. Joe sang. The customer's eyes
"Have a cigarette, youngster."
R ened slightly. People going by the corner of Highland and
That's all he had to say. They understood each other.
grinned and lit up.
S;ita Monica in Hollywood turned and stared. Even in
C ematown gas station men don't break out into charming
THE SHOE
Bodies that way. When he wound up the song in a rousing
c ^cendo, Joe swept off his cap and bowed as though to a
f; house.
lie customer grunted and handed the startled boy a card.
" e at my office at nine," was his only comment as he put the
c in gear and roared away from the station.
ddie Lambert's "office" was the Music Box Theater on
1 llywood Boulevard.
He was busily casting "The Nine
Clock Review," starring Al Hern,n, the famous black-face comedian. BY
WILLIAM

__

"The Nine O'Clock Review" opened amid all the gaiety and
color of a Hollywood first night.
Brilliant lights, beautiful
gowns, renowned figures thronging the foyer and an idolatrous
public jamming the sidewalks waiting for glimpses of the elite.
But the two happiest people in Hollywood were Joe Morrison
e
and Eddie Vine. Joe didn't want Eddie to come to the open- Jo
ing— the night air was bad and he was still weak from two
months in bed — but Eddie 45
Vine insisted. | PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 116 |
U L M A N , JR.

I was

on the staircase,
"Earthquake."

said

when the structure began
Deering.

Then 'f^U.

COULD have slept a lot more than I did the next mornin
g,
and Louella hated to waken me even late, but I though
t it
I might be good idea to be on the set on time so I hurried
over without a breakfa
st.
Louella went with me to my dressing room and helped
put
on my gown over the coating of glycerine which I alwavsme wear
under an evening frock— at least before the camera.
It is a
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to rock

and

SmUZ™l

afkea. ^m""

we ^do

^^
now?"

little chilly sometimes,
but a glycerine foundation maki
clothes fit perfectly and there is no danger of anything slippir
which is quite an item with the kind of costume I usuall
wear.
As soon as I was dressed and made up I went over on the se
Stars ordinarily wait in their dressing rooms until they ai|
called, but I didn't figure that I rated that kind of attentic

DON'T LOVE ME
//

I seemed to be jinxed — fatally so. And everyone with
whom I came in contact fell under the terribleness of
it— suffered physical harm, even death, and I escaped"
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JAMES MONTGOMERY

FLAGG

(Synopsis of preceding installments)
C^IIE was a nurse, beautiful, desirable. Two nun tame under her
KJcare. Gregory Cooper loved her. Sam Werks merely Coveted her.
But it was not in her to love or desire. Coopi r fat ed a it rious operation. He asked her to marry him — and he'd live. The doctors said it
was impossible for him to live. She married him — eul of compassion.
But — he lived, only to die under suspicious circumstanc, \ — an overdose 0J a sleeping potion. She had been the last nurse to attend him —
and it was known why she had married him.
But. an tin testimony of Werks, she was cleared. Then Werks, also
Cooper's lawyer, handed her a check for $10,(100, left her by Cooper.
Werks insisted she sign it over to him — for services remit red, llu
giving of false testimony at tire hearing in Cooper's death. She tore tip
the check, ran away, to Hollywood, to a break in the movies — from the
act idental discoloration of her hair!
Her entry into the movies was like <; dream, beautiful hut unreal.
Bui soon her dream was blasted. The director assigned to her. Hit
most famous in Hollywood, tried to inveigle her into his home. She
refused to go in, waited outside while he w nl for coats. He never
came out, but she saw a mysterious woman enter. Chilled, angry,
she waited a short time longer, and then went home — wondering.

ttij,M#-PJ JC

*-£:

pt, and besides, I was a little afraid of Sohlki, especially after
ue episode of the evening before.
It was quite reasonable to
'.ppose that he might be angry with me for walking out on him
ite way I had, although I certainly couldn't have waited much
nger in front of his house without having a chill.
' There was no one on the sound stage but the crew, and there
ere only a few strip lights burning.

I went over and sat down on the steps of a huge staircase
which was part of the set. Near by, some of the property
men were shooting craps with one eye warily on the stage
door. Their voices were hushed, and on a sound-proof
stage when anything is hushed it is practically unheard.
The walls are cork and felt-lined, so there are no echoes.
I must have sat there twenty minutes waiting for something to happen. Nothing did. It got me down, not knowing
what was the matter. Finally I stood up and went over to
one of the sound department technicians who was fussing
with a mixer. He had on a pair of ear-phones and spoke
occasionally into a mouth-piece which somewhere connected him with the monitor room.
His name was Lanny Barnes — I had learned that from
— and
hearing him spoken to several times the day before
he was one of the homeliest men I ever looked at. His
sandy hair stood straight up in an unruly pompadour.
That and his tilted eyebrows gave him a sort of a frightened appearance. But his eyes under those brows were
different— steady, blue and innocent-looking — and he had
a large mouth with a bristly little moustache over it that
was not as wide as his lips.
When I stood beside him he was only a little taller than
I
I, but strong and stocky as to body and shoulders.
waited for him to take the ear-phones off.
Where is everybody?"
"What's the matter?
He gave me a friendly grin. " Probably they're rewriting the
You mustn't mind a little
script or something, Miss Adair.
wait in the motion picture business. That's what we do most
of. Thank heaven I don't have to worry about anything but a
Somebody'll be
few wire cables and a cranky transformer.
time."
wasting
for
devil
the
us
give
and
minute
a
along in
Lanny proved to be right. Almost before he finished47 speak-

"Go away. No time
for a publicity racket
— 'Blonde Actress
Poses As Nurse,' "Deering cuttingly said.
"I am a nurse," I said

ing the door opened and Uncle Lou Mueller barged in, followed
by Sam Feldman and two other men. One of them was Jimmy
McCane, Sohlki's assistant director, but the other I had never
seen before—
a tall, thin man who wore his clothes well.
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Uncle Lou was barking as he came in, and kept right or
"Get Freddy Gay and Taylor and whoever else is in thi
scene," he told Jimmy, and Jimmy hurried over to the portabl;
telephone
He began dialing numbers.

' ou here already?" Uncle Lou said to me. "Well, that's
I want you should meet the new director on this picture,
ott Deering."
]r. Deering was the tall thin man.

We shook hands.

hi 1 was puzzled.
"I thought Mr. Sohlki —
licle Lou interrupted me: "Sohlki got himself killed last
As if I didn't have enough troubles already!"
lound myself repeating, "Killed!" but I wasn't thinking of
ne woman stabbed him," Uncle Lou went on.
in Feldman protested, "We don't know yet if it was a
an."
Sure it was.
In Hollywood, it's always a woman," Uncle
snapped.
went right on thinking. It was that woman I had seen
lg herself into Sohlki's house the night before — the woman
had looked me over so carefully as I sat there in his car
ng for him to come out. That was why he had not come
with the coats — would never come out again. I wondeil foolishly if his car was still standing there, parked against
urb. But it wouldn't be; his car would have been taken
• by the police. The police! Terrifying memories. Had I
my thing in the car? Fear just about paralyzed my brain,
ildn't remember! A handkerchief might have fallen out of
imhocket, or I might have lost a button from my coat.
icer panic made my knees tremble.
It couldn't be — there
mitn't be another death in which I was even remotely concei|ed. It was unfeeling of me, I know, to be thinking about
If at a time of tragedy, but I couldn't help it. I was feeling
ver again the dreadful agony of a rabbit headed down a
bli 1 alley with dogs in full pursuit.
If my name was linked
this thing, all that had happened to me before would come
Perhaps I would even be suspected myself.
And just
I was beginning to feel so safe, with everything that was
hoible in my life safely two thousand miles away.
must have been a little dizzy. Somebody caught me by the
ellw and steadied me — it was Scott Deering.
Take it easy, Miss Adair."
1
guess I — I'm a little faint," I faltered. "I didn't have
n
breakfast."
hat was a silly thing to say, but it diverted attention for the
lent.
Confound women who starve themselves," said the tall
ctor impatientlv. "Here — I'll send out for some coffee and
11."
e began looking around for someone to despatch on the
nd.
laughed, a little hysterically.
"I don't starve myself,
niter. I didn't eat because I was afraid I'd be late."
I
ioned to Louella.
"My maid will get me something."
| UELLA came over to us with a funny look in her eyes — a
testion.She had heard the conversation, of course, and she
wondering, just as I was, what part I had had in the sudden
lg off of the recently virile Mr. Sohlki. I knew her well
Hugh even then to realize that she was not accusing me, but
n merely trying to figure it out. I knew also that even if I
vi e in some strange way to blame, she would not betray me.
0 I shook my head at her just once, reassuringly. No one
5; it but Louella herself, and her face cleared instantly.
Yes, Miss Rach — Miss Rochelle, honey, I was just waitin'
tc.ind out what I could do for you."
Ir. Deering gave her the money to get breakfast from across
tl street — the studio restaurant didn't open until after eleven
- nd Louella departed cheerfully on her way. She, poor loyal,
: sting soul, thought everything was all right.
iy that time, Mr. Gay and Mr. Taylor had arrived and
J imy McCane called a rehearsal. That was the Hollywood
vsion of "The show must go on."
1 give you time off to go to the funeral," Uncle Lou said
' skly, "but otherwise we got a fast shooting schedule on this
I; ture, already New York is hollering about the overhead."
■\ ith that he bustled off to other affairs, sure that everything
t aid be all right in the capable hands of the new director

whom he had hastily catapulted into a picture that he knew
nothing about.
He was right about the capability of Scott Deering. I was
too concerned with ray own affairs to appreciate him that morning, but I learned later that all he needed was a few sun-arcs and
a camera to paint the most vivid loveliness that has ever appeared on the silver screen.
I went through what I was supposed to do in a sort of a
trance, but somehow three or four scenes got themselves
photographed and recorded before it was time for lunch.
I did not go to the commissary but ordered something sent
over to my dressing room. Louella went out and bought a copy
of the noon edition of the afternoon paper.
The murder of William Sohlki carried an eight-column
headline.
According to the press, the police so far knew only that the
body had been found by Sohlki's Japanese man-servant when
he came in that morning; that he had been killed with a carving
knife; and that half a dozen different people were being held for
questioning.
My name was not mentioned.
CHAPTER

XVI

And my name nevei has been mentioned from that day to
this in connection with one of the most mysterious murder cases
that has ever puzzled the Los Angeles police.
I couldn't tell what I knew. Louella wouldn't, of course, and
the woman who saw me waiting in Sohlki's car most certainly
couldn't say anything without making what would have been
practically a confession of her own guilt. But the Sohlki death
mystery was suddenly eclipsed by a greater news event, and the
police and the press were distracted from their probe, and finally
the clues grew cold and confused.
At any rate, the murder was front page news for only a day.
In another twenty-four hours it was mentioned briefly in the
second news sections of the local papers, and in a week had
entirely disappeared from print.
Had I been as well known then as I am now I would almost
inevitably have been dragged into the case. Someone would
have seen me with Sohlki and remembered it. But as it was,
there were too many people trying to hide what they knew
about the famous director. Any one of a score of enemies —
some of them jealous husbands and vengeful mothers — had
plenty of reason to like Sohlki better underground and, in the
confusion, the real culprit escaped. I think I met her once —
but that is an unpleasant experience I will set down later.
However, the conclusion that I was never to be concerned in
the police investigation was not arrived at in time to be of any
use to me the afternoon the story broke or for many days thereafter. The day the murder was discovered I had to renew my
make-up several times to cover up the signs of my agitation,
and go back on the set when I was called.
In spite of my trepidation and concern with affairs outside
the studio, I found out the first afternoon that Scott Deering
did not approve of me — or, at least, of my type. During one of
the intervals in shooting, while the crew was shifting cameras
and lights for a new set-up, Frederick Gay came over to me and
quite casually put his arm around my shoulders as he talked to
me. I didn't know what to do about it. Gay, I may say, is one
of the greatest actors in America today, with a fine stage tradition back of his glamorous success on the screen. I was aware
(as who isn't?) that the unwritten ethical code of show business
embraces customs and unconventionalities which are frowned
upon in a stricter environment. How often I had been told that
terms of endearment and casual familiarities "do not mean a
I was telling myself that as I stood there, frightened a little
and
certainly uncomfortable, while the cocksure and debonnaire
thing."
Mr. Gay took liberties which I should have resented under any
other circumstances and which were practically insulting.
His conversation, however, was something else again. All he
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was saying was, " When I was in France during the war I don't
recall having seen any apartments
[ please turn to page 92 ]
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The Tragedy of Being A
HOLLYWOOD MOTHER
IHAVE not seen my baby awake for three days!"
It was a wistful statement, full of mother-yearning,
made by Virginia Bruce the other day at the studio. She
had been working constantly on a new production. When she
arrived home late, Susan Ann was asleep. When she left for
the studio the next morning, the baby had been up for hours
and was taking her nap.
Have you ever thought about this tragedy of stardom, you
mothers who can enjoy your babies all the day through?
Perhaps you may have cast an envious eye at the glamorous
picture queens — it's only human. Perhaps, after a particularly
hot and trying day when your baby is teething and fretful,
and you finally get him off to sleep, you have sighed to yourself, "Oh, for the life of a movie star!"
Balance it against this:
Glenda Farrell, with her boy desperately ill in Palm Springs
all last year and Glenda working in two pictures at once in
Hollywood. Glenda, snatching every moment away from the
work — work which made possible the expensive care Tommy
needed— to rush down and see him — often to stay for only an
hour.
And balance it against this:
Helen Hayes, in Hollywood to fulfill a contract — miserable
and in an agony of worry away from her little Mary. She did
not dare bring Mary out here due to the infantile paralysis
scare. She was so unhappy making the picture " What
Every Woman Knows" that no title was ever truer.
Her dissatisfaction then was not with Hollywood, pictures in
general, or that particular production.
It was simply that she
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could not bear to be away from her child. Helen telephone*
her every night, but left the phone bathed in tears. Helei
would talk on and on, absorbing every nuance in Mary's void
— to carry her through the next day. Nothing, not all th<
studio gods or the elements combined could keep her from th<
telephone at that appointed hour
Helen is back with her child now — and she says no contrac:,
will ever lure her to Hollywood or any place again without
Mary. Helen did not have a normal childhood, herself Shi
was on the stage at the age of five, and has been there evei
since. So now she is having her play-days with Mary, and nc
mother ever enjoyed her child more completely Mary anc,
Helen dress dolls together, have tea-parties, take, riding
lessons. When she is with Mary, Helen Hayes shuts out the
world and is so breathlessly happy that alien eyes have nc
place in this two-some It is intruding on something too revealing and sacred.
Recently, Helen even threatened to give up the stage, be;
cause, she said, she couldn't do justice to both jobs at once. Few
women who have had her success would not try to effect a
compromise — but Helen places the child first She will never
forget that torturing separation.
Motherhood has been called the inalienable right of womanbut it requires more than ordinary courage on the part of a1
screen star. There is the fear of the effect on her appearance—
which every woman feels. To a star it is of vital economic
importance. It may be a gamble — but truthfully, a baby
more often improves the mother's looks than damages them,
when she has the proper care.

KAREN

life
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When baby wakes in the
morning with a wide, pink
yawn, the day unfolds like
a magic carpet for the
average mother, rich in
companionship with her
child. But the movie star
mother must rush to the
studio, rarely seeing her
baby awake
and playing

Virginia Bruce, for instance, was merely a pretty girl when
and stimulating example they are in demanding their right to
le married Jack Gilbert and until Susan Ann was born
have youngsters and to be normal women. They can, of
o\v she is radiantly beautiful— called, in fact, one of the most
advantage obtainable with money—
course, give them every sacrifice,
■autiful women on the screen.
Sally Eilers, Arline Judge,
but the mothers frequently
the children undergo no
went
all
money class that has been
Crosby—
the
Lee
Dixie
been
not
Blondell,
^ances Dee, Joan
do. Heretofore, it has
rough the worry and gambled with their appearance.
And
the most prolific. Large families were considered by a certain
-ery one of their babies has added that indefinable something
snobbish group as slightly vulgar. But all around me, in
:tween girlish prettiness and real beauty.
They have a
Hollywood, I hear the girls who have one or two children now,
)ise and an assurance they never had before.
saying, "Oh, my family is not complete yet. We want a girl,
All enthusiastic.
B.ut every one of them made a material, economic sacrifice —
now— or another boy— or twins!"
hich runs into staggering
And just as Hollywood
influences the customs,
$ures — to have her baby,
he cost of a child, to a
manners and fashions of a
Don't ever envy the star mother! Few
jpular star whose services
country—
why not the
families?
e in constant demand,
women sacrifice so much for their
ins between fifty and a
When women want chil
babies and get so little joy in return
jndred thousand dollars!
to make sacdren enough
rifices which no woman in
In Norma Shearer's case
ith her second baby, now
BY RUTH
RANKIN
any other walk of life is
;pected, a whole M-G-M
called upon to make, imreduction of "Marie Anagine what it means to
tinette" was halted— at a fabulous cost. Norma would like a
to turn that child over to some one else
have
to
women
those
to bring up!
irl this time, and let's hope she gets her wish. She certainly
eserves it. Norma feels that the time to have your children
Often, these picture girls are absolutely dependent on their
while you are young enough to grow up with them. She
work for economic security. If not, they can give the child
:els the studio and the career can wait. But it is impossible
greater advantages by continuing to work. Most of them
) eliminate a certain degree of worry about it.
have risen through the extra and small-player ranks to achieve
When you consider at what tremendous odds picture stars
their present success. Having just arrived at the top, it would
ave children at all, you realize what a gratifying wholesome
be an unwarranted extravagance to toss it into the discard.

eye, there is the lurking awful fear of kidnappers which nev
leaves a star-mother a moment's peace. Guards are hired in
as you would hire a maid — as a necessary part of every hou!
hold staff. Windows are barred, the child must be kept mo
or less in seclusion. This is the most ghastly fear possible
imagine hovering over a household. To convey the necessi
for caution to the child, without conveying the fear, is a pro
lem even' woman in pictures with a youngster has had
work out. The little girl or boy cannot run down the stre
in perfect freedom to play with the neighboring kids. Cann
go to and from school even in a school bus, unless strong
guarded. Can you imagine being miles away in a studio, aboi
to play an important scene, and have a frantic nurse telephoi
that the baby cannot be found?
Marlene Dietrich solves this problem by having little Mar
with her during almost every waking moment — with an arm<
guard. And she has even been criticized for it, by many wl
question the wisdom of subjecting a child to constant publ
curiosity and attention. Maria is on a picture set with hmother much of the time — not the best place in the world for
growing youngster, you may say.
But what is her mother to do? Be tortured and haggar
with worry over her welfere and safety, away from her? A
Most picture children, when they are old enough, are brou$
to the studio to see mama. Norma Shearer's son, Irvir
Junior, calls on his father and goes to Norma 's set every da
when she is working, for a short visit.
He brings her a bouquet of lovingly gathered flowers, slightl
wilted by his tight little clasp, but precious to Norma. H
tells her of the pony ride he has just had, or the swim. They di
cuss Irving Junior, not pictures. He wears, perhaps, a cov
boy outfit and a sombrero. "Oh, who is that?" exclaim
Norma. "I'm Viva Villa!" shouts the boy, with a flourish.
One day he was persuaded to talk into the microphonehis name, age, "Hello papa,
etc. It was put onto a sounc
track and run off with tb
"rushes" that night, as a su
prise for his father.
Another day, he arrived t
have an important whispere
conference with his mother. Hi
left with his nurse for Thalbergf
office where he was solemn!
announced, at his own reques,
" Irving Thalberg, Junior, to se
you." Junior gulped, took \
deep breath, entered and bowecj
Then he spoke up manfully-!
"Daddy, I want to apologize fc
being a naughty boy this morri

Heien Hoyes suffered through weeks of
agony and worry when the infantile paralysis scare kept Mary in New York
while Helen stayed in Hollywood for
a picture.
She'll never leave her again

It is a business of swift success and
oblivion — and they are far-sighted
women, these days. Their actor or
director or even producer husbands
may not be acting or directing or producing pictures five years from now.
Marriages do not always last in Hollywood. But children do. You cannot
blame the star for having careers while
they can, or for combining them with
children.
The problem is theirs, and one which
many of you mothers would not have the
courage to tackle. Bringing up a family
is pretty much a life-work by itself.
What if you had to bring up a boxoffice along with it?
With children so much in the public
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Virginia Bruce, one of the most devoted
mothers in Hollywood, is unhappy because
she seldom has a chance to play with or
care for little Susan
Ann
Gilbert

So even discipline has to b
exercised by a screen mothe;
from a picture set!
Norma Shearer happens to b
an outstanding example of san
motherhood in this businesj
which makes any kind of mothei|
hood ing."
difficult enough. She set}
more of her son than the avera? j
star. She was off the screen i
year while Irving Junior W2
quite young. It is a rare wee
that she must be away fro!
home every day, even in trj
midst of a picture. Yet her so
is not spoiled with too muc
attention or expensive toys, i
[ PLEASE
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0:>osite, an interesting departure in bathing suits.
■able brown linen lace with a flesh-pink jersey linin< upheld by a halter strap. The halter theme is a
;a)red

line

throughout

Miss

Torres'

entire

wardrobe

3}osite, beauty that lies in line. Glacier blue in the
Inhest of crepes sweeps from a simple halter bodice
Oj modified train. A single panel drapes from the
ict hip.
Those
crystals are not part of the gown
>A ite satin is developed along Grecian lines, with a
dioed halter front and no back. A narrow half-belt
*aens at back center. The slightly shortened front
■' is new
and
promises
to be important
fashion
iumer afternoon finds Miss Torres wearing a suit of
we crepe with snowy fox collar, over a simple matchin blouse with button trimmed jabot. The mushroom
se)r with patent band and tiny veil was designed by her
A' in, only rich black crepe and line for style. The
dcded bodice slit is repeated in the skirt, where
fu sss falls well below the hips in the smart new skirt
Tvement.
Jeweled
clasps and bracelets
for accent

*

I

A DAY IN JUNE WITH

The day on Miss Tobin's
Montecito estate may begin
or end with a canter, for
which the actress is attired
in beige whipcord jodhpurs,
green, beige and brown
wool coat with patch pockets and a paisley stock. Her
boots
are
of dark
brown

Cream satin blooms with pastel flowers for dinner or the
dance,

and is simply designed with a capelet barely
covering the shoulders. Miss
Tobin's only adornment is
a string of pearls. Sandals are worn stockingless;
hair
in sculptured
curls

1

•'•

•*
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++
<

»•

1
1 .•

,....,,_
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Vf

4,
wnkfast and a lazy sunning
inrie patio of her country
hoe start a good day. For
eay hours Miss Tobin likes
the comfortable Elizabeth
A en pajamas with white
'■e\ design on a powder-blue
qijjnd. Nonchalant threeqiirter coat with
pockets

tfc*&

%lWtt

r

?x^ JCff ?1 m nki'^bj. '

M

ajlaid sash of pink, white
1 brown, and a matching
a shady h a t of stitched
inn banded in blue. White
lies and brown
socks

SJ
.-.■SwTf

s*m
r

lively companions, Beau
Bte and Prosper, mean a
II, and for this ritual Miss
in wears blush linen with

$

•

1

*White

organza

striped'"'"with

bright green and white
seems part of the June
scape. The ruffles that
the sleeves
continue
the back of the frock
end in a dust ruffle.
Tobin's

next

film

satin
landform
down
and
Miss

will

be

"The Girl from 10th Avenue"

Hawaiian

seed accessories

in variety figure in the
Hollywood sports plan.
Miss Lupino poses with a
necklace of the lei type,
two bracelets and a bag
with hookless slide fastener
for

safety

of

contents

iarbaric in their primitive simplicity, oyster shells highly
polished for an exotic necklace and bracelet, and worn with
striking effect by Kathleen
Burke.
From I. Magnin, California

JEAN HARLOW'!,

Jean Harlow has trim feet and a beautifully arched
instep. Her shoe closet reveals sandals with wide

black satin bands embroidered in gold for the negligee or hostess gown. Also, very smart tweed sports
ghillies trimmed with brown alligator, which may be
ordered
in sturdy
fabric
to match
sports clothes

For town wear, look twice at these white kid members
closely overlaid with narrow bands of black braid
with that most comfortable of ideas, the T strap. An
even more generous T strap nominates these white
perforated buckskins with perforated brown kid trim
for practically all sports and spectator sports needs

— ■
(

s&
f^
Costume

jewelry has interpreted itself in almost
every substance under the
sun, including metal, wood,
synthetics, nuts and seed.
Marian Marsh displays blue
matches with white beads
that strike a smart
note

With

gay little trinkets

like Miss Marsh's coral
and gold clip and bracelet, daytime frocks take on
new character and color.
Distinctive accessories for
every costume is a chic
thought
for the smart

of Hollywood in scarirf
prospective
A perfect Baedeker for prospectiv
spots, studios
and other
what-nots

How would you like a red and white map
form, likeshows
Miss a Lupino's?
visitors
favorite

:HOE PARADE
For afternoon or with the cotton dinner and dance
frock, we recommend
plaid sandals in red,
the formal frock, the
dals of gold kid for
All shoes
are
from

\

Very shiny red straw straps and ridiculously high
red leather heels contribute to sandals that would
do credit to the grandest of dance floors. Then come
neat, almost childish sports sandals of pearl-gray
stitched linen that belong in every Summer wardrobe.
Emphasis on that flat heel for comfort and for chic

&

Miss Harlow's bright Scotch
yellow, sand and white. For
chastely lovely Grecian sanflowing chiffons and crepes.
Bullock s-Wilshire,
California

I HE Gaumont British "Loves of a Dictator" not only teams Clive Brook and
Madeleine Carroll, noteworthy on its
own, but presents the panoply and bitter
intrigue of a fascinating phase of the
Danish royal court in the 16th century.
Right, Helen Haye as Juliana the Queen
Mother haughtily snubs Clive Brook IDr.
Struensee) after failing to set Queen
Caro//ne Mathilde (Madeleine Carroll)
against him, her lover. Center left is Miss
Haye, then directly below, from left to
right, Miss Carroll and Mr. Brook, Miss
Carroll, and Mr. Brook, Betty Hamilton,
illustrating the rich scenes and settings

#

\\t

N "Loves of a Dictator," the regal
Madeleine Carroll risks her own life in a
farewell visit to her lover, Dr. Struensee
(Clive Brook), her staunch supporter and
honest adviser, thrown into a dungeon
and sentenced to death on a pretext.
Next, the winsome young Queen Caroline Mathilde herself, a close-up of her as
she first met the serious Dr. Sfruensee, a
man of science far ahead of his time and
consequently hated for it. In his last
moments on earth, facing extinction by
the axe, he broods not only on the bitterness of his own fate, but that of his beloved— did she escape a like ending?

m K3&5

HBP

cigarette in the dark gave the photographer a chance to catch
this interesting black-and-white study of Phillip Reed. You'll see Reed
Bette Davis in First National's picture, "The Girl from IOth Avenue"

ONE

Why Merle

CLICKED

Fifty million film fans can't be
wrong! Miss Oberon, a newcomer to Hollywood, is on a
non-stop

flight to

By HELEN

stardom

HARRISON

VER since Merle Oberon
walked away with the
year's popularity award
n-stop stardom the excitime of " Why?" has bene national after-dinner
Sirsion.
perfectly true that her
legate brunette beauty offers
• competition to a Shearer,
harm a challenge to Gayyet neither quite explains
imazing Merle — who also
hs her own particular brand
of ersonality.
may be well to scrap all
th :olderol and plain and fancy
hc?y that have surrounded
Tasmanian version of

Putting on the finishing touches

for a

scene with Doug Fairbanks in "The Private Life of Don Juan." Her rise toward stardom has
been
rapid
since

: Merle
ThompN and
start O'Brien
with some
real
fat.

Then you too can play
years ago on February 11th she was born at
Hobart, Tasmania, and seven y-ears later she
was living with her mother, uncle and aunt
in Calcutta. (Her father died shortly before
she was born.) The Thompsons were
British, and on the distaff side Merle is
French-Dutch. Her uncle was attached to

thjdelightful game of "Why?"
wji a fair chance of winning a
pit income tax blank, a piece
■ofjomebody's
5 breakdown.mind or a ner* ferle, in the very first place,
ot the raven-haired, eboni seductress she appears on
screen. Actually her coloritches her fair skin — deall make-up save lip< her hair is chestnut
«<—— 1for
er eyes hazel.
And her
Hi humor and even white

the Army-, and being rather well connected
she was brought up in propriety and seclusion with the benefit of an excellent education and the dubious advantages of Calcutta

4 of

tejh make smiling a frequent
pi sure. She's medium height,
id curls up in a chair in
unstudied
informality.
N poses.
he's not a seventh daughter
venth daughter nor a
P cini heroine. Twentv-four

Merle Oberon,

arriving in America

for

the first time, to play in "Folies Bergere," opposite Maurice Chevalier. Now
Hollywood
just won't let her go back

society — which soon palled on the adolescent
but astute young beauty.
At seventeen she accompanied her uncle to
England. By this time she had become the
rage of Calcutta and privately engaged to a
blond Englishman who followed her to
London. But being engaged to Merle is
something like having a ticket on the sweepstakes. It's an exciting prospect — but the
odds are a million to one against you! The
Englishman
[please turn to page
114)
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IRISH NIGHTS
And Other

When a fellow stai
decorating
the 91
den, it looks like
plans
to stay.
A
everybody
knows
will suit the ladies
Hollywood
just fi;
f Nils Asther nev
returns
to
Swed

John Lodge, Evel
Venable and her ho
band Hal Mohr, ho
ing lunch together
the
Mohrs'
hou<
All was
sweetne
and
Mrs.

light and
betweih
Mohr

cameraman hubbytill she mentiom
henna
hair

ERIN GO BRAGH, my Colleen:
The Abbey Players, famous Irish actors touring America,
came to town. Maureen O'Sullivan entertained for them
and the darlin' asked me to a big luncheon she gave at her
home studio, M-G-M. I came in a pourin' rain and met the
whole troupe who are wholesome, homey folk. First we met
up in the research department, presided over by the interesting
Natalie Bucknall. And some day soon, kitten, I shall discourse on what a fascinating place that is. . . . Fancy hors
66

cfoeuvres and cocktails were served before we went down
the commissary. I met Miss Eileen Crowe, the lady who thi
very night played the part in "The Far-Off Hills," whi(
Maureen is going to do on the screen, so I pulled a big Ik
to the city right out of the air (there's nothing you can't d
and presented it to her as a welcome gestur'
Hollywood!)
in The
luncheon table was splendidly decked out in gret
flowers, green aspics, tiny Irish flags and the brogue of Er
which sent the stock of the land of Killarney to a new high

Aithe O'Brien home, Pat pours a cocktail while Mitzi carves her name on the bar.
Lots of famous names there!
3' the walls are framed stills from every film that Pat has played
in, and
portraits of all his studio friends

It was a daisy of a night, that night. I got both eyes full of
could hardly wait to see "The Far-Off Hills" that evening.
jess, though, that I never will know how good it was since
all your favorite movie stars. So, before I go on to other
things, I must report that small Nancy Carroll with the big
1 audience was so filled with enthusiastic movie people, ineyes wore a black Salvation Army bonnet with a bow and big
1 ling Maureen, naturally, that I couldn't keep my eyes from
long streamers all the way down the back! A quaint spectacle
(ing. They kept lighting on the young Miss Jean Muir,
in the Troc.
v) used to hang around back-stage a lot when the Abbeys
The ravishing Virginia Bruce supplied enough allure for a
v e in New York and who was now sitting on the edge of her
it, absorbed.
dozen movie stars. Her brushed-gold hair, worn in a simple
\ ell, from Ireland me and the Man went to heaven, which
knot, with a half-moon shaped fluffy fringe, kept me insanely
Whenever I lowered my eyes it was to
\> the Trocadero in this case. There, who do you think I jealous all evening.
covet her floaty chiffon gown
#'? Maureen O'Sullivan! Surin a luscious rose-sunset shade,
|e!
with her neck and shoulders ris"here were others, too. That
Mitzi Cummings sees all and
viz, Fred Astaire, was talking
ing from a huge, all-around ruff.
ii ntently to the Irving Berlins
But let's leave the Troc and
knows all the stars. Her news
romp over to see the merry Pat
It he didn't bat an eyebrow,
fl alone a foot, when they
O'Brien, and his missus and
of filmdom's goings-on appears
their kid, Mavourneen, they are
-yed the Continental! A great
s down for me who was certain
in PHOTOPLAY
every
month
so daffy over. She has the cunningest nursery, in pink and
[ see something spectacular
white with a miniature chaise
• eplace,free-for-nothing.Well,
longuc in white moire taffeta piled high with pillows, just like
i vbe the Astaire would rather talk than listen, but not so
I a; Crosby and wife Dixie Lee, who were going through
a debutante's, that Barbara Stanwyck gave her. But that
giddiest gyrations right there at their table with balloonisn't all. There is a wondrous dressing-table, too, of white
ruffled net over pink with looped up ribbon bows like a ballet
r. Mack Gordon.
Mack didn't write the Continental but
dancer's skirt and a real mirror! It's a fluffy miniature of
- do most all of Bing's tunes and has tossed off a ditty or
> on the side. You may remember "Did You Ever See a
mama's and although the young one is too tiny to use it, 'tis
t ."am Walking?" and "Love Thy Neighbor." Bing rolled
anursery,
very pretty
anyway.piece of feminine frippery to have in one's
3 eyes, heaved his shoulders and did rat-a-tats on the table
> h a fork while he boo-booed-a boo. Dixie did some head
From the nursery we toddled to the bar where I had to see
J 1 shoulder shakings, just like everybody wants to do when
the hundreds of pictures of Pat's friends, and the framed stills
1 > hear the piece, only they don't do it so smooth and
from every picture he's ever worked in. Anytime you have a
| -cha !
week off, spend it with Pat at
[ please turn to page 104 ]
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DANCE— First National

HERE'S a grand evening for you who like singing and
dancing with a plausible back stage story sandwiched
in. The fact that Al Jolson, better than ever, and Ruby
Keeler, good as always, are in it lifts it out of the class of
average musicals.
The hero (Al Jolson), supposed to be temperamental and
unreliable, is barred from the show business. Then he
meets Ruby. His sister, (played by Glenda Farrell, and
she's swell!) makes them team up as an act. So far it
might sound routine. However, the developments are anything but. And the dialogue isn't sacrificed for music.
Dance numbers are exceptionally good — especially the
routine
featuring
Latin from
Manhattan." You'll find
it
swift and
tuneful"A musical
entertainment.

Shad ow
Stage
A Review of the New

a CARDINAL
H

^STAR

OF MIDNIGHT—

RKO-Radio

THIS will remind you of "The Thin Man." For it is as
sparkling, thrilling and devastatingly humorous as last
year's ace murder mystery.
William Powell has Ginger Rogers to banter with throughout this guaranteed-to-baffle murder problem. Bill again
does his sleuthing in a most adroit and entertaining fashion,
to extricate himself from a nasty mess following the slaying
of a reporter in his apartment.
You don't know the answer until the final surprising
fadeout, but the repeated sallies of irresistible wit and
humor ease the tension delightfully. Another bright flow
of dialogue and directorial punch is set off by easy, winning
performances by all concerned, including Paul Kelly, Leslie
Fenton, J. Farrell MacDonald, Russell Hopton.
68

PICTURES

Pictures

RICHELIEU— 20th CenturyUnited Artists

ONE of history's most fascinating figures, Richelieu,
comes to the screen in brilliant form. Mr. Arliss cannot help but deliver a superior characterization, and he has
never been more accomplished an actor than as the great
Cardinal of France.
Although in history many versions of the iron-gloved
priest are found, 20th Century has wisely kept to the
middle road. You see his schemes, his trickery, his brilliant
plans, and listen to his biting remarks, delivered in the
typically delighting Arliss style. But one neither hates nor
loves Richelieu. Rather, one waits to see what Arliss will
do next.
Maureen O'Sullivan plays the lovely Leenore, his adopted
daughter who, by merest chance, changed the history of
France. She is so freshly lovely it is easily understood
why Richelieu, to defend her honor, fights Louis when the
King, for his own selfish ends, orders the Cardinal to
marry her to an old man she has never seen.
Louis, played by Edward Arnold, is as excellent a portrayal as the most exacting historian could wish. And
the rest of the cast measures up. Direction is rather slow.
One wishes it had more fire, a more nail-biting, handwringing tempo. But the beauty of photography and
mounting is superb. And the religious scenes so lovely
they are a privilege to witness.

SAVES

YOUR

THE

BEST PICTURES

RICHELIEU
GO INTO YOUR DANCE
VAGABOND LADY
BLACK

THE

PICTURE

OF THE

TIME

AND

MONEY

MONTH

PRIVATE WORLDS
STAR OF MIDNIGHT
FOUR HOURS TO KILL
FURY

BEST PERFORMANCES

OF THE

MONTH

George Arliss in "Cardinal Richelieu"
Edward Arnold in "Cardinal Richelieu"
Douglas Dumbnlle in "Cardinal Richelieu"
Charles Boyer in "Private Worlds"
Claudette Colbert in "Private Worlds"
Clive Brook in "Farewell to Love"
Paul Muni in "Black Fury"
William Powell in "Star of Midnight"
Robert Young in "Vagabond Lady"
Richard Barthelmess in "Four Hours to Kill"
Roscoe Karns in "Four Hours to Kill"
William Blakewell in "Strangers AH"
Casts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 122
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^-VAGABOND
A

LADY— Hal Roach-M-G-M

MORE

spirited, delightfully mad and altogether enjoyable bit of comedy drama than this you'll seldom
see. It's a pip from start to finish.
Robert Young is the captivating scapegrace son of a
too, too dignified family. Stiff laced brother Reginald
Denny entrusts Robert with the task of making fiancee
Evelyn Venable appreciative of the finer things of life.
Of course, he does just the opposite — and she loves it!
This is the best thing Robert Young has ever done. His
playboy character is a triumph in whimsical anything-for-agood-time roles. Evelyn Venable shows refreshing spirit
and Frank Craven's old-sot father role is a new deal in
drunks. Plenty of grand "touches" can be credited to
Director Sam Taylor and writer Frank Butler.

PRIVATE WORLDS— Walter Wanger-Paramount

NO

prophetic gift is necessary to state that this will be
one of the year's most discussed pictures. It is a
triumph in adult entertainment, with interesting characters
playing against the extremely unusual, daring and yet
absorbing background of mental abnormality.
Modern psychiatrists, working together in a hospital
for mental cases, are the principals of the drama. In
struggling to right the warped minds of their patients, they
find themselves tangled in "private worlds" of their own.
Claudette Colbert, as the woman psychiatrist living a
"ghost" romance, gives what is probably her most mature
performance to date. Charles Boyer definitely arrives in a
role which his sheer screen authority makes hypnotically
attractive.
one masculineThereby
threat. he qualifies as Hollywood's number
Whether or not due to Gregory La Cava's great direction,
both Joel McCrea and Joan Bennett rise above themselves
and become actors. You will not soon forget the eerie
power of the scene where Joan hears mad voices call.
The whole film radiates skill and understanding. No recent photoplay has been more convincingly real nor more
genuinely compelling throughout. A large share of the
credit must go to Phyllis Bottome, who wrote the book,
and Lynn Starling, who put real words into the mouths of
real people.
It's for intelligent adults, not for children.

ft FOUR

HOURS

TO KILL— Paramount

hit, "Small
KRASNA'S
NORMAN
is even more
tense and stage
compelling
on the Miracle,"
screen.
It's a "Grand Hotel" idea within the lobby of a theater
while a show is in progress, centering around a doomed
killer (Richard Barthelmess) passing four hours handcuffed
to the guard who will take him on a train to the gallows.
Barthelmess, in the finest character opportunity of his
career, triumphs gloriously in pathetic force. His skill
is matched by the superb comedy-pathos of Roscoe Karns,
as an expectant father, and by the moving performances of
every principal, including joe Morrison, Helen Mack,
Gertrude Michael, Ray Milland and Charles C. Wilson.
This is high tension stuff, embellished by high art and
striking production.
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BLACK FURY
—First
National
A

SAGA of the coal-mines, with Paul Muni intensely
believable. It is drama in the raw, with no pretty-pretty.
Done with intense realism, the coal-mining town, the elemental
problems of the miners, live and have strength on the screen.
Karen Morley is well cast as Anna ATovak, who precipitates
all the trouble. An excellent problem picture.

WON'T

RECKLESS—
M-G-M
THE clever talents of Jean Harlow, William Powell and
Franchot Tone fail to make this the superior picture it
should have been. Jean is the show girl who marries millionaire weakling Franchot. He can't take it when his father and
friends turn against him, and his suicide leaves Jean with a
baby and a ruined reputation. It's Powell to the rescue.

—
Fox
GEORGE
MISTER
DYNAMITE—
Universal

1935
SCANDALS
WHITE'S

EDDIE LOWE rides to glory in this grand film version of
Dashiell Hammett's yarn. As a slick detective who is
interested in justice principally because it pays him fat fees,
Eddie muscles his way into a mystery and wise-cracks through
a beautifully paced story that keeps you baffled. Excellent
cast, including Jean Dixon, Esther Ralston, Victor Varconi.

CLEAN Scandals, not an off-color line, and Eleanor
Powell— a tap-dancer so good you can hardly believe itmake this one something you'll want to see. Jimmy Dunn
and Alice Faye are a small-time team, discovered by George
White, who let the bright lights go to their heads and have to
be disciplined by hard luck. Ned Sparks gets most laughs.
A

»
LOVES
OF A
DICTATOR—
GB
A

DRAMATIC, historical drama, well cast and beautifully
presented. Clive Brook is the radical young dictator,
Dr. Struensee, who, in 1766 was taken into the Court of Denmark by weakling King Christian and fell in love with the
bride Queen, Caroline (Madeleine Carroll). The story of their
romance is told directly and convincingly.
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ONE NEW
—M-G-M
YORK
NIGHT

THIS fast, entertaining mystery-comedy-drama is played in
a breezy, highly enjoyable manner by Franchot Tone and
the delightful Una Merkel, who make one grand team! The
story is not all that could be desired, but speedy direction and
spirited acting make up for it. Steffi Duna is good as the
mystery woman, Conrad Nagel excellent as the heavy.

HAVE

TO

COMPLAIN

PEOPLE WILL
TALK—
Paramount
ONE of the most charming of the Charlie Ruggles-Mary
Boland comedies. Their daughter, Leila Hyams has been
married a year to Dean Jaggers, and the first battle has been
waged but not won. Leila comes home to mama, who decides
to scrap with papa, thus diverting the kids from their own
troubles. Deft, human comedy for the whole family.

STRANGERS
ALL— RKORADIO
A

PIP of a simple little family picture. May Robson has
four youngsters, all as different as the four seasons.
Preston Foster is the oldest and the practical one, supporting
the others. William Bakewell yearns to be an actor, James
Bush is the parlor pink, and Florine McKinney, the daughter.
It is an amusing story of the family's problems.

TRAVELING
SALESLADY
—First
National
ALIGHT airy little comedy at which you can just relax
and look and laugh. Joan Blondell takes Hugh Herbert
in the toothpaste business with her, and Hugh, flavoring the
paste-like cocktails, has some high moments. Glenda Farrell
is her expertly alert, decorative self, William Gargan is a rival
salesman, and Ruth Donnelly is aces as Joan's jittery mother.

ABOUT

THE

BAD

ONES

STOLEN
HARMONY
— Paramount

GEORGE RAFT and the Old Maestro, Ben Bernie, pool their
talents happily to make this a thoroughly enjoyable blend of
music, comedy and fast drama. The talk and action are breezy,
the songs catchy, the dances neat. A newcomer, Lloyd Nolan,
comes through with an ace character performance. Good support from Grace Bradley, Goodee Montgomery, Charles Arnt.

PRINCESS
O'HARA—
Universal

JEAN PARKER becomes a hack driver after her father is
killed by the henchmen of her best friend, racketeer Chester
Morris. She won't take any aid from him after that, and winds
up in jail when the cops find a stolen race horse between the
shafts of her cab. An exciting horse race then decides whether
she shall be freed or jailed.

Fox

$10 raisecan't ingetthemarried
clerk who story
of the
THE
hands
capablewithout
is a delightful
raiseroutine
dollar
a tensaga
of Edward Everett Horton. Karen Morley is his romance,
and Glen Boles with Rosina Lawrence are a charming pair of
impetuous lovers. Alan Dinehart unloads the supposedly worth[ please turn to page 124 ]
less property on timid Horton.
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LeBaron chose "Humoresque" as a film story in
spite of strong opposition. The movie, a tremendous success, was the winner of PHOTOPLAY'S
first Gold Medal Award,
best picture in 1920

When LeBaron, making "Beau Geste" sent a
company from New York to Arizona to film
if, people said he was crazy — till they saw the
picture.
Left, Noah Beery and Ronald Colman

He Hated the
THE name William LeBaron may mean absolutely nothing
to you, but it means more than you can imagine to such
celebrated folk as, for instance, Mae West, W. C. Fields,
Bing Crosby and George Burns and Gracie Allen.
To get right down to cases, Mr. LeBaron is one of those
mysterious and much-maligned moguls of the movies — a producer. He has been thus engaged for the past fifteen years
More than that, he is a good producer — and more than '.hat,
folk seldom speak disparagingly of him, which is odd because
the Hollywood custom is not to mention producers in public
unless you can throw knives at their backs. Perhaps strangest
of all, he has been highly successful in a business he actually
hated for years, resisted bitterly, and was finally lured into only
by base trickery and deceit.
Should the name William LeBaron sound vaguely familiar, it
is because you have seen the name — but never the face — on the
main credit titles of many pictures you have enjoyed hugely —
and no doubt on a few that bored you to tears. After all, he is
only human and can't score a touchdown every time he carries
the ball. By and large, he gains more yards than he loses.
Let us, for a moment, consider the man chronologically.
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As a child, in Elgin, he displayed early symptoms of ingenuity which hovered on genius. One incident will serve to
illustrate. A playmate's father owned a condensed milk factory
— the thick, gooey kind. Strict sanitation was the watchword
— human hands must not touch! Nothing daunted by this
stern injunction, little Willie's agile brain evolved a plan for
swiping the toothsome liquid in unlimited quantities. The
filled cans moved along an endless belt to a topping machine.
During this brief passage their delectable contents were unguarded. Our Willie and an accomplice lurked craftily beside
the traveling belt, each armed with a common pencil. As the
cans passed, the pencils were dipped into them, licked off,
dipped in again — ad nauseam. A quickly acquired sense of
timing made it eventually possible to dip every third can without missing a dip or spilling a drop.
This ingenious system was not only positive evidence of
precocity but also was proof of a cast iron stomach — or maybe
not, because Mr. LeBaron sometimes mournfully declares this
now.
juvenile indiscretion is probably half what's wrong with him
Our young hopeful — Bill then and Bill now — graduated from

#

William

4

LeBaron

is a

producer whom all
Hollywood respects
and admires in spite
of the fact that he was
lured from the stage

*■-

into pictures by the
basest
of trickery

BY BOGART
ROGERS

V

.„ ****** ~*\

Richard
Dunne in
LeBaron's
Medal.

Dix, little Douglas Scott and Irene
a scene from "Cimarron," another of
productions that won a PHOTOPLAY
It was
also
an
Academy
Winner

William LeBaron, script in his hand, camera by
his side, directing a scene for a Paramount
picture. He has the gift of getting precisely
what he wants with a minimum of time and effort

Movies
Elgin High School, entered the University of
Chicago in pursuit of his chosen career. Two
years later the LeBaron family moved to New
York and Bill, perforce, transferred to New
York University. There he met two young
blades who, like himself, were destined to go
places without, as we say, horsing around.
One was Deems Taylor, who wrote music
(since, he's even written operas for the noted
Metropolitan). The other was Reinald \Yerrenrath, whose fine voice was to become infinitely
better. LeBaron and Taylor joined forces and
wrote college plays. Werrenrath sang them.
Librettist LeBaron says the first three were no
worse than most college plays. But the fourth
—ah, the fourth! —
It was an amazingly mature and expert job of
writing called " The Echo." Book and lyrics by
LeBaron — music by Taylor. Charles Dillingham heard of it, saw it, acquired it for Broadway production.
[ please turn to page 110 ]
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SUMMER

Black satin and hookless slide fastener
contrive so smart a
manicure kit that I
thought it was a bag.
Inside is everything
to make
colorful
Extracts

your hands
and
lovely

from

Ethel Merman's
shopping list, including one member of a new eye
kit. An eye lotion
t'lat leaves the
eyes cool, rested
after
exposure

A smart daytime bag
'n tweed linen with
its own belongings,
ncluding a compact,
lipstick,
petit
perfume flacon,
a purse
mirror. The catch
to be monogrammed

A very new French
lavender, divinely
refreshing and
fragrant, in an inspired flacon. Miss
Merman findsafew
drops rubbed between palms keeps
hands dainty, cool

THIS page is advance advice for your vacation bag as well as
your Summer dressing-table, and inspired by that throaty
songstress, Ethel Merman, next to be seen with Eddie
Cantor in "Dreamland."
Whether sixteen or sixty, we all need an eye kit when we
start running about the country in open cars or languidly looking over the roll of the ocean and burning sands. An eye bath
twice a day is necessary to a sense of eye comfort and rest, as

PHOTOPLAY'S
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well as clear, sparkling beauty. In a compact little box-kit, we
find a soothing, restful lotion for bathing the eyes, preferably
with an eye-cup; eye drops, especially designed for those who
wear glasses or are forced to undue eye strain; eye cream to be
used nightly to prevent crinkly little laughter and exposure
lines, and an eyelash grower that helps wonderfully in keeping
lashes and brows well-groomed.
Of that very new liquid French lavender, the truest thing I
can say is that if you see it and smell it, you must have it. One
of those Summer refreshants that serves two purposes — keeps
you immaculately groomed and enticingly sweet. This light
perfume seems perfect with cottons, linens, organdies and
waftv chiffons.
That tweed linen bag is a charming accessory for all costumes
except the formal, and that manicure kit gets an orchid for
convenience and good looks.

HOLLYWOOD

BEAUTY

SHOP

HAIR
MOOD

ptured curls high
about her head
and
a double bang, upper
1 half of which
curls
. tightly, lower
half
forming a lacy fringe
Since this coiffure
reveals ears, it
The back shows art
by Antoine of Saks
Fifth Avenue, in a triangular part from
which curls are
brushed in ringlets.
Miss Sleeper appears
in "The
Scoundrel"

should tempted
be onlyatby
those with small,
well-shaped ears.
To be worn with
hats, the side curls
must
be
lower

The sides are par-

the poet said of June, " Then, if ever, come perWHEN
fect days," perhaps he divined the human instinct
that seems to awaken at this season and in turn
inspires us to reach for some small share of perfection. In
women, this desire invariably turns toward beauty.
When you become a little weary of yourself, as we all do at
times, try making some change in your appearance. Hair
arrangement is my best suggestion, because it will work more
magic than any one point I know. Have you ever stopped to
think of the possibilities you carry around in that top knot, that
its arrangement can make you look younger, older, gayer or
more spirituele at will? This accounts for the great changes
you may see in your favorite stars from time to time.
Most of us are too familiar with our own faces and selves to
be good designers of our own coiffures. That is why I think the
best means toward an attractive change is to put yourself in the

CONDUCTED

By

ticularly interesting, with fulness
centered there instead of back. An
idea for the small
head and the delicat e i y moulded
face
and
profile

hands of a good hairdresser and let him work his will on your
locks — just once, anyway. The next best thing is to study the
screen, try to find your own type in a role that approximates
your place in life, then attempt to copy her hair. Perhaps you
can do this yourself, or perhaps you need a picture or design for
your hairdresser. The screen coiffure is especially created for
that type and role, so that if you can fairly find your type, the
chances are that you may use her as a pattern.

CAROLYN

VAN

WYCK
75

Maxine Doyle starring in Act
II. the use of a skin freshener to further remove
cream, close the pores and
tone and enliven
the skin

Successive steps in make-up.
Act I, Anita Louise is applying a melting cleansing
cream. Only a clean skin
will look satin-smooth, lovely

Act V features a delicate flush of
rouge, cream or compact, over the
cushion of the cheek, before powdering, with Claudette Colbert. Rouge
and lipstick must harmonize in tone
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Miss Colbert presses on powder
generously, the surplus later to be
removed. The trick in powdering is
to distribute it evenly and to use a
harmonizing skin tone. End of Act VI

The curtain rises on Act VII with the
fair lady, Gloria Stuart, lightly removing extra powder with a very
soft face-powder brush, a trick
found on every star's dressing-table

Act III, showing Margaret
Lindsay stroking on powder
foundation cream, an adaptation of screen make-up
base,
in correct
skin tone

Eye shadow technique in Act
IV, with Frances Dee. Use a
trifle for daytime, more for
evening, concentrating the
color close to your lashline

&ct VIII concerns itself with brow
accent. Use a finely pointed wooden
:rayon, black or brown, according
to your coloring. This is Miss Dee
:oncentrating on the subtle, fine art

There is magic in mascara if it is applied skilfully. It should be brushed
on upper lashes with an upward motion; very little on lower lashes with
down
motion.
Miss
Dee in Act IX

The finale. Act X. with Miss Colbert
featuring a super-indelible lipstick
in tone sympathy with her rouge and
powder. Lipstick, of all touches, is
the indispensable for good-grooming
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THE ANSWER

MAN
weighs 150 pounds and has dark hair and
eyes. He is under contract to RKO-Radio,
but was loaned to Paramount for " Pursuit of
Happiness" with Joan Bennett.
Alma Lucile Kane, Memphis, Tenn.—
When you ask questions that require long
answers, Alma, you should send the old
Answer Man a return envelope, so that he can
answer them fully. Here's a brief history of
those you asked about. Lyle Talbot was
born in Pittsburgh, Pa., on February 8, 1904,
and christened Lysle Henderson. He is 5 feet,
llj^ inches tall; weighs 173 and has brown
hair and blue eyes. Jean Parker was born
in Deer Lodge, Mont., August 11, 1915. Het
real name is Mae Green. She is 5 feet, i
inches tall; weighs 106 and has dark brown
hair and hazel eyes. Ramon Novarro was
born in Durango, Mexico, February 6, 1899.
He is 5 feet, 10 inches tall; weighs 160 and has
dark brown hair and brown eyes. His real
name is Ramon Samaniegos. You will find a
list of addresses elsewhere in this issue.
Carol of Berkeley, Calif. — Well, how do
you think your name looks in print, Carol?
At this writing, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., is over
in England. His latest British picture is
"Catherine the Great." Doug was born in
New York City on December 9, 1907. He is
6 feet tall; weighs 150 pounds and has light
hair and blue eyes.
Roma, Greeley, Colo. — Cheer up, Roma,
your new hero, Cesar Romero, rates screen
billing and what's more will be getting it
from now on. He has the lead opposite

"I said I'm the best fisherman," quoth Spanky McFarland to his pal Scotty
Beckett.
"Oh, yeah?" is the answer.
"Yeah!" "Oh. yeah?"
"Yeah!"

THE Answer Man's mail bag is just bulging
with queries about a certain angelic looking little leading man — Spanky.
He is
one of Clark Gable's chief rivals, and is Clark
worried !
Spanky made his professional debut at a
very early age when he appeared before a
camera as a model on an advertising poster
for a certain bread company. His photograph
caused such a sensation that the bread company made an advertising film starring him.
His aunt sent his photo with the advertising
film to the Hal Roach studios. One look and
those far-seeing executives signed Spanky to
a contract. He became a sensation in the Hal
Roach "Gang" comedies at the age of three.
He also appeared in several feature length
pictures, the latest being "Kentucky Kernels"
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with Wheeler and Woolsey. And did Spanky
lead them a life while working on their set —
pulling chairs away whenever either of them
went to sit down and many other such tricks.
Spanky, whose real name is George Robert
Phillips McFarland, was born in Dallas, Tex.,
October 2, 1928. He has brown hair and brown
eyes. He spends much of his time riding on a
small bicycle or playing games with the neighbor kids. He is a regular he-man, preferring
guns to other toys. He has two gold fish he
christened Mike and Ike, 'cause they look
alike. His latest picture is " Beginner's Luck."
Mary Louise
Glad to hear from
Lederer was born
on November 6,

Pierce, Dallas, Tex. —
you, Mary Louise. Francis
in Prague, Czechoslovakia
1906.
He is 6 feet tall;

Marlene Dietrich in "The Devil Is a Woman"
and plays the role of Andre DePons in "Cardinal Richelieu," in which George Arliss plays
the name role. Cesar was born in New York
City, February 15, 1907. He is 6 feet, 2
inches tall; weighs 170 and has black hair and
brown eyes. Prior to going into pictures a
year ago, he spent three years as a ballroom
dancer and four years on the legitimate stage.
Some of the plays that he appeared in were,
"Dinner at Eight," "Social Register," and
"Strictly Dishonorable." Don't forget to
watch for him in his two latest pictures
mentioned above.
Kathleen Logsdon, East St. Louis, III.—
Here's the low-down on Frank Craven. Frank
was born in Boston, Mass., in 1875. He is an
actor, author, producer and director. Made
his first appearance on the stage in 1883 in
a child role in "The Silver King." Spent
years traveling with stock companies all over
the U. S. A. Entered pictures in 1929 when
he made "The Very Idea" for RKO His
latest is "The Casino Murder Case" featuring
Paul Lukas and Rosalind Russell Martha
Sleeper is a native of Chicago, born there on
June 24, 1911. She is 5 feet, 2 inches tall;
weights 98 pounds and has brown hair and
hazel eyes. She entered pictures in 1923.
Latest are "Great God Gold " and "The Scoundrel," with the noted playwright-actor, Noel
Coward.
She is married to Hardie Albright.
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EVERYONE has been noting the "palling
'—about" of Gordon Westcott and Mrs.
Wallace Reid (Dorothy Davenport). They go
lots of places together but, take my word for it,
it's no romance, as many think.
Dorothy and Gordon used to play together
in a roadshow y'ars and y'ars ago. Well — not
too many y'ars. And they just happen to have
a lot in common.
I don't see why someone doesn't fall in love
with Wally's attractive widow, however. She's
one of the most stunning and interesting women
in Hollywood.
I AST time I saw Jack Oakie I thought something should be done about it — meaning his
tremendous avoirdupois.
Jack picked up some thirty pounds — no less
— until he began to resemble Charles Laughton
after a big meal.
When I saw him last he was very merry about
it all and not too worried, but since then he's
changed his mind. Now a doctor follows him
around supervising his vitamins and his
calories at meal times. The meager diet, however, hasn't dampened the irrepressible and inimitable humor of Jovial Jack.
He's still a card.

Margot
American

Grahame,

British

stage and

screen

star,

who

has

made

her

screen debut in "The Informer," which stars Victor McLaglen

COR the first time in the history of pictures,
1 three companies of the same unit are working
at once. Since nearly every studio is making
a Federal Agent picture, Warners decided to
scoop the scoop and get theirs out first. "G
Men" is therefore being practically shot out
of a cannon — with one main and two codirectors, working on three sets. And the
actors meet themselves coming back!

CEVERAL

interested observers have been

^speculating about Dick Powell and Olivia de
Haviland. They have toured about the village
of late, doing the night spots, until some bold
body up and asked Dick "How come? Where's
Mary?" So Dick upped right back and committed himself with the statement that he knew
lots of girls — but had just one in mind to
marry, and Mary Brian was the one! That
ought to settle that.

A FTER a somewhat acrobatic farewell to
' ^Lupe the other night, I think that Johnny
Weissmuller will limit his Tarzan trapeze acts
to the set.
On hand to bid Lupe farewell at the station,
Johnny obeyed that jungle impulse and ran
after the departing car. He grabbed it, swung
himself up for a final kiss and then dropped,
flat on his handsome face in the cinders. It
was most tragic, especially to Lupe whose
treating wails of distress were heard above
puffs of the engine. Johnny recovered,
with a nice crop of cinders in his shins
elbows.
PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE 86 I

HERHAPS you don't agree with her, but
Edna Best believes that Herbert Marshall
will leave Hollywood one of these days real
soon and come back home to England for
keeps.
The actress wife of the town's most suave
screen lover has just purchased a large country
estate in England, right outside of Eondon.
She didn't buy it for just herself but for herself
and her husband, Mr. Marshall. Anticipating
his return, she has even planted his favorite
type of shrubs and trees about the place and
decorated much of the house to his taste.
She has stated that she does not contemplate
any divorce, such as was rumored for some
time when " Hart" and she decided to part
temporarily.
n.XGE Amelia Earhart — and if she's not
around, get me Carole Lombard!
Carole is sky riding about a bit these days
and doing her own wind driving. Funny thing,
too, although she's not far from her pilot's
license, Carole still can't drive an automobile.
But at the stick she's something — especially
when she wears that white gabardine flying
suit with the helmet to match.
Incidentally, with the exception of Ruth
Chatterton, she's the first really beautiful airminded ladv that I can think of since Ruth
Elder.

Paramount decided to name its own starlets of 1935. Cary Grant
(center) was given the honor of congratulating them. From the left,
is Ann Sheridan, Grace Bradley, Katherine DeMille. Gail Patrick,
Wendy Barry and Gertrude Michael — the girls most likely to succeed
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DINNER
FROM

OLD DENMARK
Carl Brisson Plans a Danish Dinner,
Beginning with Smorgasbord, Rivaling the Romans in Sumptuous Viands
and Twisting the Tongues of Good
Americans
in Their
Pronunciation

Two homey pictures of Carl
Brisson, which show you how
he likes to cook and breakfast in approved
man-fashion

you can get a man in a
WHEN
cooking mood, possibly into
an apron and most certainly into
the kitchen — when you can —
something good is sure to come
out. It won't be fancy, but it will
probably tempt you to gasytonomic over-indulgence. Men know
how to make coffee that is coffee.
They know how to broil a steak in
man-fashion, than which none is
better. And sometimes they know
more.
When Carl Brisson, Danish
Paramount star of "All the King's
Horses,"
arrived
in Hollywood
awhile ago, he knew enough to bring along his Danish cook and
Danish recipes. Herrings masked in cream, pigs' trotters in
graceful poses and foods that I can't spell and you can't pronounce can cause a sensation — even in Hollywood.
At first, Carl and his household swore secrecy on divulging
the component parts of his food creations, but with compliments
flying fast and furious and lovely ladies asking very direct questions, there wasn't much chance of the mystery remaining one.
So here's the inside story from Carl's lips.
A typical state dinner at the Brisson home begins with
smorgasbord. The French call it hors d'oeuvres, the Italians,
anlipasto, and appetizers or cold table covers it for the rest of us.
A correct smorgasbord, according to Carl, consists of between
fifty and one hundred dishes of every kind — fish, flesh, fowl,
salad, and on and on. This light introduction is followed by a
meat course with vegetables, a green salad, three or four cheeses,
sweets and dessert. Coffee and liqueurs are offered later in the
drawing-room.
The proper liquid menu to be consumed with dinner is an
important part of the ritual.
Before the smorgasbord, Mr.
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Brisson serves a famous Danish
schnapps or akvavit, as it is sometimes called, as an aperitif. With
the smorgasbord, Danish lager beer
is the thing, and with the meat
course, probably a white or red
table wine. A little very dry
sherry accompanies

the sweet

course.
Here are a few of the dishes that
will be found in the smorgasbord:
Creamed salmon tidbits; canape a
la Riga; Spring croutons; salad
canapes; Russian salad; liver
paste; rullepolse; spegepolse;
mushroom canapes; salted herrings; gaffelbittar; herring salad; buttered herring and eggs;
herring in cream dressing; hard-boiled eggs in mayonnaise;
anchovy fry; mock caviar; eggs with creamed lobster; eggs on
spinach; eggs with Madeira and tomato sauce; French string
beans and mushrooms; such cold roasts as beef, pork and
tongue; frikedeller; hakkebofer with onions; beuf tatare with
egg yolk; pressetsylte; meatballs; stuffed onions; pigs' trotters;
bikesmad and — but isn't that enough?
Having wheedled the inside story on a few of these little
numbers, we offer them for your own gas range:
Creamed Salmon Tidbits: With a pastry cutter, shape twelve
slices of white bread into rounds Mix together by pounding in
a mortar four ounces smoked salmon, one tablespoon cream,
three tablespoons butter. Then put the mixture through a
strainer. If not soft enough, add a little more cream. Now
butter the bread rounds, place on each a slice of hard-boiled egg
(you need three eggs for all). Force the salmon through a
pastry bag and tube in neat piles on top of the egg. Garnish
with a few sprigs of dill. Enough for twelve tidbits.
Eggs with Madeira and Tomato \ please turn to page 127 |

Chamois certainly
make a differenceSAYS

MISS MARY DE MUMM
In Newport, where she made her debut,
Miss de Mumm is one of the most popular of the smart summer colony, just as
she is among the most feted of the younger
set during the New York season.
" Both in the enjoyment of smoking and
in its effect, Camels certainly make a
great difference," she says. "Their flavor
is so smooth and mild that you enjoy the
last one as much as the first. And I notice
that Camels never affect my nerves. In
fact, when I'm a bit tired from a round of
gaieties, I find that smoking a Camel really
rests me and gives me a new sense of
energy. I'm sure that's one reason they
are so extremely popular."
People do welcome the renewed energy
they feel after smoking a Camel. By releasing your latent energy in a safe, natural way, Camels give you just enough
"lift." And you can enjoy a Camel as
often as you want, because they never
affect your nerves.

Among the many
distinguished ivomen who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS
MISS MARY

BIDDLE, Philadelphia

BYRD, Richmond

MRS. POWELL

CABOT,

MRS. THOMAS

M. CARNEGIE,

MRS. J. GARDNER

Boston
JR., New York

COOLIDGE,

MRS. HENRY

FIELD, Chicago

MRS. JAMES

RUSSELL

II, Boston

LOWELL,

MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER,
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MRS. WILLIAM

T. WETMORE,

New York
Chicago

New York

Copyright.
1935
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company
N. C.
Winston-Salem

MISS DE MUMM'S TAILORED HOSTESS
THE COOL ELEGANCE
OF

COAT BY HATTIE CARNEGIE DEMONSTRATE!
THE NEW PIQUES FOR SUMMER

CAMELS
ARE
MILDER !. ..MADE
FROM
FINER,
...TURKISH
AND
DOMESTIC .. .THAN
ANY

MORE
OTHER

EXPENSIVE
POPULAR

TOBACCOS
BRAND

tugene Robert Richee

A

justifiable flood of requests has come in for another picture teaming the delicate beauty of Joan Bennett with the sturdy handsomeness

of Joel McCrea
'Private Worlds."

since their dramatic triumph in Walter Wanger's
Everybody asks that they be starred on their own

Sylvia's Cure for the Depression Blues
[ CONTINUED

When I give you exercises and diets I give
ou star standards of beauty. My exercises
0 not develop muscles. On the contrary, they
kitten muscles, tear away fatty tissue and
lake you as flexible and graceful as a panther.
ly diets do not starve you. They give you
iep and energy and the minerals that the body
leeds.
I've had complaints from some of you saying
hat you can't possibly do all the exercises I
ive you. Well, for heaven's sake, don't! Use
our brains. Choose the exercises you need
nost and when the part of the body you have
xercised is reduced then go on to another exerise. Simple, isn't it? Well, why didn't you
hink of it?
I get so many

letters filled with self-pity.

wish you'd spend that time you devote
eeling sorry for yourself on getting rid of your
lues. Many of you
licture stars haven't
Veil, let me tell you —
■n the stars' figures.
swell.

say that you're sure the
a worry in the world.
you're wrong. I worked
I worked on their souls

Those girls used to come to me in tears
>ecause they were not being as successful as
hey would like to be, because they had just
ost out on a part they wanted, because they
lad quarreled with their sweethearts. Believe
ne, the stars have the same problems you
ave. And I felt sorry for them. There's
lothing more pathetic than a beauty in disress.
But I bawled out the stars, just as I bawl you
ut, so that they could get the courage to go
n. Jean Harlow, Helen Twelvetrees, Gloria
iwanson, Constance Bennett and scores of
ithers have told me their troubles and they've
.11 said that I cured them of their bad nerves
nd melancholia.
Buck up, girls! Crying doesn't get you anyhing — except wrinkles. Start today to take
he health and happiness that is yours.

FROM

PAGE
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I'm going to tell you how to overcome poor
circulation and cure your bad nerves. For
when you've cured your nerves, you've cured
the depression blues. Every night before you
go to sleep roll over on your stomach with a
pillow tucked under your ankles. With your
hands, grab hold of the bed posts. Grab
hard and make your whole body grow tense,
even your fingers and toes. Hold that tenseness for about half a minute. Then relax for
half a minute.

Repeat this ten or twelve

times. You'll soon feel yourself slipping off
to sleep with every nerve quiet.
Before you do this exercise get your solar
plexus relaxed. Lying on your back in bed,
gently massage your stomach and dig in good
and hard into the solar plexus. When you
start out it will be tight and tense. Work on
it until it is loosened. Just before you drop off
to sleep take a nice big glass of grapefruit
juice.
You'll feel well and rested after the night's
sleep which begins with these exercises. And
your blood will have circulated properly all
night long. In the morning, jump right out
of bed. Don't lie in bed feeling sorry for
yourself. Keep yourself so busy before breakfast that you haven't the time to think how
unkind fate has been to you. Hop under a
warm — but not hot — shower. Scrub your
body briskly with a brush and soap. Then
work for about five minutes drying your skin
with a rough Turkish towel and run the towel
up and down your spine until the blood is
tingling.
Now get your neck loosened up for the day
by digging your fingers into the end of your
spine at the back of your neck. Work on the
top of your shoulders, too, using the right hand
for the left shoulder and vice versa. In the
center of your chest, right between the breasts,
is a very important gland which, if stimulated,
will increase circulation.
Work on the gland

with your finger tips in that gentle rotary
movement I've talked about so often. Do the
same thing on all the neck muscles working
right up to the roots of the hair.
Boy! Don't you feel swell? And not an
ounce of self-pity in a carload of cares. Why?
Because your blood is running through your
veins. You've loosened up those sluggish
world.
glands.
You're ready to go out and lick the
And, of course, while you're doing these
exercises you'll also be taking whatever exercises are necessary to work off the lumps and
bumps of flesh that accumulated while you
were sitting around feeling sorry for yourself.
Here's just one more exercise that you
should do occasionally. It'll make you feel
great. Lie flat on your back with your arms
at your sides. Relax completely. Now get
someone to help you by bringing your feet
slowly up until your toes are over your head.
Do this about three times at first and work up
to ten. It can be done!
One thing more for circulation, energy and
blues chasing — about twice a week make your
luncheon of this menu: Steamed brown rice to
which has been added a heaping tablespoon of
raisins and a level tablespoon of brown sugar.
A glass of sweet milk.
A dish of gelatin.
Okay. Now you'll be asking me, " But what
am I to do when I feel like having a big cry?"
The answer is this: If you take off that excess
weight, if you get your sluggish blood running
through your body, if you eat my way and
exercise my way you won't feel like crying.
Blues are about as welcome in the society of
good health and leanness as rival stars are to
each other in the same picture.
So, come on you neurotic, melancholy
women.
I'll guarantee that the depression is over
for
the minute you climb up on Sylvia's
bandyou
wagon.

Answers by Sylvia
Dear Sylvia:
What is your very best exercise for taking
lown the hips? I have time to take only one
lip exercise a day. How long should I do the
,>est exercise?
M. R., Westport, Conn.
Here it is. Get on the floor on your hands
nd knees. Stretch the left leg back as far as
t will go with the toe pointed. Now draw the
eft leg up until the knee is at your chest and
>ut your weight on the left foot ... As you
lo this put the right leg back with the toe
>ointed. Go entirely across the floor three or
our times this way pulling up first the left
nd then the right leg. Do this slowly and
lake sure that you feel your hips and legs
mlling, pulling. Work
ng the floor fifteen or
hat will take down the
tubborn lumps of fat

up until you're crosstwenty times. Baby,
old hips. If you have
squeeze them off with

j 'our good ten fingers.
Dear Sylvia:
What is the proper way to take sun baths?

LETTERS,
in!

letters, how

they flood

But why
little stamps

not, girls, when two
may bring you a lot of

happiness and health? You'll never
owe anything to Aunt Sylvia for
whatever advice I gladly give you.
I've helped plenty of people whose
problems may have seemed worse
than yours. Merely write Sylvia
care of PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 1926
Broadway, New York Citv, enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
SYLVIA

one and a half minutes front and the same on
the back. The next day increase this to three
minutes front and the same for the back.
When you're up to ten minutes you can increase
by five minutes. I could shake those stupid
people who take a chance on ruining not only
their skin but their health as well by lying
in the sun a couple of hours the first day
Dear Sylvia:
Please tell me
anemic people.

what

foods are good for

Mrs. D. R. T., Billings, Mont.
Rare beef, broiled liver, liver extract (and

first few days of summer and I'm sure that
can't be good for the skin.
M. McD., Santa Barbara, Calif.

if you don't like the tastealoneput it in soups),
gelatin (lots and lots ot gelatin). In fact,
you should eat gelatin every day at least. You
won't get bored with it because it comes in
so many flavors. Ripe black cherries. And
three glasses a day of the juice produced from
simmered turnip tops or beet tops. Raw

Always
begin with just one
minutes of sun the first time.

apples — eat the skin, too — lettuce, raw carrots,
fresh blackberries and raw red and white
cabbage (be sure the cabbage is finely shredded).

Some of my friends get burned to a crisp the

and a half
That means
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T'S WONDERFUL

to win love

— even more wonderful to hold it ! So don't
let unattractive Cosmetic Skin steal away
your good looks. It is when stale make-up is
left to choke the pores that the warning
signals of this modern complexion trouble
appear — tiny blemishes, dullness, blackheads, perhaps.
Cosmetics Harmless if removed this way
It's easy to guard against Cosmetic Skin the
Hollywood way. Screen stars protect their
million-dollar complexions with Lux Toilet
Soap — the soap especially made to remove
cosmetics thoroughly.
Its rich, ACTIVE
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Thrilling words
but nobody says them
to the girl who has
Cosmetic Skin . . .

lather sinks deep down into the pores, swiftly
carries away every trace of dust, dirt, embedded powder and rouge.
Use all the cosmetics you wish, of course !
But to protect your skin — keep it really
beautiful— follow this simple rule:
Use this gentle soap before you put on
resh rouge and powder during the day, and
^LWAYS before you go to bed at night.
Remember, 9 out of 10 lovely Hollywood
itars use pure, white Lux Toilet Soap— have
lsed it for years !

LIKE SO MANY GIRLS I
USE ROUOE AND POWDER,

but thanks to lux

Ruby Keeler
STAR OF WARNER

BROS.' *

£ - ■ *:

Toilet
Soap i'll Skin
never
have Cosmetic
'INTO YOUR

DANCE'

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood
[ CONTFNUED
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I'M not particularly superstitious, and Jean
ette MacDonald swears she isn't either — but
from now on it's a cinch she's not going to
worry about the number thirteen.
"Naughty Marietta" was her thirteenth picture.

THE morning event in the Crawford menage
' is the arrival of Franchot's flowers to Joan —
gardenias and red roses. But Baby has all the
fun Baby is the dachshund puppy, also to
Joan from Franchot (with love and kisses, we
assume).

If you've seen it, you'll know it's the best
picture Jeanette ever made

Baby waits, panting furiously, for the red
ribbon and the white ribbon on the flower
boxes. After a little by-play, he gets them,
ing.
and tears through the house, ribbons stream-

W/HEN

Francis Lederer and Katharine

** Hepburn parted on the set of "Break of
Hearts" where their temperamental differences
made it impossible for them to work together,
Francis addressed Katharine gravely:
" When you have had a great deal more experience, Miss Hepburn, you may become a
fair actress."

Then the inevitable encounter with a table
leg, and Baby lands in a heap, neatly done up
in red and white bandages. Toan thinks he has
a little flag-pole blood'

| OUISE FAZENDA was listening to assist
'—ant director Roy Rowland lament the hard
luck he had been running into.
As Roy finished, the big-hearted comedienne
whipped a penny out of her purse and gave it
to him.

And there was Cary Grant looking awfully
lonesome, girls — roaming around with nothing
but a Sealyham in a red collar.
A FTER a year's continuous illness, Mrs.
^Wallace Beery is able to be on her own for
i he first time. She is going to Honolulu with
a companion — because Wally is unable to leave
the studio for that Ion:;.
THE reai reason Marion Davies' picture is
delayed is because Mervyn LeRoy is taking
time out to make the acquaintance of his son.
The baby was born while Mervyn was busily
direct'ng "Oil for the Lamps of China" and he
insisted on a little while between pictures to
"register" with the newest member of the
VVarner-LeRoy family.

"This has always brought me good luck,"
she said. "You can have it."
Rowland thanked her profusely and pocketed
the piece with reverence. That night his
shaving mirror broke, he ran into a lamp-post
with his car, and he got a sudden and acute
attack of appendicitis which rushed him to the
hospital where he was immediately operated
upon.
When he recovered, Rowland returned the
penny with the following note:
"Dear Miss Fazenda, here is your lucky
penny. I can only say thank heaven it wasn't
a horseshoe."

A GOLDEN wedding is something to celebrate, these days — especially in a Hollywood family. Dick, Joby, and Ricky Arlen are
taking off for St. Paul to celebrate just such an
event with Dick's parents, on the twelfth of
May. It wall also be in the nature of a family
reunion and a good old fashioned get-together
THE record-breaking engagement tor the
season has taken place. At least, until
another comes along that can top it Anita
Louise became engaged to Kelly Anthony (son
of a Los Angeles automobile magnate) and announced iton Saturday
The following Monday announcement was
made of the break. Do you suppose seeing
Tom Brown at a Darty Sunday had anything
to do with it?

CID GRAUMAN famous theater owner, let
— ^liis income tax returns go until the deadline
When he arrived at the bureau he was all
fussed up, not to say nervous. The gentleman
in charge began firing questions.
"Did you file your tax for 1933?" he asked.
"Er . . . er . . ." began Sid nervously,
"wait until I call my secretary."
Several more questions were shot at him, to
answer which the clammy-browed Mr. Grauman each time had recourse to his secretary.

/'->\NE of the show spots at Paramount
^^ Studios now is the door over which hangs

"Are you an American citizen?" he was
finally asked.

fhe legend, "Bing Crosby, Inc."
It's IJing's business office, and it has made
all the rest of the stars very jealous indeed.

The perspiring theater magnet didn't know
a thing by this time. He grabbed frantically
for the phone. A moment later he turned back
beaming.
"I am!" he announced proudly.
|SABEL JEWELL is bringing the folks out
'from Wyoming to settle permanently in
Hollywood.
She won't talk when Lee Tracy's name is
mentioned — but surprises all present by showing up at rare intervals with him.
So it's probably just simmered down to a
nice friendship.
Isabel remarked to me the other day that it
certainly behooved her to begin making time.
Ten years ago, she set herself a mark. Ten
years in which to achieve stage and screen success, marry and have a baby.
She says she has a year and a half left in
which to accomplish the last two — and she's
getting worried!

| ITTLE did old Cal figure, when he took the
L week-end up in Lake Arrowhead, that two
of the screen's leading idols would have the
same idea (Making it a mixture of business
and pleasure for Cal.) There was Clark Gable
looking full of health and wearing the loudest
muffler in captivity, recuperating from the
wedding.)
mauling he got by loving hands in Texas.
(Went down to officiate at his step-daughter's

They want to know, "Do you have to be a
crooner to incorporate?"
Jack Oakie, particularly, is depressed. The
other day he hammered on the door and when
Bing, very businesslike, emerged, Jack wisecracked:
Jack

Buchanan,

British comedian,

star of "Brewster's
United
Artists,
here

Millions," a
for a visit

|_J ICNRY WADSWORTH, new M-G-M play'er, has been adopted by a town. The town is
Wadsworth, Ohio, and Henry wasn't born
there — never lived there in his life, as a matter
of fact — which makes it stranger and stranger.
Except when you notice the similarity in
names. Wadsworth has taken upon itself to
look after Wadsworth — beginning by sending
him two dogs to keep an eye out for his welfare

" You can't tool me — I pay an income tax

TRKD KEATING'S confession has a nice
'honest ring to it. (I suspect a lot of other
actors feel the same way. only it doesn't sound ,
quite glamorous enough, so they try to make
up better ones.) Anyway, Fred hates radios
he hastoo."
no pet economy, his pet extravagances |
are "all of 'em " his favorite sport is reading in
bed — which is also his favorite place to spend a
week-end.
We nominate him for charter member ot
the "Man After Our Own Heart" Club.
| PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE 88 |
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unshaved state that nature intended. It's for
his next picture.
The "Troc" is ordering a shipment of mous
tache cups, anticipating what it might all lead
to
THIS " Woody" Van Dyke person is becoming
just about the most honored man in Holly
wood.
Not only from a professional standpoint
(he's about tops in his record of smash hits for
the
past year) but strictly aside from movie
making.
"Van" holds numerous decorations from
foreign countries, and the other day he told me
that he had been honored with a new one — and
a very special and time honored order, by the
way — the Baronial Order of Runnymede.
It dates back to the nobles who gathered
about England's King John, in the year 1215
and made him sign the historic Magna Charta I
outlining the rights of Englishmen.
"Van," however, says it doesn't mean a
thing to a traffic cop.

Sidney Skolsky (seated

next to Mae

Clark)

goes over the script of

"Man Proposes" with Jimmy Dunn and Director William Seiter.
Skolsky, N. Y. columnist, wrote the story with Claude Binyon for Fox

I lERE'S another one on Bob Montgomery
' The other day when Joan Crawford came
on the set of "No More Ladies," clad in that i
startling swim coat Adrian designed for her, it
was too much for Bob.
The suit is one-pieced and streamlined.
solid white with blue trimmings with a cape
striped with blue, which hangs to the knees.
Bob took one look and gulped. It took him
three or four takes to remember his lines for
the next scene.
f PLEASE

TURN

TO PAGE

130 1

K 10 sooner does the Marquis de la Falaise pop
' unto town than he prepares to hie himself
off to some dank and dark jungle or other.
Now Connie's titled husband-producer, who
has been rounding into shape his latest picture
on Indo-China, is preparing to depart for a
mysterious destination. It's far away, and
that's all he'll say.
Connie, of course, has a financial interest in
the projects which have been successful and interesting.
DEMEMBER the days when it was considered fatal to a star's career to have a
baby?
Not so long ago.
Well — just to show you how times have
changed, Gloria Stuart, who plans to present
husband Arthur Sheekman with an heir some
time soon, tells me that her fan mail has piled
up by leaps and bounds ever since it became
known that she was to be a mother.
Most of the letters give very earnest advice
all about everything. Gloria says after reading
them she's in such a fog about what to do
about the youngster when it arrives that she's
afraid
she'll be spending all her time reading
directions.
I KNEW something would come of that
' moustache Bing Crosby sprouted for "Mississippi."
My worst fears have been realized.
Now Dick Powell has received notice from
Warner Brothers to leave his upper lip in the
88

Believe it or not, but that smart and swim-comfortable bathing suit
the petite Jean Parker is about to dunk is nothing else but cellophane
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match
" Hooray for
AnnSothern in
Love" an RKO
Radio Picture

• • . featuring
Security of
ITS CORRECT

the

this
NAME

Convenience
s I i d e fastener

and
. . •

,s TALON
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

This bright star of Hollywood chooses her
handbag fashions the Talon way! Finds
the Talon fastener a guide to style and
quality as well as an assurance of convenience and security for handbag contents.
Careless handbags, with the possibility of
loss of precious compacts, money, notebooks, have no place in important Hollywood wardrobes. Talon-fastened models
star with the stars every time.
You, too, can be sure of handbag style

and security by taking the Talon fastener
as your guide. You'll find models for every
type costume, every occasion, in a complete range of prices, at your favorite store.
Be sure, when you buy, to check the name
on the fastener ... it must say TALON . . .
to insure satisfaction.

HOOKLESS FASTENER CO., MEADVILLE, PA.
NEW YORK • BOSTON • PHILADELPHIA • CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
• SEATTLE

A NEW

TONE

Rochelle Hudson in quiet
mood. Her skin possesses
a faintly luminous quality,
the result of youth, fine
texture and a mere touch

Summer

of make-up, shown opposite, in new, warm tones
known as terra cotta, a
shade that blends well
with her radiant rich skin

IN spite of her soft, calm beauty, Rochelle
'Hudson is a spirited little person, just twenty
in March, with almost a veteran record in
pictures.
That flower-fine skin of hers gets plenty of
soap and water baths but a cream is first used
to remove make-up. Her skin has a childish
glow, so she uses very little make-up, sometimes no rouge at all or a faint touch. Powder
is also used sparingly but all over her face, not
just on chin and nose, which is always a mistake. Her lips are well rouged and eyes left
90

is already bringing its

quota of problems, sunburn
and tan, make-up and perfume
and little problems about
keeping
cool and dainty.
Every day brings more new,
practical and inexpensive aids
to get us happily through this
season. Carolyn Van Wyck,
Photoplay, 1926 Broadway,

untouched for day. Her terra cotta touches
include rouge, lipstick, powder and nail lacquer,
an idea for every one of us, this harmonizing
of all touches. This terra cotta is a shade of
unusual warmth. It gives a natural, sunkissed touch, suggesting good health and
eboullient spirits. The perfume is a fragrant
water-lily odeur.
Rochelle told me two good eye make-up
tricks. Instead of using mascara in the Garbo
manner, which is accenting the outer end
lashes for that long, sleepy look, if the lashes

New

York, will tell you about

them

for a stamped,
dressed envelopeself-ad-

are brushed inward toward the center of the
eye, this seems to open it up and make the eye
appear larger and clearer. Try this, especially
if you have decided lashes. The other thought
is for evening and must be done very lightly.
A favorite trick is a tiny triangle at the outer
corners, but Rochelle says that if these two
little lines do not meet and are gently drawn
then slightly smudged, they make the eyes
appear much larger.
Since most of our beauty aids have been
perfected, the whole trick lies in correct use.
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How Deautiful
She Looks
m

.. . they say of

GingerRogers
Wouldn't You hike to Have
This Said About You?
a pleasure to know that the attraction of your
WHAT
How interesting, how
beauty calls forth admiration.
thrilling life becomes.
You can share this joy if you learn how to emphasize
the charm of your own natural beauty with the magic
of a new kind of make-up, originated for the stars of the
screen by Max Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius.
It is called color harmony make-up, and consists of face
powder, rouge and lipstick in new, original, harmonized color
tones. Created to beautify living screen star types, you may
be sure they will glorify the color appeal of your beauty,
whether you are blonde, brunette, brownette or redhead.
Instantly, the very first time you make up, you will note
an amazing difference. You will see how the face powder
actually gives to your skin a satin-smooth loveliness... you
will marvel how the rouge, like finest skin-texture, imparts a
soft, natural color. ..you will see your lips becoming more
alluring with a perfect color accent., .and hours later you
will wonder how make-up can remain so lastingly beautiful.
So today can bring your most wonderful adventure in
beauty. Share the secret of all Hollywood's stars...
luxury of Color Harmony Make-Up is now available
at nominal prices. Max Factor's Face Powder, one
Max Factor's Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's
Indelible Lipstick, one dollar; featured by leading

for the
to you
dollar;
Superstores.

GINGER

ROUEIt*

's "
R-K-O
Starr
IGHT
R ing
"STA
OF in
MIDN
Max Used
Factor's
Make-Up
Exclusively

POWDER ... Creating a satin-smooth
make-up that will cling for hours, Max
Factor's Rachelle Face Powder blends
in color harmony with Ginger Rogers'
light litian coloring. Perfect under any
close-up test.

LIPSTICK

... Accenting the color

SuperMax Factor's
the lips,
Indelible
Lipstick
completes
the
appeal of Flame
color harmony make-up. Moisture-proof
. . . the color remains permanent and

ItOI 4.U ... Harmonizing with the color

uniform for hours.

tone of the powder. . . Max Factor's Flame
Rouge imparts a soft, lifelike glow of
color to the cheeks... smooth, like finest
skin- texture, it always blends evenly.

axlacior* ttollimvoo
JlOR personal make-up advice
. . . and to test your own color
harmony shades in powder and
lipstick . . . mail this coupon.

SOCIETY

^Pi

MAKE-UP

1935, by Max Factor

Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick In Color Harmony

Mail for your COLOR HARMONY
IN POWDER, ROUGE AND LIPSTICK i
. HOLLYWOOD

MAIL

THIS COUPON

TO

MAX

T7i

t harmony shade

_

CITY
STATE

HAIR

EYES

FACTOR.

...^l
r..l„r
Samnler.
four shades.
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Don't Love Me
CONTINUED

of the demi-monde quite so scrumptious as
this one," he nodded toward the set.
I laughed. I thought I was expected to.
Mr. Deering, who sat nearby, studying the
script, looked up, annoyed. '' Please, Miss
Adair, try to remember that no matter what
kind of a part you are playing, when you are
off the set you are supposed to be a — er — "
I presume it was the mounting indignation
in my eyes which caused him to falter.
But I finished his sarcasm for him, " — supposed to be a lady! Well, I'm not a lady, Mr.
Deering. Perhaps that accounts for it. I
never saw a drawing room in my life except in
pictures and I'd never worn an evening gown
before I put this one on."
Gay had released me by this time and he now
patted me on the shoulder. " Well said, my
lass, well said — with fire and trippingly on the
tongue, methinks." He turned to the director.
"It was not Miss Adair's fault. I did it with
my own little insatiable hatchet. It's the
pioneer in me. I wanted to.find out if anything
as fair to look upon as our co-worker in the
cinema vineyard could be real. I thought I
must be dreaming and it was myself that I
meant to pinch. A perfectly natural mistake
but it did settle a bet. She is real and — "
K AR. DEERING interrupted him. "A bet
' * 'with whom?" he asked coldly.
" With my better self, sir. You didn't know
I had a better self? Gadzooks, yes. Shy and
unassuming but always hanging around criticizing me unmercifully, nonetheless. Mr. Deering, Miss Adair and gentlemen all — meet my
better self, Sir Galahad Gay."
He got the laugh that he was expecting — a
very grudging one from the director — and the
scatter-brained actor went on to something
else, secure in the feeling that he had squared
everything.
But things were far from squared between
Mr. Deering and me. I was smarting more
from humiliation at the way the director had
spoken to me than from resentment toward the
irrepressible Freddie Gay. I recognized some
way that the latter did not mean anything
seriously — ever — but I felt that I was in an
almost irreparably false position with Scott
Deering. For some reason I cared about that.
A strained formality pervaded the work for
the rest of the afternoon. I could not shake off
my combination of moods and the director
looked and acted as if he were doing an unsavory job that he wished fervently he could
get out of.
For that reason nothing went right. But a
certain number of scenes were scheduled for
that set which was to be dismantled that night,
so we plodded on wearily, long past quitting
time.
Shortly after six o'clock I was on a staircase,
coming down to meet Mr. Gay, who was my
lover in the picture, when suddenly and disturbingly the structure under my feet began to
rock and sway. I thought that the carpentry
work had collapsed. It was a very sick sensation and I wondered, as I fell, if I was going to
be violently ill.
Freddie Gay mounted the staircase swiftly
and caught me.
"Hold everything!" commanded Deering
sharply.
There was a long, deep rumble underneath
92
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somewhere and arc-lamps on their standards
swayed drunkenly.
' IT'S only an earthquake," said Deering.
"I was afraid it was my conscience,"
Freddie whispered in my ear. Then he spoke
to the director, still holding me. "What'U we
"Retake!"
do Itnow?"
was an unpopular decision and there were
muttered protests from the crew. But Deering
pretended not to notice them and went on
about the work as if nothing had happened. A
devi! was driving inside him and he bit into the
job savagely. I sensed that it was partly because he was angry with me — I didn't exactly
know why. I hadn't meant to fall into
Freddie's arms.
Everybody was jittery and if Deering
hadn't held his crew together with an iron hand
they would have walked out on him.
It was probably because of that rebellious
uncertainty and the nervous readiness to
abandon ship that the accident happened.
I was descending the staircase again for
about the tenth take when there was a second
shock — not so strong as the first, but a considerable disturbance just the same.
One of the lamps of the upper staging got
away from the electrician in charge of it and
crashed onto the set. Nearly everybody
dodged at the electrician's warning cry, but
one of the sound men was hit.
It was Lanny Barnes. He had his earphones on and hadn't heard the shout.
Nobody knew how badly he was hurt.
Jimmy McCane jumped to the set telephone
and began calling the studio hospital.
Some of the men started to pick up Lanny
and put him on the property couch, which was
at the bottom of the staircase, but Deering
stopped them.
"Don't move him!" he ordered. "Wait till
we get a stretcher."
Jimmy yelled from the telephone. "The
hospital doesn't answer!"
"Ask the operator why not."
"I did. She says there's been a call for all
nurses and doctors to report to Long Beach.
Our ambulance left five minutes ago."
"This guy is bleeding all over the place,"
said a prop man who was kneeling beside Lanny.
I pushed into the circle around Lanny.
"Keep out of this!" Deering told me curtly.
"Don't be silly. I can help."
"This is no time for a publicity racket," he
said cuttingly. "There's nobody here to take
a photograph for the papers, 'Blonde Actress
Poses
Nurse.'
"
"I'mas not
an actress
— I'm not even a blonde
— but I am a nurse."
" KA®^1^ over> Lanny, and let me lie down
' " beside you." The comedy touch was
added by Freddie Gay.
As it happened it was not amiss. Even Lanny
smiled weakly at the old joke.
It was his leg that had been hit. There was
a gash in it from just above the knee down to
his ankle and the blood was pouring out.
There was a train on my gown. I tore it off.
It made a serviceable temporary tourniquet
which I twisted up with a pair of electrician's
pliers while Deering, taking orders from me for
once, cut off the leg of Lanny's trousers.

"Louella," I said to my hovering guardian,
"go to the dressing room and get all the clean
make-up towels you can find, and a bottle of
that astringent face lotion." She departed.
"Somebody else get hot water! 'Props,' saw
off a piece of stage brace, for a splint!"
"That's a carpenter's job," "Props"
objected.
" Okay, get a carpenter then. Far be it from
me to disrupt a union just to save a man's life!"
We were just an hour getting Lanny in shape
so that he could be moved. And my dress—
or rather the company's dress — looked like a
butcher's apron.
Mr. Deering commandeered a film delivery
truck and we improvised a stretcher. Somebody
gave Lanny a lighted cigarette — conventional
stuff out of the war pictures — and he grinned
at me as they carried him away.
" Thanks, Miss Adair," he said. " I owe you
Mr. Deering followed the truck to Lanny's
house in his own car. He was feeling guilty, I
guess, because if he hadn't been so pig-headed
about keeping on with the work nobody would
have been hurt.
one."

CHAPTER

XVII

I WENT to my dressing room. While I
' cleaned up as best I could and got into my
street clothes, Louella told me what news she
had gathered up about the earthquake. Long
Beach was in ruins, she said, and a lot of people
were dead.
I remember thinking grimly to
don't see how I can be to blame for
When we came out of the dressing
the studio street Scott Deering was
had seen Lanny safely home and
back to talk to me.

myself, ''I
this."
room onto
there. He
had come

" I guess I was a little harsh on the set this
afternoon," he apologized lamely.
"A little harsh? How harsh can you get?"
"I'm taking you somewhere to eat."
"Sorry," I lied brusquely. "I have a dinner
"So have I," he replied, "but nobody is
engagement."
keeping
an old
Californiaengagements
custom. Alltonight.
bets are It's
off after
an
earthquake. We start all over again. You'll
be "Safe
safe with
from me."
what?"
"Falling buildings, alligators, actors — practically everything."
"Come on, Louella," — he had learned her
"But—"
name from hearing me order her about—
"that is, if you don't mind riding in the rumble
That decided me. That and the fact that
while we were standing there the earth gave a
little shiver under my feet. It did that about
every fifteen
all night.
I didn't
exactly
like the minutes
idea of going
home anyway.
seat."
He
took us to Karl's Barbecue out on the
Figueroa Street where we could eat in the car.
The waitresses dress in matador costumetight long pants, flaring at the bottom, sashes
bolero jackets, Mexican hats and waist-length
capes. The general effect is the same as a
musical comedy and the girls themselves only
escaped Ziegfeld because they were too youn^
when he was alive.
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I hadn't been there before and I wondered at
the beauty of their faces and figures.
"They only take these jobs temporarily,"
Scott Deering explained, "hoping that some
day a motion picture director will come along
and"You're
notice them."
a director. Notice this one just

coming to take our order."
She was a sweet, baby-faced blonde. Her
chin was quivering over the chin-strap that
held her big hat on her head.
"What's the matter, kid?" Deering asked.
"You aren't scared of earthquakes, are you?"
"Not very much, sir," she said, "but they do
kind of make me wish I'd been a better girl."
Deering laughed. "Then bring us a lot of
fried chicken all around, and some cherry pie
wondered how he knew all of Louella's
andI coffee."
favorite dishes. It wasn't so far from being my
own preferred list either.
He was looking after the retreating back of
the waitress. " She's only a kid — younger than
you are — and she hasn't a chance."
"Why not?"
"Because she is just sweet and pretty. She
hasn't an ounce of that damnable twenty-four
sheet poster allure that makes box-office bets
out of brainless hussies."
I thought he meant me, but it seemed a good
idea not to admit it.
There were several minor quakes while we
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were eating supper, but we didn't notice them
much, sitting in the automobile — the tires
absorb the shock, I guess.
From the barbecue stand we drove back to
Hollywood, stopping on the way to see how
Lanny Barnes was getting along.
His mother met us at the door of their cottage. She looked at me in some surprise.
" I didn't expect you to be like this," she
said, and then stopped in some confusion.
"Your son has been telling you that she is
some kind of an angel," Scott Deering accused,
laughing cynically. "Men always get false
ideas
aboutin,"
their
"Come
she nurses."
invited hospitably.
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THE fascinatingly ugly Lanny was in bed,
' wide-awake but resting comfortably. He
seemed younger than I remembered, more
boyish. Men, when they're hurt or sick,
always do, I guess.
They hadn't been able to get a doctor yet so
I decided to renew his dressing myself. Mr.
Deering went to the corner drug store and
bought bandages, antiseptics and a sedative.
Then he and Lanny's mother helped me while
I did a more workmanlike job on the leg than I
had been able to accomplish with the makeshifts which had been available at the studio.
"There," I said when I had finished. "I
don't see any reason why that should not be a
perfectly good leg again in about a week."
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Mr. Deering was silent as he drove me home.
But when he delivered me and Louella at my
door he stopped me for a minute after she had
gone in.
"So you really are a nurse," he said.
"I didn't quite graduate," I replied, " but — "
"I know," he interrupted, "I used to live in
Michigan myself."
So that was why he had been watching me so
Ithoughtfully while I worked over Lanny.
frightened again, but I couldn't admit
it. I was
"What's Michigan got to do with it.J" I
asked, trying to marshal my wits for a defense
"Nothing," he replied. "Not a thing." He
patted my arm. "1 told you that you were
safe with me, didn't I— from everything?
Goodnight, Miss Adair."
He turned and went to his car.
CHAPTER

NVIII

I slept like a log that night. So much had
happened in the last couple of days that
nothing short of a landslide could have kept me
from it. There were several earthquakes during
I the night but I only learned about them from
Louella in the morning.
That day, at the studio, I found that a very
' pleasant change in the atmosphere
had ocFreddie Gay kidded me unmercifully
i curred.
therethink
I
but
heroine,
little
{ about being a
was a new respect in his tone and he didn't try
to get fresh — anyway, not very.

BUT the most noticeable and certainly the
most pleasant thing was the attitude of the
| crew. They had decided to like me. And that,
| let me tell you, is one of the most fortunate
things that can happen to an actor or an actress on the stage or screen.
I think that day was one of the nicest in my
life. Even Scott Deering was cynically considerate. He made me less afraid of him. In
return, I did the best I could. It wasn't much,
I knew, but at least I learned my lines and did
what he told me as well as I knew how.
There were minor difficulties, of course, and
two stunt men were killed in a flying sequence.
That saddened everybody, because they were
nice boys and one of them had a wife, but
I tried to make myself believe that the accident
was not a part of my personal jinx. A head-on
collision in the sky seemed rather extraordinary
— there's so much room in the air for two
planes to miss each other — but, after all, I
scarcely knew either of them. One was doubling
for Freddie Gay and it sobered him, literally,
for almost a week.
There was a sneak preview of the picture in
Pasadena and Scott Deering took me over.
The first trial showing of a finished picture is
always called a "sneak preview," but in some
way, by an underground telegraph, nearly
everybody gets wind of it. The place was
packed and a huge crowd was waiting outside
to watch the celebrities come in. As every
automobile door opened at the entrance, a bevy
of autograph hounds swooped down on the
luckless occupants to demand signatures which
they would later sell for anything from a
quarter to a dollar apiece. It's a racket.
But when Scott helped me out of his car
nobodywhopaidI was.
any attention to me. They didn't
know
He laughed as he dismissed his driver.
"You are entering a theater unmobbed for
the last time in your life, Rochelle," he said.
I looked at him questioningly.
"Do you think the picture is all right?"
"It's in the bag, darling, — it's in the bag."
I CONTINUED
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What Defeated Jack Gilbert
CONTINUED

belonged to them. He wasn't any New York
stage actor who came into Hollywood — for
money. He wasn't the kind — and they're a big
school — who just wanted to earn enough
money to get out of Hollywood. He didn't
look down on Hollywood — he looked up to it,
he believed in it as a great new art that belonged to the people, was closer to them, gave
them more real happiness than other arts had
done
Work.
And love.
Ah, that word included a great deal for Jack
Gilbert. The love of women — and how recklessly women loved him. He came, in time, to
belong to the great company of poets and
lovers, for he knew a great love affair. Jack
was devoted to Virginia Bruce when he married her, he was crazy about Leatrice Joy, dark
and lovely Leatrice, and there were other
women who adored him. But he had one love
and one only in all his life — and that was
Garbo. She was his only love, as he was hers.
AND tragedy pursued him even there, for a
man might love Garbo, as Gilbert loved her,
but there was no happiness in loving her. She
had not been made for love, Garbo, but for her
work — and theirs, to me, was that most
piteous of all things, the great love of two
people who cannot be happy together, who
even while they love look at life so differently,
want such different things, have such different
natures that unhappiness comes instead of joy.
So he lost his great love — and with her, it
seemed, went his luck.
You see, there can be no half way measures
w itfa Gilbert. That, I am sure, is why we loved
him so — why he thrilled us on the screen — why
he had a place no one else has ever occupied.
You felt the sheer dynamic emotional force of
the man, even when it came through the
medium of the screen.
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But love, to Jack, didn't mean just women.
It meant friendship, too. And Jack was capable of the greatest and most loyal friendship.
Again, there were no half measures. If you
were Jack's friend, it never occurred to him
that everything he had wasn't also yours; it
would never have occurred to him to hesitate
or count the cost if a friend wanted or needed
mind. It just couldn't have entered Jack's
him.
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You know how with your friends some one
thing they have done for you stands out and
makes a deathless bond of understanding and
gratitude? Two or three years ago, death took
the dearest friend I had in the world, a woman
well past seventy upon whose love and wisdom
I had leaned for many years and whose going
left me sadder and more lonely than I had ever
been. Upon the day that we covered her with
flowers and committed all that was left of her
to the flames, I came home to find Jack Gilbert
waiting in my living room by the sea. It was a
very low spot in my life, that night was, and I
shall never forget the kindliness, the gentleness, the sympathy, strong and wise, that Jack
gave me all that night. He talked to me, he
led me away from the thought of my grief, he
found little tales to tell me that were cheerful
yet not so cheerful I couldn't bear them, he
made me talk of the friend who was gone and
console myself with the knowledge that I could
never really lose her.
His men friends have been many and close —
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he and Dick Barthelmess and Ronny Colman
and Dick Powell used to form a quartette that
was full of fun and excitement and conversation. He and King Vidor and Lewis Milestone
were inseparable pals, who could talk them
selves through a whole week-end. He and Don
Ogden Stewart, Laurence Stallings and many
other writers who came out from New York
found so much in common that they spent
nearly every night together.
If you consider those names, you will realize
how much Jack had to offer intellectually. On
a certain occasion a famous New York editor
had been assigned to a drawing room on a train
with Jack Gilbert. The editor protested to me
in the station — what in the world could he talk
about to a "ham actor" and matinee idol? Hr
was quite annoyed, really. When we got off
the train the next morning, he told me that he
and Jack had sat up all night talking.
So you see now what we have lost in Jack Gilbert. The boy of "The Big Parade" on the
screen.
The greatWelover
of "Flesh
and totheloseDevil"
on the screen.
could
ill afford
him.
No one else has come along who has given us
that feeling of joyous life no one else has come
onto the silversheet who has given us that
sense of male-and-female love as a vital
something that might burn up the world.
And as a man, we have lost the most charm
ing,
that the
ever most
lived.loyal, most entrancing of persons
Why?now it seems that we have lost him.
For
What has happened to send Jack Gilbert
into solitude, into seeking not life but escape
from reality, surcease from thinking, so that
sometimes for days he doesn't answer his telephone, so that telegrams from his dearest
friends remain unanswered? Jack, who was so
dear and gay, so touched with genius, and
whom we need and "miss so much.
It is a tragedy — and tragedy is often something for which no one is to blame.
I do not think anyone was to blame for the
tragedy of Jack Gilbert, though certainly
little wisdom was used at times, both on his
side and on the side of those who dealt with
him, so that often it seemed he had enemies
bent upon destroying him.
TWO incredible and all-powerful circum' stances united to destroy Jack Gilbert — and
the very thing that made him great, his eagerness, his restlessness, his love of life — made
him an easy victim.
The
money. talkies.
The fact that he was getting too much
These two things tangled and bound him,
tripped him, enmeshed him so that he exhausted himself trying to fight his way out.
until they became like living things to him,
and filled him with bitterness and a sense of
injustice, until his own passionate temperament brought them alive to flay him.
When the talkies came, the whole of Hollywood changed. It was cataclysmic. Nothing
was like it used to be. The world turned over
before our startled eyes. Great scenario
writers were out of work because they didn't
know anything about dialogue, and playwrights from New York who didn't know anything about the screen were getting fabulous
salaries. Stars fell from the heavens and new
stars flamed — went out swiftly.
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- Those of us who lived through it regard it
rather as did the survivors of the San Francisco
larthquake or the Johnstown flood.
Things,
in time, adjusted
themselves
to
idiis new form — and went on.
; But John Gilbert got caught in the mess of
eadjustment.
, He was one of the early men to make a
talkie love scene. He made it before he had
learned to handle the mechanics of this new
form of work. He made it before microphones
und mixers had been properly adjusted. Now
the American public is a peculiar thing, as
you and I both know.
It laughs, often to hide
mbarrassment, often because it has a little
sense of shame. Jack Gilbert's talkie love
scene did something like that. They had been
sed to Jack's passionate silent love scenes.
When impassioned speeches were added, they
lidn't exactly know what to do about it. I
have always thought that an intelligent
director should have sensed something of
'that — and yet, they, too, were in the dark.
That one picture destroyed Jack Gilbert,
momentarily. It did something dreadful to
him — because ridicule is the most difficult of
all things to surmount. But Jack might have
surmounted it, except for one thing.
1 He was getting too much money.
Just before talkies, John Gilbert was
among the greatest box-office attractions of
[all time. He was worth any amount of money
to any producer, because he would bring it
into the box-office. And he had been signed
to a long-term contract that sounded like the
[national debt. It involved millions — and was
probably the highest salary ever paid a motion
ipicture star.
f"*AME the talkies — came Gilbert's first un;^fortunate and subsequently not-so-good pictures. And then he wasn't worth all that
money any more to anybody. It was a
gamble, now. And such a huge gamble! Half
a million dollars paid to a star for a picture,
and that star one who had been crushed by
this new medium.
I believe unquestionably that Jack Gilbert
would have made a great motion picture star,
after the talkies. I believe with a little study,
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a little direction, a good deal ot careful help
and selection of stories and directors, he
might have survived them as well as did his
beloved Greta Garbo.
But temperamentally, Jack and the people
who handled the money were at odds. They
didn't understand each other, they didn't
speak the same language. Jack was unsettled,
worried, wildly unhappy over the fact that he
had failed — that he had been made fun of,
that within twenty-four hours he had changed
from the greatest star on the screen to the
greatest problem on the screen. He was impatient, and right then he needed the most
careful handling
THE battle between Gilbert and his own
studio is historic. It is an open secret in
Hollywood. It was a question of business
interests — and artistic temperament. Of a
thousand and one difficult angles during those
supremely difficult years of readjusting everytj JMg intellectually , artistic and mechanical. Of
actors worried over jobs, over this new monster
— the mike, and of executives worried over
whether these new pictures would go over a
thousand new problems in making them.
The studio wanted Jack to take much less
money.
Jack countered with an agreement to take
less if he had more say about his pictureshe was fighting for his life and he knew it
When no agreement was reached, the studio
seemed to lose interest in Gilbert. No really
logical effort was made to save him — perhaps
they figured it was hopeless. Anyhow, they
had a right to their own decision in the matter

And Jack grew morose and nervous — he felt
he was being unfairly treated, and he grew
belligerent.
Finally, the clash of temperaments — which
has happened often enough in the peculiar
and difficult business of studios — came to a
climax. Jack swore in public print that
M-G-M was keeping him away from the
camera on purpose to ruin him, that they
wouldn't let him work, they were trying to
force him to break his contract with its
incredible figures.
Adjustments were made. Jack had started
on a down-hill course by this time. There are
many things which can never be told, they are
too delicate, too impossible to understand, too
hard to tell. But somewhere along that
difficult road, while his whole life and life's
work slipped away from him, while he felt
himself misunderstood, the victim of a peculiar
method of twentieth century persecution, Jack
seemed to lose his grip.
He knew his talents — knew his ability.
He wanted a chance to direct, to write, to act.
But the gods had become deaf, the gods
whisper
who always before had listened to his softest

/^ARBO gave him his great chance, and he
^^somehow didn't make the grade. It was
Garbo who asked to have him as her leading
man in "Queen Christina," believing that the
old, magic combination — Gilbert and Garbo —
might bring about the old, magic results. But
it was an unfortunate venture. A bad story,
a very bad picture, Garbo at her worst — and
fack in a stupid part, stupidly directed.
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. . . IRENE WARE, former Miss
America and lovely star of Universale
"Rendezvous at Midnight" . . . adopts
Banda-WIKIES to make her bewitching
on summer sands!
As photographed, Miss Ware wears
Gantner Banda-WIKIES . . the silvery
anchors firmly knit in . . the bandana
high-as-your-chin in front — in back, low
as a back can be!
Totally unexpected and ultra-smart are
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"If you're going to toot your own horn," Gracie Allen might say, "don't
go in for a tin whistle."
It would seem George
Burns thinks so too
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One after another things fell away before
lim.
As his luck had seemed all good, now it
,eemed definitely all bad.
! His marriage to Ina Claire was a great mis;ake — and for Jack a costly one, for the
irilliant Ina did more to undermine his selfconfidence than anyone else in the world had
>;ver done. Just when Jack was having the
greatest difficulty in surmounting the talkies,
vhen he was going through all the harassment
>f learning to speak lines, of facing a new
ingle of acting, wasn't the best time for him
!o marry the pointedly witty comedienne, who
orobably speaks lines better than any other
lictress on the American stage. Ina was a
ivoman of tremendous charm — but there was
no softness and no gentleness to her. None.
She meant to help Jack — no question about
hat. But, psychologically, nothing could
tiave been worse than her amused superiority,
lor while that might have been all right with
jinyone else, it wasn't good for Jack where his
j\ife was concerned. He needed, just then,
praise and comfort — somebody to cheer
loudly for him.
;, IIS marriage to Virginia Bruce looked like
I 'working for a while. A lovely girl, with every
[harm, and with much understanding of life.
3ut Jack by then was past much help. His
nerves had betrayed him. He felt himself a
martyr — and in many ways, I think he was
(md is. Without work to do, that passionate
intensity of disposition was a red-hot goad
that drove him constantly. Without work,
;ie brooded. He wanted to work. He saw
'he game he loved and had helped to make
|;reat sweeping by him. His sense of injustice
■lavored his whole life with bitterness.
' Like Byron, he who had been the idol, the
dolized, the gleaming success, found himself
;hoved aside, beaten by those he believed to
je his inferiors. And it was more than he
:ould endure and remain himself.
Right or wrong, those of us who have loved
'lim, love him still — because we know he'd do
.he same for us.
Right or wrong, he was a great artist and
le gave us much that was beautiful and
ioyous.
Personally, I think he got the worst break
my man in pictures ever got — and on top of
:hat I also say that, personally, I think he was
landled with very little understanding, very
ittle tact and very little wisdom.
Proud, vain — as all creative artists must be
n their hearts — highly keyed to life, overiramatic, over-imaginative, overly emotional,
the thing was too much for him. But if he
nadn't been all those things he would never
nave been the boy in "The Big Parade" nor
the lover in "Flesh and the Devil."
Life seems; is have lost its taste for Gilbert,
Dr to be so flavored with bitterness and idleness and injustice that he can't drink of it
iny more, anyhow he seems to have flung
iway the cup — and we hear the crash of it.
I think Byron must have felt rather like
that in Venice — and in Greece. Or Keats —
in Italy. Or Poe or Stephen Crane. Or Da
Vinci, when they were laughed at.
The artist, defeated by the world — and the
commercial world at that. That's Jack Giloert — and artists don't understand those
things very well, some of them.
I think he was right, mostly.
But right or wrong, his tragedy is one that
breaks my heart for its reckless waste of
talent and of charm and of things that made
life all the more worth living.
And right or wrong — we still love him.
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When a man kisses, he wants to kiss soft and
smooth lips — not crinkly and rough lips!

gives them the warm, moist lustre that
every woman envies and every man adores.

Yet so many lipsticks don't consider the
feel of your lips . . . they take that delicate
rosy skin — the most sensitive skin of your
face — and dry and parch it until the texture of your lips is more like crepe paper
than a caress!

That's because it contains a special softening ingredient, "Essence of Iheobrom."
Make the "Over-night'''' Experiment!
If you wish to prove to yourself that Coty
Lipstick smooths your lips to loveliness,
make this simple experiment. Put on a tiny
bit of the lipstick before you go to bed. In
the morning — notice how soft your lips
feel . . . how soft they look. Could you do
the same with any other lipstick?

Away with "Lipstick Parching!" Banish
lipsticks that take the young moisture from
your lips! Here is a NEW kind of lipstick
which Coty has discovered. A lipstick that
gives your lips tempting, exciting color. ..
but ivilhout any parching penalties.
It is called Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick. It
is truly indelible . . . yet all through the
sixteen hours of your lipstick day, it actually smooths and softens your lips. It

You can now get Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick— for just 50^ — in five ardent indelible colors at drug and department stores.
NEW— Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge in natural, harmonizing colors, 50^.
Dance to Hav Nob'e's music. Wed. 10:30
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The Tragedy of Being a Hollywood Mother
[ CONTINUED

fact, he has a bunch of rattle-trap things with
the paint worn off, just like any other youngster at the careless age. He is never allowed
to stay on the set and watch his mother in a
scene. No photographs are made of him for
lustre" publication, and, of course, he is not taken
out in public to places where he would be
recognized.
Norma has worked it out with a perfect
balance between home and studio. But this
worry not to sacrifice the screen career to the
baby or the baby to the career — what heartaches for most of the girls who look so lovely
TOUCH your lips with the bright magic and carefree when you see them on the screen!
The frantic juggling of time, just plain
of Helena Rubinstein's Lipstick . . . time, that goes on. The speed laws that are
and see them gain allure. The world- disregarded, to get home for one precious
famous art of this great beauty specialist moment before baby is asleep! Especially
brings your lips vital glamour — the during that first year when schedules are so
warm, breathing appeal of youth !
vitally important.
No star who is making a picture can get home
Her new discovery — a rare biological in- until eight, at best. She must take off her
gredient — protects and promotes your
make-up and see the rushes — and, in most
natural lip moisture. It ends the harsh, instances,
she has a long drive between the
dry artificial look. Your lips gain dewy studio and her home. So she kisses the
enticement — lustre !
sleeping baby and hopes to see him a little
Experience, too, the added loveliness while in the morning. No baby can be kept
made possible by her genius for color. up until eight o'clock to have dinner with
mother, because every picture baby, without

lips with

Helena
rubinstein
creates .. . new allure
for your lips!
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exception, is properly reared and on the strictest schedule. The best play-time of the day,
as you know with your own baby, is the romp
on the floor just before his supper. But few
star-mothers can enjoy this rare interval. I have
never heard of any mother in pictures selfish
enough to wake up her child or interfere in
any way with his schedule. It's an unwritten
law — just as a seven o'clock call to be made
up and on the set is a law.
And after a star's child is old enough to
wait and have dinner with her — well, mama
usually is no longer a star by that time!
A NYWAY, as you mothers know, baby has
'the lightest meal at night and dinner is at
noon. Frances Dee goes home to have noon
dinner with Joel Dee McCrea if she has to
drive forty miles and take an extra hour. She
allows nothing to interfere. It is an unwavering rule on her set. The instant "lunch" is
called Frances makes a bee-line for the door
where her car is waiting. The make-up and
bouffant costumes — during "Becky Sharp" for
example — are forgotten. Acting and career
are forgotten. She is Mrs. Joel McCrea having
luncheon with her young son, and it is by far
the biggest moment of her day.
No matter how late she has worked the night

Her newest shade is "Terra Cotta," the
subtle, natural tone of the elegante. Or
the more exotic Red Geranium, Red
Poppy, Red Raspberry, Red Coral and

"Evening." No ugly purple undertone
. . . These lipsticks glide on — and stay
on! .50, 1.00, 1.25 . . . Rouges to harmonize, 1.00 . . . glorious powders that
benefit your skin. 1.00, 1.50.
mystery for your eyes
Glamorous Persian Mascara — will not smart
your eyes, nor easily smudge. Black, Brown,
and die new Blue and Blue-Green. 1.00. Eyelash Grower and Darkener. 1.00.

LIMITED OFFER!
pasteurized face cream
and beauty grains
special combination set... 1.00
Here is the secret of a glorious complexion —
clear, radiant — young — a complexion that
makes your cosmetics doubly alluring! Helena
Rubinstein's
priceless
secret continents.
— which
has amazed the
womenbeauty
of three
Pasteurized Face Cream will cleanse, freshen,
soften and protect.. Smoothes away lines —
quickly. Actually transforms your skin. It is
Helena Rubinstein's miracle cream . . . Beauty
Grains — a stimulating complexion wash used
with water or a teaspoonful of milk. Nothing
in the world like it! To remove blackheads and
whiteheads — refine pores — speed skin renewal
- — soften texture — normalize oil glands. Ask
for "First Steps To Beauty," 1.00 complete.
MAIL SERVICE .... If there is no Helena
Rubinstein dealer in your community, order
by mail. Consultation by mail is also welcome.

nelena rubinstein
8 East 57th Street, New

York

SALONS IN: Paris • London
• Milan • Detroit
Chicago • Boston • New York • Seattle
Los Angeles • Montreal
• Toronto
Copyrieht 1»3^. Helena Ruhinstein. Inc.

Reflected glory, you might say, taking a look at beautiful Tola Birell in
It was when she was doing her latest picture. "Air Hawks"

the mirror.
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■efore, Frances is up at seven when her baby
.akes. So if she does not see him at night,
xcept asleep, they have at least shared two
f the best times in the day. And if you hear
bout Frances being haled into court on a
peeding charge, don't put it down to recklessess. Remember, she was in a hurry to keep
n important engagement!
Frances has had a splendid offer to make a
>icture in London. Whether she accepts is
ntirely dependent on the temperature and
;he climate over there at the time. At the
resent time she is making a thorough checkip of food supplies so the baby's diet need not
■e altered. If it is decided that the trip will
ie beneficial to Joel Dee, a bouncing young
usky if ever there was one, she will take the
ffer. But she will not gamble on her baby's
ealth nor will she be separated from him.
is a matter of fact, she told a friend that she
I waiting for Joel to get an offer, as she herielf would rather not go over to work but just
a be Mrs. Joel McCrea and have all her time
ith the youngster.
When Joan BlondelPs baby, Norman Scott
■lames, was four months old, Joan had made
>vo pictures since his birth. She is so fond of
er baby that she feels it's a great deprivation
•ot to watch him grow up. " Sundays, I see
im with his eyes open," she told me, as if
bating some indescribable miracle. "Wild
orses couldn't drag me away from home on
jat day."

WAS out on a location trip, not long ago,
! on a picture Sally Eilers was in — her first
fter her baby was born. There was an underjrrent of excitement around the place. Sally
ashed up suddenly, her eyes sparkling.
"My baby is coming out to visit me today,
>r the first time," she cried. Her words sped
[head of her because she couldn't wait to tell
jie great tidings. She was so beautifully
liger, so madly aoxious to get her arms
round his warm little body — just for a moi
lent. The car drove up with the baby and
urse. Sally was inside before it stopped.
In ten minutes, the car drove away with
is precious cargo. Sally waved it out of sight,
i ood for a moment with her heart in her eyes —
id went back to work. A different Sally,
'jbdued.
The question of divorce and custody of her
lild has driven Ann Harding almost to disaction, and broken her health for a time. If
ie were not a picture star, possibly Harry
annister would not have contested her
111 right to little Jane. His contention is
lat a mother whose career is in pictures has
i) time to devote to a child.
Ann, whose devotion to her little girl is the
lost important thing in her life, will fight
lie suit to a finish. A mother is judged, in
ne cases out of ten, to be the natural guardian
r her child. Ann Harding is considered a
jie and unselfish mother up to the limits
iposed upon her by her profession. The best
irt of her child's support is dependent on that
•ofession.
She went through the most torturing period
the kidnapping scare — and it is never enrely absent — with guards placed even at the
ot of the road leading to her hilltop home,
jierocious police dog also was at large day and
ght within the fenced-in Harding estate,
ne, now six, goes to school every day acmpanied by a guard.
When she is making a picture, Ann is home
;fore seven every night, if it means halting
the middle of a scene to leave. From seven
itil seven-thirty belongs to Jane, and no
trusion is tolerated. If Ann has guests, they

at flavor!
ach taste more
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can wait. Ann has very definite ideas about
child rearing. It is no haphazard business to
her, to be left to providence and a good nurse.
She respects the individuality of her daughter,
and never forces herself on the child. She
waits patiently for Jane to come to her with
problems.
Ann does not believe the atmosphere of a
motion picture set is good for the young mind,
so Jane is brought to the studio only at very
rare intervals, although Ann is denying herself the privilege of seeing Jane more often by
adhering to this rule.
Through all the exigencies of profession
travel, and broken marriage, Gloria Swanson
has managed heroically to keep her children
with her most of the time. During enforced
separations she is miserable.
The worldly and soignee Gloria is difficult to
picture in the devoted mother role, but she is
actually one of the most conspicuously successful star-mothers in pictures. Like Ann
Harding, she has definite ideas on the subject,
is a strict but fair disciplinarian — a perfectly
splendid mother. Gloria believes the English
children are the most beautifully brought up
and models her own ideas on this school of
behavior.
Gloria, the younger, is fifteen, Joseph is
twelve, and Michele Bridget is two and a
half. Bridget is very important with her little
troubles. When her mother is working, she
saves them all up for a thorough going-over at
the first opportunity. If young Gloria gets
ideas at school about wearing high heels or
smoking cigarettes or using make-up, she con-

sults her mother who convinces the child that
she must not be guided by what the other girls
do, but what she, her mother, thinks is best
for her. Gloria, the younger, has never been
out without a chaperon — either the boy's
mother goes with them, or Gloria — no matter
morning.
if
she has an early call at the studio the next
Joseph is a young inventor, with promise of
genius. Gloria reads scientific treatises to keep
up with him. When she has the time, she is out
in the workshop pottering around engine
models with him.
Perfect manners are emphasized among the
Swanson-Somborn-Farmer children to such
an extent that their mother knows she can be
absent from them for any length of time with
confidence in their behavior. After all, says
Gloria, good manners are simply a practical
application of the golden rule " Do unto others"
— and she thinks a well-mannered child has
grasped the fundamentals for a good life.
THIS is a secret — but Gloria has a suppressed
' desire to have a children's school — and in
some not too remote day she may start one.
There are two classes of screen star mothers,
to divide them into general divisions — the
dressy and the intelligently efficient types.
The dressy type likes to have the baby
brought in, pink and fresh and sweet, to show
to visitors on a Sunday afternoon. Or, if the
child is older, dressed up at teatime and sent
in for an hour while mama tells stories — when
she can be home from the studio between ,
pictures.
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Robert Young takes to the life of a carefree sea rover — for a while,
that is — in his latest picture. "Vagabond Lady," with Evelyn Venable

.
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The efficient type is, perhaps, best exemlilied by Louise Fazenda. All winter Ions,
pr son Brent was in Palm Springs with a
impetent nurse, because Louise felt all the
tnshine and moderate climate better for his
ealth. It was a real sacrifice for her to make,
cause only to see him nights and mornings
puld be better than just for week-ends. Every
aturday she flew, literally, to Palm Springs,
(lie couldn't get there fast enough. And once
|iere, it was not enough just to hold him and
ok at him. She wanted to do everything for
in. Squeeze the orange juice, put the carrots
jirough the sieve, feed him, bathe him, weigh
,'in, change him, dress him — even wash his
•ttlc clothes. She was jealous of everything
jie nurse did — she wanted to have the full
leasure of bringing up her baby through
!.ery minute of the day and ministering to
,-ery need.
' She makes clothes for him, on the set bejveen scenes. He w^as taken ill once, and
ouise was in Hollywood. It was raining so
>ird she couldn't fly down to Palm Springs
: make good time driving. She went almost
Lad with anxiety until her husband put her on
'crack express train which usually roars right
irough the desert. It stopped at Palm
brings for Louise — a frantic woman in
(neared make-up and funny costume to the
jUonished passengers. It was a short trip, but
louise says she put on ten years.
jJoan Bennett seems to manage her housebid with one hand and her career with the
:her. Never a cog in the machinery slips,
'ith a wonderful nurse for little Melinda,
b\v one year old, and a governess for Diane,
lie mechanics of the situation are beautifully

Juntzen
-tvv

|introlled. But she hasn't seen very much of
r children lately.
OR eight months after Melinda was born
she made no pictures. She enjoyed the most
ipreme luxury a star-mother can have — an
ldivided companionship with her baby,
hen when she started to work again, Joan
as doing two pictures at once and she never
w Melinda except on Sundays. This heme unendurable until she finally insisted on
amission to have the baby brought on the
■t every day. Joan is looking forward to the
ly when she can retire and be with her chilen all the time, with no interruptions,
icture work now, while there is a demand for
;r, simply hastens the day and the indepen:nce — and she feels it is worth the sacrifice,
r the present.
Arline Judge. Karen Morley and Dixie Lee
rosby are all young mothers, who must
ave their babies in other hands from morning
itil evening — wondering if they are all right,
inning to the telephone at every opportunity
call up home and find out.
I know the retort from all you strict displinarians — "A baby is better off in the
perienced care of a nurse than in the care of
i inexperienced mother."
Maybe you're right. But it's pretty hard
l the mother, having to deny herself the
irilling delight of watching and holding and
iring for her own baby, hour by hour.
Picture this to yourself — Six o'clock on a
vely sunny morning, when your baby vvakis with a wide pink yawn and the happy
iby-noises that send your heart leaping.
ie gives you that morning smile, and the day
lfolds like a magic carpet — every moment in
'r glorious companionship.
There is no delight on earth, for a woman,
i be compared with the daily cares and joys
motherhood — and no star in pictures can
ive this exquisite pleasure!

# The marvelous elasticity of a Jantzen is
achieved through an exclusive knitting process— Jantzen Slitch. That is why a Jantzen
always fits perfectly— and permanently! That
is why a Jantzen is so completely comfortable, gently but firmly holding the body in
the natural position of youth. An amazing
degree of natural line figure-control is literally knitted-in.
The Bra-M io (illustrated) is a new Jantzen
creation that reflects the latest Continental
trend — a one-piece skirtless halter-neck suit
with smartly tailored brassiere lines. The
fabric is the luxurious new Jantzen ICavaKnit. $4.95
Jantzen Knitting Mills,
Portland, Oregon; Vancouver, Canada;
London, England; Sydney, Australia.
Anne Darling featured in
Universal Pictures wears
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the new Jantzen Br'a-Mio.
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rish Nights and Other Adventures
CONTINUED

that bar. Not drinking . . . unless you want
to! . . . but listening to his stories about all
the folks whose pictures hang there. Now I
don't imbibe, as you know, Joan, but there's no
rule against carving your Mitzi Hancock in the
O'Brien bar with the goo'd old ice-pick, is
there? So, I etched it on. You may, if your
old eyes are still bright, see Walter Catlett
peering through his cheaters over Pat's
brawny shoulder. Incidentally, Pat's elbowis right smack in Jimmie Cagney's face. A
good thing for O'Brien they're life-long pals,
huh?
Me, I'm too weak-minded, but the gentle
Evelyn Venable just eats vegetables which
must, doubtlessly, keep her from ever raising
a temper. Nothing ever makes her angry
. . . and the day I was there for lunch, first,
John Lodge was late, then Tessie the dog
suddenly did a fade-out, all the while workmen kept coming in and going out, banging
away at an addition they were building on the
house. But Evelyn kept serene as a lily pond.
Eventually Tessie returned; Mr. -Lodge put
in his tardy, though welcome appearance and
at the stroke of one the workmen threw down
their tools . . . klunk! . . . and silence reigned.
Then to the vittles.
COOD
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route. She sent her photo to Ida Koverman
of M-G-M (who found Jean Parker) and Mrs.
K. was so impressed by her beauty that she
had the girl come to the studio! Put away that
tin-type, Joanie, it only happens once in a
lifetime! Will Rogers couldn't come so he
sent Mrs. Carey, whose name is Olive, this
wire: "Golly Ollie so sorry but I've got to go
to The
Wyoming.
moment Will."
we arrived we found the genial
Harry had the gee-gees all saddled. The gang
immediately set forth over mesquite brush and
sage (I reckon that's the lingo, pardner!) for
a couple of hours, then we limped back for
lunch. After that there was a first-class
demonstration by experts in cow branding and

DUT to continue! There were lots of beauties
u around . . . Jean Parker, Madge Evans,
Mady Christians, Joan Marsh, Ann Sheridan,
Una Merkel, Betty Furness and ... but
with each name my head drops lower so I
cease. Most of my solace came from admiring
Leo Carrillo's Mexican get-up. He lives near
by and came in his colorful costume . . .
beaded tie, sombrero and buckskin panties
with gay embroidery. A hearty caballero, Leo,
who loves to tell stories, in dialect, that are
worth two bucks of your dough at any theater.
Incidentally, his family once owned practically
all of what is now Santa Monica. They had a
huge rancho there which they gradually sold

' rest my jaws long enough to say that I've
never seen such lovely eyes as Evelyn Venable's . . . nor such a charming man as her
husband, the ace cameraman, Hal Mohr.
The
lunch was
but IBride
couldn't
concentrate
on itvery
muchtasty,
because
and
Groom were arguing over horse-back riding.
Groom begged Bride to give it up because he
was afraid she might have an accident. The
little woman laughed and said she was too
good a rider. Said she, "Give up your flying
and I give up my riding." Latest reports are
that neither have given up either . . . but
Evelyn now rides with a groom, and her husband takes her along when he flies!

as the fortunes of the family lessened. Leo's
big place is heavenly, and so picturesque, with
Mexican fangle dangles all around — a big
barbeque pit, bright flowers and a clever young
Mexican lad who strolls about with a guitar
and sings amusing folk songs with Leo.
I slept like a babe after so much fresh air
so the startled anatomy had to do something
about that, quick. It did. Next P. M. found

I've always loved Evelyn's dark, naturally
curly, simply-dressed hair. I guess her man
shared my sentiments for when she said
eagerly, "Darling, how would you like my
hair with henna on it?" He replied briefly,
" Darling, how would you like a poke in the
nose?"
And that, kitten, was that!
I just remembered that I promised, last
epistle, that I was going to tell you all about

Carey's rancho.
Among the guests you would know was my
old friend, Henry Hathaway, who directed
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer." Hank once was
a prop boy for Harry Carey, and also for
Edwin Willis who designs so many of the
peachy sets at Metro. Ann Sheridan, who is
as pretty as she is talented, drove up with
me, and Monte Blue, the attractive Tom
Keene, Joyce Hearst and Julie Haydon, a
pippin who got into pictures via the fairy-tale
104

K I EVER ignore health for pleasure . . . com' ^binethem! That's this lass's creed since the
cowboy outing I just wrote you. I let the
Trocadero rest a couple of nights while I
concentrated on What Is Good for the Growing
Girl. Under this heading came Ida Koverman's party at her Santa Monica beach home
to which I went with Jack LaRue. Sea air is
fine, so I left the champagne strictly alone and
just concentrated on demolishing a bunch
of the teeney, piping hot meat canapes. My
old friend Nils Asther shared a few of them with
me. It was my first real opportunity to thank
him for the cable he sent me from Stockholm
and which I flaunted plenty in the face of the
current boy-friend. (All the way from Sweden!
Imagine!) I asked Nils to repeat the performance whenever out of town. He agreed,
which is ducky, but personally I'd just as soon
have him stick around ... if he'd stick with

is one of my prime interests, but I will

the ranch party at Harry Carey's. Half a mo'
while I leap on Dobbin! Tally-ho and a bottle
of liniment! Jam-shed Dinshaw Petit, the
Bombay laddie who has more rupees than you
or I ever will, my sweet, was the honored.
The boy, as I told you, is taking a little jaunt
around both hemispheres, and whilst stopping
in our fair Hollywood, his pals showed him life
as she is lived here. A bit of the latter included a sample of the Wild West, or Mister

thing from "La Paloma" to "Home on the
Range." There is no use to continue ... the
moon, the music, the smell of wide, open
spaces . . . ! I'm going to buy me a pair of
chaps, settle down and wrangle mustangs!

Fred Astaire isn't turning farmer,
he's just having a grand time puttering around before
"Top
Hat"

punching with wild and woolly whoop-ees
supplied by us tenderfeet, sitting pigeon-toed
atop the corral fence. We became so exhausted from the strain of watching so strenuous a sport that for the next hour or two we
just sat around inhaling the very fresh air.
Dinner w-as a sizzling Mexican meal which
we gobbled out on the porch while a dazzling
silver moon rose over deep blue hills to a black
velvet sky. Whee-ee-ee! But hang on! A
coupla low moans had no sooner escaped me
than suddenly through the night drifted the
poignant music of soft melodious voices and
Mexican guitars!
The lads rendered every-

me, once again, in the Trocadero. I've been
reading in the fashion magazines how we're
going to get the Hindu influence in our clothes
pretty soon. Personally, I'm all for it since
seeing the Princess Mehu Colah of Bombay in
her East Indian regalia. I stared like a
ninny, but so would you at the vision of a
dark lady with a drape slung over her head.
It came from the shoulder of her sari, a very
handsome thing of black chiffon embroidered
with glittering silver sequins with which she
wore matching sandals, and earrings, right to
the shoulders, solid with diamonds. She
danced very prettily and apparently enjoyed
Hollywood gay life.
The lad that glides is Cesar Romero. All
the girls in town are daffy to waltz when
held in his arms. This particular evening it
was pretty Mrs. Billy Wilkerson, whose
husband owns the Troc and also the Vendome j
who drew the winning ticket most of the time
They made a charming couple. Not quite
his style was Young Tom Brown who, I'd say
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ances more vigorously. News Item: He was
ot with Anita Louise. She was present with
)me unknown gent, but Tom had a little
ranger with him, too. Such elaborate
;stures the young starlets made of avoiding
!ich other . . . they had a mad on . . . I'm
oping it's not permanent . . . but Anita
as always peeking over her partner's shoulJer to see where Tom was, and the lad's eyes
id a fine bit of darting about, too.
j)USY as a bee I was taking in everything
'for your edification, my lamb, when along
une Edwin Willis ('member I told you he
ecorated at M-G-M) and invited me over to
ps table. Eddie Lowe breezed over to the
ible with Irvin Cobb's daughter.
She chirped: "Dad's just had his teeth
inked out. Poor boy, he's got to talk beiire. a ladies' society. He'll probably hiss at
iiem!"
She rolled her eyes around the place.
! "My, my, I'm due for a collapse, too much
Dsy-daisy goings on for a simple country
ss like me."
The handsome Lowe fellah said he wanted
i collapse too . . he'd been eating so many
'ring beans at dinner he felt like a relief map
Iowa!
! When those two irrationals left we chatted
lout thisa and thata.
1 Mostly thata.
[After this I did a little dancing. Occasionlly I got bumped by a grand looking girl who
ore a tailored suit and a tremendous sixi.rat star sapphire on her scarlet-tipped finger,
i'hen turned about the lady proved to be
fiss C. Lombard, who had no business being
lywhere but in a bed nursing a cold, but who
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said she would rather munch rat poison than
stay between the sheets another moment.
Back at the table we greeted the saucy
Florine McKinney and her shadow, Barry
Trivers, who writes very good movie stories.
Sadly he pointed to his upper lip, the moustache was gone. "I done it," said Florine
proudly, "with my little hatchet! For
months I've been begging him to shave the
thing off, but he wouldn't."
"And then," chimed in the lad with the
hairless lip, "she said that if Ronald Colman
could take his off for 'Clive of India,' I certainly could do it for Florine McKinney!"
"So what else," asked Florine, "could he
do?" Then they danced off, looking very
pleased with themselves.
Now I shall give you the Fox luncheon held
for their splendid designer, Royer, at the
Assistance League this very noon. Betwixt
courses, I talked with Adrienne Ames, and
the creator himself, and I got a very heartening flash of What's To Be. The results are
pretty chi-chi! Besides Adrienne, the other
honeys whose clothes were modeled from the
unreleased pictures, " Dante's Inferno" and
"Mystery Woman," were Mona Barrie and
Claire Trevor.
ADRIENNE was dying to eat her salad, but
she had to pop up and pose for pictures every
moment. There was a robe-de-style number
with a big stuffed bird perched at the waist
that the photographers went nutty over, so
they had the model, Adrienne, the clever and
embarrassed Royer and the other girls pose all
together. Suddenly Royer got hysterical and
pointed. The bird was upside down! Our
little humorist, Miss Ames, remarked that it

had probably had a hard winter and was now
flying south for the sun!
Another surprise note was the sudden
entrance of the three of the Marx brothers.
These little men just rattled to the League for
a quick and good lunch, but when they spied
their favorite movie star they just pulled up
the chairs and went for a full dinner. Then
Mrs. Bruce Cabot made an error. She told
them they were moving into a fashion luncheon.
Chico went for her head, Harpo for her arms
and Groucho for her feet. They scrabbled the
daylights out of her. Then they left off
abruptly and pompously marched away.
POOR Adrienne, she pulled herself together
' and started to tackle her salad again. But
it had been removed! During the next course
she stopped to applaud the lovely gowns,
posed for more pictures, and bowed to several
enthusiastic fans. By this time the meat was
cold so dessert was brought in. Perhaps I
shouldn't have done it, but I told her she was
looking well after her flu siege. During the
ensuing discussion she looked up and saw the
waiter disappearing with her chocolate cake
and coffee!
It was then time to go, so Adrienne asked
me to meet her at the Vendome next week and
have a little lunch.
And speaking of lunch reminds
had any yet, so as much as your
would like to continue she will
little copy cat and say what

me I haven't
stoical scribe
have to be a
Fred Astaire

did when his lighter wouldn't work — "The
flint
willingeh?but the spirit's weak."
Notis bad,
Ravenously yours,
Mitzi.
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Where Is CONTINUED
Hollywood's
Glamour?
FRCTM PAGE 43 I
parties, but no one would even remotely consider having a special footman behind the chair
of each separate guest, as Charlie Ray did at
his dinners. No one would dare to make
Swansonian regal appearances, surrounded by
royal crests. As a matter of fact, no one
would want any of that ostentation today.
It's considered poor taste. Just as along
Hollywood's boulevards every day the highest
priced cars made in this world roll unnoticed,
with stars hidden in covered tonneaus.
There is no Valentino with a silver cobra
coiling on the hood of his car to warn pedestrians out of the way. There is no Wally Reid
in his yellow racers thundering spectacularly
at dare-devil speeds, wild-haired in the wind.
There is no Fatty Arbuckle parking his halfblock-long car with the built-in icebox for
curbstone customers to gape at.
(~ARL
BRISSON with
has just
sent fancy
his bigbuilt-in
white
^-'Hispano-Suiza
all the
accessories back home to avoid the tax. He
came, of course, from Europe, and probably
still believed the stories he had read about
how Hollywood stars captured glamour. But
he was about ten years behind the times, and
his old-fashioned stab at glamour missed by
the wide breach of boredom. Few bothered
to look at the automobile.
Nobody cared.
I haven't heard of a star with a private car
for years. The roadbeds of the Santa Fe and
the Southern Pacific used to groan with them.
I haven't seen a chinchilla coat for lo, these
many moons. The Talmadge sisters used to
wave them in the breeze at every public occasion possible, and Clara Kimball Young
once forked out $30,000 for the most famous
of the lot.
No star that I can think of would remotely
consider striding up and down Sunset Boulevard regularly every afternoon in brilliant
Chinese pajamas as Nazimova used to do. The
lighted "TM" brand which used to announce
Tom Mix's Catalina home to the tourists in
glass-bottomed boats have long since winked
out. And Tom, although an incurable showman, has laid aside his blue velvet evening
clothes in mothballs, and no longer puts up
his ponies in the best London hotels, as he did
Tony in the past.
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of houses which today surmount Hollywood's
knolls — but he called it "Falcon's Lair."
Glamorous? Certainly. Pola Negri sent to
Europe at enormous expense for a certain kind
of tree to plant on her lawn. Only the sigh of
the wind through those particular boughs
jcould soothe her esoteric spirit, she explained.
|Would that make her glamorous today — or
humorous? Now, how is the public going to
take her buying the Valentino house — " to be
near his spirit" — with a nominal fee to be
charged visitors, if her plan materializes?
How long since have you heard of a mad
caprice to equal that of Mabel Normand when
she impulsively took all the friends gathered
at the pier to bid her good-bye with her on a
trip to Europe! And when she returned and
heard the regrets of those who had failed to be
on hand for the profitable adieu, she took the
"left-overs" and made a second trip — standing
all expenses.

No — exhibitionism is out, partly because it
doesn't beget glamour any more, and partly
because the old mad Hollywood is gone. It
has grown up, sobered up, taken a look at itself and, slightly ashamed, completely reversed
its glamour-getting tactics.
The idea used to be to let the world know
how much you had. To dazzle with opulence.
To enchant with magnificence.
Every pay day Wallace Reid used to walk
into Sam Kress's old drug store on Hollywood
Boulevard and stop at the perfume counter.
He'd buy hundreds of dollars worth of expensive scents, which he distributed to the
first girls he met.
Most stars of the old Hollywood had their
paychecks spent before they ever saw them.
They were children living in a wonderful land
of plenty and they had no reason to suspect
that it wouldn't last forever.
They know better now, and the idea has
suddenly about-faced. Now, it's not to let
the world know how much you have. And
save as much as you can. Improvidence is out.
The two largest writers of insurance annuities inthe country have their headquarters
in Hollywood. If I listed the number of
ranches and other sound investments of the
stars, it would take up the rest of this issue '
of Photoplay.
What happened? What sobered Hollywood
today?
up? And just where is Hollywood's glamour
C EVERAL things happened. For one thing,
^Hollywood was mellowed and tempered by
that which mellows and tempers all things,
including good wine — age. The mad mannekins sickened of their own brew and swore off
as they grew older.
Another important factor is the talkies.
They flooded the town with stage actors, tired
of hotel life and trunk living. They made
sane home life popular and fashionable. Instead of a possible twenty-weeks a year on
Broadway, they had fifty-two on contract
salary and a chance to put away that nest eg?
they had always dreamed about. They set
about doing it and the rest of Hollywood
followed suit.
Also, of course, there was the Depression.
The only place left for glamour was in work.
And that is just where Hollywood's glamour
is conjured up today — in work, in careers, in
screen personalities — and in sane, healthy play
— even -as you and I.
Private lives, which used to have everything
to do with glamour, now have nothing.
Glamour lies strictly before the camera's eye
Greta Garbo is the most glamorous star of
this age. Yet there is no "enticing charm"
about her life. It is simple, secretive, colorless. She does nothing showy or spectacular
When she rented the big home in Beverly Hills,
she used but two rooms. She ate in the'
kitchen and slept in the smallest bedroom.;
The rest of the house was dark. She is said
to have rented this house because ot its high
walled
baths. back yard in which she could take sun
But the meager known facts of her existence
haven't
created has
her done
powerful
on
the screen
it. charm. Her spell
Mae West, as the whole world knows, completely belies her screen character in private
life. Her glamorous fore-runners — Nita Naldi
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and Barbara LaMarr — however, created a
romantic legend in Hollywood.
Off screen Mae is no more Diamond Lil,
the sexy siren, than your Aunt Hannah. She
leads a life of hard work and little diversion.
You couldn't pick up a whisper of scandal
about her even with one of those new radio
sets that get Russia.
And as I said, the whole world knows that

LOVE

— but it doesn't give a hang. Mae is glamorous
because she burns up the screen as no one ever
burned it up before.
You can apply the same rule to Norma
Shearer, glamorous because she flaunts married
convention and lives a free life — but strictly on
celluloid. No more conventional, stainless
reputationed wife and mother can be found in
Hollywood or elsewhere, for that matter.
No, today, that personal glamour which was
measured by lavish squandering of money on
eccentricities, pretension, extremes in dress or
behavior — the very things that gave Hollywood (and rightly so) its label of being a mad
town of wholly irresponsible people — has gone
forever.
But few, and
landish behavior
A Dietrich may
clothes fad, such

WHITE

SHO-I

very few examples of outor living are seen or known.
come along with another
as her trousers get up, but,

like Dietrich's, it won't last long. It will be
laughed out of existence. Also, you no longer
hear of Katharine Hepburn plumping down in
the middle of a street to read her mail. There
was one mention lately of her running around
the set with no shoes on, but it wasn't picked
up and spread around. Those things, mild as
they are in comparison with events of a few
years ago, are ignored or snickered at and dismissed.
I ET'S take some of the top bracket names at
'—random and see if we can point the finger
at one eccentricity of any sort.
Joan Crawford, to lead off with, pictorially
one of the most glamorous actresses on the
screen. But — Joan is the most concentratedly
hard-working girl in the films. Rarely is she
seen about town. Not that she is "exclusive,"
she just hasn't the time. Her work is her
passion, and her relaxation is more work, in
the little theatei she built on her estate. If
not that, it's dancing, to keep herself point
perfect in picture poise.
So, there's no help there. Now for Clark
Gable. And we may as well admit at the beginning neither is there any help there. He
and his attractive wife are seen occasionally
at the better clubs and cafes, but almost all
his other spare time, and he has little of that
too, is spent in outdoor sports, mainly hunting
— and not the coy charmers as you might
expect from his screen roles.
As for Robert Montgomery, there's his farm
in Connecticut, on which he gets out and, believe it or not, works. From the earth we
jump to the aesthetic — Kitty Carlisle. Kitty,
in less opulent days, was strong for clothes.
All her pin money went toward an attempt
to be the best appearing woman — note, not
the most lavishly dressed woman, as it might
have been a few years ago. But now, Kitty
spends every spare moment on her voice,
travelling even to Europe when she has the
time to further her singing. Hardly time to
be glamorous there, is there? As for the
clothes, still very smart, but they get the
least of her time.
And Claudette Colbert likes nothing better
than jumping into her small car and shooting
off alone, to any destination her fancy may
take. But, you say, who doesn't do that?
That's what we've all done.
All right, Bing

"You have to wear
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Crosby. For Bing, golf, and family, mainly
family. W. C. Fields, that auto trailer of his.
going off into the country for long walks, at
night, mostly, trying to catch up with his insomnia. Elissa Landi — books, not just reading
them,
out four! writing them. She's already turned
CIR GUY STANDING, that grand character
^actor, war hero and keen business man —
painting. And his canvasses are of sufficient
merit to bring him international attention in
that field of art. For that matter, Lionel Barrymore is not unknown for his painting, and his
music. Nothing extraordinary there, you say,

our side, however, is the pursuit of John Boles
— horseshoe pitching! Can you imagine that
spread all over magazines and newspaper
pages? And creating a sensation? Another
is that of Leo Carrillo, when he isn't improving
his hacienda or playing polo, he's writin»
poetry.
What glamour!
The thing is this, the old Hollywood glamour
that has gone was nothing more than a sideshow Barnum and Bailey, reckless, swaggering
personal glamour that used to make a star an
incredible legend.
But in its place is a new glamour — a kealthy,
solid and substantial glamour — yet every bit
as coveted, every bit as rare, every bit as

after all this talk about "the escapades of the
Barrymores."
Warner Baxter likes nothing better than the
sport of fishing, and where is there glamour in a
set of flopping rubber hip boots and old
clothes? Just about the best bet on the glam-
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Filmland's Dictator Is a Woman
CONTINUED

own in 1926. When it closed, after one week,
the producer was in debt to the tune of
$55,000. She mortgaged her estate in Red
ding, Conn., and set about recouping in the
only way she knew how. She wrote a play.
It is for Miriam Hopkins, a Goldwyn contractee, that the initial Crothers script is intended. Its theme is the power of money;
and Miss Crothers has adapted it from an
unproduced play of her own, called "The
House of Larrimore."
"I know Miss Hopkins will be great in it,"
she told me, "and it will be great to work

Greater comfort for fewer dollars
will
highlight
this summer's
western
vacations
via the

powerful.
And the nice part about it is that you don't
have to come clear to Hollywood to sample its

with her again."
Most of Miss Crother's comedy-dramas
have dealt with the changing social attitude
toward the allegedly weaker sex. Women, she
said, "evolute" and she quoted a line of
Ibsen to the effect that if you want to know
social change, watch women. Thus "Nice
People" was concerned with the more somber
aspects of "flaming youth" — "Let Us Be Gay"
with the remarriage of a divorced couple!
"When Ladies Meet" with the problem of
"the other woman," etc. She doesn't know
precisely what women are "evoluting" to right
now, but she isn't worrying. "They are capable," sheassuredme, "of taking care of themUnlike many of her Broadway contemporaries, Miss Crothers has approached the cinema
selves."
with an open mind. In the theater, her word
was absolute; John Golden, who presented
many of her plays, had such confidence in her
ability that he would frequently remain away
at Miami Beach until after a premiere. Producer as well as playwright that she was, she
could see a script take living form as she
penned it. Sets, costumes, movement, speech
— she visualized them all. Nor did it take her
long to get the hang of the films; even while
at M-G-M, she began, she says, to get the
"pictorial feel." She recognizes the gulf
separating the two mediums, and she is aware
that the cinema is compounded of "quick
telegraphic moving things." But she is unalterably opposed to motion for motion's sake.
"I realize the films cannot be wholly mental," she explained; "but I do believe the
human element is often lost sight of entirely.
"There is too much running up and down
Of her filmed plays, she liked "When Ladies
stairs."
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Meet" better than "Let Us Be Gay," and
"As Husbands Go" more than either. She
wouldn't go to see her silent pictures.
Miss Crothers looks forward to her new
adventure with zest; but you must not suppose
that it has replaced the stage in her affections.
When someone asked her recently what there
was left in the theater, she replied quickly,
"Just what we put in it." With fire in her
eyes, she amplified this to me. "People who
say the theater is dead," she flashed, "are
dead themselves." But she admits that the
talkies are giving it a run for its money.
She scoffs at the notion that the screen is a
more profitable venture for an established
playwright — at least over a long period of
time. "A successful play," she said, "makes
easily $100,000 for the author. It usually
runs two seasons — and may go to London.
Then there are the other foreign rights. Add
to these the amateur stock, book, film and
radio rights, and you will appreciate why I
regard that as a fair figure.
" Yet the movie people fondly believe they
/WUSS
CROTHERS
does her writing in bed;
much."pay you so
' * 'she has for years. Mornings. " Life is so interesting, even to get up begins a different kind
of world," declares this extraordinary woman
"Once the pad is brought in with the breakfast tray, I am completely isolated from every
one. I can work in peace. When I do get up,
it is with a free conscience.
"In the afternoons, I play golf. Eighteen
hales," she added, "today."
Golf, Winter and Summer, is one of the
reasons she has taken Hollywood to her
bosom. She didn't, at first; she had never
felt lonelier, she confided, than during those
first few months; even in Europe. Now she
regards Hollywood as "a gracious, charming
place to live. Here one meets one's own craft
and kind," she exclaimed. "I've had a happy
winter; I've been very gay!"
I wanted to know if Miss Crothers had
gravitated naturally toward the theater. She
assured me she hadn't.
"The stage was very remote and wicked to
the Crothers family," she recalled. "Nor had
any of us been writers." An astonishing
number of them had become preoccupied with
medicine — father uncles and cousins.
Even
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her mother had suddenly, at the age of forty,
turned to the well-thumbed pages of Gray's
"Anatomy."
A few years later she received
' her M. D.
All this was bound to have its effect on
Rachel, youngest of nine children. Hers was
i a lonely life; in a kind of blind desperation,
she began to build houses on the floor for her
dolls and live out, as she describes it, their
full lives. "Talking aloud for them like that,"
she says, "I began to play at playwright before I knew what a play was." Soon, as a
matter of course, she was writing "novels,"
, and even a play: "Every Cloud Has a Silver
Lining, or The Ruined Merchant."
Afler being graduated from Illinois State
Normal, she set out, starry-eyed, to seek her
fortune in New York.
She found it.
But first there were years of struggle.
Miss
Crothers had only $300 and an unconquerable
faith in herself.
When
an interview with
Daniel Frohman, dean of theatrical producers,
came to naught, she entered the Wheatcroft
School of Acting.
It was there that she received a grounding in that fearful and wonderful art which was one day to be truly hers.
; Soon she was coaching other students, and
i even writing plays for them — typical, adolesi cent pieces like "The Rector," "A Water
, Color," "Elizabeth"
and
"Which
Way?"
i IN 1906, Carlotta Nielson, the actress, per1 'suaded a manager to put on "The Three of
Us," by Rachel Crothers.
In it occurred a
, scene in which the heroine, crying out that
, she was able to look after herself, hied her to
j a man's room.
This was considered very
daring at the time; but it didn't hurt the play
i any. "The Three of Us" marked the begin! ning of its author's investigation of the social
attitude toward women, and was an instani taneous hit.
Since then, she has averaged a play a year.
If, out of it all, she has evolved any enduring
\ philosophy, she thinks it is this: "We bring
all our misfortunes on ourselves. If somebody
has deceived us, we've allowed ourselves to
make a mistake in judgment.
Every failure
I've had has been my failure; my play was
1 wrong.
It is a most unhappy philosophy to
believe we have been injured by others."
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He Hated the Movies
CONTINUED

It opened the following Autumn at the Globe
Theater. Bessie McCoy, Richard Harding
Davis' wife, was the star. Also in the cast
were the Dolly Sisters, their first American
appearance. Likewise the dancing team of
Ryan and White, the latter to become George
White of "Scandals" fame.
"The Echo" was an instant success. So was
Bill LeBaron. Likewise Deems Taylor. No
college show had ever graduated from the dear
old campus right onto Broadway before.
LeBaron received his diploma before his play
was produced. Face to face with a cold, cruel
world and wisely realizing "The Echo" might
just as easily be a smeller as a smash hit and
that many a playwright had starved to death
waiting for the first royalty check, he got a
steady job with a publishing house at twentyfive dollars a week. This sufficed handsomely
until his play opened. For many weeks thereafter he received weekly royalties of one thousand dollars.
THE
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result was a bad habit which remains

' with him to this day. To be specific: every
Saturday night he collected his weekly twentyfive dollars, got himself organized and refused
to go home until every dime had been squandered. In his own words — "It taught me to
know nothing whatever about the value of
money." His salary is several digits larger
now but he finds it just as easy to spend as it
was then — and just as much fun.
The sudden prosperity of "The Echo" did
not turn our hero's head. He continued to
hold down steady jobs, but industriously wrote
more plays nights, Sundays and holidays.
"The Very Idea," a hilarious farce starring
Ernest Truex, which LeBaron authored alone,
was his outstanding non-musical effort. It
played for years, was twice made into pictures
— and may be again. Who knows? His
musical tops was the tuneful and charming
"Apple Blossoms," music by none other than
Fritz Kreisler and Victor Jacoby. In the leading roles were John Charles Thomas — the man
with no last name — and Wilda Bennett, no kin
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to Joan or Constance. But the real stars of
"Apple Blossoms" were a couple of shaw-stopping youngsters from vaudeville, making their
first New York legitimate stage appearance —
Fred and Adele Astaire.
Mr. LeBaron, by and large, penned so many
plays that recently he sold the motion picture
rights to one he had completely forgotten ever
having written. It was called "Something to
Brag About," but the author now frankly declares that "nothing" is a better word.
In his spare moments — during lunch hours
probably — Mr. LeBaron dashed off vaudeville
sketches for a man named Jesse Lasky, little
musical melanges entitled "Redheads,"
"Trained Nurses" and such like. These
eventually led their author into what might
well have been a fatal error of judgment. Mr.
Lasky invited him to call one ante-bellum
Sunday afternoon. Mr. LeBaron called.
Present were two other fellows named Cecil B
DeMille and Samuel Goldwyn. They propounded afantastic scheme. They were going
to make a motion picture and wanted him to
join their venture as a scenario editor.
Mr. LeBaron's answer was an ill-concealed
sneer. He loved the theater which was
paying him handsomely. He didn't like
motion pictures. They were just a fad with
no future whatever, he declared. He also
declared he didn't know a thing about them
and neither did Lasky, DeMille and Goldwyn,
which was true. Their blandishments fell on
deaf ears. Even offers of equal partnership
left him adamant. So Lasky, DeMille and
Goldwyn marched to fame and riches in
Hollywood which the skeptical Mr. LeBaron
for the asking, could have shared.
I 1TTLE did he know that ere long the movie
ogre was again to rear its ugly head and
bite him for keeps.
As follows:
After the war he was on the editorial staffs
of two national magazines. After Mr LeBaron took over his second magazine job,
he was asked by the publisher to be at a certain place, certain time
Mr. LeBaron went
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Who said picture making wasn't a serious business? This was when
"Chasing Yesterday" was being shot. Anne Shirley is at the
table, with O. P. Heggie.
Director George
Nicholls, Jr., crouching
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was ushered into a pitch-black room, pushed
into a seat and presto! — a motion picture
llickered on a far wall. He watched it in
contemptuous silence. The film completed,
the lights went up. Mr. LeBaron looked
around, to face his publisher who said: "What'd
you think of it, Mr. LeBaron?" Said Mr.
LeBaron vehemently: "I think it's terrible."
Which was the end of his career as an editor
and the beginning of his career in motion
pictures — his publisher was interested in a
motion picture company, and he, too, didn't
like that particular film.
Mr. LeBaron was immediately assigned to
the job of re-editing and re-writing the picture,
which he did so successfully that he was given
further assignments. Came the day when,
because Mr. LeBaron had nothing better to
do, it was decided he should produce a picture
on his own. His choice of subject was a story
he and a girl around the place liked. Her
name was Frances Marion, now, as you
know, one of the leading scenarists. Everybody else was ag'in' it. Along came a young
director out of the West named Frank Borzage. He liked the story, too. The three
pooled their talents and enthusiasm. The
result was "Humoresque," a howling success
and the winner of the first Photoplay Magazine Gold Medal for the best picture of the
year, 1920.
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TWO more pictures produced by LeBaron
' were later to win this honor, "Beau Geste"
and "Cimarron," which makes him the only
three-time winner of the prize. "Cimarron"
won the Acade/ny of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences Award for the Best Produced Picture
of the year — the other two probably may
have, too, except that the Academy wasn't
awarding awards then.
In producing "Beau Geste," Mr. LeBaron
pulled the rather unusual caper of sending
a company from New York to Arizona, which
everyone thought was pretty stupid at the
time but didn't later when the picture became
the sensation of the year.
Since "Humoresque" Mr. LeBaron has
produced a list of pictures as long as your
arm — maybe both arms — first for Cosmopolitan, then Paramount, then RKO-Radio and
now for Paramount again.
Among the best remembered are "Rio Rita,"
"Manhandled," "Madame Sans Gene," "When
Knighthood Was in Flower," "Little Old New
York," "Enemies of Women," "Monsieur
Beaucaire," "Sally of the Sawdust" (in which
W. C. Fields first appeared in films), "Knockout Riley," "The Quarterback," "The Ace of
Cads," and, more recently, "She Done Him
Wrong," "College Humor," "Too Much Harmony," "I'm No Angel," "Belle of the
Nineties," "Goin' to Town" — but why go on?
A FEW of the stars with whom he has been
associated besides those already mentioned
are Rudolph Valentino, Gloria Swanson, Richard
Dix, Marion Davies, Thomas Meighan,
Adolphe Menjou, George Raft — but again,
why go on? He brought Wheeler and Woolsey
to Hollywood for "Rio Rita," which made
them headliners. Likewise Edna May Oliver.
Also Irene Dunne. All of which goes to showhe's been fairly busy most of the time.
While he has achieved success with almost
every type of picture, his recent efforts have
been chiefly comedies and musicals. He has
the rare — I might even say almost extinctgift of knowing quite precisely what he wants
and getting it with a minimum of time, effort
and excitement. Although he can and does
throw out an atomic bombardment of con-
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tagious enthusiasm he positively declines to
get wildly and exhaustingly excited about
anything.
His understanding of how to handle most
effectively temperamental artists, to remain
placid and unruffled under all trying circumstances has been frequently demonstrated,
but never more entertainingly than during an
incident with a famous star. The lady in

YOUR SKIN
IS SO LOVELY, DEAR!

question — we'll call her Miss Fitzfancy — was
on a temperamental rampage. One afternoon
she concluded a hectic pitched battle with
several executives by rushing into LeBaron's
office, starting a hysterical protest against the
human race, then suddenly swooning gracefully to the floor — as neat a stage faint as
ever she'd pulled. Mr. LeBaron, reading at
his desk, ignored the lady's vapours and
calmly continued to read. Nothing happened
for a minute or more. Then, to see why he

kernels into the air and catching them in his
mouth. He's not like that.
He rides in the back seat of an automobile
with utter complacency at any speed or under
the most harrowing circumstances — for the
simple reason that he doesn't like to drive a
car, seldom has, never intends to. There is
not one back-seat-driver corpuscle in his entire bloodstream. By the same token, he has
practically no sense of direction or location.
He doesn't know — or care — where he is untii
he reaches his destination.
His favorite comedian is Bill Fields, whose

wasn't doing anything about it, she cautiously
lifted her head, opened one eye and peeked.
At that very instant Mr. LeBaron leaned over

TO END
SKIN TROUBLES

solicitously and inquired: "Did you wish to
see me about something, Miss Fitzfancy?"

I IE works on the theory that it takes two
' 'people to make a fight — so count him out. A
valuable asset is a sharp and untiring wit that
frequently enables him to sum up and conTry This Improved
clusively dispose of a problem with a single
Pasteurized Yeast
brief but humorous sentence.
Writers respect him because they know he
That's Easy to Eat
can write a better script than they can — and
PIMPLES and blotches, like muddiness and lack of color in the will, if theirs isn't up to snuff.
He commands the loyalty of his associates
skin, are usually caused by a sluggish system.
That is why external treatments bring so because he deserves it. Sixteen years ago he
little relief.
engaged a new secretary, assured her that if
Thousands have found in Yeast Foam
her work proved satisfactory the job would be
Tablets a pleasant, easy way to correct skin permanent. The other day he told his secretroubles caused by digestive sluggishness.
tary — everybody knows Georgette — that if
Science now knows that very often slow, I her
work was satisfactory the job would be
imperfect elimination of body wastes is 1 permanent,
which was exactly what he told
brought on by insufficient vitamin B comher sixteen years ago.
plex. The stomach and intestines, deprived
His most depraved personal vice is a secret
of this essential element, no longer function
properly. Your digestion slows up. Body
passion for pop-corn. Neighbors report he
can be heard in his kitchen at all hours of the
poisons cause ugly eruptions and bad color.

Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vitamin
B complex needed to correct this condition.
These tablets are pure pasteurized yeast —
and yeast is the richest known food source
of vitamins B and G. This improved yeast
should strengthen and tone up your intestinal nerves and muscles. It should quickly
restore your digestive and eliminative system to normal, healthy function.
With the true cause of your trouble corrected, pimples and other common skin
troubles disappear. And your whole system
benefits so that you feel better as well as
look better.
Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets have a pleasant, nut-like taste that you will really enjoy.
Pasteurization makes Yeast Foam Tablets
utterly safe for everyone to eat. They cannot
cause fertnentalion in the body and they contain nothing to put on fat.
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only
50c. Get one today. Refuse substitutes.

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
FREE MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

night stealthily preparing to indulge this weakness. He imports the raw material from Kansas, prepares it with loving solicitude and
arrogantly brags about the quantity he can
eat. In extenuation, may it be said that he
eats it straight from bowl or bag — no tossing
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feet at the snap of a toastmaster's wisecrack.
His friends say he recoils convulsively at the
very thought of being asked to speak in public
and I say: "Bless you, Mr. LeBaron. May
It istribe
doubtful
if, for a long time, he has been
your
increase."
fooled by anyone.
IT would not be accurate to say he discovered
'Mae West for pictures. Suffice it that he has
been the producer in charge of all her screen
vehicles. Curiously, he wrote the first play
in which she appeared on Broadway. Miss
West says she was a child actress then but
Mr. LeBaron gallantly contradicts her by insisting she was carried onto the stage in arms —
without saying whose arms. Equally curious,
they did not meet from that time until she
came to Hollywood for her first picture. He
is not only one of her best friends but also one
of her severest critics. The other day lie
started to enter the set on which she was
working. He had no pass and a new doorman, who didn't know him, refused admission.
Mr. LeBaron took the blow stoically. "That's
fine," he told the doorman. "If you'll just
stick to that maybe I can get a day's work
He can take golf or leave it and he loves
horse races and so do I and if I don't stop here
we'll both miss the first race at Santa Anita,
so if there's anything more you want to know
done."Bill LeBaron — ask Bill LeBaron.
about
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favorite audience is Bill LeBaron. The latter's
shrewd and sympathetic understanding of the
Fields genius and knowledge of how to put it
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Fields success.
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screen by Ben Hecht. That was one reason
Coward felt kindly toward the idea of playing
in one of Hecht and MacArthur's movies.
Plans at first were for Coward to play a small
role in a picture that the two American playwrights had ready to produce. After they met
Coward, however, and talked to him, they
were so impressed with his charm and picture
possibilities, they told him if he would agree to
play the leading role in a film they would write
one to suit his personality and talents. Caught
up by their enthusiasm Coward, who had
turned down dozens of profitable movie contracts, agreed. Hecht and MacArthur shelved
the script they had on hand, retired to a
mountain retreat and wrote furiously for
several weeks on " The Scoundrel."
While working in the picture with Hecht and
MacArthur, Coward flatly refused to make
any changes in their script. Even so, some of
the lines sound distinctly Cowardian. When,
for example, the blase young publisher says to
the girl, "I'm sorry if I've ruined your life,"
and she answers, "You haven't ruined it—
you just decorated it." Neatly turned dialogue
like that reminds one of Coward's own — the
lines, for example from a scene in " Design for
Living," when Gilda says, " Doesn't the eye of
Heaven mean anything to you?" And he
answers, "Only when it winks."
THOSE

Florence Rice
Columbia Pictures

who admire Noel Coward most call

' him a genius. Those who admire him least call
him a natural — a man who happened to have
what the public wanted just at the time the
public wanted it. They say if he had been
born a generation earlier or twenty years later
nobody would ever have heard of him; that
his phenomenal success isn't genius at all but
just luck — luck because he has a knack for
writing the kind of tunes people of this generation enjoy dancing to, the kind of shows people
today like to watch.
Natural or genius, he's a regular fellow, and
his phenomenal success hasn't spoiled him.
Once when police reported that three thugs
had tried to kidnap Coward, newspaper men
dashed to his hotel for a statement. Cool,
unruffled, he said calmly, "They weren't thugs,
they were autograph hunters." The reporters,
eager for a good story, were unable to get more
than that from Coward.
It is probable that the formality and organization of picture making in Hollywood scared
him away from movie contracts. Working
with Hecht and MacArthur was different —
backgammon game going on just off the set
all the while, changes in script and direction
made as and if they were needed, mutual New
York friends dropping in to visit. It was home
DESIDES, Noel Coward couldn't tie himself
down to a contract. He's smitten too often
with wanderlust. As soon as "The Scoundrel"
was finished, he packed up and started for
China. Going to write his autobiography
while there. Just why a chap would choose
war-torn China as a writing retreat, we don't
know. And Coward doesn't explain. Hecht
and MacArthur, at the same time, left for
the New Y'ork countryside to write another
picture play for Mr. Coward. For Noel is supposed to come back in midsummer to start
his second film.
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found thai out when she waved a fare-theewell as alone he sailed back to India — Merle
immediately embarking on a stage career.
Miss Thompson found the prospects of the
theater delightful — and vice versa. Soon she
was working at Elstree and wondering if
Hollywood were fact or phantasy.
There were countless suitors who ultimately
became countless desperate young men all
heading for the Thames and oblivion . . .
Merle did not think them worth her wiles.
Except one.

"I wonder if it would end all
regular pain for me, and end it
for all time?"
To the woman who is asking herself that
question, the makers of Midol make an
emphatic answer: It will not.
But they make another statement just
as emphatic, and just as true: Midol always relieves periodic pain to some degree, and will for you.
Understand, this extraordinary medicine may bring you complete relief. It has
done this for many. And some of these
women had always had the severest pain.
But others report only an easier time.
Even sure
so, isn't
the measure
of relief
you
are
to receive
well worth
while?
Midol means great comfort in any case —
compared with unchecked suffering at
this time of the month!
Any sufferer who experiences no relief
from Midol should, consult a physician.
"Yes, but won't it form some habit?"
Only the habit of avoiding suffering which
is needless! There is no "habit forming"
drug in Midol. It is not a narcotic.
So, don't let
the speedtakes
with hold
which cause
this
remarkable
medicine
,miu any apprehension. Don't keep it for
"emergencies" or wait for the pain to
reach its height before you take it. Let it
keep you comfortable throughout the
period. Learn to rely on it completely.
Just follow the simple directions found
inside the box.
And speaking of boxes, you'll appreciate the slim aluminum ease in which you
get Midol. It's so thin and light — and
dainty — you can give it a permanent
place in your purse and always be prepared. It is a tremendous relief, mental
and physical, to be able to approach this
time without any misgivings, and to pass
serenely through it.
Your druggist has these tablets. You'll
probably see them on the counter. If not,
just ask for Midol. Fifty cents is the most
you'll pay — for comfort that is worth
almost anything.
When it has given you back those days
once given over to suffering, will you do
this? If you know someone who still
suffers, tell her of your discovery — that
Midol does bring definite and decided
relief from "regular" pain.

And again there was an "engagement" which
lasted for almost three years and ended in an
annulment of wedding plans.
But meanwhile her career was getting off
under its own power.
Estelle Thompson had been discovered by
Korda's ex-wife.
It was at her suggestion the producer-director took pains to cast her in his pictures, studying the promising young actress with a keen
professional eye.
ESTELLE THOMPSON, he decided, was no
'—name for a glamorous lady of the cinema.
Telephone directories were scanned for a more
euphonious one and then Merle did some of her
own private thinking — at which she is very
good, as you will later see — and suggested
Auberon. Finally it was edited to Oberon,
Estelle Oberon. Not so jolly good, donchaknow?
So they looked through more directories,
until Merle offered her middle name and everything became pip-pip and toodle-oo!
The most exciting thing that ever happened
to her, she says, was being cast as A nne Boleyn
in the memorable "Henry the VIII" with
Charles Laughton.
Merle was recuperating from an illness at the
seaside. Long hours of watching the blue sky
and the water pounding along the rocky coast
were interrupted only by reading theatrical
publications from London. Her recovery became suddenly complete when she read the
astounding news that she was cast as Anne!
She haunted museums and libraries, she visited
historic spots and thought so much of the illstarred Queen that actually, she says, "I
almost believed I was she!"
Reporting at the studio she nearly had a
relapse when she found she had exactly two
pages of script!
She was crushed.
"IT was a terrible blow," she admits, her
'eyes clouding in recollection, "for Anne being the most important wife, I naturally thought
I had the leading role. I didn't know what to
do, but I resolved I'd show Korda!"
At the time London films were hard-pressed
for money and having accepted his role —
although still before production — everyone
was given a salary cut.
To this Merle made no protest because she
was so anxious to make good, and, she decided,
this was her big chance! With two pages of
dialogue! What an impossible task she set
for herself!
Then word arrived there was to be still
another cut for the entire cast, the deciding
meeting
Friday! to be held Saturday. The day was
And here are some facts which should give
you a tip-off on just why Merle did click!

She thought a great deal about that second
cut. She really didn't feel she could accept it.
Yet she was so anxious to get the part and
"show Korda" that she devised a coup de
theatre!
As the first part of her scheme she called on
London's most famous theatrical photographer
and that very day sat for a variety of poses.
The man's knack was infallible and she never
worked harder in her life to cooperate. She
felt certain that, as a result, the pictures would
be all she could ask for.
When would she have them?
Monday or Tuesday, he assured her, because
she wanted them rushed. (Three or four days
is the English equivalent of a Yankee split
second.)
K /ERLE realized, in panic, that would never
v 'do! Was all her strategy to go unrewarded?
He must do better than that, she pleaded,
for the meeting was the following afternoon—
and shooting was to start Monday. Even
photographers, I have it on good authority, are
mere men, not immune to feminine beauty in
distress. He would, he promised, rush through
two pictures for Saturday.
Fine! Well, almost fine, anyway. Merle
believed her whole career was at stake. She
still believes it was.
The two pictures came through as promised
and they exceeded her every hope.
Armed with her deadly ammunition she
hurried, uninvited, to the meeting. The board
had convened. Quite casually she asked to see
Korda, on a pretext. He left the conference
only long enough to explain how important it
was for her not to interrupt at that time. Fate
he explained, practically hung in the balance,
by its teeth.
K/ERLE showed him the pictures quite, quite
' ^ 'casually. She mentioned, as he looked at
them, that she'd be very glad to appear in the
film, provided, of course, there would be no
second cut. . . .
She watched his face behind her slanting
lashes as he murmured something about he'd
take these with him — and she shouldn't worry
— he was sure everything would be all right.
And it was!
But that is only half of the story. . . .
After "Henry the VIII" Merle's stock shot
up by leaps and bounds. She was under contract to Korda for five years, with twelvemonth options.
And because Korda neglected to take up her
option on April 15th, 1934, her contract up
and lapsed!
Merle's agent delightedly told her about it
and produced offers from almost every company in Hollywood at figures starting at ten
times the salary she was receiving from Korda!
She was, in a legal sense as far as London
Films' contract was concerned, "free, white
a telephone conversation two weeks
andDuring
twenty-one!"
later Merle mentioned she was no longer under
contract to him.
tically.
"What do you mean?" Korda roared, franMerle explained.
He asked her to please come immediately to
his office.
Ruth

Fraser,

Merle's

lifetime

friend and
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constant companion, rode with her to Elstree.
Ruth tells me she pleaded with her not to sign
a paper — not to lift a pen!
: "You mustn't, Merle," she commanded, advised, threatened. "You are only young and
'famous once. You must think of yourself.
;Korda should have taken up your option!"
Merle promised nothing, denied nothing.
She sat quiet and thoughtful.
1 Korda greeted them frantic and distraught.
... It was an oversight . . . stress of business . . . she couldn't hold him to such a
'technicality . . . and so on. . . . Merle burst
into tears. She couldn't, she explained to Ruth
later, do that to the man who had given her her
•first chance! She told Korda of the offers she
!had received, the fortune she was signing away.
'His reply was:
"But I'd be very much insulted, Merle, if
their offers had been for less!"
j And so ended one of the most incredible incidents in Filmdom.
I Merle is the kind of girl who you and I are.
JAnd she was that embarrassed when she and
[Chevalier were to film their first love scene for
[United Artists' " Folies Bergere."
OVER and over the scene was shot, with
Merle giving Maurice a discreet peck that
[caused director Roy Del Ruth to say:
[ " You're not cast as a school ma'am, Merle,
[you're supposed to knock him cold!" which
•only made her more self-conscious. Finally
[they put screens around and she tried harder
,than ever. Maurice said, " Chevalier teached
how to kiss in six takes," and everyone
[laughed. Merle felt she was getting worse instead ofbetter. Finally, at the eighth take, she
tforgot her embarrassment and put what
[Monsieur calls "Um-umph!" into it. Del
[Ruth, apparently relieved, sighed, "That's
ibetter!"
J And Chevalier, with his hat on the side of
ihis head and his infectious grin, said, as only he
,can say it, "You're telling me!"
I For Chevalier Merle has nothing but praise.
("He is so delightful — such a charming personality— and yet some say how difficult he is,
ihow taciturn. They simply don't know him."
One day an interviewer talking with Merle
on the Bergere set mentioned she'd have to get
,to Chevalier and confessed she was really
afraid to approach him.
j "Don't worry," Merle said, "he's charming.
[He's just sensitive, don't you see? Now you
|leave it to me. I'll introduce you. Just visit
jwith him and see what you get for your story."
They met and Chevalier, at ease, was his most
delightful self.
t As a consequence, thanks to Merle, she got
the real Chevalier, the spontaneous, sparkling
personality!

iTHERE is, too, another side of her nature, the
| romantic young woman who wants very much
|to have a husband, a home, children. Her
rrecipe for a happy marriage is a love long tried
[and tested, a friendship that includes mutual
[interests and tastes, respect and also admiration. In short, she says, "One must always
[have one's feet just a trifle off the ground. Love
[must have illusions, dreams and ideals." Yet
[should she wed here, she is not fearful of what
IHollywood might do to her marriage, for, as
;he explains, she could never live in the limeilight, never dramatize her own personal life —
iind that, she believes, accounts for many
'Hollywood divorces.
I Merle clicked, if you ask me (which, of course
[you haven't), simply because you've wanted
iher to — and fifty million film fans can't be
[wrong!
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The Rise of a Song King
[ CONTINUED

A break that comes as such a surprise as
Lambert's last minute call is so often a portentous one in show business that Eddie
wouldn't have missed the opening if all the
pneumo-cocci
in the world were tugging at his
lungs.
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The show clicked. A twenty-week run in
Hollywood is almost epoch-making. Joe sang
his heart out seven nights a week hoping that
somebody out front would heed and be driven
into a frenzy of picture contracts, but, though
he seemed to go over all right, Hollywood
turned a blank stare on him when he tried to
make the grade at studios.
The money helped. They paid off their
debts slowly but surely and began thinking
the world not such a bad place after all. Joe
got quite friendly with Al Herman, the star
of the show. A crusty old duck, Herman, but
a grand guy. He growled at everybody, but
always was the first one to do the real helping
when anyone had a bad run of luck. One
night he growled at Joe who was standing in
the wings.
"CAY, kid . . . get a car. Got to have one
^ in Hollywood. Impress 'em . . . Probably
won't do you any good though."
And with that cryptic remark he left. But
Joe talked it over with Eddie and they decided itwould really save enough car fare and
time to pay for itself. "And there," says Joe,
"is the laugh! We found out cars don't pay
for themselves.
Try it sometime and see!"
When the show closed they had a car nearly
paid for and a small amount of money saved.
So small that it only lasted for three weeks,
during which time they had scurried high and
low in search of some kind of an engagement.
Once again they got down to small change —
and two things happened at once. They got an
offer from a small vaudeville circuit in Seattle,
but no transportation money. In the same
mail they got a statement from the finance
company brutally calling their attention to
the fact the payment on the car was long
over-due and, even though it was the final
installment, the company wanted the money
or the car.
The boys conferred. They conferred a lot
in those days. The way they did it was to
empty their pockets on the bedspread and
then go through all the pockets of the clothes
in the closet. Then they counted up the
money — and usually shook their heads sadly.
It was never enough.
This time Joe went to see Al Herman. He
told him about the contract in Seattle and then
began wondering how to broach the delicate
subject of a touch.
"Good," growled Mr. Herman, "good . . .
What are you telling me for? Congratulations? . . . Okay, you're congratulated."
"Well,
it's this way . . ." Joe stammered
— and
blushed.
"Un-hunh. Thought as much . . . .Trouble
with you young squirts you spend everything
you
. . . reached
Buying aforcar!
Mr. get.
Herman
his Urrngh!"
checkbook And
still
muttering. The more he liked you and wanted
to help the more he grumbled. "How much
do "Well,
you need?"
we need $22.36 for the last payment
on the car and about . . ."
"About nothing! . . . Take what you get!"
he snorted, giving Joe a check for fifty dollars

FROM PAGE 45

— which was twenty more than he needed.
"Glad to see you get a break, kid. You deserve it. Swell voice." Joe blinked in his
surprise. . . . "And now get the devil out
of here!" bellowed Al Herman remembering
to be gruff.
THE HORSE
One night stands, quick and dirty lunch
wagons and smelly hotels, badly ventilated
dressing rooms always shy of light bulbs, and
cheap theaters on a cheap circuit — vaudeville
in the great Northwest. But they saved
money. There was no place to spend it until
they finished the swing and got back into
Seattle at the end of the contract.
Joe was all set to try Hollywood again, but
to Eddie that little town was just one short
step out of The Black Hole of Calcutta. They
argued for days in the hotel room, but for once
Eddie was going to have his way. He had a
hunch that New York was the place for Joe
Then they decided to flip a coin — New York
or Hollywood, and then they argued about
who was to flip it. Finally Joe did — trying
hard to make it come up heads — Hollywood—
but Eddie concentrated and tails showed.
They divided the money into seven lots, six
for six days of cross-country driving and the
seventh to carry them a week in New York.
But they made a miscalculation. It took two
weeks to get a job in the big town instead of i
the week they'd figured on, so they were both
"reducing" again by the end of the second week.
Then came the job that justified Eddie's
hunch — singing with George Olsen's band over
WOR. George and Joe were sitting around
one day listening to a Tin Pan Alley composer
running through some songs he wanted to
peddle to the band. Just before he left he
tried out "The Last Round-Up" on them.
Why not? He'd tried every place else! But
this time was different. Joe liked it and so did
Olsen. They put it on the air for a couple oi
nights and it flopped deader than a deceased
song.
garden slug. But, they figured, you can't be
right all the time, and promptly discarded the

A. /ONTHS later Joe was sitting around be' * 'tween numbers with Mrs. Olsen in The
Willows Cafe in Pittsburgh Idly she inquired
what had happened to that cowboy tune, and
Joe asked Olsen why they didn't try it on a
first-hand audience. . . . You know the rest.
All about how they went wild over the song,
how Olsen figured that when the house could
see the singer and the band the song went over
even if it did flop on the air, and how they
used the song again when they went into the
New York Paramount.
But still Joe was really scared to try singing
a hillbilly tune to a sophisticated Broadway
audience. The first time he went on for that
number it was under protest — but he stopped
the show. They wouldn't let him leave the
stage, and raised such a commotion that
Adolph Zukor came down from his palatial
offices upstairs for the next show to hear this
wonder worker himself.
He didn't go back upstairs afterwards,
either. He went back-stage as fast as his legs
would carry him — and his competitors will tell
you that's very fast. In ten minutes Joe
Morrison had signed a contract upping his
salary just ten times — from seventy-five dol-
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Ehm V take this risk!

lars to seven hundred and fifty dollars a week,
every week — and said forty prayers hoping
it was all true and had wired Al Herman.
He was slightly delirious.
THK
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A long-nosed, shining green car snored over
the gravel of the gas station — now a big,
modern unit of a mammoth chain — and
pulled up to the pump. Politely, but firmly,
Joe Morrison eased the attendant aside and
filled his own gas tank while the white-uniformed man looked at him with a dazed expression, probably thinking these Hollywood
people were nuts anyway. After Joe had
efficiently serviced his car the attendant collected the charges and vaguely muttered,
"Wipe your windshield, mister?"
"Not in this station! I'll do it myself,
buddy. I used to work here . . ."
"Yeah? Here?"
Joe nodded. He was humming as he
briskly polished the broad glass; he wasn't
happier than usual, but he just did break into
melody every now and then because it reminded him of other days. The job finished,
he stepped back from the car with a cheerful
grin.
"Yes. Right here . . . the old independent
station. Got ten bucks a week, too."
"Well, whaddaya know . . ." murmured
the man as the powerful green car slid smoothly
away down the drive. "Whaddaya know!"
Joe didn't hear him, though. He was in a
hurry. His new picture contract called for a
couple of grand a week — which is a lot of
money and he likes to be on time to earn it.
. . . And, anyway, he had to pick up Al
Herman for whom he'd gotten a small part in
"Four Hours to Kill," his new picture.
He felt great when he drove out of that gas
station . . . you see the King had remembered
the Nail.
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15 Years Ago
the talkies not even prophesied

THEDA BAR A confessed! In
' this issue an article told the
truth about the greatest vamp of
the day. Among other things
Miss Bara confessed that she
wasn't born in Egypt, a worshipper ofslant-eyed gods. Her
birthplace was Cincinnati, and
her real name Theodosia Goodman. She had just completed an
unsuccessful venture on Broad-

THEDA

way, in "The Blue Flame." Alan
Dinehart was her leading man. Norma Talmadge joined the Photoplay staff with this
issue, as Fashion Editor. In her first article
she advised all girls to learn to cook and sew
"The Golden Age of the Pictures" was an
article which discussed the marvelous heights
to which the motion pictures as an industry
had soared. However, compared with its
present size, it was a small business then, with

BARA

and color but a dream. "The
Lonely Princess" referred to
Mary Miles Minter. The romantic story of Mary and Dou^'
Fairbanks' wooing and weddine
was detailed. "Beauty her Greatest Handicap" was a story about
Katherine MacDonald, who admitted, however, that she would
not trade her beauty but hoped
to overcome its many handicaps.

Chief among the movies were "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr Hyde," with John Barrymore; Richard
Barthelmess and Clarine Seymour in Griffith's
"The Idol Dancer;" Wallace Reid in "Excuse
My Dust;" Dorothy Gish and Ralph Graves in
"Mary Ellen Comes to Town;" Lawson Butt
and Ann Forrest in "Dangerous Days;" "His
House in Order," with Elsie Ferguson; the
cover girl — Katherine MacDonald.

10 Years Ago
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scenes in "The Covered Wagon,"
and there they stayed. "A
Honeymoon Home Built by the
Wages of Evil," was the house of
Wallace Beery and his bride, Rita
Gillman. Theirs is still one of

• jflasqueite
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monev order to REYNA MARIE, 489 FIFTH
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MADELINE

Hollywood's happiest homes.
"The Most Versatile Girl in Hollywood" was
Louise Fazenda. Now the mother of a two
year-old son, Louise has added child rearing to
the list of her achievements. Incidentally, she
has been in films for twenty-three years. Few
can top that record! In the roto section was
a lovely picture of Claire Windsor with her son
Billy. He's sixteen years old now. Other por
traits were of Eleanor Boardman, Lita Grey

he was right. The editor hazarded a guess that Jack Holt was
one Hollywood actor who would
survive through the years. His prophecy was

HURLOCK

right. Among the best films were "Madame
Sans Gene," starring Gloria Swanson; Richard
Barthelmess in "Soul-Fire;" "The Wizard of
Oz," with Larry Semon as the Scarecrow and
Dorothy Dwan as the Princess; Eleanor Boardman, Harrison Ford and Pat O'Malley in
"Proud Flesh;" "Chickie" with Dorothy
Mackaill. Madeline Hurlock, cover

5 Years Ago

tteyna
Marie
PRESENTS

Pauline Frederick and one o!
John Gilbert looking boyishly
youthful, without a moustache.
There was some criticism of
Adolphe Menjou because he was
being very choosey about his
roles. Noting how his success
has continued through the years,
however, one is inclined to think

HACK in 1925 the invasion of
^Hollywood was not by foreign
stars but by Indians! They had
come there — tents and all — when
extras were needed for redskin

CIVE years ago, by Photo' play's own confession, there
were four movie stars a magazine
could not criticize without mak
ing the readers mad as hops!
They were Clara Bow, John Gil
bert, Rudy Vallee and Garbo. A
statement that Jean Arthur had
stolen scenes from Clara Bow in
"The Saturday Night Kid" had
the public screaming at our doors
and postmen working overtime

years. Vilma Banky and Rod
LaRocque were denying divorce
rumors — and they are still together. Agnes Ayres was rumored
engaged to Director Lewis Milestone, but it never came off.
Milestone is still a bachelor, and
the last we heard of Agnes, she
was demonstrating a beauty
AGNES

bringing angry letters from angry readers. 'Today, however, one wit has dubbed Clara the
ex-It girl, and Jean climbed another step
toward stardom in her latest film, "The Whole
Town's Talking." The most temperamental
lady in pictures was Mary Nolan, keeping
Universal constantly in a state of excitement.
She dropped out of pictures shortly thereafter
and hasn't made a film now for about three

product in a New York store.
Pauline Frederick's coming marriage to Hugh Leighton was
announced. That marriage was annulled the
following December, and Pauline is now Mrs.
Joseph Marmon — her fifth matrimonial venture. Best films were "Journey's End,"
starring Colin Clive; "One Romantic Night,"
Lillian Gish's first talkie; "The Divorcee,"
with Norma Shearer and Chester Morris;

AYRES

'All Quiet on the Western Front;" "King of
lazz," in color. Cover girl, Ann Harding
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might better have been called " Break of Ribs."
He took a too realistic tumble from the orchestra stand and cracked his slats up pretty
painfully. Not painfully enough, however, to
damage his interest in the picture into which,
as you probably know, he stepped when
Francis Lederer and Katharine Hepburn
couldn't get along.
Charles Boyer may become the rage and the
big heart-beat of the ladies in this and other
fair lands. In fact, after seeing the intenseness,
authority and magnetism of his personality in
"Private Worlds" I am inclined to predict
that he will. But he will always be first the
actor, the artist, interested not in his abounding popularity or his power over feminine
hearts, but in the fine shading he can give his
character creations.
I IE himself was quite disappointed in his
' 'work in "Private Worlds." He thought it
was flat and monotonous. He considered it
just another Hollywood job, and the tumuli
and tribute which followed the preview absolutely astounded him.
Even as we talked he dismissed it quickly
to speak of his part in "Break of Hearts."
Was it romantic? Well — he supposed so, but
what was important was that it offered a real
range of characterization and change.
He's a serious and, I rather imagine, a
sophisticated person. He's had women mad
about him before. Like Valentino, Boyer discovered the strange, amorous power of a
burnoose early in his career.
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have been using your comb, 1
must say that the result is wonderful. This comb certainly
>•*' does
I
time your
short that
all
advertisements
promise and MORE. The time
given by you for testing is ample,
because already after 4 or 5
days the effect of the comb is
obvious to anybody." Signed.
C. M. L.

COMB

Stores.

(III I'Q-N |—' -

CO. DePt.P.6

607 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Cash
Check for
Order
Please send Post FREE Evans
Dermectro Comb checked below, with full instructions and
ready for use, along with your booklet "Care of the Hair."
0 Evans
Electric
Comb,
Q Evans Electric Comb, gold
Standard model, at $3.25
plated
DeLuxe
model.
complete.
$5.00 complete.
NAME
I enclose

Money

Signed,
M. H.

ADDRESS.
CITY

Jane

Hamilton,

you

saw

her last

in "Roberta,"
gasps inat diamonds!
one hundred
thousand

^^H^

not satisfied in every way with
the improvement of your hair,
just mail it hack to us and we
money,
will immediately refund your

betternow
. . for
. then
don't delay.
Send
this comb.
Use it
for seven days and if you are
Sold in New York at all le iding Department
— | SIOOO

ARE

Signed, Mrs.
R. G.
glossy and beautiful
look.'*

your hair!
Here is the new great

Mail at
Once to

BELOW

". . . I notice a great improvement in my hair. New hair is
.. on ama
coming in and it lias ".
taken

beauty into

EVANS

EXTRACTS

QUOTED from authentic testimonials sent to us voluntarily, the originals of which are in our files and
free to inspection.

This is to certify that
the foregoing
extract is true and in
correct.

STATE
Outside U. S. A. Cash with Order.
For C.O.D. delivery plus postage check here.
Standard Model □
DeLuxe Model □

Under guarantee of $1,000 you undertake to return my money if I
send the comb back within seven days and say I am not satisfied with
the results. This is an absolute condition of my order.

NOTARY PUBLIC/7 / 7

Pat. Pending.
Si
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Like Valentino, he played the role of a
Moroccan prince, Fazil, in a play called
" L'Insoumise." The hot sands of the desert,
and all that. Potent stuff!
Women of Paris became delirious when they
saw him in this play. They said he had a
"tormenting beauty" and they showered him
with cigarettes, perfumes and, of course, flaming letters of love. Each morning he would
have to hurdle their prostrate forms cluttering
up the steps of his hotel and kick his way
through suicidal bottles of poison and what
not. It was that bad. Well, nearly that bad.
But the whole business left Charles Boyer
pretty cold. He was polite but firm about it
all.
His work kept him much too busy for any
such foolishness —
A NTD I rather imagine that's just how he
' Meels now — or will if they make an idol
out of him in Hollywood.

D-& tu
"WHIRLPOOL"

BRASSIERE

It's the choice of Hollywood and
her movie stars . . . yours, too, if
you wish to be smarter. "Whirlpooled" pockets mold the bust into
alluring curves. At all leading stores.
Send for free style folder

\\UlLY\Um
-7/laxive//
Co.
6773
HOLLYWOOD
BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD.

CALIFORNIA

ENLARGEMENTS
Special! Beautiful Enlargements 15c Each, Postpaid. (Not More
Than Six at Thli Price). Snd Your Best Negatives (Films) wiihThls
Ad and Remittance (Cash). Negatives Returned. Catalog 5c.

UNIQUE-ART-SERVICE,

15

550 W. 144 St., NEW YORK

FUN!\ BIG PAY

WITH an easy -playing,
B weet-toned Buescher you
play tunes right away. Be
a social "hit;" win new
friends; popularity; increased income. Opportunities for good-pay jobs.
You can qualify quickly,
on trial;

FREE

anyBuesstrument. Write cher-innow for
detail g and handsome
Free
Book. Mention i nstrument:
saxophone,
cornet,
trombone, etc.

mi list

ii i: n

BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
609BUESCHER BUILDING
ELKHART
INDIANA

Your

Ca rriage,
Madam!

A Guide to Good Posture
By JANET

LANE

If you want to sit, stand or walk with the grace and
ease of the world's greatest actresses — and without the
drudgery of the usual setting-up exercises — seek out
at once this book. You will not only learn how it's
done but be inspired to do it.
Pay your postman #1.75 plus a few cents postage.
If you don't think the book will help you, return
it to us and your money will be refunded.

Dept. T, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
440 Fourth Avenue,

New

York,

N. Y.

When you talk to him you can see that he's
a set-up for the great-lover affliction.
First of all, there's the accent. His is
pleasingly romantic — soft and mesmerizing.
Then the eyes, they're quite large and very
dark beneath eyebrows which can close in the
middle and spread at the ends most diabolically when he talks.
It gives him a downright wicked look at
times — and is that intriguing!
He is thirty-five — old enough but not too
old — and his good looks are of the dark, but
sincere type. He's a cinch.
However, to me the most striking thing of all
about Charles Boyer is the intense power of
his personality — that which a French critic
once noted by saying "He always seems to
have a temperature of a hundred and four."
It is not so much when you talk to him, for
then the gracious, typically Latin charm of his
manners and the politeness of his speech dispel
the idea. But when he acts on the screen there
is room for no one else. He radiates authority,
magnetism and a nervous intensity which is
unmatched by any other actor I can think of

who
tricks.doesn't resort to dramatic subterfuge or
It is nothing acquired. When he was practically an infant, in the tiny town of Figeac,
France, where he was born, his mother took
him to the Superior of a church school.
" I am not bringing my child here for you to
instruct him," she explained to the nun. "He
is too young for that. But I wish you would
see if you can get him to sit down and keep
A few weeks later little Charles returned
home and astounded his parents by reciting
the long story of the " Passion." His father
immediately upbraided the Superior for tiring
Charles out with such tasks of memory.
" I taught him nothing," she replied. Charles
hadquiet!"
picked it up from hearing the older
students. He could sit still — but he couldn't
keep quiet. He had too much nervous energy.
That a man of all this charm could have remained abachelor up to his thirty-fifth birthday in spite of all the beautiful women in
Paris and Hollywood is little short of a miracle.
But Charles Boyer never had eyes for women
until he met little, blonde, English Pat Paterson at a Fox studio party last year and immediately forgot all his "confirmed bachelor"
ideas right then and there.
THEY were married on one of those impulses' of-the-moment occasions — after a wild, impromptu ride to Yuma, Arizona — and you can
add Mr. Boyer's assurance to that of genera1
Hollywood observations that they're very
very happy and he considers himself "very
Yet,fortunate."
in spite of the fact that the whole town
very
is currently at his feet and heaping laure'
wreaths wholesale on his brow, Charles Boyer
is anxious for his six months in Hollywood to
be up. For then his French screen contract
will call him back to Paris and that will be a
great event, this time — because he will be
bringing home his Hollywood bride — and
" Pat," Mrs. Boyer, that is, for the first time
is due to "meet the folks."

Forecast for Summer
CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE

53

Fabrics: Sheers and crepes, roughish silks,
prints, especially those of abstract rather
than purely geometric motif, and linen lace.

Trimming: Carnations and tulips are important flowers, and flowers as definite trimming and part of frock lines are important

Line: Skirts will be about twelve inches from
the floor. Jackets, brief or of hip length.
No finger-tip or Russian type designs.
Light colored fox will be used in combination with pastels. Pastel tailored suits a
new note. Combination of fabrics where

Hats: Almost "anything goes" if it is unusual
interesting and fresh. Beware of the fantastic new hats that lack reason. After all
they must be attractive. Straws with
patent and shiny surfaces will be good
Pastel felts are important, and large hats
will be seen for sports and street. Feathers
in almost grotesque fantasy adorn the more
formal chapeaux.

cape or coat is plaid or novelty, with matching plain fabric. New linen lace suits with
taffeta slips and linings — these laces usually
in navy-blue. Taffeta good in combination
with other fabrics as trimming, or entire
ensemble. Trend for highest fashion is
toward fulness at bottom of skirt. Many
favor taffeta-lined skirts to give this illusion
of stiffness and size. Most extreme ones
will run very large at bottom. Side fulness
and draped effects important for town
frocks.
Town Frocks: Much shirring, which replaces
cordings and quiltings of last season. Removal of large balloon feeling in sleeves,
especially with jumper type dresses.

Jewelry: Pearls, black and white, even for
sports, will be smart. White, marvelous on
dark fabrics; black, marvelous on light.
Trend is toward finer adornment, and not
so much in quantity. Earrings, as well as
bracelets, few and large.
Sports Clothes: Interesting combinations will
be good, such as ensembles of linen and
taffeta, etc. One excellent outfit combines
taffeta blouse in turquoise blue, black linen
suit with silk braid binding, worn under
sports coat of turquoise and black plaid
wool. This is similar to the tailored outfit
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worn by Mona Barrie in "Ladies Love
Danger," and also a brown and white
combination sponsored by Vionnet in her
Spring showing.
EVENING

CLOTHES

Colors: White and pastels are still important.
Dusty pink very prominent. Lipstick red,
"electric," powder blue and prints in
vibrant colors on navy-blue ground will be
good.
Fabrics: Crepe, ninon, plain and printed
starched chiffon, mousseline de soie,
organdy, taffeta, lace, eyelet embroidery,
with special emphasis on plain and printed
chiffon.
Line: Draped skirt in its many new types
adapted in prints, plain chiffon and crepe.
This silhouette resembles the pre-war line
but has great chic. Some are wrap-around
with side drapes; others with gathered and
pegged sides to add interest to skirt. Other
important new trends are full gored skirts
in taffeta with organdy over-skirts.
All necklines are in two classifications:
the very low, or the tailored, almost shirtmaker type.
Trend is away from the fulness at waist.
It now starts usually at hips (seven inches
below waist). Many evening gowns show
front fulness which is achieved with shirred
effects.
This, to be good, must be kept flat over
hips and stomach. Difficult to wear. Skirts
will be shorter as season progresses. All
skirts should clear floor in front and
some will be ankle length in front. These
usually dip at sides and are longer in back,
ending in a brief train. Front of dress may
be arched or cut square over feet. This
movement to slit or uncover feet is definite
indication of shorter skirts, but does not
mean short skirts. Oriental and harem
skirts with billowy bottom and side treatment in chiffon are an important trend;
also deep girdle and sashes to accentuate
this harem feeling.
These are very high style notes and
require great chic to wear, but are definitely
important.
The classic line gown is staple, but not
too new and, therefore, should be considi
ered by conservative dressers.
Tunics are practically passe; tiered
i
skirts good.

Love CheTteW^ Protect
are the desires created by
dainty femininity. Crystallize
these emotions with the adorable tiny tints of—

DEN

GLINT

sjm™
the SHAMPOO
with the tiny tint RINSE
BRIGHTENS

EVERY

SHADE

OF

HAIR

25c at Drug or Toilet Goods Counters
*£1

(

G of view
. . . from SP
a cultivated
point
EAKI"M

i Wraps:
Organdy and sheer wraps in either
i
long capes or coats are good. Some organdy
coats with tiers are worn over simple taffeta
gowns or gowns of print crepe or taffeta.
FASHION

ADVICE

Short women should avoid the front shirred
fulness of skirt and the deep girdle of the
harem sash. The following innovations are
more becoming: the full gored or godet skirt
of taffeta, organdy or sheer fabric. The new
silhouette is definitely more elegant, more
youthful, but more discouraging to the heavy
person.
Shirred fronts of bodice and upper sleeves
are excellent for the person who wishes no
evidence of a too small or too full bust.
To appear to advantage in the new Summer
fashions, the wearer must be well-groomed at
all times.
Any nonchalant or careless effect is disaster
when gowned in the draped or the harem
silhouette

Live where the advantages of established residence are
available at sensible rates by the day, week or longer.
Correctlydesigned,fineIyappointedsuitesof 1,2,3, 4and 5 rooms,
each with large serving pantry available. Also Tower Suites of
5 Master Rooms and 4 Baths, occupying an entire floor.

Jhe oherru-JNetherland
FIFTH

Facing the Park
AVENUE
AT
NEW YORK

59th
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COMPLETE

•-when you're using
a Carbon as dashing
as Carter's Midnight
Its sparkling silver
design adds glamour
to a dull task. The
work will be easier, too. For this fine carbon
makes clear copies and is clean to handle. 1CH*
will bring you sample sheets. Address Dept.
P-2, The Carter's Ink Company,
Branch, Boston, Mass.

Cambridge

See Car ter's Typewriter
Ribbonsintheexcitingstarsplashed
boxes to match
the Midnight Carbon.

MIDNIGHT CARBON

OILY

PAPER

SKIN!

IS A DANGEROUS BREEDING
GROUND
FOR
BLACKHEADS
NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS. IT CAUSES
SCARS, INFECTION! I>i-..lv HU. U..-...J- - i.-urifiddy
n-itlly a it I, Au^iurz KLEERPLEX WASH.
This
wonderful NEW DISCOVERY contains 5 scientific
ingredients.
manrelu
QUICKLY, SAFELY!
powera Getn at the es
RENEWS!
LIGHTENS!
BEAUTIFIES y ur akin
attractive look. SEE INSTANT IMPKOVEMENT. No chemical*. No otaying home. A guaranteed pure, natural product, approved by Health Authorities and
thousands of happy users — Men and Women. Nothing itke Hi Stop
wii-tini; time und money on ordinary prndueta. Your »*in deserves the
beat Gel your 2 months' supply of KleorpJe* Waah TODAY. Send $1
<plue 10c postage) dire-.t to KLEERPLEX i Dept. P.-T). I W . :14th St.,
N. Y. C. Or
pay postman
(' O b.tl,:.^).
Outside 1934.
U.S. 91.25.
and no
CO.D/p
MONEY
BACK (plus
GUARANTEE!
(Copyright
Kleerplex.)
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COVERMARK
Completely hides birthmarks, burns,
freckles, acne, liver spots, eye circles and
all skin discolorations. Perfect for evening or screen make-up. A thin coating
transforms a sallow skin into an alluring
complexion. Absolutely harmless; will not
crack or rub
by skin specialists. on*.
Send for Approved
full information
and
free color matching chart I
LYDIA O'LEARY.
Inc.. Dept. P-fi
551 Fifth Avenue
New York
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"BABY
FACE
HARRINGTON"— M-G-M —
From the and
play William
"Something
to Brag About"
Edgar
Selwyn
LeBaron.
Screen by
play
by
Nunnally Johnson and Edwin H. Knopf. Directed
by Raoul Walsh. The cast: Willie, Charles Butterworth; Mtllicent, Una Merkel; Ronald, Harvey
Stephens; Uncle Henry, Eugene Pallette; Rocky, Nat
Pendleton; Dorothy, Ruth Selwyn; Skinner, Donald
Meek; Edith, Dorothy Libaire; Albert, Edward Nugent; George, Robert Livingston; Mullens, Stanley
Field; McGuire, Raymond Brown; Glynn, Wade
Boteler; Dave, Bradley Page; Judge Forbes, Richard
Carle; Hank, G. Pat Collins; Collon, Claude Gillingwater.

Benny Rubin; Aunt Jane, Emma Dunn; Ilarriman,
Charles Richman; Officer Riley, Roger Imhof; Lee.
Jed Prouty; Stage Manager, Tommy Jackson;
Secretary, Iris Shunn; Madame DuBarry, Lois Eckhart; Sam Fogel, Fuzzy Knight; Grady, Donald
Kerr; Daniels, Walter Johnson; Master of Ceremonies,
Fred Santley; Ticket Seller, Jack Mulhall; Dispatcher,
Harry Dunkinson; Lady in Waiting, Esther Brodelet;
Porter, Sam McDaniels; Jean, Marbeth Wright;
Chorus Girl, Aloha Ray; Boop Sisters, Edna Mae

"BLACK FURY"— First National.— From the
original story "Jan Volkanik" by Judge M. A. Musmanno, and the play "Bohunk" by Harry H. Irving
Screen play by Abem Finkel and Carl Erikson. Tin
cast: Joe Radek, Paul Muni; Slim Johnson, William
Gargan; Tommy Poole, Tully Marshall; Johnny
Farrell, Joe Crehan; Mary Novak, Mae Marsh;
Sokolsky, Akim Tamiroff; Louie, Selmer Jackson;
Tessie Novak, June Ebberling; Mac, Ward Bond;
Bill, Pat Moriarty; Agnes Shemanski , Edith Fellows;
Johnny Novak, Bobby Nelson; Little Mary Novak,
Dorothy Gray; Kubanda, Vince Barnett; Ivan, Jack
Bleifer; Welch, Supt., Willard Robertson; Jenkins,
Purnell Pratt; Anna Novak, Karen Morley; McGee,
Barton MacLane; Sieve Crcmcr, J. Carrol Naish;

"GO INTO YOUR DANCE'— First National
— From the story by Bradford Ropes. Adapted by
Earl Baldwin. Directed by Archie Mayo. The cast:
.1/ Howard, Al Jolson; Sadie Howard, Glenda Farrell; Benny Rubin, Benny Rubin; Rio, the banamasla,
Phil Regan; Duke, Barton MacLane; First Blonde,
Sharon Lynne; McGee, William Davidson; Mexican.
Akim Yamiroff; Dorothy Wayne, Ruby Keeler:
Luana Bell, Helen Morgan; Music writers, Warren
and Dubin; Fred, Gordon Westcott; Una, Patsy
Kelly; Second Blonde, Joyce Compton; Jackson.
[oseph Cawthorn.

Sophie
Shemanski,
SarahWade
Haden;
The "Bulitchka,'
Erne Ellsler;
Mulligan,
Boteler;
Alec Novak.
Egon Brecher; Pete Novak, George Offerman, Jr.;
Mose, Floyd Shackelford; Chris Shemanski, Mickey
Rentschler; Zilch, the dog, "Corky"; Willie Novak,
Wally Albright; Tony, Pedro Regan; Lefty, Geo. Pat
Collins; Mike Shemanski, John Qualen; J. II
Hendricks, Henry O'Neill; Butch, a miner, Eddie
Shubert.
"CARDINAL
RICHELIEU"— 20th CenturyUnited Artists. — Based on the play by Sir Edw.
Bulwer-Lytton. Screen play by Maude Howell.
Adapted by Cameron Rogers. Directed by Rowland
V. Lee. The cast: Cardinal Richelieu, George Arliss;
Father Joseph, Halliwell Hobbes; Louis XIII, Edward Arnold; Queen Marie, Violet Kemble Cooper;
Queen Anne, Katherine Alexander; Lcnore, Maureen
O'Sullivan; Andre DePons, Cesar Romero; Baradas,
Douglas Dumbrille; Gaston, Francis Lister; FonIrailles, Robert Harrigan; DeBussy, Joseph Tozer;
Buckingham, Guy Bellis; Austrian Prime Minister,
Boyd Irwin; Olivares, Leonard Mudie; King of Sweden, Lumsden Hare; Conde, Russell Hicks; Duke
D'Epernon, Keith Kenneth; Duke Lorraine, Murray
Kinnel; Duke of Brittany, Herbert Bunston; Large
Innkeeper, David Clyde; Old Innkeeper, Charles
Evans; Coachman, Reggie Sheffield; Tradesman
Frank Dunn; Chamberlain, Wm. Worthington.
"CHASING
YESTERDAY"—
RKO-Radio —
From the novel "The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard"
by Anatole France. Screen play by Francis Edwards Faragoh. Directed by George Nicholls, Jr.
The cast: Jeanne, Anne Shirley; Sylvestre Bonnard,
O. P. Heggie; Therese, Helen Westley; Mile. Prefere,
Elizabeth Patterson; Coccoz, John Qualen; Henri,
Trent Durkin; Mouche, Etinne Girardot; Mine lh
Gabry, Doris Lloyd; The Slavey, Hilda Vaughn.
"DEATH FLIES EAST"— Columbia.— From the
story by Philip Wylie. Screen play by Albert DeMond and Fred Niblo, Jr. Directed by Phil Rosen
The cast: John Robinson Gordon, Conrad Nagel;
Evelyn Vail, Florence Rice; Evans, Raymond Walburn; Helen Gilbert, Geneva Mitchell; Baker, Robert
Allen; Burroughs, Oscar Apfel; Salu, Miki Morita;
Dr. Landers, Purnell Pratt; Mrs. Madison, Irene
Franklin; Dr. Moffat, George Irving; Pasloli, Adrian
Rosley; O'Brien, Fred Kelsey; Wotkyns, George
Hayes.
"FAREWELL TO LOVE" — Gaumont British.—
From the story by H. G. Lustig and M. Logan
Screen play by Benn Levy. Directed by Victor
Saville. The cast; Slruensee, Give Brook; Queen
Caroline Malhilde. Madeleine Carroll; King Christian
VII, Emlyn Williams; Brandt, Alfred Drayton;
Guldherg, Nicholas Hannen; Juliana, the Queen
Mother, Helen Haye; Von Eyben, Isabel Jeans; Sir
Murray Keith, Frank Collier.

Don't blame your shoes if they lose their shape
and the heels wear crooked. It is the way you
walk — the weight of your body is off balance.
Dr. Scholl's WALK-STRATES correct this
fault by equalizing the body's weight. They
stop -strain on the ankles; keep your shoes
smart and trim; save on repairs. Easily attached
in any shoe. Sizes for men and women. Sold
by all drug, shoe and dept. stores — only 35(5.

REVIEWED

"FOUR HOURS TO KILL"— Paramount.—
From the story by Norman Krasna. Screen play by
Norman Krasna. Directed by Mitchell Leisen. The
cast: Tony, Richard Barthelmess; Eddie, Joe Morrison; Sylvia, Gertrude Michael; Helen, Helen Mack;
.l/<n Danish, Dorothy Tree; Johnson, Roscoe Karns;
Carl, Ray Milland; Anderson, Noel Madison; Little
Girl, Lois Kent; Tafl, Charles C. Wilson: Mai
Mason, Henry Travers; Pa, Lee Kohlmar.
"GEORGE WH ITE'S 1935 SCANDALS"— Fox.—
From the story by Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman.
Screen play by Jack Yellen and Patterson McNutt.
Directed by George White. The cast: Honey Wallers,
Alice Faye; Eddie Taylor, James Dunn; Elmer
While, Ned Sparks; Manya, Lyda Roberti; Dude
Holloway, Cliff Edwards; Midgie, Arline Judge;
Marilyn
Collins,
Eleanor
Powell;
Louie
Pincus,

Jones,
Do's
Gals, Mildred
Florine
Dickson,Madelyn
Marbeth Earle;
Wright,
KayFour
Hughes,
Beauties. George White, Himself, and the Scandals
Morris;

"HOLD 'EM YALE"— Paramount.— From the
story by Damon Runyon. Adapted by Eddie
Welch and Paul Gerard Smith. Directed by Sidney
Lanfield. The cast: Clarice Van Cleve, Patricia
Ellis; Gigolo Georgie, Cesar Romero; Hector Wtlmol,
Larry Crabbe; Sunshine Joe, William Frawley;
Liverlips, Andy Devine; Mr. Van Cleve, George
Barbier; Sam, the Gonoph, Warren Hymer; Bennit
South Street, George E. Stone; Mr. Wilmol, Hale
Hamilton; Coach Jennings, Guy Usher; Cleary,
Grant Withers; Laverty, Gary Owen; Mrs. Peovey,
Ethel Griffies; Langdonn, Leonard Carey.
"HOOSIER
THE Eggleston.
"—Mono
gram.
— From SCHOOLMASTER,
the story by Edward
Screen play by Charles Logue. Directed by Lewi'
D. Collins. The cast: Ralph, Norman Foster; Hannah, Charlotte Henry; Martha, Dorothy Libaire;
Shocky, Tommy Bupp; Hawkins, Otis Harlan; Bud
Fred Kohler, Jr.; Jake, William V. Mong; Doc Small
Russell Simpson; Randall, Joe E. Bernard; Hank
Wallace Reid, Jr.; Pearson. George Hayes; Sarah,
Sarah Padden
"IT'S A SMALL WORLD "—Fox.— From the
story "Highway Robbery" by Albert Treynor.
Screen play by Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman.
Directed by Irving Cummings. The cast: Bill Shevlin,
Spencer Tracy; Jane Dale, Wendy Barrie; Judgi
Julius B. Clummerhorn, Raymond Walburn; Lizzie
Virginia Sale; Nancy Naylor, Astrid Allwyn; Cat,
Irving Bacon; Cyclone, Charles Sellon; Motor Cop,
Nick Foran; Mrs. Dale, Belle Daube; Snake Brown,
Jr., Frank McGlynn, Sr.; Snake Brown 111, Frank
McGlynn, Jr.; Snake Brown, Sr., Bill Gillis; Buik
Bogardus, Ed Brady; Freddn Thompson, Harold
Minjir.

"MARK OF THE VAMPIRE "—M-G-M.— From
the story by Guy Endore and Bernard Schubert
Directed by Tod Browning. The cast: Professor.
Lionel Barrymore; Irena, Elizabeth Allan; Count
Mora, Bela Lugosi; Inspector Neumann, Lionel At
will; Baron Otto, Jean Hersholt; Fedor, Henry Wadsworth; Dr. Doskil, Donald Meek; Midwife, Jessie
Ralph; Jan, Ivan Simpson; Chauffeur, Franklyn
Ardell; Maria, Leila Bennett; Annie. June Gittelson;
Luna, Carol Borland; Sir Karell, Holmes Herber'
Innkeeper,
Michael
Visaroff.
"MISTER
DYNAMITE "—Universal.— From
the story bv Dashiell Hammett. Screen play by
Doris Mallov and Harry Clork. Directed by Alan
Crosland. The cast: Mr. Dynamite, Edmund Lowe;
Lynn, Jean Dixon; Mono, Verna Hillie; Chartnion,
Esther Ralston; Dvorjak, Victor Varconi; Lewis,
Minor Watson; King, Robert Gleckler; Williams.
Jameson Thomas; Sunshine, Matt McHugh; Rod.
G. Pat Collins; Jans, Greta Meyer; Felix, Bradle)
Page; Joe, James Burtis.
"ONE NEW YORK NIGHT"— M-G-M.— From
the play "Order, Please" by Edward Childs Carpenter. Screen play by Frank Davis. Directed by
Jack Conway. The cast: Foxhall, Franchot Tone;
Phoebe, L'na Merkel; Kent, Conrad Nagel; Colhs.
Harvey Stephens; Louise, Steffi Duna; George, Charles
Starrett; Ermine, Louise Henry; Selby, Tommy
Dugan; Blake, Harold Huber; Carlisle, Henry Kolker
"PEOPLE WILL TALK" — Paramount.— From
the story by Sophie Kerr and F. Hugh Herbert.
Screen play by Herbert Fields. Directed by Alfred
Santell. The cast: Henry Wilton. Charlie Ruggles;
Clarice Wilton, Mary Boland; Peggy Trask, Leila
Hyams; Bill Trask, Dean Jagger; Doris McBnde,
Ruthelma Stevens; Strangler Martin, Ivan Linow;
Prettyboy Plolsky, Constantine Romanoff; Pete
Ranse, Edward Brophy; Helen Baxter, Manna
Schubert; Spider Murphy, John Rogers; Mr. Quimby.
Sam Flint; Willis McBride. Stanley Andrews; Marin

.
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Beamish, Sarah Edwards; Gertrude Mahoney,
Alden.

Betty

"PRINCESS OHARA"— Universal.— From the
story by Damon Runyon. Screen play by Doris
M.illoy and Harry Clork. Directed by David
Butler. The cast: Vic Toledo, Chester Morris;
Princess O'Hara, Jean Parker; Louie, Leon Errol;
Fingers, Vince Harnett; Spidoni, Henry Armetta;
King O'Hara, Ralph Remley; Maggie O'Hara,
Dorothy Gray; Hanna O'Hara, Anne Howard; Pat
O'Bara, Jimmy Fay; Alberta, Verna Hillie; Tad,
Clifford Jones; Miss Van Cortland, Clara Blandick;
^Irs. Goldenberg, Pepi Sinoff; Deadpan, Tom Dugan
"PRIVATE WORLDS' —Walter Waxger-ParUUOUNT. -From the story by Phyllis Bottome.
Screen play by Lynn Starling. Directed by Gregory
LaCava. The cast: Jane, Claudette Colbert;
Monet, Charles Boyer; Sally, Joan Bennett;
Alex, Joel McCrea; Claire, Helen Vinson; Matron,
Esther Dale; Dr. Arnold, Sam Hinds; Carrie, Jean
Rouverol; Tom Hirst, Sam Godfrey; Bertha Hirst,
Dora Clemant; Dr. Harding, Theodore Von Eltz;
Dr. Barnes, Stanley Andrews; Jerry, Guinn Williams;
Boy-in-car, Maurice Murphy; McLean, Irving
Bacon; Arab, Nick Shaid; Dawson, Monte Vanders;rit't; Clarkson, Arnold Gray; Johnson, Julian
Madison; Johnson's Father, Harry Bradley; Carrie's
Nurse, Eleanor King.
"RECKLESS"— M-G-M — From the story by
Oliver Jeffries. Screen play by P. J. Wolfson.
Directed by Victor Fleming. The cast: Mona, Jean
Harlow; Ned Riley, William Powell; Bob Harrison,
Franchot Tone; Granny, May Robson; Smiley, Ted
Healy; Blossom, Nat Pendleton; Paul Mercer,
Robert Light; Joe, Rosalind Russell; Harrison,
Henry Stephenson; Louise, Louise Henry; Dale
, James Ellison; Ralph Watson, Leon Waycoff;
Man Mountain Dean, Himself; Gold Dust, Farina;
\llan, Allan Jones; Carl Randall, Himself; Nina
Mae McKinney, Herself.
"STAR OF MIDNIGHT"— RKO-Radio.— From
lie novel by Arthur Somers Roche. Screen play by
toward J Green, Anthony Veiller and Edward
Kaufman. The cast: Clay Dalzell, William Powell;
'onna Manlin, Ginger Rogers; Kinland, Paul Kelly;
iwayne. Gene Lockhart; Mr. Classon, Ralph Morgan; Tim Winthrop, Leslie Fenton; Doremus, J.
,-arrell MacDonald; Tommy Tcnnunt, Russell Hopon; Mrs. Classon, Vivien Oakland; Abe Ohlman,
•'rank
EmmettCorbell,
O'Connor;
(inlandReicher;
Gangster,Cleary,
FrancisRobert
McDonald;
Paul
turst.
"STOLEN HARMONY"— Paramount.— From
lie story by Leon Gordon. Screen play by Leon
•ordon and Harry Ruskin. Directed by Alfred
Verker. The cast: Ray Angelo, George Raft; Ray
;erraro, George Raft; Jack Conrad, Ben Bernie;
'can Loci nil, Grace
Bradley;
Sunny
Verne,
Iris
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Adrian; Lil Davis Goodee Montgomery; Tex Burrage, Lloyd Nolan; Ted Webb, Paul Gerrits; Dude
Williams, Ralf Harolde; Schoolboy Rowe, William
Cagney; Turk Connors, William Pawley; Clem
Wallers, Charlie Arnt; Pete, Cully Richards; Pkillips,
Jack Norton; Mathew Husley, Christian Rub; Henry,
Snowflake.
"STRANGERS ALL"— RKO-Radio.— From the
play by Marie M. Bercovici. Screen play by Milton
Krims. Directed by Charles Vidor. The cast:
Mom Carter, May Robson; Murray Carter, Preston
Foster; Lily Carter, Florine McKinney; Dick Carter,
William Bakewell; Levis Carter, James Bush; Mi.
Giccn, Samuel Hinds; Pat Gruen, Clifford Jones;
Frances Farrell, Suzanne Kaaren; Mr. Walker,
Leon Ames; Judge, Reginald Barlow; Prosecuting
Attorney,
Paul
Stanton.
"S10 RAISE" — Fox. — From the story by Peter
B. Kyne. Screen play by Henry Johnson and Louis
Breslow. Directed by George Marshall. The cast:
Hurbert T. Wilkins, Edward Everett Horton; Emily
Converse, Karen Morley; Fuller, Alan Dinehart; Don
Bates, Glen Boles; Mr. Bates, Berton Churchill;
Dorothy Converse, Rosina Lawrence; Perry, Ray
Walker; Clark, Frank Melton; Jimmy. William
Benedict.
"TRAVELING
SALESLADY "—First National.— From the story by Frank Howard Clark.
Screen play by F. Hugh Herbert, Manuel Seff and
Benny Rubin. Directed by Ray Enright. The cast:
1'al O'Connor, William Gargan; Millicent Twilchell,
Ruth Donnelly; Elmer Niles, Hugh Herbert; Mellon,
Johnny Arthur; Schmidt, Al Shean; Miss Wells,
Mary
McNeil,
James
Donlan; Joan
O'Connor,
Sr.,
Harry Treen;
Holman;
Angela
Twilchell,
Blondell;
Rutus K. Twilchell, Grant Mitchell; Claudette
Ruggles, Glenda Farrell; Murdock, Joseph Crehan;
Harry, Bert Roach; Freddie, Gordon Elliott; Burroughs, Carroll Nye;
Scoville, Selmer Jackson.
"VAGABOND LADY"— Hal Roach-M-G-M.—
From the story by Frank Butler. Directed by Sam
Taylor. The cast: Tony Spear, Robert Young;
Josephine Spiggins, Evelyn Venable; John Spear,
Reginald Denny; "Spiggs" Spiggins, Frank Craven;
R. D. Sptar, Berton Churchill; Mr.Higgenbolham, Ferdinand Gottschalk; Corky Nye, Forrester Harvey.
"WHILE
THE
PATIENT SLEPT"— First
National. — Based on the novel by Mignon G.
Eberhart. Screen play by Robert H. Lee and
Eugene Solow. Directed by Ray Enright. The cast:
Sarah Keats, Aline MacMahon; Lance O'Leary, Guy
Kibbee; Dike, Lyle Talbot; March, Patricia Ellis;
Isabel, Helen Flint; Jackson, Allen Jenkins; Adolphe,
Robert Barrat; Eustace, Hobart Cavanaugh; Millie
Brown,
ElihuGrondal,
Dimuck, Brandon
Henry O'Neill;
Dr. Jay,Dorothy
RussellTree;
Hicks;
Hurst;
Richard Federie, Walter Walker.

NO REGRETS
Of course not — when you choose
Traub engagement and wedding rings!
These lovely circlets are made
craftsmen

in gold and

Hand-chased

by master
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or jeweled, in modern
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terns or the popular orange blossom designs which Traub first originated twenty
years ago. Ask your jeweler to show you
Traub
rings.
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$10
to $500.
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soms," a special, new bride's book which
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The Shadow Stage
[ CONTINUED

IT'S A SMALL

/T1AY dialogue in a wisp of a story presents
^-^ Spencer Tracy and Wendy Barrie as two
whose cars crash in a Louisiana swamp, leaving
them stranded. Tracy falls hard, but believes

atui

the girl to be a notorious divorcee. Complications are adjusted with numerous laughs.
Wendy Barrie has something new. Spencer
is easy and assured.
Light and amusing.

7oJc/0

yeoAA ifoimcj&i

Here is a safe and approved method. With a small
brush and BROWNATONE, you tint those streaks
or patches of gray, or faded or bleached hair to
lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
Over twenty-threeis years
success.harmless
Don't experiment.
BROWNATONE
guaranteed
for tinting
gray hair — active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Easily and quickly applied — at home. Cannot affect
waving of hair. BROWNATONE is economical and
lasting — it will not wash out. Imparts desired shade
with amazing speed. Just brush or comb it in. Easy
to prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a
lock of hair. Shades: Blonde to Medium Brown" and
"Dark Brown to Black" — cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.

WATCH

1

WRINKLES FADE/ T 00
6"BROWN

MAGIC"

Treatments

far
Skel
Eternal Youth in N Y
loua treatment for wrinkles . . . crows' feet
. . . flabby skin. What a thrill to feel "old
aEe Hnee"
erasedHerand Intensive
"lifted"
from
your actually
face andbeing
neck!

,!■■

EUNICE

KIORMAN
FOSTER is the schoolmaster
' ^who finds himself in the Indiana hotbed
after the Civil War, and Charlotte Henry
plays her first grown-up role. Fred Kohler,
Jr. and Wallace Reid, Jr. look like promising
material. Others in the cast of this old time
favorite are: Dorothy Libaire, Tommy Bupp,
William V. Mong and Russell Simpson.

BABY FACE HARRINGTON— M-G-M
AN amusing, none too unusual little story
about the timid soul whom everyone mistakes as a big-shot gangster, and who, in the
end, is turned into a hero. Charlie Butterworth, with his sad, rather expressionless face
turns in an ideal characterization.

HOLD

SKELLY'S

Salon of Eternal Youth. The Park Central
56th St. & 7th Ave..

THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTERMONOGRAM

Nat Pendleton as Public Enemy No. 1 is
fine. So are, Donald Meek, and Una Merkel
who should have had more to do.

Rejuvenating
MAGIC" friend>
does
the
work. AfterBROWN
each treatment,
will marvel at your youthful appearance.
Send $100 for 6 complete treatments
iCheckor.M.O , , do cash unless legi*
tered. . . . C. O. D. if preferred.)

Suite W3,

WORLD— FOX

'EM YALE— PARAMOUNT

DATHER

New fork

'X

with a football game between "Harvards"
and the "Yales" — and Larry Crabbe, papa's
choice — wins the game and the girl. Cesar
Romero gets better in every picture. William
Frawley, Andy Devine, George E. Stone.

i»S
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DEATH

71

FLIES

EAST— COLUMBIA

W/HAT originally made very good reading
vv concocted by Philip Wylie emerges, on
the screen, as an irritatingly illogical story
with much too much air-liner. Both Conrad
Nagel and Florence Rice do well with it all,
but the comedians, Oscar Apfel, Raymond
Walburn and Irene Franklin have to struggle
desperately with material that simply is not
funny.

But it isn't very interesting.

WHILE THE PATIENT SLEPT— FIRST
NATIONAL
IUST another murder mystery, and pretty
^thin in spots. For your suspense and excitement you follow Aline MacMahon and Guy
Kibbee as they track down the murderer of a
paralytic's son. It's not their fault that the
story sags, for they're both in top form, as is
Allen Jenkins who struggles manfully to make
you laugh. Robert Barrat, Lyle Talbot and
Patricia Ellis hold up in support.

MARK

OF THE VAMPIRE— M-G-M

ANY picture presenting Lionel Barrymore
gives you some pretty good acting, but
here he labors with a confused and incoherent
story. All about vampires who live in an
otherwise deserted castle and suck out I
people's life blood — ugh! But in the end
they're just stooges who help solve a murder.

CHASING

YESTERDAY— RKO-RADIO

a weak but pleasant little program

^picture, involving four thugs who inherit a
lady — not literally, but it amounts to that.
Patricia Ellis falls for uniforms, causing grief
and_ expense to her fond papa, so he invites
the comic gangsters to keep her. It winds up

"Old Town Canoes

FROM

A RATHER pallid film version of "The
' Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard" by Anatole
France. Motivated by nostalgia over a youthful and frustrated romance, O. P. Heggie seek?
out and adopts, after some legal difficulties
Anne Shirley, daughter of his one-time sweetheart; but this story, while straight enough.
doesn't seem very important in the screen telling. There are excellent characterization^
by Helen Westley and Elizabeth Patterson.

Paddle your own canoe. Camp. Fish.
Hunt. Like an Indian. Old Town Canoes
are easy to handle. Light. Sturdy to last
for years. Inexpensive. (1935 prices start
at $68.) Write for a free catalog showing
models and prices. Also outboard boats,
rowboats and dinghies. Old Town Canoe
Co., 116 Main Street, Old Town, Maine.

2 Perfumes

SUBTLE, fascinating, alluring. Sells
regularly at $12.00 an ounce. Made
from the essence of flowers :—
Send only
Two Odors
(1) Fascination
(2) Orange Blossom
A single drop
lasts a iveek!

20/

To pay for postage and handling Bend
only 20c (silver or stamps) for 2 trial bot ties. Only 1 set to each new customer. 20c!

Redwood Treasure Chest: SSi^or4"^

fume selling at $2.00 an ounce — (1) Hollywood Bouquet,
(2) Persian Night. (3) Black Velvet. (4) Samarkand. (Jhest
6x3 in. made from Giant Redwood Trees of California. Send
only $1.00 check, stamps or currency. An ideal gift. $1.00!
^■.■■■■■■.■..■..■■a......a.
I PAUL RIEGER,
217 First Street, San Francisco J
I D Send 2 trial bottles
Q Send Redwood Chest !

■'

■\
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N
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I
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When you see Bill Powell in the mystery drama, "Star of Midnight,"
he's gay and debonair. But discussing the script with Stephen
Roberts, the director, Bill is certainly taking the picture seriously
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FAN

CLUB

SO many requests for information have come
into the offices of the Photoplay Association of Movie Fan Clubs, regarding the
operating of various clubs, that it may be wise
to explain that a prospective member of a fan
club may get detailed information about
joining clubs already formed by writing direct
to the club headquarters itself. Simply select
the name of the club you wish to join, as they
are listed in the Fan Club Corner, and write
direct to the club. All information about
joining, dues, etc., will be forwarded to you.
Fan Club members are certainly getting
around these days. Reports coming in from
all the clubs have mention of members going
hither and yon, seeing their favorite stars,
visiting fellow members in other cities, and
entertaining in a big way. Despite this happy
visiting, club bulletins are more attractive
'this month, containing lots of hard work
preparation, with much interesting news.
The Fan Club Federation's second issue of
"Fan Club Fare," is worth considerable time.
There are so many interesting things in it that
it is hard to name the outstanding club con'tribution. However, the fashion piece, "Fashion Designing with Charles LeMaire," written
by Minnette Shermak, president of the Jean
Harlow Club, is going to interest all members.
^Vrite the Fan Club Federation at 116 East
|/9th Street, New York City.
i Joel Dee McCrea, the precious little baby
';on of Mr. and Mrs. Joel McCrea (Frances
pee), grabs the spot-light honors on the cover
*pf the new anniversary number of the club
pews. Shown at the age of six days, this
[/oungster is going to have plenty of fan fol.owers in this club. Helen Moltz, Route No. 3,
•Sheboygan, Wis., is the capable president of
ihis club.
[ Jean Harlow tells her club members about
per new studio dressing room, in the club
'oulletin, "The Platinum Page," She writes:
fThe drapes are of a crepe in what is called
lice White' — the exact shade of the walls.
fhe furniture is antique white tipped in antique gold. The little French chairs are upholstered in different shades of white, some
;>eing quilted satin and others in fine brocade
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satin. In the dressing room proper the chairs
and dressing table stool are done in oyster
white velvet. The apartment also has an
enclosed refrigerator that has the same mirrored
panels as the wardrobes, and above that has
shelves of white wrought iron. Mother gave
me a delightful surprise by sending me a
complete luncheon set of white Wedgwood,
plain crystal glass with my monogram. Well,
in all, it is indeed a lovely and cozy studio
home, with radio and phonograph combination." Write Miss M. Shermak, 328 E.
90th St., New York City, for details on the
Harlow club.
The Sidney L. Bernstein questionnaire,
going to a quarter of a million film goers in
England, resulted in naming Norma Shearer
the most popular actress shown on the British
screen. George Arliss was named as the
favorite actor. Members of the Norma Shearer
Fan Club are certainly proud of the news.
Hans Faxdahl, 1947 Broadway, New York
City, is president of this club.
The April issue of "The Telescope," will
celebrate the first birthday of the Lew Ayres
Fan Club. Write to Helen Raether, 311 S.
Mingo St., Albion, Michigan, for details
about joining.
One of the members of the Vallee Booster
Fan Club wrote a most successful song about
their favorite. Rudy. It is " King of the Air."
The club is sole distributors of the piece. All
fans of Rudy Vallee are invited to write
Beatrice "Val" Gordon, Lefferts Station,
Brooklyn, N. Y., for club details.
Alice White's letter, appearing in the club
bulletin of the "Alice White Fan Club," informs us that while at Palm Springs recently
she entered her English sheep dog in a dog
show.
Snooty won three ribbons and a trophy.
This fan club is for girls only, and Lucile
Carlspn, 206 E. Main St., Detroit Lakes,
Minn., is president
The Movie Club Guild of Chicago is certainly going places and doing things. The
progressive dinner we told you about in the
last issue was a great success. They are nowgoing in for all sorts of card parties. One was
held March 14th.
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PERSPIRATION
PREVENTIVE IN

HOLLYWOOD !
We believe you will like Ever-Dry
as well as the motion picture capital
does. At lea^t, tests have shown that 88
out of 100 women who once try EverDry remain steadv users, preferring it
to other perspiration preventives.
This pure, colorless, delicately fragrant liquid checks perspiration instantly, yet will not irritate the most
sensitive skin. You can use it any time,
day or night. We use only the highest
quality ingredients in Ever-Dry ... in
fact, guarantee money back if you don't
like it better than any other perspiration preventive! 50c.

EVER-DRY
385 Fifth Ave., N.Y.,and

FADED

Los Angeles

HA

R

Women, girls, men with gray . laded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color ycur hair at the same time with new French
discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR," takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossv. natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
Free Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Depl. 43. 254 W. 1 1 St., New York

freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removedl
VOU can banish those annoying,
■*- embarrassing freckles quickly and
surely in the privacy of your own
room. Your friends will wonder how
you did it. StiUman's Freckle Cream
removes them while you sleep. r-/\c
Leaves the skin soft and smooth, oU
thecomplexionfreshand clear. AJar

F R.E C_K_L E__C_R_E

A M

StiUman's'

Mail this Coupon to Box 81
THE STILLMAN CO., Aurora, Illinois
and receivea FREE Booklet about Freckles.

Quintuplets in Hollywood, too. Peek-aboo. the Persian cat that
belongs to Cora Sue Collins, recently had five kittens. Cora Sue
named
them
for the
five
Dionne
babies.
All
are
doing
well

k Address.
.Name
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NEED MONEY?
. . . let us show you
. . . . how to get it
Local agents are now being appointed
to solicit new and renewal subscriptions for a large group of popular
magazines.
An exceptional opportunity for advancement will be given to those who
enroll as spare time agents with the
intention of making this work a means
of full-time employment.
These positions are open only to men
and women over 20 years of age and
who are willing to call on selected
prospects in the interests of our publications.
NO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY.
However, these positions will appeal
especially to men and women who
have had experience in collecting installment accounts or canvassing.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HAVING
MORE MONEY, write today for particulars ofour offer ... no investment
reguired.
Address your application to

Subscription Agent's Division
Desk PP 635
Macfadden Publications Inc.
1926 Broadway
New York

LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Rend postcard for our free catalogue.
Thousands of bargains. Address: HALDEMAN-JULIUS CO., Catalogue Dept..
Desk M-2. Girard, Kansas

SHEET MUSIC »
Be the first to know the new tunes. We pay
postage. WRITE for free list of 200 new songs.
GENERAL MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.. 156 W. 42 SI. New York. N. Y.

Become intimately acquainted
with your favorite movie
star, by collecting everything
published about that star
Wouldn't you like to receive everything that is published
about Your favorite actor or actress — every fascinating picture, story, review, picture still, etc. from hundreds of diff<piii American and foreign movie magazines, etc. Movie
stars are genuinely interested in fans who keep scrap-books
about them; many of r>ur customers correspond with and
have reraonally met their favurite starn. Write to-dnu fnr
SO-day fret trial offer of our Movie Star < lippin°
Serviepand be sure to name your favorite star.
MOVIE
STAR
CLIPPING
BUREAU,
Dept.
37
2036 Le Moyrte St.
Chicago, III.

AT<T

TREASURE^

AS AMluckA to GOOD
LUCK
good
your home.
Set of ELEPHANTS
five, lto 3 inches —highBring
each
on teak-wood stand. ComeB in, Q Lovely Chinese Jade
Green, O Dainty Rose Quartz, Q Rich Amber, Q Pure
Crystal, n Delicate Ivory White. Check choice.
ORIENTAL PURE SILK SCARFS — One yard
square with Chinese designs in harmonious colors.
Make9 an ideal gift, table covers, bridge prizes. Comes
in, D Blue & Tan, Q Green & Tan, Q Maroon & Tan,
□ Soft Chocolate.
Just to acquaint you with my things, I will send
one Elephant Set and one scarf to you both for $1.00. 1
sell them regularly for $1.00 each. Also my full list of
Oriental Lounging Pajamas, Silk Kimonos, Geisha Girl
Cigarette Boxes, etc., all personally imported.
Just fold a $1.00 bill, stamps or check, in this ad
and mail back today. Money refunded immediately ifnot satisfied. An ideal gift.
DOROTHY
BOYD ART STUDIO
67 Minna Ave. at First, San Francisco
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Mae West Can Play Anything
[ CONTINUED

Paramount set to direct Mae West, I didn't
know whether she was actually an actress, or,
simply a woman with an amazing personality.
She hadn't finished rehearsing the first scene
until I knew the answer to that one.
It was "actress"!
There is none of the poseur in Mae West.
She is so genuine in her work that she breathes
life into characters that would be flamboyantly
artificial in the hands of lesser players. For
example: Jeanne Eagels was the only actress
who succeeded in making Sadie Thompson a
believable, sympathetic character.
In her characterizations we know so well in
pictures today, Mae West is the soul of
rhythm. Neither her seductive walk, her
knowing, alluring wink, nor her languorous
drawl are studied poses. I have seen several
clever girls attempt to imitate Mae, but they
always fail to even touch the real thing. Their
Westian poses are jerky and unconvincing. In
other words, the lure is lost.
I IKE our other few real actresses, Mae be
*— lieves in what she is doing. She understands
the necessity of rhythm and relaxation in
acting. She reminds me of a "sleeping"
leopard, completely relaxed, yet with all her
senses fully alert for the big moment. To
watch Mae play even an unimportant scene
say, strolling nonchalantly across a set, stopping
to light a cigarette for a man, is to watch the
epitome of grace. But, to watch her really
turn on the heat and "GIVE" — I'll leave the
effect on your system to your own fertile
imagination.
I wonder how many people realize that Mae
West satirizes sex? She has made our oldfashioned vampires, those mysterious, pallid,
emaciated, smoky-eyed females appear as
futile as they usually are in real life. Her robust, lusty humor would do much towards
humanizing several traditional characters.
Mae has always wanted to do a version of
the Queen of S/ieba. As this glamorous biblical
character is almost wholly a legendary woman,
the West version, however humorous, is apt to
be as truthful as any.
— Catherine the Great —
OBSERVE the billing! I submit Mae West
as Catherine the Great. Am I mad? Not at
all. Read your history. What sort of woman
was the amazing Empress of all the Russias?
Not the glorified person we have seen in pictures.
Not by any stretch of the imagination. Instead, she was a female Don Juan or Casanova,
as well as a remarkably strong, dominating
and fascinating woman.
She freely acknowledged taking her fun
where she found it.
She was really a woman of great executive
ability, and every inch an empress despite the
irregularity of her moral life. To the very end,
she was a great gal, good-natured and bubbling
over with robust humor.
So much for the character that everyone
will
agree extreme.
Mae West can play. I'll now go to
the other
Mae could play a Peg 0' My Heart.
— Mae as Peg —
Yes, I know this sounds ridiculous. What,
La Belle West in curls and baby-faced in-
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nocence? No, that's not the idea. I'm talking about the plot of the play, not the charactei
as played by the unforgetable Laurette
Taylor.
If Mae were to play a Peg 0' My Heart she
need only forego the curls. The Irish brogue
and mannerisms suit her personality to a T
An Irish-American shopgirl, say, who finds
herself suddenly transplanted into stuffy English society because of an inheritance. Can't
you picture Mae in these surroundings?
This plot is the same amusing idea, in reverse, as " Ruggles of Red Gap," which I have
just directed. Here we have Charles Laughton
and Roland Young, typical Britishers, sud
denly transplanted into American Western
society as typified by Mary Boland and Charlie
Ruggles.
It hits the funny-bone.
In " Peg," everyone frowns upon her American manners. The only one who sees her true
value is the English barrister who is administer
ing the estate.
At the climax of the story, there is consternation in the stuffy household when it
leaks out that someone has been attending
clambakes
Mae Westwithin the
the "heavy."
role, realizing that the
daughter is the guilty one, would rush to the
defense with a crack running something like
this:
"Wait a minute.

If there is any fun like

that going on around here, who do you think '
would be having it?"
— Tragic Stella —
Do you recall the grand performance the late
Belle Bennett contributed to silent pictures ai
Stella Dallas?
If Samuel Goldwyn ever makes the picture
and he probably
will, "Mae
Stella"
be
aagain,
sensational
success with
in would
the role.
Here is a woman with no culture, no background. Asilly butterfly-minded woman who
valiantly strives to have her fling out of life, j
no matter what the cost. Yet she tears your
heart out in her vain attempts to be a good
mother to the child.
Here is an everyday character much older
than Peg, much less colorful than Catherint
and the Queen of Sheba.
I should like to see Mae West play the role,
if only to demonstrate her latent versatility as
an actress.
— Go West —
Suppose Mae were to go West? No pun in
tended, as "West" is a geographical location
in this instance. One of the finest roles in all
fiction awaits her. A great woman, nurtured
in the raw of the man-made Western pioneer
world. A stern-fibered give-and-take girl who
was much finer than most of her sheltered
sisters.
I GIVE you Mae West as Cherry Malotte in
' "The Spoilers."
In the Rex Beach epic of the Alaskan gold
rush days, Mae could go dramatic to the hilt.
A touch of rollicking Westian humor here and
there, but essentially tragic and bitter.
Can you picture, as I can, Mae as the faro
dealer taking the boys? Or, playing a losing
game for the hero's love with that gay "you
can be had" attitude?
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What else could she play? Well, how about
that swell little person whose kindly, lovable
nature captivated Charles the First quite as
much as her lure as an actress and her sex
appeal?
Nell Gwyn. I'd give a lot of salary for the
opportunity to direct Mae in this gay and
romantic, but tragic bit of history. Mae could
contribute a characterization as rich and racy,
laughable and human as was Charles Laughton's Henry the Eighth.
Unlike many of our outstanding screen personalities, Mae West will never be limited.
She can play anything, and many surprising
things well. She has terrific personal appeal
on the screen. Women like her as well as men.
Mae understands the psychology of her own
sex.

West could play if she
Catherine, Stella, Peg, Nell
would not be at all difficult
Madame X, Salvation Nell,

up and see me some time"
a great kick out of Mae.
many laughs as they do
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chose to — Sheba,
and Cherry. It
to picture her as
DuBarry, Salomy

Jane, Anna
served for theChristie,
last. or even the gal I've reHow about Mae playing opposite, say, John

Pigs' Trotters: Select four pig feet and singe
Bver a non-sooting flame. Plunge them in
oiling water with a little soda and scrape careully. Repeat two or three times, changing the
Hater, after which the feet should be quite
ihite. Split in halves lengthwise, place in two
'iarts cold water, adding two tablespoons salt.
,ring to a boil and let them cook from three to
uree and a half hours or until a toothpick will
:.sily pierce them. Cool in cold water to make

r^ ENDING

could play the shrewish Katharina to John's
domineering Petrucchio as well as most of our
modern actresses.
Why not have a go at some of these girls,
Mae?
Why not, indeed?
Here are the reasons:
1 .ture. history.
. "She Done Him Wrong" made pic2 . . . "I'm No Angel" made mote money.
3 . . . " Belle of the Nineties" (despite censorship) making new records.
Sure, Mae West can change her character,
but who wants her to?
I don't.

Dinner from Old Denmark
Sauce: Butter thickly six individual timbale
moulds and sprinkle finely chopped parsley
iover bottom and sides. Carefully drop an egg
into each mould so that yolk will not break.
|Set moulds in pan of boiling water to reach half
the depth of timbales. Cover with iron lid and
keep water steadily boiling Whites will be
jfirm in about eight minutes. Turn out the
jeggs carefully, garnished ends up, onto a platter
:overed with Madeira sauce. For the sauce,
nix in a deep saucepan four tablespoons
Madeira wine, two tablespoons tomato
cetchup, one cup good stock. Bring to a boil
ind remove from fire. Mash together one
ablespoon butter and one tablespoon cornitarch. Add to sauce and stir until smooth.
Put saucepan over fire again and stir constantly
intil sauce comes to a boil. Sufficient for six
>ersons.
Meatballs: Soak six tablespoons fine dry
breadcrumbs in one-half cup cream, or less,
liave ready nine ounces beef from loin, four
mnces veal and four ounces pork, which has
ireviously been put through a meat chopper
ive or six times. Better have your butcher do
his. Mix the meat and soaked breadcrumbs,
dding any remaining cream and one-half cup
oda water drawn from a siphon, a little at a
ime. Now fry, without browning in one tablepoon butter two tablespoons finely chopped
Bermuda onion. Stir into the meat mixture
wo-thirds teaspoon salt, one-third teaspoon
'hite pepper, pinch of allspice, yolk of one or
ivo eggs and fried onions. Shape in small
.alls and fry in butter, using low heat. Shake
le pan occasionally to keep balls in shape.
Jierve with pan sauce poured over them and, if
Besired, a border of fried yellow onions.

HAPPY

After all, you know, the Bard of Avon's women
were down-to-earth gals. In my opinion, Mae

a few of the girls Mae

[ CONTINUED
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Barrymore, in "The Taming of the Shrew"?
Shades of Shakespeare! This is no jest.

She never takes a good woman's man away
from her.
Never says "Come
Ito the wrong guy.
The audiences get
Because they get as
ithrills.
I have mentioned
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them whiter. Place in the liquid in which they
were boiled to turn into jelly. Serve with
pickled beets.
Here is another variation of the pigs' feet
theme.
Pigs' Feel Saute: Prepare and cook as above.
Cool, brush with a beaten egg, roll in fine breadcrumbs and fry to a golden yellow in butter.
The favorite dessert in the Brisson menu is
abiekage, or apple cake with whipped cream.
When Mr. Brisson finished "All the King's
Horses," he promised the electricians, laborers,
wardrobe girls and other workers on the set a
big party. Having heard what a typical
Brisson meal was like, several of the electricians
sent the star the following message: "Would you
mind if we asked for ham and eggs? We can't
pronounce much else on the menu."

The famous Stone family has moved
en masse to Hollywood and plans
to make its home there. Fred, with
Paramount,
and
daughter
Paula

When the tumult anil the shouting have died down . . . and the
inner man needs replenishing before bedtime . . . then,right then,is
the
time
to havein amilk
bowl orof cream.
Kellosg's
Corn Flakes
They're light, crisp, satisfying,
and they invite that needed slumber— with the sweetest dreams.
Kellogg's are sold by all grocers. Served everywhere. Made
by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

CORN

FLAKES

DARK,
LUXURIANT
INSTANTLY AND

LASHES
"
safely
m in

Every day more and more beauty-wise women accent their
eyes to deeper beauty and meaning... with MA YBELLINE.
Instantly darkens lashes to the appearance of long, sweeping luxuriance. Contains no dye ...
utterly harmless . . . non-smarting . . .
tearproof. Approved by Good Housekeeping and other leading authorities.
Black, Brown, Blue, 75c at reputable
toilet goods counters.

Vetvetltottm
COMPANY

■LVET MITTEN

) East Ninth Street, Lot Angeles, California
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Let Sylvia of Hollywood

Mold Your Body
into a Dream
of Loveliness
atin-knit of Dunont Rayon

Now you can acquire the beauty
of the screen stars
You have always wanted to be beautiful
. . . attractive . . . glamorous. Now you
can be! For the very same methods which
the famous stars of ihe screen and stage use
to acquire and maintain their beauty are
now revealed by Sylvia of Hollywood in
her new book, No More Alibis.
Madame Sylvia is the personal beauty
adviser to Hollywood's most brilliant stars.
It is she who guards and preserves the exquisite charms of the screen's awe-inspiring
beauties. It is she who transforms ordiness. nary looking women into dreams of loveliRead

This

Table

of

Contents

DECIDE
HOW
YOU
WANT TO LOOK
DIET AND EXERCISE FOR GENERAL
REDUCING
WHEN FAT IS LOCALIZED— Too Much
Hips, Lumps of Fat on the Hips, Reducing
Abdomen, Reducing the Breasts, Firming
the Breasts, Fat Pudgy Arms, Slenderizing
the Legs and Ankles, Correcting Bow-legs,
Slimming the Thighs and Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back, Squeezing off Fat,
Where
Reduce There's a Will, There's a Way — to
REDUCING FOR THE ANEMIC
GAIN FIFTEEN OR MORE POUNDS A
MONTH
IF YOU'RE THIN IN PLACES — Enlarge
Your Chest, Develop Your Legs
PEOPLE WHO SIT ALL DAY — "Desk Chair
Spread," Drooping Shoulders, Luncheon
Warnings!
THE
"IN-BETWEEN"
FIGURE
KEEP THAT
PERFECT
FIGURE
CLOTHES TIPS FOR STRUCTURAL DEFECTS
A FIRM, LOVELY
FACE
CORRECTING FACIAL AND NECK CONTOURS— Off with That Double Chin!
Enlarging a Receding Chin, Slenderizing
the Face and Jowls, Refining Your Nose,
Smoothing Out a Thin, Crepy Neck, "Old
Woman's Bump"
SKIN BEAUTY
DIET AND ENERGY
DIET
BEAUTIFUL
HANDS
AND
FEET
ACOUIRE POISE AND GRACE — OVERCOME NERVOUSNESS
ADVICE FOR THE ADOLESCENT — To
Mothers — To Girls
THE WOMAN
PAST FORTY

And now Sylvia has just put all her
beauty secrets between the covers of a
book. In No More Alibis you will find
every ounce of knowledge, every whit of
observation and all the good sound advice
that Sylvia has gleaned over a period of
thirty-five years in making the human body
ideally beautiful.

Carefully guarded secrets told
In this book Sylvia reveals for the first
time all of her carefully guarded health
and beauty secrets . . . the treatments and
methods which have made her a power in
Hollywood. She gives special attention to
reducing and building up the body and
covers the subject thoroughly with suggested exercises, illustrated by photographs
and excellent diets.
There is no other book like No More
Alibis — for there could be none.
In this

No More Alibis
is full book size.
It contains over
135
pages and
is illustrated
with more than
40 photographic
plates. It is
beautifully
ered in a covrich
coral Pyrokrast
binding.
for your Send
copy
of this amazing
book — today.

one volume Sylvia
tells you exactly how
you can be as lovely
as the stars of Hollywood— if not lovelier!
No matter how old
you are, or how fat or
thin you are, Sylvia
will tell you how you
can mold your body
into beautiful proportions.
You

cannot

have

good looks, a beautiof Hollywood
ful figure nor a charmSylvia
ing personality by merely wishing for
them. But beauty should be yours — and it
can be if you follow the expert advice and
suggestions of Madame Sylvia as given in
No More Alibis.
Glance at the table of contents listed on
this page. Notice how completely and
thoroughly Sylvia covers every phase of
beauty culture. And bear in mind that all
of Sylvia's instructions are simple to follow. You need not buy any equipment
whatsoever. You can carry out all of
Sylvia's beauty treatments
privacy of your own home.

right in the

This great book only $1.00
And remember that this book gives you
the very same information for which the
screen stars of Hollywood have paid fabulous sums. Yet the price of this marvelous
book is ridiculously small — only $1.00 a
copy. If you are unable to get this book
at your local department or book store,
mail the coupon below — now.

Sign and Mail Coupon

forthis Amazing

MACFADDEN
BOOK
COMPANY,
Dept. P-6, 1!C2<> Broadway,
New
me. postage
prepaid,
the book,
of Send
Hollywood.
I enclose
$1.00.
Name
Address.

Book TODAY

INC.
York, N. Y.
"No

More Alibis 1'
by Sylvia

City
State. . .

'
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Addresses of the Stars
HOLLYWOOD,
Paramount
Iris Adrian
George Barbier
Wendy Barrie
Ben Bernie
Douglas Blackley
Mary Boland
Grace Bradley
Carl Brisson
Mary Ellen Brown
Kathleen Burke
Burns and Allen
Kitty Carlisle
Dolores Casey
Claudette Colbert
Gary Cooper
Jack Cox
Larry "Craven
Buster " Crabbe
Eddie
Bing Crosby
Katherine DeMille
Marlene Dietrich
Frances Drake
Mary Ellis
W. C. Fields
William Frawley
Paul Gerrits
Cary Grant
David Holt
Dean Jagger
Roscoe Karns
Lois Kent
Jan Kiepura
Elissa Landi
Charles Laughton
Billy Lee
Fox Studios,
Frank Albertson
Astrid Allwyn
Rosemary Ames
Lew Ayres
Catalina Barcena
Mona Barrie
Warner Baxter
John Boles
John Bradford
Frances Carlon
Madeleine Carroll
Dave Chasen
Tito Coral
Jane Darwell
Alan Dinehart
James Dunn
Jack Durant
l Alice Faye
| Peggy Fears
Stepin Fetchit
i Nick Foran
Norman Foster
Ketti Gallian
I Janet Gaynor
| Frances Grant
I Harry Green
! Jack Haley
i Sterling Holloway
Rochelle Hudson
' Roger Imhof

1401

CULVER CITY, CALIF.

CALIF.

Studios

Don Barclay
Billy Bletcher
Charley Chase
Billy Gilbert
Oliver Hardy

Baby LeRoy
Carole Lombard
Pauline Lord
Ida Lupino
Helen Mack
Fred MacMurray
Marian Mansfield
Herbert Marshall
Gertrude Michael
Raymond Milland
Joe Morrison
Lloyd Nolan
Jack Oakie
Lynne Overman
Gail Patrick
Joe Penner
George Raft
Lyda Roberti
Lanny Ross
Charlie Ruggles
Randolph Scott
Marina Schubert
Ann Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Alison Skipworth
Queenie Smith
Sir Guy Standina
Gladys Swarthout
Colin Tapley
Kent Taylor
Lee Tracy
Virginia Weidler
Mae West
Henry Wilcoxon
Toby Wing
N. Western Ave.
Walter Johnson
Paul Kelly
Walter King
June Lang
Edmund Lowe
Victor McLaglen
Frank Melton
Frank Mitchell
Conchita Montenegro
Rosita Moreno
Herbert Mundin
Warner Oland
Valentin Parera
Pat Paterson
Ruth Peterson
John Qualen
Will Rogers
Gilbert Roland
Raul Roulien
Siegfried Rumann
Albert Shean
Berta Singerman
Slim Summerville
Shirley Temple
Spencer Tracy
Claire Trevor
Helen Twelvetrees
Blanca Vischer
Henry B. Walthall
Hugh Williams

RKO-Radio P ictures, 780 Gower St.
1 Glenn Anders
Katharine Hepburn
Pert Kelton
i Fred Astaire
Francis Lederer
John Beal
Gene Lockhart
1 Willie Best
Raymond Middleton
' Eric Blore
Polly Moran
; Alice Brady
! Helen Broderick
June Preston
Bruce Cabot
Gregory Ratoff
Virginia Reid
> Chic Chandler
Erik Rhodes
Richard Dix
Steffi Duna
Barbara Robbins
i Irene Dunne
Ginger Rogers
Ann Shirley
1 Hazel Forbes
Frank Thomas, Jr.
Wynne Gibson
Alan Hale
Helen Westley
Bert Wheeler
(Margaret Hamilton
Robert Woolsey
I Ann Harding
United Artists Studios,
Eddie Cantor
Charles Chaplin
Douglas Fairbanks

Columbia Studios,
Robert Allen
Jean Arthur
Lucille Ball
Jame* Blakeley
John Mack Brown
Jack Buckler
Nancy Carroll
Walter Connolly
Donald Cook
Inez Courtney
Richard Cromwell
*-llyn Drake
|Douglas Dumbrille
Wallace Ford

1438 Gower St.
Jack Holt
Victor
Jory
Fred Keating
Marian Marsli
Ken Maynard
Tim McCoy
Geneva Mitchell
Grace Moore
George Murphy
Gene Raymond
Florence Rice
Billie Seward
Ann Sothern
Raymond Walburn

Douglas Wakefield

Metro-Goldwyn
Brian Aherne
Katharine Alexander
Elizabeth Allan
Lionel Barrymore
Wallace Beery
Constance Bennett
Virginia Bruce
Ralph Bushman
Charles Butterworth
Mary Carlisle
I-eo CarriHn
Ruth Channing
Maurice Chevalier
Mady Christians
Constance Collier
Jackie Cooper
loan Crawford
Dudley Digges
Jimmy Eddy
Durante
Nelson
Stuart Ervvin
Madge Evans
Muriel Evans
Louise Fazenda
Preston Foster
Betty Furness
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Gladys George
C. Henry Gordon
Ruth Gordon
Russell Hardie
Jean Harlow
Frank
Hayes
Helen Hayes
Louise Henry
William Henry
Jean Hersholt

Murine cleanses and refreshes tired, irritated eyes.

Mayer
Studios
Irene Hervey
Isabel Jeweli
Barbara Kent
lune Knight
Otto Kruger
Evelyn Laye
Myrna Loy
Jeanette MacDonald
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery
Frank Morgan
Karen Morley

EYES

MaureenParker
O'Sullivan
Cecilia
lean Parker
Nat Pendleton
Rosamond Pinchot
Villiam Powell
May Robson
Mickey
Rooney
Shirlev Ross
Rosalind Russell
Norma Shearer
Frank Shields
Sid Silvers
Harvey Stephens
Lewis Stone
Gloria Svvanson
William Tannen
Robert Taylor
Pinky Tomlin
Franchot Tone
Henry Wadsworth
Lucille Watson
Johnny Wynyard
Weissmuller
Diana
Robert Young

Yj13,«RChicago.
Your Eyes." Murine
OR Dept.
,f Co.,

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE

sn

...
to ANY
. . . SAFELY

Shade
you
Desire
in 5 to 15 minutes

Careful.

women

faetidioiiB

avoid

the

use

Universal
Heather Angel
Henry Armetta
Baby Jane
Binnie Barnes
Noah Beery, Jr.
Dean Benton
Mary Brooks
June Clayworth
Carol Coombe
PhilipDarling
Dakin
Ann
Andy Devine
Sally Eilers
Valerie Hobson
Henry Hull
G. P. Huntley, Jr.
Lois January
Buck Jones
Boris Karloff
Frank Lawton

George Brent
Joe E. Brown
James Cagney
Hobart Cavanaugh
Colin Clive
Ricardo Cortez
Dorothy Dare
Marion Davies
Bette Davis
Olivia de Haviland
Dolores Del Rao
Claire Dodd
Robert Donat
Ruth Donnelly
Maxine Doyle
Ann Dvorak
John Eldredge
Patricia Ellis
Florence Fair
Glenda Farrell
Errol Flynn
Grace Ford
Kay Francis
William
Nan
GrayGargan
Hugh Herbert
Russell Hicks
Leslie Howard
Ian Hunter
Lloyd Hughes, 616
Harold Lloyd, 6640
Calif.
Neil Hamilton, 351
Calif.
Ned Sparks. 1765

?r<

tcdcc
KC.C.

ERWIN

*''-/"'«' booklet
"TheFreeArt utth
<if Lightening
Hair
Without
Peroxide"
your first order.
F. LECHLER.

Hair Beauty Specialist

S6S W. 181st St., New York, N. Y.

H ,

Studios

Bela Lugosi
Paul Lukas
Florine McKinney
Douglass Montgomery
Victor Moore
Chester Morris
Hugh O'Connell
Roger Pryor
Claude Rains
Onslow Stevens
Gloria Stuart
Margaret Sullavan
Francis L. Sullivan
Mary Wallace
Polly Walters
Irene Ware
Alice White
Clark Williams
Jane Wyatt

Na tional Studios
Josephine Hutchinson
Allen Jenkins
Al Jolson
Olive Jones
Ruby Keeler
Guy Kibbee
Robert Light
Margaret Lindsay
Anita Louise
Helen Lowell
Aline MacMahon
Everett Marshall
June
Frank Martell
McHugh
James Melton
Jean
Muir
Paul Muni
Pat O'Brien
Henry
O'Neill
Dick Powell
Phillip Reed
Philip Regan
Edward G. Robinson
Mary Russell
Winifred Shaw
Barbara Stanwyck
Lyle Talbot
Verree
Teasdale
Genevieve Tobin
Dorothy Tree
Mary TVeen
Rudy \'3]lee
Gordon
Westcott
Warren
William
Donald \V0ods

Dr.. Beverly

No. Sycamore Ave.

FACE

POWD

Hills,

Hollywood.
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FIVE
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SKINTONE SHADES
sl 00

AT
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SHOPS

TEST IT THIS WAY- BUY A LARGE PURSE SIZE
BOXjVtlOW.Miy
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STORE

END CORN PAIN
STOP

SHOE

PRESSURE

Quickly relieve
Callouses, Bunions
Ifyourshoes make your toes
sore and feet tender; if they
press painfully
on corns,
callouses or bunions
— apply
Dr. Scholl's Zino-padsand
you'll have immediate relief! These specially medicated pads cushion and
protect the sore spot;
soothe and heal. They
prevent corns, tender
toes and blisters; make
new or tight shoes fi
with ease; safely
remove corns and
callouses. Try them!
drug, shoe and department s

Taft Bldg., Hollywood
Calit.
Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood,
N. Crescent

oi

Lecnler's Instantaneous Hair Lightener
Beneficial to per
not streak. EL,;,, nata
nent waves and bleac
grown dark.
This is thi
nleaa,
the Scalp. No more
dark n
and screen
anteed.
Mailed

BURBANK, CALIF.
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UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIF.

Warners-First
Ross Alexander
Johnnie Allen
Mary Astor
Robert Barrat
Joan
Glen Blondell
Boles

1041 N. Formosa Ave.
Miriam Hopkins
Mary Pickford
Anna Sten

20th Century Studios, 1041 N. Formosa
George Arliss
Fredric Marcn
Ronald Colman
Loretta Young

Hal Roac h Studios
Patsy Kelly
Stan Laurel
Billy Gang
Nelson
Our

DrScholls

Zinopads

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood
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DET you don't know who "Lamb Chop" is.
^ Well — it's Jean Harlow. That's what her
stepfather calls her. Mama, of course, calls
Jean "Baby."
Nobody around the house seems to use
"Jean" — and no one in Hollywood ever has
called her by her real name, Harlean.
\ V /ELL — at last Hollywood has a real prince
** who shuns the title instead of parading it.
The royal newcomer is Prince Sigvard Bernadotte, who gave up his royal rights to the
Swedish ruling house when he married Fraulein
Erika Patzek.
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However, despite the stories you would read
about Jean's shunning night life — it's no longer
exactly true. Jean is stepping out a bit now,
which is as it should be, say I. No use in not
having a whirl every now and then.
Jean does it in company with handsome
Robert Taylor, the current big moment of
more than one ardent lady in this here world.
Robert seems to have stepped right in and
taken Jean away from her school-day sweetheart, Pancho Lucas. But my informants tell
me that the Jean-Pancho heart-beat has been
slowed down now for quite a spell.

Prince Sigvard is enrolled at M-G-M merely
as "Mr. Bernadotte,"
and that's how he wants
to be known. "Mr.
Bernadotte" is studying
film direction and intends to make moving
pictures his career, now
that posing in ermine
robes and crowns is out
of style.

is certainly giving his inventive imagination
a lot of play these days. You ought to hear
some of the funny things he needs just a little
more money for — everything, of course, but a
new plane cover! (He's only about two weeks
away from it now or we wouldn't tell on him.)
I WAS on the set the other day at M-G-M
1 where Bob Montgomery was shooting a
scene in "No More Ladies."
I thought my eyes were deceiving me when
I saw Bob in the midst of his lines, suddenly
break into a spirited jig.
What ho — I thought
— competition for Fred
Astaire!
Then a set man confided that whenever
Bob balls up his lines
he always goes right
way.
into a bit of footwork.
Let's off steam that

A CERTAIN Dr.
' * Kressman is showing considerate interest
in one Claudette Colbert
— or can it be just

probCONSIDER
^—lems
of the
Freddie
Bartholomew's Aunt
"Sissy" who has to
worry about Freddie's
health and well being
while all of Hollywood
idolizes him.

professional concern?
DACK in 1919 Lloyd
^Hughes made the
first picture at the
studio now known in

Since coming to America, Freddie has developed an absolute craving
for two things: American slang and chewing
gum. And this is bad
business to "Sissy," who
simply can't stand
either.
Incidentally, I can't
help siding with " Sissy"
on the slang question.
If there ever was a
more precisely beautiful
English diction attached to a heard
youngster,
never
it.I've
It
would be a shame to
corrupt it.

Hollywood as MonoLloyd played the lead
with Enid Bennett (regram.
member her?) in "The
Haunted
Bedroom."
was the first
picture thatIt
the late producer,
Thomas Ince, made at
his new studios.
The other day, Lloyd
started his screen comeback in "Honeymoon
Limited" — at the same
Baby Jane's little exercise for the waistline.
ing to it. Why
touch finger tips when you

I UCKY movie babies —
*- Hearken to the soft set-up Master or Miss
Richard Dix will blink at when he or she
arrives via the stork route one day real soon.
A specially built nursery with glass windows
to let the full sun rays in, a private bathing
pool with a fancy new lifter-upper which
mechanically lifts baby right out of the water
after his bath and puts him on a drying table,
eliminating the chance of his falling and bumping his noggin, and a miniature playroom
equipped for his pleasure from the very first
"goo."
All this in advance, so when Young Dix
arrives life will be a cinch.
CAR be it from, me to accuse Jean Parker of
' going Hollywood, for if there is one sweet
little girl who is a sweet little girl off the screen,
as well as on, it is Jean.

She says there is nothcan touc h your
head?

Incidentally Robert Taylor and Irene
Hervey have called it quits. Reason — things
got too serious, with Irene saying it is too
early in her career for romance.
THAT

favorite and luxurious retreat of the

' Hollywood stars, La Quinta, is near the tiny
desert town of Indio, deep in the Coachella
Valley.
Recently Ronald Colman returned from a
stay there absorbing the well known ultra
violet rays, and ever since his friends have
been calling f;im "Clive of Indio."

THE demand for techplace.
nical accuracy by motion picture studios
knows no bounds. In
thepictuie "Anna Karenina," being made with
Garbo at M-G-M, little Freddy Bartholomew,
of "David Copperfield" fame, has a part in
which he plays with a number of Russian
soldier dolls. These dolls were sent, after considerable costume research, to the art department, and ordered painted to the last accurate
detail in the uniforms and correct colors of the
old Imperial regiments they represented. They
only in black and white—
will itphotograph
but
helps to keep the art department busy.

WOL7 husbands who have to hold something
' out on | he little woman to get those new
golf clubs, can sympathize with Paul Lukas.
He has to have a new covering for his airplane,

TRY 'em over: thermodynamics, electrobal' listics, self-synchronizing Silson motor.
What's your score? Being able to handle these
tongue-twisters won Ted Healy the fire control
role in "Murder in the Fleet"—
mechanic's
crime
on a warship.

but Daisy doesn't approve of his flying. And
Daisy holds the key to the exchequer.
Paul

Ted insists he can get laughs out of the long
words without mispronouncing them.
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